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dressed in

like the one about the husband getting into trouble because the box
of flowers he intended for his wife
were delivered to his girl friend
these are on television; The com-

—

.

panies are now producing material
they wouldn’t touch a couple of
years ago.”

Show

attire.

Per-

Comedy

highlight

of

-

the

Barnold routine came when
one of the dogs garbed as a
saloon
bum was thrown
through the swinging doors
and landed on his back. Sime,
in

$750,000.
stories anymore,” commented Taradash in N. Y. last week. “Themes

human

haps the original turn to do
this was “Barnold’s Circus,” a
vaude act which the founder
of Variety, Sime Silverman,
reviewed in 1906.

Daniel Taradash and Elick Moll
wrote “Library” as an original
screenplay a few years ago and it’s
been on and off the production sked
ever since. Property is now set to
roll Sept. 7 under the aegis of
Phoenix Productions, which Taradash set up in partnership with
Julian Blaustein recently, on* the
Col lot, with Col financing and
distributing.
Budget is around

“The studios don’t want ordinary

By KOBE MORRISON

v

his

criticism,

suggested

it

would be even funnier if the
dog got up, returned to the
saloon and again was thrown
out.

The suggestion was taken
and the new routine proved a
wow, so much so that special
billing was added for "Dan
the Drunken Dog.”

Tint

TV on Tape

The Academy Award winner {for
"From Here to Eternity”) cited
Metro’s “Blackboard Jungle” and
the as yet unreleased “The Trial”
as examples of the willingness
to

Practical in

tackle

controversial subjects.
"‘Trial” is a murder story with an
Inter-racial conflict angle.
“Library” concerns a middleaged librarian who refuses to yield
to pressure for the removal of a
pro-Communist book. Bette Davis
lias signed to play the part and

(Continued on page 13)

By

Of Foul Weather Rapped

By

Drive-In Theatres
Minneapolis, July

'

5.

Outdoor theatre owners and exhibitors generally are burning over
the manner in which some of the
area’s tv and radio stations “unduly” seize upon and play up
weather, bureau warnings regarding the possibility of tornadoes hitting certain nearby sections.
Warnings’ effect, of course, is to
keep many prospective patrons of
drive-in and four-wall theatres at
home where, instead of attending,
a picture as they might ha.ve originally planned, they remain to
watch video or to listen to audio.
During the present and past summer there have been a number of
such “warnings” over the air and
in nary an instance has the tornado or cyclone, or even a bid
windstorm, eventuated.
The local “weather bureau” for

the region also is accused of being
overly cautious.
However, it’s
pointed out that many slight
“warnings” or mention of the “pos(

Continued on page 36)

Crosby’s Co.

By DAVE

Have

Bikini, Will Pose
Something new in the way

By ABEL GREEN
A joint Television City, for both
NBC and CBS, on the Nassau

ments comes

of a pitch for concert engagein the form of a
postcard mailed out by violinist Paula Uhsan to editors and

Island, is being sp&rked by City
Construction Commissioner Robert
Moses. He already has broached it

prospective bookers. Front of
is a reproduction of
a self-portrait, and on the
back, in printed matter, the
customary pitch about having

to

local interest, is now bea business unto itself, and
one fthich to judge by the pro-

ducers entering it, appears destined
to play a role of mushrooming importance in the legit biz.
At the moment, there are 16
critics either already running two
or more trains to New York a year
or tentatively planning to start the
practice (in one case, the trip will
be by plane instead of by rail )
Moreover, with a hew agency now
taking over the “packaging” of

appeared .in recital in New
York and being available for
concerts here
and abroad.
Then, handwritten, is the following text:
“Miss Uhsan wears French,
Hawaiian, Italian, Turkish and
exotic cost.umes in her musical

ture.

the trips from the New York end,
the number of participating cities
may increase considerably beyond
the present 16 prospects,
Indications are that at least 20
cities are likely to be sending two
trains a year to New York by the
summer of 1956. Assuming that
the trips will average about 200
patrons and take in an average of
four Broadway shows per trip, that
would mean about 32,000 addition-

At an average of
$5 per ticket, that would amount to
(Continued on page 58)

County

,

presentations.

Height,

S.

KAUFMAN

striking

illustration

of

how

such tape can be used to record and
instantaneously retelecast. color tv
show's was witnessed here at a

May Be Censors
Springfield,

111.,

July

5.

chairman

board
to

CBS

ditto

David
William

with Justice Samuel

I.

Commissioner Moses
Deepdale Golf Course

lias
th«
at <5reat
in mind as a tract for the
new joint
City, chiefly because
it’s available.

Neck

TV

CBS meantime

is making indetests around the Idlewild
International Airport on the proposition of noise control for buildings and studios. A big question

pendent

.

5'10";

bust, 39"; waist, 24"; hips, 36”.

Bikini suit photo on request.”

mark

in this connection is what
the noise, from the jets would do
to telecasting from that area.

ASCAP Topping
$20,000,000

It seems generally agreed that
the networks eventually must get
out of Manhattan because there ia
not sufficient acreage for horizontal studio building, assuming that
the investment (lease or purchase)
would be economically sound. This
in itself is still another question
mark. For some reason a TV City
in a vertical building cannot work

Pace

For ’55 Revenue
Revenues of the American Soof Composers, Authors &
Publishers,
which
have
been
climbing
consistently
over the
years, will most likely top the $20,000,000 mark, this year. After deductions for administrative exat
estimated
currently
penses,
about 18%, that will mean an annual distribution of $16,000,000,
shared equally among the publisher and writer members.
For the second quarter dividend,
issued this week, ASCAP dis-

(Continued on page 36)

ciety

Memphis’ Famous, But
Fictional,

Now

Beale Street

a Fact on City

Map

Memphis, July

5.

Beale Street now!
Danny Thomas’ backstage advice
to Mayor Frank Tobey at a recent
benefit show here for the St. Jude
Hospital building fund to change
the name of Beale Ave. to Beale
It’s

officially

.

Street paid off.
The Memphis
chief exec personally went before
the city commission this week and

presented an “ordinance whereby
the name from here on shall be
Beale Street,” The four other commissioners concurred and the ordinance. went through with flying

—

Femmes

colors.

An official copy of the street
name-changing document was dispatched to Thomas in Hollywood.
The stint also touched off a song
authored by Thomas, “Bring Back

.

Now

—

RCA

Paley,

Rosenman, of CBS counsel, and
Frank Stanton also in on the pic-

demonstration by Bing Crosby EnA bill approved by the Illinois
terprises, which has been experi- legislature
to introduce, a censorcontinued on page 63)
menting in magnetic tape for tv ship setup
administered by the
since 1951.
sheriff’s office in unincorporated
Showing featured a BCE tape re- areas of Illinois needed
only the Chevalier’s $5,000-a-Week
cording of the last “Shower of signature of
Gov. William G. StratStars” and was an exciting look ton to become
At N.Y.’s Waldorf-Astoria
law as the 69th Geninto the near future in color tv,
eral
Assembly ended its sixMaurice Chevalier, now touring
(Continued on page 38)
month session July 1.
South African theatres (Schlesinger
The censorship is aimed at out- circuit and others) “just to brush
side-Chicago areas where films up on my English for America”
Resent Beauty
nixed by Windy City censors have makes his nitery debut at the Walbeen
exhibited with much fan- dorLAstoria, N. Y., Nov. 10 for
Secrets Expose, Pic Cut
fare.
Chicago is the only city in three weeks at $5,000 a week. EnHollywood, July 5.
the state with municipal-guided gagement probably will be exHallmark Productions is finding censorship.
tended at least another fortnight.
out the hard way that femmes
Frenchmen’s U. S. saloon dates
have their beauty secrets.
Comwill follow
the “one-man legit
pany put out "Secrets of Beauty,”
Cafe Biz Has To
show”
he will do under Gilbert
but after poor showings in its
direction in September and
Worry Over Skyscrapers Mider’s
first playdates have yanked feature
will
precede the Billy Wilder
for an immediate reediting job.
East side nitery biz is being (Paramount) film which will be a
Feature’s
near two-hour run- threatened by the tearing down of rather loose biopic of Chevalier’s
ning time will now be trimmed to the fine residences and apartment
show biz career, especially in
approximately 70 minutes.
Story buildings and their replacement by Hollywood when he was under the
line is being tightened, but spe- office buildings, according to Billy
Par. banner.
cifically going out the window is a Reed. Operator of the Little Club,
Chevalier will do seven nitery
35-minute sequence which has Ern N. Y.
Reed notes that the en- shows a week, which means no
Westmore
the cad demonstrat- trenched wealth that used to be in Sundays but probably two SaLuring feminine beauty secrets to the those buildings is fleeing else- day night performances. The Walaudience.
Film will be retitled where, many of them going out to dorf's $2.50 couvert will be tilled
“Redheads vs. Blondes.”
(Continued on page 52)
for the engagement.

—

Great Neck, Long

line, at

Samoff and

the card

enough
coming

Hollywood, July 5.
High fidelity tape recording of
color video shows may be practical
by next year.

A
Broadcasters’ Prophecies

City in Great Neck,

al legit tickets.

.

•

’56;

CENTS

•

once

considered
strictly a novelty, are now providing an increasingly vital portion .of
Broadway’s legit revenues. Moreover, the show train “packaging”
business, once merely a flyer taken
by a producer or out-of-town critic
when he sporadically could arouse
trains,

25

Broached to Samoff, Paley

L.I.,

Television

Animal acts on television
have lately been using dogs

association type of thinking in the
country today.

»

&

PRICE

1955

At Book-Burners’ Fear of Ideas
Dogs

T

NBC-CBS TV

BIG BOOST TO

v

Single copies, 25 cents.
act of March 3, 1879.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

YORK, WEDNESDAY, JULY

Upcoming Pic, The Library,’ to Sneer

That Hollywood is reaching out
for “new and different” story materal is evidenced by Columbia’s
upcoming “The Library,” which
focuses on the controversial issues
of book burning and the guilt-by-

1955

Our Beale Street Blues.”
W. C. Handy, who wrote “Beale
Street

Blues,” also authored

one

in 1899 as a political theme for the
late Tennessee political boss, E. H.

Crump, which
nationally
Blues.”
i

j

]

!

later became interknown as “Memphis
Handy annually visits

Beale St., where he plays his gold
horn at the annual Blues Grid

game which draws crowds from all
sectors of the south. Handy came
here in 1899 as a young bandleader
from his native Florence, Ala.

.

i
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’Confession

Burdetl’s

GBS newsman Winston Burdett,+
who made frontpage headlines with

‘The Thieving Dramatic Mirror’

Mild Red Hearings

his “I was a Communist spy” confessional last week before the Senate Internal Security subcommittee, has set off a chain reaction
which over the past week has ex-

Los Angeles, July 5.
Only two filmites were questended to three New York news- tioned by the House Un-American
papers, the New York Newspaper Activities Subcommitte^-during its
Guild, Radio Free Europe and hearings last week in L. A., held to
other key information media. Bur- investigate Communist activities in
-

dett, who confessed to being a various groups.
party member from 1937 to 1942
Angela Clarke, vet character acand having spied for the Russians tress, testified she had been a party
Jn Europe for the last two of those member for seven years but “got
five years, named a score of news- away from it because, to me, acting

papermen who he stated were was more important.”
Communists on the now defunct
She was followed by Cecil Beard,
Brooklyn Eagle at the time he was former financial secretary of the

recruited into the party while
.working for the Eagle.
First of these was New York
Times general assignment reporter
Charles Grutzner, whom the committee confronted with the charge
that two stories filed by him to
the Times in 1950 from Korea were
damaging to national security.
Charge brought a prompt denial
from both Grutzner and the Times,
and disclaimer from subcommittee
chairman Sen. James CH» Eastland
(D w Miss.). But the subcommittee’s
probe, following up Burdett’s testimony reached out to the New York
Post and the New York Daily

CURRENT COLUMBIA RECORD
“THE BANJO’S BACK IN TOWN”

Amendments

and Fifth
on the stand.
First

As Saoimiy takes

FIRST ‘DAVY CROCKETT’
New York

Shelly Reynolds

Somebody saw that Frank Mayo
in
playbill
Crockett”
“Davy
Keene’s Chop House (N. Y.) reand ever since, the columnists and book editors have been
yapping their heads off about this
cently,

.“early” dramatization of the life
of the King of the Wild Frontier.

As pointed out on our April 27,
1055 review of “The Lion of the
West,” in Variety, that play, sometimes also known as “The Kentuckian,” was the first dramatiza-

UA

Feature At

By GENE MOSKOWITZ

v

Paris, July 5.
It

implicate former as-

looks like the give

between

sociates.

Latter was suspended by USC
officials the day following his appearance before the Subcommittee.

films is
elastic.

televisidn

and

and take
theatre

more and more
After Paddy Chayefsky’s

now

getting

triumphant “Marty,” Jack Webb’s
“Dragnet,” plus the to and fro of
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz with
“I Love Lucy,” another link is
Walter Jacobs’ Savvy Cultural forged with Sheldon Reynolds, who
started in radio, then switched to
Showmanship at Lake Tarleton

entrance bowed

first to

,

|

Jacobs,-

owners

ism’.”

Lillian Foster slapped

Form

Enclosed find check for $

VARIETY

for

£wo Years

the closing of

“Oklahoma”

at the

Theatre Des Champs-Elysees. “Skin
of Our Teeth” finished the same

Other salute offerings included a
“Medea,” two exhibitions of
“Fifty Years of U. S. Art” and
“From David to Toulouse-Lautrec,”
and, on the longhair side, the N. Y.
City Ballet and the Philadelphia
Orchestra under the baton of
Eugene Ormandy.
The Salute was organized largely
to counteract the offensive of Russia and satellites who have been
peppering Paris “with many pres-

legit

the
last
few years.
Though there are differences of
opinion on its choices, the Salute
was generally regarded here as a
success.. The cooperation of many
top show biz personalities, plus
the Governmental help did much
to put it across.
entations

.
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New

In the graphic arts section, the
U. S. paintings were not too well
received. Some britics failed to discern any direct pew trends or
tendencies,, but the exhib of French
paintings from U. S. collections was
a triumph. Parisians flocked to see

many

York

35. N. Y.

in the

at Berlin Pic Fest;

Strong; Lack of Stars Felt
HAROLD MYERS

SIODMAK TO RETURN

Berlin, July

The

Will Visit Hollywood

5.

Berlin Film Festival
tonight (Tues.) and with the
judging left to the general public,
it’s a hazardous occupation trying
to forecast the results. If spontaneous audience reaction. is a fair
fifth

En Route To winds

Mexican Assignment
Berlin, July 5.
Robert Siodmak, who has been

.

—

Subscription Order

him

(Continued on page 63)

resident in Europe since he left guide, however, there’s little
doubt
Hollywood four years ago, intends that the award for the best docuto return later this year, probably mentary
will
go
to
either
“The
Lost
Reynolds was one of the few in the early fall. He will stop over
(Italian-CinemaScope)
who- managed to create two suc- on the Coast en route to Mexico, Continent”
or “The Vanishing Prairie." The
(Gontinued on page 52)
where he plans location lensing for Disney film had the advantage of
an upcoming French production.
an additional screening at the
he intends to
Subsequently,
25,000-seater arena theatre, the

On

JUBILEE YEAR

'

—

By

United Artists is financing the
release and Reynolds takes a salary of about $100,000 plus 37V£%
of the profits of the pic. As somebody who has no previous experience in motion pix,’ but only in
vidpix, this is an unusuaL deal
and denotes the closer working
and respect of the two media as
they learn ;to live side by side.

Col.

1905-1955

154 West 45th Street

—

tured.

date.

.

“The Thieving ‘Dramatic Mirror'
Caught Red-Handed With The
Goods
Steals From Variety a
‘New Act* Which Never Existed.
Swallows Hook, Bait and Sinker.
A Sample of ‘Theatrical Journal-

one
When a theatre treasurer denied
of the practical problems of adapt- he had adhesive fingers (although
ing “Oklahoma” to the screen. everybody in the trade knew it),
There could not be too much tam- Sime took his protestation literally
pering With the original text.
and repotted, in even bolder type,
Sime, in his time, took justifiable that “So-and-So denies his arm was
pride in his innovations. It was caught in the damper.”
truly new when he established the
The ‘Variety’ Columnists
“New Act” Dept. Previously vaudeWhen Sime, who never went or
ville turns were reviewed only in wanted to go abroad, heard of Hanpassing as part of a bill. It was the nen Swaffer, a London critic who
bill, as a whole, which was covered. seemed to have a knack for giving
Under “New ActSL” the reviewer the West End players and mancould treat each performer as an agers periodic apoplectic barbs he
entity. However routine and famil- put Swaff on as a regular columniar this now may seem it was once ist. There have been few “outside”,
(circa 1906) a fresh concept in the- columnists on
a regular basis.
atrical journalism. There was the Frank Scully is the current veteran
further advantage .that these “New of the clan and Joe Laurie Jr. was
Act.” notices could be conveniently another prolific contributor.
Off
clipped and pasted up on reference and on there have been guest colcards for the guidance of bookers umns, usually by the funnymen
and managers in the farflung em- like Fred Allen, Milton Berle,
pire of vaudeville. A manager in Jackie Osterman. But Swaff was
Boston, a booker in Spokane, ah the George Jean Nathan of London
agent in Los Angeles, a circuit out
plus—and when U. S. actress

French star ^Genevieve Page fea-

of

was

,

City

in the May
23, 1908, edition of this paper with
the justifiably screaming headline,

(in this issue) as

Fox Entries Big

The Family

Sime

Acts,”

Variety May 16, 1908,
and the Mirror lifted it, whereupon

and is now essaying his first full of Chicago, a chain operator in
length screen feature. Using the Kansas City would book an act
Pike, N. H., July 5.
title of his video series, “Foreign
Success of smart summer resort Intrigue,” Reynolds has written a
showmanship in promoting an off- screenplay which he will also dibeat cultural program is under- rect. Exteriors will be done in
lined by the opening this week of Austria, Sweden and Nice, and inthe sixth annual White Mountains teriors in Paris. Film, to be made
Festival of the Seven Arts at the in coior, rolls on the Riviera July
Lake Tarleton Club near here.
5 and stars Robert Mitchum with
‘Prairie’

7/6

To

“New

Sime pounced on them

tv

—

Please send

later

faked a review of a nonexistent
team, (Walter) Pleasant & (Bijou)
Newburg, and “reviewed” their
act, “The Undertaker”
(Comedy
Playlet; 18 Mins, in “Fopr,” Interior), supposedly at Tony Pas-tor’s. The planted review was pub-

By RICHARD JOSEPH

Crockett, then to the audience; and
Davy, not to be out-hammed, did
likewise, to additional huzzahs!

GOLDEN

Week” and

.

Other top New England resorts Salute to France Ends
have tried to tie-in lectures' and
concerts with their usual routine of
Enthusiastic Note,
sports, sun, dining, dancing and
Is it true that the Crockett boom romancing, but the attempts were
With Reservations
But
is almost over (I hope) and that sporadic
an occasional one-shot
those coonskin caps are being re- speaker or musician and the idea
Paris July 5.
maindered for use as door prizes didn’t catch.
Salute to France, the first orFormalizing it into an annual fes- ganized, completely U. S. Amerito the operators of miniature golf
Bob Dovzjng.
courses?
(Continued on page 13)
can cultural '-offensive on the Continent, ended last Sunday (3) with

first

So when the N. Y. Dramatic
Mirror at first helped itself to
Variety’s innovation of “Bills Next

.

the Tarleton, have built the Seven
Arts Festival carefully since its
written by James Kirke Paulding
informal beginnings eight or 10
for the star, James H. Hackett, and years ago
as rocking chair chats
first performed by the latter at the
by neighboring Dartmouth College
Park Theatre, N. Y. City, in 1831- professors.
The teachers would
somewhat before Frank Mayo’s drop over for lunch once in awhile,
time!
then go out on the lawn and sit in
It might be interesting here to a rocker for an hour or so while
add that Hackett gave thb- play digestion set in, talking their shop
in Washington for the benefit of talk of history, philosophy, politiCongressman Crockett, who was cal science, literature, the arts, or
cheered when he entered the the- whatever came to mind.
Guest
atre, sat in a front seat, and had sprawled on the lawn and eavesno difficulty in recognizing him- dropped happily until it was time
self as the “Nimrod Wildfire” of to get back on the golf course or
the piece. In fact, Hackett, on his lake again.
tion of Crockett’s exploits. It

lished in

notice.

’

CULTURE IN WHITE MTS.

Editor, Variety:

geles, Sept. 22, 1933.)
Looking back it’s clear

blow bespeaks

while

Mrs. Sue Lawson, former wife
writer John Howard Lawson,
one of the “unfriendly 10,” also
was called up on whether she had
been secretary of Peace Crusade,
but- this had no bearing on the entertainment industry. She also invoked the two Amendments, as did
Andries Deinum, an instructor in
the Cinema Dept, at U. of Southern
News, to Radio Free Europe 'California, who while admitting he
had been a Red refused to go into
page
53)
( Continued on
details on the grounds his testi-

ACTOR JAMES HACKETT

his pick

of

mony would

blind on the. strength of a Variety

now that
the adventure and fight, the derring-do and the farsighted business acumen ,of Sime made this
current Golden Jubilee year possible. In many ways Variety is a
very tradition-bound paper (some
staffers have argued too much so)
and the reason .for this is the same
sort of ‘unique reverence’ for established policy which Arthur Horn-

SAMMY KAYE

Screen Cartoonists Guild, who declined to answer whether he had
ever been a Communist and was
Both
given a quick dismissal.
Beard and Miss Clarke invoked the

Sime had written, “if the paper
ever gets out of the red,” he would
publish the fact. And in 1928 he
could say, “This is it.” That was 23
years fromithe founding of the
paper. But the true accomplishment was not hitting the black but
laying the rails of sound policy
down which the paper could proceed until now It reaches its 50th
Year, a star event 22 years after
the death of the star. (Sime died
in the Ambassador Hotel, Los An-

launch an independent production
in Hollywood, details of which are
now being finalized. This pic, which
likely to be released either
is
through Allied Artists or United
Artists, is budgeted at $4,000,000.
In his four years’ stay, Siodmak
has made only two pix, one of
which he rolled in France with
Gina Lollobrigida in the lead. His
second, made here in Berlin, is one
of the festival entries. Entitled
“Die Ratten”. (The Rats) it is an
updated version of a 50-year-old
play by Gerhart Hauptmann, bringing in the conflict created by the
division of the city by East and
West.

Waldbuhne.
Because there

will be no other
opportunity of seeing
last
it,
night’s (Mon.) screening of “Carmen Jones” (20th) aroused excep-

(Continued on page 52)

ROBERT SCHUMANN KIN

FOUR-TIE LOSERS
Kin of composer Robert Schu-

mann who
suit in

Loew’s

.

last

are pressing a $9,000,0(10
N.Y. Supreme Court against
Inc., lost for the fourth time

week when

Justice

Benjamin

Schreiber granted the defendant’s
motion for dismissal of the plaintiffs’

Kelley Exits Ringling

third

amended

Complaint.

Previously, Justice William Hecht
Veteran publicist Beverly Kel- had tossed out the case bn the
ley resigned last week from the
grounds that their “right to priRingling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey vacy”
had not been invaded by
Circus, climaxing a number of
Metro’s 1946 production, “Song of
protests

agaipst

shifting

policies.

Love.”

Merging of the circus press dept,
that
Judge
Schreiber
ruled
and the radio-tv dept, sparked the since the four great grandchildren
blowoff.
of the composer “already had four
Clash between oldtimers and opportunities to serve a good comMilton Pickman, from films, now plaint, no useful purpose would be
John Ringling North’s chief lieu- served by giving them further
tenant, has been apparent all sea- leave to amend .
.”. Court added
son. Tempers behind scenes at the that the Schumann kin’s allegation
circus were reportedly rasped as that they inherited all of the comthe big show pulled out of the New poser's property rights is “obviEngland territory where business ously mere conclusion without ultihad been close to half-piast.
mate facts to support it.”
Meanwhile, the issue of the halvFour Schumann descendants who
ing of the- press list under North’s brought the suit include Robert
instructions continues to
evoke Schumann of San Francisco, Wallaments from the publicists accus- ter Schumann of Bronxville, N.Y.,
tomed to take care of working Mrs. Marie Personius of Elmira,
newspapermen with a generous N.Y., and Mrs. Robert White of

of their masterpieces and
lauded the U. S. for its foresight
(Continued op page 52)
hand.

.

I

East Northport, L.I.

—
Wednesday, July

;
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SHOWMEN AND CHARITY
The

dailies reported last

Kordas "Husband’ Debuts on Video,

week that John Golden bequeated

his 20-acre Bayside, Long Island, home to the children he loved
and who, in his slifetime, already had been given enough acreage
for six baseball diamonds. His other many charities, including
a Foundation for young playwrights, are already well-known,
“
.

Variety last week, in

>

Page

2 “trailers” for this paper’s upcoming Golden Jubilee, published a capsule history of the famed
Palace the vaudevillian’s idea of Heaven ancfhow its monopolistic control, by the Keith-Albee interests, eventually proved its
its

—

—

economic undoing. Nonetheless, Benjamin Franklin Keith, when
he died in 1914, had left a fortune estimated between $8,000,000
and $10,000,000. Not a cent of it was willed to a theatrical
'

charity.

Abel.

Repeats—Hope

Use

to

By FRED HIFT
In.

Hollywood, July 5.
doping out the economics of

television film activities
three series are skedded. so far
Its

—

counting heavily and
confidently on the eventual theatrical use of these features in the
foreign market, according to Sid
Rogell who heads up TCF Produc-

20th-Fox

is

tions, 20th’s

Rogell,

:

tV subsid.

whose unit so far has

shot one film, the first tinter of
CBS.
for
series
“Flicka”
the
stressed that the hourlong shows
he’ll turn out for General Electric
sponsorship this fall particularly
would lend themselves for distribution abroad due to their convenient length. Dramatic part of
the program will run 45 minutes
and will be shot in black-andwhite.
figures it now, it’ll be
tv subsid manages to
at least one of the
“We’ll shoot for
series this year.
profits in 1956 or 1957,” Rogell

As

lucky

20t!i
if

its

break even on

“Right now, we’re more interested in establishing ourselves
as a producer of top quality television material. And we better be
good. We’ve got plenty of competisaid.

tion.”

the
half - hour
from
Apart
“Flicka” series, for which 20th
signed Johnny Washbrook, a 10year old Canadaian youngster, the
company will also start work soon
on the GE show, which is to be
called “The Twentieth CenturyFox Hour,” and it^ currently
peddling what Rogell described as
an “anthology” series of half-hour
shows ranging from the dramatic
to the comic. Rogell said the newly
(cost:
Western.,, Ave. lot
fitted
$2,000,000) could handle anywhere
up to eight or ten different series,
but that four would probably be
the top for some considerable time
to come.
The cost of the first “Flicka”
vidpic, for which CBS has yet to

(Continued on page 15)

BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG
SANS HUMAN BEINGS
A

unique experiment with audience imagination will be attempted
in the Dore $chary-produced documentary dealing with the famous

War battle at Gettysburg, Pa.
Schary, who wrote the narration,
and director Herman Hoffman are
Civil

aiming to present a definitive, documentary history of the battle,
shown through the medium of
monuments, statues, gun emplacements, and the surrounding territory.

will be no humans in the
picture, but the feeling and the
noise of the battle will be present-

There

ed by music

and sound

effects.

The audience

will hear the sounds
of men going into action, the cries
of the wounded, and the sounds
of the snipers’ bullets. It will end
appropriately with a narration of
Lincoln’s Gettysburg address.

Hoffman came

east last

week

to

scout location sites at Gettysburg.
The picture, which will be shot in
Cinemascope, is expected to roll
in three weeks. Although the exact
length of the picture has not been
set, it is being aimed as a coaltraction for a long feature film,

Impressed by the type of coin
which Sir Alexander Korda has
been able to obtain from NBC for
his “The Constant Husband” and
the amounts offered for “Richard
J,
III” and “The Magic Box,”
Arthur Rank has now joined the
parade of British producers knock*
ing on tv’s door.
The Rank org is noW soliciting
bids on a package of 33 films, in-

Will

Be Shared Wi
NBC-TV
motion

Japan Into GATT;

on the

in

business,

the

to

extent that the network will share
in rentals collected from exhibitors
for an upcoming pi<5. If a similar
situation ever came about before,
it
has escaped the memories of
vet film men.

Raised B.O. Tax

To

moving

is

picture

Hit U.S. Films

Tokyo, June 28.
Film involved is Sir Alexander
Last week’s admission of Japan Korda’s
“The Constant Husband,”
cluding some of his biggest U. S. into the General Agreement on which is to be telecast as a “specreTrade
(GATT)
may
Tariffs
and
hits since the war.
tacular” on NBC-TV next fall. The
sult in an added tax burden of as
net’s payoff to Korda is $200,000
Titles of the lineup, which conmuch as $156,000 a year to U. S. under a formula deal that also institutes the second big batch of
That Stales
film companies distributing their
corporates the split of theatrical
Rank features to be thrown on products here.
Video Footage Abroad
revenue,
the tv market within a couple of
If the Diet approves the import
months, include such attractions
Following the airing, “Husband”
considered
as “Kind Hearts and Coronets,” tax changes now being
is to be peddled to theatre?. Korda
Guinness to by the Tariff Rates Deliberation is to retain the usual producer’s
brought
Alec
which
Travelogs
C’Scope
Made
“Red Shoes,” Council, the tipped bite will be ef- share of the distribution revenue
attention;
U. S.
“Caesar and Cleopatra/’ “Black fective Sept. 1. No U. S. govern- up to a specified, but undisclosed,
In Spain and Morocco
Narcissus,” “Odd Man Out,” “The ment approval is needed since the point. Then NBC-TV takes the
Upturned Glass” and the theatric- U. S.-Japan GATT negotiations at filmmaker’s percentage up to a sec'New Markets’.Theory ally very successful “The Seventh Geneva took place under the Re- ond point. Monies that exceed this
ciprocal Trade. Agreements Act
With most theatres in the U. S. Veil,” which in tro£d James Mason. which delegates authority to the
(Continued on page 16)
Specifically excluded from the
and Canada flow equipped for Cinexecutive branch of the governare “Henry V” and “Hamment to revise the act.
emaScope and thousands of houses package
Sir Laurence Olivier
let,” both
overseas shifting to that wideRank, or his U. S. dis- , Present tax on b&w exposed 35m ‘MOON’ SEEKING
starrers.
screen technique, Trans-Atlantic
The new
is about 5,5c a meter.
apparently feel
tributors,
that
Productions Ltd. has turned out a
rate will be between 8.3c and 13.8c
SHINE IN
there’s some theatrical coin left in
half-dozen travel shorts in C’Scope
reliable
govaccording
to
meter,
a
films.
Kansas City, July 5.
on the theory there’ll be a ready these
ernment sources. In the case of
The last Rank package offered 35m color prints, the tax will go
Promarket for such product.
Producer of “The Moon Is
duced and directed by Eugen Shar- to tv didn’t include such top titles. from 4.7c per meter to between Blue” has served nbtice it will not
in, the brieftes were lensed this It involved 52 pix of which 26 were 8.3c and 13.8c a meter.
rap
let
the
censorship
stand
spring in Eastman color in Spain eventually sold to Oliver Unger.
Applying the* new rate of 13.8c against the film in Kansas. HolmThe rest are still available. Rank
and Morocco.
notice
on
by
Productions
served
per meter to all foreign film 1953
Meanwhile, Trans-Atlantic is ne- argument in asking for tall coin of- imports, the new duties would ex- the Kansas Supreme Court that it
moneymakers
fers
for
his
top
U.
S.
United
States
is
going
to
ask
the
gotiating with an eye to global disceed the old by about $184,000 with
tribution via a majoi* company. of past years is that, while they the U. S. product accounting for Supreme Court to review the lease
which brought on the ban.
While no deal has been set as yet, may have been successful within 85% of the total.
T-A booked one of the shorts, the realistic limits set for a foreign
After several legal interludes,
Rates on import of 35ni raw film
nevertheless
seen
by
pic,
were
they
’Arabesque,” into the Astor, N. Y.,
will not be effected by the GATT the Kansas high court ruled April
where it’s coupled with UA’s only a fraction of the population entry of Japan.
that the Kansas censor had the
9
Present duties
“Summertime.”
Among the six compared with a top Hollywood on import of 16m raw and exposed power to ban the film. In the
subjects are “Fiesta in Seville,” film.
the censor board was
meantime
film vary with value claims of imIt’s felt that, with Rank now go- porters and exporters and will also abolished by the„ state legislature
“Flamenco
“Visit
to
Madrid,”
Africa ing all out in wooing the tv webs, be effected by new rates.
Dancing”
and
“North
but then, last month, revived by
Associated British Pictures also
Skies.”
A flat tax. of 6.9c per meter will an eleventh hour ruling of the
Sharin, who plans to shoot a full- will unlatch some of its top prod- be placed on 16m color and b&w high court.
length feature in Switzerland in uct for bids from U. S. tv interests. film imported. Newsreel tax' will
Meanwhile, “Moon” has not yet
(Continued on page 61)
be 2.7c per meter.
the near future, expressed surhad playdates in Kansas.

Problems of 20th s Vidpic Subsidiary
Rogell Reveals Hazards of

Then Rentals From Theatre Dates

Comedy

From

On

r

RIGHT

KANSAS

TO

’

.

*

prise in New York this week that
exhibitor acceptance of C’Scope
shorts has not been greater in
light of extensive theatre conversion throughout the U. S.
Many
exhibs, of course, profess themselves as willing to play shorts as
part of a single feature bill but
claim the public refuses to drop
the double feature.
Just how to
educate the patron away from this
habit is something the industry
would like to know.

National Boxoffice Survey
Trade Mark Registered

Holiday Biz Spotty;

‘Itch’

Again Champ,

2d ‘Love Me* Nabs 3d, ‘Pharaohs*
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Biz was spotty over the Fourth seventh last week, moved up to
of July holiday weekend in some sixth principally via extra trade
22 key cities covered by Variety. garnered by influx of hinterland
But despite the itorrid tempera- visitors for the Fourth holiday.
tures throughout most of the tiouh- “Seven Little Foys” (Par), not out
try which forced millions tek flee yet to any great extent, is landing
urban areas, “Seven Year Itch” seventh while “Cinerama” (Indie)
The American film companies (20th) retained a firm hold on first is capturing eighth spot.
have decided, in the absence of a place by dint of consistent trade ' Winding up the Big 10 list are
in 2 playdates.
“Davy Crockett (BV) in ninth and
film agreement with Spain, to skip
Smash totals in its initial week “House of Bamboo” (20tb), a newparticipation in this year’s San out rocketed “Not
As A Stranger” comer as 10th. ‘Crockett,” in
Sebastian film festival, Fest is (UA) up to second position, dis- third place a week ago, is holding
skedded to come off July 19 placing “Love Me Or Leave Me” up nicely in subsequent runs but
(M-G), which eased back to third. isn’t displaying its initial week’s
through 26.
Though playing in only 11 keys,
Reason given by the Motion Pic- “Stranger” registered an excep- steam.
Among the runnerups, “Marty”
ture Export Assh. for passing up tional b.o.
pull ranging from torthe event is the uncertainty that rid. to terrific and setting new is hefty to sock in seven keys,
“Foxfire” (U) is spotty with a
prevails
without an agreement. house records in some instances,
sprightly showing in Chicago but
“We don’t know What sort of duties
“Land of Pharaohs,” listed as a
they’d impose on us, Or what would promising contender last week, dim in Philly. “This Island Earth”
happen to the pictures after they zoomed up to fourth spot via fancy (U) is easing off after capturing
are shown,” noted an
exec. biz in some 15 cities. “Lady and fourth position last week. “Interrupted Melody” (M-G) is modest
The last Spanish deal expired Tramp”
promising,
(BV),
also
in Kansas City and big in L.A.
recently. -Negotiations for a new climbed to fifth. Disney Cinemaone were broken off in Madrid last scope cartoon, aided by school “It Came From Beneath the Sea”
(Col), sixth last week, slipped out
month by Griffith Johnson,
closings, is racking up an excelof the first 10 due to few playv.p., when the Spaniards pressed lent showing at the wicket.
dates.
for terms considered excessive and
Holiday”
“Cinerama
(Indie),
“Summertime” (UA), a future
unreasonable by the U.S. distribs.
contender, is doing, nicely in. its
second week following a N, Y.
preem-. “Cobweb” (M-G) is stout
Sue
in Portland, steady in Washington
JUBILEE YEAR
Santa Monica, July 5.
and good in St. Louis.
Janies Mason
and his wife,
“Far Horizons” (Par) is strong
Pamela, have filed a libel suit for
in Louisville, fine in Toronto but;
in
$1,199,000
Santa
“Soldier o£j
modest in Portland.
Superior Court against the N. Y.
Fortune” (20th) is wham in Toronquarterly, Rave, on the charge
to while “Magnificent Matador” is
that it held couple up to “public
okay in Detroit.
discredit and ridicule,”
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VALUE OF STARS AS INTI GOODWILLERS
POINTED UP BY

MANY RECENT EVENTS

Tremendous reception accorded Donough remarked
American film personalities during ord;

the.

in

Rec-

.

ATLANTA RULING DUE
ON ‘BLACKBOARD’ BAN

“Huston endeared himself to the
the recent Hilton junket to Istannatives of the Canary Islands by
bul has again demonstrated the staging special public sports events
value of pixites as international while he was making ‘Moby. Dick’
goodwill ambassadors, not only for, in that part of the world. He created enormous goodwill also in the
the U. S. film industry but for the
Azores, where he filmed another
United States Government as well. portion of his motion picture. In
The wild receptions given show biz India last month Mr. Huston procelebs in the U. S. are often tame vided the same effective internacompared to the undiluted enthusi- tional relations through his apasm shown by foreign film fans.
pearance at official functions.
Both industry and government
Noting that some 40 pictures will
sources have commented that there be made abroad this year, McDonare no better ambassadors than ough concludes that “the people
picture people and many feel that who participate in these producmore frequent visits to foreign tions may be numbered among
missionaries of
countries by Hollywoodites would America’s
best
accomplish a great deal in out- goodwill.”
weighing Russian propaganda because a film star is accepted as one
with no political axe to 'grind while
the diplomat per se, is subject to
.

suspicion.

While Hollywood is aware of the
influence name players can exert
abroad, it has never arranged for

Atlanta, July

U. S. District Court before Judge
Boyd Sloan. Pic was banned by
Mrs. Christine Gilliam Smith, At-

.

.

visits

ing “prior restraint,” curtailing the
firm’s freedom of public communication. Sams held that Loew’s may
be held accountable for its actions,
but may not be restricted in its

communication.
J, M. B. Bloodworth, attorney for
the City of Atlanta, held that no
public communications media is to.
be allowed “absolute freedom"
when the communications border
on “obscenity, lewdness, and las-

1.

2.

'Strategic Air

Command’ Tops June;

civiousness.”
Sams told the court that the ban
it impossible for
Loew’s to distribute the film.
point
Judge
Sloan asked
At this
Sams if the censorship board had
in any way sought to halt showing
of the film.
Sams replied that the board had
not legally sought to restrict showing of the picture. He argued that
the ban imposed by. the board and
the resultant effect on the exhibitors would result in the loss of
much money for Metro.

June’s Golden Dozen
“Strategic Air” (Par).

“Love Me, Leave Me” (MG).
“Soldier of Fortune” (20th).
4. “7 Year Itch” (20th).
5. “Cinerama Holiday” (Tnd).
6. “Sea Chase” (WB),
3.

7.

“Island Earth” (U).

8.

“Davy Crockett” (BV).
“Cinerama” (Indie).
“Marty” (UA).

9.

10.
11.
12.

“Blackboard Jungle” (MG).

“Daddy Long Legs”

(20th).

on “Jungle” made

licity of the ban would raise the
popularity of the picture. He cited
other instances in which the banning of films had increased their

monetary take.
Judge Sloan told Sams that he
understood the implications of the
ban, but the ban in itself did not

Then

he granted Sams further time to
present his Contentions.
During the course of the hearing
Judge Sloan said he had “grave
doubts” about the right of the
City of Atlanta to ban the showing
of “Jungle.” It was not clear
whether the judge referred to censorship rights only in this particular case or in .general. Atlanta has
won two previous cases contesting
the constitutionality of its censorship ordinance.
At the close of Friday’s lengthy
hearing Judge Sloan said he would
rule Saturday (1) on the case, but
when court convened to hear his
findings on that date he said he
would not make his ruling at that
time. He indicated he’d probably
rule on the case today (Tuesday).

stepping up activity in that direc- permits from $18,000* to $33,000.
tion, with the acceleration believed Cost of the license for a black and
due to International chief Arthur white print would remain at
Loew’s assumption -of studio duties $16,000.
and his knowledge of the demands
of the foreign market.
'Cinerama' Press Club Tie
As a result, Ann Miller has beSan Francisco, July 5.
come a sort of roving international
Tickets went on sale here this
ambassador for Metro. She hopped
for
week
“Cinerama Holiday,”
to Australia to lend glamor to the
Down Under premiere of “Inter- scheduled to move into the Orpheum
Aug.
2 following 82-week
rupted Melody.” ,As soon as she
returned to the U. S., she took “This Is Cinerama” run.
Opening
night
take is for scholoff with the junketeers for Istanbul, continuing under M-G aus- arship fund of Press & Union
League
Clubw
pices with visits to Lebanon, Egypt,
Israel, Jordan and a grand tour of
Europe. Walter Pidgeon leaves tomorrow (Thurs.) for Caracas, Ven*•
ezuela, for the charity ball of the
::
American Assn, on July 4 as the <
*•
guest of the American Embassy.
The following day, which is Venezuelan Independence Day, he will
Art Ostrin, seen as the newsboy in the legit revival of “The Time of
meet^ the President of Venezuela Your Life,” moves up to office boy in the Michael Myerberg-Jed Harris
at a ball. His other activities will film version of the "Patterns” teleplay, . .Wayne .Morris, in New York
include stage appearances in con- for video assignments, returning to the Coast this week for the top
nection with his upcoming Metro role in “Two Gun Lady,” the Earl Lyon-Dick Bartlett production for
picture,
“Men of the Fighting Lippert release.
Lady.” Edmund Purdom .has conAllied Artists turned out a special, two-reel documentary for showsented to interrupt his European ings to the press, civic groups, etc. on how they “authentically” filmed
vacation to act as M-G’s star rep- “The Phenix City Story” in that notorious Alabama town.
resentative at the Berlin Film FesHarry Belafonte and Richard Conte inked to star iii J. Richard Kentival.
nedy indie, “Spotlight,” for which negotiations also are on with Lena
.Warners is testing Ilona MasRecent world tours by Danny Horne and Count Basie and his orch.
Kaye on behalf of UNESCO and sey for a top role with Mario Lanza in “Serenade” ... Darren McGayin,
William Holden on a Vista Vision Broadway thesp, makes his film bow in Warners “The Courtmartiai of
.Mel Ballerino, Metro associate casting director, off
pitch have paid off handsomely for Billy Mitchell”.
Paramount and the U. S. Trips by to London and Paris to seek candidate for title role in “Ben Hur” and
line
lip
talent
for
“Lust for Life.”.
.John Kerr, in “Tea and Sympaabroad;
whether
stars
for film festivals,
bally
tours,
or location thy” on Broadway,” cast in romantic lead opposite Leslie Caron in
shooting; all work to advantage of “Gaby” at Metro.
Metro purchased London stage hit, “The Reluctant Debutante,”
the film industry and the United
States as long as the personalities skedded for next Spring Broadway production, and handed to Pandro
S. Berman for producer helming.
.Carl Dudley prepping “See Naples
get a chance to meet the public.
and Die” for European production this Fall.
.Par changed title of
‘Ambassador’ Huston
“Too Late, My Love” to “The Scarlet Hour”. .Reginald Gardiner goes
Government recognition of the into George Gobel film, still untitled, at Par.
contributions of the film industry
Charles J» Freeman, now an exec of the Interstate Circuit in Dallas
on foreign soil is noted in the Con- but a longtime booker of vaudeville shows in the old days out of New
gressional Record.
For example, York, authored his personal reminiscence of Eddie Foy and his brood,
John Huston gets a Washington and the by-line piece ran in the Dallas News as part of the buildup for
nod in the June 1st Congressional the Bob Hope reprise. .Leslie Caron in from Europe and on to the
Record for his “superb press rela- Coast immediately. .Herman G. Weinberg has completed the English
tions on foreign soil” as well as a titles for “Dark River,” Argentina’s first bid in the international
film
plug for his Warner Bros, picture. market. Times Film Corp. is releasing in the U'.S.
J. J. Lee, 20th“Moby Dick.” Under the heading, Fox Detroit branch manager, clicking 30th anni with the company.
“American Motion Picture Industry Billboard space has been purchased by Universal in 42 key cities to
Promotes International Goodwill,” promote the Audie Murphy starrer, “To Hell and Back,” first use of
California’s Rep. Gordon L. Mc- this advertising medium by the company in many years.
*

.
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hot weather

boxoffice, as
year exhibiin having a
larger-than-usual supply of topflight pictures. Consequently, after
first two or three big outdoor
weekends, firstrun theatres started
showing improved business, with
such product as “Strategic Air
Command” (Par), “Seven Year

the

Itch” (20th), “Love Me Or Leave
(M-G), “This Island Earth”
(U),, “Sea Chase” (WB) and “Soldier of Fortune” (20th) available.

Me”

“Strategic Air Command” (Par),
measuring up to its initial showings, climbed to first place in June
despite tough opposition.
Initial

Antitrust Suit

Bloodworth countered with the
statement that the resultant pub-

constitute legal prohibition.

Impact of the first
was felt at the June
usual. However, this
tors were fortunate

Vista-Vision pic to utilize the full
scope of color and depth via remarkable plane shots showed better than $1,000,000 gsoss for the
month. It was closely followed by
“Love Me or Leave Me” (M-G) although
this pic was out only three
Inc.
Theatre
Harmer Drive-In
and the Colonial Drive-In Inc.* both weeks in June.
ozoners in the Pittsburgh area, filed'
Third spot goes to “Soldier of
separate treble-damage antitrust Fortune” (20th) even though it
suits in N. Y. Federal Court last never got above second place in
week against the eight majors, AL weekly totals. “Seven Year Itch,”
Republic Pictures, also, from 20th-Fox, is capturing
Artists,
lied
Harris Amusement Co., Jamestown fourth money despite being in reAmusement Co. (Shea Circuit), lease just two weeks. Obviously,
Motion Picture Assn, of America, “Itch” is going to be heard from
American Broadcasting-Paramount plenty in the future as is “Love
Theatres and Stanley Warner,
*
Me.”

.

-

'
Milton, Mass., July 5.
Alyce Cronin believes hers one of the briefest careers in picTwo years ago her photo, was picked from 30,000 others by
RKO and a film magazine as a contest winner and she received
a film “contract.”
In Hollywood, she was assigned to the “Son of Sinbad” as one
of the Caliph’s wives in a harem scene. It took four weeks to
make the scene and she got $250 a week. Afterwards she spent
three months on the West Coast before giving up pictures and
resuming as a hotel pianist.
The“25-year old girl saw the result of her brief film career in
Boston on Wednesday (29) when “Son of Sinbad” opened at the
Center Theatre. Her one scene flashed by like a jet plane.

tures.

Opening skirmishing
Robert S. Sams, Loew’s attorney,
maintained that the city is impose

Run Pro Tem

New

There Goes My Career-

March 2p.
Lengthy arguments marked the

Offices in Spain

•

1955

lanta’s film censor,

on a regular basis.
Stars, in recent years* have gone
American film companies this
all over the world for location
continued to hold fast to
shooting, but these have been week
position against any negotiatheir
working visits, leaving little time
tions of a trade deal with Spain
for the official functions and recepSpanish Government
until
the
tions necessary for a goodwill trip.
eases up on previously-stated deIt’s tough to send out an imporSeven Yank outfits are
mands.
tant contract player on an extend- continuing with operation of their
ed trek of the tight Hollywood offices in Madrid but they’re hanworking schedule. A star who is dling only product sent to them bebeing paid for 40 weeks of work fore talks anent a new pact colis apt to find the studio iriaking
No new films are being
lapsed.
sure that he or she is occupied shipped to Spain.
with picture-making duties during
uncertainty prevails on
Much
The only remaining the number of Hollywood pictures
that period.
time is the star’s vacation period
in Spain for distribution. Innow
and not many, unless placed on
formed sources say, though, there’s
are anxious to embark
salary,
keep the
sufficient -product to
on a long ballyhoo jaunt during
Madrid offices going for some time.
their own time even with the stuYanks decided to bow out
The
To
dio picking up the expenses.
of negotiations and enter no new
be sure, the cost of sending playcontracts for sending prints to
ers abroad on non-working assignSpain when the Spanish governments is another factor that is prement made known the new set of
venting the film companies from
conditions it wanted to impose.
it
more
often.
doing
These included global distribution
Metro’s Star Visits
by a Motion Picture Assn, of
Despite the obstacles involved, America company of one Spanish
studios in recent years have en- film for every five Hollywood pix
couraged star^ visits abroad and imported, reducing the number of
many of them have been footing imports from 100 to 80, and an inMetro, in particular, is crease in the cost of color print
the bill.

planned

5.

Injunction suit of Loew’s, Inc.,
against City of Atlanta’s banning
of Metro’s “The Blackboard Jungle,” got under way Friday (1) in

6,

.

Action, in which no specific dam“Cinerama Holiday,” with some
ages are sought, charges the dis- additional openings, is pushing up
tributor defendants with favoring to fifth position.
“Sea Chase”
the Harris, Loew’s, Stanley Warner (WB) wound up in sixth place.
and Shea loops to the detriment of This latest John Wayne pic never
Suit got higher than third and was on
the -Harmer and Colonial.
seeks an injunction to restrain the the disappointing side for this star.
distribs from allegedly conspiring
“This Island Earth” (U), just out
to discriminate against the two in distribution two weeks, manozoners in regard to first and sec- aged to cop seventh spot, the sciond run product. It’s also claimed ence-fiction opus catching on in
that actual damages cannot be cal- surprising manner in many keys.
culated without intensive study of “Davy Crockett’ (BV), which also
books and records.
did not start the rounds until the
final two weeks of June, finished
“Cinerama” (Indie) took
eighth.

N. Y. to Europe

Pericles Alexander

Jean-Paul Blondeau
Charles Boyer
I. Robert Broder
Buddy Cole
Clarence Derwent
Mike Frankovitch
Laurence Harvey
Constance Hope

Arthur Hornblow Jr.
Robert L; Josephs
Dr. Herbert T. Kaumus
David Kingsley
Luba Malina

Max

Pfeffer
Jerry Pickman
Luise Rainer

Jerome Robbins
Vincent Sardi Sr.
Mildred Shagel
Francis L. Sullivan
Roger L. Stevens
Elizabeth Winston

L.

A. to N. Y.

Betty Abbott
Gracie Allen

Fred Amsell

Mel Ballerino
Vicki Benet

Joan Bennett
Jack Benny
Yul Brynner
George Burns
Judy Canova
Jack Carson
Hans Conreid
Jackie Coogan
Faith

Domergue

John Effrat
Ralph Edwards
Zsa Zsa Gabor

Lud Gluskin
Jack Henderson
Harry Horner

John Houseman
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus
Gene Kelly
Peggy King

Mary Livingstone
Eve McVeagh

(Continued on page 15)

Jayne Meadows
Stu Millar
Audie Murphy
Sheree North
Cathy O’Donnell

John Pinto
Ingo Preminger
Robert Riley
Barbara Rush
Richard Skinner
Benay Venuta
Walter Wanger

Fran Warren
John K. West
James Woolf

N. Y. to L. A.
Alexander Carson
_Bill Colleran
James R. Conkling

Howard

Dietz

L. Wolfe Gilbert
Martin Qoodman
Orton H. Hicks
Paul Klein

Mark Leddy
Arthur M. Loew
Walter Mirisch
A. Mulvey
Charles M. Reagan

J^mes

Dan

Terrell

Europe to N. Y.
George Abbott

Thomas Brockman
A1 Capp
Richard Cass
Jack Cohri
Irene Dunne
Betsy Holland
Glynis Johns

Efrem Kurtz
Merle Oberon
Seymour Poe
Wolfgang Roth

Sam

Siritzsky

William L. Snyder
Shepperd Strudwiek
Jerry Whyte
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Hoard ‘Art’ Fibs lor Fall
Art houses, particularly those located in college and university,
towns, are expecting a serious product shortage during July and
August; The distributors of the specialized films are reluctant to
dissipate the important foreign imports foreign imports apd homemade arty product during the period when the higher education
.

centres are closed.
As a consequence, the specialized houses turn to festival promotions, featuring, for example, the outstanding works of particular
director or actor. A popular offering in recent years has. been an
“Alec Guinness Festival,” during which the houses offer pictures
of the English star who has become a U. S. art house favorite.
Universal's special films division, headed by Harry Fellerman, is
offering reissues of a number of Guinness films in combination with
other British successes. The tandems, with the first named a Guinness starrer, include “Lavender Hill Mob” and “Tight Little
Island;” “Man in the White Suit” and “Genevieve;” “The Promoter”

and “High and Dry;” and “Run For Your Money” and “The Importance of Being Earnest.”

As

for This Year:

Judge Denies Dismissal

(Miami) Suit To Trial

Clause Stands

five

major film

companies and their subsidiaries
for dismissal of a $792,000 triple
damage antitrust suit brought by
the \ Tivoli Amusement
of
Co.
Miami, Fla., Charles, Ethel, Lester
and Alvin Walder as individuals,
and the Wall wall Corp. was denied
in N. Y, Federal Court last week

Washington, July 5.
There appears no likelihood that
Congress will pass legislation this
year to allow Federal judges to direct less than treble damages for by Judge Edward Weinfeld.
Plaintiffs, represented by Henry
The
private
antitrust
verdicts.
treble damage figure is now man- Pearlman, filed suit in 1951 charging Paramount, RKO, Warner Bros.
datory.
A House Judiciary Committee 20th-Fox and Columbia with alheld a hearing on a bill last week leged* conspiracy to .deprive the
and then carried over the incom- Tivoli Theatre of first-run and subpleted session to July 12. Since sequent-run films on a competitive
Congress is driving for an Aug. 1 basis.

adjournment and the measure is
a long way from reaching the Senate, it seems safe to assume the
cannot become law before
bill
1956, if then. However, since it
will be the same "Congress, the
present measure, and all the progress made on it, will stay alive for
the return of Congress next January.
Bill

sored

under consideration, sponby Rep. Francis Walter,
to the Fed-

would give discretion

make an award
minimum of actual

eral trial judge to

ranging from a

damages suffered and legal
up to treble damages and
fees.

fees,

legal
willful
the treble

However, in cases of

violations of the

law,

damages would be compulsory. *
Still to be heard from on July
12 are Abram F. Myers, general
counsel and board chairman of the
Allied States Assn., opposing the
legislation; and Adolph Schimel,
vice president and general counsel
of Universal Pictures, who favors
the measure on behalf of MPAA.
The bill received a considerable
boost last week in the testimony
of Robert A. Bicks, speaking for
the Justice Department’s anti-trust
division.' Bicks took exception to
the standithat the Walter bill would
discourage independent exhibitors
and others from filing suits. “Al( Continued on page 53)

Major Upbeat for

U.S.,

Brit. Pix in Indonesia

Seen;

—Defendants,
sal, cited

in requesting dismisa general release signed

in 1948. However, Judge Weinfeld
held that the release was limited in
scope and had nothing to do with
the antitrust laws.
He also denied a dismissal request by the
defendants on the grounds of statute of limitations.
Argument by

Name

from Chinese distribs selling Indiamade and other foreign product.
Censorship is very strict because
of the high native population. Government officials look with disfavor on crime and over-sexy pix.
Slapstick comedy pulls solid biz,
likewise top musicals.
Taxation is tough in Indonesia
and the cost of living very high.
Nevertheless, the populace has little difficulty in finding coin for entertainment, which makes it a nice
setup for the distribs. Feature of
the Indonesian scene is that dual
(Continued on page 16)

vember of that year.
The fear of what tv might do to
the boxoffice in Australia was expressed by Robert McLeish, head
of McLeish Theatres in Melbourne,
a chain associated with Regional
Theatres. McLeish is currently in
New York, following a visit to
Hollywood, to study the effects of
video on the American motion picture industry. The experience of*
.

U! S. theatremen, he feels, may be
helpful in preparing the. Australian film industry to meet the invasion of video.
Australian theatremen, he indicated, are also
weighing entry into video, either
by investing in local stations or by
producing films for television. Part
of McLeish’s study, as well as that
of other Australian industryites, is
involved with the type of. program-

W

The

success, of course, of

some

recent black & whiters has convinced the studios that a wellmade untinted job cap turn out to
be a top grosser, Metro’s “The

Blackboard Jungle” and United
Artists’ “Marty” being the most
recent
examples.
“Blackboard”
shapes as one of M-G’s outstanding
money-makers in recent years and
“Marty” rates as a hot UA property, with the N. Y. engagement at
the eastside Sutton expected to

i

’

MALICIOUS EXPLOSION

AT COSHOCTON

—

stein drawn by A1 Hirsclifeld,
theatrical caricaturist. In addition
to holding the terns on UA’s adpub operations, Youngstein functions on the corporate administrative level.

Houston

ming American

McLeish said that theatreowners Down Under expected an initial drop of 5% in theatre business when tv is introduced and
feared a decrease of up to 30% as
the number of sets in the homes
increased.
He said that the
drop could happen quickly since
Australia only has a population of

TV Announcer

Draws Lee Cobb Role
Houston, July

Continued

illness of

The Yugoslav State Committee
Arts and Science recently
turned down all applications for
subsidies in the motion picture
production. Action was based on
the ground that no screenplay,
neither for feature films nor for
documentaries, submitted to Various producers within last six
(Continued Qn page 53)
are missing.

for

5.

“The Hous-

10,000,000.

ton Story” star, Lee J. Cobb, who
In the large cities, such as Sydsuffered a heart attack on Hous- ney and Melbourne, theatre men
ton location, during filming of the will be faced witli three tv Stations
.

one
government-coneach,
picture, has caused re-casting and
re-shooting of the Sam Katzman trolled and two commercial. AcMcLeish,
the financing
cording
to
production for Columbia.
This
word came from film’s director, for the commercial stations is coming
from
Combination
of ‘broada
William Castle, who called Houston actor Charles Gray to Holly- casting, newspaper, and theatre
Since
the
Government
interests.
wood to begin work July 8 in a
re-take of the story about attempt- has limited the licensing of tv stations, investors must become part
ed oil bootlegging.
of one of the existing tv firms.
“Story” originally was slated to Commercial stations, McLeish rebe filmed entirely in Houston. ported, are limited to
a maximum
Shooting was cut short week of of 20% in foreign capital.
May 8 by Cobb’s collapse, was
Following two weeks in New
supposed to resume here in July York, McLeish leaves for Great
in

.

if

he had recovered

sufficiently.

Britain where he’ll make a similar
study on tv’s effect on motion picHe described
ture attendance.
current film business in Australia
as “quite good,” noting that the
process didn’t matter and that a
good film drew on its own merit.
He said that most of the theatres
“in the major areas” had installed
all-purpose screens.

Castle said the picture will now be
re-shot
in
Hollywood
without

West German

Up The COMPO

Poll

Confabs

1 tween
ment

Organizations’

out to sell all industry elements, including studio
personnel, exhibitors and distribution reps on all
levels on the benefits to accrue from the project.
Pat McGee, general manager of Denver’s Cooper
Foundation Theatres, states “too many (exhibitors)
are lukewarm and lackadaisical” about the people’s
choice balloting “but only because they don’t have
all the information.”
It was McGee and COMPO special counsel Robert W. Coyne who induced Elmer Rhoden to take
the chairmanship of the Awards campaign.
And
they promised they’d go all out to generate interest.

Following through on

this,

Cooper has mapped an

extensive speaking sked covering meetings of exhib trade associations.
He’s already addressed
groups in Edgewater Park, Miss., Denver, New Orleans and Oklahoma City, and others will follow,
he said, “wherever I am accepted.” At these sessions the exec pitches the public relations values

Officials

Inspect Eady Fund’s

plays a killer.

Setup

Root

television is offer-

ing.

Cobb.
Some Houston-shot background footage will be salvaged,
he said.
«
ozoner.
Cobb is being replaced by Gene
Sheriff Gilbert Kempf said ex- Barry. Barbara Hale, Edward Arplosives were placed around 12 nold, will continue, in their roles,
Supporting pillars- of the screen with Frank Jenks, Jeanne Cooper,
and set off simultaneously. A sec- Paul Richards and John Zaremba
ond charge wrecked the projection in support. Gray, a tv announcer
booth.
and one of several Houstonians in
Kempf is checking coal mines in the original cast, will be only lothis area to see if any explosives cal actor in the new filming.
He

Down

Champions of the Council of Motion Picture
upcoming ^Audience Awards poll are
plugging hard to work up enthusiasm for this public
The
3,500.
pictures
and players. Specifically, they’re
on
vote
80,000,000.

seating capacity of
yearly attendance is
All the major U. S. distributors
are represented in this zone, with
the J. Arthur Rank outfit also set.
Strong opposition, however, comes

Australian theatre owners who
have been enjoying boom business
in recent years are beginning to
get that worried look now that
the menacing box in the living
room looms as a potent competition.
Television will be officially
launched in Sydney and Melbourne
in September, 1956, in time to telecast the Olympic Games that
will be held Down Under in No-

As UA

estimated
return
the
$325^)00
negative cost.
Paramount Pictures and ABCThe fact that the 1953 and 1954
Paramount Theatres that they were OsCar winners, “From Here to
not part of conspiracy was not ac- Eternity” and “On the Watercepted by the Court which held that front,” took top honors as blackit was a continuing conspiracy, and
& whiters in a period dominated
that if found guilty, the new pro- by color and new processes is
duction and theatre outfits would added grist for the b&w probe held responsible for the actions ponents. The calibre of b&w pic(Continued on ^age 52)
of their predecessor corporation.
The defendants had charged that
Paramount had forced them to organize the Tivoli Operating Co.
which operated the theatre from
1937 to 1947 ands were forced to
DRIVE-IN
turn over 50% to a Paramount sub- 1
Coshocton, O., July 5.
sidiary Paramount Enterprises—
Damage
totaled
when
$30,000
in order to obtain product.
two explosions of malicious origin
wrecked a screen and projection
equipment at the Tri-Vale Outdoor
Yugoslav Govt. Cracks
Theatre here last Thursday (23).
“It looks as if someone is trying
on Film Grants to put me out of business,” said
Frank O, Griffin, owner of the
Belgrade, June 28.

500 Film Houses

Sydney; June 28.
Film men plying the Indonesian
route from this Aussie base see
major biz upbeat in that spot with
the right type of fare next year,
Filmsters point out that the country, rich in commercial goods, operates some 500 cinemas with top

Lessons of America

.

Plea of Distribs; Tivoli

Motions made by

In an era where black & white
are
completely
overin “glorious”
color, the untinted product appears to be taking on a mark of
distinction.
“It’s getting to the
$50,000 in Incentive
point,” say some industryites,” that
the mere announcement that a film
Kicks Off Drive
will be made in black & white
gives the property an aura of imIn
of Youngstein
portance formerly in the domain
of the multi-hued attractions.”
United Artists on Sunday (10)
According to theorists, tpe b&w will launch a 25-week sales drive
.
film stresses story values and does honoring homeoffice v.p. Max E.
not depend on scenic or eye-ap- Youngstein. This is the first such
pealing splendor. It’s noted, for tribute to the exed, who entered
example, that since the introduc- the industry in 1940.
tion of color in 1935 that only
UA has earmarked $50,000 in
three tinted films snared Academy cash prizes for distribution to winAwards-— “Gone With the Wind,” ners of the campaign among the
“An American in Paris,” and “The company’s 32 domestic branches.
Greatest Show bn Earth.”
The exchanges - are to compete in
Black & white still figures three groups, of equal grossing
prominently in. the plans of niany potential and the drive will be
of the major film companies. When conducted in three six-week laps
a major studio decides to give ,a climaxed by a seven-week home
film the b&w treatments today’s stretch. Co-captains of the push are
market, exhibitors can be certain William J. Heineman, distribution
that the picture is loaded with v.p., and B. G. Kranze, general
production values and that the sales manager.
property rates importantly on the
Part of the exploitation will be
company’s release slate.
the use of various banners and
Clicks
Some B &
posters carrying a sketch of Yoiingpictures

shadowed by the films

As Pix Prod. Aid

London, June 28.
begun in London be-

German governBonn and leaders of the

reps of the
in

inherent in the Au<T~Awards, plus the star-building

British film industry are likely to

potential.

be continued in Berlin this week
during the film festival.
Robert

In N. Y. over the past weekend, exhib leaders
sent out telegrams to all film company presidents
and studio heads re the poll.
Emanuel Frisch,
president of Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres
Assn., and Harry Brandt, prez of the Independent
Theatre Owners Assn,, said the memberships of
both groups have pledged full cooperation with
COMPO. They also suggested that the studios make
one and two reelers introducing new personalities.
According to Coyne, some 2,000 theatres in all
so far have joined in the campaign, these including
all five national chains apd numerous regional circuits and individual houses.
Meanwhile
this week made the pitch for
press support Of its Audience Awards poll. “Here’s
an election that’s a newspaper natural,” headlined
Compo in a page ad in Editor & Publisher, fourth
estater trade weekly.
The industry outfit stated 10,000 theatres are expected to participate in the campaign, and it’s a
“possibility” that 60,000,000 votes will be cast. Editors were urged to work with theatremen in fashioning various promotions.

and Sir
director-general

Clark, president,

French,

Henry L.
of

the

British Film Producers Assn.,

who

took part in the earlier discussions,
will be

repping film makers at the

fest.

The German delegation, which
comprised three government officials from the Ministry of Economic Affairs and the legal adviser
to German distributors, came here
under the auspices of the Motion
Picture Assn., and were escorted
by Fred Gronich, the MPA rep in

COMPO

Frankfurt.

The

mission

was

designed

to

hand info on the operathe Eady Fund, which
regular subsidy for producers from boxoffice receipts.

gain

first

tion of
yields a
,

1

.

.

-

.

.
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Welcome, Stranger
Boston, July 5,
part of the ballyhoo for

.

As

Film Reviews

“Not as * Stranger” (UA), a
$ 50 bond was awarded to the
first child bom In Boston on

ALUED ARTISTS

Friday (1).
Current at State

20th1CENTURY-FOX
Year ........ f
6
This Date, Last Year
Starts, This

Year
,..<..13
70
This Date, Last Year
Starts, This

of Bamboo
(C’SCOPE-COLOR)

House

and Or-

ently
cient

.

Okay gangster thriller against
modern-day Tokyo •setting With
strong b.o. potential.

"BOBBY WARE

MISSING"

IS

"GIRL |N THI RED VILVIT SWING"
Prod.— Charles Brackett

—Vinoent M. Ferinelly
Dir. —Thomas Carr
Seville Brand, Arthur .Franz,
Prod.

Paul

Reed,

•Dir.

Walter
Charney,

Kim

Picerni,

ner

20)

(Started June 1)

—Philip

This Year . ....... .16
75
This Date, Last Year

Rambeau
(Started June t)

"PICNIC"

UNIVERSAL

.

Prod.—Fred Kohlmar
Dir.—Josh Logan

"44

May

Year
This Date, Last Year

Starts, This

\

Prod. Howard Christie
Dir
Joseph pevney
Chandler, George Nader, Julie
Jeff
Adams, Lex Barker, Keith Andes,
Richard Boone, William Reynolds,
McGraw, Jock Mahoney,
Charles
Frank Faylen, Grant Williams, Floyd
Kendall
Simmons, George Dunn,
Clark, Charles Horvath, Arthur Space.
Don Keefer, Hal Baylor, David Janssen
(Started April 13)

—

Prod.—George Maynard
Dir. Vernon Sewell
Faith Domergue, Lee Patterson, Martin

—

Benson
4)

"WORLD

METRO
.

.

7

8

"BHOWANI JUNCTION"
Prod.—Pandrp S. Berman
George Cukor

—

Lionel Jeffries* Frieda

Jackson,

Jo-

seph Tomelty

May

.

.

.

Inspector Kita ........ Sessue

Hayakawa

Webber
Ceram

Biff Elliot

Screaming
John

;

Willy

PhU

De

Charlie

•

Forest Kelley

John Doucette
Teru Shimada

;

Nagaya

Robert Hosoi
May Takasugi
Robert Okazaki

Doctor
Bath Attendant
Mr.

•

Sandro Giglio
Elko Hanabnsa
Harry -Carey
Peter Gray
Robert Quarry

Woman

Skipper

. .

Hommaru

The actioner market should find
House of Bamboo” an okay thriller for general bookings. It’s a regplayed
story
gangster
ulation
against a modern-day Tokyo setting, thus gaining 3 novelty from
location which it lacks in basic
plot. Running time of 102 minutes
is rather lengthy for the release
,

destination.

Good

b.o. potential.

Novelty of scene and a warm,
performance by Japanese star Shirley Yamaguchi are
two of the better values in the
Buddy Adler production. Had story
treatment and direction been on
the same level of excellence,
“House” would have been an allaround good show. Pictorially, the
film is beautiful to see, unfolding
scenes of the Japanese pountry side
believable

brought on

logically, if a bit dras-

tically, to send the femme viewers
out contented with the resolution:
Miss Baxter delivers commendably as’ the gambling hall babe in
love with gambler Hudson. How
she goes off with him and his kid
brother, Barry Curtis, to look after
the lad while Hudson turns to more
respectable ways of earning a living is played believably. Hudson,
too, is good as the ambitious young
man, and moppet Curtis also stacks
up excellently. Miss Adams makes
an attractive menace with her

well-played, spoiled rich girl who
uses the law to gain custody of
Curtis and Natalie Wood, an op-

phan taken’ in by Miss Baxter and
Hudson. The chicanery gets her
Hudson when Miss Baxter runs
away but the latter winds up with
her man, anyway, at the finale

.

.

Sk£”

-

Gray,

.

Susan Hayward; Richard Conte, Eddie
Albert. Jo Van Fleet. Don Taylor.
Ray Danton
(Started June '15)

.

.

Lawrence Weingarten
——Charles Walters
Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds,
Prod.

.

David

.

Wayne, Celeste Holm, Carolyn Jones,
Jarma Lewis, Lola Albright; Willard
Sage, Howard St. John, Joey Fay
(Started June 24)

Dir.—Richard Brooks
Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Lloyd
Nolan, Russ Tamblyn, Anne Bancroft
(Started July 1)

PARAMOUNT
.

.

.

International has given checks for
$1,500 to three charitable organizations in Japan, the proceeds of
Prod. Henry Blanke
several recent Variety-sponsored
Dir.
Gordon Douglas
Liberace, Joanne Dru, Dorothy Malone, entertainments.
William Demarest
Chief Barker Laurence Ady,
(Started May 31)
U. S. Army and Air Force Far East
"THE COURT-MARTIAL OP BILLY
Film# Chief, and Doughguy S.
MITCHELL"
Maurice Livingston, indie film imProd. Milton Sperling
Dir.— Otto Preminger
porter, gave the checks to reps of
Gary Cooper, Ralph Bellamy, Charles
Bickford, Rod Steiger, Fred Clark, the Hakone Old People’s Home,
The Japan Union Mission of the
Herbert Heyes
(Started June 18)
Seventh Day Adventists and the
Ladies International Benevolent

——

—

aye, Henry Wilcoxon, Douglas DumIan Keith, Jacob Baer. Peter
Hanson, Donald Curtis

brille,

(Started Oct. 14)

"THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH"

INDEPENDENT

Hitchcock

Assoc. Prod. Herbert Coleman
James Stewart, Doris Day, Chris Olsen,.
Bernard Miles, Ralph Truman, Brenda
De JBanzle
"ALEXANDER THE GREAT"
(Started May 12)
(UA Release) ^

Society,

"SCARLET HOUR"

(Shooting in Madrid)

—

—

Robert Rossen
Richard Burton, Fredric March, Dan-

Prod. -Dir. Michael Curtiz
Carol Ohmavt, Tom Tryon. Jody Lawrence, James Gregory, David Lewis.
Scott Marlowe, Jacques AuBUchon,
JElaine Stritch, E. G; Marshall, Edward Binns, Maureen Hurley, Johnstone White, Nat "King" Cole, James
Todd, James Stone
(Started June 6)

Prod.-Dir.

ielle: Datrieux, Claire
(Started Feb. 17)

Bloom

"GUYS AND DOLLS"
(For

MGM

Prod.
.

RKO
Year ........ 8
Year
3

Release)

—Samuel

Goldwyn

—

Dir. Joseph L. Mankiewlcz
Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons, Frank
Sinatra, Vivian Blaine, Robert Keith,
Stubby Kaye, Johnny Silver, B. S.
Pully, Sheldon Leonard, Dan Dayton,
Kathryn Givney. Veda Ann Borg,
Regis. Toomey, George E. Stone, Joe

McTurk
(Started March 14)
"JOE MACBETH"

This Date, Last

(Film Locations Ltd.)
(Columbia Release)
(Shooting in London)
Exec. Prod. Mike Frankovich
Prod. George Maynard

WAY OUT"

(Todon Productions)
(Shooting in London)

—

—

——Ken
Paul

Excc. Prod. Tony Owen
Prod. Alec Snowden
Dir. Montgomery Tulley'
Gene Nelson, Mona Freeman, Charles
Victor

Hughes
Douglas, Ruth Roman, Bonar Collcano, Harry Green, Minerva Pious

Dir.

(Started

May

9)

"1984"
(Holiday Productions)
(Columbia Release)
(Shooting in London)
Exec, Prod. N. Peter Rathvon
Prod. John Croydon
Dir. Michael Anderson

6)

REPUBLIC

—

——

Year
8
This Date, Last Year ..... 2
Starts, This

Edmond
(Started

.

"NEWS

"COME NEXT SPRING"

IS

O’Brien, Jan Sterling

May

319

MADE AT NIGHT"

(UA Release)
!

;

1

(California Studio)
Prod, Bert E. Friedlob
Dir.
Frit/, Lang

—
—
Dana

Andrews, Rhonda Fleming, Ida.
Lupino,
George
Sanders,
Thomas

Hov^rd

Mitchell,

John Barrymore,
James Craig

-

(Started June 1)

.

Paul Fix, Carroll Baker, Dennis Hopper, Robert Nichols; Rodney Taylor

B. DeMille

—

.

.

0

Assoc. Prod. Henry Wilcuxon
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner. Anne
Baxter, Yvonne DeCarlo, Debra Paget,
Judith Anderson, Edward G. Robinson, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Vincent
Price, John Carradine, John Derek,
live Dcering, Martha Scott, Julia

(Shooting in Sncramento)
Dir. R. G. Springstcch
Ann Sheridan, Steve Cochran, Walter
Brennan, Sonny Tufts, Sherry Jackson

,

(Started May 19)
"SINCERELY YOURS"

. :

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"

—Alfred
—

.

,

Year
4
. .
.
Last Year ...... 9
.

.

.

"THE LAST HUNT"

— Cecil
—

.

.

"THE TENDER TRAP".

Starts, This

.

.

WARNER BROS.

—Lawrence Weingarten
Dir. —Daniel Mann

Dir.

.

.

.

CRY TOMORROW"

June

Brad Dexter

Captain Hartson

•

Prod.

Starts, This

'

'

slanted especially to the
distaff trade. “One Desire” measures up on all these counts, being
presented with a sincerity that
should put it over in -the regulation situations, where the cast lineup of Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson
and Julie Adams provides a familiar name roster for the marquees.
There’s a rather good romantic
uara to the way the cast troupes
the script by Lawrence Roman and
Robert Blees, from Conrad Richter’s novel “Tacey Cromwell.'” in
making it a “four-bawl” offering,
Jerry Hopper’s direction never
goes maudlin or slips into bathos.
The sentiment is sincere; never
sticky, as overscored in the Ross
.Hunter production, and viewer
interest is held while the dramatic
problems are worked out.
The story facets dwell chiefly on
the urge of a bad woman to become
respectable, a battle she loses temporarily when a respectable woman
fights dirty, but a happy ending is

when Miss Adams dies in a climacand Tokyo with all the revealing tic fire.
magic of Cinemascope under Joe
Cast principals gets some first*
It’s
guidance.
camera
MacDonald's
"THE BENNY GOODMAN STORY"
Dick Powell is readying “Willie
rate, support from Carl
Benton
Prod;—Aaron Rosenberg
Dante” as a starrer for himself un- an intimate looksee that gives the Reid, the father of Miss Adams;
footage
lift.
a
Dir.—Valentine Davies
Lee
der the Pamric banner
Betty Garde, a friendly neighbor;
Steve Allen, Donna Reed, Berta GerSamuel Fuller directed the Harry William Hopper, Adrienne Marden,
sten, Barry Truex, Harry James, Ben Parretson will costar with Faith
Pollack, Gene Krupa, Lionel Hamp- Domergue in “44 Soho Square,” Kleiner story, as well as contribut- Fay Morley and the others. The
ing added dialog. The talk’s mostly
ton, Teddy Wilson
Mike
Frankovich
will
which
proTechnicolor photography by Maury
(Started July 1)
in the terse, tough idiom of yesterduce abroad for Columbia
Gertsman is a major asset in showFrank Sinatra will portray the year mob pix. While plots deals ing off. the players, and the early
barker, Billy Bigelow, in 20th-Fox’ with some mighty tough characters 1900Ts settings. A good score by
version of “Carousel,” which, Henry who are trying to organize Tokyo Frank Skinner, editing and other
Ephron will produce and * Henry along Chicago gangland lines, the credits, do their share in shaping
Starts, This Year ........ .12
King direct
Richprd Boone violence introduced seems hardly this one for the femme viewers.
This Date, Last Year ..... 9
copped costar role in Bryan Foy’s necessary to the melodramatic
Brog.
points being made. So overboard
a
“Battle Stations,” at Columbia
"MIRACLE IN THE RAIN"
A. C. Lyles will be assistant pro- does the deliberate toughness go
©os
Teilfels
General
Prod.—Frank P. Rosenberg
ducer under Edward Dmytryk on that these scenes fare badly in
comparison with the genuineness
(The Devil’s General)
Dir. —Rudy MatePar’s “The Mountain”
HechtJane Wyman, Van Johnson, Peggie Cas(GERMAN)
Lancaster assigned Thomas Gomez of those in which Miss Yamaguchi
tle, Fred Clark, Eileen Heckert, Joappears.
Berlin, June 28.
sephine Hutchinson, William Gargan, to top role in “Trapeze”
Merle
Europe release of Real production;
.Robert
Barbara Nichols
Stack,
required
to
overChamberlin, Metro projection head,
Stars Curt Juergens, Victor de Kowa,
(Started May 16)
play surliness by the direction, is Karl
John.
Directed
by Helmut Kacutner.
developed
has
a
process
which
"GIANT"
an undercover MPCID agent out Screenplay, Georg Hurdalek and Helmut
eliminates film buckling.
(Shooting in Marfa, Texas)
to get the murderer Of a GI and Kaeutncr, after stageplay of same name
Prods. —George {Stevens, Henry Ginsby
Carl
Zuckmayer;
Albert
berg
break iip the gang of renegade Benitz. At Gloria Palast, camera,
Berlin. Running
Charities Aided By Tokyo Tent
Dir. — George Stevens
Yanks controlled by Robert Ryan, time, 124 MINS:
Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson, James
General
HarfaS
Curt Juergens
Tokyo, June 21.
suave, personable and psychotic.
Dean, Jane Withers, Chill Wills, MerSchmidt-Lausltz ......... Victor de Koavx
cedes McCambridge, Judith Evelyn,
Along With Ryan and Stack, Oderbruch
Tokyo Tent 40 of Variety Club
Karl John

Vic Damone, Monty Woolley, Jay C.

(Started

.

.

...

This f>ate,

.

.

(Started June 22)

Flippen, Sebastian Cabot
(Started May 23)

—
—

Jim Townsend and Dan

.

.

.

Day, David Janssen, Joe

2)

—Arthur Freed
—Vincente Minnelli
Howard Keel, Ann Blyth, Dolores

"THE

.

'

Dir.

Prod.-Dir,

„

_

Jeff
Rail,

Leith Stevens set by EdGrainger to score his RKO
“The Treasure of Pancho

.

.

Prod.

Prod,-Dir.

.

.

"KISMET"

•'I'LL

ers”

release,
Villa”

.

Lana Turner, Pedro Armendarlz, Marlsa
Pavan, Roger 'Moore, Taina Elg, Ronald Green, Henry Danlell, John LupScan McClory. Alan Napier,
ton,
Torin Thatcher

.

Towler, L. A. Rams players, snagged
Tommy
Film
Howard St. John, Chico Vejar, Tom- roles in’ Metro’s “Kismet” .
my Hart, Steve Ellis, Dani Crayne
editor William B. Murphy bought
(Started May 31)
“Ticket to Death,” mystery story
"BACKLASH"
by Evan Hunter, author of “BlackProd. Aaron Rosenberg
board Jungle,” for development as
John Sturges
Dir.
U purRichard Widmark, Donna Reed, William as a motion picture
Campbell, John Mclntire, Barton Mac- chased “Teach Me How to Cry,”
Lane, Henry Morgan, Rex Lease, Roy three-acter
by Patricia Joudry
Roberts, Gregg Barton
which recently Was an off-Broad(Started June 3)
Sammy Davis Jr.
way legiter
"THE SQUARE JUNGLE"
signed by U for role of Fletcher
Prod. Albert Zuggmith
Henderson in “Benny Goodman
Dir. Jerry Hopper
George Marshall copped
Tony Curtis, Pat Crowley, Ernest Borg- Story”
nine, Paul Kelly, Jim Backus, John doctor stint on U's “Pillars of the
Louis

——

—Edward
Knopf
Miller

E ii\ —David

.

Carey—-Harry's widow—-joined cast
of C. V; Whitney’s “The Search-

.

1)

"DIANNE"

(Started

Rush,

——

_

Ava Gardner, Stewart Granger, William
Travers, Francis Matthews, Abraham
Sofaer, Peter llling, Marne Maitland,

rod.

Frederick Briscent Bastards”
son acquired screen rights to “The
Million Dollar Legs,” life story of
Pine-ThomasFrankie Bailey
Shane Productions bought “Nightmare,” authored by William Irish,
for indie production.
John Hoyt will portray William
Travers Jerome, prosecuting attorney in the Harry K. Thaw trial, in
“The Girl in the Red Velvet
Swing,” at 20th-Fox ... Olive
.

1.

20th-Fox release of Buddy Adler pro?
duction. Stars Robert Ryan, Robert Stack,
Shirley Yamaguchi, Cameron Mitchell;
features Brad Dexter, Sesaue Hayakawa,
Biff Elliot, Sandro Giglio, Elko Hanahusa.
Directed by Samuel Fuller. Written by
Harry Kleiner; added dialog. Fuller;
camera (De Luxe Color), Joe MaoDonald;
editor, James B. Clark; music, Leigh
HarllnC; conducted by Lionel Newman.
Previewed June 28, '55. Running time,
1*2 MINS,
„
Sandy Dawson ........... Robert Ryan
Robert Stack
•Eddie Snanier
Shirley Yamaguchi
Mariko
Cameron Mitchell
Griff
.

Bryan Foy’s
“Battle Stations” ... “The Proud
and Profane” is the. new tag on
“The Magnificent Devils,” based
on the book titled., “The Magnifi-

to a featured role in

mund

MY CORNER"

Prod. Aaron Rosenberg
Dir,—Jesse Hibbs
Audie Murphy. „ Barbara
Morrow, John Mclntixe,

(Shooting in London)

March

IN

—

Year .
This Date, Last Year
Starts, This

Michael Baird and Lewis R. Foster
..
under the Landmark banner
Columbia assigned William Leslie

.

(Film Locations, Ltd.)
(Columbia Release)
(Shooting in London)
Exec. Prod. Mike Frankovich

(Started

.

"AWAY ALL BOATS"

SOHO SQUARE"

Dir.

.

.76
.... 76

——

16)

(Started July

Hollywood, July 5.
will star in “Dakota
be co-produced by

,

William Holden, Rosalind Kussell, Kim
Novak, .Cliff Robertson, Betty Field,
Susan SlraSberg, Arthur O’Connell,
Elizabeth Wilson, Phyllis Newman,
Verna Felton, Reta Shaw
(Started

to

.

Richard Egan, Dana Wynter, Cameron
Mitchell. Sidney Blackmer, Marjorie

Sferrfs,

(Shooting in Kansas)

Dunne

Prod.-Dir.

Hollywood, July

Anne Baxter
Incident,”

"THE VIEW FROM POMPEY'S HEAD"

COLUMBIA

tots

Farley

Granger, Gale Robbins, Glenda Farrell, Philip Reed, Cornelia Otis Skin-

Thorpe Whiteman, William Schallert.
Resina Gleason, Jean Wllles
(Started June

—Richard
Fleischer
Joan Collins.
Milland,

Ray

From the

Briefs

op the theory there’s suffimarket for a well-done soap

opera

pheura.

Duff, Vincent Price,
Jr., Sally Forrest,
.

(Started June 3)

"A

KISS BEFORE DYING"
(Crown Productions)

(UA

Release)
(Shooting in Tucson)

Prods.—Robert

Jacks, Robert Gold-

L.

stein,

’

Dir.—Gerd Oswald
Robert Wagner, Jeff Hunter, Joanne
Woodward, Virginia Leith, Mary
1

Astor

(Started

June

6)

"FOREVER, DARLING*
(Zanra Productions)
(Metro Release)
Prod. Desl Arnaz
Dir.-**Alexander Hall
Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz, James Mason,
Louis Calhern, Natalie Scha£er, John
Emery, John Hoyt, Mabel Albertson,
Nancy Kulp, Ralph Dumke

—

(Started June 14)

"THE SEARCHERS"
(C.

V. Whitney Pictures, Inc.)

(Warners Release)
Prod. Meiian C. Cooper
Dir.—rJohn Ford
John Wayne, Jeff Hunter, Ward

—

Natalie

Wood, Lana

1-Jsa

Bond,

Wood. Ken

John Qualen, Olive Carey,
Brandon, Harry Carey, Jr,;
Hank Warden, William Steele, Pippa
Scott, Robert Lyden, Beulah Arcliuletta, Antonio Moreno, Cliff Lyons
(Started June 18)
Curtis,

Henry

"APACHE WOMAN"
(Golden State Production)
(American Releasing Corp. Release)
Exec. Prod. Alex Gordon

——

Prod.-Dir. Roger Cormnn
Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller, Paul Birch, Jonathan Haze, Dick
Miller, Morgan Jones, Gene Marlowe
(Started June 20)

Cameron Mitchell is seen as the
erratic No. 1 boy to the gang leader
and figures as the victim in a particularly violent gangland rubout

Fraculein Mohrungen

Eva-Ingcborg Sohol*

Dorothea Gelsa
Oberst Ellers

Anne

Ellers

Brad Dexter, CID officer, and Ses- Baron Pflungk
sue Hayakawa, Tokyo police in- Leutnant Hartman

Marianne Koch
Albert Lievcn
Erica Balque

Werner

Fuet'tercr

Harry Meycn

spector,

play their roles with a
Carl Zuckmayer’s “Devil’s Genwelcome relief from flamboyance.
Sandro Giglio, informer for Ryan; eral.” possibly the hugest stage
Biff Elliott, Miss Yamaguchi's se- hit in postwar Germany, has been
cret husband who is killed by the turned intp a remarkable film. It’s
gang, Harry Carey, Peter Gray and highly suspenseful entertainment
others are more prominent jn fea- and more convincing and gripping
than the widely acclaimed local
tured spots.
performance (with O. E.
A good score by Leigh Harline. stage
conducted by Lionel Newman, and Hasse in the title role) of several
some striking art direction and set years ago.
Film is helped by an unusually
decorations, seen in De Luxe Coltight script by Georg Hurdalek and
or, are among production assets.
Helmut Kaeutner’s direction, havBrog.
ing been worked on for three years
by the pair. To bring the familiar
Oik* ©ftsiire
story to the screen without slow(COLOR)
ness
Zuckmayer’s original was
changed quite a bit,
Romantic drama with “fourKaeutner, Jong one of Germany’s
bawl” appeal.
ablest pic creators, did an efficient
directing job. Several sequences
^
Hollywood, July 5.
have strong dramatic appeal, such
Universal release of Ross Hunter pro- as the death scene of a Jewish
duction. Stars Anne Baxter, Rock Hudand the scenes between
son, Julie Adams; features Carl Benton couple
Reid, Natalie Wood, William Hopper. General Harras (Curt Juergens)
Betty Garde, Barry Curtis, Adrienne and
(Victor de
Schmidt-Lausitz
Marden.
Directed
by Jerry Hopper.
Screenplay,
Lawrence Roman, Robert Kowa), the SS leader. The dialog
Blees; based' on the novel "Tacey Crom- is, as it was on the stage, well done.
well" by Conrad Richter;, camera (Techni.
Although the war lias been over
color), Maury Gertsmah: editor, Milton
Carruth; music, Frank Skinner. Previewed for 10 years, this story lias not in
June 29, '55. Running time, 94 MINS.
the least lost its authenticity. Its
Tacey Cromwell
Anne Baxter
also
Clint Saunders
Rock Hudson Strong anti-Nazi message is
Judith Watrous
Julie Adams evident in this film.
Senator Watrous
Carl Benton Reid
The excellent cast is headed by
Seely ........
Natalie Wood
Juergens
MacBaln
William Hopper Juergens in the title role.
Mrs. O’Doll .........
Betty Garde is a dashing, hard-headed LuftNugget
Barry Cui-tis waffe general here, very sympaMarjorie Huggins
Adrienne Marden
Flo
Fay Morley thetic and believable. Yet more imKate
Vicl Raaf pressive is De Kowa as SchmidtBea
Lynne Millart Lausitz,
cynical SS
typical,
a
Sam
Smoki Whitfield
Judge Congln
Howard Wright leader, ambitious, scheming and
Mr. Hathaway
Edward Earle brutal. Also the others are highly
(Aspect ratio 2-1)
effective, including Karl John, Albert Lieven, Paul Westermeier,
Universal has pulled all stops on Carl Ludwig Diehl and Harry
Hans,
this romantic tearjerker, appur- Mcyen.
:

!
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Some M.D. s
open season on film advertising

Alliance
Amusement Co., Chicago, this week passed along an unsolicted
letter received from a patron, beefing that ‘“movie ads haven’t
changed in 20 years.!’
Added the ticket-buyer: “It has been my observation that most
movie ads just aren’t factual enough to tell the reader what he
wants to know before; he’s willing to spend money for a ticket. I
believe the day is past when the public can be stampeded to the
theatre through sensationalism and ‘gimmick’ advertising. But does
It's

still

Hollywood

7

Stuffy

About ‘Stranger

specialists.

But Medical Society Repudiates ‘Censorship*

— —— —

—

—

t-Newspapers, which have always
reserved the right to censor adverDetroit, July 5.
tising copy and art submitted for
CITY STORY’
United Artists’ publicist Howard
publication, have stepped up their
bluepencilling of film advertising
Pearl reaped a bonanza in space for
in recent months, according to theSam Bischoff wants to correct “Not As A Stranger” when some
atre advertising toppers. In some
cases, the ads that are being nixed any and all errata about where his Detroit doctors rebelled at plans
have had the approval of the Mo- production of “The Phenix City to screen the film for the medical
There may be profession at the Henry Ford Hostion Picture Assn, of America.
Story” will bow.
Film,' men are blaming the more some local citizenry up in arms pital auditorium.
active scissoring as stemming from against the film but the “responsiPearl had arranged for screenthe efforts of pressure groups ble” localites and civic brass of ing with the Detroit and Tri-Counwhich under discipline, have been this scandal-ridden Alabama town ty League for Nursing and some
bombarding, the local papers with are endorsing the pic, for it shows 450 Detroit area doctors and
Rather than antagonize how to fight back against crime nurses
beefs.
had signified their intention
church groups and sub- and corruption.
local
of attending. But Pearl got word
scribers many newspapers through
Because of this, states Bischoff, Hospital was cancelling it because
the country have adopted a tougher
“Phenix City” will preeitt at the the Wayne County Medical Society
policy in scrutinizing film adverPhenix City Drive-In Theatre and had nixed the showing" on the
tising,
the Palace along with the Georgian grounds the film ‘showed doctors
Some of It ‘Whim’
Theatre, Columbus, July 19.
in an unfavorable light.”
Theatremen, in some instances,
Pearl promptly fired back a blast
newspapers
the
have agreed that
that the Society was unfair to conhave showed wise judgment in askdemn the film before seeing it and
ing revisions bn some of the ads
apparently was basing its action
taken directly from the film comon the belief the film adhered to
pany pressbooks. However, there
the book plot. Several months ago,
is an undercurrent of complaints
in a review in the Society’s publirelating to the inconsistency and
cation, the book was called trash.
occasional arbitrary methods folThis flushed out Dr. James J.
Chief
lowed by some dailies.
Lightbody, society spokesman, who
squawk of theatremen is that some
denied the society hod asked Ford
of the nipping is based merely on
Hospital to cancel the screening.
the whim of. the advertising man“The Society was never consulted
ager.
There is no pattern to the
in any way about the film,” he said.
censoring of the ads.
It varies
Exhibitors may be missing the ‘‘Certainly, we have no' right to
from city to city and depends largepush foreign tell a hospital what to do.
We
ly on the activity and influence of boat by failing to
films
according to circuit exec would never tell anyone not to
the local pressure groups.
What is particularly irking the- Harry Brandt, who returned to New show a film. We are not censors.
Hospital authorities might have
atre advertising men is the fact
York last week from a six-week talked to individual members and
that the censoring
-

.

,

i

mm

realize this?’’

—-Film

Benefits Front Publicity

,

HAS LOCAL BACKING

JAP FEMME STAR SET

FOR BRITISH FILM

.

Keiko

Kishi,

who won

star

Tokyo,. June 28.
Shochiku Studio
the best actress

at the Second Southeast
Film Festival held last
in Singapore, has been selected for a starring, role in a
British film.. David Lean, British
director who has been here searching for a girl to play the femme
lead in his next film, “The Wind
Cannot Read,’’ chose Miss Kishi
after testing many actresses.

award

Asian

month
Another heavyweight championfight has been snared by
theatre television. Nate •Halpern’s
Theatre Network Television closed
ship

a deal with the International Boxing Club for the closed-circuit tv
rights of the Rocky Marciano-

“Wind,” based on

Perhaps for a Japanese
the first time, there was no ques- India and
January.
tion of bidding between home tv
and theatre tv interests. The IBC
Arcliie

Moore

bout,

revealed the closed-circuit arrangment simultaneously with its announcement of the signing of Marciano and Moore to meet at Yankee
Stadium, N.Y., on Sept. 20.
Despite the disappointing b.o.
results of the May 10 fight between
Marciano and British challenger

Don

Cockell,

TNT

a

novel

by

James Mason about the
between an RAF

affair

tragic love
officer and
girl, will be shot in
London starting next

New York

,

Brandt Me-Toos

.

View

Gets

Another %-MiI $

Miss Alien Bets

‘

and exhibitors

Chilean Payoff

are optimistic about the returns of
the
upcoming
Marciano-Moore
match. Marciano’s meeting' with

campaign appears to apply only to film advertising.

They

•

brassiere,

cite
examples of
girdle, and hosiery ads
cheesecake photos in the
.

Santiago, July 5.
American film distributing com- and even
Cockell, which originated from San
editorial sections which are passed
Francisco, suffered from a severe panies cleaned up accrued royalties untouched in the
same issues of
pre-fight downbeating from the of 1954 and a small portion of
newspapers that have demanded
Actually,
sportswriters.
nation’s
1955 returns #rhen a total of $250,- alterations in the film ads.
the bout turned out to be a better
In Washington, the K-B Amuse000 was remitted to New York last
•how than had been anticipated.
ment Co. discovered that the Star
As has been the practice in the weekend. With the $500,000 sent had a new policy about three weeks
past, a 50-mile radius of New York in March, the dollar remittances so ago when it attempted to place an
City and a 50:inile ai^a of New far this year total $750,000.
ad on Allied Artists’ Yvonne De
England will be blacked out. ShutAlThe local Film Board composed Carlo starrer, “Shotgun.”
out of New England theatres from
though the ad was used in AA's
the closed-circuit telecast is aimed of representatives of Metro-Gold- national campaign, the paper inat protecting the gate at the actual dyn-Mayer, Paramount, Republic, sisted
that shoulder straps be
site of the bout. Marciano hails RKO, 20th
Century-Fox, ^United painted on Miss DeCarlo's shoulfrom Brockton, Mass, and has a Artists and Columbia, all MPEA ders. The painting on of shoulder
large following in the area.
straps and the retouching of bosom
members, negotiated the same deal cleavage are perhaps the most
used for obtaining the half million common demands currently made
dollars last March. Monies will be by newspapers. Theatres playing
split percentage-wise among the United Artists “Kiss Me Deadly”
were forced to tone down the
various companies. Three months

German Pix Pact

ago,

Pleases French
June
Franco-German
Berlin,

A new

28.

film

agreement, allowing for the continued import of a minimum of 30

French films into Germany annually, was sighed in Hamburg last
week. The pact runs for a year,
and provides bonus facilities for
coproductions and festival entries.
Germany has become one of the
major foreign markets for the

.

Board made purchase from the

Anglo-Lautaro Nitrate

Co., at the

free market rate of 368 Chilean
pesos per dollar, or a total of
184,000,000 pesos, although the official exchange rate was and still

200 pesos per dollar.
The Chilean exchange control
board
(CONDECOR
National
Council for Foreign Trade) a few
weeks ago authorized the film distribs to purchase $250,000 from the
is

—

Anaconda Copper Company which
had obtained permission to sell dol-

lars at the free rate in order to accumulate pesos for opening a new
small mine. In the ensuing negoF r ench pictyre producer, being tiations, the operation was closed
worth at least $1,750,000 a year in at 500 pesos per dollar (against
transferable coin. This is roughly 3.68 in March), or a total of 125,000,about one-fifth of Hollywood’s in- 000 pesos. On the day of the recome, from the market. From the mittance, the free rate actually 515,
purely economic point of view, the so the companies, while paying a

German territory plays a vital role
in French film finances. In terms
of hard cash, it yields about four
times the receipts from the whole
of the United Kingdom.
U nder the new pact, basic Imports are restricted to a quota of
about 30 pix annually, but they are
permitted bonus imports on a onefor-one basis for each Franco-German coproduction. Last year, five
films were jointly produced, and
it is hoped to step up the total in
the coming period.
In addition, under the deal concluded by the International Film
Producers Federation in Madrid
last year, they get additional visas
for each French film entered for
the Berlin fest. This year, they
have four festival entries which
will count as extras for their overall quota.

U.S. Exhibs

big price for the greenbacks, still
paid less than the prevailing rate
which today (20) hit 536. Chilean
peso has been weakening steadily
while the prevailing inflation continues to skyrocket.
Meantime, exhibs are negotiating with CONDECOR regarding the
1955 import quota for U. S. films.
Delay in getting this question settled has some companies scraping
the bottom of the barrel.
CONDECOR Which has the headache of
making
the
dollars
available
stretch as far as possible, originally proposed to reduce last year’s
quota for American films from
$283,200 to $148,240, Filfn Board
has presented a counterproposition
suggesting that the billing price
established for pix be reduced so
that more films can be brought in
for the same amount of dollars.

bosom exposure

iii

their

newspaper

Many

papers have also been
nixing all clinch scenes in declinMetro’s
“The
positions.
ing
Prodigal” ran into considerable
difficulty on this count and, in
ads.

‘

European

They don’t realize gotten their individual opinions on
the potential that could come out the matter, but that certainly
of imports, he said, if they’d only doesn’t entitle anyone to say the~
invest the time to sell and exploit society has banned the picture.”
trip.

Then, William Nye, Ford Hospias they do Hollytal spokesman, added to the publicity, saying there was “no particPreviously, Brandt declared, “I
ular reason for the cancellation exhad the opinion that foreign pro-, cept some staff doctors
thought it
ducers were working on skimpy
best.” To all other questions, he
bankrolls.
On the contrary, they replied “no comment,”
of
it
have lots
money but find
disMeanwhile, Pearl had arranged
couraging that in some areas on for
the screening of the pix at
the U. S. there’s no market for
Sinai Hospital because “so many
their pictures regardless of their
doctors were disappointed about
value.
Ford’s action that we are deterBrandt emphasized that he per- mined to accommodate them.”
sonally was going to see what could Sinai's auidtorium seats only 125,
be done to sell foreign pix in the however, while Ford’s seats 500,
U. S. and win foreign film-makers
About 60 turned in comment
more playdates. “Here we are,” cards at Sinai. Samples: “A great
lie
reflected, “stuck for product tribute to medical professsion, I
and we’re not giving them a mar- would advise anyone connected
ket.
They don’t need financing as with medicine to see it.” “A slam
much as they need dates.” More- on medical profession. And this is
over, he added, the fact that Amer- to be shown to many uneducated
ican co-producers "ban supply them laymen? Shame on you.” “Mitchum
.Hollywood stars isn’t too strong a was wonderful. Imagine resecting
point for it’s much more important aortas in his first year of practhat they push their own stars.
tice I”
Although Brandt primarily went
Several nurses were angered at

them the same
wood films.

'

.

abroad in connection with Italian implications in film that nurses are
week to be held in N. Y. Oct pushovers for doctors. Others
6-12, he bought one French film thought film too technical.
and made offers for two other pix.
Object to Copy-Lines
Acquired was “Stopover at Orly,”
The copy is also frequently chal- a Dany Robin starrer, for TransSome recent eliminations Lux Pictures (a Brandt affiliate )>
lenged.
include “Whatever You’re Going to Dubbed in
English, it will be
Do to Me Mike, Do It Quickly" preemed in the U. S. as “Stop(from UA’s “Kiss Me Deadly”; and over.” He also has bids
in for the
“Tell Him. No Matter What. Tell German-made “Ludwig”
and the
Him You’re Pregnant” (from Italian “La Strada.”
UA’s “Not As a Stranger.”). In one
instance, a theatre suggested a
Frankfurt, July 5.
change to “Tell Him You’re Going view with the copy, but the Times
First lineup of the 1955-50 film
To Have a Baby,” but the local turned it down because there
in
season
West
Germany shows 383
newspaper refused to accept this were references to “unnatural
pictures competing for playdates in
love.”
phrase as well.
Advertising for foreign films has the theatres, with the largest indiA theatre in Washington which
booked the nudist film, “Garden frequently run into difficulty with vidual lineups coming from U. S.
but in recent firms, Columbia leads the list with
of Eden,” sought to insert “Adults the newspapers,
Only” in its ad in an honest at- months theatres have found the 33 titles and at least five German
tempt to limit the audience. How- dailies bearing down on the ads for films, Metro follows with 28 films
ever, the newspaper refused to ac- major attractions from the- top on its release schedule, followed by
As indicated previously, Warner Bros, and Universal with
cept it and only ran the title of the studios.
picture. The theatre, however, dis- the conclusion of the film men is 27 each. Paramount 24, United Artplayed an “Adults Only” sign in that the pressure groups are work- ists 23 and RKO 22. RKO, inciing overtime.
front of the house.
dentaly is for the first time disA Washington theatre attempted As an example of the whim of a tributing a German film in- addito run a quote from N. Y. Times- particular advertising manager, the tion to its Yank program, “Solange
man Bosley Crowther’s review of case is cited of an upstate N. Y. Du Lebst” (So Long as You Live).
J. Arthur Rank has announced
“Pit of Loneliness,” a French im- daily which turns down submisport distributed by Arthur Davis. sions if, for example, Esther Wil- eight British and two German
The Star rejected the quote which liams wears a check bathing suit films. Deutsche London offers 14
referred to “intimate love in a in the ad and a striped one in the German and six British.
The catalog to date shows 125
The ad manager terms
girl’s school.” Also tabooed by the picture.
German and Austrian pictures, 80
sheet are such words as “intimate,” this “misrepresentation.”
Ad there’s the conservative N. Y. in black and white, 43 in color, two
“mature,” and “adult.”
The N. Y. Times is rather strict Times which cuts down the super- Cinemascope. Among the Amerion occasions. During the N. Y. latives. In Times copy, no picture can group, so far there are 159
run of “Pit of Loneliness,” Davis can be the “greatest” or “best” black and white, 98 in color, and
126 in color for large screens.
submitted a reprint of Cue’s re- ever made.

many

cases, theatres were forced
to eliminate the panel containing

trade

the reclining pose.

Cal Leads in
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‘Love Me’ Hotsy $16,000,
Prov.; ‘Earth* Sodid 9G

Heat Hits Hub, But ‘Stranger Torrid

Providence, July

5,

Most Rhode Islanders preferred

Toys’ Big 33G, ‘Crockett’ 126

t

Boston, July 5. ->
A heat wave, with temperatures
In the 94* bracket, hit holdovers,
but failed to Jar -new product. The
tremendous exodus from the Hub
for the long holiday weekend pared
the b.o. tgke. Leading the city was
“Not As a Stranger" at the State
and Orpheum. "Seven Little Fpys’V
and "Road to Denver" at the Para-

mount and Fenway were smash,

Broadway Grosses

hot. holiday

.

(RKOl

Albee

<2,200;

50-75)

—

“This Island Earth” <U) and “Quest
For. Lost City” (RKO); Kid-lure
fare helping to around good $9,000.
Last week, “Davy Crockett” (BV),

•

swell $10,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 70-$l)
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) <2d wk).
Flirting with fair $13,000; First
sesh slipped from expected to still
good $19,000.
State (Loew) <3,200; 50-751

—

,

75-$1.25)—

—

.

“Seven Year Itch” (20th 1 (2d wk).
Great $12,000. Last week, $25,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill! (800:
San Francisco, July 5.
Kidnappers"
“Little
75-$1.25>
Foggy holiday is helping the b.o.
<UA> (3d wk). Hefty $T,500. Last
with United Artists leading with
week, $8,300.
Boston (Cinerama Productions) •’Not As A Stranger" in on upped
“Cinerama”
$1.25-$2.85)
(1,354;
admission prices. “Davy Crockett”
(Indie) (79th wk). Good $11,000.
is big at the Golden Gate. “Marty”
Last Week, $13,500.
Holdis soek at the Stagedoor.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)—
“Doctor In House”'. Rep) (7tfi wk). overs are also stout with “Seven
frame
Year Itch” nice in its second
Fine $5,000. Last week, $7,000.

—

—

(1,373;

60-$D—

“Seven Little Foys” (Par) and
“Road to Denver" (Rep). Big $12,-

Melody” (M-G) and “Twist of

Fate’

Estimates for This

—“Seven Little Foys” (Par); Active
Last week, “Chicago Syn-

$9,000.

dicate” (Coll and “They All Kissed
Bride” (Col) (reissue), so-so $4,500.

(NET) (1,700; 60-$!) $13,000.
""Little Foys" (Par) and
Paramount (Par) <2,646; 90-$l)
to Denver” (Rep), Sock $21,- “Land of the Pharaohs" (WB) (2d
000 or over, ballyhooed by Bob wk). Off to $15,000. Last week,
Hope in pa. Last week, “Tall Man $26,000.

—Paramount
“Seven
“Road

Riding" (WB) and “Angela" (20th),
$9,500.

Orpheum (Loew)

75-90$1.25)—“Not As a Stranger" (UA),
torrid $35,000, prices upped from
regular 60-$l for this. Last week,

Me

“Love

(3,000;

or Leave

Me” (M-G)

Francis
—“Simba”
St.

(Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25X
and “Air Strike"

(Indie)

Good $10,000. Last week,
“Came From Beneath Sea" (Col)
and “Creature with Atom Brain"
(Indie).

(Col). $11,000.

Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre,
(3d wk), $13,000.
Calif.)- 1,458; $1.75-$2.65)— “CineState (Lftew) <3,500; 75-90-$1.25)
rama”
.(Indie) (78th wk).
Smash
—“Not As a Stranger” (UA). Terrif
$24,000. Last week, “Love
or $27,000. Last week, $25,500.
United
Artists
(No.
Coast)
Leave Me” (M-G) (3d wk), $7,000.
(1,207;
90-$1.25-$1.50>—“Not As A Stranger" (UA). Mighty $30,000. Last
week, "Son of Sinbad” (RKO)
‘Marty’
9G, ‘Foxfire'

Me

Hep

ets,

“Seven Little Foys”* at Lopert’s
Playhouse, and “Seven Year Itch’’
tilted
(with
scale)
at
Loew’s

.

Capitol,

draw

to

RKO

Sock

‘St ranger

both managed

blodk-long Saturday night queues
despite
handicaps.
all
“Davy
Crockett”, at
Keith’s, disappointing from, the start, nosedived as result -of parental reluctance to bring moppets into town

during strike and heat.
Estimate* for This

Ambassador (SW)

Week

(1,490;

75-$l)

Philadelphia, July 5.
—“Land of Pharaohs" (WB), Big
Last week, ”5 Against
There’s action in moderate size $8,000.
houses with “Net As « Stranger" House’*' Col)* $3,800.
and “Lady and the Tramp" both
Capitol (Loeys) <3,434; 75-$1.10>
setting records and the' overflow —“Seven Year Itch" (20th). Sock
helping nearby Stanley. Warner $25,000 at tilted scale, and may
firstruns.
Long holiday brought build If strike is settled. Last
trade to Market St. although blood week. ’.’Magnificent Mji t a d o r"

temperatures

chased

most

(20th),

gad

$10,000.

(Loew’s)
—Columbia
“Cobweb'* (M-G) (3d wk).

(1,174; 70-85)

Week

Very

Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.49)— steady $7,000 after big $11,000 last
“End of Affair" (Col) (4th wk). Week, may go another stanza.
Poor $3,200. Last week, $4,700.
Dupont- (Lopert) (372; 75-$D—
Boyd (SW) 1,430; $1.25-$2.60)— “Out of This World" (Indie). Fast
for this offbeat entry. Stays.
$5,000
“Cinerama Holiday" (Indie) 20th
wk). Up to $20,500. Last week, Last, week, “Holiday for Henrietta”
(Indie). (3d wk), firm $3,500.
$18^000.
Keith’S (RKO) (1,939; 70-$1.25)
Fox (20th) (99-$1.40)
“Seven!
Year Itch" <20th) (2d wk)." Lively —“Davy Crockett” (BV) (2d-final
Nosedived to slim. $6,000 afwk).
$28,000. Last week, $45,000.
ter robust* but below hopes. $17,Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65-] 000. Moves on despite original
$1.30)—“House of Bamboo” (20th). blueprint for long run.
Stout $15,000. Last week, “MaMetropolitan (SW) (1.200; 75-$l)
rauders" (M-G)v $8,000.
—“Land of Pharaohs” (WB). Nice
Mastbaum (SWj (4,370; 75-$1.30) $11,000. Last week, “5 Against
—“Foxfire" (U). Dim $10,000. Last House” (Col),. $5,500.
week, “Davy Crockett” (BV) (2d
Palace (Loew’s) (2,360; 70-951—
wk>, $12,000.
“Love Me or Leave Me” (M-G) (3d
Midtown (Goldman) (1,200; 65- wk). Fine $10,000 after fine $17,$1.49)
“Seven Little Foys” (Par). 000, and probably stays.
Great $22,500. Last week, “AnPlayhouse (Lopert) (435; 75gela” (20th) r $8,000.
$1.10)—“Seven Little Foys” (Par).
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 75- Opened to rave reviews and public
$1.40)
“Love Me or Leave Me" interest to go to sock $13,000,, and
(M-G) (3d wk). Fair $16,000. Last will go higher if transit strike
week, $26,000.
»
ends.'
Last week, “That Lady”
Stanley. (SW) ($2,900; 74-$1.40) (20th) <2d wk). Slight $3,000.
"Land of Pharaohs” (WB). Okay * Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$l)—
$18,000*.
Last week, “Moonfleet” “Prize of Gold” (Col) (2d wk).
(M-G), $12,000.
Okay $5,000 after bright $7,000
Stanton (SW) 1,483; 65-99)— last week* Stays.
‘

(U) (2d wk), $10,000..

.

theatres

residents out of town.
Estimates for This

Man Riding”
Golden Gate (RKOX (2,859; 80(WB) and “Angela” (20th), $5,500. $1)—“Davy Crockett” (BV). Big
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)— $18,500. Last week, “This Island
“Davy Crockett” (BV). Nifty $12,- Earth" (UX arid “West of Zanzibar"
,

cluding N. Y,
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year
$2,872,260
( Based on 22 cities and 203

heat

Week

'
Fox (FWCX (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
$ 12 000
“Seven Year Itch’’ (20th) and “SanMetropolitan (NET) (4,357; 60-$l)
ta Fe Passage" (Rep) <2d wk). Nice
—“Land of the Pharaohs” (WB).
after $31,500 last week-.
Just okay $12,000 for this big spec- $24,500
.Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-90)
tacle. Last week, “Ain’t Misbehavin’* (U) and “Abbott-Costello —“Love Me Or Leave Me” (M-G)
(4th wk). Okay $11,000. Last Week,
Meet Mummy” (U>, $9,000,

.

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

•

000. Last week, “Tall

000. Last week, “This Island Earth”
(U) and “The Looters” (U) (2d wk),

Estimated Total Gross
This week
.$3,652,209
(Based on 23 dities and 223

1

(UA), nice $12,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 65-80)

5.

crippling transit strike, comseason's record heat
plus general exodus from capital
for holiday weekend, took -its toll
at mafnstem b.o.
Exhibitors estimated losses duo to the strike at
least 29%, and as high as 33 1/3
percent. - Despite this, at least two
newcomers soared to sock brack-

Last week, “Interrupted

$16,000.

Fox and “Cinerama." strong
Orpheum.

at tlie
at the

Washington, July

A

bined. with

“Love Me Or Leave Me” (M-G)
and “Battle Taxi” (UA). Sturdy

<

Fenway (NETAV

ToysSock $13

weekend. Those who remained
helped mainstemtners to a fairly

Majestic
Foys.”
Little
“{Seven
slipped a bit but still, nice with
second of “Seven Year. Itch.”
Estimates for This Week

4
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
. $628,200
(B^scd on 21 theatres.)
$665,800
Last Year
(Based on 23 theatres .>

‘

(1,500;

oyer

seashore

happy Fourth. Xogw’s State riding
high with “Love Me Chr Leave Me,"
RKO Albee and Strand also okay
“This Island Earth" and
.with

with $33,000 or better. Two other
new entries, “Davy Crockett" at
the Memorial and “Lrind of the
pharaohs" at the Metropolitan did
not meet expectations.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (B&Q)

the

Indianapolis, July 5.

Long holiday weekend gave firstrun pix biz here a nice boost deprevailing
fine
outdoor
weather that helped its competition even more. “Land of Pharaohs”
is solid at Indiana to lead town.
“Interrupted Melody” is qke at
spite

Loew’s, “Davy Crockett” is holding
up fairly well in second stanza at
Circle. “Tall Man Riding” is getting good play at Keith’s.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2.800; 5085)—“Davey Crockett,” (BV) (2d
wk). Adequate $5,500 after sock
$13,QOO first week.
Indiana (Cockrill-Dolle) (3,200;
50-85)—“Land of Pharaohs” (WB).
Very good $12,000 or better. Last
week, “Seven Year Itch” (20th) (2d
wk). Hefty $14,000 in nine days
after strong $15,000 first week.
Keith’s (Cockrill-Dolle) (1,300;
50-85>— “Tall Man Riding” (WB>
and “Snow Creature” (UA). Nice
$6,000. Last week,
“Escape to

Rurma”

(RKO)

and

1

—

:

—

—

Cover
of South Pacific" (RKO)
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
Moderate “Pearl
and “Devil Girl from Mars” (In- —“Cinerama” (Indie) (86th wk).
$5,000.
Last Week, Hurt by transit tieup, but still get. Fancy 15G, ‘Melody’ Mild
So-so
$7,000.
die).
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-85)
Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)
“Seminole Uprising" and “Wyo- ting tourist trade to tune of good
Melody”
(M-G).
—“Marty" (UA) and “Kind Hearts “Interrupted
ming Renegades" (CoD-, $6,500.
$12,500.
Last week, dipped to
$17,000 in Lively K.C. and Coronets” (reissue).
Sock Snappy $9,000. Last week, “Love
Studio (Goldberg) 400; 99-$1.49) $11,000, lowest in month or more.
Me
or
Leave
Me"
(M-G)
(2d
wk).
$4,000.
Last week, “Wuthering
Kansas City, July 5.
(3d wk). Great Stays.
(UA)
—“Marty”
Brighter week 'shaping up for Heights" (Gold) (reissue) (4th wk), Oke $8,000.
$10,500. Last week, $12,500.
the holiday session, “Marty" being $2,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$L50)
big newcomer at the Roxy, “Fox(M-G)
Melody"
“Interrupted
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)
‘Bamboo’ Lofty $12,000,
’Soldier’ Sock $24,000
fire" sturdy in four Fox Midwest “Aida” (Indie).
(4th wk). Sweet $6,000. Last week,

and “Operation Manhunt"

$ 11 000 .

(UA), Underworld”

.

“I

(Rep).

.

,

—

—

Fair $2,100. Last
houses, and “Interrupted Melody’ week, “Anchors Aweigh"
(reissue)
satisfactory new entry at the Mid
(2d wk), $1,900.
land. Strong holdovers are “Seven
Clay
(Rosener)
$1)
“The
(400;
Year Itch" at the Orpheum, “Davy
Crockett” at the Missouri. “Land Big Day" (Indie) (3d wk). Okay
$2,100.
Last
week,
$2,400.
of Pharoahs” is moderate at the
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; $1)
Paramount.
“The French Touch” (Indie) and
Estimates for This Week
“Stratford Adventure" (Ifldie) (3d
Glen (Dickinsou/ (750; 85-$l)
Good $2,000. Last week,
“Bread, Love and Dreams" (Indie). wk>.
Oke $1,800, stays over. Last week, $ 2 000
“Rome 11 O’clock" (IFE) (3d wk). .Bridge (Reade-Schwarz) (396; $1Light $900.
$1.25)— “To Paris With Love" (InKimo (Dickinson (504; 85-$l)— die) (4th wk). Dipped to $3,300
“Forbidden Games” (Indie). Medi- after $4,200 last week.
um $1,900, holds. Last week, “CaRio (Schwarz) (397; $1) “An Inmille" (M-G) ,(3d wk). Satisfactory
spector Calls” (Indie) (2d wk). Fair
$ 1 000
$2,800.
Last week, $3,000.
Midland (Loew’s)

—

—

,

.

.

— “Interrupted

—

,

Estimates* for This

Col

60-80)

••Chicago Syndi
Fairish $6,000.

Hot 3DG, ‘Lady’ 26G

Detroit, July* 5.
75-$l)— “Seven Year Itch" (20th)
Liveliest Independence Day
(2d wk).
Fancy $11,000, holds.
Last week, house coupled with Up-r weekend in years and one of the
town, Fairway, Granada on “Itch" top weeks this year- is ih prospect
for the downtowners. “Not As A
for sock $21,000.
Paramount United Par) (1,900; Stranger" is riding its publicity
70-90)
“Land of Pliaroahs" (WB). over local doctors’ disapproval to a
Pleasant $11,000, holds. Last week, terrific total at tile Michigan.
“Wayward Wife" (IFE).
Thin “Land of Pharaohs" shapes very big
at the Palms. “Lady and Tramp"
$ 6 000
is heading for .a bone-anza at the
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-$l)
“Marty" (,UA). Hefty $9,000, holds. Madison.
Estimates for This Week
Last week, “Blackboard Jungle"
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1(M-G) (5th wk). Closed out at
“Magnificent Matador"
$3,200.
$1.25)
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra- (20th) and “Master Plan" (Indie)
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; (2d wk). Oke $21,000. Last week,
700; 1,217; 65-85)—“Foxfire" (U). same.
Sprightly
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
$15,000.
Last
week,
Tower solo “Soldier of Eortune" $1-$1.25)— “Not As A Stranger"
“

—

“City of Shadows” (Indie). Swell
$3d,000. Last week, “Purple Mask"
(U) and “Air Strike" (Lip), $11,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1-$1.25)
“Lady and Tramp" (BV). Great
$26,000. Last week; “Long John
Silver" (Indie) and “Sabaka" (Indie), $7,000.

—

Broadway-Capitol

(2d wk). Moderate $5,500.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—
“To Paris with Love" (Indie) (3d

wk).

:

Nifty

week, $2,800.

$2,400,

holds.

Last

(UD)

(3,000;

$1-$1.25)
“It Came from Beneath
Sea” (Gol) and “Creature with
Atom Brain" (Col) (2d wk). Strong
$15,000. Last week, $26,000.
United.. Artists (UA) (1,938; $1$1.25)
“Seven Year Itch (20th)
(3d wk). Fine $17,000. Last week,
$18,400.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1-$1.25)
“Love Me or Leave Me" (M-G)
(3d wk). Good $10,000. Last week,
(UA). Terrific $40,000. Last week, $11,500.
“Davy Crockett" (BV) (2d wk),
Music Hall -(Cinerama Productions) <1,194; $1.40-$2.65)—“Ciner$14,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; $1-$1.25)— ama Holiday” (21st wk). Nice $25,“Land of Pharaohs" (WB) and 800. Last week, $25,400.

—

—

(20th)

5.

—
.

also fine.

Estimates for This

Week

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,059;
955; 696; 694; 975; 40-75)— “Far
Horizons" (Par) and “Case of Red
Monkey" (IFD).
Fine $15,000.
Last week, “Son of Sinbad" (RKO)
and “Paris' MJodel" (Col), $15,500.

for the heated term.
“Land of Pharaohs" at the Mary
Anderson looks plenty good. “In-,
Eglinton, University (Fp) (1,088;
terrupted Melody” dualed at the
1,558; 60-$l)-— “Land of Pharaohs"
State with “Chicago Syndicate" (WB).
Big $13,000.
Last week;
looks to grab average take, while “Davy Crockett"
(BV), $11,000.
“Far Horizons” at the Kentucky is
Fairlawn, Odeon (Rank) (1,165;
healthy.
2,580; 75-$l)— “Soldier of Fortune"
Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 50-75) (20th). Wham $24,000. Last week,
“F^r Horizons” (Par). With help “Life in Balance" (20th), $5,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$l)—
of extra holiday, looks good for
Terstrong $7,500. Last week, “Smoke “Seven ‘Little Foys” .(Par).
Signal" (U) and “Abbott and Cos- rific $17,000. Last week, “Violent
tello Meet Mummy" (U). Strong Saturday" (20th), $9,000.
$ 6 000
Loew’s TfiCoew) (2,090; 60-$l)
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200; “Love Me or Leave Me" (M-G) (4th
50-75)— “Land of Pharaohs" (WB). wk). Holding up hefty at $14,000.
Likely big $8,000. Last week, “Dam Last week, $16,000.
Busters” (WB), nice $5,000.
Shea’s
(FP)
60-$l)—
(2,386;
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.000;
Big
“Seven Year Itch" (20th).
75-$l)
“Seven Year Itch" (20th) $14,000. Last week, “Strange
top,
Solid
With
wk).
$13,000
(2d
$1
Lady
in Town" (WB), $8,000.
plenty good. Last week, wham
Towne (Taylor) (693; 75-$D—
$18,000.
Still
(UA) (2d wk).
State (United Artists) (3,000; 50- “Marty”
75)—“Interrupted Melody” (M-G) night tumaway biz for a hefty
...

Missouri (RKO) (2.585; 50-75-$l)
—“Davy Crockett" <BV)„ (2d wk).
Holding strong pace, $8,000. Last
week, fat $13,000.
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,900;

.

Louisville, July

.

and

cate". (Col),

,

Week

—

Century (Loew’s-UA) <3,000; 25Three-day Fourth of July week“Love Me Or Leave Me" end
downtown houses
treated
(Continued on page 16)
kindly, despite usual trek of localities out of town. Hot weather is on.
in earnest, and firstruns are adjusted to the customary b.o. pace

65-95)

Melody"
(M-G)
and “Canyon Crossroads” (UA).
Modest $7,000. Last week, “Tight
Spot”

*

Baltimore, July 57
“House of Bamboo’ at the Town

.

(3,500;

^

Tops Toronto; ‘Foys’
Viking (Sely) (1,000; 74-$I.50)—
“Not As Stranger” (UA). Terrific
Last week. “Wizard of
$36,000.
Neat 17(3, ‘Itch’ Big 14G
and “Land of The Pharaohs" at Oz" (M-G) (reissue), $10,000. (99Toronto, July 5.
Trans-Lux World (T-L)
the' Stanley are pleasing grossers
(BV).
Tramp"
and
“Lady
$1.50)
With new product over hefty on
here this week. Strong outlay of
“Ad- holiday season, “Soldier of Forholdovers is continuing the. up- Fabulous $25,000. Last week,
(20th) (4th wk), tune” in a two-house combo is toptrend for local exhibs that began ventures of Sadie"
ping the town to wham returns,
with the end of the school term. $2,300
_
with “Seven Little Foys" and
Second week of “Love Me Or
Leave Me" is stout at the Century. ‘Pharaohs’ Fat 8G, L’ville; “Seven Year Itch" neck-and-neek
On next second-place hep returns,
“Seven Year Itch" is holding firm‘Melody* Modest $8,500 with “Land of the Pharaohs"
ly in its third found at the New.
Balto; ‘Pharaohs’

—

,

Hep 13G

‘

$9,000.

—

,

—

.

—

and “Chicago Syndicate" (Col). $9,000. Last week, $9,500.
Holiday weekend helping, good for
Uptown (Loew) (2,745: 60-$l)
$8,500. Last week, “Tight Spot" “Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) (5th
(Col) and “Cell 2455, Death Row" wk).
Last week,
Neat $10,000.
(Col). Modest $5,000.
$ 11 000 ,
,

—4

;

.

PICTURE CROSSES

Wednesday, July 6, 1955

f

H 0 LIDAY,
’

Chicago, July

5.

Los Angeles, July 5.
Firstrun boxoffice. is lively this
round, With long holiday weekend
and cool weather favoring wicket
play, along with some strong openers. “Not As a Stranger” teed off
big, with socko $28,500 expected
for the initial frame at the Warner
Beverly. Also big, “Interrupted
Melo’dy” is seeking a fancy $14,000
on its first week at the Fox Ritz.
First
regular scale week of
“Daddy Long Legs” is rated a good
“Stra$30,000 in four situations.
tegic Air Command” is a medium
$18,000 in two sites, “Foxfire” is
moderate $14,000 in three' sites
while “Moonfleet” is a so-so $9,500
in two houses.
Holdovers are led by “Ladji and
Tramp” with a wow $40,000 in' its
second frame at one showcase.
“Land of Pharaohs” is also nabbing $40,000 for second stanza in

-

coin balanced native
exodus losses for most situations, ‘Itch’ Hotsy 15G, Omaha;
over the weekend, with most pix
in their first or second frames and
Omaha, July 5.
b.o. takes generally holding well.
Tornado warnings in this sector
“Not As a Stranger*' looks to do
crimped some key opening dates
at
round
first
the
in
a sock $41,000
but holidays kept biz on the upbeat
United Artists; house record was in the downtown houses here. Top
broken opening day for a $6,900 grossers are “Seven Year Itch,”
terrif at the Orpheum although
haul, $100 better than “Country
first night (30) was practically lost
Girl/’ An okay $23,000 looms for to the tornado scare,, and “Land of
•‘End of .tii© Affair’* in the first Pharaohs,” stout -at the Brandeis.
“Annapolis Story” is okay at the
at the Woods as ^Chicago Syndicate” and “The Looters” combo Omaha and “Bedevilled” fairly
heads for a nice; $21,000 opening good at the State. “Davy Crockett” did only; 10 days at the latter
round at the Roosevelt.
although several-weeks run had
“Moonfleet” should get a good
two sites. “Seven Little Foys” is
been contemplated.
$9,500 in the first session at the
a fancy $20,000 oh second week in
Estimates for This Week
Monroe as “Marty” goes for a neat
one house. “Seven Year Itch” is
the
at
Branded (RKO) (1,100; 65-85)— scratching a stout $22,000 for a
$10,000 in the first week
Esquire. “It Came "From Beneath “Land of Pharaohs” (WB). Smart third week in one. situation while
The Sea” and “Creature With the $6,500. Last week, “Eternal Sea” “Love Me or^Leave Me” is clocking
Atom Brain” twin-bill shapes a (Rep) ..and “Yellowiacket” (Rep), a smart $24,060 in the same frame
torrid $16,500 in the first session at $3,400 at 65-85 scale.
at two houses, the Grand while *A Run For
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 65-85)
Estimates for This Week
Your Money" and 'Belles of St. —“Annapolis .Story” (AA) and
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612;„$1Trinian's” double-bill garners a “Seven Angry Men” (AA).
Okay $1.75)—“Not As Stranger” (UA).
fair $4,000 in' the first. frame at $6,500.
Last week, “Gangbusters” Socko $28,500. Last week, “Strathe Ziegfeld'.
8
(Indie)
and “Jump Into Hell” tegic Air Command” (Par) (9th wk6 days). $6,100.
“The Seven Little Foyst” with (WB), $7,000.
Fox Ritz (FWC), (1,363; $1-$1.50)
Dorothy Collins topping the stageOrpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75—“interrupted Melody” (M-G). Big
show, continues smash at the Chi- $1)—"Seven Year Itch”
(20th).
Last week, with unit.
“Seven
$14,000,
week
second
as
in
the
cago
Sturdy' $15,000. Last week, “Love
Four Star (UATC) (900; 90-$1.25)
Year Itch” stays big in same round Me or Leave Me” (M-G) (2d wk),
—“Green Magic” (Indie). Slow
Island $10,000 at 70-90 scale.
'“This
Oriental.
at
the
Last week, •“Wuthering
Earth” and “Project M-7” combo is
State (Goldberg) (50-80)—“Be- $3,500.
still solid in the second at the devilled” (M-G) and “Maurauders” Heights” (GoWwyn) (reissue) (4th
Me Vickers.
(M-G),
Good $5,500. Last week, wk-5 days), $1,600.
Los Angeles, New Fox, Uptown,
“Davy Crockett” (BV), $6,500 at
Estimates for This Week
65-90. admish, with kids priced at Loyola ,(FWC) (2,097; 965; 1,715;
90-$1.50)
“Daddy Long
1,248;
50 cents.
Carnegie (Telem't) (480; 95)
Legs” (20th) and “Angela” (20th).
“Adventures of Sadie” (20th) (2d
Good $30,000. Last week, with
Last week,
wk).
Big $4,000.

Tourist

,

'

n
M

‘Stranger’

—,“Seven
$78,000.

~

“Not As

30G

BaYaba®^

Denver, July 5.
Stranger” is nabbing

at the Paramount and
holds. “Seven Year Itch” is strong
in Its. second frame at the Center.
“Love Me Or Leave Me” likewise
is big at thft'Orpheum and holds,
Holiday biz is good.
Estimates for This Week
Centennial Drive-In (Lee) (625
cars; 75)—“Bullet for Joey” (UA)
and. “Kentucky Rifle” (Indie); Fine
$4,000. Last week, on reissues.
'Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (2d wk.)
Fine $16,000. Last week, $26,000.
Denver (Fox) <2,525; 60-$l)
“Son of Sinbad” (RKO* and “Case
of Red Monkey” (AA). Fair $11,000.

—
—

(U)

—

'

'

.

•

—

-

(2,213; 885;

'

:

houses, some dipping slightly in
face of expectations of increased
holiday business. However, “Marty” (UA) came through strongly
with $15,300 at arty Sutton as did
the Japanese import, “Gate, ot
Hell;” with fancy $8,500, for 29th

80-$I.25)— “Stra-

Command”

(Pjar).

Medium

—

(U)

and “Man From Bitter Ridge”

Estimates for This Week
Alien
(S-W)
70-$l)—
(3,000;

Loop (Telem’t) (6QB: 90-$1.25)^
Year Itch” (20th) (3d Wk).
“The Wayward Wife” (IFE) and “Seven
Hefty $14,500. Last week, $24,000.
“Outlaw Girl” (IFE) (4th wk).
Hipp
(Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$D—
Sturdy $7,500. Last week, $8,400.
“House of Bamboo” (20th). Good
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 80-$1.25) $16,000. Last week, “Ma, Pa Ket—“Moonfleet” (M-G). Swell $9,500. tle” (U) and “Man From Bitter
Last week,

“Innocents In Paris”

Ridge”

(Indie) (2d wk), $6,200.

McVickers

(JL&S)

—

(U), $8,000.

Lower Mail (Community)
ness,”

(585;

Summer

70-90)—r-“Oile

65$1.25)
“This Island Earth” (U)
and “Project M-7” (U) (2d wk).
Hefty $21,000. Last week, $26,500.
12,200;

(Indie).

of HappiNeat $3,300. Last

week, ‘^Daughters of Destiny”

(In-

die), $1,600.

Palace (RKO) (3,285; 70-$l>—
“This Island Earth” U). Strong
Last wees, “The Looters”

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
Itch” (20th) (2d wk).

—“Seven Year

$15,000,'

Lofty $36,000. Last week, $47,000.
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (3d
wk).
Big $48,000.
Last week,

(U)

and “The

State

“Not As

Mummy”

(U) $7,500.

(Loew) (3,500: 70-$l)—
Stranger” (UA). Sock

A

$30,000. Last week, “The
(M-G) 2d wk), $10,000.

$48,000.

Despite the disadvantages, Sev-

.

-{1,400;

(U), $6,300.

.

.

85-$l)—“Marty” OJA), Neat $10,000
as A subsequent run. Last week,

.

of air conditioning.
eral of- the new entries, unveiled'
just before the three-day holiday,
came through with flying colors.
Leader was United Artists’ “Not

Last

Orpheum, Vogue (Metropolitan-

FWC)

tegic Air

.

(H&E

A

money

top

$18,000.' Last week, Orpheum with
Cleveland, July 5.
New Fox, Ritz, “Ain’t Misbehavin'’
Despite heat and holiday, down- (U) and “Man From Bitter Ridge”
“Stranger's Hand” (Indie), $6,200. town films are showing strong ap- (U), $10,700,
peal with State’s “Not As A StranWarner Downtown, El,Rey, Iris
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$l) ger” pacing the field.
Allen’s third (SW-FWC) (1,757; 861; 816; 90“Came From Beneath Sea” (Col) week of “Seven Year
Itch” is $1.50)—“Foxfire” (U) and “Double
and “Creature With Atom Brain” breezing along while -reissue of
(Continued on page 16)
Last week, “Wizard of Qz”
(Col). Torrid' $16,500.
is good in its sec“Abbott-Costello Meet Mummy” ond week at the Stillman.

Esquire

Recor.d heat wave, with temperature hovering in 90’s and humidity
at peak, militated against Broadway’s three-day July 4th weekend,
business. New Yorkers left the
city in droves, looking for cooling
off places at the beaches and mountain resorts. It was rated as one
of the biggest exoduses from the
city in some time, with some
beach areas putting up barricades
to keep out the swarming crowds.
The tourists did not arrive in as
large numbers as had been hoped
and the stay-at-homes apparently
remained close to their, neighborhoods. Broadway business was off,
but reports indicate that many of
the nabe houses did well, because

•

lave Me’ 16K*, Denver

.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 9B-$1.50)
Little Foys” ^Par) with
Dorothy Collins headinjf stage bills
(2d wk). Hotsy $69,000. Last week,

Toys 55G

—

.

$3,600.

92€,

As A Stranger,” with an estimated
” Whopping $92,000 for the opening
week, '‘Ain’t Misbehavin’
and “City of Shadows” (Rep), round at the. Capitol despite mixed
notices from the New York critics.
$ 10,000
Paramount’s Bob Hope- - starrer,
Monaco Drive-In (Lee) (800 ears; “Seven Little Foys,” at Criterion,
75)—“Bullet for. Joey” (UA) and
also overcame ttys heat and hu“Kentucky Riffle” (Indie). Fine midity^ with a socko $55,000 or
$5,000. Last week, on reissues.
near estimated for first round endOrpheum (RKO) (2,600; 60-$l)— ing tomorrow (Thurs.). “House of
“Love Me or Leave Me” (M-G). Big Bamboo” (20th) opened to fine
“Davy $29,000 or neflr at Mayfair.
week,
Last
$16,500..
Crockett” (BV) (2d wk). $10,000.
The Radio City Music Hall, alParamount (Wolfberg) (2.200; 60- though usually the ate tourist lair,
$1) “Not as a Stranger” (UA). Big was hurt by the unbearable heat,
“This
week,
Last
$30,000 and holds.
dipping to $136,000 for “Love Me
Island .Earth” (U) and “Looters” or Leave” for fifth week, good but
(U) $13y000.
below expectations for holiday
Vogtie (Wolfberg) 442; 75-$l— weekend..
“Mr. Roberts” (WB)
“Don Juan’S; Night of Love” (Rep), moves in July 14.
“Summertime”. (UA), at Astor,
Poor $300 on six days. Last week,
on reissues.
held at very good $43,000 for first
Wadsworth Drive-In (Lee) (1,000 holdover session. “Ain’t Misbe‘Bullet for having” (U) and. vaude was strong
acr; 502 walkins; 75)
Hollywood,
without
New Fox,
“Seven Year
Rifle” $26,000 at Palace.
“Magnificent Matador” (20th) and Joey” (UA) and “Kentucky
Last week, on Itch” (20th), at State, continued
“Jungle Moon Man” (Col) (2d wk), (Indie). Fine $4,000.
for fourth
with
$33,000
pace
fine
reissues.
its
$18,700.
Heat also hit the art
round.
‘

—

Wow

Cobweb”

stanza.

Estimates for This

Week

Cincinnati, July 5.

Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$1.75)
Rising summer temperatures and
-“Summertime” (UA) (3d wk).
the lengthened weekend holiday Second session ended last night
6.0. COOL; ST.
HOT; are trade stimulants for the chilled (Tues.) Vas good $43,000 after a
downtown cinemas this stanza. terrific opening round of $51,000.
Visiting vacationers made up for
Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
‘ITCH’ FINE $16,000,
Little
residehts .who look off for other (550; $1.25-$2.20) “Green Magic”
St. Louidj July 5>.
recreation spots. Current array of (IgE) (8th wk). Seventh stanza
Exodus of natives to escape in- product has three new bills with
(Continued on page 16)
;
tense heat during three-day holi- better-than-par appeal. “Not As a
day is reflected in slow turnstile Stranger” is the topper and a brisk
activity at mainstemmers. Hold- winner for Keith’s. Palace shaDes
overs are again predominating with sturdily with '‘Land of Pharaohs” ‘Pharaohs^ Slow $11,500,
“Seven Year Itch” contihuing a and the Albee continues in clover
'Foxfire’
sock draw. “Cobweb” is nice in its With last-half start of “House of
‘Bamboo’
third frame while “Cinerama Holi-1 Bamboo”
linked with holdover
day” is maintaining fancy biz with windup 'of “Seven Year Itch.”
10G; Holiday Hits Pitt
extra performances this stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Pittsburgh, July 5.
“Holiday for Henrietta” is best in
75-$l)—
Albee
(RKO)
(3,100;
Long holiday weekend giving
the art house field.
“Seven Year Itch” (20th), four days downtown another bad time of it,
Estimates for This Week
of third week, and “House of Bam- just as Decoration Day did, when
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20- boo” (20th), three days. Tall $16,- the
four-day stretch nullified prac$2,40)
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) 000. Second week of “Seven Year tically
“Cinerama
everything.
(20th,wk). Fine $15,500. Last week,' Itch” $15,500:
Holiday” at Warner the lone exlusty $16,000.
Corp.) ception since it depends a lot on
Capitol .(Ohio Cinema

LOO

—

.

2D

—

6

UG,

,

—

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)
Stillman (Loew; (2,700; 70-90)—
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 51-75)-«-“Far
$1.20-$2.65)
—“Chicago Syndicate” (Col) and “Wizard of Oz^ (M-G) (reissue) (2d Horizons” (Par)
and “Run for (1,376;
Last week, Cover”
“The Looters” (U). Swell $21,000. wk). Fine $8,000.
(Pat).
Opened Tuesday. Holiday” (Indie) (2d

—

“Cinerama out-of-town trade and visitor influx
wk). May has been big over the Fourth.
week's “Land of Phartfohs” looks best
reach $32,500 after
$9,000.
70-90)— Last "week “Pearl of South Pacific” terrific $31,500.
Ohio
among the newer attractions, and
(Loew)
1,244;
Mild $12,500.
“Seven Year Itch” holding up well
“Wayward Wife” (IFE). Satisfac- (RKO).
Grand (RKO) <1,400; 75-90)
Loew’s (Loew) (1,726; 50-85)—
Last week, “City
tory,
$5,000.
enough in second stanza at Fulton
(2d
(BV)
(m.o.)
Crockett”
“Davy
“Cobweb”
(M-G) (3d wk). Good
Across River” (U) and “Girls in
rate a third.
to
last
$10,000, following same for second wk). Oke $5,000 after $7,500
Night” (U) $5,000.
Estimates for This Week
week.
frame
.

Last week, “Eternal Sea” (Rep)
and “Tall Man Riding” (WB) (2d
Wk); $14,500,
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98)
—“Lady and Tramp” (BV) (3d wk).
Tall $52,000.
Last week, $54,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
“Wuthering
Heights”
(Indie)
(reissue) (2d wk). Oke $2,900. Last
week, $3,200.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98)
"Not As a Stranger w;4!UA). Torrid
Last week, “Interrupted
$41,000.
Melody” (M-G) (3d wk), $13,500.

initial

—

Orpheum (Loew)

PORT. SOARS DESPITE
H.0..S;

—

‘PHARAOHS’ 13G

Portland, Ore., July 5.^
Biz continues to soar despite
many holdovers and big number of
Woods (Essaness) (1,206; 98- transient name attractions. Holi$1.25)—“End of the Affair” (Col). day Weekend visitors and cool
Fair $23,000. Last week, “Black- weather should hypo take at all
board Jungle” (M-G) (8th wk), first runs. “Itch” holds for a second round after a record breaking
$17,800.
opener.
“Land of Pharaohs” and
World (Indie) (697; 98)—“Aida” “The Cobweb” should fare well
(IFE)
(reissue)
Good among newcomers.
(2d wjk).
$2,900. Last week, $3,100.
Estimates for Tills Week
Ziegfeld (Lopert) (430; 98)— “A
Broadway (Parker) (1890; 75-$l)
Run For Your Money” (Indie) and *r“Ain’t Misbehavin’ ” (U) and
“Belles of St. Trinian’s” (Indie). ‘‘Tarzan's Hidden Jungle” (RKO).
Fair $4,000. Last week, “Too Young Okay $8,000.
Last week, “Davy
j

i

'

Fof

I*pve’’ (IFE), $3,600.

1

(Continued

on;

page

10)

—

Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)
Keith's (Shor) (1,500;’ 75-$l:25>—
A Stranger” (UA). Looks “Seven Year Itch” (20th) (2d wk).
Last week, Isn’t falling off too much and will
Nice $6,500 after firm $9,500 for like hptsy $18,000.
opening stanza.
“Strategic Air Command” (Par) hold again. Should better $10,000.
Pageant (St. L Amuse) (1,000; (4th wk), $5,500.
Last week, just short of $15,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-90)
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 65-$l)
(Continued on page 16)
“Land of Pharaohs” (WB). Sturdy “Foxfire” (U, Jane Russell- Jeff
combo can’t compete
$11,500. Last week, “This Island Chandlfer
Earth” (U), $9,500.
with the long holiday and chances
Estimates
Net
are won’t reach $10,000. Last week,
Film gross estimates as reChas. Ruggles* Operation “Cobweb” (M-G) (2d wk) almost
ported herewith from the vari$9,000 in 8 days.
Palo Alto, Cal., July 5.
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
Guild (Green) (500; 65-$l)
Charles Ruggles, veteran comewithout usual tax.
Distrib“Green Scarf” (Indie) tilth wk).
dian, is recovering at Palo Alto
utors share on net take, when
English import a real bonanza.
Hospital from a major abdominal Heading for $1,800, only about
playing percentage, hence the
operation performed last Tuesday $100 short of last week.
estimated figures are net in(28).
come.
Penn (UA) (3,300; 65-$l)
His surgeon, Dr. Blake C. Wil- “House of Bamboo” 20th >. First
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
bur, said the actor is doing nicely Fox picture ever to play this house,
anc'. added that the operation was result of co-management deal with
include the U. S. amusement
(Continued on page 16)
“not too serious.”
tax.
(1,500; 50-85)

“Davey Crockett” (BV) (2d wk). “Not As

—

'

—

Are

—

—

PGB&Eff

Wednesday, July

what

true

It’s

6,

1955

they! re

saying about 20th's

ABOUT

(THE PLACE THEY TALK

Washington
back! CinemaScope had

Tokyo couldn’t hide
couldn’t hold

it

-

IN WHISPERS!)

it!

on the spot!

to film

it

For the

first

J

time, "House of

Bamboo”

veals the sensational story of

how

re-

the

MPCI teamed with Japanese Security
Police.. .and baited their plan with a forbidden Kimono Girl...to crack the terror

U.S.

of renegade ex-GIs who formed theTokyo

underworld, the hottest since "Chicago”
days.

CinemaScope plunges
ypu into the teeming heart of exotic
Tokyo with its bizarre Oriental streets,
For the

first

time,

crowded waterways and magnificent
ancient shrines... sights even more enchanting than the streets of Rome in
"Three Coins in the Fountain”...even more
than the pano-

startlingly picturesque

ramas

of

Hong Kong

in "Soldier of For-

tune.”
It’s

available in July, from 20th!

20th Century-Fox presents ROBERT RYAN

YAMAGUCHI

SHIRLEY

BAMBOO

with Sessue

BUDDY ADLER
FULLER

•

*

•

Hayakawa

Directed

Written by

CAMERON
*

in

Sandro Giglio

*

HOUSE OF
Produced by

and additional dialogue by SAMUEL

HARRY KLEINER

•

COLOR

CinemaScoPE:
“It’s

ROBERT STACK

•

MITCHELL

by deluxe

PICTURE

a pleasure to do business with 20th l”

.

'VARIITY'f'

t W.

Mkrtln'i
—

*

•
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:

INTERNATIONAL

OFFICft
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Scot Success Story
June

Liverpool,

Frankfurt, June 28.

One> of the bitterest German film
battles since before the war has

David Farrar Wins
Suit Vs. Film Prod.

been raging within the industry itr
self, and is now reaching a feverish pitch. Two major production
have completed features
firms

25.

Success story of show biz Within
a year belongs to Ruby Murray*
Irish colleen from Belfast, who has
pacted to star at the London palladium. in the new Norman Wisdom show, “Painting the Town;”
Starlet is 20 years old, and was
recently playing small theatres

By HAftOLD MYERS

2 Stars Forced Out

.

As

Of Mex Pie fey Union

and halls in Northern Ireland.
She was an unknown when TomLondon, June 28.
my Morgan, Scot comedian, booked
An action by David Farrar her for a summer run at the Pavildealing with the July 20, 1944, at- against indie film producer Daniel ion, Glasgow, three years ago. In
tempt on the life of Hitler. In the M, Angel has been settled here. the past eight months she has
latest move,’ the two pix were Terms were announced in the had five
disks at the top of the
scheduled for simultaneous open- High Court last week by Nell Law- British hit parade.
ings here but one preem was tem- son, attorney for the actor, 'who
said he had claimed for breach of
porarily halted by an injunetipn,
The widow of General Fromm an agreement.
Reds ‘Invading’ Austria
(wno was portrayed in both films)
Counsel said that x Farrar had
was granted an injunction to pre- lost prestige through not appearIn Cultural
to Win
vent the opening scheduled for ing in a film for which he had been
June 20 of “Der 20 Juli,” directed engaged, and the opportunity of
Pals,
Influence
People
by Falk Harnack. This Herzogr enhancing his reputation, Angel
Salzburg, June 28.
COC production, planned to open had agreed to pay a certain sum in
Now that the occupation is comat the town’s firstrun Turmpalast, compensation for loss** of opporwas prevented from showing be- tunity and to pay costs. Allegations ing to an end, and Austria will
cause Mrs. Fromm complained reflecting adversely on Farrar had soon become a free and “neutral”
country with borders on both sides
that it was an invasion of privacy, been unreservedly withdrawn.
of the Iron Curtain, the Austrians
a violation of memory, and an inare on the receiving end of a
husband.
of
her
depiction
accurate
revved-up Red .campaign to win
The court, after viewing both Aussie Film Business
friends
and influence Austrians, by
both
since
pictures, stated that
cultural means of all sorts.
portrayed Gen. Fromm, either she
Solid in First Half
or
For
example,
the new Russian
injunction
could withdraw her
intellectual push is evidenced in
extend it against both pictures.
Of’55;
C’ScopeClicks
the
Salzburg
area
by a 300% rise
Meanwhile, the other film, Area-,
Sydney, June?. 28,
over last year in Communist proNF’s “Es Geschah am 20 Juli” (It
grams
of
various
kinds.
In the
With end of the Aussie financial
Happened on July’ 20) opened the
following night, June 21, 'at the year coming up June 30, survey of last three months* Salzburg hasthe film scene shows that box- been visited by a Russian ice-skatfirstrun Metro in Schwan.
Up to the moment of the simul- offices coast-to-coast retained a ing champ, three Russian lecturers*
taneous releases of these two films, [heavy pressure for the initial half 'On cultural and scientific topics, a*
the German pix industry has been of the year. Also that the major 'singing, and dancing: ensemble' of
working to prevent actual legal loops and independent exhibs the Red Army, and a big celebrashould reap solidly again, over the Itiqn in commemoration, of the “lib*
fireworks.
last span, with top product coming: [station?’ of Austria, by the Russians
Battle Over Prior Eights
from the major U. S. and British in World War II.
The question of what constitutes studios. Financial year’s results
to Dr. Robert Behr
_ According
prior rights, the registry of title fromJune last year
to June in 1955’ rens, Uf. S» Information chief -fob
or the start Of filming, has been will see the Down Under cinemas

Mexico

,

City,

.

June

Berlin, July 5.
of their well-planned
.

part

campaign of penetration, in which
0
millions of marks are being invest-

28.

Avmapdo Calve, Spaniard, and ed, the East German film outfit,
DEFA, which operates from the
Sofia Alvarez, Colombian, were canold UFA studios near Potsdam, incelled out of playing in a Mexican
vited visiting newsmen to the West
pic because the National Actors
Union (ANDA) Insisted upon its Berlin film festival to cross into
the Soviet sector and listen to their
riile which forbids two foreigners
playing star roles in any one pic. future plans and to hear of past
achievements.
stressed' that the rule is to
}
About 50 out of 300 visiting jourprotect Mexican players.
Miss Alvarez said that, while she nalists responded to the invitation,
is ..not a naturalized Mexican, she and alongside a number of invited
has workety in Mexican pix, on the West German producers, attended
stage and radio here for 25 years, the two-hour press reception and
and that her papers always have put their questions to DEFA’s top
been in order. Producer Roberto brass, led by Dr. Albert Wilkening,
Peres indicated he’s going ahead the studio chief. This session yielded readily available data on prowith the pic;
duction, imports and exports, and
the familiar plea, echoed from a
different angle* by the* West Berlin
Biz at Russian
producers, for more cooperation

ANDA

Kid

’

.

SRO

,

.

between East and West,
That was the .main stuff, dished
out for public consumption. The
most irtteresting.facts, however, did
hot emerge in public but were ob-

Theatres, Scot Visitor
Reports; Singing Annoys

~

Edinburgh, June 28.
biz nearly all the way tained in
private questioning of
studio officials who cooperated
sia) according to*^ Anne? Simpson*.
with surprising, candor.. And the
Edinburgh femme, just, returned most surprising
of all the candid
from a culture trip to the U.S.S.R. statements Was that,
although they
She said she rarely saw a vacant hadn’t gotten
around to discussing
seat.
the matter with 20th-Fox, they
She was particularly impressed were proposing to start Cinemaby the Bolshoi Theatre, Moscow, Scope lensing in September, by
which has a resident staff of over which time about 15 theatres will
1,000 performers, and receives an have been retooled. First' film in
annual grant from the state. Both the process is likely to be entitled
opera and ballet are performed on “Mother Courage” and will probably satisfy 20th’s condition about
Salzburg, the sharp rise in Com-, its big stage.
munist cultural activities seems
Coatroom service is free in So- being made in color. Agfacolor, of
part of w. well planned’ program to viet theatres, since there is no tip- course.,
gain sympathy among the cultural ping throughout the U.S.S.R. BolNo Largesoale Widescreen
Austrians, who are already in a shoi Theatre- impresses tourists
It is unU&ely, -however, that
better frame of mind concerning •with its glittering; magnificence.
Russia, since the Reds have con-J There is no over-hanging;, dress DEFA will embark dh a large-scale
seated’ to the -Austrian peace trea- circle or upper circle; Boxes en- widescreen program, as too many
Bent on proving its neutrality,. circle the central staUs. Above the of the theatres ip the Eastern, zone
ty.
Austria is making every effort to boxes; rise tier upon tier of nar- are- considered unsuitable for congive’ a- big welcome and glad hand row ledge-like* balconies, reminis- version, Most of their pix will
therefore be made on a ratio of
to visiting Red artists* ae well as cent of/Roman circuses,
western ones.
Mrs. Simpson lauded Rimski* /about. 1.85:1.
A minimum; of 104* pix annually
Korsakov’s “Snow Maiden,” with
stage decor and costumes as lavish is required to keep the East Geras one might find anywhere in the man theatres* going, and DEFA
only provides about 17 of the total.
world:
-Other local studios make only mi“The; singing; pleased me less;
nor
contributions, but about 80-85
perhaps* because I expected' too
Paris, June 28.
The Universal Copyright Law,, much,!’ she* said. “It all sounded too have: to br imported. Surprise No.
2
came
when it was admitted that
proposed by UNESCO, has. ob- robust, and I did not like the overtained its 12th ratification and will use* of the tremolo by the tenors. I a more selective policy had resulted, in lower imports from Soviet
becope effective; next Sept. 16, liked even, less the standard of perRhssia. Russia: and; her satellites
since the bylaws state- that it goes formance of the operettas.
The contributed
only about 16-20 films
into operation three- months after- players Seemed to over-act.”

*

1

It is

SRO

in places of entertainment ln Rus-

;

.

.

1

1

contested in the newspapers, with
both producers stressing their
“firsts” in development of the idea.
The problem of copyrighting titles
and even of copyrighting subject

K

well* in> the black.

,

4

Circuit

Eihest Turnand Norman Rydge,
of Greater Union Theatres, aver
that local cinema biz has nothing
matter has been discussed and
to fear from any type of enterplans suggested.
leaders

bull, of Hoyts,

many

tainment

:

now

that Aussie patrons
are 100% pic-minded: The Hoyts’
loop, operating some 180 houses,
struck paydirt with CinemaScope.
GUT also now has C’Scope.
Boxoffice hits that got longruns
were “No Business* Like' Show

Since the major aim of both
companies was to finish production
both went on a nearly 24hour daily shooting: schedule so
that both were ready for release- at
During, producthe same time.
tion, the controversy intensified
because one producer had .been, Business’’ (20th>, “Doctor in House”
promised funds by the State’ Guar- (Rank), “Kidnappers” (Rank), “Sabrina?.’
(Par);
“On Waterfront”
antee Bank, which* because- of the
squabble withdrew its underwrit- (Gol). “Barefoot Contessa” (UA),.
“Carmen
Jpne?”
(20th), “Jedda”
ing aid; Both finished; with their
(Col). “Last Time I Saw Paris”
own financing.
(M-G) “Interrupted Melody” (M-G)|
While production Watf going on, “Woman’s World” (20th), “Desiree?’
the German Producers' Union tried (20th); “Belles of St Trinians”
to bring, then opposing; parties to~ (London); “High and Mighty” (WB),gether, suggesting: several plans. “Dial
for Murder” (WB), “White
One was to make’ only one' film Christmas” (Par), “Black Widow”
and use profits to repay the pro* (20th), “Wages of Fear” (Rank),
duction costs of the uncompleted “So This? is Paris” (U), “Caine
picture, x Another was- to: leave the Mutiny” (Col); “Deep in My Heart”
whole matter to arbitration, by the (M-G) and “The Living. Desert”
Third plan was di- (RKO).
association,
vide the territories; by drawing
Some exhibs believe that, with
lots, and have only one film sold
good product, set for the second
in each territory.
Still, a fourth
half of the’ year 1955 may well
plan was to show the films five wind us as the greatest in
Aussie'
months apart, using part of the cinema' history.
first,

;

1

:

1

1

.

•

.

;

.

1

M

1

the 12th signatory.

It

a year.

was Monaco

According; to Mrs. Simpson, Russian performances last too long,
some for about four hoprs. However
most people leave their
seats, either walking; around talking with their friends dr refreshing,
themselves with open salami sandwiches* large creamy cakes, ices
or soft drinks: No alcoholic drink
stated that the organization .was is- sold in any theatre:
proud to- have* sponsored the- UCL
profits of the first to* partially re*Stars* of opera and ballet in Ruswhich
will afford increased protec- sia can command the*
the
second
for
pay
its delayed
highest sal*
tion to authors, artists, composers aries of any profession.
opening.
Ballerina
and other creators. It will also Ulanova is reputed to be a milAll these suggestions failed. And
provide reasonable' measures for lionairess.
just two days before release; anpermitting, the translation of works
other attempt was made to bring
Bonn, July 5.
required in the national interest
the producers together in a diviThe
2,500,000
marks
(about $600,- of particular countries.
sion -of territories and a- split of
Up to now, Evans stated, the
earnings. When this also was not 000) asked by the- German Buudesapproved, the race for bookings tag committee for a film-sponsor- world has been divided into variIN
was on. In at least one? city an ing fund has been reduced to ous groups of multilateral conven500,000 (approximately $125,- tions, none of which has ~been
Edinburgh, June 28.
exhibitor who owrts two theatres
and does business with both pro- 000) by the government's budget worldwide in scope.
Lady Catherine Boyle, British
New setup should help in more tele personality, is to be in the
ducers booked one- film into each committee. The cultural departtheatre in an attempt to keep ment of the Federal Interior Minis- control and flux Of works, between ^castvof a new farce, “Pardon My
everybody at least partially con- try is now setting its plan as to the various countries. WRtt tha Claws,*' due at the Lyceum Theatent.
The next move is apparent- how the money will be allocated nucleus now in operation, ./it' is tre hm*eVin August. Play will also
felt the UCL will sbbn grow'into visit "Glasgow.
ly up to the government to step in for German film production.
and straighten out the squabble.
It is expected that more than a practically* universal organizaOthers in the show are Claude
•> \ v»
half of the money will be allocated tion.
Desmond Walter-Ellis,
"HulbOrt,,
to films judged outstanding by the
Enid Trevor '(Mrs. Claude IIul‘Cruz*
Grosser
ratified last. Others signing
are- U.S;, Andorra,Chile, Cambodia;
Costa; Rica* Germany (West),, Haiti,.
Israel, Laos, Pakistan .and' Spain;
In all 40 nations will be: involved
if it keeps building* in the next
three- month extension;
Luther Evans, prexy of UNESCO,

j

1

1

The largest numbers came from
France and’ Italy; other sellers
were India;, Mexico, Great Britain
and the* Scandinavian countries.
Very few West German flltns were

.

which

1

.

;

acceptable;, as

“their standard is
They wete'tryingto get “Hill
24” from Israel:. They would also
be glad to buy Hollywood product
—not crime- or western stories, but.
so fqr have had to be- content with
only “Salt of the Earth.” That is
the only U. S. film to reach East
*
lo\V.”

Germany

for many years.
Penetrating Markets

PIC-SPONSOR BUDGET

;

NAME

SCOT FARCE
*

:

,

•

*

•

Top

UA

In Postwar

Germany

Frankfurt, June 28.
“Vera Cruz,” Burt’ LancasterGary Cooper starrer, which opened
on German screens last month,
stacks up currently as United Art-

Nagamasa Kawakita, Town Film

Film Evaluation Committee.

Yugoslav 'Homeland’ Pic
Set for Sept. Release

Belgrade, June 28.
biggest postwar grosser in
The Coordination Committee of
Germany.
Pic in its first two Yugoslav emigriiht
societies has
weeks, with 20 prints in use, played approved the
screenplay of the
to about 500,000 patrons.
film, ‘Homeland.” This film will deUnusual booking was arranged pict the history of Yugoslav
people
so that in some key cities the film Since, the arrival of
Slavs in the
played both a major first-run house European southeast, the 10—
years
and a first-run western house, giv- of Yugoslavia's development
and
ing it‘ a double exposure. In some the assistance extended to
the
cas&s it has played two firstruns mother land by emigrant
societies
day-date or with subsequent book- from overseas countries.
ings. Ip Frankfurt, for instance, it
It is predicted that the film will
opened at the Turmpalast, largest be completed by the end of Sepfirstrun here, for two weeks, and tember when “Emigrants.
Week”
then moved to the Roxy.
will be celebrated here.
ists’

Bonn, July

,

1955

5.

The German government headquarters here has just announced

in penetrating European countries.
Almost one of the first acts of the
Austrian government, after the recent. treaty, was to ^close a deal
with DEFA permitting free entry
for their entire output. The Potsdam-made pix are now trickling
into the Austrian market, but it
is too* early yet to test audience
reaction. DEFA eXecs reckon they
have no idea of What the market
1

*

German

..delegation

for confabs on

new

to

Stockholm

screen proc-

esses.

One of the speakers was a 75film agree- year-old West German ex-producer,
films who had been denied the right to
will be exchanged between the two work under the Hitler regime and
countries on a< i-1. basis.
who insisted on remaining anonyFrom 1955 until 1958, the agree- mous, who appealed for unity in
ment calls for the showing of 30 production between the two zones,
French films annually in Germany, while another. Dr. Rauschenbach,
and the same number of German frankly criticised the political slant
films in France.
of East German pix.
the signing of a

-

.

.

new

ment with France, whereby

190 $

blank; wall

Mayne

BONN-FftENCH PACT SIGNED

JUBILEE YEAR

a’

Smith,

.

00 LDEN

-

Will be worth to them financially,
Lynton, Reginald but the propaganda impact is probReginald Marsh, Muriel ably more important than the finMcCooey, Diana Johnson and Gor- ancial return.
don Qave;
Another recent development is
Play, by Robert Monro, will "be the introduction of co-production
presented- by M.F.A. Productions with Sweden. Two films have alLtd. tt is planned to produce it in ready been jointly made and others
London this fall.
are contemplated, DEFA technical
execs were recently part of an allbert),

prexy, back from Europe, reports
a British Film Festival will be held
in Tokyo in Oct; with Sir Laurence'
Olivier and Vivien Leigh heading
the list of British pix celebs. Directors Carol Reed and David Lean
will also be here.
i,

is

By Hollywood,, the- East
Germans have made- some progress

|
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Although there
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ON YOUR BOX-OFFICE
M-G-M’s fascinating picture "SVENGALI”
brings out the showmanship instinct. This
is your dish See the press-book and get
back to real, basic ticket-selling.
!
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.1955

By FRED HIFT
$.

The problem of pressure groups, and in these days
particularly the Catholic Region of Decency, has Hollywood talking out of both sides of its mouth and occasionally doing some fancy mental stepping to justify its
“retreat but no defeat” pitch.
The issue no longer is a subject of daily headlines, but
for reasons that range from pride and ethics to the
pocketbook, it still is a prime topic of discussion and interest for the creative end of the industry..
Conversations with a good number of production execs,
including both the indies and men at the studios, create
these impressions:
(1.) Hollywood, in a buck-passing mood , blames distribution executives in the East for the industry’s tendency to back down every time an organized gtbup raises

a

critical voice.

(2.) There is probaly more solid support today for the
production code .than ever before.
(3.) Many of the cuts being made in films (even after
code approval) stem from fear of possible Legion disapproval rather than actual pressure from the Church group

The justification for this is the belief that Hollywood
isn’t" here to offend anyone, that artistic considerations
must, give way to the pocketbook and that an unfavorable
Legion, rating can “kill” or at least hurt a picture.
(4.) There is genuine bitterness among, some of the
talent over some of the chattges being made f
coupled with a frustrated—if unproven conviction that
“You Cqn’t Fight the Church.”
The trouble, as indie producer Robert Aldrich sees it,
Aldrich, who is one of the
is “economic Cannibalism.”
few willing to go on record today as being critical of the
code, said much could be accomplished by a common front
on the part of producers, but that this was impossible due
“One lives off the Other’s
to their, economic reasoning.
misfortune,” he Observed. “With that sort of slant, you
can never get anything done.”

creative

—

Build Future Grief

i

f

:

Aldrich argued that, by giving in to the Legion, the
studios were in effect laying the groundwork for more
troubles in days to come. “Sooner or later some other
organized camp is going to catch on to the idea that by
loud threats they’ll get Hollywood to" toe their particular
Aldrich emphasized his belief that the
line^” he noted.
“Their attitude is
distributors were the real culprits.
simple:
Make
the Legfon happy.”
very
At thp studios, the subject of the Legion brings on
Generally, execs are unwilling to
pained expressions.
concede. that they are iiifluenced by Catholic criticism,
even though the wholesale editing of films even after
their approval by the code is by now a matter 6f record.
The general attitude seems to be that the Legion is here

‘The Library'

J

on the basis of simple morality it is difficult
to argue with it and that, with times pretty good, there’s
no sense upsetting /the apple-cart.
“What’s
Occasionally, one, runs into the extremes.
Wrong with the Legion helping us to clean up our pictures?” asked one highly placed studio exec (a non“Once you give those people the right to
Catholic).
rate your pictures, you have to expect them to exercise
it.
Our job isn’t to shape a new moral pattern for
the country. If they want to cut 6iie of our pictures in
half, and if I feel it’ll make more money that way simply
because Catholics will then go see it/ I’m all for cutto stay, that

Hollywood, July

1. K. Sidney

other spots will be

filled

.

by un-

.

“Library” will mark Taradash’s
debut as a director.
The writer said he wants to
change the title, incidentally, reasoning that "Library” might sound
a

little stuffy

for potential ticket-

buyers who lack knowledge of the
property. But he’s having trouble
coming up with a substitute name
and gags that perhaps Tennessee
Williams might be hired for a week
at $10,000 just to write the nomenclature. (Some Williams titles: “Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof,” “Camino. Real,”
“Streetcar Named Desire.”)
Taradash and Moll first sold the
script to Stanley Kramer,” who
had penciled in production in 1952.
Mary Pickford tested .for it but
nothing came 6f this. Then the

—

lensing was put off 1952 wasn’t a
good year for this kind of story, it
was decided and it passed into

—

Col’s ownership

when Kramer

split

with that studio. As part of the
deal with Phoenix, Cohn has agreed
not to charge the cost of the scenario to the picture.
Phoenix has a two-picture deal
with Col but already a third is being plotted. To follow “Library” is
“Guard of Honor,” novel by James
Gould Cousins, which Dick Murphy

Code May Become Unneeded?
Even though Geoffrey Shurlock, the Production Code

[

administrator, enjoys solid support, it is obvious that the
Legion’s effective criticisms have put him into a sensitive position. ‘‘If things keep going that way, pretty soon
we won’t heed a Code. We’ll just submit oUr pictures to
the Legion,” was one sarcastic comment.

,

*

-

Ends

0. S. to

White Mts.

Have 3d Mexican

Distrib;

2

tival, the Tarleton augmented its
Dartmouth speakers with some top
show biz, political and acaHollywood, July 5.
Mexico City, July 5.
demic names and put the program
ing Seidelman to create competiLouis K. Sidney, Loew’s veepee under the direction of Dartmouth
In a move that, on the surface, tion is the. fear of a possible moand studio executive, will retire Prof. Herbert W. Hill and ANTA
at the end of this month. The vet- president Clarence Derwent, in ad- would appear to be creating com- nopoly charge. Cimex, while a pri-

Market Worth 25% of Films Cost

literati,

.

eran filmite, who is, a member of dition to Tarleton staffer Jack Golthe four-man executive committee bert who has managed the festival
governing the Metro studio, has since the beginning.
can Motion Picture Export Assn.,
been in poor health recently
Meanwhile, drawing power of has sanctioned establishment of a
It’s understood that Ben Goetz,
the discussions has been evidenced third release channel for Mex feawhose contract as head of British
by pile-up of reservation requests tures in the U.
production for Metro expires at the
during festival dates, and Walter
end of this month,' is negotiating,
Sam Seidelman, formerly Eagle
Jacobs has stressed the entertaina hew pact with M-G toppers and
ment aspects by a series of ads in. Lion’s foreign topper knd now suis expected to assume the Coast
amusement sections of Sunday pervisor here for the United Artstudio duties held by Sidney.
newspapers dn addition to the usual ists product being distributed by
Sidney, who became a member'
travel and resort section stuff.
of the four-man studio committee
circuit owner Emanuel Espinoza, is
Bennett Cerf headlines this
in 1951, started his show biz
activating his Mexfilm outfit. He
career with the N. Y. Hippodrome. year’s literati contingent which inHe was a stage and theatre man- cludes Saturday Review editor Nor- has acquired 54 features for tJ. S.
ager and subsequently a Loew’s man Cousin’s novelists Evan Hun- distribution and will operate -in
homeoffice executive. His posts in ter, Charles Jackson and Peggy competition
with
both
Clasacorrespondents
Gerald
the Loew’s organization included Mann;
Mohme and the Cimex office in
theatre operation, radio activities, Clark and Harry Schwartz, and
N.
Y.
and production. He was in charge travel writers Horace Sutton of
Latter was dstablislied earlier
of presentations for ail the^Loew Saturday Review, and this byliner
houses, was producer of the stage as travel editor of Esquire.
this year when Cimex bought out
shows at the Capitol Theatre,
Lane Dwirinell, Governor of New Azteca Films. Since then, there
N. Y., was co-head with the late Hampshire, and Brooklyn Judge have been persistent
reports that
Maj. Edward Bowes of Metro’s Hyman Barshay are among the po- Cimex is aiming to eliminate Clasaeastern Cosmopolitan Studios. He litical names, and from show biz Mohme. Latter
spurned the offer
-served as topper of the Metro- come Kim Hunter, Ted Cott/. Wil- and Pulido
Islas, Cimex topper,
Owned radio station WHN, N. Y., liam Burns and Derwent. Other said here last week that no negoand was in charge of all the com- speakers will include painter Mich-* tiations were pending at the
mopany’s radio activities, including iel Cikovsky, Dorothy Gordon of ment.
the production of the M-G radio the N. Y. Times and Dartmouth
The
U.
S. market is extremely
show, “Good News,” until 1939.
Prof. Royal C. Nemiah.
important to Mexican productions
Sidney became associated with
Augmenting their al fresco, which in many instances recoup
studio activities in 1940 and was after-luncheon talks will be a full
made a general studio executive program of music arid ballet In the from it 25% of their entire cost.
According to Islas, Seidelman
two years later. He was named afternoons and evenings, including
assistant treasurer of Loew’s in Lois Smith and David Adams, pre- enjoys the confidence of local pro1942 and a v.p. in 1948. He is a miere dancers of the National Bal- ducers and the org will permit its
to
deal directly with
v.p. and a member of the board of let of Canada, the Geoffrey Holder members
directors of the Motion Picture Trinidad Dancers? Maria Kerenko other distribs in their respective
Producers Assn. His son, George, of the Metropolitan Opera, the Eva territories. “We believe in healthy
competition,” said Islas, pointing
is a prominent Hollywood director,
Jessye Choir, the Walt Whitman
out that Clasa-Mohme had acquired
under Metro contract.
String
Sarah
Quartet,
soprano
a Mexican film, “The Fugitives.”
Fleming, baritone Lorenzo Malfati,
There is a feeling here that, with
pianist
harpist
George
Fiore,
Third
Is
is to .script and direct.
Birdsong and violinist exports completely under Cimex
“Bell, Book and Candle,” John van Blanche
control
(it’s
establishing its own
Druten play which Taradash will Remy Shevelove.
Americana background to talks offices In Europe .and elsewhere),
adapt and direct. “Candle” origithe
U.
S.
market
in the near future
1826nally had been purchased (for and recitals is supplied by an
$100,000) by David O. Selznick vintage stagecoach which used to will be shared by Cimex and Seidelman
and
that
one
of Hie pressing
who, in turn, sold It to Col for stop at Tarleton on the old New
reasons for Cimex in effect helpHampshire Turnpike,
$150,000.
petition against itself, Cimex, the
Mexican equivalent of the Ameri-

'

*

.

!

Cohn, Col prez, though, is high on
the project. For one thing, he’s
been impressed with Taradash’s
and Blaustein’s Willingness to produce the film, with Taradash also
to direct, without salary or guarantee of any payoff. It’s to be a
straight 50-50 profits split between
Col and the Phoenix unit.

|

'

Continued from page

States Taradash: “I think this is
more of an anti-Communist picture
than the usual variety of melodramas about spies and little men
boring from withih. We’re telling
Russia we can read a book designed
to be inimical to democracy and
yet not be damaged by it, because
we are stronger than Russia.”
Taradask’s Directorial Debut
It’s an open secret that some
Col exec sentiment in. N. Y. is
against making “Library” presumably because of reservations about
the boxoffice potential of a pic
dealing with a hot issue. Harry

anything offensive in it. Then-the Legion sees it, and by
using a more than generous helping of imagination, it
reads into a scene a hidden ‘immoral’ meaning which the
Nevertheless,
ordinary person just wouldn’t think of.
'Once the distributor gets wind of the Legion objection,
that bit usually is left on- the cuttingroom floor,” complained one indie producer.

*
ting it.”
Generally, this view is not shared- by responsible men
In Hollywood. They consider the Legion a problem to
be dealt with with prudence and an understanding of the
Shurlock himself is aware of the fact that the studios'
Catholic position. At the same time, many are concerned
awe of the real or imagined power of the Catholic relest the studios fail to draw the line at the proper level.
viewing body tends to undermine his operation, par‘‘Somewhere we must know where to make a stand and " ticularly since, in some instances, the reediting of film
say ‘no’ to outside interference,” commented one director.
already in the exchanges is an expensive proposition for
There are some in Hollywood who have begun to winthe producers.
der whether the film companies aren’t overestimating the
He is also aware of the surprisingly widespread iminfluence of the Legion of Decency Attempt was made
pression both in Hollywood and in N.Y. that many of
a short time ago to get the Screen Producers Guild to
the present differences between code and Legion wouldn’t
carry out a study of this question. Guild got as far as
arise if the code were headed up by a Catholic., Neverdeciding that a committee should be set up to collect
theless, Shurlock corraborates the studios’ strongly prosome pertinent facts. When it came to naming the memCode tack.
bers of the group, however, it turned out that only- a
It is said here that some of the companies now have
single, man was willing to serve.
The project was abantaken
to giving the Legion advance showings of their
doned.
pix, without music, dissolves, etc.
Purpose of screening
This is fairly typical of Hollywood’s entire attitude
the
roughs
is to save on expenses should the Legion inditowards the Legion. - Everyone has an opinion on it,
cate its displeasure over a particular scene.
but the individuals willing to be quoted can bp counted
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Assn, of America prez,
on the fingers of one hand.
is due here July 9 from Seattle for discussions with the
Deny Legion’s Influence
studios that are likely to take in 'the Code-Legion issue.
J
Last time Johnston was here, he emerged from a round
Privately, many in the film community deplore the
of confabs stating that the studios would, “make no conlength to which Hollywood is willing to go in pacifying its
cessions on anything to anyone,” It has since then become
critics.
But even those are apt to play games with
quite obvious that this splendid" statement of principle
themselves.
“We are not cutting or editing, our pictures to suit the was good for a headline but nothing more.
Legion, but only to make them acceptable to the largest
.On the whole, while jealdus of its artistic prerogatives
number of customers,” claimed one. Like many of his
and to an extent eager to safeguard them, Hollywood
colleagues, he insisted that the Legion’s Father Little had
seems in a mood to make concessions but is sensitive to
very, little to do with his studio’s own censorship which,
anyone labelling them as such. There are a number of
in many instances, goes way beyond the code’s own refilms on the boards that, in advance, are known to rate
strictions.
If pinned down, these execs will admit that
nothing better than a “B” classification. There is also a
they’re “thinking ahead” and are aiming tp avoid posrealization that films have a responsibility to groups other
sible trouble.
than the Catholics and that it would be a mistake to be
One or*" two of the indies, however, are much more
completely conformist with the moral standards of a single
outspoken.
The majors, they say, are cowed by the
and extremely conservative group..
Legion’s implied threat of economic losses and they are
Yet Hollywopd knows that a large non-Catholic segwilling to throw artistic considerations to the wind ,to
ment is in complete agreement with the Legion when it
pacify organized criticism. As for the Legion itself, they
comes to such charges as excessive violence in films, or
say it goes -looking for trouble where even a tightened
“immoral” dances. From this stems at least part of its
up code can’t find it.
inclination to shoulder the blame and do penance in the
“You show a picture to 50 people arid they don’t find
editing rooms.

Continued from page 1
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organization, is nevertheless
a quasi-government outfit since the

Cinematographic Bank holds

25%

Cimex profits are distributed among its members on a
pro-rata basis. The outfit gives ad-

of its stock.

vances to producers based on the
foreign earnings potential of their
•

o

pix.

Acording to Islas, the activities
of Seidelman will cue a more aggressive merchandising approach
on Mexican films in the U, S., with
the top efforts slated for arthouse
Showcasing and possible dubbing.
Question of what will happen to
the Cimex outfit in the U. S. with
54 films going to Seidelman is answered by the statement that
Cimex took over from Azteca a
considerable product backlog which
is likely to hold it for some time.
The Mexicans turn out around 90
features a year now.

Reelect Jack Kirsch
Chicago, July

5.

Allied Theatres of Illinois topper
Jack Kirsch was reelected president of the exhibitor group for a
term of three years at the organization’s 25th annual meeting held at
Chicago’s Blackstone Hotel last
week.
Other officers and directors
elected for one-year terms were:
Van Nomikos, vice-president; Benjamin Banowitz, secretary-treasurer; and directors B. Charuhas,
Jack Clark, James Gregory, Carl
Goodman, Donald Knapp, Verne
Langdon, Charles Lindau, Howard
Lubliner, Sam C. Meyers, Richard
Salkin, Arthur Sass, Arthur
B.
Schoenstadt, Nate Slott, Mayer
Stern, Bruce Trinz; Harry Ncpo
Scrgeant-atre-appointed
was
Arms.

.

:
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ANOTHER BLOCKBUSTER
FROM PARAMOUNT...IN AUGUST!
"Paramount has

itself

raves Film, Daily.

“It's-

a solid

hit,"

for top play**

•.

wed

tremendous VistaVision

this

P

dates!" reports Variety. "Should score
at the boxoffice," shouts Showmen’s.
"A big commercial success," claims
Hollywood Reporter. ‘'Stand- out acting
jobs," says M. P. Daily.
'

*•“ Paramount theatre-p revi e

entertainment
terrific

its

cities, to

audience reaction. Every

who saw

was thrilled
performance and box-

exhibitor

by

lOO

in

it

office potential. Ask any of them!
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Thslr mysterious

accomplice . . .
puts the bite on
people

“After
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we do

the dishes!”
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HUMPHREY

ALDO

BOGART RAY USTINOV
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co-starring

Color by

JOAN

BASIL

LEO

G.

BENNETT- RATHBONE CARROLL
•

CP

PAT DUGGAN Directed by MICHAEL CURTIZ
RANALD MacDOUGALL Based on a play by Albert Husson

Produced by
Make Your Nominations
For Audience Awards

Don't Delayl

I

*
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•
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Screenplay by
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.that point, -it’s pointed

on
but that such ah arrangement With
detail

talent is precedent-setting for tv.

Recent activity ofTechnicolor shares in the stock market on the upon a hurst of volume last week, is credited in Wall
Street fresh, interest b6tb in the company’s improved color and the
program of diversification. The diversification setup, which was revealed by the company some months ago, is in the hands of Dr. MauHis job
rice Nelles, formerly on Borg-Warner and Allied Chemical,
witn Techni is the coordination of kindred 'lines of operation;The new improved color, shown via a special reel, as contrasted with
the current color, was recently shown producers on the Coast. While
the same color setup; the new tinter stock is highly perfected, with
new refinements, and was rated a notable improvement by engineers
viewing it. Technicolor soon will have this ready for the first feature
picture to go into production.
While Techni currently leans heavily on its printing for the bulk of
its coin, the diversification program is expected to take it into other
side, especially

.

k

1

-

fiejds.

Technicolor also at present benefits from -royalties from various
patents it holds.’ Its new laboratory setup in Paris is expected to be
in eperation sometime next month. Deal is also reported near consummation for a plant in Rome. Techni, too, has its eye on possible
lab facilities in the Far Fast and Australia. All of these would .greatly
expand the company’s printing facilities in the foreign market.
1

,

Sir Archibald Douglas Shaw, 60-year-old laird and landowner of
Symington, Ayrshire, Scotland, has gained exclusive world rights to all
photographs and films taken during next year’s Commonwealth attempt
to pioneer a land crossing of the White Hell of Antarctica. TransAntarctic Photographs Ltd., of which Sir Archibald is chairman, made

a bid of $21,000.
Estimated that picture and film revenue from the expedition could
to $600,000. In the expedition a small group of British, Australian and Hew Zealand scientists and explorers will attempt to fight
their way across thousands of miles of frozen wasteland.
Newspaper and magazine groups in Canada and the U.S, A. have
already placed valuable orders, Sir Archibald -said he expects to sell
pictures, in every country, of the world. His photographer will be
Thomas Stobart, who went With the^ Everest expedition.

amount

m

»

«

Oldfashioned gabfest was indulged in by Ceqil B, DeMille and Maude
who costarred with such stage greats as Sir Henry Irving, Richard Mansfield and Nat Goodwin hack apiece, when the producer-director called actress out of 10 years’ retirement for a role in his currently-shooting “The 10 Commandments.” As a young actor early in
his career, the future filmmaker played supporting roles to Miss Fealy
at Flitch "Gardens in Denver, and reminiscing centered around these
days. Talks particularly dealt with the Flitch staging of “Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall,” in which DeMille, portraying the villain,
helped the actress, playing Dorothy,’ in her technique for her broadFealy,

.The 20th tv topper,

who

said the

company was being' contacted by
many parties on the possibility of
turning out tv film, said he was
1

-

looking for a permanent host
for the GE show. -''It’s almost certain that the opener will he emceed by studio head Darryl F.
still

Zanuck who has indicated he may
do repeat stints in that capacity.
While none of the GE programs
have as yet b'eeiT shot, Rogell ex^
pected four or five to be finished
by October when the “Twentieth
Century-Fox Hour” is due to preem
on alternate Wednesdays. He said
thfe show’s content would consist .in
the main of adult dramatic fare,
with some westerns thrown in for
good measure. As for the /‘Flicka?
series, Rogell- expected 10 or 12
segments to be in the .can by the
time showtime rolls around in September.
Asked whether 20th intended
switching the “Belvedere” films to
Rogell said the main difficulty was to come up with a consistently funny script; that he had
discussed the Belvedere idea with
F. Hugh Herbert and that -the lattv,.

ter had Indicated that, while he
might be able to write two or three
solid scripts, a year,

sure whether the
could be -kept up.

he wasn’t, so
comic quality

NEW YORK

structed at Robstown by the Garza
Bros., of Corpus Christi.
Richard Colbert named branch
Russell Rindy, formerly manmanager In Portland (Ore.) for ager of the Tower, Houston, is
P. new assistant city manager for Inreplacing Ernest
Universal,
Piro, resigned. Colbert was sales terstate Theatres, replacing A. D.
manager in San/ Francisco since Deason, who was transferred to
1951 and prior to that a salesman, the home office at Dallas. Rosa’
in same city. He joined-U in 1942. Vail one, manager of the Eastwood'
Loew’s Theatres V.p. Eugene Theatre, is switching over to manPicker has announced the promo* age the. Tower.
tioh of Mary Kirkwood, former asHank Hannington, manager of
sistant’ manager of Loew’s in' Jer- the
Santa Rosa Theatre, takes
sey City, to acting manager of over at the Eastwood while John
Loew’s 83d St, in New York,, and Ellis, manager of the Wayside,
State,
of Leonard Edwards, Loew’s
takes over at the Santa Rosa;-Oliver
Newark, to the managership of Klaus, assistant manager of the
Loew ? s Rio, 160th St. & Broadway. Majestic, is upped to post of skip*
Allie Bernstein, manager of the per at the Wayside.
Rio and veteran in the Loew ranks,
Bargain Night has been institute
will retire shortly.
ed at the Mission, Rigsby and
In the Loew out-df-town divi- South Loop 13 Drive-Ins at San
sion, v.p, John Murphy has pro- Antonio. Admission to the ozoneri
moted three student assistants to are $1,20 per carload. A prize goes
full assistants. They are Roland to the car or truck with the most
Connor, Loew’s State, Houston; people in it.
John Kelly, Loew’s Uptown, ToMrs. E. J. Martin appointed ad*
ronto; and Norman Copple, Loew’S publicity
director
of
recently
Warfield/ San Francisco.
opened Chocolate Bayou Drive-In
T
in Houston.
C. E. Barnes took over operation of the Palace at Plano. Barnei
Paul Gregory will hold world bought Palace from Roy Muse.
preem of his indie, “Night of
Hunter”, July. 26, at the Paramount theatre in his home town,
Des Moines, la.
\
/
Jilin Grossers
.

’

;

.

LOS ANGELES
.

Todon Productions' “The Way
Out,” to be filmed, in London by
distributed

tv series you run into this
problem of repetition,” Rogell observed, “It’s the same with all the

into

situation comedies. One of these
days ‘Belvedere’ probaly will be on

tv,

•

“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G),' No. 1

<5

,

in

DALLAS

'

1

was around in enough
•

“Interrupted
rated

excellent

Melody”

many

by

(M-G),
crix,

found the going rather tough at
the wickets hut still managed to
top
the
runner-up. films
last
month,.
“The Prodigal*’ (M-G),
third in May, and “Magnificent
Matador” (20th) were the other
two in runner-up category, Lat-,
ter never got higher .than 10th in
weekly ratings.
Besides “Itch” and “Love Me,”

CHICAGO

•

still

“Daddy Long Legs” (20th),
which was second in May, rounded
out the Golden Dozen for the
month.

:

-

May,

keys to land 11th spot. Bulk of
the coin represented by this showing was taken, fropi extended-run
engagements since it has completed most of its bigger firstrun dates.

•

Fox’s Vidpix Problems

s—

by RKO, ninth position,’ it being replaced in
Stanley - Warner
through a deal arranged, by Janies several more
houses by “Cinerama Holiday,”
R-. Grainger.
‘Marty/ ‘Daddy/ Etc. .
Metro will distribute Albert
“Marty” (UA) managed to wind
Lewin’s indie, “The Living Idol,”,
which he will produce and direct UP 10th; with the smaller, arty
from his oWn screenplay in Mex- houses where it most generally
ico.
was booked naturally mitigating
Warner International reopening against any very big gross totals,

but probably on the GE show
rather than in- any other way.” He
that he wouldn’t be suradded
sword fight.
^
its distribution office in Bangkok,
prised if the “Flicka” tv series Thailand,, closed foj four years,
the studio in. turning out, with E. V. D’Souza named as
prodded
FidophOr, in the' dimension of CinemaScope, will he ready for commercial demonstration by 20th-Fox in several months, Fidophor is another theatrical “Flicka” series. branch manager there.
Theatres posted
Metropolitan
the Swiss large-screen color television system controlled by the film He said that, in making the“Flicka” pix, 20th was aiming at a two-week closing notices in four of
company.adult
also
held
that
show
due to the
family
theatres,
downtown
its
It had been high in 20th’s plans, before- Cinerama touched off the
transit strike. Quartet include the
widescreen era. ^ Prexy Spyros Sko’uras temporarily shelved Fidophor appeal.
RiPalace,
;
and
Orpheum,
firstrun
mo
to devote the company’s full time to the development of CinemaScope.
Rogell said that, as of this
With CinemaScope successfully- launched and accepted, 20th’s engi- ment, the studio had no intention alto and Newsreel, subsequents.
would
be
shutterings
stated
Notice
films
neers Are again turning their attention to the closed-circuit device of submitting any of its tv
for ..duration of strike.
and have, reached the stage of perfection where it can be shown to to the Production Code.
James Schiller, Allied Artists
the trade.
Coast exploiteer, to Sap Diego to
finalize promotion plans on “An
Hollywood laboratories came to the aid of the five newsreels last
,
Annapolis Story” and “Shotgun.”
week during the lab strike in N. Y. by rushing through prints so the
Sam Nathanson, head of Gibralreel!; could meet their deadlines. First order was turned out Monday,
tar Motion Picture Distributors
when Pathe, General Film and Consolidated, by working round the
Inc., closed deal for the Western
dock, processed the usual 3, 000-print output norinally done by Gotham
Hemisphere distribution of three
labs. Labs also were standing by on Thursday for a repeat .should the
British
Monarch pix, “Holiday
Week,” “The Wedding’ of Lilli
eastern dispute still he unsettled.
On Wednesday, Movietonews air
Marlene” and “A Yank in Ermine,”
expressed <a one-reel master to Arthur. De Titta, its West Coast manager, who had Pathe immediately make 10 dupes for distributions among
the three Hollywood labs.
James Miller, formerly with the
Commentator on a religious news show over CKOY, Ottawa radio '
Chicago, July 5.
Milprint Co. of Milwaukee, now in
station, Rev. Renaldo Armstrong, cracked ,heavily (18) at Metro’s
wears
charge
of concession department
of
teevee
novelty
As the
“The Prodigal,” calling it “dishonest”; and “blasphemous” aniong other
of Disneyland at Anahheim, Cal.
cities, it begins to assert
things, and quoting from religious publications that had blasted at ‘off in the
Film storage and maintenance
the picture industry’s “misuse” of the Bible. Rev. Armstrong said itself in rural arCas as hinterland will be one of the program topics
he had written, a strong protestation to Ontario censors about the towns get wired for television, ac- for the first time at the National
film. The broadcast is a weekly CKOY show, covering all faiths, at cording to industryites here. The Audio-Visual Convention here at
the Sherman Hotel July 22-27.
12:10 p.m., Saturdays.
recently^ announced openings of Listed as a. speaker on the subMrs. Margaret Buckley, widow of Christopher Buckley, Albany, N. Y. several small theatres in the Chi- ject is Jack Bernard, prexy of
theatre Owner, who died in 1941, has received a bachelor .of arts de- cago area which shuttered two or Rapid Film Technique of New
will discuss the
gree at Bennington College, where a daughter, was graduated 17 years three years ago under the first im- York. Bernard
process for renovating scratched
ago. Mrs. Buckley, who majored in art and. has been exhibiting 12 of
pact of television, and the simul- film.
her paintings at the college, is the mother of five children and grandBalaban & Katz annual “Golf
taneous closing of several downmother of 12.
and Fun” outing set for July 26
state part-time houses are interClub,
at Nordic Hills Country
first
the
supporting
preted
here
as
Some distributors will be watching more closely audiences at sneak
Itasca, 111.
previews in the. New York City area. It’s suspected that a clique of contention.
Seymour Simon, local theatrical
hoys who would be girls is making each new sneak meeting place. They
The Chelton Theatre on Chica- attorney, and wife vacationing in
have .a pipeline to info on pix being quietly unveiled, congregate at go’s South Side will switch from Denver last week.
the right time and place, and noisily enjoy each other’s company and part-time to full-time operation in
Thomas McConnell, another localhoot at the film,
July, and the Calo Theatre -in Chi- legal eagle, and wife off for Europe
cago will Open its’ doors after a last week, combining business and
two-year blackout. The Evanston pleasure for several weeks’ stay.
20th-Fox. Chi exchange set up
Theatre, in suburban Evanston, the
White Palace Theatre and the Bata- new .summer schedule, starting
day
a half-hour earlier, at 8:30
via, -both of Chicago, will also soon
a,m.; r and closing at 4:00 p.m.
light up and hid for a slice of the
Continued from page 3
hefty coin pix have been ’getting
find a sponsor, ran to close to $44,- Street,” the latter for Christmas the last couple of years as a result
000 with CBS shelling out only slotting. In some instances, the of the strenuous efforts of the maHarold Schwartz named head of
$37,500 a piece. Rogell explained studio may accept scripts from jor film companies and exhibitors. a new film producing company,
that the cost Of the first install- outside writers.
Simultaneously, some of the Big D Pictures, Charles H. Edwards is veepee and Charles Marment was unusually high, and that
Half of the properties to be part-time houses on the downstate
cus secretary-treasurer.
it would probably end up at an filmed already have been discussed
Great States Circuit, a B&K subRussell Rindy named to sucaverage of around ,$40,000 per by Rogell with GE execs. Latter sidiary, are rumored to be shutceed A. D. Deason as assistant city
Share. The rockbottom price at don’t have a say in what should tering. The Kaye Theatre in Clinmanager
of Interstate Theatres in
which his outfit could turn out a or shouldn’t be lensed, but are ton, 111., also a part-time house, is Houstonr*Deason
goes to the home30-minute tihter would run to consulted anyway on their views.
closing down for lack of biz as office here.
around $35,000, he thought,
As for casting, Rogell said he ex- viewers break in their teevee sets.
Doyle Oliver, general manager
In the case of the GE’ show, pected to use top names “whenever Some here think that a see-saw of Frels Theatre circuit, has anwhich leaves 20th a full nine min- we can get them” and added that, battle between pix and television nounced opening of the Rice Driveutes to plug current and upcoming in many instances, due to the at- is set to go on for years. If toll-tv In at El Campo.
Lowell Bullpit, manager of Boupix and allocates six minutes to tendant publicity and the large becomes a reality, it is thought,
the sponsor, GE pays $100,000 but audience looking in, name person- some of the play may be taken levard Drive-In, Boston, named
20th expects to spend $150,000 on alities actually preferred going on away from even the' city houses, new prexy of Houston Theatre
Richard
each 45 minute segment,
Rogell tv to appearing in theatrical pro- but by that time the hinterland Owners Assn. He succeeds
Wygant of Heights Theatre. Jimmy
said the 20 shows (the contract ductions.
Rogell said it was en- will be wearying of television and
elected secretary-treasurer,
Harris
calls for six repeats) would con- tirely possible that TCF. may put head back to the picture houses.
replacing Jack Groves of Post
sist in the main of unproduced players under contract for a num- In any event, the situation is far
Oak Drive-In. The association was
properties owned by the studio but ber of shows, and he added that, from stable, and industryites feel
successful in obtaining a 5% reducwould also include tv remakes of where necessary, his outfit may it will be several years before the tion in ad rates in three Houston
past hits such as “The Ox-Bow In- enter into profit-sharing deals with balance between home and b.o. en- dailies.
cident” and “Miracle on 34th players. While he wouldn’t go into tertainment is reached.
A 500 car drlve-in being con*

^ Continued from page 4

“We have lots of' good comedies Tony Owen, 'will be
we Could use, but in turning them outside of England

a long string of new pix with indicated high b.o. potential were
being launched as the month end-

Both “Love Me” and “Itch”
be felt at the wickets
“7 Little Foys”
time.
(Par) started out big in Chi and

ed.

likely will

for
!

some

L. A.

“Lady and Tramp” (BV) was teron its N. Y. and Chi teeoffs,
and -boff in L. A.
“Land of
Pharaohs” (WB) was torrid on its
two initial playdates.
“Summertime” (UA) hit giant
strides on its first week in N. Y.
“The Cobweb” (M-G) Was big in
Cleveland and Washington on its
openings and good in St, Louis and
Pittsburgh. “Came From Beneath
Sea” (Col)^ managed to cop sixth
place in the final week of month,
rific

.

indicating high boxoffice possibilities.

“Dam

Busters” (WB) started big

in Louisville hut was only mild in
Buffalo.
‘‘Foxfire” (U) did nicely
in Washington on one of its initial
dates.

“Doctor in House” (Rep) conto score in arty houses,
across the country.
“Son of Sinbad” (RKO), just getting around,
did well enough to wind up 10th
one week. “Prize of Gold” (Col)
was eighth another session.
tinued

Me

Deadly” (UA) was
runner-up classification
during the month.
“Hell's Island” (Par) was good
enough to finish 12th one stanza.
“Tall Man Riding” (WB) was mostly mild but did manage a few nice
“Kiss
rated in

two

weeks

dates.

“Eternal Sea’’ (Rep) added considerable
playdates,

coin'

from

additional

with several good engagements. “To Paris With Love”
(Indie) continued to go strongly in
“Wayward
smaller arty theatres.
Wife” (IFE) chipped in with some
stout dates.

Metro managed apparently to
come up with another b.o. winner
with

its

oldie “Wizard of Oz.”

was great on
gagements.

all

.

It

three opening en-
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‘Stranger’
-

Minneapolis, July 5, 4
A1 Aved, president of the new
Lucky Twins drivein theatre here,
to

law

suits

Rates for Film Theatres'

withTR the industry. Which is the
reason, he explains, that, instead
of resorting to litigation, he’ll take
his case to the public through
newspaper interviews, in his fight

Chicago, July 5.
In a comprehensive report ranging from pay-see television to util-,
to obtain a firstrun playing posi- ity rates for airconditiohing units*
tion with Minneapolis and St. Allied Theatres, of Illinois prexy
conventional Jack Kirsch gave Allied members
downtown
Paul
houses day and date.
a rundown of the indie exhib
Twin Cities* newspapers '• group’s activities during the past
year at 'the organization’s 25th anhave agreed to publish, internual luncheon meeting at. Chicago’s
views With A1 Aved to enable
public
Blackstone Hotel last week. It was
him to present to the
at this meeting also that Kirsch
his story of how the film* comwas elected to another three-year
panies are "doing his new
term as president of Illinois Allied.
Lucky Twins drive-in (eleventh
area)
in the Twin Cities’
Kirsch reviewed Allied’s part in
wrong” by refusing to give it
the current atteiript by' exhibitor
a firstrun playing position day
groups to force the film coriipanies
and date with Minneapolis and
He
to modify film rerital terms.
Paul downtown convenSt.
reiterated his proposal that local
tional theatres*
granted
aube.
managers
branch
Lucky Twins* declared to repre- tonomy in their dealirigs .with local
sent a $750,00(1 investment, just exhibitors and stated that .Unless
had its formal grand opening with the differences between exhibition
the unveiling of the second of its and distribution were reconciled, it
Ozoner occupies -75 would be hard ‘to predict to what
two towers.
acres and boasts a 2,000-car capac- extremes exhibition will go to
achieve measures for preserving
ity, 1,000 cars each for the towers
that are at; opposite ends of the the theatres.”
On the home-toll tv issue, Kirsch
grounds.
With its 2, 000-car capacity and reported *90% participation by Ilfour track stereophonic sound, linois^ members in the fund-raising
Aved claims the Lucky Twins is drive for the Exhibitors’ Joint
one of the nation’? largest and Committee ori ToIl-TV, as well as
most elaborate outdoor theatres a strong letter-writing campaign to
and because of this fact and its the Federal Communications Comalready demonstrated grossing p.0-1 mission, opposing fee-tv. He lauded
tentiality should have the firstrun the Council. Of Motion Picture Orplaying position. He has demanded ganisations- for- its part in the adthat the film companies “quit mission tax reduction campaign,
their playing politics” and “do the but dejplpred' COMPO’s neutral
right thing” by the Lucky Twins stand on the pay-as-you-See tv issue, Kirscli also praised and promin servicing it properly.
Aved says that after his articles ised active support of the
.

•

-

'

’

.

.

COMPO

are published in the newspapers audience poll.
Gettings down to the bread-andhe’s certain the public will make
known its sentiments ill; the matter butter .issues, prexy 'Kirsch promarid the filfri companies “will be ised i strong legal effort to block
the QomhibriWealth Edisori bid for
whipped into" line/’
Lucky Twins actually teed off a a rate hike for power supplied to
month ago with one tower in op- operate airconditioning units,
Kirsch reported success in A1-.
eration, the other not yet being
completed.
For its Opener it of- lied’s efforts to obtain uniform theof atre fire insurance rates .in Cook
territory
firstrun
a
fered
RKO’s “Son of Sinbad,” the County and Chicago, eliminating
condemned the surcharge on film, and projecLegion of Decency
picture having failed to obtain any tion booth insurance. Kirsch also
run from other Twin Cities’ out- announced that the Cook County
door and four-wall theatres. - It Assessor’s office had granted a
continued three weeks ;to big one-third reduction in theatre -perbusiness, but RKO, its distributor, sonal property taxes for 1953 and
hasn’t offered, other firstruns to held out hope that the same exemption would apply in 1954 and
the ozoner,
"Son of Sinbad” was followed 1955 rates.
.
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Lucky Twins with another
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In,

20th Building

'

Pla<zd;(Brecker) (556; $1:50-$1.80)
(Kingsley) (5th wk).

PORTLAND, ORE.

—“The Bed”

Fourth stanza ended Monday (4)
(Continued from page 9)
was victim of heat wave with Crockett” (BV) and "Annapolis
$6,200.
Previous
session
was Story1 ’ (AA), $11,100.
However, best first-run
$8,400,
Fox (Evergreen) (15'36; $1-$1.25)
showing for this house in some —“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (2d
time.
Last
wk).
Whopping $17,000.
Roxy (Nat’l Th.) (5,717; 65-$2,40) week, smoldering $20,300..
—“Lady, and Tramp” (BY) (2d wk).
Liberty (Hamrick) (1875; 90Also hurt by heat wave with first $1.25)— “The Cobweb” (M-G) and
holdover session expected to dip to “The Beachcomber” (UA). Stout.
$68,000 for week ending today $13,500.
Last week, “This Island
(Wed.). .Opening round was socko Earth”
(U).
and “A.&C. Meet
“How To Be Very, Very Mummy” (U) (5 Days) (2d wk),
$90,000.
Popular” (20th) ^lue in about $5,000.
July 28.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1600; $1State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-SI. 75)— $1.25)—“Land of Pharaohs” (WB)
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (5th wk). and “Rage At Dawn” (RKO).
Present frame ending tomorrow Lusty $13,000. Last week, “Came
(Thurs.) looks to hit $33,000, Pre- From Beneath
Sea” (Col) and
vious session was great $48,000; “Creature' With Atom Brain” (Col),
Continues.
11 200
$
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80)—
Paramount (Port-Par)' (3,400; 75“Marty” (UA). (13th wk). The 12th $1) “Far Horizons” (Par) and
week ended Sunday (3) was sock “Good Die Young” (UA) (2d wk).
$15,30(L after $17,300 for previous Modest $6,000. Last week, $8,500.
•

,

;

.

.

1

Major Upbeat
Continued from page 5

are taboo.
The single bill
policy gives the^ distribs a wider
coverage and brings more grist to
the mill.
Although the actual earnings of
distribs operating in the territory
are not revealed, nevertheless the
Intake is known to be solid. According to film men, conversant

Houston, July 5.
and California have been divvied
Columbia Pictures is the first to up in the past. Columbia has been
establish a Houston film exchange operating here since 'Jan. 1, occuOffice, in. a trend that is expected pying 3,500 square feet of space on
to be followed by other major dis- a two-year leased
Hudgins related that the other
Up to now companies
tributors.
have serviced Texas out of Dallas. companies were eyeing a second
But Jim Hudgins, Columbia office office in Houston, and John. Winmanger in Houston, said his com- berry, exchange manager for this
pany had found Texas, with its area,' predicted “they’ll all be in
growing concentration of South here in six months.”
Twentieth Century-Fox has built
Texas exhibitors, top sprawling to
handle comfortably out of Dallas a Houston office, expects to start
operations here around July 1.
offices alone.
F. Thomas Murray, Universal
Besides salesmen having whopping. territories, many exhibs who rental and building chief, has been
want to shop direct in Dallas find here checking sites for a film ex
the hop a longish one, he said. change office. He said he was emFurther, he said, Columbia was powered by several other majors
finding its Dallas facilities crowd- to select a site suitable for a center, housing a group of exchange
ed.
So Columbia dissected Lone Star offices. Land-owner John C. Mc-

with the local scene, earnings will State into a southern district, serviced by Houston, and a northern
expand tremendously over the baldistrict (about 60 percent of state),
ance of the year and throughout still serviced by Dallas.
1956.
Of the 48 states* only New York

•

Continues.

Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
$1-$1.50)
"Doctor
In
House”
(Rep) (20th .wk).
Current session
finishing today (Wed.) Looks to
rack up $5,000 after $5,200 -for in

90)— “To Paris With Love4* (Indie)
(3d wk). Okay $2,000. Last week,

19th week.

$2,500.

—

Holds.

—

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50$1.75)
“This Island Earth” (U)
(4th wk).
Six days of current and
last
session winding up
today
(Wed.) looks to hit $12,500.
Full
we'ek of previous stanza was $20,000.
“The Shrike” (U) opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;

Iver confirmed that Murray took
options, to expire Aug. 1, on five $1.20-$3.30)— “Cinerama
Holiday”
tracts of Mclver property, the land (Indie) (22d wk).
The 21st stanza
to be considered* for the proposed concluded Saturday (2) was $44,600
center.

.

,

—

round.

after

smash

$47,400.

*

.

,

,

hills

.

'

.
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—Columbia

BALTIMORE

—

‘

Option

—

•

’
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.

•

.

for Twin
Earliest clearance
Cities’ driveins is 35‘ days, compared to 28 days for the subsequerit run conventional theatres.
Aved is poining out that driveins
are firstrun playing position day
and date with town houses in some
other situations.

LOS ANGELES

.

*

mission.

NEW YORK

(Continued from page 9)
(Continued from page 9)
ended Sunday (3) with- okay $3,900 Jeopardy” <Rep). Moderate $14,000. Last week, Downtown with
after $4,300 for sixth week.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$ 1.55)— Vogue, "This Island Earth” (U)
"The Window” (RKO) (reissue) (1st and “Tall Man Riding” (WB) (2d
For opening stanza ending wk), $7,500; Iris, "Mad At World”
wk).
Monday (4) tallied fair $3,400. (FM) and "Glass Tomb”. (Lip) (2d
Stays
a n few more days before wk), $2, 500;- El Key, “Holiday For
Good
$5,000.
Orpheum.
Hot. front:
Last Week, "Sea* Chase” (WB) and “Tales of Hoffman” (UA) (reissue) Henrietta” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,300.
Hillstreet, Hawaii (RKO-G&S)
"Tall Man Riding” (WB) (4th wk), moves in*,
$3,800.
Capitol CLoew's) (4,820; 85-$2.20) (2,752; 1,106: 80-$l)—“Moonfleet”
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; $1- —“Not As A Stranger” (UA) (2d (M-G> and "Eight O’clock Walk”
First round ending today (Indie). So-So $9,500. Last week,
$1.25)—"Beneath Sea” (Col) and wk).
"Atom Brain” tcol) (2nd wk). (Wed.) looks to chalk up whopping "Came From Beneath Sea” (Col)
and “Creatute With Atom Brain”
Okay $6,000 on five days. Last $92,000 despite mixed reviews.
week, great $15,000.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.20) (Col), $14*400.
(Evergreen)
(2,500;
Avenue
Fox Wllshire (FWC) <2,296;
Fifth
—"Seven Little Foys” (Par) (2d
$1-$1.25)—“7. Year Itch” (20th) wk). First week ending tomorrow $1.50-$2)—"Lady and Tramp” (BV)
and "Chicago Syndicate” (Col) (2d (Thurs) lookse to hit socko $55,000 2d wk). Wow $40*000. Last week,
Last week, or near, topping "Sabrina” and boffola $42,600.
Big $13,000".
wk).
•
$14,800.- *
"Country Girl” at this house.
Hollywood
Paramount F&M)
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90"Seven Little
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) (1,430; $1-$J.50)
$1.25)—"Not As Stranger” (UA). —"To Paris With Love” (Indie) Foys” (Par) (2d wk). Fancy $20,"Davy
Terrific $12,000. Last week,
(15th wk). The 14th stanza ended 000. .Last week, $21,800.
Crockett” (BV) (3d wk), $4,700.
Monday (4) was nice $4,600. after
Downtown Paramount, Egyptian,
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90- $5,500 for previous session. Con- Wlltern (ABPT-UATC-SW) (3,200;
“Foxfire” (U) and “Man tinues.
$1.25)
1,536; 2,344; $1-$1.50)—"Land PhaOkay
from Bitter Ridge” XU)
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$l,50> raohs” (WB) (2d wk). Solid $40.$8,000. Last week, "Island Earth
—“Davy Crockett, King Frontier” 000. Last week, $54,600.
(U) and "A-C Meet Mumiriy” (U>, (BV) (7th wk). The sixth week endChinese (FWC) (1,905; $l-$2)—
$8,700.
ed last night (Tues.) hit $8,000 or "Seven Year Itch” (20th) (3d Wk).
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039; near against previous session’s Stout $22,000. Last week, $24,500.
Bamboo
“House of
$1-$1.25)
State,
Pantages (UATC-RKO)
$8,500. Entering final week with
(20th) and "That Lady” (20th). Big "Foxfire” .(U) opening July 13.
(2,404; 2,812; $I-$1.50)— “Love Me,
$10;000: Last week, “Far HoriGuild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75>— Leave Me” (M-G) and "Santa Fe
zons” (Par) and “Dial Red O” "Gate Of Hell” (Indie) (30th wk). /Passage” (Rep) (3d wk).
Smart
(A A), $7,80Q on nine days.
This long run Japariese import $24,000, Last week,. $28,100, plus
showed strength during holiday $66,30Q in two nabes, seven ozoners.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50)
weekend, chalking up fancy $8,500
for 29th stanza ending Monday (4) —“Glass Slipper” (M-G). (8th wk).
Okay
after
for
previous
round.
$4,200. Last week, $5,200.
$7,800
(Continued from page 9)
Warner. Hollywood (SW) (1,364;
79Mayfair
(Brandt): (1,736;
Harris Theatre, which has a split
$1.20-$2.65)
“Cinerama” (Indie)
$1.80)
"House
Bamboo"
of
(2Qth)
reachof 20th product. Doubtful of
(114th wk). Started current startza
ing $11;000, Last week, “Inter- (2d wk). For week ending Friday
(3) after big $25,600 last Weekopening
round
is
estimated
at
(8),
pleasant
rupted Melody” (M-G),
Canon (Rogener) (533; $1.25)
fine $20,000 or near.
“Land of
surprise at nearly $15,000.
Pharaohs” (WB) scheduled to fol- “Paris With Love” (Indie) (5th wk).
Squirrel Hill (SW). (900; 65-$l) low in several weeks.
Neat $4,000. Last week, $4,500.
—“End of Affair” (Col). Thin
Normandie* (Trans-Lux) (592; 95Last week, “3 Cases of $1.80)—“Wizard, of Oz” (M-G) (re$2,000.
Murder” (Indie), $2,100.
issue) (3d wk). Estimated to dip to
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-$l)
$6,800 for stanza ending -tomorrow
(Continued from, page 8)
"Land of Pharaohs” (WB). Good (Thurs.) after wow $11,000 for first (M-G) (2d wk). Fancy $12,500 following $16,000 opener.
notices but can’t overcome holiday holdover period.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50.-$1.60)— a Cinema (Schwaber) (466; 50-$l)
lethargy and 'won’t do more than
Last week, “Davy “Ain’t Misbehavin’ ” (U) with
“Le Plaisir” (Indie), Okay $3,$11,000.
Crockett!’
(BY) (2d wk), about vaudeville. Week ending tomorrow 800. Last week, “Holiday for Hen(Thurs.) looks to reach strong $26,- rietta” (Indie) (3d wk) r $2,500.
$7,500.
Film Centre (Rappaport) - (960;'
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.40) 000. Last week, “Moonfleet” (M-G)
50t$D—“Cobweb” (M-G), Starts
—“Cinerama Holiday” (23d wk). and vaude, $21,500.
Paramount
tomorrow
(Wed.). Second, week of
(ABC-Par)
$1(3,664;
holiday
over
trade
out-of-town
Big
$2)— “Sea Chase” (WB) (4th wk). “Great Adventure” Ifidie) was p6Will lift it 01pse to fine $16,000.
Fof -six days of final week ending t en t
$4,200
following
$5,20p
with
promotion
tri-state
week
Last
opener. ,
?
several community * nights upped today (Wed.) probably will, tally
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
okay- $23,000 after $29,000 for pretake several grpttd to $15,000,
vious stanza. “We’re No Angels” 50-$l) “Davy Crockett” (BV) (3d
wk).' Nice $8,000 after $10,000 in
(Par) opens tomorrow’ (Thurs.).
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- the- second.
Keith’s (Fruchtman) (2,400; 25$1.80)
“Great
Adventure
(Indie)
Korda’s ‘Husband’
(7th wk). Sixth Session ending Sun- $1)— “This Jsland Earth” (U). Fairish
$8,500. Last week, “Strategic
day
Okay
(3)
was
Fifth
$7,200.
week
page
3
rrom
Continued
was solid $8,600. New entry, “The Air Command” Par) (5th wk),
\evel will be divided between NBC- Man Who Loved Redheads’-’ (UA), $ 6 000
•New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 35TV'and Korda.
due In shortly,
$1.25)—“Seven- Year Itch” (20th)
Exhibitors expectedly will have /' Radio City Music Hall (Rockewk).
Rosy $9,500 following
(3d
95-$2.75)—
fellers)
“Love
(6,200;
varied reactions, to the idea of
Me Or Leave Me” (M-G) and stage? $13,000 last week.
shilling out coin to the rival tv
Playhouse Schwaber) (320; 50show
(6th
Even
the
wk).
top
showmedium. However, it’s pointed out
felt effect of hot weather, $1)—“Marty” (UA) (3d wk). Solid
of
theatremen case
thousands
that
With estimated $136,000 for week $5,500 after $6,000 in the second:
hooked Walt DiSney’s "Davy Croc- ending today (Wed.). Previous
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 35-$ll—
kett,” in^ which tv economics also stanza was great
$145,000.
“Mr. ‘ILand of Pharaohs” (WB). Pleasfigured, "although not along the Roberts” (WB) is screduled to open ing $13,000. Last week,' "Prize of
Gold” (Col),' $4,500.
same lines as “Husband.”".
July J4.

Kirsch noted that Illinois Allied
independently pro- had added 40 new members to the
duced and distributed “Five Guns rolls in the past year and he interWest” which also enjoyed- large preted this as an indication that
Of particular interest among
patronage, a total $4,200 gross be- independent exhibitors were more telecasters is the angle that has
ing claimed for its opening Sat- conscious than ever of the value ‘of NBC-TV reepupirig (via theatres)
urday and Sunday,
organized activity in achieving their part of the money paid for programming.
For its current "grand opening,” goals.
Lucky Twins has two firstruns,
too, one for each of its towers.
They're Columbia’s “Five A "pinct
the House” and the independent
“Kentucky Rifle.” It’s a novel V
here for drivein patrons to have the
choice of two pictures not on a
twin bill and riot for a single ad- See All Majors There in
Realty Sites Under
at the

firstrun,

1955

‘Bamboo’ Lush $10,000

...

Airconditioning Plants

Jiily 6,

Kg 12G, Seattle;

Seattle, July 5.
Holiday openings are limited.
"Not As A Stranger” is new opus
"Foxfire” is
at the Music Box.
okay at Orpheum, with /‘House, of
Bamboo" new 'fare for the Paramount.
*
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (300;. 00A
$1.25)—"Island Earth” <U) and
& C Meet Mummy” (U) (2nd wk).

'

says he's opposed

VednoJayt

.

ST.

LOUIS

(Continued from page

0)

(St. L Amuse) (400;
(Rep).
Iri House”
$2,500. Last week, “To Paris
With Love” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,000.
St. Louis (St.
Amuse) (4,000;
51-90)
“Seven Year Itch” (20th)
(2d wk). Swell $16,000 after sock
$19,500 for teeoff stanza.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amuse) (800;
$1.10) -“Holiday
Henrietta”
for
(Indie). Hefty $3,500. Last week,
"Doctor In House” (Rep) (8th wk),
$3,000.

Richmond

$1.10)^r-“Doctor

Good

—

—

L

,

.

.
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The brightest juvenile
talent introduced to
the screen

in

years!”

MOTION PICTURE HERALD

Unearths the type
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v*

of personality

f
aVv

Hollywood has been

WM.

frantically searching
•Ay?

&

for during the past

&//&:
s/

few years ... in the
person of young
Tim Hovey!”
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Has the appeal
that Jackie Coogan
had long ago when
he appeared with
Chaplin in The Kid’”
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JReprise. of A 'Variety’ Story of 1936]
film industry may undergo many changes over the years—
new technical developments, hew stars, new. producers and directors, new outlets for pictures, such as drive-ins, hew types pf
The

’

While not exactly * “love fest,"
the recent confabs between the
joint Theatre Owners of AmericaAllied States Assn, committee and
the majority of the major fiUp
companies accomplished a great
deal in clearing the air and easing,
to some extent, the tension of the
past -year in exhibitor-distributor
relations. Distribution executives
listened attentively and their attitude was termed conciliatory.

There were no adamant turndowns
of exhib demands and the theatre-

men

received promises of a study
and investigation of all complaints.
In some cases, definite concessions were granted, particularly a

promise of softer rental terms ffir
theatres grossing under $1,000 per
week. Perhaps the most important
accomplishment,' from the exhib-

the various companies and problems of production and distribution were discussed,”
Sid Stern
The committee met last week

New

WB

WB

—

WB

Allied’s

small grossing theatres."

representative

on

COMPO’s triumvirate and as a
member of Allied's Emergency De-

OF POMPEII’

fense Committee,
Stern moved up to the No. 1
post following tenure as a veepee.
Louis
Gold, of Newark, and- John
Boston, July 5.
of Mt. Ephraim, were
A big tv and radio saturation Harwan,
vice presidents, overseeing
named
campaign for “The Sins of PomJersey and south Jersey renorth
Drama
Visual
handled
by.
peii,"
named
with Terry spectively. Other officers
in- association
Inc.,
include William Basil, Lodi, secTurner, is skedded for New EngPaterson,
Louis
Martin,
retary;"A.
land. Distrib is Joe Wolf, branch
Sheer, Ridgefield
manager of Embassy pictures Corp. treasurer; Harry
Park, sergeant-at-arms; and Irving
“Sins", will open July 20 all over Dollinger, national director and
New England. Wolf is aiming for chairman of the board.
300 theatres day and date.
Named to the board of directors
Were Henry Brown, Maurice'. SpeHAIL TURNER AT 72
wak, Howard Herman, John Fioravjnti, Herbert Lubin, John HarMetro's Vet Salesman Also Gave wan, David Snaper, Jack Unger,
Son to the Cause
William Ingold, and Richard Turtlebaum. Elections were held at a
Minneapolis, July 5.
three-day convention last week.

‘SINS

which originally opened
on a sour note. If the confabs succeed, in launching a new period of
sessions

better understanding between the
buyer and seller, there are indications that a* series of similar palavers, held at -unspecified intervals, may result for the discussion
of inter-trade matters.

Policing

Exhibs ara not quite ready to
bury the hatchet completely and
embrace the distribs openly. Regional units of' both TO A and Allied Will follow a careful policing
policy to see that the orders of the
homeoffice sales toppers get down
to the branch managers in -the
field and that the local representatives are prepared to carry out the

oldest

.Minneapolis’

sales-

film

man in

years and length of service,
George Turner, was tossed a surprise party by bis fellow M-G^M
orders of their superiors., An offi- employees on the occasion of his
cial indictation of whether exhib- 72nd birthday. He was gifted with
itors intend to proceed with a Con^ a ‘set of fishing tackle.
gressional investigation of industry
Turner has been in the show
trade practices, will probably be business
55 years and more than 30
delayed until the theatremen have years with Metro and its predecesan opportunity to observe the film sor companies. He’s as active in
companies' future intentions.
pursuit of his duties as ever. A
The joint TOA-Allied committee son, Mel, also is a M-G-M salesman
completed its conferences with the here,
toppers of each individual film
company, with the exception of
Atlantic City Ozoner Opens
United Artists,, last week. A tentaAtlantic City, July 5.
tive date has been set with the
second drive-in, located in
UA management. The committee is suburban
five miles from
Absecon,
now in the process of evaluating
opened after a dethe results of the individual meet- this resotft city,
because
of rainy weather. Operlay
ings for the purpose of making a
ated, by the Walter Reade Theatres,
full and detailed report to TOA
and Allied. In. a windup statement it has a capacity of approximately
800 cars and boasts a C’Scope
the joint committee said: “It
.

'

A

sincerely hoped that this all-out
effort, by exhibition will improve
distributor-exhibitor relations and
that production and distribution
will demonstrate their desire to
prevent the closing of many theatres throughout the country."
The exhibitor pitch covered the
following points:
(1) Eliminqte all fixed national
sales policies and sell pictures
"based upon individual merits to all
theatres on their ability to pay.
(2)
fair, and equitable sliding
scale to avoid rebuying and renegotiating pictures time and again.
(3) Sell pictures to theatres
grossing $1,000 or less per week
on a fair and equitable flat rental
basis.
ArbiiffLtion on film rentals
of $100 or less.
(4) Make more and better pictures with hew and fresh personali-

Allied’s

•

Both exhibitors and distributors
are pleased at the outcome of. the

is

Heads

with' execs of Universal, Warner
Jersey Organization
Bros., Allied Artists, and Republic.
Sidney Stem, president of CoPreviously, it held sessions with
Paramount, Columbia, Metro, and lumbia Theatres, a central New
RKO. In the meeting with
Jersey chain, has been elected
sales chief Ben Kalmenson and
president of Allied Theatre Owners
field sales coordinator Bernard R.
Goodman, the exhibs were advised of New Jersey. He succeeds Wilbur
out after a fiveis now conducting a na- Snaper who bowed
that
post.
tional survey by exchange centres, year tenure in the top
Alanalyzing each theatre, in order to Snaper, also former National
all,
relinquishing
is
topper,
which
under
lied
policy
set a sales
“more
every theatre will be able to buy elective posts to devote
SnaDavid
business
his
equitato
time”
and
fair
“on
a
pictures
indicated,
ble basis." “Every assistance," Kal- per Theatres. Snaper
menson stated, “will be given the however, that he would remain acAlsmall grossing theatres and flat tive in both local and national
as
rental terms will be offered these lied affairs, retaining his post

itor standpoint, was an indication
that the film companies would not
follow a static sales policy and that
sales terms would be geared to
each territory and each individual
situation.

Still

stories, etc.—but one thing remains static:
flict between exhibitors and distributors,

screen.

Officials of

nearby communities

assisted Walter Reade in the tapecutting ceremonies and enjoyed a
private party later. The Reade Theatres also operates the Atlantic
Drive-In, 12 miles away in suburban Pleasantville.

NEGLECT TO DISTRIBUTE
SUIT

ON ‘ARMY’ FILM

9

Three-Point Policy Urged Upon Distrib as Basis ForOrderly Rentals With Justice to Both Sides
Exhibitors have taken it upon
themselves to propose a specific
distributors
to
sales technique
which, they feel, will go a long
way toward eliminating the fric-

reasonable profit?," some members
to set a specific percentage.
However,- this was beaten down
with, the argument that the “reasonable profit" should be determined by each individual theatreowner in negotiations with the distributors. It was pointed out that
a specific percentage which might
be “a reasonable profit" for" One
theatre may not apply tp another
ing:
situation. It was felt that the profit
(1) AU top pictures to be sold
or sliding scale best suited for each
on a sliding scale which will allow theatre could be
arrived at via
a reasonable profit to .the exhib-

tion between buyer

Associates, Inc., producers of film,
who inked the original distribution
agreement qn Nov. 27, 1950.

Complaint states that Par neglected to distribute the feature,
in designated foreign countries and
territories,

“with, consequent

of revenue from
of said markets."

loss

and destruction

Screen-Televideo seeks the return of the film and cancellation
of Paramount’s rights to further
distrib feature,
It also seeks an
accounting anent certain distrib
charges alleged to be unauthorized
under the pact, which originally

was for eight years.

Ease Exhibs’ Woes, Appeal to Senate
Small Biz Committee May Be Called Off?

If Distribs

Minneapolis, July

5.

“where

will we go from here" will be•reached by the joint Allied Statesties.
(5) Print shortage either by Theatre Owners of America committee seeking film rental relief
number or classification.
The joint group declared that and no statements will be made to
distribution now recognizes the the trade press until after all of
serious economic position of exhi- its meetings with film company
bition
and particularly of the heads have been completed.
So says Bennie Berger, one of
smaller grossing theatres.
“We
believe that sales policies will be the Allied representatives on the
formulated that will bring imme- committee and who also is chair-

man

seller.

The wanted

'

upon

its

future

course,

Berger

negotiations

.

understood that exhibitors
have already introduced the slid‘
ing scale theory in the joint Allied-Theatre Owners of America talks
with Columbia’s Abe Montague and
with several other film companies.
The joint Allied-TOA committee,
It’s

made up

in part of Allied EDC
it’s felt, will pursue, the
Jersey suggestions in the confabs
to be held with the film companies.

members,

While commending

Regardless of what

eventuates

fijpm the joint committee’s deliberations late this week, it will devolve upon Allied States’ board to

decide if the emergency defense
committee should “back away”
from the U. S. Senate small busifilm*' rentals
ness. subcommittee
hearings which it's, promoting and
from federal government film ren-

EDC

efforts

on the part of small theatres grossing $1,000’ a Week or Under, the
Jersey unit urged that the Allied
watchdog group also concern itself
with the plight of many theatres
grossing over $1,000 which “are
suffering from the lack of profits.”
In two other resolutions concluding “one of the, biggest" conventions in its history, the Jersey
group lauded and pledged -its support to the Council of Motion Picture Organizations’ audience poll,
and commended the efforts of retiring prexy Wilbur Snaper and
in most
eases,
the‘ distributor national director Irving Dollinger
would receive what he’s getting on behalf of EDC. Three-day sesnow but that the new method sion was held at the Concord Hotel
would^ establish a practical, busi- in the N. Y. Catskill area:
ness-like approach.
It’s emphasized that under the
sliding scale and flexible policy
selling system each picture would
its

:

STUDIOS CORDIAL TO

own value by what

brings in at the boxoffice. “It is
earnest belief,” says Jersey
Allied, “that not only. will, this
allow exhibitors and distributors a
reasonable profit, but will increase
the earnings of both, due to the
fact that exhibitors will have more
time, as well as incentive, to be
showmen and will be increasing
the grosses on all pictures by their

C0MP0 POLL: RHODEN

it

Los Angeles, July

our

says.

between buyer and

seller.

basis.

It is stressed by the Allied unit
that the formula only applies to
top pictures which, it’s said, can
easily be determined by the film’s^
performance
at
the
boxoffice.
Adoption of its suggestion, Jersey,
Allied feels, will allow a reasonable
profit to both buyer and seller.
The unit, contends that this policy
is a clarification of the ultimate
results of the helter-skelter selling
practices currently in vogue. The
Allied unit claims it will eliminate
the so-called, “what-are-you-worriedrabout" deals in which the exhibitor books a -picture at whatever terms the distributor asks and
then fights for adjustments. The
exhibitor organization claims that,

determine
definite decision as to

and

formula, in the form of a resolution adopted by the Allied Theatre
Owners of New Jersey at its annual convention recently, is- being
submitted to the Emergency Defense Committee of National Allied
for consideration and action.
The policy suggests the follow*"

.

Berger Guardedly Cheerful on 'Relief

No

Alliedites wrestled with the wording of the clause pertaining to “a
reasonable profit." Certain that the
distributors would ask “what is a

Los Angeles, J\ily 5,
itor.
Paramount is charged with “ne(2) That there be a ceiling based
glect" in distributing the Martin on run. First-run ceiling to be
and Lewis- starrer, “At War With 50%; second-run 35%; and all
the Army," in action filed In Fed- other runs 25%.
eral
Court by Screen-Televideo
(3) That if based on the above
Productions Inc. Rights to the pic- scale any theatre’s average price
ture were assigned plaintiff by of tpp pictures is $200 or less than
York Pictures Corp., and Screen all pictures be sold on' a flat rental

A

'

the ‘"never-ending con-,
And despite the many
advancements, the arguments appear to be the same.
The issue of Variety, dated April 15, 1936, reveals that Motion
..Picture Theatre Owners of America, a predecessor of the presentday Theatre Owners of America, was getting ready to hold “powwows with the sales executives on trade practices.
If some of the beefs have a familiar ring,, remember this was
1936. According to the Variety story, the exhibitors were' “determined to learn whether or not distribs will meet them halT
way and cooperate, for the benefit of the industry, toward some
paeans of establishing a basis for equitable distributor-exhibitor
relations. And says, the 1936 issue, if the exhibitor organization
“can make no reasonable headway with the sales managers, it. may
look to the creation of Federal commissions to handle the situation." (And there was no Allied States Assn, around at that time).
Similar to 1955, there, was in 1936 an active “don’t call in the
cops*’ group, who disapproved “any Federal means for regulation
or arbitration of industry matters, preferring that it be managed
from within." Among the complaints the 1936 MPTOA registered
were the need for conciliation and arbitration of trade disputes,
better clearances, faster release of pictures, an end to forcing of
/unwanted shorts on feature sales.

efforts.”

5.

The

film industry as a body
enthusiastically getting behind
COMPO’s upcoming plan for the
public -to ballot on best picture,
best male and female performances

is

and most promising newcomers, "according to Elmer C. Rhoden, national chairman of COMPO’s Audience Awards Committee, and Rob-

The unit also asks that EDO set ert Coyne, COMPO exec.
bp as an advisory group in
Pair spent most of last week
recommending to exhibitors wheth- huddling with studio toppers to
er or not certain pictures should seek their cooperation, and rebe accepted at the terms demanded ported the response to date is “exif “no profit will be left to the ex- tremely
gratifying.”
Coyne alhibitor." The group asks that if ready has left, for N. Y. and Rhothe EDO fails to obtain the sales den easts this week for the first of
policy recommended, that it exam- a series of exhibitor-distributor reine closely the sales policy of each gional meets on the poll.
Congress.
Berger concedes that the results company and of each picture and
of the Allied-TOA joint commit- advise all Allied members whether
tee meetings- with the film, com- the policies should be accepted or
"History of
panies and action taken during the turned down. While the language
next few weeks by the latter may is carefully worded, observers feel

tals regulation legislation, accord-

itself

emergency defense ing to Berger.
diate and remedial relief," the
U. S. Senator H. H. Humphrey
committee declared. “There was committee which has a similar
of Minnesota, the subcommittee
clarification as to Sales policies of goal.
Personally^ Berger asserts he's’ chairman, has promised to call the
encouraged by what has occurred hearings in late July or early Auso far, he points out, action must gust preliminary to the introducimplement words. He’s confident tion of regulatory legislation in
Theatre
of Allied’s

«

.

New York

that 20th-Fox, at least, voluntarily
will “come to the rescue" of small

RADIO CUT MUSIC
Rockefeller Center

“LOVE ME

JULl_
-

OR LEAVE ME”

CINEMASCOPE Ind
COLOR starring
OORtS DM • JAMES CA6KEY
In

An M-G-M

Picture,

end SfECTACBIAR STAGE PEESEHTAHOH

exhibitors.
Thus far separate meetings
.

,

have
been held with 20th-Fox' Paramount, M-G-M and Columbia.
Meetings are scheduled this week
with Warner Bros, and Universal.
By the end Of the Week, the joint
committee will be able to meet by
itself, assess the results and decide
f

•

.

result in an Allied request to Sen.
Humphrey to call off the hearings
and also may cause the organization to abandon its plans for film
rental regulation.

that Jersey Allied is actually asking the EDC group to recommend
the acceptance or bypassing of particular pictures.

At

the

convention,

CORSETS

in Pictures", $1

Naboma, Box 20725-V,
Station,

the

Jersey

Pico

Los Angeles 6,

Heights

Calif.

"

CONRAD

N. HILTON, PRESIDENT

THE WALDORF 'ASTORIA

•

NEW YO*K

22, N. Y.

CABLE ADDRESS

TELEPHONE
MURRAY HILL 8-2240

HILTELS, NEW YORK

TO OUR FRIENDS

IN

SHOW

BUSINESS:

Recently in Variety, Abel Green has given you his "in person” report on the
I-to-I (Idle wild to Istanbul) trip and the inside story of the opening of the new
Istanbul Hilton* On this score, there’s nothing more for me to say except
"Thanks, Abel, for a good story*
*

However now that we're all home again, 1 want
Show Biz who went along on this "Turkey Trot."

our friends in
greatly appreciate everything they did to help make the opening of this second Hilton Hotel in Europe
such a great success* I feel that in giving so generously of their time and
their talents, they were doing much more than contributing a' touch of glamour
to this special occasion* By their meeting, entertaining and talking to the
people of Turkey, they were actually American Ambassadors of Good Will*
,

to thank all of
I

¥

Hilton Hotels abroad are planned 3 s a center for municipal, national and inter*
national gatherings. They are designed to serve tourists, business travelers
and local guests, governmental and professional figures* They express our
ideal thatany hotel anywhere can become the focal point for the exchange of
knowledge between millions of people, citizens and visitors alike, who have
gathered there because they desire to know each other better, trade with each
other and live with each other in peace*
/'

The people

Turkey have met us and we have met them on a human, social
footing* Applause fcMny friends in Show Business for bringing the East and
the West closer -- where now the twain do meet!
in

»

CONRAD N. HILTON
PRESIDENT

'

We4nea3ay, July 6* 1955

RADIO-TELEVISION

NARTB Names
New

Batten

Washington, July 5.
manager of promotion in

—Cqtt

In the lest few days the relationship between the two Teds

NARTB’s Department oi Publicity
and informational Services is WalThough there are still a few*
loose ends, thi DuMont broadcasting pattern for the future seems
generally to have been resolved.

The RiowofF
The most

.

Current efforts are all being directed at (1) building the strength
of the two owned & operated tv
Stations and (2) developing the biz
of renting-leasing the film-and-live
Electronicam camera to agencies
and producers.
For all intents and purposes,
the talk of DuMont using the Electronicam to develop its own proits own “film
as was originally discussed, is highly improbable.
few web execs still retain hopes of
getting coin to lense their own
shows, but the idea is said to be
looked upon with discomfort by the
conservative policy makers in the
N. J. manufacturing division headed by Dr. Allen B. DuMont. And
as for the existing type video net-

gramming and hence
network,”

Important,

if

not

quite the final, steps in spelling
jthe end of DuMont as a regular television network have,
been taken. The last nighttime sponsor is taking his show
to another network, and DuMont’s sales chief is ankling
his post as well.
Pharmaceuticals Inc: (Geritol, etc.) is shifting its “Life
Begins at 80” to a similar Sab-

bath slot on ABC-TV come
Meantime, .Gerry
July 31,
Martin, sales director since ’53
for the network, quits on July

A

17.

It’s

DuMont

not likely

will

replace him.—
Geritol defection leaves Du?
limited ThursdayFriday afternoon biz via “All
About Baby” as the only remaining network package. The
duration of the- latter’s continuation on the web may -very
well be only a matter of weeks.

Mont some

work, that’s on its very last leg;
the last network casing of any
stature or significant cash return
and, as a matter of fact, the next*
to-the-last show altogether via the
Coaxial and the network sales
chief as well will have taken their
.leave by next month (see separate

—

—

story).
It’s

felt

what

DuMont would

The
Storer’s or Westinghouse’s.
cost of operating four or five large
less
is
far
separately
stations
tv
than that of running a video netas
nearly
are
profits
the
and
work,
great, according to some of the
ibraintrusters.
DuMont

As

for

WABD,

WTTG,

N. Y., and

C.—the

Washington, D.

remaining

DuMont outlets-r-the parent corporation expects them to make a neat
profit this year, what with operating costs shaved as they are and
with Ted* Cott in as the new boss.
But even more important to the
DuMont top level management is
the assumption that the broadcasting „ operation can and probably
will 'make considerably more of a
profit than even the two stations.
The total net profit for broadcasting in 1955 has been estimated
well itt excess of $2,500,000. This
figure is a far cry from the losses
:
stacked up by the DuMont broad
(Continued on page 36)

Lebhar,

AWARE

tion of
Inc.
1,500 members' of the

The group which originally
supported condemning AWARE at
a union meeting some weeks ago
felt that 'they’d be defeated in the
mail test if no more than the 1,200
voters responded. But the tally
proved that theory wrong. Evidently
a number of unionites who voted the

Louisville, July 5.
last week for
of radio station
to former Secretary of Commerce
Charles Sawyer. Air Trails Net-

Deal was closed

the

WKLO

sale

work, headed by Sawyer, will assume control of the station as

soon as FCC gives approval. Announcement of the change in ownership was tfiade by John Pattison
Williams, exec v-p of Air Trails.

He

Nevertheless, the split between
and Rosenhaus is de-

Lebhar

‘

.

Acquisition of

be Air Trail’s

fifth

WKLO

station.

will

Net

WING,

Dayton;
WIZE, Springfield, O.; WCOL r Columbus, O., and WCMI, Ashland,
Ky.-Huntington, W. Va. The network is mainly a sales and promotional organization, with programming to continue both locally and
through the ABC network.
A local board of directors will
be named for the station as soon
as the formal transfer is received.
Present officers of the company
are James F. Brownlee, New York,
operates

a former Louisville resident, president; Henry Fitzhugla, v.p. and Edward Altshelter, secretary-treasurer.
is the second Louisville
radio station to change hands
within eight days.
Harold Kaye
of New York expects to close a
deal for purchase of WINN.

WKLO

Stan Hubbard Defends

I

on Local Level

conservative” side in ail previous
Minneapolis, July 5.
matters, changed their minds this
Instead Of hurting revenue belast time. Only 514 people voted cause it takes away some national
for AWARE. That means a total of spot announcements business, as
no more than 1,029 votes could some affiliated NBC stations might
have beaten down AWARE, which have feared, the: network’s new
is a self-acclaimed fighter of Com- type of radio show, “Monitor,” acmunists and Communist sympha tually has had the effect of stimuthizers in show biz circles.
lating billings immediately and,
The main reason it’s believed from all early indications, spells
that the “conservatives” Tiave lost increased earnings for the individthe better part of their influence is ual station.
At least, such is the case in the
more than a question of blacklisting per se, which was the surface instance of KSTP, NBC outlet- here
issue. The referendum taken to and one of the nation’s most proscondemn
also is said to perous independent operations of
reflect the feeling among many its kind.
This is according to Stanley Hubthat the pro-AWAREites were us
ing.the AWARE, lists as a “political bard, KSTP president-general man
football” to defeat all opposition, ager, who calls “Monitor” “sensa
+
regardless of whether it was. Com- tional” and says he’s “tickled to
munist or not. Such feeling may death with it,”
“Yes,” said Hubbard, “we’ve natcast a bad light on everything the
“conservatives” propose hereafter. urally lost some national spot billings.
But since ‘Monitor’s’ debut
we’ve already gained more than
enough business to much more than
offset:that loss. So that we find ourselves well ahead of What we were
before the show came into existJimmie Shearer, veteran song- ence.
ster and owner of a one-day-a-week
The show has had the instant
radio operation in the N. Y. area, effect of stimulating our local busi
is going to start his own video stan- ness and in the past week we’ve
za on WATV, Newark, next Mon- added a number of accounts, espeday (11). It’ll be a Monday and cially for spot announcements adThursday half-hour beginning at jacent to the show.
9:30 p.m. built on Shearer’s piano“We’re also getting national spot
and-vocal delivery of oldie num-| hillings from concerns that only
I

bers.

want

Shearer, who owns WHBI, NewAmoco, longtime sponsor of Ed- ark, the station which operates on
ward, R. Murrow’s CBS newscasts Sundays
'only in the usual WOV,at 7:45 p.m., has dropped the N.
Y., 1280 kc slot, will be sponTuesday and Thursday stanzas 4nd sored on
by Koos Bros,
renewed for the even days. The
has no association with
oil outfit, however, is not retrenchWHBI;
the ivdeo operation has its
ing radiowise since it recently
own radio half, WAAT, also in
bought the full-hour Sunday after- Newark.
noon show, “Rhythm on the Road/
for a summer ride on the web.
Mrs. Lindo's FCC Post
Murrow, whose Tuesday tv show,
“See It Now,” it still looking for a
Washington, July 5.
buyer following tile exit of AluminMrs. Salina (Sally) M. Lindo,
um Co. of America, takes an eight- assistant to George Gillingham,
week hiatus from his nightly news- chief of the FCC Information Dicast
with Charles Collingwood vision, was appointed assistant
pinchhitting.
chief of the division last week*

WATV

WATV

—A

ceding May.
figures, shows that two hours and
National spot business was up 26 minutes per day is devoted to
18.6% over the same month in 1954 listening nationally. In radio-only
and total sales in May, 1955, Were homes, it’s four hours, five minutes
up 17.5%, The May figure bfoke per day; in tv homes, the total is
the sales record set in April of one hour, 44 minutes (in addition
this year which had been, the pre- to five hours, 24 minutes of tv’
vious high at the station.
viewing).
Figure tabbed as “radio’s

which

potential
to
is total radio

advertisers,’’

homes

multi-

by hours of listening per
home per day, comes to 111,400,000
home-hours of listening per day.
plied

In

terms of coverage,. Nielsen

compares radio with

tv,

and comes

up with the following

statistics:

19% of all homes
can be reached by tv, 96% by radio; in the east central, 76% by
96% by radio; west central,
Hearing tv,
63% by tv, 9.6% by radio; in the
south, 49% by tv, 95% by radio;
Hollywood, July 5.
and in the Pacific area, 66% by
Lud Gluskin, CBS-TV musical tv and 99%
by- radio. Summary
director, has emphatically denied
points up the fact that “in the
in the northeast,

Wants a

reach this market.”
also is enjoying uriprecendented prosperity, according
to Hubbard. All of its tv time after 5 p.m. is sold for the first time
at this period of the summer, he

Federation south, over half
of *all homes can’t
James C.. be reached by tv; a radio show,
however, can theoretically get into
all but 5% of southern homes.”
Larger Daytime 'Arid.
Audience-wise, the report ^goes
into
detail
on daytime radio, pointofficials.
Petrillo demanded Gluskin re- ing out that “radio continues to
deliver
larger
a
total daytime ausign, for “making transcribed and
bridge music without union per- dience than tv from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m.,
reaching
peak of 8,346,000
a
mission.”
In seeking Gluskin’s
resignation, the union chief said homes at 1-2 p.m.” It points up the
fact that “more than half of the
he was acting under a power given
present daytime audience is
to the AFM by the union pact with
the web. Petrillo accused Gluskin reached by radio in tv homes.” The
average daytime network radio
of “deliberately” violating AFM
show,
it
continues,
currently
regulations and said Gluskin was
reaches
1,651,000 homes, of which
fuljy aware of what he was doing

Petrillo that he had “deliberately”
violated union regulations, and to
Petrillo’s request he resign, he said
he would leave for N.Y. this week
to seek a hearing with Federation

842,000 ar.e tv homes and 809,000
in view of the fact that he made
(Continued on page 38)
bridges at a N. Y. session under
the “subterfuge” of making commercial disks.
Gluskin quickly replied “The information the Federation has is
not correct and incomplete. There
has been no subterfuge.
Every
thing was done openly and accord
ing to well established Federation regulations.
When all the
facts are made known to the FedABC Radio, which last year pioeration l am sure that they will be
neered the new weeknight "satursatisfied that nothing wrong was
ation
radio” concept, is expanding
done or intended.” He wired AFM

saturation offerings to five
nights a week, covering 28 differtime periods, and at the same
time is reducing the overall cost,
on its various saturation package
buys.
New plan calls for five-minute
news, sports, feature and personality shows five .nights a week
its

officials to this effect.

Gluskin further stated “I. Have
repeatedly called the Federation in
N, Y. for the privilege of appearing before them and clarifying my
position. To date I have been un
able to secure from them an ap(Continued on page 36)

ent,

five

MILLER BREWING COIN

to

KSTP-TV

ing radio listening, coverage, audience, cost, arid the Automobile
bonus on both the network and local level, comes out of the A. C.
Nielsen factory under the title “Radio ’55
State of the Medium
Report.*’
Survey was distributed
to Nielsen clients recently.
Listening survey, based on 1955

changes by American
of Musicians prexy

.

’Monitor’ as Stimulating
Billings

WPTZ

’

WHBI OWNER GETS
A WATV SLOTTING

WATV

Biz

Philadelphia, July 5.
Television, station
clocked
up a 23-year, all-time sales record
closed.
in
May,
Alexander
DannenW.
is now owned by MidAmerica Broadcasting Co., with baum, Jr., manager of the WestingMilton Trost, local attorney as prez. house station? reported local busiStation manager is D. C. Summer- ness jumped 38.7% over the pre-

'

1.

WPTZ’s Peak

said the station will continue

now

Latest plug-radio pitch, in the

form of an updated report cover-

be operated under present management. No sale price was dis-

AWARE

to local sponsors. Lebhar had been
going primarily after the national
advertisers since taking .over the

V-

to

*

tan area station will stress sales

WABD

WTTG

and also the fact that Cott is handling all
and
policy decisions, though he is nominally reporting to Bergmann.
Bergmann still has a key job in the eyes of the toplevel insider.
He may not have a network over which to rule any more, but he
Is handling overall policy and sales for the Electronicam as far as
agency and/or producer dealings are concerned, and since some
DuMonters feel that the two-way camera bolds a greater profit
potential than even the two stations, the job shapes as a big one.
Incidentally, Bergmann’s activities are completely separate from
Jim Caddigan’s. Caddigan, ex-network program chief who recently
moved over to the DuMont manufacturing setup in N. J., will
handle contracts .with motion pic, industrial film companies, etc.,
and leave the broadcast relations to Bergmann.
'

before.

ciation.
The tele station sales
chief said that outlet president
Irving R. Rosenhaus and he don’t
see eye to eye about sales procedure. Hereafter, the metropoli-

*

by nearly

Afnerican
Federation of Television & Radio
Actors is seen by observers to
augur a complete, change in ad
ministration * after the next election. The outcome, it’s also felt,
will markedly diminish the remain
ing strength of the blacklist system
in radio-tv thesp employment.
Just four shy of 1,500 AFTRA
members returned the mail vote on
the issue. That’s about 25% more
than voted on any union question

WATV, Newark, and* Bertram
Jr. have come to a parting
of the ways after a one year asso-

AMOCO TRIMS COIN
ON MURROW NEWS

'

.

WATV

scribed as “cordial and harmonious.” Though Lebhar will riot dis
close his primary plans now that
as sales chief,
he is leaving
he did say that he will continue
appear as a
to
time
being
for the
,
own sports
his
participant .in
panel stanza, “Sports of Today,” a
He
half-hour strip via WATV.
said there is also the probability of
(Continued on page 36)

Wake Of

The vote upholding condemna-

Lebhar

job last Sept.

in

end Bergmann—has been cleared up considerably by a key DuMont executive. There was heavy trade speculation whether there
was room for two such big money execs inside the organization.
There was the obvious decline of DuMont as a tv networkHo consider,

'

ford.

Seen

.

..

WKLO

like to do, so long as he continues
in the biz of actual broadcasting,
is to eventually build a chain of
strong video stations, such as

0

lace E. Hutton of Bethesda, Md.
Hutton has been public relations
director for the past two years for
the American Cancer Society, District of Columbia division.
He was previously in the public
relations office of the American
Red Cross.
.

,

FOR ALL-STAR GRID

Chicago, July 5.
Miller Brewing has cut itself In
for half of ABC-TV's telecast and
half of Mutual’s broadcast of the
says.
All Star Football game to be played Aug. 12 in Soldiers Field. ABC
grabbed oft the rights to the , oneDivo
McFddyen Hurt in
Robert McFadyen, director of shot grid spectacular previously
Understood
sales development of NBC, made a beamed by DuMont.
faulty dive while swimming in a Atlantic Refining is sharing with
markets.
in
35
eastern
Miller
some
pool near his Montclear, N. J.;
Contest, promoted by Chicago
home last week and sustained se’Will
Ward,
Trib sports editor Arch
vere head injuries.
McFadyen is being treated at be aired locally on the Trib's
Mountainside Hospital in Mont- and WGN-TV under the Miller
banner.
clair,

WGN

minutes -before the hour and

half-hour between 7:55 and 10:25
p.m., with only two exceptions, at

8:55

Monday and 10:25 Wednes-

day.
Sponsors can buy 10 capsules for $7,500, 15 for $10,500, 20
for $14,000 or 55 for $17,500, all
figures including time, - talent and

agency commission. New price
compares with $11,300 for 12
broadcasts per week.
Shows go
over a network of 325 stations.
Web is figuring a cost-per-thousand on such buys at $1.11 to $1.19,
on the basis of its past cumulative
Nielsen’s on saturation buys. Network figures a monthly gross
Nielsen on a lO-per-week exposure
of 44.0, based on an anticipated 1.1
rating per show; Also figured as
an average per-station cost of $2
per broadcast.
'

.

.

o

Wednesday,

"

BAI>IO-T*XEVISION

6/1055

Jiiljr

The death over the holiday weekend of John TJ, Reber, radioveepee of J. Valter Thompson, marks the passing of perhaps
the most astute showman and rugged individualist among
agency programming braintrusters. Reber always played it his
way— and invariably that way established the patterns.

21

tv,

coincidence,, the death of Reber came within a few
days after his longtime associate and friend, Stanley Resor, vato move into a semi-retirement
cated the presidency of
status as chairman of the board of the agency.

The 39 Saturday-Sunday-Monday spectaculars in NBC-TV’s
second season of the 90-minuteplus gee-rwhizzers pre only half the
Web’s blueprint, as prostory.
jected into the end of the 1955-56
span/ consists of a total of 75
“sure" specials and probably more,
to come. No field of show biz is

By an odd

JWT

Reber well-earned the appellation bf dean among agency
directors, probably sparking more innovations and
through the years of AM (and subsequently tv) than any
one else within the ad fraternity. As radio yielded more and

radio-tv
“firsts’?

“lone wolf"

game

weekend radiothon,

gramming.

is resign-

ing as of Friday (8) when his
13-week deal expires, The exr
head of the radio-tv sector of
Yourig Sc Rubicam (Weaver’s
former base of operations) will
-return to Charlottesville, Va.,
to fish, write and teach.

one hour to three.
Although a couple of dozen of
the slots are still without format
and talent components, there are

in perpetuating agency control of live pro-

in
10
as
of
in

felt.

]

Day, Dave Garroway, Jack E.
Leonard and the Baird Puppets, on the Sir Laurence Olivier-Alexand for the Nov. 26 show, either ander Korda three-hour British
“Rose Marie" (if the rights can be film, “Richard III," has not been
cleared

Enemy,"

far between in radio-tv. That's why
Rose.

And There You Are

i

I

New
just

national

released,

Nielsen ratings
covering the two

weeks ending June 11, give George
Gobel undisputed leadership, with
Jackie Gleason in the No. 2 spot
Hollywood, July 5.
Reports here are that Alex Mc- and' “I Love Lucy" No. 3.
Kee, who holds the executive berth
On
of tv homes reached,
for the N.Y. local of the American
here’s how the Top 10 shapes up:
Prederation, of
Radio-Television
Artists and who has the pro tem
George Gobel (Pet Milk). .41.4
berth of acting national executive
Jackie Gleason
40.3
secretary following the death of

%

.

.George Heller, is resigning from
AFTRA. Some months back McKee
intimated that he would step out

Love Lucy (P
Ford Theatre

6c G)...'.39.7

I

*

:

37.4

Disneyland
37.3
Dragnet
36.7
Toast of the Town ..... .36.0
Producers Showcase ....35.9
35.7'
Lux Theatre

but nothing came of it. This time,
however, it’s understood, McKee’s
determined to quit. His future
plans are not known.
Meanwhile a national screening
committee has been set up by
AFTRA to scout candidates for
Helier’s successor in the national

Preem as TV Spec

version of the classic children’s
“Heidi,” with Dennis Day,
Pinky Lee, Ezio Pinza, Jeannie
NBC’s plan for full-length moCarson, and possibly also Wally
Cox and Elsa Lanchester. Others tion pictures as pre-theatre speccarded are a reprise of “Babes in taculars are in a state of flux. ConToylarid," Dec. 24,’ with Dennis trary
to published reports, the deal

—

his passing will be

13

tale,

It’s understood that a
with Metfo) or “Dearest finalized.
(Liebman will also cross pact hinges on the. prices. Korda’s
London Films Company, of which
Morris Helprin is the prexy U. S.
head, is holding out for <$500,000 to
release the tv showcaser .to the web
before theatrical distribution. NBC
would like to grab the star-laden
property for $300,000.
Although there is mutual optimism as to an eventual agreement
on terms, NBC only last week could
not put the film on a firm schedule.
It had previously slotted “Richard"
for Jan. I. (Sunday) as a. three.

over as, producer on other days,
notably the live debut of Maurice
Chevalier
slotted ,for
Sunday,
Dec. 4.) Possibility for Oct. 29 is
Ann Sothern in George Gershwin’s early tuner, “Lady Be Good."
Sunday: The 7:30 to 9 “Color
Spread" lists will be upset right
off the bat when, on Sept. 11, the
Sabbath specs teeoff with a twohour (to 9:30) “Salute to France"ANTA version of Thornton Wilder’s “The Skin of Our Teeth " assembling Mary
Martin,
Helen
Hayes, Florence Reed and George
Abbott under the Fred .Cpe banner. In addition to Chevalier, another “imported" Sunday night
show is “Constant Husband," British film starring Rex Harrison on

Edict

Talent Under Contract:

Hare

(Continued on page 36)

(Continued on page 36)

CBS
the

Civic Virtue’

flagship, gave a
personalities,

last

for a year or so (succeeding Craig
Lawrence, who was elevated to web

10th Annual Radio, Television and

TV

Film

Review and Preview

understood that Digges told
assembled guests that they
must be “more flexible," arrange to
appear at sponsor and other gatherings to make speeches ^nd, in general, associate themselves with the
It’s

in

behalf

of

Strouse’s replacement
in Detroit as office manager will be
John L, McQuigg, who joined the
agency earlier this year after hav-

ing left Lennen

he was exec

Resor has been with Thompson
for 47 years, the last 41 of

Over to NBC-TV
Alex Segal, who aiikled ABCTV a few weeks ago, is being re-

by NBC-TV in producerdirectorial status and as a consultant. He’ll probably also be assigned to several of the web’s
spectaculars. (Segal, at the same

tained

nese Theatre." From there he took
hold of “Steel Hour" to shoot it
into one of the major dramatic
entries.
When the steel outfit’s
show was switched* over to CBS-TV
(where it started this week as rotator with General Electric’s “Front*
Row Center”), Segai was left without a drama series though pacted
to ABC. Contract was severed by
mutual agreement, -freeing Segal
for other assignments.

Yanked as Too Brutal

Usual Advertising rates prevail

“too

Copy and space
NEW YORK
154
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34

46th St.

reservations
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may be
28

St.

sent to

CHICAGO

any Variety

office
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412 N. Michigan Ave.

\

t

St. Martin's

Place

Trafalgar Square
j

i

I

5.

outlet here, re-

fused to telecast “I Am Joaquin,"
episode in “Death Valley Days"
series, station claiming it contains

Special exploitation advantages

'

“Show Biz" is by Variety editor
Abel Green and the late Joe Laurie

them

Hollywood, July

Mull ‘Show Biz’ Spec
Shaping up for one of NBC-TV’s
Sunday night “Color Spreads" next
season is an adaptation of the 1951
bestseller, “Show Biz (Vaude to

Jr.

Newell, where
and Detroit man-

KNXT, CBS-TV

the

Video)."

&

*

Forms closing shortly

,

^

v.p.

ager.

‘Death Valley’ Episode

the

-

and Samuel W. Meek,

der Resor.

.

and it has been difficult to.
catch up with the performing personnel in view of the fact that
studios are spread all over the
town.

status)

civic virtues
station.

Jr.

to the posts of vice-chairmen un-

Segal’s tv stature was developed
several' years ago on the ex-“Cela-

luncheon
newsmen,
week' to meet the contractees since he’s been g.m; only
etc.,

Flpwer

time, has been pacted by Metro
to direct the film treatment of two
shows he brought in for the Theatre Guild-“U.S. Steel Hour"— “The
Rack" and the twice-given “Fearful Decision;" see story in Film
Dept.),

From here in, all talent hitched
to WCBS-TV, N.Y., will have to get
in on the “community spirit." Sam
Cooke Digges, general manager of
for

‘

j

OUT SOON!

To

Other appointments by the JWT
board were the naming of two
veteran Thompson v.p.’s, Henry C.

.

berth.

WCBS-TV’s

viewed as

hour stanza starting at 7:30.
as president. He started with JWT
Still kicking around is another as head of the Cincinnati branch
with his brother, Walter, who died
Husband,”
title,
“Constant
Korda
starring Rpx Harrison. This ope in 1940. After two years in *New
reported
has been firmed up^ at a
(Continued on page 30)
fee of $200,000 (down* from the

original estimate of $250,000), but
Oct. 9.
the Oct. 9 (Sunday) berthing at
7:30 to 9 p.m. may be altered alMerman’s 25th Ann!
Ethel Merman ^ is a probability though officially scheduled for that
for the Nov. 6 specola treating of date and time on the network’s
her 25th anni as a performer and 1955-56 blueprint released this
embracing music largely from the week.
Third pic, “Magic Box," acquired
files of Irving Berlin and Cole
Porter, several of whose top tune- for $75,000. after considerable hasshows she has starred in on Broad- sling due to' the fact that National
Telefilm Associates was forced to
way and Hollywood.
“Richard III," the Sir Laurence go begging for the return of the

I Love Lucy (Phi Morris). 35.6

is

the Ford account, which emanated
from the Detroit office. It’s considered likely, also, that Strouse
will now make a bid for the Ford
institutional
account,
presently
handled by Kenyon Sc Eckhardt,
which has the Lincoln-Mercury
business Ford’s two-agency sett/p
is a matter of policy insofar as the
different models go, but the institutional business (specials, “Producers Showcase" and the CBS
specs for the fall, while not up for
grabs, could be switched without
contravening Ford policy.

Saturday
shows for Oldsmobile, with the
premiere Oct. 1 to he a musical

Reber was a “maker of stars," as well as sparking program
trends. He developed such major league entries as Major Bowes,
Eddie Cantor and the Burns & Allen shows, and brought to fame
such entertainers as Edgar Bergen, Joe Penner and Bob Burns.
Bing Crosby and “Kraft Music Hall" became a Thursday night
“classic" spanning 16 years and when Crosby stepped out he
maneuvered the Ai Jo Ison takeover for the, Kraft spotlight.
Sunday night 8 to D on NBC The Standard Brands Hours—
when Bergen and Fred Allen achieved their finest hours in
radio, embodied the “Reber touch" at its best,

The Rebers comg few and

Liebman:

1929 in its San Francisco ofBiggest single factor in his

fice,

moveup from Detroit

one-shot schedules shape:

Max

scheme of things.
Strouse, who has been a veepee
the; Detroit office for the past
years and manager of the office
well for the past seven, is a vet
the agency, having joined it

vertising

•

enough definite titles
and personnel arrays at this early
point to give NBC a headstart on
both itself and the rivalry.
Here’s how the spectacular and

AM

the

-

Resor’s move into semi-retirement
came as no surprise, since such a
move had been expected for the
past couple of years, but the elec- tion in his place of Detroit manager^ and v.p. Norman H. Strouse
focused attention anew on the increasingly .Important role automobile billings are playing In the ad-

substantially

Thus, for the past year or two, while practically every agency
relinquished control of shows to the networks, JWT became the
busiest casting office in town, as the Reber-controlled dramatic
stanzas originating in New York, .notably the full-hour ‘‘Kraft
Television Theatre" on, NBC-TV and the 60-minute “Pond’s
Theatre” on ABC -TV, provided New York actors with 104 hours
of lucrative seasonal earnings. This, of course, was independent
of the Coast-originating “Lux Radio Theatre” and its companion
stanza cred“Lux Video Theatre" hour dramatics, with the
ited with crystallizing the film industry-radio wedding, as far
back as 20 years ago.

‘Gotta

last week after 41 years, moving up
to the new post of board chairman,

Everard Meade, who was
brought in by NBC prexy Pat
Weaver to ride herd on “Monitor," the recently inaugurated

left Untouched, from bigtime ballet to global telementary, from

more to tv, the radiortv directors could come ana go within the
Madison Ave. precincts (as they did in ever increasing numbers),
but Reb^er not only survived each transition but right to the last
endowed the agency with the unique distinction of playing the

J. Waller Thompson president
Stanley Resor gave up the reins

Ey Meade’s In-&-Out

much

brutality," specifically,

seven "vicious knifings.”
Vidpic was to have been seen on
channel last Thursday, and second
run was substituted when “Joaquin" was yanked. Last April 21
KNXT cancelled a “Death Valley"
stanza on grounds the picture had
a gal in a saloon with too much
upper anatomy exposed.

'

:

—

.
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Fir East Connutents
Get

Hat TV Glean,

Swampsofttt, Maas., July 45.
Television sets will be all over the house in 1964 and together
with all the other electrical gadgets more power will have to be
on tap, requiring planning of an intensive nature, members of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers were; told at their
summer general meeting in the New Ocean House here last week.
R. G. Hooke Of Newark, N. J. and W. W. Godard of Cleveland saidL
that plabmhg electric power will cause many
engineering head"
y
aches in the 1964 era.
?
Color television facilities are now .available to every state in the
union except Idaho .and Montana, the engineers were told. The
Bell System television ^network now totals more than 69,000 channel miles, and of these, 47,000 channel miles are equipped for color
ty, which -can be broadcast from 247 Stations in 138 ^cities.
John Thorpe of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co., said
this network has grown from 900. channel miles in 1948,
„
J. B. Gould of Sylvania Electric Products Inc. told -of a town
that wanted tv so much, it built its own relay station to get it.
He said Emporium, Pa., (Pop. .3,646), is so deeply entrenched in a
narrow valley in the Alleghenies of Western Pennsylvania that it
could not receive the signals of nearby Johnstown, Altoona and
*
a
Buffalo.
The* problem was solved by installing a receiving and transmitting station on a hill 1,100 feet above the town. The VHF tv signal
Is picked up, demodulated and retransmitted down into the valley

Globe-Towing Producer
Phoenix, July

Simmering feud between local
radio-television broadcasters and
both Phoenix daily newspapers has
reached the showdown stage, with
decision by 'publisher Eugene C.
Pulliam to drop radio-tv news col-'

*

iimns from the morning Arizona
Republic and the afternoon Phoenix Gazette.
Action followed after Metropolitan Phoenix Broadcasters, representing top summit management,
demanded an “official apology” and
retraction of an editorial in the
Gazette charging radio and tv with
lacking “the facilities, knowhow
•

<

and news judgment

of

1

daily

the,,

press,”

Gazette
Editorial, written by
staffer Donald C. Urry, lashed out
at the broadcasting outlets for air-

ing reports of a possible storm ’in
the Phoenix area,
'‘Little more than jitters and inconvenience resulted from . unfounded reports of a ‘big blow,’”
1

editorial stated, '‘but that .was only

because most of those who heard
the radio and tv versions of a
‘weather bulletin took the trouble
to Check with other sources.
“The Phoenix Gazette
also
checked the unusual bulletin with
the result that it was not printed
In this newspaper because it, could
not be supported by official weather observations In the state. The
.

'

•

radio and television stations that
put the bulletin -on the air could
have done the same with no more
effort

than a phone
‘Scare*

call.

when

‘scare’ rumors
can
have disastrous results. This responsibility demands certain safeguards which neither radio nor tv

As media

possesses.

.

•

of entertain-

ment they are unexcelled*, but they
lack the facilities, knowhow and
news judgment of the daily press,
just as the press lacks their entertainment potential.”
Ink was hardly dry on the editorial before MFB held a meeting
arid

empowered prexy Dick Rawls

to reply to the charges in a letter
to Pulliam.
“For your information,” the publisher was told, “all of the radio
and television stations ‘took the
.trouble to check with’ reliable
•

sources and the U.

&

Weather Bu-

reau -concerning the coming ‘storm,’
‘big blow’ and ‘tornado.’
All radio and television stations
are
extremely conscious of their public responsibility, and, by virtue
of the Federal regulations imposed
upon them, must at all times meet
and: fulfill this public responsi.

bility

.

.

WRIGLEY'S AUDIO WRINKLE

ulations can afford television, acBrickhouse cording to NBC producer Caroline
Burke, who returned last week,
from a four-and-one-half-month
Chicago, July 5,
tour. Miss Burke, who couGum merchant P. K. Wrigley, world
pled her leave of absence from,
owner of the Chicago Cubs and NBC with an assignment taping inlong an exponent of merchandis- terviews for various of the net-!
ing the diamond, sport via radio work’s shows with top governmentand tv, is testing a new video officials in Asia, stated that in virwrinkle at the Cubs’ Wrigley Field tually .every country she visited,
homesite. He' has -set aside 1,200 television was viewed as. a means
grandstand seats as a special “TV of forwarding democracy through
Audio Section” equipped with a education and Cultural consolidaoverhead
speakers tion. „
of
cluster
which will carry Jack Brickhouse’s
In areas where the language
running commentary of the games problem is great because of a varias aired via the WGN<-TV tele- ety of tongues, video was viewed as
on a UHF channel.
*
casts.
a means of establishing and conWrigley concedes the piped solidating a common language. This
commentary may not find favor was especially true in Singapore,
with the hardened fans who keep for example. Radio in those areas
But it’s has to a large extent dissipated its
their own .score cards.
aimed primarily at those fans who potential because stations broadfirst got interested in the game cast in many languages, thus dethrough radio or. teevee and con- feating the purpose. of creating and
Boxing Managers Guild, Vidcast Producer, Slug It
sider the running gab part of the developing a common language.
sport.
If the experiment meets Language problem isn’t the only
Out as Charges Fly
with favor, it’ll be extended to one government leaders hope to
other sections of the ballyard.
overcome via ..television as an inThe speaker arrangement was strument of education, academic
Cleveland, July 5.
engineering chief and technical, for the dissemina- Fri. Slotting in
set lip by
Picketing (2) of the WEWS
Carl Meyers who has rigged the tion of agricultural information and
studio marked the latest clash begear to the “living room” volume for the spread of a national culChib’ Realignment tween the Cleveland local .of the
level.
ture, video is. seen as the best
NBC’s newly installed “National International Boxing Managers
instrupotential ..communications
Radio Fan Club” will be anchored Guild and Herman Spero, producer
ment of its kind.
in the .8 to 9:55 p.m. slot beginning of the hourJong 10 p.m. studio
Cost, however, continues to be Friday (A) and continuing through bouts for P.O.C. suds/
government
with
summer under disk jockey Bill „IBMG, which has ousted about
the
problem,
the key
divert Silbert. Friday’s guestars include 10 managers for permitting .their
Set Output for ’55 officials concerned lest they in
the
Eileen
immediate
needs
Barton, Terri Stevens, Jaye fighters to appear at the gate-free
from more
~
Washington, July 5.
creation of television. At this point, P, Morgan, Don Cornell and Sam bouts, charged that fighters are
Television receiver production only three Far East countries have (The Man) Taylor’s orch.
underpaid, mis-matched and “subduring the first five months of this television, Japan, the Philippines
“Fan Club’’ was launched June 17 jecting the fight game to ridicule.
year has been running about 40% and Thailand. In Japan, the gov- at 9 to 10 and the subsequent re“It’s getting so,” said A1 Delahead^of last year and gives in- ernment ha's set up large-screen alignment with upped time ran Monte, local president of the
dication of a 7,000,000 set output sets in public places, and it’s com- 8:30-9:55 and' 8:15-9:55 until this Guild, “that boxing as shown on
for 1955.
mon, says Miss Burke, to see large week’s decision to give the show a local tv is“a carnival; it’s degradAverage weekly turnout during crowds watching tv in public permanent berth running just short ing, and before long if this- continues, boxing will become somethe five-month period, according to squares, etc. In Thailand, the gov* Of two hours.
thing handled by cooking agents
Radio-Electronics-Television Manu- ernment .has also token over the
who’ll get a tv call saying ‘send
facturers Assn., was 154,000 sets. franchise on set distribution in the
us two lightweights, two middleHowever, this average cannot be hope of speeding circulation of the Frisco EducI
Station
weights and a couple of heavymaintained during the summer sets. In Manila, high tariffs on
weights for Saturday night’s permonths because of seasonal de- film and other Governmental pom-, Holds an Auction in Bid
formance.’ ”
clines in sales and production slow- plications have slowed the one telePat Yates, a vice president of
downs because of f actory vacations. vision operation down to a walk,
For Funds to Stay on Air the Guild who appeared On the
RETMA reports turnout of but as soon as a second station beSaturday night picket line, also
San Francisco, July 5.
3,238,000 tv sets for the first five ing planned gets into operation,
San Francisco’s KQED, non-com-, charged that boxers were undermonths, compared to 2,301,000 the competition in the strictly comunits in same period <of 1954. May mercial setup is viewed as likely, mercial teleduqational station on paid and said no professional
channel
up
tv’s
to
speed
legislation
9, took another long step fighter should appear on a fourstir
prqduction totaled 467,000 sets as to
toward staying on the air last week rounder for less than $100.
against 396,000 in May of last year. progress.
Producer of the fights, Herman
With a 12-hour tv auction that netSpero, vehemently denied Guild
ted almost $6,000.
T-he year-old station is seeking charges saying “we pay as. good as
$65,000 to operate the next' six or better purses ranging from $50
months. By the end of the year to <$250 per fighter, plus their exgeneral manager James Day thinks penses. We have been cleared for
large-scale support can be mar- Another 13 weeks of lighting Sat.
shalled from. big Bay Area corpora- (2) by the Cleveland Boxing Com-

Gum

Merchant

%

‘Pipes*

Ran Commentary

into Park

'

•

—

NBC

WGN

Tan

-

Rumors

“All of which raises the question of public responsibility in

times

Democratic governments in the
Far East are. looking forward to
the day when they and their pop-

5.

in ’UK

Sez

!

“The radio and television stations of this, association rightfully
feel that they have been damaged

TV

TV

-

.

i

I

.

mission,

tions.

Everything from chinchillas to
Cleveland AM and tv stations for
Washington, July 5/
Las Yegas round-trips were aucand WPTZJ
and injured by your editorial. The
Westinghouse did not act “under
Tuesday and
off
last
tioned
reasons for such damage and inWestinghouse revealed that when
(28-29), with volunteers
jury are obvious.
Among other duress” in swapping stations with the swap was proposed by NBC Wednesday
phones. All
station’s
the
manning
debusiness
the
things, the successful operation of I$BC but “made
the network stated that “it had
things auctioned had been donated
radio and television stations de- cision in the belief that the own- been offered the opportunity to ac,by local merchants.
pends upon the confidence of the ership and operation of stations in quire other Philadelphia facilities
Result brought total collected in
general public In the reliability of
but that ,it preferred .to acquire the
$45,000
news and other information re- Cleveland with NBC affiliation was Westinghouse stations if satisfac- two-week drive to nearly
and KQED has a firm promise of
of greater benefit to Westinghouse tory terms could be reached.”
ceived from such stations.”
$5,000 when.it reaches the $60,000
Last paragraph of letter de- and the public than the ownership
Since an NBC acquisition in
mark.
aird operation of stations in Phila- Philly would mean the loss .of its
(Continued on page 36)
affiliation, Westinghouse related, it
delphia without NBC affiliation.”
So the company told FCC last “had a choice of either operating ABC-TV PULLS
week in opposing a petition by its Philadelphia stations without
WGR-TV in Buffalo to withhold ac- NBC affiliations or transferring the
SCOPES TRIAL SPECIAL
tion on the deal on monopoly Philadelphia stations to NBC in
grounds and to throw it into a exchange for stations in another;
The ABC-TV one-shot commempackage hearing with NBC appli- •corrlhiunity. NBC* suggested Cleve- orating the 30th anniversary of the..]
cations to purchase UHF stations land and since Cleveland is the Scopes' Trial, planned for July 10,
in Buffalo and New Britain, Conn. .type’ of community in which W<est- has fallen through.
While ABC]
WGR will lose its NBC affiliation irighouse is interested in owning news & special events veep John
Atlantic Refining has taken the on approval of the Buffalo acquisi- stations, the agreement was made Daly still hopes to do the show
fore in football negotiations at tion.
with appropriate cash adjustment later in the summer, it’s definitely
DuMont for this coming fall. SponThe WGR petition, said Westing- reflecting the difference in value.”; out so far as July 10, the anni date,
sor has bought half-sponsorship in house, “seeks to create an aura of
Referring to a statement by is concerned.
the WABD 12-game coverage of the impropriety” about the exchange WGR that the deal at first seemed
Special fell- through for a variety
N. Y. Giants grid team, and it’s of stations but NBC was “within its to indicate a “conspiracy,” West- of reasons, among them the withalso expected to buy DuMont’s fa- legal rights.” While Westinghouse inghouse pointed Old that It is a drawal of the cast of “Inherit the
cilities (deb hires them on a tem- “may have preferred” to retain its major competitor of RCA in the Wind,” the Broadway click which
porary basis) for regional cover- Philadelphia affiliation with NBC, manufacture of radio and tv sets, deals with the trial, by producer
age of the Eagles and Steelers, it added, it “had "no alternative but tubes and other electronic equip-, Herman Shiunlin. Latter felt, that
Philly and Pittsburgh clubs, re- to face the problem and make the ment. Company said it took RCA the half-hour of “Wind” excerpts
spectively.
best
arrangement
business
it to court on an extension of RCA planned for the show would have
For the Giant coverage, WABD could.”
sublicensing rights under Westing- given away loo much of the legiter,
has yet to find a co-sponsor for
The decision to trade, Westing- house patents. It lost this litiga- hurting it at the b.o. Understood,
Atlantic. They’ll need one to get house said, was’ dictated in part tion, it said, and “has yet to enter however, that Daly decided to call
off the
hook on commitments by the $8,500,000 it paid for WPTZ into a new licensing agreement the whole thing off even before
(made before the extensive cable (TV) in 1953 and its desire to pro- with RCA following that decision.” Shumlin pulled out, on the basis
cutbacks earlier this year and tect that investment against “subWfestinghouse added that it is that he didn't have enough time
which .made a national pro grid stantial shrinkage.” Company had considering the manufacture of before the July 10 date to gather
lineup impractical for ’55) with allocated $5,000,000 of the pur- color tubes other than RCA’s. It up all the loose ends. Fund for the
the N. Y; team. Atlantic owns tv chase price as the value of the pointed out that it also sponsors Republic,
which was to have
rights to Eagle and Steeler games NBC affiliation. Revenues from the programs on CBS “but not on financed it, didn’t give its final" apin other areas, so the sponsor is station in 1953 and 1954, it said, NBC” and that it “no longer” re- proval until last Tuesday night
primarily responsible in that case justified this allocation. (NBC paid tains NBC as its national spot sales (28), leaving Daly only 12 days to
for co-sale.
Westinghouse $3,000,000 plus its rep.
put the entire hour together.

tinue.

KYW

and the

fights

will

con-

We .are .against boxing man(Continued on. page 30)
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Pittsburgh, July 5.
Brewing
Co.
has
tv rights
to the Pittsburgh Steelers football

Duquesne

bought both the radio and

games this season and will air
them on KDKA radio and tv, taking the pro grid play-by-plays away
from?

WWSW

for the first time.
outfit will broadcast everything on the schedule, both home
and away, as has been the custom
in. the past, but only the away
games are ..to be telecast.
Vic
Maitland,
who recently
shifted
from Walker - Downing
agency to Duquesne in charge of

Beed

promotion and advertising, made
the deal with Steelers club after
outbidding previous sponsors. At
same .time, Maitland announced
that Joe Tucker, on a loan from
WWSW, where he is the sports
director,
and Red Donley, of

WSTV-TV

is

Steubenville,

O.,

where Donley does a daily quarter-hour for Duquesne, would handle the tv with Bob Prince and
Ken Hildebrand on FM.
In past, sports promoters here have
been reluctant to be bankrolled
by a brewery, but resistence is collapsing. However, Branch Rickey,

general manager of Pittsburgh
Pirates, still won’t okay a beer
sponsor for his National League
entry.
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To ascertain, the degree of tenseness in people (for later application in supermarket consumer studies) marketing and opinion research expert James M.' Yicary has had his staffers counting the
number of eye-blinks per minute by tv performers.
Stop-watch treatment, Vicary discloses, proved that guests, on
tele casings has a higher rate of eye-blinks than show regulars.
He noted also that when the emcee or announcer of a program
is only 10 or 15 seconds away from delivering a commercial his
-You can see him anticipating probeye-blink rate goes up too.
lems," says Vicary. “You soon begin to watch television quite
differently.” The researcher .took note of another fact in motion
pictures he’s observed, he noted that those considered top thespians have a high, blink rate during ain emotional seene, while
other actors “barely blink at all.” Vicary offered no reason.
‘

That

Young

“palace

revolution”

at

‘Monitor’ Needs Monitor

Rubicam which saw the

8$

Though “Monitor” and.

agency’s radio-tv toppers seizing
.control over" timebuyirig from* the

media department was no mere

the

lated incident. On the contrary, it
served as a dramatic example" of
television’s new top-dog status at
most of the big agencies, and the
new shiny place of respect the television and radio director has found
in the eyes of both clients and the
top brass.

'

Washington, July 5;
Management plans to add 31 hours
a week of tv to DuMont’s WashGotta Be Lucky
on Aug. 1. It’sington outlet
Philadelphia, July 5.
one of the largest chunks of pro.Walter
Mrs.
Bradhering, of this
gram time to be added to any video
The city, was not at home recently
station at a single time.
when
.WPEN
called
to let her know
station, now going on at 2 p. m. on
weekdays, in the capital, will start she had won a trip to Spain, first
prize
in
a
program.
giveaway
exposure at 9 a. m. seven days a
Questioning of neighbors reweek.
Station figures that since the ABC vealed that Mrs. Bradhering and
doesn’t go on until her husband, a technical representaffil
ative of the Budd Co., Were in Eu1 p. m. and since the other two
outlets in the four-station market, rope on a combined business and
and WTOP-TV, carry NBC pleasure trip to. France, Germany
and CBS, respectively, shows most and Switzerland.
Contest was aired on “Mambo
of the morning, he’ll make an ay Cm
pitch for aqdience "via strictly local Dancing Party,” a two-hour nightly
programming. It’ll all be film this Latin-American show aired by
Pancho (Art Raymond). Sponsor
summer turning part live by fall.
programming and donor of the trip is a local fur
The added
officials are trycomes at a time when several thou- company.
sand Federal employees in Wash- ing to reach Mrs. Bradhering overington will be collecting about $25,- seas to tell her she can add two
000,000 in retroactive pay in- Weeks in Spain to her vacation.
Station management is
creases.
going to use the point in making
the pitch to local advertisers.
“Looney Tunes,’’ the kidpix that
Station uses nights for juves on
WABD, N. Y., are going in between
9 and 10 a. m. via WTTG along
with other kid films. Rest of the
time will be for* adult viewing primarily. Station is taking the GenTeleradio “Million Dollar
eral
Movie” that it now slates nighttime and will repeat it sometime
during the extended morning sked.
Chicago, July 5.
Also, 122 other feature films will
Combined action of Chicago and
get play before 2 p. m.
state broadcasting groups has sucLive programming plans include ceeded in sidetracking
a change in
for now a weather show and a half- the Illinois libei statutes

You

WTTG

•

WMAL

WRC

WTTG

WPEN

Though

It

won’t be a direct pitch at them, the
tele outlet will slot a Negro cook
In the strip in an effort to attract
a larger measure of the extensive
Negro market in the capital.

Everything’s
In

Kaycee

Up

to Date

Affiliations;

in ABC Tie
switch in Kansas City,

KMBC-TV
Affiliation

stemming out of the Wholesale
moreover of three Meredith Pubto. the CBS-TV
has been wrapped up, with
KMBC-TV moving over to ABC-TV
after several years as a CBS basic.
KMBC-TV,. the Cook Paint & Varnish Co. outlet, found itself without a network apd ABC without an
affiliate several months ago when
Meredith switched its KCMO-TV
(then the ABC affiliate) to CBS
concurrent with a similar switch

lishing tv subsids
side,

which
would have eliminated radio-tv sta-v
tions’ protection against defamatory remarks aired by political
candidates.
In • the windup session of the
state legislature last week Senate
and House forces reached an agreement on a bill now awaiting the
governor’s signature that merely
updates the state’s libel laws to
include television. Also added was
a proviso that truth is a Sufficient

all

implies involved an

of
several hundred
thousand dollars for its “Radio Central,” the NBC weekend marathan seemingly forgot /to take its name seriously

over the weekend.

News

wrapup

at

least

a

half-hour after the conclusion
of the Dodger-Pirates game
Saturday (2) had the game still
tied up;
Even if the wireservices were late with the
final score, “Monitor” could*
have gotten the. score by moniOr WOR-TV,
toring—
N. Y., both of which carried
the game.

The
R incident was just
one in a barrelful, most of them
restricted to. the agencies’ confines
,

That $25,000,000 D.C. Pay Boosts

name

outlay

iso-

Y &

telecast.

'

<>

1

*

.

hour cooking

23

1

•

.

hut a few leaking out here and
there.
At BBD&O, for example,
the radio-tv department succeeded
in going direct to one of the

WMGM

agency’s biggest clients and getting
the format of the client’s long-running series changed while the execs,
on the account knew nothing about
the change, and presumably still
don’t. That Bill Craig, a television
vet of the agency field, should be
among the trio that acquired control of the Weintraub agency fits
the pattern; so dhes the succession
of Norman H. Strouse, out of the
Detroit office, to the presidency of
J. Walter Thompson,
at a time
when automakers are television’s
biggest spenders.

onetime New York Sun staffer and
exploitation staffer with Columbia,
Paramount, UA and RKO, and
Richard E. Rlchnian, also with a
motion picture, exploitation background with Universal, RKO, Columbia and several indies. Fields,
who heads up the new unit, has
been with ABC's publicity department for the past two years. Exploitation
department,
though
hardly faced with the type of spectacular schedules which the new
NBC (Al Rylander) and CBS (Bob
Blake) units will handle, will be
geared to highlight the Warners,
importance to Metro and Disney projects on the

Net, trying to build itself
as the chief sports audio hookup,
has lined up a football sked for
next fall that is far larger than
anything tried before. In September, the web will air college and
pro grid games' on Fridays, Saturdays aqd Sundays, where in past
years a Saturday college game was
found supremacy of. the broadcast the usual maximum.
boys.
It's no longer "considered
It’s been learned that Mutual
safe to accept the recommendation will air pro football (by the Deof an account exec on a show; the troit Lions) every Sunday. Friday
client wants the showmen, the ex- nights the U, of Miami (Fla.) colperts, the radio-tv directors. Simi- lege schedule, and that includes a
larly, with time so tight, the media game With Notre Dame, is going
department can’t be given the task to be carried. ' Those are the new
of finding a network slot; the job parts, although there’s been some
is handed to the gents who carry
change from last year in the Satsome weight at the networks, the urday afternoon setup. Mutual is
specialists
again, the tadio-tv di- switching back to the collegiate
sports.

,

.

.

—

rectors.

“Game of the WCek” policy after
skipping it a year to carry an allNotrC Dame rundown.
The' continuation of a ND deal was believed squelched by the hassle that
Occurred last season with the Irish
Network. Both. Mutual and Irish
had contracts to air the gapaes oh
radio, ahd the former finally had
to agree to give up the games in
citi'es where the two networks conflicted.
This situation would have
made another season with ND. unfeasible for Mutual.
Meanwhile, Mutual has sold the
All-Star Football game sort of a
season preview on Aug. 12 to the
same sponsors who bankrolled
the game last year, Miller BrewNo
ing and All-State Insurance.
time has been firmed as yet for

instance, in particupoints up the situation.
It’s
no longer a case of convincing a
client that he needs television
there are more clients than there
is time on the major webs. The important role of the agency, besides selecting the right program,
is finding a good time slot.
The
latter

(Al) Seton to assistant manager
of publicity.
*
New exploitation unit added its
first two: staffers in Milton Mohr,

L/

Only second in
“companionate radio” in Mutual’s web, with the latter category infuture layout is the radio net- .eluding the upcoming “Mickey
work's ' increased
emphasis
on Mouse Club” as well as “Disney-

,

Simple fact of the matter is that
television has acquired a status
that radio never achieved.
The
sight medium now accounts for
more than 50% of the shillings Of
several of the* top agency, whereas
radio never copped more than
30%. And when a major client
pours $5,000,000 or $10,000,000 or
more into television, he wants that
investment well-protected, and. protected by experts, Hence the new-

.

lictty-promotion-advertislng setup,
particularly in the exploitation
sphere. First steps were taken last
week with the creation of a new
exploitation unit to be headed hy
Jack Fields, and the promotions of
WABC-WABC-TV (N.Y.) ad .supervisor John Eckstein to the new
post of assistant director’ of advertising - publicity - -promotion for
the network and of trade editor A.

.

.

The

With Its fall schedule due for a
sharp expansion highlighted by the
appearance of Warner Bros, and
Metro television shows, ABC has
initiated an expansion of its pub-

.

lar,

—

media departments, accustomed to
working in print media where
there’s always a page available,
must now operate in an atmosphere of. a time shortage, and in
many cases the agencies and clients
defense when backed by “good have found
the radio-tv directors
motives and for justifiable ends.” more adept at
wrangling a prime
This new stipulation earlier had slot out of the
networks. In short,
led to fears that it would weaken the radio-tv
director has become
the
traditional
legal
defense the man of the hour if he can
(Continued on pagfe 36)
clear it.
game

—

.

—

—

land.”

Overall expansion of the publicsetup will involve the hiring of
11 additional staffers between now

ity

and September, with Mohr, Richman and James F. X. Mullen new
as a copywriter in the advertising-

promotion sphere, are the first
three. Other additions include replacements for Eckstein at the local flagship and Seton in the trade
press slot. Latter is continuing to
handle the trade post until a replacement is signed on, then will
concentrate his duties on the new
post.

Structure of the integrated de-

partment
(advertising,
publicity
and promotion were brought under
one roof last fall in the web’s big
economy wave) has Gene; Accas as
1

boss-man, with Eckstein as nis
aide. Ernie Stern continues as publicity manager, with Seton serving
as his assistant.

fall.

;

Pawn, Marriage Brokers
Nixed

Com’l

&

potential advertisers, -who will be

start.

LIVE WITH A

and the Plotkin report, attorneys

New Brit.

List of Do’s
Don’ts
London, June 28.
A comprehensive list of do’s and
don’ts has been drawn up to guide
which

By JACK LEVY

in

TV

using

’

Trade editor will

report to Seton and Stern, as will
Fields with his new exploitation
setup. In addition, all-round contact work will be spread thinner
through addition of staffers by the

the

new commercial web

starts in

London on

Sept. 22.

has been drawn up by the Advertising & Advisory Committee of
the Independent Television Authority and is published as a 16-page
It

‘V’?

composed of applicants who
booklet.
have invested heavy stakes in long
The committee has drawn up a
drawn-out hearings for VHF chanlist of products and services which
nels, all of which have reached the
are barred from the airwaves.
stage of .examiners’ initial deciThese include moneylenders, matrisions, were forced to confine themmonial
agencies,
undertakers,
selves for the most part to the one
smoking cures, specifics for slimmajor “public interest” argument
ming and bust, development and
they had. This was that the people
ture,

representing. UHF stations gave the
commissioners persuasive arguments in favor of deintermixture.
They
were able to show the colof its WOW-TV in Omaha. It was
lapse of ultra high stations when
inevitable that KMBC-TV should
UHF
VHF
competition
developed and to
get together with ABC, and the weighty question which the FCC
deal was finalized last week.
faced last week during two days back up their contention that, exto
cept
a
limited
extent in certain
ABC also got KMBC-AM* the of oral arguments by some of this
fortune tellers. As an additional
34-year-old 5,000 watter, and Cook’s town’s best legal talent, on the markets, UHF and VHF cannot live in the so-called “white spaces” safeguard, the ITA directs that an
together.
(fringe areas) would be deprived of
in Concordia, Kansas, . on agency's proposal to “fleintermix”
advertiser who makes more than
The opposition to deintermix- service if the V’s were kept out.
side as part of the deal.
the
the channels in four key situations.
one product may not use his com-T-Regardless of Who Gets Hurt
What the Commission decides to
mercial for publicizing the brand
Neither the U’s nor the V’s could name or identification of an unacdo about the four cities concerned
.
70 Stations to Date
argue on grounds of equities and ceptable product,
(Evansville, Ind., Hartford, Conn.,
For Irish Gridcasts Madison, Wls., and Peoria, 111.) goes
neither tried. The Commission’s deA special code has been prepared
JUBILEE YEAH
far beyond their immediate encision, the agency had emphasized, in regard to medicines and treatChicago, July 5'.
must be made on broad public in- ments and a broad guide is given
All home and away Notre Dame virons. Their determinations, ilt’s
terest considerations, regardless of to agencies in the preparation of
football games will again be car- generally felt, will lay the pattern
who gets hurt.
ried this fall by the Irish Football for treatment of other deintermixadvertisements of all kinds, parOf course, there were sharp dif- ticularly those dealing with mail
Network, Owned by WSBT, South ture proposals and provide the clue
ferences between lawyers repre- order
Bend, Ind. To date 70 stations have for acceptance or rejection of a
and credit transactions.
senting UHF and VHF stations as Money-back offers will be barred
signed to carry the games. Under plan to hold the UHF fort in 23
1905 - If 55
to whether the U's can live with in all commercials.
the Irish web’s contract with the cities by shifting for use elsewhere
Previous acts
university, other networks will be 14 ungranted channels.
V's or how many V’s it t£kes to of Parliament bar advertisement*
allowed to carry only one home
eliminate the U's. During the argu- dealing with cancer, abortion, epiFortified with the recommendagame each.
tions of CBS prexy Frank Stanton
lepsy and other diseases.
(Continued on page 36)
I

Washington, July

To keep out or

tions in cities

let in

VHF

S.

sta-

where their

establishment might well mean the <leath of
the existing
outlets was the
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BEACH
LUX VIDEO THEATRE PREVIEW CONVENTION IN MIAMIJay
Mar-

CAMEO THEATRE

SERIES

CThe Inca *t Jerusalem’)

Wm

i Sir Cedric Hawbricke, Mary
Soott
produoer-Dtrector; Albert Me-

(Last Year’# Snow)
Steve Bredie,

<

Constance
Fond, Fata Laagton, Edgar BarSteven Geray, Forrest
rier,
Lewis, Jack Rutherford, others:
Script Editor*: Etihel Frank and
Ken Carpenter, host; Rudy
Peter Kertner
Schrager, music
<30 Mins.: Sun. (*), 10 *un.
Exec
Producer: Stanley Quinn
1NTL.
GAMBLE,
&
PROCTER
Producer: Cal Kuhl
CELLUCOTTON
Director; Earf
NBC-TV, ironi'Hdily^coa
H. Barnett
Writer:
( Bioiti'Beim-Toigo; FC&B)
‘

’

M

With

.

&

EM

With John Daly, emcee:
shall, Johnny Desmond, Pepper
Davis Ms Tony Reese, Folly Ber- ::
gen, Geoffrey Holder, Bess My- 444
Lee Ann Meriwether,
erson,
others
Producer: Paul Belanger
Director: Matt Hariib
Writer: Martin Southeimer
60 Mims., Poes. (£*), t p.m.

PHJLOO CORP.
ABC-TV, from Miami Beach
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the latest in taurant with the batoneer emceea succession of emcees on “Name’s ing. It< carried no great punch, but
•the Same,” coming in as a replace- Lombardo was a competent if effuCftifton

ment

for

Bob

is

Ray

sive -m.c. Morey Amsterdam was
on hand with Jus standard manner
and with many old jokes. Band
was okay in several numbers and

coincidentally

with the Goodson-Todman pander’s switch to a new Tuesday lime
on ABC-TV. Unhappily, Fatfiman
appears to have, been miscast for
,

CHutdlwis)
so were the Fontane Sisters in a
Basically, perhaps, the initial this particular show In spite of jazzy “Royal Garden Blues”’ Art.
that the late George Bernard Shaw," NBC-TV, from Hollywood
idea was sound: get your distribu- htis air of unhurried cordiality on
master of v 3the barbed wit in so
tors together at a glamor spot like the kickgffier last week (28>, be ap- p&TELTNE WASHINGTON
(7. Walter Thompson )
many of his plays, adso managed toFontainebleau Ho- peered bewildered by the Inanity witb Ann orrick, guests
In theory, the J. Walter Thomp- Miami -Beach’s
C
turn out some very mediocre ones.
tel, whip up a one-time tv program oi the entire affair.
came
up
-Coast
-the
-on.
Producer; Miss Corrick
son
crew
Which
“The Inca of Berusatobv”
line of products,
the
new
showing
Of ill -the kmgrunning panel 25 Mins., alternate Sunday, 12:05
of an idea for their
Albert McCleeiy produced and -di* with a corker
entertainment,
osf,
toss in some
all
p.m.
rected -as the first presentation on 'summer Lufc Video Theatre” se- tensibly for your 130,000 dealers shows on the air, ’‘Name’s” has the
the Cameo Theatre Sunday t3), ries-—idea being that “Lux” would and salesmen across the nation, least promising premise—the pan- (Sustaining
el has to,guess the name of a. guest WS0U-TV, New Orica™
produce store properties owned by
painfully proved the point.
that the public with .a moniker that’s the. same ns
the major studios as tv “tryouts,” but with the hope
'This is a forum-type show with
Written during World War 1»
excited about a celebrity, a .saying, even a simgiving the studios a chance to see will dial in -and get
unusual angles to make it an attenand first performed in London in how they stand up, critic-wise and the hew models.
ple noun (witness A. Male on last tion-getter. It is the only regularly
X917, “Inca” is a one-acter that audience-wise. It seemed a mutuHowever,
the idea last Tuesday week’s show). There’s little in the scheduled tv show originating on.
creaks in the joints, and not even ally beneficial idea, with “Lux” (28) was badly conceived and very way
of .amusement in the guessing
the artistry of a .Sir Cedric Hard- getting the benefit of good story poorly executed, Rower failure, game, and the panel and moder- C a pitolTHU which" has so freeWicke, and the capable support he properties and the. studios getting communications snafu, equipment ator have to make their own. On wheeling a format, such a variety
.of guests, and such a wide national,
got from Ms wife, Mary Scott,
an idea how the property would failure, bad sound, inept camera this segment, they weren’t very rather than .regional, Tange of subcould take the starch out of many look
without having to sink a cent work and shoddy direction all con- successful.
ijedts. It is the only one owned and
of tine lines.
tributed in making this a disjointin the venture.
Panel consisted <of Joan Alex- controlled by an individual station.
Mcdeery can’t be blamed too
Jayne Meadows, Roger rather than being made available
ander,
But if the premiere show in the ed, 'almost embarrassing affair.
much for latching on to. the Shaw series
And commercials—even a mid- Price and Marc Connelly, the lat- to
last week (30) is .any indicaalt the stations in a legislator’s
label for the opener. And for that tion, the studios are dealing from night
disk ioekey pitchman ter making his bow. Price got in
r
matter, “Inea’ in its second half the bottom -of the deck, or at least couldn’t hope to squeeze 30 min- ca dosing, droodlq, and. Connelly district In addition, it is unique in
being
a local show which has been
moments
sparkling
did have some
the bottom of their story pile. Co- utes ~of commercials into a 58-min- tried to pep things up, but that
«f clever dialog that sounded like lumbia Pictures whs the culprit in ute show as Philco did (the pro- was the extent of their extra-cur- the springboard for national news
an echo from plays that bene fit ted this ease, turning over “Last Yfear's gram went on the air two minutes ricular efforts. As for the game it- breaks. And, to brat, it is moderated and produced by the jomly Conto a greater extent from the Snow,” a novel by Don Tracy, late due to a power .failure). Some
It- was rather tiresome, and gressional radkHtv correspondent
Shavian nvit. “They call the Inca which. “Lux’s” S. H. Barnett adapt- of the commercials were thinly self,
Moore’s appearance employed by a single station on a
Terry
was
so
courage
to
the
vain because he has
disguised, but commercials they
ed for tv.
as a guest eeleb. The usually eru- fulltime basis—and a femme at
live” said Sir Cedric at one point,
“Last Year’s Snow,” a yarn about were: such as the underwater bal- dite Fadiman was reduced to stock
admiring his medalled chest in the a murder in « north woods lodge, lerina opening and closing the phrases throughout, and somehow that!
Alternating With a local show,
mirror.
was all plot and Situation, with no door of a.refrigera&or which rested appeared to be embarrassed >by it “Dateline New Orleans, ” .this one
It may be safely assumed that, characterization, motivation or ac- on the bottom of the swimming all. And who can blame him?
concentrates on the capital scene,
Chan .
in writing “Inca,” Shaw had in tion. Not only that, but the plot, pool; and the fashion show anwith special accent on Capitol Hill,
mind the German Kaiser and- was such as it was, reached a climax nounced by Bess Myerson in which
where it Is produced. Always introattempting to ridicule the bombas- at the halfway mark and bob- each model carried a Philco radio.
Sam Levenson has moved into duced
by personable, photogenic
Some of the commercials, done Herb
tically inclined emperor. It is the sledded downhill the rest of the
sumthe
from
Shriner’s spot
Corrick, it generally features
Ann
“progress
General
Electric’s
•a
la
widow
story of an impoverished
way. There was an edge of susmer as Jemcee of Goodson-Todwho seeks a rich Jiusband by be- pense until the heavy was mur- reporter,” were effective in pre- man’s “Two for the Money” -on one or more of the two New Orcoming a lady’s maid to a princess. dered. After that it was all anti- senting the public with informa- CBS-TV, and it’s good to have the leans Congressmen or Louisiana
Latter is supposed to marry one of climax, with a couple of trite inci- tion on transistors, industrial tv, teacher-turned-humorist back on Senators as interrogators, and althe Inca’s sons, When the Inca dents carrying the rest of the story. etc. Others were pretty much tv: His is The type of humor, which ways a guest of spot news ir/urest.
Occasionally, Miss CorriCk does her
himself, disguised as one of his
Cast couldn’t cope with this one. standardized plugs for receivers.
.to be repetitious, is
The action leapfrogged from the though tendingthe
own interviewing; always, though,
^equerries, comes to look the lady Steve Brodie was okay as one of
rehearing, _ and
enjoyable in
there is ft bid for national items,
exterior
ilie
commercials
hotel’s
to
received
by
himself
finds
•over, he
the lodgekeqpers, who falls in love
Levenson himself is so jovial
In with Constance Ford, .the guest to' the swimming- pool to the La- even in laughing at his own joke., and there is some local angle for
*>ur widow who plays it coy.
the
commercials
the
home folks.
Ronde
Room
to
the end surprise of surprises!
whose husband’s Murdered and
—that the spirit’s infectious.
On show caught, which was
•both parties confess they were who also happens to be the ex-wife to the music room, and then went
Format of “Two for the Money”
aware of one another’s identities of Brodie’s partner, Paul Langton. through much the same routine all seems ideally suited for Levenson, filmed for use last Sunday (26),
over again, never stopping in one
UVS. Ambassador to the UN, Henry
all along.
Miss. Ford, as a femme fatale,
suited to the forplace more than a few minutes. and Levenson's
Cabot Lodge Jr., was interviewed
All of Shaw’s plays are talky, played her role bravely but fell
Opening seghient is turned by Sen. Russell Long (D„La.> -and
mat.
the
snafued
commuApparently
apart
at the seams when she tried
but many of them manage to turn
over to the cotoie for a monolog Rep. Hale
nications system was responsible
Boggs <©., La,). And the
In the to pull off the noble gesture used
this into an advantage.
(which
is the forte of both Levenfor the faulty cuing that resulted
the closing combo of three such sock camera
case of “Inca” -on tv, the verbal as the climax of the story. Lang- in
wanted
shots son and Shriner) and
number
of
a
Hm
subjects
'all photogenic, all articuexchanges eventually got to he ton gave with the forthrightness hitting the screen.
In between, of
minutes ditto.
business late, and .all at ease before the
something of a bore. And Me- In good -style. For the supporting
Jay Marshall handled the intro- course, comes the serious
lenses is one which many a topCleery, even without a proscenium cast, it was mostly a case of gesof the quiz, which Levenson hap- rated entertainment show might
the
indoor
entertain
ductions
of
not-somaking
fcrch, could do little to add polish. turing, except for Forrest Lewis,
in
succeeded
pily
ment. Pepper Davis and Tony
well envy.
who
turned
life,
a
in
came
in
colorful
characters
never
to
few»heauts
job as a
His
used their nitery punch- serious, getting off a
Miss Corrick handles the intro
with
and possibly Shaw never meant drunken trapper. Edgar Barrier Reese
drunk pug interview bit; Johnny his pre-question interviews
straight, .and briefly, while signpff
them to, in the first place. If this was properly menacing as the hus- Desmond
contestants.
He
is the sort of
the
“Hearts and
warbled
is taken over in natural and inforwas theatre-in-the-round, the cam- band, Steven Geray sympathetic Flowers,” and Polly Bergen sang geniality that television could use
era work didn’t show it. Where it as the confessed murderer, and Jack a couple of numbers. In addition, more of, and it’s to be hoped lie’s mal manner by Rep. Boggs, one of
might have moved in boldly, it man- Sutherland authoritative but un- there was the previously men- around when the fall season starts. show’s most regular interviewers.
Chan. . •Office set lends itself to informal
aged to stay a respectful distance, derstanding as the sheriff.
fashion show, interviews,
format, and trio of Statesmen toss
Director Cal Kuhn couldn’t do tioned
Arena theatre was never like this,
of several Miss
and
introductions
the conversational ball around in
and McCleery’s similar efforts in much, in the^way of building mood America contestants (with, of
Paramount won’t take over the easy
and natural manner. Sticking
the past have been a lot more dis- or suspense either, and he’s not to course, a generous plug for Phil- Sabbath entertainment hopes of
closely to Ambassador Lodge’s speblame for what was essentially a
tinctive and impressive.
Colgate for several weeks yet, but
co’s sponsorship of the Upcoming
cial interest, international affairs,
the tele bankroller Is already showI^ardwicke as the Inca at times bad story buy. Neither was adaptor Atlantic City finals on tv)
subjects ranged all the way from
.seemed uncertain of his lines but Bernett.
Outdoors, the swimming pool ing its great amenability to the trade with Japan to the upcoming
The _ studios aren’t showing capie
•on the whole did well. Miss Scott
in for most of the action, major’s wishes. And it hasn’t done Big Four meeting, with some disenough
imagination
and
showman
bit
of
good.
a
gave- her part understanding and
with an artfull underwater balcussion of the Austrian peace
Last Sunday (3) amid the feath- treaty
she obviously has a well developed ship in their relations with tele- lerina,
and demonstrations of
and the 10th anniversary
sense of comedy. Supporting roles vision. “Lux” summer series gives water skiing and high diving. erweight frolic by Guy Lombardo celebration of the UN.
them
the
opportunity
for
a
they ought Geoffrey Holder and partner did from his L. I. restaurant and
were handicapped by lines which
One
good
homey touch that must
might have thrown even more ac- to take advantage of it with a real- an imaginative voodoo dance in shorter time from his “Arabian have gone well with the home folks
Nights” aquashow, the NBC-TV
Show was ly hot property. From the point of the surf bn the beach.
complished players.
was
sudden
exit of Senator Long
view
of correcting mistakes before
done on kinescope instead of live,
Top honors go to John Daly stanza gave away several minutes virtually in the middle of a senas originally announced, to comply actual shooting, there could be
who narrated the show from start of air time to offer an unadulter- tence. Despite a puzzled look, Rep.
heavy
payoff,
to
say
nothing of to finish. He struggled valiantly ated plug for Par’£ “We’re Nq Anwith a provision in Shaw's will.
Boggs took over, only to discover
building up apre-sold audience a
Hift.
to hide his annoyance with the gels.” Twentieth got' a plug for its
along with televiewers several
la , “Marty”
and “Patterns,” to equipment and human failures “How To Be Very Very Popular”
minutes later that the Solon had
name only a couple of instances.
but near the end' he could no and Lombardo got a plug In a sense heard the roll-call bell and dashed
Chan.
with
but
spectacle,
“Nights”
for
his
longer mask his vexation. It’s an
to the Senate floor to vote on the
Radio’s Oldest Stock Co.
even bet that Daly will hereafter these there was at least -a reason- Austrian peace treaty;
confine his conventioneering to the able amount of sincere tv diversion
In the past, station and show
Folds After 22 Years
political scene, which must seem as well.
made front page news when Sen.
-Since Par got so many more
quite tranquil by comparison.
Stuart Symington announced that
Detroit, July 5.
Colgate,
than
minutes
commercial
Due to the late start, or perhaps
he was “not interested and., not
Radio’s oldest stock company,
to the general confusion, the pro- which is thought of as the sponsor, available” for the Presidential race
the 14-man cast of “The Lone
gram ran overlong. Miss Myerson the Hollywood company by rights in ’56; when Rep. Sterling Cole,
Ranger” and "Sgt. Preston of the TED RAY SHOW
was cut off in the middle of a sen- should' have paid the network time chairman of the Congressional
Yukon,” folded last week after 22 With The O’Dells, Bruce Trent, tence,
The major’s exec pro- Atomic Committee, disclosed that
and there was no list of charges.
Margot Hielscher, Robert Beatyears.
Trendle-Campbell-Meurer,
ty, Judy Verity, Kenneth Con- credits and no further Philco iden- ducer Don Hartman did a celluloid the U.S. had a “deliverable” Hproducers of the two shows, will
nor, Nicolette Roeg, Ossie Wal- tification. All of which may well appearance “from Hollywood” that Bomb, and when Air. Sec. Harold
use recordings of previous* episodes
was full of Superlatives and only Talbott stated that the new Air
Don.,
have been for the best.
ler, Jean Cheah
in both series starting in Septem- Director: Bill Ward
superlatives about the picture. It
Academy would enter bowl games.
ber. “Ranger”, moves to NBC after 60 Mins., Sat., 9:15 p.m.
ing» *motori$t, troubled by an ad- was a direct and unsubtle appeal Guests have included Cabinet memits ABC berthing and ’‘Preston” BBC-TV, from London
vice-giving brother-in-law, and iii for tix buyers. Further diminish- bers, members of Congress, White
continues on Mutual.
At one time or another most of the. other, as a happy lifer in jail, ing the value of the Par segment House staffers and foreign diploPresent for the final live “Pres- Britain’s star comedians have had induced by a thug to break out. was the choice of clips from the mats-— quite a feat for a single
ton” show last week was star Bruce their own BBC-TV programs, but Both accented the knockabout an- pic. One of the two shown was so station.
Beemer (who had been the “Lone few of them have hit the mark en- gle. Although the two scenes were out of context, that-it gave the imCamera work, handled by stafRanger” for broadcasts and p. a.’s), tertainmentwise. Ted Ray could unrelated, there was a running pression that Humphrey Bogart, fers of the Congressional facilities
director Fred Flowerday, and ac- be the exception. His new series, gag, which garnered extra laughs Aldo Ray and Peter Ustinov were under direction of. Robert Cpar, i$
heroes
deamong
the
vicious
most
tors Graydon Goss, Rollon Parker, geared for broad public consump- and provided- a solid payoff situatopdrawer. And show has the spit
vised by Hollywood. Par was not and polish
Bill Saunders, Harry Goldstein. tion, packed with robust slapstick tion. In the latter sketch, Robert
of top web productions
give a representative
in- trying to
Flor.
of this type.
James Fletcher, Paul Hughes, War- and rich comedy sketches, rises Beatty stood out with a broad
terpretation of the hardened thug. sample of the feature film. It was
ren Colston, Tom D&ugall, Ernie above adequate specialty acts. In
Among the specialities fea- just out to whet interest.
contrast
to
normal
standards,
Winstanley, Gilbert Shea, Jack
North
Sheree
Twentieth gave up
greater attention has been paid to tured in the show, Bruce Trent
Lots of Coates on Coast
Petruzzi, Bob Dale and Ted Johnscripting and presentation, with emerged as a so-so tv personality to tv in exchange for a couple
Stone. Same cast, incidentally, had the
Los Angeles, July 5.
result that the show qualifies with a couple of pops; the O’Dells minutes in favor of “Popular.” Bealso done “The Green Hornet” for reception with audiences of all performed effective .acrobatics, and sides the trailer piece, 20th at
Paul Coates, L.A. Mirror columnsome years ago.
MArgot Hielscher, specially im- least permitted Miss North to sing. ist Who already has two tv shows,
grades.
The last 15 minutes of the 8 to “Confidential File” and “FlashRay himself has been a star per- ported from Germany, impressed
Boston—WBZ will air concerts former on the vaudeville circuit as a looker. Her vocal prowess 9 p.m. program were from Lom- back,” on the same channel, will
of the Berkshire Music Festival at for many years. His own BBC could not be judged from a couple bardo’s Jones Beach amphitheatre. now appear in a third for KTTV,
Tanglewood in Lenox starting July radio show has also been a top of inadequate entrie$. A few na- Camera caught some nice scenes, which is readying a cross-the-board
11. The programs will feature the program for several seasons, and tive songs would have been more including the extravagant 70-foot
“Paul
Boston Symphony with vocal and with the experience gained in the appropriate than her hit parade phony whale from which sang a program tentatively tagged
Instrumental soloists.
Berkshire two media, he has applied the entries.
male chorus. It was okay but it Coates Calling.”
entry
New
is a live remote show
tv
Music Center was established in right technique for his new visual
under
The show was smoothly directed wasn’t made to stand up
on which Coates will interview the
1940 by the late Serge Koussevit- series? In the show reviewed, he by Bill Ward, who concentrated camera closeups.
zky and the Boston Symphony Or- was featured in
Rest of the show came from day’s most newsworthy person in
two comedy on straight presentation without
Myro.
chestra.
Lombardo’s Eastpoint House res- L.A, each day;
sketches, in one as 'a long-suffer- fancy camera angles.
It is

a

sad' but undisputable fact

60 Mins., Thurs., 10 p.m.
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JOHNNY CARSON SHOW

THOSE WHITING GIRLS

'

V

"
'

i

"

"

'

I

LAWRENCE WELK SHOW

II

H

REVIEWS
TELEVISION
Ml——WO

With Margaret u4 Barbara Whit- With Barbara Ruick, Virginia Gib- With Alice Lon, Myron Floren, Jim With Steve Allen, Benny Goodman, Rex (Reason, Grant Wilson, Carson Family, Mel De
ing, Mabel Albertson, Tommy
Roberto, Larry Hooper, Rocky
Chandler, Muriel
liams, Jeff
Wayne, others; music director,
Rockwell,
Dick Dale, Jerry
Cook; mimic, Eliot Daniel
Landers, Tommy Rail, Fat CrowLud Gluskin
Burke
Producer: Sam Marx
Brennan
Bill
Piper Laurie,
Producer:
ley,
Tony
Curtis,
Exec
Producer:
J.
Jerry
ThOrpe
Sam
Lutz
Director:
Jane Howell, Mara Corday,
Producer; Edward Sobel
Writers: Madelyn Pufh, Bob Car- Director: James Sheldon
Danny Dayton, others
Writers; Carson, Seaman Jacobs
Director: James Hobson
roll Jr.
'

30 Mins/, Thurs., 10 p.m.

30 Mins., Mon., 9 p.m.

GENERAL FOODS, PROCTER & REVLON, GENERAL FOODS
CBS-TV, from H’Wood
GAMBLE

60 Mins.; Sat., 9 p.m.

Producer: Jack Rayel

ABC-TV, from Hollywood

Director: Dick McDonough
Writer: Don McGuire
90 Mins,, Sat. (2), 9 p.m.

DODGE

(Weintraub; Y&R)
(film)
Totgo
It’s always jet-propelling for the
beaver
set to be in on talent
ego
Though "I Love Lucy'* has been
discovery. CBS-TV has been touthiatusing ever since it hit the air,
ing Johnny Carson as if he’s althis is the first season Desilu has ready arrived as a major leaguer
managed to coma up with one of in the comedy field. Such a buildfact can hurt,
its own packages as a summer re- up before the actual
perhaps Carson can overcome theplacement. That CBS-TV Monday
enthusiasm in hi* behalf. That

CBS-TV, from Hollywood
(

Y & R;

Blow,

}

(Grant)

.

There are few regional show biz
names around today. The performer who clicks in Hollywood
can do the same* in Hoboken and
video and overnight plane transportation have removed all coastto-coast and even intercontinental
intra-mural
trouble barriers. But Lawrence Welk ia
there was some
preceding last week’s (30) preem one of those rare regional phenoms.
is indicated in the fact that Bill
Welk; who is a* product of the
Brennan is sole* producer, Joe;
Bigelow having exited, with James Dakota area, is a potent band name
in
the far west. Some of his oneSheldon stepping in for Seymour
Berns*on the staging (Berns shift- night grosses have been spectacuing over to Frankie Laine’s up- lar in that territory and his platcoming summer’ show on the web). ters for „ Coral Record have been
This doesn’t sound like everyone- consistent sellers there. Welk, who
behind the scenes was in agreement has been playing regularly at the
on how -best to Showcase Carson.* Aragon Ballroom in Santa Monica
for the past several years,, has also
Carson- s rep, asr far as the Coast been a regular on KTLA in Los
is concerned, was built in part on
Angeles since 1951.
his pinchhitting stint for Red SkelWith this Dodge-bankrolled seton when the -latter had an accident
during, rehearsal. As a summertimer ries, Welk is making his coast-toand- regular, the 20-year-old has, coast bow with a pleasing and .unbeen a substitute for Jack Faar on pretentious musical stanza: It isn’t,
"Morning Show," relieved Robert however, likely to make him a ball
fire east of -the Mississippi.
Q. Lewis as ai\ afternoorier and of
Welk, whose trace of Germanic
headed up "Earn Your Vacation"
last year. (Paar is now a daytime accent doesn’t impede him from
host
himself,
having departed being a genial emcee, heads a neat
"Morning Show").
show band. His, brand of riiusie,
Carson has a self-effacing man- called "champagne music," is sweet
ner and a quiet sort of charm. His and bouncy, with accent on accortiming' is okay.' As to material (writ- dions; fiddles, organ- and reed for
ten
by himself and Seaman a sound whose lineage certainly
Jacobs), it was an uneven mixture traces back to Guy Lombardo. It’s
of standup comedy, walkie-talide, easy to take and particularly suited
satire and nonsense on the preem. to*. hoofers, whether in the- foxtrot
*
'
He opened a la Edward R. Murrow or polka grooves.
on "Person to Person" to. intro
As*, a video layout, this show, sufwife Jedy and their three little fers fronr the same defect as most
boys-—which had no place in the other band shows. It’s static. The
show unless expertly done, which cameras are fixed on the bandit wasn’t. His magnum opus— ap- stand, with an occasional shot of
parently to be used as a regular dancing couples in the studio theaframework was a not too badly tre audience or an infrequent procontrived series of takeoffs on the duction setting for a vocal number.
news as actually telecast.
Welk’s roster of performers in
Best of these was a quickie in- his organization partially help to
terview of Mel DeWayrie, collegiate overcome this flaw. Young and entrampoline champ, as both made thusiastic, Week’s vocalists and
their ups and downs on the ap- sideman add some verve to the
paratus. The inevitable skit was show. Top spots are given to songi

1

a perfect sliowca-ser for
property, and "Those Whiting: Girls’* ordinarily might Ibe able
to make the regular-season grade
on the strength of this exposure
Happily, Madelyn Pugh
alone.
and Bob Carroll Jr., the "Lucy"
at 9 slot is

a new

scripting team, have come up' with
a crisp comedy segment; the combination makes for a strong entry

for the fall sweepstakes.

"Those Whiting
ably. the
series

first

Girls’*

is

themed on

a.,

prob-

comedy

Situation

sister act,

and

the Whiting, girls, Margaret, the
thrush’,
and Barbara, the
w.k.
lesser-known singer-comic, rise to
the opportunity like a couple of
professional comedians. Miss Pugh

,

and

Carroll have cleverly cast
Margaret in the role of an acidtongued straightman, leaving tlie
.energetic Barbara the slapstick and
high jinks. The pair strike a good
balance, with Margaret delivering,
some acerbic lines in high style
ahd Barbara demonstrating a natural comic flair that should project
her far beyond her current
younger-sister orbit. Mabel Albertson, as their mother,* fits nicely
into the setup with a wry portrayal.

Producer

Sam Marx and

^

.

’

.

.

the

jjcripters haven’t lost sight of the
fact that the girls are primarily

—

singers, and they get A good chance
avail themselves of the fact.
They spin off a medley of their
late father’s, Richard Whiting’s,
hits, and work in some slapstick
via a record pantomime bit with
Barbara doing the mugging. Eliot
Daniel’s musical direction is topnotch, and Jerry Thorpe’s direction kept things at a swift pace.

to

-

with Virginia Gibson, as his wife,
pegged around the horrible prosIncreasing practice of basing pect of spending an evening
at
comedies in part on real-life, as in home while the tv receiver awaited
the case of Danny Thomas and repair. It
was not particularly
"Lucy" itself, seems a good bet. imaginative. Barbara Ruick, a regBut as to the sister gambit,* let’s ular, delivered a tame
treatment of
hope it doesn’t become a trend.
"If I Were a Bell." Jana Lund
Chan.
billed as guest singer-dancer, didn’t
appear.
Carson replaces the axed "PubCHANCE OF A LIFETIME
lic Defender" and so far he’s listed
With Dennis James, others
to ride the time into next for
Producer: Herbert Moss
Bevlon and General Foods, the
Director: Lou Sposa
alternating sponsors.
T rau.
30 Mins., Sun., 9 p. m.

stress

ing show

ping

Plugs for the auto sponsor are

,,

:

—

—

t

•

1

hour via film
from Welk.
Herm.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK
With Lindsey Nelson, Radcliff .Hall,

Bob Wilson, others
Director: Jack Dillon
Writer: 'Dennis Dalton
30 Mins., Fri., 10 p.m.

NBC-TV, from N. Y.

°

*

assist

v

GILLETTE

"Chance of Lifetime’* had been
(D’Arcy)
running blong so smoothly on
"Soupy Sales" is the name of the
program
as
well
as the sole human
DuMont that emcee Dennis James
inhabiting the show which replaces
founij it necessary to assure tele- "Kukla,
Frau and Ollie" for- the
viewers’ that the show wasn’t go- summer.
It's the first regularly
ing to change even remotely in aired sponsored network stanza
out
of
Detroit,
via WXYZ, where
shifting back to ABC-TV last Sunthe man in. the title foie has apday (3). James, hr his heavily inti- parently hiade a- certain reputation
mate style, used the opening] as a- comic, appealing to the’ kid
several minutes, of the show as a trade. He has. ah expressive, slaphappy face, an especially tight
preamble, not just to assure status crewcut,
and he carried on with
quo but also to make an undis- madcap abandon throughout the
guised 'pitch for audience. There’s quarter-hour stint, even unto the
something immodest about the way blurbs for Silvercup Bread’.
Assisting Soupy fti the frantic
James flavors everything he says
with that "trust me’* quality. Yet excursion which
somehow aphis sponsor? have publicly lauded peared to- come into focus and make
him for selling their products with some sense thrpugh a very simple
story line* are . sundry puppets
it, despite relatively low ratings.
with such real gone monikers as
It Was a rough, night in many
respects for the emcee. He did- a White Fang, a giant dog and very
lot of stumbling over wordst which wicked; Black TOoth,' his cousin
and extremely kind; Marilyn Monis not like him. Perhaps he felt
uneasy alluding to- "another net- wolf, their sexy Mend; Herman,
work" in Updating the audience.' the Flea, a pal of White Fang's”,
and Willie the Worm, a sickly creaHe seemed to feel that he couldn’t ture
wha lives, in a potted plant
mention DuMont by name. _ Lots
of his humor was leaden and he Also in. the dramatis personae at
the opening show was a talking
chose to repeat one line over and
over again so that the little centipede, and behind the scenes
laughter there was was gone by was an octopus.
Soupy is the foil for the mob and
the third time he said it. Redundant joke was occasioned by they are seldom shown in full
body,
with a good deal of the acthe championship competition between ' dancer-singer Danny Car- tion in closeup as Soupy fights off
the
puppet
citizens. In addition to
roll, who won,, and holdover victor
the story action. Soupy displays
(from
DuMont) singer-musician the kind
of
"words of wisdom" on
Danny Davis. James insisted on a
blackboard which evidently are
saying "I’m ;surea Danny Is going
also intended, to please the parents.
to win" many different ways.
At Monday’s (4) premiere he also
Carroll will return next Sunday did a speedy "Sbupy Shuffle" for
(10) to try for another $1,000 by his finishing
attack. All in all, he’s
defeating the winner of the com- quite a kid—clean and not too viopetition between two performers lent. Moppets will probably
veer
during the show’s first 15 minutes. to him since almost the entire apCarroll has a neat terp style though
his singing isn’t the best.
Art,

was Welk’s polka stepa 65-year old studio

and a verbal

Producer-Director; Peter Strand
ABC-TV, from New York
15 Mins.;
(Lennen & Newell; Cunningham GORDON Mon.-thru-Fri., *7 p.m.
BAKING CO.
& Walsh )
ABC-TV, from Detroit

1

(2)

with

slotted every quarter

SOUPY SALES

(Alt.)

accordionist

guest.

‘

LENTHERIC, EMERSON DRUG

Lon,

Alice

Myron Floren, and a flock of sidemen who double as novelty, singers.
One of the best bits on the open-

CAESAR PRESENTS
With

Fester,

Phil

Hayes

Bill

Barbara Nichols,

Bobby SherNorton, Sid Gould:
Martha Wright, guest
Producer: Sid Caesar
Staged by: Carl Reiner
Writers: Charles Andrews, Selma

wood

Cliff

Diamond, Lou Solomon^ Sheldon
Keller, Mike Stewart
Music* Director: Bernie Green,
60 Mins., Mon., 8 p. m.

OLDSMOBILE

AMERICAN CHICLE LEE LTD,
RCA
NBC-TV, from New York

NBC-TV, from Hollywood
(D. P. Brother.)

NBC-TV rolled out the red carpet to Universal-International
for this 90-m i n u t e spec, but
what passed over that carpet
was not particularly impressive-;
Overall average was just
fair, and this wedding of pix and
tv was not auspicious fori either
medium.
Of course, from UI’s
viewpoint it got virtually 90 minutes of plugs for its pix and pactees, and that certainly satisfied the
.

(

D'FS; Erwin Wasey;

K&E

Like some of the other major
comics on tv, Sid Caesar is delivering

up

his

own summer

placement package designed
keep the Monday night 8 to 9
on NBC-TV
warmed up

—

—

(15) after next.
4

Appeal of the various sports
events lensed wasn’t of consistently high quality during the initialer.

There were a few weak

spots.

The

preview of the probable lineups
game next
week lacked the kick of the coverage of the recent Yanks-Gleveland series, for instance, although
Dalton and director Jack. Dillon

for the baseball All-Star

:

reto
slot
till

"Caesar’s Hour" returns for the
’55-’56 semester.
the viewer.
This Summertime entry is tabbed
Presents,” with the comic
On Steve Allen’s- coming, to UI "Chesar
doing .control room duty as proto play the lead in the Benny
ducer of the hour filler (and
Goodman biopic was pegged the .Caesar’s
regular sidekick, Carl
premise for this show, and whileReiner, credited with the staging.).
the running hit was. funny at times,
It has its own stock company of
the program as a .whole was so inperformers including Phil Foster,
cfaoesive there were long spans
Bill Hayes, Bobby Sherwood as
when "Movieland" seemed to for- host,
Cliff Norton, Sid Gould and
get all about Allen.
Barbara
Nichols,
with
Martha
There were sporadic moments of Wright as the initial guest
star,
solid entertainment as well as some (Next
week, Jaye P. Morgan).
players who showed talent and fine
Originally it was Caesar’s intent
dramatic
from" the to, base the summer series on
the
studio’s
upcoming "Bright Vic- misadventures of a traveling band
tory," reenacted live, with Rex
doing one-niters, with Foster as
Reason and Grant Williams dis- the bus driver, but
somewhere
playing depth: in their emoting. K along the
line the whole idea misJeff Chandler sang the "Foxfire" fired and they settled for a revue
pic title tune he disked for Deecay format. On the basis of Monday’s
leaving- in- inevitable plug (and (4) preem, this show should have
clip) from the pic in which he got lost, too. Even as hiatus time
stars.
Allen and Muriel Land- fare it made for trying viewing.
ers, later seen as a scrubwoman,
Major accent was on comedy,
teamed on- a good ducting of "Two and it was precisely in this area
Lost Souls." Benny Goodman had where "Caesar Presents’’ was woetrio
it
a
but
wasn’t his old one; fully lacking. Foster has demonworking over a few tunes, and strated in the past that he’s a
Keith Andes came off well sing- comic of considerable talents, but
ing “Eagle and Me" as' did Tommy this time up he didn’t have
a
Rail’s terping.
chance. It took no less than five
But these portions were far out- writers, most of whom have played
weighed by the rest of the show. around the bigtime tv comedic cirFat Crowley showed scant vocal cuits, to throw Foster and his assavvy in thrushing "Cheek to sorted stooges for a heavy loss.
Cheek,’’ but was a bit better at Burden of the comedy contribs
hoofing.
Tony Curtis sketch was centered around Foster’s operation
materially weak and Audie Mur- of a corner drugstore, with Miss
phy looked ill-at-ease in a brief Nichols as his wife; Sid Gould as
interview. Piper Laurie’s warbling the inevitable "cuffo" lounger and
n.s.g. Moppet Tim Hovey was used Cliff Norton hired as the clerk. As
to intro a scene from "Private an idea it had-and still has-intrinsic
War of Major Ben&on.’’ Mara Cor- merit, but the humor and the situday, Dani Crayne, Jane Howell and ations were far more frantic than
Allen were victims of flabby sketch funny.
material as was Danny Dayton,
Another comedy sketch porplaying a casting director.
trayed Foster, Gould, Hayes, NorProducer Jack Rayel imparted no ton, et al. going through the mooriginality
in
the presentation. tions of seals, mating calls and all,
Don McGuire’s staging and writing but here too the desired hilarity
were below par for course. Dick was “elusive.
Otherwise
McDonough's direction was much
"Caesar
Presents’*
too slow.
Oldsmobile picked, up hewed to a hackneyed revue forthe ticket, tossing in five blurbs mat as Sherwood hosted a variety
of turns highlighted principally by
during the 90 minptes.
Daku.
Hayes’ vocalizing (with some unpretentious choreography as background); a medley by Miss Wrigjit
ARTHUR
PARTY
With Kathryn Murray; Teresa and the entire company indulging
Brewer, Bil & Cora Baird, Hilde- in some musical capers for the
finale.
garde, Ray Carter’s Orch
On the preem Cafesar did an “in
Prod.-Dir.: Murray
person" for the intro and closing.
30 Mins., Tues., 8:30 p.m.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS, TONI
Rose.
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
JACK PAAR
(Grey, Tatham-Laird)
The summer's first "Arthur With Ediili Adams, Jack Haskell,
Jose Melis
Trio, Hal Simms
Murray Party" (there’ll be 12) was
a modest affair "in honor of" Hil- Producer: Ted Fetter
degarde.
Latter had the shows Director: Kirk Alexander
second segment pretty much to Writer: Paar, Larry Markes, Sid
Rcznick, Bob Howard
herself and, with her usual poised
showmanship, was easily the best 30 Mins., Mon.-Fri„ I p.m.
reason for attending. If this Seems Sustaining
ungracious to hostess Kathryn CBS-TV, from New York
Jack Paar, who moved off the
Murray, what can. be said when
Teresa Brewer has to sit it out CBS-TV "Morning Show," has
after an opening two-minute stint? taken with him the bulk of the enIt’s nice to be able to squander tertainers from- that program in a
talent, but Brewer fans probably Situation which results in virtually
the same kind of rnfertainment
felt betrayed.
Bil and Cora Baird and their purveyed by the early ayemer, but
puppets had: the second spot, doing which has the added virtue of peran interview between Edward R. mitting the participants to sleep
Bowwow and a family of. White later in the morning.
Paar, abetted by Edith Adams,
House squirrels. It was a chance
for some nice satire,, but the han- Jack Haskell and Jose Melis Si
dling was much toe tepid, as if Trio, has a felicitious gift of offsomebody was afraid of somebody. the-cuff humor, or at least it comes
The payoff; was a golf ball (natch). out that way. It’s a session that’s
Arthur Murray, who’s supervis- easy to take, has a graceful air of
ing the parties, tutored a new informality and a literate brand of
number, the meringue, but the entertainment which unfortunatemamba's probably still safe.- His ly may not be savvied by the hausmissus teamed with Peter Gladky frau who might have stayed on folin a hobo terp routine, and it was lowing "The Guiding Light," ditime, fori Hildegarde, who made rectly in front of the Paar airer,
Paar on his preem gol a zany
her comer cozy with some ditties
from the ’20s and full treatment of spirit into the show. He did a bit
her "Je Vous Aime" specialty. Ray on Davy Crockett being interviewCarter's
orchestra
provided a ed by^the local unemployment insurance office and a takeoff on
smooth background.
Five-Day Deodorants sales spiels "This Is Youri Life," both of which
were unobtrusive' but the general got a good quota of laughs and
production approach was ordinary. showed some ingenuity on the part
At 8:30, even of a summer's eve- of the performers and writers.
ning, it needs to be x livelier Miss Adams and Haskell sang their
soiree.
Gebr.
^ay'fti^b'VifewWbfcfie'ptSride Jobi.

even

studio,

if it

probably didn’t

sequence

,

'

’

)

It’s all very well for comics to
double, as packagers-producers, but
to
persuade the long-suffering,
sweltering, viewer that this standard of programming will invite relief certainly rates a misdemeanor
ra®.

MURRAY

(Maxcn)
This season’s "Highlights of the
Week in the World of Sport," the
Gillette’ Friday night replacement
for the fights during: the summer,
seemed a considerable improvement over what was offered last
year as a hotspeller. Shows are
essentially .the same: feature coverage via films of recent sports
events but in this year’s preem
(1), choice of film footage was excellent for the most part, And the
narration written by Dennis Dalton
was clean and usually managed to
find the* most exciting springboard
for every event included'. The Gillette-bankrolled half-hour at 10
.p.m. via* NBC-TV will continue, for
the remainder of the summer, with
the exception. of the live coverage
being offered, the Ray RobinsonRocky Castellani fight on Friday

didn’t let the potentially dull AllStar preview lag quite as much as
it might have:
It’s unfortunate
there aren’t enough summertime
sports events with- the intrinsic
dramatic appeal of the swim races
between Russians and- French that
were, included in the stanza. The
natural punch of that part was
once again aided by the writing.
Various voices of Lindsey Nelson,
Radcliff Hall, Ray Barrett, Fred
proach of his "act" is calculated to Capossela' and. Boh Wilson were
elicit sympathy.
Trim.
Art.
<all good' in narration.
.
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Last week

NBC Television

transported 40,000,000 viewers out of their living rooms into the

World. Forty cameras, 32,000 miles of cable and
playground; turned ninety-minutes of a
Critics
in the

from

east to west

relays, a

Monday evening

6,

1955

Wide Wide

thousand technicians turned a continent into a
into a national holiday,

spoke up for delighted audiences: "‘Superb entertainment/" wrote J.

P.

Shanley

New York Times. “NBC’s Wide Wide World gave us a Wide Wide Thrill/’ said Irv Kupcinet in the

Chicago Sun-Times. “The most ambitious use of electronics to date/’ said Daily Variety in Hollywood.?

That was the

new

places,

new

first

faces,
>

Wide Wide World. The mobile
new

units are organizing

new assignments,

searching out

surprises for the next performance.

*

And NBC is staying right on top of the world. Out of the problems and realities of this troubled century

A
Wy

27
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*

a series of

compelling programs

an exciting look
will see

at

is

being created

your world of tomorrow;

is

— programs with the impact of a banner headline.

“Nightmare in Red/* an hour-long dramatic
*•’

years,

you

communism, and/ -The Jazz Age,

history of Russian
*

on Americas boisterous “bubble

1976,”

a telementary scheduled for October 9. Later this fall

**

J

.

a report

41

both part of NBC’s “Project 20/’ “Young India/* a study
4

of what India

All this

is

is

today, has

been filmed in color by

a part of the

NBC

NBC and

is

scheduled for November showing.

design for television ... to present the real world

— the world of enter-

tainment, of enlightenment, of information, of conflict and debate.

Television like this has given

make

it

NBC

a point to be where the audience

its

commanding

leadership in audience.

And wise' advertisers will

is.

See

NBC Television,

“The Meeting at

8:00-9:00.

the Summit’*

on

P.M. EDST, Sunday, July

17,

the eve of the Big

Four Conference.

•

*

Wednesday

TV-FILMS

28

’

-

ABB

40 to 60

on a monthly

basis•

Cities will

ARB

be rotated each week , with the 10 top-rated

and

film shows listed in each case9
ratings- are furnished by

reported by American Retearch Bureau

cities

shown opposite

their competition

based on the

9

.

All
v

latest reports.

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent information about film in each market, which can be used by distributors , agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

show

Attention should be paid to lime

in the specific market.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS

AND

**

STATION

TYPE

PHILADELPHIA
1.

Waterfront (Myst)

Superman (Adv)

.WCAU.
.WCAU.

3.

Liberace (Mus)

.WPTZ.

4.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst) ..WPTZ
The Falcon (Myst)
.WPTZ.
.

.

MCA .............

Wed.

.

4.
5.

Life of Riley (Com)

Led Three Lives (Adv)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KTTV
KTTV

Stories of the Century (W)

8.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst) .KNXT....

.

.

8 . Science, Fiction, Thea. (Adv)

Superman (Adv)

.KTTV.,
.KTTV...

.

.

1. Little

4.
5.
6.

8.

9.
9.

Sat

Ziv. ...;
f

•

30.5

45

7.3. ...

.

.

'

•

7:00-7:30

.

.

.

.

.

.29.5

7:00-7:30

.

.24.3.

.

22.0

.

..

.

.

Foreign Intrigue (Adv),
The Whistler (Myst) ....
Sherlock Holmes (Myst)
Waterfront (Adv) ......

.

.

..

20.8

...

8*30-9'00

...

.

9:00-9:30

....

.Mon. 10:00-10:30

.

.Tues.

..

8:00-8:30

.Sat.

6:30-7:00

38.9

Pond’s Theatre
This Is Your Music
Stage Show

...

....14.5

...

14.5

...

.14.4

...

.Fri.

10:30-11:00

.

.

...

82
72

17.0 ...... ...

46
72
54
75
26
44
28

7:00-7:30

....16.8...... ...

7:00-7:30

..;.16.4..<...

V .Sat.

UM&M. ..

MCA

...

..

....

Sun. 10:00-10:30

CBS

... .20.8,

.... 18.5

Fri.

6:00-6:30

.

7:00-7:30

62.3

23
27

.Sat.
.Sat.

43.6

v

..

....

Mon. 10.30-11:00
Wed. 7:00-7:30

....14.8...... ...
... .14.1
, .

13.2

.

...
,

.

12.7
19 7

..
.

....

.

...

...

49.2

Robt.

62.0

Life With Father

52.7

M. Liebman Presents.

.

KNXT

WEWS

(5),

.

25.4

.

25.6

Superman
Cowboy G Men

. . ,

36.6

I

23.5

Life With Father
The Whistler .........

30.,1

...

19.8

...

54.4

.

.

.

30.1

.

.

.

46.0

. .

18.6

.*12.0

. , .

8.1

... ....

7?2

..20.3

...

...

Law

Comedy Carnival ....
Young .......
Gene Autry
Studio One
Loretta

..13.3

.

WXEL

.21.8

(8)
4.6
6.1

11.5

4.4

...... 13.2
4.1

31.5

WXEL
...

All Star Theatre

.

15.7

. . . .

... .. ..13.6

....WEWS
....WXEL
....WEWS
....WXEL
....WNBK
....WXEL
....WNBK

:

'

f

(7),

... ....

..

.

.

...

..

.

the

8.0

.

*

.

.

.

...

:

Theatre

Montgomery

;

KABC

KNXT
KNXT

Show

Stagfe

G E

Am

......14,3

..

66.9

(3),

6.3

....... 6.7

6.2
,

.

...

68

...

.

;

(5),

KNXT

63.0

—WNBK.

25.3

(13)

.KNXT
.KNXT

Now

.... 57..

Stations

..

KRCA (4), KTLA
KTTV (11), KCOP
It

...... .12.1

.WPTZ
.WPTZ
.WPTZ

(2),

(9),

48
32
30
25
30

....... 8.2

.WPTZ

See

...

...... .20.9

.WCAU

Harry Owens

...

.

—KNXT
KHJ

.WPTZ

.WCAU

Superman
Award Theatre

56.7

19.1

..

f

50.8

... .17.0

.

.

,

48.'.

.

.

...

... .20.0., ...

.

CBS
CBS

WNBK.
WNBK.
WEWS.

(10)

.WFIL
.WFIL
.WFIL

,

...........

52

.

...

8:00-8:30 .....

Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6:30

WXEL.
WXEL.
WNBK.
WXEL.
WNBK.
WEWS.

16.3

„
Hattons

..Sat. 7:00-7:30

..

39.8

...
.

Sat. 7:30-8:00

WEWS

Rascals (Ch)

.

7.

......

.

.

Approx. Set Count

Annie Oakley (W)
1 Led Three Lives (Dr).
Badge 714 (Myst) ......
Gene Autry (W)
Buffalo Bill Jr. (W)

3.

!

.

—1,050,000

CLEVELAND
2.

26

19.9

.Sun.

.

Ford Playhouse
Stage S
Best of Broadway,
;
Mystery Hour
Award Theatre ...........
Hollywood Detective

19.5

..Tues.

.... Ziv

RATING

WCAU

(6),

32.3

8.8

...Sat.

.HTS.

.

WEIL

(3),

City petective

10.1

Sat. 7:00-7:30

..Thurs.

....NBC............
.

aired.

STA.

Baseball

.Thurs. 7:00-7:30

.... Ziv

7.

is

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

z6.5

39.3

.

.

..

toe film

40.1

43.2

10.5.

..Tues. 7:30-8:00

.

.

.

whom

PROGRAM

-WPTZ

12.9..

.

—1,985,000

.

.KTTV.

|

43

...... 13.9.

.

10:30-11:00

Fri. 7:00-7:30

.

1

MSS

Thurs. 10:30-11:00 ...... 10.2

.Mon. 7:00-7:30

.

SETS IN

42

.... .17.0.

.

Approx. Set Count

.

SHARE
C%)

... ...... 1^.3

.Tues.. 10:30-11:00

Waterfront (Adv)
.KTTV. r.
MCA
Badge 714 (Myst).
.KTTV. .. ...NBC."!
Death Valley Days (W).,.., .KNXT,...
Annie Oakley^ (W)
.KTTV
....CBS

10.

. .

7:00-7:30

.Sat. 11:00-11:30’

.....Guild

\

6. I

*

Stations

Sun. 6:30-7:00

.

.Mon.
..

^

••

.

LOS ANGELES

3.

RATING

*

Passport to Banger (Adv)
.WCAU.
7. Boston Blackie (Myst) ....... .WCAU.
8. Foreign Intrigue (Adv)
.WCAU.
9. City Detective (Myst) ........ .WFIL..
10. Badge 71£ (Myst)
WCAU.
6.

1.

MAY

TIME

.

2.

2.

distributors rep the national spot sponsor^ for

Approx Set Coimfc—2,000,000
•'

July 6, 1955

--

time factor 9 since sets-in-use and audience comoosition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children's show, with a low rating , may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children , with cor»
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market, Abbreviations and symbols are as follows: (Adv*) 9 adventure ; ( Ch 9 children’s;
(Co) 9 comedy ; (Dr) 9 drama; (Doc) r documentary; (M us), musicals
(Myst), mystery; (0), quiz; ( Sp), sports; (W) 9 western; (Wom) 9
women’s, IS timbered symbols next to station call letters represent the station’s channel; all channels above 13 are IMF.
Those ad agencies listed as

DAY AND
DISTRIB.

*

5.

— day and

-

and National Spot Film Chart

City-By-City Syndicated

chart of cily-by-cUy rating$ of syndicated and na-

VARIETY’S weekly
tional spot film covert

-

16.4

.WXEL

21.8

WNBK

HHVIKTil

.

/

MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
10.

Approx, Set Count

—^515,000

Stations—-WCCO (4),

KSTP

(5),

KEYD (?),,WTCN

(11)

A

NBC

1.

Badge 714 (Myst)

2.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst). .KSTP
Ziv ......
I Led Three Lives (Adv) .... KSTP ........ Ziv ......

3.

.KSTP
.

WCCO

Science, Fiction, Thea. (Adv).
City Detective (Myst)
......
Hopalong Cassidy (W).
Life of Riley (Com)

.WCCO
KSTP

8.

Lone Wolf (Myst)

.WCCO.

MCA.

9.

Wild

.WCCO
.WCCO

Flamingo

4.
5.
6.

7.

10.

.

.

KSTP.

.

..

Hiokok (W)
Your Star Showcase (Dr) ....
Bill

.

........

:

Mon. 9:30-10:00

.26.8

Thurs. 9:30-10:00
Tues. 8:30-9:00

.26.0

9:00-9:30

.Ziv.

Fri.

MCA:..

Wed.

.NBC. ....

Sat. 8:00-8:30

TPA

.24.2.
.

.

.

15,2.

.14,3

.

.

.

......... ,17.0.
,

.

20.0 .........

8:30-9:00 ........ .19.6

NBC

.

...

Sat. 4:30-5:00

,

.12.8

.12.7.........

.

....WCCO
.KSTP

,16.1

.WCCO

.13.8

48.2

Burns

43.4

Meet

52.4

See

45 ........
37
„

44.3

Baseball

52.7

29;

58.2

.WCCO
Best of Broadway.
.KSTP
Max Liebman Presents.
....WCCO
Star Showcase
Red Owl»- Theatre
. .WTCN
•. .
....KEYD
Trail Blazer
Life Of Riley
....KSTP

34
34.........
81
28

44.7

42.0
15.9

44.7

Allen ......

,

.

Corliss Archer.

.

.

It

Now

.

. . .

..........
.

* :

.

.

. .

.

. .

. .

1.

3.

Station*—WLW-C (4),

Approx. Set Count

.

. .

4. Science, Fiction,

Thea. (Adv)

5.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst)

WBNS

5.

City Detective (Myst)

.

,

*.McCann-Erickso,n.
f

ABC

WLW-C..

WBNS
WLW-C
WLW-C
.

.

.

......MCA..

.

.

. . . .

.

.Ziv.

Led Three Lives (Adv)

WBNS

8. I

Am

WLW-C. .....MCA
WBNS...
.MCA

Law

(Myst)

Waterfront (Adv)
Favorite Story (Dr) ......... WBNS
.

. .

.

.

.

ZiV........»

,

.

,

.

.... .Ziv

Sun. 8:30-9:00 .,
Tues. 9:30-10:00
8:30-9:00

..

Sat. 10:00-10:30

.

.

WTVN

12.7

•

• •

(6), WBNS

,

53
47 .........

53.6

TV

49.7

I

...23.0, .........

56...

*40.7

...21.7

v

54...

40.4

Meet

...17,7

.*..

28.7...
23.6-.

.

Playhouse

Led Three Lives

Eddie Cantor
Corliss

Archer

.WLW-C
.WBNS
.WLW-C
;WBNS
.WBNS

34

51.9

Sat. 11:00-11:30

17.7... ......

72....

24.7

Best of Broadway
Appbintm’t with Adventure

Tues. 9:30-10:00

17.6

35

49.7

Racket Squad

.WLW-C

Sat. 10:30-11:00

17.4

60

Fri. 10:30-11:00

..16.8

56
29

Tonight
Loretta Young ...........

.WLW-C
.WLW-C

.............. .Wed. 9:30-10:00

MCA

... WLW-C..

.

Fri.

Ziv. ...........

.

7. I

9.

..... ,27 .0

4

*

•

•

X5*2

(10)

A

Death Valley Days (W)
Racket Squad (Myst)
Man Behind the Badge (Myst)

the

.KEYD

.

an

2.

9.1

. *

l

—310,000

COLUMBUS

&

56.........
59 ........
46

Sun. 9:00-9:30

.

15,9..:

.

.

.......

WBNS

29.1
29.8
55.5

18.7
.

11.7
.

.

IIIIIILJLI

.

23.8
8.7

29.4

29
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THE MOST FAMOUS SECRETARY
IH THE WORLD IS AVAILABLE
HAS TYPEWRITER, WILL TRAVEL AND SELL YOUR PRODUCT

.

.
.

YOU KNOW HER BETTER AS ANN SOTHERN, PRIVATE .SECRETARY, BUT AS OF NOW RERUNS OF THIS. FAMOUS SERIES UNDER THE TITLE OF "SUSIE" ARE AVAILABLE.

IT PROBABLY ISN'T NECESSARY TO TELL TOO MUCH ABOUT THE SHOW

.

.

.

IF

YOU'RE IN TV YOU'RE UNDOUBTEDLY FAMILIAR WITH THE SHOW’S ENORMOUSLY SUCCESSFUL HISTORY
.

.

.

.

.

.IT'S BEEN ON THE AIR SUNDAY NIGHTS OVER CBS FOR THE LAST THREE YEARS

ONLY IN THE U.S. (NOT CANADA)

.

.

.

AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY IS THE SPONSOR (THEY

HAVE JUST RENEWED. THE SHOW FOR A FOURTH YEAR.)

EITHER 39 OR 52 PICTURES ARE AVAILABLE IN THE SERIES UNDER THE NEW TITLE, "SUSIE". THE
.

PRICE IS REASONABLE (BY REASONABLE WE' MEAN A COST PER THOUSAND THAT THE NEW ADVERTISER
CAN BE SURE WILL BE LOWER THAN THE COST PER THOUSAND HE IS APT TO PAY FOR A GREAT MANY

NEW UNTRIED SHOWS)

•

.

8.000.

1952-1953

1953*1954

1954-1955

RATING HISTORY: THE BOX AT THE LEFT .SHOWS THE CONSISTENT
RATINGS

STRENGTH AND POWER OF THE SHOW OVER THE LAST THREE YEARS.
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Wednesday, July

PSitlEff

hadio-televisiox

Sunday (17) telecasts . . , WNBQ
sales manager Bud Reaston and
family vacationing in Connecticut.
Marvin Lowe new midwest rep
,
. Norma
for Tele-Pictures Inc.
Barts, research associate of the
Film Council of America, will
serve for a year, as film supervisor
for WTTW, Chi's educational station due to hit the air iiext fall.
"Kukla,
. Burr Tlllstrora and his
Fran & Ollie” troupe took a busman’s holiday Saturday (2) with a
special show at the annual festival
of the Puppeteers pf American
held in Bowling Green, O.
topper Larry
Film’s
Atlas
,

will

New York

.

be cut up in half-hour seg-

ments.

Arthur Kalman, Associated ArtPaul Tripp, host and producer
Productions v.p., has been of WCBS-TV’s (N.Y.) "On the
ists
will make a personal
Carousel,”
new
firm’s
the
of
named, president
appearance with the Philadelphia
199 Corporation,

The
aim

subsidiary,
which will

.

.

.

Orchestra tonight (Wed.) to narrate
at extending the
Jonathan and the Gingery Snare,”
feature film business to the na- a- musical story about percussion
The-performance will
instruments.
tional sponsorship leve* • . « KathMominee in Washington for
at Robin Hood Dell,
leen Maguire will star in. ‘Eugene take place
Force and Navy
Alexander Hilsberg huddles with Air
with
Philly,
"Kraft
on
O’Neill's “The Straw”
brass on upcoming film assignorch,
conducting the
Theatre” next Wednesday (13) .
ments
Beverly Lunsford, nine-year-old,
Robert Q. Lewis and part of his
tv cast will be guests of honor at tabled for a moppet part on "Big
Guild Films
.
the annual Springfield (Mass.) Fair Story” Friday (8)
Carl Reiner’s has set Sid Ellis as a writer-story Fadiman Eyes Airer
on Sunday (10) . .
father, Irving Reiner, does a tv editor of its new tv series, “I Spy,”
guest shot On his own, as an in- currently shooting on the' Coast.
‘Semi-Forgotten Art’ Of
.

,

,

.

.

On

.

Donn Bennett Produc"The Big Idea” vidfllms
invented a battery-powered
George Blake
electric- clock
,
Enterprises has added a new custom-built Chrysler' camera car for
film
industrial - commercial'
its
shooting
ATV Productions
.
.
shooting blurbs for Sterling Drug,
Remington-Rand and Procter &
Gamble this week
, Gloria DeHaven set as fourth panelist on
Goodson-Todman’s "Make the ConLaraihe Day doing a
nection”
three-week panel stint on "Name's
the Same” . . Three account execs
joined Televfsion programs of
America-—Gene Kahn, ex-Zivr for
the midwest; Wylie Adams, former
v.p. of Gannaway Productions for
the south central; and. Lon T.
Boutain, formerly sales chief of
Bob Champett Productions, for the
Coast . . . Herb Sbriner guest of
honor at the Music Merchants
Trade Fair, in Chicago July. 18,
where he’ll be pushing his own
harmonica brand
Rocky Gra.
ziano set as a panelist on "Pantomime Quiz” < . Win Elliott subs
for Bud Colly er while the latter
vacations in August from "Beat the
. Toni Arden set as the
, Clock”
first
guest on "Todd Russell's
ventor on
tions’

he’s

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Music Corner” -on WABC-TV when
the show preems Monday (11) j . .
Cast for the

Des”

first

"Crunch', and

telefilm episode,

headed by

Bibi Osterwald and Gordon B.
Clarke, planed for Bermuda over
the weekend . . . Jack Sebastian
named supervisor of exploitation
for the NBC Film Division
.
Robert F. Adams leaving
.

.

to join

Leonard

.

WABD

WABCrTV’s

sales staff.
Valenta inked as a di-

rector for "Window,” the summer
replacement for "Person to Person” being. produced out of
by Mort Abrams . . . Scribbler (for

MCA

New

Yorker) Croswell Bowen powwowing with web execs over a
video adaptation of his McGrawHill tome, "They Went Wrong”
.
John J. H. Phillips becomes a Benton & Bowles account exec.
Sig Mickelson, CBS news and
public affairs veep, to Maine for
three weeks of fishing and hunt.

ing.

Irvin

Gitlin,

PubAff

.

direc-

tor, at convention of American
Colleges Public Relations Assn, in
Chi July 1-2 .. NBC-TV to telecast Pike’s Peak races from noon
to 1:30 on Labor Day and seeking
Show
$50,000 from sponsorship.
.

*$’/«

Raymond Massey stars.. Ellis, who
was represented by Ashley-Steiner,
will work directly under produc-

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

..

.

Talk; No

Q&A Technique

1955

6,

•

Guest on recent John Derr sportscasts on CBS Radio has been Bob
Levy, Ison of Leon Levy, CBS board member (and ex-head of the web’s
Philadelphia (WCAU) broadcasting setup). Levy, a horse owner, reThen,
cently did a reporting job as guest on the Wood Memorial.
only recently, Levy, honeymooning in Europe, did a report on the
Grand Prix from Paris. Levy, incidentallly, has no ambitions as a
sportscaster does occasional experting for Derr because of his affection for the turf.

—

A

two-day Radio Advertising Clinic for national advertisers, their
agencies, networks, stations and station representatives will be held
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York, Oct, 13-14, under auspices
of the ‘Radio Advertising Bureau.

The "Julius Caesar” portino of NBC-TV’s "Wide Wide World” spec
week was done by Canadian Broadcasting Corp. staffers with Syd-

last

Newman as producer. Live portions were directed by Wilfred
Thom Benson
Fielding and the film sequence by Silvio Narizzano.
did the narration and interview, with other narrators, being Austin
Freelancer Ron Hambleton scripted.
Willis ahd William Needles.
Meridian Productions of Canada provided the 35m film equipment andtechnicians. Showcased was the opening night of the Stratford (Ont.)
ney

.

Festival.

As if the July 4 weekend wasn’t hot enough, baritone Stuart Foster
Clifton Fadiman, who writes a
NBC-TV’s wanderlust spec last monthly column for Holiday maga- supplied his own sizzling. At 10 a.m. Saturday he did his usual stint
week, ‘Wide Wide World,” scored zine under title’ of "Party Of One,” on Galen Drake's. CBS show. Off the air at 11, he had 20 seconds
Hank Warner
a 31.9 Trendex
to get the elevator down to Studio 21 for the Robert Q. Lewis show
devotes the entire column in the
of CBS-TY Press Info expects his
a discussion of his on which he subbed for the vacationing Earl Wrightson. Had a quick
new home in Larchmont, now un- July issue toairer,
"Conversation,” lunch and then to rehearsal for the preem of "Straw Hat Concerts”
der construction, to be ready mid- NBC Radio
Saturday night.
Norman Brokenshire and the conclusions he’s drawfi
August
judging finals on Miss New York after a year on the air with the
State controller Arthur Levitt last week recommended a 10-station
talking
tourney at Palisades Park today gab program. Referring to
educational network for N. Y. state. Levitt, doubling as the state’s
(Wed.): along with Henny Young- as "a semi-forgotten art” and to
educational
liaison officer, told^p group of Long Island educators that
man, Columnist Frank 'Farrell and his two or three weekly guests and
Clare Luce
Right after attend- himself as "amateur revivalists,” at its next session the legislature will be urged to look into the problem.
His
remarks
revived the proposal for a state-wide educational neting to .the staging of "Wide Wide Fadiman disclosed:
work that was rejected by the former Gov. Thomas Dewey administraWorld” Dick Schneider went into
"We learned first to shed certain tion. Levitt’s idea was* to supplement in-school teaching via the prothe directional stance for the Jones
prepossessions. For ex- posed hookup.
Beach remote of Gfiy Lombardo’s national
place considNights”
on
Colgate ample, we Americans
"Arabian
in the question-andfaith
erable
'
"Variety
NBC got over one hurdle; last week in its plans to erect new studios
Hour”
Sunday
(3).
Schneider also directs “Today.” answer technique as a means of and a 459-foot radio-tv tower for its WRC and WRC-TV stations in
A CBS-TV official was invited eliciting what is loosely called the Washington at Ward Circle, a residential area. Board of Zoning Adto attend Monte Proser’s La Vie truth. We had to learn that, as far justment gave the network qualified approval to use a seven-acre site
nitery by the auspices awarding as conversation is concerned, the at 4001 Nebraska avenue, n.w., for the stations, providing the Zoning
citations and was stuck with the technique is unproductive. I do not Commission goes along,
tab..
Ken Bilby, public relations believe that the interview method
Web’s stations and tower are now located at the Sheraton-Park
chief of NBC, to Canada this week ever generates real answers, though Hotel
where studio facilities are limited, particularly for tv panel*
on vacation; while Alec Nyary of it may draw out public pronounce- shows which originate
in Washington,
The network is withholding
the press sector leaves for a ments. But it can never create good
details of the plant to be built and target date for moving until zoning
month’s sojurn in Europe
talk, and whenever I find myself problems are cleared.
„
Special effectsman Sam.Kirschman ‘spurring’ my colleagues with questo wed Roz Fischer Aug. 28.
tions, I know we’re in trouble.
Mike Gargiulo, producer-director
"We also had to guard against
Of WRCA-TV’s Norman BrokenSports Director
RADIO
our national predilection for the
shire shew, 'on New England vacaanecdote. The raconteur has his
vacaOther
tion for three weeks.
CENTER’S
Loses
Longrun
Airer
it should
170G
place
in
but
conversation
supervisor
production
tioneers:
Pittsburgh, July 5.
Atlanta, July 5.
Dick Berman, Maine; associate di- be a minor one. Nothing kills good
the
creation
talk
more
than
quickly
rector Ann Keeley, Brigantine,
Switch of sponsors and stations
A total of $170,000 in gifts and
N. J.; Gwen Male- (of traffic), of a can-yOu-top-this atmosphere. for broadcasts of Pittsburgh Steel- pledges have been raised in the
It is more important for the raconTanglewood Music Festival.
ers football games next season is campaign to raise $250,000 for the
Bill Berns, news and special teur to know how to switch the
costing Joe Tucker, sports director building fund of the Protestant Rasubject of general
events director of WRCA-plus-tv, talk back to'
of
WWSW, his, long-running dio Center, workers reported Frito lecture on “Role of TV in Po- interest than to tell his story
"Warm-Up Time” program, preced- day (1).
Campaigning” at White well.
litical
ing
Pirate
baseball airers.
That
Money raised is to be used to
Mountains Festival of the Seven
"All of us had to learn to control
Arts, Lake Tarleton, N. H., July 9. the impulse to substitute anecdote show’s bankrolled by the Fort Pitt build and equip a television producBrewing
Co.
and
Duquesne
Beer
is
r
Latest addition to news staff, inci- for opinion and jokes for wit. Simtion studio at the Center. Plans for
dentally, is Roger ’Bowman, with ildWy we had to check the per- picking up the Steelers in the fall the new wing npw are being drawn
weather and news at 7:25 and 8:25 fectly natural desire to make con- and going to KDKA. The gridiron up and construction is scheduled
for the "Today in N. Y.” inserts on
schedule for years has been car- to start in about 60 days, according
versation out of our personal expeweb’s "Today” show .
When riences.
ried on
and powered by to the Rev. Ernest Arnold, vice
.
"Tales of the Texas Ranger” starts
Atlantic gasoline.
president of the center.
>
"We
have found on our program
on CBS-TV next fall in the SaturAlthough on a different station,
A special committee, headed by
day late morning slot, there’ll be that on the whole women tend more
Tucker
goes
along
with
the
deal
Malon Courts and Herman Jones,
a reshuffle of the other kid stanzas. than do men to intrude the personal. I do not think this is be- at the insistence of the Steeler has been appointed to acquaint the
cause they are more egotistic than ownership, at same time, however, Atlanta area Protestant churches
"Chicago
men, for they aren’t More probably retaining his sports directorship of with the campaign and the work of
Jack Drees to .call the shots on their tendency to express things in WWSW. But Duquesne wouldn’t the Center.
WBKB’s exclusive pickups of the terms of personal reminiscence hold still to sportscaster also plugNorth American Davis Cup finals flows from the greater concrete- ging- Fort Pitt suds on "Warm-Up
next week with Northern Trust ness of the female
Kenedy, Tex. Ed C. Balthrope
Time,” so he had to yield the show
imagination.
bankrolling the Satnrday (16) and
"Little by little, week after week, as of June 15 and it’s been taken has been named manager of KENN
here. He succeeds Clayton Hill,
we learned one of the prime rules over by Ray Scott.
who has left to attend Northof conversation: he who is overwestern
U. Balthrope
is
th«
interested in his own viewpoint
tion chief Bill Burke.
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Billion Market

CHANNEL 8 MIGHTY MARKET

—

.

brother

game for everybody. . . .
"I get the impression that ‘Conversation’ pleases in part at least
spoils the

PLACE.

because

quiet, well mannered
‘gentle and 'pleasant’ is the phrase
one correspondent uses. They appear to be fed up with facts, with

Cleve.

Continued from

of.

Charles

owner of KENN, who
KITE, San Antonio.

Pugs

Balthrope,

also

heads

pas:* ZZ

it is

propaganda, with controversy, with
the high-pitched utterances of au-

agers who permit chiseling and
rowdyism. We’re promoting a local
show that has brought to the public’s

attention

many

fighters

who

otherwise

don’t have a chance.”
Spero maintained that through
“There are any number of more Such weekly shows, local boxing is
ambitious programs that tell you being kept alive. At least six
what to think.. ‘Conversation’ is one fighters ai;e engaged for each
of the few that shows You people Saturday night sudser. thority.

...

thinking. This is a rare spectacle
At picket time, just before Saturthese days. Perhaps it is sufficient day’s
stint,
camera picked
to account for the fact that a radio
up the fight-outside-the-flght scene
program which has absolutely with Don Perris, in an objective
nothing to offer but four
in d s mike-handling special event,. asking
should' be permitted to continue to
spokesmen for the Guild to state

WEWS

m

exist.”

its case.

Guild spokesmen refused.
flared wide open

at the

expelled from the

Piano * Organ * Celeste

The dispute
When managers,

JWT
SES

g^a

York, he became v.p. and general
manager, and two years later
bought but the firm together with
Charle* E. Raymond, the Chicago

8TEINMAN
STATION
Clair Jrfc Co Ho ugh, Prtt.

office v.p.

Resor.

WGAL-TV

Lancaster, Pa.

NBC

•

CBS

•

New

Poprotonfativiti

MEEKER

Continued from page 21

TV, INC.

York
Lob Angeles
Chicago

Son Francisco

DuMont

who had

originally hired
retired

When Raymond

Guild by permitting their proteges
to appear on tv, formed their own
organization and continued to supply boxers for the Saturday night

I

MAMA
CBS-TV

stints.

Local Guild officers Indicated
that the New York Guild is being
contacted for additional support in
the Cleveland unit's fight to outlaw studio boxing and promote

soon afterward, Resor ran the admission - paid boxing through
works. He was a founder of the arenas, public halls, etc. Picketing,
American Assn, of Advertising they add, will continue on future
Agencies in 1917 and was one of its Saturday nights.
presidents. At JWT he built the
According to WEWS officials, a
agency to the largest in the na- capacity studio crowd of 100 was,
on
hand Saturday despite picketannual
billing total of
tion, with an
ing.
about $200,000,000.

REMEMBER

Radio Registry

*

very day

ON

EVERY CHANNEL
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1
Hollywood, July 3;
Operators of Hollywood super-markets, should they find business
going the other way, needn’t be too concerned they can always
find a producer who wants the structure for a film studio.
Gene Autry started the ball rolling a couple of years ago when
he converted a super-mart into his present Flying A Productions
center, where most of the interiors of his telefilms are turned out.
Another became the Ted Allan studios, more recently the Charles
E. Skinner studios, a rental lot for indies. Both are virtually in
the center of Hollywood.
Jerry Fairbanks is the latest to convert a market into a studio
for his expanded production activities, taking over what started
out as the Jess Willard, erected by the ex-heavyweight champ in
the late ’20, and which since has led a precarious existence due
to the proximity of other marts.
Producer needed extra spac^ for his tv and commercial program, and is remodeling edifice by constructing new sound stages
and offices. In addition to his own operations, Fairbanks will rent
out space to other indies. He also will retain his original studio

SI

00% RATE EFFEC

—

on .Sunset Blvd.

E
'

Agencies and sponsors, as well
as telefilm distributors and packagers, are beginning to focus their
concern on the contract talks soon
to begin between the Screed Actors
Guild and the top telefilm producers. Immediate point of concern is
the repayment clause, with- SAG
preparing to ask a revision in repayment schedules wherein actors
*

will get a

100% repayment

Gotham Exposure For
McConnell-’Andy’s Gang’
“Andy’s Gang,” syndicated kid
telepix series starring Smilin’ Ed
McConnell, gets a New York exposure starting Aug. 20 over

WRCA-TV,

fee for

first

fore, the original
both firstrun and

Will happen:

(1)

.

NTA’s Exchange

Listing

2 Series on Tap

series in terms
soundtrack. Latter stems from use.
?of a live audience, and. the longer
the filming takes the more restless
and less responsive the audience
becomes, particularly as it becomes
more interested in the “mechanics”
than the acting itself. In terms of
“Rich” producer Nat
blocking,
Hiken doesn’t use stand-ins except
for Silvers, add it can hurt cast
morale and effectiveness in overlong blocking sessions.
Primary tele technique used Is
in the lighting. With all lighting
pre-set before filming actually be^
gins. During shooting, the lighting
engineer or electrician can do his
retouching to the set that's not in
use while the cameras are on another set, but this is held at a
minimum because most of the
.

lighting is fiat lighting.
/

A

Eliminate Breaks
secondary timesaver is the
of breaks in moving

elimination

from

set to set.

One camera

will

move on to the next set to pick up
the action, with the others then
(Continued on page 38)

to

$5,000

Larry Menkin has resigned from
Guild ^Films, where he was program director, to devote all his
time to several projects he’s developing with the Wiliam Morris
agency. Menkin was with Guild
since last fall, heading up program
development and working as editorial supervisor oh “Confidential
File,” which- Guild sold last week

more, depending on the type and
num.ber of actors involved. Moreover, if SAG gets its repayment
demand, it’s reasoned, other unions
First indie producer of commerwill do the samp, driving the recials and industrial pix to invade
peat price still higher. At that rate,
Canada via its own wholly-owned sponsors will feel more disposed to
subsidiary is Robert Lawrence Proair live summer replacements, it’s
ductions, which has set up Robert
pointed out, SAG refinement of its
[Lawrence Productions (Canada)
demands is for only 50% repayLtd. in Toronto.
Prez Bob Lawment on the summer repeat if that
rence has set up a sales office with
repeat is one of that season’s origiJohn Ross, formerly with Cocknals in the series a sponsor using
field, Brown agency there, as genrepeats of another series for his
eral manager.
summer run would be subject to
Lawrence hopes to set up pro- 100% replacement but even the
duction facilities soon to service 50% repayment tab mighjt be
Canadian spohsdrs and agencies on enough to swing the sponsors to a
the spot.
Meanwhile, of course, live replacement.
the sales setup will seek out busiVital to Recouping Coin
ness to he shot in Neyr York. HowIn the syndication field, the presever, sometime in August, Lawent
state
of the market is such
rence expects to send a crew of
technicians barnstorming through that no series can recoup entirely
the
first
time
abound. Pricing as’
Canada to exchange ideas and techniques with Canadian technicians well as budgeting is based On recouping
a
series
the second or third
both as a goodwill gesture and as
a training aid for technicians who time round, and financing of new
series
is
arranged
with this factor
may eventually work for -him once
his production setup gets under- in mind. If the syndicators* must
pay
talent
fees
for
the second run,
way.
Canadian market for commer- then recoupment on a series is
made
more
difficult and so -is excials is expanding rapidly
Lawrence says. There are already. 25 pansion into new series because of*
separate markets in Canada, with slower recoupment bn the older
duplication in a couple. Even the ones. Moreover, the same 39/& 13
(Continued on page 38).
French-language stations provide a
source of revenue, with Lawrence
presently turning out two soundtracks, one French and one EngGRID
FAME’
lish, on some .of his blurbs for Canadian sponsors. Lawrence feels
SERIES
that diversification for producers
of commercials is becoming a ne :
Flamingo Films, which has been
cessity, especially in the face of distributing its own “TV’s Baseball
the possibility of toll-tv, which Hall of Fame” for the past couple
even in limited form would some- of years has signed on a comhow' reduce the volume for pro- panion-piece in the new quarterducers of blurbs.
Moving in on hour “TV’s fWball Hall of Fame,”
the Canadian field, where the pos- a series of 26 quarter-hours prosibility of toll-tv isn't as great, duced
by All-American Sports
would be one means of avoiding films and narrated by Marty Glickthe blow of toll-tv if it comes.
man (who does the baseball series).
Falmingo g.m. Sy Weintraub
said that the firm lias found that
Flamingo's Latino Deals
sponsors of the baseball series have
Flamingo Films has set its pack- wanted to follow the show into the
age of 165 “Telecomics” quarter- autumn, after baseball’s over, and
hours with Circuito CMQ, for tele- so the football companion-piece is
casting in Havana and Puerto Rico. a natural extension of the baseball
Deal is a two-year library setup. series.

nationally, and “I Spy/* currently
in production.
Menkin came over to Guild from

WOR and WOR-TV, N. Y., where
he was program chief, Previous to
his WOR setup, he had been, a producer-director-writer for DuMont
and an indie packager, numbering
among his shows the “Mono-Drama
Theatre” strip and the “Harlem
Detective” series.

,

Dozier Sees Entry Of
Pix Majors Into

—

,

.

back inthis time

currently in' Broadway’s “Witness
for the Prosecution,” is being*
mulled for the lead in this one.
“Jessel Show” will be shot on the
Coast, Jessel leaves for Europe
tomorrow (Thurs.) to survey sites
•and studios for shooting of “Lady.”
Feature production plans, which
call for two films in the first year,
are already in the works, with one
property, “The
Story of Mona
Lisa,” in the script stage. Roberts,
incidentally,' was represented on
Broadway la£t year with “Pianorama World.”

—

FOR FLAMINGO

is jnoving

.

Invade Canada

HALL OF

of Ziv; Lou Friedland, MCA-TV
veep; Jay Williams of Official
Films; Npd Koenig, Hal Roach
Productions veep; Saul Konkis of
Studio Films, and Dave Savage, assistant to the prez of Guild Filmsand chairman of the organizing
committee which reported to the
industry meeting last week.
Approval of the organizing findings comprised okaying fts statement of the immediate objectives
of the association; the results of
,

.

NARTB

or

;

six

to the production, field,
in telepix via a partnership with
Bob Roberts, legit and radio-tv
producer. New firm, Jessel-Roberts
Productions, is planning two series its meetings with
officials; for the fall and also intends to its recommendation for a steering
invade theatrical production with committee; and the final, pattern
two features in its first year.
of setting the organization into opTwo telepix series, both half- eration.-*. Once the steering com?.hour, .will be “The George Jessel mittee arrives at a budget and at
Show,” a variety format stressing a figure representing dues, it will
Jessel’s toastmastering talents, in be up to each individual company
which a great sfar will be toasted to decide whether it wishes to join.
in each segment, and “The Lady In the event several don’t wish ta
froip Scotland Yard,” to be shot in pay the dues, the steering commitEurope in the fall. Patricia Jessel, ‘tee will have to decide' on a lower

*

where from $3,000

the

of
in

or; so, will be submitted individually to each company and if
enough outfits ratify them, the association will be in operation.

•

George Jessel

•

for a better
of acting and

counsel. " Findings
steering committee, due

weeks

'

peat pattern will change
13 formula modified
with the 39
or scrapped; (2) the syndication
field will face tougher sledding,
both in sales and in raising coin

Com! Industrial

.

Steering committee will be headed ‘by. General .Teleradio veep
Dwight Martin, who instigated proceedings in the first place, and will
comprise Ralph Cohn, Screen Gems
v.p.-general manager; Frank Reel

resharply,

>

make

the agency.

The summer

.

savings

is

JesseFs Telepix

Stock of National Telefilm As- to finance new production;. (3) proof CBS-TV director .Al De Caprio, sociates, which went on the mar- duction overseas by American proSilvers
currently: megging the Phil
ket just "Tour weeks ago, was ap- ducers will increase; -and (4) as a
**YouTI .Never Get Rich” series
will
proved last week for listing on. the collorary, European producers
shooting Jn New York..
find it easier to hit the American
Stock Exchange. NTA market, driving American shows" off
De Caprio, who surveyed the American
thus becomes the first* -tv-film the market for want „of available
three-camera setups on the Coast
company to get an exchange list- time or distribution facilities.
before starting the Silvers assignPattern of summer, repeats has
ment at the DuMont studios in De- ing. Others are selling on an
over-the-counter basis.
rested largely on the no-payment
cember, has several instances of.
Firm has 650,000 shares out- clause for a second run. With that
economy to back his belief. Show
before lest (No. 15 in the series) standing, 312,500 of them offered as a basis, the producer has been
set some sort of. record 'by being publicly in the company’s June 8 able to deliver to a network sponHoldings are distributed sor 13 repeat shows for as little as
filmed in only 50 minutes, and issue.
$5,000 each, even when the original
taking only four and a half-hours among 900 stockholders.
production cost $25,000 or more.
to block (dress rehearsals and rUnStandard price of a network sumthroughs not included). This isn’t
mer rerun ragges from $5,000 to
the case in every show* but De
as high as 50-60% of the original
Caprio states that greater use of
program cost, with most deals falltechniques in television has shaved
ing below the 50% mark. But if
at least a couple, of hours off block’the producer has to -pay talent all
ing time and at least 15 minutes
over again for the summer repeat,
from actual shooting time.
the price is driven upwards anyApart from considerations of
cost,

Leo Burnett

one more step towards reality last
week when some 30 major companies approved the recommendations of an organizing committee
and set up a steering committee to
draw up a charter, determine
qualifications for membership, determine' dues and budgets and ap-

Brown point

&

Gteater use of television techniques can make the three-camera
system of telefilm production even'
faster and more economical than
it presently is. That's 'the opinion

•

Buster

Shoe Co. sponsoring. It’s slotted at
9:30 a.m. Saturday, cutting back
“Children’s Theatre” films to half
an hour as the precede to “Gang.”

repeat of a film. Heretopayment covered
one repeat, with
the 50% repayment schedule coming into effect on the third run.
If' SAG wins its demand for a
full repayment on the second run,
here’s what a consensus of distributors and agency execs believe
the

with

An industry association for telepix producers and distributors took

TV As

’Companionate Marriage’
Hollywood, July

5.

Major

film studios’ wholesale
entry into tv inevitably will prove
a boon to video, with tv to benefit
from the' combined creative talents
of the pix and tv industries, it’s
predicted by. William Dozier, director of network programming for
CBS-TV in Hollywood.

budget or .to make do with the
number who. have accepted.
.

Another thorn the steering com-;
mittee will contend with is the mat-*
ter of membership. It’s been pretty much agreed that feature film
as well as syndicated and national,
distributors will be members, and'
so will producers. But what of an
agency v for example? William Morris agency attended the meeting
last week, but its membership status would have to be determined.
One possibility being discussed is

the creation of associate memberships similar to that employed by
the NARTB. Companies attending
the meeting were Guild, Offcial,
Teleradio,
Screen
Gems,
Ziv,

Award, Roach, National Telefilm
Associates,

Interstate,

Studio,

Unity and MPTV. Others sending
their approval but not at the meeting were Television Programs of

America, Atlantic, Fremantle Over& TV,
& A Alexander and Walt Schwimmer.

seas Radio

M

•

a happy marriage between pictures and tv. If not a
complete marriage, at least it will
be a companionate marriage. There
will at least he a common law
husband and wife in this marriage,

Trade Eyes Unity

“I look for

In

Major Shakeup

The trade
will emerge

is Waiting to see what
at Unity, the tv film
nothing else,” observed the exec, distrib firm, since the takeover by
Joseph
H.
Seidelman. The structure
former production chief at RKO.
“Whenever competition comes that existed under ex-boss Arche
into the industry, it has got to be Mayers and for past few weeks
good for tv. With tv drawing on under Seidelman has been entirely
creative talent from pictures also, shaken up, with sales "chief Len
that can only improve television Firestone pulling up stakes. Many
and tv can stand all the improve- others on the sales staff were rement it can get. I’m for every- ported as have given notice
body good getting in there is over the weekend alsp.
Seidelman's son, Robert, asso(Continued on page 38)
ciated with rival distrib outfit,
Hygo, stifled rumors last week by
denying any Sort of a deal between
Nine Licensing Pacts
him and his father, an ex-Univer*
if

—

Set for ‘Kin’ Products
Screen Gems has set pacts with
nine manufacturers for licensing of
“Rin Tin Tin” products wrapped
around the dog and the juve lead
of the vidpixer, Lee Aaker. Lines
include toys, games, uniforms, cavalry gloves, games, stereo viewers,
dog collars and leashes, a Columbia record album, toy pistols and

sal-International topper.

Young Seidelman denied that he
was going to join Unity shortly,
and he also rejected any possibility
of Hygo merging with Unity. The
merger was considered a reasonably strong possibility by industry-

the obvious reason, the elder Seidelman is
to be looking for a batch
of features for tv to hypo the old
stuffed toy dogs.
stock left him by Mayers, and
Columbia Pictures subsid set the Hygo’s product is considered far
licensing deals via its own mer- stronger than anything Seidelman
chandising operation.
inherited.
ites since, in addition to

known

-

•
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Available first-run
in over 100 markets.

Hilarious half-hour
'

f-

.

comedies starring

Ray Milland, one

of

America’s most
'

l

popular actors. Sponsored
^

A

for two straight years

by General

Electric.

are immediately
available for local

sponsorship from

GRAMS

AMERICA'S

Academy Award winner
for hit starring performance
’

v

in “Lost
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GARY CROSBY SHOW
With.

—

.

-

21st

Wednesday, July

PRECINCT

Buddy Bergman Orch, The With Everett Sloane, others
Producer:

Dreamers, guests
Producer-director:

Murdo Macken-

zie

Norman Frank

Director-writer: Stanley Niss
30 Mins.; Sat., 8 p.m.

CBS, from N, Y.

30 Mins.: Sun., 8:30 p.m,

CBS, from Hollywood

A

6j

1955

FOUNDATION OF THE STATE

dramatic series, covering po*

With Leif Erickson, narrator, others
Director: Jeanne Harrison
Writer: Lillian Schoen30 Mins.; Sat. (2), 8:30 p.m.
N.Y. STATE RADIO BUREAU

From

the Production Centres

,

WPTR, Albany

The 10th anniversary of New
York State’s pioneering Law IN
. .
Against Discrimination was appropriately commemorated over the
Producer on the UN Radio show, “A Great Day /’"heard over ABC
Independence Day weekend by the June 25, was Gerald Kean, instead of Doug Scanlon. Latter was ABC
broadcast on 40-odd stations of this contact.
.John R. Sheehan, director of radio and television for Cundocumentary ningham & Walsh Inc., has been elected vice-president of the agency.
er Stanley Niss’ facutal dramatiza- half-hour recorded
Commission
produced for the
believable.
tion was interesting and
CBS
newscaster Robert Trout and Mrs. Trout to Europe for two-Related in semi - documentary Against Discrimination by the month vacation
mer series.
Roger Bowman subbing on WRCA’s “Music Through
the yarn hinged* on a pa- Radio - Television - Motion Picture the Night” while Fleetwood hiatuses abroad
Murray Gross, WCBS
It’& a lightweight blending of fashion,
answered
a call for Bureau of the State Commerce sales promotion mgr., to St. Louis for vacation. The Red Barbers off to
who
trolman
guests.
and
banter,
music
amiable
his beat and Dept; Written by Lillian Schoen,
this week ... CBS batonist Alfredo Antonin! to guest-conShow.offers nothing to get excited aid while pounding
Mexico
directed
and
thigh while trying a network scripter,
about* but there’s nothing to run was cut in the
Leif duct in Grant Park, 111., New York’s Lewisohn Stadium, Gloucester
to make an arrest. The situation by Jeanne Harrison, it ‘starred
away from, either.
Milwaukee outdoor concert this summer
was realistic and police operations Erickson as narrator-commentator. (Mass.) Festival and
Sunday
stanza
(3),
preem
On the
and teamwork were ably integrated Others included Norman Rose, Bob Hope, Walter Slezak, Billy Rose and Percy Faith are. Bill Leonard’s
Crosby was breezy with his palaver into the story. The possibility of Maurice Tarplin, Agnes Young, guests on WCBS “This Is N. Y.” this week
Galen Drake, Bob
and okay in the song-selling de- the wounded police officer losing Katherinfc Campbell and Michael Haymes and Sy Mann helping on United Jewish Appeal drive in Peekpartment. He came across best on his leg because of a severed artery Manu.
Johnny Henry Faulk and family to Fire Island this
skill July 16
.
“Learnin’ the Blues” and ‘‘The provided some dramatic moments.
Graphically and sometimes dra- summer instead of Hastings-on-Hudson . .". Martin Weldon, WCBS proNearness of You.” Series, other Most important, though, the story matically,. the platter spotlighted ducer-narrator-writer, cut short his Florida vacation due to the death
regulars, The Dreamers, belted was plausible and executed intel- the contributions to the foundation
WRCA producer Allan Robinson gunning it
of his mother-in-law
an overworked' arrangement of ligently.
and development of the United on Long Island .
_
Jim Coy interviews Denise Lor on his WRCA
*
“Heart” and the Buddy Bergman J
Everett Sloane, as Captain Frank States by various ethnic groups, “Corner” Friday (8), then takes off for Kansas City for three-week
orch supplied a solid downbeat.
21st
the
of
heritage
Kennelly, in charge
each with its distinctive
Guestars on opening* show were Precinct, heads the cast. He nar- and qualities of mind and spirit. vacation . . Bill Randle’s participating sponsors on his WCBS platterSalt
thrush Peggy King and comic Nor- rates and also participates in the None, the feature stressed, had a spinner (four and a half hours Saturday) now amount to 21
man Alden. Miss King wrapped her action in an authoritative and monopoly in the field of arts, Lake Tabernacle Choir, on CBS for 26 years, leaves for. first European
tour Aug. 13.
bit up neatly with a warm reading credible manner. The other perscience and business: all made
Grey ad agency takes over H. D. Lee Co. (work and play clothes)
of “Young and Foolish.” Alden, a formers also were good. Besides
their gifts to the growth of what is
Texas-styled monologist, had to handling the writing chore, Niss called “the American way of life.” account next January as successor to Gardner agency . .
Clinton O.
work hard for his yocks because also ditLan effective directorial job
Clark
to Compton agency as assistant to the prexy.
this
expounding
The format for
the material held him back. Be- on the program, which was sub- thesis was a classroom in which
Doris Day takes over preem (9) qji Mutual’s “Magic of Music,” 7:30cause of the nature of taped shows, titled,
Norman children of English, German, Ital- 8 p.m. airer directed at Marine Corps tuners-in .
“The Artery.”
The WINS Bob
by a timetable freak Peggy King Frank, who’s moving over to NBC* ian, Jewish and Negro backgrounds Leders had baby girl Robin Elise last week . .
Four vacationing
followed herself with the Mitch TV, produced.
Jess.
answered the teacher’s questions, WMGM’ers are gabbers Ed Stokes and Dick DeFreltas, operations
Miller Kraft Music Hall (originatas the action faded back into the manager Ted Schneider and sports director Nat Asch . . . Charles C.
ing in N. Y.) immediately therehome of each for a brief dramatiza- Caley (WMBD, Peoria) is new chairman of the five-man Radio Ad
after at>9 p.m. Sunday.
SUMMER IN ST. LOUIS
tion and then a tracing by Erickson] Bureau nominating* committee.
Will nominate slate for ’56 and reProducer-director Murdo Mac- With guests
of the family’s and the group’s role placements for retiring. RAB directors at annual November conclave
kenzie maintains an easy-going Producer: Carl* Hohengarten
in the building of the great Ameri- . . . Walter Slezak, Lawrence Tibbett, Leonard Warren, Irving Kolodin
pace throughout.
Gros.
Director: Edwin McArthur*
can nation. Miss Schoen’s highly and Philip MUler will be among those guesting in the series of half
WHter: Sidney Wright
literate script achieved a pano- hour
shows, starting tonight (We'd.) and going through July 15,
30 Mins.; Tues.» 7 p.m.
ramie effect here, fanning back to reviewing “Fifty Years of Opera.” RCA Victor a&r director George
AT HOME
WITH
Sustaining
Revolutionary War days and spread- Marek
GRANGER
will do vis-a-vis with the singers and others . . . Charles W.
St. Louis
KMOX,
Irish,
units—
ing to other racial
With Mrs. Granger, various guests
Parker is a new veep at WPAT (Paterson),
Local CBS outlet is hypoing the Scotch, German, Polish.
Producer: ??
Documentary began with a quo30 Mins.; Mon.-thrurFri., 13:30 p.m. al fresco entertainment sponsored
by the non-profit Municipal Thea- tation from the Law Against DisParticipating
tre Assn, in its Forest Park Play- crimination, “the first of its kind
WLIB, N.Y.
Jim Baker exits the producer-director job on KGO-TV’s “San
that to be enacted anywhere.” ErickA new daytimer aimed at the house with a musical program
Francisco Tonight” with Willard Davis leaving “Success Story” to
Negro hausfrau, “At Home with is aired locally and then tape-re- son, as .a resident of New York
take
over the daily variety show. Vince Roman shifts into the “Sucthe
web
be
CBS
full
should
“We
the
declared,
State,
Betty Granger” is an entertaining corded for
and informative .half-hour show following Sunday between 5:30 and proud of this law and grateful that cess Story” niche. .KROW salesman Norman' Dunshee will wed Darrien
Baumberger,
local ad gal, Aug. 26. . .Charles' Johnson, ex-KKOW
a
dialers
law
the
giving
because
also'
under
is
itr
It
live
p.m.
we
likely
wide
that
will’ build
listen- 6
ership in its* field.
Format, at swell selection of vocal and instru- represents in its essence basic sales manager, has joined KSFO sales staff and d.j. Russ Coglin’s
job.
.Del Courtney, of KSFO-KPIX, has reformed
American ideals and principles.” taken the
least* on show caught Friday (1), mental music.
Topflight soloists from each of In summary, he stated the Com- his band and is playing the Tahoe Biltmore through Labor Day.
calls for discussion' on fashions,
.
rent control, what’s economical to the 11 productions presented, plus mission Against Discrimination had Frank A. Tessin, ex-manager for Headley Reed Frisco office, is new
serve the family and how-to-do-it a selected singing chorus, are cor- “handled ajnd settled” 3,810 cases. sales manager here for Free & Peters.
.“Captain Z-Ro,” first tele-tips, among other things.
raled for a fancy 30-minute stint The statute, originally barring dis- show to be written, produced and filmed in San Francisco for na*
Mrs, Granger, who is women’s under the baton of Edwin McAr- crimination in employment on tional distribution, returned to local screens via KGO-TV. .Emcee-d.j.
editor of the N.Y. Amsterdam thur, maestro of the thearte’s of'ch. grounds of race, creed, color or Don Sherwood planed to Nassau for a week, leaving Lu Harley to
News (nation’s largest Negro The ditties warbled and played by national origin, was extended in handle “San Francisco Tonight”.
.Roy Storey, KYA-KSAN-KPIX
weekly), has a friendly, ingratiat- an augmented studio orch are not 1952 to cover “places' of public sportscaster, is dickering
with a national variety show to produce a
ing style and used it to* advantage limited to the Current production accommodation, resort or amusesports feature. . .Rod McKuen, ex-“Lonesome Boy” of Frisco radio, is
in introing an official of the State but include many that are familiar ment, as of July 1, to “publiclyout of Army, discussing “Rendezvous with Rod” series with a local
Rent Control Commission as well to music lovers.
assisted housing.” It has been the
outlet.
as Dr. C. B. Powell, president and
Soloists for the teeoff program pattern for similar laws in 10 other
publisher of the Amsterdam News were Gail Manners, soprano, and states, Alaska, Canada, and 40
Thomas B. Sinclair, an adminis- Clifford Harvout, baritone. They cities.
.
.
.
m
trator for the Rent Commission, sang solos and duets. McArthur,
In spots, the documentary beRadio-tv director Peter Cavallo Jr. among the seven Chi J. Walter
had the answers to such queries who composes, plays the 88 as well came a bit verbose and dragged,
.Zenith Radio’s
as “Why do I have to pay an extra as batoning, handled the
pro- but for the goal targeted, it ranked Thompson staffers handed veepee stripes last week.
.
$2 on my rent for a tv antenna gram with eclat.
Sahu.
as an effective, non-political public PR chief Ted Leitzell fishing in Canada for a couple of weeks.
when I don’t have a set?” He exservicer. Erickson’s narrative-com- Austin Kiplinger subbing for Jim Hurlbut on his two daily
plained that a previous tenant in
mentary registered solidly, despite newscasts while the latter safaris to Africa with NBC-TV’s “Zoo PaMinneapolis
KEYD-TV has what sounded like occasional fluc- rade” contingent.
that particular apartment may have
.Eloise Kummer debuts this week with a early
had tv and once the $2 is added it promoted Richard M. Day from tuation in volume. The other roles afternoon femme-angled news and feature crossboarder via WBBM. .
becomes “part and parcel of the account executive to local tv sales were
competently
performed. Dick Noble pinchhittihg on Henry Cooke’s morning
deejay
rent." *Dr. Powell, who recently manager and Robert Fransen from Music by Charles JPaul nicely com- stints while Cooke and family vacation at Glen Lake, Mich. .
Keyreturned from a six-week European operating manager to account ex- plimented and supplemented. Re- stone Broadcasting added eight new affiliate, bringing its string to
trip in which he visited nine coun- ecutive. Lee M. Whiting, KEYD cording was done at WOR. Jaco.
.Prof. Brent Allison of the Chicago Teachers College is
849 outlets.
tries and 17 hotels, reported that v.p. and general manager, previ•producing WIND’S new -Sunday night public service documentary,
he found no sign whatever of radar ously also had occupied the local PAUL HARVEY
tagged- “Americans All.”. . .Walter Trohan, chief of the Chi Trib’s
discrimination.
Gilb.
tv sales manager post.
15 Mins., Sun., 9 p.m.
Washington bureau, will tape his Saturday Mutual “Report from
'
BURTON-DIXIE CORP.
Washington” airers this 'month from Europe while covering the Big
ABC, from Chicago
Four
conclave in Geneva.
.George Watson doubling from his two
B. Wesley Assoc.)
( Robert
daily “Gold Coast”
strips into the “Shopping With the Missus”
With Walter Winchell ankling
(Continued
on page 38)
the Sunday at 9 berth, ABC- has
turned the quarter hour to Paul
workcommentator
Harvey,
news
IN
FILM STUDIO SPACE
PRE-GAME REVIEW
ing out of Chicago. Harvey is no
newcomer to ABC. He does an With Van Lane, Phil McLean and
early Sunday evening stint as well
Jimmy Dudley
as cross-the-board afternoon show 25 Mins, (before each game)
so the web is running this prime
Participation
time with someone whose form it
WERE, Cleveland
knows fairly well.
Harvey pulls no punches, espeThe 20-minute pre-game festivicially when he starts crystal-ballties brings three different bits of
ing. On this quarter-hour news
fans.
sesh, he opens with what’s hap- programming to radio ball
pened and winds with several hot Van Lane, for Bielf eld. .Tire and
predictions. His staccato style is a Alumco, does a 10-minute “Knot

easy to tell that Gary Crosby
Bing’s son. He’s fashioned his
patter style and crooning technique after his father and although
it doesn’t come off as well, enough
of the Crosby nonchalance has
rubbed* off on him to aid him in
his stint as host of CBS’ new sumIt's

is

lice

activities,

doesn’t necessarily

NEW YORK CITY

’

have to be a blood ’n’ guts affair.
That was ably exemplified last Saturday (2) by “21st Precinct,” which
returned to the CBS net on that
date after a 12-week hiatus. Script-
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GREATEST BUT!

—
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NEW YORK

offbeat for straight news
little
stint in which he interviews
delivery but it’s the kind of word- Hole”
young fans; Phil McLean, for
rhythm that holds the listener.
Gros.
Leader Drugs, does a five-minute
run-down on the schedule and a

41-01

BROADWAY

L.I.C.

15 MINUTES

FROM MID-MANHATTAN

COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH NEW MASONITE FLOOR

60x60 CLEAR SHOOTING AREA 22

FT. CEILING

SYNCHRONOUS FAIRCHILD TAPE AND DISC RECORDERS

_

EQUIPMENT—COMPLETE
EVERY DETAIL INCLUDING NEW CONE LIGHTS

LATEST IN LIGHTING

1

AND AT NO EXTRA COST— NEWEST

CINEM0BILE DOLLY

RAVENSWOOD

Dudley for Youngstown Kitchens
Peter Donald is making some- does a 10-minute interview with
thing of a career subbing for toast- one of the ball players.
master Don McNeill on ABC’s
The entire segment Is varied
“Breakfast Club.” With regular
enough and although somewhat
bossman on his irionth-long sum- geared to the youngsters as for
mer hiatus, Donald is back for his example Dudley’s query from the
12th pinchhitting appearance on
interviewee as to what he suggests
the Chi-based raci^io institution. The
for starters the overall approach
breezy gent fits right into “Club’s”
makes for a pleasant pre-game
informal
although the

hijinks and
stint,
round of studio guest interviews
Van Lane adds a novel touch
on Monday’s (4) show seemed limp
’
with the heat, he and comic Sam with a brief! rurt-dowu Contest
between
two teams of youngsters,
.Cowlings got okay, comball mileage
two on a side, with correct answers
out of the material at harfd.
constituting
runs.
Strip’s -new singers,. Betty „ Johnt
son and Dick' Noel,” showed to good
Entire pre-game" festivities have
.

.

8-8988

Carl Ritchie, Mgr.

Mgt.i William Morris

Agoncy

Jimmy

while

chitchat,

—N.B.C.

SATURDAY NIGHT

PAIR RARE —
BUY

IN

OR OUTRIGHT

TV

Production, theatrical or allied
business wanted by young, aggressive
pair.

buy In or buy outright.- Must
have guaranteed return Immediately.
Will

VV
Box VI

1000, Variety, 154 West 46th
Street, New. York 36.

—

FULLY EQUIPPED CONSTRUCTION SHOP

now!

of

—

IN

MOLE-RICHAROSON PERAMBULATING MIKE BOOM

(all

hit

TEXACO STAR THEATRE

-.

advantage with their brace of tunes developed into pleasant warm-up
( plus a duet.

Dave.

pitch for

main

event.

Mark.

FRED HERRICK
Quits

.

INHERIT THE WIND

JULY

7

W

k
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SPY

I

the true

famous

RAYMOND MASSEY

starring

Raymond Massey,

Distinguished actor,

and

brings you

exciting stories behind history’s most

SPY

spies. I

sets

a new trend for impact in

mystery, intrigue and adventure.
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INA RAY HUTTON

SHOW

i

On

Paul Coates' crusading behind-the-scenes report on

America

. . .

problems.

A

with candid closeups of

new and

its

moved

people and

show

25th anniversary

The

to Haverville, U.S.A.

the time of' her life. V. with

exciting concept in the presen-

tation of dramatized journalism. It's the

their

and Molly’s having

new

friends, a

home, and afresh new adventures. Now,

all

The

Goldbergs have

all

too!)

more than

truly original musical personality 'to

along in years

.

. .

and

GUILD

come

has surrounded this

vivacious bundle of talent with top guest stars. A
show that literally sparkles with glamour and gaiety
j., music and mirth. Nothing like it on TV1

new

America

will love Molly, (the country’s greatest saleswoman,

America will soon be talking about.

first

ever.

Here! A National and Regional Spot, Plan That
Combines Program and Time in a Single Package

It’s

!

1

VITAPIX PROVIDES THE TIME

THE
KGNC-TV Amarillo, Texas
WSB-TV
Atlanta, Georgia

WRDW-TV Augusta, Georgia
WMAR-TV Baltimore, Md.

WABT
WBZ-TV
WGR-TV

. . .

AND GUILD PROVIDES THE PROGRAMS

VITAPIX

/

ktla-tv Los Angeles, Cal.
kdub-tv Lubbock, Texas

KOIN-TV

Portland, Ore.

W JAR-TV

Providence, R.

wmct

Memphis, Tenn.

WSLS-TV

Roanoke, Va.

kstp-tv

Minneapolis, Minn,

WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y.

wsm-tv
wnhc-tv
wdsu-tv
wtar-tv
wky-tv
wow-tv
kpho-tv
wptz
kdKa-tv
wgan-tv

Nashville,

WGBS-TV

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

Birmingham, Ala.

KFJZ-TV

Ft.

Boston, Mass.

WMBV-TV Marinette-Green Bay, Wise.
WFMY-TV Greensboro; N. C.

Buffalo,

N. Y.

Worth, Tex.

"

WKRC-TV Cincinnati, Ohio
WXEL-TV Cleveland, Ohio
WDAK-TV Columbus, Ga.
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio

AVFBC-TV

Greenville, S. C.

KPRC-TV

Houston, Texas

KTVH
WFEM-TV

Hutchinson, Kan.
Indianapolis, Ind.

WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.
KC MO-TV Kansas City, Mo.
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb;

VITAPIX
ence

STATIONS

WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio
KLZ-TV
Denver, Colo.
WWJ -TV Detroit, Mich.

’

WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, la.
WBTV
Charlotte, N. C.
*
WGN-TV Chicago, 111.

1

New Haven, Conn.
New Orleans, La.

WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.
KWK-TV St. Louis, Mo.
KSL-TV
Salt Lake City, Utah

Norfolk, Va.

WOAI-TV

Oklahoma City, Okla,
Omaha, Neb.

KRON-TV San

Tenn.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Portland,

Single billing ... single

VITAPIX-GUILD

coordinated

facilities

proof of performance ...

can serve you

— contact

Maine

maximum

flexibility.

GUILD FILMS

To

today

!

San Antonio, Tex.
Francisco, Cal.

Wash.
N. Y.
WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio
KVOO-TV Tulsa, Okla.
KWFT-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.
WILK-TV Wilkes Barre, Pa.

Phoenix, Aris.

provides desirable time periods in all markets selected ... on stations with proved audi-

leadership.

I.

sec

how

KING-TV

Seattle,

W HEN-TV

Syracuse,

^

;

—

^

.
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Wednesday, July 6, 1953
asked Benito Gaguine, counsel* for

WICOW-TV. ^
What happens, Gaguine

Video’s ‘Bis Look’
Continued from Dice 21

with international
names. The first of these will be
on Jan. 30 in the "Producers’
Showcase” Monday spot, starring
Marian Anderson, Artur Rubenstein and. Jascha Heifetz under the
catchall billing of "Music For the
Millions,” in a switch from a previous* label of "A Great Evening

Olivier-Alexander Korda film, will concert series

be a three-hour show when and
the

deal

jells.

(See

if

separate

story.)

Monday: "Producers’ Showcase,”
again backed by Ford and RCA,
will get going Sept. 19 with musical edition of Thornton Wilder’s
"Our Town.” Frank Sinatra will
The only
star as the narrator.
other specific format set so far for
from
aside
series,
next season’s
the Hurok specials, is Mary Maron
Pan”
"Peter
in
tin’s return
Jan. 9. Slot is 7:30 to 9:30.

Telementaries, Etc.
of the 20 to 30 documenincluding "Wide
Wide World” are being primped
as Sunday afternoon presentations
in hour-long format. One of them,
however, next week’s (17) "Meetpreview of
ing at the Summit,"
the Big Four .powwow starting the
next day in Geneva, is berthed
from 8 to 9 p.m.
High on the web’s agenda of international and domestic subjects

Most

tary

—
—

packages

first,

Continued from page 20

him arranging other programs on
in a letter made
public upon disclosure of Lebhar’s
leaving, said that billings at
and its sister radio station
are "at an alltime high.” He also
implied that biz dealings would

Kosenhaus,

continue with Lebhar.
Though Lebhar’s departure

James McKenna,

compass Macy’s Thanksgiving Day way

U &

Vs

Continued from pace 23

-

~

to do that. There is no alternative. Three of the networks are
One (NBC) took no position.
it.

for

The only opposition comes from
the

VHF

deintermixture is not adopted,
McKenna, the Commission
be faced with demands to reduce the mileage separations of
VHF channels to permit more VHF
stations.
And that problem, he
said, "will make deintermixture
look easy.”
If

said
will

——

on

.

WAAT

applicants,”

AM

1—

—

City

Continued from page 1

—studios

Evansville, for

must be horizontal and

in sprawling fashion, a la the -Holly wood film studio layouts.

Papers

known

"It’s

that

CBS

some

for

time has been seriously exploring
the idea of originating all its news-

no scounging from another station before it can put the show on
the air.
Regulation is the result of
strong
appeals from
organized
sport which complained that unregulated reconstructed airings of
games were cutting into the revenue from sale of radio rights and
reducing boxoffice. To prevent a
broadcaster from taking his' playby-play off another station with a
crew -on the spot, the ruling prohibits" broadcasting a
simulated
sports show while a live show is
being heard in the same area. Reconstructed games must also be
identified as such at the opening,
closing and every 15 minutes of
the show.
This CBC action was opposed by
the Canadiah Assn, of Radio and
Television Broadcasters, representing most of the non-government
airers, on the basis that it favored
professional sport over the interests of the dialers. James Allard,
CARTB exec, agrued that pro
games were news, therefore in the
public domain, but agreed that

casts direct from special studios in
immediate area of Idlewild,
moving the entire news-special
events division under Sig Mickelsqn to the spot. Thus films shot
in all parts of the globe would be
processed on the spot, and tv’d immediately upon clearance at the. pirating was unethical.

the

—

airport,

beating

thus

the

N.

Y.

traffic rap.
j

Weather Forecasts
Continued from pace 1 ajj

'

DuMont
Continued from pagd 20

Opera
Opera Theatre schedules
preems of two new
American works as part of the
web’s “Sunday matinees.” These
are Griffelkin,” by Lukas Foss, listed for Oct. 30, and "La Grande
Breteche,” composed by Stanley
Hollingsworth from the Balzac
story, on March 25. Four others
on the schedule are Puccini’s "Ma-

NBC

the.

world

dam

Butterfly” (Nov. 27); "Mozart’s
(Jan. 15), on the
200th anniversary of the composer's

"Magic Flute”

birth; Tchaikovsky’s "Eugen Onegin,” closing the season on April
29; and the sixth annual classic,

Menotti’s

"Amahl and the Night
Day fea-

Visitors,” the Christmas
ture.

Impresario Sol Hurok, an NBC
consultant, is putting together a into

Madison?

Chi Radio-TV
Continued from page

mended spinning
division

Northwest Biz

off the broadcast

rest of the Duholdings.* Originally the

by Armand G. Erpf,

idea, spdrked

the Wall Streeter
came the latest

who recently
member of

the

directors,

was

DuMont board

of
that

be-

Sunday Tribune points out that
small grain harvesting will get under way within the next two weeks
in some Upper Midwest areas and
that most county agents report favorable crop conditions in their

•

HIGHER RATINGS!

areas.

A 21,000 person increase in Minnesota
industrial
employment,
largest gain in any month during
the post-war period, has beeen' announced by the Minnesota employment security department. The May
gain, compared to April, brings the

ABC

col-

.

ahd was made by

Arthur Rank

state’s

non-farm

employment

to

848,840 which is 7,000 higher than
at the same time a year ago.
c

This is the first time in 1955
the comparable month-to-month figure has been greater than in corresponding 1954 periods and the
tide turn is regarded by exhibitors
with great satisfaction.
jhiiiiiiiOirmuittiiiimiiwiHiiiiiilimiiHiiiiiiiMiliiniiiliiiiiimiiiHiiimiiiiiiiiimiiimiiHiiii

in 1951, is indefinitely postponed.

Lud Gluskin

The July 25 spot goes to a live
•show, Jan de Hartog’s legiter,

Continued from page 20

pointment for this appearance.

J.

Up

Minneapolis, July 5.
Favorable crop conditions' in
most of the Upper Midwest, as reported in a Minneapolis Sunday
Tribune survey, declining unemployment and generally good business are causing the film Industry
in this territory to anticipate a
booming boxoffice the balance of
the year if product holds up, according to such leaders as Harry
B. French, Minnesota Amusement
Co. president.

from the

Mont Lab

—

was Walt Emerson, former
and NBC attorney, and his

in

Since the profit-and-loss pictureis in for a complete reversal this
year, according to insiders, there
is a
growing opposition to the
stockholder splinter that recom-

proposed so
the broadcast
23*
losses would not work against the
divisions
profits.
against libel actions. But lawmak- manufacturing
ers pointed out that the "good Now the other side is made clear:
motives
and justifiable ends” If there were* still going to be
clause is necessary .to make the broadcast losses, would a spin-off
(No.) Won’t
libel statutes consistent with the help decrease them?
state constitution which includes most of the same people be run-,
such a proviso.
Fact that the ning a separate broadcasting corclause was not written in the basic poration? (Yes.) Won’t any broadradio libel laws passed in 1945 is cast -profit look as good on the
believed to have been an over- overall corporate books as on a
separate ledger?
(Yes.)
Howsight.
ever, it’s said that no decision as
First to spot the quietly introto a spin-off will be forthcoming
duced amendment which would for at least several days yet and
have erased the political protection probably pot for several weeks.

^

"warnings”

stockholders.

league
John Moser, presently
handling ABC’s Chi legal affairs.
’Richard III’
alerted
the Illinois BroadPair
McConnaughey
i Continued from page 21 siSiilii
casters Assn., the Illinois News
Broadcasters Assn, and the Chi- rights after making deals with
cago Broadcast Advertising- Club, local stations,* had been primed as
all of whom went into action in a July 25 color spec in the "Proopposition to the move.
ducers’ Showcase” Monday time.
The film, which stars Robert Donat

MORE RENEWALS!

storm are magnified
and exaggergated by the stations
and that a times mere "possibili-

sibility” of a

depressing first quarter financial
picture painted of these interests ties” are labeled
for 1955 by some of the DuMont ominous fashion.

'

Survival in Madison
Whether U’s can live with one V
was argued in connection with the
proposal to keep Madison all-UHF
by shifting the commercial V to
education or using it elsewhere.
Sam Miller, counsel for WMTV,
argued that Madison will be able
to support three commercial stations if the proposal is adopted but
monopoly if it is disapproved.
"That’s just' a surmise,” observed Chairman McConnaughey,
‘No, it is not,” Miller replied,
pointing to an analysis of similar situations.
"It is not a surmise and
not a speculation.”
With deintermixture, he added, three commercial UHF stations could exist
in Madison and assufe the public a
choice of network programs.
What happens if a VHF comes

—

casting division last year and the

AM

Devil’s Disciple.”

5.

Radio pirating of professional
sport shows for the purpose of airing reconstructed or simulated
sports stanzas is banned by a new
ruling of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Even if the details of a
game reach the broadcaster by
telegram or similar indirect source,
the station has to give written assurance to t!BC that there will be

'

TV

for
deintermixture
example, Michael
H. Bader, counsel for WFIE, inAriz.
that "under no circumsisted
— - Continued from page 22
stances can you put two V’s on top
impounded German film, mostly of two U’s and you can’t do it in manded an official apology and renew;
Evansville.” Ultra high in Evans- traction, but sole concession held
"Austria,” history of that nation ville, he warned, will "go down the
out by the Gazette was an offer to
updated to its present free status, drain” if V’S are permitted to print the letter on the editorial
with November reopening of the come in.
page if the last paragraph were
Vienna State Opera as backdrop;
for omitted.
counsel
Vincent Welch,
"Nightmare in Red,” Henry Evansville Television Inc., which is
Broadcasters turned down the of(Pete) Salomon’s long touted feafavored in the examiner’s decision fer with a rebuttal that the letture on Communism in Russia;
for channel 7, took issue. Ultra ter was not written for that pur"Three, Two, One Zero,” a rehigh is "safely entrenched” in pose, Copies of the epistle were
prise of the story on nuclear
Evansville and can live with VHF, sent to Phoenix Newspapers Inc.,
energy;
he asserted. He termed as "pure Pulliam, his assistant, 'Harry Mont"1976,” live show projected to
speculation” the contention of the gomery, and to the National Assn,
the 200th anniversary of the Amer- Plotkin report that U’s can live
Radio & Television Broadof
ican Republic and scheduled for
with only one V.
casters.
Oct. 9 under auspices of the AmerComr. Edward Webster asked
Both the Republic and the Gaican Petroleum Institute. Cast will
come into play zette will continue to carry their
consist of NBC prexy Pat Weaver, what "forces” would
after regular daily radio-tv program listSid Caesar, Nanette Fabray, Arlene to keep the U’s in operation
air.
the
on
came
the
V’s
ings, which the Republic augments
Francis and Wally Cox;
"Nobody knows,” Welch, replied, with a column of program highAnd such miscellaneous topics as
total mobilization; two programs "but there are two possibilities. lights.
covering juvenile delinquency; a Either the 'U’s and V’r can’t live
Columns given the axe were the
pattern will be Gazette’s "Radio-TV Ringside,” a
field study on desegregation in the together or the
local
small
tv
which
a.
in
repeated
U. S. public school system.
twice-weekly stint by amusement
station develops as a community editor Bobbie Johnston, and the
‘Maurice Evans Presents’
his
operation."
Maurice Evans will launch
Republic’s “Tune In,” turned Out
eight-show series in the "Hallmark
Chairman George C. McCon- three times a week by Maggie WilHall of Fame” 4 to 5:30 Sunday naughey asked whether such a lo- son. Both columnists will be given
time on Oct. 23. This will be the cal tv station “would have a additional duties to take in thp
slack.
Eva LeGallienne-Florida Friebus chance.”
version of '"Alice in Wonderland.”
"I .haven’t the' vaguest idea,”
The November entry will be "The Welch said.

ments

isn’t

effective until- Aug. 31 (exactly a
year since he came), Rosenhaus
immediately upped a longtime associate Edward L. Cossman to replace Lebhar as sales head of the
two stations. Two other vets of*
the ^ Jersey operation ' were also
upped in the move. Sydney Kavaleer was named manager of tv
sales, and Harold Edison, of the
(radio) sales department,
becomes
?ales chief. All three
men are expected to concentrate
on the local advertiser in future
station* pitches.

UHF

j

Ottawa, July

WATV
WAAT

UHF

Parade, the New Year’s Day Tournameht of Roses at Pasadena, and
the Easter Parade. The Turkey Day
show will be from 11 a.m. to noon;
Pasadena, 12:i5 to 1:45 p.m. onJan. 2; Easter processional; 11 a.m.
to noon on April 1*

On ‘Pirated’ Sports

the station.

summed up by
of Music.” Hurok will also present
stations in Hartrepresenting
the Sadler’s Wells Ballet in Tchaiford and -New Britain, Conn., and
that
in
Beauty”
"Sleeping
kovsky’s
Springfield, Mass.
slot on Dec. 12.
"The only way to encourage tv
Special Events
today,” he said, "is "to keep
The web’s holiday outings en- alive. Deintermixture is the- only

AF6*

"Young India,” 90-minute color
film featuring Chester Bowles, former Ambassador to India;
”
"Rise and Fall of a Dictator
tracing the career of Hitler via

j

Lebhar

replied,

the major network
goes to the V, then the V gets 70%
of the national business, then the
*
two U’s go in the red.
“Can they survive anyway?”
McConnaughey asked.
"Yes,” Gaguine replied, "if they
compete only with another U and
have equal access to network programs.”
The caSe for deintermixture was
that,

is

"Fourposter,” with the original two-

I

I

in-the-cast stars,

am

Hume Cronyn

and

2,000 Sq. Ft.
Penthouse

I{

|f

leaving for N. Y. the latter part Jessica Tandy. This slotting Is
Hotel Great Northorn
a if
week in the hope that an matter of convenience to the Mr.
118 WEST 57th STREET
audience with Federation officials and Mrs. couple, who have delayed {{
* Idaal for TV rahaarsals
will he granted me
The record start of rehearsal on their upcom- ||
• Ballat School
shows that I have constantly ing play, "A Day By the Sea,” to if
fought for more and more employ- appear in the tv "Fourposter." 1 1 - • Dane* Instruction
* Photographic or Art Studio
ment for musicians and I would They will get going on “Sea” two 1 1
• Or living quarters
never violate the basic principles days after the videq version, latter §1
for which the
has been fight- to be directed by Clark Jones, who. If 24-hour slevstor and switchboard lervlit
Inspection invited. By appt.
|i
ing. I have- always seen fit to help
Staged, “Peter Pan, with Cronyn
musicians live up £q the agree- producing and Fred Coe as exec if Call Harry Epstein. Cl 7-1900
ment between the
and the producer. "Fourposter” has been
networks.”
shown in insert form ort
of the

.

.

AFM

AFM

CURRENT

HIT$t
THE EDDIC CANTOR

CISCO KID

BOSTON 6LACKIK

and CBS.”

COMEDY THEATRE

ZI\
II
X.

tv.

Petrlllo was referring to a re-i
cording session in N. Y. early this,
month, Gluskin said he has received a letter from Petrlllo "advising” him to resign, but added, "I
don’t know if he has the right to
.make me resign.
This, is something I must discuss with the union

-

MEET CORLISS ARCHER
MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
I LED 3 LIVES
FAVORITE STORY

Burlington,

NEW HAVEN

Balch,

assistant manager of radio station
here, has been elected new
president of the Greater Burlington Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Before coming to Burlington, he
’

was associated with
Albans.
I

WWSR

in St.

VICINITY

COUNTRY ESTATE

WJOY

,

J

Vt.—rFrank

.

Contemporary horns, 5 yoart old, and 25 aorti
weadland. Planned tor minimum halp; 7 bod.
rooms, 4 baths; 7 iasy milts from Now Havan
and Yala. Near 8bubart Thoatro, straw hats,
Oakdale musical, tpp ooboorts, fine music library, OWnsr will taka 60*, • aasriflea.

Ralph Howard,
1861

Whitney Ave.

Realtor

CHestnut 8-5555
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Is as high as 56%
at 1:15-1:30 p.m.; in

plus

on Sundays

New

York, a

weekday morning show can garner
a total of 5,254,000 commercial impressions

Continue# from px;« 1

a one-shpt, costly pro- tape and retelecast programs of
gram problem due to the impossi- more than 1& minutes duration.
The BCE tape recorder will
bility of kinescoping tint shows.
eventually cost around $50,000
BCE exec director Frank Healey, each. Its shape at present is like
who hosted the demonstration for that of a squat, square metal box
high. However,
a select few, said the electronic about three feet
its eventual shape will he taller
process will actually not be mar- and narrower, approximately six
ketable for about a year, during feet high and two feet wide.
which time the system 'will underHealey first demonstrated the
go still more improvements in BCE black-and-white tv tape retape as well as recording and play- corder about two years ago.
He
and' equipment, said this machine has virtually
back
circuits
Healey said that there is still con- been perfected, but that Crosby
siderable yet to be desired in the Enterprises has discouraged netperfection of the tape,- but added works from buying it because it
that DuPont has a new Mylar tape will be obsolete as soon as the
Minnesota color recorder is on the market.
that’s very promising.
Mining will process the Mylar tape Healey added that the BCE color
with oxide'- backing, when it’s ready. tape recorder will also be able to
The present tape being used, tape black-and-white shows.
Healey said, has tiny Stridations or
BCE’s tv tape recorder, he said,
0 invisible to
so-called “drop-outs,
is proving of tremendous interest
the naked eye, imperfections he exto our government, which has air
pects will be eliminated by Du- ready given Crosby -Enterprises
font’s new tape.
$1,000,000 in contracts. The recordVeigr Impressive
ers, Healey said, can be invaluable
Viewers of the demonstration at in military work, since reconnaisBCE headquarters couldn't help but ance planes with portable tv equipbe impressed with the tape-re- ment and recorders can take and
corded “Shower," as it was 'taken tape a sea or land battle, and then
off a 15 -inch receiver's tube.
At have the picture played baek to
times some colors and camera military leaders minutes later, makshots were faulty, nut, Healey ing it possible for them to revamp
said, thi? was primarily due to the their strategy as necessary for
faulty color tube on the receiver victory.
and the camera work. at the point
of origination.
However, he did
concede partial fault to BCE’s
of Radio
equipment, primarily the tape. The
demonstration tape was taken at
Continue# from pace 20
BCE’s Sunset Strip lab, but plans
are being, made to have the next are non-tv homes. On the nighttaping at a tv studio^ directly off time side,, the average once-a-week
the cameras or a control room mon- show reaches 1,238,000 homes.
Cost-wise,, Nielsen breaks down
itor, instead of off a receiver’s
tube, in order to get the advantage radio and tv on a cost-per-thouof the greater clarity that point of sand-commercial minute basis, for
daytime and nighttime, with the
origination would offer.
Healey emphasized- that the BCE following .results: daytime radio,
$.79;* daytime tV r $1.47; nighttime
color tape recorders offer the additional advantage of making it radio, $2.26, nighttime tv, $2.71.
possible to edit shows and change Report glances at “new patterns in
or correct the color values,' and networks timebuying," pinpointing
(not by name or network) the ABC
then immediately retelecast.
In
other words, a show can be photo- nighttime news package of three
graphed “live" on a closed circuit five-minute shows a night, four
In over-length,, edited down to fit nights weekly and coming up with
time requirements, and then re- a total of 8,484,000 homps or 18.5%
telecast immediately with at least of all radio homes, in four weeks
some program “mistakes" elimi- (3,926,000 tv homes, 4,558,000 nontv homes) at a tptal monthly cost
nated.
of about $45,000, “less than the
Kinniear Still Take 5 Hours
cost of a single nighttime tv broadThis would b*e In sharp contrast cast.”
with kinescopes, which take at
Automobile radio bonus, the “auleast three hours to process. There to-plus,” is “as high
as 39% nationhave been some: instances of “hot ally. Report Cites March at 5-5: 15
kinnies" being done quicker, but p.m. Saturdays, claiming
39% as
that takes. extraordinary teamwork many families used car
radios as
without margin for error.
used home radios in that period, a
The BCE tape recorder Is the total of 1,743,000 families using
at present

.

'

.

Scope

.

1

;

work

of inventor ^John T. Mullin;
assistant chief engineer Wayne R.
Johnson, and tv engineer Leslie

Nelson.
Their recorder both
tapes the show and plays it back
on the one machine; one- head doing the “photographing” while a
second head, alongside, plays it
back.
The- half-inch tape,, with
five tracks
(four picture; one
sound ) spins off at the rate' of 180
inches per second on 14-inch diameter reels, each reel playing
eight minutes at present. Healey
said they expect to raise each reel
soon to 16 minutes, and this would
mean that stations buying the invention would require two machines so that there could be instantaneous switching of reels to
,

m
add
Now you

10

car radios.

Peak Period
Peak period for auto radio usage
was Saturdays at 2-2:15 p.m. during March, when 2,160,000 families
used car radios, a “bonus" of 32%
to the in-home listening level at
the time. Auto-plus percentage is
higher in “B" counties than in
other counties, higher in the northeast than elsewhere and higher
among tv homes than
non-tv
homes. Listeners per auto-set runs
as high as 3.4 Sundays from 6 to 9
p.m. and as low as 1.4 weekdays
3-6 p.m.

Local radio segment of the re-,
is a quickie look at some marcovering various phases of
local timebuying. In Detroit, autoport

kets,.

let

years

can look 10

years

gray

hair

your

to

blend the color of your hair to

The new Gourielli look completely natural— color
Men’s Shop is equipped to do that won’t wash out. Both propractically everything to keep fessional and business men find
a man looking young and brisk. the younger a man looks, the

Due

to popular demand, they better for his career.
Have opened handsome new pri-

vate quarters for hair coloring.
Their first clients, far-seeing
businessmen,
have been so
pleased at the rewarding results of their

are

where.

Gourielli’s expert services

You

cart also get a perfect haircut at the Gourielli Men's Shop
traces of thin-

—pne that hides

younger look, that ning

now

recommending

•

Continue# from pa#e 34

for-

eign-language field, a Cleveland
show reaches 55,000 different
homes in four weeks, or 1,815,000
people* in Chicago a weekday
morning show reaches 270,000
homes per broadcast but 1,012,000
different homes over a four-week
period.

Report, concludes that “radio ’55
is of such scope and dimensions as
have never before been reported,
never before fully realized . , . It
behooves both the buyers and
sellers qf time—whether in network, spot or local radio to examine all the dimensions of the
medium in order to use it most

—

profitably."

super market stints while Jim Conway takes his summer hiatus. . .
Singer Etta Moten helming a thrice-weekly evening quarter-hour on
with the Art Van Damme quintet. • .Chi NBC plant moving
its master control setup ino a new location in its Merchandise Mart
headquarters with the. old site to house color tv equipment.

WMAQ
in

.

.

.

to 10:55 p.m.

IN

3-Camera Setup
Continue# from

boston ...

Nelson Bragg, WBZf-WBZA dee jay, who recorded “Alabama Jubilee”
when it was an unknown, played all the versions of the hit number,
.The
including his own, on his noontime record show over WBZ.
WBZ-TV produced film, “This Is Your City-Traffic," has been requested for showing, by the Union of Finnish Towns at a special town
.Leo Egan, WBZ-WBZA
meeting in Lahti, Finland on Aug. 18-19.
sportscaster, heard regularly on “All About Sports," now is heard
nightly broadcasting the feature race from the pressroom at the Foxborough Raceways. The new pogram is carried on WBZ from 10:35

Mondays -through Saturdays.

DALLAS ...

Russ Barnett joined' WFAA’s news department after a stint as a
KLIF dee jay. .Chief announcer Wilson Shelley of KRLD and KRLDTV named 1955-56 Central Dads Club prexy. .Jack R. Howard in as
commercial manager at KGKO. .KLIF added a second mobile shortwave news unit to assist Jack Peart, with Les Vaughan manning the
.KIXL prexy Lee Segall tossed a moonlight cocktail
added truck.
dance at his home, Celebrating his station’s eighth birthday. . .Ken
Knox is KLIF’s new all-night wax spinner. Tab is now taken nightly
by Hine Pontiac. . .New suburban 1,521-foot tv tower, under construction, Will be shared by KRLD-TVj Channel 4, and WFAA-TV, Channel
8. Ready far transmission Oct. 1, it’ll be Texas’ 'tallest structure.
.

pa*re 31

,

.

following, or the single camera will
film the entire scene on the new
set itself and then swing on to the
next set to rejoin the other two.
final factor is the fact that the
j

A

show comes before the cameras
in advance (staging’s
done by Hiken), insuring few
changes and few last-minute snags

well-staged

.

-

on-camera.

IN

PITTSBURGH

.

.

.

for writing berth at WBZ-TV in Boston.
first which CBS-TV itself is pro- On the side, he’d (been scripting here for “Buzz ’n* Bill” show on
ducing on film, and one of the few Channel 2 and Stan Lenchner’s taking over that job. . .Melvin A. Goldin Dayton, O., upped from sales chief to
three-camera shows ever shot in berg, formerly at
New York. CBS is using DuMont’s general manager of
in New Kensington^ replacing Edward A.
in Apollo In a similar post. . .A1
largest studio, which by virtue of Kroen, who has shifted to
its size (although this is reduced Nobels to the Coast by car. They’ll be gone six weeks. . .Rita Lefton
sales manager
by virtue of the grandstand for has succeeded Dolores Foley as Girl Friday to'
the audience) and its construction Alan Trench. Miss Foley’s going to Seattle to live. . .Angelo Molinaris
(linoleum topping concrete floor- (Dusty Brown) leaving Monday (ID on the second week of their honeyannouncer, and his wife celebrated
ing, enabling use of crab dollies, moon. . .Johnny Davis,
for example), the network found their I7th wedding anni. . .Jane. Anderson, secretary to KDKA-TV
Dowty,
engaged
to Bill Real, Wesfinghouse atom
for
program
Byron
purpose.
head
best
its
One big problem to producing in New York as worker. . .Wayne Griffin, tv wrestling announcer;, going into the travel
.Murray
Harris,
side.*
of Dubin-Feldman agency,
agency
biz
on
.
compared with the Coast, De
the
Caprio feels, is the lack of large engaged to Beverly Ruth Schulberg. . .With EZC Ranch Gals off tv
Bee
Mary
House
for
couple
of
months,.
are working their first
and
stages centrally located. Even in
the DuMont setup, the floor space Pitt nitery, the Copa. . .Maria Schuetu, Girl Friday to Channel 2 genmanager
Lund,
flies
to
Francisco
Harold
C.
San
Saturday (9> to
isn’t large enough to handle all eral
prothe sets used in a show, which spend two weeks with her sister. . .Bob McKernon, former
duction
town
working
backstage
summer
opera comman* back in
at*
means extra breaks to raise and
strike sets in front of the standing pany.
sets constantly in use. Once the
union problems which prevent film
personnel from using, network live
personality, chosen a^ commencement speakGordon Eaton,
studios (no problem at DuMont,
since IATSE is the live union er by four Northwest high schools. . .Announcer-personality Doug
there) are settled,. De Caprio feels Melges- quit longtime KSTP job to join WTCN. . .KEYD radio' now
the key objections to Gotham pro- signing off at 6 p.m. daily, instead of 8 p.m. KEYD-TV now signs on
duction will be overcome via the at 2:30 p.m. . . . H. Lee Kuluyar, emcee of WCCO-TV’S’ onee-a-week
Series, incidentally, is

one of the

Si

Bloom leaving KDICA

WONE
WKPA

WAVL

WCAE

WWSW

WENS

’

|

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WCCO

“Hunting and Fishing Show," received award from American Assn,
Conversation for “outstanding service in the field of outdoor safety,”
Gov. Orville Freeman of Minnesota making the presentation on the
stricted to live shows.
aid. . .Johnny Morris’ KSTP disk jockey show, which started as *
half-hour program, now has been expanded to 86 minutes. . .Lindsay
Bros. Co., local farm implement distributors, taking over sponsorship
of WCCO Jim Hfll’s “Market Finals". . .Two additional Northwest stations, KILO, Grand Forks, N.D., and WDSM, Duluth, Minn.-Superior,
Continued ftoin pare 31
Wis., taking on Cedric Adame’ “Nighttime News" which has full quota
plenty of room for talent tv and of sponsors all down the line. , .Veteran disk jockey Merle Potter propictures to work together. Neither moted by WMIN to assistant sales manager, but will continued with
industry is going to gobble up the some of his shows. .Ed Viehmsii, WCCO personality, winner of Minneother.
Instead the two will com? apolis Junior Chamber of Commerce's annual award for outstanding
plement each other.
public service in radio.
“The picture people will benefit
largely through the plugs their
that one sponsor recently made a
product receives;. at the same tiihe
deal to produce its commercials in
they will be’ contributing their creLondon (for American tv) just to
ative talent to better the quality'
Continue# from pare 31
avoid
the' repayment schedules inof our programs," said Dozier,
whose network has ,an alliance with pattern as pertains on network volved points up this belief.
for.
the
Similarly,
sumsuch syndicators as
20th-Fox, whose tv subsidiary is show^ is also applied
producing the upcoming hour-long mer locally (though generally at a Official Films, the bulk of whose
GE series as well as “My Friend higher percentage of the original new shows is coming from Engprice), and recoupment would be land, would hesitate to become inFlicka" for CBS-TV.
volved with an American producDozier disclosed the network is affected here too.
completely sold out for the fall
Moreover, producers and syndi- tion when it can get its product
season, and that there are no time cators feel that the entire residual from England sans the repayment
slots available for the summer with payment setup for actors has Be- complications involved. Since the
bankrollers hitching on to vir- come so complicated (on a market- number of reliable syndicators is
tually every show, only a few be- by-market basis) as to become vir- on the downgrade—and this means
ing sUstainets.
tually an insoluble bookkeeping fewer distribution outlets to proA1 Scalpone, who replaced Harry headache. Producers in the past ducers every time one of them
Ackerman as Coast v.p. of CBS-TV have attempted to buy up residual picks up a foreign series, the
following Ackerman’s exiting to payments in advance under a chance for an American-produced
take charge of the web’s “specials," “packaged repayment" deal, sim- series is killed. Distribs point out
arrived Friday to assume his new ply to avoid the bookkeeping head- that this in itself lessens chances
duties.
aches, but SAG is now understood of employment for SAG members.
to be turning thumbs down on such
an arrangement at this point too.
Greensboro, N. C.
The FCC
Another Simulcast Year
Many of the New York syndicators
and packagers feel that if SAG has granted an application for a new
radio
to
Wayne
Broadcaststation
For Vet Chi Sachs Hour a case in demanding higher pay- ing Co., Goldsboro, N. C..
ments for actors, it would be a
Chicago, July 5.
“Sachs Amateur Hour," one of better bet all around if the union
Chi’s real greybeards in radio and would demand a higher scale- to
AGENCIES
ADVERTISING*
begin with and agree to a pretv, is set for another 52-week siprefer M M FILM SERVICES
mulcast ride on WBKB and WLS packaged sale of residual rights.
On the matter of foreign prothrough Ruthrauff & Ryan. Sachs
became If lias top Right
began the. hour on radio 21 years duction, it’s generally agreed today
editors.— Meets rash deadago and in 1949 began the simul- among producers who’ve shot overlines:
Does 'a comcast which has continued since seas that savings abroad are by
if
anyone
fiction,
and
large
that
pletely professional |ob—
a
that date.
Owner of the clothing outlet, shoots overseas, he does so for the
Is reasonably prlcotf--ConMorris B. Sachs, incidentally, ran location-background or financing
veniently located at 723
on the Democratic slate for city arrangements involved rather than
7th Ave,
4Bth and 7th
treasurer, running well ahead of to bring in a show at a savings
American-produced shows.
all other candidates, including the over
Yoe can phene
now mayor. Sachs, who appears But with a 100% repayment for
M M FILM SERVICES, INC.
on his weekly show to hand awards second runs, this opinion may be
use of large, modern and fully
equipped network studios now re-

on.
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younger!
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per month via 164,000

homes per broadcast: in the

enthusiastically
Gourielli every-

hair.

A

Vitamin-Complex

A

scalp treatment.
face massage to build up your skin.

Phone pLaza 3-1200 for a free
Relax in male surroundings
consultation today, plosed SatHere, in private rooms ser- urdays, July and August.
viced by men only, you can reGOURIELLI® MEN’S SHOP
lax and be sure that the newest
techniques
will
custom- 16 E. 55th St., New York 22,.N.Y.
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ETHEL AND ALBERT
With Peg Lynch, Alan Dunce, others
Producer-Directors Walter Hart

Writer: Miss Lynch

30 Mins, ; Mon., 9 :30 p.m.

MAXWELL HOUSE
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
(Benton
*

& Bowles)

Comparisons are odious, but “Ethel and

summer

Albert” as a

pinchhitter for the

“December Bride” telefilm series is superior
in every way to what it displaces. “E & A”
Is live,, alive and returns to the spectrum after
a midseason cancellation by jSunbeam bn
NBC-TV.

Current auspices carry over “De-

cember’s” Maxwell House Coffee out of Gen»

.

commerce is the only way to
keep a top show "going every looker-inner of
good will should dedicate himself to GF’s java
and thus give the sponsor reason to find a
spot for the Peg Lynch-Alah Bunce series
come next season.
Oral Foods.

If

i

Miss Lynch’s

.

initial

story played like a

from start to finish, with veteran
director Walter Hart, doubling as the producer, continuing his technique as per “The
celluloider

Goldbergs” by moving in on a number of
scenes and maintaining perfect continuity.

Yarn was pegged on the Arbuckles

PEC LYNCH and

getting

involved in the company’s hell-bent-for-pro-

ALAN BUNCE

motion conference in Chicago, meantime going through the throes of convoying a neigh-

as

bor’s

little girl

to

Kansas City (wrong train),

playing nursemaid to her dolls and turtles

“ETHEL

AND

ALBERT”

CBS-TV

in the lower berth, and finally planing out
for Chi with Mrs. Arbuckle proving herself

an Inartistic dud
But she turns out

vis-a-vis

to

the other wives.

be a heroine when an

accident occurs and everything

INSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

at

Monday, 9:30 P.M.

home and

lovey-dovey

Lotsa taction, some rare comedy moments

and

all in all

worthy of any viewer’s badge

of merit for realistic family

Producer-Director

is

office.

built in.

life

with laughs

Trau

.

WALTER HART
-k
Written by

PEC LYNCH
Thanks

fo All at

BENTON & BOWLES

Agents

ASHLEY-STEINER
A

Attorneys

'JAFFE

& JAFFE

——
40
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1955

TO

RICHARD ADLER
AND

JERRY ROSS
FOR

PAJAMA CAME"

"THE
THIS

Sunday,

the

Colgate

first

achievement award for words and
music goes to Richard Adler and
Jerry Ross,

who have gained the

tinction of having

Broadway

in

two top

dis-

hits

on

Each show

the same season.

has placed two Adler-Ross songs on "Your
Hit Parade" simultaneously

.

.

.

from "The

Pajama Game", "Hernandos Hideaway"

and "Hey, There"

"Whatever

kees",

.

.'.

from "Damn Yan-

Lola

Wants"

arid

ing artists, will join

the occasion of this award,

many

including

ren,

.

.

.

George Abbott, Gwen Ver-

"The Pajama

Jr.,

Fran War-

Stephen Douglas, Helen Gallagher,
Sisters,

The Four Aces, and

others.

*

for Their Score

presenting the Adler-

don, John Raitt, Eddie Foy,

Winners of the 1955

ANTOINETTE PERRY

in

Ross music on the Colgate variety hour,

The De Marco

"Heart".

On

of the Broadway casts and original record-

AWARD
of

Game"

Winners of the VARIETY
Critics Poll Award—1954
for "The Pajama. Game"
(Words and Music), and
1955—"Damn Yankees" (Lyrics)

SPONSORED BY THE COLGATE PALMOLIVE-PEET COMPANY
NBC-TV

SUNDAY, JULY

10th,

1955

8:00-9:00 P.M.

W«dae«l*f, July

6,

MUSIC

1955

+

Sam
«rds,

Clark, prexy of Am-Par Rec-4
American Broadcasting-Para-

Hollywood, July

5.

freels noe

musical director, for a with territorial distribs in that
eo-a&r spotting, but he now figures area. The Miami meets will be
that the target date for the dis- kicked off July 14.
kery’s first releases are too far off 1
(about the first of the year) for
him to load up with -a&r personnel.
Clark lias also held confabs with
Si Paul for a possible slotting as
national sales promotion manager;
but that, too, is in the “iffy 44 stage.
Paul had been branch manager for
Capitol Records in Boston where
Clark had a disk distribution outfit
before taking the Am-Par spot;.
Majority of. dark’s Coast time
was spent with the Walt Disney

Washington, July 5.
pop song, which has
a
prominent' congressman’s
wife as its lyricist, will get a
21-gun salute launching here
‘

A 'new

Thursday

Bong

ham, wife of Rep. Thurmond
Chatham- (D., N.C.), -head of
the Chatham blanket mills;
and music by Bamee Breeskin,
maestro of the' Shoreham Hotel’s Blue Room and Terrace.
The Hecht Co., large D. €.

Eight top songs, all standards
classics, are utod In “Gentlemen Marry Brunettes,” RussfieldVoyager’s United Artists release,
plus one title song written for the
Jane Russell-Jeanne Grain costarrer.
Generally speaking, it
s'eems that the resurgence of interest in the trled-and-trues is due
to the fact that it is easier to use
them to fit A. given nostalgic situation and thus benefit plug-wise,
than it is to turn out new material and go through the laborious
and oftimes dubious process of
trying to create a hit.

and

,

around, but not enough good tunes

Block bluntly blasts the great
majority of current disk releases
as
'“abysmal.”
Block ^ says he
“cringes” before each 'hour that

‘

ing

•

:

he schedules, new platter

releases.
of good material is
although
says,
qualifying his critique by pointing
out that there are at least several
songs among the current bestsellers that- are good “for ahy era.”
The overall impression of the current music output is, however,
definitely on the negative side, ac-

“The paucity

striking,”

able.”

<

Who’s to blame for the situation?
Virtually everybody, Block thinks,
even pinning some of tlie responsi-

...

bility

-

*

After closing out its 10-inch LPs
only two weeks ago, Columbia Records has now revamped the price
schedule on its 12-inch LP line.
It 4s hiking the major portion of
the 12-inch output to $4.98 from
the previous $3.98 tab. The 10inch LPS were cut from $2.98 to
$i: as part of the windup sale.
According to Hal Cook, diskery’s

I

-

lated questions.

As a

•.

sales

Col’s new schedule boosts the price
of close to 500 of its LPs with a
resulting
estimated increase in
value of dealer inventories of 4 9o

on an across-the-board basis.
The suggested $4.9’6 retail price
(Continued on page 46)

.

schedules

instituted

last

Labels,

which are operated by Norman

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Granz, virtually pace the indie
jazz field because of its hefty release schedule.
Granz, who stood pat when RCA
Victor cut the LP prices at the
first ofy the year, has now sliced
his 12-inch LP line from $5.95 to
$3.98 and his 10-inch LP line from
Tradesters figure
$3.90 to $2.98.
that the many indie jazz diskeries
operating in the east and on the
Coast will have to follow the new
price pattern being set by Clef and

Survey of

retail sheet

3
0
music

sellers based on reports
obtained fropi leading stores in

U

and

last

A
43

co

t

G
£

BMI

O

Ml
.

©

Berlin,

June

^

28.

It often seems as though foreign
singers have the best chances to

become Germany’s, most popular
In Berlin, for
recording stars.

Mona

instance,

Baptiste

and

Sweden’s Bibi Johns have been
Peter Alexander
climbing fast.
and Erni Bieler, both Austrian, are
also gaining here, Swiss Vico Torriani is rated among this country’s
top troubadours. And there are
Angele Durand, Bruce Low, Kenneth Spencer, Rene Carol, John
Hendrik who have become favorties here.

New

addition along this line

out so far.
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Decca

year and Rackmil sees no
reason to switch prices at this
this

£

£

.

A

•

Learnin’ the Blues (Barton).
Blossom Fell (Shapiro-B).
Hard to Get (Witmark)
Rock Around Clock (Myers)
Melody of Love (Shapiro-B)
Hey, Mister Banjo (Mills)
Love Me or Leave Me (BVC).
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Honey Babe

(Witmark)
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price

Milton R. Rackmil has informed
dealers that both Decca and Coral
will guarantee their prices until
the end of this year. The guarantee
covers both' labels’ 10 and 12-inch
LPs and 45 rpm EPS and is effective on all purchases made from
July 1 onwards.
Guarantee will enable dealers to
stock Decca and Coral packaged
merchandise in any quantity they
need without the fear that they
will be caught with an inventory
of platters whose prices have gone
down. Both Decca and Coral have
been racking up solid sales in the
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Sweden’s Alice Babs who recently
signed a two-year contract with
Polydor. Four waxings have come

Wk,
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In a move to counteract any
dealer uncertainty caused by repent
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fraternity.

of the jockeys lay on inBlock said, but the
disk jockeys only can play what
they get and what their listeners
want. Hence their responsibility
for the present state of the music
biz is minor.
The teenagers themselves, Block
contends, are one of the prime
causes, for the current failings of
pop music. “It’s extremely hard to
(Continued on page 46)

time.

o

PRriety

.

to

schedule

price

diskery’s

and only after a study of dealers’
pricing problems in the past six
months. RCA Victor slashed, the
prices of most 12-inch LPs to $3.98
at the first of the year and the
other major labels followed suit.

phonographs, and 1,500 books and
magazines are on their way to servicemen
in Germany, Iceland, Korea
Granz’s Move to Slice
and Alaska. When the Air Force
ords to block the release of Bill said it might not be able to find
Disk Prices May Cue
Haley’s disk, “Two Hound Dogs.” room for the gifts, Mrs. Vanderlip
Gale contends that the number in- offered to pay the $300 shipping
fringes on his radio show, “The charges and then take a job to
Cuts
Dog,’! and his Hound Dog earn back the money. With that,
The disk industry is now gird- Hound
Record Store.
the Air Force sent a special plane
ing for 'a price scramble among
Gale is active in the rhythm & to pick up the “Disks for Doughthe indie jazz labels. It’s expected
blues field here.
feet.”'
to come on the heels of the slashed
price

move was made

chief,

simplify

result, 3,000 records, three

Charleston, July 5
Jack Gale, dee jay and program
director at WTMA here, is peeking
an injunction against Decca Rec-

Week by Clef and Norgran.

on the disk jockey

Some

ferior disks,

•

&

Block

‘

cording to Block.

Ted Mack gives “Lonesome
Road” its tv preem on his NBC
show July 11.

field for the

*

to play.

store, is sponsora tea for Congressional
wives Thursday afternoon to
start the RCA record of the
number, by Hugo Winterhalter* with ‘the. 9 La Falce Bros,
adding the vocal. A large
from Congress,
delegation
Perry Como, and -other celebs
are definitely slated to attend,
with Frank Folsom a “prob-

department

which indicates that there’ll
Richard. Sale, who produced and
With Radio Cor,pi. of America directed “Brunettes,” working tar
be something cooking in the kiddie
new diskery before president “Frank M: Folsom back in advance of actual production,
long. Disney’s video show is on •from his exhaustive six-week sur- secured such oldies as .Richard
vey of the European markets, .Rodgers and Lorenz Hart’s "“My
ABC-TV.
Mahie Sacks, vp. in charge ot the Yunny Valentine” and “I’ve Got
RCA Victor record division, is Five Dollars,” Others he lined up
Slated to go abroad around Aug. 15.; for pic included 44 Ain’t 'MisbeHe will carry forward the pro- havin’,” “Miss Annabelle Lee,”
gram of projecting RCA’s own “Daddy,” “I Wanna Be Loved”
label In every country on a world- and “Have You Met Miss Jones,"
wide marketing level. It will see from other composers. Lineup alVictor’s ultimate schism with EMI ready has resulted In. a Coral alabroad.
Electrical & Music In- bum, plus singles.
dustries Ltd. has since purchased
To add to the nostalgia, film
RCA Victor is currently plan- Capitol
Records Inc. in the U. S. even has Rudy Vallee dusting off
ning to -expand its activities in the
All the ether linguistic versions of the saxophone and singing some
juve disk market. Since the exit of
-His
Master’s Voice (the “little of the songs he popularized.
Steven Carlin, who left RCA early
dog” trademark) will also go under
Similarly, Metro’s “Love Me or
this year, to join the Lou Cowan
the RCA label eventually.
radio-tv
packaging agency, the
(Continued on page 42)
Sacks and his general manager
diskery has been quiescent on the
of artists
repertoire, George R.
kidisk front. In recent weeks, however, exec interest has perked in Marek, will likewise step up Victor
'Disks for Doughfeef
that direction. It’s expected that disking, manufacturing and selling"
Lansing, Mich., July 5.
the diskery will appoint a replace- on the local level in the South
Mrs. Fred Vanderlip, whose son
ment for the vacant Carlin spot American countries, Mexico and
the
Japan,
in
Army
is
as
a platter fanj
well
the
present intenshortly.
At the present time, the diskery sive campaign to expand in Europe. started a “Disks for Doughfeet”
campaign
when
she
learned there
is re-exploring the juve disk field
was a shortage of records in overvia various surveys to determine
seas
posts.
the extent of the market and re'Hound Dog’ Scrap
office

(7).

"'Lonely Road,” with

is

by Mrs. Patricia Chat-

lyrics

The music biz has changed radithe 20 years since Martin
Block, novv on the ABC network,
broke in as a Hew York disk
jockey. And the changes haven’t
been ail for the good.
In 1935 there were plenty of
good tunes, but most jockeys found
it tough to get cuffo records to
play on their shows. Twenty years
later the situation, according to
Block, is such that there are
plenty,, even too much, cuffo disks
cally in

Sopgpluff Angle

Col Sets Sales Meets
mount Theatres newly formed subThe recurrent plaint;, “They
sidy returned to his ,New York base
Columbia Records ho me office don’t write songs like thote any-last Week after a aeries of huddles brass and the diskery’s western; siore,” is finding an ©oho on Hollyon the Coast still loaded with “Iffy” distributors wlli converge xm wood sound stages and in films upand “maybe” about the organiza- Apple Valley, Cal., July 10 for a coming for release where the curtional setup of the new label.
series of confabs on upcoming, rent crop of tunefilms leans beavk
According to Clark, “it looks like product, sales and merchandising ly on standards more than original
Sid Feller” as a&r -chief hut the plans.
times.
As a result, some of the
pacts haven’t been inked yet. Clark
The Col execs will -then move on best songs of the last generation
also has huddled with Don Costa, to Miami for a repeat performance are due for a pew lease on life.

41

17
16

reshuffling

week,

last

Columbia

at

Jack

.

Loelz

moved into the sales and’ distribution manager’s post, replacing Forrest Price who exited the firm.
Loetz was brought into the Col
orbit by Hal Cook, label’s national
sales topper, from Capitol, where
he was sales and distribution manager in the Baltimore area. Cook
also is a Cap alumnus. Price had
heen with Col for‘ the past four
years.
Loetz will coordinate activities
of diskery’s sales org with the Col
distributors in the field. Other appointments

made by Cook were

Gene Block, disk jockey Martin
Block’s son, to sales promotion on
the Coast and Walter Scmakin,
formerly

with

N.Y.,

sales

to

New England

Haynes-Griffin

promotion
area.

in

in

the

Gene Weiss,

who had been diskery’s utility field
man for the past several months,
was named district manager of the ^
Philadelphia
ton axis.

-

Baltimore

-

Washing-

MUSIC
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Jocks, Jukes anjd Disk's
Bobby

GROSS

By MIKE

Perry Come;" “F o o 1 e d"-“Tina goody-goody for current disk marComo ket tastes. It’s overly sweet in
Marie" (RCA Victor).
looks like a;> cinch for the hit lists both lyric and melodic values.
with this coupling. Both are solid Betty Madfgan delivers in a sugary
aides and varied enough to keep style. She gets a better chance to
the deejays flipping ’em on the turn- show her piping quality, on the

The ballad slice. “Fooled,” solid standard, ‘‘Please Be Kind,"
Joan Regan: “If We Learn To
looks to having the better longrun
values. It's a slick mating of .words Love Each Other"-“Just Say You
Her" (London). Joan ReLove
the
and music and Comp, makes
most of it. “Tina Marie" is a peppy gan's stock in the U.S. disk market
be helped much with this
won't
of
amount
item with an unusual
The sides won’t hurt
bounce. Here, once again, Como coupling.
shows, that he can handle just her standing, either, but their
noise-making potential is pretty
about anything. ’
, _
Roy Hamilton; “You Wanted To slim. “If We Learn To Love Each
Change Me”-“Forget This Fool" Other” is a pseudo-inspirational
“You Wanted To Change piece which comes off pleasantly
(Epic).
Me" is a change of pace for Roy in her hands. “Just Say You Love
Hamilton and it's sure to give him Her" is just par for the ballad
and his
a firmer standing in the pop mar- cours6i
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
Mona Carol; “Sweet Sixteen
ket.
It’s a brightly-paced rhythm
Week
Consecutive
202nd
number which he delivers in a Waltz"-“S orrento and You” Aragon Ballroom Ocean Park, Calif.
The (Casino). Mona Carol is a newcompletely winning style.
Sat. 9-10 P.M. EDT
ABC-TV—
okay
off
deejays and the coinboxes will go comer and she comes
Sponsored by
for it in a big way. He's back in in this release: She’s got a shellac
Dodge Dealers of America
the dramatic groove on ‘‘Forgive savvy that’ll win attention once
This Fool" and he builds it into a she gets some stronger material to
table.

.

1

LAWRENCE WELK

with a package of all-star tootlers
who originated on the Coast. In
the lineup are such names as Chet
Baker, Gerry Mulligan, Bud Shank,
Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne, Bob

FOOLED

. . .

(RCA VICTOR)
(Epic)

Tina Marie

*

..

KITTY KALLEN

s.;. .LET’S

YOU WANTED TO CHANGE ME
^Forget This Fool
MAKE THE MOST OF TONIGHT

(Decca)

strong slice.

It’ll

get spins on* all

levels.

Kitty Kallen: “Let’s Make The
Tonight’’-“Just Between
This coupling
Friends". (Decca).

'

off to a good start. It’s a catching ing of all these films is Indicated
tune which- she builds into a potent by the enormous results accrued,
platter via some cute vocal trick- by UI in their “Glenn Miller

ery. “Didn’t I Love You Enough"
does, nothing more than show that
she can handle the big ballads as
Well the lighter items.

Story" several years back.
Warners, not to be left out, Is
putting Liberace to work in “Sincerely,” which covers a considerable period in Tin Pan Alley time,
Ginny Greer to Decca
including some of the best tuneSongstress Ginny Greer has been smithing in the business.'
inked to a term pact by Decca Rec- . Twentieth-Fox,, too, will incorpoords..
rate some of the songs of 50 years
She previously worked with 'a ago in “The Girl in the Red Velquartet named Three Dons & vet Swing.” One of these will be
“Tell Me, Pretty Maiden.”
Ginny.
1

hum Horn

(12)

1
I

2.

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK
LEARNIN' THE BLUES

4.

CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE

(5)

6.

BLOSSOM FELL
A mnecnii*

\

(15)

(9)

9.

SOMETHING’S GOTTA GIVE

.

S
j

..............

HARD TO GET (3)
IT’S A. SIN TO TELL A LIE

10

LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME

(1)

Epic

Capitol

1

MGM
.Capitol

Valentine

...... London

(

Davis, Jr.

[

4

...

• « •

•

.

.

£

.

Victor

Mercury T

Georgia Gibbs

Kapp

Sunnysiders %

\
•{

IF I

,

i

Sarah Vaughan ....... Mercury
Victor
Dinah Shore
.

.Mercury

CKtfic Stone

Capitol

Les Paul-Mary Ford

number

of

—

Chappell
Porgie

.

Witmark
Frank

Heart *“Damn Yankees"
Hey, Mister Banjo
Honey Babe t“Battle Cry"
.

.... Capitol

Ralph Flanagan

.

weeks sOna has been

in the

Top

103

Victor

*

Mills

—

Witmark
Hummingbird
Jungnickel
If It’s a Dream ^“Seventh Heaven"
Chappell
I’ll Never Stop Loving You
t“Love Me, Leave Me" Feist
'Kentuckian Song t“The Kentuckian"
Frank
Land of the Pharaohs-—1 “Land of the Pharaohs" .. Remick

—
—

—

Learnin’ fthe Blues
Me or Leave
1“Love
in a Raincoat ......
,

1

Barton

.

Me—

Me

or Leave Me”.

—

Rock Around the Clock

BVC

.

BMt-Can.

Never Love Again

......... Broadcast

“Blackboard Jungle"
Something’s Gotta Give— 1 “Daddy Long Legs"
Sweet and Gentle
That Old Black Magic
Unchained Melody f“Unchained"
Whatever Lola Wants *“Damn Yankee^"
{

.

t

.

Myers

.

.Robbing

. .

Peer

Famous

——

World

Is

Mine

.

.

.

Frank
Frank
Paramount

.

Top 30 Songs on TV
(

A

More In Case of Ties)

Blossom Fell

Shapiro-B
Crockett" ...... Wonderland

— t“Davy

Ballad of Davy Crockett
Banjo’s Back in Town

*.

World

Breeze and T. .... ... ....... ............ ... .....
Marks
Cherry Pink, Apple Blossom White— “.Underwater" Chappell
,

.

Dippy, Dippy, Doodle
Flip, Flop and Fly

Modern
Chappell

.
.

Melhedd

.

Progressive

Heart—“Damn Yankees"

Frank

Hey, Mister Banjo'

Mills

I’m Greatest Father of

Capitol

if

in parentheses indicate

Modern

.

Decca

.Capitol
........ Columbia

Georgia Gibbs

,

Dance With Me, Henry
Darling, Je Vous Aime Beaucoup
Good and Lonesome
Hard to Get

Victor

t

,

.'

.

Honey Babe— t“Battle Cry"
Hummingbird

Cadence

Nat (King) Cole
}

DANCE WITH ME, HENRY
POPCORN SONG
HUMMINGBIRD
I BELONG TO YOfj,

.

Hayes
Tennessee Ernie Ford

Bill

\Fess Parker

MAY
WHATEVER LOLA WANTS

—

You +“SJlk Stockings"
Chappell
Ballad of Davy Crockett—-t“Davy Crockett” ...... Wonderland
Blpe Star
Chappell
Chee Chee-oo Chee
H&R
Cherry Pink, Apple Blossom Whitest “Underwater". Chappell
All of

X

Coral

|

BALLAD OF DAVY CROCKETT.

Remick

.

Decca
.

Shapiro-B
Chappell

Heaven"

.Alabama Jubilee

.

Decca $

Alan Dale.

[Eddie Fisher
FoMr A6es

ur-Anm
hlaki

Survey Week of June 24-30, 1955

A Blossom Fell
A Man with a Dream—^“Seventh

Dance With Me, Henry
Vous Aime Beaucoup.

........ ...

;

.

Darling, Je

l

f Figures

filed joint suits here, claiming that
Allen owed Capitol $6,288 and
Coral $894 for records.
In his countersuit, Allen claims
that Capitol teed off with its own
shop here and took back the top
numbers and left “Allen holding
the bag with run-of-the-mill numbers," he stated. The record distrib stated that he has a total of
$10,088 credit due from Capitol
which has not been paid. He also
claims a total credit of $1,183 from
Coral representing shortages in
shipment “which he did not order."

The top 30 songs of week* (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index 6 Audience Trend Index•
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr, John Gray Peatman,
Director, Alphabetically listed,
• Legit musical.
t Film,

Epic

Davis, Jr.

Lena Horne

<

Victor
Coral

Nat (King) Cole
jDiclcie

4

Decca i

Perez Prado
Alan Dale

Sammy
[ Sammy

.

(2)

HEY, MISTER BANJO

.

g countersuit in Memphis Federal
Court against Capitol Records and
Coral Records, charging that he
does not owe them money, but
they owe him. The two companies

v

Man
May

Somethin’ Smith

(2)

t SWEET AND GENTLE

.

Memphis, July 5.
Glenn Allen, head of Glenn
Record shop here, has levelled with
,

up .controversary, which is good
for biz, but hasn’t proved anything.
In this 12-inch LP set, Pacific Jazz
continues the east-west -dispute

Love

Comets
...

•

Second Group

.

bass.

Countersues 2 Labels

stuff

Decca

Gisele MacKenzie .... Label

'

I

•

on

Victor).

Capitol

Art Mooney

(6)

i

8.

7.

•

Frank Sinatra

.

j

HONEY BABE

Roy Hamilton
Al Hibbler
Les Baxter
Bill Haley’s

(6)

3.

5.

roll

gives

and he brings to “Make Me” a rich starrer. All of these will obviousand colorful interpretation. ly concern themselves with the
“Domani" stands, the better chance swing leaders of the late '30s and
early '40s and are now in the workfor jock and .juke play.
“Fr e d d y"- ing stage. They probably will rest
Connie Franeis:
“Didn’t I Love You Enough" more heavily on instrumentals
(MGM). This is Connie Francis” than on vocals.
disk debut and “Freddy" gets her
At the same time, the firm foot-

on

UNCHAINED MELODY

(Atlantic),

.

.

|

1.

There's seldom
anything new that can he. done
with old Cole Porter tunes, but
when Mabel Mercer get a hold of
them they take on a fresh and
lively aspect. She gives each one
a new dimension and almost succeeds in giving the impression that
it’s their first time round. The 12inch LP features 13 tunes, not all
pop hits, but all good enough for
her attention. She’s given a standout backing by Cy Walter and Stan
Freeman on pianos and Frank Car-

“Make Me"

PRuiety
-f

it.

Mabel Mercer: “Sings Cole Porter"

Music By Minucei: “Domani"- with “The Eddy Duchin Story,” Brookmeyer; among -many others.
Set gives a fair sampling of what
Italian tune- while
(Coral).
UI keeps in Step with “The
smith Ulpio Minucci heads up the Benny Goodman Story.”
Paraorch in an instrumental workover mount-, also is prepping “The Red
He
of' two of his compositions.
Danny Kaye
“Domani" a solid Italo flavor Nichols Story" as a

Most Of

could put Kitty Kallen back into
the upper disk brackets.- On “Let’s
Make The Most Of. Tonight," she
has a. light-hearted summer ballad
to work with and she delivers with
plenty of charm. “Just Between
Friends” is a slower-tempoed batlad and -she gives it the kind of
reading that makes it a spinning
must.
.
Rosemary Clooney: “Go On By"“Sailor Boys Have Talk To Me In
English” (Columbia). When Rosemary Clooney gets, a bouncing
spiritual-styled spng, she belts rt
for all she’s worth and her enthusiasm rubs off. This Stuart Hamblen offering is a good bet for
plenty of spinning action, in the
boxes and* on the dee jay turnta“Sailor Boys. Have Talk To
bles.
Me In English" has. the makings of
a cute song but it misses along
the way. Thrush, however, gives
it a flavorsome zip.
Betty Madigan; “Teddy Bear”“Please fie Kind*! (MGM).
The
point of view relayed in “Teddy
Bear" is a little too innocent and

.

that’s

heat.

dition to establishing the stature
of the canary who was a prime
Just Between Friends
Mustcom.favorite of that p6riod.
edy and picture tunes of the same
work with. “Sweet Sixteen” gives epoch will be used in company’s
her a cute showcase, while “Sor- “I'll Cry Tomorrow," the Lillian
rento and You" gives her a chance Roth biopic.
to give out. with the dynamics.
Columbia has entered the race

Old tunes
Continued from page 41

Best Bets

are trying .to say

the progressives*
and
about
—

Wayne Kinr Orch-Galen Drake: Sued Tenn. Retailer
“A Cure For -Loneliness’’ (RCA

Leave Me" has a dozen songs that
were hits in the ’30s, with Doris
Day, as Ruth Etting, recreating
the atmosphere of the era in ad-

.

ROY HAMILTON

rhythm

This album-for-the-mood
can get out of hand. This 10inch LP is a blending of music and
poetry designed to cure the lonejy,
the lovesick and sundry other
romantic ills. The wax prescription
is an overdose of schmaltz and corn
that can’t ho taken too seriously.
Wayne King supplies the melodic
sugar while Galen Drake offers the
poetic saccharine.
JaZz West Coast: “Ah Anthology
of California Music" (Pacific Jazz).
The indie jazz labels on both coasts
are still trying to prove that there’s
a regional jazz form. It’s stirred

—

PERRY COMO

By Bobby

Short: “Songs

Short" (Atlantic). A comparative
newcomer to the disk field, Bobby
Short hits with solid impact on
this 12-inch LP set. He’s an intimate boite song-stylist who’s been
put into the groove with topnotch
effect. He’s got a delightful way
with a song that brings out every
humor and nuance of the lyric. He
sings the big ones and the breezy
ones with tho intelligence and
care. Incidentally, seven of the 13
songs in the set, were penned by
Vernon Duke who wrote the album
liner. Short self-accomps on piano
while Larry Bunker (drums) and
Roily Bundock (bass) lay down the

Them

Jukin’
Learnin’ the Blues
Love Me or Leave

Man from Laramie

.......

— f“7 Little Foys"

All

Me— t “Love Me

or Leave

Jungnickel
.

.

.

Me”.

.

Play Me Hearts and Flowers
Sluefoot t “Daddy Long Legs"
Something’s Gotta Give t“Daddy Long Legs"
Sweet and Gentle

—

Swimmih’
Take My Love t“The Glass Slipper”
That Old Black Magic
Tweedle Dee
Unchained Melody ‘t“Unchained”
Whatever Lola* Wants +“Damn: Yankees”
Young and Foollshr—*“Plain and Fancy"

—

—

Famous
Tee-Kaye
Barton

BVC
Shapiro-B
Porgie

.

Oh. No

—

Witmark

—

Advanced
.

.

.

.

Robbins
Robbins
Peer

Mood
.Feist

Famous
Progressive

Frank
Fi’ank

Chappell

.

Wtdnccd^y, July

;

1

;

MUSIC

f'S&IETr

1.955

*6,

...

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week emIUaf June 25)
.Frank
Unchained Melody
Macmelodiea
Wonder
.

scrambled as a
result .of the EMI-Capttol tieups in addition to EMI's affiliation with
RCA Victor via the British HMV label, RCA'e Label X obtained the
Miss
coupling of Annie Cordy’s “Freddy” versions the hard way.
Cordy, a French' singer imder ad EMI deal, normally reoerds for Angel
Records, an EMI longhair subsitj in the U. S. Angel, however, only
releases albums and couldn't handle the single. Capitol,: on the^ other
1
hand, had already cut the German tune, /‘Freddy, ' with' -Stan Kenton
while Victor released an Eartfia Kitt version. Hence, by agreement
of Capitol ana Angel, it was given to Label X. Lou Levy, head of
Leeds Music, which is publishing, sparked interest in the Cordy coupling of a German and English version by distributing diibbed copies
-disk affiliations slightly

With European-Amerlcan

.

1

Stranger in Paradise. .'.Frank

1

Maddox

Cherry Pink
;

XXreamboat

.Leeds

.

Stowaway
,

‘

r,

.

.

Southern
Chappell
Rogers

Bridges of Paris.

....

Earth Angel
Evermore

......

;

.

-

Unsuspecting Heart

.

.

.

.

:

.

BrOn

;

Coast Labels Merge

4
%

Hollywood, July 5,
Liberty Records, recently organized disk .company with headquarters here, has absorbed Nocturne
Records, a jazz outfit
Liberty plans to repackage the

Stuart Hamblen, itinerant revivalist preacher who has clicked with
his religioso cleffing efforts in “It Is No Secret,” “This Ole House”
flock of
and “Open Up Ypur Heart;” has again cropped UP with
tunes on several labels. Columbia has put Johnnie Ray on ’“I've Got
Too /Many Million Years” and Rosemary Clooney on “Go On By.”
Meantime, Decca has released two straight, pops written by Hamblen,
“Without a Girl” and “So Dear to My Heart,” as sliced, by Skip Farrell.
Hamblen, incidentally, records for RCA Victor and now publishes his own numbers'.
-

>

series.

r&b

.shindigs he’s promoted but
didn't think the {beat inspired it.

A

—

§2O

IsfaziEfy

20

cities

and showing com

and

last

week

OT

I

.

PEREZ PRADO
2

“Cherry Pink

2

~

FRANK SINATRA
3

4

4

LES BAXTER
5

.6

8

(Capitol)

12

7

,

5

9

10

16
.

.

6

6

1

7

8 100

8

4

10

1

2

4

10

9

1

Ifewport Jazz Festival

..

4
2

.

T

6

Hi-Fi System;

80

Sets FxpeitGab Forums

..

86

7

56

.

48

...

47

Boston, July 5.
with grass in
nearby Waltham is being tested for
the sound equipment for the Newport Jazz Festival, July 15-17,
George Wein, director, revealed
here. This grass absorbs sound at
about the same degree as will the
audiences at Newport, Wein spys.
The tests are being made by Henry
C, Lang, a hi-fi expert, Who will
•engineer the system at Newport.
Two afternoon open forums on
jazz will find a high powered panel

7“
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7

7

9

5

6
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8
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6
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.

.

2
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8

8

2
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8

2
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1

3.

7

.

5
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6

3

35

4

4

31

.

.

..

10

7
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.

..

7

8
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..10

..

5

5

4

An experiment

.

.

.

3

.

3

.

3
7

.

8

23

.

23

^

.
.

6

2

..

X

of experts participating and the
cuffo audience will be. encouraged
to
take part in the sessions.
“These public debates" about the
world of jazz are as unusual as
the three giant jazz concerts we
will present,” Louis L. Lorillard,
president of the festival, said. “The
aim Of the -festival, after all, is to
promote a deeper understanding
of jazz as art and music.”
,

8

..

..

.

Two experimental jazz bands will
perform for the audience before
and after each session. “Jazz from
the Outside Looking In” will he
the subject Saturday afternoon
(16) and the panelists will consist
largely of social scientists. Sunday afternoon (17), “Jazz from the
Inside Looking Out” will be the
subject and the panelists will consist of jazz musicians and critics.
Among rthe musicians on the
panels will be Dave Brubeck, Billy
Taylor,
Gunther Schuller and
Gerry Mulligan. Jazz critics will
comprise Nat HentofT, Wilder HObson and Ernest Borneman. Social
scientists and specialists on sub-
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^
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7
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,
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9
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(King)
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‘

1
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;
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4
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1

'

JR. (Decca)

•
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f

’

’

..

J

5
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'

‘
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v

4

..

'

.

2

16

.
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(Cadence)
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New

Tests

.

.

'

DAVIS,

10

..

..

..

...

..

..

..

..

'

..

4

”

..

!

“

10

(Capital)

One SI”0
FESS PARKER (Columbia)
“Ballad of Davy Crockett”
“Nfy

*•

»

~

..

(EpIcT
“It's a Sin to Tell a Lie”,
DAVIS, JR. (Decca)
“Love Me or Leave Me”.

..

. .

"

....

,

Columbia

CL 710
B 2090

6

.

7

5

8

..

3

STARRING
SAMMY DAVIS

JR.

_
,
Sammy
Davis

Jr.

.

5

.

2

DorU Day

5

..

jects related to jazz will’ include
Prof. Henry Cowell, author, teacher
and composer; Prof. Willie L.
James, musician and folklorist of
Spelman College; Eric Larrabee,
associate editor of Harper’s Magazine; Dr. Norman Margolis, psychologist; Prof. Marshall Stearns,
professor of English at Hunter College and jazz historian; Prof Richard A. Waterman, director of the
Laboratory of Comparative Musicology at Northwestern University
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SAMMY

LOVE ME OR
LEAVE ME

6
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SOMETHIN’ SMITH

ALBUMS

2
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SIX TOP

1

2
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JULIUS LaROSA

..
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SAMMY

25

1
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“That Old Black Magic”.
CREW-CUTS (Mercury)
A Story Untold”

.

2

"

2

19A 20

.

155

1
..

(Decca)

“

24

1

(Capitol)

BOYD BENNETT

22B 12

.

.

^Seventeen”

"
22A 20

.

6

(Coral)

“Duvid Crookctt”

“Domani”
NAT (KING)

-4
4

5

’5

”

:

..

16C 18

..

4

7

9

16B 10

21

1

•.

(Unique)

!
(Columbia)
“I'D Never Stop Loving You”
BILL HAYES (Cadence)
“Ballad of Davy Crockett*'

..

-

topflight

•

DORIS DAY

19GB

2

1

2

(Mercury)

(Dot)

MICKEY KATZ
..

2

3

•

“Sweet and Gentle”

16A

I

^

13B

19

'

1
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1
^
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a Shame”
DAVIS, JR

ALAN DALE

I

a3 «s

t

'

1

4

6
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3

in a Raincoat”
It

"

.3

3..

5

3

...
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“Dance With Me, Henry”

SAMMY

15

.

10

mooney <mgm)

“Ain't

9

s

4

1

£
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1

“Honey Babe”..

“Man

ao

(Decca)

“Something's Gotta Give”

.

^

(Coral)

13A 10
.

»

r

'

“Unchained Melody”

PAT BOONE
.12

-s.

1

r&b

act working on 40
to 45 dates In his territory. Jack
Archer, one-night booker for Shaw
Artists, refers to the southwest as
“‘H oward Lewis Time.”
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a

(Label X)

Y-pRISCILLA WRIGHT

'

Hi

“10

4
!

to Get”.;

GEORGIA GIBBS

Lewis buys about $750,000 worth
of talent annually ,and conducts the

.

“Something's Gotta Give”...!

Tart
9

a S

“

;

points out

!

.

AL HIBBLER
8

'

Mb

a

1

He

booking, promotion, ticket sales,
etc., with a 25-man staff.
He keeps

i

i
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percentage.
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“Unchained Melody”.
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)
“A Blossom FeU”

“Hard

..

(Capitol)

McGUIRE SISTERS

'

7

.

.±1

.«

vs.

that if a promoter loses on a big
'band’s date, {he's deep in the hole,
but a loss -on an r&b gig is basy
to recoup.

CO

15...

1

13
:

White”

:

GISELE MacKENZIE

:

6

2

(Victor)

& Apple Blossom

“Leamin' the Blues”
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Artist, Label, Title

“Rock Around the Clock” ...
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RILL HALEY'S COMETS
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Xewis said the r&b combos come
for prices between $350 and

~
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Survey oj retail disk best
sellers based on reports obtained from loading stores in

wk.

B
W

~

*3

travel-
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BETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS
0

now

.

Nocturne albums in addition to releasing a: “Jazz in Hollywood”

(H

is

.

.

Everywhere

blues

-

Don't Worry- ........ .Wright
.Diash
You, My Love
Tomorrow ....... Cavendish
Give Me Your Word Connelly
Ready Willing .and Able Berry
Ghee Chee-oo .... .Maurice
Connelly
Melody of Love
.Dash.
Sincerely
Heine
If Anyone Finds This
Kassner
Crazy Otto
Prize of Gold ........ Victoria
:

&

Rhythm

tog at its hottest pace in the south-

NAMES m
wv
kmw PBOPER
TO
v USE

Second 12

r

X

-r

Ifnim

»
*
*
breaking down facial barriers in
Camden Records, RCA’s low- that territory. That’s the opinion
priced label which has been uBing 'of Howard Lewis, Negro promoterpseudonyms for orchestras- on its booker in the southwest who hit
classical releases, has now ©b- New York last week from his Daltained permission from, five symph, JLas hq. for a quickie o.o.
According to Lewis, the r&b beat
orchs to use their real monickers.
Five orchs are the Minneapolis, In- started to catch on with the white
dianapolis, San Francisco, Chicago population just about a year ago
and National Symphonies, whose with the “whites outnumbering the t
noms de disks were the Marlbor- Negroes at r&ib concerts and
Ough, Sussex, Worldwide, Century dances about three-to-one.” Lewis
explains, “Itte a new thing for the
and Globe respectively.
Camden label, Which has repack- whites while the Negroes have had
1'
Victor
RCA
all along.
Old
it
many
the
of
aged
The r&b .interest has grown an
masters, has used releases from
virtually every top orch in the Vic* such states as Texas, Oklahoma,
tor catalog# except for Arturo Tos- New Mexico, Kansas and Missouri,
canlni.
Use of the pseudonyms where hillbillies have been thrown
on. -the low-priced disks was de- for a loss, says Lewis. He points
signed to protect the value of their out. that 18 out Of every 20 disks
in the jukeboxes in “white” drivecurrent recordings.
Camden Records, meantime, has ins and cafes are r&b etchings,
At the r&b dances he’s prochanged the logotype on its label.
Previously the label read: Camden moted, especially in- the big Texas
Records, a Product of Radio Corp. cities, Lewis has noted a breSkof America# Now the trade name down of the segregation taboos.
Lewis also credits baseball for
reads RCA Camden,
helping this development.
On the question of the tieup between juvenile delinquency and
r&b, Lewis admitted that they're
have been teenage brawls at the

.Berry

.

1

s'

.Morris

.

——

mmm Anmi av
CAMDEN GETS ORCaOK

Cavendish

Softly

——

<

.

Variety musicologist Jim Walsh .has received plenty of unexpected
and unusual fan mail from hitf writings about recording artists and
phono history. One *of the oddest showed up last week When he had
an airmail letter from -a 22-year-old tenor preparing for a grand opera
career in Italy. High-voiced lad asked Walsh to help him augment
bis large collection of platters by the late Billy Murray, American
comic song singer who specialized in George M. Cohan rapid-fire type
numbers* Tenor said he considers Murray “the Caruso of Comedians”
and is patterning *his enunciation £nd breathing methods after the
one-time “Denyer Nightingale!” Nearest Murray ever came to singing
opera on records was taking the lead in Victor and Edison recordings
of Irving Berlin's “Lucia Sextet Burlesque,” back in 1812.
i

—

Wbe*e Dimple Be Cinephonic

,

LONESOME ECHOE
,

Decca

DL 8118
ED 2214-5-8

.

Jack!* Gleason

.

IN TKE WEE,

SMALL HOURS

CRAZY OTTO
Crazy Otto

DAMN YANKEES
Original

Frank Sinatra

Capitol

Capitol

W

W

EBF

627
1, 2-627

EBF

581
1, 2-581

Decca

DL
ED

8113
2201

Cast
.4

Victor

LOC
EOC

1021
1021

and

I

o

jazz

musician; and Father
chaplain of the

Norman O’Conner,
:

Newman
versity.

-Club

at*

Boston

Uni-

1

3
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SWANEE
THE LONGEST WALE

20/tf- 618t

With Hugo Winterhalter's Orchestra and Chorus

A

**

New

Orthophonic” High Fidelity Recording

RCA VICTOR
FIRST

IN

RECORDED MUSIC

MUSIC
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Wednesday

TOA Peddles P.D. Disk

Merlin Block
— vContinued from page 41

Package to Exhlbs

To Duck License Fees
The Theatre Owners
is

spreading

dling

field.

efforts to

'out into

of

insist upon a heat and, in many
cases, that's all a song has to
have.”. The demand for the big
beat, according tq Block, goes beyond the confines of the rhythm
“blues or rock ’n’ roll school of
music. It Has now affected virtually dvery pop hit, excluding the
cornballs like “The Ballad of Davy
Crockett”- and the Latin tunes like

the disk ped-

.

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

bers off the music license fee hook.
Theatre owners, who use intermission music, are required to. pay
royalties on performances to the
American Society - of Composers,
Authors Ac Publishers.

domain music
pegged for theatre use.
age consists of 10 45
Cost to TOA members

The

“Cherry Pink” and

u

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Sheet Music

Retail

,

'Following the Leader*
But, as has been pointed out in
different* contexts, s the kids not
only get what they like, they may
have learned to like what they
have been getting from the diskers. On this problem of the responsibility of the wax works,
Block raps the major companies
for “following the leader.”
The top companies, Block said,

pack-

as Published in the Current Issue

disks.

is $6 ($5.10
plus 40c excise tax plus “50c postage and. handling).
TOA is buying the p.d. disk pack-

and Tunes listed hereunder is
NOTE.: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists an
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu*
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
With Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines retail
disks ) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music J .

age from Decca Records which is
pressing the disks from old mas-

on orders.

,

j

RECOTON REBOUNDS

V

IN $f,000, 000 SUIT

dismiss

the

.TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

J

2

PEREZ PRADO

2

(Decca)

k

*

'

“ (Rock Around the Clock
) Mambo Rock
Cherry Pink Mambo
’

(Victor)

. .

.

A Blossom Fell

complaint.

NAT

4

(KING) COLE

(Capitol)

If I

May

.

My One Sin
5

8

GISELE MacKENZIE

6

5

ART MOONEY (MGM)

6

LES BAXTER

(Label

Hard

X)

to

Get

•

Corp.

Recoton has alleged that the
three companie were attempting to
force it out of business by its
dumping of needles. Plaintiff also
alleged that the defendants were
attempting to set up a monopoly
in the needle biz.

SAMMY

David Carroll orch on .a string of
one-nighters in the midwest Until
when the band settles
down for nine days at the Prom
Ballroom, St. Paul.

(Capitol)

Wak/thf^wn

f Something’s

-

.

*

» «

(Decca)

McGUIRE SISTERS

10

j

DAVIS, JR. (Decca)

AL HIBBLER

9

July ,26

(Honey Babe
(Alabama Jubilee

. . .

«

*-

of disk releases

jockey,

^

Gotta Give

Love Me or Leave Me
[That Old Black Magic
Unchained Melody

many

songs.

.

(We’re Gonna)

TUNES

A TUNEFUL ADDITION
TO ANY PROGRAM
Sty

t

e

POSITIONS

(*ASCAF>.

and Cohn's

UNCHAINED MELODY
CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM
ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK

1

1

"PAPA

2

2

3

WON'! YOU

4

3
4

5

5

DANCE WITH ME!"

6

8

LEARNIN’ THE BLUES
fBALLAD OF DAVY CROCKETT.
SOMETHING’S GOTTA, GIVE

7

6

HONEY BABE

STYNE and CAHN MUSIC

Inc.

8

7

9

9

JESSE GREER

of

America,

regional off ices in all the key areas
the country. At the present
has national headtime, the
of

ROBBINS MUSIC CO.

New

Operators

national trade organization for the
jukebox ops, plans to establish

Music by

799 7*h Avt.

CHAIN

OF REGIONAL OFFICES
Music

MOA

York

quarters

in

Myers

.

*

Chicago and one reOakland, Cal. A

gional office in

Theme of MGM Picture
"BLACKBOARD JUNGLE"
Recorded by BILL HALEY
and

— Decca

Going Strong

“MAMB0 ROCK”

Witmark
Witmark

COMETS

his
Still

MYERS MUSIC.

Shapiro-Bernstein

TO GET.
fSWEET AND GENTLE

MOA PREPPING

Chappell

....

Barton
.Wonderland
Robbins

A BLOSSOM FELL

PROGRAM TO-DAY
JUST YOU, JUST ME

WHITE........

HARD

10

YESTERDAY’S

PUBLISHER
Frank

TUNE

Week Week

“ROCK AROUND
THE CLOCK”

fBMI)

Last

This

122 N. 12th

St.,

Inc.

Philadelphia

Peer

New York headquarters will be
opened shortly.
Move to set up key city offices
part of the membership drive
currently being carried on by the
it will facilitate servicing of
local jocks and, at the same time,
permit better liaispn among all
juke ops in their various attempts
to pass and block legislation. Current No. I target of the
are
the' bills in the U. S. Senate and
House which would repeal the juke
exemption from the Copyright Act.
George A. Miller is
prexy.
is

MOA,

MOA

MOA

will be all of
releases.

Andre Kostelanetz's

To

aid dealers and distributors
in inventory control, Col will ship
all LPs with stickers which show
selection number and suggested retail price. The new price schedule
went into effect yesterday (Tues.).

Buddy Morrow orch closes at
the Lakeside Park, Denver, tomorrow (Thurs.) and goes to Cincinnati where the band is set for a
week's date at Coney Island Park
there beginning July 15.

Col Prices

WOODY HERMAN
and

Continued from page 41

includes all Columbia Masterworks
with the exception of a small spe-

his

THIRD HERD
Just Concluded

cial list.

two Weeks BASIN STREET, New

York,

will

New

I

Hollywood

j

"
-i

5

'fh

A.t-

P!.

9-4600

|

203

No.

Wabaih

|

S619 Sunset

now be packaged

protective sleeve and

Pres.

Chicago

York

Another

includes

in

BMI

“Pin «(.' Hit

SWEET AND GENTLE
MCOmD

an inner

many

MAN

of the

be newly designed. An additional
innovation for Masterworks releases will be a “factory
fresh” seal on each release,
At the same time, 50 Masterworks bestsellers of light-classical
works are being transferred to the
company’s CL-500 series, a pop
catalog with disks retailing at
$3.95. Included in this switchover

Blvd.

*Y

DAtE

c °Nd

*

GEORGIA GIBBS
EARTHA HITT ft PERK
PRADO
*
«ai«
LEW DOUGLAS
M£RV GRIFFIN WITH
cugaT ORch

sets will

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER,

list

that are priced between $3.95 and
$100. All records In the $4.98 series

CAPITOL RECORDS

Turchen, Pets, Mgr.

special

deluxe productions and packages

and CARTER BARRON AMPHI THEATRE, June 27, 28
and 29; Now Tour of CONSECUTIVE One Nightersi
Week July 1 4—STEEL PIER, ATLANTIC CITY;
RIVIERA, LAS VEGAS, Sept,
to Nov. 24

Abe

The

Mm

•
•
•

’’’

Fubll.h.d b, PEER
INTERNATIONA!.

rs.
V*

is

not the disk company or the
had the job of picking the
tunes to be exploited. Block pointed out that in the 1930s the publishers ignored the disk jockeys
until they made a song a hit via
the live radio plugs. Today the
first thing a publisher does is try
to get the disk, jockey's reaction.
If it's n.g., the publisher drops the
song and starts on another. No
wonder, Block said, there are so
lisher,

Something’s Gotta Give

(Coral)

The number

a headache. Block says that he gets
an average of 140 new sides a week
“and it's still tough to program an
hour of good music out of that.
That again is contrasted to the old
days, when releases were far fewer
and it was difficult for a jockey to
get enough new disks to program
his show.
Two decades ago the music pub-

Learnin’ the Blues
Two Hearts, Two Kisses
{Not as a Stranger

Judge De Falco affirmed that Recoton has the right to seek a permanent order against Columbia and
two other defendants, Electrovox
Co.
and
Dorosin
Distributing

A

have become panicky recently.
couple, of aggressive independent
labels have turned up with hits,
and so the major labels have begun
to apO them in the selection of
material. It would be far better,
Block contended, if they forget
about what the small labels are
doing. The majors only lend them
prominence by imitating them.
;

BILL HALEY’S COMETS

1

1

the court refused to. grant a

to

Last

Week Week

temporary injunction against the
diskery, rebounded in N. Y. Supreme Court. Judge S. Samuel Di
Falco, who denied the plea for an
injunction, also denied Col's motion

TALENT

POSITIONS
This

Recoton Corp., needle manufacturer which dropped a round in its
$1,000,000 suit against Columbia
Records a couple of weeks ago

when

“Sweet and

Gentle.”

especially

rpm

&

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

To beat the license fee rap, TOA
has whipped up a disk package

ters

get acceptance on a good song from
the youngsters ” Block said. “They

OF

America

Move stems from TOA’s
take its exhibitor mem-

public
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Block Seven, local dixielanders,
inked for summer dates In Reno,
Las Vega?, Honolulu and Coast
spots. Tour windup will be a stint
on Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
Town” tv’er. .Jose Azcona’s mambo band into Vegas Club.
.Next
month Herman Waldman orch DUKES OF DIXIELAND (7)
cal director for Atlantic, arranged
starts its eighth year at Hotel
.Irving
Storyville, Boston
for
sides
the session. .
Adolphus*. Century Room. Stint
This org, formed a couple of
Gertz; will compose and conduct
started •as a three-month stand.
years ago and comprising local
the music for Edward Small’s “3?QP
.Paul Sawtell and Johnnie
college students, is rapidly "gaining
Gun.”,
stature among the jazz fans, andMann have penned a ballad,
'Houston
has just
“Texas Lady,” for the Holt-Rosen
up weekend enShep Fields, guest conductor gagementswound
Production of the same .title. Garat George Wein’s Storyry Wilkin chirps “Lady” in the pic with the Houston Youth Symphony ville. They dish out a fine sample
.Paul Nero’s band (11) has July 21, will do selections from of Dixieland with a good solid beat
signed a recording pact with Sun- “Oklahoma.”
and have two routines, one regular
dance stuff on the college circuit,
set Records. Initial Slicings will be
Henry King orch does eight and the other
a 12-sided LP instrumental album
a jazz presentation
.Marvin Schwartz, promotion weeks at the Shamrock Hilton be- suitable for niteries and vaude,
*
manager of Norman Grants Clef ginning July 21. Group follows. caught at Storyville.
Records, reports that Count Basie’s Billy Regis, who opened June 9...
Group comprises Bob Mason,
latest recording, “Every Day,” has Don Cannon combo back at its old drummer, and leader; Wee Willie
sold over 50,000 disks in three stomping grounds, The Trading Cadbury III, a Harvard English
Hathaway
Ann
weeks. .Songstress
Post .
Marijane Vandivier, left major, on the piano; Paul O’Donholds over at the Park-Surf Hotel her thrashing spot at the Trading nell, banjo; Jim Douglas, trumpet;
in Honolulu. . .Bobby Troup has Post to sing with Joe Reichman in Paul Nossiter, Clarinet; Squeaky
been inked to open a stand July New Orleans’ Roosevelt Hotel Blue Squires, trombone; and Bob Clark,
10 at Court and Leo’s bistro.
Room.
helicon.
Mel Henke Trio holds over at the

47

.

Band Review

•

.

.

New York
The Mariners cancelled out of
Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV show Sunday (3) when Martin Karl was
stricken with the mumps
Herb
McCarthy's Bowden Square, Southampton (L.I.) launching a series of
eight Monday night jazz concerts
.

.

.

.

.

beginning July 11
Barbara
,
Black, thrush on the indie Guy den
label,
into
La Vie tomorrow
(Thurs,) .
The Four Coins begin
a week’s engagement at the Three
Rivers, Syracuse, Friday ($)
.
Earl Wrightson on two-week hiatus
from the Robert Q. Lewis show to
appear in “Brigadoon” at the -Pittsburgh Civic Opera Center . . Joe
Loco based at the Ritz Carlton
Hotel, Atlantic City, for the summer . Bernie Wayne off to the
Coast for confabs with Michael
Kidd on the upcoming Bulck General Motors show. Kidd is staging.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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the Moon,” “Perdido”
and “Lullaby of Birdland” Latter
gives Cadbury a chance on
the piano and he handles in great

fashion.

Their production number of the
Dixieland
anthem, “Saints Go
In,” is solid and they
also kick around “Mr, Sandman”
with a Dixieland beat.
Talented and exciting, this young
group is out to make a name for.
itself with Dixieland style and is
coming along fast building name
prestige with each date in Beantown and environs.
Guyl.

Marching

.

.

fonte

show opening Aug.

3.

.

.Pi-

anist Bernie Heller kicks off his

second year of 88ing at the Golden
Lion Restaurant. . .Composer Phil
songstress
signed
has
Moore
Othella Dallas to a personal man:

.

agement

.

Rurs Carlyle plays the Cavalier
Hotel, Virginia Beach, July 21 for
eight days. . .Ray Pearl into the
Peabody Hotel, Memphis, July 25

pa-ct.

Chicago

roPHUi
OF THE WEEK

for two frames. , .Lariry Faith into
the New Horizon Room, Pittsburgh
Airport, July 18 for an indefinite

.Chuck Cabot doing two
frames at Pleasure Pier, Galves.Johnny
ton, opening Friday (8).
Long plays the Centennial Terrace, Sylvania, Ohio, July 19-24.
David Carrol pacted for the Prom
Ballroom, St. Paul, July 26- Aug.
Street to The Composer tomorrow 7. .Boh Cross currently and indef.

“How High

Freddie Martin’s orch holds
self.
over at the Coconut Grove for incoming Yma Sumac, Harry Bela-

.

.

.

.

stint.

ART MOONEY

.

’

.

.

(Thurs.)

.

.

.

.

.

.

IS

THIS THE END

HONEY

.

... Guy Lombardo hold-

initely at the

ing a

Anthony Hotel,

St.

“music business” night at San Antonio. . .Les Elgart set for
his “Arabian Nights” production at Elitch’s Gardens, Denver, July 20Jones Beach (L.I.) July 11.
Aug. 1. .Chuck Fobter at the AraI'gon Ballroom, Chi, till July 31. . .
After 20 years of playing excluHollywood
sively at Chicago’s Aragon and
Composer Lionel Newman and TrianOn ballrooms, Dick Jurgens
lyricist Carroll Coates have been orchestra will leave its longtime
inked by Crown Productions to stamping grounds to play a date
pen title tune of their initial pic, at the Holiday Ballroom on Chi„A Kiss Before Dying.”.
.Betty cago’s South Side next weekend.
Bennett (Mrs. Andre Previn) has
waxed the first of two albums con-

OF THE LINE

.

AND

I

.

.«

tracted by Atlantic Records. Her
husband and Shorty Rogers, > musi-

From2Qth Century-Fox’s

"DADDY LONG LEGS"

A1 Morgan booked for a one-day
stand at Kennywood Park July 31.
the RedSomethin* Smith
.
.
,
heads come back to the Ankara
Monday (11) for another stay
Max Roach quintet, with “Clifford
Brown, stayed here after one
nighter at Syria Mosque Sunday
to play a week at Midway
(3)
Lounge
Former Pittsburgh
musician Bill Bickei, now living in
Los Angeles, plays .the organ for
two five-times-a-week tv shows on
KTTV out there, “Time Out for

GIVE

Beany”

.

.

MGM

K 11900

11940

11900

.

.

and

“Thunderbolt

ALABAMA

and

.

FREDDY

JUBILEE

Wonder Colt,” and also has a
combo at the Sky Room of the
Rockette Club
Mary Martha
Briney & Bob Carter to Lincoln,
.

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

REGRETS

&

.

GOTTA

MGM

K 11940

NO

Pittsburgh

.

SOMETHING’S

AND

WHEN YOU WISH
UPON A STAR

AND

.

Neb., and Omaha: for engagements
following three-week hometown
stand here at Horizon Room
Gabe D’Amico’s unit into the Blue

AND

DIDN'T

PADDLIN'

.

Moon indefinitely , . Buddy Kirk
band playing for outdoor Weekend
dancing at Ligonier Valley Beach
Artie Arnell band played
.
Aragaon Ballroom in Cleveland
,

.

.

K 12000

MGM

I

LOVE

YOU ENOUGH

HOME

MADELIN'

MGM

12000

K 12015

12015

•

over July. 4 for the second straight
year.

Dallas
PERCY FAITH— Columbia #40482
LeROY HOLMES-MGM #11973
DIMITRI TIOMKIN— Coral #61388

LEO DIAMOND-Victor #20/47-6090]

Johnny Cola orch set for indefinite stay at the Colony Club. .
Virgil Mason orch new at Cipango
Club. . .Norman Granz’s “Jazz at
the Philharmonic” due Oct. '4 at
State Fair Auditorium. . .Dallas
Athletic Club pacted Jimmy Joy’s
crew for weekend dates for- its

suburban

country

club.

.

NEW ROMANTIC

HIT

REMEMBER ME
WHEREVER YOU GO

I

TEDDY
BEAR

.Cell

G AND

LOVE

AND

America's ^Fastest

MGM

IS

ALL THAT

MATTERS

PLEASE BE KIND

MGM

12022

K 12022

M G M RECORDS
THE GREATEST N A M

E
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^

I

.

number

Mieki Mario, Capitol Records
pactee, has been inked by Steve
Allen for 12 guest stints on NBCTV's “Tonight” show. . .Ray Stapleton’s initial slicing for Ekko
Records, “You Are Divine, Love,”
is a tune the singer penned him-

Hackensack, N.J., yesterday (Tues.).
A1 Hibbler currently at the
Showboat, Philly.
•Mercury Records, a&r team,
Hugo Peretti and Luigi Creatore,
breaking up the act for two weeks.
Peretti’s
off
to
Canada while
Creatore hits <Haiti and Cuba
.
Thrush Dorothy Reid set for a
series of guest appearances at
Carmen’s Louis Petite . . . Richmond Gale takes over the keyboard
at Stonehenge, Ridgefield (Conn.),
Friday (8) for the summer
Phyllis Branch, Tuxedo Records
warbler, began a three-weeker at
the Black Orchid, Chi, yesterday
(Tues.) . . . The Imperial Gospel
Singers of Philadelphia pacted to
Tuxedo Records . Dinah Washington and the Terry Gibbs Quartet
bow at Basin Street tomorrow
(Thurs.)
Earl Bostic plays a
concert date at the Shrine Aud,
Los Angeles, July 15
Ralph
Sharon Trio switches from Basin
.

.

.

Castle Restaurant.

Wayne will pen the score
Bethlehem Records copped the
Art Directors Club 34th annual
award for its “K. .& J.” album
cover designed and photographed
by Burt Goldblatt
Della Reese,
Jubilee thrush, began a week’s
engagement at the Stagecoach Inn,
.

.

.

,

They do a sock set tracing origin
of jazz from New Orleans up the
Mississippi on the river boats to
Chicago, illustrating various jazz
styles, and using tunes by W. C.
Handy. For change of pace, they
dig out some progressive stuff,

N ENTERTAINMENT

12012

K 12012

VAUDEVILLE
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Celtic Bullet Mulls U.S.

6,

1955

,

Return Next Summer

Pay .Troupes

to

Glasgow, June 28.
The Celtic Ballet of Scotland is
mulling a trip to Canada and the
U.S. for the summer of 1956.
Group, created and headed by
Margaret Morris, took part in the
dance festival at Jacob’s Pillow,
Lee, Mass., last summer. This was
its first visit to the U.S y Company
of 14 returned home after a fourweek visit with a small profit.
Company has been invited to
give displays at the National Canadian Exhibition at Toronto, with
presumably the fee from the exhib taking care Of its overseas

taxpayers’ money. Another sourcft
of income for the Army is profits
from operation of officers and noncoms’ clubs. For some time the
Army stationed in Europe has been
paying for European talent which
performed for the troops.
Goetz
arrived
from
Colonel
Washington last week to^ discuss
with major studio toppers and the
Holly wodd Coordinating Committee the plan of the Defense Departtransportation.
ment^for overseas world preem of

Hollywood, July 5.
Following curtailment of funds
for USO Camp Shows, the U.S.
Eighth Army, stationed in the Far
East, has proposed to pay for entertainers from itfe nun-appropriated funds, and has asked USO
Camp Shows to put up units together and send them to the Orient,
USO always arranged such p.a.
treks in the past, with the performers working on a cuf f o basis, but
USO is out of funds and in order
to insure pro entertainment for its

-

•

background.
George Murphy’ head of the committee, and Y. Frank Freeman,
chairman of the AMPP, have given
their approval to the idea pending
the reaction of the studios. Freeman suggested the N. Y. pix dispix

-

*

Las Vegas, July

;

A. C.Off to Boff

A

.

i

rcraWOT'S

anFTrnrca

USO

dustry heads and with
whence they take off for the Lawrence Phillips,
Far East. During travel, troupes
would be on per diem pay..
It’s understood the Eighth Army
Weinger to Direct
has considerable funds, all nonappropriated, meaning it's not the

ments going before

v.p.

Moulin Rouge Shows

Murray Weinger has been named
entertainment

TROTTER
BROS.
Sax Appeal"

Currently:

LA PORTE ST. JEAN
Quebec City, Canada
Thanki U:

GAVEL

C. C.
1650

Broadway
N. Y.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For

All

Branches

of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER

THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG Nil
(The Service of the STARS)
First

File* $7.00-AII 35 issue* $25
Singly; $1.05 per script.

13

• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book. $10
O MINSTREL BUDGET.
.$25
O 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk...$25
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50
...

.

e

•
e
•

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00

.

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
No C.O.D/s

BILLY
200

W. 54th

St.,

the

GLASON
New York 19— Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

only resort

had

six of its pages devdted
to amusement advertising on Friday, while this number jumped to
eight of a 24-pagp paper on Saturday, believed the largest number

Benny Ressler saw
went over
Earl

WTVJ

6

•©$>! ON

*

*A Tails at

AlN*

e

NtC

Out*

•

«•«

1*Mf

•

PACIFIC

ty

•

HCTWOM
• hiihti

e

(VUT Nlinf,

wimt

that everything

manner.

in shipshape

Lewis, chief

engineer of

radio station and the Moof amusement page business ever menta Theatre, Miami, drew an
.here.
all clear with a green- light to reBig Steel Pier packed them in sume -Work.
with Johnnie Ray in the big vaudeThe most important event that
ville house as he came in Saturday can happen to a shut-in is the final
(2) for an eight-day stand. The new report from the medical director
Sauter-Finnegan band drew them that his "cure" has been accominto the Marine ballroom on the plished. Next is when the mailman
end of the v pier (1) as it started a stops at a patient’s room and says
"Mail for you to-day,”
week’s booking.
Write to those who are 111.
Competing with the big night

town Boardwalk house.

southwest.

.

•

the show and has already started
staging the second edition of the
revue which will open July 12 with
a rock ’n’ roll' theme.
clubs like 500 Club and the Sepia
Weinger at one time was the Harlem arid Paradise are the
operator of Copa City, Miami beachfront hotel grills, all of which
Beach, which he had Norman Bel broughtr acts and bands into their
Geddes design. He lost that nitery airconditioned rooms. There are
and had been associated with other some ' 300 liquor licenses in this
Florida cafes from c time to time. resort alone and most rooms this
He’ll continue as personal man- year employ talent or some kind,
ager for the Red Caps.
from a singer or two up to a comhp,
with the Boardwalk hotels -getting
top prices. Most spots are working
Kammerorchester Set
on the minimum policy, it being
For U.S. Preem in Fall upped on weekends and dropped
the
other five days.
West
In cooperation with the
Two legit shows did good busiGermany government, National
ness
Saturday; with the QuarterConcert & Artists Corp. is introducing the Berliner Kammeror- deck, smell house in midcity, offering
"The Tender Trap" with
chester in the U. S. and Canada
Karl Redcoff, Cheryl Maxwell and
this fall.
Henry
Beckman,
while, the Gate-'
Group of 23 musicians, under
direction of Hans von Benda, is way Playhouse in suburban Somers
Point
had Sidney Blackmer in
booked for a nine-week tour starting in Canada in mid-October. "Caine Mutiny ‘Court Martial."
Globe burlesque offered two
Then it’s skedded to play in the
midwest, on the Coast, and in the shows each holiday night in its up-

with

r

of

interracial inn. Lon Fontaine has
been pacted as choreographer for

"Unusual Puppets
Satirical

director,,

Moulin Rouge Hotel, Las Vegas.
He succeeds Carence Robinson who
produced the initial show at this

GARY

FRANKIE

FORD - REYNOLDS
formerly

15,000 Kid Cuffos For

Frisara and Reynolds
currently

A&C Stand in Aussie
Sydney, June
.

28.

Leo Gordon management handed

LARRY POTTER'S
SUPPER CLUB
Hollywood, Cal.
Mgr. Billy Creadon

Personal

—

out some 15,000 free tickets to
school kiddies to boost attendances
Cosduring brief run of Abbott

&

tello

Some

hero recently.

local

showmen aver that

the "for free"
idea is harmful tor show biz generally and should be given the redlight pronto.

Comics

seven perform-

played

ances in Sydney to mainly, moppet
and gained loads of laughs
With the w.k. burly routine. It’s
unknown presently whether the.
duo Will return a profit to Gordon
on the Aussie date. Lew Costello
told reporters that he and Bud
:

biz

I

Abbott had been letting kiddies
in for free to their shows for many

HARBERS
Hold Over

Silt

Week

“ARGENTINA"
Athont, Greece

and

DALE

years.

BOBBY BRANDT
i

* 0433'

Sunset
r....-

Boulevard
iff

Jvns 17 #

iacc
1955

ft

Hollywood

46/

California

MU’dinn 2-7211

"Top, Tap, Terp, Turn. Brandt fascinates With uncommon agility, expertly-timed,
—Variety.
quicker-than-the-eyo topology and youthful exuberance."

-1955 Mr, Bobby Brandt
% General Artists Corf,
9650 Santa Monica Biro,
Biter li Hills , Calif,

BUNSTRUBS

CASINO ROYAL

Boston

Washington, D.C.

SEVILLE THEATRE
Montreal

FRANK DAILEY’S MEADOWBROOK

Dear Bobby:

BETTY

New Jersey

I WANT YON TO KNOW THAT WK WSBK EXTREMELY
PLEASED WITH YOUR PERFORMANCE AT ClRO
WHERE
YOU RECENTLY COMPLETED AN ENGAGEMENT,

HUTTON REVUE
Australia

•

New York

SHOW

Sacramento

CIRO’S, Hollywood

—

Cordially,

H, D, HotEr

TRADE

Chicago

YOU WERE A BIO HIT IN OUB SHOW, AND THE DOOR IS
WIDE OPEN FOR YOU TO COME BACK TO US AT ALL
times when you play the Vest Coast,

A

CHICAGO THEATRE

PALACE THEATRE

For THE TYPE OF ACT YOU DO , YOU WERE JUST
EXCELLENT - IN FACT , I KNOW' OF NO ONE BETTER,

V

—

*

Opening Wednesday, July 6th

SANDS HOTEL, Las Vegas

HDH/ns

Thanks to Herman Hover and Jack Entratter

4-Week Engagement

.ru

GENERAL. ARTISTS
•

tm I|I|

•

Chi' Of e

"50

.

nightfall.

Press,

City

Atlantic
daily,

the theme,

.

.

co,

to

'

Over 4th

.

'

last .note

okayed a $2 per person
Adopting the measure, which is
supper club minimum. Sounding aimed at the dungaree .and shirtsleeve crowds who spend littl«
coin at the spas, are the Royal Nevada, El Rancho Vegas, Sahara,
Saranac Lake
Dunes, Riviera, New Frontier,
By Happy Benway
Flamingo and Desert Inn, The lone
Walter Romanik, who graduated wolfs, who refuse to ignore any
here class of ’52, is now the man- trade, be it small or big, are the
ager qf the P. Dudleigh Richardson Thunderbird and Sands hotel on
Tobacco Shop in Hollywood. Rob- the Strip, and the inter-racial reert Cosgrove back on the job with
Columbia Pictures NY. office. sort, the Moulin Rouge.
The Resort Hotel Assn, said the
James Stewart who did the trick
here in 1953 now at the helm of the policy is designed to hypo interest in the shows which cost as
Clark Theatre, Chicago.
Walter Silverman, Columbia Pic- much as $50,000 per frame. One
tures staffer, rates' special mention hotel spokesman said that the reafor his progress following major son underlining the $2 charge is
surgery. He’s the nephew of Col directed at the "casino walkers
exec Abe Montague, head of the who make the trip from the i ront
Variety Clubs-Will Rogers Hospital. door to the dining room, via the
Amelia McDonough, cashier of gambling pit, and never spend, let
Amherst Theatre, Amherst, Mass., alone leave, anything on the
registered for a rest period.
greencloths."
The whole idea of
The William Morris Memorial the luxury bills that cavort about
Park Playgrounds opened with a the stages of Las Vegas’ inns, is
bang, the equipment was all in tipto lure trade through the casino.
top shape with a good job done by
Dunes' hotel chief A1 Gottesvillage manager Frank Buck (who
man
The
surveyed !his dining room
himself).
is an ex-musician
§hamus Club was on hand with and reported a $78 per show, remilk and cookies for the kiddies, as ceipt, average. The $2 minimum
they have done" for the last 10 should up that figure, he specuyears. Irving. (Chandu) Altman arid lated.

troops, the Army is willing to pay
for units with coin gotten from its
PX’s, theatres and recreation funds.
Col. Joseph Goetz, in charge of
entertainment
professional
the
branch of the Armed Services,
tribution chiefs be contracted for
here seeking entertainment for
firm arrangements since they set
troops overseas, confirmed such
the
preem dates and locales.
proposals had been made, but deAtlantic City, July 5.
Colonel Goetz explained curtailclined further comment.
sellout crowd filled this rement
of funds followed USO’s sepOne Army proposal is to put up aration
three-day July 4 holithe
sort
for
from the United Defense
$18,00.0 for special small units to
Fund, now in tlie process of liqui- day, with all hotel grills and night
entertain at aircraft warning locadation. USO is organizing its own clubs, which shutter early in Septions. Sought for this purpose
drive for funds during September, tember, back in business.
are units of six performers. How- October and November and expects
Good weather came in as showever, this is merely part of the
to resume camp show skeds before ers went out late Friday' afternoon
overall picture, and it’s understood
the end of the year.
.(1) and the crowds started to move
the Army’s outlay for entertainFollowing a meeting Friday with into the resort, with all beachment, if the deal goes through, may Coordinating committee
exec sec- front and avenue hotels reporting
run as high as six figures.
Stanley
retary,
Richardson, sellouts by early Saturday, and
The Army, it’s reported, would Goetz returned to H.
Washington and rooms in the smaller establishay for performers’ travel fare to N. Y. for further
meetings with inThe

Start

the

bistros

military

'with

5.

The world's, greatest entertain- grand’s worth of amusement for
ment buy has been boosted up out the price of a coke," the; two buck
of the bargain basement, as the ticket on dining room devotees beprexies of all but three of Vegas’ came effective Saturday (2),

$

l/sulf H|M|

o

CORPORATION
Cu*’»*Ol.

•

OellOl

$

Leodie

Personal Mgmt.i

LOU BRANDT
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Washington, July
After * canvass of its member- -f
the Arena 'Managers. Assn.,
Grdte/ Waikiki ‘Cafe,
will ask all shows' booked into its
Changes Hands .Again
show shops to guarantee, appearHonolulu, July 5.
ances. They will ask the producer
The
Grove, Waikiki nitery, has
of each layout to post a bond or
changed hands again, with a group
guarantee that the arenas will be headed by Peter Tam Hoy taking
reimbursed for all expenditures in over the controlling stock interest
the event the show cannot go on as formerly held by Ray Andrade and
his wife. One time Club Blue Lei
scheduled.
was reopened as a nitery by JAnAction was taken at a meeting
drade, Richard Stone and Marian
of the AMA's newly formed execuKai in January, 1954, but failed to
tive meeting held last week in New
act basis.
York at which it was voted to take click on a semi-name
New operators have retained
steps to guarantee all appearances
one
time
manager of
Matsuo,
Fred
as contracted. Organization noted
that when any. event is called off, Lau Yee'Chai, .to book mainland
spot,
the
'which
will be.
into
talent
an arena operator loses .a lot of
the Waikiki Grove/
coin after having already shelled known as
it’s
somewhat
away
from
though
out for sale and printing of. tickets,
advertising, publicity, exploitation, the central Waikiki Area.

6.

Congress has okayed $85,000,000
for the U. S. Information Agency
for the fiscal year which Com-

menced July 1,
The agency, which, received

ship,

$77,114.000 last year, requested $88,-

.

]

way

had two shows call off their tours
and therefore refuse to take the

AMA

AMA

^

Sid Luft, husband pf Judy Garland, who is setting up her. tour
in arenas and auditoriums with
the Harry James band co-featured,
Under
booking, states he is

MCA

adamant on

nightly
guarantee against 50% of the gross.
this Friday (7) in SanShow
opens
made available' after the meeting
had to wait as long as 11 months Diego for two nights, thence Long
Beach (Cal.) July 11; Eugene,
for a spot on
schedules. ConOre., 14; Portland, Ore., 15-16;'
sequently, there will be meetings iii
Seattle,
17-18, Vancouver; B.C.,
the spring_and fall.. Between meets,
July 19, and Spokane, Jufy 21.
exec
,

AMA

committee

will

set

.

'

policy.

.the- $10,000

AMA

The

organization also affirmed
its policy of not soliciting' new
memberships and from this point
in would accept into the organization arena owners and longterm
lessees only. Too great a membership would make the group unwieldy in operation.

Tour then takes a. summer sabbatical or, at least until there is
an appraisal of values, and resumes
Sept. 8 when Harry James first
joins Miss Garland,. Their joint
dates are set through Sept.- 30.

Meantime the Jerry" Gray band
works with her until Spokane July

21 booking.
The exec committee also "apLuft say's he knows nothing about
proved the schedule. of "Arabian "iiidcmnificatidn” to 'arena and auNights" which starts a tour of
ditorium managers. The only disbuildings in the fall.
cussion that has arisen have been
a
requests to cut the guarantee to
$7,500 and $8,000, neither of which
he has okayed. The guarantee cau-

!

AMA

*

,

Harlem Globetrotters

Blitz Berliners

Ball

Game, Variety

states,

Berlin, June 28.
is really nothing to beat
Sapel’stein’s 'Harlem' Globetrotters.
Whenever they come to
Berlin (it’s now for the sixth
time), they rack up a solid sucTheir four-day appearance,
cess.
June 14-17, at the -7, 000-seat Sport- spectacular, but that Is now in
palast turned out to be another the early stages. With Garlandone, a brilliant combination of Gray. band (later. James)' will be
American showmanship plus out- The Hi-Los, Wiere Bros, and Frank

There

Abe

’

!

standing sports and artistry.

The Fontaine.

Harlem Globetrotters

.

are still one
of the best "ambassadors of good
will" who ever, came from beyond
the ocean.
An excellent variety program
consisting of eleven different numbers gives the show a top. flight
frames Vaude is not well off in
this country, but the program presented here along with the basketball game gave evidence again that
Berliners are. a receptive audience
when they , are, offered good acts:
Quality wise, latter are the ..best
seen here in quite’sorne time. Show
tees off with the Farrells, (twin
sisters), accordionists from Chicago, and has in Jacques Gordon,
a Belgian, a standout comedy uniShari McKim of Cleveland
cyclist.
does an excellent baton twirling
job, also a novelty around here;

The Farias

trio

(two

men, one

.

.

he

-discovered- electric

'

•

.

*

,

.

More

with.

-

.

,

•

,

.

.

-

frbra his city.

The naming

Tokyo

ody

Trail

Tokyo, June

Two new

acts

from

28.

the' U.

v

i

Bright in the
exec post ended the administration of the .interim committee
which took over after Irving re-

Joe

of

Stralla

Nabs Gambling

Commish Okay

for

New

tails.

S.

.

‘

-

-

Room.

regularities.

Las Vegas, July ,5.
The Nevada State Tax Commission last week greenlighted Tony
Cornero Stralla and his 1, 500-room
Stardust Hotel houf b^ing built on
the Strip. Action followed the leasing of the gambling concession, in

new inn to eight men at' a reported $6,pob,66o annually, which
is more than is earned by most

the

casinos here.

viously

Aussie’s

The Commission pre-

had

declared

that

it

would never give Stralla permission
to operate in the State

because of
his connection with a gambling
boat off the California Coast several years ago/ Stralla,' with this

Sydney, July

5.

because of the lack of suitable play gimmick,

is left

With the label op-1

Possibility exists that promoter spots.
(In Sydney, Gordon has
Lee Gordon, who has been import* been spotting his talent in the Un- eration oniy.
Vet Las Vegas, gambler Milton
ing top U. S. names for Aussie heated,
tin-roofed
Stadium
dates* will expand his operations to Spokesman added that all the U. S. (Farmer) Page heads the list of
.

)

South America.
Feeling is that
Gordon has run out of spots to
play in this continent, and is seeking to expand. However, he’ll still

.

Aussie—Artie applicants associated with the opShaw, Ella Fitzgerald, Nat King
eration of the Stardust casino. Gov.
Cole,
Frank
Frankie
Sinatra,
Charles Russell, who also is chair-

talent

brought

to

Laine, Johnnie Ray, Betty Hutton
and Bob Hope had all returned a
profit, with Ray outstanding on
Spokesman for Gordon denied two trips. He said that Louis Armthat he was cutting his Aussie strong and Gary Crosby had been
strings.
Said that probably Gor- booked for next September.
don would lay off importing U. S.
Gordon was in Australia during
stars over the current winter span World War II.
Before branching
into local show biz he .was located
in Melbourne for a span in the
night club sector.
His associate

continue
country.

some operations

GOLDEN

in this

JUBILEE YEAR

&
A

redecorate from floor
nished by Richard Bergman (Eng- to ceiling.
land) and Rene Rothoft (France).
Don Dennis, singing emcee, who'
Finally, the three Romanos (Ital- has held xt this spot for seven
years returns.
(Continued on page 80)

organizations and
elsewhere, The same type system
exists in the club date field as well.

respectively,

Bright is the latest in a long
have arrived here to swell the
growing colony of imported enter- line of administrators who have
tainers playing the Japanese9 ni- helmed the union since its forma?
teries and the U. S. Armed Forces tion in 1939. Include^, ip the lineup were Maida Reade, Mildred
club chain.
Following Wanda Wells and her Roth, Jean Muir, Hoyt Haddock,
Cover .Girls into A1 Shattuck’s Gerald Griffin, Walter Graeza, Tom
Latin Quarter are the dance team Phillips,
Matt Shelvey, Dewey
of Margaret & Maurice and the Barto, Henry Dunn, and Irving.Johnny Tembo trio, which arrived Longest run was by Shelvey- who
from San Francisco’s Mel-Q-Dee was ousted after charges of ir-

Born") authored the special material, which has her working three
specialties in each hour. They also
did four original v songs for her.
Paul. Godkin staged.
There are 12 boys, instead of the.
male pctet when she was at the
RKO Palac'e, N.Y., last. Luft spoke
with RKO Theatres prexy Sol A.
Schwartz, who would like her to
come ba<;k to the Broadway flagship again, although the present
hookup looms to'O heavy for theatres, hence the 10G per night.
Incidentally,
since
Miss Garland’s breakaway from the William
Morris Agency, despite her strong
personal affection for its head, Abe
Lastfogel,
has been submitting' screen properties to her.

AGVA, agency

Campo and Tom Mel-

Philadelphia and Dalwhile
Dewey
Barto is hanging around for an additional week to clean up some deleft for

las

Hit the

j

However- Hamid denies that ar-'
rangenient .saying that the team
cannot have .its $6,000 and the
guarantees for. the other weeks as
well, and the deal calls for $1,^50
for. all dates mentioned in the contract, CNE included.
Thus, it’s
charged that Hamid, with the overages on the CNE stand would be
paying about $750 weekly for the
team, and would make an "unJackie Bright, president of the
conscionable" rnrofit on transac^
American Guild of Variety Artists, tion.
has been named national adminisIt is known that in all fields,
but
trative secretary of the union, -succeeding Jack Irving, whose resig- especially in the outdoor sector of
nation was accepted three months show, biz, many deals are made oh
ago. Bright immediately resigned an overall basis in which the contractors get one price from the ulas- union’s prexy and Allan Walktimate buyer, and give the talent
er, took over that post. ’Walker is
an actor and Was a writer on the, a considerably lower figure. The
contractor
makes an overall profit
Red Buttons teleshow during its
on the deal, and at the 'same time,
tenure on the air.
this system
Running against .Bright were acts that it permits one spot to get.
could hot otherwise af-'
Ernie. Fast, Chicago Branch, head, ford.
However, he rate of profit
and Jerry Baker, Miami Beach or- for
.the contractor has been an
ganizer. -Latter w.as named, by- the age-old
bone, of contention that has
Miami Beach ;3s a goodwill gesture’ beep the
.subject of discussions at;
"
by delegates

signed.

Vaude Acts

U/S.

Hamid. However, Kutchuk and
and ^ no injuries were reported. Elkort
insist that the CNE stand
Welsch estimated his loss at $30,- was an exception." Elkort was to
000.
Only the concrete walls of get $600 per week commission on
the first floor were left standing.
the date and Willie West & McGinty would get the original $6,000
oh which Haipid had nothing to do

Luft states that the July bookare primed to dry-run the
show which is being built like a
legit revusical. Roger Edens and
Leonard Gershe (who wrote Miss
Garland's standout "Born In A
Trunk" number in "A Star Is

woman), of Cuba,, contributes a
fine hand balance act.' Real attention-arresters are the Bailors from
Madison, Wis., an acrobatic team
consisting of a father and his 12year-old son.
Hub Room Facelift
Kapiolani Miller, "Miss Hawaii
Boston, July 5.
of 1954," is featured giving out
Steuben’s Vienna Room, just
with a well received and eye-ap- closed, will be renovated for fall
good tram- opening with
pealing hula dance.
Boniq new look.
poline turn ts don6 by Yvonne
faces Max and 'Joe Schneider are
Jimmy Garner, of Los Angeles.
planning to partition off the preschange of pace highlight is fur- ent bar and

A

later

wires burning in an attic alcove. exclusively for a two-week CNE
While efforts were, being made date at $6,000 weekly. Subsequently, in negotiations with the Hamid
to extinguish the fire, flames burst office
for a string Of fair dates/
out and quickly engulfed the two- Kutchuk made an arrangement
story building. The customers and that all dates for a series at $1,250
entertainers made a hasty exit per week would be made through

ings

MCA

-

A second edition of the famed
Riviera at Ft. Lee, N. J., is already
in the planning stages. At first the
spot will be an intimate room seating 200, but within a year Bill
Miller, who operated the spot torn
down last year to make way for
one of the new approaches to the
George Washington Bridge,
will
“
begin on a £,0M-seater,
Small spot was embarked upon
for purposes of getting a license
and protecting the name of the
Spot. License for the new operation
has already been issued by the
N, J. State Alcoholic Beverage
Commission, and also was acted
Upon by the. Ft; Lee Council. License was based upon a set of
plans submitted by Miller. Only
'provision is that Miller build a
spot as specified in the plans.
According to Miller; new spot
will be located on the Bridge Plaza
at Fort Lee.
Construction is expected to start in. about .a month
but date of opening hasn't been
set. Initially the spot Will go for
lounge aqd non-name entertainment generally, but with completion of the largeseater, Miller will
be in the mairket for top talent.
Riviera bonif ace will be an extremely, busy gent for sometime. In
addition to supervising the construction of the new nitery, Miller
is talent .buyer and Qwner of stock
in the Sahara Hotel, Las Vegas,
and is currently top man on the
Colgate Sunday Night show.

after the Martin

Again

With

he

was born directly
& Lewis and Ed
Sullivan personals which were disappointing in some instances.
James -is tied up at the Palladium, Hollywood, and other onenighters of his own but when he
joins Miss Garland they have over
20 dates set. The prelim (July)
tour embraces 14 dates.
CBS and Luft are also discussing
televising the- show as It Xmas

tion,

one mile from East St,
floor show was in prog-

'

<

AMA

’

A

the American Guild of VariArtists for settlement.
At-,
torney for the union has already
started peering into what has been,
described as an "unusual mess.”
Agencies involved are George
Hamid & Son, Lew & Leslie Grade
and .Ben Kutchuk, latter is the
agent for the act in question.
Several months ago, Kutchuk
made the deal with Eddie Elkort of
the Grade office, which books ONE
ety

*

.

ing the bag. In the past they have

„

&

to

when William H, BUrcfc the
proprietor, smelled smoke and an
hour

three agencies

Louis JNitery
McGinty (The Bricklayers), into
the Canadian National Exhibition
Destroyed by Fire late
August has been thrown

ress

.

rental of arena, and ticket refund,
from which the attraction walks
away leaving the operators hold-

67,

Louis.

Plans

Bill Miller

among

hassle

On the bookings of Willie West

St.

500,000 for
500.000
the current fiscal year.
St. Louis, July 5.
The House whittled this to $80,More than' 100 customers fled
and the Senate upped the
figure to $88,350,000. The final' fig- from flames that last week deure was a compromise agreed on
stroyed the Stork Club; a well
by the two sides of Congress.
patronized nitery on U. S. High-

.

risk of losing tremendous outlays.
Some months ago, "The Biggest
Show of 1955" called off three
dates on the
route, but producer Tim, Gale reimbursed the
arenas for their expenditures.
Other actions taken by
at
this confab include a proviso that
the organization hold two annual
meetings instead of one booking
and schedule-setting confab. Previously
met in March to
arrange all outside events for the
year, but this has proven inadequate
inasmuch as attractions

+ A
East

.

.

4*

1905-1955

—

Benn Reyes was also out here
the war years.
Duo, with U.

in
S.

man

of the state's licensing panel,
Stralla. However,
list of new applicants
at Carson City, the pergiven.

had also opposed

when the
showed up
mit was
Various

members

of

the

Tax

Commission were unhappy about
this development, on the ground,
that this maneuver gives underworld characters

a foothold in the
operation of casinos. William Gallagher, head of the State Gambling
Division, stated that stockholders in various hotel enterprises
should be investigated as thoroughly as. the casino operators who appear on the license application.
Sole proviso to the granting of
the Stardust approval is the clause
stipulating that he inn turn over
its record of stockholders for com-

capital, first broke into the bigtime here with Artie Shaw and are
reported to have cleaned up a
heavy packet of coin on the top
talent importation idea.
Gordon is understood to figure
that there is still plenty of lush
coin to be gotten here with top
U. S. stars, and is unlikely to quit
plete inspection.
the .field.

'

Wednesday, July
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New

“Young

Young,”

PEGGY KING

and

Foolish,”

tonight,” “Love
Walked In” and a few others in
that genre, there was one tune,
a delicate thing based on Saroyan’s
“The Beautiful People ”, called St.
Agnes of the Mice,” an offbeat item
that gave different tinge to her
Miss King, aside from her
turn.
video work, has had one hit tune
to her credit, the jingle for Hunt s
Tomato Sauce, which also added to
of “Isle of
her vocal identification. Reprise as in his arrangements
’‘Luigi’s. Wedding”*
of that aria at La Vie also went Capri” and
.record
sucwere
of
whichboth,
customers.
.
over with the
Lee
Of course, Miss King needs to cesses here; In latter humber,audiresponse
with
an
once
gbt
even
and
orbit,
cafe
the
to
up
warm
gimmick.
ence-participation
charming
.
she does, she’ll add a
Gagh.
gamin-like presence to niteries.

“Way You Looked

Sengs
25 Mins.

La

Acts

^

Vie, N.Y.

Peggy King, who on the George
Gohefs teleshow is tilled as “pret'

perky Peggy” has started a
profitable summer hiatus with a
ty,

*

dates* a field that
comparatively new ajld someher at this stage.
for
difficult
what
Miss King, a spritelike citizen,
made her N.Y. nitery bow at Monte
Proser’s- La Vie and^ impresses
anew as a younger Judy Garland.
that
She explains from the floor vocal
she’s been plagued by the
to the
resemblance
physical
and
to find
filmster, and'her problem is
Jose.
material that hasn’t^ been touched
that
adds
She
by Miss Garland.
KENNELKADES
the gal she SYLVIA'S
it’s quite a chore since
Dogs
resembles unwillingly has done Trained
9 Mins.
virtually everything.
Palace, N. Y.
a
King,
Bliss
At the opening,
A top animal act, Sylvia s Kencomparative stranger- to nitenes, nelkades has been around for some
was also booked for a guester on time but previously had not been
the Eddie Fisher show. Between documented in Variety's New Act
reher exhaustive schedule in
Turn has some 16 dogs plus
file.
hearsing for both, plus the natural two girls who work onstage with
nervousness of making a_ big the canines. They 'do- their tricks
league nitery bow, Miss Kings among a variety of physical paravoice disappeared in a remote phernalia that comprises a slide,
Cranny of her cranium. A couple tight wire, rotating table, .etc.
cf emergency shots and a few kind
Most of the pooches appear to
put her pipes
a

round of nitery
is

Besides the keyboard pyrotechnics,
Lee is a restless virtuoso who
shuns the conventional piano
He plays kneeling down
bench.
or leaping into the air and most of
the time he shuffles along keeping time in dance to the music.
He does scat, boogie and ragtime,
plays a medley of piano styles and
does * imitations of Liberace and
Crazy Otto.
There is a mambo version of
"Davy Crockett” in which he
keeps the maracas and the piano
going at the same time; and he
doubles with the accordion in anWhen he settles^
other routine.
down for a request session, he
beats out sound commercial music,

•

•

•

words from medico
be either terriers or poodles.
back into working condition after Femmes, wlw are scantily garbed,
calling off the teleshow. On the
jump rope with the dogs and make
in
midway
herself
floor she found
themselves generally decorative.
her turn and walked off a hit However, in a sense they distract
after a 25-minute stint.
at times as when they’re making
Miss King’s nervousness was re- with aero' routines while the caflected especially in her spoken
nines are also performing. Its difsoon
but
precedes to the numbers,
ficult to watch both.
afterward she simmered down and
Also onstage is a male attenddelivered an entirely pleasing sesant who assists in putting the
sion that had warmth and charm.
and
tunes and the pooches through their paces
A series of
props. Among feats done
feeling of a familiar voice makes arranging
boxing, descenda pleasing interlude. In her cat- are wire-walking,
slide and mounting a revolvalog are “You Make Me Fedl So ing a
ing table. It all adds up to a fine
sight turn and excellent material
for the family- trade. Act has a
-

195$

6,

ning, who does a comedy novelty
York
act, including magic, and doubles
Mlckl Mario into the Steel Pier, as emcee. Buddy Waples orch is
Atlantic City,* Sept. 5 , . p “Milan current at this dine-dance spot
Dale set for the Bowery, Detroit, with thrush Charge attached to the
band. In Grady’s Dogwood Loupge.
July 31 . . Wally Cox working the cocktailery adjoining Paradise
Mocambo, Hollywood, Aug. 9 , . . Room, the Joyce Mitchell trio will
Mark Leddy .planed out to. Europe replace the Jim Scott duo, which is
rounding, out an eight-week stay
or a talent gandering session . .
Tracey Twins opened Monday
.
Johnny .Johnston returns to La Vie, (4) at Joe. Cotton’s Steak Ranch,
N. Y., tomorrow “(Thurs.). on the with Joe Reagan, standup pianist.
Peter Rich, ventro, is new emcee
bill with Gene Baylos and Barbara

New

.

.

.

Gypsy Room, which is featuring
Miriam .Sage line
dancers
and Donna Leeds, exotic fbrper
;

at

~

Black.

.

the

.

.

.

Dottie Houser, comedienne-thrush,

Hollywood

opened Monday (4) at Domino
Billy Daniels opens Friday (8) at Lounge' topping show which inthe Crescendo
Richard Kauhi, cludes exotic Dagmar, Mel Ody Sc
ALMA COGAN
Hawaiian pianist-singer, at the Ruby, novelty comic duo, and muSongs
sic of Dave Townsend’s orch.
Keyboard
. Paul Godkin is cho17 Mins.
reoging Judy Garland one-niter
Opera House, Blackpool, Eng*
our opening Friday (8} in San
thrush, Diego
Sultry-voiced English
. Mel Torme returns to
3 1-Niters Hit $11,620
already w.k. via radio and more Crescendo July 22
Vicki YoUng
At Asbury’s Conv. Hall
recently tv, shapes as talented chirping at Antlers Hotel, Colorado
entry amid the distaff vocalists, and Springs .
. Noel DeSelva jmd his
Asbury Park, N. J., July 5.
looks okay for most media.
Latin Americans, alternating with
Exhibitor Walter Reade bowed
“Tweedle - Dee,” Jack Nye orch at Hollywood Roosewith
Opens
as the Asbury .Park Convention
which she chirps in happy style, velt Hotel’s Cinegrill.
Hall impresario with a terrific holithen with roving microphone into
“Little Things Means A Lot,” which
day gross of $11,620 for the three
Chicago
she puts over to hushed -and reIndependence Day weekend.
Also
sponsive audience reaction.
Frankie Scott, currently at Mat- day
new
for
a
mitting
warm
gamers
thew’s Supper Club, Findlay, Ohio, With Art Mooney and Alan Dale
tune, “Dream Boat.” Her version through Aug. 7, to the GleiTCasino* topping the layout Saturday (2),
of the current hit, “Softly, Softly,” Williamsville. N. Y., Aug. 8 for
take was $4,200. Following night
is also strong, and she begs-off two . . . Arthur Blake headlining
With “Naughty Lady of Shady at the Black Orchid* Chi, with McGuire Sisters and Neal Hefti
hit a jackpot of $6,500 and
band
Phyllis Branch and the Mascots' on
Lane.”
Hefti staying over for the July 4
Oriiate and expensive gowns add the same bill; show is set for a
terping
did $925.
Peggy King
.
to attractiveness of act, but her three-week run .
Next Saturday (9) Convention
makeup Is somewhat pallid. Use- opens at the Chicago 'Theatre, Chi,
Friday
for
two
(8)
frames,
with
Hall gets Vaughn Monroe and
ful bet for overseas market, in. Four Aces
Richard Maltby band.
cluding American tv and nitery Bill Haley’s Comets
dates. Has a polish and dignified set to play two rounds at Chi’s Chi. Palmer
refinement which other chirpers cago Theatre July 22*
House to feature “Boast of the
Gord.
don’t always have.
Town,” * musical revue set by
Am honored that some
Merriel Abbott and starring Will
LANE TWINS
of fho greats of
Jordan (as Ed Sullivan), Sept. 15
Dances
show
business have become
.Dominique set for the Palmer
6 Mins
House
4
-for
Aug.
"Six
rounds*
/
my clients.
Empire,. Glasgow
Trim and pretty femme duo
.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

neat potential in tv, fairs, circuses
Gilo.
and other visual media.
shape up as highly pleasing dancers, a worthwhile booking as layout
’

DIANA LYNCH
Dance
6 Mins.

Flamingo, Las Vegas
Diana Lynch, a pert looker with
chassis to match, swings back to
Vegas as a single after having
been spotted here last year and
year before as .a feature dancer
in a couple of lines. There is no
apparent logical choreography to

openers.
They return between routines to
a trunk set between two chairs,

where they

speedy changes

effect

F’rinstance,
they
costumes,
of
please with terping routine as a
couple of pert housemaids dancing
with feather brushes in their
hands* then switch into garb of two
Indians in full view of customers.
Trunk is labelled with stickers
from holiday spots like Nice,
.

her display.
She needs some sharp terp rou- Cannes and London.
Kids work hard to be, different
tine with a motive, plus sexier
c
wardrobe. She sets her legwork to and achieve it.
Gord
climax in sesh with bongos, but
this, too, is lacking in flash. Squat ELSIE PERTRAMER
position while thumping the skins Impressions
is not too flattering. Miss Lynch 8 Mins.
is revealed to better advantage in Alpenhof, Garmisch, Germany
the Parisienne finale with Tony
Elsie Pertramer, a young BavarMartin as patterned by the Flam- ian beauty’ who started with Radio
ingo’s choregrapher, Ron Fletcher. Munich and is now hitting the
Youthful exuberance and eye ap- cabaret trail throughout Germany,
peal are in her favor. Add more is a looker-alike-looker whose act
positive or coherent choreo and is currently capitalizing on her
she’ll he a cinch for nitery and tv Marilyn' Monroe attributes.
Clad
Will.
spottirg.
in a shimmeringly sexy gown and
wearing rhinestone-studded specJACKIE LEE
tacles, she slinks her way through

Dallas

Opening July 10
for 4 Weeks

DUNES HOTEL
Las Vegas

CORAL RECORDS
Dir.:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

WHEN

BOSTON

IN
It's

the

HOTEL AVERY
The

Home

of

Show

Folk

Avery ft Washington Sts*
Radio In Every Room

-

.

a

29 Mins.

most obt-Marilyns Miss Monroe.

Sciolla’s, Philadelphia

Jackie Lee has branched ou
from straight piano work to pre

vent a varied fast turn that can
easily be spotted in a floor show

Her spectacular physical attributes combine with her cdmic flair
to make this German imitation a
Haze.
surefire applause-getter.

Globetrotters

IRA HAUFT

(

CO*

it

fnvasrmenf Brokers

.

New

N

York It.
LOngacre 5-6262

501 7th Ave*.

.

*Y.

.

Kansas City

FRANKIE SCOTT

Bobby Sargent signed to return
comedy antics to Eddys’ Res-

Amrrico'v

his.

taurant after the first of the year.
New date was signed while he was
completing his fitfst two-week stand
here
Patty Andrews in' for a
.
.
week’s engagement at Wildwood
Lakes, and followed by Joan
Weber. Bob Hart handles the emcee chores at the Lakes. Also on
the docket there is Ted Weems
orch, praying an afternoon concert
and evening dance . Dee Peterson orch moved into Drum. Room
of Hotel President for a two-week
stand .
Helen Forrest, set for a
stand
at
Mapes Hotel, Reno,
alfollowing her date at Eddys’ here.

Pianist

song-and-chat routine that

i

Registered Representative

.

•

BARTON

Eileen

JESSE BLOCK

Colony has The Hi-Lo’s due July
29 and an October pact with The
Treniers .
. Russell Arms, at the.
Baker Hotel, will be followed July
15 by Helene Aimee, with Pierson
Thai’s crew held over .
, Joanne
Hill, WFAA-TV staffer, warbling at
the Village Club
. , Jock Spence
into the Tabu Room . .
Juan Alvarado currently at the Kings’
Club.

und
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.
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WANTED

Atlanta

ReHrlnfr or ox-showman who It woll
aeaualntod. with -theatrical agtnts and

Alan Dean tops the new bill
opening Thursday (7) at Henry
Grady Hotel’s Paradise Room.
Backing up Dean will be Nick! &
Noel, a dance team, plus Otis Man

show people to work for

theatrical

photographer.

Must locate permanently In Chicago
Box 7655, VARIETY, 611 N.

Write:

Michigan Ave., Chicago

11, III.

Continued from page 49
ian), acrohoofers,

edy

Main
Harlem

Now

of course,^the
Globetrotters. The financial success of the show with the
Harlem Globetrotters as top drawer is assured here. Performances
are SR0, or at least near to it.
Nice always is the way in which
Berliners offer the Harlem Globetrotters their tribute: all light up
matches in unison at a given signal while the. lamps and spotlights
are switched off.
Coming from Krefeld via Dusseh
dorf to Berlin, they are due to appear in Stuttgart, Frankfurt, Kaiserslautern, Mannheim then a trip
to Switzerland, and continued here

Starring

CHASE HOTEL
ST. LOUIS, MO.
July 7

BAL TABARIN

German

Personal

Management JACK ROLLINS

cow. But still no okay has come
from the Soviet capital as yet,
l

I

EVERS

and

Wish to Thank
Their

DOLOREZ

MARK LEDDY

Forthcoming

tor

Appearance on

ED SULLIVAN'S

"TOAST OF THE TOWN"
July 10th
Choreography:

MATTY ROSEN and DANNY GRAHAM

CAB CALLOWAY
Currently

cities.

Saperstein,
incidentally,
revealed that he now as before keeps
opeii his offer to play the 'Russian
national basketball team in Mos-

o

MCA

attraction,

with Munich, Augsburg, Nurnberg,
Karlsruhe, Cologne, Aachen, Essen, Muenster, Bielefeld, Hamburg,
Kiel and Oldenburg'—in all, 19

LAKE TAHOE
Direction

do effective com

tricks.

Hans.

SANS S0UGI
MIAMI
Mgt. BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway,

New York

^
Wednesday) July

1955

6,

HERE

! !

IS

A GREAT ACT !

II

I

I

I
I!

ARE REAL SOCK FARE
fZmHa

Currently

THE ANTLERS HOTEL
Colorado Springs

00$
Ne«°

pU

Records:

RCA-VICTOR
Label
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STATELINE COUNTRY CLUB
Lake Tahoe

NEW FRONTIER

&N’$

las Vegas

HOTEL GOLDEN
Reno

YEAMAN'S
Detroit

BROWN HOTEL
Louisville

BOOKED SOLID
TILL JANUARY 6, 1956

HENRY GRADY HOTEL
Atlanta

Contact:

MILTON DEUTSCH AGENCY

*157 sunset blvd.,

Hollywood

46 ,

calif.— CR eswUw 4.7321

'
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Wednesday, July 6, 1955
Bombay Hotel

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF JULY

6

Numerals In connsctlqn with bill* below Indicate opanlnt day 6t show
whathar full or split waak
Letter in pa rant bases indicates circuit. (I) Independent; (L) Loaw; (M) Moss;
Paramount;

<P>

RKO;

<R>

(S)

<T>

Stoll;

Tivolt*

(W) Warnar

Empress Hotel
Stuart dc Samara
Mandy Campo Oro
Jack Kerr
Club Calvert

<

Phil Brito
Ava Williams
Peter Mack
Fontainoblsau

Ryan

EUa

McDonald

dc

Mary Peck

Trio*

Sonny Kendis Ore'

Wayne Carmichael
Nautilus

Hotel
Antone dc Ina
Bob Eberle

NEW YORK

CITY

Music Hall (I) •
Grace Thomas
Peter Hamilton
Bryan Williams
Ghevzi Bros
Rdckettcs
Corps de Ballet

Sym

Cafe Society
Gfcrry Mulligan

Palace (R) •

500 Club

Rose Murphy

Roby &

Dell

Walter Walter
Les Uggams
Martin Bros
Jimmy Cease
4 Evans

Don

Harold FonvUle
Hazel Webster

AUSTRALIA
Tivoli

11

(T)

Neal & Newton
Joe Church

Alan Holmes Ore
Hotel

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
aatln Quarter

« Ursula & Gus
Gordon Humphris
Johnny O'Connor
John Bluthal
Robert O'Donnell
Bevans
Irene
Fay Agnew
SYPNEY
Maureen Hudson
Tivoli (T) 11
Wendy Layton
Old Vic Co
PERTH
His Majestys (T) 11 Katherine Hepburn
3 Hellos

Romaine & Claire
Los Caballeros

Dancers

Miller

Robert Helpman

BRITAIN
BIRMINGHAM

Allen Cemble

dc

Hippodrome (M) 4
Vancouver Boys Bd

Hippodrome

(S)

Valdettes
Billy Russell
Alrdonis

DERBY

C
4

Dennis Lotis
Albert Burdon
Dargie 5
E dc J Webster
Stan Jay dc Jone
Taro Naito
Claire 2

Eddie Arnold

Vera Cody

Tommy Burkr
BLACKPOOL

HAM

EAST

Grand (I): 4
Arthur Askey
Anthea Askey
Glen Melvyn
Ian Gardiner
Laity Bowers
Barbara tinier
Danny Ross
Bernard Graham
Leonard Williams
Margaret Anderson
Opera House (I) 4
Jewel de Warriss
Alma Cogan
4 Hurricanes
Odette Crystal
6 Flying De Pauls
Tiller Girls

Metropolitan

4

Jimmy Meloron
Olive France*

Babette
Stare dc Gerons

5 Lyrlcals
Dorothy Howe
Adriana
Lilian Pearson
Len Cole

Tany Roman
Lord Invader

Lowe Ladd

Los Velescos Trio
Blue Note

D

dc

Lionel

Jan Westbrook

George Lacy
Walton dc Dorraine

Sisto .Co
Line Sis

GLASGOW

,

Gornt Bros

W'dward

dc

Cooper

LONDON

Alcetty
3 Orfatis

Palladium (M) 4

Circusettes
Scott

Jimmy

.Danny Kaye
Senor Wences
Dunhills

Baxter
Annell dc Brask
Volants

Billy

BRIGHTON
(M). 4

Billy Eckstine
Granger Bros.

Jackie

Geo Carden Dancers
Hippodrome (S> 4
Josef Locke
Johnny Lockwood
Authors dc Swinson
Jose Moreno

J

dc

Ron .Parry
Richman & Jackson
BRISTOL
Alf Carlson
Hippodrome (S) 4 Tattersalo
Jimmy Young
Jerry dc Coy
Jack Jackson
Brian Reece

M

H

dc

Ladringlos

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 4

Nesbitt

S dc P Kaye
Quaino

Danny Purches
McAndrews & Mills
Peter Cdvangh

Pat Ross
2 Sterlings

Courtneys
Bobbie Kimber
Pharos dc Marina
Alex

BRIXTON

Empress (I) 4
Cary Miller
Beryle Orde
Len Marten

Topper M&rtyn
Billy

dc
dc

Sharpe
Dodo.

RoVal

CHELSEA

Jack Lewis

CHISWICK

4

(S)

Sabrina

Hippodrome

(I)

4

Radio Revellers
Sayne dc Evans
Benson Delay
Jona Mann
Dumartc & Denzer

R

dc

J Penn

Renee Dymott
Cherry Wainer
Fred Atkins
Eddie Gordon

dc

N

Peters
Georgia Brown

P

de

Nejla Ates
Marti Stevens
Billy Daniel
Ted Flo Rite Oro
Sahara

Maxam

S Sherry

dc

Martha Raye

Amin Bros
Sara Seegar
Moro-Landis Dncrs
Cee Davidson Ore

Atkins

.

Phillips

Ore

Sands

A

Morrelli Oro
Desert Inn

Nelson Eddy
Gale Sherwood
Paul Gilbert
V. Julian

Harry

Riviera

Belafonte

Mimmo

Hal Belfer Dncrs
Ray Sinatra Ore

Sherman Hayes Ore
Showboat

qualified success, although critics

disagreed

Basin

Dinah

St

Washington

Erroll Garner

Birdland

Count Basie

Geo

Hande'>

Bon 9ofr

Jimmy Komack
Cedrone dc Mitchell
Mae Barnes
3 Flames

Jimmy Daniels
'

Robbins'

last three years.

The Philadelphia Orchestra got
on its ensemble playthough French tastes did not
always approve with the numbers

chosen for presentation.
“Medea” got split reviews and
“Oklahoma,” though lauded at the
opening for its freshness and naive,
charm, did not get the full sweep
and recognition due to some weaktop roles and the French
for the vintage and
schmaltz in operettas. "Skin” fared
the best on its vibrant theatrics,
but the critics found it somewhat
simple in its allegory and moralizness in

its

penchant

Helen Hayes and Mary Martin
came in for rave notices.
French critics treated all the
legit entries on their own merits,
ing.

but tempered their reactions with
general reflections on the three*
plays as representative of the

Lucky

Timmy Rogers
Ann Weldon

Thundorblrtf

Don Tannen

sonalities.

Black

Girls

Karen Chandler
Robert Alton DnCfs
Garwood Van Ore

Moulin Rouge

Stump

dc

Stumpy

<

“Die Ratten” (“The Rats”), direct- Allan and Anthony Asquith were
ed by Robert Sibdmak, is also here for the preem of “The Young
Lovers.”
The lack of star talent has made
little difference to the social whirl.
The two main events were the allnight garden party at the UFA studios in Templehof and the annual
MPEA supper party, organized by
Fred Gronich, at the Kempinski
Berlin.
Hotel. The regular French reception
was hosted by the French conDespite the excellent promotion,
including a march past by a U. S. sul general in Berlin, who collared
about
150 of the 200 invitations for
Air Force band, specially flown
from Wiesbaden, along West Ber- his personal use. As a result,
Jacques
Nicaud, the Unifrance rep
lin’s main boulevard,
“Strategic.
Air Command” made a disappoint- in Germany, had to. eliminate the
entire
press
contingent from his
ing impression. Mapy local film
execs, as well as segments of tyhe guest list. In addition, 311 the major
German and
companies,
bothgeneral public, regarded it as an
ill-advised choice for submission to American, have tossed tea and
average rate
cocktail
parties
at
an
this particular festival. Metro’s
“Beau Brummell”. was warmly re- of about three a day.
ceived and a personal by. Peter
Ustinov he planed iri from Munich, where he's filming—-garnered
Skyscrapers
additional valuable publicity,
the press and on radio and tv. As
Continued from pane 1
he speaks the lingo without trace
of an accent, his video Impact was the far reaches of Long Island and
of special importance.
Berliners Westchester.
talk of him as the best performer
And with the exodus of the
they’ve yet seen on their local web. cream niterygoers, a boniface has
little choice but to follow them
/ Fates Against 'Gold*
Warwick’s “Prize of Gold!’ had out' there, according to Reed. He
the fates against it.' It was origi- had been casing a spot in East
nally skedded for a Waldbuhne Hampton,
L.
I.,
but deal fell
screening on the opening Saturday
but was washed out by a thunder- through. He hopes to go in for a
summer
operation
in
that area next
storm and postponed until the next
night. After a fine day on the Sun- season.
day, a heavy downpour started durHowever, other bonifaces have
ing the stage show preceding the preceded Reed in chasing after the
screening, but the majority of the eastside
carriage trade.
Henri
audience stayed on despite a soak- Soule, operator of Le Pavilion, has
ing to applaud the pic. Its Berlin already opened in that area. Tony
locale gave it a special appeal and Mele, of Le Ruban Bleu, is also a
it was being" lensed during
last Long Island boniface, and Armanyear’s fest. Korda’s “The Constant do has a Westchester branch in
Husband,” with its wholesale big- operation.
Former flack Frank
amy theme, has apparently offend- Law has opened a spot labeled The
ed local susceptibilities; but the Fourth Estate at Water Mill, near
other British candidates, “The Di- Southampton.
Former actor Arvided Heart” and “Animal Farm,” thur M. Vinton has preemed a reswere enthusiastically acclaimed.
taurant called the Barefoot Boy
Among the foreign language of Brittany Hills, at Great Neck,
films, the most depressing was Long Island.
Japan’s “Hiroshima,” a harrowing
Long Island, Westchester and
account of the devastation caused northern New Jersey, generally,
by the first atomic air raid. Aus- have become the new havens
tria’s “Drei Manner im Schnee” for bonifaces.
Prewar, many of
(“Three Men in the Snow”) is a the young couples with children
bright little comedy about an ec- migrated out of the city to give
centric millionaire who changes the kids breathing space.
These
places with his valet for a winter kids have now grown up and are
sports, holiday. Mexico's sole sub- big enough to be lured by disk
mission, “El Tunel 6” (“Tunnel names that frequently play the suNumber 0”), is distinguished only burban spots.
by its brutality. “Bread, Love and
The movement of the nightclubs
Jealousy,” Italy’s successor to one to the suburbs
parallels the locaof last year’s prizewinning films, tion of
the department stores in
has disappointed the critics.
outlying nabes.
They follow the
strongly fancied*’ for a place. Its
strong sordid theme, against the
East-West background, is apparently just the stuff for local audiences.
“The Young Lovers” (Rank), which
has a London locale for its EastWest romance, has a special appeal
for the isolated people of West

—

V White

•>

r

One of the main ‘talking points
of the festival has been the complete lack of star talent.
Apart
from Metro, who brought in Ed-

Emphasis on Biz

tures that are coming up is added
evidence that some of the.top
properties of the year will be in
the time-honored flicker category.

a

In this group are UA’s “Not
Stranger,”
which began

As
its

As

a result, the emphasis at the
festival has been on business. Regular policy sessions have been held

by the

MPEA

(Motion Picture Ex-

port Assn.) and

German

and distributing

interests

exhibiting

have also

engagement
last held frequent confabs.. It’s noteLee Sharon
week; Universal’s “The Shrike,” worthy that the most important
Appletons
Sparky Kaye
from Britain and
set to open shortly; Metro’s film personalities
George Redman Ore
version of Don Mankiewicz’s best- America have been on an executive
Roydl Hsvad*
El Cortez
A M Alberghetti
A1 Morgan
selling novel, “Trial,” currently in level. Murray Silverstone arrived
Myron Cohen „
Geo Kirby
production;
Paramount’s
Vista- last week for the two 20th screenG Tapps Dncrs
Honey Girls
Jerry Fielding Ore Sherman Hayes Ore Vision entries, “The Rose Tattoo,” ings, but has also been huddling
based on Tennessee Williams’ hit with company execs. He was -acMIAMI-MIAM! BEACH
play;
“The Desperate Hours,” companied. by Gregory Ratoff, rebased on Joseph Hayes* current turning to Berlin for the first time
Clovsr crub
Jack Stuart Ore
Nat Nazarro
Sans Soucl Hofsi
Broadway hit. Warner Bros, will in more than 20 years. Main purRosina Aston
Cab Calloway
distribute “The Dam Busters,” a pose of bis mission is to negotiate
Red Thornton
Freddy Calo Ore
Marion Viray
British b&w click.
Ann Herman Dcrs
with the East Germans on the

Broadway

-

Worry

m

Continued from pace 5

Platters

B. Carter Ore
Silver Slipper
Hank Henry-

lights to “Abdullah, the. Great,”
which he recently completed in
copyright ban; Bizet’s music Egypt. Top brass from Britain inin the public domain.) Entire cluded Sir Henry L. French and
was sold out -weeks in ad- Robert Clark, director-general and
.and the continued demand prez respectively of the British
for tickets embarrassed the fest Film Producers Assn., and Frank
authorities.
Hoare, president of the Assn, of
Specialized Film Producers.
With “The Seven Year Itch”
Although there were no stars
its- other entry, 20th-Fox has
a
strong double and is generally fa- from London, Britain sent along
vored to be well placed when the two producer-director teams. Launfinal results are announced in the der and Gilliat -Were present for
early hours of tomorrow (Wed.k the launching of “The Constant
Of the two main German entries, Husband” and Anthony Havelock-

after being sick in London decided
to vacation in Rome. Victor Mature
and Patricia Medina were among
the others expected Who failed to
show up. There’s not been a single
British star appearance, either.

'

Tlco Robbins Ore

tional public Interest. (As in other
parts of Europe the film comes un-

der a
is not
house
vance

was turning out to be a “Salute t’o mund Purdom, Ustinov and- Ann
Americans In France” with too Miller, none of the other Hollymany tickets going to the U. S. wood majors succeeded in luring
colony and making it more diffi- any of their stars to Berlin. Judy
cult to accommodate French per- Holliday had: been expected, but

A1 Lyons Ore
Golden Nugget
Cass Co. Boys

Wingy Manpne

Dorothy Collins

general manning of the attendance.
There were some private gripes
here, of course, and the handling
of invites also came ip for criticism, with some feeling that it

•

CITY

Jerome

on

choreography of Debussy’s “Afternoon of A Faun.” There was also
a feeling that George Balanchine
had a tendency to be cold, and in
his impersonal brilliance, and had
not added much to his style in the

Camille
Cliff Ferre
8

Test

Continued from page t

.

and taste in buying many of the
great paintings, such as the Impressionists and Fauirsts, before
they were even recognized in
France. However, there was inevitably some chauvinism present- in
the French attitude.
The N. Y. City Ballet was an un-

Nick Lucas
Zerbys

Carlton Hayes Ore
New Frontier
Will Mastin Trio dc
Sammy Davis Jr

Los Gatos
Barney Rawlings
Thunderbird Dncrs
A1 Jahns Ore

NEW YORK

Wagon Wheel
Rusty Draper
Paris Sisters

Eastman Trio

Orq
Montmartre

Kirby. Stone

Art Johnson

2

Billy

Dick Haymes
Jack De Leon
Hightowers
Helene Stanley
Jose Duval
Jaye Ruhnnoff ore

Donn Arden Dncrs

Don Peters

Statelino
Stateline Girls
Sterling Young Ore

A Romeu

Bankhead
Bobby Brandt
Chuck Nelson

Sandy

Alvino Rey

Peggy Lee
Rowano Martin

American theatre. There was some
feeling that the selections might
have included modern classic auHenry Boyer
Los Chavales
thors and perhaps a contemporary
Leonela Gonzalez
Trini Reyes
dramatist (i.e. Tennessee Williams,
Raul Diaz
Juliette dc' Sandor
Gladys Robau
Ivette dela Fuente Arthur Miller, William Ingeh
Tropicana Ballet
Casino Plays Orq
However, fof this first concerted
S de Espana Orq
Fajardo Orq
entry, the American National TheLAS VEGAS
atre
& Academy was conceded to
r
have done a good job in gathering
Dunes
El Rancho Vegas
Magic Carpet R’v’e Joe E. Lewis
high powered names, and in the
S Suarez Orq

Armando Bianchl

Tallulah

Empire (M) 4

COVENTRY

Mocambo

Troplcana
Maria Felia
Rosita Fornes

.

SWANSEA

Buster Fiddess

Max Walo

dc

Renee TOuzet Oro

HAVANA

Teddy

Empire (M) 4
Tony Brent
Cynthia & Gladys
Lee Young

Mandy

Jackie Farrell

Ron Fletcher Dncrs Harry

Wienters dc Fielding
Rag Daponte

dc

C Brown
McLanna Twins
Paul Howard

Crescendo
June Christy

Dick Shawn
Paul Hebert Ore.
Joe Castro Ore
Moulin Rouge
Bobby Sargent
Miss Malta dc Co
<4)
Doubledaters
Blltmore Hotal
Mazzone-Abbott
Dave Barry
Gloria dc Jaro York Jery XaZarre
Ffolliot
Charlton
The Manhattan (3)
Tony Gentry
The Rudells (3)
Gaby Wooldridge _
Hal Derwin. Oro
Luis Urbin»
Clro's
Happy Jesters
Dick Contino
The Arwoods
Statler Hotel
Kay Brown
Spanish Fantasy il2)
Clark Bros.
Rafael Ruiz
Barbara Huffman
M^nolo Mera
B Ramos Rhumba B A1 Donahue Oro
Dick Stablie Ore
Belaire Trio

Hal Borne

SUNDALAND

Oro

ing,

Vivianne Lloyd
Voluptua
Bar of Musla
Dawe Apollon
Ruthie James
Mack Twins

Cole$

Beryl dc Bobo
Russ Henderson Bd
Boby Collins

John Hanson
D de J O’Gorman
Worsley

Freddy Martin Ore
Band Box
Billy Gray
Leo Diamond

Starlets (8)
Bill Clifford

fine reviews

LOS ANGELES

.Flamingo

Brown

Patricia

Bertie Sellers
Victor Martin
Hazel Lewis Lovlies

A

Charlie Fisk Oro

Tony Martin
Jackie Kannon
Diana Lynch

Barry Gosney
Annette Gibson
Derek Kimmo
Robert Leslie

Sonny Dawkes
Gary Webb
Mele Mars
Yvonne dc Maxle

Empire

4

Baker

Phyllis

4

(I)

(M)

Terry Thomas
Arthur LaneS.
Jasmine Dee J

Carozells

Palace

Shakespeare

PORTSMOUTH

Kitty Bluette

Eltham
Caruna

Newsom

de

Lurlene Hunter

MANCHESTER

Demos
Roger Carne
De Val Co

Kile

Ore
Palmer House
Dorothy Shay
Empire Eight

Ambassador Hotel

;<

Frances Duncan

Conrad Hilton
"Spurs *n Skates”
Cathy de Blair
Marvin Roy
Carol Williams
Le Due Bros

Frankie Masters

Yma Sumac

Reg Russell dc S
Roy Lester
C. Cairoli de Paul
Les Raymer dc B
Harry Belli Lions
Douglas Kosemayer Jimmy Edmundson
Guerres Sea Lions
J dc S Lamonte
Sciplini Chimps
LEEDS
Enles 6 Baby E
Empire (M) 4
Tramp Tampo
Ray Burns
5 Amandis
Bunty St Claire
Enies Horses
Frasers H'm’ica Bd
Cuban Boys
Iris Sadler
2 Darty Dorrect
Pot Pourri

Sym s'

Sylvia

Four Ramses

Continued from, page 2

Vanguard

Roy Baxtram
Dick Marx
Johnny Frigo

Riverside

Dennis Day

Salute lo France

Peiro Bros
Mischa Borr

Clifford Stanton

Empire (M) 4
Rosemary Cloony
Teddy Foster Bd

4

(I)

'

Village

D. Kramer Dcrs.
Will Osborne Oro

Colonial
Bal Tabarln
Halfbacks
Kathryn Grayson
Harrahs Club
Will Jordan
Helene Hughes dcrs King Sisters
Andrinl Bros
Dick Foy ore

Franca Baldwin
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchito Ore
Blltmor*
Viennese Lantern
Mae West
Sandra Kiraly
Billy Williams 4
Bel? Bizony Orc
Dominique
Ernest Schoen Ore Del Courtney Oro
Village Barn
Cal-Neva
Hal Graham
Peter Lind Hayes
Don Mullen
Mary Healy
Mello Mates
,W Wanger Girls
Rod Rogers
Matty Malneck Ore
Larry MacMahon
Jody Carver

Enid Mosier
Steel Trio
Bernie West
C Williams Trio

Dante Varella Trio

LAKE TAHOE

MuHUdn

Jimmie Russell
Betty Logue
Inga Swenson
Johnny Laverty

Cloister Inn

5 Skyliners

Gypsy Rose Lee
Tippy de Cobina
Joe Cappo
Minsky Girls
Eddie Fitzpatrick
Now Golden
Ralph Marterle Ore

Joan Carroll

Robert Lenn
The Tattlers

Brian Farnon Oro

Melitw
EUloet

Mills, dc

Hargreaves
Percy Perkins
Ken-Tones
Duncan's Collies
Buckmaster’s P'p'ts
Les Ricards

Allen Bros

Hampton

Chez Paree

Billington

Snuffy

Hippodrome

Branch

Lenny Gale

.

Ada Moore

Banks

Blue Angel
"Calypso Cruise"

Eliijgton 4

3 Buffoons

G H

Connie Sawyer
Dick Smart
Paul Lynde

RENO

Abbe Lane

Rudy Valiee
Old Roumanian

The Mascots

Empire (M) 4
Lita Roza

Rev

Maps* Skyroom

Waldorf-Astoria
Xavier Cuggt Ore

Arthur

Wacker

Little

Barbara Black
Romo Vincent

FRINSBURY PARK The Mariners
Rose Marie
Empiro (M) 4
Chez Adorables
Anne Shelton

Natalie Raine
Palace (I) 4

Tower
Jimmy

Gene Baylos

Phyllis

EDINBURGH

Kendo Bros

Little Cedric

Tower Circus

Alan Conroy
John Bartls
John Delaney
Leo Stone Ora
B Harlowe Oro
La Vie
Johnny Johnston

Sadie

Versatllgs

CHICAGO

Des O'Connor

Makers
Fred Kitchen
Dorothy Dampier
Barbara Evans

Ross

Betty George
Roger Steffan

Black Orchid
Blake

Ray Gorden

Ray

Rex Weber
Patti

Uno
“Come As You Are
Aliya

Bill

Lucierine dc Ashour
Bill Bailey

Joe Lapoyte Oro
D’Aquila Ore
Park Sheraton
Milt Herth Trio

Val Caye

Riki Lingane

8 Singing Debs
Mayfair Melody

(I)

Joey Adams .
A1 Kelly
Eddie

Tony

Rose Hardaway
Peter Gladke
Van Smith Oro
Belmonte Ore
Le Cupldon

.

Archie Glen

Statler

Tex Beneke Oro

Virginia Paris
Alfreros

.

Kostya Poliansky
Misha Usdanoff
Eugene & Sonia

Lubov Hamshay

Hotel Roosevelt

Howell Kaddiffo
Gogla Pasha
Roy Barbour
Neal Newton
Margaret Brown

Winifred Atwell
Eddie Vitch
Chris Cross

John

Ave

i -Fifth

Jerl Jordan
Vince Nelet 3
Fausto Curbelo Ore

Gump

Rosalinda
Gleb Yellin Ore
Twd Guitars

‘

Tyree Glenn
No.

H. S.

Fair

Ray Romez

Tommy'Raft
Parisian

(3)

Kamen

Vanity

5 O'clock

Patl*

Ac# Harris
Nancy Noland
Bruce Raeburn

4

Bob Downey

MELBOURNE

N

Elliott.

Cy Coleman
Embers
Ralph Sutton

Johnny Morgan
Wladas

Ore

Composer

Jr.

Sid

Syd Stanley Oro

Tina Prescott

See Isle Hotel
Ruth Wallis
S Hoffman. Oro
Billy Valentino

Del Breece

Berlin Pic

Fitzgerald

Saxony Hotel
Paul Grey
Ayne Barnett Oro
Johnny Silvers Ore

Larry Foster
Sacasas Ore
Balmoral Hotel

customers, and the bonifaces are
learning to do likewise.

now

Shelly Reynolds
Continued- from page 2

cessful tv series

made Completely

on the continent, with his “Foreign
Intrigue,” done in Sweden and
Paris, and his “Sherlock Holmes”
mounted here. Reynolds used the
European background because they
were an essential part of the stories and did not come over looking
for
cheap production facilities
which in any event is now somewhat of a myth. Reynolds, with the
production help of Nicole Milinaire, rented a complete studio and
was thusly able to turn out work
on an assembly line basis. He will
also start “Holmes” again this summer and “Foreign Intrigue” later
this year In Sweden.
Full lengh theatrical “Intrigue”
concern a publicity man
(Mitchum) who has been hired to

will

build a past for a mysterious millionaire. When the man' is murto find the story
of his real past, which is the essence of the action.

dered he sets put

*

r,
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0

Palace, N. V*

His character
may be lackadaisical and droopy,
but he /makes too much, of this aspect and should speed his act for
He’s
customers.
younger
the
backed by the Vic Ash Quartet
(clarinet, drums, guitar and bass).
U. S. composer-singer Opens with
casual walkqp carrying silver-grey
hat and smoking a cigaret. He ambles to piano, goes into opening
bars of “Stardust,” then into “Ole
Buttermilk Sky.” He does more of
his numbers, such as “Ole Rockin’
Old
“Little
“Georgia,”
Chair,”
Lady,” “Lazy Bones” and “Cool,
Cool,' Cool of the Evening.” In between, he describes how certain
songs were composed and tells
a

leisurely

Cycling Kirks (2), Derby Wilson Julia Cummings, Senor Cortez, Milt Douglas with Pnscilla,
Dc Santos Trip,™ Frank Marlowe,
Sylvia*s Kennelkades, Jo Lombardi
House Orch “Air^t Misbehavin'
(U), reviewed in Variety May
,

25, ’55.

While far from sock calibre,
layout, at the Palace this week
contains sufficient entertainment
ingredients to satisfy the holiday
tourists who appeared to be in the
majority at Friday’s. (1). opening

new

show.
Billed as the “Professional Lunacomic Frank Marlowe holds
the next to closing groove
and pulls out all the stops, includFor a
ing soine off-color gags.
baw-off, he hams up a takeoff of
Marlon Brando in a scene from
“On the Waterfront” for okay returns.
Cycling Kirks, one of the better
pedal-pushing turns, score nicely
with unicycle feats, among, other
things, and toss in some juggling
On hand for
for good measure.
the terping chores is Negro hoofer
Derby Wilson. He makes with the
old softshoe, contribs some stale
gags, then recovers with a fetching carbon of the late Bill Robinson
for heavy palming.
Impressionist J.ulia Cummings,
in a return date here, does Bankhead, Hepburn, Judy Holliday for
fair results, but registers best with
Marjorie Main and Bette. Davis.
However, after she sings “The
Biggest Aspidistra” a la Oracle
Fields one feels her fine voice
should be used more frequently.
Winds strongly with mimics of
tic,”

stories with mixed results.
His sense of humor, making fun
goes over with the
himseld,
of
customers. Biggest mitting is for

some

down

.

’

his “Little

Old Lady” and “Hong

Blues,” and winds with
For. Scot, customers,
“Stardust.”
pianist-singer vocalizes amusingly
in a dialect intended to be Scotch.

Kong

Arthur Haynes, English comei

,

Merman and Jane Froman.
Senor Cortez, a South American

Ethel

Palace

style.

import, is another
Colorfully costumed in south-ofthe-border garb, he strums a fine
vet.

dian, scores with a' bright comedy
offering, novelty touch being his
use of recorded applause for mockmitting effect. Duncan’s Collies,
are .a. group of fairly intelligent
canines but act is not so polished
as on last time hereabouts. Dogs
take part in a motor-car sketch

—

*

needs

pruning.

and

tv,

Ken Dodd, tbothy North-of-England comedian, also registers well
with zany style, making full use of
his silly appearance and lengthy
’

Kenny Baker, originally with
the Ted Heath orch, is a class
trumpeter, who’s a name here from
recordings. He’s backed by David
Milne on piano, Alan McDonald on
bass, and Johnny Flanagan on

hair.

drums.
Kordites, two males and two
femmes, are well-drilled harmony

The

group, much improved 'in last year
of working, and score with their

comedy interpretation of
MacDonald Had a Farm.”

“Old

Jiipmy Clitheroe is little boy
performer*but really an adult who
has retained his schoolboy physique

and ^ appearance. He

plays role of

the inquiring and can’t-be-still
youngster who says the wrong
things and annoys a would-be
magician (Harold Norway) by mixing up his tricks and giving away
the secrets.
Joy Harris is thrush with average
appeal, and Rita Shearer handles
the music backing from the Hammond Organ. The Orchid Room
Lovelies supply the hoofing.
Gord.

Empire, Glasgow
Glasgow, June 29.
Hoagy Carmichael ( with Vic Ash
Quartet), Duncan's Collies, Arthur
Lionel
Haynes, Topper Marty
King, Frank Cook, Four Nordics,
,

Lane

Sisters

(2),

Bobby Dowds

Orch.

Hoagy Carmichael, topping

this

on his second provincial
vaude date, pleases the customers
with homely flashback to his w.k.

layout

cavalcade of tunes, but adopts too

(4),

Continued from P»gC 2

With Illinois Jacquet, Leo De- the N e wspaper Guild and unit at the ffagle and presently
Lyon, and the Drifters, the Harlem touched on other networks and working for the Polish Embassy as
vaudery has enough entertainment newspapers in passing as it sought a public relations man, said he is
to hold its own in the face of the to track down each person identi- not a Communist but pleaded the
hot weather. Show is brisk, run- fied by’ Burdett.
fifth on questions relating to his
ning short of an hour and making
Most, dramatic testimony came past; Victor Weingarten, now a
it one of the shortest Apollo layfrom the CBS commentator, who publicity man, did the same; so did
outs in several weeks.
announced he had done espionage John Francis (Fack) Ryan, onetime
Jacquet and his full 11-man
work for the Russians in Finland organizer of the N. Y. Guild.
complement open with “Whalin’,”
and. Turkey between 1940 and 1942
Amos Landman, formerly with
a blaring, piece that misses, but
when the band shows up later on it and who charged his first wife, Lea the N. Y. Mirror and PM and since
clicks solidly in all its remaining Schiavi, was murdered by the Rus- a freelancer for NBC and the N. Y.
1942 because Herald Tribune, said he is not. a
Offerings. Full squad is excellent sians in Teheran
Burdett, Commie but refused: to testify
in “All of Me,” and in the “Phil- “she knew too much.”
harmonic Blues” finale, “Perdido” Who claimed he broke with Com- about an affidavit signed by an
with a small unit from ^he band munism in 1942, was backed by Amos Landman in Bombay in 1953
(Jacquet on tenor, plus a trumpet, CBS in the form of a statement which stated that the signer had
a trombone and three rhythm) is from news and public affairs v.p. become a party member in 1937 or
nifty
too.
DeLyon pulls some Sig Mickelson, Who stated that 1938 but had not been one since.
grade-A imitations from his origi- Burdett told the network about Counsel Sour wine then called for
nal stockpile and he integrates it his past in 1951, when he reported David Gordon, who did not apwith terrific banter. His greatest it to the FBI, and the network had pear, but later David Gordon of

is

advantage seems due to the fact

much

posing.

dett’s

July

'
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plause.

Mishel Piastro, onetime concert-

Pierre Cartier

is

a glib magician

master of the N.Y. Philharmonic who essays a fine bag of tricks,
and more recently a radio-tv con- counterpointed by clever patter
ductor (Symphonette), returns to and an ease and grace that makes
the Philharmonic for one night him big here and a nifty entry for
next season
as soloist in the nitery slotting. Harold & Co. (3)
Tchaikovsky Violin
Concerto is composed of a man and two
March 29.
pretty femmes who do the trunk

—

who

.

subcommittee counsel Jay Spurwine with the charge that two stories filed from’ Korea had indirectly aided the Communists. He was
told that one story, disclosing the
fact that the then hew Sabre Jets
were in action in Korea, had drawn
a recommendation from the ViceCommander of the Far East Air
Force, that he be withdrawn as a
war correspondent, a recommenda-

Europe

in Munich. Charniak was^
quoted as saying he’d prefer not"
comment on Burdett’s testimony
but added that “a smear of this
kind cannot be wiped out no matter what you do or say,” Still another apparent case of mistaken
to

1

subsequently thumbed down
by the Pentagon.
The other story was one on GIJ
looters in Korea whom Grutzner
had charged were endangering the
goodwill of the Korean people,
tion

i

i

•

For the second time, Bruno Coquatrix is turning his music hall

*

staffer,

Communist
between
1937 : and 1940, was confronted by

warm weather into a complete mystery vaude
the nitery show of show to run through the summer.

Wandering around performing little
tricks. Show itself bPasts enough
prestidigitation and offbeat gamBuilt around the fading quarter bits to make a b.o. entry, and the
of St. Germain-Des-Pres, the gags work of star, Fakir Yvan Yva, is
have already lost ’some of. their definitely not for the squeamish,
bloom, and the Sadi orch is okay and his harrowing feats of willin its backing, but lacks the instru- power and torture are tinged with
mentalists for concertizing. Yves morbidity that is always good for
Joly troupe, with hand manipu- curio ogling.
lated umbrellas cavorting in a balOpening is in Chinese motif with
let, is again a big audience pleaser, Li King Si (2) as a man and woman
but this act is getting too known go through a series of delicate
and repitious and a change in rep magico stunts. Then comes Johnny
is in order for this extremely skill- Mack, U. S. tapster who has added
ful group. Red Bob Ballet com- some sleight-of hand to his turn.
prise six youths doing a coordinat- It is fast and put over With keen
ed Lindy Hop, but it’s much too aud perception as Mack’s small bag
derivative anid ordered to give it of tricks stands up among the highits true zest and vitality.'
powered professional mystery men.
Hadji Sambalo (2) is a clever ofMaurice Scylla Ballet provides
a primitive orgiatsic dance routine fering in which, to red lighting, a
which peps things up somewhat. man cavorts in a topsy-turvy world
Felix Barrel adds a clever, gim- as inanimate objects move, figures
mick act as he essays different appear and disappear and the
a rapid rhythm good
type musical soloists from various whole thing
countries by building instruments for big palms. Worth U. S. attenbefore the aud. His takeoff on a tion for vaude spots.
Tuganns (2), heavily blindfolded,
flamenco singer and guitarist is
firstrate parody, but his other en- does a mindjeading act in which
tries flounder in mimicry and his he takes identification cards from
German takeoff is too obvious and the aud and gives their contents.
long; Better material could build This makes for a good but slightly
overlong entry. Morbie Sylla heads
this into a top offbeat act v
Miss Reilly ends the show on a an Afro quartet which displays
some
frenzied primitive dance roudynamic note, but her overplaying
on French songs' robs her some- tines and enter the illusion sphere
A good
what of her main U. S. and carioca with a fireating finale.
change of pace for the proceedings.
footing. However, she puts over
Alan Alan is a suave young esher numbers with verve and
rhythm and gets the mitts of the cape artist who is penned in a
eve.
Show then returns to the strait jacket, and then hanging by
The Rose Rouge format. Skits are his feet and tightly enchained, he
wiggles out in record time. A fine
familiar, but have some laughs.
sense of drama helps make this a
Mosk.
topnotch offbeater for powerful ap-

The Times

headlines.
different”

top.

entry at best.

Barnett, a copy editor of the Times,
but later indicated he wasn’t sure
the David Gordon he was after
was the one employed by the News
that
two previous checks on
David Gordon’s had dug up the
wrong persons.
Sourwine had also issued a subpoena for Hyipan Charniak, and it
developed the Charniak is presently a liaison officer for Radio Free

Was Burdett’s

admitted to having been an “in-

hnny

With' magic and illusion having an
international tug this should make
for both local and touristic trade.
Clever atmospheric setup has pitchmen at ,the door burlesquing the
magicos, a man calmy eating razor
blades at the b.o., and some fakirs

Sourwine at first said' he had
planned to call Gordon and Melvin

his staff position.”

Grutzner in Headlines
list of names,
however, that touched off subsequent subcommittee action, with
Grutzner getting the second-day
It

L’OIympia, Paris
Paris,'

him in

tinue

Art.

Bruno Coquatrix presents Second
Festival of Mystery
Illusion with
Yvon Yva, Alan Alan, Pierre Cartier, Harold
Co. ( 3 ) Jo
Mack, Morbie Sylla
Co. (4), Li
King Si (2), Hadji Sambalo (2),
Jean Bebey, Michaline Dax; $1,25

the N. Y. Daily News stated that
Burdett’s statement about him “is
preposterous and I don’t know how
in the world he mentioned me.”

“concluded in 1951 that Mr. Burbreak ,with- Communism had
been final,, we determined, without
condoning his past actions, to con-

that he’s so unpredictable. DeLyon
plays piano briefly, he sings, follows perfectly the notes of an
entire song in a trumpet imitatation, and has a load of other
voices and sounds that satisfy the
audience. He wows ’em when he

identity came up in the case of
Charles Lewis, described as an employee of the N. Y, Post. The Post
revealed -that the Charles Lewis

on its staff was too young to have
been on the Eagle in the late
1930’s.

Sourwine stated last week that
Basis of the “aiding the Commuthe probe was not be viewed as
nists” charge- in this, case appeared
an investigation of the broadcastto be that the Daily Worker had
ing
and newspaper industries.
used the story as the basis of art
Hearings were recessed “indefinarticle attacking the conduct of
itely” at the end of the week, but
American soldiers in Korea.
committee aids were still trying
It was the Sabre Jet story, how- to track down the (addresses of
ever, that evoked a »storm and pro- some of those named by Burdett in
duced a disclaimer the next day an effort to subpoena them for
from Sen. Eastland. Times manag- the future.
ing editor Turner Catledge, in a
statement following Grutzner’s testimony, declared that .the story had
been cleared by the Pentagon after
Grutzner, in filing it, recommended
Continued from page 5
it to be submitted to the Pentagon
months, was fully satisfactory. The
first for clearance. The next day,
official
spokesman of the Commitit was disclosed that the late Gen.
Hoyt Vandenberg himself had tee, pointed out that not one of
many
screenplays
in hand justicleared the story, and Sen. Eastland
(.this
actually
stated that he has “no reason to fies the ’subsidy
serves
cover
to
production
costs)
doubt the truth of this statement
by the New York Times, and on because no Yugoslav film producing* company possesses its own inthis basis it would appear that the
Times did nothing to violate se- vestment setup.
The new attitude taken by the
curity. .Of course, the subcommittee never has made any such committee on subsidies came after
the
state had invested over $400,charge; but I am glad to make this
statement in the interest of com- 000 in “Hanka.” This .feature film,
produced
by Bosna-Filni Company,
plete fairness.”
was directed by Slavko Vorkapic.
Meanwhile the
subcommittee
“Hanka” will be completed by
had turned its attention to others the end of the year. The film took
named by Burdett, Alvah Bessie, over two years to make. Explainone of the “Unfriendly 10” of Hol- ing the reasons for such a lengthy

Yugoslavia

strictly

fare here, and is
the Rose Rouge moved to a theatre
to catch the tourist trade. It has its
quota of stripped girls, but is short
on heavy-weight material. However
it has a trump in the freewheeling
song Stint of Betty Reilly, and. a
It may
feverish Africano ballet.
last the summer, but looks a shaky

\

iiti

_
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•

Burdetfs ‘Commie Spy* Confession

Leo DeLyon;

At

'

Summer vaude layout is not
Strong numerically but scores by
reason of strong individual acts,
notably the headlining comedy duo
Morecambe & Wise.
Pair register with good comedy
material and ram home every line
for socko effect. A team for 15
years, duo have been climbing
within recent years on the vaude
circuit and achieving a. national
marquee value via radio series

Fort Dancers

“A Bullet Is Waiting (Col.)

caught, amusement was
when one pooch wandered

in such exercises as
“Tico Tico” and “Lady of Spain.”
His technique is par excellence and
De
the aud responds solidly.
Santos Trio—two males, and a
femme also accent the Latino via
acro-dance routines. It’s a peculiar turn since the ladS stress the
more tumbling than terping. Off Dowds house orch.
Gord.
to an oke reception, however.
Sylvia's Kennelkades, a dog turn
Varietes, Paris
which closes the sesh, is reviewed
Baris, July 1.
under New Acts. Jo Lombardi’s
J
house band backs the show neatly,
Paoloa Tilche presents revue, “A
Glib.
”
per usual.
Throated)
( Full
Pleines Gorges
written and staged by Jacques Vil
Central Pier, Blackpool fred, Jean Lemaire, Arthur Tejero.
Blackpool, June 29.
Stars, Betty Reilly; features, Yves
Morecambe & Wise, Kenny Joly (4), Sadi Orch (9), Red Bop
Baker, Ken Dodd, The Kordites Ballet (6), Athur Bell, Djylena,
(4), Jimmy Clitheroe ( with Har- Prade I, Felix Barrel, Maurice Scylold Norway), Orchid Room Love- la Ballet (8), Sonia Silver, Chrislies ( y, Joy Harris, Rita Shearer. tian Asse, Magda; $3 top.

mandolin

Drifters (4), Jay Smythe, Phillips-

show hums
“Swanee
River”
while
caused whistling “Humoresque.”
The Drifters are a favorite r&b
on-stage
into middle of preceding act, card- quartet here. Employing a falsetto
manipulator Lionel King* Latter throated kid in the lead parts, "the
uses sloping green card-table and outfit is pleasing in “Gone,” “Don’t
invites three stubholders to join Leave Me” and “What You Gonna
him as card-playing witnesses, di- Do?” Sometimes, however, the
recting their game while he wan- crying-blues style of the lead has
ders through auditorium. Act is a teridency to be overdone.
Jay Smythe, who opens the qard,
fair.
shares dance duties with a laterThe Four Nordics provide clever appearing
relatively weak qtiartet,
balancing on a table, adding speed
Phillips-Fort
Dancers.
Smythe,
to the bill. Frank Cook is a friendwho uses a not very clever, monoly cowboy-musician, playing on
log
to
break
up
his
routine^
deguitar and miniature harmonica at
pends mostly 6n tap dancing done,
the same time, and exited to heavy
on
roller skates.. He scores through
palming.
okay rhumba,
charleston
and
Topper Martyn scores solidly plain tap chores and closes nicely
With his top-hat juggling routine. with some precarious rollerskating
The Lane Sisters, a pretty terping on a table top. The dance troup of
opener, are reviewed in New Acts. two boys and two girls has lots of
Showbacking is by the Bobby fancy routines, but they do too
which

53
•

IV. Y.
Illinois Jacquet Band' { 12), The

Apollo,

j

.

lywood fame, who had been a re- shooting, director Vorkapic* simply
porter on the Eagle, took the fifth said: “Practically at every step we
amendment; Lyle Dowling, one- encountered
difficulties,
trucks
time editor of Stars & Stripes in were always delayed, the actors,
Naples and now in the music de- usually engaged permanently by
partment of the Oxford Press, said the theatres, simply did not turn
he was not a Communist but took up because engaged elsewhere.”
the fifth amendment on several occasions; Nat Einhorn, described as
.

the leading light of the

Commie

one girl securely tied,
being replaced in the trunk by the
other in a split moment. It is still
a surefire bit. It winds with Harold
catching a bullet, from an old duelling pistol, in a special funnel by

Continued from page

trick with

pulling

it out of the air.
Sanas is a memory bit and the
jovial patter is good backing to his
prodigious feats as he calls out
any telephone number of the annual, given page and Jine, and has
committed a daily paper to memory. This type of act is appreciated

here.

5

^

lowing some court discretion to assess
double or treble damages
where violations are not willful,”
he predicted, “may mean more verdicts

for private

plaintiffs.

The

low percentage of private plaintiff
verdicts may well be due to courts’
or juries’ inclinations to a’/ard no
recovery at all when faced with the
sometimes harsh alternative of
penalizing unwitting violators with
treble damages.
“Thus, our judgment is that dis-

Then comes Fakir Yvan Yva, cretion to impose loss tjjan treble
Frenchman who recently won the damage verdicts may well increase

title, who immediately
pincushion tactics, then hops
on broken glass, goes into a trance
and is placed on a bed of nails with
a rock broken on his chest, and lies
on two sharp swords in a trance. A
bit morbid, this is nevertheless an
outstanding show of willpower and
show will do well. Micheline Dax
and John Hebey do the emcee-femcee chores well.
Mosk.

world Fakir

starts-

the total number, as well as dollar
and cents impact, or damage recoveries. This bill could not, as some
urge, impair the deterrent effect
of private suits. Expressly barred
from the benefits of any discretion
is the conscious malefactor.
This
provision was added to the original
Walter bill at the request of this

department.”

-
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Sahara, Las Vegas

and light classics and they've developed a rapport that- accentuates

Basin Street, N» Y.

.Las Vegas, June 28.
Louts Armstrong* Band (8) with
the positive in their, personalities;
Martha Raye, Kirby Stone Four, Each gets a chance for a solo, too, Velma Middleton, Ralph Sutton
a
Amin Bros. (2), Sara Seegar, and they wrap it up with some Trio $3 minimum.
Frankie Still, Moro-Landis Danc- musical comedy faves. Among the
Sporting a close-cropped haircut
ers (16), Larry Irwin Singers (4 ), mixed song teams around these
Cee Davidson Orch (12);. $2 mini- days, Miss Briney and Carter rate and a slimmer waistline, Louis
.

Summer’s here and the hotel trating on its spacious, grand ballroof season is in high, excepting in room as the major banquet audiTimes Square, where the Hotel torium. Vet headwaiter Joe DrexAstor Hoof ain’t no more and an

ler,

who has segued among

all of

airconditioned Broadway Lounge the sundry public rooms, helms
(now just called the Lounge) is in the Lounge, suddenly an active
lieu of the 8th story retreat. About dining-dancing interior where formerly it was a casual oasis for the
which more anon.
Abel.
drop-in trade.
The big excitement is Xavier
Cugaf s return to. the Waldorf-

Latin Quarter, K.Y.

Astoria’s Starlight Roof (last here
in 1951) and a good show he has

“Midnight In Paris’ * revue, with
with him too. The quondam rhum- Joey Adams, Al Kelly, Rex Weber,
ba, conga and' samba king is now Bill Bailey, Lucienne & Ashour,
on the cha-cha-cha kick (he makes Stuart Morgan Dancers (3), Tony
light of the merengue), surrounded & Eddie, Pdtti Ross, Betty George,
by a battery of 12 musicians,' two John Bartis; Roger Steffan, John
bongo bangers, not to mention Delaney, Allan Conroy, Line, Leo
The Garcias, from Cuba, the Peiro Stone Orch with Lynn Christie,
Bros, from the Argentine, and by Buddy Harlowe; dances and stagno means least Abbe Lane. Cugat ing by Frank Wagner; special
sure makes the customers get up songs by Lou Walters, Art Waner;

and step and when the show’s on $5 minimum.
sit up and take beaucoup

they also

notice, especially of Miss Lane.
Cugat reels off the String of
greats, who were cradled with him

The reasons for the

consistent

Click of this large room are
present in Lou Walters’ Current
nitery spec. It’s a big show and,
boffo all the way through its twohour running time. There’s no
question but this is a tremendous
entertainment value that’s maybe'
even more impressive because
there’s no seasonal letup.
titian tresses.
Joey Adams, who’s all over this
high-voltage s.a. personality,
when-she helms her songalog spe- layout as emcee, is a brash, savvy
comic
who knows how to yock it
paying
not
nobody
cialty there is
attention. And many are thinking up for this room’s clientele. His
broad and sometimes
torso
gags
are
Lane’s
Miss
thinks.
same
the
blue; his throwaway ad libs are
is not for slighting.
without
being subtle, and his
sharp
with
Bros.,
Peiro
The showmanly
general ‘'life of the party” mien
their tricky yet throwaway-comedic
peppers the whole show with
inare
a
zippy
dexterity,
style of
laughs.
terlude as are the terpers, billed
In a couple of spots, while introas The Garcias, of which the
Cuban lass is a ringer for Lena ing the various acts, he purveys
Horne and a standout personality his gags solo and then does his bit
in her own right, even when she’s with the doubletalk artist, Al Kelly,
an incidental maracas twirler in who comes on stage first as part
the opening fanfare, she’s not lost of an aud participation hoofing
in the toute ensemble. Her male routine and then late in the show
partner’s skill with the water-glass as the economics professor. Kelly
balancing on the noggin defies Sir works well with Adams, with his
verbal mugging always good for
Newton’s law of gravity.
Cugat himself is a .pro of no laughs.
mean stature. He knows and does
Before bringing on Kelly, Adams
his stuff with authority and eclat. introes the vet vaudevillian, Rex
Same goes for the. relief combo, Weber, who also comes on to do
Mischa Borr’s ensemble, which is a “guest” stint from the aud.
no slouch band designed to fill, in Weber, With his between-the-teeth
with the Latin or waltz sets his vocalizing, impresses on a seriodansapation has plenty of feet- comic version of “If I Love Again*’
appeal.
then registers powerfully with
The Starlight Roof has been re- “Brother, Can You Spare A Dime,”
done and airconditioned and it’s a a tune which palpably puts chills
natural summer spot. Maitre d’ho- down the spines of the customers
tel Albert and his capable corps who maybe didn’t have, the $5
have their hands full with the minimum during the era this numbusiness Cugat has attracted; and ber evokes. In any case, it’s a starGigi, the new g.m. of the Waldorf’s tling change of pace between Weber
restaurants, long an efficient and and the following Adams-Kelly
capable host- at the Hotel Plaza, clowning.
is dittoing in his new assignment.
Bill Bailey, the Negro hoofer
St. Regis and Astor Hotels
who temporarily left show business
With the swank St/ Regis it’s al- to become a preacher, returns to
most an .automatic Fort Knox. This this spot with his slick brand of
is one of the staples of the metrop- tap-terping. He does a couple of
olis, a -lingering tradition in the numbers, also making with gags
best of cuisine and service, and it about his religioso efforts, and then
manifests itself with SRO, whether joins for a softshoe routine with
Milt Shaw and Ray Bari (and their Adams who’s at least adequate in
bands) do their stuff in the Maison- this department.
ette winters, or in what was the
The show is studded with other
Viennese Roof (Josef Urban-de- highlights.
Tony & Eddie are
signed) in the summer. This roof, standout in their disk-pantomime
airconditioned and the
is
too,
The
act.
Kathryn Grayson bit
sprightly Shaw band gets them out
breaks it up as does their takeoff
on the floor, as does the alternat- on Mary Martin and Bing Crosby.
ing Bari ensemble. And again The windup madhouse bit, with a
maitre d’ August is a busy gent
strobe light to create a ghostly
with the regulars and the casuals.
The Astor is something else effect, gets them off at the peak.
b.o.
all

—Rita* Hayworth, nee Rosita Cansino, Dina Shore, Miguelito Valdez,
Desi Arnaz and others. In Miss
Lane (Senora Cugat in private
life), the analogy to Miss Hayworth
is remarkable, especially now that
she’s forsaken the blonde for the

A

—

•

mum.

birthday he celebrated early this,
also serves as emc£e, an easy
job for Carter since singer was that week. His lip and his pipes, however, haven’t changed.
He still
at the old Nixon Cafe here for almost a depade, and* dance and blows up a storm and his gravel-

He

Another of the typical Martha
Raye camp meetings, this four
frame fortissimo will* jounce the show music by Hal Curtis band
Congo Room andh make those demonstrate why Curtis keeps
money-grabbin’. gadgets in the coming back to Horizon Room time
Cohen.
after time..
casino rock and roll for the full
'

run.

i

—

again by the way, it’s just too
tough to say Sheraton Astor, much
as it’s always gonna be 6th Ave. to
the towners (Avenue of the Americas is just the pilling).

With the

Sheraton chain taking over the
Astor. they did a slick b.o. move
in leasing the roof to the

American

Management Assn., business consultants, who will transform the
sundry ballrooms and the main
roof on the 8th floor into classrooms for their seminars.
Obviously, this becomes a 365day operation and rental income.

When some

banquet commitments

are consummated in four or five
will have the entire

months,

AMA

top of the Astor.

Which means

that,

with the Co-

lumbian Room closed for the summer, the Lounge is the No. I
“show”’ room, with Jan August the
.

*

"

Kirby Stone Four again partners
Miss Raye, and put out even better
song - instrumental novelty fare
than previous stand here. The
ebulient lads, are showing fine
comedy sense, timing, and material,
marking them for possible
future headliners on the nametalent-beleaguered Strip. They do
such a wrapup' job in their begoff
segment that Miss Raye has to hit
with everything in her song sesh
to keep the action going. Stone
is a standout in' the foursome with
his English music hall performer
going stateside in “Old Man River,”
and accordionist Mike Gardner
bassist Doc Mandell, and drummer
“Lil Poison” have feature frolics
in hilarious specials “Movie Tonight,” “I Got Rhythm,” “Birth of
the Blues.” Carbon of their Coral

disk, “Sugarfoot

Rag,” is a good,
brash opener.
Flash risley from the Amin
Bros, paces the layout in opening
slojt, with spectacular pedal
work
from Amin understander whirling
his frere around and over for
sock and spine-tingling effects.
George Moro has his chicks and
guys terp a “Summer Fantasy,”
easy on the orbs, aided by the
Larry Irwin vocal foursome. Cee
Davidson orch takes every measure
stride and Frankie Still keyboards his usual close blackground
alliance with Miss Raye,
Will.

m

Horizon, Pittsburgh
«.

Pittsburgh, July

Mary Martha Briney
ter,

&

1.

Bob Car-

Mila Raymon, Connie Shearer,

Hal Curtis Orch
minimum.

(8);

no cover or

Smart, plush nitery at the Greater Pittsburgh Airport, on a limited
show budget for the. summer

the way from Enesco’s “Rumanian Rhapsody” to “The Hot Canary.” There’s style and showmanship to everything in her repertoire, and she’s a cinch for any
type of room, me smarter the
all

better.

Closer

is

the local song team of

Mary Martha Briney & Bob Carwho have been- moving along

ter,
fast,

and deservedly so, since they
But meantime another Gotham oh the pandstand with Buddy first got together here several
landmark is no more, with the Harlowe for customer hoofing years ago after thriving individual
passing of the Astor Roof, which rhythms in a variety of tempos.
careers. Their singing has a rich
leaves this Sheraton link concenHerm,
blend on the standards, semi-pops
ity.
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as captivating

Satchmo was booked into the
room in the spring to kick off its
new decor and now he’s back again
for- the holiday week.
The boite
knows what it’s doing for an Arm-

—

;

'

Pianologist follows in cialty.
the same pattern of other restauThe most elaborate production
rants by playing rhythm music for number is built around some exdinner, a growing device to duck tracts from the opera, “Carmen,”
the 20% amusement tax; but from with the line garbed in impres10 p.m. his trio is augmented for sionistic toreador costumes. It’s an
dansapation.
attractive interlude, as is the finale
August is a disk standard with calypso breakout with the entire
his pianologistics, and even during company.
the dinner semesters he evinces
Leo Stone orch cuts the show in
plaudits for the Steinway dexter- positive style and also alternates

is

as ever.

&

months, has come up with a solid
package of entertainment” that
tops a lot of layouts room has had
Lucienne & Ashour have ‘been
around a long time with their when the purse strings weren’t so
comedy apache knockabouts and tight. Three- acts ring the toell
they once again hit solidly in this solidly and there’s enough variety
framework. In a straight adagio among them to content everybody.
Connie Shearer opens with a
turn, the Morgan Dancers, two men
and a gal, are excellent. The flips nifty acrobatic dance act, twisting
and body-hurling are executed her shapely body into all sorts of
with speed and finesse. Patti Ross, geometric patterns' from. a tea cart
a contortionist-hoofer who’s also a she hauls her props out on. Big
standout looker, also registers with moment comes when she’s doubled
her physical grace that’s amply over and mixes up a cup of Ceylon
spotlighted by her brief costume. and sugar with a spoon with her
Betty George, who heads up the toes.
production numbers, displays a
She’s followed on by Mila Rayvigorous set of pipes and a physique mon, a French violinist with Conthat makes a good foil for some tinental class in looks, fashions and
of Adams’ wisecracks. She’s most talent. She makes a striking ap*
effective in a “Love For Sale7 pearance at her entrance and after
number with dancers Allan Con- a brief vocal with a Gallic flavor
roy,
John Delaney and Roger and accent, she proceeds to ceSteffan. Latter also is spotted in ment the opening impression with
the opening fancy can-can spe- a socko display of fiddling ranging

headliner.

Amato’s; Portland, Ore.

voiced crooning

The clowning is so much a part
Portland, Ore., June 29.
Of her delivery that even during
strong booking is virtually a guarserioso songspiels she inserts the
Joe Baris
His Winged Victory anteed payoff. He pulls ’em in and
mugging, the hip asides, still to Chorus (14) with Jerry Malta he keeps ’em happy and that’s
emerge as ,one of the top mood Larry Sisters (2), Herman Jobe l- what counts.
chantoosies around" today. As she man Orch (6); $2 minimum, $3
Armstrong gives a lot of show.
hits hard with “Lover,” backed by Saturdays.
On opening night (30), the tootler
the Kirby Stone Four, and returns
held the podium for close to 70
later to lyric “Love to Keep Me
Current offering at the north- minutes building with each sucWarm,” “Black Magic,” and the
cessive number. His repertoire is
frantic “Mr. Paganini,” the spell west’s only plush nitery is solid familiar
by now but it’s never tiris cast and nothing but boffo reac- fare and should pull plenty of biz ing.
“Saints,” “Shadrack,” “Musktion follows each vocal display.
for the next 10 days. Joe Baris rat Ramble,” and. the like, hold up
As for the comedies, Miss Raye and his 14 singing ex-GI’s have a under repeat plays and continue to
is in a class by herself in such hoke
terrific stint that is* major league stir up the crowd.
exhibits as the sketch she trots out
His sidemen help make the
for this trip. Working with Sara caliber suitable for any media. Ace whole thing jell with their virtuSeegar (Mrs. Ezra Stone), who in- music man Baris reorganized the osity. Billy Kyle’s piano, Trummy
cidentally is a terr.lf straight, Miss guys when they were discharged Young’s trombone, Barrett
Deems*
Raye tosses in the gamut of funny from the service and the group drums, Barney Bigard’s clarinet
biz to evoke howls.
Sketch has started singing as pros last Sep- and Atwell Shaw’s bass lay down
gabby neighbor bringing in home tember. The chorus are outfitted a solid beat for Satchmo’s horn
permanent wave equipment with in natty AF iblues, shined GI shoes, licks. They also click in solo stints.
resultant cake batter mixup atop white gloves and white scarfs.
As- usual, band vocalist Velma
Miss Seegar’s cranium. It’s mostly They go through formations with
Middleton comes on at the tail end
sight and physical biz, with the the skill of a crack drill team as
the bash with a socko warbling
Raye know-how milking every* they slam out one tune after an- of
stint. She belts “Mama*s~Back tn
other.
angle for yocks.

*

4

Armstrong’s looks belie the 55th

with the best.
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The applause continues through- Town” and then duets with Armout their big variety of selections. strong on “That’s My Desire” and
” It’s a whammo
of the lads have solo spots “St. Louis Blues.
and each displays a neat set of windup.
Ralph Sutton Trio (piano, bass,
pipes. Best bets are a “South Pacific 7 ’ medley, “Happy Wanderer,” drums) takes over when the Armand “Irish-French” layout. Finale strong crew scrams for a breather.
with tunes of various branches of The combo strikes a nifty rhythmic
the service as they parade off beat sparked by the maestro’s slick
stage, into, the auditorium and keyboard attack.
Gros.
Back on stage, is off with plenty *of
palm wacking. Jerry Malta batons
Club,
the house orchestra and plays the
London, June 17.
88s while Baris conducts the
Paul Mattie, Magda, The More*
group.
lands
Davy
Kaye, Line (5),
(2),
45The Larry Sisters tee off the
minute show with some nifty Billy Sproud and El Ricardo
Orb-filling femmes (2) Orchs; $2.80 cover.
cleating.
get things under way in. nice style
It’s some months now since the
with some worthwhile" heel and
toe stuff. Herman Jobelman and Embassy Club switched from its
his house band play a tough show
earlier policy of an expensive sinin great style and set the tempo
House full when gle cabaret attraction to a number
for dancing.
Fev.e.
caught.
of modestly priced acts, and judging by results, the switch is payL. V.
ing dividends.
The Bond Street
(FOLLOWUP)
nitery has become a favorite West
Las Vegas, J une 24.
End haunt, catering, particularly,
This unusual spot off the Las for the late night trade.
The current layout comprises
Vegas Strip continues to pull in
three average acts, a small but atthe gambling sect who are not
tractive dancing line plus an emalarmed in -the least about the- cee to do the intros.P This chore
possibility of rubbing elbows and is being handled by Davy Kaye, a
dice in mixed racial company. Dire- pintsized comedian with an indigo
streak running through his gab
predictions to'the contrary, the' inand songs. The Morelands, a man
ter-racial spa is due to attract and girl balancing duo, have a
replenty of tourists all summer long, liable routihe in which the girl
lured by the colorful Clarence Rob- does her share of the strong arm
inson “Tropi-Can-Can Revue.”
stuff. Her style and gestures, howSince the well-planned and well- ever, are too mannered.
covered press opening almost one
Magda, a blonde French looker,
month ago, some pruning and does a conventional striperoo, but
changes have been made by Rob- the proceedings are drawn out by
Stump & inadequate terping.
inson in his layout.
Also from
Stumpy are still in the closing France, Paul Mattie gives nicely
headline slot, although none of with a few French songs, with the
or
the acts is given marquee
current hit tune “Stranger in Paranewspaper ad billing. This no-bill dise” added for good measure.
policy may- work two ways, how- Nifty backgrounding by the Billy
ever, but may be in effect mainly Sproud orch rounds
off the presenbecause no star names are being tation.
The El Ricardo combo
inked into the hotel’s show room provide the rhythm music in liveThey ly style.
in the foreseeable future.
Myro.
are pacted on the Stjrip where
budgets are considerably higher.
1

Many

Embassy

London

Moulin Rouge,
•

Timmy Rogers is an excellent
He readdition to the revue.
turns to single-o comedies after
fronting a musical combo for the
His effervespast year or more.
cent jbrand of humor has not suffered in the least from the hiatus.
He’s an insinuating comic, with
plenty of solid yockmakers in his
routine which encompasses novelty
tunes as well. Grabs off chuckles

Hotel Radissoii, MplsMinneapolis, July

2.

Helen O’Connell, Don McGr.ane
Orch (8)-; $2.50 minimun^
In her first local supper club, appearance, warbler Helen O’Connell makes a favorable impression
with this toney room’s' cafe society

clientele.
While throaty, blonde
Miss O’Connell’s major fame has
With “Everybody Wants To Go To come from her theatre and band
Heaven,” “Good Whiskey, Bard singing endeavors along with her
Woman,” J'Going Up,” and “New .disks, she stacked up as possessing
Kind, of Cowboy.” Receives solid both the personality and know-how
mitts at finish.
to please dine-aiid-drink crowds.
Curtain-raisers are The PlatIn the main, her routine is
ters, four guys and a femme, and wisely framed for its present purMercury disk rock-’n-rollCrs. pose. It comprises a couple of
Quintet swings with okay rhythmic surefire show tunes; old favorites
kick, plus tossing in ballad and with which her name has been asnovelty wares. Ann Weldon con- sociated and one original material
tinues thrushing in her trick style, number.
Canary hits home vobut aside from the offbeat vocal cally with sincerity and conviction
display reveals sufficient savvy to with plenty of zest, gusto, fervor,
go straight with the tunes.
vim and authority, to the warbling.
Line numbers are held over and
Numbers, included “I Love All
.continue to perk up pew-sitters. of You,” “What Lola Wants” and a
[Benny Carter orch is swinging medley of oldies. Her brief verbal
now, after some expected opening- intros were neatly polished.
week hassles with scores and the
Don McGrane orch handle the
Wardell Gray tragedy which so tricky arrangements in masterly
unfortunately took the lead tenor fashion and also* do their usual
Will.
from the band. \
bahgup guest; dancing job. Rees.
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WIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Wednesday, July 6, 1955

Y.
Birdtand,
from the fine opening impression
Mocambo, L. A*
Count Basie Orch (16), George
and not until "Yiddishe Mama,”
Hollywood, June 29,
did he regain his audience again. Handy Orch (11); $2.50 minimum.
Florian ZaBach, Paul Hebert Cutting of the unexpected and unCount Basie moved into BirdOrch (5), Joe Castro Orch (4); necessary gabbing so late in his
stint will more clearly define his land last week with a 16-piece orch
cover, $2.

55

Bal Tabaria, Lake Tahoe

services of conductorvarranger-accomper Hal Borne. Back in the

Lake Tahoe, June 29.
romantic groove once more, MarHelen Traubel, Shecky Greene,
tin pipes a swingy “Something’s
Dancers (8), Dick
Helene
Hughes
i
or
0 du 1 a t n g f
Gotta Give,”
“Stranger in Paradise,” “Here,” Fay’s -Orch; $2 minimum.
“I
and
No
Tomorrow/’
“There’s
sock musical cate- that’s jiist about blowing the roof
work into the
'
Get Ideas,” the latter two perenUnder new management and the
off the spot. Currently sharing the
Florian SzaBach’s wizardry with gory,
Jay Lawrence, heldover because bill with Ba^ie, who’s in for four nial palm-tingling faves of his experienced show business hand of
the bow, currently on display for
He adds the necessary Tom Gerun, the Bal Tabarih, forshow, weeks, is the George Handy orch, book.
couldn’t
Arnauts
Three
the
a single week at the Mocambo folboulevardier touch to Ron Fletch- merly the Cal-Vada, has a standout
his impressions with
lowing Joe E. Lewis’ last week’s goes on with swimmer and prize a‘ new aggregation. The Handy er’s finale choreo in Parisienne set- schedule, opening with ex-Met diva
d f r
b
3
smash, catches the mood of thfc the channel
e “I'll See Helen Traubel. The 240-seat theatteme
«ng, seguing
in pleasdelivered
sketches
Soffiy
fight
th°e
,i£ 5 ,
table-siders and, in his 35 minutes
You In My creams after pio tre-restaurant has done some quick
jgtylc,
Smith quartet skedded to replace
onstand, packs in 12 solid numbers lng
exponents of the band July 14.
remodeling all ‘for better show disConsuelo,
&
Artini
that have the customers begging
lSa’incsreared his play, and next year plans a big
dancing, are on overBasie’s largesized orch is smooth
for more. What he’ll do in the way ballroom
enlargement of the club.
the nimble vets on the instrumentation, but genalthough
long,
of business is anybody’s guess,
their mambos, sambas, erally much too loud for the small each Vegas revisi? Hi? spiral conHigh altitude (6,500 feet) and
however, if the half-empty tables please with
Flamfnco
charleston. Pervadiim this COn
d tfnues to risl with «lis
throat condition held Miss Traubel
d
B
rd
opening night is any indication of and the
in a
month
is an aura more instructional cramped
S.?H
i
h
a
m
Jmls
act
on show caught, limiting her
to
back
a
on^ what^^ounts
the week.
iy tough on certain funnymen.
than entertaining. Barney Raw- thumbnail Stage, considering the, QUS
to five numbers, obviously chosen
-cy mri n p a f nneniner hi pat
neat opening bleat, “That’s
ZaBach, who has his own tele- lings is the hard-working emcee
i0
£
iianinr From
for their lack of strain. She did
k®avy
size of the
Entertainment?” through rapid firvision show and is a Decca artist, and the A1 Jahns orch is standout
none of her operatic stuff but only
rs
tj 1 ® -fnw
ing of fresh material for this gagbrings out every trick of the trade in support of the presentation.
C p^atP
^
light, slightly-winking material
effectively on the .< more sedate
nitery
community, and the
ridden
instrumenting his numbers, That includes a pair of heldover
in
of
with which she has popularized her
numbers. The group, made up
brace of ribtickling parodies into
which range from- his single clas- production numbers.
Bob.
five reed, seven brass and four his surefire “India” hoke-magico- act. Disappointed but understand*7”
sical rendition of “Berceuse No.
rhythm, dishes out a danceable mysterioso capper, Kannon is re-. ing, the payees gave 'the; soprano
to “The Fiddler’s Boogie,” both
an excellent reception and didn’t
strictly a
Roosevelt Hotel 9 N. O. [-brand of music, but it’s Broadway
Warded with constant yocks.
rating a big hand. He’s. inclined to
do any more,.
listening affair at this
Diana Lynch provides an inter- insist that she
gab too much, but more than comNew Orleans, July 1.
cellar spot, where terping is ver- lude of terps (see New Acts).
Because of the short term of
pensates with his repertoire.
Joe Reichman Orch ( 12.) Sonny boten.
Traubel,
Shecky Greene
Miss
Fletcher’s guys and gals fling up
His Latin American Samba, “El
Howard, Olga Chaviano Trio, Larry
Basie’s sidemen get okay spot- the curtain with a fast Latino idea stayed aboard a little longer than
Cumbanchero,” is socko, and- he
Lois Larson; $2 cover.
lighting, with Charley Fowlkes, merging into “W hatever Lola normally, and built a solid, conLogan,
makes his violin fairly talk with
Frank Wess, Frank Foster and Joe Wants”, spotting Maureen Cunning- tinuous laughfest. Thoroughly glmsuch numbers as 'his closing “The
Joe Reichman, the rollicking Newman among those taking solos. ham’s sexy come-ons and Don Mc- micked up, his act never really
Happy Whistler” and “The WaltzWilliams does a so-so job on Kay’s interpretive vocals. “'Teddy appears to be set. He jumps quickly
makes
Joe
Piano,”
The
ing Cat,” both novelty offerings. “Pagliacci Of
in four years such vocals as “Every Day I Have Phillips has his bandstand filled and frequently from apparent sudHe opens with “Nocturne,” his own his first appearance
plush -Blue the Blues” and “I’ve Got a Girl with additional strings, for. the den thought to sudden impulse.
the
in
band
a
with
composition which is the theme
was Who Lives Up on a Hill.” The Basie svelte Hal Borne arrangements The mike, used elsewhere at times
for his tv show, a^d immediately Room of the Roosevelt. There
full. of. rhythmic lending the necessary orch sounds. as. an electric shaver, doubles in
shows his mettle with “Hora Stac- •a capacity crowd on hand to wel- book is crammed
arrangements, a number of which
here.
Coles & Atkins, looking sharp in this acf for dancing partner, geiger
cato,” his own version of the way come him back
in a white tie and toppers, set up rapid counter and several other cra?y.,
The. suave, good-natured maes- Would be less ear-shattering
Jascha Heifetz executes it. “Tenlarger
room.
new
primer by excercising some expert items. His punchy fighter is still
derly” also is standout and he tro’s adroit pianoing sparks a
The Handy crew, comprised of tapistry. Following the more or a knockout and the impresh of
inserts a lilting Irish medley for three-act .floor show that rings the
three
four
reed,
brass
and
four
standard pattern, for Har- Dean Martin, “the relaxed type
less
department.
every
good effect. To show his virtu- bell in
rhythm, works in a “cool” vein
singer,” is okay.
osity, he finger plucks, one number
Reichman and his versatile crew that’s definitely limited in appeal leinese hoofers, pair warble “Dance
Away
Your Blues,” as intro to
Helene Hughes dancers are Used
with
without a bow.
play sweet or bouncy rhythms
general
or
audiences.
musiThe
unison demonstration and applause imaginatively in /two routines. To
Paul Hebert orch gives him ex- equal ease without smothering the
calizing, for the most part, is ob- teasing challenge legging for okay set them off and apart, a scrim is
cellent backing; This combo and melody under weird arrangements.
dropped in front of band during
the Joe Castro orch alternate for Joe belongs to that old school Of scure. Band’s offerings include a getoff.
couple of tone poems that aren’t
Will.
numbers. In the second number,
steady dancing;
Whit
leaders who believe people go to
effective,
too
Jess.
the high bustles of the girls turn
the
night spots to dance and that
out to beyriore girls, and it all gets
Gatineau, Ottawa
music is the thing.
Skyroom,
Flame,
Mpls.
a little mixed up before the dance
1.
July
Ottawa,
Sonny Howard scores solidly
Mark.
Reno, July, 4.
Minneapolis, July 2.
Norman Brooks, The Collegians is complete.
with his diverting stanza of variSarah. Vaughan
Percy (3), Mickey Manners, Don Sap(4),
Gypey Rose Lee, with American egated vocal impressions'.
His
Beauties (10), Cordolins (4), Tip- wares run the range from Ezio Hughes* Orch (8); admission, 60c, phire Dancers (6) with Brad Cori,
Harry Pozy Orch (8); $1 admis> Direct from N. Y.
Cobina, Joe Cappo, Bob Pinza to Jan Peerce. His carbon- $1.20.
py
Stratton, Eddie Fitzpatrick Orch; ihgs draw plenty of palm pound$%07lt
3
They had the ropes up and many
$2 minimum
ing, especially his singing of “Vesti
Billing Still Needed
Norman Brooks, whose style is
La Giubba” from “Pagliacci” and standees in line for the middle
10:30 p.m. show at this large, at- reminiscent of Jolson, has plenty
bn this Fourth of July weekend, his impreshes of Jimmy Durante’s tractive
nitery
Thursday
on
(30),
out
0
f
and
turns
savvy
of
his
own
complete
*Jackson,.
Eddie
For Cafes in Provinces
there could be nothing more potent sidekick,
hereabouts than Gypsy Rose Lee. with strut, high hat, cane and the second night of Sarah a competent, mitt-getting, session
Failure of the talent agencies to
Vaughan’s engagement, even with only a bit of the Jolson maThe marquee will pull packed warbling.
though it was an extremely hot, terial that somehow seems to have produce a top singer via diskings
tables for the holiday crowd. The
Olga Chaviano,, aided by tWo humid evening,
become' Brooks in a tribute to. during the past few months has
tourists may be a little disap- dancing boys, is a curvaceous Latin
Since her last local appearance rather than an impression of, the caused the percenteries to look
pointed in the perfectly ladylike blonde bombshell who specializes
five years ago in this same room, late, great Jolie.
There's strong anew to New* York showcases for
fashion in which the famous strip- in torrid routines which seem out
per has chosen to present her com- of place in a swank nocturnal ren- then differently named, it’s evi- palmslapping for every title he increase of boxoffice values among
dent that Miss Vaughan has devel- sings, even before the song gets
pany, however. A brief flash of dezvous like the Blue Room.
its vocalists. During the period of
oped her artistry considerably. The
Miss Lee’s stems, and the carefully
Larry Logan is solid on the har- chirper evoked a succession oi under way, from opener “Let's Fall _ year or so ago,* the agents felt
i n Love” to dixieland closer “Darkundressed but covered American monica.
His repertoire ranges
that it was dangerotis to the new
lusty customer responses for each
Beauties, will elicit no gasps.
from “Begin The Beguine” to En- of her more than a JialLdozen con- town Strutter’s Ball.” Brooks has crop of singers to go into N. Y.
* tough time getting off the floor.
It’s tongue-in-cheek and tongue- esco’sf “Hungarian Rhapsody.”
tributions. She handles such numA fast stanza of terp is presented spots since adverse reviews might
in-check from the word go. After
Lois Larson, Reichman’s vocalist, bers as “Experience Unnecessary,”
by The Collegians, three pint-size affect their values around the
the four showgirls introduce their displays nice pipes in her spots.
Slowly
With
Feeling,” “In the Cubans (one femme) who hold a country. At that time, the diskeries
Liuz.
“mother,” La Gypsy plays it with
Still of the Night” and “Baby, sizzling pace and give okay value were pounding out a succession of
cute remembrances of the “good
and singers. The
Don’t Be Mad at Me,” with a* all-the way. Standout is the clown- hit records
ole days of burlesque.” Before she
Note.
Blue
Chi
smooth quality. Her own instru- ing of one of the males who inserts frequency of new singers, since
steps’ behind a screen, she does
trio,
comprising Jimmy enough comedy to keep the act then, has diminished considerably.
mental
29.
June
Chicago,
reveal her intentions, if not her
Jones, Joe Benjamin and Roy balanced.
The agencies are now actively
figure, A silhouet of the famous
Lionel Hampton Orch ( 18 ) , with Haynes, on piano, bass and drums,
Mickey Manners, fcomic, has soliciting the N. Y. spots as one
frame must suffice for the final Pattie Ann; $3 minimum.
respectively, gives her faultless weak material and does nothing means of keeping their top chirptest.
support and stacks up as an attrac- with it. Don Sapphire Dancers, ers at peak values. Unfortunately,
Her four American Beauties
The first thing that comes to 1
in itself. Percy
Hughes' orch with Brad Cori on the chant chores, except for prom time, the niteries
1
11
O
emerge in brief coverings, and the mind in viewing and hearing the tion
plays well for dancing.
are on three times each show with in- N. Y. aren’t much interested
procedure is reversed as Miss Lee Lionel Hampton aggregation is
Manner in which this recently heldover routines. Harry Pozy in names that derive their repuproceeds to gown
them with that these are musicians who com- established jazz policy has been band is okay for
shp whacking and tations purely from records. The
flounces and trimmings from her
pletely enjoy their work; the en- Supported so far, especially the big dance tunes.
Gorm,
own costume.
operators say that they want the
joyment is immediately communi- crowds pulled by Count Basie’s
Three violinists and an accor- cated
chirps to have performance values
to the audience and reaches band, the Oscar Peterson Trio and* Bradford Roof, Boston
dionist, the Cordolins, maneuver
as well. Besides, except for brief
swinging epi now Miss Vaughan, has encouraged
Boston, June 27.
through some pleasant numbers the proportions of a
periods of the year, they’ve got to
demic. The pleasant tinkling of management to continue it.. DefiJay Seiler & Miriam Seabold, have performers that will appeal
like “Bumble Boogie,” and a medcoin in the till that looms should nite future bookings are Buddy Ethel Rider, Moe Solomon Orch
ley of a minuet and ihambo which
to the monied crowds, which genkeep
the boss happy, too.
Rich, July 12; Illinois Jacquet,
(5), Versitones (3); $2-$3 mini
allows them to dance a little.
erally means the more mature
July 26, and George Shearing in
The. Hampton orch displays
Joe Cappo suffers until his flawmum.
spenders. Except for May and
September. Also, there are dickers
showmanship
brand
of
top
less Charlie Chaplin bit from “The
June,
the bonifaces say, disk singWhen
coupled. as it for Stan Kenton and Sauter-Fine
throughout.
Despite summer heat, the BradGold Rush.” Tippy & Cobina, with
Rees.
musicianship gan.
spenders
their outstanding money business, is here, with expert
ford Roof is still pulling them in ers bring only minimum
yet free
wellrdisciplined
and
a
on which they don’t make
on
food
and boniface Al Taxier says the
mugg their way through an hilari- presentation,
the combo is hard to
Flamingo, Las Vegas
ous session trying to act like
airconditioned spot will stay open a quarter.
beat. Refreshingly, Hampton conhas
agency
viewpoint
The
Las Vegas, June 30.
right straight through.
people.
Tony Martin ( with Hal* Borne),
Jay Seiler, formerly of the changed somewhat from the lush
Show moves right along for a centrates on just plain, basic,
fast variety bill with Miss Lee as jumpin’ jazz; none of the cool, cool Jackie Kannori, Diana Lynch, Coles brother team of Jay & Lou Seiler, days of the pre-Joni James era.
& Atkins, Ron Fletcher Starlets emcees solo and joins his partner, The feeling then was that new
the prize at the end of the string. blue for these boys.
Band opens leaderless, and only ( 12 ), Teddy Phillips Orch (18 ) $2 Miriam Seabold, for additional singers should be brought into a
Mark,
after the first short number does minimum.
clowning. Latter opens the show Manhattan showcase only when
Hampton take the baton. The
with a ballet turn after he warms they’ve picked up enough exTliunderliii'd, Las Vegas group does standards like “Imagir
Tony Martin has for many sea- up .the audience With gags and perience and until then, their only
nation,”
“How
The
High
Moon,”
Las Vegas, June 18.
sons been one of the Flamingo’s pantomime for top reaction. Femme trip to the big town would be for
well as lesser known numbers sure bets, and in this whole month gets laughs with a customer partiLou Monte, Jay Lawrence, Artini as
Hampton leads on the vibes, with of July, will pay off handsomely cipation but involving her spin- recording sessions. They now take
Consuelo, Barney Rawlings, an occasional touch
a calculated risk in bringing disk
on the tom- by magnetizing the necessary ning.
Thunderbird
Dancers
products to New York even with(8),
Al tom. Solos are featured from time throngs into dining room and
Showstopper is Ethel Rider, out healthy backlog of cafe dates.
Jahns Orch (11); no cover or mini- to time as a spotlight.
a
casino.
holdover from last week’s bill. She
mum.
Big moment of the evening is
The quality of Tony Martin is displays charming lyric soprano, For example, the recent Joan
when the band marches off the never strained as he runs his with accent on pop tunes. Sincere Weber stand at the Copacabana
An ineffectual offering is on tap stand to parade around the -room x.
course of melodies from the pops projection plus ingratiating man was a gamble. As long as she did
_
J
here for three stanzas arid the serenading individual tables with to
a special brand of sophisticated ner hushes this room as Miss Rider well enough not to be cancelled
spot’s ops will have to do a promo- Hampton’s drum solos on the ta- lyricking. In his current round at comes
on with a Victor Herbert out; the agencies would regard her
tion job to latch on to some sem- ble-tops. Returning to the stand, the Flamingo, he has availed him- medley, “followed by “Unchained stand there as a success. As.it was,
Hampton
winds
up by jumping on self of the staging services of Melody.” Picking up tempo with she' did better than that.
blance of percentage of Strip biz
The percenteries go after the
as the summer sesh opens. Star- to his tomtom, for a wild/swinging Ben Oakland and Ray Gilbert. “Misdrlou” she displays powerful
ring in the layout is Lou Monte, finish.
They have imbued the act witlnstill pipes. Her rendering of “Love dates for singers at N. Y. spots with
RCA Victor waffle bieater. He ex- Vocalists are handled by chirper more of Martin’s essential studied Came Walking Down the Street” an extreme intensity especially for
Bowing off bills when a name comic toplines.
hibits a nice cafe personality along Pattie Ann, a looker with pleasing casualness, if possible, plus accent- gets heavy applause.
with a fine set of pipes to please pipes. She warbles numbers like ing him with the. extra-debonair with “I Love Paris” and “C’est Thus the disk chirper is relieved
his auditors with his record fave “Honey Love,” “Love Me Or Leave touch that titillates femmes and Magnifique,” she leaves ’em shout- of the responsibility of bringing in
“Dark Town Strutters Ball,” “In Me,” “C’est Si Bon,” and “All My still wins okays from males. A ing for more,
the customers. At the same time,
My Dreams,” “A Baby Cried,” Love.” Gal’s voice is not too big, newly contrived opener, “What’s Seiler’s Scotch poems and take- singer
is able to take some credit
“Won’t You Forgive Me,” his -lat- and sometimes is dwarfed in front the Good of an Opening Song?” off on tv wrestling bombs, but he for the business and disclaim any
est disk—“With You Beside Me” of a big band and she needs a little propels him with easy pace into wins aud back with trick fencing
for lack of business.
responsibility
OimV &
9*
A rvnl a. UlArfiom exhibition
V> Sfi am
elmnoltf partner
r\di*f HDl in
n
with shapely
Apple
Blossom
and others. The only offkey flavor- more expression in her song-sell- Cherry Pink
The "billing “direct from New
His solo
ing came when the headliner made ing, but this should develop with White,” “I Like the Looks of You,” good comedy byplay.
.”
again a box
-.
is
York’s
with the jokes after scoring with experience. The crowd goes for and “Unchained Melody” for the mockery of a cape dancer proves
of
After her vocal s n oi, Hamp initial warbling set.
Time out nothing. Moe Solomon and his office item especially in view the
six fine song renditions to put him her.
hitting
platters
paucity
of
the
over snugly enough. The sudden ton takes over again and wraps up from ballading is called for an orch cut usual slick show arid Verimillion-mark.
Guyl.
amusing “Security,” utilizing the tones entertain nicely.
onslaught into comedies detracted to ear-splitting salvoes.
Gabe.
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5ft

PfisaOff
St.

28.
Tyrone Guthrie production of tragedy
in two acta, to Sophocles, translated .to'
W. B. Yeats. Features Douglas Campbell.
Eleanor Stuart, Robert >Goodier. .Staged
by Tyrone Guthrie; scenery and costumes,
Tanya Moiseiwitsch; music, Cedric Thorp
and
Davis; masks. Miss Moiseiwitsch
Jacqueline. CundaU.' At Stratford Shakespearean Festival, Stratford, Ont., June
$5 top,
23*
_
.
n
.... Douglas Campbell
Oedipus
Eric House
Priest
Robert Goodier
Creon
Donald DaVls
Tiresias
Jocasta ... ............. Eleanor Stuart
Man from Corinth.... «.Toriy van Bridge
Eric House
Old Shepherd
William Hutt
Chorus Leader
Gertrude Tyas
Nurse
Ismene and Antigone... Nomi Cameron,
Barbara Franklin
-i Chorus: Roland Pull, Robert Christie,
Ted Follows, David Gardner, Bruno
Gerussl, Peter Haworth, John Hayes,
Roland Hewglll. Edward Holmes. James
Manser, Grant Reddick. William Shatncr,
Bruce Swerfager, Neil Viponcf.
•

:

.

I

‘

.

—

•
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Merchant

of Venice

Stratford, Ont.,

June

29.

Tyrone Guthrie production of comedy
three acts (12 scenes), by William
Valle.
Shakespeare.
Frederick
Stars
Staged by Guthrie; scenery and costumes,
Tanya Moiseiwitsch; music. John Cook.
At Stratford Spakespearean Festival.
Stratford, Ont., June 29, '55; $5 top.
Antohio
Robert Goodier

In

Lloyd Bochner
Donald Harron
Neil Vipond

Salanio

Bassanio

Lorenzo

William Shatner
Frances Hyland
Neiissa
Helen Burns
Shylock
Frederick Valk
Prince of Morocco ....... Lome Greene
Launcelot Gobbo
Ted Fellows
Old Gobbo
William Hutt
Leonardo
Grant Reddick
Jessica
Charlotte Schragev
Gratiapfe
Portia

Prince of Arragon

Tubal

.

.

Duke

etc.

There had been criticism of its
selection and some uneasiness on
officials.

The

producer - director went
ahead with his original intention,
however, and the opening drew
capacity attendance and enthusi
British

astic
i

„

.

Treacher
.
The ProvincetOwn
(Mass.) Playhouse on the Wharf
began its sumrher season last Friday (1).
.

.

John C. Hurd is producer-director of the Green Mountain Playhouse, Poult’ney, Vt. .
,

Mary

.

Ward, former press rep at the
Berkshire Playhouse, Stockbridge,
Mass.,

is

England ...

a trip to

Bonny Golden, daughter

of Eddie

Gulden and Mrs, Golden, operators of the Vogue Theatre, Kansas
City art film house, has joined the
Cape Cod Melody Tent, Hyannis,
Mass., for the summer.
Replacing Mia Slavenska, hospitalized two days before rehearsals
started,

of

the

Carlo,

Theatre,
J^a ratoga
Springs, N. Y., last week.

Summer

'

The first night audience gave a
standing ovation to Frederick Valk
at the final curtain of Tyrone
Guthrie’s production of “The Merchant of Venice.” It was a tribute-]
to the Czech actor’s performance
as Shylock, his first appearance in
the western hemisphere.
Since Guthrie’s announcement
last spring that “The Merchant”
was to be one of the Shakespeare
Festival’s
triumvirate of plays,
the part of Festival

.

Gertdude Tyven, ballerina
Ballet Russe de Monte
was the dancing lead in the
Eric House
packaged
production of “Great
Bruno Gerussl
Robert Christie Waltz” at John Huntington’s Spa

of Venice
Servants, men-at-arms, masquers, chor-

isters,

audience reaction,

Gutbrip’s,, dicBctQrial tough, ohas.

5.

apart from the stark trial scene seasons.
and the verdict, building up to
terrific suspense. Guthrie’s treatment is. high-spirited and played
for sophisticated comedy values
generally lost,
Valk initially plays the wealthy
Sol ' Jacobson, pjressagent on
Jew as a good-natured, if cautious
associate of the Venetian traders original Broadway production of
who need a loan to finance the sail- “Teahouse,” sailed last Thursday
ings of their flotilla of merchant
(30) for a three-week vacation trip
ships. His laugh-it-off acceptance
Lewis Harmon is subof a pound of flesh, as forfeit, to Hawaii.
his absence.
points up his amiability. It is only bing as p.a. during

when his daughter steals his savTwj» points may puzzle audiences ings and elopes„ With a Christian
What is that he seeks revenge.
production.
this
“Oedipus Hex” doing in a ShakeIn the trial scene, Valk rises to
spearean Festival? And why are dramatic heights in his demand
the actors wearing masks and ex- for justice, with the dice loaded
treme elevator shoes in an 1,890- against him and his remaining
seater? Presumably, the answer to fortune confiscated by the Venetian
the first question is that Tyrone court. His splendid interpretation
Guthrie li]kes directing this ancient of a badgered, strong man of
Greek tragedy and he’s the Festi- dignity creates audience tension,
val's boss.
culminating in the cheering at his
As to the second, the use of first bow at the finale.
masks and the heroic height of
Frances Hyland, as Portia, brings
the royal principals served asvau- another new interpretation to the
dience identification when ancient role, under the Guthrie guidance.
Greek theatregoers, assembled for Instead, of the traditional comannual .pagan rites, watched the manding stature and oratorical
dramas from a hillside auditorium power, she plays the character as
so vast that the facial change, of a somewhat frightened figure of
expression could not be discerned, slight and boyish dimensions, offerso the masks were necessary to ing the famous “mercy” speech
identify and demonstrate the in- with an affecting vocal tremor.
dividual player’s roles and char- Before and after the trial scene,
Latter premise doesn’t she is an engaging minx, particuacters.
seem necessary today, but this larly in the casket bit; with Eric
highly stylized “Oedipus Rex” is House, as the Prince of Aragon,
a must for students of the theatre’s playing the. suitor in bored deaddevelopment from Ancient times. pan, and Lome Greene, as the
However, apart from the morbid Prince of Morocco, contrasting this
mysticism of the theme in which in a roaring, bombastic style.
the hero unwittingly kills his faRobert Goodier, as Antoniorgives
ther, marries his own mother and a melancholy performance
as the
sires his half-brothers and sisters
merchant prince (the title role, as
Douglas Campbell is a towering is frequently forgotten); Donald
and powerful figure throughout, Harron, as Bassanio, the winher of
and there are fine performances the Portia marital sweepstake, has
by the other principals. With the high moments in the casket scene;,
use of masks of unchanging ex- Charlotte
Schrager, as Jessica,
pression, this becomes a play solely
Shylock’s betraying daughter, has'
of enunciation, and it is here that
audience sympathy against her, but
the principals, backed by the sonorreads her lines lucidly; Helen
ous chants of the unison chorus of
clowns the part of Portia's
masked Theban elders, rise to fine Burns
maid, Nerissa, and Ted Follows is
heights in a wierd but sumptuous,
an
adroit
comedian as Launcelot
production. Here iR dignified orGobbo, with William Hutt as his
atory, measured cadence, and a
doddering
father
and target of the
triumph of voice over static visualson’s cruel wit.
ity.
It is this voice projection
But it is Valk w!ho walks off with
that heightens the horror of Oedithe show and wins the ovation.
pus’ unintentional patricide, incest
McStay.
and ultimate expiation for his own
and his people’s salvation;
As the king-killer, originally unStock Notes
aware of his own guilt, Campbell a
sort of nobility, despite the golden
Jack Lenny, formerly with the
mask.’ Same goes for Eleanor Stu- Howard Hoyt office, now handling
art as the queen-mother and wife, the casting for the Bucks County
Donald Davis as the blind prophet, Playhouse, New Hope, Pa
Gus
and Eric House as the shepherd Schirmer Jr. is booking the SomRobert erset (Mass.) Playhouse this sumfoster-father of Oedipus'.
Goodier, as the queen’s avenging mer for manager John j. McAvoy
brother, is sometimes inaudible . . . The
Kennebunkport ‘(Me.)
but may be corrected in future per- Playhouse, founded by its proformances. .The chanted question- ducer-director, Robert C. Currier,
ing of the jury-like oracles, grotes- launched' its 24th season last Monquely masked, helps point up the day (4) with a tryout of “Angels on
dramatic impact of this moving the Loose,” starring Arthur
tragedy and makes “Oedipus Rex*’
another penetrating,
directorial
McStay.
triumph for Guthrie.

July

vitalized the play (which ShakesPaul C. McGuire has been appeare tagged a comedy) as a swift- pointed art director and scenic
moving pageant with a many- designer for the Municipal Opera’s
peopled stage of three levels, eyeremaining shows. He replaces
filling
costume colors, waving eight'
banners against a Botticelli back- Eldon Elder, who resigned because
ill health.
of
ground, and a madrigal chorus. It
Elder held the job the last two
is a gay and elegant interpretation,

at

,

Cleve. Baras Thrive
Cleveland, July 5.
Continued strength was’ shown
at all local straw hats last week.
Pacific,”
Musicarnival’s
“South

with Juanita Hall, drew a firstweek’s $22,000 sellout. The tent
theatre in Warrensville Heights is
now trying to get clearance to
extend the three-week run an addi„

week.
Rabbit Run Theatre at Madison
closed “Moon is Blue” and' is in
the second stanza of a 10-week
season with “Dial
for Murder.”
Cain Park opened its four-musical season last night (Mon.) with
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M
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Loo Muny Designer
St. Louis,

June

Stratford, Ont.,

fi,

Named

Paul C. McGuire

Oedipns Rex

Wednesday, July

PressagCnt - production assistant
to be

Bob Weiner, who’s believed

the youngest backer on Broadway,
has increased his investment syndicate to $20,000 for the coming season ... Glarence Derwent, president 6f the American National

Theatre & Academy, sailed last
Friday (1) -bn the Nieuw Amsterdam for a European vacation.
Alice Frost will play the femme
lead in “Bad Seed” during Nancy
Kelly’s four-week vacation starting
next Monday (11) ... Pericles
Alexander, amusements editor of
the Shreveport (La.) Times, is in

John “Steinbeck has probably run into some zealously purist
editors and copy-readers during his career as novelist, playwright
and Scenarist. He undoubtedly topped himself, however, with his
recent novel, “Sweet Thursday/’ which is being adapted by Richard
Rodgers and Oscar- Hammerstein 2d for a new musical, “Pipe
Dream;” due on Broadway late in the fall/
Producers Gy Feuer
Ernest H. Martin first thought of a
musical based on “Cannery Row,” the Steinbeck book of related
short stories. After considerable discussion, it was agreed that the
author would write a new novel, using the “Cannery” characters,
to be published in book form and also adapted as a musical.
.

&

1

M

As it ultimately worked Out, F &
decided the new Steinbeck
yarn wasn’t the kind of material they are best qualified to handle,
so an agreement was worked out for Rodgers & Hammerstein to
make the adaptation and produce the-sliow, with F
getting
25% of the profits, or half the management’s share.
To go back, however, when “Steinbeck began work on the story,
he followed his regular practice of dictating the first draft to a
machine. At F & M’s suggestion, he sent the dictograph records
to their office for transcription, and copies of each ‘.day’s writing
were turned over to him and the producers. For the fjrst few days,
F&
were a trifle uneasy over the relative tameness of the writing, but figured that a stylist like Steinbeck would presently warm
up to the assignment.
Suddenly the situation blew up, however. The novelist phoned
in a rage one day to protest against the manner in which
F
his copy was being “censored.”
Greatly puzzled, the producers
made an inquiry among their staff.
It turned out that the Steinbeck material was being transcribed
by a newly-hired secretary, a highly recommended graduate of
Hunter College. Unaware whose dictation she was transcribing,
the girl had been scrupulously carrying out the precepts of her
professional training and was carefully turning the^earthy speech
of the Cannery Row characters into proper Hunter College

M

M

&M

.

grammar.

New York

catching the Broadway
shows, prior to taking a theatrescouting European Vacation untiL
about Sept, 1.
Leonard Lee’s “Sweet Poison,”
skedded for fall Broadway, produc-

Star Light, Star Bright

in added weeks on the shore-andpasture circuit.
Opening night reaction here is
Westport Country Playhouse production
of comedy in three acts (10 scenes) by one of old hat, from an originality
S. K. Lauren and Gladys Lehman. Stars standpoint. But as the play proTerry Moore; features Frank Albertson,
Efffe Afton, Cherry Hardy, Berry Kroe- gresses, it adds a fillip here and
ger, Jean Carson, John Vivyan, Howard there and comes to the finale with
Morton, Eileen Merry, Ralph Stantley, a fairly consistent entertainment
Eulabelle Moore, Mary Dlveny. Staged to
John €. Wilson;, scenery and lighting, score. This verdict is based on a
Marvin jReissi -At Westport Country Play- combination of perceptive lines
house, “Westport, Conn., July 4-11, '55.
that knows what
Effie Afton and a capable cast
Sally
scout Penelope .............. Eulabelle Moore to do with them. In this field of

by Martin Goodman, has been
Maude
retagged “Deadfall4’
Franohot, who’s Skedded to produce “Jo,” a musical version of
“Little Women,” on Broadway next
fall, left for the Coast last Friday
(1) to line up talent for the tuner.
Following her return from Holly-;
wood, she’ll plane to Norway for a’
brief vacation and return to N.Y.
tion

.

.

via

England

where

.

slie’H

Westport, Coqb., July

>

Richard Skinner, former manager of the Huntington Hartford
Theatre, Hollywood, due in N.Y.
(Wed.) from the
this morning

Jenny

Amanda

Eileen Merry

Marvin

Maude

Schiller-Smlth.

.

Edgar

rently appearing in “Witness for
the Prosecution,” doubling in a
color short being made by RKO
Pathe .
.
Faith Daltry exits the
cast of “Plain and Fancy” next
Saturday (fi) to appear in- a series
of musicals at the North Shore
Music “Theatre, Beverly, Mass.'
Resident company members at the
canvastep include Barbara Jean
.

Newborn..
has purchased the film

rights and the American stage
rights to William Douglas Home’s

“Reluctant Debutante,” currently
running in London. A Broadway
production is skedded for next
January, but the film company
hasn’t decided yet on a management to handle the Main Stem
venture.
A Japanese version of “Teahouse
of the August Moon” will be put
on for three weeks at Tokyo’s Kabuki Theatre ’beginning Aug. 4
under the title, “The Teahouse of
the Night of Aug, 15.” The comedy
will be presented by the Scochiku
Co., which is also considering doing
the play in English for a Far Eastern tour . . Director Robert Lewis
will make, his managerial debut
next season as co-sponsor 'with
Cheryl Crawford of Norman Rosten’s adaptation of Joyce Cary's
novel, “Mister Johnson.” Lewis will
also direct the offering.
Jeanne Shepherd replaced Marjorie Lord as femme lead in “Anniversary Waltz” last Sunday (3) * . .

.

«-

John Vivyan
Cherry Hardy

Howard Merton

dialog and acting, incidentally, lies
the production's major hope. Ttf*
script, per se, wheezes.

The Uta Hagen-Herbert Berghof

duo do themselves credit
engagingly and the supporting
troupe has added stature in Rex
O’Malley, whose role of headwaiter
The /Stellat presence of Terry is being expanded. Robert Culp
Moore is sufficient warranty of a impresses favorably as a young
profitable stand for “Star Light, artist-lover.
Indications are that the opus,
Star Bright”; in -Westport this
week, as well as for subsequent which is given excellent producstrawhat dates this summer. But tion by a new managerial setup. at
Norwich, is a marked improvement
beyond August, no.
Even for high fahrenheit fare, over a February community theathis S. K. LaUren-GKkdys Lehman tre tryout in. Milwaukee, A similar
farce is a thin contrivance from percentage of boost in values durwhich director John C. Wilson has ing its strawhat tour might make
generated minimal entertainment. it worth a Broadway gamble. ReMiss Moore’s role is not one for peat that word “might.” Bone.
which her recent headlines have
conditioned the audience, and the
Berry Kroeger
Ralph Stantley
Jean Carson
Mary Diveny

Jay

a business stopoff in Harry
Claire
Chicago ... Ronald Dawson, cur- Leona
Coast, after

story line doesn’t help. She’s on a
lot during the 10 scenes, however,
and that may mollify those lured

by

'her

name.

starring

‘GUYS’ $28,600 ,

0’KDALE;

OTHER STOCK GROSSES

The film actress plays a stagestruck tyro with dubious talent
but a strong gift for making up
stories. The gal gets a job as a
maid in the California home to
which a longtime radio Mr. and
Mrs. couple have retired with their
brat daughter.
She maneuvers a course in a
local drama school, gets involved
romantically with the chauffeur
and a rich fellow-student, and al-

Wallingford, Conn., July 5.
First three weeks of Oakdale
Musical Theatre here have come
up with an okay overall total
despite a hefty dip the second
week. Initial show, “Guys and
Dolls,” pulled a great $28,600 on
11 performances. Then “Song of
Norway” got only $14,000 on seven
show?, but “Roberta” drew $18,000
on seven.
Dewey Ebbin has been upped
most breaks up the household by
being mistaken as her master’s from assistant stage manager to
mistress. The calendar accelerates publicity assistant for the operaTechnical staff this year
so quickly in the final scenes that tion.
keeping pace includes Lo Hardin, stage manager;
difficulty
there’s
Haskell Barkin, assistant stage manwith the developments.
The brightest sequences involve ager; Lawrence Goltra,boss canvasBerry Kroeger as a boorish play- man; William* Warfel, technician;
wright who discovers the heroine’s Tom CUrren, master elefctrician;
Bob Lindgren exits his terp as- best talent, cooking, and Eileen Joe Zariiewski, master carpenter,
signment in “Plain and Fancy”’ to Merry as the detestable moppet.
and Betty Crevier, wardrobe misjoin the “Oklahoma” company in
Frank Albertson and Effie Afton tress.
Rome in the dance role of Curly. are
suitable as the radio duo, John
His wife, Karen, is also going into Vivyan
the
develops
skilfully
’Dial’ $4,200, Stockbridge
the Rodgers & Hammerstein musi- •chauffeur role, and Jean Carson
Stockbridge* Mass., July 5.
cal as a dancer.
makes g6od fun of a willing blonde.
After a slow start, Frederick
Marvin Reiss’ combination liv- Knott’s
for Murmeller, “Dial
in
the
is
setting
patio
ing room and
a $4,200 gross last
most attractive Hollywood hills der, built to Berkshire
Playhouse.
week at the
Elan.
manner?'
Featured were Philip Faversham,
Bert Thorn, Gaye Jordon, William
Cy|H’ifiine
Swan and John Austin. Direction
Washington, July 5.
Norwich, Conn., July 2.
was by William Miles, with set by
comedy
of
production
Gunter
Randolph
Bill creating a 21-man commisin three acts, by Dorothy Monet (based Gary Smith.
sion to prepare plans for a fine on "Divorcons;" by Victotfien Sardou).
Current is Papl Hartman in “The
arts center and national theatre in Stars Uta Hagen, Herbert Berghof; fea- Remarkable
Penny packer,”
Mr.
tures Rex 'O’Malley. Staged by Kcnnoth
Washington was signed into law by Paine; settings, Jean Laurln; resident with Eleanor Wilson, Margaret
President Eisenhower last Friday director, Norman Hall. At Norwich Sum- Hamilton, Miss Jordon, Martha
top.
'55;
$3.50
mer Playhouse, June 27.
(1).
Measure calls for a theatre M.
Herbert Berghof Orrick, and Swan.
Prunelles
Ted Jordan
which would be used among other Bastien
Anne Meara
’Waltz* $6,500, Saratoga
things, for indoor inaugurations of Josephs
Uta Hagen
Cyprienne
Saratoga, N. Y;, July 5.
Presidents of the United States.
M. Clavignac
.. Robert Gibbons
M. de Gratagnac .......... Robert Culp
“The Great Waltz,” with a nonThe measure provides $50,000 Mme. Brionne
Joanne Moore name cast, drew a good $6,500 last
Rex O’Malley
for work of the. Commission. It is Anatole
Brad Olson week as the season opener at John
Gendarme
understood that the Federal GovHuntington’s 587-seat Spa Summer
ernment will provide a site for the
Whether or not this vintage Theatre. Top was $3.30.
project on the Mall in Washington. comedy, based on marital love in
Ethel
Waters is current in
However, funds to erect the build- Rheims circa 1886, reaches Broad- “Member of the Wedding,” with
ing would be raised by public sub- way will depend largely on what Janet DeGore featured m the
additional polish it can be given
(Continued -on page; 59)
o n n
o n u & u u o n a
.
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Frank. Albertson
Terry Moore

Steve

scripts.
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Blowing Gold— And Hot

Delay

Newton, Mass., July

he says,
summer.

this costs the legitimate theatre in "goodwill

cannot be estimated. Unfortunately,; the houses which are inieriorally serviced give a bad name to all legit. Managers rightly
•protest that the culprit should be named by name arid the comfortable houses also enumerated. But it remains characteristic
of the public suspicion that signs and promises in the legit are
not trusted.
It. was especially bad Saturday night (2) at the Henry Miller
Theatre where Gilbert Miller’s own lilt, “Witness for the Prosecution" is trying to span the summer.. Something close to wide-

open- audience rebellion developed. It was. audible at the first
intermission, angry and sarcastic, at the second intermission. It
of conversation^ The. minds of all thesquawkets concentrated on the qualifying adjective in the sign on themarquee, “scientifically airconditioned.” Said one paying customer, “Give me the unscientific system of the film theatres,”

was the one theme

By LEO MILLER

Lewis

tival

There’s a possibility he’ll co-produce the play with the Theatre
Guild.

4

Wilder

which

comedy;

closed last Saturday (2) after an
eight month run at the Haymarket
Theatre, London, was originally
produced oil Broadway in 1938: under the title, “Merchant of Yonk-

The realization of Lawrence
During its first 15 weeks on tour, Langner and Armina Marshall’s
As “Meachapt,” it was also ending last May 28, “Solid Gold dream of x permanent Shakepresented by Anthony Hawtrey Cadillac” earned an additional speare shrine in the U. S., comduring, the winter of 1551-52 at the $40,767 profit for a $224,634 total bining a theatre and academy* is
Embassy Theatre, London. The net as of that date. The Max Gor- being achieved physically at recoriginal Broadway edition^ was pro- don production, currently in its ord speed. The playhouse will be
second week at the Geary, San several weeks short of completion
duced by Herman Shumlin,
The recent London presentation Francisco, went on the road last opening night,, but the essentials
Tennent
Producsponsored
by
Feb.
14. During its 525-perform- will be there.
was
tions Ltd. Prior to opening at the ance Broadway run, the show
The premiere looms as the
Haymarket, the. comedy \tfas pre- earned $158,914 profit on a- $100,000 shiniest unveiling, of the summer,
sented last August at the Lyceum investment.
with the entire Broadway first.

Theatre, Edinburgh,
understood that Merrick,
It’s
who returned over the weekend
from London, plan? to use the
three leads from the West End
cast, Ruth Gordon, Eileen Herlie
and Sam Levene. *
.

Group 20 Opens Tjwi
Season of Outdoor Rep;

Aims

29.

-

-

9

‘Here and There Dubious

Entry for West End

Run

Loudon, July 5.
“From Here and There,” a new
tevue, was presented last Wednesday (29) by LaurierLister, in association with Michael Abbott, at
Royal Court Theatre. Billed as an
Anglo-American show, it rates as
moderate entertainment, but lacks
star names and is unlikely to re:

for

B’way

According to a May 28 accounting; the profit from legit operation
in N. Y. and on the road' tallied

night press corps, officialdom from
international to local levels and
celebs
taking ovter the house.
$199,681. Other income, reported More than 55 pairs of seats have
on the statement,, included $29,400 been allocated to critics from New
from the $280,000 -sale of the fihn York and 30 pairs to ones from
rights to Columbia, plus $535 from Connecticut.
A telegraph room
stock and foreign rights and $1,015 has been arranged in the nearby
in accrued insurance premiums.
academy building now being used
The profit distribution, as of May as subscription headquarters.
28, was $75,000, with $37,500 goMajor donations to date total
ing to the backers under the usual better than $500,000. Top givers
50-50 split between management are Old Dominion Fund (Mellon),

in Fall and

Wellesley, Mass., July 5.
Commercialism and art are be
ing combined in this college town
by Group 20,Players, Inc., of Mass.
The outfit grossed $40,000 for 10
weeks last summer and looks for
$50*000- for the same period this
year.
Last season, they played to 27,
000 payees at $2.75 top. This summer is the group’s third here and
its eighth altogether. Getting, the
^general public interested in a classic repertory theatre was the job
taken on by Alison Ridley, president of Group 20 and Betty Hart,
two Wellesley graduates. They
were in Unionville, Conn., for four
summers, went to Avon* Conn., for
one seasons and were then invited
to come to Wellesley two years ago
by Margaret Clapp, president of
0
the college.

investors. Coin available for
future distribution totalled $37,198.
For the four weeks, ending May
28, the Howard Teichman-George

Deutsch said that films have an-

^
Deutsch now takes over the
Madeleine Theatre as well as the
Nouveautes where he already has
shows pencilled in for next season.

biz.

.

Lester Signs Marre As
CLO Associate Producer
San Francisco, July 5.
Albert Marre has been signed
its associate producer of the San
Francisco and Los Angeles Civic
LongLight Opera associations.
term deal was set here last week
general
director
Lester,
by Edwin

ON

formance of “Henry IV, part

of the organizations.
Under the contract, Marre will
stage at least one CLO musical on
Plan ‘Henrietta’ Tuner
the Coast each season and spend
A musical adaptation of the
about five months a year here. It
French
film, “Holiday for Hentime
the
CLO
has
will be the first
rietta,” is planned for Broadway
ever had an associate producer.
production
CLO
the
producby Howard Merrill and
Marre staged
tion of “Kismet,” which originated Donald H. Coleman.
As
playing
yet no writers have been 9et
a
here and js currently
return stand at the Curran Thea- to handle the “Henrietta” adaptre as a CLO subscription offering. tation.

steitt,

has been pledged by benefactors
($5,000 plus)* founders ($500), as(,Continued: on page
58)

1954. The production preemed at
the Bclasco, N. Y., Nov. 5, 1953
and moved the following May 10 to
the Music Box, where it stayed for
the balance of its OO^week Broad

By Around Labor Day;

W

Earns Over

x 100"

vestment by Labor Day. That’s
providing business isn’t drastically
affected during the summer boxoffice slump.
The Herman Shumlin-Margo Jones production is cur-

r
$225,000 budget has been set
for “60’ x 100’” the musical which
Gen. C. W. Christenberry and C. W.
Christenberry Jr. plan to produce
on Broadway during the 1955-56
season. The father-son team has
broken down the production costs
to cover the entire $215,000, including $26,500 for bonds, theatre
guarantee and authors advance.
It’s estimated the show can break
at $30,000: There is provision for

rently in its 12th
tional, N. Y.

at the

Na-

#

cidentally,
While biz

overcall.

includes

15%

overcall.

^

Kaycee Extends Berger’s

to

around. $3, 500-$4, 000. At that late,
the production will get into the
black by late August or early SepKansas City, July 5.
tember.
the
Starof
directors
of
Board

200 Deal

I

3

More

Years^

|

|

i

j

The Paul Muni starrer cost $8Q.producer-director contract of 111 to produce, including $3,315
_
As of the
Richard Berger for 1956, 1957 and post-openirtg expense.
light

Theatre

last

week renewed

the
1

1958.

June 4 statement, the

i

|

Berger

will continue his $20,000
salary, got under his previous fiveyear contract.

made
j

j

I

:

,

I

totalled $50,721.

With receipts for the four
Jack Lord will take over the featured role of the young husband in weeks from June 4 through July
“Cat On a Hot Tin Roof” late in 2 over the capacity mark, it’s estimated the operating profit for the
August.
He will succeed Ben Gazzara, period was approximately $20,000,
w ho is exiting the Tennessee Wil- bringing the total operating profit
liams prizewinner to go into Jay to about $49,000 and reducing the
Julien’s scheduled production of deficit to around $31,000. A Ade“Hat Full of Rain,” to star Shelley tailed financial breakdown appears
oil Page 59.
Winters.
f

;

!.

:
1

:

!

!

I

had

seven weeks on Broadway,
including a $1,983 loss on its
frame.
six - performance
initial
Coin to be recouped as of June 4

Jack Lord Vice Gazzara
1

play

a $28,860 operating profit for

its first

!

GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR

i

week

As of last Saturday (2), the
Jerome Lawrence-Robert E. Lee
drama had approximately $31,000
The capitalization, into recoup.

was over capacity, the
Paul Muni starrer had been averThe tuner, which has a book by aging a profit of over $5,000
Bob Condon and Jim Lehner, with weeklyr
music and lyrics- by Arthur Katz,
Allowing for a moderate drop in
deals with suburban movement.
receipts, during the general July
toboggan, it’s figured the
b.o.

10%

T&

1905- 1955

5G a Week

the Wind” will probably recover its entire $92,000 in“Inherit

LOT

A

I.”

Due to Recoup

‘Inherit’

run.

FIGURE

SHOWS

Actors Equity is preparing to orThis will allow playgoers to either
ganize the industrial show field.
succession or on
see both plays
A contract covering such activ- alternate nights.in They can attend
ity, worked out by representatives
a performance of “part I” bn one
of Equity and Chorus Equity, has night and see “part II” either the
been approved by the Equity coun- next night or at more convenient,
cil.
The contractual requirements, ssubsequent d
date
however, are being kept hush-hush
afa ebut in September
at present, The move-in on indus- is
is hpiriP
rtl an n pH by
hv Group
(T-rmirv 20,
9.0
a nbeing planned
ac
trials stems from the production cording to Miss Ridley. The New.
boom in that field during the past York repertory would comprise a
couple of years.
It’s become an
modern American work, a Shakeimportant source of employment speare revival and a new script.
for members of most of the enter- The Group is a non-profit Equity
tainment unions.
repertory stock company, numberAlthough salaries paid to show ing from 20 to 50 actors. Organized
biz personnel employed in indusCContintipH rm mt?P W)
trial productions have usually been
above scale, the actor union has
decided that the field should be
covered.

Langner-Armina

Helburn, $80,$10;000; Lincoln KirAbout $250,000
$10,000.

CBS,

000;

Expenses involved in the Show"’s
run, according to the
accounting, were $62,000> production cost and $3,095 in N. Y. State
unincorporated business tax for

EQUITY READIES

Lawrence

and

Marsliall-Theresa

'

Broadway

way

$200,000;

New. York Foundation, $25,000;
G. N. and Mrs. Richard (Helen
Menken), $32,000; Theatre Guild

Kaufman comedy- dropped $495;
with only one frame registering a
profit.

Rockefeller,

$200,000;

S.

peat the success of Lister’s earlier
revue, “Airs On a Shoestring.”
Natives Betty Marsden and June
Whitfield, and U. S. newcomers
Beginning last week with “The
Janies MacColl and Richard Tone Lady’s Not For Burning,” and
head an adequate company in al- continuing through Sept, 3, the
ternating naive arid sophisticated group will present “Desire Under
prevailing.
the Elms,” “Henry IV, Part I” and
Public taste for theatre is still numbers.
“Part II,” “Electra,” “Love For
.strong, he felt, but too many
Love” and “Caesar and Cleopatra.”
houses spread business, and led
DRIVE
The revival of “Henry IV, part II,”
to too many floppos. London has
will be given free as a bonus play
only 23 theatres; there are about
to theatre goers Who attend a per60 here. There are 25 in N. Y.
INDUSTRIAL
other sort of clientele and that tv
is still a far off danger. He opined
that political instability here also
was a detrimental factor to show

the two shows of the inaugural eight-week season, will involve about $60,000.
The de luxe 1,500-scater, perhaps the most luxurious house
ever dedicated to Shakespeare,
will have a potential weekly gross
bf $47,000, scaled from $4.80 and
$3.80 in the orchestra's 960 seats
to $1 for the student area in the
balcony.
The operational breakeven, is estimated at $21,000.
A
week ahead of opening, the -advance sale nears $30,000; the call
is 75%, for “Caesar” the first two
weeks and then reverses to 75%
for “Tempest.”
*
pest,”

ers.”

Land.

June

-

’

Variety is preparing for publication a list of the “good” and
“bad” houses in terms of airconditioning. Stand by for indigna-

Paris,

the 12-acre layout will cost
Norman -of
some $750,000. The production of
Julius Caesar” and “The Tem-

cast of seven is required for
Halper property, which will
a single set designed by
George Jenkins. Rehearsals are
skedded to get underway Sept. 5,
with a two-week tryout run at the
David Merrick, who co-produced Wilbur Theatre, Boston, slated to
“Fanny” With Joshua Logan, is un- begin Sept. 28. The Broadway
derstood to have sewed up the opening is targeted for Oct. 10.
Broadway rights in Thornton
Matchmaker.”
“The
Wilder’s

The

FesTheatre premieres here next

(12) as the most ambitious
75G Top Man’ BaokroH Tuesday
and costliest stage enterprise of
Albert Lewis and I. B. Joselow this area.
The octagonal woodare capitalizing for $75,000 their
and-steel building on the banks of
production of Albert Halper’s “Top the Housatonic River, and
the rest
Man.” Ralph Meeker has been set

A

Perhaps the most revealing incident concerning the cooling of
a legit house was at the Imperial during the first summer of
“Gall Me Madam;” As is the practice with, house managers, the
fans were shut off early on the grounds that they would use up
all the ice. In any event, Ethel Merman* a gal never to trifle
with, found the Imperial on the warmish side one evening and
she- sent for the house manager, a nephew of the Shuberts. She
addressed a few direct words to him in a language he could
readily understand and from that time forward the Imperial was
always so nicely refrigerated that some complained kiddingly of
needing earmulls. In short, a demanding star could accomplish
what the mere public never seems' able to- accomplish: action!

the heels of his being elected
head of the Syndicate of Theatre
Directors for the ninth trine,
Benoit-Leon Deutsch has outlined
feelings about the status of the
Paris theatre bf today. He felt
that prices (usually $9 top) were
too high for the general public
and at the same time too low for
the theatre owners since the cost
scenery and costumes has
of
pushed up fast since the war.
Deutsch said there were too many
Since the public really
theatres.
only bought about four or five real
he thought a good
season,
per
hits
idea would- be to keep the legit
months rathseven
to
down
season
er than the lOlfc-month sked now

The American Shakespeare

utilize

alibis, it is obvipus that nothing is so disadvantageous
to the legit theatre as just such breakdowns of advertised comfort as this. At this late date in time, can Gilbert Miller pretend
he. doesn't know?

On

Stratford, Conn., July 5-

Joselow Seek

*

the

what the

tion.

&

for the leading role, with
Lloyd as director.

Apparently theatres like the Miller are particularly difficult
when' there is. a matinee on, a hot. day. Even so, and no. matter

,

arid will

be opened next

Various types of construction are
now under consideration, but Gill
says He favors a tent theatre, probably seating about 1,500.

v

'

5.

year. Construction of- an amphitheatre will start in the; early fall,

tioned.

—

Summer Theatre

Roy Gill, operator of Norumbega
Park here, has abandoned plans
for a summer theatre there this

outraged patrons. As has been reported by Variety in previous
summers, the blowing of a few fans over blocks of ice an hour,
or so- before a performance may- give a welcome chill to the lobby
and may last through part of the first act in the auditorium, but,
the body-heat of the audience and the opening of doors at intermissions destroys the pretense of the house being aircondi-

all

57

Plan for Newton, Mass.

With last week introducing dog-day heat for the first time in
inferior
1955, those legitimate theatres on Broadway which have
systems of laircorttUtloning again heard the dark mutterings of

How much

LEGITIMATE

E3rr

Wednesday, July 6, 1955

i

1

'
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Fonda-McGuire’s

B’way Loco Over Show Trains
Continued, from page
0'

'

.

$160,000 gross receipts. Considering that much, if hot most, of the
business would be concentrated in
the normaliy-slack summer inonths,
that stacks up as a value antidote
for Broadway’s hot-weather b. o.
blues.

A n,ew agency, Theatre Trains &
Planes, Inc., has been set up by
producer and theatre operator-realtor Roger L. Stevens, with the cooperation of the Shuberts .Playwrights Co., Producers Theatre
and other producers and theatre
operators, to “package" the show

$38,139

1

’Girl,’

Wednesday, July

1955

.

in 5 at Omaha
Omaha, July 5.

Omaha Community Playhouse
ample, patrons come about 2,000 grossed a hefty $38,139 last week
miles from Idaho to join the show for- th,e five-performance stand of
trains from Columbus, Also, Nor“The Country Girl," starring Henman Nadel, Citizen theatre editor, ry Fonda and Dorothy McGuire,
has been approached repeatedly by both former members of the group.
New York residents anxious'to join Sellout^ were registered three of
the excursion groups here in order the five evenings and attendance
to get in on the theatre ticket
of 11,896 was reported against a
angle.
Similarly,

6,

potential capacity of 12,500. Clar-

the JEjvansvflle Press ence Teal, ,b.o. director, estimates
has finally arranged to sponsor a that the Playhouse will net $25,000
show plane primarily as a result of for its building fund from the play.
pressure from its local readers
who previously journeyed 150
miles to Louisville to take the
Courier-Journal train trips. Since
trains in New York and to sell out
Stratford,
the rail facilities from Evansville
•of town newspapers (or perhaps
too good, the
s Continued from page '57
any other local enterprise) on to New York are not
Press was reluctant to undertake
sponsoring them.
a
show excursion,; but finally sociates ($25) and honor rollees
William Becker, Stevens’ assist- worked out the plane setup.
(less than $25).
ant, is in active charge of the opObviously, sparked by the sucOfficials of this youngest of the
eration and Owen Chain has been cess of the show train idea, the Stratfords to go ShakesDeare have
visiting newspaper publishers in N. Y. Central is now reportedly po-ODerated in giving the project
key cities to suggest the idea of going into the field on its own. It a
full
Chamber - of - Commerce
sponsorship of the show trains as a is understood to have representa- treatment.
When the enterprise
promotional stunt. On the strength tives contacting newspaper pub- is fully developed it’s expected
of the success of trains from Co- lishers and in some cases other that there will be at least four prolulnbus, O., Cleveland and Louis- local enterprises -along its main
ductions a season spanning 12
ville, there’s been keen interest line, in an attempt to arrange simweeks, plus the academy, which
in other cities of starting similar ilar trips.
Presumably the rail- will be run by John Burrell, of
subjects.
road itself is prepared not only to the .Old Vic.
r
Two Prom Okla. City
provide the transportation but arAlthough the theatre foundaSpecifically, the Daily Oklaho- range hotel accommodations and tion’s non-profit charter from the
tickets, etc,
theatre
mian, Oklahoma City, is already
state calls for oifly Shakespeare,
Alexander H. Cohen, through use of: the house for ballet, contentatively planning two trains, one
in September (with a delegation Theatre Tours, a branch of The- certs and. other cultural activities
including the state Governor) to atrical Subsidiaries, Inc., also plans is foreseen.
First effort in the
attend the premiere of the “Okla- organizing show trains in addition latter department will be a conhoma” picture, and the other in to his present setup of nightly bus cert July 31 of Shakespearean muOctober for a regular playgoing trips from New York to summer sic by the Symphony of the Air,
binge. Also, the Evansville (Ind.) theatres within commuting dis- arranged through Lincoln KirAlso, Martin Snyder re- stein.s,
Press is sponsoring a show plane tance.
Aug. 25-28, with the 70-odd patrons cently handled the New York arThe air-conditioned auditorium
rangements
for a show train from
booked to attend “Bus Stop," “Teahas less seating capacity than
house of the August Moon," “Damn Grand Rapids and has a repeat Shakespeare’s original Globe,
but
other
plus
October,
lined
for
up
Yankees” and “Fanny." Includtops modern houses in facilities.
ing theatre tickets, hotel accommo- similar trips.
From
the
45-foot
proscenium
Smaller’ Scale
dations and roundtrip fare, the
opening extends a forestage to a
jaunt will cost $159.25 per person.
On a smaller scale, the Lions breadth
The favorable reaction of news- Club of Bethlehem, Pa., has spon- the backof 92. feet. It’s 40 feet to
wall, and there are 50paper publishers to the show train sored several one-night show trains foot
offstage areas. There are 18
proposition offered by Chain indi- to New York.
The. New Haven dressing, rooms,
two chorus rooms
cates that the “package" angle is R. R., which originated the show
and a Green Room. Designed by
particularly attractive. Up till now, train idea several years ago with
Edwin Howard, the building is in
the usual procedure .has been for one-night trips from Massachuthe. Globe spirit, but is not inthe newspaper’s drama critic to setts and Connecticut towns along,
tended to be a replica of the Engvisit New York to catch the various its route, still runs 10 monthly*
lish house,
shows, then make a selection and trains a year.
Transportation to this Shakearrange for blocks of tickets.
All the show train' setups have
peare will be almost wholly by
Thereafter, the newspaper has several 'factors in common.
Oiie
had to pay for a staff, to deal with is the convenience to the patron of private cars, plus chartered buses
from New York. By Merrit Parkprospective patrons and collect the not having to go to the trouble of
money, as well as arranging trans- arranging for theatre tickets, hotel way, it’s about an « hour and 45
minutes from mid-Manhattan. The
portation, hotel accommodations reservations' and
transportation.
and numerous other details. Un- Another important angle is that be- parking area at the theatre is on
der the package setup, the trans- cause of group deals, the total cost rented land and a 35c charge has
been slated, with any profit going
portation hotel accommodations, to each patron is less than he’d
to the academy.
theatre tickets (for whatever shows have to pay if "he arranged each
Watler Reade has the refreshthe sheet’s drama critics picks part separately on his own.
ments concession, involving umout) and other 6uch matters are
As the trips are being planned
arranged from New York without by Theatre Trains & Planes, Inc., brella tables and stands near the
adjacent lake. Stratford is devoid
cost to the publisher.
All the the setup is likely to become conof hotel and restaurants able to
paper has to do is promote the siderably more festive.
in-

Guthrie

-

In- Wonderland
Toronto, July

5.

Cabled invitation from board of governors of Habima, national
Israeli theatre in Tel Aviv, to produce “The Merchant of Venice"
there this fall, has been received by Tyrone Guthrie, director of

the current Shakespearean Festival at Stratford, Ont. The British
who earlier staged “Oedipus Rex" at Habima, says he is
enthusiastic at the invitation,
Here’s his switch: he plans Shylock as a Gentile money-lender’,
to be played by a British or American star, with other Shakespearean principals—Portia, Antonio, Bassanio, the Duke of Venice,
etc.,—as Jews.
( Guthrie has ridiculed protests that “Merchant" is
anti-Semitic
in effect, tie advances the familiar argument that the play also
presents the Christians of Venice unfavorably. So why the above
switch? Ed.)
directs,

—

Conn.

.

.

<

.For
accommodate heavy traffic, and arstance, for the trip from Oklahoma
rangements are being made with'
City to the opening of the “Oklathe major Bridgeport hotels to
homa" film, there will be an afterpromte overnight stops.
the-premiere party for the visiting
Network and local radio and tv
group, with cast members among
have been lined up. by pressagents
personal
basis.
on a
the guests. Similarly, for the show
Phillip
Bloom and John h. Toohey,
Beyond Originations
trains from other towns, there
who’s doing the on-location p.a.
Fact that the Louisville Courier- will also be flnal-night-in-New-York
job..
All major* metropoitan and
Journal, for example, now makes a parties, at which former resident
major project of show trains indi- cast members will be on hand to Connecticut dailies 'are being covered.
An opening-day tv feature
cates the value of the idea as pro- glad-hand old acquaintances from
will be a film tour guided by Faye
motion for a big-city paper. The home.

the participants and
money.
Incidentally,
John W. Wiersma, of the American
Tourist Bureau, is in charge of
transportation and hotel booking
enroll
collect the
trip,

•

sheet has run seven such trains,
including three so far this year,
All-Pullman Hitch in L’ville
and has scheduled two more beLouisville, July 5.
fore next Jan. 1. The Columbus
Louisville
Theatre Trains, a
Citizen also values the idea highly
highly successful project started
and regularly sponsors two trips a
and shepherded by Boyd Martin,
year.
Courier- Journal drama .critic, has
Interest in the show trains extends far beyond the originating struck a snag on the next proposed
train skedded to leave Louisville
Cities or even the circulation areas
next Oct, 2 for New York;
of the sponsoring papers. For exA number of patrons appealed
for an all-Pullman Louisville train
and the B. Sc O Railroad set a June
23 deadline for making the initial
deposit.
This has been advanced
to July
1.
At the original deadline, only 53 reservations with initial deposits had been filed with
the railroad. As 150 reservations
••
are necessary to have a special
1/
train, the whole project may have

BURGHER

"Sir

Edward Ramsay

THE KING AND

I"

currently

Royal Alexandria—Toronto

FRED HERRICK
Quits

INHERIT THE WIND

JULY 7

to be called

Many

Id
//

off.

patrons

who

orignally

wanted the all-Pullman told the
railroad and Martin that if the
deadline could be postponed to
July 1 the necessary number of
riders could be secured. It was also
suggested that a few Pullmans be
attached to the regular coach theatre trains, just for some of the
older folks.
Martin’s slant is that the idea is
impractical, and he believes the
trains have to be all-reclined chair
car or all-Pullman. Martin has been
opposed to the all-Pullman plan
on the ground that it would run
the cost too high for the majority.

Emerson and Raymond Massey on
NBC’s “Today."
Under the direction of Denis
Carey,
rehearsals,
which have
been going on in N. Y. for last
three weeks, are moving to Stratford.

Raymond Massey. and Jack

Palance,

Shows Abroad
From Kero and There

customary skill and Barry Sinclair
an effectively contrasting
straight. The girls supply colorful
relief, Charmian Innes repeating

plays

London, June 30.
Laurler Lister (in association with
Michael Abbott) production of revue in
two parts (38 numbers), with lyrics and
Sketches by Jack Gray and Jerry De
Bono; music, Dolores Claman; additional
material, Richard Addlnsell, Paul Dehn,
Madeline Dring, James MacColl, Charlotte Mitchell, Justin Richardson, Jimmy
•Wilson, Geoffrey Wright, Charles Zwar;
musical director, Zwar; dances and musical numbers staged by John Heawobd;
decor, Stanley Moore. At Royal Court,
London, June 29, '55; $2 top.
Stars Betty Marsden, June Whitfield,
MacCoU, Richard Tone; features Ellen
Martin, April Olrlch, Peter Tuddenhain,
Miss Mitchell, Michael Mason, Myra
Groot, Peter Mander, Denny Bettis.'

the sort of chore she actually pertv, and Patricia Dainton
sincerely
portraying
the
lovecrossed femme. Gerald Harper
makes ai* amusing figure of the
chairman with Ernst Ulman contributing a genuine Continental
touch as the producer, The lighthouse keeper and his juniors are
realistically played, especially in
the case of co-author Thatcher.

forms dn

Clem.

Billed as an Anglo-American
Liglit Fantastic
revue, this offering has no outstanding personality to bring it
London, June 22.
into line with Laurier Lister’s earBoltons Theatre production of revue
lier production, “Airs on a Shoe- in two acts <24 scenes), by Donald Monat,
Martinson James, Donald Cotton. Staged
string.” It is unlikely to emulate by Donald Monat; music, Basil Talt and
the
lengthy
“Shoestring”
run. Brian Burke; choreography. Malcolm
decor, John and Kate Flatman.
Too many items have been Clare;
At Fortune, London, June 21, *53; $2.13
'
crammed in, where a carefully top.
Cast: June Dixon, Leonie Franklin,
pruned smaller amount might have
Anne Cummlng, John Shackelle, Philip
registered.
Sherman, Martinson James, JiU Verne,
There are the usual jibes at Ann Rich, Jeanette Deeley, Donald Monat,
colonial Britishers, Scottish clans- Malcolm Clare, Anthony Sdell, Roy
'

men, radio stars, ballerinas, ham
actors and corny situations. These
are sandwiched with snap gags put
over as time-fillers, with brief
skits of current events not as topiIndividual
cal as, they might be.
hits in singing and stepping suc.

Evans.

Intimate revues have always
been a popular feature of the London theatre, but it takes a combination of wit, satire and sophisti-

cated staging to ensure success.
ceed each other with commendable This new entry falls sliort of most
speed but make -no great Impact. of these essential requirements
Two girls' share leading honors, and, in substance, is merely an
June Whitfield, radio favorite, and innocuous diversion. As such, it
Betty Marsden, who appeared in has little hope of staying the
“Airs."

They show considerable

coui'se;

The revue, previously staged in
ranging from the cradle almost to part at the" Boltons Club Theatre,
the grave, with a nice sense of the is the work of Donald Monat, Marridiculous.
Giving good support tinson James and Donald Cotton.
are April Olrlch, who does a neat They, have tried to be bright and
skit on “Swan Lake”; Charlotte lively, but most of their sketches
Mitchell, appearing in some of her just miss.
own material, and Myra de Groot,
They don’t display much origiThere is no strong male competi- nality. Only 'two or three out of
tion, and a production of this kind the 24 items on the program have
needs a sophisticated topliner to notable merit. One of the successgive it zing. The U.S, representa- ful numbers is a pointed lyric
tion consists of Richard Tone, a about Teddy Boys (the new type of
skilled dancer; Ellen Martin wfco British * juvenile delinquents who
has little opportunity to shine, and go about in Edwardian dress)..
James MacColl, who gives some
Talent-wise,
the., show
offers
realistic impersonations and slides
mainly unknowns, and the only
neatly from one cameo .impression personality
to emerge is Anthony
to another.
who reveals promise in two
The production is on a modest Snell,
or three solo items, particularly as
scale, with no elaborate dressing
a church organist and a gaucho
Clem.
pr stage effects.
singer. The femme lineup is attractive enough, but possesses little of
Lion In the Lighthouse the special quality necessary for
London, June 22.
revue. June Dixon is the best.
Strand
Productions presentation of
Production is given slick staging
comedy in three acts, by Billy Thatcher
and Rolf King. Stars Henry Kendall. by Monat, and decor and costumes
Directed by Kendall and David SmithDorrlen. At Embassy, London, Jtlne 21. are in the main attractive. There’s
an adequate pit orch led by Basil
'55; $1.60 top.
Oliver Charrington. ...... -Henry Kendall Tait, who also did the orchestraDiana GUmore
Patricia Dalnton
Myro.
Harriet Harvey ......... Charmian Innes tions.
Gerald Harper
Lionel Proudfeet
Ezra Goldenblum
Ernst Ulman
William J. Martin has taken over
George
Michael Harding
BUly Thatcher as executive director of the Cross
Stan
Cyril
Edward Judd Right Stage Co. at the Highfield
Freddie Martin
.... Barry Sihclalr
Mass.,
this
Edward Cast Theatre, Falmouth,
James Ferguson

versatility in characterizations

•

.

.

.

as Brutus and Cassius,
respectively, get top billing/ with
Tom Smith
Norman Pierce summer. Jon Stone is associate,
Hurd Hatfield in the title role,
director and William Sohneider,
Leora Dana as Portia, Polly
With commercial tv still three business manager.
RowleS as Calpurnla, Christopher months away in England, two new
Plummer as Marcus Antonius, playwrights, Billy Thatcher and
Fritz Weaver as Casca and Roddy Rolf King, have anticipated it with
McDowalL as Octavius Caesar. a comedy that makes fun of panel
Chandler Cowles is executive pro- shows reinforced (or marred) with
ducer, Horace Armistead design- advertising situations and a broad
ing scenery, Robert Fletcher cos- impersonation of one of the best
tumes and Jean Rosenthal light- known British radio personalities.
Henry Kendall heads a knowing
ing.
whose characterizations are
Richard Grayson is overall exec- cast
worthy of better material. In its
utive co-ordinator and James Awe
present form, the play isn’t likely
business manager.
Other staffers to cut much ice, but with some reare John Fankhauser, treasurer; writing and speeding up in the
Peter Cott, John Killian, assistant first act it might stand a fair
treasurers; Barbara Johnson, sec
chance in the West End, for which
retary; Peter Zeisl-er, production it is apparently intended.
stage manager; Ben Janney, stage
In this case the panel game, with
manager; Nancy Ryan, assistant an irascible leading member, plus
stage manager; A1 Johnson, mas- a straight man and two glamor
ter carpenter; Frank Grogan, mas- girls, is telecast from a lighthouse,
ter electrician; Walter S. Dizalo with a canned goods proprietor as
Mario J. Fedelli, Cornelius Feeley the sponsor. The emcee of the
upheaval,
stagehands; Grace Rowzell, ward- team is in an emotional
and the doyen of the panel loses
robe.
his pants as well as his temper.
“Caesar" is skedded for 37 per-? But despite various ridiculous mis.

r

formances, including Wednesday haps, the sponsor extends the conahd Saturday matinees, and “Tem- tract with double salaries.
pest" for 24, opening July 26. Sea
Kendall
petulantly
clowns
son ends Sept. 3.
through the leading role with his

—

.

—
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‘Vagabond* Limp $36,000
In St. Louis Heat Wave

SbowFmances
INHERIT THE WIND
(As of Juno
{1th

Unrecouped

first

...............

7 weeks on B'way.

Patricia

28,860
50,721

...

Bowman and Edward

nett.

“Guys and Dolls" opened

Stin-

.

,

.

‘Can Can"

A%

............

f

..

,

2%

$60
260

Departmental expenses (approx.)
Ad-publicity expenses (approx.)

1VI

1,500

Rentals
219
Office expense
250
Boxoffice expense (appribx.)
lil.
Gross necessary to break even (approx ) :.....
19,500
Potential operating profit at $31,300 capacity (approx.) ......
5,700
(Note: The Herman Shumlin-Margo Jones production opened
last April 22 at the National Theatre, N. Y.)

.

Having Worst Season

i

from advance sale. Dismal
showing so far this year, poorest
CLOA has had yet, has the spon-

;

|

“Oz” featured Zero Mostel, Jo
Lou Seiler, Walter Donahue and Walter Burke. Current ‘King’
show is “Brigadoon," with Dorothy
^IacNeil, Earl Wrightson, Susan
Johnson, Jere McMahon,
Ann
Deasy and Robert Smith.

Week

in Detroit

Detroit, July 5.

“King and I" grossed a good
$30,000 last week; its sixth and
final stanza at the 2,050-seat Shubert. Theatre now goes dark for
the remainder of summer.
The 1,48 2- seat Cass relights next
Wednesday (13) with “Can-Can,” in
for a two-and-a-half-week stay.

Current British Shows
dates)

(4-14-55).

(10-5-54).

Between the Lines, Scala (6-28).
Boy . Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-53).
Caii-Cpn, Coliseum (10-14-54).
Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-16-54).
Desperate Hours, lUpp. (4-10*55).

Dry. Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Wllllants, Globe (5-31-55).
Follies Bergeres, Wales (4-9-55),
There, -Royal Ct. (6-28),

Stock Grosses

.

Emlvn

Continued from, page 50

From Here £

(5-10-55).

adolescent

Intimacy At 1:30, Criterion (4-29-54).
Jazz Train, Piccadilly (4-26-55).
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
Light Fantastic, Fortune (6-21-55).
Moby Dick, Duke York's (6-16-55).
Mr. Pennypacker, New (5-18-55).
Mourning Electra, Arts (6-9-55).
Mousetrap, Ambas, (11-25-52).
My 3 Angels, Lyric (5-12-55).
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
Sailer Beware,. Strand (2-16-55).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Separate Tahles, St. James's (9-22-54).

Broadway

.

Annie $13,000, Warwick
Warwick, R. I., July

5.

2,000-seater tent, opened auspiciously with a first week take of
nearly $13,000. The preem bill

was “Annie, Get Your Gun." Tent
is scaled from $1.20 to $3.60.
.

Maggie Phillips 5G, Olney
Olney, Md., July 5.
its season
with a comfortable
$5,000 for its initial stanza of the

Uncertain .Joy, Duchess (3-31-55).
Wonderful Town, Princes. (2-23-55).

Olney Theatre opened

SCHEDULED OPENINGS

last

Shadow of Doubt, SavUle (7-7-55).
20 Mins. South, St. Mart. (7-13-55).

week

,

George Bernard Shaw comedy,
“You Never Can Tell," starring
Margaret Phillips.

Nina, Haymarket (7-13-55).
Wild Thyme, York’s (7-14-55).

CLOSED LAST WEEK

Matchmaker, Haymarket (11-4-54).
Old Vic Rep, Old Vic (9-9-54).
Ruth Draper, St. Mart, (6-6-55).

Play is currently in
and final week.

its

second

TOURING
Airs on a Shoestring
Evening with Beatrice

Joy of

mm—

Living

Kinloch Players
Hiit

.Little

Room

Living

Love

in Idleness

j

Manor of Northstead
Matchmaker

Moon

Blue

Is

j

Nine
'
Old Vic
Pardon My Claws
,

.

i

[

Private' Lives

Roan) For Two
Seagulls Over Sorrento
South Pacific
Three Times a Pay

Time Remembered
Twenty Minutes South
Wedding* jn Peris-'
Wild Thyme

Women

1948.

of Twilight

SCHEDULED N
(

Theatres

Y. OPENINGS
indicated if set)

Skin of Our Teeth (8-15).
Catch a Star, Plymouth

(9-6).

D'oyly Carta, (19*27).
View From Bridge, Coronet (9-29).
Diary of Young Girl, Cort ..10-5).
Wooden Dish (10-6).
Red Roses For Me (10-12).

Broadhurst (10-13).
No Time For- Sgts., Alvin (10-20).

Desk

Set,

Lark, Longaorc

Typewriter,

Continued from page 57

Connecticut in 1948, the company was granted a new charter in
Massachusetts in January, 1954, as
a tax-exempt corporation,
The company follows the traditurn of ensemble playihg, rather
than the star system. It is not permanently subsidized, but functions
as a 'self-sustaining operation.
It
started with a bankroll of $3,000
raised .by 20 college undergraduates who invested $150 each in
in

Time

Lilac

There

were two

closings

(10-24).

OFF-B'WAY
Tempo <7-26),

Unique in its setting, Group 20
Players is the only professional
open-air theatre in New England.
The hedgebanked theatre is modeled after the lines of the ancient
Greek amphitheatre. The woods
double as scenery for torchlight
parades and wings. In the scope of
the
outdoor performances,
entrances are often down the aisles.
The bugaboo of rain has been
solved, too. The audience can be>
Whisked to an adjacent indoor; theatre in less than 10 minutes.
’

last

Nearly

$11,200

(previous

week,

Closed last Saturday (2)
$20,000).
at an approximate loss of more
than its $270,000 investment, including 20% overcall.

MD

eretta ).

Other

parenthetic

designations
,

‘Kismet’ 46G, S. F.

last Saturday, top prices , number
of seats, capacity gross and stars..

Price includes 10% Federal and
5%' City tax, but grosses are net;
i.e., exclusive of tax
Anastasia, Lyceum (D) (27th wk;
.

214; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,339) (Vi-

veca

Lindfors,

Eugenie

Leonto-

Over

(previous
$9,500
week, $12,500. Cathleen Nesblitt
replaced Miss Leontovich as costar
last Monday (4) while the latter
takes a two-month vacation.
Ankles Aweigh, Hellinger (MC)
vich).

(11th wk;

88;

Almost

900).

1,513;

$6.90;

$55,-

(previous

$20,900

1

San Francisco,

Good weather

and.

.July 5.

summer

visi-

tors helped swell legit business in
San Francisco last week, with- two

of

the

three

operating

.

houses

Only the
Alcazar’s “Fifth Season," ’with indifferent reviews, had poor boxshowing hefty grosses.
office activity.

Estimates for Last Week
Kismet, Curran (1st wk) ($4.40;
(William Johnson, Elaine
Malbin, Julie Wilson) Capacity
1*758)

week, $31,200):
Anniversary Waltz, Booth (C)
(65th wk; 515; $4-60; 766; $20,000). $46,000.
Solid Gold Cadillac, Geary (2d
Under $7,000 (previous week,
Wk) ($4.40; 1,550) (Ruth McDevitt),
$10,500).
around
up $200 from
$20,000,
Bad Seed, Corpnet (D> (30th
wk; 237; $5.75-$4.60; 998; $27,700) opening stanza.
Fifth Season, Alcazar (3d wk)
Abbott and Florence Reed.
Kelly).
(Nancy
Almost
$9,500
($4.40; 1,477) (Joseph Buloff, Gene
Four-week stand of “King and I" (previous week, $13,400).
opens Aug. 1, aud already has a
Boy Friend, Royaie (MC) (40th Raymond) About $10,000, down
very promising advance sale. The wk; 315; $6.90; 1,050; $38,200). $800 frpm a slack second week.
musical will be scaled in an Over
(previous
$22,100
week,
unique way for Washington, with a $29,000).
,
$4.40 top week nights and $4.95
Bus Stop, Music Box (CD) (18th ‘Tonight’ Record $85,400,
Friday and Saturday, nights.
wk; .142; $5.75^$*.ti0; 1,010; $27,811).
Over capacity, ‘again, almost
Tea’ Perkles to $33,800,
$28,000 (previous, week, $28,100).
on a Hot Tin Roof* Morosca
‘S.P.’
$78,000 IN 7; (D)Cat(15th
wk; 116; $6.90-$5.75);
‘Shrike’ in Sad Fold, L.A.
946; $31,000) (Barbara Bel Geddes,
Los Angeles, July 5.
Burl Ives). Over capacity again,
Greek Theatre racked up its allNearly $31,600 (previous week*
Dallas, July 5time
last oh seven performhigh
“South Pacific" broke its own $31,500).
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC) ances of “3 For Tonight.” The
record here last week, reaching a
show closed Sunday (3) to make
(9th
wk;
$8.05-$7.5ff;
1,297;
68;
14-season mark of $78,000 for seven
Over way for the opening tomorrow
performances through Sunday’s $50,573) (Gwen Verdon).
almost
capacity again,
$50,800 (Wed.) of “Wonderful Town."
(3) matinee at State Fair Musicals.
Local legit is booming on other
Previous week had set a new high* (previous week, $50,800).
Desperate
Hours,
Barrymore fronts, too, with both “Pajama
of $62,400. Scaled at a new high of
Game"
and “Tea and Sympathy"
(D)
994;
(21st
wk;
$5.75-$4.60;
164;
$3.75, tax exempt due to non-profit,
grosses.
(previous continuing to smash
civic status, the Rodgers & Ham- $27,200). Almost $12,100
“The Shrike" continued to shrink
week,
$18,900).
merstein revival starred Gisele
in
its
fourth
and
closing
week,
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (35th Wk;
MacKenzie and John Brownlee,
also having to .refund $2,500 when
with Fredd Wayne featured. Good 276; $7.50; 1,655; $62,968) (Ezio it folded prematurely because of
Almost
Pinza,.
Slezak).
Walter
weather break aided the b.o., with
Isabel Bonner’s death on*, stage.
the mercury here still below 100 $59,000 (previous Week, $63,800).
Estimates for Last Week
Inherit the Winn, National (D)
degrees.;
3 For Tonight, Greek Theatre
“Pacific" easily beat thfe pre- (11th wk; 84; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; (1st wk)
(4,400; $4.00) (Harry BelacapaOver
(Paul
Muni).
$31*300)
vious locally-produced Musicals*
again, nearly $31,400 (previ- fonte, Marge and Gower Chamb.o.
topper, “Call Me Madam,” city
pion).
Record $85,400 for seven
which grossed $112,000 for 14 per- ous week, $31,600).
Lunatics & Lovers, Broadhurst performances.
formances in August, 1952, with
Pajama Game, Philharmonic
(29th wk; 232; $5.75-$4.60; 1,Joan Blondell and Gene Raymond (C)
Over $11,000 on Aud (4th wk) (2,670; $4.90) (Fran
$29,500).
182;
starring. “Madam", was scaled t<J
twofers (previous week, $17,900 on Warren, Larry Douglas, Buster
$3 top.
West, Pat Stanley).
Another
twofers).
Season’s third staging, ‘-BitterPajama Game, St. James (MC) smash week, $64,500.
sweet,” starring Jeanette MacTea and Sympathy, Biltmore (2d
(60th wk; 476; $6.90; 1,615; $52,Donald, opened last night (Mon.)
118) (John Raitt, Eddie Foy Jr., wk) (1,636; $4.40) (Deborah Kerr).
for a fortnight’s run.
eHlen Gallagher). Almost $51,600 Still powerful at $33,800.
The Shrike, Carthay Circle (4th
(previous week, $52,100).
Plain and Fancy, Winter Garden wk) (1,518; $3.30) (Dane Clark,
(MC) (23d wk; 180; $6.90; 1,494; Isabel Bonner). Week $10,300 for
Teahouse’ $47,400 in 5
Over $39,200 (previous five performances, folding after
$55,672).
Friday’s show, during which Miss
week, $48,500).
Coast Split-Week
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (C) Bohner died on stage.
$5.75-$4.60;
(137th
wk;
987;
1,093;,
Sacramento, July 5.
Over
"Teahouse of the August Moon," $24,000) (Eddie Bracken).
starring Burgess Meredith
and $11,200 on twofer£ (previous week,
Trap’ Folds at $12,700;
Scott McKay, got nearly $47,400 in $14,200 on twofers).
Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC)
a five-performance two-way split
wk;
57,800)
(19th
$7.50;
1,427;
148;
Chi Sets Fall Dates
last week. The comedy set a new
record for the Community Theatre, (Hildegarde Neff, Don Ameche).
Chicago, July 5.
Berkely, grabbing $24,391 in two Around $48,300 (previous week,
“Tender
Trap" folded here Satperformances Tuesday-Wednesday $58,400).
Teahouse of the August Moon, urday night (2) after registering a
(28-29),
so-so $12,700 for its final week.
An additional $23,000 was racked Beck (C). (90th wk; 725; $6.22- Comedy,
starring Kent Smith, K.
up in three performances at the $4.60; 1,214; $33,608) (Eli Wallach, T. Stevens and Russell Nype,
(previJohn
Beal).
Nearly
$29,100
Auditorium here Tliursday-Saturin
12 weeks at the 1,000logged
ous Week, $33,800).
day (30-2).
Witness for the Prosecution, seat Harris at a $4 top.
Exit of “Trap" leaves the Loop
Miller (D) (29th wk; 228; $5.75$4.60; 946; $23,248). Over capacity without a legit entry until Aug. 2,
(previous When “Can-Can" opens at the Shuagain, topped $23,500
Current Road Shows
bert for a run and “Skin of Our
week, $23,600).
4-16)
( July
Teeth" with Helen Hayes, Mary
MISCELLANEOUS
Can-Can National, Wash. (4*9); Casj,
Martin,
George Abbott and Flor(11th
Phoenix
'55,
Phoenix
(R)
Det. (11-16).
D'Oyly Carta— Aud., Central City, Col. wk; 81; $4.60-$3.45; 1,181; $22,000) ence Reed, is due at the Blackstone
(11-16).
for two weeks. The Windy City fall
$12,Almost
week,
(previous
$9,500
King and
(Patricia Morison) Royal
000); tentatively set to close July season is shaping up, with "TeaAlexandra, Toronto (4-16).
Kismat (William Johnson, Elaine Mai- 17, prior to playing the Carter Bar- house of the Augjist Moon” set for
bln) — Curran, S. F. (4-16).
ron
Amphi Theatre, Washington, Sept. 7 at the Erfanger as, the first
Pa|ama Gama (Fran Warren, Larry
Theatre Guild-American Theatre
Douglas, Buster West)
Philharmonic the first two weeks in August.
Aud., L. A. (4-16).
Society subscription offering.
Closed Last Week Solid Gol# Cadillac— Geary, S. F. (4-16).
“Solid Gold Cadillac” is slated
Almost Crazy, Longacre (R) (2d
Tta and Sympathy (Deboi'ah Kerr)
Biltmord, L. A. (4-9);- Aud., Portland, Ore. wk;
$34,000): for Oct. 10 at the Blackstone and
16;
$5.75; $1,101;
(12-14); Moore, Seattle (15-16).
“Anniversary.
Waltz” is due Oct.
$5,About
week.
$2,000 (previous
Teahouse of the August Moon (Burgess
17 at the Harris. “Bus Stop” arrive*
Meredith, Scott McKay) — AUd„ Fresno 000 for first eight performances);
(6-9); Biltmore, L. A. (11-16).
closed last Saturday (2) at an ap-, Nov. 21 at the Selwyn,

DALLAS STOCK RECORD

1

On

Group 20

Lillie

French Mistress
Guys and Dells

Theatre

OFF-BROAD WAY
week,
“Almost
and
Crazy”
denote opening dates )
\( Figures
“Seventh Heaven," both flops.
Ronde,
La
Circle in Square (2for
Estimates
Last Week
27-55).
Keys: C (Comedy), 'D (Drama),
Mornings At Seven, Cherry
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), Lane (6-22-55).
(Musical-Comedy),
(MusiTrial, Provineetown (6-14-55).
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP ( Op-

'

on

role
originated
by Julie Harris.

Rhode Island's newest strawhat,
the Warwick Musical Theatre’s

Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-54).
Talk of Town, Adelphi (11-17-54).
Teahouse Aug. Moon', Her Maj. (4-22:54).
Tiger At Gates, Apollo (6-2-55).
20 Mins. South, Players (5-10-55).

1

ANTA

v

handful of shows getting capacity.
Biz is expected to continue downbeat during the traditional July
slump.

WOW

.

LONDON

.

$30,000, Not Bad;
6th

Seventh Heaven*

(MC) (6th Wk; 44; $8.30-$7.50;
Even some of the prior Ricardo Montalban, Kurt Kasznar).
smashes were clipped, with only a 1,177; $50,200 (Gloria DeHaVen,

beating.

refer, respectively, to weeks played
weekend business, number of performances through

Detroit.
Advance sale for the
second, as of Sunday afternoon (3)
was $42,000. An. early evening
show was offered Sunday, in lieu
of the second week Wednesday
matinee, and two performances are
slated for next Sunday (10).
approval and good performances
Following
Can", the Nafrom Russell Arms, Dorothy Coul- tional will go“Can
dark for one week,
John but reopens July
Michael
Kermoyan,ter,
18 for a fortnight
Hensen, Beryl Towbin, Joseph stand of the international
revival
Macaulay and Maury Tuckerman. of “Skin of Our Teeth", starring
Third entry opened last night Helen Hayes, Mary Martin,
George

Sullivan,

Happy Returns, New Water

.

city wide transit strike

failed to dent

(Mon.), “Babes in Toyland."

sors, puzzled.

SWGl

out on Broad- proximate $90,000 loss on a $75,000 investment.

.

ing

denote premiere

The

fell

MC
5.

a big $39,600, bettering expectations.

j

ell. Book, Cendle,, Phbenis

111 I/i

“Can Can" at the
National Theatre last week drew

Pittsburgh^ July 5.
Civic Light .Opera Assn, took it
on the chin again last week when 10 al fresco musicals, bumped into
“Wizard of Oz” did only a little rough weather, with rain seriously
over $20,000 at the Pitt Stadium. cutting Tuesday’s crowd and otherThat was even less than the pre- wise bringing cool evenings. Exvious stanza, “Me and Juliet," an pected to be a strong entry, it"
all-time low for thecal fresco proj- grossed $42,000. Show had critical

a«d Seed, Aldwych

vvll

Washington, July

and the musical played to standees
Saturday night (2).
The Cole
Porter show opened Tuesday night
(28) and 'worked in a Friday twi‘Me and Juliet- $42,000
light matinee to get eight shows
the week.
At Kaycee’s Starlight forCurrent
(second) week of the
musical' should he much bigger,
Kansas City, July 5.
with 10 performances squeezed in
“Me And Juliet," second entry in before the company moves on to
the Starlight Theatre’s season of

Pitt Stadium;

ect. Except for next week's “South
Pacific," prospects are dim for the
remainder of the schedule, judg-

VV

-

Initial stanza of

'

(Figures

1

,

—

20G,

The bottom

way last week. As usual for the
last
June-to-July move-in. frame, pracstand'
tically all shows took a severe b.o,

night (Mon.) for a week’s
Theatre Share 30% of first $20,000 gross, plus 25% of balance
with a cast including Jacqueline
Salary of Paul Muni, star
.$1,000 against 12*6% of gross James,
Norwood Smith, Betty
n
Rest of cast payroll (approx.)
.-.
. .
4,700 Oakes, Sid Stone, Bobby Barry,
........
Company manager
250 Andy Sabilift and Vie Holbrook.
Stage managers
450
Crew
....•
425
Wardrobe (approx.)
175
Pressagent
250
$39,600,
Authors royalty standard minimum (5% on firstc$5,000
gross, plus l l
on next $2,000 and 10% on the balance).

W

‘Desperate’ $12,100, ‘Anastasia

Theatre Assn/s 11,937-seat alfresco
529 playhouse in Forest Park. Cakt
75,767 leads were Gail Manners, Clifford
3,815 Harout, Eddie Bruce. Gloria Lane,

Weekly Operating Budget

Director royalty
Scenic designer

9

5.

mered to a- pale $36,000 gross last
week at m $3 top in the Municipal

cost

—

July

the season’s first heat wave, sim-

4, '55)

profit, 3-week tryout
Cost to open on Broadway
Additional Production Costs

Operating profit

St. Louis,

“Vagabond King," running Into

.

weeky

Net
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PtfBlETr
Tranquil Music
New Orleans, July

1

Lenox, Mass., July
;

(Wed.) at Tariglewood here, with
its most imposing schedules
to date. Prospects for this season’s
six-week fest loom stronger than
last year’s (1954) record-breaker,
When an alltime attendance high
of 135,775 persons paid $330,033 in
admissions. (The 1953 attendance
was 117,950 and receipts $311,600).
Subscriptions for 1955 have run

one of

ahead of

last

summer’s.

Where last season’s sked called
for full symphony concerts (104
players) all six weekends, the 1955
setup has been changed back to
one resembling the old. The first
two weekends will comprise a

1955-56 season.

'

Four More A1 Fresco

The

Orch Dates for Levant
.

Oscar Levant, who returned to
the concert field recently (June 24)
as soloist with the National Symphony Orchestra, in Washington,
after a three-year layoff, has four

Aug.

2-

specifies

1955

<

I

Independent Concert Mgrs. Assn., comprised of New York indie
managements, elected a new slate of officers and directors recently.
Kenneth L. Allen Jr. and J, H. Mayer were reelected prez and treasurer, respectively. Herbert Barrett and Eastman Boomer were chosen
vice-preSidCrits arid David Libidips secretary.
Henry Colbert, Janet
Lauren arid CCsar Saercliiriger were elected as directors. All officers
are alsd directors, except Libidins.

“Usher,” new ballet by Leonide Massine based on Poe’s “Fall of the
House df Usher,” scored a critical and “popular triumph last Friday
night (1) iri its preem in Buenos Aires* at the Teatro Colon. The U.S.
Information Service will film the ballet in color as an AmericanArgerttinian cultural contrib.

The

other dates this summer with symphony orchestras arranged by Kenneth Allen Associates. Others are

New Haven,

commission

that Nordoff ’s work will be “of
a tranquil nature” in keeping
with Benjamin’s wishes to develop Vnore music that can be
so described.

6,

Inside Staff—Concerts

5.

Composer Paul Nordoff of
New York has accepted the
Edward B. Benjamin $1,060
commission to write an original work which will be given
its world premiere by the New
Orleans Symphony during the

5.

The Berkshire Festival Ameri
top summer, music eventbows its 18th season tomorrow
ca’s

Wednesday, July

Colbert,

appearance in five years of the Ballet Russe
with the’ Gotham premiere of the Antonia Cobos
local debut of the young Argentina ballerina Iriria Bdfowski, is scheduled at Lewisohn Stadium July 9. Mia
Slavenska 'Will' be guest ballerina in “Swan Lake” and Frederic Franklin will danc^opposite as the Prince.
ballet,

New York Mu-

sical Festival at Randall's Island,
Aug. 6; Milwaukee, Aug. 11, and
Buffalo, Aug. 16,

New York

first
Carlo',

de Monte'

Lauren

Mgts. in Merger

‘The Mikado,” and the

Columbia U. will hold an American MozartVFestival next April, in
The Allen management took LeTwo indie New York concert connection With the 200th arini of the composer’s olrth. Four-day
vant on last year for concert rep- managements have combined ac- fest, starting' April 24, will offer concerts, lectures and exhibitions,
resentation, but the pianist’s illwith the Austrian government contributing Mozart memorabilia for
tivities, as of July 1, with the Colhealth necessitated cancellation of
exhib. Bruno Walter is* chairman of the honorary committee for the
bert-LaBerge Mgt. and Lauren & fest.
tour.
series of Bach-Mozart concerts by a
Hokanson merging under tag of
about 40 Boston Symphony Orch
Henry
Concert- Associates Inc.
players in the Theatre-Concert
Colbert is prez, with Janet Lauren,
Hall. The next four weekends will World Preems of Two New
Ruth Hokanson and Ann Colbert
offer the full BSO contingent in
.

the 6,000-seat Music Shed.
The 24-concert sked of the Festival bows tomorrow night with a
chamber music concert by the
Kroll String Quartet, and subsequent Wednesdays will offer the
Beaux Arts Trio, New Music String
Quartet, Isaac Stem and Alexander Zakin, Rudolph Serkin, and
Gregor Piatigorsky and Ralph
Berkowitz.
The Bach-Mozart concerts (with
the Bach B Minor Mass a highspot)
wiU have Charles Munch, Leonard
Bernstein, Thor Johnson and Hugh
Ross as conductors and Jennie

Tourel

Samuel

and

Mayes

as

soloists.

Munch, Bernstein and Pierre
Monteux will share the podium for
the four weekends of Shed concerts, with soloists including Stern,

Serkin, Piatigorsky, Margaret Harshaw and Eugene. Istomin. Conwill
certs
feature Beethoven’s
music, including all nine symphonies, the violin -concerto, two
piano poncertos, “Fidelio” (Act II)
in concert performance, and the

*

American Operas

tfn

NBC

as veepees, of. the

.

World premiere performance of gest name is Elisabeth Schwarztwo new American operas commis- kopf. The Colberts have been in
sioned by NBC will be highlights business since 1948 and in '52 abof the seventh season of the NBCsorbed the list of the late Bernard
TV Opera Theatre for 1955-56. The LaBerge,
who had been in the conseason will open with “Griffelkin,” cert field for
L&H have
30. years.
by Lukas Foss, the first of the two been in biz since ’52. The LaBerge
NBC commissioned works, on Sun- absorption gave the Colberts a big
day Oct. 30. The other new work, chamber music as well as concert
based on Balzac’s story, “La organist list. They have 21 of the
Grande Breteche,” and coipposed latter on their roster. Lilian Murby Stanley Hollingsworth, will be
tagh, who was with LaBerge for 20
given March 25.
•years, and remained with Colbert,
Another major offering will be
will continue to head the organist
Mozart’s “The Magic Flute,’’ in a
new English version by W. H. department in the new-setup.
Auden and Chester Kallman, commissioned also by NBC. This will
DEBUT
be given on Jan. 15, in observance HILDY IN
..

of

bicentennial

the

6f

SYMPH
AT CONN. AL FRESCO

Mozart’s

birth. The season finale April 29
will be Tchaikovsky’s “Eugen 'Onegin,” in a new English translation

.then

commuted

Longhair Disk Reviews
Nielsen:

the latter part,
was not only tiring, but costly.

Austria Nixes Visa Bids

Violin Concerto, etc.
Interesting work,

Victor).

hin gives it an impressive reading,
with the Danish State Radio Orch
aiding. Short Debussy, Ravel, Falla
pieces on the reverse.
Matchavariani Violin
Sibelius
Concertos (Colosseum). The Match-

&

For Czech Orch, Quartet

avariani,

by a contemporary Russ

Vienna, June 28.
composer, is very pleasant to hear,
Refusal by Austrian authorities romantic, tuneful and showing
to grant visas to the Czech Sme- strong folk-music strains. Maurice
tana Quartet and the Prague Phil- Vayman is the highly accomplished
harmonic Society for appearances fiddler. Reverse has a sturdy readin, the capital during the festival ing of the Sibelius by the. masterful
weeks, has raised temperature in David Oistrakh, although the recording is grainy. National Philthe cold war here.
few weeks ago it seemed as harmonic backs both.
Cavalcade of Music (Cavalcade).
if the Czech authorities were willing to ease up on travelling re- Conductor-arranger D’Artega in
instrumentations,
soothing
lush,
strictions between the neighboring
though a little too heavy and uncountries.
Visas were obtained
varied.
is Harkness’
without much trouble for internarhythmic mood piece, “Safari,”
tional football matches. For the.
with short pieces by Debussy,
last month, however, the Czechs
Chabrier and others on the reverse.
have again adopted their antiLehar: Land of Smiles
PagaAustrian visitors attitude, so that
nini (Epic.) Highlights from two
the action of the Austrian governfragrant, melodious
operment finds full approval here.
ettas well sung by the Vienna Light

A

German

•

*

of the Orient, has set six concerts
at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., for next
season, to mark the second year
of its new existence (it was for-

merly the
are Nov.

NBC

9,

Symphony). Dates

Dec. 13, Jan.

6,'

Feb. 3

and March 23. Orch will
also be doing some of the NBC-TV
Opera series, and make recordIt will also go out of town
ings.
on dates..
and

29,

Officials

Symphony

Symph

Series

2£/3G

hoped

will

become

an

annual

Tying in with the Mozart Bicen- event.
tennial next season (’55-’56), Columbia Artists Mgt. has racked up
some interesting dates for its Mozart

Concert-Opera Group.

Most

are as guests with orchestras in a
concert version of the opera, “Cosi
fan Tutte.” But one is in Kansas

City, with piano accomp only, on
the Seufert concert series, and Columbia veepee Bill Judd fully expects that this, intro sans orch will
lead to a full tour the' following
&
season on concert courses.
Group opens with the San AnLehar
tonio Symph, with performances
Opera Co.
in Austin and San Antonio, Dec.
Others they’ll appear with
Granados: Goy escas (D.ecca). 2-3.
Scranton Orch Maestro
Part 1, Los Majos Enamorados. a include the St. Louis, Cincinnati
Back for
Dates flavorsome, rich, colorful suite, (in Cincy arid on tour with it iri
played by a skilled, imaginative New Orleans), Minneapolis, WichiFrankfurt, June 28.
ta,
Oklahoma City, Pittsburgh,
Dr. Frieder Weissman is back pianist, Alicia de Larrocha.
French Songs (Angel). Mezzo Springfield (O.) and Bloomington
after a 21-year absence from Germany. Born is Berlin, the maestro Nan Merriman’s companion album (111.) symphs, winding up end of
returned to make a guest appear- to her recent Spanish Songs has April.
ance there conducting the Berlin expressive renderings from DeArtists participating are Phyllis
Symphony Orchestra.
Then he bussy, Faure, Chausson, Bizet, etc. Curtin, Helen George, Jan Hobson,
Brow.
conducts
the
Rome Symphony Choice disk.
David Lloyd, Mac Morgan and
Orchestra at the Basilica di MasKenneth Smith. Fees run from
Andor Toth, associate conductor $2,500 to $3,000*
senzio in mid-July, and returns to
Germany to head the Munich Sym- of the Houston Symphony, has resigned to join the faculty of Oberphony Orchestra Aug. 14.
lin (O.) College next Sept. 1. He
Met basso Luben Vichey, who
Dr. Weissmann is regular conwill be a senior professor and first surprised the trade la#rt week by
ductor of the Scranton, Pa., Sym- violinist
of the Oberlin String buying National Concert & Artists
phony Orchestra and for several Quartet. He will conduct the Hous- Corp., will be on the NBC “Teleyears was also leader of the Havana ton Summer Symphony this year phone Hour” next Monday
(11), in
(Cuba) Symphony.
a$ scheduled.
his debut on that program.

Featured

Concerts for 2d Season
Symphony of the Air, returned
weekend from a 10-week tour

last

Salzburg, June 28.
In longhair circles all over the
world, the year 1956 will be known
It will mark the
as Mozart Year.
200th anniversary of the combirth.
poser’s
Since he was born
in Saizburg, that Austrian city has
a natural tieup for a special event
A week
in- honor of the occasion.
programs is being
special
of
planned for Jan. 21-30, ’56, to be
run by the same city fathers who
manage the Salzburg Music Festival every summer.
The 'big draw of Mozart" week
It
will be his opera, “Idomeneo.”
isn’t his best nor bis most popular,
but half of it was written in Salzburg.
The exceptional nature of
the event, and the infqequeitcy
with- which “Idomeneo” is produced, figure to make it a good
drawing Card for that hard core
of Mozart-lovers who will come
from any place in the world to see
a rare Mozart opera done in Salzburg. There are at least enough of
them to fill the houses for a week
in the cold Salzburg winter or at
least that’s what the management
is betting on.

—

(RCA
Tanglewood for lively,
lean and rhythmic, though
and back again. It somewhat derivative. .Yehudi Menuto

By PAUL PIMSLEUR

Symph of Air Sets Six N.Y,

of the Greater Miami
Society are currently in
N. Y., talking with Symphony of
the Air execs on a Miami season
next winter. Talks last winter, fell
through, but the Miami group has
of the organization’s summer series since reorganized and new officials
at Fairfield U. Field. Gus Haen- are here as reps.
schen will conduct.
Meantime, the symph has a busy
Six-concert sked runs classic-to- summer sked, with four dates at
jazz gamut:
July 8, “Sigmund Stony Brook, L. I., and a series
Romberg
Night,”
concertizing about to’ be set for Ellenville, N.Y.
“New Moon” and “Desert Song,”
with Emerson Buckley conducting
The cast of “Idomeneo” hasn’t
and David Brooks producing-nar- Yugoslavs Teeing Off
been announced, but the conductor
rating; July 22, Tossy Spivakovsky,
Will be Karl Boehm, with direction
violinist; Natalie Ryshna and Ruth
1st Int’l Ballet Fest
by Oscar Fritz Schub and scenery
Steinkraus duo-pianists, and Frank
by Caspar Neher. All three are
Black conducting; July 29, Royal
At Genoa;. U.S. Repped familiar names to Salzburg reguDanish Ballet members, Thomas
lars.
“Idomeneo” will get two
Scherman batoning; Aug. 5, conGenoa, July 5.
cert version of “Carmen,” with
The first International Festival performances at the Festival House
Gloria Lane, Virginia Copeland, of Ballet bows here Saturday (9), (1,600 capacity), on Jan. 27 and 29,
Louis Roney and Robert McFerrin, with some of the world's top names 1956. The only other operatic ofand Evan Whallon conducting: listed for the fest, which runs fering will be Mozart’s little comic
Aug. 19, Hildegarde; Aug. 26, Paul through Aug. 8. Most of the events opera, “The False Garden Girl”
Whiteman’s
evening, Will be presented in the open-air (La Finta Gardinlera). It will be
Gershwin
with Shirley Harmer, soprano, and theatre in the Municipal Park of conducted and directed by BernBuddy Weed, piano.
Nervi* a seaside resort about 20 hard Paumgartner in the small
miles from here. Some groups will Landestheater (625 capacity) on
appear at the Piccolo Teatro Citta Jan. 21 and 25.
here. Local patrons and the muniThe big attractions of Salzburg’s
Mozart Group Set for Big
cipality have provided the neces- Mozart week, outside of the one
sary funds for the fest, which it's big operatic production which alat

Bridgeport, July 5.
Hildegarde will make her debut
appearance with a symphony orchestra Aug. 19 when she fronts
Butterthe Connecticut Symph as feature

by George and Phyllis Mead, commissioned by NBC.
Other two operas in the series

«

Change in the schedule from last
year was dictated simply by the
heavy duty of doubling between
here and Boston by the bulk of the
orch (some 65 men), who played
Pops and Esplanade concerts in
Boston the first part of the week,

firm.

chamber music, L&H.in singers
and small groups. Colbert's big-

in

Missa Solemnis (in memory of will be Puccini’s “Madam
Serge KoUssevitzky, late director fly” Nov. 27 and sixth repeat of
of the BSO).
Gian-Carlo' Menotti’s “Amahl and
Prices are the same as before. the Night Visitors,” originally comTickets for the weekend Shed con- missioned by NBC, Dee. 25,
Samuel Chotzinoff is producer,
certs are $6.50 for boxes, and from
$5.50 down to $2.50 elsewhere. Peter Herman Adler music and arBach-Mozart tabs are $5 and $4. tistic director, Kirk Browning diThe Wednesday chamber concerts rector and Charles Polacheck associate producer, on the series.
are $3 and $2.
•

new

Colbert-LaBerge have specialized

Video Series for ’55-’56

Fest bows with the National
Yugoslav Ballet of Zagreb, In for
three nights, with a symph orch
conducted by Mladen Basic. Alicia
Markova, partnered by Milorad
Harald
Miskovich;
Kreutzberg;
Grand- Ballet of Marquis de
Cuevas; Azuma Kabuki Co. of
Japan, and John Butler’s American
Dance Theatre .(in its fir^t time in
Europe), are also slated.
Fest is under direction of Ugo
Dell’Ara and Mario Porcile. Dale
1

Wasserman

of Hollywood is technician, and aide to Ditta Giulio
Lupetti, Trudy Goth, of New- York
and Florence, is pub relations

head.

ways draws most

attention, will

be

four symphony concerts. The London Philharmonic and the Bamberg (Germany) Symphony are
both coming down for event. Two
concerts will be given by the Vienna Philharmonic, under Edwin
Fischer and Boehm. The London
orch will he batoned by Herbert
von Karajan, and the Bamberg

by Joseph Keilberth, in one
concert each. Importance of the
event prestige-wise is shown by
the Willingness of a major orch
like the London to make the long
trip for one concert in Salzburg.
outfit

Among

the blgger-pame soloists

week will b A pianists Wilhelm Backhaus and Edwin Fischer.

for the

A thought behind the January,
1956, event, outside of the natural
celebration motive, is the longstanding desire to let Salzburg in
Cecil DeMille Using Haakon and on the rich winter sport tourist
Others In ‘Commandments’
season, which has so far passed
them by in favor of towns like
Hollywood, Jtily 5.
Zell-am-See and Kitzbuhl, which
Sextet of international ballet and have good lifts and high slopes
dance headliners have been called with sure snow. A new lift is
by Cecil B. DeMille to appear as planned for the Untersberg mounworshippers of the Golden Calf in tain near Salzburg, to put it in the
his “lO* Commandments,” in
a running as a ski center. Together
sequence choreographed by LeRoy with the musical attraction, always
Frinz,
powerful in Salzburg, they’re hopCombo includes Paul Haakon, ing to attract tourists who want
Anna Cheselka, Gregor Mondjian, music with their skiing, or Vice
Aaron Gerard, Lela Zali and Moshe versa. If this year’s event works
Lazrah.
out, it may become an annual.
GOLDEN CALF BALLET

1

Wednesday, July

<S,

iimATI
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Terrains Book on Tour D’Argent
Claude Terrail, owner of the
famed sixth floor chichi Paris
restaurant La Tour D’Argent, has
written a book, “Je Suis Restaurateur” (I
A Restaurateur),
which is a part of a collection of
The Edition’s Conquistador called
“Mon Metier” (Mjr Profession). In
a breezy, personalized way Terrail

f

:

Metro and 20th, among other filta
studies, and also Reader’s Digest.

Scully’s “Villa Variety,” in Nice,
overlooking the .Riviera, was a
crossroads of the Cote d’Azur in
the lush 1920s when he was a roving correspondent for this paper.
Upon hi$ return, when he took up
permanent residence, on' the Coast,
he so continued. Incidentally as
spins an outline of his life and a literati memo of no great motimes and then goes into his con- ment, excepting that this is more
cept of! the restaurant business than the usual impersonal item for
brightened by anecdotage and a the record, it should- be editorially
eulogy to his father.
footnoted, also for- the re'cord, that
For those in on the Continental Scully is the’ most prolifically recircuit this would make pleasant printed byliner Variety has ever
browsing as it divulges a few se- had. True, the Anniversary Numcrets of catering to the VIP trade, bers inspire queries for reprint
and also does- some tongue-in-cheek rights,* and some of the pieces
satirizing of the inside biz tricks have found their way into sundry
that make for sprightly passages.
anthologies (separate and apart
from “The Spice of Variety,”
which Holt published as a follow‘Marilyn Monroe (The Girl)*
“Marilyn Monroe (The Girl)” is up to “Show Biz”), but Scully’s
a 35c Ballantine paperback treat- weekly contribs get constant ining with the filming of “7 Year quiry for republicatiop. In short,
Itch”, photographed by. Sam Shaw, the most literate mugg on the
foreword by George Axelrod, au- paper.
thor of the play from which 'the
Charles K. Feldman (20th) producNew TV UNESCO Supplement
tion was adapted.
UNESCO has put out a 50-page
supplement to its 153 publication,
Gloria’s ‘Love Poems*
“Television,
A World Survey”,
“Love Poems,” a “culmination compiled by Dr. Henry Cassirer,
of 10 years’ work” by Gloria Van- head of the video section.
It
derbilt .currently starrying in a brings to date the rapidly changpackaged strawhat production of ing tv picture on. a world basis.
“Picnic," will be published in'Sep- Book shows that since 1953 the
tember. The actress, in an inter- number of tv transmitters, worldview with Elaine Drooz over WPTR wide, has tripled, and the number
in Albany last week, said she had of sets in use have about doubled
Seen the galley proofs, and thought with 42,000,000 as against 25,000,the “very delicate pen drawings 000 in 1953.
by Ann Bridges Groth to be so
completely a part, of the poems
Barnes’ Sports' Books
that they would not be complete
Among the new A. S. Barnes
without them,”
publications is a postmortem anMiss Vanderbilt described the thology of Grantland Rice’s poems,
poems as “very feminine and del- under the title of “The Final
She added, “They come Answer,” selected and foreword by
icate.”
about from life and from things John Kieran; Babe Didrikson Zahathat I have experienced.” Some of rias’ autobiog, “This Life I’ve
the poems were published in a Led”; “Collier’s Greatest
Sports
recent issue of Look.
Stories,” edited

Am

.

-

veep* When both were at Doubleday, that firm published Willson's
“And There I Stood With My Piccolo,” but this fall will see the
musician-author’s “Eggs I Have
Laid” under "the Holt imprint. It’s
in the same offbeat humor as
“Piccolo.”
Another songsmith - humorist,
Steve Allen, is also due via Holt
with “14 For Tonight,” being that
many short stories,, not a few cf
them spawned by the bespectacled
comedian’s closeup on the tv studio
audiences that pass in the night..
Allen also has a novel in work for
Holt; The “14” shorts are slated
for October publication.
Alice-Leone Moats, who spent
several months at Estoril,- the resort outside of Lisbon, Portugal,
interviewing the widow of ex-King
Carol of Rumania, has written a
definitive biog of Ellena Lupescu,
also for Holt, to be simply called
“A
“LupeScu.”
Walter Lord’s
Night To Remember,” the story of
-the Titanic and the night it went
down, is also due next January,

•

by,

Tom Me any,

,

•

American prose Action

writers. Fol-

lowing his participation in the
seminar in Nagano, he will deliver
'

several public lectures in Tokyo
and Kyoto.

N. Y.’s Rumford Buy-In
Francis N. Ehrenberg, president
of the Blanchard Press Inc., New
York,, has been elected chairman
of the board of directors of the
Rumford Press in Concord, N. H.,

Co.,

which also owns

Field fc Stream, is publishing “The
Field & Stream Treasury,” anthology of 60 years from that
sports monthly. Pieces by Irvin S.

News Life, a daily.
Jim Bishop, author

of the current bestseller, “The Day Lincoln
Was Shot,” is doing a $1- book, on
Jackie Gleason for
Simon &
Schuster,
Neil Douglas, U. S. writer and

via Barnes.
doubling as columnist for several
Westchester weeklies for which he
of nation-'
2 Show Biz Novels
did a pillar for 10 years before
ally circulated magazines.
Two novels with show biz back- World War II. Chatter and anecJ. Richard Jackman, president of
Rumford Press, said Ehrenberg and grounds are on the early summer dote column starts this week.
his New York firm, has acquired a lists. One Is Clemence Dane’s 629- Papers include the Hastings Press,
“substantial interest” in the big page bonanza, “The Flower Girls” Dobbs Ferry Sentinel, Greenburgh
Hampshire printing establish (Norton; $4.95), a July Book-of-the- Independent, Ardsley Recorder and
ment, but that there would be “no Month Club selection.
more Yonkers Press.
Mimi Sheraton, home, food, and
substantial change either in man- modest entry is “Leaps the Wild
Thunder” by Garald Lagard (Mor- shopping editor of Seventeen mag
agement or production.”
row; $3.50).
for the last six years, named manLike
classic,
Ewen’s Gershwin Blog
“Broome aging editor of House Beautiful’s
Miss 'Dane’s new work ‘Guide for the Bride,’ ‘Building
David Ewen, who has done juve Stages,
nile editions of modern composers, deals with a; British theatrical Manual’ and ‘Practical Gardener,’
However, this time the
Art Settel, CBS Public Affairs inIs working on a definitive work’ on family.
George Gershwin for spring pub- setting—is contemporary, and the formation specialist, has an article
lication by Holt. Ewen has been story concerns a young man from titled “Germany Makes Amends”
Intimately lacked in with Ira the American, branch of the acting in a forthcoming issue of Reader’s
Gershwin for weeks at a time. Title Floristers Whor goes from Holly- Digest. Piece deals with German
wood to England to fall in love restitution to Israel.
will be “A Touch of Greatness.”
with one of his attractive relatives.
Tlie well-known Dane touch
Cook’s
Tour
Religioso
.

which prints a number

*

A

.

her

A religioso note has been inThe
jected into the tour biz.
Council of Liberal Churches is
setting up a September tour called
“Odyssey of Inspiration” with
stress on visits to Europe’s major,
cathedrals, churches, synagogues
.

and shrines. Under direction of
religioso .writer Roland Gammon,
it’ll also include interviews with
foreign religious leaders.

manifested
dialog

—sJ^- e

is

in

characterization,
passages.

and descriptive

ds. bulk,, the novel

moves

swiftly and romantically; It seems
inevitably, destined for a splashy,
all-color treatment in one of the

wide-screen processes.
ITAin

an historical
a traveling tent

in

|.

vein, dealing with

show that is trapped below the
Mason-Dixon Line during the War
Tour, through seven foreign Between the States. The book has
two .heroes, rebel Rack Ballard,
capitals in a month, is set at a 20
person maximum and will cost dashing Dixie cavalier; and Col.

turpentine, a remarkable yellbw
tomcat who likes his whiskey
peered neat. For villainy, in
Vt of a Blog
Jae Greenberg, whir will publish addition to damyankees, there is a

each $1,252.

Frank

Scully’s

Scully’s “Cross My Heart,’
has decided to add 16 pages of
one of Sime
photos, including
Silverman, in itself a rare item as
the founder of Variety, was not
given to lensing, But since Scully
talks so much about Sime “in the

surly hon tamer.
The heroine’s
role is assigned ,to a comely
tent
show dancer. At times the plot
seems to obscure the greater melodramas of civil war and show biz,
comes right,
*5 i e e P d
iienmtely
a hammock contender
first half of my life and lack of for B-picture possibilities. Down.
loves, ending on the return of the
native in 1933 after 16 years of
More Show Biz Books
as he
rather painful Odyssey”
Maestro-composer-author Mereputs it the publisher insisted on dith Willson has followed William
a still of the top Variety guy of E. Buckley from Doubleday to
them all.
Henry Holt
Co., of which the
Book has elicited interest from latter is now the trade department

Frank

—

—

.

&

Scully
Hollywood.

Every time I hear an emcee remark, “This program is spontaneous
and unrehearsed,” I. feel a dissenting opinion rising until it has to be
muffled before it breaks out into a Bronx cheer. Almost every great
performance, if you research the thing far enough, seems to have had
its

share of rehearsals.

Take the performance of Eddie Foy at the Iroquois Theatre fire
back in Christmas week of 1903. It doesn’t get much footage in “The
Seven Little Foys,” but without Eddie’s cool courage on that terrifying
and disastrous occasion there might not have been any little Foys at all.
He was 15 at the time. The Widow Fitzgerald (the real name of the
Foys) was living with a widowed daughter arid her 18-months-old
baby in a district where the north and south branches of the Chicago
river separated the rich from the poor.
They had come from New York to Chicago after Eddie’s father, who
got shot in the shoulder in the second Battle of Bull Run, went insane,
was rowed over to' Blackwell’s Island to be “cared for” and one day
fell in the East Rivet and was drowned.
Eddie’s

casket.

m

and including pieces by Walter
Camp, H. C. Witwer, Budd Schulberg, Ring Lardner, Knute Rockne,
Grantland Rice,' Damon Runyon, lecturer, o.o’ing Auld Lang Syne
Gene Tunney and Jimmy Demaret; beauty and interest spots, and
Red Grange’s “My Favorite lensing scenes for a film “The
Stories”; .Sports Afield gun editor Glories of Scotland.”
Pete Brown’s “Guns and Hunting.”
President of France conferred
Another Barnes book, due Oct. Chevalier of Legion
of Honor on
5, is radio-tv writer Jerry D. Lewis’
B. H. Morgan, managing -director,
anthology of the world’s greatest of French
office of the Edinburgh
pokeb stories,” under the title publishing
firm of Thomas Nelson
psalcr’s Choice,” and including
& Sons.
33 pieces by byliners such as
Bill Watters has been named
Achmed Abdullah, John O’Hara, Coast
managing editor for The
Robert Benchley, F. P, Adams, Diplomat,
American society magSomerset Maugham, Russel Crouse, azine,
published <&n Washington,
C. S. Forester, James Thurber,
D. C. Watters will continue to
Robert Ruark, Ernest Hemingway. serve
as Hollywood editor for TheMale fashion columnist Bert Bacha- atre Arts
magazine in addition to
rach also has “Right Dress (Success his
new assignment.
Through Better Grooming)” due in
Press agent Jack Egan again
November

New

SCRAPBOOK

By Frank

Foy, Lincoln And A Five
first memory of. Chicago was seeing Abraham Lincoln in a
His mother got a job nursing Mrs. Lincoln, whose- mind became unbalanced at the loss of her husband and her son Tad,
So by the time Eddie was a teenager, he was practically living a
Russian novel. But he had never been called on to think himself out
Cobb, Zane Grey, Stewart Edward of a predicament until the Chicago fire’ began scorching the neck of
White and others are included. the poor.
Also via Holt will come “AmbasThe second night of the fire Eddie was awakened by bells ringing
Extraordinary,”
sador
biog
of at Decoven and Jefferson Sts. A$ the engines came tearing down the
Clare Boothe Brokaw Luce, which, .dusty streets, Eddie’s mother finally got him up. When she learned
despite the author’s association
that the fire had leaped across the river near Polk St., she decided
With the U, S. Ambassador to Italy,
which dates back to 1924, plus his that something had to give. People were running in all directions. To
be on the safe side, Mrs. Fitzgerald said, “Eddie, you take Bernard
intimate work with Mrs. Luce in
Italy, is not to be considered an (the 18-months-old baby) and go up to the Jacksons till the fire is over.
If our house doesn’t burn, come back here in the morning. If it does,
“authorized” biography.
we’ll join you at the Jacksons.”
The Jacksons lived at the corner of Lake and Dearborn, just south
CHATTER
j/of the main Chicago River. The fire would have to burn through the
Mike Todd profiled in current business section to reach them and that seemed impossible.
issue of Saga mag under tag, “The
Eddie took the baby and trudged northward, but he could see flames
Man Who Can’t Go Broke.”
leaping in the air, and the farther he went the more he got scared.
Seymour Lawrence made direc- He looked back and was sure the fire had already taken their house.
tor and Nancy E. Reynolds manThe tumult was growing worse on all sides. Men were hurrying
aging editor of Atlantic Monthly
about looking for wagons to save their furniture ahd when Foy reached
Press.
the Jacksons he found they were moving out too. They wanted to
David Heyler, pioneer Beverly know what
the name of heaven he was doing there with the baby.
Hills realtor who was BH Man of
“Get across the Tiver or down to the lake front, quick,!” they ordered.
the Year in 1953, purchased BH

&

and Holt

'

Faulkner To Japan
William Faulkner will lecture at
the third annual American Literature Seminar to be held at Nagano,
Japan Aug. 1 to 21. Seminar is bef
ing sponsored by the American
Embassy Exchange of Persons Program.
The Nobel prize-winning author
is expected to lecture on his own
works and also those of other

SCULLY’S

A Babe In Arms
There he stood, dazed, holding a baby in his arms^ but the flames
were coming their way and sparks were carried far ahead by the wind.
He feared he might even be cut off from an escape. It was clear to
him that if the baby were to be saved he would have to do it unassisted. Every bridge he headed toward was jammed with traffic.
Everybody was cursing and screaming, crying a n d fighting. He kept
heading eastward, but he ran into more trouble crossing streets because drivers were utterly recldess of people on foot.
Trying to shield the baby, he was knocked this way and that by
hysterical refugees. Sparks and burning embers were flying across the
heavens and falling in showers and poor Eddie was continually afraid
that some of them would set the baby’s clothes’ on fire. He protected
the baby’s head with fhC flap of his coat. This also muffled the baby’s
cries, for terror had overcome infants as well as the adults.
By the time Eddie reached Michigan Ave., that little bundle of joy,
now a sad sack of terror, was getting painfully heavy. Eddie began to
worry what had become of his mothers and sisters. If they were still
ajive, liow would they ever find each other again? Wagonloads of
household goods passed him in full gallop— some unaware that the
rear of their loads were blazing.
Taking a final chance, Eddie dashed across the last street to the
lake shore and reached the water’s edge alive. This was not a guarantee of safety, because many people, driven by the intense heat, went
far out in the water and were drowned. Eddie found a bed of men’s
fine $10 suits which had been dragged to the shore and there he and
the baby slept while the fire burned itself out.
It was reported that the south side had been spared and Eddie decided to go around that way, cross the river and come back on the
west bank, hoping to find where their home had been. It turned out
to be impossible to cross the business section, as even in ruins, these
buildings were still glowing hot. He zigzagged through the edge of
the burned district, seeing thousands like himself wandering around
,

°’

-

looking for their families.

Then it began to rain. Now he was afraid little Bernard would catch
his death of cold. They were both ravenously hungry, and the babycried incessantly. Eddie learned by asking around that his home
neighborhood had been burned over completely. After a day of trying
to get back to his home neighborhood, fagged out, soaking wet from
the rain, he noticed that the churches were headquarters for refugees.
He decided to stop at the next one he saw, which happened to be
four or five miles away. He staggered to it and sank down, on the steps
exhausted. Kind women gathered around the dismal pair, took the
baby from his arms and carried him inside where he could dry hima stove. He grew drowsy and fell asleep, surrounded by
people nearly as badly off as himself and all nevertheless helping each

self before

other.

Refreshed after 12 hours sleep, he was awakened by the smell of
hot coffee. He asked one of the women to take care of Bernard while
he went to see what happened to his family.
Continued from page 3
“No, you stay right here,” she commanded. “We’ll try to do that
Meanwhile, “The Constant Hus- for you. You’d never find them wandering around. We have already
organized
a sort of identification service.”
band,” starring Rex Harrison and
Margaret Leighton, is being pedThe Foys United, the Fire Out
dled for theatrical distribution folThe waiting with nothing to do Was agony for Eddie. About 36 hours
lowing its projected preem on one later, a man with a paper in his hand came to him and said, “Are you
of the NBC spectaculars. There is Eddie Fitzgerald?”
a strong feeling that, although at
“Yes sir,” said Eddie.
least
one
distributor
(United
“Your mother and sisters are at the Scanimond School, Corner of
Artists) has already made it clear Madison and Holstead.”
it wouldn't
handle a pic that's
Eddie almost collapsed again under the good news. When you con“opened” on tv, plenty ’of distrib sider they had no telephones, that all news had to be carried by mesinterest still attaches
to “Hus- senger, it was a marvelous example what people can do in an emerband” on the theory that the tv gency.
show may act more as a trailer than
Assuming his family had heard news of him, Eddie burst in on them,
a deterring factor.
the baby in his arms, and gave them the shock of their lives. They
Industry observers are. watching wept and kissed each other oveir and over again, and who wouldn’t?
with particular- interest the evenWith this experience behind him, it is easy to see why Eddie Foy
tual fate of “The Magic Box” which was able to keep his head trying to calm those 2,400 people packed
is due for NBC airing in July on
in a brandnew theatre built to seat 1,600, That only 602 of them were
a colorcast. Film never caught on burned or crushed to death in that Iroquois Theatre fire can be laid
theatrically.
If it’s reissued, and to the man who in a ridiculous, abbreviated Mother Hubbard dress
is
successful,
such,
popularity and a clown’s hat kept telling them, “Take your time, folks. Don’t. get
would immediately be ascribed to excited. If you keep cool, you’ll be in no clanger.”
the giant tv “plug” and may well
The fire was out in eight minutes, but those who didn’t listen to
set the pattern for future "thinking Eddie Foy died at nearly the rate of 100 a minute.
on the use of tv in connection with
He, the last man on the stage to leave, following his own counsel
was among those to be saved.
film exploitation.
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band of Pawn Addami, played a

formes tt Grandes Manoeuvres,” at

bit role opposite his wife in her
London
the Pompeya and the Palace,
Hollywood
Broadway
Maria Felix in. for a few days
Tony Hancock back in cast of current starrer, “The Rommel
Marjorie Rambeau stricken with
The Arthur Hornblow Jrs. sailed last week en route to Havana, and
Treasure,”
a
German-Italian
cosome
strep throat.
for Europe last week on the Nieuw from there to her native Mexico “Talk of the Town’.’ after
production.
weeks* illness,
Marge McKay recovering after
Amsterdam.
Italo Silver Ribbon awards, top
to film “La Escondida” (The HidYolande Donlan’s book, “Dust in local film kudos for year, will be major surgery.
Syd Eiges, NBC veep in charge den One) with Pedro Armendariz,
r
daily
published
being
My
Mink,”
in
his
15th
into
year
Robin Robin to Rockland, Me.,
of press, barged
awarded next month at Casona
under direction of Roberto Gavaldiary form in the Daily Express. delle Bose ceremonies. Prizes
at the network as of July 1.
don.
are for summer stock.
Bedford Theatre, one of the old- results of votes by Italo film crix
Francis L. Sullivan, who starred
Photographer Wallace Seawell
Max Gordon in town from ColIn “Witness for the Prosecution," (Paul Hesse exec) whose cameras est London vaude houses, being association.
umbia's N Y. office.
sailed for London yesterday (Tues.) have recorded the faces of the demolished to make way for a pubAdam Darius, British choreogon the Mauretania.
who’s who of show biz and big lic library.
rapher, visiting studios.
It was Ed and Pegeen Fitzger- business, flew in from the Istanbul
Fred Briskin won Columbia stuAlfred Drake victim of laryngitis
Minneapolis
and
,

ald’s 25th wedding anniversary
opening on the last lap of a Eu& ropean tour he is making for
Mrs. team on radio-tv.
Scandinavian Airlines.
Luise Rainer off to Genoa last
week on the Saturnia accompanied
by her husband, Robert Knittel,
l*aris
and daughter Francesca.
By Gene Moskowltz
Glynis Johns, Theatre Guild
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44)
exec Jerry Whyte and pianist

their 15th as the pioneer Mr.

Thomas Brockman' in from Europe
yesterday (Tues.) on the Queen
Mary.
Sidney Kaye

is

now

Agatha Christie in town for a
vacation.

Duncan MacGregor, of the Paris
Owner Theatre in NY, nere to ogle pix

sole

of the Russian Tea Boom, 57th St.
longhair and ballet mecca, having
bought out his longtime partner,
Phil Bender,
Stanley Kolbert, Interboro Circuit exec, serving as Motion Picture Division chairman of the 1955
Sister Elizabeth Kenny Polio
Foundation fund-raising campaign.
Luba Malina en route to Cannes
on the Andrea Doria accomped by
husband Myron Sulzberger Jr. Also
abroading on same ship is restaurateur Vincent Sardi Sr. and

for future bookings.
Gina Lollobrigida in on a quick-

They’ll debark at
Mrs. Sardi.
Genoa.
Hal Kanter, having completed
scripting-staging chores on the
“George Gobel Show’’ for the season, motoring to New York by way
of Savannah, his hometown, with
his two older daughters. His wife

Gloria Swanson in to spend few
weeks with daughter Michele
Farmer Amon. She’ll not do a pic

and baby

him

join

in

Gotham

later

in July.

Bums Sc Allen and the *Jack
Bennys (Mary Livingstone) planed
in from the Coast Monday (4) with
the Bennys in for a “stage wait’’ re
the
Impending motherhood of
their daughter. Joan (Mrs. Seth'
Baker) and B&A in for that as well
as to cut some film in their CBS-

TV

series.

Merman

Ethel

Sunday

(10)

planing into town
from her Denver home

to tune, up for femcee role on CBSTV’s “Toast of the Town” (July
17) as pinchhittress for' vacationing
Ed Sullivan, and while here will
do a few radio guestings to plug
her book, “Who Could Ask for
Anything More?” released last

week.

Henry

Sell,

editor of

Town

&

Country, invented the hotel opening junkets back in the depressed
1930 period, when everything from
the Waldorf and the French Line
to the Castle Harbour Hotel (Bermuda), the Furness Whitney Line’s
hotels and the Flagler hostelries
Were hypoed by “blue blood blues
singers” (socialite canaries).

ie visit,

then hack

to-

Borne

to fin-

her present pic, “The 'Most
Beautiful Woman.”
Lisa Ferraday in as press agent
of the “Oklahoma” company and
stays on for role in “Trapeze” before rejoining troupe.
Simone Simon signed for Anglo
pic, .“Extra Day,” opposite Richard
Basehardt, with Peter Fairchild to
direct. Pic will concern the film
ish

milieu.

dio golf tournament with a 69.
By Les •fees
Larry Stewart joined Screen
Hotel Radisson Flame Room has Gems as ass’t, casting director.
chirper Helen ©'Connell.
George Liberace returned from
Hollyto
planing
Jenkins
Megs
Songstress Sarah Vaughan into national tour of radio-tv sponsors.
wood to appear in her original role
E. J. Mannix back at Metro desk
in “A Day By the Sea” in new the Flame nitery for 11 days.
Huntington Hartford theatre.
Exotic dancer Stella Dallas held after extended Honolulu vacash.
Ingo Preminger abroading to set
Lawrence H. Lipskin,* Columbia over fifth week at St. Paul Alary’s
agency reps in Paris and London.
.span
publicist, in town for brief
nitery.
Mike Newman, Columbia pix exafter attending their EuropeanPiano duetists Monroe Levin ploiteer, confined with slight heart
Middle East Convention at Venice’s and Cameron McGraw here for
attack.
Lido.
concert.
Loretta Ydung reported in good
An extra $1.20 weekly pay been
Eddy Howard and WSM’s Webb condition following surgery for adawarded film technicians working Pierce and latter's “gang” played
hesions.
for Assn, of Specialized Film Pro- Prom Ballroom one-nighters.
Sid Solow returned to Consoliducers, who make shorts documen“Solid Gold Cadillac”' booked dated lab headquarters following
taries and topics.
for two nights at St. Paul AudiLes Compagnons de la Chanson torium as well as for eight days Mexican biz trip.
William Holden resigned from
teamed up with Les Petits Chan- at local Lyceum in mid-August.
L.A. Park Commission due to picteurs a la Croix de Bois for a threeHermann Herz, Duluth, Minn., ture commitments.
which
week season at the Palace
Symphony orchestra (baton wieldFrank Lovejoy to San Luis
opened lasst week.
er, guest conductor with MinneAlexander Ince in town confer- apolis Pops orchestra for local Obispo as grand marshal of the big
Air
Force celebration.
ring with Eric Glass- re Broadway park concert.
Jules Sharr swung from N. Y, to
cast Of “The Firstnighters,” the
John K. ShCrman, veteran Min- Coast William Morris office in perAmerican version of Philip King’s neapolis Star drama, music and art
sonal appearance dept.
“On Monday Nejtt.”
editor-critic, played chauffeur role
Ernest Rufino, Philippine theaDon Bailey, recently with Fran- in Old Log strawhatter’s produc-

which cancelled three of his appearances in “Kismet/’ breaking a

•

20-year record.

.

.

1

Paramount
Hunter, joined Mills tion of “Sabrina.” He previously tre chain exec, visited
studios for confabs, on VistaVision
with Vittorio De Sica' in Italy for Organization as assistant to Griff appeared with company in “The installations.
Lewis, its professional manager. Front Page.”
story wasn’t right.
Joseph P. Hoenig feted by
Preston Sturges starts his two He’ll take care of British music in
Southern Cal. Variety Club, Tent
version (French-English) pic, “Les Mills subsidiary B. F. Wood Music
25, on eve of his resigning managCarnets De Major Thompson,” in Co, Ltd.
Fire Island
ing directorshipx of Ambassador
July, with Jack Buchanan and
Hotel.
By Mike Gross
Martine Carol starring.
The new Mt, Siani Hospital*
The Gale Agency’s A1 Wilde netted $31,875, topping all anticipaRobert Mitchum busy ogling
Istanbul
.
tagged his house Le Coq Eye.
Paris spots before heading for
tions, from the benefit preem of
Nice to begin his star stint in
By N. Zarar
CBS John Henry Faulk has the Stanley-, Kramer’s “Not As A
Sheldon Reynolds’ first full length
French diseuse Maria D’ Alpha only pet kid (goat) on the island. Stranger,” held at the Stanley
pic, “Foreign Intrigue” (UA).
nitery.
at the swanky Cinar
Burton Lane dropping pic cleff- Warner Beverly Theatre before a
Academie De Jazz gave its top
Muhsin Ertugrul, director of the ing for another crack at a Broad- crowd of filmites.
kudos this year to Sarah Vaughan, State Theatre, off to Lbndon.
Six new- alternate members of
way tuner.
with Martial Solal winning the
Board
Hindu dancers Sitka & Rabia at
Jersey theatre owner Wilbur the Screen Directors! Guild’s
Django Reinhardt prize for the the Fish Alive eatery, with SpanDirectors have been appointed,
of
Snaper and wife, Eleanor Kilgalbest Gallic soloist of the year.
Lineup
ish singer. Gloria Marlova heading
to serve one-year terms.
View.
Sea
summering
at
len,
of
copies
signing
Elsa Maxwell
bill,
Metro's “Love Me Or Leave includes H. C. Potter, Dick Powell,
her book, “J’Ai Recu Le Monde
Turkish folk dancer “Black SerNicholas Ray, John Bich, John
Entier” (I Received The Whole pent” heading attractions at the Me,” a big grosser in a two-day
Sturges and Norman Taurog.
date
at Ocean Beach Theatre.
World), on a boat on the Seine chichi Sadirvan Room of the IstanArnold Horwitt made his Ocean
hired especially for the purpose.
bul-Hilton.
a
with
official
home-buy
Beach
“Toute
memoirs,
Mistinguette’s
Dormen house-warming shindig Saturday
Legit actor Haldun
Ma Vie” (All My Life), will prob- signed
San Francisco
to play lead in new Turkish
0
„
ably he made as a Franco-U.S. co- comedy, “The Guest From Egypt”. ( 2 ).
By Bill Stelf
Herman Wouk back at his Seaproduction; possible leading play- Rehearsals start July 15.
view home. His new tome, “MarMarl Blanchard here ballylng
ers will be Jeanmaire and Danny
Pianist Ilham Gencer and his jorie Morningstar,” is due in the
Sinbad.”
of
“Son
Kaye.
singer wife, Ay ten Alpman, conEdna Wallace Hopper revisiting
“Tea And Sympathy” may be a tracted for the whole summer by fall.
t t x
Marilyn Monroe back for an- girlhood sights and sites.
next season legit entry with Ingrid Borivaj, the Bosphorous nitery.
her
with
guesting
look-see
other
Harry Press, SF News reporter,
Bergman and Yves Vincent at the
Meinecke’s production of Actors Studio teacher Lee StrasMax
won a Nieman Fellowship.
Athenee, and "Witness for the Beaumarchais’ “Marriage of FigFlu bug caught Peggy Lee, but
Prosecution” slated for Edouard aro”, opened at the Gulhane Park berg.
linMax Gordon (the nitery op)
she didn’t miss a show at the FairVII Theatre.
July 1. Comedy has Nedret AriSacha Guitry’s next pic, “Si burnu and Muzaffer Arslan as Its ing up suggestions for a moniker mount.
for the old-fashioned ice cream
Met Opera’s Franca Duval here.
Paris M’Etait Conte” (If Paris stars.
parlor he’s opening in Gotham in for “pop” concert with Arthur
Were Told Me), will be narrated
Air Theatre con- the fall.
Open
The
diFiedler.
by himself, also written and
tracted the Ankara State Co. for
On the beach: Screen Gems
Lloyd Nolan showing off beard
rected by -himself with $2,000,000
Plays to be presented Diane Young, legit designer Pete
August.
he's grown for next film, “The ,
production nut.
will be “Montserrat’V “Volpone”,
Bernard Hilda heads for L.A. “L’Invitation au Chateau”, and Larkin, NBC publicist A1 Ryland- Last Hunt.”
er, Warner Bros, pressagent Jack
Maya Angelou, back from “Porgy
July 28 for three-month stint at “Othello”.
Tirman, playwright Ed (“Stalag and Bess” tour in Italy, resumed
Beverly Hilton. He’ll form an
Legit comedian Munir Ozkul 17”) Trzcinski, and Pat Finch of
Purple Onion.
orch there and is taking only at
at
will start working in Atlas Films’
“Fanny.”
Gallic chantoosy, Paule Dejardin.
Lilli-Ann
Corp.
out
bought
“Tus” as soon as he finishes his
He goes to Rome for a four-week role
house
for “Fifth Season” at Alcazar
comin the same company’s
one. night, treating staff to the
club date before heading State- edy-thriller, “The Lucky Number.”
cis,
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By Jerry Gaghan
Georgie Shaw opens
Bands, Las Vegas, July 6.

at

the

The O’Connor Twins dropped
their femme partner to work as a
duo.
Billy Boot, local saxophonist, to
join Buddy Bich outfit in New

side.

Helen Grayco in to plug latest
Atlantic City
Label X recording, “What Do You
See In Her.”
By Joe W. Walker
Dan Bucceroni, former heavyKay Martin with her Bodyguards
weight contender, now managing a plus Flame Moore back into Bamcombo, the Musketeers.
boo Club.
The Scots Guard Band makes its
Back into Brighton Punch bowl
first local appearance at the Arena,
for season, Joe Stern orchestra
Oct. 28, under S. Hurok’s aegis.
plus Bill and Giner Phillips.
Gaeton Moliere, Philly violist
Ritz
Carlton Merry-Go-Round
and Curtis grad, leaves the Hous lounge featuring Joe Loco plus
ton Symphony for first viola desk Bonnie Lee, the Melodians.
with the Minneapolis Symp.
Ralph and Buddy Bonds featured
Herb Goldstein, former promo- in Ambassador Hotel's 22 Club
tion manager for Columbia Bee*
with songstress Nancy- Noland. Disk
ordSr, takes over reins for Vince
jockey Eddie Newman at Ambie
Carson’s releases on Victor’s label Bar.
X.
President Hotel’s Round the

Chan Parker, widow Of Charles

“Yardbird”
Parker,
sponsoring
contemporary jazz series Monday
nights at the Bucks County Aquaclub, near New Hope, Pa.
Hugh Walsh, boxoffice man at
the Academy of Music, will be at
his post for the next week to handle advance sales for run of Sadr
ler’s Wells Ballet, due in October,

.

(

Both

films

directed

by

Sadan

Kamil.

York.

By Ramsay Ames

Castellano, Hilton; 37-22*00)

Fernanda

Montel

warbling

at

the Pavilion.

Andres

Segovia and
Rosario & Her Spanish Ballet the
biggest draws at last week’s festival in Granada.
Jose Ferrer reportedly coming
here to star in a film based on the
life
of Spain’s late and most
famous matador, Manolete.
Guitarist

New

films: Universal’s “Flame of
at the Retf and Beatriz;
in Honduras”
at Rialto; Fernandel starrer, “Uni-

Araby"

RKO’s “Appointment

Pictures and stories about Hollyactress Terry Moore continuing in every, paper in town, after
the actress’ photography scandal
that took place during her stay, as
Conrad N. Hilton’s guest at the
opening of his Hotel.

wood

Rome

,

Pittsburgh
play.
It could have been a producers*
By Hal V. Cohen
convention: in town at same time
William Mymetal home from hos- were
Max Gordon, Richard "Kollpital following major surgery.
mar and Edwin Lester.
Bob Hope in today (Wed.) for
Sani Rosey, ex-booker for Bim“Seven
his
plug
a flying visit to
bo’s 365 Club and now Russ MorLittle Foys.”
gan’s personal manager, in town
Michael McHale named director
to plug Morgan records.
for dramatic organization of U. of
More Sahl acquires a new pride
Pittsburgh.
Bablor), a new agent (Dave
Kap Monahan, critic for the (Susan
O’Malley) and a new hometown

Press, to

New York

to catch

up on

(Los Angeles) all in a fortnight.

new shows.
Randolph Hale, producer
Jay Seiler into the Ankara after ing legit version Of Barnaby backCondoing Scarecrow role in “Wizard of rad’s “Matador,”
( Archimede
says play won’t
Stadium.
Nicholas Bros, toplining at Cas- Oz” at Pitt
O’Shea re- be ready for the stage before late
Patsy
Singer-dancer
fall.
ina delle.Rose alfresco nitery.
from Ray SchuDore
Schary
Jan Peerce to Spain after re- ceived a sparklerForce.
herded
Frank
bert, of the Air
Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson, George
cording stint for Italian RCA.
to New York for
Norris
Janice
Murphy, Peggy Ryan .up from
Tourist-about-Rome: Ann Miller,
preliminary
World Room opened Friday (1) Diana Lynn, Judy Holliday, Irene tv auditions and
Hollywood for banquet closing UN
screenings for film test.
night with Bobby Roberts Oreli Dunne, Gordon Scott.
sessions.
Gus Davis, SW booker, and Mary
and Jose Pillado and his Mamba
Minerva-Excelsa has four CineSaul Vaentz, promotion director
crew featured.
mascope color items on its season Davis, who used to work there, too, of Fantasy Records, just back from
their
20th
anni.
cross-country tour in which he
agenda, to be produced by Carlo celebrated
Sammy Walsh back to Miami made contact with 20 independent
Ponti.
Gina Lollobrigida to Paris and Beach after a month of nitery distributors.
Las Vegas
back to receive her second Victoire engagements around here.
Ralph Staub in town for couple
By Bill Willard
award, based on French magazine
of days shooting local footage for
Wally Cox pacted to follow Dick popularity poll.
Variety Clubs documentary.
his
Houston
Haymes into the Dunes with chirp
Kerima signed for new FrancOMaryetta Evans to Florida for
Eileen Barton also on the John Italian co-production, “Go.ubiah,”
Ballerina Nina Coppola back
Nesbitt playbill.
which rolls middle July in Yugo- week and rejoins rest of family .home, from New York.
Friday (8) for week at NY's Palace
Hank Henry will do some bits slavia, On Adriatic coast.
Deejays Paul Berlin (KNUZZ',
for Jack Donohue and Bill Miller
Richard Basehart, current in Theatre.
Don Estes (KPRC-TV) doing week*
on their Colgate tv late in July “The Swindlers,” goes into an Engly record columns in local papers*
and two slots in August,
lish production, “Extra Day,” in
Houston entertainment agent
Washington
Stubby Kaye and John Silver late summer. Simone Simone has
Phil Lampkin now booking acts
casing the Royal Nevada, where femme lead.
A. Julian Brylawski, president for La Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas.
“Guys and Dolls’ will play, if
Maria Gambarelli, who only re- of the Motion Picture Assn, of
Jimmy Stewart, who’ll be here
Equity, AGVA and hotel ops come cently received a head cut requir- Washington and head of the Stan- next week to boom his “The Man
to terms.
ing stitches during a film stint, ley-Warner real estate department From Laramie,” will look in on a
Show shoppers due to have a narrowly escaped injury again for the Washington zone, has been financial
interest,
Galveston’s
ball this week with five major when a spot crashed near her.
presented with a plaque by the KGUL-TV. He’s a stockholder.
openings: Jane Froman, Desert
Astrid and Janner Henning- Jen- National Safety Council, for outShamrock Hilton’s Shamrock
Inn; Joe E. Lewis, El Rancho sen,
Danish
filmmaking team; standing achievement in public Room initiates Sunday matinees
Vegas; Tallulah Bankhead, Sands; through Rome on way to Israel at safety education. He’s been chair- July 3-August 14 to let kiddies see
Piaf & Harry Belafonte & Harry invitation of that government, to man of the. Traffic Safety Commit- Wilma & Ed Leary ice show, Which
Mimmo, Riviera, and Dorothy Col- look into possible pic production. tee for Metropolitan Washington opened in the room for eight
lins, Thunderbird.
Prince Vittorio Massimo, hus- for the past 17 years.
weeks June 23.
By Robert

F. Hawkins
145; tel 800 211)

the

Wednesday, "July

.6*
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OBITUARIES
ALBERT

JOHN U. REBER
John U. Reber, 61, radio-tv vicepresident of the J, Walter Thompson ad agency and for 38 years a
member of the company, for which
Reading, Pa., July 3.
He is survived by his wife, the
former Milena Miller, three sons
and a daughter.
Further details in Radio-TV secstars, -died in

tion.

gain

HESSE

violin,*
‘

His wife and

her husband, Joseph Kramm, Doctors said death was the result of a
brain hemorrhage.
Tragedy struck while Miss Bonner was playing a hospital scene
with Dane Clark near the end of
Act 1. As she fell over the bed
where Clark was lying, he sensed
that something was wrong and sig-

sister,

survive.

‘DAVE’ PAGLIA

1

Ludovico (“Dave”) Paglia, foreof the shop of the Eaves Costume Co. for the last 50 years, died
June 28 in Brooklyn, N. Y. Known
1
to his associates as Mr. “Dave;” he
was active in the designing and
manufacturing of costumes for
most of Broadway’s major productions from Florenz Ziegfeld and
Charles B. Dillingham to the Theatre Guild and Rodgers & Ham-

man

nalled to ring: down the curtain.
The audience, thinking it was part
of the play, was unaware of her
it

A.

was announced from

,

merstein.

the stage.

j.

Surviving are his wife, three
sons, four daughters, two brothers

Miss Bonner’s career began as
a child in her father’s stock comShe. had
further dramatic training in New
York where she studied with Maria
Ouspenskaya and Alexander Koiransky of the Moscow Art Theatre.
On the Broadway stage she appeared in such plays as “Let JFreedom Ring,” “Processional,” “Uncle
Harry,” “Trojan Women,” “Medicine Show,” “Liliom,” “Foolish Notion,” “Laura,” HThe Biggest Thief
in Town” and a revival of “The
Front Page.”
It was on Broadway where she
first played In “The Shrike,” portraying the role of Dr. Barrow.
Later, on the road tour and Ed
Sullivan’s television show, Miss
Bonner played Ann Downs, the

and a

pany near Pittsburgh.

sister.

JOE BAHM
John Bahm,

70,

in that city.

Survivors include his wife, three
sons, four daughters, two brothers

and a

sister.

Rocco,

is

One

of the brothers,

co-owner of the club.

LOWELL

C.

BAXTER

HANS BARTSCH
who passed away July
Always

In

my

1 0th,

1952

29 of a heart attack in that city.
He had been a staff pianist with
station WCKY, Covington,
Ky. and also performed with several bands.
Survivors include his wife, a
daughter and two sisters.

HARRY ORMISTON

PALASTY BARTSCH

Wife, IRENE

J

.

Schlitz Playhouse and Danger. She
also made many appearances on
radio.
*
At the Carthay Circle “The

John

Lawrence

Hennessy,

69,

profession-

daughters.
80, film character
actor known for his portrayal of
butler roles, and past president of
the Hollywood Troupers Club, died
July 1 in Hollywood.

Harold V. Barry,

RKO

60,

former head

of
construction dept, for 22
years, died June 30 in Glendale,
Cal., after a prolonged. illness; His
wife, a daughter and a brother
survive.

.

brother.

His wife and six children survive.

MRS. FRANCES

B.

KRAUSS

Mr. and Mrs.

Tom

Conlon

Jr.,

Son, Hollywood, June 25. Father is
a UI film cutter; mother skated in
Sonja Henie ice show under name
of Dorothea- O’Brien.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Weinstein, son,

New

York, June 27.

Eddie Borden, 67, vet stage and
screen comedian, died ‘July 1 in
Hollywood. He had been in mo-

Mrs.

The paper gave generous space
Vox Pops and major
Sime on “What Are

the Best Steps for the Artist’s Pro'
tection?”
Loved Baseball

Wife, Mary-

is

.

Jj

1

ized

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Weitzman,

between the paper had organan all-show biz Baseball

League (Sime was a great fan),
with many of the major music pub-

son, Hollywood, June 30. Father is
assistant to Martin Leeds, Desilu
exe6 vp.

.

lishing houses entering their teams.

They proved. Jbetter pluggers than
batters

Comedy

in

their ^jousts

Club, Friars,

with

the'

Lambs and

pitcher
and the ringers were
Mrs. Robert Leder, groomed either for the editorial or
daughter, New York, June 28. He’s ad staffs.)
topper of radio station WINS, N. Y. '* Silue
was always partial to the
Mr. and Mrs, Leo F. Samuels,
music business. He was an intimate
daughter, New York, June 23.
of or frequent gadabout with music
Father is prez and general sales
manager of Buena Vista Distribu- jnen like Harry Von Tilzeh, Joe
Keit, Jerome Remick, Louis Berntion Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Coleman, stein, Maurice Shapiro, Henry Wadaughter, Cleveland, June 28. He’s terson; Irving Berlin, Max Wins-:
low, Phil Kornheiser, Edgar Bittv Indian sportscaster.
Mr. and Mrs. .n.oy Rowan, son, ter, Leo and Gus Edwards, Mose
Hollywood, June 24. Father is CBS Gumble, Maurice Abrahams, Ed
staff, announcer.
Marks, Joe Stern, Fred Fisher, Joe
Mr. and Mrs. James Spaniel, McCarthy, A1 Bryan, Saul
Bourne,
daughter, Pittsburgh, June 23. Fa- Will Von
Tilzer, Ben Bornstein,
ther’s a bandleader.
Jack Mills, Gene Buck, Dave
Stamper “Wolfie” Gilbert, Leo
Feist, Rocco Vocco, Al Beilin, Benny Davis and many more like that.

UI

special effects technician.

Mr.

and

‘

ASCAP

Continued from page

That’s
1

San Mateo,

why he

gave

generous

space, as early as the Jan. 4, 1908,
issue, to Victor Herbert’s pitch that

over $4,000,000.
That was approximately the same all the veteran members of The
as this year’s first quarter payoff. Friars join him (Herbert) in helpThe 1955 dividends are running ing along the Copyright Bill which
about 10%. ahead of last year's dis- would secure for American comtributions.
posers and authors the right to
The over $16,000,000 ASCAP demand payment from mechaninet expected this year is the new cals. This had nothing to do with
peak in the steady growth of the ASCAP, which didn’t come into
Society’s income over the: past 15 being in 1914, but referred to th«
years.
In 1940, the year before Copyright Act of 1909 which finallj
the
broadcasters
blacked
.out edicted a statutory 2c mechanical
tribute d

slightly

Frances Butt Krauss, 33, tion pictures since 1921, after a caradio newswriter, died in' a reer in vaudeville.
Cal., hospital June 25
following childbirth complications.
Wife, 55, of Harold D. Hayes, ASCAP tunes, ASCAP’s distribuHer infant son also died.
engineer in charge of the Chicago tion was slightly over $5,000,000.
Mrs, Krauss wrote for the Asso- office of the Federal Communica- A defcade later, it just about douciated Press radio wires in Chi- tions Commission, died June 30 in
bled to the $10,000,000 level.
cago, Indianapolis and San Fran- that city.
The rapid growth of ASCAP’s
cisco before going to work for the
income since the end of the war
San Francisco ABC outlet.
Wife, 33, of Edward S. Fendler,
Her husband and four children conductor of the Mobile (Ala.) is directly traceable to the growth
survive.
Symphony Orch, died June 27 in of television. Where radio used
to be the main source of ASCAP
that city.
income, video has how replaced it.
AGNES MEYER
Mrs. Agnes Meyer, 98, opera
Mrs. Mae Burke Wolff, of Col. But while the tv take has grown
singer and widow of veteran actor exchange staff in Pittsburgh since sharply, the ASCAP take from raOJto Meyer, died July 1 in Sea 1930, died in that city June 23 af- dio in the past few years has reCliff, L. I.
Born ih Germany, she ter a long illness.
mained more or less stable.
came to the U. S. at the age
The growth of performance coin
of 21 and later joined the MetroR. A. Breare, 76, president of for ASCAP members increasingly
politan Opera chorus, She retired the Harrogate Operatic Players for reflects the “Europeanization” of
in 1916,
years, died recently in Harrogate, the U. S.. music industry.
In EuMrs. Meyer, a contralto, occa- Eng.
rope, sales Of sheet music have
sionally emerged from retirement
long since become subsidiary to
in recent years to make guest apLouis Siegel, 69, concert violinthe take from licensing fees. The
pearance on radio program.
ist and composer, died. June 23 in
Surviving is a daughter.
Rochester. Surviving aire his wife same process has been occurring
in this country since the growth of
and a sister.
mass media, such as radio and
„ CHARLES H.'
Charles H. Newman, 74, longtime
Aleksander Zelwerowicz, 78, Pol- television, while increasing pertheatre treasurer, died June 19 in ish actor, director and producer, formance coin has cut sharply into
Survived by his widow, two sis- Seattle after a long illness. He was died June 18 in Warsaw.
piano-playing, and other amateur
ters,
a brother and two half- named treasurer of the Moore
music-making, in the American
Theatre when that house opened in j
brothers.
Mother of Verne Smith, an- home.

KGO

f;

royalty fee from recordings.
In the same idiom of unconventional (for Sime) journalism wai
the then struggling founder’s publication giving himself a plug. Ii
was in a box on the Editorial Pag«
a testimonial to Variety’s in.
tegrity. signed by George Fullei
Golden, respected leader of Tho
White Rats, the vaudeville actors’
organization which in that period

,

—

.

NEWMAN

even though he was tra-

to a series of
editorials by

staffer of N. Y. Times
magazine section; father is a CBS
public affairs producer.

beth,

1,

ditionally battling the Keith-Albee
vaudeville trust for general iniquities to the average vaiidevillian.

—

known

ally as Cora Claiborne, died June
30 in Pearl River, N.- Y. Surviving
are her mother, a son, and two

JIMMY HOLLYWOOD

Artists.

Page

births

kindred associations.
(In
later
years that’s how Jack Conway
soula, Mont., after being strickeri in California studio transportation
(Con) and George Paige, now a
dept.
on a train.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Smyth, son, N. Y. Fire Dept. Lieutenant, came
on the paper we needed a good
Mrs. Cora Claiborne Higgins, Hollywood, June 29. Father is a

Martin A. (Marty) Komertz, acJimmy Hollywood, 60, one of
the original Radio Rogues, died cordionist and bandleader, died
Shrike” closed its skedded four July 2 at the Camarillo (Cal.) State June 25 in Albany. His wife, two
week stand Saturday night (2), Mental Hospital following an 18- sons and a daughter survive.
after two performances with her month illness. He was a member of
Wife, 65, of Tot O’Regan, magiunderstudy, Edith Reis Merin, the Rogues untjl his confinement
at the institution. He was an in- cian and revue producer, -died
'playing the Ann Downs role.
active national board member of June 27 in Ottawa. Also surviving
the American Guild of Variety are 10 chilren, two sisters and a
JOHN. L. HENNESSY
vicepresident of, the Hilton Hotel
Corp., died July 2 of. a heart attack in Washington. He was stricken
in the Union Station while waiting
to board a train. He started as an
.operator ,of a freight elevator in
the Iroquois Motel, Buffalo, rose to
become steward in that inn and in
1914 assumed a similar position at
the Buffalo Statler. In 1928 he became a veepee in that chain, and
in 1945 assumed the position of
chairman of the board.
After retirement from his Statler
post, Hennessy became president
of the Childs Co., eatery operators,
and later formed his own hotel
management consultant firm which
ultimately took on managements of
the Sheraton and Western Hotel
chains. He also served as a director of the Kirkeby hotel circuit.
During Hennessy’s tenure in .the
banquet departments of the various
hotels he managed, he was virtually interested in the attractions that
the hotels brought in, using the
talent as a lure for the banquet
and convention trade. Among other
posts he held at the time of his
death were directorships in the
Childs Co., Louis Sherry Inc. and
the Pittsburgh Hotels Inc. He succeeded to the Hilton vicepresidency at the beginning of the year.

.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cantor,
Gaylord W. Hensold, 58, former
commentator for KGMB Sunday daughter, New York, June 30. FaMusic Hour program in Honolulu ther is a pressagent.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Loveless, son,
and Honolulu Symphony violinist
for 17 years, died June 14 in Mis^ Glendale, Cal., June 28. Father is

Wilson Benege,

part she was enacting when death nitery operator and civic leader,
struck. She also appears in UI’s died June. 23 in Honolulu after a
He was president
heart attack.
film version.
In addition to her stage per- and manager of Tai Ping Co.,
formances Miss Bonner was seen operators of LeRoy’s dining room
in numerous television dramas on and former prez and manager of
Philco Playhouse, Studio One, Om- Wa.^Iing Co., ex-operators of Lau
nibus, Armstrong Circle Theatre, Yee Chai dining room
Wife, two sons and two daughSuspense, Show Of Shows, Colgate
Comedy Hour, Ford Theatre, ters survive.

chitchat. The Skirt (Hattie Freewith WB.
man) likewise pioneered the womCarole Brown to Lester G. Magrill, New York, July 1.
Bride is an’s angle on show biz fashions,
with the Lew & Leslie Grade and that goes back virtually to the
cradle days of the paper.
Agency, N. Y.
SJcigie—the late Sid Silverman—
Helene Weiss to Arthur Rosen,
Paris, June 26.
He’s a Stanley at 7 “the world's youngest critic”
Warner exec and son of Samuel (as recently detailed here) was in
Rosen, SW exec v.p.
that same idiom. Sime’s reviews,
Kaye Darlene DeLarid to Thomas in dialog with “The Head of the
Leman Hall, Hollywood, July 4. House” (Hattie), was more of his
Bride is daughter of Kenneth De- brand of offbeat trade paper covLand, vet film unit manager.
erage.
(Remember, these
Mary Smart to Sydney Waller, were 40 years arid more ago.)things
Manchester, Eng., June 25. Bride
When
the UBO issued its first
is
manager of Mancunian Film
Corp. Studios land of. Blakeleys play-or-pay contracts, Sime saluted
E. F. Albee editorially and made
Productions*
the United Booking Office story
s

radio

concert singer

thoughts

Continued from- page Z

—

I

Lowell C, Baxter, 47, Columbus,
O., pianist and ‘organist, died June

prominent figure

Dear Husband

i

MARRIAGES

survive.

My

-

—

.

Of

1

"

tion dept, in 1938.

LOVING MEMORY

1

.

Previous to that, Bahm had
He is survived by his wife and
worked, for Litman at the old Mer- two daughters,
cur’s Music Bar, switching to the
spot
burned
other
Copa when that
Clarence W. (Dutch) Schmidt, 63,
down and went out of business.
former Des Moines booking agent,
died of a heart ailment June 25 in
LUN CHO YOUNG
Phoenix, Ariz. After selling his
Lun Cho Young, 46, longtime booking business, he retired to
Phoenix in 1952. His wife and a son

IN

aasu

Savoy (London) Grill because of a
A sister survives.
Father of Owen
Brannigan, Variety column that was a slap
noted concert singer, died June 17 heard around the world.
WALLACE H. SHIPSTAD
in Annitsford, Eng.
Sime didn’t aim for this sort of
Wallace H. Shipstad, 50, brother
of two of the founders of the “Ice
the world press has
Wife, 63, of sportscaster Sam “pickup”
Follies,” died June 28 in Burlin- Taub, died June 24 in New York. been almost
too generous with
game, Cal., following a long illness.
credits to Variety, but his natural
A native of St. Paul, Minn., he was
for
superinteriderit
warehouse
the
journalistic showmanship produced
ice show.
Carol Campbell to Don Acker- a dividend beyond expectation.
Shipstads & Johnson ih addition
Pittsburgh,
July
man,
2.
Bride
is
The ‘Times Square Daily’
to his brothers, Roy and Eddie, he
leaves three other brothers; his a band vocalist.
Certainly When $me founded
Gaby Monet to Coleman Jacoby,
wife, a son, a daughter and a
New York, June 17. Bride’s a the illfated Times Square Daily
sister.
dancer; he’s a tv comedy writer.
(2c a copy in the early 1920s)
Patricia Norman to Art Farrar, “the world’s
SAM DELEWESE
worst daily”—he pioSam Delewese, 69, co-owner of Pittsburgh, June 25. He’s a band- neered an intimate
brand of Broadthe Club Gloria, which he had leader.
way
chatter
which was the foremanaged in Columbus, O., for 30
Audrey Esselmeyec to Paul Youyears, died of pneumonia June 28 kers, Pittsburgh, June 25. She’s runner of today’s brand of gossip
*

•*

in Pittsburgh’s night life for the
Harry Ormiston, 60, meinber of
last decade, died June 28 in Mc- Universal exploitation staff, for 30
Keesport, Pa., after a short illness. years, died of- a heart attack July
At the time of his death, he was i in Hollywood. He worked in the
greeter arid floor manager for company’s N. Y. office prior to
Lenny Litman’s downtown- cafe, joining studio advertising-exploita-

the Copa.

—

Dramatic Mirror

Wife of Paramount prop man
Joseph Cowan died June 21 in
Hollywood.

.

City.

brought renewed' interest'’ in zithers, Hesse refused to cash, in on
the boom. He said that to hire unskilled labor would be like stamping the Stradivarius name on a bar-

ISABEL BONNER
Isabel Bonner, 47, actress, collapsed and died July 1 on the stage
of the Carthay Circle Theatre in
Los Angeles during a performance
of “The Shrike,” a play written by

death until

brothed, Frank Newman, who died
several years ago, was manager of
the Pantages Theatre,- Salt Lake

Albert A. Hesse, '78, who operated the only zither factory in theworld, died June 28 in Washington,
Mo. He started to work for the
Frank Schwarzer zither factory in
1893 and in 1925 he was bequeathed the plant upon the death
of Herman Grobe, who inherited it
from Schwarzer.
In 1950, when the background
music to the film, “The Third Man,”

he developed numerous shows and

nouncer for “Ozzie and Harriet
Show,” died June 28 in Hollywood.

Seattle In 1907 and later served
in a similar capacity with the Cort
Theatre, San Francisco. His twin

enjoyed

Sime’s

respect,

'before
the

Harry Mountford came into

picture as the executive secretary

and dominant voice. More surprising was the publisher’s acquiescence to have his name mentioned
by name, coupled with the Variety
plug, but quite obviously in those
parlous 1908 days Sime needed all
the help he could get.
One, thing was sure they read
it. That was the main idea. A paper
without readership in the proper
places would be indeed a still voice
of small potency to serve as the
industry
it
the
'conscience
of

—

J

covers.

1

•

,
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RKO

O’Neil $ $25,

1955,

BY VARIETY.

INC.,

Pictures

privately^
Hughes, has

YORK, WEDNESDAY, JULY

Atlantic boat
disaster hoax, which sent the

RKO Radio, the holding company, in which Hughes and Floyd
Odium have about equal interest.
It’s understood that, in taking
over RKO Pictures, O’Neil, prez
is

and board chairman of General
Teleradio (subsidiary of General
Tire & Rubber Co.), agreed to keep
production going at the studio and
to keep the organization intact.
However, there is a time limit on

Welles

CBS-TV

Films in Color,

Augurs Sock
BY BILL WILLARD

The O’Neil-Hughes negotiations
have been going on for months but
didn’t culminate until last Friday.
The check changed hands on Saturday, (9). Exact extent of RKO’s
inventory" isn’t known^but is estimated at between 400 and 600
films and dates back to 1929. General Teleradio execs already are
going over the catalog with a view v
to picking up possible theatrical
reissues prior to their release on

Then Theatres
CBS-TV's preliminary "answer”
NBC’s pre-theatre pix premieres
for tv is a $3,000,000 Orson Welles
series to be shot in Eastman color
on location in England and on the
Continent. Welles has been blueto

printed for six starring appearances doubling as director next
season with each of the 90-minute
the air.
tinters budgeted at approximately
One reason cited for O’Neil $500,000. Under this figure, these
agreeing not to liquidate RKO is a
would be the most costly hot-off$20,000,000 tax debt owed by the
the griddle one-shotter films as tv
company. This debt can be written
entries on an extended basis.
off over a period of years if filming
Harry Saltzman, who is produccontinues at the studio.
ing the skein, left for London last
While O’Neil is obliged to keep
week
to supervise shooting of the
the company going for a limited
time, it’s also understood that he first film in the British capital,
with
co-director
Theodore B. Sills
has a right to sell to other parties.
United Artists at one time was following him in there this week.
Skedded
for
the
premiere is
said to have been interested in
1

A

Las Vegas, July

12.

Showmen and

vet casino operators are doing, some skull practice
these days on the problem: Can the
Las Vegas boom one day switch to
a

boomerang?
Although this Garden

of

Hedon

has arrived at a precarious juncture

fantastic growth as
gambling centre of the world, and
concomitantly as a show biz paradise, there is no reason to assume
that it will vanish overnight or
even succumb to a slow death. No

in

its

mirage is the continuing and even
mounting traffic’s flow from all
points north, east, south and west
as jousters with fortune
desert a mecca.

Their coin

is

make

this

only spread out

principal gaming spots
at least eight of the less opu-

lent establishments located on the
Strip or on Fremont St.'s "Glitter
Gulch.” Five years ago, when the
fast buck fever began to mount
among promoters, investors and
speculators for a chance to sink
loot into Vegas hotels, casinos,* real
estate or the late lamented race
track, there was the prospect of
lightning profits for all. Not as
many customers played around the
clock in such droves as in more
recent times, but with a fairly

(Continued on page 52)

’

(Continued on page 10)

G.

Adams

M. Post; See

Taylor As Next Prez

the George du Maurier
with Welles as Svengali
and a star cast in the making. Another property will be Welles’ modern version of "Twelfth Night”
with the French Riviera as the
locale and the filming to be done
there for the most part.
The British and European crews
(Continued on page 15)

ers, Authors &c Publishers, which
has been formally vacant since the
death of John G. Paine in 1947, is
being offered Stanley Adams, incumbent president. He will probably accept it.
Under ASCAP bylaws he is forfended to serve beyond three con-

secutive years. Deems Taylor, who
previously served as ASCAP prez,

Airborne Floorshows
Next? Eastern’s Stunt
Airlines, facing the stiff competition of cruise ships for travel
to vacation spots, are about ready
to install entertainers on some of
their flights. Eastern Airlines will

experiment on

has been approached to again head

flight to

Rita

office,

agement would

and ASCAP’s manlike to have him

continue administratively as a paid
officer following the lapse of his
presidency tenure.

’56 Availabilities

On Networks

classic,

up the

Society. It is now a $25,000a-year job. That salary would also
apply to the g.m. spot.
It
is
generally conceded that
Adams has "done a very good job”

GOP, Dems Eyeing

"Trilby,”

The post of general manager of
the American Society of Compos-

while in

B.O.; Scaled

its

Golden Falcon

Miami beach this weekend.
who opened at the

Hayes,

Cafe Pierre, N. Y., this week, will
entertain on Saturday (16) and
return to New York in time for
her hotel stint. She’ll be accomped
by a guitarist. Line will be giving
a pre-inaugural flight of its new

DC

A

7-Bs.

group of newspapermen will
(Continued on page 15)

CENTS

Even though the Democratic and
Republican
are

still

tional

year

IService!

When

producer Emile J.
Lustig started planning his
film, "The Cornet,” in GermanyTTTe was faced with a big
problem: Where to get several
thousand medieval costumes

-

in a hurry.
(Pic is set in the
days of the Turkish invasion
of Europe).

German thoroughness provided Lustig with a windfall
and he now has his costumes
He found
6,000 of them.

—

them in Kassel, Germany,
where the government during
war stored silk and satin
garbs from state opera houses

their naalready at

committees are

GOP

they are, the Dems and
will
in
all
probability embrace the
coast-to-coast spectrums with unprecedented war chests.

sons.

ject

—

Italy Thinks

New

Up

Vexations

For Yarik Films

mum

.

To

(Continued on page 10)

Paris, July 5.

Robert

W. Dowling, American

&

off,

work exploring network time availabilities. Time Costs being what

toons into a multi-facted empire,'
appears next Monday (18) in still
a new role, chief impresario of a
-unique amusement centre, Disneyland, which cost $17,000,000 to
build at the convergence of six
major highways 28 miles from Los
Angeles. A moppet- sized "World’s
Fair,” which will run year round,
Disneyland has already excited
great public curiosity and weekend
traffic jams even before the opening, and with some hi the approach
roads unpaved. Estimates for first
year’s attendance: 5,000,000 per-

All showmen agree that the prois of staggering imaginativo
concept, a sure winner, one of the
true wonders of modern entertainment. As a family thrill there is
only one flaw in the outlook will
it cost too much for the average
parents and their brood? Disneyland management says it wants the
average family outlay to be held
to around $2 but others see $10
or $12 nearer the mark and it's
estimated that a well-heeled father
could go for $75 with a bevy of
clamoring kids in tow. That tab
would be amortized over the miniof three days that it takes to
cover this park completely.
A tally of the for-pay attractions
The Italian government, thought
to be irked by the increasing com- available in the five sections of
petitive pressure on Italo features the 60-acre park totals $8.75 for
from American films, is stepping 12-year-old-old ers, and $5.15 for
up its regular policy of harassment kiddies if every amusement and
against the U. S. industry. Latest ride is sampled. Totals include $1
(Continued on page 22).
Italian moves involve (1) a demand
that all American features imported into Italy more than six
years ago be resubmitted for licensNat’l Theatre, U.S. Sec. Of
ing (2) that the U. S. industry do
more color printing in Rome, and
Arts, Seen as Followup
(3) that all films of non- American
origin but handled by American
’Salute to France’
distributors in Italy be written off

over the country. All Lustig has to do now is find extras to fit the costumes.

conventions

national

a. full

Nazi

Too High?

Los Angeles, July 12.
Walt Disney, who* parlayed his
original Mickey Mouse film car-

all

among 15
and

that stipulation.

25

Disneyland Preview

week’s

Coast Guard and Navy, hunting for a burning fishing vessel, turned into an inadvertent'
and unwanted plug for a current pop song, "Blue Star,”
which Felicia Sandprs sliced
for the Columbia Records.
Blue Star was the name of
the non-existent ship.

"The Conqueror.”
Not affected by the arrangement

ASCAP

PRICE

1955

Piets

Unwanted Plug
Last

tensive RKO inventory of old pix,
includes the studio, distribution
facilities and two of RKO’s unreleased productions, "Jet Pilot” and

Offer Stanley

13,

Corp.,

owned by Howard
been acquired by Thomas O'Neil's
General .Teleradio Inc.
Deal, which was closed over the
past weekend, reportedly involves
$25,000,000 and, apart from the ex-

-*

5

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Takeover; Will Continue Prod.
RKO

-

Vaude Weekly Event
In St.

Loo Workliouse

National Theatre
Academy topper and sparkplug of the U. S.
Salute to France, told the press
here that the fine reception handed
the Salute has made a deep impression in U. S. Governmental
circles and may lead to more Important recognition of the value
of the arts in international rela-

Louis, July 12.
Talent scouts may give the o.*.
to variety shows that now have
BBD&O agency is again going to become a weekly event at the St.
bat on behalf of the Republicans, Louis City Workhouse where pris- tions and internally.
although the Democrats have yet to oners, unable, to, pay. fines for vioAmong important followups will
name their agency. Meanwhile, lations of city ordinances and those probably be a bill creating a naboth parties are exploring costs, serving short sentences, are jugged. tional theatre in Washington subnetwork policies, time availabili- The newly-appointed warden, Har- sidized by the Government. Ha
ties, etc.
old E, Baynes, inaugurated the en- said that both Democrats- and ReMost unusual aspect of the year- tertainment shindig last week and publicans were for it, and it would
early explorations is the fact that 30 prisoners volunteered to par- probably soon be a reality. The
proposed theatre would be built
both parties are only talking in ticipate.
terms of paid programming and
The program ranged from soft- opposite the National Gallery and
have literally turned their backs on shoe dancing to saxophone solos, in the same manner. He also
the free time offer currently under with the instruments provided by opined that the Salute was also
consideration in Congress, stem- the warden. About 400 prisoners a forerunner for a possible newming primarily from the "Lincoln- constituted the audience, in addi- cabinet member, the Secretary of
Douglas Debates” proposal of CBS tion to armed guards, and gave a Arts.
prexy Frank Stanton restricting resounding okay to each act deDovvlihg came in June 26 for the
cuffo telecasts to the two major spite the sweltering temperature final gesture of the Salute in
parties.
in the jug.
(Continued on page 10)
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Montreal*'

Editor, Variety:

B.O. List

Regarding your censorship tilts, I was fractured by Variety’s
June 29 story about Atlanta’s censor, Mrs. Gilliam, which says
in part: “She landed (her job) via competitive exam, beating out
some 30 other applicants.”'
What test dq they take? Here’s my guess:
(1) Dp^you swear to ban the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
hut the truth?
.V., \
,
(2) a) Write at least 1,000 words on “Morality” in the vagpOst
’’
terms,
possible
•S,
b) Write at least' 1,0 bo words on ‘Tmitiorality” in the juiciest
4
$
Possible tebns.
(3) Do you believe the public should make up' its own mind and
give seven reasons why not.
.
(4) Can you he counted on to censor whimsically, when specific
excuses elude you? If so, state past examples in your life- and
provide witnessed documentation.
,
"
<5) Name at least 62 synonyms for “obscene.”
.

By HAROLD MYERS
•

*

•

.

,

v

first

H« Taught Him

5.

German

sides.

*

is B¥. Erich Heyer,
fpr 15 months \\as Director of

lzation in the Russian-controlled
zone. He was a non-party man and
followed three SED {Communist)
officials into Jbis post, because of
r his v past scientific and economic
training. He was drafted into the
job by SED and his. main task was
to insure that planned quotas were
adhered to. He had originally been
'

point was "8” and, unbeknownst to him, it so happened that ;mama Sherwood
just happened in, went “on

,

,

•

,

journalist,- and
subsequently
worked as a lecturer- at the Institute of Political Science.

-

As part of his job with Progress
Films, he had to undergo special

line’*

'

go to lectures
and discussion groups, and viewing
of tell Eastern films was compulsory.' It Twas during one of the
discussions that Dr. Heyer first fell,

.

CBS-TV

Now-A

And Doused Audiences*
Paris, July 12.
usually envelops itself in activity by
turning the Whole city into a veritable theatre. Various young theatre groups, plus the venerable
professionals, get a chance to put
on pieces in many unusual locales.
young theatre group, the Lionel
Baylac Co., got permission to do

the Ruban Bleu, N.Y., in “The Magic
Touch,’’ a musical revue staged by
Michael- Brown, who did the Lizzie
Borden number in “New Faces.*’
Sponsored by Donahue Sales Corp.and The Wool Bureau, the show
plugs a qew Talon zipper and the
latest skirt ‘fashions in wool. After
four, invitation-only performances
for fashion editors, reps of the
pattern and piece-good houses and
department store buyers, “The
Magic Touch” moves to Macy’s,
where the public can view it the

and the Catskills as the result of
recent junkets will he recording
a unique dateline today (Wed.)
as they begin their dispatches
with Brooklyn, 'N.

-Y.

Harris and Michael Myerberg .are
filming. in deep Flatbush at the old
Warner Bros, studio.
express train
chartered
will carry the press £arty from
Manhattan to Brooklyn in three of

BMT

A

bound

journalists.

“Patterns,” starring Van Heflin,
he released by United Artists.
It is based on the tv play by Rod
Serling.

On

Name

Cheering to

to Stay

Co-Owner of Act

The diminutive comic,
who normally heads the Harmonica
Rascals, this time plays a straight

comedy

role, sans music.
idea that may work out, coand the
Harmonica Rascals to. double into
the just-completed “caye” nitery in
Paris,
commonly^ - called Borrah
Mineyitch’s bistro, but more formally called Au Franc Pinot. It’s
in the He de *St, Louis sector, at

An

incidentally, is for Puleo
-

:

:

-

1905-1955
'V

*

i

Form

No. 1 Quai de Bourbon, in historic
Paris territory. It took quite a bit
of diplomacy for Minevitch to
finally get it opened. Suzanne Ad(Continued on page 10)

Enclosed find check for $

Please send

VARIETY

for

Two

Years

ering” the slanguage of this publication.
Sime’s reaction was to
say of himself and ,his staff, in
effect, “Aw, we’re- just a hunch of

muggs.”

A

Broadway

fraternity

the

as

himself .’Ibee, was predecessor to
Hobe Morrison in charge of the
legitimate department. Incidentally the Ibee was derived from his
initials, I.B.—-the “I” for Isma, his
square handle, hut Jack' kept this
a dark secret.
But “mugg” caught on, perhaps
too well. Possibly the most uncomfortable twist was Vhen certain femme stringers began describing themselves, or being de-.
scribed, as “muggesses.” You can
get yourself an argument, and nO
further away than 154 West. 46th
Street, as to whether the term was
-

j

*

TNT

Theatre television, which has
been dreaming, of a $1,000,000
gross, may achieve its goal with
the Rocky Marciano-Arfchie Moore
heavyweight championship fight.
On the basis of the buildup the
bout is receiving from the nation's
sportswriters the match looms as

Rascals, With Puleo

Star,

American Mercury) began “discov-

the

will

Minevitch

.

the 1920s when certain highbrow
sources (including H. L. Mencken’s

like.

launched at City Hall at II a.m.
City Council President Abe Stark
will bid godspeed to the Brooklyn;

tion itself, at year’s end, but otherwise the term i$ being banished to
the limbo of the quaint. It was a
private joke, to start with, hack in

beau ideal of what a mugg looked
Pulaski, a softie who. signed

BMT’s newest cars. The deluxe
underground journey will " be

direct.

Subscription Order

,

mask”. and was probably taken by

the

7/13

YEAR

,

good deal of amusing (at the
time) copy was duly kicked around
on the subject of muggs and the
—namely “mugg.”
quality of miiggness. The iate Jack
There’ll undoubtedly, be some Pulaski, a onetime college football
scattered allusions to, and. repeti- player with a broken nose, was aftions of, “mugg” in the Afini Edi- fectionately known to his fellowstaffers as “the man in the iron

The home

of Dodgers has been selected for
a one-day junket to witness the
filming of “Patterns,” which Jed

promising. If So, in addition to a compliment.
the $1,000,000 gate for theatre adStill, should Variety take itself
missions bout may draw the -first so seriously? The answer is yes,
$1,000,000 stadium gate since June, of course. Perhaps no trade paper
1946, when the Joe LoUis-Billy has ever taken itself more seriousConn fight brought, in $1,900,000 ly. It be&kn in a profession of cyniat the wicket.
cal payoff and established and folbe held on Sept. 20,. lowed the principle that honest
, Fight will
originating from Yankee Stadium, news created a valuable setting for
N. Y. TNT has 57 portable projec- effective advertising; and no deals
tion units, manufactured by Gen- were needed.
That was being

-

JUBILEE

,

Necessarily many of these page
2 reprises, commemorative of the
present Golden Jubilee Year, have
been 'heavy on the “looking backward” factor;: and a pretty colorful
saga we think most people consider it. But despite the retrospection, and the nostalgia, it is, we
trust, superflous to add that * in
workaday terms Variety lives in
the present and looks to the future. Indeed, this 50th Anniversary year has provided the backdrop for a decision to banish a
word long associated with Variety

Dateline

The William Morris Agency is
working out- a deal whereby the
late Borrah Minevitch’s name will
be perpetuated, with Johnny Puleo, longtime star of the Minevitch
Harmonica Rascals, to star and
week of Aug 1.
more dominantly an owner
A series of tv commercials on become
A
Morris office
of the veteran act.
film for Amazo, (instant pudding)
executives have show biz history to
Moliere’s “Monsieur De Pourceau- featuring Christopher and his tricks support the idea that a standard
gnac” in the Place Furstenberg, an is currently running in New Eng- name like the BMHR has better
enclosed intersection behind St. land, Western and midwestern mar- boxoffice values, if continued, esGermain Des Pres. They were do- kets. Every package of the dessert pecially in light of its 30-year asing their play before 700 spec- now carries a Christopher-endorsed sociation in the public mind.
tators when trouble started. Sud- do-it-yourselp stunt.
Details may have to wait on
When Proctor & Gamble, cele- Puleo’s
denly yells from irate people,
return from Paris, where
living in houses around the square, brated Ivory’s' 75th birthday the he is set for a two-month stint in
quicker-than-the-eye specialist decut into the play.
“The _Trapeze ” Harold HechtThey wanted - to sleep and, vised a fast routine of tricks with Burt Lancaster film production,
though the company had permis- the product for a press party on starring the latter and Gina Lollo(Continued on page 54)
(Cojitinued on page 22)
hrigida, with Sir Carol Reed to

GOLDEN

Belletose.
'

1

Band”

from Istanbul, Venice, Rome,

filing

f

The Paris summer season

a.

Newspapermen Who have been

in stentorian voice he
heard from the other end of
the table, “And folks, what do
you think of -a* blankety-blank"
of a /son of mine who can’t
even throw an ’8’?”

'

Show Must Go On

»

Series

.

>

Despite Boos, Debris

i
.

•

'

out with the authorities, when he
challenged the possibility of fulfilling the targets aimed at.
Phony Earnings
The main objective of Progress
was -to increase earnings of Eastern product and to promote improved attendances.
Dr. Heyerv
complained that when earnings
and admissions fell below the target quota, he was obliged to manipulate the results so' as to show
an, improvement on the target. For
Abracadabra like the rest of
example, results in the fourth show business is branching put into
.quarter of last year were only’ 80% the lucrative field o f sales promoof estimates; the published figures tion. Busiest of the magico-mer(Continued oh page 54)
chandizers is Milboume Christopher. Tuesday night (12) he opened at

Paris

'

.

.

’

Hocus-Pocus Into

.

.

SAMMY KAYE’S
“So You Want to Lead

upon

Twice a month

1

ONE OF THE REASONS
FOR THE 23.6 RATIN'© ON

with the shooter,
on a general family
just
hunch.
So wha’ hoppened
Sherwood Jr, shot a quick
-“7” -and trapped out, wherethe

a

.

%

Raymond

at the croupier who, it hapHis
pened, was his father.

.

.

‘

Sherwood Jr., on a recent"
was making the rounds of
downtown Las Vegas and decided to shoot one at the NugHe didn’t even look up
get.

;

political training.
he was obliged to

.

.

trip,

Planning for Progress Film Vertxieb, the only distribution organ-

.

.

,

erally this one).

The refugee

who

Better

Bandleader-comedian Bobby
Sherwood tells one on his
parents; Bob & Gale Sherwood,
vet vaude team now retired in
Las Vegas. When in the
mood, Sherwood Sr. takes on
the job of stickman at the
Golden Nugget (or some. other
casino there, although it’s gen-

film "official to quit the Russian sector to seek refugee status in the
West, told his story in an exclusive interview with Variety. It
yvas the first time, he had. agreed to
meet a foreign pressman and the
only, time he has consented to his
name appearing in print since he

changed

:

major East

.

t

. .

Berlin, July

The

'

f

:

eral Precision Laboratories, avail- pretty serious.
able for rentals to theatres at from
Even so, the- better reason for
$150 to $500, the pricfe. depending banishing “mugg” is that certain
on the size of the unit and size words become dated and stale. So
and location of the theatres.
with “mugg.” It began to sound
TNT is hoping for a hookup of like
another generation and when
100 theatres.

frequently the word was stretched
or used at awkward moments, or
in awkward ways, it finally’ descended to the quality of being
Public Stock Issue
“corny.” That did it. If there is
a living dread in the bosoms of the
For Jessel-Roberts
editors of this sheet it is a fervent
wish never to he accused- of being
>
Production Setup corny.
^Before he flew over to Paris, for
It should be added that Sime
European
quickie,
to
a three-week
himself was quick to drop and. ban'meet his 3-year-old daughter Jeri- ish words which became bvenised
lyn and her mother, the former or hialaprops. Through the years
Lois Andrews, now married to an as the Variety “Style Sheet,” for
Army officer, George Jessel and the guidance of staffers. and stringBob Roberts set up a television ers has been periodically revised*
company to be financed through there has always been a good deal
Baruch Bros., a Wall St. under- of stress on tired words. The Style
writing firm. Jessel-Roberts Pro- Sheet currently in use warns
ductions will have a public stock against “ticket” (for contract) crix
issue as and when Jessel approves (for critics) and “megger” (for dithe plan upon his return to the rector).. That latter word is a
U. s.
strange holdover. Film directors
Roberts has people like Anthony in the old silent days (hefore 1926)
B. Farrell and Huntington Hart- did occasionally bellow orders at
ford 3d interested, and. Jessel has extras through a megaphone, but
financial people like Alfred Hart, the term has long since lost all
of Beverly Hills, Col. Henry Crown meaning in pictures and never had
of Chicago, and Harry E. -Gould, any in legit, radio and television.
N. Y. industrialist, with him if the Yet somebody every now and then
plan goes forward.
still uses the term.
Jessel has three vidpix packages
Incidentally, Variety outlaws as
to
go “Dinners. To
set
The corny such extravagant terms as
Great,” a Scotland Yard series; and .wonderful, beautiful, lovely, heavanother dramatic series. He would enly, marvelous. And in a Variety
emcee (toastmaster) the “Dinners” review (no longer written by
forma^ with closeups and vignettes muggs, please) nobody, hut noof the honored guests at these body, ever “stpps the Show'*
“cfelebrity banquets,” including a very weary way of saying the audicutback to a brief biopic.
ence wanted more.
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{Please Print

Yanks Too Self-Centered

Nina)

Sydney, July 5.
Exhibitors here have a numher of peeves against subjectmatter and emphases in “American motion pictures. First of
all American football and baseball heroics are on the dull
side, these games being un-

Street

Zone .... State

City

Regular Subscription Rates
One Year $10,00
Two Years $1 8.00
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year

—
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West 46th Street
.
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familiar here.

But the main gripe is against
American war films wherein
the Stars and Stripes are overwaved for outside taste and
no troops but Yankee troops

Inc.

New'York

•

36, N. Y.
r

ever ..seem to count.
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AN HISTORICAL ‘CAT
Weekend Announcement

of Metro’s purchase of Tennessee^
Williams’ stage play, “Cat On A Hot Tin Roof,” was delivered
with much excitement by newscasters, who added some pharp
personal opinion, as if Hollywood had decided to film French
postcards. The radio-tv commentators took pains to reprise
some of the critical comment and express wonderment and surprise that the work could ever be filmed.

m

.

By ABEL GREEN
Leonard H. Goldenson, president
American Broadcasting-Para1

of

transmute another “daring” Elia
Kazan production, Robert Anderson’s “Tea ahd Sympathy” via
Anderson's conditional deal, that the film will rpll “if it clears
Production Code requirements.” But Dore Schary, Metro studio
chief, took “Cat” by the literary tail and did the screenplay
.

Metro

is

also endeavoring to

mount Theatres.

whose.

Inc.,

TV

.

;
r

Schary was originally a writer. “Cat” thus becomes historic
in more than one $ense. Schary not only makes the pick as an
executive but, takes on the technical problem of the adaptation

Recognizing

personally.

Will the religious, educational and other pressure groups hold
their comments, not condemn or view with alarm until the film
version of “Cat” is. completed? This is certain: not Schary, not
Metro, not the Motion Picture Assn, of America and not the
responsible leaders of the Code will permit anything but taste’

pects,

in

that

part,

this

he argues

gainer,

in

the major

giant incubator
business,

and again probably

historic to see

12.

Oldfield, of the
bumped into
lot.

Goldenson

for

St. Louj^, July 12.
Cuffo diaper service is the
gimmick being used in
St. Louis County ozoners to

Aldrich’s theory is that
majors’
overgrown

lease,

Hollywood

'•

budgets keep them from trying
their wings with new story areas.
“When your budget runs to
$2,000,000, it’s in the nature of

frdm now in,
emerged as a
all. of show

things that you’ll try and please,
everybody. On the other hand,' if
is reasonable, you can
afford to antagonize someone here
or there and still show a profit,”
he opines.
And he adds: “Let’s face it.
There are very* few provocative
pictures that have been made and
haven’t antagonized someone.
In
.

your budget

•

•

By GENE MOSKOWITZ

Paris, July 12,
enthusiasms
of Nicholas M. Schenck, Dore
Jacques Flaud, head of the CenSchary and Jack L. Warner, along tre National De La* Cinematowith their aides, to point up that- graphic, is back from his looksee
there is now an intra-trade realiza- on the U. S. filnr setup after a detion in top show biz echelons that tour through Hamburg, Germany,
tv and Hollywood each .have their to finalize the new Franco-West.
oVn vitality and yet can collab- German Film Accords. Flaud feels
his U. S. trip an unqualified sucorate as well as compete.
For quite some years now in the cess since all film doors were
history of the picture business, thrown open and he was permitted
Hollywood hasn’t had the economic a penetrating look at the U. S.
(Continued on page 22)
opportunities, as flow, 'to .avail it-

Free Diapers Now!

Having recently finished “The
Big Knife” for United Artists re-

said he, “ac-

j

ness.

.

drich.

‘Magnificent BaStards’

“No ma’am,”

is

.

“Oh,” said she, “are you one

cording to the book they were
all Marines.”

Vidpix and live television production, reaching more audiences
in one week at a fraction the cost
of normal film production, has created with atomic impapt more values for benefit of all. show busi-

what

the controversial, offbeat
picture that he. can turn out at a
reasonable price and that allows
him tb Show a profit from at least
50% of the potential audience,
says producer-director Robert Al-

certain instances. But
show business conclu-

sion, as Of now, and
is that television has

Without exploring the problem of how Williams’ dialog and
situation can be revised for the family trade (which is Metro’s
responsibility) the, deal points up the appeal of “pre-sold” story
values and Hollywood's confidence in finding a way.

ducer

too?”

as-

with perhaps hairline disUnction as to which is more the

to prevail.

It will be interesting

•

of the

has

it

Barney

Ann Morris on Paramount

may be

worked benevolently for both

Grace Kelly does with the Barbara Bel Geddes stage original
under the Schary aegis. In getting the Production Code approval for “Cat” from administrator Geoffrey Shurlock, Hollywood may have opened new vistas for source material. Abel.

Hollywood, July
Col.

12.

The salvation of the indie pro-

and Cent

U.S, Air Force,

films.
.true

.

!

Officer

those yiewers-with-alarm that (1)
the picture business is “taking
over” television^ and/or (2) Hollywood has made tv a"“trailer” for

himself.

and judgment

Hollywood, July

ABC-

network bas been- dominant in
the “mating” of Hollywood 'and the
video medium, takes a dim .view of

(Continued on page 22)

cites the

I

.

latest

.

activate the turnstile activity.

Last week the policy was inaugurated in the Airway and
Manchester both of which are

American

audiences

are

of video’s spawning grounds
for talent. Walt Disney is most
sanguine that he “has another
Shirley Temple” incubating from
one of his tv shows, and Hollywood
agrees with him that the screen
public is more than ready for another new -kid star.
‘Davy Crockett’
self

units of the Midwest Drive-in
Theatres, controlled by the
Phil Smith interests of Boston,

defi-

nitely biased against British films
as ft result of their lack Of pace
and glamor and U. S. exhibs', failure to book these features is but a
reflection of this public sentiment.

Mass.
likely that the seven
ozoners in that area will

•

It is

follow

‘

suit,

MAY REMAKE
SAILOR MADE MAN’

LLOYD
‘A

JR.

Hollywood, July 12.
Negotiations are on for Harold

j

Broadway

film fare currently be-

ing offered at the pa j or showcases
resembles a reprise of recent legit
seasons and points, up Hollywood’s
renewed interest in stage properties.

A

total of five films,

now

play-

Main Stem houses, are based
oh theatrical properties and there’s
British replenty more coming in the near
ing

Lloyd Jr., to star in a
make of one of his father’s big film
Goldenson. cites Fess Parker hits of the past, “A Sailor Made future.
Of the five current legit-to-film
(“Davy Crockett”) who, in three Man.”
offerings,
three
have retained
telecasts (six with the repeats),
Young Lloyd has just returned’
(Continued on page 22)
has* shown to 150,000,000 to 20Q,- from London, where he' appeared
000,000 lookers—t-an- audience poten- in “A Yank in Ermine” for Montial which would take six feature arch Films, which wants him again
(Continued on page 18)
for the new pic.
'

That, in a nutshell, was the impression carried back to Britain
last week by David Kingsley, head
of Britain's National Film Finance
Corp. and treasurer of British Lion
Films, following a quickie twoweek survey of the market.
Kingsley said that, in N. Y. at
least, he had found “great appreciation” for British imports and he
thought ‘this “a good step to start
with.” However, he acknowledged
that British producers still had a
lot to learn about the American
market. “Of course,” he observed,
“you don’t crash a market. You
try and develop it.”
As Kingsley spoke, some of the
indie importers of British films
were expressing unhappiness over
the way British films being released by the major companies
were being handled. “They do
what they can, when it comes to
these good films, to hide front the
public the fact that these are
British pictures,” said one. “In
fact,

I

V

National Boxoffice Survey
Biz Climbs Despite Heat; ‘Stranger’

Code-Okayed M-G Pic
Metro

has acquired the film
rights to Tennessee Williams’ current Broadway hit, “Cat on a Hot
Tin Hoof.” The Pulitzer Prize play
and N. Y. Drama Critics award
winner has been selected by the

company as
Grace Kelly, who

Kinsky Nixed Pix

a vehicle for
will be seen in

the role originated on Broadway
by Barbara Bel Geddes.
Metro paid $500,000 for the
rights .plus a percentage if the film
grosses over a stipulated amount,
said to be $4,000,000.
A highly emotional drama of
human relations on a Southern
plantation, “Cat” has a lusty quality which could conceivably cause
Production Code difficulties. According to Metro, however, production chief Dore Schary submitted a personal treatment of the
(Continued on, page ,18)

JUdson

New Champion,

.

Washington, TuJy 12.
Joseph Kinsky and wife winged
out to Milwaukee to celebrate "their
25th wedding anniversary, Kinsky,
now a real estate operator here,
formerly was a division manager
for the A. H. Blank chain in Davenport, Iowa, and was active in the

“Cinerama Holiday,” sixth last far,
week, climbed to fifth as result of
“Marty” (UA), acquitting itself
the post-holiday tourist take. In
nicely in extended runs, is big in
sixth spot is “Land of Pharaohs”
Baltimore, pleasant in Louisville
and fine in San Francisco. “It Came
From Beneath the Sea” (Col), fast
in Minneapolis, is stout in L.A.
“Cobweb” (M-G), boff in BaltiJUBILEE YEAH

—^

GOLDEN

Variety’s 1935 story, headlined
“Sticks Nix Hick Pix,” was an interview with Kinsky, in which he
said rural exhibitors were fed up
with films accenting a hayseed
I

flavor.

more, is also solid in Washington.
“Far Horizons” (Par) is sock in
but so-so in Indianapolis,
“Pearl of the South Pacific”
(RKO), dull In Washington, is poor
in Cleveland. “Prize of Gold” (Col)
is strong in Chicago but so-so in
Washington.
( Complete
Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9

Omaha

industry’s War Activities Committee work during World War II.
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Madrid, July 12.
‘Love Me’ 2d, ‘Itch’ 3d, ‘Foys’ 4th
There is considerable resentment
here regarding the Motion Picture
While high temperatures contin- (WB), a consistent biz puller. “Lady
Export Assn.’s decision not to participate in the San Sebastian film ued throughout the country, strong And The Tramp” (BV)* dropped to
product plus airconditioning helped
festival which authorities consider
seventh from last weelc’s fifth place
maintain b.o. takes at comfortable
important to national Rrestige.
due to relatively few. dates.
levels.
Far from dipping into a
.
It’s feared that the MPEA’s atWinding up the Top 10 list are
post-Independence
Day slump,
titude may have wide repercusgrosses climbed in most key cities “Cinerama,” “House of Bamboo”
sions in future film relations be(20th)
and “Foxfire” (U) in eighth,
covered by Variety.
tween Spain and the U.S. For the
ninth and 10th, respectively. RunWinner of first-place laurels this
moment, at least, prospects for a
nerups are “Interrupted Melody”
new accord between Spain and the frame is “Not As A Stranger” (UA) (M-G) and “This Island Earth” (U).
MPEA are dim as tempers flare. by dint of excellent showings in Former racked up pleasing to hefty
some 12 situations. It ran second
San Sebastian is recognized as
biz in four keys while U’s sciencelast week, “Love Me Or Leave Me”
a bona fide film fest by the Interfictioner was terrific in Detroit but
(M-G) moved up a notch from
national Federation of Film Prolimp in Baltimore.
third trf latch on to second.
ducers Assns. However, the AmeriPromising contenders for the fu“Seven Year Itch” (20th), precan companies are by ho means
ture are “We’re No Angels” (Par),
obliged to participate on that ac- vious week’s champ, dropped to “The Shrike” (U) and “Summercount. Negotiations with Spain, third. Although demonstrating fine time” (UA). “Angels” is brisk in
broken^, off a month ago due to stamina at the wicket, its overall Pittsburgh and strong both in New
what the MPEA considered- “un- totals are easing off as it movesJ York and Chicago. “Shrike” is good
reasonable” demands on the part into extended runs. Landing fQtfrth in N. Y, while “Summertime” conspot via fancy trade in somp 10
(Continued on page 18)
tinues fine in its third frame in
keys is “Seven Little Foys.”
N. Y., only site it’s been booked so

Williams’ Hot ‘Cat’ For

film

Trade Mark Registered
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PICTCBES
CHARITY APPEARANCES
Hollywood Audit of Films Events
Folk st Approved

A

Hollywood, July 12.
total of 1,269 personal appear-

by 296 film personalities
participating in 319 separate events
ances

Were chalked up during the
six months of 1955.

first

Of

Hollywood, July 12.
Before leaving. .Hollywood .to re-,
turn to Spain, producer Stanley
Kramer discussed his next release
for United Artists, taken from C.
S. Forester’s novel, “The Gun,” the
film calls for two top male stars
and one femme. He currently is
negotiating with Marlon Brando to
play a Spanish guerilla leader, and
with. Cary Grant for the British

Speed

.

,

.

A

period piece, the
locale is Spain from the Pyrenees
set during
Mediterranean,
the
to
the time of the Napoleonic invasion
country.
of that
Budget on “Pride” hasn’t yet
been determined, according to
Kramer, depending upon the dol-

Naval

officer.

.

Up

for Execs

Hollywood, July 12.
Universal has engaged Justin
Miller, speed reading expert,
to conduct a fourweek course
for executives, producers and

members .of the. story and
ing

departments,

now holding
classes, 0

and

daily

some

readMiller is

hour-hour
of

his

“students” already are Table
to read 50 words a minute
faster.

Miller has conducted similar
at Metro, Columbia,
and the William Morris
agency.

classes

MCA

lar costs for stars to soma extent.
Kramer will be accompanied to
Spain by his writers, Edward and
Edna Anholt. He will also take

abroad comes from working under
unfamiliar conditions. Six months
preparation will save weeks of
shooting and put us money ahead.”
Producer discloses he will use
as many as 5,000 men and women
in certain sequences of the picture,
and in one sequence, the bull ring
in Seville, he antcipates utilizing
25,000, all in costumes of the
peKod. Picture is being planned by
Kramer for a December, 1956, re:

•

lease date.
En route to Spain, Kramer and
his party will Stop over in London
for preem there of. his latest release, “Not As a Stranger.”
‘

on Screen Will

’Picnic’

Have An Added Character

And

Actually

Show

Picnic
which Fred Kohlmar is

agencies

wood Comdinating Committee,
179 were for the military. These included. 13 'domestic camp and hos-

Production Code seal Or no

seal,

scheduled the world premiereof the
controversial “I
•

i

Am A

Camera”

for

Walter Reade’s Mayfair Theatre in
Asbury Park, N. J., on Aug. 4. The
film is being submitted to the industry’s Production Code although
DCA feels it might receive a turndown because of the recent furore
by pressure group seeking a tightening of the interpretation of the
Code.
“Camera,” which has been passed by the N.Y. State Censor Board
Is getting the once-over from several other

state

and

censor
currently

city

groups and DCA is
sweating out the verdict.

O
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Mori Krushen, exploitation chief (and chief traveller) of United
Artists hit Chicago last week for product confabs with Balaban
Katz, then to coast where he’ll touch. L. A.; Las Vegas, San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle, and Vancouver . . . Seldom have the N. Y. film
critics divided so extremely as on the performance of Robert Mltchum
as the doctor-lead in “Not As a Stranger” . . . Radio City Music Hall,
N. Y., has installed a new screen allowing It to project a picture
measuring 28x7Q feet. This is said to be the largest image obtainable
Screen, which isn’t curved, is
in any indoor theatre in the country.
welded so that it is seamless.
_
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Continental

Distributing Corp.,

which Walter Reade Jr. is partnered with Frank Kassler, has submitted a hefty bid to J. Arthur
Rank for the new Alec Guinness
in

pic,
“The' Lady Killers.” The
Reade-Kassler combo, backed by
about two dozen exhibs, is said to
have, offered a. $225,000 advance
for the comedy. v Rank org is considering the offer in a favorable
light.

.

.

.

.

Also a likely addition to the Continental sked is the Italian “La
Strada,” involving an advance of
around $40,000.
The “Lady Killers” guarantee,
while quite high for a British film,
nevertheless is lower than the
$350,000 Continental agreed to
give on Rank’s “To Paris With
Love,” which according to Kassler
is doing very satisfactory biz. As
in the case of “Paris,” Continental
made its offer without having seen
tlie finished pic and on the basis
of the shooting script. Story, deal(Continued on page 22)

.

RoUsPhiRy-Atlantic City
Philadelphia, July 12.
A full-length sound film to be
lensed in Philadelphia and Atlantic
City will start rolling Tuesday (19)
under aegis of Samson Productions,
new company organized by Louis
W]. Kellan and Paul Wendkos.
is

Wendkos will direct and the cast
headed by Dan Duryea, Martha

Vickers

20th-Fox Closes for Schlesinger’s

.

So* African Cinemas, Amusement Parks,
Stadia, Legit Houses and a Circus!

Johannesburg, July 12.
interest in Odeon Cinema Holding
The major part of South Africa’s which controls the Rank group.
entertainment- industry today is in
Albright to Run?
the hands of 20th Century-Fox.
It’s understood that one of the
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy, last top Hoyts circuit execs in Austraweek disclosed here that his Com- lia possibly Sidney Albright
pany had acquired a controlling in- may come to South Africa to run
terest in 'John Schlesinger’s Afri- the enterprise for 20th.] It’s recan Theatres Ltd. which, among ported, too, that part of the deal
other things, operates 144 film was financed by local insurance inhouses via African Consolidated terests.
Theatres.
On the spot to conclude the proDeal for the Schlesinger. “em- tracted negotiations were Skouras,
pire” covers only its entertainment Donald Henderson, 20th treasurer;
branches which include amusement and Otto Koegel, general counsel.
parks, a circus, a stadium and legit John Schlesinger, who had been
houses. Schlesinger retains control discussing details of the deal with
of limited production facilities in Skouras in N. Y. and in Hollywood,
the country, and the sale still lefj with_ the 20th topper June 21
leaves him with vast holdings rang- ’to carry ’on the final phase of the
ing from insurance companies and talks in his own bailiwick.
real estate to such varied enterSkouras has stated that he has
prises as citrus groves and hotels. no, intention of immediately changThe transaction, which sees 20th ing any policies, nor does he have
acquiring 90% of the outstanding in mind major staff changes.
shares of African Theatres, is beAmerican distribs,
Also,
the
lieved to involve approximately most of Whom have their product
$28,000,000.
Not affected by the handled here by the Schlesinger
deal is the J. Arthur Rank Organi- org, have been given assurances
zations 25% holding in the circuit. that 20th will live up to their conSchlesinger also retains his 50%
(Continued on page 18)
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director, resigned to join Vocational
director.

L.

June Havoc
Herman Hoffman
William Holden
Miriam Hopkins
Edna Wallace Hopper
Betty Hutton
Mickey Katz
Deborah Kerr
Henry King
Ely Landau

N. Y. to Europe
Richard Adler
Claire Alcee

Rosanno Brazzl
Ralph Edwards

Lee Graham
Gloria Fokine

Lee Harmon
James Lancaster
Sol Lesser
Emile J. Lustig

May Moxon

Abe

Lastfogel

Alan Livingston
Jayne Meadows
Charles M. Reagan
Martin Shwartz
Sol C. Siegel

Tommy Tannenbaum
Lowell Thomas

May Wynn

Julian Olney

JYat Pendleton
James E. Perkins
Roberta Peters
Claude C. Philipps

Sabu
Lawrence E. Spivak
Oliver Unger

Europe to N. Y.
'

George Balanchine
Derek Boulter.
A1 Capp
Andre Eglevsky
Lotte Lenya
Bill McGuffe
Nick P. Pery
Jerry Pickman
LilyJPons
Lew" Schreiber

Maria Tallchief
Rose Tobias
Darryl F. Zanuck

N. Y. to L. A.

HOCHSTETTER'S JAP POST
Leo D. Hochstetter has been
named Far East manager for the

Ames

Motion Picture Export Assn, head-

Hume Cronyn
Max Fellerman

quartering in Tokyo. He will report through Irving Maas, MPEA
v.p. in chqrge of the entire Far
Eastern area.
Hochstetter joined MPEA In 1952
as assistant
to
president Eric
Johnston. He leaves for hit new
post within, two weeks;
#

.

Advisory Service as executive

A. to N. Y.

John P. Byrne
Margia Dean
Jimmy Durante
Dan Duryea
Glenda Farrell
Zsa Zsa Gabor
Peggy Ann Garner
Benny Goodman
Geraldine Hall

Now Owns

.

September filming.
Raoul Walsh will direct “The Day the Century Ended,” to he produced by Buddy Adler for 20th-Fox
Paramount has option on “The
Saga of Ira Hayes,” a story of the Marines.
As part of the exploitation campaign for Warners’ “Moby' Dick,” a
quartet of British punishers currently have special motion picture
editions of the Herman Melville tome on the presses* Editions will
carry both color, and black-and-white photographs from the Gregory
Peck starrer. Warners also will set up similar hook promotion in this
Country prior to the national release of John Huston production in
December.
The screenplay of John Springer’s first Indie production, “Strange
Houses, has just been completed by DeWitt Bodeen. It will be filmed
in Lisbon later this, year, with James Terry co-producing for the American Producers Group ... Metro sales v.p. Charles M. Reagan and eastern sales head JoM P. Byrne- returned from Coast conferences
.
Director Herman Hoffman heading a Metro' crew in from the Coast
to film a documentary of the battle of Gettysburg ... Producer Sol
C. Siegel a Gotham visitor ... Mary Tuttle, RKO Theatres personnel
.

Feature Starring Duryea

.

Distributors Corp. of America has

# oi

York Sound Track

.

Advance

.

’1AM A CAMERA’
INTO ASBURY AUG. 4

#
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Holden, Rosalind Russell, Kim
Novak, Betty Field and Susan
Strasberg have lead parts.
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Universal'jprexy Milton R. Rackmll and exec veep Alfred E. Daff
Ellin
their, frequent NY-LA peregrinations.
pital tours and one 30-day tour of take separate planes In
Irving Berlin did that for many years in their oveseas flights ‘but
and
tne Fat East Command. Another
that their three daughters
101 were for individual charity'] lately have relaxed the self-imposed rule now
have matured ... A memorial service for Borrah Minevltch planned
orgs.
by his family (five sisters and a brother) under Jewish Theatrical
'
Requests brought to the HCC
Guild auspices. George Jessel and Harry Hershfield to speak; date
'since 1946 now number 3,854, acto be set soon. The 52-year-old showman was cremated in Paris, long
cording to prexy George Murphy,
his home, where he. died suddenly June 26.
of which 2,180 have been okayed.
Olivia de Havilland signed by writer-producer-director Norman
Krasna 0 for the lead in “The Ambassador’s Daughter,” to be released
by United Artists . . . Rossano Braxzi, who co-stars with Katharine Hepbum in “Summertime,” sailed for Europe last week to confer with
producer Ilya Lopert in Paris on plans for the actor’s next starring
film which .Lopert expects to place before the. cameras late this year
engaged by producer Ben Gradus as musical di. David Broekman
rector of “Crowded Paradise,” the story of New York’s Puerto Ricans
Hume
Cronyri,
and Nancy Kelly . . Leon Brandt namdd prostarring
ducer’s pub-ad rep for the United Artists’ release, “The Man Who
Darryl F. Zanuck denied yester- Loved Redheads” . . . Paramount pub-ad v.p. Jerry Plckman returned
day iTuies.) that he was stepping from Italy and the start of filming of “War and Peace,” (the ParaJames E. Perkins, executive
out as 2Qth-Fdx production chief mount-Ponti-de Laurentiis version)
but left the door wide open for v.p. of Paramount International, off to London from where he will go
.RED Theatres pubsuch a move in the near or distant to the Far East for a tour of branch offices’
future.
ad topper Harry (and Mrs.) Mandel off for a vacation at Lake Louise
Responding to a report that fie and Banff, Canada.
was ready to hand over 20th’s
Rep. Katherihe St. George (R., ft. Y.) inserted in the Congressional
production reins to the studio’s Record last week the article by J- C. Furnas which ^appeared in the
next-in-command, Buddy' Adler, “Christian Herald” on H611y wood’s handling of Bible theses.
indie
proundertake
and would'
Norton & Condon nabbed the “Patterns” (Brooklyn filming) p.r, acduction via 20th, Zanuck made it
plain that his basic contract gave count . . . RKO is sending out sheet music of “I Can’t Get Away” to
him full right to switch to an ad- theatremen. Song, featured in the “Pearl of the South Pacific” pic, is
Major company releases again are
.
visory capacity “at my discretion” published by Hill & Range
and also to make personal produc- crowding indie product in the “art” houses.
Skip Weshner named producer’s rep on Bert Frledlob’s “News Is
tions for 20th.
“There is nothing new whatever Made at Night.". . It’s a girl, their third child, for the Walter Reades.
in this situation and 1 have cer- Joan Bennett’s in town to help bally “We’re No- Angels.”
Anthony Mann, currently signed to director deals with Columbia
(Continued on page 18) .
and Warners, has organized his own production company, starting in
.Sain Katzman's most expensive production at Columbia will
1956 .
be “Jean LaFitte, Pirate,” to be filmed next year, in Europe
Copa
Industrial Producer
Productions bought David Goodie’s suspense novel, “Nightfall,” for

Mansfield.
and Jayne
“PiCnic,”
Other players recruited here and in
New York, include Peter Capell,
producing and Joshua Logan di<
'Gettysburg' Title Dispute] Mickey Shaughnessy, Wendell Philrecting, actually will have a picnic
Hollywood, July 12.
lips, Stuart Bradley and Phoebe
in it. The original William Inge
Titan Productions, which bought McKay.
play had as one of Its turning a completed script called “GettysTentatively titled “The Burlgar,”
points an outdoor gambol but it burg,” from Paramount, has pro- film was scripted by David Goodis.
was all don& with dialog and un- tested to Metro use of this same Indoor shots will be filmed at
title for two-reel documentary now WCAU-TV, CBS outlet Jn Philly.
seen.
shooting,
claiming
registration Exploitation Productions Inc., of
The screen version, written by priority, publicity.
Philadelphia, will handle distribu
Daniel Taradash, represents a
“Gettysburg,” previously regis- tibn.
switch from the original on a num- tered by Paramount with MPAA,
Kellman heads local film producber of counts. The picnic scene will was
adapted
from
Mackinlay tion outfit specializing in industrial
be a key feature of the film, in- Kantor’s novel “Long Remember. shorts' and documentaries.

corporating some of the action
that either preceded or followed
it .in the legiter. One new character that of the father of the girl
wooed by the muscular intruder
has been created and several new
scenes have been penned, all designed to give the .characters more
depth and further establish motivation.
Arthur O’Connell is the only
member of the original legit cast
appearing in the film. William

M

New

::

.

.

along 10 other production staffers,
such as a lenser, production designer, production; manager, wardrobe and props, although he does
not expect to be ready to roll before March, 1956.
“It may seem extravagant to carry such a large staff on a picture
so long in advance of shooting, but
it actually will prove to be economical,” Kramer says. “The greatest
budget hazard in making pictures

the 319. appearances for chariorganizations, Government
and public service enterprises approved by the Holly-
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Bros.

Ben M. Cohn
Bill Ficks

Stewart Granger
Jjune Lockhart

Jo Ranson

Tandy
Malcolm Wells
Jay Weston
Jessica
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By FRED H1FT

go for the wide screen and color, but not necessarily
Mexico City, July 12,
CinemaScope,” observed Hector Fernandez, general manaMexican production, caught in a triple squeeze between
ger of the Associacioh de Productores Y Distributores de
of the 'world’s, best-organized labor unions, a tight
exhibition setup and the potent American competition, is*, Peliculas Mexicanas, equivalent of the American. Motion
Picture Assn. He, too, cited the fact that CinemaScope
fighting hard for a ‘place under Mexico’s own loQal sun.
added- a heavy burden onto the budget of Mexican proIn some ways, say the industry’s pundits, Mexican filmducers who must figure on limited returns.
makers have improved their position oyer last, year; in
Ferhandez who is an advocate pf> free trade (other.
others it is obvious even to the. casual observer, -the preMexican industryites tend to feel that the government/
dicament of the local producers is serious, and the situashotild take measures to “protect” the local film biz
tion is apt to get worse before it gets better.
against. U. S- competition) cited the major ills of the
There. are two great factors influencing the Mexican
Mexican industry: The lack of outlets for Mexican films
business today. One IS Cinemascope, which has hit Mexiand the four peso admissions limit. Only he sees the adcan theatres with bombshell effect. The other Is the Govmissions problem from a different angle.
ernment’s absolute insistence on the retention of the four
The question of outlets for the Mexican films which,
peso (32c) top in admission.
according to producer^ Sidney Bruckner, an indie who
used to turn out Columbia Pictures* Mexican product, in
CinemaScope Revolution
most cases don’t get to the theatres until six or eight
There are in Mexico today, according to Allen Noye,
months after their completion, is a pressing one 'for the
20.th-Fox topper in the country, 317 CinemaScope installocal industry. It is claimed on one hand that most Mexilations. By the end of this year, there should be 400. With
can films of quality get their release and do Very well at
a few notable exceptions
“Carmen Jones” was one
the b.o. (the Cantinflas pictures are 'cited and so- is the
the CinemaScope attractions of 20th and the other U. S.
current “Raices” which was made, by a film union); on
companies have done exceedingly well.
the other hand, producers say that they are artificaliy
limited and that, with better .outlets their income would
In fact, many of the Mexican producers say, to survive,
be raised.
they will have to switch to CinemaScope. In. the same
.

50%

a

,

•
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local Standards).

U.S-.

Remittances for 1954

|

Yet, despite these difficulties and the occasional roadblocks thrown up by STIC, American film business In
Mexico is better than ever and the industry last year
took around $3,500,000 out of Mexico. Alfredo Holguin, for
instance, Universal’s Mexican manager, Won the Daff
drive this year. And CinemaScope has Changed the lineup
of the U. S. companies.
.

:
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Tops

’

The

limited returns necessitated by the 32e top, while
hitting .the Americans, are eyen harder on the Mexicans
whose costs have risen sharply.. Producers are currently
confronted With, h wage increase demand from STPC, the
union of actors and production workers., AND A, the actors
guild, wants a 50% boost, the technicians ask 20%, directors 30% to 50%, etc. A strike has been, threatened for
July 31 unless the union’s' demands are met. According
to men lijke: Bruckner, who is on the negotiating committee,' the producers have no intentions, of giving ^n.
“We have told them,” he said, we cannot afford to give
them a red cent. And they know full well. how much oUr
costs are up,” Nevertheless, there is the impression that
STPG will get a raise and that it will probably run to
an average of 10%. “The trouble with our industry,” complained Bruckner, “is that it’s= improvised. There is no
r clear direction, no firm policy. And the unions are holding us back.”
^

Skouras Sets C’Scope Fees
One

of the purposes of the visit to Mexico recently of
*Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy, was to convince native
producers to play the CinemaScope game despite the
higher costs. Skouras and Noye set a new CinemaScope
fee for the Mexican producers
$5,000 per film in a
Spanish-language version and $7,500 for pix made in dual

—

Projectionists

•

.

less government interference.
“I hope the time will come when we are on solid enough
ground for the government to withdraw from the film
industry,” Fernandez observed. “The government’s interest in the industry is strictly bureaucratic. They complain
about the lack of ‘social sense’ in our pictures, when
actually all the people want is entertainment.”
American observers in Mexico, who realize that a
healthy local industry is apt to help rather than hinder
the U. S. distribs’ operations, say the root-of the Mexican
industry’s trouble goes deeper than the four peso admission or CinemaScope competition.
“The minute they start finding themselves and turning
.

Union

STIC, the projectionists union’ which has jurisdiction
over the theatres, distribution staffs, newsreel and shorts
cameramen, etc., also has put in for An increase. According to Enrique Zienert, head of the UTS. film board in
Mexico (he’s been on the job for 27 years), STIC wants

Loew Theatre Buys Pend in Germany;

out good, solid pictures instead of a rash of quickies,
that industry will flourish,” was one comment. “They
have some people here who can do the job, but they
aren’t really given a chance. The potential certainly is
there.”

.

Golden Laurel Awards Not

.

and

^

\

Columbia by virtue of its Mexican- releases.
20th, which has replaced Metro in ^standing

as the second-largest grosser in Mexico. After' that it’s
Metro, Universal, Warner Bros,, etc. The Mexicans are
not unaware of the excellent biz being done by the. Americans and. the restrictionist-minded group never fails to
point out to the government the amount of dollars that
are flowing out of the country via pix (tax: 2%) as against
the limited income which, in the case of the U. S., is
slapped with a 30% withholding levy (it actually comes
toenly 15%).
One of the reasons for the good Hollywood showing is
that pix are still Mexico’s number one popular entertainment. Television exists but virtually doesn’t count.
There are only about 80,000 sets, and they cost around
$350 to $400 With very small screens.
According to Fernandez, the gradual reduction in the
Mexican production volume is helping the industry and so
is the organization of Cimex which adds its advances to
the financing extended by the Cinematographic Bank.
Nevertheless, opined Fernandez, what the Mexican industry needs are producers with capital;, studios that are
not just rental lots 'but are owned by production outfits,

.

M

is

Then comes

.

•

Spanish-English form.
There are a couple of CinemaScope features now being
made and others appear on the horizon. One completed
is “La Doncella De Piedra’’ (The*Stone Maiden), completed at an estimated cost of 1,500,000 pesos (about $125,000), very high for a Mexican production. Another, to be
made by the Rodriguez interests, is a musical starringAndy Russell, Abelardo Rodriguez, who is tied up with
20th, has also completed “Monster of the Mountain,” in
Spanish and English, starring Guy Madison.
“Our producers, if they intend to survive, .Will have to

Up

Chain

by
••

Consequently, -there is a. good deal of interest in the
negotiations between the producers association and circuit owner, Gabriel Alarcon who operates Cardena. de
Oro. chain. The producers are interested in buying Alarcon’s 28-theatre chain in the Federal District, but the
price quoted so far has been too high .and there is a
section in the producers assn, which doesn’t subscribe to'
such a purchase as a necessary cure for what ails the
industry.
v
It’s said, that, whereas the exhibs in Mexico participate
in film financing, they don’t necessarily give preference
to the features in which they have a stake, preferring
instead to .play off the .American product.
“The chains
are so booked up with Hollywood films, it’s tough to get
a date,” complained one producer,

—

]

28-Tlrcfltre

|

.In the past, the U. S. companies took out of Mexico
City (the Federal* District) some 60% of the total revenue
whereas in the stix they got less than 40%. There was. a
time when Mexican theatres in the provinces, if they.
played American imports at all, would use them as fillers.
Even in the top houses, the films played on flat terms.
Today, much to the chagrin of the Mexican industry,
CinemaScope is changing these ratios. As they equip for
the wide screen, the houses outside Mexico find that
C’Scope is a big draw. Where they used to double-feature
a Mexican and an American pic
or two Mexican films
they are now quite apt to feature a single CinemaScope
picture with appropriate shorts. And they will play it on
percentage.
“We have more or less resigned ourselves to the situation in
ex * c0 City,” said one important Mexican producer, “but we can’t take this sort of beating in the provinces.” .In brackets this sort of remark is inevitably accompanied by the explanation that, in Latin America,
Mexican, pictures also ha^p lost ground due to the influx
of European product.

—

least

—

breath they state that they can’t afford to make the
switch. Yet their distributors tell them it is absolutely
necessary.

all ’round, it isn’t likely

.

.

—

up

costs

it.

Zienert confirmed that increased American competition to Mexican films in the provinces was worrying the
local producers, and he noted the rising sentiment for
“protection,** “It worries us a good deal,” he said. Zienert recalled that there was now pending with the Mexican courts a screen quota proposal (30%) which actually
is part of Mexican law but has been suspended by the
government at the request of the powerful exhibition
interests. “One of these days, the court will rule on that
quota,” Zienert declared.
Like the Mexican producers, the American companies
also are feeling .the .demands of the powerful local unions
which, for the most part, have the backing of the government. The Mexican administration, on the surface at
least, is $ “people’s” regime, which in part explains the
insistence oh the four peso admission at a time when admissions to most other entertainment are way up (at

•
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Mexico (Same as Other Countries)

Limited Just to Europe;

Native Exhibitors Fear Competition
Cologne, July 12.
Loew’s International, on behalf
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is anxious to build or buy film theatres
in Germany and as a first step has
offered around $400,000 for the
A major
passage Theatre here.
house in Berlin has' also been made
a bid.

William Melniker, theatre director of Loew’s, recently visited the
leading key exhibition centres of
Germany, canvassing realty values
^nd the prospective purchase of
theatres is considered in full negotiation.
Denials in some German
Metro quarters are interpreted in
the film trade here as a mere reluctance to let the public know
befoe all deals are sewed up.
German film trades have so far
only “hinted.”..

Some " ^German exhibitors- are
antagonistic toward a major distributing firm entering their field,
particularly one backed by U.S.
financing. The UFA Circuit, which
was a government monopoly and
mouthpiece of picture-making, distribution and theatre ownership
during the Hitler era has been
partially broken up into separate
functions, but its theatre chain has
been constantly adding important
theatres so that it is now the largest and most powerful chain in

Germany.
Individual theatre owners would
much prefer that no more group
competition enter their realm.

Now Global

(Sans U.S.A.)

Edinburgh, July 12.
Scope of the David O. Selznick
Golden- Laurel Awards, a feature
of the International Film Festival
here, has been extended to include
1

Stockholm Meeting Very

films

made

Hornblow

in all countries Of the

to Europe;

Own

Forms
Company For
world excepting the U.S. The U.S.
sponsored awards have previously
Film Criteria-—NemeC been restricted to films made by
Production on Return
European filmmakers are greatly Europeans in Europe. This year,
Completing a two-year stint as
excepting
it
becomes
universal,
interested in improving the techproducer of the Todd-AO “Oklaonly films produced in the U.S. and
nical quality of their output, and
homa!,” Arthur Hornblow has ormuch developmental work in that those made by American, producers
from ganized an independent production
direction is going on, according to or companies abroad. Pictures
Boyce Nemec, exec secretary of Latin America, Russia, eastern company, Festival Filins Ltd. New
the Society of Motion Picture & Europe and the Far East will thus company will be partnered with
first time.
Edward Small productions in the
Television Engineers, who returned be eligible for the
As a result of widening the field, making of “two or three pictures,”
.last week iron} a month-long swing
the
necessary
to
modify
according to Hornblow. First film
through Britain, Sweden, Germany if will be
and France.
(Continued on page 16)
(Continued on page 16)
In Sweden, Nemec acted as secretary for the cinematography
meets of the International Organic
zation for Standardization which
in
were held in Stockholm June 11-16.
Total of 36 documents were pubMexico City, July 12.
lished, half of them in French arid
Placing film advertising, in Mexico City sounds simple but isn't.
the other half in English (the two
Virtually the Only media where^ads can be placed are the newsofficial languages of the powwow).
papers and there are three important ones
Novedades, Excelsior
Nemec said that,, in his converand Universal. Each-has-approximately the same circulation and
sation in the various countries he
charges about the same. They also have a “working” understanding.
had found great respect among enUnless all three get an ad, neither of the three will accept it.
gineers for the picture biz. “They
What’s more, there are two agencies through which ads can be
take it seriously both as an art
placed —- Ars-Una and Caisa. The former is operated by Manuel
and a profession,” he reported,
Espinoza and the *laj;te#r by Gabriel Alarcon, heads of Mexico’s
adding that Europe, while naturalleading circuits.
ly interested in U. S. progress
Should a company decide to create and place its own ads, it’ll
wasn’t sitting back to wait for this
have to hire four' men to eomply^with union regulations: A writer,
dbuntry to lead the way.
artist, publicist and assistant.
It’s obvious that the agencies come
The SMPTE secretary said he
cheaper. Even so, one or two of the U. S. companies (Columbia,
for instance) do maintain their own staffs.
(Continued on page 16)
Valuable in Furthering

.

No

Choice of Media

Mexico

—

Because it is today more dependent than ever on its foreign market, and is making deternjined
efforts to expand it, Cimex (counterpart to America's Motion Picture Export Assn.) is now negotiating reciprocal film deals with a
number of European countries.
In disclosing this here recently,

Pulido

Islas,

Cimex general man-

ager, told Variety that, in his
opinion,
the
Mexican industry
should get about 50% of its revenue from abroad. Today, it gets

35% from the domestic market and
depends on the foreign market
including the lucrative
the tune of 65%.

U.S.

—to

way

(By

American

of comparison,
the
industry gets approxi-

to 45% of its income
from the foreign field. This is considered by some close to being too

mately

43%

high for comfort.)
Islas said Cimex was seeking
three-year reciprocal deals with
countries as Italy, France,
Germany and Spain. These pacta

such

would set down a guaranteed return for each Mexican film playing
abroad and for each foreign import
brought into Mexico, the coin to
come from the showings of the
national pix in these various coun“There will be maximum pro-

tries.

tection,” Islas stressed.

He
a

pointed out that Mexico was

free

market and that

its

(Continued on page 10)

film
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Joan Crawford,

it.

kel, John Garrmdlne, John WteL Rhys
'Williams. Edward NOrrls. Walter Matthau,
Donald MacDonald, -Directed by Lancaster. Screenplay, A. B, Guthrie Jr,,

"The Gabriel ,Horn

by Felix Holt;' camera (Technicolor),
Ernest Laszlo; editor, William B. Murphy;
-

Herman;

Gordon. Previewed July
time, 109 MINS,

Dig

Eli

songs, Irving
55.

11,

Running

.

Burt Lancaster
Dianne Foster
P 1*"? ly.1

,

Hannah

proapeeta.

®

Running time,
Lynn Markham
'55.

W MINI.

Joan Crawford
Jeff Chandler
Jan Starling
Cecil Kellaway
Judith Evelyn
.. Charles Drake

Drummond .Hall

Amy

Rawlinson

Osbert Sorenson
Eloise Crandall
Lieutenant Galley

Natalie Schafer
Queenie Sorenson
John Mclntire Frankovltch ............. Stuart Randall
Una Merkel Mrs. Murchison ....... Marjorie Bennett
Walter Matthau
John,Carr adi^e
An emphasis on sex and murder
Donald MacDonald
Little Ell
possibilities
J°hn f.itel carries, exploitation
Bahson
Rhys WlUiarns for, this romantic melodrama, so
Constable
Edward Norris "Female On the Beach” will get
Gambler
Lee Erickson
Luke
Clem Bevans its full' share of the ready coin
pilot
Lisa Ferraday waiting for such features.
Woman Gambler
Also
important to the b.o. chances is
The rather simple story of a the presence of Joan Crawford
pioneer father, his son and their and Jeff Chandler as marquee
dream of new lands is the basis lures.
Most of the characters seen are
for this adventure-drama adapted
not particularly nice people, but
by A. B. Guthrie Jr. that wears the for all theirs failings are familiar
Hecht-Lancaster label for United enough types to carry the plot
Artists release. It has several fac- through its sometimes obscure rotors that indicate a successful box- mantic and- mystery courses* Joofficp play, not the least of which seph Pevney 's direction gets quite
is the presence of Burt Lancaster a hit out of the players in- putting

Susie

Zack

Sophie
Bodine .7
Fletcher

•

•

*

as "The Kentuckian,”, a title which
certainly has significance in the
current coonskin - capped trend.
The fact it is in Cinemascope and
Technicolor will not hurt the
chances in the outdoor ihatket,
either.

A medium

hit
A

sured.

seems

as-

While the grossing outlook is
okay It does not follow that the
offering is an overall good
show, either critically or entertainmentwise. For one thing the

H-L

footage is long and often slow,
with the really high spots of action
rather scattered during the 103
minutes. The biggest action sequence, a deadly, bloody bullwhip
fight with an unarmed. Lancaster
the target of the' heavy’s rawhide,
is an hour and 20 minutes in coming, and a sizeable percentage of
viewers are likely to grow impatient with the waiting. More concentration on the meat of the plot
and less on unnecessary incidental
detail could have kept the pace
lively to the satisfaction of the
action-minded and, at the same
time, there still would have been
ample opportunities for the injection of necessary plot substance
for a well-rounded show.
Lancaster takes on the added
chore of director^ for the produc-.
tion, filmed in Kentucky and Indiana from the novel, "The Gabriel
Horn” by Felix Holt. He does a
fairly competent first-jab of handling most every one but himself.
His title role portrayal seems a bit
too self-conscious, as though the
director and the actor couldn’t
quite agree.
Lancaster has two beauts as costars, Dianne Foster and Diana
Lynn,' along with a lineup of character actors portraying the assorted pioneer types. Miss Foster
makes a strong impression as y Hannah, the bound girl who takes up
With Lancaster and his young son,
Donald MacDonald, after they use
their riverboat passage money to
pay off her indentures to a mean
tavernkeeper. She, more than anyone else in the cast, adds something other than just a surface response to the stoty situations. Miss
Lynn is the pretty village school
teacher who temporarily takes
Lancaster’s mind off his dream of
Texas, a change that causes an
estrangement with his son, but the
problem is righted by Hannah’s resourcefulness in meeting the issue
as well as her pioneer-woman handling of other dangers that would
separate the father-son-bound girl
trio.

Miss Lynn

is

competent and

attractive but, unfortunately, her
role doesn t count for much in
the
overall drama.

them through the paced
Robert

mons

Hill-Richard

script based

acquits hima
>t bly as the son.
So do
?John SS®f
Mclntire and Una Merkel as
Lancaster’s elder brother and sister-in-law who want him to
settle
down; John Carradine, a travelling

man; John Litel, leader
he landrush to Texas; Rhys
2Lf.
Williams
and
Edward Norris.
There s too much of ten-twent-

t hirt

thau

flamboyance to Walter Mat-

set

Alan

by the
Sim-

Hill’s play,

"The Besieged Heart.” ^
for the Albert Zugsmith production is Balboa Beach,
Southern California seaside resort,
and the vacation playground provides an interesting background to
the dramatics that spin off during
the 97 minutes of footage. Miss
Crawford portrays a gal who has
had a rather rugge'fl life and is
now the widow of a Las» Vegas
.gambler, come to take over the
beach home she has never seen.
Chandler is a somewhat mysterious beachiboy whose principal occupation seems to be the pursuit
of wealthy, lonely widows.
Melodramatic phase of the story
1
is brought to the fore immediate y
with the death of Judith Evelyn,
one of those wealthy, lonely widSetting

With the old cottage occupant

real estate woman
hero for herself.

Meat

of the

who wants the

dramatics

fall

to

Miss Crawford and Chandler and
they deliver well. Miss Sterling’s
character is a bit thankless, but
competently portrayed. Kellaway
and Miss Schafer are good as the
confidence team, as is Drake in his
few appearances. An aid to the

mood tried for in the film is a harmonica theme in the music supervised by Joseph Gershenson, while
Charles Lang’s lensing is another
expert assist. Other technical conBrog.
tributions are good.

Die Ratten
(The Rats)
'

(GERMAN)
Berlin,

•

•

.

.

1

„

Salzburg, June

.

30.

marie Hatheyer. Directed by Robert
Siodmak. Screenplay, Jochen Huthr-based
on stage play of same title by Gerhart
Hauptmann; camera, Goeran Strindberg;
music. Werner Elsbrennet; sets, Rolf
Zehetbauer. At Film Festival, Berlin.
Pauline Karka
Maria Schell
Bruno Mechelke
Curd Juergens
Anna John
Heldemarie Hatheyer
Karl John
Gustav Jtnuth
Frau Knobbe
Ilse Steppat
Harro Hassenreuter
Fritz Remond
Selma Knobbe
Barbara Rost
.

’

is

con-

25.'

Hmzo* reieMsof .CCC production.
Star* Wolffan* Frelw, Annemario Duertafer. Werner Hinz, Ernst Schroeder.
Robert Freytag. Directed by Falk Har*
nack, Screenplay, GUenther Weisenborn
«sd Werner Jp0tf Luddecke;
n

camera,
Karl Loeb; music, Herbert Trantow. At

Elmo Kino,

Salzburf.

Runninf time, Ioq

Oberst Graf von Stauffenberf

Wolffang Preiss

Hildegard Klee .... Annemarle Duerlnger
General von Tresckow.. . , Fritz TUlmann
Generaloberat Beck ........ Werner Hinz
Von Witzleben
Peter Esscr
Dr* Goerdeler
Paul BUdt
SS Obergruppenfuehrer
Ernst
Schroeder
_
Member Krelsauer Circle
Maximilian Schell
« . , ^ Priest
Protestant
Erich Schellow
Dr. Adler
Edwin "Kaiser
Juhnke
Alfred Schieske
.

.

This film deals with exactly the
Pauline Karka, the
same subject and .bears almost the
principal figure, is a homeless,
same title (the other one is "Der
Soviet
poor girl front! Germany’s
20 Juli”), as another German film
zone who has been deserted by her released
one day earlier in the

She gives same key

cities.

The big

difference

the baby to another woman who between the two is director G, W.
for a long time has been hoping
Pabst, which should be no surfor one in vain.
prise to anybody who knows the
This brings up various complica- work of this old master. The subtions, all more or less centering
ject Is the attempt on July 20,
around the motherly feelings of 1944, by some German officers to
these two women. Also, a murder assassinate Hitler and bring an end
occurs. It might have been better to the’ war which was obviously
to make ,a film version of the orig- already lost.
inal Hauptmann this one appears
Pabst’s touch Is evident in the
more like an experiment, a rather
dramatic photography, where cerinteresting and' courageous one,,
tain Scenes achieve real artistry in
though.
Kurt Hasse’s
But the film has many good black- and* white.
'camermanship was no doubt a
points. One is the superb acting.
Pabst susThat particularly applies to Maria great help. Director
tains interest throughout the film
Schell, a Swiss, who here has one
canny pacing, alternating slow
by
of the most impressive roles of her
and fast scenes, and; allowing an
career as Pauline. Excellent peroccasional laugh to break the tenformances are also contributed by
sion which he then takes up again,
Heidetnarie Hatheyer, the other
gripping than before. The
more
woman;' Gustav Knuth, the latter’s
laughs in an otherwise serious
few
husband, and Curd Juergens, who film are a welcome relief, and one
plays Bruno, Miss Hatheyer’s brothsadly lacking in the rival producer, who gets killed by Miss Schell
tion.

—

^

The race

CCC

is

over,

and Berlin’s

Studios has brought

in just one

its

entry

day ahead of G. W.

Pabst’s opus on the

same subject

(see accompanying review). Both
films deal with the plot to assassinate Hitler, tyhich was attempted
on July 20, 1944, and almost succeeded. This treatment, entitled
"July 20” (the other one is called
"It Happened on July 20” is di:

rected by Falk Harnack, a littleknown Gerlhan, director, employing a strictly documentary technique. He handles this touchy political

theme

historical

The

in

a-

dispassionate

manner.

result is an excellent docu-

mentary-type film, which packs
plenty of suspense, and includes a
good deal of on-the-spot footage
from the recent war. It treats the
subject fairly and without emotion, tmd represents the figures in
a realistic manner, with the one
exception of an exaggerated S3
leader (Ernst Schroder). " The only
trouble is that the picture lacks
the emotional kick necessary for
good screen fare at least for
those who did not actually live
through the events depicted.’ The
cold documentary style of the film
never succeeds in establishing a
rapport between the viewer and
the characters portrayed.
The screenplay by Guenther

Pabst sticks close to history in
Robert Siodmak’s direction is
refreshingly unconventional.
His treating the political and military
of the fateful day,. July 20.
events
outstanding abilities are obvious
the situation from
in every scene. Camera work by But he looks 'at
Swedish Goeran Strindberg is the human standpoint .of the conflict going on inside a handful of
praiseworthy. The musical score is
men who know they are on the
also noteworthy. In all, a highly
verge of changing the" course of
interesting, courageous film.
history. Far from detracting from
Hans.
the seriousness of the subject, this
personal (rather than detached) apNight
proach enables Pabst to catch the Weisenborn and Werner Luddecke
e
sympathy of his audience.
tries to present a panoramic view
Taut meller based on real-life
thereby adds an emotional impact of the military, political and moral
terrorizing of a family by three
to what, in the rival film a is a questions involved in the 1944 rehoodlums.^ Some exploitation
political discussion around an ex- bellion against Hitler.
Although
possibilities for ballyhoo
citing cops-and-robbers story.
the plot was basically military,
houses.
The latter film (directed by Falk the film does not neglect those
Harnack) may give one a better labor leaders, churchmen and in„
Hollywood, July 12.
understanding of what was in- tellectuals who were in sympathy
Columbia, release of Andrew Stone prothe anti-Hitler movement.
duction.
Feature^ Jack Kelly, Hildy volved in the assassination attempt, with
Parks, Vince Edwards, John Cassavetes, in terms of the Undercurrents of But the. whole thing does not rise
David Cross. Written, produced and di- resistance to Hitler among certain
above the level of a lesson in hisrected by Andrew Stone. Camera, Fred
Jackman Jr.; editor, Virginia Stone; score, Germans. But it remains a lesson tory, except for those taut scenes
Luclen Cailliet; song, "lwery Now and in history (an exciting one, how- where we witness the tension inThen" by Virginia Stone. Previewed July
ever), while the Pabst version is volved in planting the bomb, wait7. ’55. Dunning time, 99 MINS.
ing for it to explode, escaping
Gene Courtier
Jack Kelly a work of dramatic art.
Doris Courtier
Hildy Parks
Star of Pabst’s film is w.k. Ger- from the scene, etc.
Vince Edwards
Victor GosBet
man
Bernhard
filmactor
Wicki.
For such scenes, the documenRobert Batsford
John Cassavetes
Luther Logan .
. .
David Cross giving a fine performance as Graf tary technique, by its very bareCapt. Cole
Edward Marr von Stauffenberg, the man who ness, arouses plenty of excitement.
Detective Pope
Jack Kruschen
Phyllis Harrison.
.Joyce McCluskey plants the bomb. He is decked out But unfortunately, the people inBoh Henderson
Jonathan Hale with a ‘wooden hand and a patch volved never become sympathetic
Stransko
Barney Phillips
Steven
Charles Herbert over one eye, but Pabst has chosen to the audience, and neither the
Deborah
Nancy Dee Zane to put the patch over the opposite direction, the script, nor the perReporter
Joel Marston eye from director Harnack. Which formers overcome this basic flaw.
eye should get the patch? We may The roles are all filled by good but
Taut, wellplayed melodramatics never know.
unfamiliar actors, with not a big
point up "The Night Holds Terror”
Other roles are sensitively han- name in the entire cast.
as a good entry for the exploitation
dled, With Pabst’s better-known
Wolfgang
is
Central
figure
market. Given strong selling, pic
having a slight edge all down Preiss as Graf von Stauffenberg,
may hit a neat grossing level, par- cast
the line over Harnack’s good ..but who actually plants the bomb near
ticularly in the situations ^that go
unfamiliar actors. Sole exception Hitler. He sports a small black
in for the full ballyhoo treatment.
the role o;£ Propaganda Minister patch over his** left eye, and a
A young and 'competent cast, while, is
Goebbels, played as a .sniveling wooden hand, but his deadpan actoffering nothing for the marquees, coward, in
the Pabst. version. Here, ing style never lets one get inside
plays assignments to the hilt and Harnack comes off
with the laurels, him, which is a pity. Adequate
word-of-mouth should help.
as well he should, for his actor performances are obtained from
The Columbia release, written, is Goebbels himself, in a newsreel the
actors representing various
produced and directed by Andrew shot.
military and political leaders, and
Stone, uses a real-life incident in
the one girl in the film is played
The
screenplay,
music
and
sound
which three hoodlums terrorize a
are all flrstrate, although the haste attractively by Annemarie Duerfamily, as the setup for melodrama.
caused by the race to get the film inger, although the role itself is
Stone’s waiting and direction keep
onto the market before the rival extraneous. The script contains a
theatrics subdued, letting the situproduct is evident in some sloppy large number Of stock phrases and
ation itself and how the hoods and
noble sentiments, bordering on
synchronization.
victims
react
build' the
tight
The interest of the theme will corniness, and leaving the characmounting expectancy that earters more wooden than they otherassure
the
success
of
'both* films
marks this one as a believable
wise, might be.
suspense feature.
(Plot is very among German-speaking audiences,
This film figures to do good busiclose to current legit on Broad- i.e., mainly. Germany and Austria.
way, "Desperate Hours” and the But the Pabst> "effort figures to ness in Germany^ and Austria, beof the
much earlier melodrama, "Blind come off somewhat better at the cause of special interestpublicity
boxoffice, due to the added draw plot, as well as the extra
Alley,”)
Jack Kelly plays the real-life of Ris name players, plus the di- involved in the dual distribution
in the
Gene Courtier who picks up a rector’s own popularity. As for the of this- one and its rival
time. But
young man while returning to his 0. S.' market, wise promotion could same towns at the samedistribution
its chances for U.S.
turn
this
one
into
a
sleeper.
This
desert home in Lancaster, after a
are poor, even with special promotrip to Los Angeles. From this Pabst opus has the suspense, emogood Samaritan act a chain of ter- tional pull and fine photography tional handling.
to
it a possible successful
make
"July 20” is an examination of
rorizing events result, from the
time the hitchhiker, Vince Ed- import, though it will never earner the German conscience, performed
*
the
big
coin.
Pimm.
Germans upon themselves. It’s
by
wards, sticks a pistol in Kelly’s
a fascinating intellectual exercise,
side and is joined by two killer
done
humorlessly in a good sober
pals, John Cassavetes and David
K. Cooper to
Cross.
Post film. But it’s not likely to arouse
much interest among American
The hoods move in on Kelly’s
Toronto Newsreel audiences, for whom the idea of
family, wife Hildy Parks and two
Kenneth V. Cooper, formerly on "good German soldiers” versus
small
children,
holding
them
frig^ned captives overnight until the sales staff of 'the Reader’s "bad German soldiers” is hard to
Pimm.
his car can be sold for cash the Digest,
has
joined
Associated conceive.
next morning. It becomes a kidnap Screen News, Toronto newsreel
case the next day when the bad producer, as ad-pub director.
held by Jack Chisholm, who now
boys, take Kelly off to hold for
He’ll also take over supefvision heads both the Ontario sales deransom. To apprehend the hoods of ASN’s theatre trailer sales di- partment and the outfit’s Toronto
(Continued on page 20)
vision. The ad-pub post had been production unit.

Holds Terror
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Herzog release of CCC -production.
Stars Maria ScheU, Curd Juergens, Heide-

.

Ad-Pub

.

With

«

'

>

tvuu

.

of the way, Chandler turns his
talents to Miss Crawford and it’s
a rocky pursuit that ends in marriage, even though she knows his

Ways. Suspense nub of the
builds around the circumstances on the nuptial night When
the bride discovers things that indicate she’s marked for death by
the gfoom. However, climax abChandler by fixing the
solves
blame for the first death and the
attempts against Miss Crawford on
co-star Jan Sterling, a jealous

. .

now and

.

o,ut

s portrayal of the
whip-cracking heavy, as there is to the
two
This is without doubt one of the
uncredited actors portraying feudmost interesting German films in
ing backwoodsmen out to get
Lah- months. West Germany’s entry -al
caster.
the recent Berlin Film Festival, il
Laszlo’s camera paints a won first prize. A modern version
beautiful picture of the southern of
Gerhart Hauptmann’s successful
U
yside and Edward S. Ha- stage play of'
£°„
the same title, this
worth s production Resign,
is
an CCC production emerges as a reasset as are the Bernard
Herrmann markably well-made film which,
score and three country style
tunes with special regard to acting, diby Irving Gordon,
Bi'og.
rection and camerawork,

^

,|

terious appearances into the plot.

old

Mjrabell Kino
Salzburg- Running time, 95 MINS.
Graf von Stauffenberg. Bernhard Wickl
Generaloberst Beck.,.. Kart Ludwig Diehl
.Erik Frey
General Olbrlcht
Uarl Wary
.
Oberst Fromm
. v
Oberieutnant von Haeften. . .TU Kiwe
Albert Henn
General Remer

of Germany’s best "screenwriters,
offers Some brilliant dialog sequences but appears a bit too talky,
resulting in occasional dullness.
Actually, story hasn’t much in common with Hauptmann’s" Original
Berlin
It’s
version any longer.

The

,|

yarn
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Joannes JWeissenbach.
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ows who has been romanced by
Chandler so she’ll be an easy pigeon for the card manipulations
and borrowings of Cecil Kellaway
and Natalie Schafer, a confidence
couple with whom Chandler is
teamed. Whether Miss Evelyn was
pushed or fell in a. drunken lunge
from the cottage balcony to the
beach below is left open to quesCharles
detective
which
tion,
Drake pursues at intervals by mys-

Am

in self-defense.

.

:

Young MacDonald

on

-

Screenplay by Jochen Huth, one

lover and is expecting.

:

The Race To Assassinate Hitler

too heavy, also too unconventional
and depressing, while class audiJuli
ences may object to the film’s
tendency to exaggerate* pessimism.
(It Happened on July 20)
Everything appears, sad in it, with(GERMAN)
There is also some
out' hope.
Salzburg, June 25.
weakness as to story development,
NF release of Arca-Ariston production
WicW, Karl Ludwig Diehl
Bernhard
Stan
which is not quite convincing and
Carl Wery, Directed.. by G. W. Pabst
logical, robbing the yarn of sdme Screenplay, W. P. Zibaao and Gustay
Irealispi;
Machaty; camera, Kurt Hasse; music

1955

1955

abovt the current Ger-

Kb Gesehah

Universal release of Albert Zufsmith
wroductio*. atari Joan -Crawford, Jeff
chandler; eostara Jan Sttrlinkr features
Cedi Kellaway, Charles Drake, -Judith
Evelyn, Natalie Schafer, Stuart Randall,
Marjorie Bennett. Directed by Joseph
Pevney. Screenplay, Robert Hill and
Richard Alan Sinaia ons; based on the
play "The neeiefed Heart" by Robert
Hill; camera, Charles LUng; editer, Atofr
supervision,
aeU Scboengarth; music
Joseph Gershenson. Previewed July 0,

13,

average.

However, the film may find it
tough appealing to audiences. For
the average patron, "The Rata” la

Hollywood, July 12.

United Artists release of Harold Hecht
<Hecht-Lancaster) production. Stars Burt
Lancaster; costars Dianne Forter, Diana
Lynn; features John Mclntire. Una Mer-

music. Bernard

Good

beach.

caster title-mling to five b.o.
importance and food chance,

based on the novel

liderabljr

man

Chandler

Jeff

topllnln* romantic melodrama
•n aen and murder at the

Pioneer PelixHelt adventuredrama, aotionful in spots but
alow and over-lone. Burt Lan-

Hollywood,July

V»te«3ajvJulf

*

/

W

etlnesriay,
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Boston, July 12.
-Supreme
The
Massachusetts
SHOULDN'T HAPPEN
Judicial Court has ruled that the
1908 Sabbatarian law under which
Protestants and Catholics Both
State Police censor Sunday showDeplore Biblical Films
ings of films is unconstitutional.
Decision was rendered in action of
Protestant ahd Catholic
Both
Brattle Films Inc. ‘which operates
publications haye taken exception
a theatre in Cambridge.
Hollywood's
treatment of biblito
'
The opinion, written by Justice
cal stories, charging that Metro’s
Raymond P. Wilkins, said:
“The Prodigal” and. other films
“ That the present controversy
are complete distortions; Producers
concerns exhibitions on only one
are rapped for elaborating their
day a week does not seem to us stories with scenes of scantily
to alter the governing rules of
dressed women.
law ... it is unthinkable that
The Christian Herald, an interthere is a power, absent as to
denominational Protestant monthly,
secular days , to require^the subcharges in an editorial and an armission to advance scrutiny by
ticle that “The Prodigal” is a pergovernmental authority of news- version of the scriptural story. In
papers to be published on Sunthe article, J. C. Furnas, a familiar
day, or sermons to be preached
Sateveppst byliner declares that
on Sunday or public addresses “Bible movies run pretty solid
to be made on Sunday.”
honky-tonk sex and comic book
violence, barely remembering to
Section 4 of Chapter 136, Genconclude with a sickly religiosity.”
eral Laws, which gives the State
He
suggests that Christians stay
commissioner of Public Safety as
away from Hollywood Bible picwell as a mayor or city manager
~
tures.
the power to permit or withhold
In America, a Roman Catholic
.permission for showing -of films
weekly, Philip J. Scharper, of the
on Sunday, was declared unconsti- English
Dept, of Fordham U,,
tutonal and void by the court.
charges that many of the Bible
Brattle Films was refused perfilms were “compounded of ersatz
mission to show the Swedish feadrama and synthetic history.”
-

Despite much evidence of a gradually successful fight’ against local
and state censorship of films which
last week saw courts setting back
bluepencillers in the State of
Massachusetts and the City of Atlanta, observers close to the battlelines are disconcerted at the procensorship sentiment in some state

*-

.

'

.

.

•

;
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“Miss Julie,” on Sunday
three times by the commissioner
and the city manager of Camture,

bridge.

Earlier

petition

was

dis-

missed in Superior Court. Appeal
to the Supreme Judicial Court

Boston Herald
VV

followed.
The Brattle Theatre is now running a strawhat Shakespeare Festival but returns to film in the
.

fall.

Bryant Haliday and Michael

Wager

are the principals.

*\

•!

•

•

[Broom for the Censor]

“Massachusetts for too many
years has been a kind of national
joke because of its blue laws and
censorship regulations. The label
“banned in Boston” is one which
book publishers and theatrical
therefore invalid under the First producers have learned to take;
and Fourteenth Amendments,
lightly, or even to welcome as a
left-handed compliment.
“But a change is taking place.
Ohio Governor Lausche
Some Of those seventeenth century
cobwebs on pur law books are get-

i

1

Stands on ‘Censorship’
Columbus, July 12. V
Gov. Frank J. Lausche issued a
long statement here last Thursday
(7) denouncing State Legislature
for failure to pass- bill revising
prior censorship of films in Ohio.
He said bill which solQiis did pass,
prohibiting pictures which are obscene, contribute to juvenile delinquency or provoke crime, is not
enough. This bill involves no prior
rpn<.nr<:liin

“While this hew law will be of
some help in curbing the evil influence which certain . . . moving
pictures have upon morals, said
Lausche, “it will accomplish little
,

compared to the good which would
have been achieved through the

ting .swept loose.

soon

Bay

Staters may
recognize

find, it difficult to

themselves.
“Massachusetts should hail this
landmark decision. It is radical
only as a departure from our own

somewhat benighted

past.

It

—

.

William Conaht Brewer Jr., of
the Boston firm of Peabody, Koufman'& Brewer, argued the case.
Brattle Films argued that the
Massachusetts law was a prior restraint on freedom’ of speech and

Makes It Clear Where He

Buffalo Legion Ends ‘Sinbad’
Mohsignor Cites Penalty

Buffalo, July 12.
“Although we know about the
New Twin Drive-In opened here
pressure groups which openly call
last
week
RKO’s “Son of
with
for pre-censorship of films it. comes
as something of a shock to realize Sinbad” and managed to hold the
picture
for
five-day
capacity rqn
a
how little many Americans really
value their freedom of .choice,” despite protests of the local Legion
Decency.
This
is
the
sole showcommented one man last week who of
has been intimately connected with ing of- the Legion-condemned film
far
parts.
in
Following
so
these
the anti-censorship fight.
He pointed out that, in Ohio for the five-day run local Legion Director
Msgr. Edward S. JScbwegler
instanced, failure to revive state
censorship was due to a parlia- announced that it had been withmentary fluke rather than anything drawn because of Legion protests.
else, with state Senators reluctant
“We are opposed to the showing
to disregard tradition.
(See the of this highly objectionable- film
governor’s comment, in another anywhere in. the Buffalo Diocese,”
story.) To bring the new Ohio cen- the priest stated. “If any other
sor bill to the Senate floor for a theatre shows it we will immedivote would, have involved voting ately ask all practicing .Catholics
it out of committee and away from to stay away from that theatre and
the control of the committee chair- any affiliate theatre for six months.
man, an unusual ijrocedure in poli- If any drive-in shows it towards the
tics. There is little" doubt, however, end of this outdoor season, we will
that had this been done the bill request all Catholics to avoid that
would have passed the Ohio senate theatre next season.”
despite its highly restrictive charTwin DrivS-In is the first bortaacter.
fide double outdoor theatre here
There is, still a possibility, but and brings to ten the number of
only .a slight one, that Ohio may ozoners operating in
the Buffalo
vote in censorship. The legislature area.
c
returns for a one-day session today
(Wed.) and/icould act on it, Then it
doesn't meet again until 1957 unless a special session is called.
Even as; the pressures for censorship mount; there is counteraction. all along the line?
The
strongest weajpon of the anticensor forces today are the courts
Which, acting on; the basis of the
U. S. Supreme Court ruling, have
Government^ of Formosa last
generally found prevailing censorweek set the import quota on forship. laws too. vague and indefinite
eign films for 1955-56 at 444 of
to meet
constitutional requireWhich 327 will be American, 63
ments.
Kansas is the exception. Here, French, Italian and British, 24
the State’s Supreme Court has upJapanese, 20 others and 10 reserved
spt the lower court ruling repealing state censorship. It is under- for government use. Motion Picstood that United Artists intends to ture Export Assn, allocation runs
appeal this decision to the U. S. to 277, which is the same as last
High Court in the near future.
year.
The Formosa fiscal year
In' Atlanta, Metro was upheld by
the local court when it: contested started July 1.
Not included in the license althe legality of the bannihg of “The
Blackboard Jungle” by the Atlanta location are Chinese pix made out-

is

completely in keeping, with the
national trend on censorship cases.
It is in keeping with the best of

our own traditions.
“The purveyors of motion pictures are still answerable for what
they put on the screen, just as
newspaper publishers are answerable for what they print in their
papers. But they are answerable
to a judge and jury after they
have tried, not to some censorbefore they have made a - move.
This is the democratic way. We
are glad that Massachusetts has
found it again.”

•

side

censor...

Formosa,

i.e.

picture law.

pre-censorship

The biggest upset came in Mas- Singapore, etc.
sachusetts where Supreme Judicial
Meanwhile, MPEA board in N.Y.
Court, acting on two different yesterday (Tues.) approved a deal
cases, outlawed the Sunday Blue with Pakistan, allowing unrestricted
Law as it applied to motion pic- imports during 1955-56 and. providtures. Decision came in two suits. ing for
the remittance of all
One was brought by Times Film blocked U.S. coin up to the end of
Corp. on behalf of the French film, the last fiscal year which ran
“The Game of Love,” which had through June 30, ’55.
As for ’55been banned in its entirety, and ’56, the Pakistani government has
the Swedish “One Summer of Hap- agreed to up official remittances to
piness” in which cuts- were de- 1,200,000 rupees ($360,000). Surmanded. The .second suit was plus at the end of the fiscal year
(Continued on page 16)
again will be subject to discussions.
•

lawyers helped to prepare it and
did so with' complete knowledge of
the requirements laid down by the
Supreme Court of the United
States.”

Red

|

W

Communist filmmakers are having difficulty
making propaganda-laden pix palatable for the
is one of the main problems.
Current issue of “News from Behind the Iron
Curtain,” monthly mag published <in N. ‘Y. by Free
Europe Press, has a lengthy, appraisal of efforts
to indoctrinate the. people via film and the stress
on bigger and better cinema for the ideology pitch.
The publication culls from the Red press, qubtes

Red
own

critics,

who

are surprisingly critical of their

and makes some points on its own.
“While more theatres, improved
production and intense
1ST ABBOTT COSTELLO facilities, increased film
agitation work can be depended upon to ensure the
growth of movie audiences, the Communists realSET FOR MEXICO ize -that the only way to attract large numbers of
Hollywood, July 12.
enthusiastic and voluntary moviegoers is to produce
“Don Quixote” has been selected better quality films. Although the movies have long
as first Abbott & Costello indie been considered the most important medium for
production following pair ankling imbuing the masses with Marxist ideology, it has
15 year association at Universal.
become increasingly apparent that ideology alone
Film will be in' color and C’Scope Will not do the trick, that the public remains imand shot in Mexico, Manager Eddie pervious to unaesthetic doses of dogma, and that
Sherman’s negotiating for Ferdi- the masses insist above all on entertainment and
nand Lamas and Arlene Dahl as human interest in their movies and will be satisfied
romantic leads.
with nothing else. To ignore the public’s demands

ON OWN

City Review Board upheld her ac'

tion.

Meanwhile,

it

was indicated that

the city is 'loath to put all its censorship eggs in one basket. Obviously, it was feared that a thorough court test of the law might in
fact
prove it unconstitutional.
Judge Sloan, in granting the injunction plea, did not pass finally
on the merits of the law.
His ruling resulted in mixed reactions on the part of city officials.
One city government leader ventured the opinion .that there is no
longer a real need for the city to
employ a fulltime censor. He said
the city, under normal police powers, still would be able to police
occasional releases that “offended
public decency.”

Alderman Milton Farris, a member of the Review Board,, differed
with this view, but still foresaw

!

,

that the city will have difficulty in
pursuing censorship. He said, however, the question of censorship

may be “moot”

if the courts will
restrain the city from barring films
it
considers
unsuitable
“long
Enough for the theatres to go
.

ahead and show

it.”

Distributors of “Jungle,” armed
with the injunction order issued by

(Continued on page 18)

You Wouldn’t Know The
Old

Stills

of Lana Turner

In Montreal 'Dressing
Montreal, July 12/

Although local censors did little
or no damage .to Metro’s “Prodigal”
currently playing at Lpew's Theatre
here in Montreal, Tom Cleary vet
publicist with Consolidated Theatres who operate this house, had -to

revamp the press
billboard

material

book and
before

all

film

opened.
All front of the house displays
al-

industry,

states:

<

skirt and no bare midriff.
This has been accomplished via a
wide sash from waist to toe instead of the revealing beaded affair
j of the original. The keynote scene
showing a virile male leaning over
would bn to deprive films of their mass appeal, and the scantily clad, prostrate form of
the people of a form of escape from the tedium of a femme as used in all national ads
daily life which theymnight strive to satisfy in other, and in 24-sheet to half-sheet sizes
less acceptable ways.”
was plastered with the retouchers'
In 1953, the article goes on, the Soviets began brush. In all but the small displays,
showing increased concern for artistic and enter- the male has been painted light out
tainment values, perhaps because films imported of the picture and the femme- enfrom the free world were getting the greater public tirely reclothed.
This self-censoring policy on the
play.
part
of
Consolidated
Theatres
‘Schematism’
saves much time and many headBut there has’ been this rub: “As in literature, aches as all display material must
one of the chief faults in Communist movies is be approval and stamped by a rep
‘schematism,’ resulting largely from bureaucratic from the Quebec Censor Eoaid.
intervention. The effects of this interference are
A similar occurance happened
dull scripts overburdened with ideological cliches’, when they play'ed “Underwater”
uninspired productions which appear to have been with Jane Russell. Instead of the
thrown together instead of conceived by an indi- posters showing Miss Russeli’s
vidual director with an original technique, ... No widely-publicized charms encased
real solution to the. problem has been found so far, iq brief swim suit, there appeared
chiefly because the Communists remain unwilling for local viewers, a Miss Russell
to attack the disease at its root
that is, to permit swimming along in a full-skirted
independence and private initiative in artistic high neckline costume that was

Critics Give It

masses. “Schematism”

The mag

&

Sloan late last Tuesday (5) granted
the injunction after expressing
grave doubt as to the constitutionality of the local ordinance under
which the ban was promulgated.
He ruled the injunction would apply until the constitutionality of
the iaw can be. tested.
Mrs. Gilliam banned the film
March 26, describing it as “not
meeting, ordinance standards, ‘The

most a

N

to the floor for a vote.
He said the argument that the
hill was unconstitutional "is plain
balderdash. Expert constitutional

as if

now show Lana Turner with

moving

Lausche thought the legislators
"erred grievously” by not passing
the* bill, which died when Ohio
Senate refused to over-ride Senate
Education Committee Chairman
Charles Mosher and bring measure

(7)

Hong-Kong,

adoption of an adequate ahd constitutional

Atlanta, July 12.

appeared Thursday

the City of Atlanta is going to refrain from getting involved in an
all-out defense of its film censorship law following the granting of
a temporary court injunction permitting the showing of Metro's
“The Blackboard Jungle,” which
has been banned by city’s censor,
Mrs. Christine Smith Gilliam.
U.S. District Court Judge Boyd

legislatures.

'

,

.

It

'PENANCE' PRINCIPLE

,

To Red Films

•

—

creation,”

Free Europe Press
Europe,

is

affiliated with

readily approved and stamped in
Radio Free the usual place just above the
bosom.

—

—

—
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‘HORIZONS’
r

$8,000,

Stranger Tall

7G

INDPLS.; ‘SPOT’

9

I*

OKE

i

Indianapolis, July ,12.
Biz is quiet at firstrun spots here
this stanza; current hill offering
"Far Holittle to overcome heat.
rizons,” at Circle,* looks to lead
with fair take. "Tight Spot,” at
Loew's, also is modest. "Ain’t Misbehavin’,” at Indiana, is set for
only four days, to make way for
pops, rhythm and blues show on
stage Thursday nite.

Boston, July 12.
Despite the heat wave, with tem-

.

Los Angeles, July

12.

Local: firstruns are shooting for
a respectable post-holiday total,
mostly because some holdovers
continue, stoutish and are helping
to offset the fact that there are
only two newcomers current. Of
the latter, “The Prodigal” is seeing a light $14,*500 in two situations plus $46,000 in nine nabes

Broadway Grosses

Estimates for This

and an ozoner.

A fancy
second round

$22,500 is shaping for
of "Not AS a Stranger” while "Interrupted Melody” is <
gunning for a stout $12,000 in its
fat $26,500 for
second frame.
the third, week is making up for

—

I

A

Little FoyS”
its

is bagging a smart
third chukker. Longto a boff

BaSto

,

Baltimore, July 12.
Large number of holdovers mitigates against big grosses here this
(2,404; 756; 80r$1.25)—"Prodigal
exception is "Lady
(M-G) and "Air Strike” (Lip) week. Major
the Tramp,” wowing the
(State only). Light $14,500. Last And
Hipp. "Land Of
at
the
moppet
units.
week, in different
Pharaohs” is pleasing in its second
Hillstreet (RKO) (2,752; 80-$
Cobweb”
"Four Ways Out” (Indie) and week at the Stanley. "The
"Smash-Up” (poldwyn) (reissue), is fancy at the Film Centre.
Estimates for This Week'
Small $3,500. Last week, with unit.
Century (Loew*s-UA) (3,000; 25Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; $1"Not As Stranger” (UA) 65-95)—"Love Me Or Leave Me”
$1.75)
at $8,500
(2d wk). Fancy $22,500. Last week, (M-G) (3d wk). Still firm

Hollywood (UATC-FWC)

.

*

D—

—

following $11,500 for the second.

soared to rousing $32.300..

(460; 50-$l)
(2d wk).

(FWC) (1.363; $1-$1.50
—"Interrupted' Melody” (M-G) (2d

(Schwaber)
—Cinema
"Le Plaisir” (Indie)

wk). Stout. $12,000. Last week,
great $15,800.
Four Star (UATC) (900; 90-$ 1.25)
"Green Magic” (Indie) (2d wk).
Light $2,700. Last Week, $3,500.
Los Angeles, New Fox, Uptown,

Moderate $3,300 following $3,800

Fox

Ritz

—

.

opener.

Film Centre

—

(Rappaport)

(960;

Boff
“Cobweb” (M-G).
50-51)
$7,500. Last week, "Great Adventure” (Indie) (2d wk), $4,000.

Hippodrome (Rappaport)

(2,099; 965; 1,715;
"Daddy Long
90-$1.50)
(20th) and "Angela” (20th)
Last week,
$18,500.
(2d wk). Mild

Torrid $22,000 or close. Last week,
"Davy Crockett” (BV) (3d wk),

$30,200.

$7,500. «

Loyola (FWC)
1,248;

—

Legs”

--

...

.

FWC)

(Fruchtman) (2,400; 25*
385; 80-$1.25)—"Stra- $1)—"This Island Eatth” (U) (2d

(2,213;

tegic Air Command” (Par) (2d wk).
Slow $8,500, but fast $57,500
seven ozoners, one nabe.Last
week, $16,400, plus fancy $96,300
in seven ozoners, one nabe.

m

.

Warner Downtown,. El Key, Iris
(SW-FWC) (1,757; 861-816; 90$1.50)—"Foxfire” (U) and ‘Double
$45,600
-nabe.

Keith’s

Limp
wk).
opener.

$6,000

after

$8',000

New

(Fruchtman) (1,600; 25"Seven Year Itch” (20th)
$1.25)
Holding staunchly at
(4th J wk).
$8,06o after $9,500 for the third

—

round.-

Playhouse (Schwaber) (320; 50Dull $1)—"Marty” (UA) (4th wk). Con-

(Rep> (2d wk).
Last week, $13,400, plus tinuing big at $5,500 following
seven drive-ins, one $5,000 for the third.
iii
/ *—
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 35-$I)

Jeopafdy”
$8,500,

(2,100;

50-$l)—"Lady And Tramp” (BV).

Orpheum, Vogue (Metropolitan-

—

,

Hawaii (G&S) (1;106; 80-$l)
“Land of Pharaohs” (WB) (2d wk).
"Moonfleet” (M-G) and "8 O’clock Pleasing $8,000 after $13,500 getWalk” (Indie) (2d wk). Only $12,- away.
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50-$l)
000. Last week, with Hillstreet,
.
—‘‘Not As A Stranger" (UA). Starts
$17,300.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2.296; $1.50- tomorrow (Wed.). Second week of
$2) "Lady, Ti’amp” (BV) (3d wk). "House of Bamboo” (20th) was
fairish at $7,000 after mild $9,500
Fat $26,500. Last week, $37,500.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M) opener

—

(1,430;

—

$1-$1.50)

"Seven

Little

Foys” (Par) (3d wk). Smart $18,000.
Last week, topped first frame with
$21,900.

Downtown Paramount, Egyptian,
Wiltem (ABPT-UATC-SW)

(3,200;

$1-$1.50)
Pharaohs” (WB) (3d wk).
$25,000. Last week, $39,100.

"Land
Good

1,536;

—

2,344;

Mpls. Perks Despite Heat;
:

‘Soldier’

Strong 116, ‘Sea’

Same; ‘Itch’ Fancy 10G, 3d

Minneapolis, July 12.
Chinese (FWC) (1,905; $l-$2)—
In the fafce ,of a succession of
"Seven Year Itch” (20th) (4th wk).
Neat $14,500. Last week, $21,100. wind and thunderstorms and ex-

,

tremely “hot, humid weather, local
(2,812;
boxoffice is. holding up surpris"Santa Fe Passage” (Rep)o (4th wk). ingly well. Holdovers continue to
Oke $8,000. Last week, with State, give a good account of .themselves,
while
such
fresh
-$23,900.
entries
as
Fine- Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50) "Soldier- of Fortune” and the "It
—"Glass Slipper” (M-G) (9th wk). Came From Beneath the Sea”
"Creature With the Atom Brain”
Fair $3,000. Last week, $4,400.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364; looks like winners. Following com-

'

$1-$1.50)
(RKO)
—Pantages
"Love Me, Leave Me” (M-G) and

.

—

$1.20-$2.65)
"Cinerama” (Indie)
(115 wk). Started current frame
(10) after boff $29,i00 last week.

pletion of its $150,000 facelisting
job, the 400-seat World reopens
Friday
(15)
with
"Not as > a

‘HORSEBACK’ OKE 14G,

Stranger.”
Estimates for This Week
Century (S-W)
$1.75(1.140;

‘ITCH’ 11G, 2D; TORONTO

$2.65)
“Cinerama” (Indie) (65th
wk.). Great $18,000. Last .week,
$17,500.
Gopher. (Berger (1,000; 85-$l)
"Soldier of Fortune” (20th), Dandy
$11,500. Last week, "Blackboard
Jungle” (M-G) (10th Wk.), $3,200.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 65-85) "An-

"Land

of

.

.

$2,653,200
cities

andJ206

*

"Yellow Neck” (Rep). Mild $5,000.
week, "Tall Man Riding”
(WB) and "Snow Creature” (UA).

Pharaohs”

(WB)

(m.o.)

.

’

<1,500;

75-$1.25)—

(20th) (3d wk).
$9,000. Last week, $12,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;
"Little
Kidnappers”
75-$1.25)
(UA) (4th wk), final frame. Strong

Good

—

,

$6,800 hypoed by free admission
for kiddies accompanied by adults.
"Svengali”
week, $6,500.

Last

Det.; ‘Lady’ 21G, 2d

(M-G) opens Friday (15):
Boston (Cinerama Productions)
•

(1,354; $1.25-$2.85) -t— "Giiierama”
(Indie) 80th- wk). Surprising up-

Detroit, July
$6,000.
A week-long 90-degree o»* better surge to $16,000 hypoed, by after
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-80)
"Tight Spot’’ (Coll and ^"Chicago heatwave is sending some Detroit- Fourth tourists bringing capacity
air houses. Last week, $11,000.
Syndicate”' (Col). Moderate $7,000. ers to beaches and others to
EXeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)—
.Last week, "Interrupted Melody” conditioned theatres with the net,
continues’
downtown
biz
that
result
"Doctor in House” (Rep) (8th wk),
(M-G-M). Nice $8,500.
very strong for second straight final frame. Okay $4,000 v Last
week. "Not as a Stronger,” at the week, $5,000. "Courtmartial” (KI)
Michigan; "Lady and Tramp.” at opens Sunday (17).
Fenway (NETA) (1,373; 60-$l)
Ihe Madison, and "Land of Pharaohs,” at the Palms, all look well
“Seven Little Foys” Par) and
preserved in second rounds. "This "Road to Denver” (Rep) (2d wk).
Island Earth,” a newcomer at the Oke $6,000. Last week, $12,000.
very
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)—
shapes
Broadway-Capitol,
and "Wakamba”
(U)
"Foxfire”
big.
St.
(RKO). Okay $12,000. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
*1- "Davy Crockett” (BV), $10,000.
(5,000;
'(Fox-Detroit)
Fox
St. Louis, July 12.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 60-$l)
$1.25)—"House of Bamboo” (20th)
Midsummer temperatures over and "Other Woman” (20th). Qke
"Land of Pharaohs” (WB) (2d.
the weekend *hypoed turnstile acThin $7,500. Last week,
Last week, "Magnificent wk).
$24,000.
tivity at mainstemmers and biz is
$12,500.
Matador” (20th) and "Master Plan”
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 6Q-$1)
good, this stanza. Leading the new(Indie) (2£ wk), $14,000,
—"Seven Little Foys” (Par) and
comers is ^“Interrupted Melody,”
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.-, "Road to Denver” (Rep) (2d wk).
"Seven Year Itch” is fine in its second frame while "Holiday for Hen- 000; $1-$1.25) "Not as a Stranger” Fine $12,00Q. Last week, $21,000.
Swell $28,000.
(2d wk).
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 75-90rietta” is stout at the Shady Oak. (UA)
"Not As Stranger” (UAl
$1.25)
"Cinerama Holiday 1 eased off at Last week, $40,000.
the Ambassador after rolling up
Palms (UD) (2,961; $1-$1.25)— (2d wk). Terrific $28,000, or more.
and
over
the
$40,000.
Pharaohs”(WB)
week,
"Land Of
Last
its best take in months
'
State (Loew) (3,500; 75-90-$1.25)
Fourth holiday.
“City of Shadows” (Indie) (2d wk).
a Stranger” (UA) (2d
As
Last
week,
$28,000.
"Not
Big
$17,000.
Estimates for This Week
Hotsy $16,000. Last week,
Madison (UD) (1,900: $1-$1.25) wk).
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20kO A AAA
wk).
"Lady and Tramp” (BV) (2d
$2.40)— "Cinerama Holiday” (Indie)
Good $16,000. Last Great $21,000. Last week, $26,(21st wk).
000
week, sock $20,000.
Tod Fix lift L’ville Biz;
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,000;
51-75)—
Fox (F&M)
(5,000;
51"Strategic Air Command” (Par) $1-$1.25)—"This Island Earth” (U)
‘Foys’ Big 16G, ‘Itch’
and “Road To Denver” (Rep), and “Abbott-Co^tello Meet MumOpened Tuesday. Last week, “Far my” (U). Terrific $27,000. Last
‘Pharaohs’ 5G, Both 2d
Horizons” (Par) and “Run For week, "Came From Beneath Sea”
(Col) and "Creature With Atom
Cover” (Par). Sblid $16,000.
Louisville, July 12.
Brain” (Col) (2d Wk), $15,000.
Loew’s <Loew) (3,172; 50-85)
Heat spell, interrupted- freUnited Artists (UA) (1.938; $1“Interrupted Melody” (M-G)- and
showers, hasn’t
heavy
quently
by
(20t.h)
Hefty $17,- $1.25)— "Seven Year Itch”
“Battle Taxi” (UA).
houses-. With - top
Scratching at $9,700. hurt downtown
Last week. "Cobweb” (M-G) (4th Wk).
500.
product on tap, customers are
week,
$13,705.
Last
(3d wk). Nice $8,500.
flocking to the first-runs to gander
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1- pix
Orpheum .(Loew) (1,400; 50-85)
and cool. off. "Seven Little
"Wizard Of Oz” IM-G) and "Rob- $1.25)' “Love Me or Leave Me” Foys” at the Kentucky is grabbing
Neat $9,500. (M-G) (4th wk). Oke $9,000. Last, top patron attention, while h. o.’s
ber’s ROost” (UA).
Last week, "Davy Crockett” (BV) week, $11,200.
at the Rialto
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-- "Seven Year Itch” of Pharaohs”
(2d wk). Fair $6,000.
(3rd wk) and "Land
Pageant (St. "L; Amus.) (1,000; tiohs) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)— "Cine- (2d wk) at the Mary Anderson,' are
Big
wk).
(22nd
Holiday”
rama
90)
"Naked .Amazon” (I n d i e).
catching brisk trade.
Good $3,000. Last week, "To Paris $27,500. Last week, $27,200.
Estimates for This Week
With Love” (Indie) (3d wk). Okay
Kentucky (SwitoW) (1*200; 75-85)
$ 2 000
"Seven Little Foys” (Par). Big
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400; ‘Pharaohs’ Hotsy 9G,
Last week, "Far Horizons”
"Naked Amazon” (Indie).
$1.10)
Seattle; ‘Mask’ $6,500 $16,000.
(Par). Strong $7,500.
Good $3,000. Last week, "Doctor
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
Seattle, -July 12.
In House” (Rep). Fair $2,500.
(WB)
St. Louis (St L. Amus.) (4,000;
Coolish weather continues, but 50-75) "Land of Pharaohs"
90)—“Seven Year Itch” (20th) its the picture that rings the cash (2d wk). Oke $5,000 after last
(3d wk). Nice $11,000, Last week, register.
"Seven Year Itch” 'is week’s fine $8,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
lusty $13,500.
steady in third week at Fifth
Shady Oak (St. L. -Amus.) (800; Avenue -after great stanza over 75-$l) "Seven Year Itch” (20th)
"Holiday For Henrietta” the holiday.
(3d wk). Still sturdy at $9,000. Last
$1.10)
week, fancy $13,000.
(Indie) 12d wk). Good $3,500 after
" Estimates for This Week
State (United Artists) (3,000; 50swell $5,500 for fir;st stanza.
Blue Mou§e (Hamrick) (800; 90- 75)— "Marty** (UA) and "Twist of
$1.25)— "Foxfire” (U) and "Man Fate” (Col). Pleasant $7,000. Last
From Bitter Ridge” (U). (2d wk). weeki "Interoupted Melody” (M-G)
‘Mask’ Mild 7G, Prov.;
(m.o.).
Good $4,000. Last week, and "Chicago Syndicate” (Col),
"Island Earth” (U) and "A. & C. nice $8,500.
(U).
(2nd wk),
Mummy”
Meet
‘Pharaohs’ Nifty 12G
12.

Oke

.

—

‘Melody Tuneful
$17,500,

Loo

,

—

—

—
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—

—
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—
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Providence, July

$4,700.

12.

Higher 80-temps hurting stay-atTiome biz, but enough patrons are
still around to find air conditioners attractive. Loew’s State is big
with second week of "Love Me Or
Leave' 'Me”.
Majestic is happy
.

'Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; $1$1.25)— “Bullet^tor Joey” (UA) and
"Robbers Roost” (UA). Big $9,000
on eight days. Last week, "Beneath Sea” (Col) and "Atom Brain”

Sock $13,000.

Last week,

terrif

—

‘Foys’ Lusty $29,000,

Cleve.; ‘Pearl’ Thin

7G

Cleveland, July 12.
Fast round of personal appearances by Bob Hope in hometown
(Col) (2d wk-5 days), c$5, 700.
here, not only rolled up heavy inFifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2^500; terest in his "Seven Little Fo^s,”
"Seven Year Itch” but also pushed it in top grossing
$1-$1.25J
(20th)
and "Chicago Syndicate” bracket for State's current stanza.
(Col) (3d wk).
Immense $9,500. Egg-frying weather did not hurt it
Last week, terrific, $12,400.
much although it singed several
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- other major houses. "Pearl of
$1.25)—"Not As Stronger” (-UA). South Pacific” is doing poorly at
Tremendous $12,500. PflldC6«
Wk).
(2d
Last week, $16,500.
Estimates for This Week
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90Alien
70-$l)
(S-W)
(3,000;
$1.25)—"Land of Pharaohs” (WB). "Seven Year Itch” (20th) (4th wk).
Big $9,000. Last week, “Love Me Fine $11,500 after $16,500 for last
or Leave Me” (M-G) and "Marau- week.
der” (M-G) (3d wk), $8,300.
Hipp (Telem’t) 3,700; 70-$l)—
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90- "Purple Mask” (U) and "Robbers
Mask” (U) and Roost.” Just oke $12,000. Last
$1. 25 J— "Purple
"Devil Girl from Mars” (Indie). week, "House of Bamboo” (20th),
Fair $6,500;
Last week, "Fox- $15,000.

—

—

.

(U)

Ridge”

and "Man from Bitter

(U),

$7,400.
(2d wk). Holding hep at $11,- Okay
$5,000. Last week, "Davy $17,000.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
Last week, $13,000.
Crockett” (BV) (2d. wk.), $6,000.
Strand
(Silverman)
65-80) $1-$1.25)
(2,200;
"Hfeuse of v Bamboo”
ir awn
Odeon (Rank) (1,165;
State (Par) (2,300; 85-$l)— "In„ £* L
"Seven Little Foys” (Par) (2d (20th) and "That Lady” (20th) (2d
2,580; 75-$l)—-"Soldier of Fortune” terrupted
Melody” (M-G) (2d wk.). wk). Good $7,500 after peppy $10,- wk).
Fair $5,500 on five days.
(Continued on page 20)
Hefty $7,500. Last week, $10,500.
\
000 last week.
Last week, $10,400.

(WB)

000.

AstorMB&Q)

"Seven Year Itch”

and

—

of Pharaohs”

r

(Based on 22

(1,300;

Last

Only new

entry, "Foxfire” and "Wakamba”
at the , Memorial, shaped fine.
Estimates for This Week

Same Week

theatres.

Toronto, July 12,
Despite heat wave, top product,
plus air conditioning, is pulling in
with "Last of the Pharaohs”. Also
plenty of biz. Only newcomer, in
good in its second is Strand’s
a five-house combo, is "Stranger
"Seven Little Foys”.
on Horseback,” with majors hep napolis Story” (AA) and "Bowery
Estimates for This Week
on second stanzas for "Seven Little Boys Meet Monsters” (AA). Mild
Albee (RKO) (2,200;. 50-75)—
Foys,” "Soldier of Fortune” and $3,500: Last week, "Mad at
World” “Purple Mask” (U) and "Stranger’s*
"Seven Year Itch,” all neck-and- (Indie) and "Race.for Life” (Indie),
Hand” (U).
Mild $7,000.
Last
neck.
$4,500.
week, "This Island Earth” (U) and
Estimates for This Week
Radio City (Par)' (4.100;- 85-$l)— “Quest for Lost City” (RKO), nice
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, "Seven Year Itch” (20th) (3d wk).
$8,500.
State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,059; Good
$9,500. Last week, $13,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 65-85)—
955; 696; 694; 975; 40-75)— "StranRKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 65- "Land of Pharaohs” (WB). Nifty
Horseback” (UA) and 85) "Came From Beneath Sea” $12,000. Last week, "Seven Year
"Battle Taxi” (UA). Okay $14,000. (Col) and
"Creature with Atom .Itch” (20th) (2d wk). Dropped to
Last week, "Far Horizons” (Par) Brain” (Col).
Fast $10,000. Last so-so $8,500.
and "Case of Red Monkey” (IFD), week, "Land of
Pharaohs” (WB)
State
(Loew) (3,200; 50-75)-r$15,500.
$11,500 at 85-$l.
‘‘Lpve Me Or Leave Me” (M-G)
Egiinton, University (FP) (1,088;
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 85-$l)— and "Battle Taxi” (UA)' (2d wk). fire”

—"Land

amount and Fenway.
'

Total Gross
Last Year

'

(Cockrill-Dolle)
— "Timberjack”
(Rep)

85)

$29,100 for the 115th frame.
Estimates for This, week
’

smash $44,00Q or better. "Seven
Little Foys” held good at the Par-

theatres, chiefly 'first runs, inciv dinq N. Yi)

'

Keith’s

run "Cinerama” soared
State,

1

Indiana .(Cockrill-Dolle) (3,200;
(U).
50-85)
Misbehavin’’
"Ain’t
Steady $6,000 in four days. Last
week, "Land of Pharaohs” (WB).
Stout $12,000 at 75-95 scale.

"Lady And Tramp” and "Seven
$18,000 in

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
^$2, 543,000
This week
(Based on 22 cities fend 204

Week

Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 5085)—“Far Horizon” (Par) and
"Quest for Lost City” (RKO). So"Davy
so
$8,000.
Last week,
50Crockett”
(BV) (2d wk), okay $5,000, totalling about $18,000 for run.

Estimated Total Gross
$566,000
... ..
This Week
(Based on 21 theatres .)
Last Year ...... $592,900
(Based on 22 theatres.)

Key

peratures' still folding in the middle 90* range, holdovers are good.
“Not As, a Stranger,” in its second
week at the State and Orpheum,
is
still
leading the town with

—

LAwer Mall (Community) (585
"One Summer of Happi-

70-90)

—

ness” (Indie) (2d wk). Ordinary
$2,000 following $2,400 last week.
Palace (RKO) (3,285; 70-$l)—
"Pearl of South Pacific” (RKO).
(Continued on page 20)
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PICTURE CROSSES

Wednesday, July 13, 1955

Chi Perks; 'Aiigels-Haley

‘Melody’ Sweet

Wow 506,

9

lHG,Cincy

Moo’ Solid $11,000
Cincinnati, July 12.

Me Smash

'Love

3$G, 'Prize’ Big

Newcomers “Interrupted Melody” and “House of Bamboo” shape

y*

*

above par at the Palace and Albee.
Leading the town for the second
week, “Not As A Stranger” is
heaping lotsa sugar at Keith’s. Another holdover, “Land of Pharaohs,”. stacks up okay for the
Grand.
1

Chicago. July 12.
Loop biz continues big this
round, with Shriners' convention
and wilting heat bringing throngs
to many air-conditioned situations,
despite scarcity of strong openers,

“We’re No Angels" with Bill
Haley and his Comets heading the
stage bill looks to do stout $50.-*
000 in the first week at the Chicago and "Love Me Or Leave Me"
should garner a smash $36,000 in
the openihg round at the McVickers;

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$l)—
“House of Bamboe” (20th). Hefty
$11,000. Last week, “Seven Year

as re-

ported herewith from the various key. cities, are pet; i,e.,
without usual tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

n*

1

—

now

in its 87th stanza, is booming issue) d^as mild $3,100 for second
again as result of shot-in-the-arm and final week.
given it by last week’s PresidenCaifttol (LoCw’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20)
tial “command performance.”
—“Not As A Stranger" (UA) (3d
wk). First follow-up round ending
Estimates for This. Week
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 75-$l) today (Wed.) looks to hit, strong
“Land of Pharaohs” (WB) (2d wk). $66,000 after socko opening session
Okay $5,000. Last week, $7,500. of $92,000.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.20)
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 75-$1.10)
“Seven 'Little Foys" (Par) (3d
—“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (2d wk).
Fine $19,000 after sock $28,000 last wk). Second round ending tomorrow (Thurs.) will tally estimated
week. Stays.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 70-95) $36,000 after whopping $55,000 for'
—“Cobweb” (M-G) (4th Wk). Solid opening week.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
$7,000, almost up to last w-eek^
“To Paris With Love” (Indie)
sock $7,500. Stays.
(16th wk). The 15th round ended
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$l)
“Out of This World” (Indie) (2d Monday (11) was $4,500, good for
wk). Firm $4,5f0 after last week’s this time of run. Previous week,
$4,600.
Continues.
$5,500. Stays.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 70-95)—
“Pearl of South Pacific” (RKO). —“Davy Crockett, King Frontier”
Concluded seven-week enSlight' $5,000. Last week, “Davy (BV).
gagement yesterday (Tues.) with
on page 20)
(Continued
%
$7,600 after $8,000 for previous
round. “Foxfire” (U) opens today

—

25G Tops

—

Frisco; ‘Foxfire’ Bright

20G, ‘Stranger’ 24G, 2d

'

San Francisco, July

$46,000.
(685; 95)—
Nifty
(Indie).

(H&E Balaban)

Surf

—

RKO

Oke

State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98)
(BV) (4th
Hotsy $43,000. Last week,

Bob

12.

appear"The Intruder"
ances at the Paramount Friday (8)
Last week, “Wuthering and Saturday eves helped launch
$4,200.
(Continued on page 20)
“Seven Little Foys" to a good
start.
"Foxfire" is bright at the
‘Stranger’ Smart 18G,
Golden Gate. “Not as a Stranger”
continues stout in its second week
Heat Nips
But
‘Foys’ 9G, Both 2d; Buff.
at the United Artists at upped
Buffalo, July 12.

Hope’s

personal

Omaha

I

‘Horizons’ Torrid
Omaha, July

7?G

prices.

Estimates for This Week
3.2.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80Heat wave plus only two new
entries has caused biz to fall off at .$1)—“Foxfire" (U) and -‘Quest for
downtown houses here. “Far Hor- Lost City” (Indie). Hefty $20,000.
izons,” however, is torrid at the Last week, “Davy Crockett” (BV),
Omaha and “Purple Plain" is big $18,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
at Ralph Goldberg’s flagship, the
State,
Of the holdovers, “Seven “Seven Year Itch” (20th) and
Santa
Fe Passage” (Rep) (3d wk).
Year Itch" is fairish at the Orpheum and “Land of Pharaohs" is Fair $11,000. Last week, $24,500,
just meeting expectations at the - Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-90)

—

“Love Me Or Leave Me” (M-G)
Brandeis.
(5th wk). Okay $8,000 in six days.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 65-85)— Last week, $11,000,
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)
"Land of Pharaohs" (WB) (2d wk).
Just okay $4,000 for spectacle. “Seven Little Foys” (Par) and
“Killer Ape” (Col).
Good $25,Last week, $6,300.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 65-85) 000. Last week, “Land of Phar"Far Horizons" (Par) and “Lord aohs" (WB) (2d wk), $15,000.
of Jungle" (Indie).
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
Sock $7,500.
Last week, "Annapolis Story" ( AA) —“The Marauders” (M-G) and
and “Seven Angry Men" (AA), “Slave Empress” (Indie).
Nice
Last week, “Simba” (In$6,800.
$8,500.
Orpheura (Tristates) (2,890; 75- die) and “Ait Strike” (Indie),
$1)—“Seven Year Itch" J20th) (2d $ 10 000
wk).
Satisfactory $10,000 after
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre
$14,800 debut.
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“CineState (Goldberg) (50-80) “Pur- rama” (Indie) (79th wk).
Off to
ple Plain" (UA) and "Stormy" $23,000. Last week, $27,000.
(BV). Strong $6,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
Last week,
“Bedevilled" (M-G) and “Maurau- 90-$1.25) “Not as* a Stranger”
ders" (M-G), $5,000.
(Continued on page 20)
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—“Lady and Tramp"

—“Seven Year

J

$2,500.

‘Foys’ Lively

experiencing slough off in evenings. “How to Be Very, Very
Popular" (20th) opens July 21.

<

—

$17,500.

Mayfair.

the

-

—

(1,400; 65-98)^(Col) and

$17,000
session
at

“Seven Year Itch” (20th) is hold-:
ing up' at Loew’s State with okay
$25,000 for fifth week, “Love Me
•9 or Leave Me” (M-Q) concluded a
successful seven-wCek run at Radio City Music Hall, with estimated
$1'25,000 for final stanza.
"Love
Me” became ninth Metro picture

t

—

(U) (2d wk).
Last week, $21,000.

i

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)
Itch" (20th) <6th
wk). Present frame ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit okay
i
9
$25,000. The previous round was
$33,000. Continues.
SUtton (P&B) (561; $1-$1.80)
since 1938 to chalk up over $1,000,0Q0 run at the Rockefeller show- "Marty" (UA) (14th wk). The 13th
Washington, July 12.
round climbed to $16,600 after
case.
Despijte
phenomenon of only
In' face of the general, decline, $15,300 for week hit by recordone new entry this session, plus the arty “Marty" at the eastside zreaking heat wave, Stays.
Trans-Lux -52nd St, (T-L) (540;
the transit strike, now nearing end Sutton showed -the only increase
“Doctor rfn the House"
of^its second week, mainstem biz with* the current session’s $16,800 lil-^l.fid)
(Rep) (21st wk). Long-run British
shapes up a§ surprisingly brisk. topping previous week’s $15,300,
import estimated to equal last
Most exhibitors are pleasantly sur<s
Estimates for This Week
prised at small fient being made
Astor (City .Inv.) (1,300; 75-$1.75) week’s $5,000 for 20th round finishby transportation tieup, and^have
“Summertime” (UA) (4th wk). ing today (Wed.). Continues to
revised original estimates of loss Third round ended last night early August when “Court Martial"
from 30% to 15% or less. Day- (Tues.) was fine $34,000 after sock “(Kingsley) moves in.
time biz, never too heavy here, is $43,000 for first follow-up stanza.
Victoria (City' Inv.) (1,060; 50hurt most, but many stub-buyers
Little
Carnegie (L. Carnegie) $1.75)— “The Shrike" (U) (2d wk).
are venturing into town at night (550; $1.25-$2.20)
round ending tomorrow
Openihg
Magic”;
“Green
for the first time in months be- (IFE) (9th wk). Eighth week ended (Thus ) is seen hitting fine $31,000
cause of relaxed parking rules.
Sunday (10) was $3,500 after $3,900 for the small seater. “This Island
“Pearl of South Pacific," at
for seventh session.
Stays, until Earth” tallied $12,000 for six days
Keith’s, the sole newcomer, is August' 8 when new picture is of fourth and final session.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
poor, but this has nothing to do scheduled to open.
'“Cinerama Holiday”
$1.20-$3,30)
with strike. “Seven Little Foys"
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.55)
at Playhouse, and “Seven Year “Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie) (re- (Indie) <23d wk). The 21st stanza
Itch" at Loew’s Capitol, both hold- issue). Opened Monday (II). In concluded Saturday .(9) was smash
overs, continue sock. “Cinerama,” ahead, “The Window” (RKO) (re- $46,800 with help of extra ipatinee

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-$l)—
(M-G) (2d wk). Slow
“Seven Little Foys” (Par). ShootLast week, $9,500.
ing
for big $18,000 and sticks. Bob
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65$1.25)
“Love Me Or Leave Me” Hope a big help; made personal
(M-G). Smash $36,000. Last week, appearance on stage opening. night,
"This Island Earth" (U) and “Proj- and he was all over newspapers,
radio and tv. Last week, “Land of
ect M-7" (U) (2d wk), $21,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25) Pharaohs” (WB) in 7 and a half
—“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (3d wk). days, about $12,000.
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.40)
Swell $28,000.
Last Week, $32,“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) 24th
000
Palace JEitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40) wk). Off a bit, after big holiday
Last
Around $14,500.
stanza.
“Cinerama Holiday" (Indie) (4th
wk). Hefty $50,000. Last week, week, sock $16,000.

"The Looters”

The

(Thurs.).

$66,000 for initial holdover round Henson" (U) takes over in about
at the Capitol, and “Seven Little three weeks.
Foys” (Par), with $36,000 for secRoxy. (Nat’l Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)
ond session at the Criterion, ap- —“Lady and Tranip"
(BV) (4th
pear to be holding up fairly well wk). Third week
.ending today
iii. face of the
general downbeat. (Wed.) is expected
to reach $45,000
8
“Summertime” (UA) was* okay after $68,000 for initial
holdover
$34,000 for third round at the As- session. Matinee
biz for^ftie Distor and “House of Bamboo” (^Oth) ney
film is especially good but it’s
was' fair
for initial hold-

over

i

$6,500.

$48,000.

tomorrow

seventh and- final round of “Love
Me or Leave Me” (M-G) is expected td wind up today (Wed.)
with nice $125,000. Total for seven
stanzas topped the $1,000,000, the
ninth Metro picture to reach that

!

Pharaohs" (WB), $11,000.

—

(B&K)
—Roosevelt
“Chicago Syndicate"

—

.

Disappointing $8,000.
Last week, $10,000.
65-$l)-rPenn * (UA)
(3,300;
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$l>
“Came From Beneath Sea" (Col) " We’re No Angels” Par). Best getand- “Creature With Atom Brain” away house has had in months,
Hotsy $13,400. brisk $16,000, Last week, “House
(Col)
(2d wk).
of Bamboo” (20th), barely $9,000.
Last week, $16,500.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-$l)—
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1^5)—
"Prize of Gold" (Col).
Strong “Great Adventure” (Indie). Rave
Last week, "The Way- notices for Swedish-made nature
$11,500.
ward Wife” (IFE) and "Outlaw study should mean over $3,000.
Last, week, “End of Affair” (Col),
Gii'l" (IFE) (4th wk), $7,500.

—“Moonfleet”

'

—

opens. July 25.'
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers)
95-$2.75)— “Mr.
(6,200*
Roberts"
(Wfi)
and stageshow

opens

the b.o. figures.
Of the newcomers, “The Shrike”
(U), at the Victoria, opened to a
fine $31,000, though below .expectations in light of generally favorable reviews. Paramount's “We’re
No Angels," also new, looks to
hit good $53,000 for opening stanza',

Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
“Not As Stranger” (UA) (2d wk).
Shaping for strong $16,000 in wake
of $23,800 bow for house’s biggest
gross since “White Christmas” last
October. Holds indef.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-90)—'“Interrupted Melody” (M-G). Pleasing $11,500. Last week, “Land of

.

-

third

;

j

-

.

under

of

Bamboo"

of

was fine $6,800 after
$7,200 for previous week. “The
Min Who Loved Redheads" (UA)
(10)

goal. The sixth week was $136,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-90)
Plaza
(Brecker)
"The Bed"
VLand of Pharaohs” (WB) (m.o.h
(Kingsley (6th wk).
Fifth round
Okay $5,500. Last week, "Davy ending tomorrow (Thurs.) at the ended Monday (fl) wasj$5,600 after
Crockett” (BV) (m.o.) (2d wk), Paramount Theatre.
“Not as a $6,300 for previous period. Stays
$5,000.
estimated
Stranger” (UA), with
until “The Private War of Major

—

(1,000; 80-$1.25)

days

.Capitol
(Ohio Cinema Corp.)
$1.20-$2.65)
“Cinerama
(3d wk). Great
$30,000 after last -week's $32,500
which had capacity matinees.
(1,376;

'Angels’ 16G

(Indie)

“House

Holiday" (Indie)

"

t

Monroe

and

(20th), three da£s, $14,500.

A hefty $11,500 bodes for "A tax.
Prize of Cold” for the first frame
at the Loop, as “Wages of Rear”
gets a hotsy $4 200 in the same
"The Inweek at the World.
truder" should do a Strong $4,200
in the first stanza at' the Surf and
•‘Oh! Amelia" is ' getting a fair
$3,600 in the same week at the
Ziegfeld.
Pitt;
"Not As A Stranger" continues
big in its second, week at United
Artists as “find Of The Affair"
Pittsburgh, July 12.
stays fair in the Same frame at
Things are looking up a bit this
"Chicago Syndicate" week, with both “Seven Little
the Woods.
and “The Looters" combo is. still Foys" at Stanley and “We’re No
okay in the second at the Roose- Angels” at Pemu riding to best
velt, while “Came Front Beneath takes these houses have had in
The Sea" and “Creature With the some time and cinches to hcdd
Atom Brain" double bill stays over. Fulton still' doing all right
hefty in the same week at the in third stanza with “Seven Year
Grand.
Itch” and it’ll stay a fourth. Only
Estimates for This Week
“Kiss Me Deadly" at Harris -seems
Carnegie (Telem’t)- (480; 95)
to be out of the money.
(3d
of
Sadie"
(20th)
"Adventures
Estiftiates for This Week
Mild $3,000.
wk).
Last' week,
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)—
$4,000.
Year Itch" (20th (3d wk).
“Seven
Chicago (B&K) (3,9000; 98-$l.bU)
“We're No Angels" (Par) with Better than $8,000. Last week,
10
000
Bill Haley and his Comets topping $
Guild (Green) (500; 65-$l)—“Invaude. Strong $50,000. Last week,
"Seven Little Foys" (Par) with truder” (Indie). Fine $2,500. Last
“Green
Scarf”
(Indie),
Dorothy Collins heading stageshow week,
$1,800.
(2d wk), $69,000.
Harris
(Harris)
65-$l)—
<2,165;
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;
85-$l)—“Marty” (UA) (2d wk). “Kiss Me Deadly” (UA). Dull $6,Nice $7,200 as a subsequent run. 500. Last week, “Foxfire” (D).
,

four

(20th),

week,

Sunday

’

'

Itch”

*

\

Broadway business continued
offish due to the, continued heat
wave an4 .natives’ desire to scram
the town for the weekend period.
Return of New. Yorkers from one of
the biggest mass exoduses over
the July 4th weekend helped* midweek business somewhat, but postholiday weekend decline dented

I

on

July

4th.

round

Previous

$44,600.

‘Pharaohs’ Tall $18,000,

19G

Denver; ‘Stranger’

‘Love Me’ 7|G, Both 2d
Denver, July 12.
Generally business is fair to fine
with three films holding over. “Not
As a Stranger” again topped the
to\vn at the Paramount with “Land
of Pharaohs” at the Denver a close
second, with both holding. “Seven
Year Itch” goes into a fourth week
at the Centre.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) <1,400; 75-$U
“Wayward Wife” (IFE) and “Outlaw Girl” (IFE). Poor $2,500. Last

—

week on

reissues.

—

Centre (Fox)’ (1,247; 60-$l)
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (3d wk)
Good $13,000 and holding. Last
$1-$1.75)— week, $16,000.

(Wed.).

Guild (Guild) 450;
“Gate of Hell" (Indie) (31st wk).
Denwer (Fox) (2,525; 60-$l)
Japanese import continues strong “Land of Pharaohs” (WB) and
No fresh product bowed this with $8,000 for 30th week ending “DCyil’s Harbor” (20th). Fine $18,frame but biz is holding up well Monday (11) after $8,500 for 29th 000 'and holds. Last week, “Son
Via stout holdovers. “Not As a session. Continues.
of Sinbad” (RKO) and “Case of
Stranger” is handsome in its secMayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80) Red Monkey” (AA), $11,000.
ond stanza at the Buffalo, while —“House of Bamboo" (20th) (3d
Esquire (Fox) (742; 75-$l)
“Seven Little Foys" is pleasant at wk). First follow-up round ending “Adventures of Sadie" (20th). Fair
the Paramount.
Friday (15) is estimated to tally $2,000. Last week, on reissues.
$17,000 or near after $29,000 openEstimates for This Week
Lake Shore Drive-In (Civic)
ing fcound. “Land of the Pharaohs" (1,000 cars; 75)^-“Santa Fe PasBuffalo (Loew) (3,000; 50-$l)
sage” (Rep) and “Carolina Cannon“Not As a Stranger” (UA) (2d wk). (WB) opens July 29.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- ball”- (Rep), Fine '$6,000. Last
Brilliant $18,000 after hitting $25,$1.80)— “Wizard of Oz” (Metro) (re- week, on subsequent.
000 last week.
issue) (4th wk). Expected to chalk
Monaco Drive*in (Lee) (800 cars;
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 50-80)
“Seven Foys” (Par) (2d wk). Pleas- up $4,800 for stanza ending tomor- 75)— “Man from Bitter Ridge” (U)
row (Thurs.) after $6,800 for pre- and “Quest for the Lost City"
ant $9,000. Last week, $14,000.
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80)— vious week. Continues with “Di- (RKO). Nice $5,000. Last week,
“Land of the Pharaohs” (WB) (3d vided Heart” (Rep) set to follow. “Bullet for Joey” (UA) and “Ken-

—
—

wk).

Good

(RKO)
— Palace
“Crashout” (FM)

—

(19th wk).
Last week, $10,500.

Solid

$10,000.

tucky Rifle” (Indie) $5,000.

Orpheum (RKO)
“Love

Me

(2,600;

$7,500.

Last

(2d

week,

$23,000.
(2,200.;
Paramount (Wolf berg)
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1- 60-$ 1)
“Not As Stranger” TU)
$2)
“We’re No Angels” (Par). (2d (2d wk). Fine $19,000 and holds.
wk). First round ending tomorrow Last week, $30,000.
(Thurs.) expected to rack up strong
Wadsworth Drive-In (Lee) (1,000
$53,000 or near. In ahead, “The cars; 502 walkins)
“Man from
Sea Chase” (WB), $23,000 for six Bitter Ridge’’ (U) and “Quest for
days of final week.
the Lost City” (RKO). Fine $4,000.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- Last- week, “Bullet for Joey". (UA)
$1.80)
“Great Adventure” (Indie) and
(Indie),
“Kentucky Rifle”
(8th wk). The seventh round ending $4,000.

—

—

—

„

60-$l)—

Me” (M-G)

or Leave

pected to hit $21,500 or near. Last v'k.).
Fair
week, “Ain’t Misbehavin' ” (U), $16,500.

(20th) (3d Wk-80-$l), $9,000.

(Indie)

and

Week ending tomorrow

—

Teck (Cinema Products) (1,200;
$1.20-$2.40)
“This Is Cinerama”

50-$1.60)
vaudeville.
(Thurs.) ex-

(1,700;

$8,000 after $11,000 last

week.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)—
“City Across River” (U) and “Girls
in Night”
(reissues).
Snug
(U)
Last week, “Foxfire” (U)
$8,500.
and “Air Strike" (indie), $8,000.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 60-85)
“Davy Crockett" (BV) and “Angela" (20th). Fancy $12,000 on nine
days. Last week, “Seven Year Itch”

—

•

—

—
-

I
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Jap Travel Feature
Tokyo, July 12.

Hal Linker, travel and adventure
film producer and, production director of International Films, Hollywood, arrived here last week to
shoot a full-length feature film on
travel in Japan.
Linker said that he will also
make three films for the tv pro-

By HAROLD MYERS
Berlin, July 12.

•

‘Paris Lido’ Closes in B. A.

Sydney, July

German Distrib Okay To

5-

Australia' is proving a bonanza
Case in
for Negro entertainers.

gram, "You Asked For Ifc” Three
point is the smash biz being
"Fishing in Nagara,”
will’ be
State Pic Finance Plan racked up by the "Harlem BlackAfter Sock 11-Week
"Pearl Industry” and "The True
5.
Berlin, July
birds” at the Palladium under the
Story of the Geisha.”
Buenos Aires, July 5.
Agreement to continue support Harry Wren management. Colored
Linker, his wife and his son will
The "Paris Lido’’ show will close
the Kurfurstendamm, homes out in
of the state-aided film finance plan
months.
night,
three
weeks’
about
each
for
Japan
after
in
11
lights
(10)
be
neon
Sunday
down
troupe will likely run six months
a rash of
for a further year was reached at
and the elegant stores are compar- sensational business in Buenos
here, and is giving Wren his best
plenary session of the German
a
in
at
found
week
next
be
to
open
will
best
and
Aires,
attraction for a long span after a
able with the
Assn, of Film Distributors, which
poor b.o.
other parts of Europe. Across the the Artigas in Montevideo.
here during the Berlin siege of
convened
nbte
in
the
of
20%
boulevard
slashed
were
only
Prices
frontier, the
With Melbourne,, Brisbane, Adelfilm fest last week
is the Stalin Allee, a completely last week and the run at the boxThe plan is' known locally as the aide and Perth still unplayed,
new thoroughfare, stretching for office has been astounding. BusiGerman Eady scheme, although it "Blackbirds” should reap at least
severfil miles, with stores, theatres ness did slough off after the June
more closely resembles the state 12 months’ hookings during its
and cultural centres. But the win- 16 uprising and the aerial bomfinancing scheme operated in Lon- Aussie tour.- Down Under custom-,
dow displays are drab and the bardment, but it soon picked up
don through the National Film Fi- ers are also giving fine receptions
bright lights are few and far be- again, in spite of polar cold
12.
July
nance Corp, The German scheme, to. such other sepia performers as
London,
weather which isn’t conducive to
tween!
Rocco, Sunshine Body,
A trading profit of over $8,403,- enables producers to raise their Maurice "Pigmeat”
Yet the two sector^ of this tense theatregoing at night.
Markham, two
Sir
coin through industrial banking Dewey
week
by
last
film-theatre, where 000 was reported
Opera
in
The
thing
one
have
city
divided
Butterbeans & Susie,
And
Philip Warter, chairman of Asso- houses, with the government guar- Hot Shots,
common. Both are basically one- the show played, will revert to ciated British Picture Corp., and anteeing repayments if dinings Mabel Scott, Conga Girls and Flick
Along and around Ulms Monday (11), with Metro’s
street towns.
Montgomery.
to after allowing almost $4,000,000 for fall short of expectations.
the Kudamm (as the street is "Rhapsody,” .which is "expected
Also wowing ’em is Negro pianmmm
taxation, the net result Is over $2,Berliners) is con- do sock business.
West
to
known
is more than $1,20Q,ist Winifred AtwilJ over the Tivoli
This
871,000.
American
the
year
the
Later in
centrated all the glitter and night
previous
year.
loop for David N. Martin. Playing
000 up on the
Most of the main hotels are Ballet Theatre is due at the Opera.
life.
Minevitch
on a salary, plus percentage deal.
In consequence of the improved
booked
located there, and apart from a Gallo Enfcrprises have now
its
upped
Miss At will reportedly pulled dowA
from trading results, the board
Continued from page 2
tour to the Ea st which has be- the "Palais Royal” show
to
from
20%
distribution
an average of $7,200 weekly durdividend
*
Theatre,
Astral
come a must for all tourists, very Paris for the
30% and is setting aside $196,000 ler, a Frenchwoman, Is managing j n g her Sydney run and is doing
few visitors need to move far away Scheduled to open in early August. for a staff bonus. Current assets it.
likewise in. Melbourne. It’s antifrom it.
When Lydia Minevitch, the vet cipated she’ll give the Tivoli cirare shown in the balance sheet at
Although the population travels,] Problem of Festivals At
over $9,500,000; including $2,800,- showman’s only daughter, got hack cu it its biggest take of the current
freely between the two sectors,
000 in Treasury bills and more from the services of hCr 52-year- season.
Int’l Pix Producers Meet than $2,500,000 as cash
their close proximity to the East
in bank or old father, who died suddenly of a
Next year, trade sources feel,
San Sebastian, July 5.
induces a constant tension among
in hand. The amount of $2,640,000 cerebral hemorrhage, June 26, she
see the biggest influx of NeThe International Federation of for redevelopment of the theatres discovered^G) there was no will, ro performers in Aussie show biz
the Westerners, which is not lessened by a battle of the airwaves Film Producers will meet in San has been ‘provided out pf revenue. (2) little liquid assets, and (3) a. g
Another indication of
history.
between either side. It appears, Sebastian, Spain, July 22-23 to
In his report -to stockholders, Government tax claim. There is a
e gro popularity is seen in the
however, that while the Eastern discuss, various problems, among which will be considered at the little Erench property, but it is hi z
the
throughout
registered
outlet has the advantage of power them the dates of 1956 festivals. ^annual nieeting. on July 27, Sir unlikely the U. S. wouM attempt
on j>oth-Fox’s "Carmen
countr
and can penetrate more deeply in Renato Gualino will preside over ‘Philip observes that the reduction to attach that. The Harmonica j ones> »»y it’s estimated that the
the West, the Western web is way the meeting that will haye to solve in admission tax in 1953 made it Rascals act remains the roajor fn
w ni chalk Up a new record
ahead in the popularity stakes, the dupdism between Cannes and possible for them to reinstate the source of income for the estate.
over the Hoyt’s loop of 180 theaThe Russian-controlled station of- Venice, as. none of the two cities "severe cuts” in theatre mainte^
Minevitch s widow, who married tres
fers large doses of Red propaganda wants to renounce their festival.
nance and also to meet rising him exactly three weeks to the day
Between July 19 and 26 the first wages and costs. Nevertheless, they, before his sudden death, wants to
Which is hardly palatable for Western tastes; whereas RIAS (Radio Sam Sebastian International Color are not letting up 'in their cam- remain in Paris and ‘resume her]
in the American Sector) is known Film Festival, in which Japan will, paign for relief of the duty, which art work. She gave up her career
to have the biggest listening audi- also participate, will be held.
composermarried
she
slices approximately .3414%
off when
Continued from rage 5 sssss
ence of any program heard in the
their b.o. receipts. They are par- author Deems Taylor, from whom
East.
ticularly pressing on this, in view she" had been only recently dl- exports were stifled by many artlAny Talent Goes
of the fact that their principal vorced. She is the former Lucille ficial restrictions abroad. He added
Italo Vexations
Apart from the Resi dance hall,
competitor, tv, does not make con- Watson-Little. , Minevitch’s first that one of the means of obtaining
Continued from pace 1
where each table is equipped with
tributions to the Treasury, Even wife, the former Betty Henry, one- reciprocity was the Mexicans’ willa telephone and pneumatic mes- against the limited American im- allowing for the operation of the time actress, is in retirement in ingness -to invest Mexican capital
sage-sending apparatus, most of port quota.
Eady Fund, which provides a sub- Hollywood. Daughter Lydia was in different countries for the purthe Berlin cabarets are housed in
The only bright spot in the cur- sidy for British production, the to have married film-television ac- pose, of coproduction,
Generally, there’s rent distribution situation is the ABPC topper insists that a sound, tor Warren Stevens iast Saturday
intimate bars.
That Mexico is serious in its
no charge for admission and for fact that, after much delay, the studio industry could only be es- (9). He is east, for a Philco Play- reciprocity pitch has been made
n nex Sunday(17) clear by its attitude vs. Britain.
SS ^n
the price of a drink- the local citi- Italians did finally remit coin due tablished with a "substantial re- ^°j S
+^
11
we mg.
zenry often sit for hours to watch to the American distribs for the duction” of the tax_
P lac ® Because Cimex claims that British
t ? 2? .
in Beverly Hills, although theatres will' not show Mexican
a show of indifferent quality. last part of the 1953-54 film year,
in light of the complicated affairs,
There’s no clamor for talent .and through AUg. ’54. The remainder
productions, Mexico has clamped
attendant to the ^estate, the wed- down on the
almost anything goes, particularly for ’54-’55—is still being held*lip Sari Fedak Read at 76;
import of British films,
ding may be set back still another Here and there, Universal
if it’s the over-exposed feminine
Explanation is that.it must be apwill
e® k °5 two. Miss Minevitch is a obtain
form.
One cafe, reminiscent of proved by the new Italian Cabinet.
Hungarians
Event
a license to play a British
^
1
the decadence that prevailed dur^° r a ® evI lllS C0Uturie
picture
("Genevieve”
The licensing demand On films
got
rein
r.
?
Attorney Charles
ing Isher wood’s time here, employs
Torem
(Cou- cently), but on the whole the remore than six years old could
Of Funeral Despite Reds
only homos, dressed in women’s
* s -l^HdljnS whatever
striction
British
attractions
amount to heavy coin since, as Mostill
on
rf^V details there are in Paris,
Washington, July 12.
legal
low cut gowns, as* its enter- tion Picture Export Assn, underHow Hungarians defied their Under French law, incidentally, holds.
tainers. In the East, on the other
stands it, this would involve having
There are some Mexican proauthorities to pay tribute at the jhe deceased’s ashes, since he was]
hand, cabaret singers are well; covto pay the dubbing fees ail oVer
Budapest funeral of anti-Commu- an American citizen, must he re- ducers who don’t feel that counterered and sing only numbers with
again. During the summer months,
ing with restrictions is the proper
nist actress and singer Sari (Zsa moved to the U. S. in five years.
a political twist.
when Italo outdoor theatres, are Zsa) Fedak was releated
way .for getting Mexican pix into
Possibly as a result of the influ
last weekoperating, many of the companies
the world .market. "There is no bar
end by the U. S. Information
ence of the American occupation^
reissue their older product.
against our' films in Britain,” said
Berliners take their beer and
Agency in broadcasts in Europe.
As for having to charge up forone. “It;s largely a question of
O’Neil’s
Scotch iced, but they haven’t gotThe story, gathered from Huneign releases (French, German,
making
good pictures and selling
ten, around to the Yank way of life
garian refugees, told of the fail
5 Continued from' page 1
British, etc.) against the American
them properly.”
so far as their picture theatres are
ure or Bed officials to suppress the
in
quota, MPEA in N. Y. says such a
he
Cimex,
which wholly
concerned.
„
There's no -air-condil-tribute to the woman who fought
„„
„ controls the
¥5?
procedure would make life very
tioning, even in the new postwar
Mexican Industry’s exports, is a
Communism. Madame Fedak, 76, ItS doubted that UA is still in the nrivfltplv-rtwnpH
nnrnnrnHmi
in
privately-owned
houses, and in midsummer condi- difficult for the U. S. distribs. Their known in the United States only
corporation
in
picture.
current quota now is 225 features,
which all of the producers own
tions, film viewing at the rate of
for her performance in the operet
General Teleradio owns radio
which includes 35 brought in ‘by ta "Antonia,” died
in Budapest
(Continued on page 11)
and tv stations nationauTandXs'
United Artists and by Allied
May 5. Her death got two lines in
1
he
Artists, both of which distribute
U,1
(1025,000 'pest)! I°t
the papers and information about which
n
Srhich O
C?NeU
h5ads Apart
Neil also heads.
via local handlers.
not elect more than one of the
her funeral was suppressed, with
STAR? Tint printing issue has been any public demonstrations banned.
bank’s 13 directors. Also, each prokicking around for some considerducer is automatically limited to
Related U. S. I. A.:
BERLIN FEST, M-G TIFF able time. It started in late 1953. "The actress,
Won't Glut Market
25% of the Outstanding shares to
once a wife of the
Since then, MPEA members have
prevent control by any one faction,.
late
The
playwright, Ferenc Molqar,
closing this week of the
Berlin, July 5.
to do a portion of their
A policy 'conflict, has developed agreed
was famed for her utter refusal
RKO sale to Tom O’Neil imGovernment Influence
color work locally, subject to negoto cooperate in apy way with the
between Metro execs in Germany
mediately brought trade atIslas felt strongly that the govtention back to its effect on
and the Berlin Film Festival au- tiations between individual com- Communist regime. Despite Com*
ernment, via the bank, would alpanies and the Italo labs which munist orders,
General Teleradio Film Divithorities over the transportation of
however, she reways play an important part in
are, however, limited in capacity.
sion and the features-for-tv
ceived a funeral that showed her
stars to the annual junket.
the local production picture. "They
It’s suggested by frustrated N. Y.
firm place in the affections of the
market as a whole. From, a
Impressed by the turnout of
are part of this organization,” he
film execs that the Italian beefs
source close to the Howard
Hungarian people.
stars under the Metro banner in
said. Cimex has offices in Paris
are
the
result
of
Italian
vagueness
Hughes
O’Neil negotiations
Cannes (Gene Kelly, Esther Wil"Refugees report that Budapest’s
now and has bought out Azteca
comes the report that' GT will
liams, Grace Kelly; etc.), Dr. A. as to the actual capacity of their incredible
‘whispering
network’
Films in the U.S. It plans to go
print
plants.
release the backlog of features
quickly spread the details of her
Bauer, director of the Berlin fest,
into other European capitals. In
in small doses rather than
funeral, including instructions that
appealed to M-G to give compasome instances, said Islas, where
flood the already shrinking tv
rable
‘everyone bring a single rose.’
support,
explaining that
a local liaison is established, no
market and thereby water
while they jacked the financial
"On the day of her funeral, some
National Theatre
more than a Cimex supervisor will
the pix potential.
resources to pay transportation
8,000 people ignored the secret
be necessary.
Continued from page 1 ss
First step that O’Neil is excosts from America, they would
police
and crowded Farkasredi
As for the U.S., Islas specifically
pected to take concerning the
meet all charges for stars brought Thornton Wilder’s "The Skin of Cemetery, singing old church proRKO vaults is to gleen the exempted this country from his
over from other parts of Europe. Our Teeth” and was pleased with cessional hymns. A huge throng
reciprocity
plans. He disclosed that,
films that can be put into
On that understanding, Metro aud reaction. He also said that the also attended the requiem mass
following the takeover of Azteca
theatrical
reissue.
Product
brought in both Edmund Purdom Salute had been more of a success held the next morning at the FranFilms,
distribution
costs has been
dates from 1929.
and Ann Miller, both of whom are on a people to people level than ciscan church in Pest, and later
brought down from the former 35%
currently in Europe. ‘But now on a government basifc, since 4,500 sang the pre-war Hungarian nato
allowing
25%,
greater
profit disBauer refuses to pay transportation private individuals had donated tional anthem. According to eyeproduc
expenses,^ claiming his promise money to
carry
the
program witness accounts, the Hungarian from this, General Teleradio is in
s
Cimex merhbers. Islas
applied only to stars, and neither through,
and many prominent people added one more note of de- the tv film distribution and syndi- f5
thought the future would see a
Purdon nor Miss Miller were in Americans had giveh time and fiance against their Red regime. cation biz.
Recent on the distribution
that category. Total cost would work to the project. He felt it Each mourner tossed a rose into
It’s considered likely that Genhave been about $150, and Metro Was a unique gesture in cultural the singer’s grave the rose being eral Teleradio will utilize the RKO of dubbed Mexican pix in the U.S.
has rejected a compromise offer of history and had proved the value the symbol of an oppressed peo- lot should it decide to expand its as Part of an effort to widen the
'
appeal of the local product.
tv film production activities.
half that amount/
ple.”
of art as an ambassador.
Berlin* where East meets West
ride,
for the price of a 10c subway
In
is a city of uncanny contrasts.
stem,
main
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the Western
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Tokyo, July

India Censors Nixed

38 Foreign Fix

’54

in

the unpredictable weather.

Madras, July 5.
Central Board of Censors certi“The Vanishing
main award.
Prqirie” scored a total of 3.889 fied 279 Indian pictures in 1954,
points- out of a possible four and Number of foreign films certified
was substantially ahead in the pop- came to 235. Total of 38 foreign,
ularity stakes of the winning fea- films were refused certificates dur-.

Shadow Looms Over

London ‘Doubt’ Chances

mering of its how, why and wherefore, But 'although .still taut after
Only new play last week Was their experiences of aerial bom“The Shadow of Doubt,” a .power- bardement and what was tantaful topical piece by a nfew writer, mount to civil war, nervousness has
Norman King, which opened 'John decreased, and the film-theatres

’

•

0

E.-W. Berlin
Continued from page

Buenos Aires, July 5.
The recent revolution is. still the
only topic of conversation in Argentina, as slowly and gradually
the people begin getting a glim..

Construction was begun -last
October and completed “house” Ntf
cost $16,000. Ozoners have been
slow to catch on here because of
’

,

10-

'

London, July

12,

Clements’ latest managerial season especially are popular as ever, deat the Saville last Thursday (7). spite the shortage of product reStar clicks in an unusu.ally serious sultant from the Entertainment
role of a traitorous scientist in a Board's reluctance to issue release.,
well-knit story. Jane Baxter gives permits to American distributors.
main support, with Raymond HuntSoriaething' seemed to go awry
ley scoring as a special investiga- in the Press Minister’s department,
tor.
immediately after the insurrection,
Production coincided with open- as film, radio and Other illustrated
ing of a heatwave, but should sur- magazines
almost reached the
Hollywood
vive on its merits.
newsstands currying inflammatory
sariie (316), arid during 1953 it was
arid
Scene
film
dominates the
accounts
1954;
of.
the insurrection, but
or
more
than
12 pictures
247,
Broadway has its hold on the legiwere confiscated before, they could
Of the 38 foreign films refused a timate theatre, too. Among the
be
put
on.
sale.
certificate, 31 were U.S. films, two
Since then it is
current attractions -Is a German
uncertain whether the Press Minisfrom Britain, two from Russia, version of Thornton Wilder's “The
ter
still
one
is
wielding
China
two from
and
from Matchmaker,” while “The; Seven
the blue pencil over press, film and entertainFrance.
Year Itch” -was recently, staged
ment matters, or whether the bluehere,.

ing 1954. Interesting factor is tflat three or; four pix a^day(as was
only five foreign pictures were re- necessary during the repent Fes'This award, to the surprise of
fused certificated during 1951, 18 tival) is quite 'a trial. But a rising
most festival observers and corin 1952 and 21 during 1953.
mercury doesn't affect the enthurespondents, went to the GermanFigures for these three years siasm of the audiences and, it's a
made film, “Die KAtten” (The
Rats); directed by Robert Siodmak also reveal progressive decline in regular thing for them to applaud
and starring Maria Schell. Film number of foreign films certified. a particular line of dialog or a
received a score of 3.699,. The win- During .1951, there were 315 slick sfcene.
naturally
ner was just a minute fraction fikayed; during 1952, about the
product
ture.

<!

Arg. Revalt Situation Settling;

5.

Japan got its first open-air
theater last month when the 300seat Lakeside Theater opened on
the shores of Lake Chuzenji, summer resort 4,200‘feet above Tokyo's
sea-level sweltering heat.

+

Berlin, July 12.
For the second consecutive year,
a Disney ^ entry has been publicly
voted the best documentary at the
Berlin Festival and if there had
been only one prize for 'plx in allclasses! it would have Collared the

11

'iWi.

-

ahead of the Spanish contender,
“Marcelino, Ban y Vino.” which
!

“Carmen
received 3.695 points,
Jones,” the only Hollywood entry
first
the
placed
in
be
to
10, was
voted third with 3.685 points.
Three out of four British challengers were 'in the top 10. “The.
Divided Heart” came seventh, “The
Yount Lovers” was voted eighth
/

'-

and
got

“Animal Farm” 10th.
position
thefourth

•

As Top Arg. Web

Italy

with

“Bread. Love and Jealousy,” followed by Austria with “Three Men
in the ‘Snow” and Japan with
“Hiroshima.”: Ninth in the list was
a French pic, “Papa, Maman, la
•

which racked up" 3.848
points, with Germany*s..‘Tm Schatten des Karakorum” pushed into
third place with 3.67$ points. Gernent.”

also

won

pencilling follows a style that is
The East Berlin theatre, operatnot his own.
ing oh a state subsidy and with
Last week the public showed a
unlimited resources, naturally imBuenos Aires, July 5.
willingness
to be entertained once
ports its entertainment from the
Since the radio channels were more,
and the film-theatres had
east, but also features modern and reallocated arid “reorganized” in
splenid grosses, despite the shortProductions such Argentina last
classical works.
October,
Radio age of product. “Sabrina” (Par), of
as the Chinese Opera and the In- Splendid, till then the least dynamcourse, is the greatest attraction,
dian Ballet suggest that* they’re ic of the three networks, has
although the release late last week
more concerned with uplift than emerged as the most closely-knit of
“Gentlemen. Prefer Blondes”
with entertainment.^ Yet Seats* are arid disciplined organization, and
(20th) and “Woman of Rome” (Italfrequently hard to’.coriie by, and is gradually monopolizing the' atsud) jfmt up powerful counter-atthe toiling masses can- oftfen only tention of both audiences and spontractions. Apart from these three,
hope to get a ticket through their sors*
all the material available has been
trades union branch.,
In the realignment, Splendid was hold
over for 11 weeks “Lili”
taken over by a gi*oup which con- (M-G).and “Ffcnfan La Tulipe” (DiRubble Piled High ,
'Even-after 10 years of recon- trols an evening newspap'er (La fa), or ntrie weeks “The- Glenn
Razon) with a wide circulation, and Mille»
struction, the amount of devastaStory” (U) and “Mi Marido
paper is used to 'plug the net- Y* Mi Novip” (Sono).
tion that, remains' is a grim re- the
works’
programs and talent in just
minder of the 1,000 bomber raids
same fashion 'as was followed
of the last war. The ruins hive the
become a feature of the city, more by the Mundo web with its allied
daily, The Mundo, to put
noticeable in the East where there tabloid
network on the map abqut 20
has been less rebuilding. Rubble that
.

Paris, July 5.

Bonne et Moi.”
Siritzky circuit is entering the
In the documentary class, the
1,200-car
drive-in field with a
main contender as forecast was the ozoner scheduled for construction
Italian Scoper, “The Lost Contion the city's outskirts -nekt Sep-

many

:.

first pri?e*for the-

tember-! at an estimated cost of
expected to be
It’s
$160,000.
ready for operation in November
under the moniker of Autorama.

,

‘

,

With the

Only five miles from
best short with “Zimmerleute. des Paris,
trade from
surrounding
Waldes,” only .003 ahead of the small towris will
be counted on in
Ho* ly wood-made “Siam”
addition to biz coming from the
Voting by the public is on the city.
basis of a score of four points 'for
Government is assisting the
“excellent,” three fo% “good,” two,
project by easing .custom duties
over wide areas years ago.
for “medium” and one for ‘‘bud.*' on equipment imported from the is still piled high
On the other handr at the preswiped
Admission tickets are divided into U. S.~ Reasoning behind this, it’s where whole blocks were,
this immediately ent time the Mundo web. seems to
Although
out.
the four .‘grades arid /fire marked believed,
"is the desire of the au- strikes the visitor, Berliners’ say be on the downgrade, with “major
appropriately after the* screening. thorities
to decentralize crowded they don’t notice the wide open sponsors and talent deserting to
All the votes '-scored are added to- Paris
show biz t centres, and this spaces any more. They only see Splendid.
gether arid divided by the number
A sign .of the change is the
would be a step in that direction. the new buildings going up.
t
of tickets.
..[Moreover, the AUtorama will have
Because this is a Western island switch made by Iriberri Concerts
At the closing ceremonies In the r S nack bars, gas station, etc,, in
Mgt., after a 20-year close associaall sides by Eastern
on
surrounded
Gloria' Palast last Tuesday (5), Ankeeping with changes in French territory, Western Berliners can tion with the Mundo web, in takthony. Asquith received a special
ing the whole cycle of longhair
tastes toward things American.
only leave their city by air and at
award from ’the International Film
Meantime, Sam .Siritzky, whose this time of .the year, with the concerts sponsored by Cinzano to.
Critics Assn, for “the high moral
the Splendid web this year. .Rem-:
ECPP
(Exploitation Cinema Paris schoolchildren
air
vacation,
on
Standards and humanitarian^ lesProvinces) will build* the Auto- passages away from here have ington-Rand still sponsors a longsons” of “The Young Lovers,”
rama, left for the U. S. this week been at a premium. Pan-American hair cycle on Mundo. hut the comwhich he directed. Helmut Kautto study drive-in operations there. alone has 17 flights daily out Of mercials lack the' oldtime distincner was also accoladed by local
While away he may also acquire the city,’ but neither they nor the tion and there is not as careful
film scribes for his contributions
some American partners, inasmuch other airlines hqye been able to selection in, the quality of. the
•
as an actor.
sdloists,
as- a number of Yank exhibs have cope with the onrush.
Several
expressed interest in ozoner iri- visitors to the film fest, who didn’t
Two more take the precaution of making ad-*
j vestments in France.
of the outdoorers, incidentally, are varice reservations, were stranded
GIFTS
due to open later on the Riviera for several days. - .
and near Marseilles. '
What’s the main economic differLEGIT FEST
VENICE
Aside from his O.o. of U.S. drive- ence for the ordinary man-inRome, July 5.ins, Siritzky is also .bringing a street in East and West? In WestThe 14th International Theatre
French and Italian picture with ern Berlin (as distinct from Westhim to arrange American distri- ern Germany) there is substantial Festival of Venice opens in this
bution. Films are the Jean Gabin unemployment, but those in work city July 14 with a group of pro'
Paris, July 5.
Henry Cassirer, head of the starrer, “Touchez- Pas a Gfisbi” can get all the food and clothes ductions staged by the Greek NaUNESCO TV Section, has an ex- (Don’t Touch the Loot), and the and. consumer goods they need. tional Theatre. Opener is “Hecu(The Rationing was ended years ago; ba,” with Katina Paxinou, followed
tracurricular chore in bringing the Italian-made “La Strada”
Siritzky and his brother, On the other sidtT, there is neg- by “Oedipus Rex,” on July 15 and
U. S. Video show, “It's News to Road).
Me” (Goodson-Todman package) Joseph, operate three Paris the- ligible unemployment, consumer 17. "Following, July 20 and 21, are
Lord Byron, Monte goods are limited, and food but no stagings of Rosso di San Secondo’s
to French tv as a wfeekly feature. atres the
Cassirer is
other commodities are rationed. “La Scala.” The Venice. Festival
producing this in Carlo and Hollywood.
French and it hits the only governIn Eastern Berlin it is impossible Co. then stages Carlo Goldoni’s “Le
Chiozzotte” 'on
three
ment beam 9:40 p m. Tuesdays.
to make a purchase, however mi- Baruffe
Panel Consists of writer Paul Zuth
nute, without first presenting an evenings, July 23, 24 and 26.
The French Theatre Populaire
and actresses Sophie Desmarets BRITISH LION UPBEAT;
identity card. This applies equaland Helen Perdriere, With guests
ly to food and drink, down to a concludes the Festival this year
with productions of Moliere’s “Don
PROFIT IS 100G modest' cup of <*offee of' a glass
at every performance. Quifc on topof
ical events is considered an edubeer. -Tjhie stringent rule wajs ap- Juan” (July 31), and Poul ClauLondon, July 12.
cational feature since aud checks
Improved results by British Lion parently introduced to stop the del’s “La. Ville,” slated for Aug,
1 and 2,
up on panelists, and hence the Studio Co. were reported in the Westerners eating them out
f
UNESCO interest. ,
balance sheet issued last week. house and home by taking aaVan- T
Many other U. S. features have Trading profits exceeded $390,000, tage of the favorably rate of ’exmade inroads on the radio and tv an increase, of approximately $14, Jchange. (One Western marie buys Orkney Isles Get 2d Pix
scene, but most are packaged by 000 over the previous year.
almost five East marks, yet the
Theatre After 8 Years
private concerns who usually do
According to a report by the di- purchasing power of each in the
Orkney Islands, Scot., July 5.
it primarily for the commercial rectors signed * by the company's appropriate sector is about equal).
stations on the borders of France, secretary, C. Johnson, the result Hitherto, many Berliners had inA new 650-seater cinema, the
such as Monte Carlo, Luxem- “is in no small measure due to the dulged in lush caviar and vodka Phoenix, has risen here on site of
bourgh, Europe No. 1 and also support given to the studio by Sir dinners in Eastern Berlin’s two
the former Albert Theatre, desome Italo and German "stations.
Alexander Korda and London Film chic restaurants for the price of
ham and eggs in their own region. stroyed by fire eight years ago.' In
Private group, headed by Jean^ Productions.”
the
interval the only permanent
Jacques Vital and Jean-Paul BlonAfter providing for regular outcinema in the Orkney Islands has
deau, have packaged such shows as goings, the company is left with a
been
a local 240-seater hall at
“This is Your Life,” “Two for the net profit of just around $100,000.
Kirkwall.
Money,” “What's My Line” and A dividend of 5% is being paid on
GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
New operation will be managed
“Keep It in the Family/’ “Name the ordinary stock and 6% on the
by D, P. Pearce & Co. D. P.
the Tune,” “Family Champ” and cumulative participating preferPearce’s father was the first per“Juvenile Jury.” All these are only ence shares.
son to start a cinema in these
on radio as yet, since tv is someThe .board reports that in the
north-Scottish isles 45 years ago.
what limited and is just begin- current trading year there has been
ning to have commercial outlets in a marked lessening in demand for
A former church at Ellon, in
the border companies. Vidal and studio space and unless there
northeast
Scotland,
has
been
Blondeau also own the U. S. show, is an improvement during coming
1905-1955
bought over, and will be converted
“Dollar, a Second,” and pay off on months, it will not be possible to
into a modem cinema equipped
their adaptions through their roy repeat the relatively satisfactory
for Cinemascope. It is hoped to
alties.
results of the past trading year.
have it ready by year’* end.
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Germany, July

12,

Germany, once the land of the
touring road show and the little
circuses,’ is no longer ‘so profitable
for ‘the. owners of tents. The second German circus, the 40-yearold Circus Belli, hari just come to
the. end of the line in this small
town. meeting the same fate as the
Circlis Apollo, ainother old German
big topper/ which folded less than
a month rigo in Rome.
/
Circus Belli began in 1912 with
a; tiny animal sho\v end grew until its pre-World War II days, it
encompassed a hugh four-ring feature. But now its 73-year-old directress, Charlotte Belli, who ha*
been .its brains for the postwar
years since the death of her husband, cq-owner Giovanni Belli, has
put the. whole show on the auction
block. Its debts total 200, OOO marks
(about $50,000), and the props and
costumes are going up for priyate
sale while the animals a^e being
offered to German zoos in an attempt to recoup some cf the losses.
The much higher current prices
for animals and tents, plus the increased competition from films and
stage shows, have lessened the
profits to be made from circuses in
Germany. People here no longer
are so enthusiastic about making
the often inconvenient out-of-town
trek to the circus grounds to sit in
a tent that might be musty, cold
and

drafty. The heated airconditioned theatre has cut tremendous.

ly into circus attendance the last
few years.’ Only solution may be
for the circuses here to follow the
U. S. trend and book indoors in the

town centres.

$63 Ad Nix Worth 100G,
Sez Hawaii Burley Op
Honolulu, July 12,
Newspaper’s rejection of a $63.20
ad for a burlesque show is worth
$100,000, according to William C.
Fereira, owner of the Beretania
Theatre. He’s suing the Honolulu
Star-Bulletin, claiming $50,000 general damages and $50,000 punitive
damages.
Fereira’s suit alleges that the
paper, “want only and maliciously
ignoring its agreement, failed,
neglected and refused” to publish
his display ad, and failed to refund
the cash.
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The Air Force

called

it

"OPERATION
DEEP FREEZE"

Filmed on dctual location in Alaska with the

but this handful of
heroes who lived it

full

. . .

called

it

cooperation of the

Army Air Force and
Alaskan Air Command I

"HELL”!

th ru

Starring

DALE ROBERTSON -EVELYN KEYES-FRANK LOVEJOY
«itb

NANCY GATES * PAOL

FIX

*

ROBERT ARTHUR

/
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METROPOLITAN LIFE
NOT AN OPERA HOUSE

*

Points

Up

Leadership of Arthur Loew
Liaison System Set Up

— Elaborate

Out at Warner Bros, vitagraph
Studios in Brooklyn, Jed Harris

as to

and Michael My&rberg have built
opulent sets to depict the offices of
the “Ramsey Corp.” They needed
the lobby of a New York office
building that would match this
business elegance.' Scouts. selected'
the lobby of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Bldg, at One Madison
Ave. as ideal, but the producers of
“Patterns” got a firm nix.
Film mgjcers the world over may
well get alarmed at this decision
on the part of Metropolitan Life.
Edifices such; as St. Patrick's Cathedral, the Vatican and the Capitol, in
Washington have granted permitted
film crews and casts inside forpurposes of production. But not the
Met.
N. Y, City has long been wooing
the men who make pix and have
always offered municipal facilities
as one of the outstanding locales
for outdoor, shooting in the world.
Evidently the Mayor’s office does
not realize the Metropolitan Life
Bldg, is off-bounds.
The “Patterns” -crew was on location Saturday* (9) outside the Equitable Bldg,
at 120 Broadway and also has been
cleared to shdbt night exteriors in
-

Hollywood, July

12.

Growing importance of Arthur
M. Loew, president of Loew’s In-

-

ternational,^ in the general operation of. the entire Loew’s organization- is pointed up in the finalization of the deal between Metro and
for the production- and presentation by the film company of

Negulesco Redoing ‘Rains,’

Seeks Ethel Barrymore;
Casting Today’s Chief

Woe

ABC

Hollywood, July 12.
Ethel Barrymore, away from the
screen for some' time, - is being
sought by director Jean Negulesco
for his 20th-Fox picture, “The
Rains of Ranchipur,” a remake of
the 1939 “The Rains Came.”
Negulesco, who. has cast Lana
Metro executives, was £>rton Hicks, Turner and Robert Burton in the
an executive of the International lead parts taken in the original
version by Tyrone Power and
company.
The weekly program, to be Myrna Loy, said Miss Barrymore
read the script and liked it,
had
known as the “M-G-M Parade,” will
have Leslie^ Petersen as executive and he hoped she would accept the
a weekly video show. Loew presided
at the meeting here at which final
decisions' were made on the coordination between M-G and ABC as
well as on the format for the show.
At Loew's side, in addition to other

and George Murphy as part.
“Casting is our big problem tohost and director. Dorothy Kings-,
ley, one of M-G’s top writers, ha$ day,” said Negulesco, who has a
been assigned to the unit. The team in Pakistan now working pn
studio has also designated Jack the background shots for “Rains.”
Atlas and Harry Loud, both of “With budgets going up and hitdirector

Howard

;

*

'

ting the $1,500,000 or $2,000,000 as
an average, who can afford to take
to
a chance on. a newcortier?” he" Wall St.weekly show.
asked. “Some do take that chance, * A spokesman for Metropolitan
Initial presentation, which marks
said he did not want a “circus” in
Metro^t first venture into tv, has of course, but it's, a big risk. You
have
to have an awfully' good story the lobby of the building (over a
been set for Sept. 14 and follows
weekend when the building is
Disneyland on the ABC network. to make up for the lack of names.
closed) and that too many people
ABC v.p. Robert Weitman was . “And yet,, on the other side, get- Would
recognize the. lobby as betop spokesman for the network at ting the name personalities to
ing that of the Metropolitan, as it
the
Coast session. He named Work in a picture is becoming
been
had
fully publicized in the
Rougher
than
ever.
They
have
Thomas Luskin as tv network coordinator to be stationed at the stu- formed their own companies and U. S. and Canada. Since the story
of “Patterns” deals With “big busiare
turning
down
scripts
left
'and
dio. Those repping Metro,ln addiness;” one assumption may be that
tion to Loew, Petersen, and Hicks, right.”
Negulesco, who is responsible the Met has m* wish to be assowere general studio manager E. J,
Mannix, sales chief Charles Rea- for “Three Coins in a Fountain”, ciated with types such as are portrayed by Everett Sloane, as the
gan, pub-ad chief Howard Dietz, said he had no hesitation in reand publicity managers Howard making '“Rains.” When a picture J, tycoon, and Van Heflin, as the ambitious
young executive.
has
a really solid story, such* as
Strickling (Coast) and Dan Terrell
The Met suggested the* lobby of
this one, Cinemascope can only
(homeoffice.)
make
the
Lever
it better than the original,
Bldg, as more in keep^
Weitman was flanked by Robert
Apart from that, it al- irig with motion picture entertainF. Lewine, director of programs he said.
ment. But it was firm in saying the
for the
network; Ernest Stern, lows for the necessary new aplobby of ‘the Met would not be inpublicity manager for the network, proach..
vaded by'insurance risks in greaseand Stanton Kramer, tv publicity
paint or by highly insured techdirector for ABC in Hollywood.
nical equipment.
Abe Lastfogel and Charles Berry,
The producers of “Patterns” have
of the William Morris Office, who
made one last plea to Frederick
represented Metro in the negotiaW. Ecker, in the hope that he will
tions, also attended the session
Washington,
July
12.
*
here.
Eric Johnston flew here for a change his mind. Thfe lobby suits
conference with Secretary of State the script and no one will ever tell
John Foster Dulles yesterday (11), \ what lobby they used. Not even if
then planed back to Hollywood fof Josephine Hull rises up at a stockholders' meeting and demands to
dim industry sessions there.
Dulles, about to leave for the know why they indulged those
Strickling’s publicity staff,
handle the bally end of the

.

.

.

•

ABC

,

—

JOHNSTON GETS BRIEFED
ON JORDAN MISSION

Norway-U.S. Pact
Picked Up;

Still

Boycott Denmark
With neither party taking advan-

Geneva meeting, wanted to confer “dreadful Hollywood people”
with Johnston on latter’s forth- this whim.
coming trip to the middle east for
the State Dept. The MPAA prexy
leaves late this month for his

agreement between Norway
and the U.S. was automatically extended for another year.
Under the terms of last year’s
pact, each side had the right to"

Artists’

Gov. In

On

‘Oklahoma!’

the

‘

You

entries

to

•

But
If

No

Studio Obliges

MacKinlay Kantor’s new novel,

‘‘Andersonville,” hasn’t as yet .been

bought by any of the film comblame agent Donald

panies, don’t

Friede.

'

He

tried.

Film companies, who had the
Kantor manuscript for some time
.(it’s to be brought out by World
Publishing fh October) last week
were startled by a wire from
Received at 11 a.m., it
Friede.
stated that the film rights to “Andersonville” would cost $250,000
and that the first company to put

much

pictures

it

United
terms f£>r

say

setting

distributes

for

inde-

pendent producers was one of the
prime subjects of discussion between the joint Theatre Owners of
America-Allied" States Assn, committee and UA sales chief William
Heineman yesterday (Tues.) as the
exhibitor group, completed its trade
talks with the major distributors.
The exhibitor contingent was
represented by Walter Reade Jr.
for TOA and Wilbur Snaper for
Allied. \ TO^. prexy E. D. Martin
and Allied topper Rube Short, who
took part in all the meetings with
the other film companies, did not
participate in the

UA

talks.

Pair

had hoped to meet with UA but
the film company executives were
unable to meet the schedule of the
exhib group when Martin and Shor*
were in N. Y. last week..

™

it
represents.
Limake the decision. It turned out Its the
exhibitor group’s contenthat this wasn’t necessary since no tion that if UA has no say in
the
studio succumbed to the highpres- matter and just serves as a collection agency it would be a betsure sales campaign.
Fact is that “Andersonville,” ter policy for theatremen to coral
which has won story department the individual producers. Exhibs
have frequently complained that
praise, presents certain problems
'beefs about UA .terms, especially
for filming. It’s all about an ill-on important pictures, has brought
famed Southern prison camp durthe reply that the indie producer,
Filming of
ing the Civil War.
andnotUA, sets the terms. Acsuch a story would be quite a
.cording.
to one exhibitor leader,
break with tradition, ..While Hollywood has, in the past, shown the thfire are several indie producers,
all
makers
of quality pictures,, who
South losing the war, it has shied'',
from making out and out villains are tough to deal with. It’s reached
the
point,
said
the informant, that
of the^men of the Confederacy.
a number of smalltown" exhibitors
It’s feared that there’s enough
automatically by-pass the pictures
hero worship left in the South for of these
producers, knowing full
a story like “Andersonville” to boil well they
will he unable to agree
up considerable resentment.
on the rental terms.
.

Who

PAR UNVEILS HOMERIC
FILM TO EDUCATORS
Chicago, July 12.

Paramount arranged a cuffo
showing of “Ulysses” for delegates
the National Education Assn,
convention held here last' week.
The Par pic, not in general release
to

of the

Ho-

—

Sets

The

%?

Since practically all the major
distribs now handle indie product,
the joint TOA-AUied group in their
talks with the film companies want-

ed to know exactly who sets ithe
sales terms. Almost without exception, the theatremen were assured that the distrib, and the distrib alone, determines the terms
and the sales policy. Metro reportedly stated that it controls the
terms of all its indie associates,
with the possible exception of
.

Samuel Goldwyn and

his

“Guys

and Dolls.” Yesterday's meeting
with UA sought to obtain a definite
Statement of policy from the company.

,

as

the

ticipate.

tainment Values.

’

Possible

how
has in

”5 p.m. that same afterStanley Kramer’s production of
noon would own the property.
‘Not As a Stranger” served as a
Friede added thoughtfully that, basis for
introducing the subject of
meetin case of several companies
just how independent UA was
ing the deadline, the author would
oni
* n(*ies

in a bid by

—

tries are limited to two, the
the organizers of the festival
are free to invite several
other Hollywood films to par-

1

;

official

Bid For

MacKinlay Kantor Novel

'

Venice international film fest
which starts Aug. 25.
While the official U. S. en-

Despite Arizona Locale

Oklahoma City, July 12.
give a 90-day cancellation notice,
Oklahoma's Gov. Raymond Gary
the deadline for this being July will be top .tub-thumper in pre1.
While Motion Picture Export premier publicity for the Todd-AO
Assn, members are not exactly version of “Oklahoma.”
happy over the 40% rental limitaGary has agreed to start things
tion that is part of the Norway off in Los Angeles Aug. 16 by hostdeal, this apparently was not con- ing a showing of the film to critics,sidered sufficiently serious to war- He will also -make known the date
rant cancellation. *
of the New York Rivoli premiere
#
There have been talks, in Nor- at that time.
Gary is also supposed to make
way, between local exhibs and Carl
York, the .MPEA rep, relating to another explanation of why the film
certain difficulties that have arisen version pf the stage classic was
during the frasfr year. Tffese, it's shot, in Arizona, not Oklahoma.
A local newspaper printed a carunderstood, concern the arrahgement under which each company toon of the musical depicting a billadvertising:
“Oklahoma,
has the right to sell two of :its board
films each year above the 40% About Oklahoma, filmed in Arizqna,
limit and on a freely negotiable premiered in New York.”
Nickolas John Matsoukas, Magbasis.
na theatres publicity chief, said he
It’s believed that one reason why
doesn’t know what Gary will say,
MPEA didn’t choose to tackle the but
out no locations suit-,
Norway agreement at this point able pointed
could be found in Oklahoma
was the state of affairs in Den- because
of the density of oil well
mark, where the American comderricks.
panies are continuing their boycott,
with no., new films being brought
Oughta Be in Novels
in. U.S. booking operations also
have stopped. While the first-runs
Everyone’s heard
of
picture
in Copenhagen were able to stock scripts being based on books; now
up on product to last them quite a J. B. Lippincott is ready to reverse
while, the houses in the provinces the procedure.
are said to begin to feel the pinch.
The publishing house wants Dan
Film execs in .N.Y., supporting Taradash and Elick Moll to put in
the Danish ban a& a necessary the form of a novel their original
show of strength and an indication screenplay, “The Library,” for pubof the U.S. industry’s determina- lication before the film comes out.
tion to take a stand against un* The bid was made to Taradash in
reasonable
trading
conditions N. Y. last week and he promised
abroad, are worried over the extent to talk it over with Moll.' Latter
to which the Danish exhibs may be was a novelist before he went
able to fill the gap via European Hollywood.

“The Kentuckian”

Ask Telegraphic

Par sent a special eventA drumbeater from New York Bob Montgomery with a print of the picture to sefmp the public relations
and exploitation move. Gratis
ducats were distributed at the. convention at the Conrad Hilton Hotel.
Film was shown on a. two-a-day
basis for three days. Some 15,000
primary and high school teachers
attended the convention and it was
estimated that close to 5,000 of
them saw “Ulysses” "while here.
Comment cards turned in by the
educators were generally favorable
and samplings of their reaction indicated they thought the picture
had educational as well as enter-

Motion Picture Export Assn,
has picked Paramount's “To
Catch a Thief” and United

Just
Artists

meric poem.

’•

cessful results.

+

yet, is a film version

Venice Entries

fourth trip on the Jordan River
deal, and has hopes- it will be his
last, a hint that he may expect suc-

tage of a cancellation option, the
film

in

Over Indie’ Product Terms

Tactics

RoadshoiV^Tenhs Under ConsiderationSite for Premiere Under Attack

DenveT

Me^ro sales chief Charles M.
Reagan and eastern sales head
John Byrne are presently on the
Coast conferring with Samuel
Goldwyn on the sales policy and
rental terms for “Guys and Dolls.”
On the basis of its Damon Runyon
source material, its Broadway run,
and its pre-release buildup, “Guys”
•

rated as one of the. hottest
grossing (potentials of the year. Exhibs are, therefore, keeping dose
tabs on what evolves from the
There’s
Goldwyn-Reagan talks.
some speculation that- Goldwyn
may decide to roadshow the picture on a two-a-day basis, but
there’s been no decision as yet.
Coast confabs are also concerned
with the bally and premiere plans
Metro pub-ad chief
for the film.
Howard Dietz and eastern publicity
director Dan Terrell also
is

,

conferred with Goldwyn and his
pub-ad topper, Dave Golding. Although Denver is being considered
for the world premiere in November,
It’s

it’s

far

from

officially

set.

not completely out, but there

seems more likelihood

'that

Broad-

home of the Runyon
may get the nod.
Since Runyon spent the early

way,

the

Characters,

part of his career in. Denver the
was placed in consideration.
Thinking behind the idea of a
Denver unveiling was that “Guys
and Dolls” was well-known to the
eastern public and that by holding
the preem in a smaller community
it would serve to cause a greater
impact bally-wise in the hinterlands.
However, the pro-Broadwayites argued that it would be
“sacreligious”
premiere the
to
film anywhere but in the shadow
of Lindy’s.
city

»

__

Yanks Protest As

Burma

Slaps

On

Ignoring protestations by the
American companies, the government of Burma has instituted;- a
screen quota requiring Burmese
theatres to devote 60 days out of
each year to locally produced films.
Quota was imposed under a 1954
law. Burma has a film industry
which turns out pix, most of them
silent and of the documentary type.
Irving Maas, the MPEA's Far
Eastern supervisor, is due to go to
Rangoon soon to discuss the quota
with Burmese authorities.
Meanwhile, Maas, during the
past week, started talks with Indonesian government reps on the
remittance of all or at least part
of the U.S. distribs 1954 earnings
in that country. Last coin thawed
came out in 1954 but represented
1953 earnings. Maas is now in
Tokyo, with William Palmer carrying on negotiations for MPEA pending Maas’ return to Jakarta.
In Formosa, the 1954-55 import
quota expired June 30 and the

American

distribs are awaiting a
which, according to all
indications, will be about the same
as for the prior year. For 1954-55,

new quota

the U.S. companies (MPEA) got
277 licenses with extra allocations
for the indies.

!

,
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PICTURES

PSmisfci'
First Fire in

Cans As

Allied Artists’
Birmingham, July

Gets Into High Stride
;

-Five films,

which mark the

New

have been completed and
Persp€cta licensees
between 12 and 15 more are scheduled to roll from now- until the first
of the year, executive producer
Two German and -three ArgenWalter Mirisch disclosed in New
tinian firms have been granted liYork prior to planing to the Coast. censes to manufacture Perspecta
AU these pictures, he added, are stereophonic
integrator

'

Pressure Groups Haunt All Showmen; Hence Some
Prefer Organized Censorship to Crazy Locals
Some film industry execs -are
Ben Cohit to Far Fast
taking Jfie position that official
censorship of pictures is desirable.
Ben Nt/Cohn, assistant foreign
They admit this appears preposterous on .the surface because they’re manager 'of Universal; left N. Y.
yesterday '(Tiies, ) for the Coast on
anti-bluepenciling of any kind.
the first leg of a Far Eastern surHowever, they say, city and/or vey tour that will also take him
state governing boards make for to Rome, Paris And London.
Cohn, whose’ last visit to the
the lesser of two evils. In the -absence of an. official rules group, Far East was ip. 1941, will be gone
about six weeks. Places he will
exhibitors and distributors are.
visit include Jsipan, Hong Kong,
faced' with “vigilantes" from all' Formosa, Philippines,;. Singapore,
directions, meaning private groups Indonesia, Thailand, Burma, India,
who set themselves up as censors Pakistan, Egypt, Rome, Paris and
? <•«

'

'

'

.

'

•

’

London.

and apply the pressure where it's.
most effective whenever si picturecrops up that’s not. to their liking.
“I’d much rather haVe a Flick telling me what to do because he’s at

Illinois

least willing to listen to intelligent
argument/’ said one distributor.
His reference was tp Dr. Hugh
Flick, N. Y, State censor.

County Sheriffs

’

Women’s

Vetoes

organizations, church
units, veterans’ Committees and
others have been at work throughout the country ag^jLnst certain
'

films.
For the most part they’ve'
been rapping burlesque-type prod-

In outlining the company’s overMirisch
film-maldng
plans,
noted that co-productions would
continue to be negotiated. He also
pointed out that the firm is always
interested in securing outside pic-'
'tures for release through' its own
distribution wing. Talks are still
underway with Loew’s Interatipnal,
he said, with regard to Loew’s providing about. 40% of the budget on
William Wyler’s upcoming “The
Friendly Persuasion’’ and distributing' the picture in territories where
AA doesn’t have offices of, its own.
Austrian Tie-In
Mirisch vconfirmed reports that
AA had closed a co-production deal
with Erma Films of .Austria under
which the two companies' would
jointly make four pictures in English and German versions over the
next three years.. First to go before
the cameras will be “Maedchenjfthre einer Koenigin” (Girlhood of
a Queen) with Ernst Marischka directing and Romy Schneider and
Paul Hoerbiger as stars.
As to the anticipated Huston*
Wyler-Wilder product Mirisch confided that ^‘Huston has been so busy
with -Moby Dick’ (for Warners)
that he couldn’t ,get started, this
year on ’The Man Who Would Be
King.’ It’s now been postponed for
a year. However we expect he will
be available within three months

bill

.

.

frowned-upon films have been
taking the form of petitions to local police chiefs and newspaper
publishers. The. police officials in
some instances have admitted they
were not empowered to act offi-

theatres outside Chicago

:

.

A

'

Louis particularly.

.

Airborne Floorshows
o

Continued from pace

leave
fly

New York

Friday

1

(14)

this reason was broader thafi- provided by state censorship laws. The
suit also asks an Injunction prohibiting city officials from interfering with showing of the film.
No date has as yet been set for
trial.

and

at

the

new

Pedagogs Pummel

Now

a co-production with Associated
British which Marcel Heilman will
produce in England and Vera-Eilen
star; “The First Texan,” a biopic
of Sam Houston, due to roll in September with Mirisch producing and
Joel McCrea starring, as well -as
“Legionnaires" in color and Cin-

emascope.

While “big’’ pictures are being
stressed under AA’s new production policy, Mirisch said that the
company’s “series" pictures such as
“The Bowery Boys" would be continued, for “unquestionably there’s
a definite exhibitor need and desire
for these films."

in

the

editing

stage-

are

King Bros/ “Boy and the Bull,"
Panamint
Pictures’
“Bengazi,"
Filmcrest

'Blackboard’; Hits

Productions’

“Tennes-

Edmund

Grainger’s

see’s Partner,"

“Treasure of Pancho Villa” and
Todon’s
“Allison/
David Butler’s
“Glory" rolled last week.
Benedict Bogeaus^ “Counterfeit"
goes
July. 11
arid
Grainger’s.
“Great Day, in the Morning" the
1

•

I

Chicago, July 12.
Delegates to the National Eduwere
Assn,
convention
cation
heated in their denunciation of
Metro’s “Blackboard Jungle." Chicago’s assistant superintendent of
schools Hobart H. Sommers was
the most outspoken in his criticism
of the picture. Both Sommers and

same day.
This represent^ the lengthiest
string of releases RKO has had in
the past couple of years. As for
current pix, in a reepnt week 12)000 domestic theatres were playing- the company’s lineup, according to president James R. Grainger.

.

.

•

Meanwhile, a
on the

his boss, superintendent' Benjamin
C. Willis, had refused to comment
on the picture previously, on the
theory that any knock of the picture would only increase the b.o.
Now that the picture Is no longer
in a Loop first-run theatre, Sommers felt free to open up.

little

smoke

is still

rising
front.

buyout-of-Hughes
Conversations are still going on concerning sale of the com-

pany

Tom

O'Neil’s General
but whether O’Neil is
reaching
Hughes,
or
whether the talks are on a lower
to

Teleradio

actually

.

level,

is unclear.
the picture “harmWalter Branson, worldwide
ful" in three ways.
“First/’ he
declared, “it encourages delin- sales manager, in N. Y. is on a
quency among the. more suscepti- month’s tour of RKO, offices in
ble teenagers by exposing them to Europe. He had planned an earlier
situations which wouldn’t be tol- getaway but put it. off pending the
erated,
anywhere.
Second,. It outcome of the O’Neil, maneuvers
makes heroes of kids who are to take over the outfit. Presumshown making monkeys out of our. ably, the exec now has it doped
entire
educational system, one oiit that a sale will not be finalized
which deplores corporal punish- for some time, if at all.
ment as a disciplinary measure. I
don’t believe in censorship, but a
picture like this should never have
'Open With Subtitles, Then
befen made. It defeats the purpose

He termed

;

;

.

..

.

setting is thinly veiled as a vocational
school,
perpetuating the
idea that a trade school is a place
for dummies and undesirables. The
picture shows lack of punishment
for wrong-doing, and it scares people out of the teaching profession,
at a time when there is a dire
shortage of teachers.
Further, if
shown overseas, it does irreparable
harm to the United States In foreign eyes. Believe me, If the teaching profession were as well organized as the Catholic Church, the

Go

to Lip-Sync: Lustig

Advice on Foreign Pix
Policy
of
launching foreign
films in dubbed version in the
firstruns is a mistake and has
proven so in the past, says Emile
J. Lustig, American producer active in Germany.
As he sees it,
it’s best to. bring out the subtitled
original first and follow it up with
a lip-sync version.

Lustig, who plans to dub two of
his German films “Canaris" and
“Die
Muecke" (Miss Mosquito)
picture would never have reached
said he planned to do the job in
the screen."
V
“While German dubOther teachers seemed to feel the U. S.
that the picture was exaggerated, bing is technically excellent, they
that isolated instances .of delin- lack the proper trained voices
quency and disrespect for teachers there," he said. “Even if the dubdid occur but not all In one school bing job is perfect, it’s no good
and certainly not without immedi- unless the voices fit the characCin Tax Take
ately being dealt with forcefully. ters."
They also said that the picture
Disclosing that he was negotiseemed to give the opposite im- ating for the U. S. release of “Die
Chicago, July 12.
pression.
Ratten" (The Rats), the Robert
For the second consecutive
Siodmak pic which won the prize
month this year, Chicago theatre
at the Berlin film festival, Lustig
JOSEPH HAYES TO EUROPE
tax coin has dipped from what it
also said that he had given up
plans to remake his “Canaris" bewas the corresponding month last Business in Paris
and Amsterdam cause the original German version
The Windy City tax man
year.
Ireland for Fun
had been, sold to too many counraked in $92,410 in theatre tax coltries.
In dubbed form it'll be ofJoseph
Hayes
is in Paris for concompared
lections for June, 1955,
fered for major release in the
fabs with Harold Hecht and Burt
with the $103,520 garnered in June Lancaster about his scripting of U. S.
As for “Miss Mosquito," it also
1954. Total amusement tax collec- “Tell Us On Drums," Robert W.
will be dubbed. Release JLs set via
tions for June were $152,726, also Krepps’ novel which Hecht-LancasSidney
Kaufman’s Grand Prize
a drop from the $156,751 plucked ter Productions has on its future Films.
“Canaris" is one of the
sked. Plan is to shoot it in Africa
in June 1954.
biggest
German
postwar grossers.
with Lancaster in the lead.
Since the legit situation was apFollowing the Frenph capital, It tell^ the story of’ Hitler's wartime
intelligence
chief who turned
proximately the same both years, Hayes goes to Amsterdam for hudagainst the Nazis and died in a
the dip is interpreted as represent- dles with the Dutch publisher of
concentration
camp.
his novel, “Desperate Hours,” then
ing a slight fall-off in filmery b.o.
Lustig reported that he had set
to London to once over the West
.

—

j

]

.

;

Down

•

’

—

back the following day. They’ll

stay

possibility of

on release as has oc-

Cavallero, both in Buenes Aires” and still being. kept under wraps.
and Blesbrard in Rosario. Import
Eight indie units have a total of
difficulties have until now ham- 10 pictures either in production or
pered the introduction into Argen- about to start. Filming now are
tina of the single, optical track Nat Hoit-Lewis: Rosen’s “Texas
stereo sound systerti.
Lady/’ starring Claudette Colbert
and Barry Sullivan, and Todon
Productions’
“The Way Out/’
Gene Nelson and Mona Freeman.

.

the state attorney general that the
cially but suggested as how ft powers granted were too broad,
might be wise for. exhibitors not including censorship of publicato play scheduled films because of tions, the governor nixed the bill.
“community sentiment.’'
In another censorship move here
As for the press,; the pressure- last
week, Chicago’s Mayor Richard
has been against advertising copy.
prominent eastern editor told Daley, and Police Commissioner
one distributor he’s more or less, Timothy O’Connor were named deforced to conform with, the dic- fendants in a Chi Federal District
tates of a women’s organization in
As a result some ads Court suit brought by the Times
his town.
have been either flatly rejected in Film-Corp., of New York City, askfull or amended to suit the taste ing that Daley and O’Connor be
ordered by the court to issue a
of this femme outfit.
The situation has been obtain- permit for showing of the French
ing with major companies as well picture, “Game of Love." O’Connor refused a. permit for the feaas smalltime distribs. Metro, for
example, has been encountering ture on June 2 on the grounds that
it is “not acceptable to standards
this kind of newspaper censorship
of decency.’’ The suit holds that
in the New England area, CleveSt.

a holdup

Wilder is producing
and would which Billy
from a French play of that name.
for which we spend all that money
have been administered by the
Among other projects on AA's
County Sheriff’s office. Advised by production agenda are “Jeannie,” on education. Third, the picture’s

.

land and

,

Chicago, July 12,
discussed with that in mind."
recently passed by the
He also revealed that the screen^
Illinois State Legislature, granting play has been completed on the
Jessarnym
-West novel,- “Friendly
censorship powers to the Cook
County Board, was vetoed' by Gov. Persuasion/’, and Wyler will start
production Aug. 15 with Gary
William G. Stratton last week. The Cooper starring in the $2,000,000
law was principally designed to budgeter. Script preparations were
provide for censorship of drive-in said to be “well along" on “Ariane,"

A

uct but it’s feared that, if allowed
to go unchecked, these “guardians
of community morals" eventually
will start clamping down on conventional pix.
In addition to the usual blasts
from the pulpits, the attacks on

made precludes the

The German companies are curred with studio-owned properprogram which prexy Steve Broidy Klangfilm and Telefunken.
recently pledged would be made
ties in past. Big example is “Jet
The Argentine manufacturers are
over the next 1ft months depending
Compania Commercial Condor and Pilot,” made about three years ago
upon exhibitor support.

and it's .possible that’ he may
do a different story inasmuch as
two or three scripts are now being

‘

merically solid releasing schedule

through the balance of the year.
Fact that the product is indie-

sound

part of the $25,000,000 production
units.

all-

•

is now set with a flock of
indie pictures that looks to assure
the distribution branch of a nu-

step in the “reorientation" of Allied
Artists,

'.

Feature Schedule
RKO

first

‘

‘

•

RKO

Fatten

By GEORGE GILBERT

outside the /drive in^the* opening: night of the film.
In -the film a widow and her daughter find happiness, a husband
and stepfather,', and. a Career in' the theatre, all though a chance
visit to a Florida nudist: colony. .

'

(And (or Sure)

Indie Releases

Upgrading

12.

A committee headed by a minister has hied a complaint in the
Bessemer Division of Circuit Court here to try and jstop the Bessemer Drive-In Theatre from showing the film, “Garden of Eden,"
which '‘features R. G. Armstrong, a native of Birmingham, in the
role of the grouchy father who becomes a regular guy when he
joins a nudist colony.
The Rev. Leon Drummond, minister of the Alliance Gospel
Tabernacle, filed the complaint against theatre operator Clyde E.
Ambrose, and also would prohibit the showing of “other films Of
'similar nature.'" There was a hear, traffic jam along the highway

.

15

CBS-Orson Welles

Fontainebleau

Hotel.

ssss

If the experiment looks successful, flights with talent may be

will
title

•

Continued from page

1

be gaited to bring in each

on a

five weeks’" schedule, con-

instituted in the fall. It's probable
that they’ll be able to get a fine sidered shortterm for an hour and
grade of act on Florida flight at a half show in color. Thus the
low cost since many acts will be series of six would take about 30
glad to do a singing and instru- weeks to complete, indicating a
ments stint in return for transpor- wrapup by early winter. After the
dramas have had their tv playouts
tation plus scale.
on CBS, they will be distributed
The installation of talent on theatrically In the Eastern
Hemisplanes leaves only the railroads phere
by a group not yet named.
shying away from acts, although Rights
for the Western Hemisphere
there have been occasional runs are
held by Columbia with theatriwith performers and there has been cal distribution
presumably to start
talk about having cocktail lounge
from its subsidiary, CBS Films.
entertainment in the club, cars as Slotting
of the Welles series has

hauls.

End presentation of his own
Theatre tax collections in the dramatization of the book. Hayes
City of Chicago for the first six also scripted the “Hours" pic promonths of 1955 were $577,206 and duced by Paramount. Par, incitotal amusement taxes collected dentally, is contractually restaindurffi'g the same period amounted ed from releasing this before Dec,
a regular policy.
not been determined.
to $940,771. During the same period 23, 1955.
Talent agencies stiil haven’t exSaltzman, vet tv reiner, is pro- in 1954, $573,314 in theatre taxes
Author, accompanied by his wife,
plored the possibilities of booking ducing the Katharine Hepburn-Bob was collected
and total amusement also plan to motor tour Ireland bethe planes. They’re still up in the Hope film, “Not for the Money," taxes came
to $912,169, slightly less fore returning to N. Y. in mid-Auair about it.
for Metro.
than this year’s totals.
gust

Lili

Palmer for

his picture

“The

Cornet," based on a Reiner Maria
Rilke poem, which rolls in Bavaria
Aug. 15 in widescreen and color.
Walter Reisch has written the
screenplay and will direct.
Miss
Palmer will do her closeups in
both English and German to facilitate future dubbing.
Pic will
be made 90% on location Lustig
said.

PffimFr

PICTURES
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

v

Continued (tom page
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(N.Y. Stock Exchange)

brought by the Brattle Theatre in
behalf of the Swedish ‘Miss. Julie.” Massachusetts censorship, operative on the Lord’s Day only,
was enforced by the Commissioner
of Public Safety. Since it was impractical to trim a film for Sundays
only, censorship in effect applied
for the entire week*

,

Cannes “lyric” division.
Irving Levin learned

Amusement Stock Quotations

Censor-Lovers

ajs

First American showing of Russia’s Cannes Festival winner, “Romeo
and Juliet,” took place in San Francisco at the 377-seat Vogue, outside
city’s downtown district. The 90-minute ballet film, starring Galina
Ulanova and with a score by Serge Prokofieff took honors in the
•

of the film’s presence through his work as
pictures being shown in the Frisco area
co-ordinator of special
at the behest of the Northern California Theatre Assn. The Russians,
he heard, had brought “Romeo” to San Francisco in hopes of booking
meeting..
it into a downtown house during the
But the downtown houses were unavailable. It looked as if “Romeo”
would never get. off the ground.
At this point. iLeVin stepped in and asked if he could preview the
film at the Vogue. The. Russians agreed and a duffle, bag. containing
loose reels of the Cannes prize-winner was handed over. The Vogue
staff sorted out the reels (and also found a Soviet athletics film) and
showed “Romeo” without prior publicity. No adverse political reaction was forthcoming, so the Vogue played “Romeo” again, this time
advertising the showing and getting a good crowd.

UN

,

UN

For Week Ending Tuesday (12)
1955

31%

14%

determined to
through the local censor barrier

8294

67

despite the considerable costs involved, last week instituted a court
test of Chicago's police censorship.
Again, “Game of Love” provided
the basis for the suit which named0
defendants Chicago’s Mayor
as
Richard A, Daley and Police Commissioner Timothy J. O’Connor. In
Chicago, film's are censored -Ijy the

22% 17*4
12% 9
Paramount
44% 36
43% 3594 Phllco
55% 3694 EGA ...
10% 7
RKO Piets.

police.

22%
31%

prexy,

Times

Goldwurm,

who

is

Film
break

.

11*4
9%.
15*4

‘

•

-

•

*

.

31
91
21*4

134

CBS, “A”
CPS, “B” ...
Col. Pix....
Decca
Eastman Kdk
.

3%

5%

State censorship of films now is
extremely shaky. New York and
Maryland have new laws attempting to be more precise in their
definitions of what is objectionable,
but neither state has been very
successful. Even if a picture is
banned under a well-defined term,
the interpretation is still wide
'
open to argument before the
son.”
courts, and New York in particular
Paul Anderson is the Georgia giant, a 320-pounder, who recently has been so careful to avoid any
astounded the Russians by setting weight lifting records ip competi- new legal action that Hugh M.
tions in Moscow and Leningrad. Trie celebration was planned by his Flick, when still N. Y. censor, ob-.
borne folk in Toccoa, Ga.,'some 200 of whom were at the airport. When served that his stall was more or
Anderson failed to show (he had missed the plane connection on his trip less wasting its time.
back from Iran) the crowd turned its attention on Hope, much to the
Nevertheless, as one observer
pleasure of Leonard AH^n, Par’s exploiteer.
put it, “every such trend creates a
reaction.” Wherever Censorship is
questioned, or a new censor bill is
Determined to get a code seal for its British-made “I
a Camera,”
debated, there appears an organ-w]
based: on John van Druten’s prize-winning stage hit, Distributors Cbrp.
ized agitation supporting restricof America is understood to be ready to put the issue to a legal test
were detershould the Production Code Administration refuse to okay the film. tions. “It’s as if people
mined to let someone else make
DCA is represented as feeling that /'Camera’’, is -an ‘.addlt .pic done up their minds for them,” said one
in good taste and that, as such, it deserves special consideration by man familiar with the? lengthy Ohio
Geoffrey Shurlock’s officer Film hasn’t as yet been submitted to the hearings on a new censorship
Code, but when it is, the Fred Sdhwarttf outfit will argue' that it be- meas.ure.
longs in a special category; 'that it is- ari artistically -honest version of
the play and, furthermore; that any serious trimming of the more
outspoken sequences would destroy the flavor of the theme*
.In discussing a court test of the code, DCA makes if clear that^such
a move would’ be a' last resort and would- require 'considerable study
Continued from page 5
before it is undertaken. There has never been a rear legal test of the
code even though Howard Hughes came close to one with “The Out- on the schedule' will be “an importproperty,” says Hornblow
stage
ant
law.”
Lawyers are split on* whether a. restraint-of7 trade Case Could
but.nit “at liberty” to disclose the
be made out by a producer -who is refused a seal.
name of the play at this time, indicating only that it was a dramatic work.
Joe Lee, Once a Backstage Hornolow. who is under contract
to Magna Theatre Corp. as a conVoice, Hailed in Detroit sultive producer on a non-exclusive basis, has taken a leave of
Years With 20th absence from the company until
Jan. 1. In the meanwhile, he will
Detroit,
July
12.
*
devote hit time to the new project
By order of Mayor Albert E, and
Initial difficulties in the color
will, continue his indie activiCobo, Wednesday (13) is “Joe Lee
ties
and his Magna consultant
matching of the prints of “Sum- Day.” The
Detroit branch manmertime” are said to be causing ager for 20th Century-Fox is being duties in 1956. He is advisor to
Magna
on films to be made in the
-the delay in releasing the picture. honored on his 3Qth anniversary
The picture so far has opened only with that company. More than 300 Todd-AO process.
Hornblow'
left, for Europe on Friin New York, where it is currently theatre owners are expected to atin its third week at the Astor. tend open, house at 20th’s office day (1) and -will visit Paris, Rome
and
London.
He will represent the
Only two prints of the Technicolor here. More to the point in apprepicture are available and both are ciation, 550 Michigan theatres will Screen Producers Guild at the
Venice
Filin
Festival
and will scout
being employed at the Astor.
show a 20th picture at least once studio
facilities in Rome where his
Only one other- date has been during the week.
first
film
with Small may be
Lee worked for the first film ex- filmed.
scheduled—July 22 in. Chicago,
He indicated that United
listed as the midwest premiere. change in New York.. Turning exArtists may release the series of
According- to a United Artists, hibitor, he formed the. “Joe Lee pictures
he will produce in conwhich is releasing the Ilya Lopert Stock Co.” As the pit pianist creat- junction with
Small.
production, 30 prints are expected ed mood music, Lee -created dialog
by the end of this month, with the for- the silent Screen characters,
balance of 300 being delivered in foreshadowing talking
pictures.
After §ome 2,000 performances his
August.
vocal cords gave out and his “stock
Continued from page 5
’
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Redoubtable and indefatigable Bob Hope got a reception above the
contract when he deplaned at Atlanta Municipal Airport Tuesday (5)
on the Hot Biscuit Belt leg of his ambitious exploitation tour in connection with his newest starrer, Par’s “The Seven Little Foys.” Hope
was taken aback as he emerged from the plane and saw. the large crowd.
There were Jaycees, Little Leaguers resplendent in new, white BB
uniforms, scads of pretty girls and a coterie of dignitaries. In addition,
reporters, newsreel cameras and news photographers were everywhere.
Properly impressed, and responding to cheers, Hope milked the situation for all it was worth. His puzzlement at the turnout was not' clarified Until he spotted a huge sign which read: “Welcome Paul Ander-
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Stockholm Meeting

ROAD MEN PRESSED
TO JOIN LOCAL H-63
Chicago, July 12,

16m

Now

Suit

Sept. *20

Hollywood, July 12.
U. S. Government’s.- 16m case
against 12 production and distribution
companies,
previously
set
here for Sept. 6, has. been put
back to Sept. 20 and transferred
to Federal Judge Leon Yankwich
from Judge Harry C. Westover,
due to latter’s heavy calendar.
Defendants, according to complaint, engaged in unlawful con-

Wonder

If

TV

Plugs Aren’t Too ‘Free’
Some
in

film

New York

Pact Encore

compahy executives

^

City taking an ob-

jective view, are beginning to wonder whether, in the film industry
scramble to blanket television,
they aren’t endangering the goose
that laid the golden egg. Within
recent -• months, the number of

first

later. He spept the
18 years with the. New. York
and has been Detroit branch

office

manager

since.

NATIONAL THEATRES TO

COLORADO FOR MEET
Hollywood, July 12.
National Theatres holds its an*,
nual
convention
at
Colorado
Springs Sept. 12-15, as result of

campaign
Ricketson

waged by Frank H.
Fox Intermountain

Jr.,

prexy.

4

*

Paris, July 12.

Though the U. S.-French Film
Accord technically ran out June

30, *55, the French ministries are
being extremely cooperative, and
things are being held at a status
“free” film plugs on the air has quo until the talks start here at the
doubled end tripled and,, as far as end of this month. The few visas
the ad-pujr departments of the vari- needed by U. S. companies, to
ous filmeries are concerned, the prepare their fall season entries,
sky’s the limit in the race for trie have been given and remittances
plugs:
also go on. An agreement between
While it’s acknowledged that MPAA and the French government
there’s nothing like tv to whet the has also been reached to make the
public’s appetite for a specific new accord retroactive' to June as
screen release, some exploiteers soon as it is signed.
are fearful that the steady stream
French feql that a repeat of last
of video Clips may backfire via a year’s agreement with 110 pix,
lack of audience interest.
$200,000 per month remittances,
“There’s isn’t much, to be gained plus some capital gains accounts,
by delighting all the studio exec- would-be acceptable. The U. S..
utives and boring the viewers/’ ob- on the other hand, may press for
“If we a hike ini remittances.
served. one ad-pub exec.
don’t watch out, we may wake up
one day to find that we’re the
only ones watching our plugs.
Laurel
Chances are that, by the time that
happens, the tv networks also may
Continued from page 5
'

-

Awards

have awakened to the facts of

SSS

life.”

nominating, procedure, Films under consideration will be limited
to those shown in the U.S. during
the current award year
May 31,
*
1954 to May 31, 1955.
This is the sixth year that the
Selznick awards have been offered
for competition.
They go to outstanding contributions via films to
mutual international understand-

—

-

Meeting was originally skedded
by President Elmer Rhodeh for
spiracy, restraint of trade in re- L.A. homeoffice. Marks' first time
fusing to license 16m. dims to tele- in nine years annual session has
etc.
gone outside L.A.
-

;

Pix Execs

Example cited” for “over-plugwas particularly impressed by the ging”, is last week’s “Steve Allen
versatility of the equipment in in Movieland” show for which Uniplaces like Germany where, for in- versal supplied the Jalent and the'
stance, a lab may- be designed to clips. While it was generally felt
handle a different color process that the show had its share of eneach day if necessary. “They don’t tertainment, many also thought it
disproportionately
a
have much money, so they are contained
making up for it with imagination,” large block of plugs, Colgate Comedy Hour also was heavily loaded
he noted*
Nemec said that,: in the wake of with clips and pic promotion.
tion.”
*
Tt’s felt that, come the fall, when
He -went to .'Paramount Pictures Hie Stockholm standards meet,* he
had'
invited leading foreign engi- some of the major companies go on
in 1915, becoming associated with

company”. Was dissolved.
He*became an independent distributor by making a deal for the
rights of Sarah Bernhardt’s “La
Tosca.” Lee recalled: “Those were
the days when' .two .or three men
would get together over a cup of
coffee, and decide whose picture
was going to play where, so there
would be no conflict or competi-

For the first time, Paramount’s
publicity men in the field are
being asked to join the publicist’s
union, Local H-63 of the International Alliance of Theatrical and
Stage Employees,
Membership in the local had previously been limited to home office
20th 10 years
personnel, but the union was recently certified as the legal bargaining agent for the. field men by
the
National
Labor Relations
Board. Contracts are currently
going out to the out-of-town tubthumpers for signature.

Too Much Of a Muchness?

*

—

i

.

*

neers of countries Attending to con- with their tv shows, the situation
tribute articles to the SMPTE will be at least partially, remedied
Journal. Aim is^to^give the publi- in that greater care will be taken
cation more international appeal. with the matter of advertising films
It does carry some foreign Contri- on the air.'
butions now.
“We realize that you can’t just
The American film standards go along throwing on scenes from
group, headed by Dr. Deane R. films and expecting the audience to
Whfte of the E. I. duPont de Ne- take it,” noted one N. Y. publicist.
mours & Co,, is due to meet later “That’s why the companies in
this month tp review the Stockholm formulating their tv plans are makdevelopments arid map out contin- ing preparations to present their
uing work. As was done following segments with taste and imaginathe 1952 standards confab, various tion.”
working committees were appointIn the case of 20th-Fox, at least,
ed at Stockholm to carry on studies this takes the form of a “behindleading up to the next standards the-scenes” peek at production in.
meet in 1958.
the works. Special camera teams
Soviet rep attended the Stockholm have- been assigned to get that
.powwow.
While, everything “had footage.
to be translated for him, the AmerWhile no concrete resistance has
icans got the impression that he as yet developed to Holly wood’s
understood English perfectly. They crowding in on the part of spondubbed the Russian translator “the sors or networks, film execs are
nAn ^
fearful that.it may be in the offing.
.

.

jng'and goodwill.'' The awards will
be.ma'de during the Festival here
from Aug. 21 to Sept. 11,
This Year’s Jury
•

Founded in 1949 by Selznick to
give recognition to foreign producers, awards will be determined
this year by a diversified jury
panel, comprising: Ellis G. Arnall,
president of the Society of IndependenLMotion Picture Producers;
Dr. Ralpn J. Bunche, Under Secretary of the United Nations; Gardner Cowles, president of Cowles
Magazines, Inc.; Otto Harbach, exprez of ASCAP; Rene d’Harnoncourt, director of the Museum of
Modern Art, N. Y.; Herbert Bayard
Swope and economist-author James
P.

Warburg.

The 1955
in -N.

Y.

lineup was disclosed

last

week by Richard

curator of. , the film library of the Modern Art Museum,
who’s also chairman of the committee which selects the pix to be
considered by the jury.
Griffith,

Wednesday, July 13 , 1953
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LOVE ME

M-G-M HAS

LEAVE ME" ££r
<e

DORIS DAY

M-G-M presents in CinemaScope
4

‘LOVE

ME OR LEAVE ME”

JAMES CAGNEY v)

Cameron Mitchell

• with
Robert Keith * Tom Tully • Screen Play by Daniel Fuchs andlsobel
Photographed in Eastman Color
Story by Daniel Fuchs
Lennart
Directed by Charles Vidor' • Produced by Joe Pasternak. t
«.

co-starring

3
‘BLACKBOARD

PICTURES

JUNGLE”
M-G-M

presents

“BLACKBOARD JUNGLE”

starring

GLENN FORD

with Margaret Hayes • Screen Play by
Richard Brooke • Based on the Novel by Evan Hunter • Directed by
Richard Brooks • Produced by Pandro S. Berman.

Anne

Francis* * Louis

Calhem

•

S SEEING!
<4

(3 TIMES AS MANY AS ANY OTHER MAJOR COMPANY)

NATIONWIDE BOXOFFICE
SURVEY OF THE “10 MOST
POPULAR MOVIES” SHOWS
VARIjETY’S

INTERRUPTED

MELODY"ST

M-G-M
starring

presents in

•
“INTERRUPTED MELODY”
ELEANOR PARKER with Roger Moore

CinemaScope

GLENN FORD

•

•

Written by William Ludwig and Sonya Levien • Based
On Her Life Story by Marjorie Lawrence • Photographed hi Eastman
Color
Directed by Curtis Bernhardt * Produced by Jack Cummings.
Cecil Kellaway

•

M-G-M FIRST!
NEXT: ”THE COBWEB"

^^PICTURES

lft

Poe Back

Wednesday,' July* 13, 1953

Stewart, Crisp Travels;

in N.Y.

Parks, Garrett 10

Of Yaude

New 1FE Era

For

Continued from page 4

with Schleslnger and that
the new management will not give
preference to the iOth CinemaScope product on the circuit.
It’s pointed out that, with 20th
tracts

in Britain

Hollywood, July

12.

Columbia is stepping up the
“personal touch” system of selling
Starting
pictures to the public.
with a four-day Texas preem of
“The Man From Laramie,” William Goetz’s first production for
per se..
Col, the studio launched its local
Now that IFE Releasing Corp., contact campaign.
the distribution arm, has gained
James Stewart, star of “Laraits “autonomy” from. Rome, with mie,” arranged with Paramount to
Seymour Poe at the helm and try- shut down the production of “The
ing to put the org on a paying Man Who Knew Too Much” for
basis, IFE is in effect entering a four, days so he could attend the
new phase of operations in which Texas openings starting tomorrow
it proposes to sink or swim, de(Wed.) in San Antonio, with bows
pending on the strength of the on successive days in Houston,
product it is able to corral.
„
Dallas, and Fort Worth. He planed
With Poe back in N. Y. from his out tonight (Tues.) and returns
Rome huddles, it’s expected that Sunday U7) to resume his work
IFE will pull in its economic horns at Par.
of
operating
via
reduction
a
As a warmup for the appearance
branches and concentration of
Stewart; Col sent out four of its
sales personnel into key areas, the of
players—Cleo Moore, Kath-S
young
purpose of all this being to reduce
Grant, Constance Towers, and
overhead and make the agency a ryn
on July 5 to start
Marlow
Lucy
paying proposition.
plugging of the film. Donald
In this connection, it’s under- the
Alex Jttcol preceded
and
Crisp
stood. that IFE is now more interby 'a couple of days for a,
ested than ever in handling top Stewart
series of press interviews and
pix. from other countries, particustmts.
lar^ from France. Negotiations to radio-tv
It’s riot only actors who are gothis end, ^initiated by Poe in Paris,
on* junkets to sell film..
out
ing
are
are continuing in N. Y. .and
Terror” is
said to be close to fruition. IFE Col’s “The Night Holds
the true-life experiences
on
based
also is in touch with indie Hollyand his
Courtier
of engiheer Gene
wood filmmakers.
in
One of the concessions obtained family, who were held captives
triggerthree
Poe in Rome “Was that IFE their own home by
which
Films
Export,
Italian
started in the U. S. as an agency
to promote Italo pix, now is operating primarily as a distribution outfit and is no longer interested in
just plugging the Italian industry

in command, it will in effect be
distributing Vista Vision pix from

Paramount, perhaps, the only place
in the world where 20th is hanits rival’s product.
(In N. Y., a Par spokesman said

dling
his

company wasn’t worried,

also said to be ponderThe
ing a new Canadian tieup.
Sclilesinger org already has. a minority interest in one of the British commercial tv outfits.

tion

and

is.

Skouras has

let it

20th will continue the Sclilesinger
policy of importing live shows .to
bills.- It’s figured
that the 20th takeover will reflect
strongly in its South African remittances, 20th in the past has operated some 2fi theatres here, some
jointly with Schlesinger.

due to arrive in
Brussels tomorrow (Wed.) to address a panel session of the World
Brotherhood's Second World Assembly. He will, on that occasion,
show delegates a film containing
sequences from such past U.S. pix
as “Gentlemen's Agreement “The
(Skouras

-

—

originally set up,

was to publicize and promote .Italian films. It wasn’t long be'fbre it
turned to distribution, much to-the
chagrin of the American companies, who were accused of fostering competition fof American indie
distribs.

**

pearances.
Betty Garrett, en route to England with her husband, Larry
Parks, for 10 weeks of Vaude touring in the provinces, will stop over
in N. Y. for one week, July 24-31,
to exploit Col’s musical version of
“My Sister Eileen” in which she

is-

She

My

'Gat on Hot Roof’
<

also will plug -pic-

ture during her English tour. Jpan
Crawford, honeymooning in EuSteele, also is tossing out interviews in* a pitch for her recently-.
.

—“The

Had Problems Of

3=5

'Unique Veneration’
By HY HOLLINGER

a Disney

’telecast (40,-50,000,000
people) achieves .in one season,
“Not to mention the* differential in
cost of any tv program, let’s say

With “Oklahoma!” in the Toddin the can after two

Ao" process

work, producer Arthur
who “has been living
with It” for the entire period took
time out ip New York before embarking on a European vacation
“to look back for the first time”
at the 'various problems involved
in transferring the universallyknown property to the screen in a
new and untried process. He dispelled at once the numerous rumors relating to the difficulties allegedly encountered in making the
picture. He denied reports concerning the buckling of the widegauge film“It was nothing but a happy ex“The going
perience,” he said.
was naturally slow since we were
working with a new process. A
great deal of experimenting and
testing had to. foe doneT We had
to cope with many problems that
producers of other films do not encounter. We knew it' would* be a
slow and costly project. The picture cost in the neighborhood of
$6,000,000, including all the preparations and delays that go with a
new process. We were slowed
down occasionally by having to
wait for equipment but it was
something we had anticipated.
Horriblow* .a veteran producer
with years of service at Metro and
Paramount, has a unique veneraSince the
tion of “Oklahoma!”
property is .so well known, he
feels that all those concerned in
years

at $40,000 or $5Q,0QQ against the

feature film.”
I Goldenson
cites Jerry Wald, at
Columbia, and the Universal execs
as particular studios which have

culled writers

STM

Named

•

—

—

—

from tv for Holly-

wood. “What’s more, all the studios can now- afford to take a
chance on new personalities, directors, writers and the like,” he
says. He cites Warner’s .intensive
application to the “Kings Row’’ and
“Casablanca” series, and the careful buildup for Clint Walker, the
6-foot-5 inches former Las Vegas
deputy sheriff (in the Humphrey
Bogart original) as a sample of
savvy showmanship. Warner calls
Walker “another. Gary Cooper”
1

;

star potential f6r features.
Goldenson sees how Metro, likewise, is being careful in coordinating its tv programming, now
that Schenck has approved the

DU PONT BROKERAGE
BULLISH ON FILM BIZ
Francis

of the

I.

Du Pont &

’

Co.,

transferring the famous stage

one

more prominent Wall Street

.

*

which some changes were made come in the year of cOnsumation,
in the text, although it was denied and the possibilities of toll-tv augur
that the city official’s influence had important new revenue factors for
caused the alterations.
the producer-distributors.
.

“Much

lies

Zanuck’s

Continued from page

7

quire showcase houses in the U. S.
“If you are trying to expand, it’s
Valuable to control theatres,” he
.

said.

Kingsley opined that, as more
private money entered the British
Industry, NFFC might gradually
disappear from the map. However,
he stipulated, no such move could
be madec until and unless “theBritish industry is put in a more
self-balancing’,

.state.”

He

said

among

the conditions to be met
to be a reduction in
the entertainment tax and a government move to make the Eady
plan permanent rather than volun-

would have

•

tary.

Extension of NFFC’s

life is

due

In 1957. Kingsley thought that
conditions *at that time likely

wouldn’t warrant doing away with
the production financing outfit.
Speaking in his capacity as
British Lion treasurer, Kingsley
said the company had no plans for
establishing a U. S. sales rep at
present.

5—

no date for any change
status with the corporation
or the studio,” Zanuck declared.
The feeling at the 20th homeoffice
is that, if he didn’t plan to step out

ahead for the movie- tainly

set

my

in

it is favorable,” according to Kalzynski. In
addition to pay-see tv and unloading of pix to telecasters, he cites
“public ‘interest in improved qual- immediately, some such move
ity motion pictures as evidenced, have been on his mind for

Judge Sloan, went ahead with plans
at Loew’s
for showing feature
through patronage, a new trend
Grand. Rusell Gauss, branch manto acquisition of foreign theatre
ager for Loew’s Inc., said the film
chains, and of drive-in theatres
daily
probably, will be shown here “by
here'.*” These, he says, are “confirmnow
being
syndicated.
wrapup is
the third week of July.” Some city
ing reasons for continued interest
no
there
agree
that
will
be
officials
in the shares of the motiori picture
overt move on the part of the city
producing companies.”'GUYS AND DOLLS' LENGTH
censorship
at
this
to do away with
As for the capital gains treattime. The reason* they said, is
ment
of pic sales to tv, Variety
“politieal.”
Metro Questions Sam Goldwyn’s
recently had the story that the
Mrs. Gilliam, who has been
165-Minute Goal
Favors 130
Bureau
of Internal Revenue shortly
Atlanta’s censor for 10 years, is 'the
will issue- a clarifying order on
wife of Alderman Ed A'. Gilliam.
which
deals
are to be cap gains and
Samuel Goldwyn’s “Guys and This .poses a. touchy problem, it
Which corporate income.
Dolls/’ now winding up, is shaping was pointed .out, for any alderman
the trade broadly, the
Observing
who might wish to axe Mrs. Gilas the subject of* differences of
Du Pont man said: “Perhaps no
liam’s $42()-per-month job.
industry in recent years has unopinion between the producer and
dergone- the Internal revolution
Metro,
which has distribution
which the motion picture producers
rights, over running time.
experienced, and yet the turbulSpain Resents
At one point recently, when two
ence continues,.* creating trading
Continued from page 3
musical, scenes, had still to be
opportunities as one or another
lensed, the picture ran over three of Madrid, are now being resumed produce^ is quicker in, responding
hours. Goldwyn figures on cutting and Eugene Van Dee is here for to new forces of change" and 'as heW
down to about 160 minutes or a talks, aided by the U.S. Embassy. longer term values are discovered.”
little more. “Best Years of Our
MPEA board voted to skip San While the Wall Street touters in......
Liyes, filmmaker’s World War II [Sebastian due to the absence of a variably cite the speculative nature
epic, rap 165 minutes.
current film pact with Spain. Rea- of the business, nonetheless more
But Metro would much prefer soning was that~it would be risky and more of them are endorsing
scissoring the new entry to about' to send in -pix without knowing pic stocks. This obviously has been
130 minutes for purposes of thea- what would ’happen to them after- one of the factors behind the contre turnover. Distr.ib figures a full wards. American companies at the tinuing show of strength by various
extra show could be rur. off daily moment are not importing new amusement issues on the N. Y.
on the 130-minute basis.
films into Spain.
Stock Exchange.

must
some

time. While it’s true that he always
intended to insure his freedom of

•

on tv and in the theatres “to
mutual benefit.” He agreed that it
might be a good idea for the J.
Arthur Rank organization to ac-

‘If’

Continued from pane 4

makers and much of

‘Blackboard’

mu-

the screen had a “rendezvous with the world” to provide
the* film with sock production values in story-telling a public-acclaimed shrine as well as taking advantage of the “participation quality^’ of the Todd-AO process.
sical to

stock brokerage houses, is bullish
on a number of film companies.
Daniel Kalzynski, researcher for
the outfit, last week suggested that
censorship during the early part a capital gains interpretation of
of its New York ruri. License Com- the sale of old pictures to televimissioner McCaffrey had “request- sion. rather than taxing revenue
ed” a copy of the script, following from’ such peddling as straight in-

them, appear American. But when bureau status.
It comes to the more ordinary
Oscar Godbout of the Times’
British product, a great big point N. Y. staff is being transferred to
Is made that they are British. That
Hollywood to work there under
doesn’t help the British industry Tom Pryor. Also on the Times’
any.”
Coast Staff is William Brownell
Reference here was said to be Jr. New man, a former Times
to the British “The Dam Busters” staffer, has been taken on by the
which Warner Bros, is releasing -in Times* film section in N. Y. and is
the U. S. and which has. been re- currently working on a trial basis.
edited for American consumption.
Purpose of expanding the Coast
Commenting on the first-ryn
Bosley
td
coverage,
according
sale “Constant Husband” and “The
critic and
Magic Box” to television and the Crowther, Times filmeditor, is to give more attention
projected purchase by NBC of antv film activities. Godbout may
other British pix, “Richard III”, to
with Pryor
Kingsley expressed the view that specialize In that area,
picking his own assignments. The
British films could be shown both
Times’
Hollywood hews

Jr.

.

1

'Kingsley
Continued from page 3

of

Homblow

15

Glass.

Streetcar

EXPANPS

i

Shooting 'Oklahoma’

video “marriage.” That embraces
Schary assigning Les Peterson as
the tv coordinator, George Murphy
play to Code chief Geoffrey Shur- as “host” (emcee), along with sales
lock and received the Code top- veepee Charles M. Reagan’s conper’s approval. No producer or di- cern in the matter, as also that of
rector. assignment has yet been pub-ad veepee Howard Dietz.
made by Schary. The production
WB, Columbia, Metro and 20th'
chief hopes to assemble, an all star Fox are now* in the tv business in
Marlon a large manner, along with Recast for the filmi2atiori.
Brando is said to /be listed as -a public and Walt Disney. Paramount
possibility for the role currently is. still a question mark.
being portrayed on Broadway by
Ben Gazzara.
Two of Williams’ previous plays

Menagerie” and “A
Desire” were
converted into successful motion
TIMES
pictures. A third “The Rose Tattoo” will shortly be released by
COVERAGE] Paramount,
ITS
while a fourth “SumNew York Times is expanding mer, and Smoke,’’ is scheduled for
its Hollywood staff and at the same filming, with Par also releasing.
“Cat” ran into a~ subtle form of
time is raising the Coast office to

•

\

—

Continued, from page 3

Since then, IFE has been sporadically successful but has suffered from a lack of top product. completed starrer, “Queen Bee,” J
Its latest grosser has been “Aida,” and. for her upcoming “The Way
which is playing off slowly. While ’’We Are,” which Goetz will prothe figures have never been made duce for Col.
public, it’s said that IFE Releasing
so far has been running heavily
in the red. Poe is trying to remedy
this situation via an accent on few- N.Y.
er but better releases.

m

Man

i

.

costars.

:

be known that perhaps half-to-a-million cost for -a

supplement film

by

was

.

(O’Donnell, has gone further he issues a $1 ticket, a la a passport or a railroad- commutation ticket, with the. student’s picture
thereon, far. ready identification at the “student's rate,” i.e. for
youngsters between 12 and 18.)

—^5

should be in a position to hand out happy bandits.
Picture opens tomorrow (Wed.)
advance guarantees to enable it to
compete with other indies bidding in Buffalo, and the Courtiers, who
ior the top foreign product. With- live in Michigan, will spend part
in past months, IFE—once envi- of.their vacation making personals
sioned as the central funnel for with the feature and telling their
Italo attractions
has-been missing own story of what happened.
Earth," “Pinky," “A
out on several Italian films, partly Courtier also will take a brief Good
“Going
due to its inability to offer the leave-of-absence later in the year Called' Peter" and
Ed.)
Way."—
from, his job to make further, approper coin.
it

.

habit.”

True Males

•

When

to the Movies*

—

.

with a $4,500,000 assist from the
U. S. distribs in Italy via a subsidy arrangement, IFE’s purpose

Back

Along with the problem of mating both the picture and television
mediums for the common weal, and utilizing, video to spark the
film b.o., Leonard H. Goldenson’s prime concern still Is “getting
that lower-age group back into the habit of going to the movies.”
The under-12 kid, whom -the prexy of American BroadcastingParamount Theatre* Inc., wants to encourage via a 25c “children’s
rate” is because they’re the .potential 12-18-age group whom Interstate’s Bob. O’Donnell and kindred showmen are further wooing
with 35-40c-.“student tickets.” In turn, these would become the $1
and $1.20 tfcketbuyers of the next generation, says Goldenson,
excepting that “right now we just are not .getting enough young
people going to the theatres as when you- and I had the movie

One condition of the 20thSchlesinger deal is that 20th will
—
»
make at least two C'Scope films
-L
jocally .and also will establish a
Fox Movietone base here. Schlesinger, who is said to have entered
the deal in order to be able to
Continued from pace
devote himself more energetically
to, his other interests’, is planning films, be they B’s or otherwise, and
to go heavily into tv film produc- three to five years to achieve what

.

‘

“We

by our contract,” he
commented,' “We’ll watch what
happens first, and worry later.”)
are* protected

—

‘

'Getting Kids

Scklesinger Deal

Weeks

action,

for

.

him

felt that’

it’s

make

to

the

moment
may

his decision

be close at hand.
“I have made no new deal or
any new arrangement with the cor-

poration,” said Zanuck, again leaving open the question of his immediate plans. Regarding Adler,

—

Zanuck

stated:

“A number

of months ago, I announced Mr. Adler, one of the
most capable producers in the in-

>.

dustry, as

a member

of

my

execu-

tive staff In addition to his duties
as an Individual producer at our
studios, and his status also remains,

-

unchanged.”

On

the whole, while quite posi-

tive as concerns conditions at the
moment, Zanuck almost took pains,
not to pin himself down on the
future; Observers read into his “I
have set no date” reference a clear

implication

,,

that

Zanuck himself

doesn’t think that a change in his
status may be far off.

Zanuck ^ arrived from London
yesterday and goes to the Coast
(Thurs.). Also due to
later in the week is his

I

.

tomorrow
wing west
{

assistant, Lew Schreiber, who arrived f#om Europe yesterday.

Wednesday, July

1955

PGSsnsft

REMINDER FROM COMPO: DID YOU MAIL YOUR NOMINATIONS FOR AUDIENCE AWARDS
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—
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PICTURES
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M
.

woman”
Miller

III

I

gumshoe. Competent support is
provided by Eddie Bee and Max
Palmer, among others:
Camerawork of Gordon Avil is
Continued from page I
good as is T. O, Morse’s editing.
benevo- An okay score, composed and conThe Night Holds Terror natives under Ruysdael’s
few
and save their victim is detailed in lent guidance,. Footagje has at- ducted by Manuel Compinsky,
is an
(Continued from page P)
helps sustain the mood of the yarn.
the comprehensive use of police, thrills, although there
spearsome
via
inject
tempt
to
Production values are standard for Heights” (Indie) (reissue) (2d wk),
FBI and telephone resources
natives and & rubbery this type programmer.
Gilb.
$2,900.
which, under Stone’s handling, is throwing
who guards the sacred
United Artists (B&K) (1.700; 98)
an interesting balance to the octupus
pool under which the pearls are
"Not As A Stranger” (UA) (2d
never-flagging tension.
The Dragonfly
wk).
Big $31,000. Last week,
Kelly and Miss Parks act like stctshcd
Murvyn Vye, a warrior chief;
(RUSSIAN COLOR-^SONGS)
$41,000.
young, frightened parents, so are
and
Montell, his daughter,
98(Essaness)
Woods
(1,206;
always believable. Edwards, Cassa- Lisa
Fuller, son of Kuysdael, are
Mildly amusing Soviet comedy
$1.25)—"End of Affair” (Col) (2d
equally Lance
and Cross are
vetes
Other cast principals who fare no
with songs; fair b.o.
Last week,
Okay
wk).
$18,000.
credible as the hoodlums, so the
better than the star .trio. John Al$23,000.
lead quintet makes a major contriton's lensing and the tints are
Artklno release of Gruslnfilm Studio
World (Indie) (697; 98)—"Wages
bution to the meller entertaingood, as are most of the other Studio production. Stars Lina Abashidze; of Fear” (Indie). Big $4,200. Last
ment. Others, too, play their charTzutzunava,
features
L.
Asatlan.
T.
R.
Brog.
technical supports.
Dolidze.
Chekhikvadze.
Directed
by
S.
week, "Aida” (IFE) (reissue) (2d
acters with conviction.

Film Reviews

’Stranger’

—

—

The Big Bluff
for the program-

United Artists release of

Air Strike
Unexciting service programmar for
less discriminating markets.

Hudson, Alan Wells, John Kirby, William Halop, James Courtney, Stanley
Clements.

Director

Roth;

screenplay,

-

camera, Alan Stensvold; editor, George
ReMcGuire; music, Andre Brummer.
viewed July 6, '55: Running time,, *3

MINS.

John Bromfield
Martha Vickers
Robert Hutton
Rosemarie Bowe
Eve MiUer
Max Palmer

Marsha Jordan
FullmerDon Darvel
Dr. Harrison

Eddie Bee

Robert Bice
Pierre Watkin
Beal Wong

Winthrop
Art Dealer
Frank
Coroner
Master., of Ceremonies
.

Richard Denning
Gloria Jean
Lieut. Richard Huggins .... Don Haggerty
BUI Hudson
Lieut. John Smith
Alan WeUs
Anthony Perini
John Kirby
David Loring
William Halop
Lieut. Commdr. Swanson
Ensign James Delaney... James Courtney
Stanley Clements
G. H. Alexander

Commdr. Blair
Marg Huggins

\

.

.

.

W. Lee Wilder

production. Features John Bromfield,
Martha Vickers, Robert Hutton, Rosemarie Bowc. Directed by Wilder. Screenplay.. Fred Frelberger, from story by
Mindred Lord; camera, Gordon Avil; editor, T. O: Morse; music. Manual Compinsky. Tradeshown, N.Y., July 7. '55. .Running Ume, 70 MINS.

Hollywood, July 7.
De Villa
Lippert release of a Cy Roth produc- Ricardo Bancroft
Valerie
tion.
Stars .Richard Denning; costars
Peter Kirk
Gloria Jean, Don Haggerty; features 'Bill Dr.
Fritzle Darvel
'

Butler
Bell

Boy

. . . . .

Rusty Wescoatt
MitcheU Kowal
Jack Daly
Paul McGuire
George Conrad

Kay Garrett

Walter
N.

Bluff,” a modest melotailored to the demands
Its short
weld together a jet fighter attack running time Of 70 minutes Will
squadron aboard the U. S. Carrier be an asset in twin bill bookings
Essex Is the story peg on which and a smooth, though obvious,
story offers some appeal to mystery
this Cy Roth production is hooked.'
fans. While the cast is thin on.

Efforts of a

Navy commander

to

Film, an unexciting and unimaginatively turned out affair, is a programmer lacking in just about
every element of entertainment.
Richard Denning plays the commander, but stands small change
with material assigned him. Script;
also written and ^directed by Roth,
carries an overload of pointless
dialog.
Pic is further burdened
with grainy stock footage.
Attempted suspense fashioned around
one of Denning’s 'pilots lost in a
dense fog with all his instruments
out provides a tedious climax.
Don Haggerty is the pilot in a
thankless role, and his costar,
Gloria Jean, is in for a single
scene. James Courtney, -Bill Hudson and Stanley Clements try hard
but had a strike on ’em before they
started. Technical departments are
below average.
Whit.

Pearl of

tlie

South

Pacific
(SUPERSCOPE—COLOR)
Routine South Seas' adventure
for general dual dating; just

mildly diverting.

Hollywood, June 2d.

RKO release of Benedict Bogeaus production.
Stars Virginia Mayo, Dennis
Morgan, David Farrar; features Murvyn
Vye, Lance Fuller, Basil Ruysdael, Lisa
Montell. Directed by AUan Dwan. Screenplay, Jesse Lasky Jr.; added dialog, Talbot Jennings; story, Anna Hunger; camera (Technicolor), John Alton; editor,
James

Leicester;

Previewed June
•5 MINS.
Rita Delaine
Dan Merrill
Bully Hayes

Halemano
George
Michael

Momu

score,
29,

'55.

Louis

is

of the

program market.

marquee dressing nevertheless it
boasts familiar names in John
Bromfield, Martha Vickers and
’

Robert Hutton.

As screenplayed by Fred Freiberger from a story by Mindred
Lord, the W. Lee Wilder production generally follows a routine
course* with exception of a twist at
the finale.
Martha Vickersv a wealthy,

youngish widow suffering from a
heart condition, goes to Los Angeles to improve her health. She’s
accompanied, by her ‘secretary. Eve
Miller. Miss Vickers, despite h^r
failing health, still has an eye for
romance.' and she weds playboy
Bromfield-. His designs on her are
geared more to her money than
true affection for

Ire

plans to hustle

Rosemarie Bowe
Miss * Vickers'"
demise. Suspicions of Miss Miller
and Hutton, a doctor, eventually
lead. Bromfield into the arms of
off with dancer
arranging
after

the law.

Characters in this meller are
mostly stock but the players turn
in fair portrayals under producer
Wilder’s adequate direction. Bromfield is well cast as a wolf who
lives by his wits. -Miss Vickers is
pert and suitably gullible as befits
the role. Hutton is forthright as
her personal physician. Miss Bowe
is
plenty sexy as the "other

Forbes.

Dennis Morgan
David Farrar

Murvyn Vye
Lance Fuller
Basil Ruysdael
Lisa Montell

routine South Seas adven-

turing is on display^ in this formula
film, along with Virginia Mayo in
a sarong, and the mild diversion
offered makes for passable filmfare in the general dual situations.
Only fair returns are indicated.
Lensed in SuperScope, with
print by Technicolor, the wellworn plot in the Benedict Bogeaus
roduction has to do with some

(

f

|

Screenplay, M. Baratshvili and L. Hotlvari; camera (color), T. Lobova; music, S.
Tzintzadze. At Stanley, N.Y., June 25, '55,
Running time, 95 MINS.
The Dragonfly
L. Abashidze
Efroslne
T. Tzutzunava
Elpite
T. Abashidze
Georgi
...A. Omiadze
L. Asatlan
Marlnee
F. Chakhava
Tskrlala

wk), $2,900.
Ziegfeld (Lopert)

of St. Trinian’s” (Indie), $3,800.
i

G.

Archil
Irakli..............

Natto...
D.

Mother

Shota's

Levan

.

<..... T.

G'

;

Poor

Gambashidze

S.

Tina

CLEVELAND

(Continued from page 8)
Last week, "This
$7,000.
Toidze Island Earth” (U), $15,000. *

Zhorzholiani
Shavgulidze

A.

Klrlle

8G

spite this.
"Not As A Stranger”
opened smash at the Paramount to
set a new house record.
"Itch”

doing hefty biz at the Fox for
a third frame.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 75-$l)
"Foxfire” (U) and "Man From
Bitter Creek" (UJ.
Okay $8,000.”
week, "Ain’t

still

—

Misbehavin’
Okay Last
Amelia” (Indie).
Last week, "A Run For (U) and "Tarzari’s Hidden” Jungle”
(RKO),
$7,700.
"Belles
Your Money” (Indie) and

"Oh!

Chekhikvadze
D. Abashidze

It.

98)

‘Foxfire’

Portland, Ore., July 12.
Town is bogged down with holdovers but biz continues to soar de-

$3,600.

<i

Shota
Bichino

(430;

Smash 22G

A.
Chichinadze

(Loew’s)

State

Tzltzishvill

(3,500;

70-90)— Holding

"Seven Little Foys” (Par). Rousing
getaway, as result of Bob Hope’s
personals here, and headed for vigorous $29,000. Last week, "Not As
a Stranger” (UA), $30,000.
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 70-90)
Not As a Stranger” (UA) (m.o.)
Great $19,000. Last week, "Wizard

Gegechkori

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.25)
—"Seven Year Itch” (20th) (3d
Loud $9,000. Last week,
wk).
$17,100 after fizzling $20,300
opener.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—"To Paris
With Love” (Indie) (4th wk).

(In Russian; English Titles)
Boy-meets-girl is a universal
theme and Soviet Russia’s version
of it is displayed in "The Dragonfly,” a mildly amusing comedy
with songs that should do well in
of Oz”‘ (M-G) (reissue), $5,000.
sites where Red films are .regOhio (Loew’s) (1,244 70-90)—
ularly shown.
This Artkino re"Wayward Wife” (IFE) (2d wk).
lease may also have some curiosity
Mild
$4,000 after same last week.
value .for art houses which seldom
use Soviet product.
Produced by the Grusiafilm Studio In the Caucasus city of Tbilisi Ohio Exhibs Applaud
(formerly Tiflis), the import is an
"mistaken
elaboration
on the
Refusal to Release Pix
identity” routine which has songstress Lina Abashidze confused s
First-Run on Television
with her girl friend, L. Asatian,
since both femmes have the same
Columbus, July 12.
names.. The obvious follows, comDirectors of .the Independent
plete with effects and situations re- Theatre Owners of Ohio passed
miniscent of Laurel & Hardy and
two resolutions Thursday (7) askCostello.
Abbott
ing continued issuance of both
Miss Abashide, who prefers sing- Stereophonic and optical prints for
ing to working, "finds herself in an Cinemascope pictures and hailing
embarrassing position after failing
William J. Heineman of United
her studies,-, accepting political
honors awarded her similarly- Assists for refusing to distribute
named friend and disgracing her any features first-nan on television.
relatives by falsely implying there (This was a reference to the Engwere deaths in her family. Hap- lish ’Richard IIP which will debut

—

,

UA

&

at

$2,000.

week,

Last

$3,100.

Liberty

(Hamrick) (1,875; 90$1.25)—“Cobweb” (M-G) and "The
Beachcomber” (UA) (2d wk). Fine
$6,500. Last week, $13,500.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.25)—"Land Of Pharaohs” tWB)

and "Rage At Dawn” (RKO) (2d
wk).
Tall
$13,100.

$8,000.

week,

Last

Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1$1.25) -* “Not As a Stranger
(UA), advanced prices.
Record
breaking $22,000. Last week, "Far
Horizons” (Par) and "The Good Die
Young” (UA) (2d wk), $5,900.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 9)
(UA) (2d wk). Solid $24,000. Last
week, $30,000.
Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)
—"Marty” (UA) and "Kind Hearts
and Coronets” (U) (reissue) (2d
wk). Fine $5,000. Last week, $4,000.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)
"Green
Magic”
(Indie).
So-so
$2,500. Last week, "Aida” (Indie),
$ 2 100 .

—

,

Clay (Rosener) (400; $1) "The
Intruder” (Indie). Good $3,000.
pily, she redeems herself by studi- on NBC.)
Last week, "The Big Day” (Indie)
ITO helmsmen pointed out that (3d wk), $2,100.
ously raising chickens and ultimately weds architect R.- Chek- several hundred theatres ip Ohio
Vogue (S.F. Theaters) (377;* $1)
hikvadze who’s ’been casting a ro- spent thousands to equip with*
mantic eye at her since the first Stereophonic and at the" same time “The French Touch” (Indie) and
"Stratford Adventure” (AA) (4th
reeL
hailed policy of making optical
wk). Average $1,800. Last .week,
Under S. Dolidze’s breezy direc- prints available for small theatres' $ 2 000
tion, the screenplay hardly reaches and drive-ins.
Bridge (Reade-Schwarz) (396; $1hilarious peaks according to "Amer$1.25)—"To Paris With Love” (Inican standards but. nevertheless
die) (5th wk). Steady $2,900. Last
the broad comedy does show that
EXH1B
week, $3,300.
the Russians aren’t entirely without a sense of humor. For Miss
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1) “An Inspector Calls” (Indie) (3d wk).
Abashidze is a sprightly lass who
Hollywood, July 12.
portrays her role with an air of
Slow $2,100, Last week, $2,800.
levity and her colleagues such as
Deadline for casting ballots on
Miss Asatian and architect Chek- .exhibitor nominations in COMPO
hikV&dze also contribute nicely to Audience Awards has been ex*
the general merriment,
tended to midnight July 18 by
(Continued from page 9)
Music of S. Tzintzadze is oc- national chairman Elmer Rhoden. Crockett” (BV) (2d wk), better than
casionally lilting.
However, the Originally slated July 11, deadline hoped for $8,000 at tilted scale.
color camerawork of T. Lobova- is extended one week ,due delays reMetropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75-$l)
not too good. Tint process used ported in distribution of ballots in
"Land of Pharaohs” (WB) (2d wk).
isn’t indicated.
Other technical various sections of country.
Good
$7,500. Last week, $11,000.
Gilb.
credits are fair.
Local National Screen Service
Palace (Loew's) (2,360; 70-95)
offices in different exchange areas "Love Me or Leave Me” (M-G)
will distribute ballots to exhibs (4th wk). Oke $9,000 after good
upon request, according to Rhodes. $12,000, and may stay another
'

,

COMPO

.

BALLOT

—

DEADLINE EXTENDED

'

Running time,

(Aspect ratio i variable)

Some

"The Big

drama,

WASHINGTON

Capsule Foreign Film Reviews

Virginia Mayo.

>

Tops Port;

.

Okay meller
mer market.

'

II,

Picture Grosses

CHICAGO

Furthering the suspense mood is
the lensing by Fred Jackman Jr.,
and Virginia Stone’s editing, the
score by Lucien Cailliet and other
behind-camera contributions are
Brog.
worthy.

IIJI

In the triangle while Miss
registers as an amateur

week/

Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 75$1.10)—"Seven Little Foys” (Par)
(2d
wk). Sock $11,000 after hot
Seattle, July .12.
A theatre landmark in Seattle, the $13,000 last week. Stays.
Paris, July 5.
Trans-Lux
(T-L) (600; 70-$l)—
liberty, will be razed this month,
Evadts (The Fugitives) (FRENCH).
Cocinor release of Coclnor-St. James pro- a parking lot to mark the spot. This "Prize of Gold” (Col) (3d wk). Soduction. Stars Pierre Fresnay, Francois house was long the ace theatre of so $4,0Q0 after nice $6,000 last
Plrier. ^Michael Andre; features, Silvia
week. Stays:
era, Robert Juillard; editor, Suzanne De MonforET Directed. by Jean-Paul Le Cha- Jensen & Von Herberg, and deTroeye; music, Jean Wiener. At Marie* noiar. Screenplay„-Le Chanols, Andre from buted Oliver Wallace on the organ,
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
nan, Paris. Running time/ 95 MINS.
novel by Andre; camera, Marc Fossard;
"Cinerama” (Indie) (87th wk).
in
the
heydey
silents.
Seatof
the
editor, Emma Le Chanols; music, Joseph
Paris, July 5.

Futures

(Future
Stars)
(FRENCH). Columbia release of Del DucaRegie Du Film production. Stars Jean
Marais; features, Brigitte Bardot, Isabelle
Plk, Yves -Robert, Mlscha .Auer, George
Reith, Odile Rodin. Directed by Marc
Roger
Allegret,
AUegret.
Screenplay,
Vadim from novel by Vicky Baum; cam-

Vedettes

Razing Liberty, Seattle

and exterior Viennese production
Mosk.
dress is appealing.

-

.

—

Kosma. At

Paris, France.

ing was 1600.
Will J. Connor, general manager,
reports the equipment will go to
other
houses.
“The company’s
lease has expired,” he. said, "and
there aren’t enough good pictures

Running time,

Columbia has a lightweight entry 115 MINS.
in this melodrama about the young
This story of the escape of three
love of two budding artists with French prisoners from a prison
their
dashing singing teacher. camp during the last war may he
Mostly for local appeal, film has late in reaching .the screen. Many
ad whites, Miss Mayo, Dennis
pix have been made on this topic.
Morgan and David Farrar, who a mellow nostalgic backing set in This has a forceful style and some
move in on a small Pacific island to Vienna, but lacks the forthright moments of suspense but it neither
steal a fortune in black pearls robustness and passion needed to tops the others nor escapes a cerfrom some natives who have been make this a better loolcsee at tain preachiness and propaganda.
protected from the evil influences adolescent love among the long- Most of the main problems are
of civilization by a kindly white hairs. Mixing comedy and drama past, and this has to stand on its
patriarch, Basil Ruysdael, There’s leaves this unbalanced. .
filmic talent. This looks to have
not much freshness or ingenuity
Jean Marlas is much too man- local appeal and might do for
to the script by Jesse Lasky Jr., nered and coy as the supposed lesser situations in the U.S. if cut.
the added dialog by Talbot Jen- heartthrob of two young students. Pierre Fresnay runs an intelligent
nings or the story by Anna Hunger Both mix amorously with this Don acting gamut as the nature memso Allan Dwan's direction is hard- Juan of the opera circles. But he her of the prison group, but has
put to make something of the plot- is true only to his wife. Title does too much "message” to carry.
boiler setup.
not look prophetic, with Brigitte Francois Perier is fine os the simComing up against the goodness Bardot lacking any depth as yet pler member while Michel Andre
oOzing from Ruysdael brings about for star stamping. Isabelle Pia has is reserved and excellent. Bit parts
reform in the characters of Miss a certain intensity for specialized are well integrated with SilviaMayo and Morgan, but Farrar re- roles* MiScha Auer turns in neat Monfort’s Polish refugee a catching
fuses tq change and dies from a bit as, an eccentric valet. Marc Alle- cameo. Location lensing Is fine.
native spear for his hard-headed- gre’t has sugar coated this and
Lensing and editing are okay as
ness, leaving the other two stars given it only a bread-and-butter is the musical score of Joseph
to find a new life with the happy pacing. Technical credits are fine Kosma.
Mosk .

anymore.”

Jack Webb's Aerial P.A/s

New

interest in this as result of

President Eisenhower’s visit, to
tune of $14,000. Last week, big
$16,000, with 3 extra holiday shows.

TORONTO
(Continued from page 8)
(20th) (2d wk). Big $13,000. Last
week, $17,500.,
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$l)
"Seven Little Foys” (Par) (2d wk).
Fine $14,000. Last week, $17,000.
Loefr’a (Loew) (2,090; 60-$l)
"Love Me or Leave Me” (M-G) (5th

—

Jack Webb is taking to the air
for a 12,000-mile personal selling
job on "Pete Kelly’s Blues,” the
Mark VII ^td. production for Warner Bros. release. Webb launches
his tour of the United States arid wk).
Dip to satisfactory $8,500.
Canada on July 27 starting in San Last week, $12,500.
Antonio, Texas, and winding up in
Shea’e (FP) (2,386; 60-$l)
San Francisco on Sept. 1. He’ll "Seven Year Itch” (20th) (2d wk).
cover more than 30 major cities in Hefty $11,000. Last week, $14,000.
the United States and Canada, with
Towne (TayTor) (693; 75-$l)
his visits keyed to opening of the "Marty” (UA) (3d wk). Holding hep
picture in each community.
at evening turnaway biz for $8,000.
Webb and his entourage of 19, Last week, $9,000.
including a personal police escort,
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 60-$l)
will virtually live on the plane, a "Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) (6th
specially-fitted United Air Lines wk). Still neat at $8,000. Last week,
Convair executive transport.
$ 10 , 000 .

—
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and was primarily to insure bigger markets rather than
talk stage

try to go In for bigger features or

compete with the U. S. product
He believed reduced number of
Continued from p«ce I
features made by Hollywood should
ultimately help foreign product get front. gate admission for the 12- 10,000,000. But this is only a drop
Los Angeles July 12.
beam of 27 arid one-half feet and U.S. playdates.
years-and-up and 50c for under-12. in the attendance bucket, the big
What .will be available for en- draws 27 inches. From the water
Disneyland management admits draw will be countrywide and
tertainment in the Disneyland's line it soars 28 feet into "the air
there may have to be a downward should be on' th* “must see” list of
five sections reads like a child’s and can carry 325 passengers on a
revision of gate admission and ride every traveler from a foreign counhappy dream of fun, whether liny nostalgic voyage through the Discharges If it develops that there is try. AS one wag put It, “Disneytoddler or older brother or sister, neyland waterways.
damaging word-of-mouth among land will replace Forest Lawn (a
Continued from pace 3
Also available in this land of
or the teenager already thinking
lower middle class and working burial park in L. A.) as the No. 1
the
and
ride
on
yesteryear is a 50-25c
in terms of speed, electronics
the olden days, when it was a lit- class and working class families. tourist attraction.”
Disneyland freight tle-easier to get your negative cost Studies made of World’s Fair
Sante Fe .
space travel.
While
Disneyland
be
will
Upon entering Disneyland prop- train, a $6 scale diamond stack back, producers would take a economics by Stanford U. Research
er, an eager beaver can lay out locomotive with six oars that can chance. But today ^ they prefer to Institute make it clear that when mechanically sufficient to handle
any
manner
radio
or
of
television
Another be
50c or 25c (according to age) for carry 300 passengers.
the word pasgesAround, “it’s pretty
an immediate ride on the Santa form of..transportation, for 35 or
Commenting on the clause in expensive,” -this is bad medicine. broadcast, it’s use for these purFe Sc Disneyland passenger train, 25c, is a pack mule ride or, for majors’ contracts which force the Disney personally and his two part- poses is in the future other than
a glistening capstack locomotive the same price, a bouncy trip in a indie producer to deliver at least ners in Disneyland, .American the ceremonial telecast by- ABC
carrying 200 passengers in six cars four-horse hitch stage, a Conestoga a “B” rating from the Legion of Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres J uly 17 at the press preview, Disney has resisted entreaties to do an
and bearing the name of E. P. Rip- wagon, a surrey, buggie or buck- Decency or face cancellation of the and Western Printing
Litho- hour show
from the site weekly,
This is Walt Disney’s only board.
ley.
company’s bank obligations vis-a- graphy, want to hold the $2 average
feeling that six hour shows a week
personal concession in the park.
If .the little buckaroo gets weary vis the picture (leaving the. pro- idea both for effect on public
psy- on ABC (Disneyland
and Mickey
If the train ride can wait until of strenuous western living he can ducer holding the bag), Aldrich chology
and to amortize their in- Mouse) is already j.too close to
later, a tour of the turn-of-the- slate the dust of the long journey- said he had a different arrange- vestment over Xnumber of years. saturation. To cover the/ entire
cehtury town and its main street, ing by placing hi^ foot on the brass ment with “The Big Knife,” which
Concessionaires
sweep of the park for the 90-mlncomplete with working bank, ice rail in Slue-Foot Sue’s'’ Golden is Clifford Odets’ story about HolLessees and concessionaires .will ute telecast, it \yill require a spaccream parlor, emporium arid other Horseshoe saloon and get a re- lywood.
make
contribution
to Dis- ing of 24 cameras. There. is, howstrong
a
stores and businesses to be found freshing charge from soft PepsiI
if
can’t
“I couldn’t see why,
__
",
Of the 53 ever, a plan afoot to dramatize each
visit through Cola, a sponsor of the refreshment get the right kind, of rating, 7 |neyland’s xx^erall take
in a 190Q’s village.
the Penny Arcade with its ma-j-spar and watch for free the geri- should be stuck with the bank firms leasing space for a minimum of the rides and amusements from
chines and shooting gallery is for uine- Western saloon floor show. while the distributor still has' my of five year, 15 are purely commer- its earliest beginning and histori"
free, but to visit the Main Street And if it's food he’s needing, near- picture,” he said.
“It took some cial (with something to sell on the cal genesis aS an educational-docuCinema with its six silent movies by are Swift’s Chicken Plantation, doing, but I came to an agreement grounds arid the remainder more mentary series for, tv. Occasionalrunning continuously to the accom- Aunt Jemima’s Kitchen run by with United Artists. If the rating concerned with the institutional ap- ly there will be pickups at various
Cost to each is $20 per sites for the two Disney programs.
paniment of a player piano the Quaker Gats, Fritos' Frito House shouldn't be right, I can take my peal.
charge is 15 or 10 cents. If one that looks like a Mexican cantino, film and go elsewhere with. it. square foot a year,' with the first.
$125*000 Weekly Payroll
gets tired of strolling the main or UPT stands.
That’s only fair.”
Weekly payroll of $125, ,000 will
drag, he can shell out 50 or 25
Adventureland is the fourth of
be distributed among a permanent
Disney’s Oldie Films
n cents for arideln the Disneyland
the magic “lands” and another
personnel of 1,100 of. which 600
Fire Department’s horse -drawn miracle of escape conjured for the
Los Angeles, July 12.
draw checks from Disney. Doctor
hose and chemical equipment, take entertainment and aiqazement of
Legit-T o-Filmsi
Visitors to Disneyland will
„
and staff of five nurses will bh on
the horse-drawn trolley for- 15 or visitors. It consists of waterways
not
miss
their old-time
daily duty and should a stray
Continued from pace 3
10 cents, or a horse-drawn station and .seven boats, on which, for 35
screen entertainment for
cigaret or crossed wire start a blaze
1
wagon for ?5 or 15 cents. ^
there’s
going to be a generous
or 25c, a ticket holder can fake an their original titles. These include
a fire truck will be on the scene
helping of it in .the Main
Four Xands*
explorer’s .trip into the wilds of “Mr, Roberts,” opening at the ^Rain a jiffy.
Disnteyland is practiStreet Cinema.
Leaving Ma.n Street, the walk the jungles for vicarious thrills in dio City Music Hall tomorrow
And there’ll
cally a town within a town and
be.
silents
for
everyone’s
leads to a park hub, from which encounters with, hippos, cannibals (Thurs.), “The Shrike” at the Vicabove the entrance reads a sign
taste.
are fanned out the fouV “lands.” and other dangers presumed , to toria, 'and “The Seven Year Itch”
like in any small town: Popula%
House has six screens, four
Right here, family dissension is lurk in such spots. If the trip has at Loew’s State. Those with title
tion 5,000,000.’ Elevatioh 238 feet.
of which will show Silent pix
likely to develop, with a tug-of-war its tension, the nerves can be eased switches are “Summertime,” at the
Arterially, It has advantages that
continuously
over which to visit first—Tomor- by on land with beverages at the Astor, based on Arthur Laurents’
via
automatic
bthetf towns don’t have*—six broad
projectors.
The other two
rowland, Fantasyland^ Frontierland Tropical Saloon dr food in the “Time of the Cuckoo^’ and “We’re
highways that lead to the park. As
'
will carry advertising reminisor Adventureland.
Pavilion, the only two-faced res- No Angels,” originating from the
a buyer of goods and services, its
cent of the period and admoniIf the teenager and Tomorrow- taurant on the grounds.
Facing same source as Sam and Bella Spebill will run better than' $100,000
tions suejx as “Please do not
land win out, he's likely to be Adventureland, it is a thatched wack’s “My Three Angels.”
a month.
eat" peanuts
Hollywood’s romance with the
soon whirling at a breckneck speed Polynesian-like food .dispensary.
and throw the
There will be no combination
shucks on the floor” or “Siof 11 miles an hour in one of the Facing the park’ hub, it is a wide living theatre is further stressed
books or two-for-ones yet but group
lence is golden, especially dur32 gasoline-driven cars on the verandaed cafeteria of l900’s vin- by the number of upcoming prodeals
will be made individually
'
ing the screening of the picductions based on Broadway plays.
Autopia Freeway after having paid tage.
with Scout troops, ''tours arid other
either 50 or 25 cents according to
ture.”
Summer operation will be seven This is in direct contrast with Holorganized parties. €. V. Wood,
whether 12 years is in front or be- days a week, from 10 a.m. to 10 lywood’s apathy toward Broadway
Among the “features” to be
veepee and general manager of
hind him.
offered are “Fatima’s Dance,”
This concession (to p.m. During the winter months, two or three years ago. In its deDisneyland, is hopeful of a daily
youth’s' yen for speed), complete Disneyland will be closed Mon- sire to light the inroads of tele“A Dash Through the Clouds,”
attendance of 60,000 and combinavision, the film industry not only
with the 32 cars, four* police cars, days.
which runs 10 minutes; “The
tion deals are farthest from his
an Autopia Special arid three extra
adopted the widescreeri but also
Noise of Bombs,” a Keystone
thoughts at this time.
Went after story themes heretofore
cars, cost in the neighborhood of
Kops comedy; scenes featuring
Space allocations to .lessees comregarded as tabu. As a result, the
Vilma Banky, Rudolph Val$100,000, but Disneyland
execs
prise a Wide assortment of comNew York stage became a prime
aren’t worrying about amortization.
entino and Louise Dressier;
Flaud
mercial ventures. On the directory
story source,
Another Tomorrowland must is
“Dealing for Daisy,” a western
will be found hanking, van and
Continued from Dace 3
Among recent plays that will or
easily figured to be TWA’s ‘Rocket
“classic” starring William S.
storage, candy, ice crearfi, Coke,
6
Ride to the Moon on one. of two film industry in all its aspects. He have been converted tri the screen
Hart, and “The Mission of
Pepsi Cola, sWimsuits, cameras and
space ships accommodating 104 was also able to discuss problems are Joseph Hayes’ VThe Desperate
Dr. Foo,” the earliest (1920)
supplies,
gifts,
toy,
books and
passengers each.
version of Dr.’ Jekyll and Mr.
This gimmick, with leading film personalities. Hours,” Tennessee Williams’ “The
games K glass blowing, infants
^costing an estimated $80,000, can Certain French newspapers report- Rose “Tattoo” and “Summer and
Hyde.
clothes, Frito products and /Mexideliver space travel thrills for a ed, the^ trip a failure, but Flaud Smoke” from Paramount; John
In the center of the room is
can food, greeting cards, corseteria,
nominal 35 or 25 cents.
a viewing stand. Which will
More pointed out that’ it was a valuable Patrick’s “Teahouse of the August
lapidary shop, imported tropical
speed at a price—35-25 cents—can- and necessary first appraisal be- Moon,” Robert Anderson’s “Tea
enable youngsters to see over
merchandise* magic shop, pens,
be had on any one of the 14 speed fore action in respect to the Amer- and Sympathy,” Samuel GdldwjTT'sj
the heads of adults. Nickelnewspapers, stroller rentals, sports
production of “Guys and Dolls,”
boats available for a spin abound ican market.
odeon music is provided for
and
saddlery wear, tobacco shop,
the canals. It Jstt’t all pay in Toatmosphere.
Admission 10c.
Flaud felt that one flagrant and Williams’ “Cat on the Hot Tin
costume jewelry, bakery, jams and
morrowland, "however,
because fault was the falling off of remits Roof,” from Metro; “Pajama Game”
jellies,
-Swift market house, chicken
there is a free “20,000 Leagues tances to France due to improper and Maxwell Anderson's “The Bad
Under the Sea” exhibit that seem- handling in the U. S., and the Seed” from Warner Bros.; “Can and last year’s rental paid in ad- plantation, watches and clocks,
vance.
UPT
concessions
(food and beveringly takes you below the surface, tendencies of Gallic producers lo Can” and “The King and I” from
the free Space* Station X-l com- sell their features outright. Only 20th-Fox; a musical version of “My # ’The Rotarian principle is used age), organs and pianos, woodland
plete with fascinating gadgets, or $150,000 came to France from the Sister Eileen” following on the in the leasing of space* and with metal gifts, Maxwell House cofthe Circarama thrill of a 360-de- ten pix handled in the U. S., and heels of Broadway’s “Wonderful the exception of Coca Cola and fee, ceramics and glassware, Town
gree motion picture scope on view he feels it could have been three Town,” based on the same source Pepsi Cola there will be no cofti- Square Realty.
Original estimate for construcin American Motors Corp. exhibit. times more. He opined that two- material, from Columbia, and, of petitive products sold or advertised
on the grounds.. Pepsi' will have tion of Disneyland was $10,000,000
King Arthur's Castle
thirds of the fault was French and course, Magna’s Todd-AO version
Rodgers
St ^ Hammerstein'S the “longest bdr in the world” but this figure was bolstered by
Counterclockwise from Tomor- one-third American distribs. (In of
rowland is Fantasyland, the inside September the French Film Cen- “Oklahoma!” These are just a sam- where only the soft drink will be over $5,0)00,000 wheiTthe park manof King Arthur’s Castle to which ter will be inaugurated in N. Y. to pling of Broadway’s influence on sold, Donald No vis, former radio agement undertook the design and
singer, "will stage an old western building .of all commercial exhibits.
the kiddies pass via drawbridge to act primarily as a liaison between upcoming, screen material.
show for the sippers. * For hard Said one officer of the company,
find a $102,000, 72-horse carrousel, American distribs and French prodrinks one must cross the road “this place will never be finished
a ride on which costs 25 or 15c; ducers.; Center will definitely not
Jack Wrather’s Disneyland so it is hard to tell what eventual
to
a 36-25c ride in one of peter Pan’s distribute).
hotel, which (when completed) will cost will be.” There are still vast
seven galleons; or Snow White
French will study U. S. methods,
have accommodations for 600. Cost stretches of unimproved acreage
cars, Mr. Toad's. Wild Ride (8 cars), decide on those features which are
Continued from page 4.
of the hotel is estimated at $10
that some day will be utilized for
or an aerial ride on one of 10 fly- best for art houses, those which
ing Dumbos, each at the 35-25c would bear dubbing, and, the few, ityg with an old lady who, unknow- 000,000' and will have a convention other “dreams” of Disney.
price scale*.
possibly two or three, .which could ingly, supervis&s a bank holdup, hall seating, 1,000. Already reserFor 25 or 15c, fun cari be had at hope for general distribution. FFC is described .&$: a. cross between vations are. being received for
a Mad Tea Party in one of eight will be financed by the sumturned “Arsenic and Old Lace” and “The conclaVes to be held there, some
Paris
cups that whirl and spin to add to over to the French government by Lavender Hill Mob.” Guinness as late as November of next year.
Wrather-Alvarez Hotels, Inc., have
the thrills. Canal Boats, of the
last year which came to plays the leader of the gang.
Continued from pace 2
As proposed by Continental to a 50-year lease on the land from
World, eight in all, or a "ride on two payments^ totaling $468,000.
sion from the policerthe would-be
the two Casey Jr. trains go for the Funds will also come from the Rank, the advance arrangement Disneyland.
sleepers
this time is different in that Consame scale. Kiddies will find the Film Aid coffers.
Very Scientific
began to turn up radios
Mickey Mouse Theatre, seating
Everything On the grounds is to drown out the words of Moliere.
Question of quality is foremost tinental would give a guarantee
400, offering free entertainment. right now since
main French against first income, thus not ne- “according to specifications” result- Then they began to throw water
If you get hungry while in Fan- wedge is in the over 5,000 “art” cessitating a large initial outlay.
ing from continuing studies by and debris from the windows on
What makes the “Lady Killers” Disney and Stanford Research In- the Unsuspecting audience. Other
tasyland, no problems are posed houses around the U. S.
Flaud
because there is the Pirate Ship considers it completely unfeasible deal significant—if it goes through stitute.
It even extends to the inhabitants of the square manirestaurant operated by Van Camp -for Europe to try to compete with -—is the fact that it isn’t going to three main eating sjpots, where, fested their pleasure in having the
Sea Food Co., or one of the marly the U, S. in specs, musicals, etc., Universal or United Artists, which for. instance, the hamburgers must troupe there and the Show finished
food and beverage stands of UPT but would have a better chance would ordinarily handle such Rank be prime beef and of uniform in a shower of arguments.
However, the play was the thing
Concessions Inc.
with Completely national films of product. Neither of these, outfits weight. Even the bun that houses
Davy Crockett Museum
are willing to give R^nk an ad- the burger will be subject to daily and won out, with the local police
„
unusual flavor.
Next running backwards around
station ruling in favor of the acFlaud was impressed by the vance. John Davis, Rank topper, inspection.
the clock is Frontierland, where Todd-AO and the complete indus- now is said to go on the theory
It’s
all
part
of . Stanford’s tors.* The group will- go oh giving
15 or 10c Will get you into the try acceptance of the various proc- that it’s best to channel films where “economic feasibility study’’ which this play for the skedded 20 per:
Davy Crockett museum-theatre, or esses in the U. S. He believes the most money is.
also picked the site of Disneyland formances. Publicity and word-of50-25c will give you a ride on the French producers will adopt new
In addition, .on the top British on the rim of Anaheim for its many mouth of the incident has broughl
$248,000 Mark Twain, the first gear but were conservatively as Aims, high, advarices will be asked advantages. Within a radius rif 30 more spectators to this show,
stern wheeler built in the past 60 fitting specific story or treatment irt the future, observers here say, miles, which takes in most of L.A. which is a blasting satire about
years.
The river., boat, weighing
In re the proposed European on the theory that the pic might and Orange county, the drawing Philistines who would stifle ex125 tons, is 108 feet long, has a< Film Pool he said this was in the get a Iv deal.
potential
is
somewhere around pression.
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SCORES FILM THEATRES

FOR BAD PROJECTION
New

Hollywood, July

The Academy

12.

of Motion Picture

&

Sciences would be -making
a “terrible mistake” if, to please
the television audience, it were to
eliminate the presentation of. the
technical Oscars on the air, according to Charles Brackett, producer
and past prez of the Academy.
Brackett said he considered the
Academy awards a news event.
“It isn’t meant to be public entertainment on the accepted sense,”
he held. “Viewers -ate privileged
to look in on it thanks to tv, but
If the techthat’s just about all.
nical -credits bore them, that’s just
too bad!”
Following the past two Oscar tv
shows, criticism was voiced re the
presentation on the air of the
Oscars for cutters, editors, sound
meii, etc., names and faees that
mean nothing to the public. It was
argued that this greatly slows Up
the show. Brackett felt that arguing in favor Of a lesset emphasis
on these awards was in fact undermining the entire purpose of the

Arts

Academy and

RCA SOimp SYSTEMS

#

This last year aftd a half

I

INTO 12

saw

screening room*, and in
less than 10% were the films shown
Camden, N. J., July 12.
goes outComplete RCA sound and pro- in focus, If a projector
of-fopus it stays out-of-focus, showjection systems have been sold to
ing the man in the box isn’t check12 of the country's newest “kinging even oiice. at the turnover. Is
size” drive-in- theatres (all with
it lack of interest, lack of abilitycapacities ranging from 1,000 to
or as someone “wryly
stupidity?
2,500 automobiles), with nine of
suggested, just bad eyesight? Certhe installation already made.
,
tainly the quick demise of 3-D was
The drive-ins are: The Newark, due in great part to faults' projecNewark, N.J., 2,500 cars; Tim- tion since the films were shown out*
onium, ToWsbn, Md., 2,500; Mea- of-focus, ©pt-of-alignment and' outdows, Hartford, Conn., 2,100; Big of-synchronization, producing the
Sky, Chula Vista, Calif., 1,800; blinding headaches the fans comRoosevelt, Jersey City, N.J., 1,700; plained of. Correct projection of
Circle, Moorestown, N.J., 1,600;
CinemaScope- and VistaVision are
Queens Chapel, West Ryattsville, [likewise completely beyond proMd., 1,500; New Milwaukee, 1,500; jectionists today.
Union, Union, N,J., 1,200; CircleManagers and ushers manifest
25, -Lexington., Ky., 1,000; In-Town
when
Auto Theatre, Whitehall; Ohio, the greatest indifference
faulty projection is pointed out. to
1.000, and Sherwood; Dayton, Ohio,
that you
know
The
former
them.
1 000
can fire a manager but you can’t

“heart-

.

.

projectionist. Nothing will
be done, of course,- until peopLe in
numbers start to complain and ask
for. their money bads More don’t
do that, at present, because they
think the fault is in the film itself,

a

fire

and because long- suffering has
taught them patience^
The steady loss of film customers
to tv has one big contributing factor that the pix people haven’t
faced upr tp: iv shows—including
the showing of movies, old and new
1

comes

brought into one’s living
room by competent technicians.
Also, each tv set is equipped with
sound and focus knobs that a man
can adjust himself
If any N.Y. house Would guarantee perfect projection and then fob
low through with same, watch the
month by increase in box office receipts.

effective.

-r-are

UTOO was formed last
Edward Connor
in its old merger of Theatre Owners of Okla/
which are homa Inc., and ‘Allied of Oklahoma.
said
Thorne
group
DRIVE-INS
new
will
keep
PICKET
crumbling away, without any effort
being made to transfer Uiem to affiliation with both Theatre Ownnew acetate stock. “It is incredi- ers of America and National Allied. Union Pulls Operators-?—No ConDirectors also have set first
tract Since August '54
ble to me' that the industry allows
such a thing to happen,” he de- year’s budget and dues schedule
for new~ organization, and memberclared.
San Antonio, July 12.
He added he was gratified by ship campaign -will be top priority
Pickets. Were set up around four
for Slocum when he takes over.
job
the progress being made by the
local ozoners after a walk out
of

stars

and

features.

‘Love Me or Leave Me* 9thto Grots $1,000,
Feature* Booked' Since 1938
All 93

MGM

Metro’s. '‘Love Me or Leate Me,”
which concludes its run at the
Radio City Music Hall, N.Y. today

270-CAR PARKING LOT
Minneapolis, July 12.
When the 400-seat independent
firstruri World reopens Friday (15)
with UA’s “Not as a Stranger,”
following completion of its $150,000 facelifting;, job, it will be the
first downtown theatre here to
qffer free parking for its patrons.
The sister St. Paul World, also a
loop house under “the same Ted
Mann ownership, has been furnishing such free* packing over since
the present operators acquired it
two year? ago.
^
For his Minneapolis World',
Mann has acquired a lot within a
block of his 'theatre and it accommodates 270 cars.
.

,

1

Adelman’s

,

a picture in the early 1900s). The
work is progressing rapidly, he.

Hollywood, July 12.
A method to prevent the “buckbeen found that, in many
instances, the paper film was in ling” of film has been developed
a better state of preservation than by Merle Chamberlin, Metro studio
.

It’s

counterpart.

SELIG'S ENCORE
Denver, July

12.

Robert W. Selig, division manager of Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, has been reelected to. his eighth
term as president of the board of
trustees of the University of Den-

(Wed.), will top the $1,000,000
gross mark in its seven-week en-

The Doris Day-James

gagement.

Cagney

starrer will be the ninth
picture to achieve that record
at the Hall. Total gross is expected

M*G
;o

hit

about $1,100,000.

“Love Me” is the 93d Metro picture to have played the Hall since
'*
he company started its association
with the Rockefeller showcase in
1938 with a one-week engagement
of “Young Dr' Kildare.” In all,
M-G films' have chalked up a record
run at the Hall of 424 weeks or
eight years, and eight weeks. In
addition to “Love Me/’ the pictures in the $1,000,000 circle include “Mrs. Miniver” (1942,. 10
weeks! $1,100,000), “Random Harvest” {1943, 11 weeks, $1,150,000),
Valley of Decision” (1945,’ nine
weeks, $1,100,000), “The Great.Caruso” (1951, 10 weeks, $1,140,000)/
Show Boat” (1951, eight weeks,
$1,175,000), “Ivanhoe” (1952, eight
weeks, $1,275,000), “Band Wagon ”
(1953, seven weeks, $1,050,000),
and “Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers”
eight
weeks,
(1954,

Houston, July 12.
seven-year-old suit charging vi- $1,350,000).
Sherman' Antitrust
Warner Bros’. “Mr. Roberts”
Act and the Clayton Act by film moves into the Hall tomorrow
producing and distributing firms (Thurs,), and it appears that
k
and by two Texas theatre chayis Metro’s “It’s Always Fair Weather,”
has ended here with the plaintiff Gene Kelly starrer, is scheduled to
being awarded triple damages. A follow. Sock business chalked up
Wednesday (6) night of five, opera federal court jury Friday (8)
tor members of the Motion Pic- awarded $20,000 damages to I. B. by “Love Me” delayed the opening
of “Mr. Roberts,” originally slated
ture Machine Operators Local 407, Adelman, owner
of Houston’s inover wage differences. Operators dependent Delman Theatre, who for the July 4th weekend.
walked out of the Alamo, 'Rigsby, had originally filed a $2,436,000
Mission pnd South. Loop' 13 drive- suit in Delaware on March 29,
Theatres
“
ins shortly after dark Wednesday 1948.
.
Restore Shubert, Cincy
(6).
Parks are operated by StateDefendants included virtually
Cincinnati, July 12.
wide Drive-In Theatres Inc. headed
.all the major distributors.
Damages of $103,880 were asked
by Arthur Landsman;
Adelman, who built his 1,239- by the Shttbert-Cox Theater Co.
John Dennis, biz agent for the seat neighborhood .theatre in 1934,
union, said. the. union had been and whose establishment was a front RKO' Midwest Corp. in a
operating machines for the drive- member of the Interstate system suit filed last week in Common
ms without a contract since from 1936 to 1946, alleged Inter- Fleas Court.
Petition claims that RKO violatAugust, 1954, and had set. Wednes- state and the- film companies conRichard M. spired to exclt^de the Delman from ed a contract to keep the 2,100?seat
day as a deadline.
Shubert
Theater in “good and subLandsman, general manager of the the right to negotiate for first-run
stantial repair and condition” durcircuit, stated that all the ozoners bookings.
ing
leasing from Feb. 28, 1935, to
would operate non-union. He stated
Roy McDonald, couhsel for the last March.
that the unions demanded 10%
eight defendant producers, told
Sum sought was said to be “reapay increase on base pay of $2.66 the
12-man jury the case “was just sonably necessary to "restore the
high
as
hours,'
as
per hour for 36
a simple question of whether we premises to condition which RKO
paid by any drive-in chain in this
have the right to say whether the Should have surrendered.”
area.
first fun on a picture should be
Picketing was orderly at all of played in a 2,600-seat downtpwn
the four ozoners.
theatre.”
,
honored that some
The Delman Theatre is in the
4400
block
of
Houston’s busy mainof the greats of
of ‘Stranger*
stem, Main Street. It is in a shopFour of Stars ping district. It’s address compares show business have become
my clients.
London premiere of Stanley Kra- to 1016 Main Street for the Intermer’s "Not As A' Stranger” will state Metropolitan,- and 1022 Main
draw more persons immediately Street for Loew’s, both in what is
connected with the production than considered the “downtown” shopthe N. Y. and L. A. formal open- ping district.
Registered Representative
Federal District Judge Lamar
ings: Only Gloria Grahame and
Kramer attended the "Gotham bow Cecil, who presided over the
IRA HAUPT & CO.
for
hearing
month-long
trial,
.set
a
and only Kramer, Frank Sinatra
Investment Brokers
and Charles Bickford were on hand Aug. 22 in Beaumont, his home
7th
Ave., New York 18, N .Y.
5Q1
plea
exhibitor
Adelman’s
city,
on
for the Coast unveiling.
for an injunction against current
LOngacre 5-6262
It so happens that Olivia de HavilAdelland, Robert Mitchufh, Broderick film distribution practices.
first-run
obtain
being
to
man’s
aim
will
Crawford and Miss Grahame
be in London. ,.when “Stranger” pictures through competitive bidopens July 27 at the Leicester ding,
Besides McDonald, defense atSquare Theatre. Kramer leaves N.
torneys included William R. Brown
Y. July 21 to join them.
of Houston for the film distribusame
tors; Jack Binion of Houston, JoNat'l Theatres 12V2C Divvy
Rockefeller Center
seph L. Wersham of Dallas, and
-r
J^os Angeles, July 12.
“MISTER
Robert E. Sher of Washington for
in cImmmSow. «n.d WanNf€«lw slarnni
National Theatres declared a the exhibitor chains. Defense has
HENRY FONDA . JAMES CAGNEY
quarterly dividend of 12V£ cents announced it will appeal the jury

A

olations of the

’

.

kept by the Library of Congress
bn paper rolls (the only way in
Which it was possible to copyright

BOB

on

interest
of

Academy in transferring to celluloid many of the old films being

its nitrate

,

,

many

.

said.

\

.

Theatre man dich not offer an alternative strategy for visiting stars,
the O'Sheas having been guided pretty much according to standard
ballyhoo procedure. Incident was raised at the meeting of the
Missouri-Illinois Theatre Owners Assn,
Same meeting strongly approved the new COMPO Poll, calling it
the first opportunity ever given exhibitors (and the public) to vote

;

broken over the industry's apparent lack
negatives,

$12,500 week.

—

:

Was

Arthur argued that the official handling called for television
and radio interviews, appearances at department stores, between
innings at the ball park and so on. Resulta^tly, St, Louis had been
over-exposfed by* the time the film opened and it' did only a so-so

private

annual event.
The- Academy’s longtime head,
Who still keeps in close touch with
the affairs of the org, said he
wasn’t concerned over the “competition” from COMPO’s audience
award poll, “There is Aplenty of
room for all sorts -of polls,” he
Oklahoma City, July 12.
thought. “After all, you have to
E. R. (Red) Slocum Of El Renb
keep in mind that the Academy
and its Oscars are something very will become executive secretary of
United Theatre
Necessarily, "there 'must rtewly-organized
special..
be a compromise with “boxoffice Owners of Oklahdma Inc., July 15.
Slocum,veteran
exhibitor who
and other factors, but on the
whole the awards are given as also has been in distribution, has
been
for
approved
full-time job
merit votes from members of the
working ^industry to other people by UTOO board of directors. Ed
Thorne,
president,
said
organizain the industry. This is a vote for
skill and craftsmanship
and not a tion hopes to open office here about
"
time
Slocum’s
appointment
bepopularity contest.”

he

theatre.

some 400 films in first, run, neighborhood and art houses, as well as

its

Brackett, said

St. Louis, July 12.
Here’s a new downbeat note on stars who come to town ostensiDavid G, Arthur of
bly to ballyhoo current theatre releases;
Fanchon & Marco here pointed to recent visit of Virginia Mayo
and her husband, Michael O'Shea, who had recently hit St. Louis
in connection with RKO’s “Pearl of the South pacific” at the Fox

York.

Editor, Variety:
In reviews of tv shows your publication makes mention of the
“lensing.” I wish that you would
similarly report on the “lensing”
of movies in N.Y. houses. Motion
picture projection today is nothing
short of a scandal.

projection chief. The "buckling”
problem, caused by the drying out
of film under the heat of projection. lamps, has been increased recently because of' the added amperage required for widescreen exhibition,
especially
drive-in
in
theatres.

Chamberlin’s development is an
automatic vaporizer, added to the
film rewind cabinet, maintaining
This 91^year. old, two-campus in- the uniform moisture required for
stitution of higher learning was trouble-free projection.- According
founded in 1864 before Colorado to Metro, it has been equipped exbecame a state. The student body perimentally in *a number of
numbers 8,000.
theatres with successful results.

ver.
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.
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Ask

RKO

Pay To
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Men
add
Now you

I

-

10

Don’t

years

can look

10 years
The new Gourielli
Men’s Shop is equipped to do
practically everything to keep

younger!

let

gray
your

to

London Bow
To Draw

hair

looks!

JESSE BLOCK

blend the color of your hair to
look completely natural Color
that wpn’t wash out. Both pro-

—

and business men find
the younger a man looks, the

fessional

a man looking young and brisk.
Due to popular demand, they better for his career.
have 'Opened handsome new pri-

vate quarters for hair coloring.
Their first clients, far-seeing
businessmen,
have been so
pleased at the rewarding results of their younger, look, that
they are now enthusiastically
recommending -Gourielli everywhere.

Relax iri'malc surroundings
Here, in private rooms serviced by men only, you can relax and be sure that the newest
techniques
will
custom-

Gourielli’s expert services

You can

also get a perfect haircut at the Gourielli Men’s Shop
one that hides traces of thin-

—

ning

hair.

A

Vitamin-Complex

A

scalp treatment.
face massage to build up your skin.

Phone PLaza 3-1200

for a free
Closed Sat-

consultation today.
urdays, July and August.

GOURIELLI® MEN’S SHOP
St., New York 22, N.Y.

16 E. 55th

>

New York Theatre

mi-

nut cm

ROBERTS”

.

verdict.

per share on common stock.
Malcom McCorquodale, Houston
Divvy is payable Aug. 4 to stock- helped Wright present Adelman’s
holders of record July 21,
case.
-

• JACK LEMMON
A WAItNEN «ROS. NCTURE
irttimm sihe ptnpimitM

WILLIAM POWELL

0

RADIO-TELEVISION

Wednesday, July 13, 1955
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Pat Propulsion
of NBC prexy Pat Weaver as the radio-tv “man of
the year” is jet-propelling itself int'o an “embarrasment of riches'*
situation, 'with the network finding itself in the position of hardly
being able to CQpe with the unsolicited bids of mags and dailies
for “hot and exclusive copy.**
This week finds both Newsweek and Life mags virtually “day
topper, with the former
dating’* layouts apd features of the
mag devoting its cover to the Weaver saga. Usually in the past a
network trained its major publicity-public relations guns on cracking the mass circulation or class mags. In the case of Weaver it’s
become a matter of just sitting back and trying to cope with the
demands for fresh angles.
.

The buildup

i

&

By GEORGE ROSEN

NBC

,

.

9

There’s more than casual Intermodus oper-

+

est attaching to the

andi on tap for Ed Sullivan next
In a change of pace deseason.
signed to shift the spotlight from
the film industry’s “coming attractions” to what tv has in store for
*55-’56, the “Ed SuHivan Show”
(nee “Toast of the Town”) will do
the “Phil Silvers Story” as one pf
its first major entries: next fall.
It gets the Sullivan spotlight the
night of Sept. 11 a week prior to
the preem of the new Silvers film
series, which goes into the CBSTV Tuesday night 8:30 to 9 period

By GUY LIVINGSTON
-Boston, July,12.

Sherm

Feller,

becoming

WVDA

somewhat

dee jay,

of.

a.

Bible
is

have the adoption laws in Massachusetts changed and is receiving
75 to 100 letters a day on the

them backing’ his

Feller, on Mondays through Saturdays from 11:15 to 1 a.m., got
into this phase through commenting on the red hot Hildy McCoy
case. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin B. Ellis.
Brookline, Mass, resident, raised
the child since she was 10 days old,
and have been ordered by / the
court to give her up to her mother.

couple are Jewish. The
mother of the young pawn in -the
bitter custody battle is Catholic.
Story has been page; one this
frame, with the disappearance of
the couple and the child and the
issuance of writ ordering sheriffs
in all counties to look for the girl.
Feller, a graduate of Suffolk
Law School in 1940, picked up the
case in his usual method «of Commenting on the news of the day
on his -dee jay program and received

The

Baseball

George Vas of Revlon Products reported to Norman* B.
Norman of the Norman, Craig
& Kummel Inc (nee Weintraub
Agency dining at the Bar-Grill
on Highway 22 outside New
York the Tuesday night the
grandmother made the $32,000
on Bible Questions. Bartender
first canvassed the customers
before turning off the ball
game and substituting the
CBS-TV quiz, “The $64,000
Question.” When* she took the
hurdle the customers started*
whistling and applauding.
Commented* Vos: it*s a twist

con-

troversial figure here due to his
habit of commenting On local and
national news and political issues.
He’s .now waging a campaign to

subject, 98% of
point of view.

Bumps

when

baseball is also-ran to
the Bible in a bar!
\

Ellis

many phone

calls and ^letters. The
married to- chirp Judy
They have no children.
The law, which provides that
adopted
practicable
wherever
children should be put in a home
of the same faith, needs changing
and is causing great hardship to
parehts of adopted chidren, Feller

deejay

is

Valentine.

said.

Hub

deejay was in a* previous

hassle on the

under-Common

garr

age project, which has been the
subject of much controversy in
newspapers. This week, Feller
said,
the Boston Post dtopped
listings from its columns.
Previously the deejay said, the paper had taken his name off the/
listings. Feller also writes a record
column for the Hearst paper
in the Hub.
The controversial disk jock says

Hub

WVDA

he* never knows what he is ‘going
to say before broadcast and com-

.

*

effective Sept. 20.

Coming at a time when major
network shows seem to be
knocking themselves out in dedicating themselves to the perpetuation of the film industry—a trend
which was incepted by the selfsame “Toast of the Town” a* few

‘

,

tv

.,

seasons
Sullivan

miere of “Wide Wide World”
on which he had been working.

back—the revelation that
was now beginning to

train his Sunday night guns on a
trailerization for tv rather than
films is already being greeted in

some

quarters

with

rejoicing.

Not that the showcasing of a Phil
Silvers segment, per se, is expected to invite anything radically
new or different in terms of Sullivan shows, although some frank-

Seven-Day-a-ffk.

ly concede “how come nobody up
to now has thought much about
utilizing a major tv show to trailerize new tv product instead of
always- shilling for the pix companies?” What is regarded as the
“healthy aspect” of the “Silvers
Story” booking 'is the fact that,
just as "Toast”’ more or less pioneered (or takes 'the rap) for tv’S
wholesale excursion into pix clips,
the Sept. 18 show could well be
the forerunner of a “let’s use tv
to build up tv and let’s keep it in
the family” trend.

Ride on ‘Monitor’

“Monitor,” NBC Radio’s weekend marathoner, will go sevendays-a-week soon. Plans are now
being blueprinted to integrate the
“Monitor” programming pattern
into
the
'Monday - thru - Friday
schedule on a two-hours-a-day basis, either morning or afternoon,
with hopes of ultimately making it
a cross-the-board kingsize enterprise.
Same participating sponsorship basis that pertains to the
•Damage Already Done
Saturday-Sunday 40-hour session
Insofar as tv’s carrying the torch will also’ prevail Monday-to-Friday.
for the Holly wdtod pix majors, it’s
No $tarting date has been set
generally agreed that, the damage
as yet for the Mon.-Fri. extension
is already done—and at this stage
but it’s expeeted to get rolling beof the game well, nigh irretrievfore the fall. Network chieftains,
able.
The tv networks are well enthused
over the virtual SRO
aware" pf mounting viewer comstatus of the weekend show, take
plaints stemming from the overthe position that, insofar as the
surfeiting of the video spectrum
networkradio of the future is conwith “clips from coming >pix attrac;<
tions,”
From all accounts the re- cerned, this is it.”
cent “Allen In Movieland” NBCTV spec, iinked~bstensibly to Steve

Lester Gottlieb, program vicepresident of CBS Radio, will move
out of that spot to enter the tv
sphere wholehog just as soon as a
Gottreplacement can be found.
lieb, who’s, been the aural program topper for four years, assumes the post of director °of daytime programming at CBS-TV,
virtually a newly created berth.
Gottlieb’s shift leaves two vacancies on the
side, Norman Frank
having quit a couple of weeks
ago as supervisor of network programs and Gottlieb's chief aide to
join NBC-TV as a producer. Gott- Allen’s upcoming “Benny
Goodlieb is relinquishing .his veepee man *Story”
pic for Universal but
,

AM

stripes.

Gottlieb has been a parttime tv
producer at CBS for several years
and as far back as the late *40 and
early ’5Qs masterminded or created
a series of sight programs.

Among

them were “Sing It Again,” “The
Show Goes On,” starring Robert
Q.‘ Lewis, as

Colgate

which actually wound up as a free(Continued on page 38)

Show Looks

More Like Toast’ Than

Toast’—But No

Mermans TV Spec

Rating

“Colgate Variety Hour” boasted
the better marquee names and
theme on Sunday (10), but the

Well as the latter’s

On Her 25th Anni

Groucho, Guedel

NBC-TV

stanza again took a back-

seat

CBS-TV’s “Toast

to

Town” on
drew

10.8

as

12.

Groucho Marx and John B.
Guedel have appealed to the U. S.
Tax Court from a demand by the
Internal Revenue Service for additional income taxes on their sale
of “You Bet Your Life” to NBC
.

summer

for $750,000.

Marx and Guedel say they sold
a capital asset and that the transaction, only obligated them for the
25% capital gains tax. Revenue
says the gain Was straight income
subject to higher income rates. It
wants an additional $75,233 from
Marx*- on his 1950-51-52 income;
and another $21,410 from Guedel.
their
In
petition,
Marx and
Guedel, show’s producer, contend
each held art interest in a partnership which owned the show, which
they sold to NBC on July 26, 1950.
Payment was made in yearly installments.

BROKENSHIRE TO

.

EXIT WRCA-TV SLOT
whose

.

GOLDEN

week.

The

\

1-1:30,
tion’s “Television Workshop” series about once weekly that gave
the slot extended time to fill out
an hour. “Workshop” will move
to 7 p.m. Saturday in the hiatus of

the reruns of “Rheingold Theatre”
fronting Henry Fonda.

Guillotte a V.P.
CBS Radio’s newest veepee,
Horace R. (Hank) Guillotte;
’

l

charge
wood.

1905-1955

The 3 to 4 p.m. slots are being
allocated for the tint series, Only
the
Coast-originating
nighttime
specs will be given precedence
over the daytimfc shows and on
those occasions the daytime segment will originate from a Coast
affiliate station equipped for color
transmission or done via blackand-white kinescoping.
‘

.

Negotiations are now under way
for Albert McCleery* to step in as
overall producer of the series, hut
this is contingent on his obtaining
a release from his Campbell SoupsMCA deal In connection with
Campbell’s
forthcoming
Friday
night NBC-TV series. MCA, incidentally, is also tied in with the

new daytime
present

is

project.

McCleery

series

at

summer

producing the

“Cameo Theatre”

on NBC-

TV.

Top performers and writers will
be utilized for the daytime shows
but it will also serve as a'* showcase, wherever possible, for the
new scripters being ehlisted by
NBC under the recently-incepted
talent development program.
A sales plan is currently being
evolved, with likelihood that the
cross-the-board series will be sold
on a participating basis.

‘Morning’

Nod

CBS-TV's “Morning Show” will
have an altered talent pattern
starting Monday (18) in the web’s
drive toward steadying the ship
since the exit of Jack Paar (with

John Henry Faulk having served
as host for an interim fortnight).

Dick Van Dyke, who’s currently
three-a-week
with
kid-slanted
fables and drawings, takes over as
permanent emcee daily and continues with the inserts under the
label of “Story Corner.” Ventriloquist Jimmy Nelson is booked for

Tuesdays and Thursdays beginning
next week, with Paul Killiam continuing on those days. Show’s overall

label

will

become “Morning

Show Presents Dick Van Dyke.”

Hank

“Broke” show,
berthed
has had inserts from sta-

time.

the

of

r

Washington, July

bank, Calif.
It’ll
represent the biggest investment thus far in terms of daytime tv programming, with well
over $1,000,000 as the initial fund
earmarked to get the series Dff the
in
ground.
It’s
so. ambitious
scope' that the entire Burbank
facilities, will
be reserved for
the five-times-a-week presentations
with fiye separate production units
operating simultaneously.
The series will be femme-slanted, with each daily hour of live
drama geared .toward a Ladies
Home Journal Woman’s Home
Companion viewership appeal, .but
above the level of soap operas.
The same qualitative facets that
pertain to nighttime drama will be
channelled into the daytime scries
so that, in effect, the new series
will be tantamount to five “PhileoGoodyear Television Playhouse”
or five “Kraft Television Theatre”
shows in rehearsal at the same

the Trendex. “Variety”
to 23.7 for “Toast,”

Latter was f emceed by Marion
Marlowe in the absence of Ed Sulpinchitter for as a performer.
It’s anticipated
livan, with other talent including
“Friends” will be brought in by that a good deal of the script will
Eartha Kitt, Joey Bishop, Peiro
Gottlieb.
be pegged on the Irving Berlin and Bros, and Joan Holloway.
Cole Porter tunes she introduced
Colgate show was a “story”
on Broadway and in films.
geared to the “Toast” format
6ct. 9 was previously earmarked
composers Jerry Ross and Dick
for “Constant Husband,” the LonAdler of “Pajama Game” and
don Films (Korda) pic starring Rex “Damn Yankees.” In the lineup
Harrison which Will be given its were Ross and Adler, George Abpre-theatre preem on the web.
Norman Brokenshire,
bott, John Raitt, Gwen Verdon,
half-hour crossboard daytime show “Husband” will instead fill the Fran Warren, Helen Gallagher, Dehas been running on WRCA-TV in hour and a half Nov. 6 berth in Marco Sisters, Eddie Foy Jr., Abbe
New York since February, will the Sabbath night spec parade.
Lane and the Four Aces in what
vacate the spot after his Aug. 19
was regarded as the top show since
stanza,
Brokenshire’s variety prothe new title, was established ^sevgram will give way to a differently
eral weeks ago.
styled format and .talent setup to
JUBILEE YEAR
be announced latter part of this
stanza

blueprinting television’s

-r

undisguised

daytime show.
He also had his
hand in “Song for Sale” and
On two oc“Broadway Beat.”
casions, with Arthur Godfrey vaca-r
Ethel Merman will take over the
tioning from his “Friends” show, Oct.
9
Sunday night
“Color
Gottlieb stepped in as producer. Spread” spot on NBC-TV'for a muUpcoming (July 20) Frankie Laine sical dramatization of her 25th anni

(COptinued on page 40)

wave of heart fataliamong radio-tv executives,

culminating in the death within
the past few days of two major agency chieftains .(John U.
Reber of J. Walter Thompson
and Tom Harrington of Ted
Bates), has sparked a fresh
wave. of anxiety around the
networks and Madison Ave.
agency precincts, with word,
coming down from the high
echelon to “relax, boys, We
know about the tv pressures,
but don’t .overdo it.”
Shortly before the demise
of Reber and then Harrington,
NBC-TV producer Fred Rickey
succumbed to a heart attack
three days prior to the pre.

,

is

daytime blockbuster—a full
hbiir dramatic show to be presented five times a week, Monday
through Friday, to be done id
color.
It’s scheduled for an October" premiere and will originate
from the NBC tint studios in Bur-

'Recent
ties

NBC,
first

TV’* Death Toll

Other
is

in

of operations in HollyGuillotte has been with
the web for 22 years, joining as a
technician.
Guillotte shifted from New York
to the Coast last fall.

“Morning”

components

are the recently acquired regulars,
ihcluding singers Sandy Stewart
and Merv Griffin, the Norman
Paris Trio and newscaster Charles
Collingwood. Milton Douglas produces,
Rai Purdy directs and
.George Bryan handles the an-

nouncements.

—
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P*&RIEfY
Cherry to CBS,

Role in Days of Press-Radio

War

(Mr, Johnstone, radio-tv director
of the National Assn,' of Manufac-

asst,

Wylie’s Wiles

to

then prexy Merlin Hall (Deac)
Aylesworth. As such he was a close
r
u way
intimate of Whiie s from
back” and, like White, played d
key role in early days of news
broadcasting).
o

,

Cherry had been management
consultant of the appliance outfit
.

since 1949.

Evidently* scribe Philip Wylie knows how to make money
from this vidfilm bias, without
ever putting a vword / to the
paper on whicli a Shooting
script is written.
Not only does he get paid
for the filmed (on behalf of
NBC Film Division ) adaptatatiori of his Satevepost series

turers, was NBCs. first manager of
press relations (which then handled

Paul W. White, the “dean” of
directors of news, special events
and public affairs in radio—-and
for the past several years exploring for the “perfect format” in tv
news at San Diego's KFMB-TV

on “Crunch^and Des,” but now

Dromedary,
Biscuit Co., has

has passed on.

Long live the memory of and the
contributions to the news
end of the broadcasting industry
made by Paul White]
It was Paul White, as I recall it,
who in the early ’30’s Went to the
then new and youthful president of
the Columbia Broadcasting System,

many

,

William S. Paley, with a well
thought out plan calling for the
formation of a CBS subsidiary-—
CBS News, Inc —designed by White
to put CBS into the news gathering

and

news

broadcasting^ business
-surpassing even the fondest hopes
Of any of the executives ahd editors of the three great press associations Associated Press, United Press and International News
Service. White’s plan for CBS
News, Inc. also included the sale
of its news to newspapers!
Paley accepted White’s idea and
Paul started to build an organization but, officially, it never got off
the ground. A surprise switch in
plans at CBS installed Paul White
as the network’s publicity director
and it was not until three or four
years later that he was, given the
greenlight to organize a portion of

—

.

;

.

his dream- It

and he was

was called

of

division

Natl.,

„
T

chimed in with a
$300,000 daytime order to fortify
a pair of NBC-TV shows- starting
early in August. The cake mix' outcomes aboard Tennessee Ernie
and the Charles Ruggles “World of
Mr. Sweeney.”.
The twin chunk of business is
for a quarter-hour on alternate
weeks. Both shows have had. a
sponsor upbeat in recent weeks.
These and other daytimers have
also come in for# an upsweep in
realignment of the accent on morning and afternoon segments (“servbiz in

A
NBC’s Pike’s Peak TV’ef,

Washngton, July 12.
In a contest in which proposals
for color programming were given “Concerning Miss Marlowe”. P & G
great weight, FCC Examiner Eliz- is laying out about $150,000 weekly
abeth C. Smith last week recom- oh its new buys. Miles Labs remended that authorization for cently boarded Tenn. Ernie.
channel 4 in New Orleans be given
to the *Times-Picayune (WTPS) in
preference to Loyola U., a Jesuit
CHAS. PHILIPS
instltuation, Which operates the

Charles

Philips

'

switched

has

from WOR-TV, N. Y., where he
The examiner based her recom- wafs sales chief under station boss
mendation on. what she considered Gordon Gray to a toplevel sales
two “important facets” of. the job at Edward Petry sales reps.
Times-Picayone’s
proposed pro- He was brought into the post by
gramming. One of these concerned Petry ’s new tv. chief Tom Knode,
CBS News Its plans for regularly scheduled who himself only moved over from
,

WOR
.

’

the $64 questions
of those hectic days when a socalled “press-radio war” restricted
the use of news, particularly that
furnished by the three great press
associations, by radio stations and
networks. For years from 1926 to
1934 NBC’s first prexy, the late
Merlin Hall (Deac) Aylesworth,
had cajoled and pleaded with the
heads of the press associations and

—

—

(Continued on page 36)

CBS Radio’s 250G

GF Daytime Buys
General Foods is going major
saturation on daytime radio with a
$250,000
gross
billings
bundle
Wrapped up under John Karol,
CBS v.p. of network sales. GF
will plug Swans Down Cake Mix
on segments of seven soapoperas
calling fob a total of 18 representations per week Which will start

July 25.

Shows and number of segments
per week involved are: “Backstage
Wife,” three; “Romance of Helen
Trent,” two; “Our Gal Sunday,”
two; “Young Dr. Malone,” three;
“Second Mrs. Burton,” three;
“Perry Mason,” two, and “Brighter
Day,” three.

The GF coup,

Young

&

Rublcam, follows on the heels of other
substantial buys on the network
by American Tobacco, Wrigley,
Sleep-Eze, Hazel Bishop
(latter
exploited in large newspaper displays), Dow Chemical, Murine,
Gulf Oil and CBS-Columbia.
via

a

‘Yet’

On

Takes Play From Others
WBZ-TV

TV, Sacramento;

WTVD, Durham

and
fronr Hea<JJ§y-Reed )
All three are VHF’ers.
vVHTN-TV, Huntington, W, Va.
are new tv staKCRA and
(

Hub’s ‘Swan Boat’ TV’er,

over

,

lions.

WHTN

Boston, July 12.
claims the youngest tv

RTDG

Phelps Heads

UAW

repercussions on future radio and
around-the-country components to television
broadcasting
political
its planned Pike’s Peak Climb on under sponsorship of unions and
Labor Day. As result, the time has corporations.
been extended and will be slotted
Specifically at issue is whether
for 90 minutes from 2 p.m. Aug- the
(CIO). violated the Fedmenting the motorcycle ascension eral Corrupt Practices Act in 1954
will be the Philadelphia Air Show when^it invited Democratic candiand a water carnival.
dates to appear on its regularly
Package will go for a gross sponsored programs on Detroit stacharge of $83,800; but if no spon- tions. The Republican opponents
sors show up, neither will the were not Invited. They protested
Labor Day special.
to the -FCC which ordered the stations 'involved' to give equal free
time to the GOP candidates. The
stations complied and the airways
were jammed here with a parade
of Republican candidates in the
final hours before election.
That the fight is going to be a
bitter one was revealed when the
(CIO) Executive Board issued a statement through
and CIO President Walter P.
Reuther blasting Republican Party
leaders for ‘.‘inspiring and engiThe number of station subcrib- neering”. the Federal grand jury inquiry. Postmaster General Arthur
ers to the Nielsen Station index
E. Summarfield and State Repubhas reached 61 despite continuing lican Chairman John Feikens were
resistance from some quarters. .The charged by the union with inresearch firm pulled a real coup stigating the action and working
for its sixmonth-old local rating With’ Attorney General Brdwiiell.
service by lining up two NBC The Justice Department has denied
o&o’s last week, KRCA (TV), L.A. these charges, saying a probe of
and KNBC (radio), Frisco. In ad- union radio and tv sponsorship of
dition to that, the company has programs to broadcast its political
also paetpd two large N.Y. radio philosophy had begun long befbre
indies,
and WMCA, plus Feikens made Such a request beWITH, Baltimore, and KTLA, L.A. fore a Congressional committee reThe recent deals constitute the cently.
The union’s statement said it
first time that Nielsen has busted
through to NBC for the NSI serv- “will not rfin away from the chalice, although six CBS, three ABC lenge” and will fight it with “all
and one DuMont o&o have been the resources at our command.”
in the lineup of buying stations It added it “welcomes a test of the
for some time now. There are 87 right of working people, through
agency and sponsor subscribers to
(Continued on page 40)
NSI also, according to Nielsen.
-

its

WNBK

collecting

UAW

WOR-TV FOR PETRY POST

qualified.

and

(CIO) records, in Detroit last week
in a case which may have wide

.

RESIGNS

all of

.

Federal grand jury began tak-

ing testimony

But No Dice Unless Sold
NBC-TV has added a couple of

director but it .was color programs, including 21 local NBC station relations within the
a department, nota. subsidiary com- live color shows, to provide more past three months.
pany. This did not deter White, than 16 hours of tint a week. The
Gray, meanwhile, shifted Wilthough, from building a topnotch, other is to provide programs, of liam Dix, his formes
sales
world wide news gathering organ- particular interest to the outlying head into a slot commanding both*
ization which, 10 or so years later, communities of the area.
radio and tv sides of sales at the
was to win for him a George FosThe color format proposed by the General Teleradio stations. Bill
ter Peabody Award for CBS Nfews Times-Picayurie, Miss Smith held, McCormick becomes the assistant
coverage. It also earned for him “will encourage and foster a new sales manager for. .WOR,
and
the love and affection of. those men and challenging phase of visual Perry Bascom takes over in a
,and women in the news, end of the 'broadcasting in the New Orleans similar WOR-TV capacity. Philips
entire broadcasting industry, any area without delay. The pioneering and Dix comprised the tv-radio
one of whom will ^always refer to spirit is one which has led to many combination .Gray brought from
Paul White as “the Dean” of their important advancements in the
in Cleveland to join him
business.
radio industry and is to be en- last year in his WOR-plus-tv takea
couraged.”
Days of News Restrictions
over for Tom O’Neil.
While awarding Loyola a preferMeantime,- Knode, who came
What happened to his original
(Continued on page 40)
over from’ NBC in mid-April, has
plan? He had thought it out careso far added three stations, to the
fully, -had had the experience in
old Petry tele total of 24—KCRAnewspaper and press association

answers to

.

the

Proctor &
Gamble has bought Tenn. Ernie
/‘Pays to
of
version
and the new tv
Be Married,” latter ousting two
and
Gift”
“Greatest
soapoperas,

news reporting and coverage which 2rYear-01der,
enabled him to come up with the

.

fit

ice in the a.m., show
p.m.”). For instance,

50,000-watt WWL. Miss Smith found
the third applicant, James A. Noe
CO. (WNOE), financially un-

NBC-TWs .taking no chances on getting caught with another:
“Satins and Spurs” in terms of audience acceptance of an Original
musical for tv, and 'the manner in which it’s going about the prebally of the upcoming “King and Mrs. Candle” original musicomedy
may well usher in a new era in the realm of the. specs. “King” is
going into the Monday night 8 to 9:30 “Producers Showcase”
period on Aug. 22, with Cyril Ritchard, Richard Haydn and Joan
Greenwood among the principals.
.The tv s.core has been composed by 'Moose Charlop, who was
also identified with the musical score of the Mary Martin “Peter
But instead of
Pan” ^production. Chuck Sweeney is lyricist.
bringing the “King” music on cold, NBC,- with a major assist from
the RCA Victor family, has already embarked on a large-scale
campaign to familiarize the nation with the show’s top tunes. Last
weekend. Victor began pressings of a Tony Martin rendition of
one of “King’s” major numbers. At the same time Eydie Gorme,
vocalist on the “Tonight” show, recorded still another tune for
Coral. NBC-TV plans to play them all over the spectrum, wherever
and whenever possible, in addition to utilizing major showcases
and personalities for a six-week-before-show-time bally.
>

v

he’s planing to Bermuda, coindirector*
cidentally with
Ted Sisson, to write a mag
telepix
producarticle on the
tion angles.

NBC

\

Inc.

Cherry, of General
Electric, has joined CBS, Inc, as
management consultant. He has
been general manager of GE’s outdoor lighting department for two
years.

By G. W. (JOHNNY) JOHNSTONE 4—

news broadcasts ) and
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Meanwhile, Blair veepee and
Hollywood, July 12.
research chief, Ward Dorrell, conStuart Phelps is new prexy of tinues as the industry’s most outthe Radio and Television Directors spoken voice against use of the
Guild, with retiring prexy Bob Nielsen Station Index. NevertheRobb elected to the National Board. less, it’s a little known fact that
Balance of new electees include three of the .chief subscribers to
Tom Baxter, vp; Kenneth Finley, the service have bden big Blair
Secretary; Tom Belcher, treasurer; stations. There’s KTTy (TV), L.A.,
from 9 to 10 a.m.
Frank Morris, Sterling Tracy, two and radio stations WFIL, Philly,
Washington, July- 12.
v
Her identity is being kept a year terms to Executive Council; and WLS, Chi.
New clash over extension of
secret by the station, which says and Howard Quinn, Jack Shea', tv
Odd part of these stations con- freedom of the press concept to
merely that she was born in section of Council.
broadcasting loomed here when
(Continued on page 39)
Chelmsford, Mass., Aug. 24, 1953,
the Senate District Committee
has three small brothers and her
nixed" radio-tv coverage of a hearfather is an announcer at a radio
ing today (12) after arrangements
Mob’ ‘Sorry,
station near .their home: Tot Works
had been completed for cameras
live, getting to the station at 8:30
Even the agent, the show
and mikes.
In Pre-Trial Examination
a.m. and leaving after her on cambiz symbol of worldliness and
WTOP-CBS and WTTG-DuMont
era spot at 9:30.
things
sophistication,
takes
were all set to carry a running
Of Cantor (In N.Y. or L.A.) story on the appearance of Capital
Since “Swan Boat’s” preem last
literally occasionally.
Latest
fall, the baby has never been late
case is the story told by'
In an action involving a suit filed Transit boss Louis E. Wolf son beor absent. Fan mail pulled by litMarion Daugherty, casting diin N. Y. Supreme Court by Sam fore
the committee to answer
tle distaffer bids to surpass that
Silverman; a N. Y. cab driver, questions on current crippling
rector at J. Walter Thompson
of the rest of the cast, Nelson
for “Kraft Theatre.”
against Eddie Cantor, Judge Aron transit strike. Coverage was preBragg, Cindy Lord, Lindy Doherty,
An agent specializing in
Steuer has ordered the comedian vented because “the principal witJack Chase, Dick Kilbride and
thesps
who to appear for a pre-trial examina- ness” Wolfs on objected to retough-looking
Mike Di Napoli.
usually are cast in mobster
tion either in N. Y. or on the Coast. cording of testimony by radio-tv,
First showcase for the infant
roles heard that last week’s
According to the judge’s order, the even though press coverage was
T.V.’er, who went on at 10 months,
examination may be taken in Cali- free and open.
“Kraft” was to be “The Mob.”
was a play pen. Now,- she. has a
fornia if the defendant “is willing
He immediately got on the
In the past, tv cameras have
tv set facsimile outfitted with a
to pay the reasonable expenses in- avoided fooussing on witnesses obphone, pitching his specialized
doll house, playgrounds and big
curred.”
clientele
and demanded; to
jecting to such coverage, but were
and small toys. X A new collection
Pre-trial examination order stems permitted to carry audio and to
know why there was no spot
of toys is used every three weeks
from a suit instituted by Silverman train cameras on committee, specfor any of them in the show.
when she gO’es on a shopping tour
asking $2,225,000 from Canjor, Col- tators etc. Stations have taken up
doing ‘The
Mob,*
“You’re
to help select those she likes for
aren't you?” he demanded.
gate, NBC, the Wm. Morris office, the ban with committee chairman
the daily tv show,
ahd three other individuals charg- Sen, Wayne Morse (D., Ore.). PubMiss Daugherty had to explain
Too young to talk and not yet
ing that Cantor’s “Maxie the Taxi” lic interest in the hearing is high,
that “The Mob” happened to
two, she’s probably one of the few
sketches were rifled from a book and issues are considered of such
be a John Galsworthy play,
performers of all time starting at
he wrote in 1949. Silverman is general interest that the Curb oh
having nothing at all to do
10 months and working daily since
represented by the law firm of radlo-tv is cited as a hardship on
with modern-day racketeers,
'
*
...
her debut.
etc.
Hoppenfelfl &. Hanaada.
,
the public as jvvell as media.

“Miss Nancy,” not quite two
old, a regular feature of
their “Swan Boat” show since its
preem. Youngster, a natural performer is shown playing with her
toys and doing' whatever comes
naturally in a brief shot on the
Channel 4 program on the air
star,

years
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An Eye fora CBS-TV Eye
McCanh-Erickson agency, came pretty close to exacting “reyeiige”
on CBS-TV last week as result of the network luring radio-tv
director A1 Scalpohe away from the agency to head up the CBSTV Coast programming operation. McC-E turned around and offered a fancy radio-tv deal, veepee stripes and all, to Les Harris,
who runs the CBS Film Setup.
Harris liked what was offered and told CBS-TV prez Jack L.
Van Volkenburg he was quitting. Van Volkenburg transmitted the
news to Columbia topper Frank Stanton, who was all for talking a
new deal with Harris to persuade him^to stay. Van Volkenburg

I

Now

;

Hartford, July

*

took,it*/rom there.
Harris is staying put.

The two major networks have
now gone U-happy in Hartford.
Purchase of WGTH-TV, Hartford’s
tv station,-’ was made on
first
Thursday (7) by CBS for $650,000.
Sale was made by General Teleradio, which owned 55%, and the
Hartford Times, owner of 45% of
the stock. Contingent on the ap-

;

ueciine in
a.

i

iauoiu

tv has not cut back anyof the crime shows for juves, these
stanzas have been getting a “steadBorge’s
Pact
ily declining” vie wership over the
Victor Borge,‘'who has been makpast year. These are the findings
“Comedy
With
a
career
of
ing
of the National Assn. For. Better

Though

CBS-TV

Badio and Television in its fifth Music” on Broadway, has been
annual report on juve radio and signed to a one-year contract by
video programming, based on the CBS-TV. Under the arrangement
Borge will be used in a minimum
L.A. market.
Though vidfilm generally came of two special shows during the
1955-56 .season. They’ll be oneIn for a big rap, NAFBRAT called
the overall juve casing scene “the hour slots in one-man sty Id.
Borge’s services as a guestar on
most impressive and encouraging
programs are included in the
in the history of television." Basing, CBS
’

•

'

made in
this year, the

impressions on a study

its

first

week of May

found that while the number
of “excellent” and “good” programs by its standards went up
nearly two and one half times over

pact.

it

crease*

was asserted that the inwas due to an overall up-

beat bf nearly

70%

program
As for radio for

-*

in the juve

total..

children,

NAF-

BRAT claimed that

the picture was
“dismaying.” In 1051, it recorded
13V£ hours among those felt to be
better shows. In ’55, however, L.A,
offered only a “meager” three
hours, according to NAFBRAT.
The actual number of hours for
crime shows during juve viewing
periods has not decreased, it was
disclosed. Most of the evil visualized by NAFBRAT seemed to be
on fijm. There were 28 hours of
.

u

-half-hour
S07 there

kidfilm

criminality.

Al-

Was another 26 hours of

feature westerns which NAFBRAT
slammed for violence and brutality.
NAFBRAT took the- L.A. ARB

comparing this year to
(Continued on page 39)

ratings,

last,

*

-

And

‘Baby* Makes Zero

Chicago, July 12.
Decision by packager Jules
to grab his “All About

Power

Baby” service show in celluloid
erases DuMont’s last stake in

proval of the FCC, the new CBS
(a uhf’er) will probably begin
operations on or before the .first
of the year. Sale gives CBS its
second U, the other being WXIX
in Milwaukee.

week.

Station wattage will be increased
by CBS from 187,000 to 1,000,000.
This will make the station com-

Negotiations are being com-pleted this week ^jfith Libby
for a spot-booked sponsorship
of the film version on the same
one-flay-a-week basis and Swift
also, has evidenced interest in
buying in again. Tentative date
for the switchover from DuMont to the spotted films is

petitive with WKNB-TV, the uhf
station in New Britain, which' was
for. a
recently purchased by

NBC

reported

(although

$606,000

the

network assumed obligations of ah
additional $200,000 and is planning
another $500,000 in the proposed
shifting of the transmitter from
nearby Rattlesnake Mountain to a
“mountain top in Meriden, Conn.,
apd upping the station wattage to
1,000,000. With the high rate of uhf

live

-

.

Aug. 25.
Meanwhile,

Alcoa, Others Eye

,

the show continues live cross-the-board on
WGN-TV where it originates
for the network.

“Book-'ofithe-Montli

.

Maurice

—

Evans-Hallmark

series,

“Wide Wide World” and the NBC
Opera Theatre. The same sponsors
who have already manifested interest in “Wide World” a^ong
them Alcoa and international
Harvester—have also been ap-

—

proached as potential clients for
“Book-of-the-Month*”
indicating
the Sunday 4 to 6:30 segmentation may wind up in tandem
;

that

set conversion here, the Hartford

area

sponsorship.

ford ranks 35th in a survey of tele-

Program is planned oh a blackand-white basis with an all-live network projected to permit use of
some of the standout motion picture titles that have been Book-of-

by CBS.)
18 Skiddoo

vision markets

Forces Delco To

WGTH-TV

is on Channel 18 and
considered much the better buy
(NBC has Channel 30). Columbia
prexy Frank Stanton had been ‘eyeing it for some time, but. General
ABC-TV $as forced to cancel the
Teleradio was squeamish about;
selling. Considered a strong factor Delco alternate-week underwriting
Alcoa, Allis-Chalmers and Inter- in GT changing its mind was the of the upcoming Wedneiday-atnational Harvester appear to be in threat of Channel 18 facing a ma- 8:30
“MGM
( post-“Disneyland” )
the running as potential sponsors jor network lockout, for CBS, in Parade,” which bows Sept. 14, beof the “Wide Wide World” NBC- lieu of a U purchase, would have cause of gripes from a competing
TV specs In the fall, with the net- made an affiliation with the Paul sponsor.. The network made the
T C-TV,
work sales boys now in negotia- Morency-managed
as- move this week after American
tion to wrap up one of the three suming that the FCC goes along Motors, which is part bankroller in
outfits as a bankroller. Alcoa spon- on the Examiner’s recommendation the Disney stanza, squawkecT about
sored the Ed Murrow “See It Now” for awarding- of Channel 3 to Mo- the proximity in the fall lineup of
show on CBS-TV for three succes- rency and Hartford Insurance Co. Delco, a General Motors subsid.
sive years but bowed out after last
Loss of Delco, which signed on
Sale of the uhf’er to CBS does
week’s, season finale.
not include WGTH-AM. Latter is only a few weeks ago as Pall Mall’s
Sponsor interest in “WideJ held by both General Teleradio alternator, temporarily puts ABC
World” perked considerably after and Hartford Times and will be in the hole for an estimated
last month’s experimental show- taken over exclusively by GT in $50,000 every other week in time
case with its U. S.-Canada-Mexico
and talent on MGM’s initial video
(Continued on page 38)
three-country pickups which won
production,
virtually unanimous critical plauConflict grew out of the-, fact
dits.
As result NBC lost no time
subsid,
that Delco, since it is a
in
blueprinting
cars but
represents not only
the,
official Geneva Atomic Energy
“WWW” schedule for the fall,
Frigidaire. And American Motors
when it bows as a Sunday afterproduces Nash and Hudson cars
in Aug. Has
noon attraction, probably twice a
and Nash-Kelvinator refrigerators.
month, alternating with the Hall-

‘Wide World’ For

it’s the*

Theatre,” an ambitious 90-minute
dramatic series geared to a $150,000 gross cost per show (exclusive
of network time) and which fits
right into the NBC-TV concept of
drama spectaculars (a la “Producers Showcase”).
The network
is currently in the process’ pitching
it
up as a one-a-month Sunday
afternoon series.
If present plans materialize
and based on sponsor interest
“Book-of-the-Month Theatre” will
probably tee off in the fall as the
newest entry in the major league
tv„
drama sweepstakes program,
as. a joint effort of NBC-TV and
the William Morris Agency, will
go into the 4 to 5:30 Sunday afternoon segment as one of the alternating attractions along with the

—

&

thus becomes one of the
prime tv markets in the country
and a paradise for the U’s. (Hart-

outfit

'54,

-

sponsored tv. Quarter-hour
daytimer, conducted by Ruth
Crowley, is currently seen in
10 cities along the DuMont
line Thursdays under the auspices of Libby, McNeill
Libby. Swift-’s sponsorship - of
the Friday show ended l&st

o&q

livui iviiu isvuvi iiuuiv

the

12...

is

Fall Sponsorship

-

WT

c

the-Month Club selections.

Book-

of-the-Month will- participate where
necessary in negotiations for past
properties as well as in arrangements for advance and current
books selected by the club. Budget
provides for use of “spectaculartype” stars, writing and top calibre “guest” producers and directors from Broadway and. Hollywood.
Book-of-the-Month Club is to be
allocated 60 secohds at the conclusion of each show for institutional-type reference to current
activities of the organization, similar
the “trailer” technique
to
used uj‘ tv deals with film companies.

‘Amateur Hours

GM
GM

Powwow

TV

Lots of
mark-Maurice Evans series and
Although it’s the Big Four “sumNBC Opera Theatre presentations.
Next "Wide World” entry’ mit” powwow in Geneva starting
is_
slated fpr v September, with next week (18) that’s making the
international noise, the Atomic
Barry Wood as producer.
*
Energy Conference in the Swiss
city, scheduled several weeks later,
Mr. Besieger’s Dream
is anticipated as the meeting ‘with
major television potential,
the
Daniel Schorr, CBS Washington
House Loads Chi
correspondent just back from Europe, Where he repped radio-tv
With 86 Saturation newsmen
on a tour of refugee cenChicago, .July 12.
tres, said that the Palace of NaChicago tv fans who had as- tions, where both the Four Power
sumed the 30-minute commercial and atomic sessions are to be held,
had been relegated to the discard is too small to accommodate the
got a four-station reprise Of the demands of the general public,
early day practice last Thursday with the latter much more connight (7).
Home builder Law- cerned with the atomic conference.
rence Besinger .spread an esti-’
As a result, Adrian Pelt, ..the
mated $8,000 .around on the four United Nations’ regional director
local tele stations for a saturation for Europe, has worked out a
exposure of a pseudo-documentary closed-circuit scheme under which
film depicting his
Meadowdale a number of large rooms will have
housing development.
bigsereens installed for a view of
NBC’s WNBQ was still debating the sessions. The overflow will inwith its conscience on accepting clude the press in a precedental

N. Y.‘ tele station, has
made a deal to telfevise off -BroadPhoenix
Theatre productions
way
after they close theatrically during
the upcoming season. Station has
the right to take any of the theatre’s Monday night “sideshows” or
any of the five plays that the Phoenix will do during the regular seaf

-

son.

Part of the overall arrangement
permits WABD to also telecast portions of the production huddles
that precede the regular stagings.
David Lowe, station program chief;
will supervise the layout.
Phoenix topper T. Edward

Ham-

bleton and Norris Houghton firmed
the deal with station, which started
the
off-Broadway-to-video
cycle
May 12 with a tv studio-staging, of
“Shoestring Revue.”.

Friedberg, Simon

To

cast to be worked' out

man

TV

the one-shot biz

when

returns from "Europe#,

Of Chayefsky’s

‘Affair’

when the

An

AIl-TV’er; Sign Vidal

Television playwright Gore Vidal
did a transcontinental twice within
a week to wind up a deal under
which he will do the screenplay

last week for a quickie to discuss
York
details. He returned to

New

technique to
“segregation” of the scribes will Affair.”
work out for future bigleague international huddles where accomCBS Radio’s ‘Jazz Band’
modations for ‘writers and wire
services are limited.
“Jazz Band Ball” will be slotted
The atomic meeting, which will in the Saturday 7:05-30 p.m, time
get under way Aug. 8, will mark on CBS Radio starting next week
the first time that closed-circuit tv (16) in the hiatus of the Detroit
has been employed at a UN gath- teenage series, “Make Way for
ering since the early days at Lake Youth.”
Siisress, N. Y.
Show will originate in New OrSchorr was in New York briefly leans and feature the dixie music
v
last week to report to CBS head- of trumpeter George Girard and
quarters and he resumed airing of his New Orleans Five. “Jazz” will
LiebAdvertiser’s will use participa- his 10 p.m. news program from be picked up from O’Dwyer’s, a
tions, station breaks .anti spots,
spot just outside the city..
(Continued on page 38)
; anight
sponsor’s

.

.
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„

Hour”

is

works with Ted Mack again at
the helm, this time under joint
sponsorship of Serutan and.. Geritol. It’s slated for the Sunday night
9:30 to 10 period on ABC-TV, with
an October starting date. There's
also an option on the 10. to 10:30
time in the event that “Amateur
Hour” expands to a full hour,
which was its original format when

was showcased on NBC-TV sev-

it

years back.
Show has .been
Pet Milk cancelled
who’s supplied the medium with
more than half a dozen plays durMack is currently heading up
ing the 1954-55 season, has been the cross-the-board “Ted Mack
pacted by Metro to. adapt Paddy Matinee” on NBC-TV, but future
Chayefsky’s “Catered Affair,” giv- status of stanza is. iffy in view of
en recently by “TV Playhouse” web’s projected full hour (3 to 4)
over NBC-TV with Thelma Ritter tint drama series which will preem
heading the cast.
in the fall.
(See separate story.)
Metro flew Vidal to the Coast

of a work by “America’s No. 1
.writer for the homescreens.” Vidal,

three days later and was skied
back again on Monday (11) with a
contract that will keep him in Hollywood for up to three 'months.
determine how such Sam Zimbalist will direct “Catered

.

•

Metro Screen Treatment

^

‘Heidi’ for TV ad appeared that morning in the
“EducaWilliam Friedberg and Neal Si- newspaper tv listing:
mon, of Max Liebman’s staff, will tional” film ran at different time
do the adaptation of “Heidi,” mu- slots on the four stations.
sical edition of the Johanna Spyri
kid classic which will be LiebWCBS’ Summer Tonic
man’s opening 1955-56 spec on
NBC-TV (Oct. 1). Score will be
WCBS, has just wrapped up $98,by Clay Warnick based on themes 000 in summer product business.
by Schumann, with lyrics by New York radio flagship of CBS
has drawn Libby’s, Sunkist and
Carolyn Leigh.
Jeannie Carson, British comedi- Schweppes into the house for a
enne, already has been announced hot weather- ride upbeating local
to play the lead, with remainder of radio billings.

Adapt

Potential

’

the

WABD,

Amateur

“Original

slated for" a fall return to the -net-

eral

off the air since
last season.

Josefsberg,
Join

Elliott

Lewis

NBC-TV on Coast

Hollywood, July 12.
staffers, formerly asCBS-TV shows, have
been added by Fred Wile, NBC-TV
program vp in Hollywood, in an
expansion of his operation on the

Two new

sociated with

creative level.

Milt Josefsberg, on Jack Benny
writing staff for past 12 years, and
Lewis, recently identified
with the “Climax” series in a production capacity, have been assigned to create and develop new
formats for Coast-originated shows.
Elliott

Lewis formerly headed his ow n
dramatic series on CBS radio and
r

for many years also functioned as
a writer ajtid pyoducer.
,

'
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SPONSOR COIN

CIGGIE

FOR CBS-TV’S ‘WANTED’

New York's scenic designers and costumers union, as of yesterday
(Tues.) was :to decide “within 36 hours” Whether to caUa strike
against the television networks on the issue of. basic pay.' Local
829, whose two-year pact expired April 1, has been meeting with
“final", offer was given to
the webs to work out the problem.
the. union on Friday (8) which would add 7% to the salary of the
designersHCQstumers for the first two years and an additional.
for the third year. This is way off the union’s demands of a nearly
70% hike, or $350. On the scenic artist (execution, etc., work) side,
fhe base pay is $159.50 for a 37^-hour week, with the networks
offering a 5% rise for two years and 2% for the third year of
contract. Designers' current pay is $210.
Union’s four-man panel met Monday ^and voted not to accept
the managements’ pooled offer and has .been authorized under
its rules to take whatever action is necessary to bring the networks around. As of late yesterday the situation appeared gloomy,
A strike could paralyze live programming in N» Y. and thus
affect network operations.
The designers, it’s understood, also
have been promised sympathy support froih the* teamsters union,
which would further aggravate the situation in that no" scenery and
costumes could move in and out of the tv studios.
Union was also reported demanding a “less flexible” work
week.'
Latter is currently oh any five days out of seven basis.
Union is pushing. for a-Monday-to-Friday limitation, with extra pay
for weekend.*

A

Chicago, July 12.

WMAQ

NBC’s

is

emerging from

most drastic overhauling in its
new voices and new
formats the order of the day.. The
bulk d* the fresh shows being unveiled is in the live vein and designed to add some new facets to

Weintraub Jr. to

MBS

William H. Weintraub

Jr.,

its

history with

Q’s

has

Harry
ex-associate
joined
his
Trenner in Mutual sales.' Sort of
ad agency topper becomes
program sales manager for k the
.

the

Job, according to
web.
still radio
himself new v;p. in
costly Trenner,
charge of network sales, will be as
local Chi liaison between programming chief

hometown personality but
the

hulWarked with
deejay entries..

less

of the new
offensive is especially
propitious, coming as it does on the
heels of a severe pruning of personnel in the overall radio-tv setup.
The axing of staffers which touched
practically every department but
sales was primarily an anticipated
operational cutback resulting from
the steady decline of network tv

The timing

Bob Monroe and

NBC AM

:

clients, *

ciggie company, (whose identity is being kept under wraps pending finalization of negotiations) is
dickering for sponsorship of the
hew half-hour “Wanted” series on
CBS-TV and expectations, are that
the deal will be signatured by the
end of the week. “Wanted” is the
semi-documentary dramatic series
concerning fugitives at large and
utilizing real life characters.
It was. originally slated for the
Thursday at 8 period, but with the
Bob Cummings show inked for
that time, “Wanted" will go into
the Thursday night 10:30 to il
slot starting in the fall.

He

last

was producing,

A

2%

.

.

Weintraub joins Mutual immedi-

ately.

*

;

1

vid-

the Weintraub
agency, now Norman, Craig &
Kummel of which Bill Weintraub
Sr. now is board chairman, and
where ’trenner was a longtime

films

-

abroad

for

exec.

(With the demise last week
of the “Hawkins Falls" serial, the
Chi NBC plant is without a single
regular weekday network identity.)
That’s why general manager
Jules Herbuveaux is more than
ever anxious to underscore thepoint, not only to his immediate
family but to the competish as
well, that the local adjuncts are
still in there pitching in big league

>

activity.

Toronto, July 12.

Color television will be testlaunched by the State-operated
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. over
its Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa
stations by the fall of ’56 on a pro-,
posed expenditure of $500,000. The

...

The

fashion.

,

AM

.

*

and listened, to
without going overboard on -pro-

ming fodder

lively

duction costs.
As is the trend elsewhere, the
managerial team heading up the
two stations represents a tidy balance between the programming
and the business side. Herbuveaux
has long been recognized as one
of the shrewdest showmen in the
business and he has as his No. 2
man assistant general manager
Henry Sjogren, formerly biz manager of the web’s o&o division:
Under the chain of command setup
disclosed last week all major department Hfeads report to Sjogren,
who in turn reports to Herbuveaux
for the final say-so.
This means that the g.m. and his
assistant

work

initial color broadcasts will consist
of programs produced live or on

WNBQ,.

tele station,

continues to rock along as one of
lucrative operative operations. And the revamptags taking place on the radio side
era
are geared to the new
which is best summed up in the
phrase of one observer: “We’ve got
the advertisers talking about us
again. Now let’s get the listeners
to do likewise."
Gotta Keep Costs Down
In this connection, the Windy
City NBC AM’er like practically
all its major local colleagues, has
been logging the top grosses of its
career in recent months. The big
hurdle is how to keep the program-

NBC-TV’s most

closely

on

(Continued on page 39)

*

Chicago, July .12;
The City News Bureau, in cooperation with the radio-tv news directors here, has devised a plan
for the handling of news copy dealing with racial flareups and other,
incidents with mob. violence overtones that could well set the pattern elsewhere.
y
Because of the two electronic
media’s ability to transmit news so
swiftly, ofttimes while the disturbance is still occurring, the plan
is designed to forestall the danger
of
news broadcasts . attracting
either additional troublemakers or
the merely curious 4o the trouble
area.
It applies riot only to disturbances of a racial nature, but
also will be used in covering juvenile gang fights arid clashes between nationalities and ethnic
groups,
News directors of the nine Chi
radio-tv stations which are members of the corop owned local news
service worked closely with CNB
,

.

-

'

managing editor Isaac Gershman

in formulating the new policy. The
plan has the approval of the Chicago Commission on Human Relations, the city government’s agency
dealing with race tension problems, and it is distributing the news
blueprint to all Chi area stations
sales and to othpr cities with similar
disturbance potentials.

How

It

Works

film in the U. S.
CBC will also spend an additional $872,000 to increase the
signal strength of two of its tv
stations.
CBLT, Toronto, and
CBFT, Montreal, the latter a
French language station which has
a much larger audience than its

—

language

English

that city. Decision

counterpart

in.

was made over

weekend.
•

In

its

earlier annual hearings in

May, Davidson Dunton, chairman
of the CBC board, had brushed
aside any imme'diate possibility of
color tv on the grounds that this
was still unsatisfactory on results
but

it is

now

evident, in the three-

experiment of the transCanada tv network, that the. CBC
moguls Have changed their minds.
Of the forthcoming $500,009 outstation

$400,000 will be for color
equipment and $100,000 for engineering overhead. It is manifest
that a color tv audience in Canada
will be small, in that sets in the
U. S. at present cost nearly $1,000|
and that no color sets, as far as
known, are being manufactured in
Canada. It is considered questionwhether many Canadians
able
would pay a§ much for a limited
entertainment,,
of
this
range
coupled with comparatively few
color broadcasts originating in the
U. S„ hence the CBC decision to
limit its experiment to a threelay,

9

—
Prep U.S.
’

—

:

TV

Washington, July 12.
National Citizens Committee for
Educational Television reported

Buildup

last

For India Nitety Star
who

said to he one
of India’s mofct popular nitery entertainers, is in this country now
and a tv-cafe routine has been
prepared for her by John La
The singer, who’s apTouche.
peared in Rome, "Cannes, London
and in India's key cities (Bombay,
Rangoon. Calcutta, etc.), will be

Maya

Rani,

is

week

that T3

more educatibnal

under construction,
which will bring to 26- the number
tv stations are

of

such

projects

in

operation.

About six of the new stations- may
get op the air before the year is
out.

A field survey by NCCET, a
Ford
organization,
Foundation
shows educational video outlets
under way in Chicago, Detroit, New
showcased on NBC-TV’s “Home” Orleans, Minneapolis, Denver, Mishow tomorrow (Thurs;).
ami, Tulsa, Oklahoma City; MemShe’s skedded to open in a nar- phis, Columbus,' O., Champaigntive peasant song to Indian drum Urbana, 111., Athens, Ga., and AnAccompaniment and then do the dalusia, Ala.
Indian versions of “Put the- Blame
All but two of the new stations
on Marne,” ^ “Let Me Go, Lover” will operate on VHF channels (10
and “Papa ‘Loves Mambo.*’
of the 13 outlets on the air are
also VHF). Six will, be operated by
nonprofit corporations composed of
various educational and cultural
;

Organizations pf their communities.
will be licensed to single
educational institutions. Four will
be units in state educational tv net-

Three

’

»

*

Chicago, July 12.

.

That the selling of daytime tv
its heavy reliance on national
station setup,
spot ^nd participation biz has become a hard slugging affair on the
local level is underscored by the
sliderule gymnastics that have pro-,
EARLYBIRD DISK JOCK duced a flurry of programming
changes and a new sales formula
.WRCA, N, Y„ is looking for a
with

works.
Reporting on progress of stations
in operation, the Committee found
greatest activity in
Pittsburgh,
Houston, East Lansing Mich., and
Chapel Hill, N, C. These four outlets are programming 40 hours a
week.
Pittsburgh
outletThe.
(WQED), the second* VHF in the
area, is the first in the nation to
offer summer. makeup high school
(Continued on page 30)

WRCA ON PROWL

FOR
The plan works this way: While
an outbreak is in progress the
News Bureau files its radio-tv copy
in the form of “not for broadcast”
This will keep the disk jockey to fill the three-hour at ABC-TV's WBKB.
advisories,
news rooms appraised of the situ- earlybird time on the NBCJ radio
Ip a move to streamline the
Then when flagship. The Slot has been make- pitch. 'for daytime participation
ation as it develops.
the conflict is under control, CNB shift ever since Allyn Edwards left coin, veep Sterling (Red) Quinlan
•

.

«

r

Chi Indies 100G

.

-

For Key N.Y. Berth

lift

to take over as host of “Mrf Citi- has tossed out all the traditional
zen" on ABC-TV. Bill Cullen did frequency discount "patterns and
an interim*platter-spirr for a couple- premium spot fees for individual
of months "with the understanding shows during the sign-on to 4 p.m.
that he’d have to exit due to pre- span. Only exception is the morn-:
viously made tv commitments. Cur- tag. “Creative Cookery” which carrently riding the span is Gene ries the top rate of $195 which
Hamilton,: who will go through the scales down to the maximum 52week discount level of $108.
summer.

Station is in the midst of a socalled “natidnwide search" for a
deejay,

Hansen worked under Hayes
the CBS topper was general
manager of the net's Frisco outlet.
Moving into HanSen’s spot at

when

KCBS

will bet. Don Mosely.

Washington, July

Mack

‘$64,000 QUESTION’S!

GLOBAL COVERAGE
aside

across the country.

12.

FCC

'

CBS-TV’s “$64,000 Question,"
from what may be an audience peak for the Revlon-sponsored show, rated global coverage
from press, wire services, feature
syndicates, etc., at its
“Bible"
climax last night (Tues.). The big
question revolved around whether
Mrs. Kreitzer— the “Good Book
Gal”—would take her $32,000 in
winnings or go for the jackpot.
Norman, Craig & Kummel (exr
Weintraub), sponsor’s agency,
helped the interest along by full
pages in the dailies yesterday.
Show has become Page 1 news

Muntz Windfall

.

the “not for broadcast”
Carroll Hansen, top newscaster slug and the stories will be handled
the
usual way. However,
in
on KCBS, San Francisco, will move
to New York for a major news- any followup information which
the
CNB
news
desk considers inspecial events post directly responsible to Arthur Hull Hayes, new flammatory shall be marked. And
all
stories
in
this
area will carry
CBS radio president. Hansen will
head east within a week to 10 days. a caution note.
The
directors,
of course,
news
His exact title and relationship
to other CBS executives are still retain the right to make their own
in
editorial
decisions
cases.
all
being worked out, but his job will
Include liaison work for Hayes and
(Continued on page 39)
may cover sports, too..
will

returned to all-male control last week when Richard A.
of Coral Gables, Fla., was sworn in as a member, succeeding

Frieda Henriock whose seven-year term expired June 30.
Miss
Hennock is, now practicing law here with the firm of Davies,
Tydings, Richberg, Beebe & Landa.
Mack, 45, told reporters he wanted to become more familiar
with his job before commenting on such questions as subscription
tv and deintermixture of UHF and VHF channels. He indicated,
however, that his inclination as a commissioner would be to' avoid
government interference with broadcasting operations.
The new commissioner is experienced in regulatory procedure
having been for seven years a member of the Florida Railroad
and Public Utilities Commission. In this post, he participated in
telephone and telegraph rate cases.
Like his predecessor, Mack is a Democrat and his appointment
does not change the political composition of the Commission which
consists of four Republicans, two Democrats and one Independent.
President Eisenhower has now appointed four of the seven members (the others were Chairman George C. McGonnaughey, John
Doerfer and Robert E. Lee). He will have an opportunity to select
a fifth member when the term of Edward M. Webster, the independent, expires next June 30.
,

*

*

•

Chicago, July 12.

WAAF manager Tom Davis iast
week harvested the biggest single
plum of his sales career when he
inked Muntz TV distributor Don
•Adams to a $100,000' package on

the pioneer indie. Deal runs for 26
weeks and involves the daytimer’s
crossboard schedule of hourly fiveFor all other weekday strips, minutes newscasts
plus a round“6
Quinlan; has installed a
'for 5
robin series of insertions on the
plus 40’’ come-on designed to put
deejay shows.
the ABC o&o on a competitive costMuntz, the Chi-based set manu-.
per thousand footing with the other
three stations.
Minute "daytime factoring firm, is operating under
interim setup pending the
spots are pegged; a $135 straight an
but with the bonus proviso of two finalization of a post-bankruptcy
cuffo
announcements for every reorganization.

four purchased. For further “discount” frosting, Quinlan has set
aside the Monday 9:30 half-hour in ‘21st Precinct’ Bounced
which will be berthed a “Schlitz
For H’wood Horsecasts
Playhouse” re-run spot carrier.
Spots therein will be available at a
Having returned to CBS Radio
40% discount to the advertisers in on July 2 after a tWO-month hiatus,
on the “ for 4” deal or those who “21st Precinct” is being preempted
spend a like $540 in 10 and 20-Sec- on successive Saturdays to make
ond plugs.
way for the web’s horsecasts from
The shorty blprbs likewise have Hollywood Park, Calif. First of
been packaged into a specially these was last week's $50,000 Westpriced bundle with a strip of five erner. Coming up (on the 18th and
20-seconders going for $300 and 23d) are the $100,000 H’wood Gold
the 10’s for $150.
Cup and the Sunset Handicap.
As for his daytime programming
The Coast races have been coverfare, Quinlan is reluctantly shift- ed only regionally in -past seasons
ing more and more to celluloid. but now get full web treatment.
He has bounched the longrunning (Dialers in the east will hear the
morning musical show helined by races at 8- p.m., or 5 o’clock Coast
Danny O’Neil, installing two back- time.)
to-back telefilms with O’Neil as
“Precinct,"
Everett
starrihg
Sloane, will resume July 30.
(Continued on page 40)
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'Either

Grow or Get Out : Denove
Hollywood, July

12.

So-called “smaller” producer* of telefilms has reached ihe crosshe either expands or faces extinction. That’s, the assertion
of Jack Denove, once a “one-series” producer, but forced to “grow”

roads

—

with the tide.
Denove, producer of “Cavalcade of America,” “This Is Your
Music” and the Christophers series, thus explained his recent partnership with Sol Lesser, saying such steps were mandatory if the
“small” producer wanted to stay in the increasingly competitive
tv film biz.

..

.

The producer

said

when he first went

into tv pix, he

wanted only

series, but observed that subsequent events caused him to revise his opinion radically, it' now being a case of survival, and
adding he now feels/ a producer should have at least five series.
“I have further plans for expansion, because I am convinced- you
either expand at this point or be extinguished. With the big companies, the major studios, coming into the business, we could b#
swallowed up.
“Consequently the ‘small’ producer such as myself must look to
expansion, amalgamation, a.joining of “forces.’ That’s the reason we
feel the combination of our forces will makejoined with Lesser.
a definite impact and permit us to keep up with the competition.
“For. the first time, the ‘small’ companies are required to think
that It’s wiser to spread -their wings a bit,” asserted the producer.
He and Lesser plan production of a “Tarzan” vidfilm series as
well as one or two more series based, on film properties owned by
^
Lesser.

one

We

By DAVE

KAUFMAN

TVY O’seas

Hollywood, July 12.
Hollywood’s telefilm industry,
only a few years ago an enfant terrible, heads into a new production
season with the lushest of sprospects,
record-breaking;,
with
a
$85,000,000 allocated for production" in current and upcoming
series.
The coming year’s prospects are so -good they defy, the
superlatives any of this town's
press agents might apply. Such a

Sc Rubicam on behalf
Johnson Sc Johnson and
on behalf of Wiidroot
are jointly junketing a group

Young

of

BBD&O

of. 66 tv editors of the nation’s
dailies to London on Aug. 28
(returning Sept. 7) in connec-

tion, with the

modern

.

history of this film
1

capital.

upcoming “Robin

vidfilm series being
shot in England.
Feature of the junket will
be an international roundtable
of U:S. and British tv eds.
Harry Rauch, Y & R’s radiotv public relations, chief, recently returned from London
where he set up plans for the
N.Y.-to-Edrope flight.

Hood”

break-neck speed toward prosperity has never before happened
in the

Junket

—True, there are many who’ve

or had their
in the mad
scramble which is only now shaping up into ^something resembling
order. But despite the fact at least
20 Hollywood-filmed tv shows got
the axe from sponsors last spring,
than that number of new and bankrolled reries popped up to replace
them. In the industry, it was felt
In Return for French Distrib Right* He’ll Prune generally that such guillotining was
inevitable
the
sponsor,
ad
as
Half-Hour Pic Price to $650
agency and viewing audience demanded better programming. But:
by and large the sponsor stuck to
Official Films has penned one
‘T-H-T’ Euroversion*
Jean -Paul Blondeau, the French
film when making a change; only of the largest national spot sales
originator Of “Dollar a Second”
rarely did he switch from a film on record for. the 26 reruns of
NJBC-TV has given French
(teeveed here for the last couple
to live show.
producer Jean-Paul
radio-tv
“The Hunter,” the halfrhour drama
of years with Jan Murray as the
Blondeau the European home
A striking development of the which it purchased on the sly
emcee), arrived in the U. S. rescreen rights to titles and forpast few months with significant some weeks ago from R. J, Reycently with news that may quicken
mats of the “Today,” “Home”
impact on the entire future of tv nolds Tobacco, via, the William
the pace of domestic telepix in
and “Tonight” shows under an
Tafon Distribupix is the- almost abrupt braking! Esty ad agency.
their transfer to foreign tv screens.
arrangement that may see
on syndicators as top, important tors Inc (reducing drugs) is payBlondeau claims .his is currently
“Today,”
for one, as the initial
ing over $1,000, 009- for time and
factors
vidpix.
Syndicators
in
dethe sole company dubbing such tv
regular program of Eurovision.
veloped comparatively few new talent on the skein in 250 markets,
product and for fees considered
Deal was 'made when Blonshows the past year, and certainly Official discloses. Plays are to
rock
bottom.
His charge for
last
deau was in New York
none of national significance. A begin next month.
dubbing of a half-hour pic into
week.
looksee at the upcoming and curOfficial’s Herman Rush firmed
French is 250,000 francs or about
rent film shooting sked here shows the deal with Tafon through the
$650. There’s a provision, however,
a
comparatively,
handful
of
synFrank
J. Miller agency. So far the
that Blondeau takes over distribudicators amidst the tremendous bankroller has roughly 200 martion of the series for the Frenchscope
of
the
telepicture
field..
kets
cleared
out of the desired
speaking world. He underwrites
250.
50% of the expenses for dubbing
Survival of Fittest
40%’
Pix,
produced
by Edward Monand charges
for distribution.
.. Coincident, but not relative to,
tague for Reynolds, were exposed
Contracts are' for one year.
the downbeat in syndication, was
For Luxemburg and Monte
the advent of virtually every major on NBC-TV for the Winston line.
Tafon is likely* to break the tele
Carlo, the fees are 5.0,000 francs,
film studio into vidpix, filming
and for Switzerland and Belgium,
shows for national sponsors. The arrangement into different regions
and’in each try pushing a differ60,000 francs. In Canada, the rate
long-talked of marriage between
ent one of its many products.
runs from 300,000 to 500,000 francstv and pix has finally been conCompany previously had a large
for a period of three years.
summated, but- since the hbneyset for wrestling out of HolHollywood, July 12.
Strategic in the makeover promoon is still on it’s too Parly to deal
Screen Actors Guild and the make any longrange predictions. lywood, though not of stature comcess is that Blondeau handles the
dubbing directly from the print, Alliance of Television Film Pro- The majors’ wholesale entry into parable to “Hunter” buy.
obviating the necessity of using ducers and Assn, of Motion Picture tv more’ than startled the indie
the negative. He says it’s a simul- Producers, have reached an im- telefilm producers, however, and
taneous process' of taping the passe in their vidpix negotiations, most of them conceded this meant
JAEGER’S
image along with the sound track. with the result a strike threat has the end of the small-time or oneThe 16m print of a half-hour film arisen. Principle reason for the series tv producer in Hollywood.
takes a maximum of two days to deadlock in talks which started Sure, they’re still around, but the
convert, but Blondeau points out June 6 is the rerun issue, the prin- feeling is strong that with the
C- Pete Jaeger’ has been hired
that a good print is needed,
ciple of payment to an actor for majors taking such an important by Guild Films to augment the
Blondeau has been responsible second run on telepix, a run now part in the vidfilm picture, the lit- sales staff for Vitapix. He comes in
for bringing half a dozen U. S. cuffo to the producers as an actor tle
guy is going to be squeezed out as a v.p.^to push national sales on
for second run on telepix, a run by sheer economics.
(Continued on page 39)
About 10 three new shows.
Guild has taken “The Ina Ray
now cuffo to the producers as far “big” indies will survive the weedas payment of actors is concerned. ing
out process and stay in biz with Hutton Show”, out of the Vitapix
lineup, in the meantime, and put
Under the current pact producers the majors, it’s felt.
it in syndication, along with '‘The
pay rerun coin' begihning with the
Lots which have been compara- Goldbergs” and “It’s
third run.
Fun to Retively quiet during the seasonal
Asked if a strike threat looms, lull are now readying for the influx duce.” Jaeger will join Manny
Reiner
and
Marge
Kerr
in finding
a guild spokesman replied: “Any
of production getting under wPy Vitapix an alternate
sponsor to
time a union anounces it has reach- in the
immediate future.
Bardahl for “Confidential File”

stubbed their

toes,
off

.

heads* chopped

;

.

c

.

-

Hollywood, July 12.
Telepix directors earned in excess of $100,000 In rerun coin sine*'
September, a record-breaking figure pinpointing the prosperous
condition of the director in Hollywood vidfilms. George Sidney,
Screen Directors Guild prexy, disclosing SDG has received $72,775
rerun checks which funnels tomembers, explained many directors
additionally receive rerun coin directly. from production companies,
while in’ other cases flat deals are
made whereby a director is paidrerun coin for the time he works
on a Vidpic.
Consequently, it’s a conservative'
estimate that tv meggers received,
sum
total running to six figures
a
for the period September to now.
SDG yesterday (Mon.) received a
$6,500 rerun check from Screen
Gems for Robert Walker, Earl Bel"

Donald

lany,

McDougai

and

Charles Gould, Riii Tin Tin series'
directors. Directors on-’ reruns are
paid only on third run, but get
$5,000 minimum for this showing.
1

SDG'

will have a more accurate'
picture on the rerun situation in
the future, since its new tv film
pact has a proviso stating that all
rerun coin must be sent to the
-•Guild, which then disburses it.
There’s a tightening up of various'
loopholes all along the way in’ the

new

contract.

Under former

pact, for example,
a producer sold his film to a
second party who might then resell to* a third, SDG found it virtually impossible to collect rerun

if

^

money. Producer would say he no
longer owned the film; the buyer
would contend he merely bought
the film, had made no deal to pay
the rerun coin. Consequently, a
clause has been inserted in the
new pact whereby if a producersells his product he must obtain
from the buyer a written agree-,
ment the buyer will pay rerun coin’
and file such an agreement with

SDG 0

'

SAG;

May Strike

PETE

SALES

POST FOrVITAPIX

.

AA s New Bundle

ed

In addition to the package of 55
pix it now is selling, Associated
Artists Productions is 'going to
break with another 59 feature films
on Aug. 1 dr thereabouts. Latest
package will- include 31 to 35 of
the.

Paramount (Pine-Thomas)

fea-

an
(

impasse in negotiations,
Continued on page 37

Interstate’s 'Hans

*

Latest step in Interstate Teleunspectacular but rewarding

islop’s

coin returns via the “Hans Christian Andersen” kidpix has beensale of the British tv rights to the
26 half-hours to Associated Ijroadcastingi Ltd., one of England’s new
commercial video packagers. Un-.
til the foreign pact, the syndicator,’
in almost two years of selling,
grossed only slightly over $500,000.
While that would normally be a
sOrry sales story for a vidfilmer,
the skein has made a clearcut
profit,

Pix are nbw in 46 tele markets,
five of them—N. Y., Baltimore,
Washington, Chi and L. A. being
second runs.
In light of these,
as limited plays for a two-year period,
Studio-by-studio, roundup of up- well as underwriters for “I Spy”, and regular sales and distribution
coming July production is as fol- and “Brother .Mark.”
costs, the distribbery profit is due.
lows:
almost if not entirely to the low
Motion Picture Centre: Ht’s Al(Continued on page 38)
ways Jan,” Danny Thomas* “Wyatt. WRCA-TV’s ‘Watch Birdie’
.(Continued on page 38)
WRCA-TV has. acquired the New

—

.

—

MCA-TV’S 2-PRONG

SALE ON

‘DR.

HUDSON’

York

MCA-TV

has racked up a 17market regional deal via Bowman
Biscuit im the Rocky Mt, and Southwest areas on the fall starting
“Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal.”
The half-hour, based on the Lloyd
Douglas stories, is also understood
(

tures pips several other new-to-tv
properties, and will ready for fall
sale, it’s reported. Sales on the
fresh catalog will be overseen by
general sales chief Bob Bich, who
a little over a month „ago quit as
program boss of WPIX, N. Y. out- to have been sold to Canadian
let, for. the current post. Broadcasting Corp. in 22 markets,
Rich has expanded the AA sales
“Journal,” the John Howardsetup since his arrival. He’s added starrer, is running a promotional
two new offices, in Atlanta and talent contest concurrently with
Chicago, to the three original spots. these initial sales.’
Syndicator,
New. arrangement calls for- a re- which produces via its own Revue
vamped territorial breakdown, with Productions, is ’searching out a
other sales offices in N. Y., Holly- teenage boy to play a regular role
wood and Dallas. Bob Hoffman has on the stanza.
quite
Television
Programs of
Bowman deal was inked with the
America to take over as Chi sales Ball & Davidson agency in Denver.
head, and Paul Craig moves over
syndicated sales boss Wynn
from Manhattan Films, makers of Nathan left for Canada yesterday
theatrical commercials, to become (Tues.), purportedly to close the
Atlanta division m?Mag$r*
QBC sale.

—

MCA

GLEASON PACTS FOR

DuM ELECTRONICAM
The upcoming Jackie Gleason
vidfilmer is the first tele stanza of
real significance to sign on for use
of DuMont’s Electronicam, the livefilm camera operation. Production
on the CBS-TV Saturday night
“Honeymooners” series is slated to
begin Aug. 16, with first film getting Oct. 1 network exposure.

Shooting in the N. Y. Adelphi
Theatre, where he once starred for
DuMont in his early tv days, Gleason

will

which

(using the

operates

on

a

film camera
live video

principle
nearly continuous
of
shooting) use his original CBS live
crew.
Producer is Jack Philbin.

rights to

“Watch the Birdie”,

—

48-MARKET SPREAD

animated cartoon quiz, from the
Richard H. Ullman Co. ofBuffalo.

FOR ‘GILDERSLEEVE’

NBC Film Division sales in a
fortnight on “The Great Gilderseries
the
into
Herb Sheldon sleeve” vidfilm stanza are up to 48
Lucky Lager brewery,
morning dVossboarder starting next markets.
via McCann-Erickson inked for an
week.
undisclosed number of stations in
Each day Sheldon will phone the west, Alaska and Hawaii,
a youngster at home and “Birdie” while
Hekman Biscuit through
will ask a question. With a cor- George Hartman agency has bought
rect answer, a kid can \yin as much 10 Great Lakes markets.
as $4,000 in prizes, it’s claimed.
The comedy fronting Willard

NBC

flagship

Will

integrate

the

..

Waterman

also picked

TV, Houston.

up KPRC-

Lensing

LEN FIRESTONE TO ZIV
place at Hal Roach
Len Firestone, who quit Unity lywood.

is taking
Studios in Hol-

NBC

Television as v.p. and sales head
recently, has joined Ziv TV as a

film has also sold a brace
of packages to Associated-Rediffu-

coIpcnrtiiTi

English commercial tv
producer. Films were “Inner Sanctum” and “Hopalong Cassidy.”

He’ll report to
sales v.p.

sion Ltd.,

M.

J. Rifkin,

Ziv
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CAPTAIN VIDEO
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Although young tunesmiths Dick
Adler ^ and Jerry Ross have only
two clicko Broadway musical scores
(“The Pajama Game and Damn
Yankees”) to their credit, there
was enough topnotch tune material

sup-

a full-fledged drama for “Captain
Video," but the station, wanting to
capitalize on what it felt to be a
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structure in tne
southeast, a 1,100-foot tv tower on
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Josie McCarthy’s Cooking

WRCA

'

Structure rises
Road.
above sea level and is
,
n/-i i
topped with an RCA six-bay super

Briarcliff

2,049

turnstile.

'

i

• . ,

.

New

transmitter

is

at

same location and both are

Josie McCarthy has been set by pected to
WRCA, N. Y., for a cooking series, Aug. 1.

be

placed

in

exservice

New tow,e^ 4 J\epi?rcej*
Josie,” starting Sept.
a cross-the-board morning 484-footer. WAGA-TV dxpects 80lemax.mum coverage from new
capsuler at 9:55. Merkel Meats, a
client of “Josie’s Kitchen,” which setup,
Jackson Is general manGlenn
is an insert on WRCA-TV’s Herb
Sheldon show, will sponsor. Miss ager of Storer operations here,
WAGA-TV and
includes
McCarthy’s
i.m,i/cu
iiiy ft “Visit”
returns her
leiunib
vibii
nex. to
iu which
._.
the « radio lanes*
She started
1
a back
Daci£ WAGA-FM, both affiliated with
°
c
i
,
p
R
In 1937 on WNBF in Binghamton. ^
•
In another upbeat for the cui*ine
sine
expert,
Standard
Brands
Louisville Richard Oberlin has
Bonnet Margarine) has resigned as radio and tv news
(Blue
bought daily participation on the director of
to take effect
tv “Kitchen” segment for 10 weeks. no t later than Sept. 3. Oberlin
Same sponsor has bought the N.Y,,
N.Y, joined the Courier-Journal news
cutins of NBC-TV’s “Today,” going department in 1941, transferred to
M-W-F at 7:55 and Tues.-Thurs. at
in 1946, and took the news
8:25 in a 22-week pact.
director job a year later.
With
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girls

human being

less gunslinger to a

well conveyed, and his acting is
top calibre. Sally Brophy, Ruby

is

Lee and

Clarity

Howat

offer

good

support. Wisbar’s direction is sensitive aiid
and he tetches his character-

.Baku.

ization clearly.
clearly,
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Heart-,
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c
on the Decca
^ lsk
market I!5
n *fa 3?
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.

3 ,
Production is none
^roauction
done with help of.
Producer-director Jack Donohue
..
«?e Cincinnati Academy of Medi- wapfed tL w“olfthtog u? “th I
?we and in the Dayton area wth sure hand and seemed to have no
the .Montgomery County Medical
ue in turning this into one of the best
Cross Hospital Gare Plan ^L
for Colgate outings
0UimgS of
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finale for “Fireside Theatre” last
week. It was also the end of a
unique tv era, as the episode
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Arnold Wilkes acts as moderator
between the lawyer and the panel
members. He is particularly skillful in getting some relaxed reactions from the panel and his alert-
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marked the end of ptoducer-director Frank Wisbar’s longtime (six
were years) helming of the film series,
series.
the clickb “Fireside" will be back next sea^
adequate en0^ gh but tbe
slice of that tune was made by son, same time, but will star Jane
Archie Bleyer for Cadence and it’s Wyman in half of the shows, with
a Bill rtonw*
Asher producing
for «
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around AW*
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ww bad
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he wasn’t
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M live u reprise. John Baitt, from the Productions^
Wisbar’s swan song 'vvas a good
Broadway cast, duplicated his*“Hey
There” sequence solidly and Helen one, a gripping meller of the old
Gallagher, with an assist from two wdist. “Argument” treads on famale hoofers, came over neatly in miliar ground, the warfare bethe soug-and-dance spoof “Steam tween the ranchers and home-:
steaders, butit’s
vuv«« g 51
given
VUH a X*
Heat .*>
Heat.”
AX^OV,
fresh
WU treat-.
UCat"
trbatFran Warren, who’s starring in ment by Writer Charles Bennett.
the “P.J ” road company, missed Kenneth Tobey is seen as a gun
pi ane connections and understudy for hire, and his assignment this
Mary Stanton was rushed in for time is to rub out one of the
the “I’m Not At All in Love” homesteaders. But he's accidentsequence. She’s got a neat piping ally shot near the home of his tarstyle but looked a little too sweet get, who takes him in and takes
for the part. Miss Warren came on care of him during the convalimmediately thereafter and went escence. Eventually Tobey turns
through an “unrehearsed" duet on the heavies who hired him ahd
with Raitt on “There Once Was a kills the leader in a climactic fight
Man.” Number packed a lot of zip. in* which he dies also.
Tobey’s transition from a ruthEddie Foy Jr. ended the “P.J.”
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of each case. The lawyer then
reads the decision of the courts.
It’s surprising how many varied
moods and paces -you can get from
sandwiching talk on the numbers
racket, traffic and divorce with
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public service bullseye for Arnold
public service diWilkes,
rector.* For the more discriminating audience segment, these two
Items in .tandem will give summer
network replacements a rua for different.
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She opened her initial show with
the money.
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“Court of Appeal” connects with ah attention-getting “Dixie Danny
the acute sense of justice in the following with a nice ^change-pfaverage “man in the streets.” It’s pace “Love Me or Leave Me.” Miss
been proven time and time again Parker, who handles her own
that people enjoy taking sides In ihtros smoothly, then brought on
a controversy, and readers of court- Hamish Menzies who scored with
accompanying
room proceedings never hesitate “Piccadilly Piper
to enoy the role of judge and jury himself on piano. Plans are to present a different guest, each night,
combined.
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the defense and prosecution argu- excellent come-oh to the viewer to
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A former chirper for several lecturer, job, was on briefly four or
nam, bands, the smartly-gowned five times, during the initial 60
name
Miss Parker knows how to present minutes. As such he was Slightly
Art
a song, ballad or beat, There is a off his mark as an actor.
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Particularly maudlin were her
closing words: “And Ed I hope
you've enjoyed watching the show
as much as I’ve enjoyed doing it ..
I appreciate your faith in me more
than you’ll ever know.” When
Miss Marlowe, however, wasn’t
busying herself with tributes to
the boss she ^acquitted herself
favorably as a confe
conferencier. It was
contrast,
a pleasant contrast.
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Each year America’s rooftops

yield a

new

harvest— a vast aluminum garden spreading
increasingly over the face of the nation.

The past season produced a bumper crop
oh
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Day and

night during the season just past

compared with

its closest

competitor offers

*

CBS

Television broadcast the majority of

an even better buy than

it

did a year ago.

v
t

i

the most popular programs and extended

By demonstrating
its

popularity

by enlarging the network

television’s ability to

to

'a

move our

steadily increasing national product

209 stations— a 75% increase in a year.
into the

American home with

the:

greatest

t

Over the past twelve months advertisers
invested $165,268,000 on

CBS

Television—

20% more than on the next ranking network.
Today CBS Television
for less

delivers

money than any

efficiency

become the

kl-

largest single advertising

medium

the world has ever known.

more homes

other network, and
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tv-films

¥edneulayt July 13, 1955

ABB

time factors , since sets-imuse and audience comoosition vary according to
time slot, i\e,,a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating , may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with corresponding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market , Abbreviations and symbols are as> follows; (Adv,), adventure; (Ch), children’s
(Co), comedy ; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mm), musical ;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), qnixj fSp), sports; (1C), western; (Worn),
women’s, Numbered symbol* next to. station call letters represent the Sta-

chart of cily-by-cily ratings of syndicated and no*

VARIETY’S weekly

40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau
the 10 top-rated
Cities will be rotated each week, with
v

tional spot film covers

on a monthly

basis,

.

*

,

and

film shows listed in each case9

their competition

ARB, based on

ratings are furnished by

and National Spot Film Chart

City-By-City Syndicated

shown opposite

All

•

the latest reports •

*

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent information about film in each market9 which can be used by distributors,. agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
day and
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time

above 13 are VBF,

tion’s channel; all channels

—

Those ad agencies

whom

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for

the .film

listed as

aired.
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Approx, Set Counts—*4,290,000

—WCBS
W0R

i
•

WRCA
WRCA

Pairhnnke Praspnii (Hr)

1.

Tfe.

2.

RhinrVAlfl Thaatrr (Hr)

3.

4.

Superman (Adv)
Looney Tunes (Ch)

fi.

Little Rascals (Ch)

K

Wil«1 Rill Uim.lrnlr

.

.

wpix.

.

.

WABC

. .

.

Flamineo

,

.

.

.

10:30-11:00
..

.

.

6:00-6:30

.

...

.

.

.

„

.

Wfed. 6:00-6:30

NBC.

.

.

.

.

.

..... .Sat, 10:00-10.30

UM&M..

.WRCA
.WRCA

WRCA

(4),
(11),

wpix

35.

44.C

"Souls

.11,6

42.

27.f

Gen$ Autry.....
Early Show.

51.

...... 10.S

7.9..:......
7,8

.

WABD (5), WABC
WATV (13)

.. ..

36.

21.9
19.5

Early Show ..........
Howdy Doody

31.

24.8

Various

7.0,..

13.

19!

...... 6.9

31.

1

«

1

«

, «

•

•

.

.

.

WABC
WCBS

.

(7),

.

Father...
Various
22.1 Early Show
26.1 Early Show ....,,
.

.

.-

.

7.4
5.5

....... 7.0

;

Professional

53*0

..13,3

...13.4

WCBS
,WRCA
WCBS
WCBS
WCBS

. .

....

.

36.3

26.

6.8..

. .

.

40.

6.9

..

MCA

.

9 ),

.15.3 .........

Mon.-Fri. 6:30-7:00

.

( 2 ),
(

RATING

STA.

J

..... Mon.-Fri. 5:30-6:00

.WABD.....

Waterfront (Myst)
9. Sherlock Holmes (Myst)
10. Inspector Fabian (Myst)

Mon.

.....

PROGRAM

|

*

,

Sat, 7:00-7:30

Guild

WR P.A

7 . Dangerous Assignment (Myst)

Wed.

......

Official

.

.WRCA
.WABD
.....

(W)

8.

ARC
...
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.
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.

.
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.
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\

CLEVELAND

Approx Set Count— 1,050,000

.

,

1. Little

WEWS.

Rascals (Cr)

3»

4.
5*‘

6.
7.

Annie Oajiley (W).
Sherlock Holmes (Myst) .....
.

9.
9.

Am

the Law (Myst);
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv)
Death Valley Days (W)

8. I

Wed.

.
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.Wed. 9:00-9:30

.
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.

15.3

.

15.2

........
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.
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.

.
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.

.

.

.
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.
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(5) ,
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30;

...

42.0

..

48.4

43

..

27-5

..

27.5

72

1

*
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WNBK
WNBK
WNBK
WNBK
All Star Theatre
WXEL
The Millionaire
Cowboy G-Men ........... WNBK
WXEL
Studio One..
WNBK
Cavalcade of Sports
WXEL
Death Valley Days
WNBK
Science Fiction Theatre
Various
Cavalcade of Sports

1BJ3

• 1

19.4

21.8
7.3

24.5

.

.

.

9

.

*

Sun. 10:30-11:00

—WSB

28.0.

...

40,8

23.1.

...

33.4

(2),

WAGA

..WLW-A

Sky Theatre
Queen

&

Harriet

...

46.8

Ozzie

46.5

Lux Video Theatre

18.4

...

28.0

...

22.6

46.4

.

.

.

29.4

Georgia Spotlight
Various
Texas Hasslin’

15.7

.

...

53.8

Fights

11,7

.

...

16.2

11.2

.

...

20.4

Follow That
Willy

74

.

.

.

WLW-A

(5),

Ellery

...

16.8.

••

Fri.l0:30-ll:00'

.

...... 2.7

.

48.4
....... Wed. 10:30-11:00
...... .Sat- 10:30-11:00

*

(8)

Martha Raye

47.0

..

.......22,6.

MCA

...

48.4

..

Stations-

...Official.....

.WSB..,

City Detective (Myst). !
Star and the Story (Dr)

9.

•

• • »

•

WEWS

v

—-460,430

.

(3),

•

Approx, Set Count
.torSB...

25.5

.

.12.7.

.Tues. 7:00-7:30

o

••••-«•»*

•

12.8

.

.

. .

.

35
33

.

13.1

.

.

Fri. 10:30-11:00

..

17.2

.

........ .13.3.

Sat. 6:30-7:00

.

.... .21.1.
.

UM&M. ......... ..Mon. 10:30-11:00
McCann-Erickson

City Detective (Myst) ........

8.

10:30-11:00

.Tues. 8:00-8:30

.

.CBS

WXEL

Racket Squad (Myst)

6.

.Fri.

Guild ............

Ziv

1.

7.

MCA............

.......

WNBK.

2.

4.

.

.

—-WNBK

!

Mon.-Fri. 6:00-7 :00

.

.

ABC

WEWS
WXEL
WNBK
WEWS

ATLANTA

4.

:

.Ziv

WEWS..
,

:

Interstate

WXEL
WEWS

Led Three Lives (Dr)
Racket Souad (Mvst)
Waterfront (Myst)
Liberace (Mus)

2. I

Stations

.

.

.

.

.

(11)
..... 9.2

WAGA

r..... 7.0
.....14.3

WLW-A
WSB
*

. .

.

..WAGA
WLW-A

3.4

WLW-A
WLW-A

.....16.8

.

.

.

.

.

.

..WAGA

Man

.

.

1VAGA

9.0

.

...... 3.6

.

7.2

9

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
1.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst)t .KSTP.

2.

Badge 714 (Myst).
Led Three Lives

3. I

....

(Dr)

6.

Lone Wolf (Myst)

.WCCO

7.

Life of Riley (Com).

.KSTP.

Ramar

of the Jungle (Adv)
D. Fairbanks Presents (Dr) „
10. Sherlock Holmes (Myst) .....
8.

M!on. 9:30-10:00

.

.WCCO

Wed.8:30-9:00
Sun. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 9:00-9:30

.

.

........ .TPA

f

:Sun 8:00-8:30

.KSTP.

.Fri.

KSTP.

SEATTLE-TACOMA

Fri. 9:00-9:30

,

KSTP.

.

UM&M

Approx, Set

.

9:00-9:30

Sun. 8:30-9:00

GCO (4),WTCN
62.....

.24.9

....... .24.1

.Tues. 8:30-9:00

WCCO.
.

Stations—

.Thurs. 9:30-10:00

KSTP.

.

Science Fiction Theatre (Adv)
City Detective (Myst) ......

9.

Count—515,000

.KSTP.

5.

4.

Approx. Set

.

.

.

.

.

....

.22.9.

....

.20,3.

....

39

.

19.9

,

15.9

....

45.7.

....

.

.. ..

(11),

40.1

Meet

46.2

Burris

KSTP (5),WMIN (11)

Corliss Archer ......

&

Allen ..........
.

See It Now
Follow Up—D, Fairbanks.
51.4 Front Row fJontpiv
41.7 Shylock Holmes
39.1 Star Showcase.,
49.4

42,1

.

.

....

41.9

Loretta

....

42.1

.12.0.

?

...

41.7

Science Fiction Theatre.
Lone Wolf....'

— KOMO

Stations

(4),

KING

(5),

. .

. .

WCCO
WCCO
WCCO

..KSTP
. .

..KSTP
. .

.

KTNT

. .

,

.

.10.8

.

WCCO

H.6
.

WCCO

..KSTP

Young

.12.4

42.2.

Count—400,000

.

.

... .. .20,5

WCCO"
..WCCO
.

19.7

.

(11),

m

KTVW

(13)

A

6'

1.

Badge 714 (Myst) .....;

2.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst). .KING.

.KING.

.Fri. 9:30-10:00

.Fri. 9:00-9:30

.

30.4*.

63

.30 2

Liberace (Mus)
KING.
Guild..,. ......... .Wed. 8:30-9:00
.29.7
4. Waterfront (Myst)
.KOMO
Fri. 7:30-8:00 ......... 27.2 ....
5. Passport to Danger (Myst)
.KING.
.Sun.,10:00-10:30 ....... .26.9.
6. Ames Brothers (Mus)
.KOMO ........ MCA
Sat. 10:00-10*30 ....... .26.3
7. City Detective (Myst)
.KING.
Fri. 8:30-9:00 ......... 49.1
8. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) .KING.
.Tues. 8:00-8:30 ........ 48.4
9. Star and the Story (Dr)
.KING.
.18.1
.Mon. 9:30-10:00
10. I Led Three Lives (Dr)..,... KTNT
.Mon. .9:00.-9:30 „
47.9.
3.

.

.

,

. .

. .

...

52
34

MCA

,

52,4

Victory at Sea

46.2

....

57.1

Lineup
I’ve Got a Secret
Topper

,

r

30.3

,

....

44.5

.

61

....

43.0

,

37

.

38. ...

....

Various
Various
51.2 »Our Miss Brooks
48.1 Western Marshall.

....

62.7

.

.

J

.

...»
....

a.

.

Robt.

Montgomery

.

t .

T

.

.

.

KOMO

..KTNT

,

.

„

.

.

.

KTNT
KTNT

..KTNT
,

.

.

KOMO

•.

.

KTNT

.

.

.

.

.

93
16 7

.

421

.

.

21 8
17.4

KOMO
KOMO

^.KOMO.

13.2

• •

f,

«4 .#.

37.4

1
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Even Advertising Agencies recognize

need

their

to advertise; to lodge in the minds, of present

and

prospective clients their record of achieve-

ment.

Radio and Television Stations

of.

acknowl-

edged prestige—and often sold out
When YOU
YOU’RE

Advertise

Selling and

—

still

advertise in order to leave nothing un-

underscored.

YA GOTTA SELL
There's

New

No

Better Showcase for Your

Season Selling Than

Wise entertainers know the value of

the—
sell.

10th

They

to

sell

buyers of talent

ANNUAL
their ability to sell entertainment to

RADIO, TELEVISION

AND

TV FILM REVIEW AND PREVIEW

the masses.

OF

MAKE YOUR SPACE RESERVATION
(OUT IN JULY)

NOW - At
NEW YORK

36

154 W. 46th

St.

HOLLYWOOD 28
6311 Yucca

St.

‘

CHICAGO

1

612 No. Michigan Av*.

8

£t.

Martin's

PI.,

Trafalgar Sq.

LONDON

RADIO REVIEWS

36

Wedifetda?,

AMERICA’S FRONT DOOR

PRESENTING CLAUDE RAINS
Producer: Robert Jenninr*
Co-Directors: Frank Reeves, George
Vautsas
Writer: Elizabeth Pierce
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 3:30 p.m.
NBC, from N.Y, (transcribed)
NBC at first lined up “Presenting Claude Rains" as a one-week
radio special. Latest is that the
actor's readings are set indefinitely
in the 3:30 slot, and so it should

Program content and delivery
by the actor were excellent in the
be.

launcher Monday (11). Springboard for his readings is in telling
the experiences of actual people.
reconstructs the old Bill
Stern sports histories,) The' one
heard seemed far fetched but dra(Idea

matic and well-written.Elizabeth Pierce wrote a brief
account of the attempted escape
from her island exile by Mary
Queen of Scots. Rains’ tone, timing
were So perfect that the monolog

was intensely dramatic, and mood
was aided by background scoring.

Radio Followup
Henry Garfinkle, new president
of American News Co., which does
been in the public prints in recent
weeks as a signal American success
(7) at the
Rockefeller
Center, which is Operated by the
Union News Co., a subsid of American News, Victor F. Ziminsky,
prez of UNC, hosted a cocktailery
to the top publishing echelon to
meet the new ANC president,
Representatives from virtually
every magazine, newspaper, book
and kindred outfit turned up of
a hotfsticky day to meet In person
“the Horatio Alger exponent of
1955, who went from’ newsboy to
president” (of American News).
... m
Jinx McCrary
&
That night Tex
had him on -mike over WRCA,
ns the solo guest of their
midnight hour. Apparently, for all
the shortcomings of some of the
Q. & A. motivation, the_ Garfinkle
cncra Ha/f cnffieient nnnillar
atmeal
P
g

Last Thursday-

story.

Rainbow

in

Grill,

.

radio did wherf

«

KEEPING COMPANY
With Mort Lawrence
Producer: Sandy Marshall
25 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 11 am.

Mutual from New York
“Keeping Company,” the

patterns” really got the go-by. In
listeners, without a Mutual
press release on the show, were
probably in tfce dark as to what

fact,

transpiring. Lawrence, came on
without an intro, tossed off some
gab and then followed with various items including the narration
of a short story and a king-sized
pitch for a vacation visit to Yellowstone Park.
Cooking suggestions and household hints were also proferred, on
the show. In trying to avoid a

was

Stylized pattern, the initialer was
a little confusing, to follow and the

was overplayed.
Having Lawrence receive three
from
phone
calls,
supposedly
friends wanting to borrow money,
go out to dinner and play poker,
was especially pretentious and of
no value to the listener.
Mutual deserves credit for trying to get away from routine
programming, but there are still
angle

kinks to be ironed out.

Jess.

MAL BELLAIRS SHOW
With Hugh

Hill,

Participating

Amid

Chicago
all

W

1

tI! n q
'pin*
With branched in England for

fldl

at the controls. 'Tailored for the
mobile
fan but with a pin
pointed localized flavor, it very
likely will give the competing
network’s weekender a good run
for the Nielsen’s in -these parts.
(A similarly formatted session is
aired Saturday afternoons).
This too is an ambitious project
backstopped by the
news,
special events and exchequer departments. As its host, Bellairs is
cool and adept with the cues, hi*
terviews and lowpressured byplay.
It's a long stint but he wears well.
And he’s given much more to work
with than just a mike and a stack
of records. There are disks, to be
sure, along the nearly four-hour
span but the bulk of the time is
given over to diverting tidbits and
up-to-the-minute reports on life in
the Windy City.
For the holiday weekend (3)
there were direct-, telephonic reports on traffic conditions from
suburban police headquarters; special events chief Hugh Hill piped
in feature reports from the Riverview amusement park; there were
taped interviews with Mr. and
Mrs. John Q on how they beat the

AM

WBBM

headman vacations
.

nO

was

the-

''disputing

STANDARD
TRAL NATIONAL BANK

statistics: the $180,000,d00 annual WERE, Cleveland
volume; ANC’s 127,000 dealers in . Back at the Cleveland ball club’s
the U. S. and Canada; its subsidiary daily spiel are-Jimmy Dudley, now
his eighth year^, and Ed EdUnion News* 1,400 stands kt * all*
-

—

railroads east of the Mississippi
VT XT
1
"W\
'a 1.1 _ _ f v
N.Y.
Central,
Pennsy'7^'Atlantic
Coast Line, C&O, etc. Garfinkle’s
own Garfield News, the largest independent in the world, and Manhattan News (in N.Y.) with its 53
stands along the 8th Ave. Subway
Line, etc., in itself loomed impor_

Miss Falkenburg put in "a pitch
Rainbowm ..Room

for reopening the

**

cited
ff°rne in tuc
clD (1

x-c^uck Auey

0n
^r

.

?

inat

r

tw.ai-

°f

+

'

wards, in his second. The pair take
f onl iMt/%
*1
naif a
«. L
XT
haIf
^anje 'apiece,
both at
the
Play-by-play and the
spiels.

commercial

“

Edwards, has made considprogress smee a year ago
hoc
ATfAiT 4-a 41 »
?n.

m

.

.

h
ation

° r SltU~
•

Commercials bv both^ndc^r nmi
banE accouht.'ir™ a hicehead
Hayton^and RCAveepee
°* m ^ ere st.
Sacks
were
Mark.
“monitoring”
the
switchboard f°r incoming phone
‘
Miss

^irn?c’

Se

.

'

NIGHT DE-^7

Amidst the froth about hondrary -With Karin .Walsh,
collCge degrees; trusteeships of
colleges;
interpolated
reminiscenses about Irving Berlin, David
Sarnoff, the Berlin Airlift; Bob
Hope etc., the Garfinkle story did
emerge as an earthy success story.

„ <*sllor
P?°ducer;

Bill

.

.

In K. C.

,

.

.

Bill Randle’s

.

.

WCBSponsors

for his Sat.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

„

-

,<The Cave” (by a waterfall in Huntington), have had a long line of
top guests recently, including Paul Lavelle, Kay Armen, Ted Malone,
Raymond Massey, Enric Madriguera, Ralph Blane and Margaret Sangster •
In CBS Program Writing Division, Gladys Finke’s return from
Bermuda frees Johanna Johnston for Paris visit while Barbara Boothe’
an oldtimar is back on staff for eight weeks of summer writing ...
Charles S. Monroe went to Erie, Pa. last week to see his 11-year old
City-versus-country
daughter “Miffie” ride in her first Horse Show.
balance is maintained by two. CBS staff directors, Howard Barnes sellin
g his Westport, Conn, home and taking a Manhattan apartment while
Bnm ° Zirat ° Jr* «uits Manhattan for Stamford residence.
•

•

_ Ward B. Stevenson named v.p. over public relations at Benton &
Bowles after four years as p.r. director of Pillsbury Mills.
Helen
Gerald into ABC’s “My True Story” tomorrow (Thurs.) ... Art Van
Horn to cover Big Four confab at Geneva for ABC, with stopover en
route in Pari s for taped interviews for his daily airing and in London
and Munich after the /’summit” conference. .
Irv Caknto produce a
Mr.’ & Mrs, show for Herb and Midge Polesie.
CBS graphic artists
.
voted for IATSE as their collective bargaining agent,
Scribbler-radio commentator Bob Considine to originate his Mutual
“On the Line” Sabbath showcases of July. 24 and 31 from Geneva and
Big- Four confabs.
Other web Jalkers, Fulton Lewis Jr. and Henry
Gladstone, make the junket also
flacker Jo Ranson and
Wife Nancy heading to the Coast on vacation
auditioning
for vocalists and instrumentalists every Tuesday ayem for. -appearances
on “Stars of Tomorrow” stanza
. Acting Postmaster of N
Y. Robert
Schaf(er gues ti ng for Ruby Mercer via WOR Monday (18) .
and Palisades Amusement Park continue their collaboration by teaming
up on July 30 to make presentations to w.k. radio industry ites from
.

Joan

Chan-

Ray

D,re ctor: Dick Reinauer
Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10 p.m
5?

.

-

.

.

.

’

.

.

,

.

.

WMGM

.

.

.

.

WHOM

.

.

.

the park’s Jersey

IN

WMGM

.

site.

CHICAGO

Charles Dilcher is exiting John Blair’s Chi office to head up the
station rep firm’s Atlanta shop
WGN public relations chief Jim
Hanlon puttering around the homestead during his vacation stint
Jack Drees to call the shots on WBKB’s telecast, of the All American
golf tourney from the Tam O’Shanter country club Aug. 7.
Chicago
Plastering Institute shoulders the bill
Robert Elenz, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, added to the McCann-Erickson radio-tv writing stable
Stan
Da l®» ex-WJJD deejay now a draftee, keeping his hand'in the game as
emcee of the Fifth Army show beaming alternate Friday nights on
WGN-TV.
Chi ABC ad-promotiOn-publicity director Ell Henry making the Coast junket next week for the Disneyland opening ... WBBMTV’s handygal Lee Phillip notched her 2,500th telecast Friday (8). She
and weatherman P. J. Hoff have launched a new Thursday night, show
aimed
at the — weekend
vacationeers
WAAF platter spielers
aired
*
..
_
.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

__

Dudley, the old. pro at the mike,
comes through with a velvet and
friendly tone and, since he has
dropped his cliches, can take his
{« rn at the mike with the best of

pnn

.

.

*

There

i.

urday show now total 25. A1 Calder named asst, producer Of show
Johanna
WRCA producer Lee Jones to Connecticut for a month
Johnston, scripter of CB6-“Disk Derby,” off for three weeks in Europe.
Gladys Finke, writer on “String Serenade*” back from Bermuda junket
... On the way home from Lido Beach, Martin (WCBS) Weldon’s car
was involved in an .auto accident that injured his nephew, Dave Buckbaum, member of Bill Leonard’s staff, with Weldon badly shaken up
Buck Hurst named contactman in sales develand car damaged
opment dept, of CBSpot Sales. .He was formerly eastern sales rep.
Olga
Skopak, secr’y to v.p. John Karol, vacationKMOX,
St.
Louis.
of
ing in Spring Lake.
CARTA,
org vx
j.a, vi&
of Catholic employees in radio-tv-advertising, holding
moonlight sail on the Hudson
idsofl next Wednesday (20) from 7-11 p.m. at.
per gaze (including refreshmc
refreshments and terping to music of Buddy
$2.50
T
w
Weed Trio) . . . Jack Sterling to pinchhit
for Warren Hull next week
0 n “Strike It Rich” and Jerome Cowan to spell Sterling on “Make Up
y 0U r Mind“ Latter has its 500th CBS airing Friday (15) ... WRCA
AM am HUH AIammI aaT
I AfU
V)Art
ami) ^ull

-

wS

••

»

.

0 £ the
Then too the second
pro gram that Mutual launched in
behalf of its new formula Monday
showed that Monroe has modified,
to some degree anyhow* the prosP ect of making “companionate
radio ” gabbers Of secondary importance
the material aired.

-

*

.

mueh attention ac
MonroeConSdered

iust as

^ home

It pointed up the inadequacies the out-of-town newsstand behind
of these success stories for two the old Times building in Timesbasic reasons: (1), the danger of Square and in other frothy topics.
smugness and logrolling on the one
The entire style of the show was
hand, arid (2) the natural reticence friendly and informal
perhaps
of the “Alger hero” to trumpet his- even more informal than Galen
own success. Result was faltering Drake ever was in “Housewives
but, despite the lack of smooth- Protective League” via rival CBS,
ness, somehow earthily appealing. but isinformality in itself a sigFor one thing, Garfinkle-s highly nififant change in the way a radio
successful Garfield News distnbu- network is to be set up nearly in
tion outfit, in Boston, has venerable its entirety? Dunn was pleasant
E
b “,t ll
he har d t0 take such
wXi, ?cg !?o'^
,
ar® e nieasures
comintMnhi
}
ultimately
propos e s t0
, r.
Roy conn,
thS ±toy
mat
S
Cohn opponent
oPDOnent to welch give it.
Art.
in the McCarthy investigation, is
ditto for Garfinkle on the New CLEVELAND INDIANS
York end. Thus the bitterly op- With Jimmy Dudley, Ed Edwards
posing barristers now. find them- 120 Mins,; all scheduled games
selves allied, in Garfinkle’s behalf.
BREWING CO., CEN-

the fanfare attending

debut of NBC’s “Monitor,
CBS’ WBBM launched its own
hometown-angled weekend “service” potpourri with Mai Bellairs
the

manned

•

•'

Self^ dTscussinfSemrHke

transl^mentlothe Continent

Hal Stark, Maury

McGill
Producer: Lee Armentrout
215 Minutes: Sun., 1:10 p.m.'

WBBM,

papers at the Staten island terry,'
and trivia of that nature. In justice
to the McCrarys they openly admitted .that “people on the outside
think we are pressing you too much
on that score.’’ They did manage
Project the fabulous rise of an
uneducated, underprivileged youth

first in

a series of “companionate radio”
programs to be aired over the
Mutual net, bowed on Monday (4).
Mutual’s aim in building the “c.r.”
aeries is to drop all formality and
"stylized show patterns.”
Mort Lawrence handled the
opening show in the informal manner required and the “stylized show

informal

%

the Production

Satchmo Armstrong rang up 55th birthday last week as guestar on
Fred Robbins* CBS-“Disk-Derby”
WRCA deejay Jim Coy and
Footed Cone & Belding’s Tom McDonnell planed to Ontario last weekend for huddle with Guy Lombardo whose “Rheingold Summer SereHoward Lally, W.CBS
nade” bowed oh the station Monday (11)
merchandising chief, elected member of board of education of Tuxedo
Park, N, Y.
. - A1 Collins, WRCA d.j., subbing on “Coy’s Corner” as

.

closing line which doubled as his
only point was “I came across- this
itory in the current issue of Life
magazine.'
Art

13,1955

Cadres
tlHMIlHmmilHIIIHIHmUMHIIMIHIIH
IN NEW. YORK CITY ...

originally wanted to make “cornpamonate radio’s” performers subbmate their own personalities. It
would seem from listening to

news rehash. Reason for this was to warrant a flock of phone ?a?ls
puzzling. It was an extremely brief
weie
Some
of the external queries
aueries were
some oime
and incomplete account of the fight TYinrp
nn thp hnttnn than th*» nmagainst*' the nbwa fly by medical
fpccinnal
Tex & Jinx auestions
0
missionaries in French Equatorial
which. seemed
to bear down too»
im ik 4
Africa. It had no climax and Rains’

Jfuiy

MiMMilminminimi

rttttttt 1 1 1

from

m

has

volume,

$180,000,000-a-year

Producer-Director: George Roosen
30 Mint.; Mon.-thru-Fri,, 2:30 p.m.
Mutual, from New York
Premise of Mutual’s concept in
radio” was, by tak'“companionate
_
ing cognizance of the change
listening habits since the advent
of tv, that radio .mo longer could
be considered a primary entertainment medium in the home. It’s
probably not wrong to say that web
topper Tom O’Neil gave Bob Monroe a v.p. stripe and made him
program phief to spark the plan
whereby radio would .become sort
of an easv-to-take “background
bsten,” one that didn’t require full
attention but that would please,
one that had perhaps as much
S^ersfly and color as NBC hopes
‘Monitor” has.* As recalled, Monroe

“America’s Front Door,” the secon(j 0 f two preems in “c.r.” Mondav.(4) that- original gnniV^e'nnw
SO mewhat hazy.
From Wie
frum
the IirSl
of “Front
i?rom
first session pi
Door ” it j became obvious that it
was definitely not a form of “backw nn f. n j
*»
£ro5nd
listen.” Actually, gabber
Eddie Dunn was constantly talking,
the tuners-in didn’t listen to
H Wn&L HO Slid. thftV would
dll Of

After a commercial break (filled
by a plug for another network
ahow since this one doesn’t have
a sponsor) Rains reappeared in a

f » 1 1 » »

With Eddie Diiim

-

•

.

.

ft fji t

_»

•

.

.

.

.

.

_

.

.

modeled Woods Theatre lobby as part of the hoopla for the opening
of “Phoenix City Story”
Lew GomavitC, director of ABC-TV’s
“
Kukla Fran ^ Ollie” motoring to the Coast on his hiatus time
'h° Ur M0" dayS °"
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Furniture Cleaners.

SAN FRANCISCO

local AFTRA president, headed S. F. delegation to
union’s national convention in Seattle. Other delegates were exec
secretary Charlotte Cofiehlan, Fred Stutham, Bill Hillman and Harry
Polland . . John K. Chapel 'of
hopped off on a Far East newsgathering jiinket July 4 , . Jules Dundes, KCBS general manager, has
been named’ a director of S. F. Better Business Bureau .and chairmanorganization’s
of u
vx
radio-tv media committee . . . David Lasley, ex-NBC
16 «
ad man here, in Hollywood and In Chicago, has joined Levinger Agency,
Santa Rosa
]
Wally King, twice a grandfather, is on the
.
. KSFO’s
verge of becoming a father again
Swingin’ Deacon’s swung to
.
KSAN, midnight to 3 a.m. . . Ex-basketballer Don Barksdale h^s re-

Wanda Ramey,

KLX

.

.

Chica
wlt*J n ®ws l°
being radio’s most
The incoming ,calls* touched on
lurid comics; tv versus reading saleable commodity, it has become
habits; and finally got around to a common Pla ce that AM news diin i m P°ri ance
exactly how Garfinkle became -the fu2Hr»/r
directors. It s no
new boss of American News. That’s
.

.

-

,

.

.

Q

hatched ta Bill Hay's ncws de P artment.
Most ambitious venture and one
control. It was a decidedly offbeat
likely to stir up the word-of-mouth
midnight interview.
Abel.
dialer reactions so badly needed bv

ai ^“"“fbat^by 8S&4
h
of 47%
of the stock, he acquired
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PHILADELPHIA
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Jack Valentine, WCAU-TV personality, subbed at Willow Grove Park
Jackie Gleason gets Philly
(4), When Denise Lor cancelled date
season’s top ARB rating for every month except October ... Tom
Reddy, a former writer and. producer of the Woody Herman and Benny
Goodman. Jazz concerts, preems progressive jazz session “Reddy’s
Roost” on WIP (16) . Stuart F. Louceheim Co., Zenith tv and radio
and Columbia Records distributors, leased five-story office and ware*«••«
L
w
n
i
m
house building on N. Broad St.
. Bill Banks, WHAT president, vacationing in Nassau
Perry Como drew large turnout (8) at cocktail
party for P ress radio and tv at Warwick Hotel
. Pianist Guy MarrinCT of WPTZ S “ Great Music Series,” vacationing in England.
heat, and Hal .Stark and Maury WBBM sSenltheChfcBS
Hal tWsSlfun*?.flashto g back
McGill came in frequently with looks to have it made with this for immediate ‘airing whenever he
jnrtr wc
attt
the latest baseball scores and news one.
chances
upon anything news- MllS
•
reports. Since this was a scorcher
W
Chirper
Mary
Davies,
regular
Mel Jass- WCCO-TV show performer,
weatherwise,
materia
the
°The?e was plenty of action on
if
temperatures
delerees^’a ’'spec"”l
O n AlMw r GtMnTs “Talent Scouts''
around the midwest got a big play. nod. The little throwaway on Call' the edition heard (6). What Walsh. S£»J ? £*”_
Good “added attractions’ were mg Independence Day, Interde- lacks
in
professional
gabber’ WCCO-TV and radio staffers playing important public service roles
the host’s phone interviews with jpendence Day, was the kind of smoothness he makes up with his in Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce activities, being members of 13
Dorothy Collins from the Chicago casual sermonizing that’s remem- intimate knowledge of the burg of business men body’s 15 committees. F. Van Konynenburff* WCCOTheatre’s backstage and Tony Mar- bered.
(Continued on page .40)
Dave.
(Continued on page 40)
a
generally is the nightly
tin from the Flam go’s poolside “Night Desk.” Half-hour is helmed
in Las Vegas. Both' singers did by Sun-Times city editor Karin
themselvCs.no harm with their Walsh and is designed to catch
gracious chitchat.some of the- nocturnal flavor of the
Matinee was nicely planned and city. Instead of the typewriter.
paced.
Chevrolet’s
five-minute Walsh s trade tools on this assignTTlPnt are
1
aU
PTP TnO Tn llPA.
A FotsA
ke Tn
tkc
tape rep3ren
chain
fifS S
i,
^
the ^
beeped telephone,
flexible
format Off
p
e
1
r P
art
Dating bTurh^ fliS2^ o f K
in‘ who- roam? thJ town
radio'
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TV-FILMS

Wednesday, July 13, 1955

NOBE WINNERS AS

37Mb

‘4 Star’ Sold in England

v Hollywood, July 12.
Exec producer Don Sharpe has
sold a package Of 52 "Four Star
Hollywood, July 12.;
telepix iii England, first
New World Productions will Playhouse”
of Series to be distributed abroad
turn out a' neW telepix series feaall set for first tuns.
turing Nobel] Prize winners, with and.
Stars of series, filmed here, are
the -Nobel Foundation sanctioning
the project. John Burton, comment Dick Powell, Charles Boyer and
tator and lecturer, who wiR-itippear David Niven.
in each segment, currently Is in
Europe arranging skeds. .
Winners slated for appearance

TV Rerun

TEEPIX SUBJECTS

Issue

.'

J

:

Television Programs of America,!
whose? production schedule has. un-

dergone a sharp upbeat via .some
national sales, is. currently leading
the pack on the Qoast in terms of
employment for scripters. Firm
currently has 555 scripters turning
out yams for- two series plus a
P-]ot. Some 14 scripters are at work
on screenplays for “Thunder”
which, went into production last
week, while nine are prepping
-

:

.

;

include

Ralph

Sir Norman Abgeil, .Dr.
Bunclie, Gen. George

.

'

'

;

,

MCA-TV
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possibility.” wage hike, wanting to raise the
he made clear, If a strike present $70 daily minimum to $90.
While SAG reps cbntend IPs only
eventuates, it would pe only against
the second run payment to which
the Alliance and the tfiajor studios' producers object, producers have
tv subsids, not against the majors' stated they are against the overall
films, with which SAG has an en- renin uppance sought by the guild,
tirely different pact.
claiming the terms Would put many
Notional exec secretary. John Li out of business,
Dales of SAG said the current pact
expires July 20, and with time running short, “the guild Is immedt- Bob Hoffman Exits

there- is always that

But;

;

'

:

.

-

Marshall, Dr. Albert Schweitzer,
Pearl Buck, Ernest Hemingway, T,
S. IJiot, William- Faulkner, Sir
scripts for “Count of Monte Cris- Winston Churchill, Bertrand Rusto,” Scheduled to start shooting sell, Francois Mauriac, : Harold C.
Ziv’s. foreign operation continAug. 8, and two more are. prepping Urey and Arthur H. Compton. Vid- ues to draw European dividends,
the “Tugboat Annie” pilot, which, piX will be lensed in color,with the telepix operation last
.gets underway the last week, in
week having set ,tw6 shows on
Augusjt.;
three different Continental televiScripters on “Thunder” (which? is
sion
systems.
Firm sold the
Sales Staff Shifts
going to be retitled, pilot of which
*
French-language version of “Mr.
was written by Lillie Hayward' jare
MCA-TV has made a number of District Attorney*’ on Radio DiffuRobert Bailey, Bill George. find shifts and additions in sales per- sion Francause for its seven-star
Kenneth Noyes, Frank. Gruber, sonnel this past wVek. Hank tong tion network, and sold the same
Robert Kent, Tom Kilpatrick, An- was' upped to western sales man- package to Tele-Monaco in Monte
de Lamb, Melvin Levy, P. K.- Palm- ager for the syndication firmj Karl Carlo for the commercial station’s
er, De Valldn Scott, Nathan Tan- Von Schallern Was shifted from
indie operation]
chuck. and Arthur Browne Jr., stations to cover agencies only in
At the same time, it set a GerHugh King and Sherman Lowe. Chi; Marty Williams was added to man version of- “Favorite Story”
Heading the list of writers on the Minneapolis' staff, and Warren on Tele-Saar. Deals were finalized
“Cristo” is Curt Siodmak, with J. Glinert was added to cover lower by Ed Stern, Ziv’s international
Duncan Cheney, Mike Cramoy, New England;
sales chief, Who while in Europe
Oliver
Drake,
Paul'
Franklin,
Moves were set by sales chief on a six-week tour also secured a
Leonard Heiderinan, Mindret Lord,
BBC-TV
renewal on “Cisco Kid”
Nathan]
Wynn
John,Ri*h and Cecil Maiden. Lew
Derman and Ben' Starr are turnihg
out the “Annie” pilot.
.

Continued from Pace 2S

TPA

ately inviting all other television
entertainment film producers who

are not members of AMPP and the
Alliance to enter into contract
negotiatiohs with the guild.” In
the past it has been customary for
SAG to negotiate first with the
Alliance, with that agreement normally setting the pattern for the
rest of the telefilm industry.
SAG is immediately filing with
V. Wayne Keiiaston, regional director of the Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service in San

to

Join Eliot

Bob Hoffman,
grams

.<$

ager, has

America’s: midwest man*,
firm to organize

left, the,

a central division Sales force for
Hyman’s Associated Artists
Productions. Hoffman will set up
shop In Chicago add -will be joined,
there by Herman Katz, who’s
switching over from AAP’s New
-

Eliot

\

•

York

office.

W.n Robert Rich, AAP’s recently
Francisco, notice that a dispute, appointed general sales manager,
exists. Notice mentions inability also set
a southern.) operation into
to reach an agreement on “basic motion with the appointment of
issues,” but doesn’t go into detail. James Paul Craig, who’ll move inHowever; it's known SAG'S rerun to Atlanta from Colorado Springs,,
demands are being adamantly re- where he .was district manager for
sisted by the producers. Guild is Alexander Film Co. which headalso seeking a substantial minimum quarters there.
'll H Ui
;

•

-

U
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Webb's

Ch’field Nixes

Bid to Scram ‘Dragnet’;

Repacted for 23 More
Hollywood, July 12.
give Friday Thursday off.
Jack Webb, who plays Sgt. Joe
Friday in his “Dragnet” tv series,
some months ago asked his spon;

They won't

sor* Chesterfield* to replace him
in the le§d role, but the ciggie

company has reticketed the. series
for 23 more telefilms, and let it be
known it wants Wehb to stay on
his show, seen on NBC-TV, Thursdays.
S
'

-

Webb had made

the

.

request

that it was .time for a
change, for the viewer as well as
himseif. And he suggested another
actor be put in the lead, retaining
Ben Alexander as the sidekick,
with Webb occasionally appearing
in some of the vidpix.
Webb said “When I made the re?
quest,
I
thought the ratings
on' our Show would decline, but
they seem to be holding up.
intend to do as: good .a job as is
possible on the 23 pictures, which

feeling

;

.

r

-

We

November.” His pact
has one more option following the
telefilms, for 22 more pix;
At the same time, Webb disclosed lie has signed with NBCTV to* present a showcasing of his
will .roll in

new

Warner

Bros,

Blues, ”

on the

-

film,

‘‘Pete

Colgate

Kelly's

“Variety

Hour” July

24, with the program
to originate from the. web’s Burbank studios.
-

:

Webb on the
Will be Ella .Fitzgerald; Peggy
Lee, Janet Leigh (all; of, the film
cast), Ray Anthony, playing -his
recording of the film’s theme song,
and WB's Ray Heindotf and the
studio’s 61-piece recording orch.
Appearing with

SilWIY

*,

r

show

June Havoc’s

pm
FORD

‘Willy’

To OF

for Syndication
The June Ha voc-“ Willy” reruns
have been turned over to Official
by Desilu for syndication. There
are 39 of the 30-minute vidfilms
that originally appeared for General Mills on CBS-TV.
Official Is going to sell them for
a fall start. “Willy,” situation
comedy about a femme lawyer,
brings the total Official syndication catalog to 11.

Nasser’s Vidpix Setup
Hollywood, July 12,
James Nasser, head of General
Service studio, has formed ConPictures, Inc.,- and
has skedded “Space Riders,” a
vidpix series dealing with interplanetary situations, as his first

solidated-Tele

fti

O’Brien

*

lloyd-i

•

CL MAXI

99

I

continues

all

summer

All summer long Chrysler Corporation will

TO COME

continue to bring you top calibre dramas

July

with name-star casts on “CLIMAX 1” Your
host Bill Lundigan welcomes you to each

nights 8:30-9:30,

CBS-TV

Channel

long!

14> “The Escape of Mendes-France”
Louis Jourdan

July 21

"Tbfi

—

starring

Healer”— starring

Barry Sullivan, Geraldine Fitzgerald,
x
Arthur Franz, Bonita Granville, Marguerite Chapman

absorbinghour-long story, telecast live frogi

Television City, Hollywood. Thursday

July 28

2.

—

“Hr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” starring
Michael Rennie, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Mary Sinclair

production.

Nasser is prexy, Philip Zrike,
v.p.,
eastern
stockbroker,
and
Philip Nasser, secretary-treasurer.
Pre-production has begun On the
39 half-hoiir vidpix which will each
be budgeted at $25,000 for an overall $775,000 total.
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Paul White

Wednesday,

& The

Early Days

all

the writing of news
mestic and overseas news coverage

for network radio audiences. Having obtained a bachelo. of science

“Please, guys, I’m tired. I want
to be with you, I want to hold the
torch high for bigger and better
news coverage in radio and in television. But, please guys, lemme

individual newspaper owners
and publishers; trying to point up.
them that the sale of news to
radio stations and the broadcasting
of news by radio would not only
make for new-revenue 'to the newspapers and press associations but
would help build greater circulation for newspapers. “News bulletins on radio would whet the
appetite of the newspaper reader,”
Aylesworth would proclaim.* *Get
with it, you fellows. Give us a
chance to prove what a great cir-

each

it;

installing

t

a

printer at NBC’s Fifth Aye., headquarters (before Radio City). Only
“flash” news bulletins were sent on
these machines, not a bit more.
Even then, AP members and UP
clients screamed “you can’t do
this to us!” and the machines were

yanked,
This, then, is when and where
Paul White entered with his plan
for CBS News, Inc. But his plan
and his meetings with Bill Pdley
soon hit the Madison-Fifth Ave.
“broadcasters’ grapevine.” There

are some who will say that a hurried meeting called by Beat Aylesworth with the then heads of AP,
UP and' INS quickly resulted in a
reversal of the “no news to radio”,
policy on the part of the press as*,
sociations.

Aylesworth,

it

is

said,

dramatically unfolded the possithe Paul White plan. Did
the press associations want to see
themselves out of business, with.
CBS News, Inc., so dominant, so
powerful as to command the .entire newsgathering and disseminating business? That did it! No Bill
Paley-Paul White-CBS News, Inc.
combination could even be allowed
to see the light of day! The backbone of the “press-radio war” ^as
broken and it wasn’t long after that
UP announced a special “radio
news” department with a special
“radio” wire service for sale to
••Stations,
networks and, as they
bilities of

came upon
mentators.

scene, news comrelated previously,

tfceu.

As

Paul White was relegated to publicity and bided his time for from
two to three years before being
permitted to build a network news
organization. By then he was able
to purchase the full wife services
of any of the three national news

for radio, do-

degree at Col. U. immediately following his* graduate journalism
work, he was also responsible for
many engineering developments
.which aided and abetted CBS in

National Audience Board, founded last year by Peter Goblet to
public opinion and maintain high Standards in' television
is publishing fi monthly NAB Newsletter to acquaint
editors, tv station personnel and public with Its activities. First issuo
goes out this week.
Issue leads off with an editorial foreword, expressed six months
after the NAB was incorporated^ New York State, by George C. fticConnaughey* FCC member, in commenting bn the necessity of raising

the years he had been
tv, he seemed to be

and

to

culation builder radio broadcasting
can be,” he would say. APand UP

\

Tp ope who has Known him

too.

through

many

tried

1955

for the coming /y ear. Hfe spurned
it. They wanted him to head up a
committee “on standards of news
in radio and tv.” He spurned that,

in radio
saying:

once

July. 13*

-

-

Continued from page 26

'

t

crystallize

programming,

,

’

*

.

program standards.

,

’'What is needed is a concerted effort by the major associations of
go back to San Diego.”
citizens.
Only through a coalition' of civic forces even more formidI betcha Paul White has already
than the instruments of communication can we be assured of truly
able
its overseas news coverage,
installed a “talk-back’* shortwave
With all of his flair for com- circuit in Heaven and that some improved utilization of these mass media for our nation’s children,”
NAB already has. set up reviewing committees to screen new telepetent’' and thorough news coverage of “his guys” will get messages
for CBS, Paul White was the one directly from him -from "time, 'to vision programs with a view to providing the public service McCon**
naughey
proposes.
man who set the pattern for com- time which’U make them better
mercializing the a$t—making the news directors, news commentators,
“Let’s
a
Trip,”
Take
CBS-TV’s
Sunday afternoon show for theCBS News operation pay its own news analysts and news writers.
younger generation* has managed to put together a skein of 77. stations
way to a great extent and paying
And I wouldn’t be at all sur- despite the fact that it has been subjected to considerable shifting in
off the CBS News staff as well. prised that from his place “on loShow out of public
Paul White was the first to estab- cation” he will impart thkt perfect the web’s spring-through-summer realignment.
affairs started as a midafternobn stanza in the spring and is now ridlish the “talent contract” for mem- formula which all those in news
ing at 5:30., On July 31 it will become the summer *pinchhitter for
bers of his domestic and overseas in television are seeking.
Paul “Lassie” at 7 o’clock. For that occasion, producer Steve Fleischmafl
staff who went on .the air. He
White is just that 'kind of a “com- plans to have young Pud and' Ginger, with Sonny Fox as the guide,
worked out contractual details with municator”!
talk via longdistance *to Tom Rettig, kid star of ’’Lassie.”
both the program department and
the news commentators and news
Although the issue of toll-tv is in quietus at the moment, a humorous
analysts he had personally selected
phase of the subject crops up. Jack Pettis, who calls the system loot*
and assigned to domestic or foreign
in-the-chute>
is just hack from a 10,000-mile, seven 'weeks’ tour conCBS News posts.
tacting tv editors across the country as an indie pressagent (“Omnibus,”
Continued from pane 27
But -hard and diligent work had
“Meet the Press,” etc.). Free-tv says Perlis, is a misnomer for the
brought something to Paul White Washington omSunday (10). While traveler hitting the
motel circuits, with most of these overnight shelters
which he had nqver deserved’. His on his European tour he was hon- furnishing
receivers at 25c per half-hour on.a metered system. “Fifty
sense of devotion to duty caused ored by Queen Juliana of the Nethnights of this ‘pay-tv’ would thus appear to qualify me as probably the
him to disregard a recurring mal- erlands with appointment of "Of- most experienced viewer
of this phase of broadcasting,” Perlis states.
ady which, as the years progressed, ficer of Order of Orange Nassau.”
Also, since many of the shows “on the road” are Kinnies, the quarter
finally took its toll last Saturday
tab is overpriced, fio claims.
(9). He resigned from CBS in 1946
CBS’ Brit. Lensers
and with an adoring, most helpful
An ex-Disney cartoonist has been signed by NBC-TV to supply the
The two CBS cameramen reportand understanding wife, Peg (fored
the
first Western lensers to comicf strips as a feature of next season’s “Howdy Doody.”
as
He’s Normer AP staffer), went west, finally
man
Wright, who has been assigned to work up the animation motif
be admitted into a Communist-consettling in the warm and healthful
on
a three-a-week basis.
Each
will
trolled
country
since
II
run
are
from
three
to
minutes.
four
climate of San Diego. Here, again
The web is also negotiating with a Hollywood studio for the rights
he showed his genius at news di- British subjects, and hence a “first
for American newsmen” doesn’t to a top cartoon series to be used as a complementary feature to the
rection and coverage, becoming the
Wright capsules on the other days of the week. s
apply.
editorial news director at KFMB
-.*»
L
The Aimers, Cyril Bliss and
in both radio and tv. In the past
few years, despite ill health, he Frank Binney, spent six days in
Chechoslovakia
and
returned
last,
garnered awards for spectacular,
yet sensible, approaches to art form week with footage,to he used on
Continued from page 25
editbrialization
news the web’s reports of the- Geneva
of
and
through the medium of television. Big Four conference on the suc- for-all in the trailer department,
cessive Sundays of July 17 and 24
In 1952 he waS brought east for a
ortiy served to pinpoint the viewer
(radio and tv).
brief period by Bob Kintner and
resentment in its “what’s tv trying
Tommy .Velotta of ABC, to masterto feed us?” bafflement. If eventmind that network’s coverage of
ually. it begins to boomerang on a
Chicago,- July %2.
the two national political convenshow's tv Nielsen, it’s considered^
Despite CBS 'Radio’s move to
Interstate
tions in Chicago, for both ABC raonly natural that- tho -viewer probeef
up
its Sunday afternoon linedio and tv. Those in the broadcasttest will also translate itself into
Continued from pace 29
“Monitor” with
ing industry covering the two' cona repudiation at the hOxoffice as up ^contra-NBG’s
*
ventions who had not seen him production costs-. JFhe skein was' well.
an allout crosscountry promotion
since he left NOw York and CBS produced, in Denmark fdr an estiwhere the push, WBBM, its Chi anchor, will
„ And this is precisely
were shocked at his physical ap- mated $10,OOQ edch, less than, half rub comes in. Whatever the sins
be among the missing. Except for
pearance. Ypt he was continually the cost of the average American- committed thus* far in overdoing
the leadoff “Woolworth Hour” and
wreathed in smiles and displayed produced half-hour.
the trailer bit on tv," it’s as noth-"
The
fairy
tales,
actual
director
employ
the know-how of the top
ing Compared to what’s on tap next the hourly five-minute Chevrolet
of news, special events and public English-speaking actors filmed on season, when all the major stu- newscasts, the Windy.
City outlet
However, dios Par, 20th-Fox, Metro, Warlocations.
affairs, the mantle he rightfully authentic
there was known’ fpit some time to ner, et al.—are committed to net- will continue to bypass the parent
wore so many years at CBS—
be strong station, opposition in work tv deals. They’ve Ijeen ro- web’s Sabbath aft offerings in
Last Appearance in Chi
places tothe fact that the costume manced in for one reason which favor of its own recently launched
Mall Beliairs service roundelay
His last appearance at a huddle pieces were- filmed- at such a lowspells out that anywhere from five which^ runs from 1:05 to
4:55 p.m.
of radio and tv newsmen was in budget, which led tp some obvious
to 15 minutes per show will be deWBBM’s. independent Sunday
Chicago last' November at the an- production weaknesses.
Despite voted to perpetuating the glories
course seemly runs counter to the
nual conclave of the National thi& in most of .the. gatings availand the product of the studio. (Just plans of the network’s sales promo*
Assn, of Radio and TV Neiys' Di- able, the Interstate juve material
what the networks will get out of tion and advertising department
rectors. He attended every session, has clipped off a nice, pace in early
the shq,ws remains, \vith, of course, which has laid out an
every .member of the Association evening hours.
ad plan
the exception of the Walt Disney backstopping the Sunday showpresent in Chicago turning out
prime series, strictly in the wait-and-see
Elsewhere, * company’s
piece's in the several o&o markets.
also, paying homage it appeared, package “Little Rascajls” is up to 77
dept.).
Fact that the Beliairs show, canto “the.. Dean.” They, offered him markets.
Interstate, has recently
The question uppermost at the didly described as sort of a Chithe presidency of the organization built its sales staff up -to' nine men.
moment remains: now that' the ma- cagoland “Monitor,” has been a
jors have made their tv beds, how potent lure for local participating
are they gonna lie in them and clients since its inception a couple
still lick that trailer rap
which is weeks back apparently has it
Hartford
<
the reason why they got into tv wedged in solid against the CoContinued from p&ee 27 sssssi in the first place.
lumbia sustainers.
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associations.

Set Pattern For Medium
From- 1934 to 1946 Paul White,
devoted his every living moment
to the founding, the building and
the execution of the CBS .News
department. With a background
thoroughly Steeped in journalism
he graduated from the Columbia
School of Journalispci in 1924 after
several years of practical newspaper reporting in the midwest and
had a half dozen years with the
United Press prior to his joining
CBS Paul White set a pattern for

—

.

—

*

—
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—

.

'

-
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the near- future..

$'

ABC

It

operates as an

affiliate.

With the announced purchase of $85,000,000
Vidfilms
the programming picContinued from pace 29
ture here has become quite mudEarp,” 11 Jimmy Durante films, all
dled. NBC has announced that, ef- beginning in nejet two weeks.
.

WGTH-TV,

it is ending its netaffiliation with WNHC-TV of
HaVen.- With NBC and CGS
spoken for in the Hartford area, it
throws a big. question mark around
ABC. (Currently WGTH-TV has' ah
ABC affiliation.) Assuming the
CBS deal goes through and NBC
ultimately is allowed to retain its
WKNB-TV purchase and shift its
sights, it leaves ABC without an
outlet in this lush market. Some
expect
that
the
high-powered
WNHC-TV, a vhf’er in New Haven
and Connecticut’s first tv station,
will probably align itself with ABC.
Or, some are- asking, will Mprency’s WTIC-TV grab* off the ABC
affiliation in Hartford?
What makes it all the more intriguing is thSrt the moves come
in the wake of a strong possibility
of a deintermixture- (in this case
uhf only) pattern for Hartford,,
which is one of five cities currently
involved in FCC arguments that
could resolve the whole future of
deintermixtqre.

fective Oct. 1,

work

New

.

912,950 TV

sets •

$5!4

billion

annual buying income

WGAL-TV
* w

STE1NMAN STATION

LANCASTER, PA.

Clair McCollough, Pres.

RepiesentaHvei

New

York

•

MEEKER TV,
Chicago
(

Lcs Angeles

INC.

6an F.anusco

Republic*.

Revue’s “Studio 57,”

(

“Crusader,” and General Electric
and Alfred RUtchcock series, due
to start in nextT two or three weeks.
California:
“Superman,”O.
Henry, and “Alias Jimmy Valentine” starting this month.
•Hal RoaCh: “It’s a Great Life,”
Screen Directors Playhouse* and
Frontier/’ all rolling this month.
RKO Pathe: “Four Star Playhouse,”. Stage, 7, resuming in next
two weeks.
Kling: “Death Valley: Days” and
‘‘This Is the Life” this. month.
Goldwyn: Loretta Young show
resumed this week, “Brave Eagles,”
produced by Roy Rogers, begins
later in month.

,

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NIGHT— N.I.C.
William Morrla Agancy

Mflf.t

-

•

t

i

*

"

-

asa
IVERY DAY

ON EVERY CHANNEL

BROOKS
COSTUMES

a w«ii 4ui

N.Y.e.oT«t.ri.r.sMo

Warner

Bros.!
“Casablanca”
series rolled this week.
r
TCF Television: 20th subsld
shooting
series later in month.
General SeTvicej Gallu Productions’ “Navy Log’* shooting later
in month.
to
American
Studios:
National

GE

Meanwhile, sale of WKNB-TV
NBC is under attack pending air- “Medic” resuming this week.
ing of a complaint.- by WNHC-TV
Flying A: “Adventures of Cham.that the sale is “monopolistic.”pion begins in mid-montlk

6 RM. RANCH MOUSE

FOR SALE
MfiMiiiviiiJ

v»i
,

naming Dtiii vniVf roiling

furnished, corner Property

botfd

End itmt'
•

Exoluilva Ntlahbarhaad

Call Saturday «r Sunday Aftir « P.M.
Baldwin 9-*&03, Lana Itland, N. Y.
P
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directly out

Frisco’s Tele

EducT

Station Saved;

on the

air for that

on-the-spot flavor.

Gtii’s Racial

Town

Rallies in Support
San Francisco, July 12,

A

three-week whirlwind campaign *has’ saved KQED, Frisco’s
non-commercial tv educational- outlet.

News

Also in the news category are

new

Continued from page 28

paetees Virginia Marmaduke,

formerly a Sun-Times reporter and
This is ho academic matter in now a Trib Sunday feature writer,
and Austin Kiplinger, ex-Chi ABC.
this city with its record of group
York
Miss Marmaduke works a Mondayand Individual violence. Even be- Wediiesday-Friday hausfrau-§IantWarren Stevens, film player, in
fore the final details .had been ed news shqw with Frayn (Mrs. for. "Philco Playhouse” next Sunworked out, 'the plan was used last Cliftpn) Utley taking over the other day (17). Upon his return he will
week, in CNB's handling' of a two days with her reports. Kipr marry Lydia Minevitch, daughter
brawl in Trumbull Park, a name linger will work the two daily news of the late Borrah Minevitch who
that has become a /Symbol of shows being vacated for the next died two weeks ago in "Paris, age*
Windy City neighborhood tension three months by Jim Hurlhut, who 52. They were to have wed July 2
but .the showman’s sudden death
over the past two years Four cops leavps shortly with the NBC-TV
and her necessity to fly- to France
beaten and one of the esti- "Zoo Parade” film junket to Africa.

New

;

The drive for $65,000 started in
thfe third week in June, included a
14-hour telethon and a 12-hour tv
and resulted in wide pubsupport for chanhel 0 just when
it -looked as if the 12-man staff
would have to close the station for
lack of funds.
General Manager James Day, in
reporting the campaign’s success
last week, said the outlet would
stay on the air "indefinitely” as a
result of the $65,000 collected,
though the money was supposed to
be budgeted for the next six-month
auction,

lic

.

were
mated browd of 150 persons was

shot during a July 4 brawl, in the
The police, were present as
park.
part of an augmented detail assigned to., the area since August,
1953, when the* neighborhood was
thrown into an uproar when the
first Negro family moved into the
hew public, housing development
-

in the heretofore all-white section.
Although racial friction was not
directly involved in the most re]pay, presumably, has promises
or, at least, intimations—of heavy cent clash, resentment toward the
corporate Support now that the S. police and their presence over the
F. Bay Area public has shown it past two years because of the explosive racial situation was bewants the station.
-

period.

.

In addition to an excellent public lieved largely responsible for the
response, KQED got all out support altercation.
CNB’s first flash to the radio-tv
from AGVA, AFTRA, NABET,
local 6 of the AFL Musicians Un- stations on the fracas carried the
ion, Television and Theatre Au- "not for Broadcast” edict and was
thorities, the IBEW and the North- followed by a series of FYI notes
ern California Television Academy. pointing out all .persons involved
All three local TV outlets KRON, were white and .that the situation
KGO-TV and KPIX—helped, as was still not under control. Then
did most of the Bay Area's radio when the police had the disturbstations, One indie radio outlet, ance in hand, the first broadcast
KSFO, kicked in with $1*,000 now story went but under a "use with
and the promise of $1,000 a year caution” warning. Because of the
possibility, of another demonstrafor the next four years.
Last $5,000 of the drive was con- tion, next day’s followups also cartributed by the May T. Morrison ried a precautionary nbte.
Working with Gershman in the
trust estate of Sain Francisco, which
development of the project were:
had promised the money if

—

KQED

could reach $60,000.

WGN and WGN-TV
news director; Bill Ray, WNBQ
and WMAQ news^ director; Bill
Garry, WBBM and WBBM-TV news
Spencer Allen,

.

Radio Luxembourg
Repacts Doris

WCFL

Day

Hollywood, July 12.
Day, who* returned last
week from three months in Europe,
signed for her second year on
Radio Luxembourg. Pact calls for
two taped musical radio series to
England, the Continent and behind
the Iron Curtain next Fall.
Chirp also inked a deal for a
new half-hour taped variety show
which will be heard over BBC
Doris

director; DOn McCarty,
sistant program director;

Les At-

WIND

director;

lass Jr.,

program

Irving Rantanen,
rector,

Bureau

WAIT news

and

Milt' Golin, City
radio-tv news editor.

as-

di-

News

In the straight entertainment
idiom is the thrice weekly nighttime quarter-hour featuring singeractress Etta Moten backed by 'the
Art Van Damme Quintet.

WMAQ

deferred

services

director will

be

.Fleetwood,

re-

,

"Music Through the
Night” next Monday (18) after a
month in France.
.New date set
for preem of the Nat & Irving
Fields package, "Step This Way,”
is July 23 at 7 p.m., WABC-TV.
Martin Ashe in Bermuda this
week for** "Crunch and Des” vidPeter Rodgers is
film chores T
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Nielsen

.

.

said, lost a. "little

business” there because of the

NSI

reports.
Dorrell’s"* chief .gripe seems .to
have been that NSI’s measurement
methods, "shortchange” radio as
far as total audience is concerned,
Nielsen’s answer: "We’re not short-

changing anybody; we’re only
ing the truth, that’s

Zoiismer,

David

tinuing with Nielsen is evidenced
in, Dorrell’s explanation last week
that the new report "is hurting the
two radio stations as compared to
other reports out there,” He said,
he could not account for why the
stations took the service, since the
station rep firm he represents
doesn’t "dictate” to its stations.
"We are only in a position to make
recommendations,” he opined.
Dorrell, who made several public
statements against NSI "methodology”'’ in past weeks, „has more recently approached at least one pf
the ad agencies, Dancer-FilzgeraldSample, to complain of the service.
It was explained by another Blair
spokesman later on that Dorrell
went to the agency in. behalf of

WFIL, which, he

and western Canada.
to Sands Point;.
Moore, fishing in' native
Michigan; John Horn, to work on
his new Brooklyn home; Chuck
Hill, chores around his Hartsdale
house; Bob Sammon, with wife and
three kids to Niagara Falls; .Liz
Jesse

Continued from page 26

John Keys who, in
on the activities
gales manager Rudl

turn, rides herd

WMAQ;

Diary”.
to

WARD

"Break the Bank” had

last Sunday (10) . .
cast, Bess Myerson,

man,

its 10th anni
"Big Payoff”

Randy Merrileaving for week in

al.

*et.

.

Minneapolis after Friday’s (15)
casing with afternoon stanza coming from there ^ from the 18th
Scofield, holding the publicity fort through the 22d.
until her vacation next month.
Ronson taking Wednesday and
director .Lynn

WRCA-TV

.

.

.

assoc,

Landman

leaving Saturday (16) for
six-week Europer.
.Lester Lewis
set Mike CaSe to direct, blurbs for
Ralston PiTrina on "Nome’s the
Same.” . . .Giraud (Jerry) Chester
upped to mgr. of program sales
administration at NBC reporting
to Mike Dann. . .Herb Wolf, producer of "Penny to a Million” on
ABG-TV, back from the Coast
after initial telecast there of the
giveaway series.
.Jack
Kuney,
assoc, producer of CBS-TV’s "Let’s
Take a Trip,” has recovered from
a long siege of hepatitis. Selig
Akon, acting assoc, producer, becomes story ed with Craig Gilbert
filling Alton’s former berth as
scripter. * .Aileen Paul (Mrs. Freddie Bartholomew) to sub for FlOrida-bound Josie McCarthy week of
July 18 on "Josie’s Kitchen,”. .
Marshall Stone’s first assignment
.

Friday slices of the. Douglas Edwards CBS-TV newscasts, starting.
Aug. 24, via Norman, Craig &

Kummel

(ex-Weintraub)

.

.

Hollywood, July

12.

Eugene Vale has been assigned
to screenplay his Own original
story, "A Yacht on High Seas,”
which he sold to 20th-Fox’s tv subsid, TCF Television Productions,
for inclusion in its hour-long dramatic series for General Electric.
TCF hasn't yet begun production,
on the filmer series, but. is busy

buying

scripts.

tell-

all.”

TO THE

Blondeau

radio and tv shows to France and
other European countries. Among
them are "What’s My Line,” "Two
for the Money,” "Star of the
Family,” ‘This Is Your Life,” and
and his production staffers, and has taken an option on "Name
Bill Ray’s news and special events
That Tune” for foreign distribudepartment.
tion. The, producer., planed here
And some of the new
from Rome last week after looking
projects being launched by the in on the Italian televersion of
Herbuveaux-Sjogren combo indi- "Dollar a Second.” Other "Dolcate there’s no lack of willingness lars” are showcased in England
to open up the pursestrings to and Mexico, as well as in the
brighten the station’s hometown original French edition, and comcountenance. For example, un- ing up next fall is the German
doubtedly the most ambitious and version for Hamburg. He said that
expensive item, is the "Night Desk” France currently has six to eight

10

COMEDIANS

. .

OR THE SECOND 10
WHO HAVE HIGH HOPES!

WMAQ
.

•

NALLE

allho
Piano • Organ 1 Celesta evening half-hbur. Show, put to- hours of tv programming daily.
gether by Ray’s crew, features ChiBlondeau flew back to Paris last
I REMEMBER
cago Sun-Times city editor Karin week.
Walsh
at
the
studio
helm
of
an
MAMA
around-the-city news pickup. ReCBS-TV
porter Jack Chancellor roams the
town in the WMAQ mobile unit,
Crime
• Radio Rigiilry •
feeding his stuff back to Walsh and
Continued from page ZT

Shows

-

to prove that "children prefer welltold high-quality” .dramatic programs to one dimensional formula

HIGHER RATINGS!

crime westerns which depend on
violence and chase sequences for
appeal.” "Lassie” was a "graphic”
example,* NAFBRAT claimed. It
copped- an ARB 24.6, while the
ones NAFBRAT disliked ran far
less.

For example, they mention

Roy Rogers with a 6.5, "Chico and
Pablo” with a 2.6 and "Cisco Kid”
with 2.9.
Further comparison of
,

BIGGER RESULTS!
CURRENT HIT St

r

.

VHE EDDIE CANTOR
COMEDY THEATRE

MEET CORLISS ARCHER
MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
I LED 3 LIVES
FAVORITE STORY
vvavw;w.-;;./Jw!-/-'
?/.

/>

CISCO KID
BOSTON RLACKII

ARB

rat-

ings showed the following declines
from 1954 to 1955 in the Los Angeles market: "Gene Autry ” down
"Hopalong Cassidy”
from 5.6

you can't afford 25 Grand for a writer

If

no

.

read

•

.

further.

But if you're involved (or want to be)
ure contract , . . I'm for you!
I

have been writing humorous
it even mokes me laugh.

in

stuff for so

a 6 or 7

many

fig-

years

• « *

A

big city couldn't wait until the next day to lough
(and heartily) at my gags. So for 10 years, took the
$50,000.00 and enjoyed every penny of the. $60, 000.00
I

I

spent! -

Now,
top

I'm ready for new fields to conquer. Since 100
radio Station owners and GMs have told

TV and

me I have it (and paid
yours for a price!

me

for

it)

.

.

.

Presto!

.

.

.

it's

Don't hurry to answer this ad, because intend to run
enjoy writing this kind
every, week for months.
of stuff as much as people (who pin awards on me)
tell me they enjoy reading it.
I

them

I

So don't

rush

—

unless

laugh, but prefer the

you aren't waiting for th$ > last
first.

to 1.4;
(the tv film series) down from 9.6
to 6.2: "Kit Carson” from 12.6 to
6.8; "Lone Ranger ” (twice weekly)
from 13.3 to 6.9 and from 4.5 to
3.3; "The Cisco Kid” (twice weekly)
from 10.2 to 8.5 and from 4.3 to
”
"

Then I'll cheerfully come for an interview with you
and yours, wearing a $50. hand painted Lqu Appleton,
and drive up in one of the biggest convertibles in New
York (with the finance company not far behind).

(five times weekly) from 10.2 to
5.6
(average). These shows are
classified by
as "objec-

If you're like me, and want to get things done ...
Box No. is V V 12655,. Variety, 154 W. 46th
New York 36, N. Y.

2.9;

and

Ramar

of the Jungle

NAFBRAT

tionable” because of basically crime
story themes. Two others of this
u
group, "Annie Oakley ” and Wild
Bill Hickok” advanced their ratings
.fjrom 1954,

But
miss

if

my
St.,

you'd rather wait for coming attractions, don't
next week!

my ad

.

Vale to Do Scripting
Chores on His GE ‘Sea*

Continued from page 29

Neubauer, his WNBQ counterpart
Floyde Beaston, and ad-promotion
merchandising manager Howard
Coleman. Likewise with programming director George Heinemann

.

Xavier Cugat and Abbe Lane on
"Pantomime Quiz” Friday (15).

.

strategy for the two stations with

of

the

WRCA-TV

turns

sales addition at National Telefilm
Associates* Coast office . CartoonRex Marshall taking hiatus from ist
Kay Kate does a guest shot via
tv blurbing for four weeks in Eustanza toMaggi
McNeills*
rope and his first vacation in over
: Don Morrow is hostday, (Wed.)
two years , .
George Konddlf, ing the "Window” skein via CBS-TV
New platter-chatter entries in- exec producer of "U.S. Steel Hour”
Fluff Blome ankled her
hosted
cludes
"Montage,”
by on CBS-TV, to speak at New School Fridays
George Stone in the 10:35 to 11 for Social Research tonight (Wed) promotion post "at Television ProSy Kaplan,
p.m. cross-the-board slot; Nprm on the July 30 show, Irving grams of America
Ross Jr. with a Saturday qight 45 Richin’s "The Gambler,” giving salesman for same vidfilm outfit,
minutes; Tom Mercein’s late after- analysis of script. Pitch will be at became father last week of daughDiahann
noon quarter-hour and a 40-minute Flora Rheta Schreiber’s radio-tv- ter, Jane Suzanne
Carroll planing to Coast for a
expansion of Henry Cooke’s morn- filmwriting workshop.
- shot
’n’
Andy”
one
in "Amos
Peregrinations of "Person, to
ing "Scrapbook.”
Robert F.
Person” personnel; John Aaron, to telefilm . . N.Y. Mayor
the Coast to scout talent for next Wagner’s first "Mayor’s Confersince his European tour hits
season, with side trips to Frisco, ence”
WjOR-TV this Friday (15)
the northwest

.

Continued from page 28

the

for

as a

""Jinx’s

nuptials.

sales director

starting in October.

*

39
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Wednesday, July 13* 1955
noncommercial FM’ station* WFUV
(licensed to Ford ham u.) in New

Radio Reviews
Continued from page 36

with tainment business. Very pleasant
the major news sources. For ex- listening was a Morales record, two
ample, he scored a scoop of -sorts sides of a platter by Miss Page, and
by getting through to ex-mayor a new Hugo Winterhalter-Sunny
Martin Kennelly for his first reac- Brooks recording of Tobias* oldie,
tions to a reported bid for a “If I Had My Life to Live Over."
Better preparation should lift
United Nations assignment.. It was
the show’s level: the material is
excellent human, interest stuff.
Bulk of the 30 minutes was there even if for np more than
Jaco.
given over to news of a less pleas- interviews.
ant nature. Show opened with a
taped plea from the mother of a FINANCIAL PAGE OF THE AIR
1 6-year-old boy that he give him- With Ben Schifman; Murray Nolte,
announcer
self up after escaping from a police lockup. He had shot a police 15 Mins., Mon., 6:15 p.m.
Shooting SELDERS - JONES - COVINGTON
officer in the process.
AGCY.
and breakout set off a citywide
prowl for the escapee. Chancellor WDAF, Kansas City
The program listings of WDAF
cut v in with a quickie report of a
police stakeout he had stumbled have an unusual entry in this
upon for additional drama. A re- weekly quarter hour by Ben. Schifprise of NBC newsman Len O’Con- man, financial editor of the KanIt’s especially unnors’ earlier aired interview with sas City Star.
the police official in charge of the usual in that it* has the local Selmanhunt rounded out the aural ders-Jorfes-Covington agency for
yarn.
a sponsor, but actually shapes as
another piece involving a smart move on the part of the
Still
juve deliquency featured on phone agency as many of the listeners
conversation with Judge Richard (and interviewees) are prospective
his firstname familiarity

and

York, KSCU (U. of Santa Clara) in
Santa Clara, Calif., and WUSV (U.
of Scranton) in Scraqton, Pa. In
addition, she noted, Spring Hill
College, a Jesuit school, has a
minority interest in WKRG-TV in
Mobile, Ala.
It was brought out during the
hearlpgs that the Times-Picayune
had been granted a tv authorization
in 1948 but allowed it to lapse because of the “serious fundamental
uncertainties confronting the television art.” Loyola bad filed an
application in 1944 but withdrew
it in 1946 because of “conflicting
claims” of monochrome vs color
(WWL is the CBS affiliate).
Loyola urged that significance be
attached to the failure of the
Times-Picayune to build when it
had a permit. Miss Smith Concluded, however, that “from the
present pinnacle of hindsight, each
of them ,now ddubtless rues the
decision then made,”
.

1

1

of

criminal, clients.

chfef justice
court. Judge explained the workings of the grand jury setup as it
applied to a reported indictment
in a teenage killing.

Austin,

hour basically is a
, Quarter
delivery by Schifman, .vet financial
reporter of the Star, of material
similar to that with .which he fills
Crime has always been big news his morning paper (Times) column.
in this town, but it’s to be hoped While he is not a radio pro, his
the boys don’t go overboard on the delivery is acceptable abd his mastuff in the pursuit of a few Niel- terial rings with authenticity and
sen points. With that disclaimer momentousness.
aside, “Desk” has habit /forming
Schifman also follows the patelements that should win it a loyal tern of bringing in a weekly inter”
Dave .
following.
view, with an authority drafted
—
from the roosts of financial Tenth
Street and Baltimore Avdnue here.
HOTEL
Most of these are* locally and
With Henry Tobias, others
regionally prominent, some even
. .
.
30 Mins.; Sat., 5;30 p. m.
with national reps, and these add
TOTEM COUNTRY CLUB
further to the authoritative flavor.
WPTR, Albany
Already the show is drawing a
Henry Tobias, who in his 25 heavy mail response, although no
years as director of entertainment invitation to write in is broadcast.
at Totem Lodge summer spot back It’s on for 13 week$, arid likely to
of Troy haS handled various radio be abound for some time, Quin.
originations, is featuring on a new
remote, from the Lodge, interviews
With stars playing the Lodge and
records they have Wjtxed, .plus occasional platters of his own tunes.
Continued from pare 26
Guests are included in the mike
chatter
ence on the basis of its record of
There is the basis for a more operation of its powerful radio stasolid program than came through
tion^ the Examiner found that this
the loudspeaker on the half-hour
advantage is largely offset by the
heard. Tobias presented an imposrecord of
ing lineup for an area pickup; “long and. meritorious”
Times-Picayune in serving the
the
comedian Harvey Stone,
1

‘

c;,

SHOW

.

From The Production Centres
Continued from par* 31

TV

general manager, is a director and Gen# Godt and Sherm Booea
are vice-chairmen of public relations and aviation committees respectively r .
WTGN broadcast from lobby of local loop Gopher tbeatra
when house celebrated completion of .it* $65,000 facelifting jpb on
opening day of “Soldier of Fortune” . . . George A. Greenwood, recently salesman at KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S. D., named promotion
director of radio station WNAX, Yankton, S. D., and Sioux City, la.
KE YD-TV and radio denying rumors that it’s being offered for
<
.
,
sale. Newest Twin Cities’ video station declares fits!; six ngionthS’ revenues and ratings “have exceeded expectations.” Jack Thayer, WTCNTV personality, emeeed “Miss ..Universe” beauty contest at Excelsior
Amusement Park . . KSTP-TV. producer Ray Lee vacationing in California . . . WSM’s Webb Pierce and his “Wandering Boys” into Prom
Ballroom for one-nighter,
.

.

boston

in

.

.

.

Louise Morgan, WNAC-TV personality, deluged with honors, Friday
night (8) the feature race of the Bay State Raceways in Foxboro was
run in her honor and titled the Louise Morgan Trophy Race. It marked
the first time a harness race has ever been named for a radio-tv programmer. Last week she was the first Hub radio-tv personality to be
saluted by the 90-piece Pope orchestra ... Shorts in Beantown being
promoted by deejays. Dave Maynard and Norm Tulin of WORL and
Boh Merman, WTAO, braving’ the stares of proper Bostonians by wearing them to work and plugging them on their deejay programs
.
Bob Clayton,
deejay, just back from a three-week vacation in
Europe with his family .
Don Kent signed by WBZ-TV for 31 weather
forecasts weekly and his new schedule went into effect Monday (li).
_

-

:

•

.

i

Continued from pace 26

the democratic processes of their
union, to express their ideas and
opinions through their own radio

and television programs and their
own publications in the free market place of ideas.”

The union charged the GOP
leaders with launching “an unAmerican assault upon our basic
and constitutional rights. We in
the UAW know full well the meaning of the Federal law ds it applied
to unions and their participation
in Federal election campaigns. The

.

WHDH

CLEVELAND ...

tN

AFTRA

prexy Paul Bedford and exec secretary Ted Smoot off for
NBC’s Tom Manning rounded out 3Qtb year on
WJW salesman Charlie Hunter off for two-week
Richard Jasany named
Anhy reserve training-program at Ft. Knox
WGAR winner of Western Reserve U. scholarship
NBC secretaries
Jean Strobe! and Lillian Buckton won diplomas- during Florida hiatus
for water-skiing and swimming respectively . . WXEL’s Maggie Wulff
Ronnie Barrett is
gets a daily, five-minute newscast at 9:55 a.m. .
Seattle convention ...
sportscasting beat . . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WGAR’s
Loan for

all-night disk jockey
fivc-miriute 9 a.m.

WTAM
WGAR

UAW has- and

,

WHK

.

.

&

pacted Cuyahoga Savings
Jackie Dynn Cyr, who
now night club thrushing . .
Jack
Saturday hour-long 7 p,m. ballyhoo of
.

.

news

stint

.

.

.

Bandwagon, is
.
shall continue to re- exited
host in new
spect and comply in the fullest Perkins is
musical
area’s
attractions
Sunday
“Tomorrow”
shoW
.
.
WNBK’s
of.
with both the letter and the spirit
fering $1,000 scholarship to high school student from Nat’l. Spectoof the law.
Kenny
graphic
Lab.
Vincent
...
WEOL’s
honored
at jamboree .
.
“We have not made any confilm show Wedtributions to candidates for Fed- Johnny Andrews’ pacted for Kroger half-hour
eral office out of general union nesday at 7.
funds. Such contributions as have
been made tQ Federal candidates
...
have, in every case, been made
Fred
Wolf,
disk
jockey,
recently moved from his Wixie Wigfrom funds made possible by voluntary contributions of thousands Loo a glass-enclosed hut on the lawn in front of the station’s old
quarters-—
into the Wandering WigloO
a trailer with a wraparound
of -UAW members,”
The roll-around
and CIO political con- rear window enclosing Wolf’s observation studio.
studio
is such a hit,has
gotten
out
a fancy brochure on it and
tributions are known, of course, to
be valued in the millions of dollars. Wolf’s prospective sponsors are standing in line . . . Maurice E. McAn increasing amount of these Murry, national sales manager for WJBK-TV, moves his base. of operafunds have been going into radio tion to New York July 18 to bring about closer contact with agencies,
and tv coffers.* Should the Federal the station’s national rep (Katz) and Storer Broadcasting Co. national
Government fail to make a case sales office. McMurry will continue to report direct to WJBK-TV
community through its newspapers against the union in the present management as in the past, however . . . Larry Gentile, new director
of
at WXYZ, is starting write-in contest to determine what listeners
(t.he morning Times-Picayune and investigation; the way would he
Everyone entering will get a prize,
the evening New Orleans States) opened for corporations to spot- like best and when they listen.
sets.
and its less powerful radio outlet. light its candidates in the same with bonus for best letters being hifi albums and
On the issue of diversification of manner the union has been doing.
media of mass communication, Ex- This would provide an extremely
Philadelphia
Roger W. Clipp,
aminer Smith held that the ex- lucrative source of revertue for
general manager of the radio-tele
tensive coverage of the clear chan- the stations.
division, bf Triangle Publications
nel station
in the Gulf Coast
announced appointment of
The grand jury hearings here
$750,000. Inc.,
John D. Scheuer Jr, to he director
area, plus the operation of other are currently In’ recess for a month
Denver. July 12.
of public relations and programradio stations by Jesuit institutions, or two to permit Federal officials
does not entitle Loyola to a pref- time to audit the union financial
Eugene P. O’Fallon, owner of ming of the Triangle stations:
erence over the Times-Picayune records, covering the period June KFEL-TV since its. inauguration, WFIL AM-FM-TV, Philadelphia;
AM-TV, Binghamton, N.Y.,
because of its newspaper interests. 1 to Nov. 30, 1954, which wCre sub- has sold the* station to J. Elroy
Miss Smith found that Loyola penaed and which the union has McCaw, Seattle, through nis Got- and WHGB, Harrisburg, Pa.
has “a distinct and definite rela- surrendered.
ham Broadcasting Corp., owner, of
tionship” with stations licensed to
WINS, New York. Price was'' recorporations under the Society of
ported to be $750,000, which inJesus. These are
in St. Louis,
cludes $400,000 for 100% of the = c
-

.

WNBK

IN

**

MGM

Records songstress Rosalyn Page,
rhythms leader-composer Norm
Morales and orchestra conductor
Harry Lefcourt. They did A not
register as well as might be expected. The proceedings were a
shade too impromptu and sketchy,
while the technical angle left
little
•

a

With Stone and
may have been a

to be desired.

and Miss Page,

it

case of insufficient advance notice
on the air show. Morales talked
briefly with Miss Page about the
mambo and a new beat terp; Lefcourt with Tobias, about the names

who have played Totem. Tobias
spoke warmly of his long association with Eddie Cantor. The showwise emcee talked, too, a bit about
ASCAP and other facets of enter-

WXYZ

—

Times-Picayune

*

DETROIT

—

UAW

WXYZ

'

FM

FM

—

O’FALLON’S KFEL-TV

WWL

FETCHES
.

WNBF

WEW

plus assuming corporate
(Eugene P. O'Fallon Inc.) liabili-

stock.,

Continued from page

28

host. The midafternoon film block
has been expanded a half-hour to
run from. 2 to 3:30 with Norman
Ross doing the live portions of the
segmentized strip that includes a
cartoon, a newsreel and two 30-

6REATEST BUY!
IN

NEW YORK

FILM STUDIO SPACE

The

about $360,000,.

ties totaling

equipment includes the studio in
Denver and the transmitter facilities on Lookout Mountain.
McCaw owned 20% of KLZ;
radio, and tv, here, until forced to
sell by F.CC because of multiple
ownership^ ruling. McCaw’s other
holdings includes radio and tv

minute telepix.
Also squeezed oiit in the reshufflings was Art Hern’s “Piped stations
in
the
Seattle-Tacoma
Piper” strip with the “Crazy Acres” area, independent’ radio in San
musical jamboree moved down Francisco, and the NBC-TV affilifrom its morning spot to segue itte in Honolulu.' He also has ex•into
the late afternoon kiddie tensive mining interests in the
block.
U.S. and Africa.
To backstop WBKB’s slightly reIn radio and tv here for 30
vamped daytime look, ad-promo‘

.

tion-publicity director Elliott W.
H&nry has set a concentrated twomonth campaign featuring a Tuning daily contest and stepped up
intramural cross-plugging.

O’Fallon got out of radio
two years ago when he sold
KFEL to KIMN, Ins., for $275,000
and other considerations.
years,

.
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BROADWAY

«

l.I.C.

IS MINUTES

FROM MID-MANHATTAN

Sherm

60x60 CLEAR SHOOTING AREA ii

Continued from page 25

SYNCHRONOUS FAIRCHILD TAPE AND

_

LATEST IN LIGHTING

DISC RECORDERS

EQUIPMENT—COMPLETE

EVERY DETAIL INCLUDING

NEW CONE

IN

LIGHTS

MOLE-RICHARDSON PERAMBULATING MIRE BOOM
FULLY EQUIPPED CONSTRUCTION SHOP

ANO AT NO EXTRA COSY— NEWEST

CINEM0BILE DOLLY

npvu

RAVE? !S WOOD 8-8988
Carl Ritchie, Mgr.

Hotol Great Northern
118 WEST 57th STREET
• Ideal for TV rehearsals
• Ballet School
• Dane# Instruction
• Photographic or Art Studio
• Or living quarters
ii

24-hour slovater end switchboard ecrvlet

53

Inspection invited.

ii
aE

Call Harry

Epstein,.

By Oppt.
Cl 7-1900
>

bellportIl.i.. rent/sale
Exquisite

Catalina »,pa modarn
beautifully
furnished
on
Great South Bay, own beach and
dock, 16* outboard available, golf,
tennis, 5 min., a pvt. haven 3 acres.
BR. 8-9897 or Bellport 7-0852.
1

home

Rivers Seeks to Unload

COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH HEW MASONITE FLOOR
FT. CEILING

,p*j

2,000 Sq. Ft.
Penthouse

33
= x

r a
53

Feller

WOBS

interests for

PAIR RARE —

90G

Atlanta, July 12.

Buy

lit

or Outright.

TV

ments on the news, both local and
E. D. Rivers Sr., former governor
national, from front page right of Georgia, has asked the FCC for
through to back page!
authority to sell his controlling inHis offbeat remarks have been terest in Southern Radio & Equip-

Production, theatrical or allied
business wonted by young, aggressive,
successful pair.
Will buy In or buy outright. Must have

getting him into controversies for
years, he says. “I never go' in with,
any idea bf what I am going to
say.” He pointed out that if he just
announced records and played
them his listeners would “think I
was sick or something.”
Feller says he will continue to
“call ’em as he sees ’em” and that
he has the greenlight from Len
Hornsby, station manager.

Street,

'

ment

Co.,
$90,000.

Jacksonville,

Fla.,

for

guaranteed return Immediately.

Box

VV

1000, Variety, 154

New York

West 46th

36.

Company

WOBS,

operates radio station
Jacksonville, and holds a

permit for proposed operation of
WOBS-TV on Channel 30.
Rivers’ request revealed that
Carmen Macri, prez and gen. mgr.
of the company and a 21% stockholder, had contracted to acquire
Rivers’

60%

VIEW—VIEW—VIEW
Secluded enchantment 63 -miles New York
City overloekins Bucks Co. and
Delaware
River Valley.
10 Room (tens house with addition. destined by Antonin Raymond^ CareIIS aern. extaker and animal quarters.
cellent iheetlns.
Sale $40,000 or lease, year
$2,400; 3 months SI .200.
Telephone Frenchtown, N. J. I45R utter S p.m.

interest.

O

\
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Hucksters

Hits,

J*.

& Hazards

television making it truly “all the world's a stage” (W.
Shakespeare) for publicans, pundits, politicos and pulpiteers
alike, the show* bi? flavor that comes from broadcasting has put
a commercial price tag on the songs of the nation. It may war-

>•

With

to

rant a word or three of caution*
Radio and tv sponsors rightly deduce that It’s cheaper to pay
for a proved commodity. That’s also true of Hollywood—it may
not risk a dime on a new book or new play, but will pay into six
and seven figures for an established published work or Broad-

'

Along with the rapid growth of
television as the dominant hitmaking medium has come the almost inevitable, emergence of +’>e

One-Miter Cast

Album

Get:

Jack Mills

Jack Mills,'' recently returned
from his annual trek to Europe,
has a pessimistic view of the music

Bridgeport, July 12.
One-night jazz session of Mun- biz overseas* The vet publisher retv payola. In the video saddle* dell Lo\Ve; guitarist, and his combo ports that the sheet music business
much like the disk jockeys on ra- at Westnor restaurant in Westport, is steadily getting worse in Eng1
dio, ^re the tv personalities and Conn., next Tuesday (19) will be land as well
as oh the Continent
producers who *can control the song recorded as a 12-inch LP by Riverand that for^gn publishers have
material to be used on shows.- In side. Bill Grauer is supervising the
to depend more and more on paysome instances they have been ask- date.
Connecticut spot has been run- ments for performances and meching publishers for fancy, prices to
program songs or use them as ning a weekly jazz session for the anical royalties than ever before.
~
past year.
themes for a series.
The foreign publishers, he says,
In addition to the tune-sparking
aren’t giving American publishers
value of video, the performance
the kihd of advance for a U.S. song
revenues to be earned from tv have
acquisition as they once used to
given the video boys a powerful
get. A song’s value as a “performbargaining lever in trying to make
ance copyright” is their main condeals with the publishers. One p.o-*
sideration today and deals are getducer asked a pub for $5,000, unting tougher to make.
der the table, in return for which
During his European visit, howhe Would give the publisher the
ever, Mills sold the rights to “Hey,
rights to a theme for a. new video
Mr. Banjo” to Ralph Maria SegaJ
*

way

production.

j

In the music business, a popular standard commands a unique
value whether in a fllmusical synchronization or when parodied

by a beer sponsor.
For a time there was resistance by the topflight songsmlths
to perversion, of their standard works, no matter the price, but
two things have come pass: (1) ASCAP has ruled it’s a sound
performing rights credit, and (2), Cole Porter.
Porter, who needs the $200 and $000 monthly fees—to be explained later like Nick Kenny needs another “Patty poem”
(intratrade joke), is evidently acquiescent to Rheingold Beer
paraphrasing “Wunderbar,” a standard- out of his “Kiss Me,
Kate” legit musical, anyway it sees fit.
We now hear Nat (King) Cole: utilizing “Nature Boy” in a
parody paean to Rheingold; along with the Mills Bros.* version
of. “Tavern In The Town”; Guy Lombardo’s “Sidewalks of New
York,” “Good Old Summertime,” “Whispering,” “I Wanna dirl,”

]

—

series.

The Ball,” ‘Why? ” “Bacarolle” and “There’ll Be Some
Changes Made” each a different electrical transcription. Sonie
parodied songs have two sets of e.t.s, such as Les Paul-Mary
Ford dittoing on “After The Ball,” “Whispering,” "Why?” and
“Changes Made.” Tommy Dorsey officiates on “Gypsy Jn My
Soul” (this, too, has a Paul-Ford e.t.), and “Oh Look At Me Now.”
Russ Case did the “Wunderbar” parody.
“After

—

.

Rheingold is not alone. Other sponsors have made similar
Belding agency (Tom McDondeals. Rheingold's Foote, Cone
nell of that ad outfit writes the parodies) is merely the fanciest,
mass-producing outfit. The tunes collect an average of $200 a
month as a special fee, if done locally; $000 monthly on a national basis, 'The income is split- 50-50 between authors and publisher. And, besides, the big plus comes from ASCAP’s recent
decision to give substantial performance credits on jingles based

&

on established standards.
Now come the V’ewers-with-alarm within the trade

to

*

&

Alan Livingston, Capitol Records
& repertoire chief,
v.p.-artists

X

Letts,

reins

was originally set up

by 'Victor execs

to

operate as a

quasi-indie label through its own
distribution network apart from
regular Victor channels. It also has
different headquarters in New York
at the 24th St. building, although
the rest of the Victor staff, now
located in the International Bldg,
of Radio City, will probably move

down
in

fall

IN VICTOR ^WORKSHOP’

to 24th St. sometime this
a long.-projected move to

under one

RCA

launching a “Jazz
will give
roster all the scope
they, want p# wax- Idea is to give
the jazzmen an absolute free hand
to select and arrange whatever material they want for the “Workshop” platter series.

Big

3*s Mickey Scopp
O.O. s European Setup

Tune as Plug

.

Hollywood, July 12.
Indie station
has banned
the playing of the Sparks disk, “A

!

ropean rep, who is headquartered
in London, for confabs with branch
office managers and agents in all

arrived in^New York Monday (11)
diskery’s Coast headquarters. Car That I Can Afford,” because,
It’s believed that the. main objec- according to program director Dan

to

The Big Three is' now planning
open offices in Germany and

Italy.

from

|

|

!

Gotham, stay will be Russell, the novelty song, as
to appoint a permanent a&r rep in chirped by Big Boy Groves, accentive during his

the east.

tuates

For the past couple of years, Cap
has been repped in the east on
the a&r level by shuttling its
Coast staffers into the New York
branch for six-week period's of recording and auditioning new material. The L.A.-to-N,Y, a&r system
went into effect when Sid Feller
ankled the company, virtually set
to head the new Ani-Par label.

much, giving a listener the impression he is plugging “Ford.”

the

phrase

“afford”

GOLDEN

too

JUBILEE YEAR

Since the station airs spots for
dealers, Russell feared" they might “get offended.” Record had been receiving daily play on the station before
Russell cracked down.

;

I

;

|

many General Motors

i

;

1905-1955

;

:

:

'

Jazz Officially Arrives;

Project is expected to' kick Off
next month under the overall supervision of Jack Lewis, who is
heading up the dlskery's jazz r

Voice of America to Air

Newport Fete Program
Boston, July 12.
Jazz has, at last, arrived. It

is

America’s pwrt art form and now
gets official recognition as such
the Voice' of America will
since
throughout the world the
broadcast
leases.
music and forums of the entire
Jazz Festival at Newport, R. I.,
July 1517.
’Big 10 Revue’
Fr. Norman J. O’Connor, chaplain of the Boston University
Completes Lineup Newman
Club and noted expert
The lineup for Lou Krefetz’s on jazz, and the Festival -audience
“Big 10 Review” was completed this year should numbs# around
last week with the signing of war- 10,000. “And this, to followers of
bier Faye Adams.
The rhythm & jazz who know of its slow emerblues package is set for an early gence from the rent party, the crib,
fall tour.
The package will tour the riverboat and the speakeasy,
the east, south, midwest andy?outh- is a heartening thing,” he added.
west and is being sold for $3,000
“Newport is a milestone. The
week nights and $3,500 weekends. idea of the Festival, particularly
Jack Archer, Shaw Artists veepee, to the musicians whose lives are
is booking the tour,
lived largely on the road, makes
Included in the package with economic as well as artistic sense.
Miss AdAms, are Joe Turner, The It represents a step toward the
Clovers, Bo Diddiey.'Bill DOggett, permanently based jazz group and
Gene & Eunice, Etta James & Her school, which can become a standPeaches, Charlie & Ray, the Paul ard factor in a community’s cul-

R&B

parts of the Continent.

KFWB

is*

its

.

12.

Mickey Scopp, vice prez of the
Big Three (Robbins, Feist & Miller) in the D. S.. left London last
week with Paddy Crookshank, Eu-

Victor

Workshop” project which

jazzmen on

roof.

London, July

geheral-

Pierce, Red & Betty Foley, Kitty
Wells and Ernest Tubb.

JAZZMEN WILL JAM

consolidate the whole disk operation

is

.

over Label. X. in the Victor setup.

Name’s the Sanie? Coast
Indie Bars

I

repertoire chief. Both Hilliard

Label

Although-tlie disk biz

iy off, Decca Records has been goAm-Par, however, will pdddle
ing in high gear for ^the past
the “Mickey Mouse Club” disks at
the regular R9c tab. Sam Clark, several monthjs in both single and
Am-Par prexy, currently is lining packaged biz. During June, the
up distribs around the country for company had its biggest sales
the September kickoff.
month since 1948, one of the peak
Meantime, the corporate organ- years for the diskery.
ization of the diskery was comFor the first half of 1955, Decca
pleted last week with tije election
has been riding with several hits
of the board .of directors of other
in both the pop, rhythm & blues
officers
for the diskery setup.
and country & western markets.
Harry Levirfb, in charge qf artists
Bill Haley & His Comets have been
booking at AB-PT, was elected veeone of the chief sparkplugs with
pee; Simon Siegel, AB-PT treastheir hit parley of “Rock Around
urer, was named treasurer of the
The Clock,” “Mambo Rock” and
diskery; Edith Schaeffer, AB-PT
“Two Hound Dogs,” while Al Hibattorney, was appointed secretary,
bler has been an important factor
and Harry J. Wright, AB-PT tax
with “Unchained Melody.” Also
consultant, was elected assistant
big for Decca have been the Four
treasurer.
.Aces' “Heart” and Caterina VaLeonard H. Goldenson, AB-PT
lente’s “The Breeze and I,” both of
prez, Robert H. O’Brien and Simon
which have been entrenched in the
Siegel, veep- and treasurer of ABmid-hit bracket for a few months.
PT, respectively, are directors of
Sammy Davis Jr. has a bestthe new diskery along with Clark
selling set going under the Decca
and Levine.
Meantime, Sid Fellow is still on banner while the German Crazy
the verge of being signed as the Otto imports have also been sellnew label's artists & repertoire ing strongly both as singles and
albums. Decca, meantime has been
head.
the top label in the folk market
with several hit numbers by Webb

general sAles manager of Label X.
Howard^Letts, Victor’s record operations manager, made the appointment to fill the vacancy created by Joe Delaney’s exit from
the company. Latter is now sales
topper for the indie label; Cadence,
an Archie Bleyer enterprise.
Jimmy Hilliard, who launched
Label X early in 1954 together
with Delaney, will remain as artists

“shockproof, split-second accuracy” watches.
But, argue the music men, it has^reached the stage where the
public may not be able to distinguish between a song and a
commercial jingle; 'that it is shortsighted economy to milk the
market just because there’s a special fee and/Or extra ASCAP
performance credits. An example: “Nature. Boy” comes out
“There is a beer, an extra lager beer,” and in like vein the venerable standards all resound, circa 1955, to the paeans of “my
beer is Rheingold, the dry. beer.” Not the least of the huckstering, quite obviously, comes from the perfect casting and identification of the artist who did the original click disk, with the
Abel.
new commercial parody.

CAP’S N, Y.A&R HEAD

"

and Amaru wiM repbrt to
who has the administrative

N

line.

.

.

Decca June Biz

&

Little Golden Records’ artists
repertoire head Arthur Shimkin.
S&S recently tried to dicker a deal
with Disney for a lowprice disk

Frank Amaru, sales chief for
Victor’s international disk
division, has been moved over as

trademarked styles.
There have been other variations. New York’s indie station
had Metro stars -doing “the call letters of the stars”
station-breaks, but that’s because of its intra-company ownership. (Writer Goodman Ace once cracked, “Isn’t it too bad about
Spencer Tracy; you’d think he would have saved his money and
not have to. wind up as an announcer doing the station-breaks
on WMGM.”) Sports notables have been shown endorsing razors
or underwater watches, just as film stars “on location” (with
coincidental plug to their current picture) has shilled for

SET

preem via ABC-TV.
The “Mickey Mouse Club” disks
will be cut by Simon & Schuster’s
ber

RCA

'WMGM

MAY

new Walt Disney line vtthich will be
pegged on “Mickey Mouse Club,”
new Disney tv’er set for a Septem-

Put Amaru lu

“degrading” of the song in the public consciousness.
Radio-tv has been shrewd in its utilizations of station-break
spot commercials. Bulova sewed up a flock of celebrities for the
“correct time” break. Halo got names like Peggy Lee, Eartha
Kitt, Dinah Shore, et al. to chant the “Halo” jingle in their

LIVINGSTON

—

.

(Continued on page 48)

what

degree is it worth it to Porter, for example, to so use and perhaps abuse a standard like his “Wunderbar,” for the sake of the
extra monthly fee 'along with the performing rights. He has
just also acquiesced to DeSoto utilizing “It’s De-lovely, It’s Delightful, It’s Delirious” as 'a commercial parody, with the motor
trademark substituted for “de-lovely.”
The rank-and-filers are frank in Stating “it should happen to
us,” but anybody in Porter’s brackets, argue others, must be
aware of two major hazards. One is the dissipation of a standard
to the degree it may" lose Its*"value; (2), it’s repetitive identification with one trademarked commodity must almost automatically kayo it for other programming usages. Not to mention the

•

,

in Germany, Curcci in Italy, and
.Louis- Gaste in France. He also,
picked up several songs for the*
American Broadcasting - Para- U.S. from Scandinavia, Holland and
mount Theatres* newly formed rec- Belgium. .While he was in London,
ord label, Am-Par, will make its. Mills officiated .at the opening of
official entry into the disk biz in the Mills
Ltd. offices pn Denmark
September but as a .distributor. St., London’s Tin Pan Alley.
Diskery currently is gearing to
handle sales and distribution of a

ASCAP’s recent revision of its
payoff schedule for themes is tending to cool off such propositions.
Under the new' ASCAP system a
new theme, song can. only earn a
maximum of 1%. of a point during
any five-hour period, regardless of
how many times it’s used during
that period.
A standard tune, which has 20,000 br more performance credits
on ASCAP's log, gets full credit
if used as a theme only the first
time in any five-hour period.
Thereafter each use can only earn

WiHiams band and

the

Drake

Trio.

tural life.”

-
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Wednesday,

HERM SCHOENFELD.

Bj

Four Aces: “Love Is A ManySplendored Thing”-' ‘Shine On Harvest Moon** (Decca). “Love Is A
Many-Splendored Thing/’ from the
2Qtli t»ic of the same title, may
have d long and somewhat difficult
handle; but it’s been turned into

commercial groove. From the re-

hilt.

Jaye P. Morgan: “The Longest
Walk”-“Swanee” (Victor). Jaye P.
Morgan continues to churn out
consistently fine slices and this
coupling will add to her rep. “The
Longest. Walk” is a fine ballad entry which she delivers in straightforward style that merits jock attention. So does her reprise of
the standard; “Svanee/’ which she
and the supporting orch and choral do in rousing tempo*
Jeff Chandler: “Only The Very ,
Young”-“A Little Love Can Go A
ancLHis
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
Long, Long Way” (Decca). “Only
203d Consecutive Week
The Very Young” is a lovely ballad
(by Mel Torme) and.it could de- Aragon Ballroom Ocean Parle,

for the money, On the Decca flip,
the quartet dishes up an attractive
slice of the oldie, ‘‘Shine On Harvest Moon,’’ that Will snag its
share of juke spins.
Eddie Fisher; “Song of the

,

.

LAWRENCE WELK

Away Too

Dreamer”-“Don’t Stay

,

though slightly' more difficult ballad, which Miss James sells to the

•

Long” (RCA Victor). Launched on
an indie label, “Song of the
Dreamer” is getting wide coverage velop into a sleeper for
from the major diskers via the Jeff Chandler, although

Gloria DeHaven-Ricardo Montal- Didn’t Jle Ramble” .“I’m Gonna
ban-Robert
Clary:
“S e ve n t h Meet My Sweetie Now” and oth(Decca).
It's
a tough ers.
break for an original cast album
The Sunnysiders - The Happy
that’s released after, the show folds Harts: “Hey, Mr. Banjo” (Kapp).
as is the case with “Seventh Having clicked on the pop single,
Heaven,” Decca was perhaps op- “Hey,. Mr. Banjo,” which was one
timistic in waiting some six weeks of the earliest in the current cornf
after the shfrw’s bow.
More usu- ball cycle, the Kapp label has
ally, the diskery races to get the come up with ah extensive book of
cast album to the market a few banjo numbers and vocals in this
days after the show opens (and, 12-inch LP. It’s a bouncing collecin some cases, the album is out tion of Americana, the historical
even before -the preem) in order to note also being struck by the oldcash in on the play’s run.
The fashioned billposter type used on
musical version of “Seventh the album cover. Aside from the
Heaven/’ with score by Victor title tune and “Zoom, Zoom,
Young and Stella Unger, has some Zoom,” both done by The Sunnygood spots on wax, mostly provided siders, the set includes such oldies
by Gloria DeHaven. She has a as “Give My Regards To Broadcouple of fine tunes in “Where Is way” and “The Band Played On,”
That Someone For Me” and “If It’s among the more than dozqn happy-A Dream.”
Her male vis-a-vis, styled numbers.
Ricardo Montalban, doesn’t regisRoy Ross Orch: “Songs of Our
ter as much of a crooner in this Times (1944)”
(Decca).
This old
non-visual setting.
Robert Clary Decca series, which covered the
does, well on “Love Sneaks Up On years from 1916 to
1943 before be-

Heaven”

cently folded legit musical, “Seventh Heaven,” the flip is a fine,

with solid
beautiful ballad
chances for the hit. lists. It’s a
class number with a literate lyric
which the Four Aces hammer- over
strongly with dramatic orch backing. Don Cornell also has a fine
version of this song for Coral and
will’ give the Four Aces,a good run
a

rendition in a highly

ate, stylized

ABC-TV— Sat.

—

9-iO P.M.
Sponsored by

film actor
his piping

Dodge Dealers

of

Calif.

EDT

America

You” and the

boisterous, “C’est

member?,” with a patter intro and
a special material flavor which
limits it for the general pop mar-

FOUR ACES

LOVE

......

IS

A MANY-SPLENDORED THING
Shine

(Decca)

EDDIE FISHER
(RC4 Victor
MINDY CARSON:
)

*

.

On

ket.

Moon

Harvest

Come
Ella Fitzgerald:
Back To Me”-“Old Devil Moon”
(Decca). Ella Fitzgerald, who rarely has made an inferior side, here
“Lover

SONG OF THE DREAMER
..y

.

.

.

.

.

.

.... .Don't Stay

.

Away Too Long

.WAKE THE -TOWN, TELL THE PEOPLE
Hold. Me Tight I'm In Love
Columbia
.....
THE MOMENT I SAW YOU
JONI JAMES ...................
(MGM)
Where .is That Someone For Me
.

.

.

comes up with a decidedly questionable cut of “Lover Come Back
To Me.” The doubletime tempo

.

(

hardly fits the mood of this standard and* the added hip talk together with the tricky vocalistics
Her
are on the irritating side.
workover of “Old Devil Moon,”

.

.

\

Johnnie Ray slice for Columbia of this' song sounds very much
and now Eddie Fisher’s,-, which like Frank Sinatra/ which may be from “Finian’s Rainbow,” N is more
should give it quick acceptance/ „a handicap to its acceptance.* Flip effective because the vocal is’
Fisher belts it with his usual open- from the Universal film, “Ain’t latched more closely to the sense,
#'
‘

voiced style, retaining the tune’s
steady beat with an assist from
the Hugo Winterhalter orch. Flip
is a light and pleasing entry with
swinging rhythm that will also get
plCnty off spins..
Mindy. Carson: “Wake the Town
and Tell the People”-“Hold Me
Tight tl’m in Love” (Columbia
Mindy Carson, who is still looking
for her first definite hit although
,

°

.

.

.

Misbehavin’,”
for dihandler

of the song.

routine material

is

who adds

'

Pacific Jazz Cuts Price'
Hollywood, July

;

'

Pacific
is
currently pressing
three 10" LP.jazz albums for release next month.

x

‘

12.

Pacific Jazz, one of the' Coast’s
jazz labels, is dropping
in line with the current
the jazz market. Its 10h'ave~been cut to $2.88,
effective Aug. 1.

top indie
its prices
trend in
inch LPs

George Rank oren booked into
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans,
July 21 for four weeks, then goes
to Melody Mill in Chicago.

Larry Darnell: “Feelin’ Mighty
his rendition.
Sad and Low”-“My Love For You”
David Whitfield: “Mama”-‘>Lady (Okeh), Larry Darnell, an expert,
of Madrid” (London). David Whit- exponent of the rhythm & blues
little

via

field’s legit tenor piping gets a
varied workout on this coupling.
“Mama” is a frankly sentimental
opus on which a powerful vibrato
is accented.
Thi$ may have been
designed as a sequel to “O Mein
Papa,” but the chances are not so
goQd. “Lady \of Madrid” has a
derivative idea in the “Lady of
Spain” genre, but Whitfield belts
it effectively in racing tempo.
Eartha Kitt: “Mambo de ParCe”-

school of vocalizing, comes

up with

two standard entries of the' r&b
type oh this coupling. “Sad and
Low”* is a ballad which he handles
with a crooning vGcal against, a
simple instrumental backing in

which the beat is subordinated to
close on several prethe melody. Flip is a driving r&bvious releases, has another chance
tune which Darnell belts to a fareto break through with this couthee-well against the sustained
pling of excellent tunes. “Hold Me
orch beat,
Tight” is a bright rhythm ballad
which the songstress projects with
Alan Logan: “Caribbean Caan infectious zest that will make it “Do You Remember?”. (Victor). price” (MGM). Alan Logan, young
get away fast. Flip is a change-of- Now that Eartha ^Kitt’s stylistic pianist who has accomped several
pace romantic ballad with a pretty mannerisms no longer have novel- top vocalists on their personal ap-.
idea that .could emerge as a smash ty appeal, her wax efforts need the pearances, gets his own showcase,
side.
right material. “Mambp de Paree” on this EP platter to display his
Joni James: “The Moment I Saw is an okay, if not standout, side flashy keyboard technique: Logan,
You”-“ Where Is That Someone For with some clever lyrics that also accomped by a rhythm section,
Me” (MGM). “The Moment I Saw give Miss Kitt a chance to exer- plays with finesse and taste in this
You” is a slow-tempoed ballad cise her fluency, in the Gallic potpourri- of four Latin melodies,
that’s
virtually
tailoripade
for tonguh. Good for the Kitt fans. two of which he composed. It’s a
Joni James. She gives it a deliber- She does the oldie, “Do You Re- highly listenable platter.

come

she’s

La ing discontinued some six year*
(Continued on page 46)

Chita Rivera, Patricia Hammerslee and Gerrianne- Raphael
also pitch in on a couple of mate*
rial numbers.
Ray Heindorf Orcli-Matty Matlock Band: “Pete Kelly’s Blues”
(Columbia).
This package is titled
after the score of the Jack Webb
piC production under the Mark VII
Ltd. Production .banner. Two new
tunes (the title song and “He
Needs Me”) are included in a repertoire of standards performed by
two Coast organizations featured
on the soundtrack. Ray Heindorf
batons the Warner Bros. Orchestra
on four numbers in lush symphonic style while a fine dixieland
combo, under Matty Matlock’s
lead, takes over on slick jazz versions of such oldies as “Smiles,”
“Hard-Hearted Hanna h,” “Oh,
Vie,”

Best Bets

13} 1955

ju[y,

.

The top 30 songs of week ( more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index*
Published by Office of Research, Inc ^ Dr. John Gray Peatman,
* Legit musical.
Director. Alphabetically listed..
t Film.
Survey Week of July

*

A

Blossom Fell

on
2.

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK

(6)

Shapiro-B

Banjo’s Back, in

Berry Tree

—

Bible Tells
Blue Star

i

Town

Capitol

Frank Sinatra
:

Remick

to Cross” ...........

to

—

Miller

Paramount

So

Breeze and I.
Chee Chee-oo Chee
Cherry Pink, Apple Blossom White

Hard

Crockett” ..... Wonderland

World

“Many Rivers

Me

.......

r

Young
Marks

^

H&R

— t“Underwater” Chappell

Get

Witmark
Frank

Heart *“Damn Yankees”
Hey, Mister Banjo

Honey Babe— t“Battle
Hummingbird
Never Stop Loving

.

...

— t“Davy

Mills

;

Cry”,

;

Witmark

.........

Jungnickel

You— t“Love

Me, Leave Me” Feist

It’s a Sin to Tell a Lie
BVC
Land of the Pharaohs t“Land of the Pharaohs” Remick
Learnin’ the Blues
Barton
Love Me or Leave Me i“Love Me or Leave Me”.. BVC
Man in a Raincoat.
BMI

PftRiETY
LEARNIN' THE BLUES

1955

.'

I’ll

1*

1-7,

.

Alabama Jubilee
Ballad of Davy Crockett

<

.

—
—

.

.

.

.

f

, . i

.

.....

Bill Haley's'

.

5

UNCHAINED MELODY

3.

(7) ....

(13)

i
(

CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE
HONEY BABE (7).
..

4.
5.

'.

+

6.

^

8.

hi occoiw ff*!
r (10)
fiAi
A* BLOSSOM
FELL
IT’S A SIN TO TELL A
HARD TO,. GET (4).

9.

SOMETHING’S GOTTA GIVE

7.

10

SWEET AND GENTLE

.

. .

.

.

Epic
....Decca
Capitol

.

Dale^
j ^Zn

.

.

.*.*.'

.*
.*

Art Mooney

.

.

7

'Jcoral

MGM

.

Nat (King) Cole
Dickie

Capitol

,,

k

McGuire

(

Sammy

I

Coral
lan P®
£
Mercury
Georgia Gibbs""‘“"V*

<

X

Lost Souls *“Damn Yankees”
Unchained Melody t“Unchained”
Whatever Lola Wants— *“Damn Yankees”
Young and Foolish *“Plain and Fancy”.

A

5
^

...

?

MAN

IN

A RAINCOAT

\

j’
'

V.

l

HEY, MISTER BANJO

HEART

‘

v.

—

.

Priscilla

(

;

......

MAY
WHATEVER LOLA WANTS
I

.

...
.........

i

.
•

-

„

BALLAD OF DAVY CROCKETT

^

^
(

HUMMINGBIRD
THAT OLD BLACK MAGIC
f

Stone

Open

Mercury J

I

’

Hayes
Cadence
Fess Parker .......... Columbia
Tennessee Ernie Ford
Capitol

’

Sammy

'

.Decca

’

.

Dreams:

Shapiro-B
Mills

.

—

Witmark
to

'

Be Popular” ......Miller

— ?“Love Me or Leave Me”.

JAngnicka
Barton
.

*.

Up Your

Pretty Little Missy.

Smack Dab

BVC
BMI
International

*

—

Myers
Roosevelt

1

“Daddy Long Legs”.

SwimminThat Old Black Magic

Two

...

in the Middle

Something’s Gotta Give
-

.... Capitol

Davis Jr

My

Rock Around the Clock— i “Blackboard Jungle”.
’

.

Figures in /parentheses indicate number oj weeks song has been in the Top 10]

of All

Heart
Hamblen
Pass the Plate of Happiness Around. ............. Shapiro-B

Capitol

<

.

Ampley
Frank

Learnin’ the Blues
Me or Leave Me
Man in Raincoat

Capitol

£ fra, l Vaughan

.

Northern

Love

Dtna/i Shore ........... .Victor

Les Paul-Mary Ford

Frank
Frank
Frank
Chappell

t “Foxfire”

—

Decca

1 Bill

'

i

.

Honey Babe t“Battle Cry”
How to Be Popular f“How
Hummingbird

Victor.

Nat (King) Cole

—

,

Hey, Mister Banjo

Kapp

Eddie Fisher
Cliffie

i

Hero

Cadence
Unique

Wright

(Four Aces

POPCORN SONG

•

Give a Fool a Chance
Heart—*“Damn Yankees”

Davis, Jr. ....... .Decca
.*. ......... Victor

Dena Horne
Marion Marlowe
Sunnysiders

*.

>?/

IF

Sammy

»

Little

Foxfire

ME OR LEAVE ME

i

A

Second Group
+ LOVE

—
—

Famous

(More In Case of Ties )
Love Can Go a Long, Long Way— t“Foxfire”Northern
Whale of a Story
Shapiro-B
Ballad of Davy Crockett— t“Davy Crockett” .~v .... Wonderland
Chee Chee-oo Chee
H&R
Cherry Pink, Apple Blossom White *“Underwftfer” Chappell
Dixie Danny
Southern

Coral

Sisters

*;.:

—

Two

..

Top 30 Songs on TV.

Davis, Jr. ...... Decca
1

(1)

’

X

(
.

"

Broadcast
Southern
Robbins
Peer

.

—

Epic

Gisele MacKenzie .... .Label
.

«

I Never Love Again
Love Came Back to Me
Something’s Gotta Give t“Daddy Long Legs”
Sweet and Gentle
That Old Black Magic

My

London *

Valentine

Somethin' Smith

(3)

(2)

May

«

* *

.*

(16)

(

LIE

Decca

Comets

Roy- Hamilto n
Al Hibbler
Les Baxter

Lost Souls-?-*“Damn Yankees”

...

Robbins

Mood
Famous

Erank
Unchained Melody—-1“Un<ihained”
Frank
Wake the Town and Tell the People.
Joy
Whatever Lola Wants *“Damn Yankees” ........ Frank
Young and Foolish *“Plain and Fancy”
Chappell

—

—

.

)

.

.

music
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New

U. S. BiB to KOI

frecca juve Series

Warns

Bill Kalarid

Decca Is launching a new line in,
the kidisk market under the head-,

43

Jocks to Avoid

Of

Pitfalls

ing of ‘Children** Hall of Fame
Fan Letters, Regionalism
Series,” It will include both kidPittsburgh, July 12.
die standards and new- recordings.
+ Jerry Blaine, prexy of the indie
Disk jockeys were warned not to
The Record Industry Assn, of
First release in the new series in
Jubilee diskery, doesn’t believe in
America hopes for excise tax relief an EP titled “Songs from Disney- put tod much faith in fan letters
fighting the major companies in
Glass on
land" with Cliff Edwards singing, and phone calls for their platter,
for the disk industry via a bill
the package bft field-r-or joining
Records has come up with ’em either. Since moving into the
programming at the Westinghouse
Introduced into the House of Repa musical glaSs player, Einar Han- album field a year ago, Blaine
“clinic”
deejay
Co.
Broadcasting
resentatives last week by -Rep. A_.
sen, who’ll be released on a 12- has been
STRIKE
operating under the
N.E.
this; week! $ill KaTand, WBC -assist- inch
Sidney Herlong of Florida.. Rep.
LP set tagged “Christmas premise that there’s, enough for
ant national program manager wlio Carols From 38 Countries.”
Herlong’s bill provides for tKe
everyone if you come up with
DISK SALES
is conducting the clinics at each of
Hansen was tagged by the disk- something different.* The “someamendment to the International
0
Boston, July 12.
the company’s five stations, told ery after appearing on Steve Al- thing different” 'for' Blaine has
Revenue Code of- 1954 via the
The truck strike, in its fourthlen’s NBC-TV show.
•been comedy on wax.
KDKA. jocks hdre that "most of
repeal of the manufacturer’s excise
The majors, with one or two exframe, has caused a shortage of ypur listeners won’t write and you
tax on records. The bill strikes out
L
ceptions have virtually, left the
records in Boston and New Eng-' have to appeal to- them- too.”
grcpved comedy field, to Blaine,
the words “phonograph records”
reportedOne distributor
land.
kaland downbeated the regional
and he’s moved in with topselling
from the existing Code.
only limited arrivals of 45s and approach, to* music programming
impact. He’s already produced 11
According to the RIAA, this is
said,
FIELD comedy LPs.
78s were in short supply. With the by the jocks. “Naturally,” he
the first time a bill specifically
“B.oston isn't Pittsburgh and each
Jubilee's, comedy-on-wax operahad
Records
is eyeing the
distribs
Columbia
record
strike
truck
on,
mentioning the excise tax on disks
station should have a basic tone
tion began rolling in high gear
has actually been introduced in to resort to air express and rail- and character which represents its educational field as an important
with the release of the fi^st
Congress. Repeal of the tax has way express and Were comman- locality. But I have found far more market for disk sales. Diskery has
been one qf RIAA’s Jftajor efforts deering furniture trucks and mov- similarities among various regions set up a new post in its merchan- “Pardon My Blooper” album,
(Package idea was conceived by
in the past few years. The bill- will ing vans to get platters moving.
than, I have differences.” Kaland dising division to promote the Col Kermit
‘Schafer, a collector of
be on the agenda of the House
classical music catalog with educators and schools
broadcasting fluffs and author of
of 45s in Hub retail suggested that even
Stocks
Ways and Means Committee in the
the country.
op- could be included on a pop show, around.
box
dwindled
and
juke
the
tome
“Your Slip Is Showing”
stores
session which will open 'shortly
it’s bright.
The newly created slot of direc- The original “Blooper” set already,
erators were faced with A short just so long as
after the first of. the year.
Kaland will follow up his Pitts- tor of' the educational division will lias passed the 160,000 sales mark
supply > of records for their maHerlong disclosed that American chines. Record biz was off at re- burgh stand with ^visits to WBC be taken over by Fleurette Zuelke, and has sparked the release of
Federation of Musicians James C. tail as direct result of the truck stations in Fort Wayne, Philadel- who moves over from the Master- two followup sets.
Petrilio hadK also been in touch strike which involves some 14,000 phia and Portland, Ore. He’s al- works division.
She’ll report to
The second of the series has alwith him to seek a reduction of the truck drivers in Massachusetts, ready covered WBC’s Boston out- Stan Kavan, Col’s ..merchandising ready gone over
$&0,000 in s?>)es
20% bite on nitery tabs.
manager.
Rhode Island and Connecticut.
let.
while the third has passed the' 35,000 bracket.
Blaine’s deal with
Schafer, incidentally, was for 50c
an album.
Jubilee’s comedy-oiiwax series are released on 10-inch
.

;

Wax

.

MGM

TRUCKING

HURTING

COLUMBIA AIMS AT
EDUCATIONAL

;

•

-

-

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

J^AHIETY

0

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob-
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and

last

week.
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135

•

•
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4

5

2

2

89

10

4

•

7

4
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3

6
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8
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7
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(Label X)

to Get”.

7

10

1

»

«

c
•

8

8

“Unchained Melody” —

7

10

13

“Something’s Gotta Give”
SAMMY DAVIS, JR. (Decca)
“Something's Gotta Give”
CHUCK MILLER (Mercury)
“House Of Blue Lights”.

McGUIRE SISTERS

11

PAT BOONE
12

12

4

4

10

8

7

8

4

8

13A 13

2

7

2

21

16
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BOYD BENNETT
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Magic”;
8

(Capitol)

Sin”

9

*

*m
'

IQ

9

”

5

LOVE Ml OR

Columbia

CL 710
B 2090

STARRING

SAMMY DAVIS
Sammy

Davie

*

3

LONESOME ECHO
JR.

Jackie Gleaton
4r.

Decca

DL 8118
ED 2214-5-6

IN THE WEE,

SMALL HOURS

DAMN YANKEES
Original

Cast

CRAZY OTTO
Crazy Otto

Frank Sirtatra

Capitol

Capitol

W

W

EBF

627
1,

2-627

EBF

581
1,

2-581

Victor

LOC
EOC

1021
1021

Decca

DL
ED

8113
2201

Program

consists

Themes From Motion

12

•

6

plan.

10

5

(Decca)

9

sales

11

14

«

Done Day

its

of a cuff o LP for every dozen LPs
ordered, a special return privilege
set against a quota system, and a
bonus award for the distrib’s top
salesman. Diskery’s summer sales
hypo will run -through Aug. 31.
Albums included in -the campaign are Robert Maxwell’s “Harp

•

•

<>

i

Special

Sales Push for LPs
a move to spark the sales
new 12-inch LPs, MGM Re-

cords has kicked off a special sum-

mer

•

LEAVE ME

In
of

•

Bows

15.

‘

8

4

.

ALBUMS

to

Gifford-Brown, Inc. discontinued
as indie distrib for Cap’s distributing company.
Diskery now ma’fltains 25 of
its
own branches in the nation
while contracts with indie distribs
continue in effect in 11 other cities
in the U. S. and Hawaii.

-

2

SIX TOP

James Peterson who moves

diskery’s Des Moines branch in
that capacity. Steve Strohman was
switched from Philadelphia to L.A.
to become assistant to Bill Wardlow, branch operations manager.
Cap has assumed operation of its
own branch in Des Moines after

MGM

«

(Dot)

COLE

ager. Bob Camp, former staff assistant to Bill Wardlow in N. Y.,
here to become district
sales and* promotion manager.
Meanwhile, Ed Nielsen, formerly
district sales and promotion manager, moves to San Francisco as
branch sales manager, supplant-

reports

18

%

««»•••••

“Razzle-Dazzle”

(KING)

•

3

*

BILL HAYES (Cadence)
“Ballad of Davy Crockett”

NAT

1

10

(Capitol)

BILL HALEY’S COMETS

“My One

4

•

3

«

*

“Dance With Me, Henry”

22

*

•

(Mercury)

“Kentuckian Song”

25

tf

•

“Duvid Crockett”

21B

•

5

(Capitol)

21A 10

•

•

(King)

GEORGIA GIBBS

Hollywood, July 12.
-In another reshuffle at Capitol
Records, Bill Tallant, formed; staff
assistant in N. Y., has Jbeen transferred here as staff assistant to
J. K. Maitland, national sales man-?

.V

“Seventeen*

16

•

.

17C 16

23

7

*

(Columbia)

17B 19 .

24

6

*

Never Stop Loving You”

LES PAUL-MARY FORD

•

7

......

.,.

“Hummingbird”
SAMMY DAVIS, JR. (Decca)
“That Old Black Magic”

15

•

8

15

20

•

•

(Coral)

’’Domani”

17 A

•

s

“Sweet and Gentle”

DORIS DAY

5

*

PRISCILLA WRIGHT (Unique)
“Man in a Raincoat”.
JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)

SALES, DiSTRIB STAFF

ing
«

(Dot)-”

a

13B

3

•

(Coral)

“Ain’t That a Shame”.

ALAN DALE

•

(Decca)

9

CAPITOL RESHUFFLES

'

ART MOONEY (MGM)

AL HIBBLER

Among

'/

i

GISELE MacKENZIE
6

x

CO

&

(Capitol)

9

n

o

1o
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in the Jubilee
catalog are “Dear Sir,” humorous
letters by secretaries and “Candid
Mike,” culled from Allan Funt’s
radio series of the same name.
According to Blaine, the comedy
disks are bread-and-butter items
racking up steady sales. He’s constantly on the lookout for comedy
situations that can he effectively
transferred to records as well as
humorous books that can stand up*
under a wax workover. He points
out that the comedy albums have
kept the company way ahead
while it had no pop single sellers.
“It’s like ai^ annuity,” he says.
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LPs and retail for
other comedy sets

Leroy

Holmes’

“Lush

Pictures”;

Milano Orch’s “I’ll Always Be In
Love With You”; Roger Roger
Orch’s “Thrilling”; Cyril Stapleton Orch’s “Paris After Dark” and

“The Wonderful Waltzes of Irving Berlin and Richard Rodgers”;
Eckstine’s
“Rendezvous”;
Hank Williams’ “Ramblin’ Man”;
David Rose Orch’s “Holiday For
Strings”; “A George Shearing Caravan” and “El Toro (Music of the
Billy

Bullfight).”
sell at $3.93.
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TOP TALENT AHD TUNES
Capitol Records apparently is
optimistic about the future of the
band biz ahd is' prowling the field
for orchs to- bring under its banner. In recent months diskery has

•

!

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

added Les Brown, Woody Herman
and Harry James to its stable.
Brown moved over from Coral,
Herman shifted from his own Mars,
label,
while
James previously

•

Coin Machines

'

for Columbia,
James, incidentally, has been pacted for albums only, but Brown and Herman will cut for both the pop
single and album markets.
.

tions

Cap was fortified in the band
Ray Anthony, Stan KenDuke Ellington and Billy

May.

:

V

Retail Sheet Music

Retail Disks

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder Is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each pi the three major sales outlets end*
merated above. These findings' are correlated with data from raider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The jibsitions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de*,
V eloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the. case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks f and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines], retail disks and retail sheet music*.

accfuisi-

field with
ton,,

•

as Published in the Current Issue

waxed

Before the recent orch

.

reported that the diskery
iipw dickering with the Dorsey
Bros, orch:
Band, co-helmed by
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey, has
been recording for the lowprice
Bell' label, but it’s understood that
they’re anxious to get back to a
It’s

TALENT

is

.m^jor

label,

POSITIONS
This

1

<

Work

’

Right to
in U.S.
Berlin, July 5.
Crazy Otto, whose pjano recordings have clicked in Germany and
the U,S. recently, is challenging
an embargo by the American Federation of Musicians on his right
to work as an artist in U.S. He’s
due to plane out of here on Aug,
31, but the duration of his stay
will
depend on whether he’s
granted a work permit.
If he gets permission to appear
as a performer, he will concentrate
on radio and tv engagements. Before he goes to the States he’s
scheduled for a tv slot in London
on the BBC-TV “Ted Ray” show.
Crazy Otto’s real name is Fritz
Schulz Reichel and he’s, billed here
as “Schraege Otto.” He started out
as a classical pianist and was a
regular performer on the RIAS
(Radio tn the American Sector)
network. His performing style,
using a detuned piano and playing

BILL HALEY’S COMETS

1

2

3

FRANK

3

2

PEREZ PRADO

4

p

NAT

4

(Decca)

Razzle-Dazzle
(Learriin’ the Blues

SINATRA.

(Capitol) ....

(Victor)

(KING) COLE

(Rock Around the Clock

.

.

)Not as a Stranger

Cherry Pink

.

(Capitol)

Mambo

A Blossom Fell

f

Jlf

I

May

5

'

*

SAMMY

8

DAVIS, JR. (Decca)

6

6

ART MOONEY (MGM)

7

5

GISELE MacKENZIE

8

7

LES BAXTER

9

9

AL HIBBLER

10

10

•

Something’s Gotta Give
M That. Old Black Magic
Love Me or Leave Me

(Honey Babe
(Alabama Jubilee
(Label X).

ftard to Get'

...

(Wake the Town
Unchained Melody

(Decca) ......

McGUIRE SISTERS

This

release, their combined sales have
passed the half-million mark. He’s
also waxed 28 titles for Dccca in
the U.S„. netting hiin annual royalties of between $20,000 and $25,000.
In recent months he has also
branched ^ out as a composer and
three of" his tunes have been
bought in the U.S. “Man With a

1

2

3

3

2

4

4

5

6

6
7

7
.8

8

*9
5
10

10

Banjo’ 1 and “It Worries Me” have
already been published, while his
latest “L* Amour Madame,” has
just beeij acquired by Leeds Music.
Peter Maurice will publish in London.
t
.

"UNCHAINED MELODY
Frank
........... Myersf
"ROCK ABOUND THE CLOCK
Chappell
"CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE.
..... Barton
"LEARNIN* THE BLUES
* 'Bobbins
"SOMETHING’S GQXTA GIVE
.....I........ Witmark
"HONEY BABE
Shapiro-Bernstein
"A BLOSSOM FELL
..
"HARD TO GET..’..:..
...Witmark
Wonderland
fBALLAD OF DAVY CROCKETT
Peer
fSWEET AND GENTLE

ANOTHER INJUSTICE
TO SONGWRITERS
New

Tour With Dave Brubecb

*

—

!

i

Song

,

12,

A new Canadian patriotic' song, mean?
Of course I Bhould have known
“God Bl&ss Canada,” has been cued
by Irving Berlin’* “God Bless better some years ago in youthJ

I

—

ful innocence I wrote an ode for
Composer is Dr. Julian Roff, with that Tiberian Grotto in Naples Bay
lyrics by Christopher Crown. Song now knoWh to fame as “The Isle
Even Musso got the
gets its radio and television preem of Capri!”
oh CBS July 14 when hass-baritone big tourist break on that to my
Vaclovas Verikaitis sings with the everlasting regret! Luckily he was
Promenade Symphony hot cut in on the royalties.
Toronto
batoned by Victor Kolar. All are
And last year everybody who was

America.”

anybody wanted to spend April
\

never learn!

ADDS 3 MORE NAMES
Wing

,

present, feeling as writers of the
hit song, “Istanbul,” that we have
takes off on a had ho suitable recognition from
;
swing through the college circuit that source for a very adroit pubplaying concert dates. Sahl did a lic relations job which really paved
the
way for the whole joyful junone-shot concert with Brubeck at
Lyons last month and the result ket. Whoever heard of Istanbul
was so satisfactory to both Bru- before we wrote the song? Actually
beck and Sahl that plans are cur- many people still think Istanbul
rently in the works for the tour. isn’t a place, at all just something
Sahl, under contract to CBS for to do with the Four Lads %nd
tv, is expected to make his debut these, to add to the confusion
in a fall show for the net accord- are from Toronto (not Constantinople!),
ing to current plans.
And now this Hilton cashes in
*
and builds “The Turkish DelightBerlin’s Hit Inspires
ful” amid the minarets right on
our 32 bars, so to speak, and we’re
Can. Patriotic
not even in the credits! See what
Ottawa, July
latter

»

MERC’S WING LABEL

it

—

San Francisco, .July 12.
Comic Mort Sahl may tour with
the Dave Brubeck Quartet this fall

.

toril),

Records, Mercury’s recent[Proprietors of broken down or ly formed subsid label, continued
'sagging resorts worried about the to build its roster last week with
The opening of the Istanbul Hil1956 ^season had better write, in the addition of three new pactees.
ton was. fine reportage but connow our work guaranteed. Advt.] , Crooner Frankie
Castro
was
fidentially, Nat Simon and I are
Jimmy Kennedy
shifted to Wing from Merc, while
•not speaking to Conrad Hilton at
Editor Variety:

Canadians.

Portugal (not necessarily Esand what did I get out of
apart from a few checks from
Max Dreyfus?. Sometimes I think
in

I’ll

York.

—

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending July

*

2)

.

'London, July

5.

Unchained Melody ....Frank
Stranger lit Paradise, Frank
Cherry Pink
Maddox
Leeds
Dreamboat
Where Dimple Be Cinfephonic
.

.

.

Wonder ..... .Macmelodies
Morris
Stowaway
Evermore ........
.Rogers
I

.

.

Softly
Cavendish
Bridges of Paris.
.Southern
Don’t Worry
.Wright
You, MyJLove .......... Dash
.

Bill

Lower Postage Rates
PUBLISHER

i

.

ket.

fBMI)

,

’

to

To Give Sheet Music

TUNE

.

is

proceed on a
basis,
although
yictor
exejjs want to be set up to meet
an expanded demand in this mar-

Last

1

9

1

'

The tape operation

expected

limited

Something’s Gotta Give

(Coral)

("ASCAP.

Week Week

in h'onkytonk fashion, began in
RIAS studio while waiting to
a broadcast. That was two
years ago, and although he’s only
Recorded three, disks for German

—

4

the - time.

TUNES
POSITIONS

start

1

packaged and priced on an experimental basis, since there was little
knowledge of the tape market at

Senate Passes

it

when the

being repackaged and repriced to
confirm to. the format of the 11

new releases. The first releases \yere

still

(Unchained Melody

(Capitol)

The Three Suns and Hal Schaefer,
while the stereophonic tapes, include Rolf Liebermann’s “Concerto For Jazz Band and Symphony
Orchestra” by the Sauter-Finegan
orch and the Chicago Symphony;
and Jascha HjeAfet^ playing the
Brahms Violin Concerto.'
The 17 titles issued last year are

My One Sin

the

.

TUNE"

ARTIST AND LABEL

*

*

AM Embargo on His

'

Last

Week Week

Crazy Otto Challenges

*

RCA Victor, which became the
major cofnpany to issue prerecorded tapes last year, has sliced
its tape prices simultaneous with
its second release this month.; Under Victor’s new.tfrice policy, regular monaural tapes will sell at
$6,95 per reel playing up to 32
minutes. For each additional 10
minutes of music, $2 will be added
tq the list price. Previously, Victor tapes were differentially priced
up to $14.95 according to musical
categories, but these have now.
been, scrapped. Victor is also releasing two stereophonic tapes
with a $14.95 tab.
Kew longhair tape releases include Chopin’s “Les Sylphides,” as
played by the Orchestra of Royal
Opera House, Covent Garden;
Offenbach’s -“Gaite
Parisienue,”
with, the Boston “Pops Orchestra;
Brahms Concerto No. 1 \yith Artur
Rubinstein and the Chicago Symphony, and “Pictures At An Exhibition,” with Toscanini and the
NBC Symphony. Pops include sets
by Hugo Winterhalter* Henri Rene,

.first

.

Second 12
Unsuspecting Heart

Berry

Dash

Sincerely

Earth Angel

Chappell
Melody of Love
Connelly
Give Me Your Word Connelly
Ready Willing and Able Berry
Tomorrow
Cavendish
Chee-OO Chee
Maurice
If Anyone Finds This.
Reine
Crazy Otto
Kassner
Prize of Gold,
.Victoria
Tweedle Dee
Robbins
.

.

.

The

round in the music ^pub-

first

lishing biz’s battle to lighten its
‘financial burden /-on postage was
won last week when the Senate
pushed through the bill to reclassify sheet music as educational
'

postage. Hearings on the bill have
not yet been set by the House. The

Senate bill 'was introduced by Sen.
Olin Johnston (D.,-S.C.), chairman
of the Post Office and Civil Service
Committee. It was co-sponsored by,
Frank Carlson (R., Kans.).
Reclassification, bill is pegged at
putting sheet music in the same
category as hooks. Sheet copies ire
now mailed as regular parcel p°st
with the fee for one pound running
between 18c and 32c depending on
the area of the country to which
it was being sent. The fee for a
two-pound package of sheet copies
runs between 20c and 15c. Under
the reclassification system, the post-

age for a one-pound package would
8w and 4c for each additional
pound.
The postage reclassification has
been one of the main objectives of
The Honeytones, an r&b femme the Music Publishers
Assn. Org,
combo, and Sid Nierman, a CBS
under publisher Len Feist’s direchouse pianist in Chicago, were put
tion, has been campaigning for the
directly under the Wing banner.
bill for the past two years.
In the promotion division, diskery appointed Eddie Matthews to
handle the midwest territory reporting to Warren Ketter, Wing’s '’The Kentuckian’ Gets
national promotion manager. Mat‘
Frisco Concert Plug
thews jvas formerly with James
H; Martin; Merc's Chi distributor.
San Francisco, July 12.
United Artists’ “The Kentuckian” is getting a big buildup in

Airlines Tie In (Natch)

,be

this

territory via

its

title

theme

song.
Guy Cherney, who cut the
tune for Mercury, will fcing it toHollywood, July 12.
morrow night (Wed.) af the Civic
Marking one of the first promo- Auditorium here with the 90-piece
tion tieups of its kind, United Air- San Francisco Symphony
Orcheslines is cooperating with Capitol tra under
Arthur Fiedler’s baton.
Records in promoting Ray An- Fiedler signed Cherney for the
thony’s latest recording, “DC-7,” concert appearance after hearing
by having UAL stewardesses de- the latter perform at the Cal-Neva
liver copies of the disk to radio and Lodge in Lake Tahoe.
tv deejays in principal cities naMercury, meantime, tied in with
tionally where the airline main- the concert
by getting 100 “Kentains offices.
tuckian” plattets to disk jockeys
In other areas, similar tieup is in the Coast area. UA flacks are
being worked out with American also moving in to .use this concert
Airlines, Main reason for the air- as part of the buildup for the film,
lines’ cooperation is that both fea- which is due to preem at the Chiture DC-7 flights.
cago Theatre later this month.

With ‘DC-7’ Plugging

.

.

.

.
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U.S. Jazz

Wednesday, July 13, 1955

On Peatman Annual Survey

Leads

Europe No.

P&ri?, July 5.
the only privatelyradio station. in France, now enters its
sixth month here and looks to- he
a staple in the 'network department. Owned .by a Frencli-Saar
financial syndicate this network
originates its live and taped pro*
•'grams in Paris and wires them to
the Saar, whence they are beamed
all over Europe, for no advertising
or commercial communication is
allowed to emanate from French
Soil. Outfit has the most powerful
transmitter in Europe and is on
17 hours per day, with music
(mostly popular) making up most
- of
its output. Director is Louis

Europe No.

Merlan.

Europe No. 1 is now beginning to
get package programs of Stateside
offerings and already has ‘‘This
Is Your Life,” with a batch of
soap operas in the, offing. Eleven
hours are devoted every day to
music, and station is called “the
..music spigot” of Europe. Classics
.get short shrift, with the main
listener taste attuned to U.S. ia?z.'
Top program is run by jazz experts
Daniel Filipachi and Frank Tenot,
who deejay 40 minutes every day,
with 90 on weekends.
Days are devoted to bebop, NewOrleans style, idance, jazz news,
jazz in Europe and request shows,
platter spinners average 50 letters
.

.

.

AL BELLETTO SEXTET
Jans City, Hollywood
After all these years of turning
out dixielanders, New Orleans
ain’t th# same, it seems. The Cres-

cent City, in birthing Belletto's
combo' apparently has gone mod-

Number
Rank
1

2
3

4
5
6
7

8

.

.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27-

28
29
30
31

32
33

"

Total of Weeks
ACI In ACI
Points purvey

43074
41118
39073
38638
38430
38194
29371
28516
27999
27420
27210
25845
23271
23073
22626
22616
21093
21043
19259
19095
19038
18568
18233
17941
17698
15379
15357
15042
14995
14800
14455
14376
13962
13868
13510

Sonr

-

ern too.
Though this is the sextet’s first
L.-A. caper, it has built enough of
a rep- via its Capitol disks' to start
out drawing capacity houses of
cool characters into Jazz City, and
that looks like the biz pace which

Publisher
Morris

Mister Sandman

24
20
27
27
27
26
32
30
21
23
26
24
17
19
29
23
18
19

*

Production

Title

'....;
(Davy Crockett). .Wonderland
Ballad of Davy Crockett.
Count Your Blessings (Instead of Sheep) ....... (White Christmas) Berlin
.

Hey There (1954)
Melody of Love

.

(Pajama Game). .Frank
Shapiro-B
.

'

•Tweedle Dee
If I Give My Heart to You (1954)

Need You Now

I

Papa Loves Mambo
Teach Me Tonieht
High and the Mighty
.

AU I
Me Go,

That's

.

Hub-L
...(High and the Mighty) .. Witmark

(1954).,

This Ole House.
and Foolish

Young

fi .

21

......

(Plain

'

•How

31
23
14
19
15
18
11
17

All

.

......

.

and Fancy)
(Unchained)

Sincerely

.

.

.

.

Hamblen
Chappell
Frank
Paxton
Arc-R
Meridian

;

tt

Important Can

It

(Silk Stockings)

-

•

.

Hernando's Hideaway (1954)..
fyle,

Henry

"Little

.

Hearts of Stone

.

.

.

Advanced

.

11

.

.

fare.
.

also controls
C&rlo, both

TV Monte

functioning. A Tele-Saar is on
the offing to bow in ’56. Though
programs are mainly in French,
intros .are given in English and
German and there will soon he full
programs in these lingo?.

now

BOR WHITE TRIO

(We'fW Gonna)

“ROCK AROUND
THE CLOCK”
MGM Picture
"BLACKBOARD JUNGLE"
Recorded by BILL HALEY
Theme

and

his
Still

of

COMETS

Inc.

Philadelphia

Pa.

7,

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

15
16
17
18
19

Going Strong

St.,

3

14'

“MAMBO ROCK”
122 N. 12th

1

2

13

— Decca

MYERS MUSIC.

Total

PROGRAM TO-DAY
YESTERDAY'S

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32

JUST YOU, JUST ME

Number
of Weeks
In ACI

ACI
Rank Points Survey

33
34
35

20347
15062
8785
8538
8019
7684
6586
6544
6428
6424
5643
5554
5540
5401
5291
5229
5220
5105 4701
4661
4395
4384
4349
4345
4180
4030.
3911
3896
3705
3704
3682
3631
3570
3561

Sonr

1

Lover
Blue Skies
Winter Wonderland

5

.

'S

Shapiro-B
Berlin
Berlin
Berlin

.

Harms
Mills
•

’.

Harms
Harms

. . . .

Birth of the Blues

20
6
9
12
19
14
iff

13.

12
4
8
3
6
6
6
12

in

Your Eyes

9

Chappell

.

Wonderful

-Smoke .Gets
Star Dust

*

«,

Berlin

•

20
12

'

.BVC

Begin 'the Beguine

8

3367

•

.

I’ve Got the World on a String
-From- This Moment On

11

.

Harms
Harms
Famous

the Sunny Side of the Street
There’s No Business Like Show Business
Easter Parade
White Christmas

9
3

7
16
10

Summy

On

23
12

'

Publisher

Title

Happy Birthday to You.
Tea for Two
Just One of Those Things

21
21
26
10
18
7
10

Lord Buckley continues on the

Hotel President, Kansas City
The President has long used
small versatile groups to keep
things lively in its deluxe dinnerdance spot, the Drum Room, and'
many of these are repeaters. Currently, the room has a newcomer in
Bob White, whose group measures
up well for the musical and entertaining standards of the room.
Known around the Cleveland
(Continued on page 48)

.

syndicate

_

bill at this nitery with his hovel
hip monolog.
Kain.

Top Standards on Radio and TV

Same

“Way

dissonances which suggest
they probably cut some Of their
tonal t?e’th a few years ago on
Stan Kenton biscuits. But what the
Outfit tries to achieve, it does for
the jazzophiles .who go for such

My Own

23

of
Still”

flat-fifth

(Damn Yankees). .Frank

Three Coins in the Fountain (1954). .(Three Coin? in the Fountain), .Robbins
True Love (Tara’s Theme).
Remick.
(A Star Is Born) Harwin
Man That Got Away (1954):.(Ddddy Long Legs) .. Robbins
Something's Gotta Give...:'
Little Things M&Tn a Lot (1954)
Feist
Make Yourself Comfortable
Rylan

19

24

"Kind

Blue,”

You Look Tonight,” "Foggy Day.”
At times the combo achieves

Regent

.

Girl

"Sugar Walks Down Street,”

.

Modern

Heart
Play Me Hearts and Flowers

triple.

youths have an interesting
change-of-pace when the hornmen
chant in unison against rhythm
accomp their crewcut versions of

Chappell
.Bourne

*

versatile in that each

double and even

Tlie

(Damn Yankees) Frank
..(Pajama Game).. Frank

Whatever Lola Wants

Dance With

.

.

Belletto’s

Moody” and "Heart Stood

Aspen

Be.

of You
Little Shoemaker (1954)

is

during

Crane, 88; Danny Conn; trumpet;
Charles McKnlght, drums; and
Skip Fawcett, bass.
Their most interesting and inventive instrumental fabrics are
woven around “Jeepers Creepers.”

Chappell

:

Ko Ko Mo

-23

.

.

Unchained Melody
Naughty Lady of Shady Lane

ol9

Combo
man can

H&R
(Underwater)

endure

Basically it is Belletto pacing on
a flipping alto sax, such sidemen
as Jimmy Quinn, trombone, Fred

•

..W&B

From You

W.'t?

Lqver
Cherry Pink and Apple Blossom White
Let

will"
roost.

Progressive
Miller
Miller
Shapiro-B

per day and recerit referendum had 34
19
pop bands and instrumentalists as 35
20
follows:
Duke Ellington, Louis
Armstrong, Charlie Parker, Count
Basie, Lester Young, Lionel Hamp.ton, Sidney Bechet, Fats Waller,
Dizzy Gillespie, Art Tatum and
*
Coleman Hawkins. Only white
The 35 standards with the largest radio and television audiences are listed below in order of the total
musician to show was Gerry MulACI points received in ACI Surveys during the- year July 1, 1954 to July 1, 1955.
ligan, in number 15 spot.

Radio and

Band Reviews

(July 1, 1954, to July i, 1955)
hits with the largest radio and television audiences are listed below in order of the total
points received in the ACI Surveys during the year. (Songs in stage or film productions are indicated. Songs currently active are marked with an asterisk. Songs whose activity began prior to July
1, 1954 are noted by the 1954 date).

1,

.

TV

ACI

owned and commercial

,

Song Hits on Radio and

The 35 song

Radio

1

of

*

.Harms

•.

Mills

How

High' the Moon
Almost Like Being in Love
When the Saints Go Marching In
Alexander’s Ragtime Band
September -Song
f.
St. Louis Blues
-

Chappell

Sam Fox
Beechwood

*.

.

Berlin

'

Tenderly ...
Someone- to Watch Over Me
Darktown. Strutters' Ball
That Old Black Magic
Christmas Song
I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me

DeSylva-B&H
Handy

•

Morris

Harms

•

Feist

.

Famous
Morris

Warm

Berlin

Bless This House
Stars and Stripes Forever

Boosey

•

Church-H&R

Anchors Aweigh
You’ll Never Walk Alone
My* Blue Heaven
You Made Me Love You

Robbins
Williamson
Feist
.

.

r.

.

.Broadway

•

Music by

DECCA TAGS TWO

JESSE GREER
ROBBINS MUSIC CO.

Ntw

799 7th Ave.

York

Decca has pacted two new singers
In Jon Hendricks and Ralph Young.
Both are newcomers on wax although Young was formerly a band
singer in N. Y.

(Ellector).

up the

historical

song

JOHNSON

and his MUSICAL
HIT

again

with

5

Russo
vocals, plays in routine "hotel band” style. The song
hits of that year included in the set
are: "Poincianna,” "Amor,” "Be-

NOTES

THE JACK POT AT LAS VEGASI

same Mucho,”' "H
For
i d a y
Strings,” "Bell Bottom Trousers,”
"I Love You,” "What
Difference

Opened May 24 at the MOULIN ROUGE
and STILL CONTINUING—Indef.

A

JOE GLASER,
15

5th

Amv.

York
Pi.

9-4600

Pres.

Chicago

|

203

No.

Wabash

|

Hollywood
8619 Sunset

A

My

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
New

an attractivec

run-down
For the "Try A Little Tenderness,” "Fallalbum liner, Louis Untermeyer re- ing In Love” and others. But Dorliner
creates the specific events of 1944, othy Raymer's breathless
ranging from the second front in notes ("Mr. Ellis’ vocal alchemy
Europe to the year s literati, ?show is sheer magic, distilling liquid
gold from hearts’ fire,” etc.) is
biz and sports events of that year.
tough billing for any singer to
Musically, the Roy Ross orch, with
live up to...
Tony
on

thread

of the top songs of 1944.

BILL

is

A

Continued from page 42
ago, picks

-This

of ballads delivered by the
well-trained pipes of Bob Ellis.
baritone with evident range and
control Ellis projects in strictly
legit style with nice shading on
such standards as "September
Song,” "All The Things You Are,”

set

Album Reviews

Blvd.

Day Made,” "You Belong To
Heart,” "I’ll Be Seeing You,”

"My Heart Sings,” "Close As The
Pages In A Book,” "There, I've
Said It Again,” "Shoo Shoo Baby,”
"Mairzy Doats,” "Is You or Is You
Ain’t My Baby,” "San Fernando
Valley,” "Dance With a Dolly,”
"Long Ago,” "Swinging On A
Star,” "Don’t Fence Me In,” "I'll
Be Around,” "Goodnight, Wherever You Are” and "I’ll Walk
Alone.”

Bob

EUis: "Great Songs of Love”

WILL OSBORNE
AND

HIS ORCH.
Now 49th Wosk
New Golden Hotel, Reno
MgM MILTON DEUTSCH
.

THE HIT OF THE WEEK
DAVID ROSE AND HIS ORCH

SUMMER TIME

IN

VENICE

From U.A. Film "Summertime"

— and —

Violin Let

MGM

30882

Your Song Begin
K 30882

PSmetfr

Wednesday, July 13, 1955

The

47

secret o

is

*•

with Mitchell Ayres and His Orchestra and

in

«

tJie

Ray

Charles Singers. Arrangement by Joe Reisman

u

New

Orthophonic* High Fidelity

.
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Wednesday, July 18, 1955
I^JU—
1

i

l

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

On The Upbeat
New

pianist Kitty White opened Friday
York
(8) at the Keyboard ... Bobby
Joni James begins a series of Troupe opened yesterday (12) at
one-niters in the east with a date Court and Leo’s nitery.
at Convention Hall, Asbury Park
Pearl Bailey opens a three-week
(N. J.), Saturday (16)
Deejay stint at the Flamingo, Las Vegas.
Dick Reynolds (WHKK, Akron, O. Aug. 25
Columbia Records is
in town last .week ... Nick Noble prepping an album of the Alex
set for the Cabin Club, Cleveland North score from the Paramount
July 22
Oscar Pettiford has pic, “The Rose Tattoo”
Guitar
penned “Bohemia After Dark,” ist Millard Thomas and arrangertheme for The Cafe Bohemia, new conductor Tony Scott have been
Greenwich Village jazz nitery
signed by Harry Belafonte as acThe Four Coins begin a week’s en companists
.
Jack Teagarden’s
gagement at the Elmwood Casino sextet currently making a fourBuffalo, Friday (15)
Crooner week stand at the Three Dolls.
Bob Jaxon into Bronx Hospital for Milwaukee
Mel Torme will
.
surgery
PFC Stanley Mills headline a jazz concert Aug. 8 in
son of vet publisher Jack Mills Denver’s Red Rock Amphitheatre
deejaying for the Army’s' Far. East
Sam Altonian’s Paramount
Network
Tommy Reynolds Booking Agency has set the Russo
orch returns to Roseland Ballroom Bros, for an indefinite stand at
Aug. 19 ... JEarl Bostic set for a Club Lido
A .< Songstress Gloria
three-day engagement at the 5-4 Wood has been signed to appear
Ballroom, Los Angeles, July 22-24 with Sonny Burke’s 50 piece orch.
.
Crooner Bill Gallus added to in a tribute to Walt Disney, tomorrow (14) at the Hollywood
MGM's roster.
Jack Reynold^, co-author with Bowl.
Cliff Friend of “Time,” has made
his ASCAP letters.
.Crew-Cuts
Chicagd
.headlining
the
Wilson
Line’s
Singapore cafe pianist Tommy
cruise up the Hudson River .July
Ferris doubling in brass during
19-20.
.Ella Fitzgerald moves*into
the daytime as a booking agent
Basin Street July 26. .Eartha Kitt with
the Dave O’Malley office
does a three-niter starting Friday here
Cass Paley Trio, current(15) at the Twin Coaches, Bell Verly at the Cafe Picardy of Kansas
non, Pa, On July 18, she starts a
City’s Hotel Muehlebach, closing
week's engagement at the Casino
their two-week stint July 25
Royal, Washington.
.Lionel
Garner trio set to play the
Hampton set for a three-weeker Erroll
Blue
ftfote, Chi, for two frames beat the Moulin Rouge, Las Vegas,
ginning July 27
Dukes of
beginning Aug. 9.
.Bill Kenny
pencilled into the Cave Supper. Dixieland, currently and through
Club, Vancouver, for one week the summer at Chi’s Preview
Lounge, off to camp with the Nastarting
July 29.
.Jack Dugan
handling a new platter-interview tional Guard this week- and next
show from Hideaway of Celebri- and being .replaced by Charlie
Frankie Masters plays
ties, Albany.
Show is aired over Ventura
WABY, Albany. .Red Benson will his 12th ice show at Chi’s Conrad
preem the score to Clarke Mor- Hilton; the show, “Carnival on
gan’s suite based on the stories Ice” is set to open Friday (15)
from columnist' Danton Walker’s Russ Carylyle playing Peony Park,
tome, “Danton’s Inferno” on his Omaha,/ Aug. 26-Sept. 8.
ABC raclio show tonight (Wed.).
Buddy Cole, U, S.- pianist, will
Houston
.

.

.

.
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.

1

5

B
a
15

•

.

7

4
10

8A

8

8B

8

10

12

11

11

12

6

13

15

.

.

.

^Unchained ‘Melody (Frank).
Cherry Pink (Chappell)
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Something’s Gotta Give* (Robbins) ..
tDavy Crockett (Wonderland) ....
Learnin’ the Blues (Barton). ....
Honey Babe (Witmark)
8

"Rock Around

A Blossom

the Clock (Myers)

3

,

Fell (Shapiro-B) .....

.

Hard to Get (Witmark) .........
Love Me or Leave Me (BVC). ...

7

Melody of Love (Shapiro-B).
Heart (Frank)
Blue "Star (Young)

9

.
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It’s a Sin to Tell a Lie (BVC) ....
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Never Stop Loving You

(Feist)
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Inside Stuff-Music

.

To Put Up Own Loot

•

.

.

is making fits thesplng debut in Kirk Dougindependent film venture, “The Indian "Fighters,”, as a,
he won’t sing his own numbers. Irving Gordon, who did*
the tunes for the Hecht-Lancaster pie, “The Westerner,” has written

Hollywood, July

singer, but

12.

.

,

accompany Rosemary Clooney op
Bop saxist Jimmy' Ford doing,
her British variety dates
T Max weekly jazz concerts at Club
Diamond is leaving the Mills Mu- Ebony
Chuck Cabot orch
sic group to join Southern Music opened July 8 for two
weeks at
as professional manager
Ted Galveston’s Pleasure Pier (Marine
Heath band undertakes one-night Room), following Paul Neighbors
dates in Germany this fall
Pat Larsen trio in an
Vogue Records has produced a stand at Club Montagu extended
After
Charlie Parker memorial album as dates in Galveston and
about Housa tribute to the great U. S. alto-sax ton,' drummer Sonny
Marx went
player. The recordings were chosen back to the Fontaine
Lounge
by Mike Butcher.
Gaetano Molierl, former first violinist
with Hoyston Symphony,
now first chair with Minneapolis
Hollywood
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

*

Symphony

.

Decca’s Joe Perry has completed
supervision on a 12-side album of
Hawaiian tunes sliced by Alfred
Apaka
. Deeca Records has pacted songstress Joanne Gilbert .
Capitol Records has signed Hammond organist Jackie Davis as a
new album' artist ... Bing Crosby
checked into Decca unexpectedly
Tuesday (5), cut two sides and left
.
88er Murray Arnold has" been
pacted to slice four more sides for
Marquee Records
. Milt Gabler,
Decca’s a&r chief, in town for upcoming disk sessions
Singer.

.

.

’

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A TUNEFUL ADDITION
TO ANY PROGRAM
Styrie

and Cahn's

"PAPA

.

.

.

In

a

their

new approach

platters,

Pacific

to

selling

Jazz,

.

three tunes for Gilkyson.

.

Con-

“Man “an -the Raincoat,” which has been climbing on the -bestseller
temporary and Fantasy, three of
lists was written by Warwick Webster, a 27-year-old design illustrator
diskeries,
have
the
local
jazz
for Avro Aircraft Ltd. in Toronto, who can’t read ‘music.
He sings
bunched together tor co-sponsor and strums guitar by ear. BMI (Canada) Ltd. accepted his song for
their one deejay show on KFWB. publication from a tape, then Mavor Moore heard it and had Jean
Show will only spin modern jazz Ramsay" do it in his revue, “Spring Thaw,” which closed June 11 after
disks sans spot commercials.seven weeks at the Avenue Theatre, Toronto. Sparton, Canadian diskAccording to Woody Woodward, ery, then recorded the tune with 14-year*old Priscilla Wright of LonPacific Jazz exec, the whole idea don, Ont., and Unique Records picked up her recording for the U. S.
of the twice-weekly - show which It’s been covered by Karen Chandler on. Coral, Marion Marlowe on
will be aired for a full hour, will Cadence and Lita Roza on London.
be to stimulate more interest in
progressive music.” Actually, all
other dee jays in this locality who
spin the contemporary lacquers
usually break the ice with an oc
casional pop disk, not really ac
centuating the “progressive” disks.
The new jazz show, to vary from
other platter shows which are
heavily studded with spot com-

. Pianist-singer
Glenn
Pigott has been in the private Nile
Club since it opened 14 months
ago. Aiding on vocals of late has
mercials, figure they’ll attract lisbeen Connie Sones.
teners because “there will be no
commercial distraction” and the
Louanns,, Dallas Spot, «
sales message will be. put across
subtly, inducing lacquer-listeners
to
learn to like, modem jazz, hence
Sets
Sked
enlargening the market for the
Dallas, July 12.
t.hree labels output.
Perez Prado orch will lead off a
.

initial

las’

For Cool Jazz Airer

.

i

Cleffer Terry Gilkyson

.

Name Band

The American Theatre Wing in New. York has been conducting
courses in popular lyric writing for the past nine' years, with. Sandra
and Jay Gorney as instructors for the past few seasons. Previously,
Nancy Hamilton ran the course. On the Coast, another course in lyrio
writing is being given by Hal Levy at <UCLA.

-

Zale Joins

TV

Continued from page 41

additional

10%

one week. Songs with less than
20.000 credits, but more than 12,500, get 3 credit, while songs with
less than 12,500 but more than
credit when used as
5.000 get

A

group of name bands which will
themes.
play one nighters here at Louanns, Outdoor Show Is Slapped
On this basis a producer or
operated by Ann Bovis. Prado will
writer with a tv commitment pedplay here on July 15. Ray Anthony
dling a new video theme, is offerWith
Tune
Infringe
Suit
is booked for July 29.
William R, Goren, operator of ing very little to a publisher, since
The Billy May band, fronted by
the
payoff would tfe minSam Donahue; will play at the spot the Mighty Hoosier State Shows in imal.ASCAP
Conversion of an established
on Sept. 16 followed by Buddy the midwest, has been hit with a standard
into a theme would mean
Morrow on Oct. 21. R.alph Flanagan
copyright infringement suit by four a greater y payoff, but would not
will hit the spot on Nov. 18.
warrant a $5,000 “advance” for a
ASCAP publishers, Irving Berlin, show
that might not gn-beyond the
Edwin H. Morris, Harms and Leo first 13-week cycle.
DECCA ADDS BROOKS
^
Jackie
Brooks,
Philadelphia Feist, in Indiana Federal Court.
In some cases the video personsinger, has been added to Decca’s Plaintiffs allege that Goren used alities have shown interest
in cuttheir songs last May at Paris, Ky.,
roster.
ting in on the performance revePaul Cohen, who Is now handling without a license.
nue ’pie. Latter have ‘either set up
Publishers are asking for an in- their own companies or have gone
country & western activities for
Decca and Its subsid label, Coral, junction against future unauthor- into partnership with regular pubhas inked Patsy Kline, country ized performances plus the minim- lishers on a 50-50 basis.
vocalist from Virginia, to the latter um statutory damages of $250 per
infringement.
‘abel.
Let Brown's N. Y. Chores
t

DANCE WITH ME!"
STYNE and CAHN MUSIC

Inc.

Nick Zale has joined Shaw ArtCorp. to handle the one-night
department for the Florida and

ists

of a credit in any

.

.

WONT YOU

Shaw As

One-Nite Dept. Head

Payola

Brown, who kicks off a
Week’s engagement at New York's
Basin Street Saturday (16), will be
showcased on CBS-TV's “America’s
Greatest Bands” show the same

southeast territory. He’ll
of the

New York

work out

office.

Zale had been road manager for
the rhythm & blues combos, The
Midnighters and The Five Keys.

MGM Inks Claire Hogan
Former band!* vocalist Claire
Hogan will bow oft
Records
as a single. Initial release for the
diskery will be a coupling of

MGM

“Where

To,
"Please Do.”

My

Love?”

and

Miss Hogan warble^ with the
Gene Krupa and Jimmy Dorsey
orchs.

.

Fr»m rh. 20th C.ntury Fox Cln.moScop.
"HOW TO >( VERY, VERY POPULAR

Plclur.

Wow- id Be.

Les

Band Reviews
Another

BMI Tin Up'

Continued from page 46

Hit

story UNTOLD
m 90
crew

the
cuts
THE NUTMEGS
THE FOUR COINS

Mercury
'

• •

Hero/rf

•••••••» Epic
Published by

ANGEL MUSIC, INC.
RUSH music
company

area, crew was brought in for a
change of pace. White is featured
at the piano, doubling on a trumpet, with Clint Harrison picking
the electric guitar and spelling
White at the Piano. Handsome

Mary
and
'

nighit.

Orch is also set for three days
Of recording sessions for Capitol
staffer Lee

under the aegis of a&r
Gillette.

Ve/b^,Vc/tu

Tty>uj0a/c
MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION

Ellen Talbot handles drums

vibes.

Crew

puts

out

very

dansable

stylings on pops, standards, Latins
and novelties, and they make a
long suit of VOCES' each working
solo and all working together. To
this they’ve added comedy - and
dancing for a pightly schedule of
floor shows, something the Drum
Room hasn’t had in many moons.

America's Fastest
-

4

Trio is proving popular enough the
hdtel already is setting a return
date shortly after current stand.
Quin.
\

^ Selling -:Records!

,

.

VAUDEVILLE
Vegas Productions Get

Miami Bob Ops

Sharper Eye
'

By

LARYSOLLOWAY

Miami Beach, July 12.
Although just embarked on the

aummer

hotel

in Biz Dip
Las Vegas, July 12.

Due to the business dip in the
casino capital, coming after several
changes in producer berths at the
various Strip inns, Las Vegas hotel*
men are taking a firmer grip on the
production of shows. The inns are
looking for ideas and are casting

operators

MITZl GAYNOR SEEKING

TO BREAK AGENCY PACT

about for producers who can create
bitsock shows without spending too
Hollywood, July 12.
London, July 12.
much loot, or .can bring in a few
their
.play
to
talent
Mitzi Gaynor; in an effort to
for
ter war
Marlene Dietrich, whose current ideas that will create a lot of traffic
with the Edward'
her
pact
break
tenseness
Adding
winter.
de
Cafe
this
the
cafes
run as headliner at
in the hotels.
Sherman Agency on .the grounds
to the growing race for the high- Paris has been extended by a
Recent Las Vegas changes in- of “misrepresentation,” has apstand
one-night
the knowledge that month, is to do a
is
raters
clude hiring of Lou Walters, op- pealed to Irvin Mazzei,
in the Blackpool Opera House next
erator of the Latin Quarters in Coast chief, to set up arbitration
there'll be more hostels featuring
Sunday ( 17 ,)' under Harold Field- New York and Miami Beach as
before;
hearings on the matter.
boites this year than ever
ing’s auspices. She will give two
Dunes
producer, and Murray WhinConsequently, Mazzei is. now
night
straight
separate performances.
with only three
ger to the helm of the Moulin making contact with the different
Miss Dietrich will fly to Black- Rouge shows. More changes are attorneys who will rep Shermafi
clubs, the Latin Quarter, Copa
on Sunday brewing iri various other inns.
City and Beachcomber, competing. pool by charter plane
and Miss Gaynor, on reaching a
and is.skedded to return
Sparking the" early competition morning
Many spots realize that they can- mutual agreement for the date of
after the second perLondon
to
not compete with the old estab- the hearing, a& yet unset.
was announcement this week by formance that night.
lished 'hotels in the matter. of getMorris Lansberg (owner of the
ting names. Most of the oldline
Sans Souci, Sherry Frontenac and
hostels have signed longterm deals,
several other inns on the ocean!
or have' given shares of the operanight
tion to top attractions. Thus the
that he is building a 400 -seat
newcomers must either go along
building
is
he
addition
the
in
club
with non-name talent or get some
Eartha
for his Versailles Hotel, with
ideas of presentation. The Royal
Kitt ticketed for a mid- January
being
Nevada, for example, will do a fulldate -and Frank Sinatra
scale production of “Guys and
The Palace Theatre, N. Y., has
paged ‘to open the new room when
condevelopwill
has
Dolls.”
hassle
A pay or play
been told to start negotiations with
ready. Lansburg.
it is
Las
At the same time, the cafe op- the American Guild of Variety Arttinue the mid-bracket name policy ed between the Riviera Hotel,
Sails Vegas, and Edith Piaf. Chanteuse eration runs at a loss, and any ists by Friday* (15) regarding the
in the San Souci’s Blue
Hoorn, with Myron Cohen already is originally set to play the Vegas drop in the casino and hotel' rev- $2.50 .weekly welfare fund payengagements
spot for four weeks starting Aug. enues will have a vital bearing on ments for the performers booked
set for a trio of
spread through key weeks of the 3 at $10,000 weekly, but inn wants the amount that can be spent on there. Otherwise,' union threatens
to postpone the date and Miss Piaf talent. This condition is especially to put this
house on the un
season.
The Fontainebleau Hotel brain- feels that she is unable to do so true iii the recently opened clubs air list.*
to play and it’s expected that considerably
has indicated that it will
trusters aren’t waiting for any of at this time. She is slated
immediately more changes in talent buying will negotiate for the theatre, but pre4<
this year’s hotels” to top them. the Versailles, N.Y.,
attorvious commitments by
Committed for return dates next after the* Vegas engagement and take place in the near future.^
Paris after
Margueback
to
have
to
go
Martin,
may
ney Bob Whitman, may make it imTony
are
season
Consequently, she feels that
possible to start talks by deadline
rite Piazza, with Edith Piaf pacted that.
time.
and Sammy Davis, Jr. being paged she must go through with this
Curiously, the newly-appointed
to play a winter stand. Ben Jane, stand.
Negotiations are now on for an
national administrative secretary,
co-owner of the biggery, is in a
Jackie Bright, was originally slated
strong position booking-wise, what amicable settlement to the affair.
o be on Friday’s Palace bill, but
with his Las Vegas interests and One proposition that has been
opportunity to package a Vegas- broached is the payment of $20,000
tiad to drop out, since the
Miami brace of dates for the top immediately and $20,000 at the
bylaws forbids its paid employees
draws the La Ronde Club will re- time she plays her date; Hbwever,
o work as performers.
The American Guild of Variety
quire to maintain prestige.
the rub to that settlement' lies in
The Radio City Music Hall, other
Artists and the Sullivan .County N. Y.-midtown theatre using stage
tllfe fact that there are no bookings
In Mid-Beach
agreeHotel
have
reached
Assn,
next
she
would
built
which
period
in
the
being
for
entertainment,
has 'agreed to conThe Eden-Roc,
door to the Fontainebleau, thus, have played Vegas. There is some ment on a new scale for thei tribute to the welfare fund for
alborscht
belt,
giving
performers
an
policy,
play
set
would
she
no
that
at
possibility
"
principals.
First
check, representfar has arrived
inns ing $2.50 weekly payments for each
though it’s understood that owners spme dates in Mexico, but loot increase of $5 in the class
Harry Mufson and Abe Parker would be far short of that obtain- and $3 in the class B hostels. In performer, retroactive to May 26,
memorandum of has been sent to the union.
addition,
the
fancy a smart, intimate cafe that able in the casino country.
Miss Piaf’s reps claim that Kath- agreement calls for welfare fund
will cater to the swank crowd this
365-room super-plushery is ex- ryn Grayson has been set for that payments of $1 for each performer
pected to attract. In mid-Beach, period. If this is so, then the hotel on a one-nighter, and $2.50 for Four-Alarm Fire Ruins
the new Seville will boast a larger is regarded as being in a serious those working on the permanent
supper, club, with attractions, and situation, since Miss Piaf’s con- staff. * Pact calls for transportation
Frisco Italian Village;
show, policy currently being set by tract gives her the right to approve to be paid from point of origin, no
Charles Reader, who is understood of the surrounding talent and pro further than New York.
music
to be in complete charge of
Agreement was reached by
vides the chantoosey with 10Q%
San ‘Francisco, July- 12.
and entertainment. Gauged on the billing.
Under these circum- Jackie Bright, national administraA four-alarm fire ruined the'
maestro’s Manhattan background stances, the inn may be in a pay-or, tive secretary, and Lou Smolove;
in better hotels, the Seville should play position with either Miss Piaf eastern regional director, repre- Italian Village here early yesterprovide a haven for the type of or Miss Grayson.
senting the union, and Morris Op- day (Map.), causing $250,000 damact featured in Gotham’s Hotel
penheim, attorney for the hotel age and injuring 27 persons. The
Pierre, Plaza, St. Regis, etc.
flames were confined to the night
group.
will
usual,
per
Hotel,
Saxony
New mountain scale for class. A club’k basement and first floor, but
Weinger Calls Arrest
come up With shows that can be
spots on weekday nights now is $35 thick, greasy smoke from the' fire
$5,000-$10,t)00
the
in
bought
for singles; $55, doubles; $?0, trios, forced' 15 residents of a small
’Phony Political Rap’;
bracket. Last season, George Sax
Saturdays hotel next door to flee.
and $85 for quartets.
(Dorsey
Current acts were singer Beaconcentrated on units
and holidays, rate is $39.50 for
Bros., Ted Lewis, Cugat, 'among
Readies Moulin
doubles;
$79.75, trice Kay in the night spot’s main
singles;
$62.50,
season,

STAND AT BLACKPOOL

here are^ already engaged in a

•

'

AGVA

Hollywood, July 12.
The Judy Garland show may bt
marketed in a new manner. Arena
operators, some of whom were hurt
by the abortive tours of Martin Rc
Lewis and Ed Sullivan, are now
leary of offering guarantees, and
are staying away from any personality
shows asking guarantees.
Therefore the Judy Garland .lay*
out hasn’t picked up a single date
in the east.

Show is now going to individual
promoters rather than to the arena

.

operators, Promoters and organizations are now being approached to

,

•

underwrite this show. There is even
the possibility that Sid Luft, Miss
Garland’s manager and husband,
will do his own promotions in some
instances. Music Corp. of America,
handling the show, has been inquiring about arena rentals in various situations. According to Luft,.
the asking price for Miss Garland
is still $10,000 per night and they
will not guarantee to idemnify
arena managers if she. should fail
to appear for a contracted date for

RKO

.

RKO

RKO

Borscht Belt

OKs

AGVA

New AGVA Scales

A

-

r

'

$250,000 Damage

,

legitimate reasons, of course. However, there are signs that this idea
may Jiave to be adandoned if an
insufficient number of dates are
lined up in the eastern and midwestern sections of the country.
.

.

Unfortunately for Miss Garland,
Luft and. MCA, the show is being
offered at a time (in the fall) when
the major arenas may not be able
to handle another major offering.
At that time, the big -showshops
will be touring “Arabian Nights,”
Gpard Band; Fred
Scots
the
Waring, “Ice Capades,” the Monta,VAni Band, a rodeo and the Globetour. In addition, many
arenas will have started their ice
hockey season and many nights
will be blocked out by that sport.
Should they wait .longer, into the
winter, then basketball moves in.
trotters’

Competish
In addition to the difficulty in
finding time for Miss Garland’s
tour, auditorium operators will be
faced with the problem, of determining whether an attraction of
the magnitude of Miss Garland will
deflect boxoffice from some of its
other shows. That problem, as well
as the others, will have to be determined by the individual owners.
1

several
promoters
Meantime,
have been propositioned to handle
the Garland showing in several' situations. Whether they have been
told that $10,000 guarantee against
60% of the gross is the only term
(Continued on page 52)

,

,

Monti Cafes Get

.

Show

(Continued on page 50)

Las^Vegas, July. 12.
Describing his recent arrest and
three-day hold here for extradition
•

to Florida as a “]^ony political
rap,” Miami nitery op Murray
Weinger is in the. clear and cur-

Buff Benefit

rently advising bonlface Lou Rubin in setting up. the next production for the Moulin Rouge Hotel.
He was aided in receiving his release from Miami charges of pass12.
July
Buffalo,
top gross of- $70,000 with an ing two checks without funds by local lawyer Tom Foley, and plans
23,000
attendance of more than
was hit at the annual “Funorama” to return to his Florida home immediately following the opening
beneon Friday (8) staged for the
of Moulin Rouge’s “Rock
Roll
fit of the Police Pension Fund. EnRevue” tonight (Tues.).
Alttire show was staged by Harry
Weinger was offered the position
man, who in conjunction with
Harry Wallens operates the Town of show producer for, the new inCasino here, and the Glen Park terrarical plushery located crossCasino, Williamsville, N. Y. Shin- town from the Strip, but declined
in preference to operation of his
dig was held at Offerman Stadium.
Good weather, brought out a near- $180,000 refurbished Miami Copa
City nitery, set for Christmas Eve
capacity crowd* Many of the performer#, appearing >on the show opening.
In his advisory capacity at the
performed gratis at a matinee held
that afternoon. Children from vari- Moulin Rouge, Weinger activates
a more Harlemese type of revue by
orand
schools
hospitals,
ous

Draws

A

.

&

^

phanages were admitted free.
Appearing in the shindig were
Nick Kenriy, columnist for the
N. Y. Mirror; Joe Howard, Four
Guys, Charlie Applewhite, Ted &
Flo Vallett, Lindsay Girls, Pat
Rooney, Riveras, Norma Douglas,
Barbara Esko, Jaye Bros., Seven
Ashtons, Tony & Sally DeMarco,
Four Step Bros., DeJohn Sisters,
Vivian & Tassi, Ramona Butle and
Four Aces. Lenny Paige emceed.
The Buffalo Courier Express is
the co-sponsor of the event. Dick
Henry, N. Y. booker, came into
Buff to assist Altman in staging
the show.
•

bringing in, choreographer Lon
Fontaine to routine dances and
replacing Clarence Robinson. Up
coming revue will spot holdovers

Stump & Stumpy; Hinds Bros.,
moppets aged 0 and. 11 years and
reminescent, according to Weinger,
of the w.k. Nicholas Bros, act of
many years ago; The Flamingos,
and accent upon the three Fontaine productions which also will
have the choreographer’s 6Wn terp
act.
Benny Carter has been repacted to head the house band until

mid-August when, reportedly,

Lionel Hamptoin will bring in his
package revue.

For
and $97 for quartets.
each act with more than .four performers, scale calls for $20 for
each person over the four-person

trios

.

minimum. Chorus rate is $17.50
weekdays and $19.40 Saturdays
and holidays.
In the class B spots weekday
scale

is

$24.50,

-

singles;

$40.50,

doubles: $50.50, trios; $60.50, quartets, and $13 additional for each

performer in acts with more than
four persons. For Saturdays and
at $27.75
rate starts
$57.65
singles;
$46.15, doubles;
trios; $69.15, efuartets; and each
person in acts of more than four
performers is to get $14.50. Chorus
scale in B inns is- $13 weekdays

holidays

and $14.50 Saturdays and holidays
Weekly rates' for staff perform-

A

spots are $88 for
ers in the class
social directors; $66 assistants, and
$55 for staff performers. In B hostels tap is $71.50 for special directors; $55 for assistants, and $44 for
staff performers.

Mary Mon Toy

slated

for

E

Morocco, Montreal, starting Aug. 8

GOLDEN

JUBILEE YEAR

itos-ttss

room, Wally Rose and his dixie-

Curfew Breather

land band in the basement Dixie
Room. Miss Kay was having an#
Montreal, July 12.
after-show snack at a Nob Hill
The curfew hassle of several
hotel when the fire broke out. She
weeks Ago for Montreal niteries
rushed to the club only a half
has taken ^a breather during the
mile away—to discover the flames
last few days and everyone, for
had already destroyed all her
the moment, is operating as usual.
wardrobe, arrangements arid score.
The normal routine came about
“There goes the act,” she said,
when three of the 25 clubs refused
“20 years of work up in smoke.”
a city license by Assistant Police
Co-owner Mario Pelisetti faintDirector Pacifique Plante took
ed when he arrived on the scene
their case to court and demanded
and saw the destruction, Co-owncr
the city show just cause and reaJohn Bikakis, who worked at ^he
son for refusing them a license.
night club when it was. still known
The three owners were granted
as the Club Lido prior to 1950,
said he had no idea what the man- the right for a hearing on a petifor a writ of mandamus against
tion
agement would do with the ruins.
Of the injured, 23 were firemen. the city. Justice Paul-Emile Cote
ruled
they ha'd adequate grounds
None of the injuries was serious.
The Italian Village has become to ask for a petition. Until th*
has been disposed of, all
hearing
one. of San Francisco’s major night
clubs in the past three or four club bonifaces are ignoring the
curfew
hours
and running in noryears.
Among acts which had
played it during recent months mal fashion.
The spirit among the operators
were Mae West, Nelson Eddy, Ted
Lewis, Patty Andrews, Frankie is willing but. the shows are weak.
.Laine and Arthur Simpkins. Other There is hardly a top name playing
bands which had recently played anywhere in town. Budgets have
the Dixie Room included Bob been cut in most places and new
Scobey’s and Turk Murphy’s.
names and faces with questionable
talents are being booked into most
of the spots. The out-of-town boites
Dot Franey Produces
that did a roaring biz when the
Dallas Hotel Ice
curfew was first brought into effect
have quieted down, and most are
Dallas, July 12.
New ice revue in the Century even closing at a reasonable hour.
Room of the Hotel Adolphus is The speaks continue but the
being produced by Dorothy Fran- novelty has worn off, now that civic
Show features Jack Wallace powers have passed this particular
ey.
and Jean Sakovich and includes political football to the legal eagles
Jack & Jean Page, Melinda Terry, and relaxed. On the surface everyPatty Greenup, Beverly Osburn thing seems the same, but the old
wallop and atmosphere is missing.
and Don Logsdon,

—

,

Show

,,

;

VAUDEVILLE

so

Wednesday^ July 13, 1955
.

r

Hollywood, July

12.

unit broke In
one-niter tour of the Coast with
a Friday-Saturday (8-9) stand at
the Russ Auditorium, San Diego,
and grossed a near-capacity total
of $17;640. Top was $5 plus tax,
scaled down to $2. Total of 4,058
seats were sold on two nights. Auditorium last night (Mon.) at $10
top, with net proceeds of the benefit performance to go to Exceptional Children’s Foundation.

The Judy Garland

New York

its

“Rockabye My
Baby.” Garbed in hobo costume
San Diego, July
hat, she works with
smashed
and
Transcona production starring •terper Paul Sanchez insocko “CouJudy Garland, with Frank Fontaine, ple of Swells” before singing
Weire Bros. ( with Mildred Sey- “Pretty Girl,” ajfolk ballad, and—
Orch now on stage apron -with shoes
mour),. Hi-Los, Jerry : Gray
San kicked off her trademarked “Over
(21). At Russ Auditorium,
the Rainbow” to pindrop silence.
Diego, July' 8, *55.
It’s a genuine begoff and curtain.
The" fiddle-toting Weire Bros,
seven-city
of
a
break-in
In
score nicely although the trimmer
near-capacity
Coast tour before a
be applied to their violunacould
house of 2,400, Judy Garland put cies. Cleancut in appearance and
on a dazzling performance. She aided by a crisply staged songalog,
puts a stress on nostalgia in her the Hi-Los are a solid addition,
magnetic
songs. She has added a
with emphasis on their disk hit,
maturity to the old gamin quality “Lola.” Fontaine does nicely with
and the voice is as bewitching as both emcee and comic chores,
is
Garland
ever.' So long as Miss
notably his accurate but yet not
onstage, it’s a throwback to the cruel mimicry of Liberace and his
giants of oldtime vaude and, espe- “John L. C. Sivoneey” character-,
cially to a generation reared on

Judy Garland Revue
9.

.

Song,”

“Trolley

.

*

—

.

Bill

,

.

Ames

Miss Garland has made a smart
in surrounding herself with
a firstrate supporting troupe, but
the pressure is on her all the way
and she comes through magnificently. She’s onstage almost from
the outset, returning before intermission, and then working most^of
the second act.
At her entrance, Miss Garland is

welcomed by hammerlike mitt and

curtain-raising
she discusses
production which is on the frantic
noisiest openthe.
this
(“Isn’t
side
ing you ever saw? I’m getting too
old for this nonsense.”);. her weight
(“Do you think this kind of figure
will ever come back?”), and her

the

35G in Long Beach Benefit
Long Beach# Cal., July .12.
Judy Garland troupe drew close
to $35,000 last night (Mon.) at the.
Municipal And here. Show played'
at a $10 top.
The net proceeds of the benefit
performance go to the Exceptional
Children’s Foundation.

Fine showbacking and a good
Glenn Miller medley as secona-act

Jerry Maltby, Monroe $3,500

opener are contributed byGray’s orchestra and other credits
go to Paul Godkin. director-choreIn Asbury Park Bash
ographer Roger Edens and LeonCombo of Richard Maltby Orch
ard Gersh, Special material; Jack
Monroe scored $3,500
and
Vaughn
Cathcart, musical director, and
Eddie O’Neal, accompanist for Miss in the Saturday night (9) bash at
Convention
Hall, Asbury, Park,
the
Don.
Garland.
N. J. WaltervReade Jr, promotion
also did 1,700. admissions on the
previous night With a show topped
by WAAT, Newark, disk jockey
Paul Brenner. Gross for that shinContinued from page 49
dig was. $850 at 50c per skull. Atothers) with varying results. He’s tendance Was mostly in the teen
now mulling several formats to re- class.
place that idea, in hopes of pulling
Next week, show will be topped
the Pagoda Room of his poshery by Joni James and Hal McIntyre
into the b’ack. The Nautilus will on Saturday, and Brenner will
stick to its one-act policy in the throw another deejay party on Fri$2,500-$3,000 bracket. The Sea Isle day.
Hotel, which stuck to club date doings in ’54-’55, is now experimenting with a modest show policy
McGuire Sisters have been
booked at the York Interstate
booked for indefinite periods.
Fair,
York, Pa., for Sept. 16
Doubtful Status
The Casablanca Hotel, an in-an- through the Frank Wirth office.
outer last time out, again will bring
in shows only when a strong at-

Miami Beach

activities (“I’ve been awfully busy
having a baby and NOT winning
the Academy Award.”) From start
to finish, it’a warm and disarming;
she wraps up the audience' with
ease before giving emcee reins to
Frank Fontaine.
Although her breath is a tnfle
short at times, Miss Garland is itf
exciting voice with “Man That Got
Away,” “Carolina in the Morning”
and an over-busy but nonetheless
attractive production with male
terp unit in the first act. Later, traction is available, providing anshe works briefly with the Weire other six-eight weeks of playing
contingent
male
With
Bros.
time for such talent. Status of the
grouped-, around the piano, Judy Di Lido is -in doubt; the Lincoln
sings “While We’re Young” backed Roadery tried varied types of enby the Hi-Los. A smash medley tertainment for weeks last' season,
follows, including “You Made Me
*

.

*

Love,’’

“For

Me

and

My

Gal,”
ringing

Boy Next Door ”

“The

CURRENTLY

EL

MOROCCO

Moritradl,

Canada

JOHNNY JOHNSTON
finally bowed to the red-rings' on
BAYLOS
the books and installed the much Coipedy, Songs
cheaper “different show every
night” plan. Former owners of the
Nautilus Hotel, Charles Yavers and
Irv Pollack, recently bought the
Monte Carlo oh the .northern strip
of the Beach. Both are inclined
toward show-policy and are contemplating reentering the competition. The edifice contains a hand-

some 300-seat

nitery. From present indications, only
four large night clubs will run next

season.

Lou Walters

and

MR. CHIPS

Latin

MILO

STjELt

to their bistro in late

AGENCY, INC:
203 N. Wabash Avo., Chicago,
Hollywood • Cleveland

III.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For

All

Branches

of Theatrical!

FUN-MASTER

THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILS
ah* Service of the STARS)
First 13 Filei, $7.00—All 35 issues $25
Singly/ >1.05 per script.

• 3 Bits. PARODIES, por book. .*10
*25
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., O*. bk.. *25
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) *50

a
•
•

•
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
93.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA

4Dlub,

ages with. ’55-’56 plans vague..
Overall, it’s again going to be
a field day for agencies and talent;
some hoteliers are already moaning about the upped figures for
acts they have in mind. Vet club
operators expect those salary demands to go even higher, once the
line of toppers grows thin through
conflicting dates elsewhere and
firm commitments here.

Easthampton Lounge
Bab Loewi & Herb Brooks,
operators of Out of This World

THREE RIVERS INN

.

July 15.

lulu,

.

N.

.

.

.

.

at Antlers Hotel, Colo*

rado Springs, in a wheelchair after
Nat (King) Cole pacted for the slipping and falling oh highly
Salmas Bros,
Milwaukee, waxed floor
Riverside
Theatre,
House for
Sept. 9 for a single frame and booked into the. Town
segues into Chi’s Chicago Theatre summer ... Four Jokers held over
Vegas
Frontier,
Las
* .
New
at
Somethin*
Sept. 16 for two
Smith and the Bedheads booked Beachcombers back’ in the States
inSeas
after
South
19
weeks
at
for the Chicago Theatre Aug. 5
Honolulu
Jeri Southern at the
for v two rounds
Jekyll.
. Dr."
Kitty White# pianist
Weird Show playing weekend Encore ; .
and Corky Hale* harp, opened at
dates in Indiana in September .
.
Kathy Sc Blair to the Empress thd Keyboard#
Hall, London, after closing in
“Spurs *n* Skates,” ice show at
Chi’s Conrad Hilton Hotel, tomor- Glaser’s Coast Chief Sues
row (Thurs.) .
Marvin Roy,
Carol Williams and Kile Sc NewCafe Owner for Assault
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

f

.

.

som

the Detroit Statler in
Hollywood, July 12.
“Spurs ’n* Skates” after the Chi
An assault and battery suit for
closing . . ., The Peppermints, talent contest winners who appeared $16,150 was filed by Bob Phillips,
at Chi’s Chez Paree last week; off Coast office head of Joe Glaser’s
Associated Booking Corp., against
Jack Tucker, owner-operator of
the Tiffany Club here. Phillips
charged that he was the victim of
beating
by.
“vicious,
violent”
.

into

hoofing.

The

offspring,

though:

Tucker last week.
Tucker claims Phillips threatened no further ABC bookings#
which Phillips denies.

solo

former delivering

some high kicks and body contortions,

while the

some

rapldflre

winds up with

latter executes
cleating.
Stint

four working the
stage in unison. Act is solid family
fare and makes for pleasant viewall

ing.

Currently

HENRY HUDSON

Jess.

THE PEPPERMINTS

HOTEL

Now York

(3)

Songs
12 Mins.

Chez Paree# Chi
Winners of a talent contest held
at the Chez last winter, the Peppermints are now enjoying their
prize of a week’s booking. Femmes
look good and sing well together.
It is apparent, however, that they
are not as yet completely at home
before an "audience, lacking
Warmth in their rapport with the
customers. But this will disappear
with experience.
The' Peppemfints show versatility in what is- necessarily a short
opening turn and give out with

DIR

:

IRVIN ARTHUR ASSOCIATES

•,

.

.

number with ribbing

built in.

From

Where one appraiser sat, it looked
like a click team was born.
Trau.

ROBEY

Sc

DELLS

Acro-Dance
7 Mins.

&

Gabe.

future.

LOS WLADAS

Trained Doves
8 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
There’s a certain amount of interest in watching the trained
doves in this act perform, but
there’s very little excitement. Under the guidance of the Wladas
duo, the birds demonstrate they’ve
learned their lessons well. The
feathered troupe perform numerous
feats including ball-moving and
causing various objects to rotate.
There’s enough novelty appeal In
the stint, however, to make it an
okay bet to pad out tv, vaude and
nitery variety

stage.

(2)

bills,

.

suw«

m

CotumWar
Dlncfio, «’

WHEN IN BOSTON
if*

m

HOTEL AVERY
The

Home

of

Show

Folk

Avery A Washlngtoi Sts.
Radio In Every Room

Jess.

good entertainment for most
Jess.

Dir.:

CAB CALLOWAY

Dance
18 Mins.

Currently

Although the 4 Evans have obviously been playing the rounds of
Uiteries and theatres, they’re not
listed in the Variety New Act files.
Family act comprises mother, father, daughter and son. It’s a neat

GEORGIA GIBBS
6.A.C.

.

.

engagement

Palace, N. Y.

J.

.

.

.

Chicago

FOUR EVANS

Opening July 1$

With

.

.

N. Y.

FROLICS, Salisbury, Mass,
With KITTY KALLEN

Mgh: KEN 6REENGRASS

.

.

.

Balboa Coos
Ore.# for a single frame . . . Vicki
Benet to London for a Savoy Hotel
Stan Getz goes into'
booking
.
Zardi’s July 20 for two weeks.
Henry (Hank) Grant at the Candlelite Inn for Indefinite stand
Brandie Brandon 88’ing at neW Eldorado Restaurant . . Harry Belafonte returns to Cogoanut Grove
Aug# 3, with Margaret Sisters and
Bruno.
Kay Brown moves up to headline new Giro’s bill, supported by
the Balladinis and Dupree Trio*
and Clark Bros,, another holdover.
continuing her
.
; Vicki Young
the

(Wed.):, at

Jubilee,”
"Unchained
The fun element stemming Melody,” “Cherry Pink” and
from this springboard was high “Dixie Daddy.” The crowd likes
and never sagged. As a sort of their fresh youth and neatly dovepostscript, they donned skimmers tailed singing and they go off to a
and canes for an oldtime softshoe big mitt. Tum should have a good

It’s

Currently

MANOR - Wildwood,

.

calist.

visual media.

- Syracuse,

.

.
ing
.
Cornell booked for Eddy’s, Kansas
Joe
City, Sept. 9 . . .
E. Lewis*
date for El Rancho, Las Vegas, set
for Sept. 5.
Eartha Kitt set for a January
date at the Versailles, Miami
Beach
, Beachcombers down for
the White Elephant, Pittsburgh,
set for the
. . Dominique
Sept. 9
New Frontier, Las Vegas, Nov. J4.
Bob Melvin into Eddys’, Kansas
City, Aug. 16 ... Carmen McRae
inked .for the Brpwn Derby, Hono-

in the
audience, posing as a waiter. But
for the act proper he mounted the
stage to work up some fast exchanges with the singer, which de-,
veloped into a kind of rehearsal
on how Baylos could become a vo- “Alabama

GLASON

Just Completed

Hollywood
Ben Blue and Denise Darcel

work on the. Miss Universe Georgie Tapps .and Coronet Dane* Jack Eagle
Long Beach,’ Cal., start- ers on the same hill
and Frank E. Man open today
.. Don
tomorrow (Thurs.)
Bay#.

start

The daughter and son take

•

$300.

PHIL LAWRENCE and MITZI

-

1

turns, with the

There’s ample precedent for
singers in their own right getting
together with
comedy singles.
Johnny Johnston and Gene Baylos
«re standard turns, each with a
following. Maybe they are merging their talents at La Vie as a
lark after doing their own turns
in Monte Proser’s new showshop,
but kibitzing, tryout or what, they
appear to have a socko two-act in
the making should they decide to
consolidate,
also
hitting
while

Palace, N. Y.
Robey
Dells have a sharp turn
Worth ovor a thousand 4 cocktail lounges, on the Coast and in their
acro-dance turn. The act
No C.O.D/s
in Florida, have added an Eastmoves at a fast clip, with the male
BILLY
hampton, L. I., branch.
half of the duo supporting his
200 W. 54th St., New York 19—Dept. V
Pianist Hubbell Pierce helped femme partner in a. series of lifts
Circle 7-1130
open the spot last Thursday (7).
and spins. Besides going through
the toss ’n’ turn routine, the distaffer also stands on the guy’s
head while he struts around the

OF GAGS,

manager of the
San Francisco

Ticks,

Bros,, flew to

provide the steam.

Vie, N. Y.

December had done some heckling

stay. The Clover
which Jack Goldman has put
on the market, due to his switch
to the Riviera in Las Vegas, is currently running small-budget pack-

for a seasonal

MUTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

GENE

—

,

Direction:

La

Sc

Quarter on
Palm Island. COpa City -is—at singles.
The partnership gave birth offipresent time expected to light up
once again under the aegis ,of cially at last week’s new layout,
Murray Weinger
_ _ _
and Lou Cheslar; with Baylos prancing on the stage
the Beachcomber will roll again Ho join Johnston after, the latter
under the Norman Schuyler ban- had. put in about 30 minutes with
ner, while the Vagabonds return his vocal stint. Previously Baylos

reopening his

NORM DYCON

is*ddfinitely

hiatus in Fargo,
while one of them has a

,

contest at

ization.

move

4 two-week

D

for the opening at the Fairmont headline a new show which opened*
Hotel there, yesterday (Tues.) . . , last night (Tues.) at the Royal
Nevada Hotel, Las Vegas, with
Bob Russell off to the Coast to Sid "Fields, .Sammy Wolfe# Siri#>

•

tv, .unforgettable ‘‘live” theatre.

for
N.

Marlon Marlowe has been signed tonsillectomy.
for the Dune*, Las Vegas, Aug. 10

SANS S0UCI
MIAMI
Mgt. KILL MITTLER, 161f Rraddway,

act, with the parents, vet vaudevillians, dishing out some likeable
,

b •

Haw

York

1

.

Wednesday,

Jiily^

lS,

SUE CARSON LOSES TRY

Arthur in N.Y. to Huddle

VACDEVHAE

p‘j&»ietr

195$

n

$1

• 1#

•_ If

j

Booking Tiff Settled

Not His Concern
Jack Arthur, producer of the
$350,000 grandstand show for the
Canadian National Exhibition in
Toronto, has arrived iff New York
to attend to final details of the
program, which goes on Aug. 26.
Sullivan,
He’ll’ confer with Ed
who'll emcee this season's shindig,
on promotional aspects of the bill,
and will talk to Eddie Elkort, of
'

-

the-Lew & Leslie Grade Agency,
Arthur is accomped by his wife,'
(Midge)
former Margaret
the
Cousins,

who

is

choreographing the

76-girl line for the grandstand display.
will take no part in the
regarding the booking of

Arthur
hassle
Willie

A

West

tiff

& McGinty at the

exists

Hamid, who

CNE,
among George A.
’

•

An

.

Bowing

Chi

reportedly to command the recordhigh for here of $3,500 per week
at the Versalles.
Miss Dunham has been booked
for four weeks at the Teatro Lirico,
vaude-revue theatre Which has just

been

facelifted.

Dancer

skedded

is

to open Aug. 13 at the Lirico.

.

.

at a flat $1

.

SINGLING GROSS TOPS
’54;

250G TjAKE VIA TV

.

in excess of $70,000 for three

days.

with

video, rights.

General Foods

telecast to take place from Sarasota on Dec. 16 prior to the annual

Cuban engagement, and a second
bill for the same sponsor

Dipping Biz in Pitt

Cues Another Nitery

and Frank Sennes, booker for the
Desert Inn as well as the Moulin
Rouge, Hollywood, pperator, are
currently abroad gandering acts
.

and formats.
The Las Vegas operators assume
that there will be very few head>

liners available there, but they are
seeking supporting acts primarily
in the foreign countries. In some
instances, the Las' Vegas owners
have had to bring back the same
acts twice annually, and therefore

some changes.
The search in Europe for talent
pinpoints anew the fact that there
are seeking

Switch to Weekends
Pittsburgh, July 12.

vidt;o

sometime in March, will net the
Continuing dip in summertime
circus just Under $250,000.
nitery biz has resulted in still another big spot, 1,100-seat Vogue
Terrace, gofhg to a week end
operation

only

for

the

are so few performers developing
in this country, and they expect
little

improvement

in this situation

as time goes on.

warm

months. That policy, went into effect a fortnight ago at the Twin 500 CLUB, A.C.,
Coaches, which also h&s a capacity
of more than 1,000. Terrace may
depart for a single week next
Atlantic City, July 12.
month if negotiations with Art
Paul (Skinny) D’Amato’s midMooney’s band are successful.
city 500 Club, top supper spot here,
At Coaches, Eartha Kitt, who
was to have played week of June opened big Vermillion room for
13 and had to, cancel on account another summer season last week
with the Vagabonds as headliners.
‘Of illness, will work out the con-

BOOKS
TOP SUMMER LAYOUTS

.

tract but on a week end substitute
deal. She comes in July 15-16-17,

with July 17 having been taken
over for a private benefit by the

Leondi Club.
Action of Vogue Terrace

Twin Coaches

and

gives Pittsburgh only

two spots in the outskirts with
week-long shows during the summer, Ankara and Horizon Room at
Greater Pittsburgh Airport, and
but two as well in downtown sector,
Copa and New Nixon.
The big rooms expect to resume
on six-day schedule Labor Day
Week.

‘

List’
Hollywood, July 12.
Irvin Mazzei, AGVA Coast chief,
has removed Ben Waller, local
vaude-nitery booker, from AGVA’s
“unfair List,”
According fo Mazzei, Waller was
“blacklisted” last April, because
he failed to comply with union’s
by-laws.' He refused to pay singer
.Savannah Churchill $1,500 for a
booking he set at the Wits End
Club. Waller has since settled the
claim.

The trio of main attractions are
the “Aqua Follies.”;
Radio’s
variety show presented to a live audience
of
payees
as
well as
10,000
Two top members of the Harlem
formed the over the air, and the Minneapolis
Globetrotters have
Star
Tribune
“Star
newspapers’
nucleus of a rival comedy basketball outfit to be billed as the Har- Ni£ht and Coronation” presentation,
which
is
an
outdoor
affair
lem Magicians, Marques Haines the
comedy dribbler in the group, and and which attracted approximately
Goose Tatum have seceded from 14,000, its first year, in 1954.

WCCO

Privately Produced
the Abe Saperstein outfit and are
preparing to set up its own sched-.
All three attractions are priMatt Brescia, Memphis news- vately produced, with the Aquatenpaperman, will be connected with nial sharing in the gross, of the
the new outfit in an exec capacity:
“Aqua Follies.” This is in its 16th
The Harlem Magicians have al- season as the festival’s principal
ready asked the Arena "Managers show, runs 12 nights and has a $3
Assn, for "a series of. dates. Organ- top.
Water and stage show cast inization is now canvassing its membership on acceptance of the group. cludes various swimming and divLike the Harlem Globetrotters, ing champions, Johnny O’Brien,
the Magicians will carry a retinue Nitaf & Peppi, Howard Hardin
It s
the ninth annual all-star
of vaude acts and a band for enwill be staging in
tertainment .between halves. Just show that
Also privately
hqw" the arenas will .accommodate the Auditorium.
produced
and
presented
it’s more
both teams cannot be determined
Of a one-night goodwill promotion
until the membership canvass is
and
publicity
presentation
which,
completed.
because of its costliness, probably
nets, little or no profit to the station other than its advertising
Geo, Buzby, A.C. Hotelier, value. -" Bob Crosby, his daughter
Cathy and his Bobcats band, Jari
o Produce ’55 Edition Murray, Guy Mitchell, the Modernaires, Carol Richards and others
will be in the cast.
Of Miss America
The Minneapolis Star and TribAtlantic City, July 12.
une newspapers presentation this
George Buzby, resort hotelman, year will have Sheree North, Tab

WCCO

T

Show

will

produce this year’s edition of Hunter and Mamie

the Miss America Pageant, replacing Vinton Freedley and Deems
Taylor, who came In to do the job
last year. Buzby, one of the operators of Hotel Dennis, top beachfront hotel, will bring Gordon
MacRae in for the opening performance of the Pageant Sept. 7.

VIOLIN BEAUTIES

Durante in this week (9-17). The
McGuire Sisters, Jack E. Leonard
and Lou Monte are the attractions
through July
Kitt and

28. Songstress

Eartha

Myron Cohen share billing

July 29 through Aug. 4. Sophie
Tucker, absent last season, is

booked for two weeks starting Aug.
5 with Dick Shawn sharing the bill
with her the second week. Will

cuff.

will fly in from Hollywood
tile followand return to the Coast
°

ing day.

With Philco to televise the finals
for a second year, and Bert Parks
to emcee for a first time, plans for
the event are virtually completed
with girls who will vie for the
Miss America of 1956 now being
selected in all parts of the country.
Lenora Slaughter continues as executive director.

Labor Day spot belongs

to

Currently

:

DUNES HOTEL
%

Las Vegan

CORAL RECORDS
Dir.;

ISY

Frank

WALTERS

Cave Supper Club
Vancouver,

Thanks for allowing

Dallas, July 12.

permanent Injunction was
granted the American Guild of

SIBYL

Agency

BOWAN
STARLIGHT OPERETTA

Than)!

You AL KNIGHT

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

from interfering in

AGVA

Baker and

fill

Court also found, that Lee was entitled to $347 In accrued vacation
pay.
las post as a result of a dispute
over an expense account. He refused to surrender the office and
union subsequently obtained a temporary injunction which was made
permanent.

the

in for

Paul Gilbert

fack

EAGLE

at the Cave.

affairs.

Lee was dismissed from the Dal-

us

opportunity to follow Josephine

Variety Artists forbidding Vincent
Lee, ousted branch head in Dallas,
Direction; William Morrit

B. C.

Injuncts Lee

A

NEW YORK

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

l

Sinatra.

AGVA

Currently;

Van Doren.

All of the show’s net proceeds go
to various charities and the filmsters’ appearances will be on, the

MacRae

group.

.and hit

Outlay

Minneapolis, July 12.
Local annual Aquatennial, summer mardi gras, starts again Friday (15) for 10 days. Entire affair,,
including staging the various
events, among them a huge daylight and equally torchlight, parade
with elaborate floats, will involve
an outlay of nearly* $50,000. The
bill is footed by an association of
civic
leaders, business concerns
and show producers who tie in with
the celebration.
Aquatennial association has set
up a $105,000 budget, $12,000 of
which goes toward its share of the
two parades’ cost. Balance of the
nearly $500,000 is spent in producing the three main attractions,
which employ topdtawer professional talent, and in providing the
parades’ floats.
Stores and industrial concerns enter and pay for
the floats.

Three contestants of the 1954
Barbara
Pageant,
Daniel
and
Maxine, will return to entertain
New this Season is Skinny’s “Lit- Pageant audiences and serve as
500”
tle
room, an intimate bar to members of the court of the reignhold customers. waiting .shows. A ing Miss America, Lee
Ann Mericombo is featured. Spot will be wether. Buzby this year will shift
used for broadcasts also over local the judges -to the big convention
stations.
hall stage, where they can be
This season D’Amato is bringing caught by the tv cameras to greater
in usual big names with Jimmy advantage.

Mastin Trio starring Sammy Davis
Jr. comes in Aug. 19 for its fourth
shot in as many seasons for this

VING MERLIN

Ben Waller Gets Off
AGVA’s ‘Unfair

Mpk; 500G

ule.

and no cover, no min-

—

In addition to the upped take,
circus is hitting another bonanza

in

&

Las Vegas operators and talent
imum policy will prevail. Owner
Miller will play a featured piano, buyers are now starting to scout
and former WJJD deejay Cy Nel- Europe for ideas and talent. Belson will handle bass chores.
A
permanent group will be formed don Katelman, El Rancho boniface,

Attendance and grosses of the with a -no names policy.
Singling Bros. Barnum & Bailey
A similar operation, Jazz Ltd.,
Circus are running considerably spotlighting dixieland jazz, has
ahead, according to spokesmen for been going strong here for some
the show. Take at this point is ap- years. The Scene will be a similar
proximately $275,000 over that at spot, but catering to modern jazz
this time last season. In Pittsburgh aficionados.
over the hot 'July 4 weekend, coin

was

Run

.

routing the act on
a series of fair dates; Elkort, booking CNE, and Ben Kutchuk, turn’s
manager. The trio originally signed
for the date nine months ago at
$6,000 for the entire run of the
»how (which will be two weeks 'and
three days) through; Elkort, j who
in
later agreed to let the contract go
through the Hamid office provided
Chicago, July 12.
9
he got his coihmissions.
Chicago gets a new jazz nitery
Hamid booked the turn for an next Wednesday (20), when vet
entire route at $1,250, which he pianist Max Miller’ opens his longsaid applies to CNE as well, since projected modern jazz saloon on
he must guarantee salaries of all Chi’s North Side. Named Max Milthe dates. Hamid points out that ler’s Scene, the room will feature
in two fair dates, he. sold Willie instrumental jazz only, no vocals.
West & McGinty for. $1,000 and The room will have a capacity
had to. spend $600 for publicity slightly over 100 and seating^ will
and therefore must depend on the be so arranged that all patrons' will
CNE coverage to make up the dif- face the music. Drinks will retail
ference.

10-Day

Katherine

by songstress Sue Carson against who recently filled a week’s bookher agent Lou Irwin, on the ing at the National Auditorium
grounds of “misrepresentation,”
here, are to dally here until some
has resulted in a unanimous decision by the arbitrators in favor time in September, now that her
clash with Lola Flores, a top Spanabodt
came
hearing
The
Irwin.
of
when the chirp, in .an effort to ish ballerina; Roberto Algara, manager
of the Versalles, swanky nitery
with
Irwin,
pact
her
agency
break
appealed to Irvin Mazzei, Coast in the Hotel ^Del Prado here, and
National
Actors Union (ANDA),
the
arbitraan
hold
chief,
to
AGVA
over bookings into the spot, has
tion hearing on the matter.
been
straightened
out.
Consequently, three attorneys,
Dunham and Flores
Misses
Sylvan Covey, repping Irwin; Sidney L. Lipsitch, chirp’s rep, and claimed that Algara had booked
Saul N. Rittehberg, impartial ar- both of them for four weeks each.
bitrator, were asked by Mazzei to He said he hadn’t. ANDA made
determine whether Miss Carson peace by arranging a two-week
had any legal ground to sever ties playing for each femme, La Flores
starting July 11, Miss Duham bewith Irwin.
ginning July 25. Miss Dunham is

is

‘

Mexico City, July 12r
Dunham and troupe,

Hollywood, July 12.
arbitration hearing instituted

Managements

and frank

ENCORE ATTRACTIONS
1853 funnel

Blvd.
P.S.

Hollywood,

Calif.

—See

you

In

•.

MAN

November

52

WAdneadar,
making $ grand

tels;

July. 13?

1955

total of 8,471

rooms

in Vegas vicinity for tourAll resort hotels were carrying 90% occupancy throughout the

Vegas’ $164,000,000 Quiz
Continued from page

.

chances
economy,
tight-locked
were that a newly-opened resort
hotel could get off the? millionplus-plus nut within a couple of
years, three at most.
Around 1950, and for some time
to follow, there were some Rumblings and snoopings from national
investigative groups, a more intensive sniping from California
politicos who lamented constantly
via the press that their constituents were depositing vast sums
out ' of state in particular, the'
State of Nevada. This rather hot
spotlight focused upon the nation’s
only legal gambling industry made
imperative to scrutinize or
it
police the -inner-workings with
more care. There followed a
gradual, tightening of controls, a
gimlet screening of gambling ap-

—

ists,

.

entire fiscal year, toting iip 2,236,-

J.

355 registered persons, but the
complete number of persons regChicago, Chi
istered in every available nook
Chicago, July 8.
amounted to 5,429,375, There were
Bill Haley *& Comets (6), Peggy
6,595 employees at their service in King, Bobby Sargent, Rudy Carresort hotels, casinos, bars ^and denas, Carl Sands Orch “We’re No
;
1
dining rooms, drawing a payroll of Angels” (Par)*

erators were given a greenlight
with their plans. Now that some
investors are in trouble and have
assumed obligations virtually impossible to meet, the cry goes- up
for the Nevada Tax Commission to
step in. and set Up rubles for future
resort hotel project^, to insure local
contractors
and suppliers
against loss.
firm warning to
promoters of resort hotels that
they must be able to conduct
a business properly once they get
into it, is long Overdue.
Those

’

tabulation

ranked

solely on large,
consistent winning nights in the
casino to come 'out ahead, are asking for trouble not only for themselves, but are inviting economic
disaster for the whole community.”

first

1

;

that Nevada
in the nation in rate

showed

pense r&b in* the accepted b&b
(beating and bleating) Style. Limiting themselves strictly to an r&b
rep, the boys get off to a swinging
start by starting to perform before
their electrically amplified instruments are hooked up, demonstrating terrific volume contrast as
they go into “Birth of the Boogie.”
Switching -to a sentimental number, the Comets do “Isle of Capri”

bank deposit growth with 38%
increase between 1950 and 1953.
Bank resources from ’53 to ’54
skyrocketed from $20,000,000 to
$97,255,163,41. Back in 1941 when
the
first resort -hotel, El Rancho
So serious is this matter of
the Strip develfinancial stability that the newly- Vegas, opened up
opment,
bank resources were a
dissuaded
plicants. The crackdown
constituted Gambling Control
few. Gambling license applications Board s of the state is currently piddling $6,339,589. Special census
into the tax
as architects fairly
for bigger,
plans
forth
and promotion
hotels,

continued

commish
spewed
plusher

to

flow

files,

flowered and bloomed,
withered and died. The boys are
cornering the wellaround
still
heeled gents,- touting larger and

schemes

larger edifices to house mammoth
casinos with more rooms for suckers. At this writing no less than six
stock setups are in the making,
with only one, The Continental,
holding SEC approval.'
Pinch Is Felt

Money
casinos;

is

spread out over more
is being felt.

the pinch

The July 4 long weekend caused
uptilted
countenances,
among the upper echelon,
but confronted with a long pull,
until the next major holiday period.
Labor Day, there will be many a
lean shift in spite of increasing
summer tourist inflow. A couple of
the new hospices are already in

happier
cigars

"

serious trouble. One has’ not had
a solid winning day since the doors
opened, and is on- the verge, of
being leased to -a group of gamblers
with successful backgrounds as ops
of the well-intrenched Flamingo
prior to its profitable sale last
year.
Another, and which reputedly
had good backing, is on shaky financial
Trouble came
footing.
when the casino, lifeblood of any
Vegas resort hotel, found itself
without experienced heads, and im-

ported some gamblers considered
undesirable by the Tax Commis•sion to run the tables. Even the
long - established Thunderbird
(1947) has been forced to a more
or less status quo operation during
wait for trial of owners Marian
Hicks and ex-Lt. Gov. Clifford
Jones to oifst them for allegation
that eastern mobsters Jake and
Meyer Lansky held secret interests
Reactivated is the org known as
Las Vegas Resort Hotel Assn., with
all major Strip hotels in on the deal
excepting the Sands. Spokesman or
“Czar” is Benny Goffstein, former
Flamingo operations chief who,
with Jack Irving as labor-entertainment coordinator, is beginning
to form a positive program to offset dwindling profits.
Association laid down the $2
minimum per person in nitery
rooms on July 1, after most members had raised the pay of casino
dealers.
The minimum idea had
-

been simmering for over a year
but not until rising costs within
the various enterprises and lean
midweek nitery or” dining room
biz siphoned too much coin from
the budgets was any daring move
like this feasible.
It was daring
to the extent that Vegas resort
plusheries had always drumbeatedthat the lavish shows, the big name
acts, wefe there for all to see for
a coke or a cup of coffee with no
pushing of drinks to spoil the
freeloader’s nirvana.
No Longrange Planning
The failure to institute longrange planning in the past is a
contributor to. current doldrums
in the. ^gambling industry. .A recent editorial in the Las -Vegas
Sun pegged the condition and
dished up some sage advice to the
economic masters
of
southern
Nevada: “A year -ago,” states the
editorial, “when everybody with
some spare cash wanted to get into
the resort hotel act, the existing
operators attempted to maneuver a
freeze on gambling licenses. Quite
naturally, the people and their
elected officials rebelled at this,
and the floodgates were opened.
1

“A much more
ment

that

sensible approach
require-

been some
financial

demonstrated

before

probe count taken this year gave Vegas
a population of 44,750. Five years
ago, there were 24,626 Vegans.
The startling advance in Strip
values began gaining momentum
Las
Vegas Builders Exchange in 1950. Six years ago, .Wilbur
charged that promoters of new Clark couldn’t find anyone willing
spas are playing havoc with local to take a $90,000 gamble in order
economy by “building multi-mil- to continue the building of his
lion dollar resorts on a shoestring.” Desert Inn. The arrival of CleveThey also listed the Dunes and land and Detroit gamblers Tucker,
Moulin Rouge, both newly-opened Kleinman. and Dalitz, with over
hotels, as having creditors holding $3,000,000 in ready cash, plus a
substantial claims.
Although the bountiful reserve, not only changed
contractors’ group originally stated the aspect of Clark’s original vena total of $5,000,000 unpaid, actual ture, but caused the turning point
liens on file, plus lawsuits,' amount and beginning of a new spiral for*
to slightly less than $1,000,000.
Las Vegas. The incredible luck of
Following the nab of a New the Desert Inn during its opening
conducting

an

in rock-.’n’ roll style.

exhaustive

Group clowns

.

stability

be

resort

op-

They make the deepest impression
on the house.
Starting off the long list of sinis Titus Turner, who gives, the
blues treatment to “Kiss Me Baby”
and “All Around the World,” and
does a bit of incidental terping
that hits.it off well. Bop & Lock,
a male duo in white suits and. red
flowing bowties, seem little more
than amateurs; They work a twin
gles

drum
up from time Their

Decca

’

setup, dancing and songs.
talents are not that diverse

and their act is in a very rough
They generate no excitestate.
ment.

Willie Mabon is a
“Rock Around
singer.
guy,
but .an. ordinary
The Clock,” from “Blackboard There’s
distinction to his
little
~
Jungle.”
Jimmie
song and piano work.
Peggy King fills the distaff vocal Scott is a youngster who does two

•

Frontier minority stockholder for months of operation is still the
having phony or shaved dice in his subject of talk, the object of envy.
possession (subsequently cleared A similar stupendous initial jackfop lack of evidence of all charges), pot has yet te be duplicated by
the County Gaming Board discov- the five Strip hotels opened since
ered discrepancies in issuance of 1950,
Looking Back
stock
certificates
at
the
New
The midsummer “Vegas or/affd
Frontier,
The board* which also
has powers to approve or nix Bust” travelers in those less franlicenses on, local level, has threat- tic, more concertedly profitable
ened to close the hotel this Week days, had. only the Flamingo, Last
unless ops produce stock certifi- Frontier, Thunderbird, El Rancho
Vegas and the spanking new Descates and corporation records.
ert Inn to offer the most for their
No Slack in Bldg.
Troubles there may be for some money. Marquees along the Strip
new hotels and even for some glowingly enticed with such names
long-standing
gambling empori- as Jack E, Leonard, Jack Cole
ums, but the building -boom con- Dancers at the Flamingo; Ted
tinues without slack. At present Lewis & Co., Last Frontier; Sam
Condos & Brandow,
the Tropicana and Lady Luck are Levenson,
showing their concrete block slabs Clyde McCoy’s Orch, Desert Inn;
against the desert backdrop out Dorothy Claire, Thunderbird, with
beyond the. Dunes on the L. A. coming attraction, Patti Page, and
Highway still the Strip, although in liis firsts appearance in Las
greatly extended now. The down- Vegas, a tv comic from Chicago,
town area awaits the completion Joey Bishop, headlining at El
.and opening of its first skyscraper Rancho Vegas with chirp Betty
hotel (10 floors) early next year, Reilly. The average show budget
around $8,000 per week.
the Fremdnt/ The Stardust, located mid-Strip, goes ahead full
Consider the choice of midsumspeed after Tony Cornero .Stralla mer '55 gamblers with a plethora
withdrew his name from the roster of topflight names ensconced amid
and pioneer Vegas gamblbr Milton costly production dazzlers. Some
B. (Farmer) Page was subbed.
of these terpsichorean epics alone
Stralla heads the Stardust Hotel set casinos back $30,000 per week,
Corp., which will collect a month- and outlay for headline talent, ally rental, of $500,000 from the though in many instances balloned
Stardust Casino Corp.
This in- by eager-beaver pressagentry, has
volved scheme by Cornero (Stralla) soared to ridiculous heights in the
startled tax commissioners after talent battle.. The Strip shopper
Gov. Charles Russell and Tax and ultimately gambler (they hope)
Commish had stated months ago doesn’t really have to pay a lot of
in positive terms that Cornero money and take his choice.
would never be granted a gambling
A few bucks here, .a few bucks
license in the state of Nevada.
there and he can. applaud Wally
The deal is .legit, moreover.. Cox and Eileen Barton, opening
Cornero is in, and will be collect- tonight (13) for further enhanceing a $500,000 per month from the ment of the Dunes’ “Magi6 Carpet
casino and renting out his 1,500 Revue”; or add to the uptempo
rooms. In due time after the hotel biz at the Flamingo where Tony
opens, he expects every occupant Martin, Jackie Kannon are singing
to lose $15 a day, in order to re- and swinging gags respectively;
tire
the $6,500,000 total invest- take a gander at the “Maisie” of
ment and begin paying some 2,800 those vidshows, in person at the
New Frontier; yock to Ben Blue’s
Stardust stockholders a dividend.
How well Las Vegas fared in Chaplinesque pantomiming at the
the '54 calendar year ending Jan. Royal Nevada; add to the howls
Martha
1, is clearly revealed In the an- ,attending rambunctous
nual report Issued by the Cham- Raye, Kirby Stone four at the
ber of Commerce. Known to be Sahara; swing away from the Strip
quite accurate in averages, the to double-o the sepia dolls or
booklet states that the Tax Com- chuckle to Stump & Stumpy’s
mission figure for Nevada’s gross gangling comedy in the Moulin
gambling take in ’54 amounts to Rouge’ Rock ’n' Roll Revue, Or ad$100,950,0t)0, estimating that 55% mire the quick-change antics of
6r $55,522,500 came from this vet vauder Owen McGivney at the
area. There were a total of 7,429,- Showboat on the* other side of
375 visitors who shelled out a mini- town,
mum of $164,325,992.50.
A possible tour to three w.k. niExclusive
of
gambling and tery spots that cater to the moddrinks they spent $71,066,412.50 erate spenders should encompass
around the town, with $39,136,- the Silver Slipper, annexed to the
212.50 of that amount going to re- New Frontier. With the indomitasort hotels, or an average .of $17.50 ble Hank Henry & Stock Co. bufper person. What was dropped at fooning into the third straight
Vegas tables, slots, roulette, 21 and year, the intime theatre fills up
assorted games is problematical, four times nightly with its annual
but should have tallied <a rather “Parisienne Follies.” The Golden
neat sum.
Nugget is the only downtown
As,of Jan. .1, the C. of C. counted casino with a show policy, having
3,404 rooms in resort hotels, 1,353 as Current playbill musical vignet
in commercial hotels, 3,714 in mo(Continued on page 54)

it

to time. Crowd seems to like the
zaniness, as well as the rocking
kind of music. Group wraps up
with “Razzle Dazzle,” their newest

personable

biscuit, and*

spot in his package, for her first extremely sentimental songs. He
theatre appearance. Femme does should be left to season for a while
a short tuner and her rep is not for further development before
too well suited for a theatre audi- taking to the pro circuits.
ence. She does little-known numArnett Cobb, heading the orch,
bers like “From This Moment On”
on his hands. In
and “This Is Where Love Walks has a lot of work
the long
Miss King is a looker, addition to supporting
Out.”
provides a few
he
talent,
of
list
voice.
pleasant
though,- and has a
the sax.
on
imaginatives
arias
.
She spends a lot of time introJose.
telling why Jackson emcees affably.

.

‘

.

ducing her numbers,
they were picked in that order,
V.
Palace,
etc., which is really not necessary
and which should be done more
Robey & Dills, Walter Walters
simply. Warbler is backed by. Ed- Jr., Leslie XJggams, Martin Bros.
die Saunders on the 88, whjp also (2), Jimmy Caesar; Four Evans,
picks and arranges her music. Miss Johnny Morgan, Los Wladas, (2), Jo
King wraps up with the singing Lombardi Orch; a Crashout ” Film •
commercial that -launched her and makers reviewed in Variety May
),
“They Can’t Take That Away
.

.

’(

a little more attention to the repertoire, and Some
seasoning, femme should do all

From Me.” With

18, ’55.

Palace bill this sesh is satisfacThere’s nothing of powertory.
house calibre on the card, but the
on
the
comic
is
Sargent
Bobby
acts, for the most part, are attenthe bill and does a creditable' job. tion-holders. Of the eight turns,
Sargent has a pleasant manner three are reviewed under New
and wins the audience easily; addi- Acts, in Robey & Dells; Four Evans
tionally, his humor sounds refreshand Los Wladas.
ing and gets good laughs, OpenRemainder of the card includes
ing with line of patter and a few Walter Walters Jr., Leslie Uggains,
yock-producing gags, comic se- Martin Bros., Jimmy Caesar and
which
gues into the impressions

.

right.

Johnny Morgan.

Walters’ offbeat
imitations of various sounds, such
as those made by the playing of a
vintage recording or a baby wailing, are neatly executed and get
the audience warmed up to an okay
ventro. bit, with Walters using a
couple of dummies.
The Martin Bros, have an eye?
appealing act in their marionette
manipulation. Under the brothers’
expert string maneuvering, a pair
of puppets dahce, one plays the piano and another handles a trumApollo, -N/ Y.
pet.
The dolls are colorfully garBlues bed, furthering the act’s visual efHal Jackson Rhythm
show jvith Arnett Cobb Orch, Titus fectiveness. Nicely decked out in
Turner , Bop & Lock, Honeytones party dress, 12-year-old Leslie Ug(4), Willie Mabort, Solitaires (6), gams does an okay job in the vocal
The standout item
Cadillacs (5), Jimmie Scott, Little department.
Walkin Willie Orch; “The Prince delivered by the youngster is her
Lewis doing “When
Ted
takeoff
on
”
of Pirates (Col.).

are meat of his turn.
This display is opened by Rudy.
Cardenas, whose juggling turn
does an effective warmup job. Cardenas Juggles balls, cups, hats and
pins at back-breaking speed, building strong plus reaction. Juggler
could be better costumed; but the
turn is well received.
Carl Sands continues to showback in expert fashion while Lou
Gabe.
Basil vacations.

.

—

—

.

.

in the casino setup.

would have

of

into finances and corporate setups
of the Riviera, Royal Nevada and
New Frontier Hotels. The investigation came about after reps- of

of Little

scoife.

.

Bank Deposit Jump
According to the chart, national

who must depend

;

The instrumentals

Walkin Willie also

The Solitaires, with the benefit
of a good bass that accentuates the
rhythm side, hit it off well with
two tunes, “Later for Yot? Baby”
The picture better draw the old- and “My Dear.” The Cadillacs
are
sters this round because the Chi- allowed
the luxury of three numr
cago’s main stage fare is strictly bers, in which they score handily,
for the teensters.
There’s a lot of vigor in this
High-slotted on* this bill are Bill group, and their incidental terp k
Haley and his Comets, who dis- work '.shows some imagination/

Add these helping
$36,107,626.
hands to all other serving tourist
trade for a grand total of 8,123
with overall payroll of $41,025,655,

A

ano and guitar accompaniment,
and the group billed as the Cadillacs.

&

My Baby Smiles At Me.”
Caesar does a slick job of qarRhythm and blues has been a boning
numerous tv, disk and pic
at the Apollo for many
through his

j

staple
years.

,

ment

!

Any show

in

this

indeed a

personalities

and goes

without
a personable
Harlem flagship is impersonations in down
the comBut with the cur- manner. Holding
pulls a few
Morgan
slot',
edy
given in concenthat ele-

rarity.
rent display,, it’s

!

the material
with an r&b troupe laughs, but most of
Jess.
brought in by WLIB, N.Y., disk- lacks yock values.
jockey Hal Jackson. This layout is.
probably one of the most populous
shows ever staged at this house. OrGarland
dinarily, the personnel here could
Unconstitute several programs.
Continued from page 4S
trated form

Shew

.

fortunately, to take care of the
large number of acts, everything
has to be formatted So that no
group or singer can do more than
.

.

numbers and two is the
allotted, to most of them.
With such a blueprint, there can
be little variety, and a uniformity
three

maximum

Saving
presentation results.
grace is the potency of some of the
A steady succession of song
acts.
acts makes the show look like an
audition in a rehearsal hall;
Nonetheless, there are several

of

rewarding moments, somehow,
scored by the group acts. The first
hard are the Honeytones (4),

to hit

four likeable girls who .do well
with “Don’t Mess Around” and
“Danny Boy.” Latter seems an
odd mixture of a Gaelic tune interlarded with notes frequently
heard in spiritual interpretations.
Skillfull handling easily overcomes
the incongruity of these two elements.
The other two positive hits are'
the
group acts the Solitaires,
comprising a vocal quartet working two mikes, with their own pi-

—

i

acceptable hasn’t been determined.
Nevertheless Miss Garland is very
difficult ..to sell at that figure to the
ops that were hard hit on the previous tour.
Another' factor that has made
arena men more determined, to
stick to their stand that they’ll offer no' guarantees is the Jow gross
scored by George Gobel in a sponsored stand at the Cleveland Arena
June 28. Show promoted by the
Cleveland Plain Dealer and the
Halle Bros. Dept. Store, cost $5,000
for Gobel plus arena rental and
cost of surrounding show and Orch.
Boxoffice receipts after taxes were
$6,200 and sponsors lost $7,500 on
the date. Arena ops are getting in*

creasingly wary of any attraction,
no matter how powerful, that they
have to give guarantees to; Feeling
is that if the show can do business,
let them come without a guarantee
on a straight precentage basis. So
far the ops seem to be sticking to
that line of thought.

‘

;'

;

,

,

.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Wednesday,' “July 13,.X955.

CM

ad lib* with everybody -from
Chez Paree*
the show
Chicago, July 10.
Johnny Johnston , Gene Baylos, busboyS to payees as" with
,
never
afastpace
The Mariners (4), Rose Marie
Barbara Stacie* Mamba Ace# (£), riiOves on at
letdown,
(with Buddy Fried), Peppermints
Van Smith &Belr$onte Orchs; $5 a
With the familiar fave, “Start off (3), Chez pares. Adorable: (7),
minimum.
Each Day With a Song,” comic is (with Jimmy Lee), Brian Famon

LaVle, N. Y.

rarite

with her big platter seller “-’Til I
Waltz Again With You,” and picks
rip with crowd pleader, “Ricbochet

.

'

Romance.”

1

•

*

-

.

.

\

•

More

•

..

1

up.

Show kicked Off with the Mambo
Aces, male duo, in a sizzling, series
of pairings and challenges bridging their particular-, terpitudes
from -mambo to the hot- cna-cha- comic in the middle as - fronters
cha to the Cuban rhumba. 'Latter howl.
is a rapid-actioner finisher that
Appearing with Durante is Lily
gets them off well.
Ann Carol whose “There Goes
Barbara Black, who's been mak- My Heart” is best of four vocals—
lus two riumbers of McKenna
ing a dent on the Miami front, parCampbell
ancers with" Lano
ticularly the last couple of years,
Walk.
is in for her N. Y. debut. She’s a featured.
hard-working chirp with rhythm
her forte, punctuated on occasion Fontainebleau,
B’cli
by an extremely articulate growl.
Miami Beach, July 9.
‘Miss Block’s library shows careful
:

.

impresses particularly.
The Mariners wrap up with a
“Porgy and Bess” medley seemingly more their genre than pops.

the

,

—

bass

Turn

is

could

Charles &r Jeanne Cerney, Alice

|

Davis,

.

.

|

Leave it to a vet laugh-raiser to
the how, where and when
of peddling the hot lines and mannerisms. His very stance is calculated to disarm the prudes. And
the way .he slips into the Johhston

know

,

turn is a~ gem.
Johnston teed off at 10:15 aiid
kept going until 11, including the
capers with Baylos. Guy is a model
of snappy grooming aside from
good pipes and ditto gabbing.
Tosses out a long admixture of
ballads and a recap -of the songsmith procession by decades frqm
the ’30s forward, meanwhile going
great gpns on the intros, which
alone constitute click continuity.
After. the opening numbers John'ston throws- away the mike as “un:

•

.

later when he
to the tables
it’s obvious that his voice is being
amplified. So he exposes the wireless mike gimmick on his manly
chest to elicit appreciation from
the crowd. Johnston also handles
a guitar as more than a prop, making with folkefs and' other twangy
ditties, and grabs a girl* acquaintance in the room onto the stage for

necessary’’

And

makes an excursion

a turn with “Teach Me Tonight”
that befits the occasion. Concluder
is
“Old Black Magic” a la B.
Daniels arid it’s altogether a highly
polished session of songs.
Van Smith and the Belihohte
bands cue the show well and operate on the customer hoofing.
Trau.
\

500

(Club, Atlantic City
Atlantic City, July

9.

.

Jimmy Durante Eddie

Jackson,
Lily Ann Carol, Jack Curtiss, Boots
McKenna Dancers (8), Pete Miller
Orch (14) with Joe Frasetto $5
min. Saturdays; $3 weekdays.
,

Here for a' nine-day stand at
Paul (Skinny) D’Amato’s plush
500 Club, indestructable Jimmy
Durante puts on 10 (count ’em)
different hats, eight different suits,
and a 45-minute show which-

wowed
and

set

600-odd first-night payees

them cheering.

It’s

Du-

rante at his best, and is sure to
business
for
of
me.an plenty
D’ Amato,
There is' some semblance between the 'Durante on tv
and What they see here, but for
the most part it is not too obvious.
Durante brings with him the
strutting Eddie Jackson, and gets
plenty of help from eight girls, the
Boots McKenna dancers, stunners
all, who work closely with the
comic through the show.

Music

flies,

microphones topple,

phones are uprooted, piano tops are
tossed at the orchestra, and Du-

.

Jacques Ringlet, Four Baisse^,'Tippy
on the longish side and Stringer, Harpsicords ( 2 Singing
)
bpt

stand

some

,

.

pruning,,

Strings (12),

group goes off to good palms.
^Rose Marie handles the vocalcomedy end ip this package, and
keeps the hoiise yocking consistently.' Gal rises the lusty, hearty
approach to comedy, with a raft
Peggy Ryan & Ray McDonald, of special material songs, heavy
Larry Fostejr, Del Breece, Sacasas on ribbing the battle of the sexes.
She also does a takeoff on Jimmy
Orch $2.50, $4 minimyriis.
Durante,* garnering good reaction.
Summer show policy With change Her talents are particularly well
of acts ^weekly has provided pleas- suited to' the smoke-filled room
ant fare for the frequenters .of the and late nitery crowd** This turn
swank La Ronde Club in this over- could stand pruning, ruhning overwhelmery; current trio of acts are long at show caright. *She bows off
illustrative of the type of talent to a good mitt.
Third slot on the bill is held
offered.
Playing this area for the first down Wy The Peppermints, three

(6),

.

Shoreham Ballerinas

Barnee Orch; cover

$2.

a state of Freudian
frenzy. For Vallee stayed on for
a complete hour on this show, on
which he was the sole entertainer.
During that time, he reviewed a
great part of his career through
the Connecticut Yankees epoch,
through t6 pictures, radio; " theatres, video, Las Vegas, etc.
His
tones are true and frequently soft.
He has an engaging affability in
tune delivery and pleased all elements of the opening-night, crowd.
In Vallee is contained a lot of musical history. He went through ,a
repertoire that included, the tunes
he made famous; Such as “Life is
Just a Bowl of Cherries,” “Veni;”
“Blue Skies,” arid so many others.
His,, reprise of*. “Alouette,” with
tradey asides cut into the lyric,
going

dining-out
hot-weather,
favorite
spot, offers a revue as light as the
on a strawberry icecream
continuation of the shows
held in the Blue Room in the
cooler season, this one is jaim
packed with .music and motion,
maintaining a faster than usual
pace without getting the least bit
serious at any time.
froth
soda.

A

‘

.

'

.

.

Best looking oh the bill are the made an excellent change of pace.
dancing Cerneys* and a male sing- During that tune, he distributed
Bob Sparks, John Bigley samples of Drene to the crowd.
time, Peggy Ryan & Ray McDonald singing canaries who make their and Jacques Ringler,, who particuOne startling change in Vallee
“Somenitery
larly
deliver
ri rousing
bow
(see
New
Acts).
prove a refreshing pair, with the
is the inclusion of a lot of indigo
House line, the Chez .Paree thing’s Gotta Give” from the bal- material;
sprightly antics of. Miss Ryan
such as his interpretasparking a light, easy pace that Adorables, intros the bill, backed cony over the orchestra in sailor tion of the Kinsey report. It’s not
by
warms them quickly and holds by- the voice of Jimmy Lee. They costumes, and then descendfloor
for the youngsters. Then he does
attention throughout. The melange come back later to space the lay- rope ladder to the big dance
out. Doing two production num- to go on with the show. A dancing a lot of .stories centering around
is a carefully blended one, albeit
priests of Irish extraction. They
and impresh is that of a carefree, bers, “There’s Nothing Like A trio—Alice Moreno, with Howard are genuinely amusing in spots but
look
ad lib couple Who combine clown- Dame” and “Kismet,” the line is Hood arid Bob Davis also'
most of them are faririliar. Indeed,
good.
eyefilling
and
serves
its
purpose.
ing (hers) with adept hoofery.
Tippy Stringer, the Shoreham’s his preoccupation with that line of
There’s plenty of room on the big Neither costumes nor numbers
patter makes him appear like the
have
been
changed
since
the
last
trouble
mike
had
regular
soloist,
floor for the Ryan antics, .which,
Hibernian answer to Myron Cohen.
at' show caught, but got off a nice
include giggle-raising jousts with show.
However, his 60-minute session
Brian Farnon handles .showback- “Dream of Venezuela” nevertheringsiders. McDonald’s heel-andis highly rewarding.
Ira Brandt
less, backed up by the Four Basses,
toe work is smoothly’ brought off ing and dansapation expertly.
Gabe.
a quartet of bull fiddles. Novelty Orch backdrops and Armando Fedwith his partner adding to the taperico Trio Latin-reliefs.
Jose.
feaare
regular
combos
musical
a
+•
toppers via a sock takeoff. on Elea\
ture of Shoreham shows and this
nor Powell. Duo highlight their
Statier IKotel, !.. A.
one offers the Four Basses plus ftellevue Casino*
stint with a cleverly worked out
’I
Los Angeles, July 6.
two harpsicords. The Shoreham
“Old 'Soft Shoe” to add to overall
Montreal, July 1,
Spanish Fantasy (13), featuring Ballerinas, the sUpper-room’s: toe
Impact.
Gali Gali, Lorraine
Rafael
Ruiz,
Brunner,
Manolo
Mera
Loraca
,
in
the
dancing
line,
fit
comfortably
Larry Foster, a long-termer with
Lott & Joe Sanders, Bob Peters,
the Alan Gale units, does okay on & Sevilla; Al Donahue Orch (8) various see-going numbers.
his own. Nice looking lad is pos- with the Belaire Trio; $2-$2.50
One of the backbones of the Casino Lovelies (10), Bix Belair
Orch
(ll),. Buddy Clayton Quartet
sessed of a solid paifr of pipes, cover.
Shoreham entertainment, the unit"
which he applies to a group
of 12 violins, is more prominently with Shirley Sheldon; staged and
Natalie Komarova,
of startling close takeoffs on the
It’s Latin style heehand-toe en- featured in this show than it has produced by
top songsters, then launches out tertainment, complete with click- been for some time, working with music by George Komaroff; $1 adon hiss own to prove he can do ing castanets and swirling .skirts, the show and also playing misson.
okay, as Foster.
that will be holding forth to mod- schmaltzy
numbers among the
Trickster Del Breece has -beeri erate ''results for the pext two tables.
Maestro Barnee’s band
Although the Bellevue Casino
working the hotel route around weeks in this downtown room.
plays the show and for the da nsa- Was orie of the 25 clubs recently
town for some time and adapts
Billed as “Spanish Fantasy,” pation.
Lowe.
refused a city license to operate
himself nicely to the La Ronde offering has a few high spots, nofor ’55 because of alleged freakconfines. There’s nothing unusual tably Manolo Mera’s singing and
ing of the early closing regulaBimlio’s 365, Frisco
in his magico blend, but it’s all the Flamenco dancing by Rafael
tions, there has been no stoppage
brought off in smooth manner with Ruiz, but needs better organization
San Francisco, July 7.
Jn the number of shows or the
the dancing-ball-on-kerchief the and more spirited and gay dash,
Carl Ravazza, Half. Bros., Dorothy scheduling of same.
topper that earns him a warm re- particularly early in the 45-minute Dorben Dancers (10), Derle Knox
Present; layout is typical Casino
ception.
Lary t
programming. It’s not until the Orch (8); $2 min.
fare and although there are signs
final ensemble number that a sense
of owner Harry Holmok trimming
of fun gets through to the table
This, is the fourth anniversary his usually lavish budget, the curVasin Street, N. Y.
occupants.
show celebrating Bimbo’s fourth rent showcase is a cinch to keep
Dinah Washington, Chet Baker
Mera, who undoubtedly at some year at his 'current North Beach the regulars coming back and a
Quartet with Lee Konitz, Terry time or other has been likened to
natiiral for tourist trade. Topliner
Gibbs Quartet; $.1.80 admission, $3 Mario Lanza, sings “Granada,” location and his 24th in the night- is Gali Gali,
who returns for one
club business. Honoring the event,
minimum.
“Cara Mia,” “Matinatta” and “Ves- the budget has been upped and of his frequent appearances and
ti la Giubba,” from “Pagliacci,” to
the result is evident, immediately his magico is still impressive and
Current Basin Street layout adds a good hand. At the windup he
solid entertainment. Garbed in the
up to okay entertainment for the comes back to lift a sagging show in a better show.
usual loose-flowing costume, wearSinger Carl Ravazza, long a lo- ing a fez and talking rapidly in
jazz '.buffs, but the name power with vocals to the dancing by the
a
hill
and
•may be lacking for the b.o; pull. entire company. Ruiz limits him- cal favorite, headlines the
husky voice, Gali Gali confuses
On opening night (7), biz was dis- self to a solo and well-done “Fla- continues to be one of the strong- and pleases as he manipulates baby
history.
club’s
est
the
draws
in
appointing where
ordinarily
a menco” midway.
chicks, rings, coins, etc., with dexpreem of a new show at this spot
A song and solo dance by Dorita Belting out a selection of senti- terity and finesse. His gimmick of
draws substantially. Although this Burgos and heel-and-toeing by mental and romantic ballads, Ra- inducing two gents to the floor is
spot is airconditioned, Impact of Jolie Torres were two other good vazza relies heavily on a person- still one of the best on the circuit
the. heat wave may have been an spots. Making up the four femmes ality sell, recites lyrics, and pro- and seldom gets a negative reacadverse factor.’
seen in-* assorted group numbers duces a potent sense of intimacy tion.
Dinah Washington, Mercury Rec- are Miss Burgos, Beatris Trujillo, with the audience. From the start
Hoofers Bettie Lorraine and
ords’ top songstress in the rhythm Maria
De Alba and Conchita of his act, when he enters from Chuck Brunner are
attractive
& blues market, registers strongly Monte. Also in the troupe are the audience singing, to the close and talented as theyboth
groove their
with, her savvy song selling. She Lorca .& Sevilla, dance team; Luis when he rocks them with' his musicomedy terps into the producmostly accents oldies, such as De Caceres, dancer; Marco De theme from his bandleading days, tion numbers and score on their
‘Come Rain or Come Shine,” “A Carlo, vocalist, with Lydia Latzke “Veni Su,” Ravazza gets a strong solo sequence with a hackneyed
Foggy pay,” “I’ve Got You Under at pftino and Richard Modregri on hold on the audience and draws but
spirited
impresh
the
of
a heavy mitt, especially for his Charleston era. Lott & Joe Anders
My Skin” arid- other standards, in guitar.
^
Brog.
a lively upbeat tempo. One of her
medley of oldies. His act now, provide the visual kicks with the
most effective entries is a broad Frolics,
is
heavy with calypso male half of duo wowing the
Salisbury Beach however,
double entendre number, “TV’s
times there are three of them— payees atop a unicycle with his mulSalisbury Beach, Mass., July 3.
the Thing This Year,” which she
and this could be .sliced with tiple balancing feats. Clincher is
Teresa Brewer, Elsa & Waldo, profit.
handles with a sense of humor.
a bike trip around the ringside
A rhythm trio gives her fine sup- Juggling Colleanos (4), Ray Wil- The Half Bros., a swift-paced, with his handsome femme
perchefi
port. In the instrumental groove, liams, Dave Lester’s Orch (10), adept brace of comic jugglers who atop his head tossing rings just to
Chet Baker fronts a quartet with Johnny Fulford; $1.20 admission, do a jet-propelled Indian club make it harder.
his cool trumpet while Terry Gibbs no min.
juggling act while riding unicycles
Baritone Bob Peters jumps from
swings on tne. vibes with another
and switching hats and cigars, pro- the small cafe to this big room
foursome. It’s an attractive parlay,
Teresh Brewer wove a charm- vide a fast and frantic intro to the with, ease as featured singer and
pf differently-styled combos. Baker, ing spell over this 1,250 capacity star. The Dorothy Dorben dancers, emcee. New faces in the Casino
incidentally, is particularly effec- opening-night crowd, surprisingly attractively dressed and working .pony line add spark to the three
tive with his low-key standard vo- largely adult, with her appealing hard in several production * num- Natalie Komarova productions and
cals. Lee Konitz, billed as an add- manner and song repertoire. Open- bers, give
plenty of eye relief the Belair orch backs all performed starter with the Baker group, ing with “Them There Eyes,” throughout the show. The Derle ers handily, with the Clayton
failed to show on opening night. swinging, in the Brewer style, she Knox
orch handles the music combo doing interlude music.
Herm.
Rafe.
Newt.
follows with good change of pace' chores adequately.
'

ing trio.
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Bernie Bralove’s outdoor Shoreham Terrace,’ long Washington’s

M.

encompassing
“From
This Moment On,” then into’ pacechanging “Man That Got Away,”
and from there to “Babalu,” one
of her best. Rocks. ’em with an
rhythmer-r&-blueser eliciting community clapping and closes with
“Will You' Still Be Mine” for a
winning score.
Baylos knows what he can get
away with in his fast standup patter and plays havoc engagingly
with the hecklers as well. He even
encourages such asides, being prepared with the ad libs. Vestpocket
funster packs a mixture of styles,
socko panto, and gestures and
laugh-raising non sequiturs. With his kind of crowd -on tap,
they don’t come much better than
Baylos for the gatherers who like
to think they’ve been to the weli
and back—as some of ’em have.

Howard Hood & Bob
Bob Sparks, John Bigley &

Moreno,

&

selection,

•

$5.

songs

.

the customers more than they had
bargained for. You can’t argue
with a good show on the running
time element, and. this is an abovepar bill with balanced ingredients.
The over-length is perhaps attributable to‘ the fact that singer
Johnny Jphnston (a quick returnee
at La Vie) and comic. Gene Baylos
squared off with each other after
their solo stints to come forth with
a click two-act that should have
some potency around the .nitery
loops (see New Acts). It isn’t often'
that the .table .crowd is treated to
such a surprise- element. ‘Tis appropriate to say that the diners

them

•

»

.

Rudv Vallee, Ira Brandt Orch,
Armando Federico Trio; minimum
.

and encores, to
rousing reception, and she finales
Rudy Vallee, who became the
with “The Banjoes Back in Town," minne$inger of the megaphone
off to a fast ‘start,. Top Skit, “Its Orch;
$1.50 coper/ $3.75 minimum,
backed on the fretted instrument around the era of the first bullthe Man Thai Makes the Clothes,”
has girls dressing and undressing
by Guy Prlricipato, Herbie EideCurrent fortnighter at the Chez miller accompanies the chirp on market, has gone through depreshim in outlandish outfits climaxed
sion, war, conversion and is now
does ririt represent tori' hefty- a the piano.
by a strip bit which finds him in card,
in the midst of .another bullmaronly mild biz
indicates
and
Bermuda shorts. To guffaws, a
Supporting show Is fine with the ket. True, there are some changes
its run.
shaggy fur coat is quickly draped during Mariners bring their four- Juggling Collearios, opener, held in his* turn on the saloon Circuit;
The
about him and he is carried off
Ray But he’s still- clicko for the holdpart harmonies to the top slot over from the last frame.
stage by the girls.
here, in a turn not too well suited Williams emcees and follows with overs of the Scott Fitzgerald era
fixDurante
the
of
Just enough
nice impressions of Frankie Laine, and an interesting bit of curiosa
with
nitery.
Opening
type
to
this
tures, “Inka Pinka Do” “Ever had
“I Want To Live Till I Die,”, group Johnnie Ray, Varighn Monroe arid for the new, crop of riiterygoers,
the Feeling You Wanted to Stay,”
immediately sounds like a glee Ezio Pinza. But a routine would anxious to see a specimen of what
“It’s a Great Day When a Real Pimother .swooned over and what anclub rather than a pop quartet. help;
*
ano-Player Sits Down at the Keys,”
The
voices are pleasant, the .harElsa <& Waldo, in grotesque garb, noyed father.
“Don’t
“Won’t You Come Home,”
impression have aud rolling with their comic
the
good,
but
mony
is
Vallee hasn’t been in a N. Y.
Talk About Him. When He’s Gone,”
of barbershop, and sometimes even ballet,
pantomime, jitterbugging showcase since his. last appearance
etc., are mixed into the act by
light opera persists. In a leftr and taps.' Dave Lester cuts his at the Roosevielt Hotel, the. strongof
either Durante or Jackson.
reference to the Godfrey usual slick -show, while Johnny hold of the Lombardos. However,
The familiar fast Durante re- handed the
Mariners, do “That Old Fulford plays nice intermish music in this debut at Le Cupidon, which
firings,
partee, the bits at orie of the two
Guyl.
Gang
bowed, during the winter with
of Mirie,” for mild chuckles. on the organ.
pianos (there should be more), voGroup
is poised, handling themGreta Keller, he shows his durabilare
Jackson,
of
strutting
and
cals
produce
and
a
stage,
well
oh
selves
ity as an entertainer. For the older
backed by vocals of eihcee Jack
uniformly pleasant; reaction %mong Shoreham Hotel, Wash. girls it’s like meeting an old boyCurtiss at one point and appearthe
four,
2,
Each
of
Washington,
July
customers.
the
friend with whom one can be
*
ance at another of the Borden
“ Summer, Cruise Revue,” With friendly and entertained without
gets his turn in .the spotlight, and
twins; a hefty duo who' put the

Monte Proser’s new layout at
his new La Vie yan past 90 minutes
at its opener last week (7), to give

ate

*

53

Le Cnpidfin, N. Y.
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Wednesday,. July 13, 1955

54
The theatre had accommodation
for 800 .

Vegas’ $164,000,000 Quiz
tz

,

Continued from page 52

other holdover, a melange of whodunits in Oriental flavor complete
.with Charlie Chan and a rickshaw.
Ray Sinatra steers the musical

Matt Young Show.’*
Eastward on Fremont St. and out
of the Gulch area, the El Cortez
Hotel racks up good round-theclock table play with A1 Morgan
and George Kirby doing threea : night in the nitery room.
Five Openings
‘‘The

called

backdrops effectively.
There may be more than a mere

After: the fiurry of the Fourth,
there were five openings to make
’em linger around for a few more

.

Nelson Eddy jumped in to
sub for the ailing Jane Froman
and fills a fortnight 'of. the month

days.

poignant “My Melody,” and
even uncorks some yodelling in
of the Range." With his
charming vis-a-vis, Gale Sherwood, Eddy- duets “This Is My Beloved,” “Wunderbar,” and in Miss
Sherwood’s return clad in sexy
harem filmsy combines “Desert
Song,” “One Alone,” with their by
now trademarked kiss fadeout. Tech
Paxson hacks on the 88s, soloes
“Hungarian Rhapsody,” and shares
centre with Eddy furnishing nbtes
as the warbler turns song and
dance man in parody of fave oldies
and “Stout Hearted
“Rosalie”
the

“Rhythm

,

•

Men.”
Paul. Gilbert overlaps his comedies to shine in gamut of. gags,
and romp through satirical stab at

.

—

allotted to the chantoosie, He turns
in a pleasing performance, as per
usual, resonating his -bary pipes
to “Almost Like .‘Being in Love,”

-

’flippancy to the waggish remark
“As El Rancho Vegas goes, so goes
He, perhaps,
Joe E. Lewis.”
spends more time around> this chicpara-mutuel
the
than
at
spa
rustic
windows of the principal racetracks which* is saying a lot for
The star salesman for
El. Rancho.
this boite has spent the summer
here save for a month in which he
retired to the hills of Hollywood
for a sojourn at the Moeambo. In
his current soiree he still pursues
the parody route with unflagging
enthusiasm, hoarsely illustrating
The
Eli
Basse originals.
the

Lewisian touch enlivens the finale
as he conducts sly badinage with
Nejla Ates. Austin Mack invincibly follows every whim from his
post at the Steinway.
Miss Ates is. framed in a Turkish-East Indian setting by terper
Billy Daniels aud lookers of the
Her unline in Harem attire.
abashed -bellydance not only has
male orbs popping, but captures
oomplete attention of all
the
femmes present. The diminutive
writher routines her session very
well moving into a torrid ringside
taunt, followed by a chirp of a

tune in Turkish and sexy “EmBleats “Dry Bones,”
“Medic.”
braceable You.”
with reserve sesh a rousing getoff
Marti Stevens Swings back tp
of trumpet tootling,' softshoe terpthan four yeafs,
batch of. Vegas after more
Victor Julian’s
ing.
in which time the chantoosie has
canines plus a simian interloper
values to
showmanship
developed
sock over stunts for warm response
\

.

and

salvos.

Donn Arden’s produc-

a great degree.

As a tyro then,

At one of the political discussion sessions bn the operation of
the distributing brg, Heyer criticized the policy of hard and fast
budgets for each department. For
example, if the telephone switchboard exceeded its allotment, he
argued, it could- technically be denied the right to put through more
calls.
He mentioned, the possibility of their being no money in the
kitty to buy a couple of pencils.
In that case, he was told, the staff
would- hav.e to bring their pencils
from home. That, he felt, wa$
symptomatic of the state of mind
of the political bosses who were in
-

control.

,
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WEEK OF JULY
Numerals

13

connection with bliu below indicate opening day

In

*

whether

full

or

NEW YORK

CITY

Palace (R)

Danny Davis
Marilyn Murphy
Rachel Ellen

1.5

Loew; <M> Mossi
Warner
Pelro Bros
Mischa Borr

Music Hall (I) 15
Tessa Smallpage
Marquis ft Family

4 Colleanos

Manor

Ken Whitmer.

Morty Reid Qrc

Ada Moore

Barry
Stuffy. Bryant
Sinclair ft Alda

Waldorf-Astoria
Xavier Cugat Ore

Enid MoSier

ft

Gillian

Mignon

Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Morris

Gray

Steel Trio

Abbe Lane

.

Venguard

Village

Sizzlers

ft

0

of show

week

split

Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit, (I) Independent! <L>
s <P> Paramount; (Rt JttCOj (S) stolli <Tl Tlvolli (W)

C Williams Trio

\

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
N Miller

CHICAGO
Black Orchid
Arthur Blake

Dancers
Heyer. also couldn’t accept the
Howell uadcliffo
Tivoli (T) It
policy of forcing the Eastern films
Gogla Pasha,
Atwell
Roy Barbour
down the throats of a sometimes Winifred
Eddie Vitch
Neal Newton
unwilling public. “Thaelman,” the Canfield Smith
Margaret Brown
Joe Church
Virginia Paris
recently-made, biopic of the former B
Warren & Chic
Alfreros
German communist leader, has to Hellos
Ursula ft Gus
Romaine ft Clair*
Gordon Humphris
be seen by East Germans whether Los
CabaUeros 2
Johnny O'Connor
they want to^or not. Apart from Robert O'Donnell
John Bluth.al
Irene Bevans
its normal theatrical showings, it Fay Agnew
Maureen Hudson
SYDNEY
is taken around "to factories and Wendy Layton
Tivoli <T) II
Hohner Accordion
schools, and attendance is compulPERTH
Ore
II
Malcstys
(T)
HI*
sory for workers and school-children.
BRITAIN
Although there were substantial
BIRMINGHAM
Lita Roza
imports from the West, the politi(M) 11
Cooper Twins
Hippodrome
cal heads of Progress were always Norman Wisdom
Clifford Stanton
Levanda '& Van
primarily concerned with the ideo & Jerjjy Desmonds
Nanci
Crompton
Nat GoneUa
That took prece- Arniut Trio
logical aspect.
Lowe ft Ladd
R- I4ngana ft Diane
dence over entertainments value. The. Sensational
LEEDS
Christlanis
And, as a result, several films from Holger ft Dolores
Empire <M) 11
the West had to be shelved, when Ravlc ft Babs
Syd Seymour Bd
Buffoons
BRIGHTON
3
attempts to scissor the offending Hippodrome (M) 11 Shirley
Bassey
passages failed to achieve the de- Petula Clark
Saveen
The Demos
“Captain Boy- Los Traversos
sired correction.
Ae Vel ft Partner
Billy Russell
cott” and “Gone With the Wind” The Yolandas
ft K Stuthard
Arnold ft Warren
were quoted as the most recent Payne ft Evans
Dunn ft Grant
The Kordas
victims of the political axe.
LONDON
Albert Burdon
Palladium <M) 11
Progress Films^has two control- M ft H Nesbitt
Danny Kaye
Cherry Wainer
lers, one German .and the other
BRISTOL
Senor Wences
Russian. Both get about -equal pay, Hlppodromo (S) 11 Dunhills
Billy Baxter’
Thomas
but there, apparently, the similar- Terry
Annell ft Brask
Maria Pavlou
Volants
The Russian, a minor Tommy Reilly
ity ends.
Carden Dancers
Soviet official who directed the Don Saunders
,

.

Phyllis

Dick Marx
Johnny Frigo
Conrad Hilton

Branch

The Mascots

On

"Carnival

Blue Angel
"Calypso Cruise'*

Ice'*

Fred Hirschfeld
Le Due Bros

.

Tany Roman
Lord Invader

Lou Folds
Johnny Lee
The Ogelviea

Los Velescos Trio
Blue Note
Stan Kenton
Chez Paree
The Mariners
Rose Marie
Chez Adorables
Brian Farnon Ore

Victor Charles

Dave Parks
Robert Lenn

The Tattlers
'Boulevar-Dears

F

Cloister Inn

Lurlene Huntefc

ft

Boulevar-Dons
Masters Ore
Palmer House

Dorothy Shay
Empire Eight
Charlie Fisk Ore

Syms
Roy Bartram

Sylvia

IOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel

Billy Daniels

Yma Sumac

Jackie Farrell

Freddy Martin Ore
Band Box
Billy Gray
Leo Diamond
Vivlanne Lloyd

-

Stan Meyers Ore

Mocamba
Dick Shawn
Paul Hebert Ore.
Joe Castro Ore
Moulin Rouge
Bobby Sargent
Miss Malta ft Co
Doubledaters <4)
Mazzone-Abbott
Jery LaZarre
Ffolllot Charlton
Tony Gentry
Gaby Wooldrldgo
Luis Urbina

Voluptua

Bar of Muslir
Apollon
Ruthie James

D»m

.

•

,]

Mack Twins

Blltmoro Hotal

*

Morey Amsterdam

.

Helen O'Connell

The Houcs
Hal Derwln Ore
-Clro's

Balladlnis 2

Happy

Dupree Trio
Clark Bros.

Statlor Hotel
Spanish Fantasy (12)
Rafael Ruiz

Dick Stabile Oro
Crescendo

Belalre Trio

Kay Brown

Jesters

B Ramos Rhumba B Manolo Mera

she lacked vocal projection, but
tion choreoSf holdovers from pre•
the interim period has" obviously
MANCHESTER
2 Pirates *
vious Noel Coward stanza, are. still
Hippodrome (S) 11
been spent in learning how to sell “Pavlov” film, demands and -gets R ft C Wlaat
effective. Carlton Hayes orch hanJimmy Young
Bahry's
This she does in expert special treatment. When he wants 6
a song.
Reeces
BRIXTON
Brian
with°precision.
cues
scores,
dles all
Empress (I) 11
Jerry Allen 3
wending from opening lessons in German, he gets them
fashion,
Medlock ft Marlowe
The Thunderbolt assemblage “Love,” into “My Own True Love,” for free; when German, staff mem- Harry Shiels
Collies
Bros
ft Juno
Duncan's
Dennis
cheers the arrival of Dorothy Col- a throaty “Learnin’ the Blues,” and bers apply for Russian lessons, Noble ft Denester
Joe Crosbie
Terry Walsh 3
lins a definite hypo for three spicy calypso, “Hot Down Der.” they have to pay. He never views Saballa
ft Mills
Harding
McAndrews
Jan
The charming canary’s Her keyboarding filigree is han- product with his fellow workers^ Miss Blandish
frames.
NEWCASTLE
vidshow plus two previous stands dled neatly by Dave Rogers, with but always has the projection room
CHELSEA '
Empire (M> 11
Bros
Palace
(I)
Granger
11
here insure plenty of followers. Pete Matz conducting his arrange- to himself. And he angered all Syd Makin
Vic Perry
Her infectuous lilts are all sellers ments for^the chirper. Ted Fio his colleagues by buying an expen- A1 ft; Vic Farrell
Eve Boswell
Erla Williams.
Russell ft Susie
as she ripples through “When My Rito orch makes the music go sive couch for his office.
Mary Harkness
The ^Marvells
Baby Smiles At Me,” “Great Day,” round without a hitch.
The end between Heyer and
CARDIFF
Iris Sadler
New Theatre
Jack Francois'
and medley of Hit parade clicks
The Sands’ second edition, of Progress cam© when he hit out at
Driver
The Kenways
Response is “Ziegfeld Follies” is themed to the quotas for the current year. Betty
to incite the mitts.
NOTTINGHAM
Tharos ft Marine
Empire-XM) 11
heavy for begoff turn,- husband glamor and guffaws, and geared to Payments by the distributing out- The Graham Brol
Revel ft Fields
Sabrina
Ray Scott’s delicately defined lure loads of silver into the pjush- fit to DEFA (producers) and Sov- Hans
Bela ft Mary
Johnny Lockwood
Charles. Ancaster
“Mountain Hi^h, Valley Low.”'
Russ Henderson Co
ery for a month as Tallulah Bank- export, the -buying agency for all Les
ft Len Rogers
McLanna 2
Don Tannen chufns up a storm head comes back to her one and imported pix including those from
COVENTRY
3 Deuces
Hippodrome (I) 11 Paul Howard ft Joe
of yogks with his return to the only nitery home.
From the mo- the West, had to be raised from Billy
Cotton
O’Gorman
’Bird.
He ranges from sophisti- ment she makes her dramatic en- 71,300,000 marks in 1954 to 80,000,- Stephens ft Breeze Fe
Jover
PORTSMOUTH
cated touch to hoke, when chatter- trance by slinking down a spiral 000. Attendances, per head of the George Martin
Bar
Wonder
Royal (M) 11
ing “Davy, Crockett” in French or staircase, until her closer, “May the population had to he increased George Meaton
Danny Purches
tavern Good Lord Bless and Keep You,” from 14:7 times to 17.1.
portrayal
of
German
Lou Campara
And ad- M ft E Rose
2 Courtneys
Radio Revellers
crooner who has 'just returned to her uninhibited stage presence missions to Eastern pix had to Bea
ft Zelda Marvl
The Skylons
bistros after putting in a stretch complete with
EDINBURGH
George Lacy
equally uninhib- climb from 44%*t0 57%, which
Empire (M) 11
Allen ft Albee Sis
as one of Adolph’s goosesteppers. ited remarks fractures everyone in would cut attendances to Western Myles
Bell
Dickie Dawson
Los Gatos work in their highly the Copa Room. Although»the bulk films from 56% to 53%. So; at the The Ladrlnglos
Fairley ft Stevens
Morton
Fraser's
Co
SUNDERLAND
mobile fashion, setting up zippy of her monology is spent among end of last March he crossed over
Bobby Collins
Empire (M) 11
opener with aero flips, intridate the green fields of humor, whimsy to West Berlin and was officially Lee Young
Bobby Thompson
Roy
Lester
Michael Hibb’ert
aerial flights to earn accolades for and frank references to the men recognized as a refugee.
He has Jean Kennedy
Gene Patton
each trick, Thundprbird Dancers in her life, Tallu reaches a peak in been unemployed ever since.
Reg' DaPonte
Edna Dean
June Tei*ry Moore
display terfl chores engagingly, a recitative of Dorothy Parker’s
A DEFA official, Kurt Fehling, Jimmy, Jeff ftPARK
Ted Alex
highlighted by magyar romp for satirical, "The Waltz.”
who quit the East Zone a fortnight FRINBUKY
Empire (M) 11
June Balmer
Issy Bonn
finale spotting ballerina Anita BarGloria Jansen
Georgie Shaw reveals the kind ago, is in hiding in West Berlin.
Peter Cavanagh
Johnny Daw
nett.
Barney Rawlings is a genial of personality that bids to make
McHarris ft Dolores The Tatler Girls
warbling-emcee, and A1 Jahns pjuts him a potent marquee name here.
Tommy Fields
SWANSEA
Eddie Lynn
Empire (M) 11
his musiemen through paces with- Songstyling has tremendous apFrank Cook
Vancouver Boys Bd
Hocus-Potfus
out a hitch.
Margerite ft Charles Bunty St. Clare
peal as he bounces from “NoWinters ft Fielding
Vogelbein's Bears
Boff Belafonte
Continued from page 2
body’s Sweetheart” to “Unchained
Sterling Sis
Bobbie Kimber
In the four-frame stay of Harry Melody,” a swinging “I Can’t Give a yacht cruising around Manhattan.
GLASGOW
Joe Devoe
Empire (M) 11
Chrto Charlton
Belafonte, the Riviera is certain to You Anything But Love,” dulcet Climax, came when Christopher
Ray Ellington 4
Dowler
ft Rogers
please the appetites of the most “Sorrento,” and sock windup “Let caused the soap, which floats in
fickle Strip rounders.
Following Me Go Devil,” the original of “Let water without the aid of .magic,
his successful tour in “Three for Me Go Lover.”
Bobby Brandt tp zoom mysteriously through thin
Tonight,” the. folk-chanter reveals wastes no time in setting up a air.
Cabaret Bills
all reasons why he was applauded
Another gimmick exploited by
zipp.y pace for a prime spot with
so mightily on Broadway, through- his fancy legmania, receiving* en- the magico is the visual presentaout the extended Paul Gregory thusiastic reaction to his softshoe tion of hardsell ideas at \ sales
tour, and lately on tv. His reper-i
YORK CITY
interps,* sliced with back-bending meetings. Christopher flew to Chitoire here closely parallels the
aerial snaps.
Symbolic Ziegfeld cago to punch across the features
Basin Bt
Barbara Black
sOngstint of that show, with the
window dressing is provided in the of a new Mallory line of hats. The Dinah Washington Van Smith Oro
Calypso novelties, the tour into Bob Gilbert, Renee Stewart chore- national sales manager displayed
Belmonte Ore
Blrdland
Le Cupldon
folkways,
“Shenandoah,
“John ography as dolls parade around in a pack of cards. Lettered on each Count Basie
Rudy Vallee
Henry” and “Kalenda Rock.” Bela- minks, sables and gems, with Har- •pasteboard Was a Mallory strong
Bort soir
Old Roumanian
Jimmy. Komack
Sadie Banks
fonte has the” benefit of close afvery Allen warbling the spegial point. He hurled the cards at* a Portia Nelson
-Joe Laporte Ore
filiation with his adcomper, MilGerald Cook
D’Aquila Ore
Antonio Morelli’s podium five-pronged stand in Christopher’s Mae
tunes.
Barnes
lard Thomas, and his conductor,
Park Sheraton
hands. Five cards—with the ideas 3 Flames
direction is flawless.
Milt Herth Trio ~
the jazz-clarinetist Tony Scott.
to be stressed attached ' immedi- Jimmy Daniels
Tina Prescott
-Composer
Patio
Harry Mimmo’s brand of comately to the ends of the rods; the Cy Coleman
Ace Harris
edy is on the nervous side, but the
rest of the pack scattered to the Ralph Sharon
Nancy Noland
Embora
Bruce
hand mannerisms, the running
Raeburn
, floor.
„
Geo Shearing
Rosalinda
phrase, ’“with big respect,” and “in
Still
another
application
of.
No. I Fifth Av#
Gleb Yellin Oro
Continued from page Z
a dipldmatic way,” tickles tableTwo GulUrs
hocus-pocus principles has been Bob Downey
Harold Fonvllle
Kostya Polianlky
siddrs Ifito chuckles.
His collec- showed that the target had been made in window displays, Christop- Hazel Webster
Mislia Usdanoff
tion of .lap takeoffs on the great exceeded by 3%.
Hotel Roosevelt
Eugerie .ft Sonia
her’s illusionary attention-getters,
Lubov Hamshay
Holmes Oxo
hoofers, in particular the Astaire
During recent months, the ex* in which objects levitate, change, Alan Hotel
Tift
Aliya Uno
finish, evokes admiration.
.Versailles
Progress exec observed, a form of appear and disappear have been Vincent Lopez Ore
Lktin Quarter
"Come As You Are*
Bob Hamilton Trio happens to passive resistance had been devel- set up with light bulbs, liquor botConnie Sawyer
Joey Adams
be a terp act, although the oping in the organization. Members tles, typewriter ribbon,- food fair A1 Kelly
Dick Smart
Paul Lynde
Tony & Eddie
nomenclature might suggest a mu- of the staff failed to turn up for products and other merchandize.
ft A6hour Joan Carroll
sical combo. Hamilton ‘goes about the compulsory Eastern screenings,
A couple of decades ago the top Lucienne
Bill Bailey
BUI Mullikin
his choreos with verve aided by yet were always on hand when new tricksters worked out an act or Rex Weber
Jimmie Russell
N
Patti Ross
Betty Logue
two cute chicks who dart around Western films were being pro- full evening show and* spent their Betty
Inga Swenson
Georg*
most enthusiastically while depict- jected. And he thought there was lifetimes touring theatres or niter- Roger Steffan
Johnny Laver ty
Franca
Alan
Conroy
Baldwin
ing “Hallucinations” and “Peanut the same passive resistance by the ies with a standard attraction. ToJohn Bar Us
Salvatore Gioe Oro
Vendor.” Hal Belfer’s line of gals paying public, citing the example day with the sweeping changes John Delaney
-Penchlto Ore
Leo
Stone
Ore
Viennese*
Lenterfl
and guys continue the intro the- of the recent East Berlin preem in show biz, the magic men are exB Harlowe Ora
Sandra Klraly
atre lobby scene and cap the over- of “Seven from the Rhine,” which ploring new outlets
La Via
Bela. Blzony Ore
for their cus-j
Johnny Johnston
Ernest Schpen OrC
long (100 minutes) layout with an- was attended by only 23 people. tom-made amazement
*
» Gen^ Baylos
n
Village Barn
->

Al Donahue Ore

HAVANA

-

Troplcane

S Suarez Orq

Carmen Miranda

A Romeu

Rosita Fornes

Henry Boyer

.

Orq

Montmartre
Los Chavales

Armando Blanchl
Leonela Gonzalez
Raul Diaz
Gladys Robau
Tropicana Ballet
S de Espana Or4

Trlnl Reyes'
Juliette ft Sandor
Ivette dela Fuento

Orq

Casino Playa
Fajardo Orq

LAS VEGAS

.

.

Dunss
El Rancho Vegas
Magic Carpet R'v'e Joe E. Lewis
Dick Haymes
Nejla Ates
Jack De Leon
Marti Stevens
Hightowers
Billy Daniel
Helene Stanley
Ted Flo Rito Oro
Jose Duval
Sahara
Jaye Ruhanoff oro
Martha Raye
Flamingo
Kirby Stone
Tony Martin.
Amin Bros
Jackie Shannon
Sara Seegar
Diana Lynch
Moro-Landis Dncrs
Coles ft Atkins
Cee Davidson Ore
Hal Borne
Rlviora
Ron Fletcher Dncrs Harry Belafonte
Teddy Phillips Ore Harry Mimmo
Sands
Hal Belfer Dncrs
•Tallulah Bankhead
Ray Sinatra Qrc
Bobby Brandt
Sherman Hayes .Ore
Chuck Nelson
Showboat
.A Morrelll Ore
Nick Lucas
Desert Inn
Zerbys
.
Nelson Eddy
Camille
Gale Sherwood
Cliff Ferre
Paul Gilbert
[.8 Lucky Girls
V. Julian
Al Lyons Ore
Donn Arden Dncrs
Golden Nugget
Art Johnson
Cass Co. Boys
Carlton Hayes Ore
Wingy Manone
Now Frontier
Tico Robbins Oro
Will Mastin Trio ft
MOUlIn Rouge
Sammy Davis Jr Stump ft Stumpy
Karen Chandler
Timmy Rogers
Robert Alton Dncrs Ann Weldon
Garwood Van Ore Platters
Thundorblrd
B. Carter Ore
Dorothy Collins
Silver Slipper

•

.

.

Sales

Don Tannen

Hank Henry
Lee Sharon

Los Gatos
Barney Rawlings
Thunderbird Dnors
Al Jahns Ore /
Royal Nevada

.

A M

Appletons
v
Sparky Kaye
George .Redman Ore
El Cortez

Alberghettl

Myron Cohen

Al Morgan
Geo Kirby

Jerry

Honey Girls
Sherman Hayes Oro

G Tapps Dncrs

.

Fielding Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

NEW

’

.

Clover ctuh
Nat Nazarro
Bert Stone
Rosina Aston
Red .Thornton
Marlon Viray
Jack Stuart Ore
Sana Souci Hotel

Syd Stanley Oro

Leo DeLyon
Freddy CalO Ore
Ann Herman Dors

Jack Kerr
Club Calvert

5

Parisian

Mandy Campo Oro
.

Ella Fitzgerald

.

Phil

Brito

Ava Williams
Peter Mack
Fontainebleau
Helen Forrest
Dr Giovanni

—

*

Refugee German

Sa casas Ore
-Balmoral Hotal

—

Saxony Hotel
Paul Grey
Ayne Barnett Ore
Johnny Silvers. Ore
Sea

Hotel

Isle

Ruth Wallis
S Hoffman Oro

The Belmonts

•

Rev

Empress Hotel
ft Samara

Stuart

Bombay Hotel

.

O'clock

Tommy Raft
H. S. Gump

Mary Peck Trio
Sonny Kendis Ore
.

Wayne Carmichael

'

Nautilus Hotel
An tone ft Ina
Pat Henning

Patsy Abbott
500 Club

Rose Murphy

(3)

Billy Valentine

Kamen
Ray Romez
Sid

Vanity

Jerl

Fair

Jordan

Vince Neist 3
Fausto Curbelo Oro

LAKE TAHOE

1
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Blltmoro
Jana Powell

AlVlno Rcy

Harmonica Rascala
Del Courtney Oro

Peggy Lee

Mary Healy
Wonder ft Banks
Wanger Girls

W
Matty-

»

\

I

i

Rowano

ft

Martin

Stateline Girls
Sterling Young Ore

Wagon Wheel

Ink Spots

Eastman Trio
Malncck Qrc Paris Sisters

1

r

Statellna

’

Peter Lind Hayes*

.

V

Colonial

Cal-Nava

,

J

Tabarln

Kathryn Grayson
Halfbacks
Will Jordan
Harrahs Club.
,
Helene Hughes dots King Sisters
Dick Foy ore
Andrlni Bros

*
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B’WAY JAMUP WORSE’N
A

Farrell Keeps

Showing His 'Ankles’

Borne, July 5,

Unique in show biz history, a show plane took off from here on
Sunday (3) for Athens to see a play and. returned the same night
for an extraordinary experience. At invitation of the Greek government, a .planeload of Italian radio and film execs, journalists and
politicos, plus American and other figures, were cuffoed via PanAmerican to Greece to attend a performance of Euripides’ “Hecuba” Sunday night, as final performance of, the Epidavros Drama
Fest.

Group left Rome Sunday morning 8 a.m. by plane to Athens,
Were then taken by ship to Epidavros, thence by bus to the
Asclipeiion. They .saw “Hecuba,” with Katina Paxinou in the lead
from 7:3d to 9:30 Sunday night, had buffet supper on board ship
back to Athens, left Athens at midnight by plane, to return to

Rome

at 1:45 a.m,

Plane list included Judith Anderson,' Louise Albritton, Serge
Maria Gambarelli, Trudy Goth (N.Y. newspaperwomen),
Jean-Jacques Gauthier, Ambassador Alexander Argyropoulos, and
others. Attendance at the performance was most ^unusual
19,OQO people from all parts of Greece came to see the show in the
strangest of vehicles, some by donkey cart, some by foot. Miss
Anderson .said it was the most impressive experience of her life.
'

Lifar,

—

B’way

‘Pan’ Netted lWiG

on NBC-TV

It’s

By HOBE MORRISON

legit

Even before getting through the
summer boxofflee slump, Broadway
already faces a theatre shortage
for next fall. Unusual aspect of the
situation is the severity of the indicated booking jam. It stacks up
as the worst ih many years. As customary, -the tieup appears worse
for musicals than for straight plays.
At the moment there appear to
be few theatres available for fall
bookings. As opposed to that,
dozens of scheduled new productions are without theaitre commitments, apparently lacing the prospect of sweating out rehearsals and
tryout tours on the chance that
current longrun shows will fade
and be ousted or that early openers will flop out.

As an indication of the seriousness of the theatre shortage, Roger
L.

The NBC color telecast of
“Peter Pan” last March 7 netted
Broadway legit production
That was the leftover
$105,907.
coin from a flat $225,000 paid the
Broadway management" by the network to mount the. video product

Come

the-

tion.

According to a recent accounting
on the Richard Halliday presentation, the television income, plus a

$4,000 take from souvenir royalreduced the deficit on the
entry, which shuttered
last Feb. 26, to $76. At the windup
of its limited 19-week run at the
Winter Garden Theatre, N. Y., tiie
Mary Martin starrer had $109,983
to r.ecoup on a $125,000 investment.
full return of the capitalization
was made to .the backers last
March 21, with the management
footing the $76 loss.
ties,

Main Stem

Josephine

St. John Terrell apparently
doesn’t believe in faking if it
can be avoided. He’s winding
up the first act of “By the.
Beautiful Sea,” at his. Music
Circus, Lambertville,
N. J.,
this week, with an actual balloon ascension, outside the
tent. Musical calls for the lead
femme to go up in a balloon at
the finish of the initial act and
then hop out in a parachute;
Since this takes place just
prior to intermission, the balloon, with a capacity of 19,000
square feet, goes up during th>
between-acts break carrying
one person who drops a dummy hooked on to a parachute.

|-

A

The musical would have had to
rack up an approximate $1,000,000
gross on its 19-week run at the
Winter Garden

to register

an op-

erating profit- equal to the tv take.
In other words, the tuner needed
a weekly gross of around $52,500
on a potential capacity of about
$57,500.
The tv take was nearly
three times as much profit as the
show made from operations during
entire Main Stem run.’ The operating profit for the 19 weeks
was, $38,591.

its

10% Admish Tax Must Be
Lopped Off

to

Save

Legit,

League Tells Congress
Washington, July 12.
If- the live theatre is to be revived in this country, the 10% admissions tax should be repealed,
a Congressional committee was
told last week by Ralph Becker,
Washington counsel for the League,
of

Legit producers may get a double-barreled demand from Actors
Equity for a pay increase for extras

the

and elimination of supers. On
premise that, current scripts

demand more work

of* extras,

the

union recently sent

Equity reps say the queries are
a move to obtain better conditions
for the extras. Prior to quizzing
its
members, the union had
broached the League of N. Y.
Theatre on raising the extra min-

imum.
The current minimum for

extras
$40, while supers get a couple
dollars per performance and
can literally be picked up off the

is

of

,

Equity has no jurisdiction
over supers, who are considered
an animated part of the scenery,
while extras are classified as being
part of the action. However, the
line between extras and supers is
street.

New York Theatres.
“The Federal Government,” said so thin in numerous instances that

Becker, “lias already officially rec- Equity has been considering a
ognized the plight of opera, sym- stand against the latter category.
phonies and certain segments of
the living theatre which are now

exempted from the tax. Some relief Nix
was granted through the reduction
of the tax in 1954, but complete
repeal of the tax is necessary to a
revival of theatrical activity, or
even the hope of stemming the

(either

through Pro-

*

to stage the London
edition of his Broadway hit,
“Desperate Hours, ’’.was married to actress. Lucy Prentis
oh the eve of sailing. No one
thought of such a technicality,
so Mrs. Erskine’s passport was

spring

'.

its
Broadway opening, is
sinking additional coin into the
production to keep it running.
That’s despite heavy losses inin her maiden name,
curred during the past two weeks,
“After the show’s opening
when receipts tallied $20,900 and
recalls,
.Erskine
in London,”
$15,100, andean expected continu“we took a honeymoon trip
ation of downbeat biz during the
Wherever
through Europe;
traditional July slump.
we went, explanations were
The production earned $4,805
always in order because my
operating profit for the four- week
wife’s passport Was in the
ended June 18. On the
period,
After
name of Lucy Prentis.
basis of revised estimates of the
the first couple of times we
cost, that indicates the
production
arrived at hotels, we learned
Guy Bolton-E<jdie Uavis-Dan Shato take the desk clerk’s knowFain musical had
piro-Sammy
of
ing smile as* a matter
about $250,000 to recoup as of that
course.”
date. The show is. currently in its
13th week at the Mark Hellinger,
N. Y„ which Farrell owns.
Although the musical made an
estimated slight profit for the
frame .ending June 25 when the
gross hit $31,200, the coin dropped
during the ensuing two- weeks,
ending last Saturday «(9h is figured
to have substantially increased the
deficit op the production.,
Erie, Pa., July 12.
Farrell was set to close at the
A new hazard of “show caval- windup of last Saturday night’s
cades” appeared here Sundays (10)
(Continued on page ’58)
when the Erie Dispatch sent 269

after

••

.

•

Night,” “Strip for Action,” “Amazing
Adele,”
“Dilly,”
“Delilah,”

‘Porgy’ Co.

Shows Yanks

“South Pacific.” Four of the
‘Wonderful People’ To
“Pleasure Dome,” “Serenade” and bu§es and a staff car bearing drama
newsother
and
“Ziegfeld Follies.”
critic Lyle McKay
Europeans, Sez Levin
Straight plays announced for paper personages duly arrived on
The “Porgy And Bess” touring
production but without theatre time at the appointed restaurants company wound up a sock Eurobookings include “A for Aduit,”
three of the buses got lost pean season recently with dates in
“Mighty Man Is He,” “Palm Tree but
Belgium, and flew to South Amerin a Rose Garden,” “Roomful of enroute.
ica, to open a four-mOnth tour unRoses,” “Auntie Marne,” “Dancing
Result of the mixup was that der sponsorship of the U.S. State
in the Chequered Shade,” “Mar- restaurants which had arranged for Dept.
(ANTA handling the delowe,” “Small War on Murray extra Sunday waiters and the tent tails). Troupe opened in Rio de
Hill,” and “Time Remembered,”
theatre whose Sunday curtain is Janeiro, at the Teatro Municipal,
Also,
“Hot
Corner,”
“Tiger 7:30 had to delay operations and last Week.
at the Gates,” “Top Man,” “Affair pay overtime. Lost buses were loSylvan Levin, who went over to
of Honor,” “Child of Fortune,” cated by a general police alarm. Europe in April to rehearse the
“Ponder Heart,” “Early to Con- Greyhound is now being asked to Harold Arlen - Johnny Mercer
gress,” “Red Roses for Me,” “Take pay, or at least share, the unsched- “Blues Opera” which the, “Porgy”
This Woman,” “The Sisters,” “Day uled extra costs. Erie Dispatch sold troupe had planned doing, was
by the Sea,” “I Hear You Singing,” tickets, transportation and food for “drafted” as alternate “Porgy”
“Lolita,” “Serena Blandish,” “Lex- $8.75 and applications could have maestro with Alexander Smallens,
inton Avenue Entrance” and “Luc- filled five more buses had they and will continue the alternating
been Available for charter. John routine in Latin-America. (Smallrece.”
Hectic and even awkward as the Price of the tent theatre donated ens conducted the opener in Rio,
theatre shortage may be to Broad- corsages and cigars to the junket- then fleW back to N. Y. for a few
way, it may prove beneficial to the eers, appropriately impressed that Lewisohn Stadium dates. He’ll reroad. With houses at, a premium, so many from Erie, with a rep as turn to Brazil shortly).
current New York shows that fall a bad show town, would go 100
Writing from Antwerp, before
below the stop clauses will pre- miles to see a show.
he left Europe, Levin had this to
( Continued on page 59)
Here’s the snapper on the story: say about the “Porgy” troupe:
“You may have read many times
the same three buses that got lost
going to Cleveland got lost again what a wonderful instrument for
For the
Defense
coming back and the final one good propaganda this group of Nerolled into Erie at 4:15 a.m. after gro performers is for our country.
Fire Island, N. Y.
the passengers enjoyed themselves But you do not get the full imEditor Variety:
drivers singing pact of it until you are with them
Merely asking a friendly ques- and kidded the
and see what a tremendous effect
“California,’ Here We Come.”
tion, but why should the televising
they have on not only the audiof “Three For Tonight” evoke
ences—but what to me seems
angry barks from New York theWILL
COST
IT
much
more important—the com$75,000
atregoers and, simultaneously, do
munity itself in which they live
$85,000 in Los Angeles after the
for 10 days or two weeks.
CORNER’
‘HOT
TO
tv showing, yet?
“These people (the actors) are
Eleanore Saidenberg has budg- very jealous of their behavior—
Granting that the Broadway boxoffice
scale
was a $6.90 top eted her scheduled Broadway pro( Continued on page 59
against a $4.40 top in L.A., the ef- duction of Allen Boretz and Ruby
fect of televised showings on re- Sully’s comedy, “The Hot Corner,”
ceipts would seem a point that at $75,000. The presentation will Dunnock to Stay With
utilize a cast of 14, with Sam
gets mooter and mooter.
I assume either that California Levene as stager. Show is a one‘Cat’ Troupe Till Jan.
theatregoers are a more docile setter.
Mildred Dunnock, who’s featured
Boretz’ previous credits include
breed than we have oh the
to see

.

Commissions To
Strawhat Packagers
memo

Actors Equity’has issued a
to be posted in
notifying union

summer

TV

,

—

—

REACH

east

theatres coast, or that $85,000
in the 4,400members they’re seat Greek Theatre is
a lousy
prohibited from paying commisweek’s
business,
“This tax is especially burden- sions
hardly
to
who cast packages, opening the boxoffice for. worth
some to legitimate theatrical pro- This is inagents
line with Equity’s drive
ductions because of the high cost to
Arnold B. Horwitt
eliminate such tactics, which
of operation and the inevitably also
exist on Broadway, where
high casualty rate of new artistic casting
agents
Have
collected
productions. Removal of the tax commissions
from performers they
would not only stimulate employ- place, Although the union’s rules
JUBILEE YEAH
ment in musical and theatrical ac- forbid the practice, enforcement
tivities; it would encourage greater has been
lax.
investment in private artistic proIn connection with the casting
jects and enrich the cultural her- commission situation,
Equity is
itage of the country.”
backing up the practice adopted
Becker pointed out that the num- this summer by Hillard Elkins, of
ber of plays on Broadway has de- the Henry C. Brown agency. He’s
clined by 68% since the depression charging bam managements a pro1905-1955
years of 1931-32, and that total duction fee on packages in adattendance of Broadway produc- dition to the regular price of the
tions is off 27% since 1955.
package.
tide.

Producer Howard Erskine,
went to England last

Who

Ironically,
Producers
Theatre operates three theatres,
but one of them has a current
smash and another is committed
for fall. Thus, theatre operator Stevens, is in the position of having
to go to the Shuberts for theatres
for producer Stevens.
Among the musicals listed for
production, but without theatre
commitments,4 include “Shangri- persons in seven Greyhound buses
La,” “Mr, Wonderful,” “Saturday off to the Cleveland Music Carnival

available.

a case of never say die with
producer-theatre owner An-

thony Brady Farrell. With unrecouped costs on “Ankles Aweigh”
already totalling more than $250,000, Farrell, who took over the
musical production, from Fred F.
Howard Hoyt arid
Finklehoffe,
Hammerstein
shortly
Reginald

,

out a quesHowever an additional option tionnaire to all members
employed
payment of $31,081 to the Los An- in that category to “obtain
a picgeles Civic Light Opera Assn., ture of the work
they were doing.”

(Continued on page 59)

Btevens

ducers Theatre, the Playwrights
Co. or in partnership with other
managements) reportedly has seven
shows on the fire for early fall
production, with only one house

Secretly Respectable'

“Room

Service,”

in

collaboration

with John Murray.

GOLDEN

her

contract

with

the

management

Davis-Liss Burleycue

.

__

in the Playwrights Co. production
of “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” has

extended

'

Play for Clark-Buttons
Eddie Davis, coauthor of “Ankles
A weigh,” has been talkiifg to
Bobby Clark about “Dis Must Be
De Place,” about two top bananas
in a yesteryear (pre-Minskey) burleycue.

Davis wrote it as a straight play
with Howard Liss, but it is elastic
for musicalization. It’s patterned
for Clark and a younger comic. like
Red Buttons, both of whom incidentally were cradled in burlesque.
Clark is reading it now.

until next Jan. 1, at
exit the show.
Her original pact was due to terminate Sept. 1. Costar Burl Ives’
contract also expires in January,

which time

she’ll

not known whether or not
remain with the production.
Jr. has been rumored
as a possible replacement for Ives
if he exits.
but

it’s

he’ll

Lon Chaney

Incidentally, Ben Gazzara, also
featured in the Tennessee Williams
play, leaves the production Aug. 8
for a costarring assignment in Jay
Julien’s presentation of “Hatful of
Rain,” due to open Nov. 9 at the
Lyceum Theatre, N. Y. Jack Lord
will replace Gazzara.

.
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LEGITIMATE
Breakdown
.jf*

New
Editor, Variety:
In reference to

New

setup for the financing of-*
legit shows has been worked out
by Albert Selden & Morton GottProfit Distrib
lieb for their four scheduled pro* .
ductions for the coming season.
‘Fanny’;
With the idea of keeping budgets
on
distribution
profit
The
at an absolute minimum, Selden Is
is nearing 100% on a
“Fanny”
bond
the
supplying
personally
money and will guarantee any ad* $275,000 investment. The David
production
ditional production coin that may Merrick-Joshua Logan
is making another $55,1)00 divvy
be needed.
this week, bringing the total profit
Under the new system, Selden distribution to $220,000.’ That’s an
& Gottlieb have set the following 80%
payoff on the original stake.
budgets: “Palm Tree in a Rose
The divvy, split 50-50 between
Garden,” $30,000; “Better Mouse- the management and the backers,
trap,” about the same amount; gives the latter a 40% return on
“Amazing Adele,” a full-scale mu- their investment. The Marcel .Pagsical comedy, $175,000, and “archie nol-S. N. Behrman-Logan-Harold
and mehitabei,” another musical, Rome musical is currently in its
around the same figure. The firm 37th week at the Majestic Theatre,
already has a blanket bond of $50,- N. Y.
000 on deposit to cover the four
shows, so no backer money will be

On
New 55G Diny

220G

'

needed for

that.

In case any of the productions
goes over the budgeted cost, Selden will lend the necessary coin
to the project. As customary with
production loans, the <advance will
be payable out of first operating
profits. However, it will hot increase the. amount of the show’s
capitalization, so the backers’ share
of the net will not be affected.
Thus, “Palm Tree,” for example,
Will have the unusually low capitalization, instead of the approximately $75,000 that such a venture

of

10%

A

year-round stock operation is
to get underway at the
Cocoanut Grove Playhouse next No*
vember. The theatre, which has
been functioning as. a film house
in recent years, is undergoing an
approximate $300,000 overhauling.
Footing the renovation cost is
George S. Engle, a Cocoanut Grove
resident, who purchased the Play,
house earlier this year. Another

‘

to

.

open

...

male lead.
“archie and mehitabei,” based on
the Don Marquis characters of the
alleycat and the cockroach, is being produced by S & G in association with James Awe, The book
has been written by Joseph Darion,
with George Kleinsinger suoplying
music and lyrics. Eddie Bracken
is set for the male lejyd, with Carol
Haney, as femme lead (provided
production doesn’t start until after
her anticipated baby arrives).. Gene
Kelly and Gower Champion are
possibilities

’

.

—

.

’

j

Detroit-Teenage Theatre,

Radio Party Goes Over;

for legit production.

“Better Mousetrap,” by John D.
Hess, opens a tryout at the Bucks
County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.,
the same night, July 18. It is being staged by John Cromwell, with
a cast including Neva Patterson,
Edmon Ryan, Efrem Zimbalist Jr.
and Russell Collins.' It’s due on
Broadway in the late fall.
“Amazing Adele” is a musical
version of the French comedy, “Le
Don d’ Adele,” by Jean Barriellet
and Jean Pierre Gredy, It has a
book by Anita Loos, with music
and lyrics by Selden. Herbert Ross
is in line to direct and do the
choreography, with Jack Landeau
staging the book. Tammy Grimes,
an alumna of the Neighborhood
Playhouse, N*. Y., is set for the title
role, with Johnny Desmond the
likely

On Saturday evening, July 2d,
our airconditioning unit broke
Due to the holiday week- 'Licenses, is omitted.
down.
end imd unavailable manpower
Author’s first and second acts,, as published, contain several postthis could not be repaired before
production embroideries both in dialog and stage business, although
2 o’clock in the ‘morning.
publishers suggest that this is “Cat” as the author “originally
the
This was the first breakdown of wrote it.” Most readers and subsequent producers will surely require
the equipment in our “scientificalcomplete “playing” version to gain better understanding of the hit’s
a
ly airconditioned” .theatre in many
intrinsic values. “Person-to-person” introduction, supplied by Williams,
years and, I Hope, the last.
is a reprint of his N. Y. Times article, March 20, ’55, offered without
Also, I would greatly appreciate
acknowledgment to the Times. Burden of the author’s message underit if you would reprint this letter,
scores' his recurring need to communicate as truthfully as possible
in whole Or part, as .we are very
with audiences, despite “rejections that were painful and costly.” ,
proud of our excellent aircondiSecond act contains a noteworthy stage direction expressing part of
tioning, despite the fact that acciWilliams* philosophy as a dramatist: “Some mystery should be left
dents do happen.
in the revelation of a character .
This does not absolve the play.
George Banyai.
wright of his duty to observe and probe as clearly and deeply as he
General Manager
legitimately can; but it Should steer him away from ’pat’ conclusions,
Henry. Miller Theatre.
facile definitions which make a play just a play, not a snare for the
truth; of human experience.” Accompanying “notes for the designer” is
Film Houses, Too
a plate showing Jo Mielziner’s unusual set for “Cat.” Two figures, re•
New York.
sembling Burl Ives and Ben Gazzara, have been superimposed upon the
Editor, Variety:
sketch which, incidentally, reproduces so poorly that it gives almost
Qlad Variety is going to check no idea of Mielziner’s effective work. Author's ideas about the set
on the legit Sweat-boxes around are at Wide variance with the finished product, but he does say: “The
town—but it is not safe to assume, set should be far less realistic than I have , ... implied.”
as this week’s, article indicates,
Book contains a cast list and partial production-credit list. (Lucinda
that cooling systems in all film Ballard, for example, gets no nod for her distinctive costuming). No
palaces are satisfactory.
mention is made of the. fact, referred to publicly by Williams, that
I’ve been doing a bit of research “Cat” was written at, a suggestion from drama critic Henry Hewes,
in the matter this week fleeing based on Williams’ short story, “Three Players at a Summer Game,”
the heat. Some o’f the cinema re- which was dramatized recently at Westport’s White Barn Theatre
treats get plenty sticky, especially under Hewes’ direction.
during play-off of last feature each
..“Cat” is dedicated to Williams’ longtime agent, Audrey Wood, and
evening; when house fills up; and carries a quote, as does the attraction’s playbill, from a verse by
in loge and balcony areas.
Dylan Thomas. Publication date is announced as July 20, but book has
Bob Downing.
been on sale in Manhattan shpps since July 7. Incidentally, the published work indicates that the copyright was issued on the original
title, “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” or “A Place of Stone.”

Edward Ray Downes,
has leased the theatre from Engle

“Palm Tree,”, by Meade Roberts,
will open a tryout tour July 18 at
the Pocono Playhouse, Mountainhome, Pa. It is being staged by
Jose Quintero, with scenery by
Charles Elson and a cast including
Joan Blondell, Alice Ghostley,
George Voskovec, Barbara Baxley,
Herbert Evers, Betty Lou Holland,
Belle Flower and Ronald Harper.
is
tentatively slated
Sept. 22 on Broadway.

of

6th, please note:

local resident,

Tryouts

It

12.

slated

the
of

.

Bam

57

your issue dated Wednesday, July

.

Miami. July

the show’s profits. In case the production were to run into unexpected complications, boosting the
costs to, say; $60,000, the extra
$30,000 would be loaned by Selden,
payable out of first operating profits, but the $6,000 investor would
still have a 10% share in the net
profits.

Land ““Blowing

Cold—And Hot” on page

.

would ordinarily require. An investment of $6,000, for example,
will amount to one-fifth
capital and be entitled to

Map 2d
Downes, who’s been associated
Detroit, July .12.
with several Broadway manageo
ments and also has produced and
Because a teenage theatre party
directed on radio and tv, has been arranged by the Shubert Theatre
living in Cocoanut Grove since last and WXYZ was so successful, dis-

Balcony Setup

September. He’ll use a resident
Equity company and will bring in*
guest stars for the productions
which will run a minimum of two
weeks.; Seating capacity at the
Playhouse is being reduced from

A

1,300 to around 750.

restaurant,

wLth accomodations for about 350
diners, and a cocktail lounge, will
also
operate in the Playhouse
building.. Architecture is by Alfred

Browning Parker.

PACT STILL STYMIED
Negotiations .between the League
of N. Y. Theatares and the stagehands union over a new three-year
contract covering Broadway lt&it
has been stymied again.
The
stagehands have nixed a recent
compromise offer from the League
for a 5% wage increase- for the
first two years and an additional
1% for the third year. They’re
demanding a 15% salary hike and
a 1 V2
contribution to its welfare
fund.

%

There’s a possibility the stage-

.

hands may strike if an agreement
isn’t reached by July 31 when the
current two-year contract expires.
Another recent development in the
stagehands union, incidentally, was
the admittance of Negroes for the
first time to full membership in
Theatrical Protective Union No; 1,
International Assn, of Theatrical
Stage Employees.
This followed
the dissolution of an all-Negro

IATSE

affiliate,

known

cussions are going forward for a
second balcony subscription plan

'

as 1-A.

was so tremendous
several thousand letters of
regret for lack of seats had to be
sent out.. He interviewed the youngsters during intermission and the
tape was run off that night on his
regular “Show World” program so
the interviewees could listen. This
was played up in the broadcast and
stories in the Free Press, with the
result that for the remainder of

Val Rosing will direct.
For the first time since its inception, the -Christine Wetherill Stevenson play will be revised. The
Pilgrimage Bowl, non-profit county operation, plans future presentations of “the lives of other great
prophets of the world’s religions.”

Damn

Won

Yankees

2
2

Plain and Fancy
Silk Stockings
Arabian Nights

2,

*

1
1
1

Lambs
Inherit the

Ankles
.

Wind

A weigh

Pajama Game
Boy Friend
Desperate Hours
La Ronde

Lost
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

'

2
2
0

Percentage
1000
1000
1000
1000
500
500
000
000
000
000
000

0
July 14 the following teams have been scheduled to meet at
Yankees
Damn
diamonds:
Central
Park
the
p.?n.
in
on
63
d
Street
1
vs. Arabian Nights; Silk Stockings vs. Desperate Hours; Plain and
Fancy vs. Inherit the Wind; La Ronde vs. Lambs. John Effrat is
commissioner of the Broadway Show League.
-.
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Brooklyn, with Jacob Jacobs, and
will appear there in the Yiddish
musical,
“Farblondejete
Honeymoon,” with Molly Picon. He’ll
also co-produce the tuner.
Loring Smith has exited the cast
of “Solid Gold Cadillac” in San
Francisco, with AI 'McGranary replacing hifcn.
Neil Fitzgerald has

.

.

~

Team

•

Legit Bits
Martin

Shwartz back in N.Y.
after 3V6 months of touring as adman
with “Kismet” and revance
joins Barry Hyams as associate
p.a; on “Bus Stop” and “Skin Of
“The King and I’s” stay, second
. William (Bill) Wilbalcony seat sales picKed up, with Our Teeth”
teenagers doing most of the buy- son, for the past three years' commanager
of the Jose Greco
pany
ing.
Spanish Dancers, will be located
Day
until
at the Carter BarLabor
Tyrone Power transferring his option oh Julian daman’s "A Quiet ron 'Amphitheatre, Washington, as
Feld Bros, summanager
for
the
Co.
Playwrights
Place”
the
to

Broadway Show League

Los Angeles, July 12.
Pilgrimage Play, in hiatus
since '1951, resumes for a 25th season as ah al fresco religious specr
tacle Aug. 8 for four weeks in the
Pilgrimage Bowl.
John Arnold
Ford will produce.
Robert Wilson will play .the
Christus, succeeding Nelson Leigh,

-

that

“Plain and Fancy” and “Silk Stockings” are
leading the Broadway Show League after the first two weeks of
ball playing. Following are the official standings to date:

The

years.

^

.

legit attraction

“Damn Yankees,”

LOS ANGELES BOWL

many

Malcolm Wells, assistant to Victor Samrock at the Playwrights Co.,
I^os Angeles last Friday (8) on a combination vacation and
business trip of three weeks. While there he will dispussi with a Coast
management, the possibilities of a production in California of “Between
Seasons,” a play written two years ago by Wells, revisions- of which
he has just Completed. Also, Wells represented the Playwrights at
Deborah Kerr’s closing performance in “Tea and Sympathy” at the
Biltmore, Los Angeles, Saturday (9), terminating a road tour of 34

mer

•

’

as $20. The plan is being worked
out by house manager Joe Nederlander and Dick Osgood, who conducts the “Show^World” program
on 'WXYZ and writes a radio-tv
column for the Detroit Free Press, Weeks.
Recently, more than 300 teenNew. privately capitalized investment syndicate, Theatrical Investagers who had never seen a legit
production were the second-balcony ment Plan— 1955, has been formed by young publisher Ted Ritter,
.newspaper man Dennis McDonald and director John Gerstad. They
guests of the Shubert and
at. a matinee performance of “The have about 50G to invest this coming season.
— — ,,
#
King and I.” They made such an
Doubleday has arranged to have display racks in the lobbies of
enthusiastic audience that Patricia
M.orison, star of the production, five (so far) strawhat playhouses for the sale* of seven of its books
commented afterwards that the on the theatre. The spots are the Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass.;
reception had given the entire cast Falmouth Playhouse, Coonamessett, Mass.; Ogunquit (Me.) Playhouse;
North Shore Playhouse, Marblehead, Mass.; and the Pocono Playhouse,
a tremendous lift.
The response, to Osgood’s radio Mountainehome, Pa. Anchor Books (about $1 each) on sale include
offer for free tickets on a - first Eric Bentley’s “Modern Theatre,” Vols. I, II and III, Mark Van
come, first served basis to any Doren’s “Shakespeare,” Francis Fergusson’s “The Idea of a Theatre,”
teenager who had never seen a H. D. F. Kitto’s “Greek -Tragedy” and “Six Plays of Strindberg.”

to stage.

the 'role for

American Theatre Wing. It is open to anyone in any Wing program
(legit, music, dance, tv and radio), and the winner will be chosen at
the annual competition next September. This competition draws entrants from various parts of the U. S. and occasionally from abroad*
Entrants who fail to win scholarships may qualify for entrance
on a regular tuition basis. There are now 12 scholarship and student
aid award for the Wing training program

which young persons can buy a planed to

in

season’s ticket for perhaps as low

You Gotta Have Heart

who had

For the second year in succession, the William Morris agency is
giving a year’s scholarship in the professional training program of the

WXYZ

LEAGUE STAGEHANDS

SET PILGRIMAGE PLAY
IN

“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” by Tennessee Williams (New Directions;
represents, a unique venture in play-publication. Book includes
three acts of the author’s draft of the prizewinning play, plus a “Broadway version” of Act III. Inclusion of the Splaying" version of Act III
is explained in a note from Williams stating that new third act reKazan’s “creative influence” on the play.
sulted from director Elia
Point is made on the jacket of this volume that the controversial “elephant story” is included. It is; but the “mendheity” scone, which replaced the elephant story when complaints were registered against
the zoo tale by Edward T. McCaffrey, N. Y. City Commissioner of
$3),

York.

.

moved

Oliver Smith, who’s already committed to design the sets for three
upcoming Broadway productions,
will also team with RogerL. Stevens as co-producer of Arthur
Laurents’ “A Clearing in the
Woods,” for which he’ll double on
the sets ... Julienne Marie replaced Gloria Maflowe in “Plain
last

Monday

(11)

„

.

into

,

McGrannary’s

slot.

•

operation.

and Fancy”

•

While Neil Hamilton, John Betcher
and Beth Miller have succeeded
Geoffrey Lumb, Bartlett Robinson
and Betsy Jones ... Howard Erskine, co-producer of “Desperate
Hours, ” resumes his acting Career
next week in “The Heiress” at the
Playhouse in the Park, Philadelphia, and then follows with an en-

.

Sammy Fain and

Paul Webster will
supply music and lyrics for “Catch
a Star,” the Ray Golden revue
slated to bow next Sept. 6 at the
Golden, N.Y,

Don Hershey and Shepard
Traube, who were associated in

gagement

in

“Edward,

the Stockbridge
Theatre.

My

(Mass.)

Son” at

Summer

David Alexander will direct the
upcoming Oscar Lehrman, Martin
Cohen and Alexander Carson
Broadway musical, “Delilah,” with
Robert Alton functioning as dance
director and overall supervisor of
the production
The Hunting.
ton Hartford-Stephen Mitchell pro.

.

duction Of “Day By the Sea,” originally presented in London, is
skedded to preem Aug. 16 at the
Huntington Hartford Theatre, Los
Angeles, prior to a Broadway bow
in October.

the production of ‘'Time Out for
Ginger,” have settled their dispute over the financial handling of
the operation, and the arbitration
Jack Garfeln will direct Jack
action has been withdrawn . .
“Good Pretenders,”
Clayre Ribner, production man- Barefield’s
ager for “Desperate Hours,” took which Jonathan Edwards plans to
.
off last week on a three-week vaca- bring to Broadway in the fall
Michalesko will Sam Levene due to arrive in N.Y.
tion
.
, Miclial
operate the Palace ”T h,e a t r e from London next. Monday (18)
.

.

.

.
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‘Dolls’ $43,200 for* Seven

In

St.

Louis Al Fresco
St. Louis,

July

12.

"Guys And

Dolls/* presented for
the first time in the al fresco Forest

—

Stockbridge, Mass., July 12. 4Influx of summer residents and

customers of nearby Tanglewood
music fest proved strong enough
to overcome the 'intense' heatwave
and give Paul Hartman in ‘‘The
Remarkable
Mr.
Pennypacker"
the best gross for the first three
weeks at the Berkshire Playhouse.
The Liam' O'Brien comedy finished
the week with a $5,100 take.
Supporting
Hartman were
Eleanor Wilson, Gaye Jordon, Margaret Hamilton, William Swan,
William Sharon, Dan Doherty and
several local moppets, including
director Bill Miles' two daughters,

Mary Ann and

Elizabeth.

"Sabrina Fair" opened last night
(Mon.).
Featured are Gaye Jordon, in her third and final appearance this season, and William
Roerick, in his solo showing this

summer.
‘Wedding* $7,256, Saratoga
Saratoga, N. Y., July 12.
,
Blistering heat greeted ‘Member of the Wedding" but the Carson McCullars play, starring Ethel
Waters, grossed J a solid $7,256 in
John Huntington’s 587-seat Spa
Summer Theatre at a $3,30 top last

Production featured Janet

week.

DeGore and Ricky Hamilton. <o
Jeffrey Lynn In "Caine Mutiny
Court Martial"
traction,

It

is

4G

Park 11,937-seat house, scaled to
$3, wound up a seven-night stand
with a $43,200 gross. Cast included
Sid Stone, Norwood. Smith* Jac-

1

;

’

in Five for ‘Elms’

As Group 20 Scores

Wellesley, Mass., July 12.
Group 20 Players are heading
for a bonanza season here. Their
first production, "The Lady’s Not
For Burning," racked up a gross
of $7,842.41 for seven nights with
4,730 attending at a $2.75 top.
For the first five nights of "Desire Under the Elms," they had
$4,209.55 on Saturday (9) following a capacity house of 986. ‘‘Desire," 30 years old, had never
played the Hub, and drew packed
All
ASa
performances of Bostonians eager
If vVll
to see the O'Neil tragedy of New
England farmlife;
Washington, July 12.
Showing of "Desire" had 'been
"Can-Can” wound up its D. C,.
approved for Sunday before the
Supreme Judicial Court of Massa- fortnight with more than $48,chusetts found the state law on 300 in the till for the second week,
film censorship unconstitutional on which packed 10 performances into
Wednesday (6). The ruling affects eight days. The. musical grossed
legit and all Sunday entertainment
and the Public Safety Dept, has re- $87,900 for the. two weeks,* and
turned to local jurisdiction all went SRO for several shows during
entertainment license.
the final stanza* On four separate
nights it broke the previous onenight record for the theatre;;
Interesting angle is that "Can-

UU

-

‘Pajama $64,009,

Can" was

the current at•

marks a return for

Lynn, who appeared here with
Sarah Churchill in "The Philadelphia Story" six years ago.

queline James, Betty Oakes, Bobby
Barry and Andy Sabfiia.
"The Desert Song/* being revived for -the ninth time In this
spot, teed off last night (Mon.) with
a $6,640 take. Leads are Edward
•Roecker, Janet Medlin, Norman
Scott and Jack Goode..

‘Town’ 30G, l. A.

$ 2 200
Cast included Diana Herbert,
Pat Northrop, Lee Bergere and
Ross Martin. - Opening tonight
.

,

,

(Tues.) is

"Oh Men, Oh Women,"'

Oakdale Booming

first

point and never let down.
National, currently dark, reopens
next Monday (18) with* the international revival of "Skin Of- Our
Teeth/* and the promise of a sellout for the
Warren, Larry Douglas, Buster basis of earlyengagement, on the
mail business and
West, Pat Stanley). $64,000.
the boxoffice. ticket sale, which
Tea and Sympathy, Eiltmore (3d
Wk) (1,636; $4.40) (Deborah Kerr). opened yesterday (Mon.).
$36,145.

Current British Shows

LONDON

Gaynes).

{Figures denote premiere
Bad scad, Aldwych (4-14-55).

.

42£G

Dallas, July 12..

State Fair Musicals continues its
hot b.o. pace, with "Bittersweet"
‘Picnic* $7,300, Ivoryton
showing a good $42,500 for the first
Ivoryton, Conn., July 12.
Opening week of Milton Stiefel’s seven performances, through Sun-Ivoryton Playhouse pulled a better day’s (10) matinee, at State Fair
Continued weather
gross than the 1954 season cur- Auditorium.
break, under 100 degrees and untain-lifter.
In for the initial attraction of usual in July here, sparked attendJuly 4-9, "Picnic" (Gloria Vander- ance for the Noel Coward piece.
MacDonald and Glenn
bilt) came through with an okay Jeanette
Burris have starring roles, with
$7,300.
1

Paul Ukena and Olyve Hallmark

‘Tell* $5,000,

featured.

Olney

Olney, Md., July 12.

Second and final week of "You
Never Can Tell," at the Olney
strawhatter, drew a little .better
than' $5,000, slightly ahead of the
first
week.
Margaret
Phillips
starred.

^

»

A
-a

which operates the theatre.

Williamstown's 90% Bow
Williamstown, Mass.* July 12.

Opening week of the initial
stock season try here, with Marcia
Henderson

in

"The Time of the

Cuckoo," garnered 90% capacity
in the 479-seater Adams Memorial
Theatre on the Williams College

Campus. Performances run from
Tuesday through Saturday. Top
is $2.20.

18-31,

and the second Rodgers & Hammerstein revival in the current 12week
season.
"South
Pacific"
1
U P an MlHnle record gross
r
of $140,400 here'in 14 performance,
Men, June 20- July 3.

Carol Stone stars in "Oh
Oh Women," which opens tonight
(Tues,).
She heads a company
composed mainly of members of
the permanent company of Players
Inc.,

Rehearsals
started
yesterday
(Mon.) for "Carousel," starring

Gordon MacRae, due July

I

V

(POA

i

First Toronto

Follies Bergeras, Wales (4-9-55).
From Hera A There, Royal Ct. (6-29),
Happy .Returns, New Water (5-19-55).
Intimacy At *:30, Criterion (5-29-54).

Jazz Train, Piccadilly (4-26-55).
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
Mr. Pennypacker, New (5-18-55).
Mourning Electra, Arts (6-9-55).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
My 3 Angels, Lyric (5-12-55).
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-64).
Separate Tables, St. James’6 (9-22-54).
Shadow of Doubt, Seville (7-7-55).
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-54).
Talk of Town, Adelphi (11-17-54).
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54)
Tiger At Gates, Apollo (6-2-55).
Uncertain Joy,»Duchess (3-31-55).
Wonderful Town, Princes (2-23-55).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
2f Mins. South, St. Mart. (7-13-55).
Nina, Haymarket (7-13-55).
« Wild Thyme, York’s (7-14-55).
Home A Away, Garrick (7-19-55).
Happy Returns, N6w Water (7-19-55).

CLOSED LAST WEEK
Light Fantastic, Fortune (6-21 : 55).
Dick, Duke York’s *6-16.55).
20 Mins. South, Players (5-10-55).

Moby

TOURING

vi

Week

Toronto, July 12.
King and I," with Patricia Morisoh and Leonard Graves, grossed
a fair $26,5.00’ at the Royal Alexandra here, with the 1,525-seater
scaled at $5.50 top. Piece is in for
four weeks and has received rave
notices but the heatwave is denting, plus fact that customer clientele who could afford that lusty tariff are mainly out-of-town
at sum.

'

ran n

-

, <T _.

i

Desperate Hours, Hipp. (4-19-55).
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54),
Emlyn Williams, Globe (5-31-55).

FOR 1ST DALLAS WEEK

5-10 period.

T

mer homes.
Business'was off a bit for "Light
"King and I" is not up to exthe Sky" last week. There has
pectations at the^b.o., with advance
been a nice advance sale for the sale for
the ensuing three weeks
current "Gigi." The management

Up

at $45,000.

boasts a 500 season-ticket sale. It
a community-backed operation
that started with a $12,000 fund
‘Pacific’ $23,000, Cleve.
raised by the local Board of Trade,
in contributions from $1 to $1,000.
Cleveland, July 12.
All-Equity Musicarnival’s "South
David C. Bryant Jr. is executive
director and Nikos Psacharopoulos, Pacific,” featuring Juanita Hall as
Bloody Mary/’ played SRO openassociate director. Bryant is director of the theatre during the ing stanza, with $23,000 ior week
college year and Psacharopoulos is oncUng July 9. instead of closing
with the Amherst College drama this week, it will run for a fourth

Airs on a Shoestring
Delegate
Evening with Beatrice

Lilac

Time

Little

Hut.

Living

Love

Idleness

'Moon Is Blue
Pardon My Claws
Room For Two
Ruth Draper
Seagulls Over Sorrento
South Pacific
~ Three Times e Day

Time Remembered
Wedding in Paris

Women

of Twilight

SCHEDULED
(

Theatres

N.Y.

OPENINGS

indicated

‘

week,

Other plays inked in are "The
lUbbit Run Theatre at North
"Picnic,"
"Tovarich," Madison showed a strong "Dial
Crucible,"
"The Late George Apley," "The for Murder" last week, and opened
Rainmaker" and "Ondine."
with "I Found April" (11).

M

if

set)

Skin of Our Teeth, ANTA (8-16).
Catch a Star, Plymouth (9-6).

Young and

Beautiful, Longacre (9-26),
D'Oyly -Carte, Shubert (9-27).
Maurice Chevalier, Lyceum (9-28).
View From Bridge, Coronet (9-29).

Diary of

Young

Wooden

Girl,

Cort

(10-5).

Dish, Booth (10-6).
Red Roses For Me (10-12).
Desk Set, Broadhurst (10-13).
No Time For Sgts., Alvin (10-20).
Rouben, Reuben, ANTA (11-8).
Child of Fortune (11-9).

Hatful of Rein, Lyceum
Lark, Longacre- (11-14).

Typewriter,

(11-9).

OFF-B'WAY
Tempo (7-26).

.

closings*, last

MD

.

'

,

.

,

222; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,339) (Viveca Lindfors, Cathleen Nesbitt).
Almost $6,600 (previous week, $9,Show,, closes Saturday (18)
500).
for a five-week holiday, reopening

Aug. 22.
Ahklcs AweigB, Hellinger (MC)
(12th wk; 96; $6.90; 1,513; $55,900).
Nearly $15 J00 (previous week,
.

$20,900).

Anniversary Waltz* Booth (C)
(66th wk; 523; $4.60; 766; $20,000).
doing near-capacity Almost $5,800 (previous week,
business at ‘the Gurran, with sec- $7i)00).
ond-week gross up from the
Bad Seed, Coronet (D) (31st wk;
opener. Fine, reviews and cool 245;
$27,700)
$5.75-$4.60;
998;
weather have contributed to surge. (Nancy Kelly). Nearly $8,600 (pre"Solid Gold Cadillac/’ in its vious week, $9,500).
third ’frame at the. Geary, is down
Boy Friend, Royale (MC) (41st
somewhat,- but doing okay.
vvff;
323; 86.90; 1,050; $38,200).
Over $1.7,900 (previous week, $22,Estimates for Last Week
100).
Kismet, Curran (2d wk) ($4.40;
Bus Stop, Music Box (CD) (19th
(William Johnson, Elaine
1,758)
$27,Malbin, Julie Wilson). Fine $47,500. wk; 150; $5.76-$4.60; 1,010;
Nearly $26,500 (previous
Solid Gold Cadillac, Geary (3d 811).
week,
$28,000).
McDevltt).
wk) ($4.40; 1,550) (Ruth
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco
Sagging $18,200.
(D) (16th wk; 124; $6.90-$5,75; 946;
$31,000) (Barbara Bel Geddes, Burl
Ives). Over capacity again, Almost
7
‘DOLLS’ $35,000
$31,600 (previous week, $31,600).
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC)
IN L’VILLE
(10th wk; -76; $8.05-$7.50; 1,297;
(Gwen Verdon). Over
$50,573)
Louisville; July 12.
$50,800
capacity
again, topped
Iroquois Amphitheatre opened
(previous week, $50,800). "
s
its 17th season July 4 with “Gviys
Desperate Hours, Barrymore (D)
and Dolls/’ a Denis Du-For produc- (22d wk; 172; $5.75-$4.60; 994; $27,tion, and wound up the seven-day
200). Over $13,300 (previous week,
week with a total of $35, 000* with- 12 100 ).
out the loss of any performances. $ Fanny, (Majestic) (MD). (36th
Saturday (9), boosted by several wk; 284;
$7.50; 1,655; $62,968) (Ezio
special parties, had- seating capac- Pinza, Walter Slezak).
Over $50,ity enlarged by the draining of the
500 (previous week $59,000).
most to accommodate about 200
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
additional seats. Opening perform(12th wk; 92; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162;
ance was held up one hour by
831,300) (Paul Muni). Nearly $28,showers* and Saturday’s show was 200 (previous week, $31,400).
delayed about 30 minutes by a
Lunatics & Lovers Broadhurst
heavy rain.
$5.75-$4.60;
(30th wk; >240;
(C)
"Dolls" featured Sam Schwartz,
Almost $9,700 on
1,182; $29,500).
Iva Withers, Ted Scott, Bern Hofftwofers (previous week $11,000 on
Christine
Benson,
man, Irving”
tvvofers).
Mathews, Jack Davis, Lucille BenPajama' Game, St. James (MC)
son and Maxie Rosenb’oom. It was (61st wk;
484; 6.90; 1,615; $52,118)
staged by Arthur Sircom, with (John Raitt, Eddie Foy Jr., Helen
Theodore Adolphus as choreog- Gallagher)
Nearly $47,000 (preraphed and Edward Hunt as musi- vious Week $51,600).
and choral director. John
cal
Plain and Fancy, Winter Garden"
Hanny designed the sets.
wk; 188; $6.90; 1494;
"Showboat" is current, with (MC) (24thAlmost
$30,100 (previous
$55,672).
David Burns, Gloria Hamilton, Jim
week,
$39,200).
Hawthorne, Dorothy Keller and
Year Itch, Fulton (C)
Seven
Mariquita Moll.
(138th wk; 1*101; $5.75-$4.60; 987;

San Francisco, July

“Kismet"

12.

is

.

>

FOR
ALFRESCO

,

•

Fresno, July

Room

In

Manor of Northstead
Matchmaker

.

no

•

Over
$24,000) (Eddie Bracken).
$9,200 on twofers (previous week,
$11,200 on twofers).
(MC)
Silk Stockings Imperial
(20th wk; 156; $7.50; 1,427; $57,800) (Hildegarde Neff, Don Am(previous
Over $51,400
eche)!
week underquoted; gross was near-

‘Teahouse’ $30,400 In
Five on Coast Split

Klnloch Players

were

MC

Lillie

Guys and Dolls
Joy of Living

is

department.

dates/
.

Book, Candle, Phoenix (10-5 54).
Between the Linas, *Scala (6-23).
Boy Friends Wyndham’a (12-1-53).
...Can-Can, Coliseum (10-14-54).
Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-16-54).
Ball,

There

week, with several managements
apparently thinking of sweating it
Out.
However with receipts expected. to continue dwindling 'during the traditional July slump, it’s

Ann
Robert
Smith,
(Musir
(Musical-Comedy),
Johnson,
Deasy, Jere McMahon and Virginia cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (OpRichardson had the leads in the eretta).
Scottish fantasy.
Other parenthetic designations
Al fresco project looks for Its refer, respectively, to week? played,
top week of the season with the number of performances through
current "South Pacific,” on basis last Saturday top prices, number
of advance and general interest. of seats, capacity gross and stars:
Mary LaRoche and Leonard Stone, Price includes 10% Federal and
who played Nellie and Luther in 5% City tax, but grosses are net;
the Australian production, have
i.e., exclusive of tax
the same roles .here, with Allen
Anastasia, Lyceum (D) (28th wk;
Gerard in the Ezio Pinza part.

Friday flight of the engage-

ment and the "Can-Can" management was sure they were dead
from then on. However, business
picked up to a record gait at that

entries hit capacity.

likely there’ll be shutterings beimprovement over ttie previous fore the end of the month.
two shows, "Wizard 'of Oz" and
Estimates for Last Week
hit
new
Juliet,"
and
"Me
which'
Keys: C (Comedy)* D (Drama),
lows for the 10-year series. Earl
Wrightson, Dorothy McNeil, Susan CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),

&

$30,000.
Wallingford, Conn., July 12.
The Fifth Season, Carthay Circle
Two-week span of June 28-July (1st
wk) (1,518; $3.30) (Gene Ray10 was a profitable fortnight for
mond, Joseph Buloff). $16,500.
the Oakdale Musical tent here.*
First week (June 28-July 3)
brought a healthy $17,000 on seven
‘BITTERSWEET’
performances of "Pal Joey,” and

"Wish You Were Here" touched
just under $20,000 for the July

f of

two weeks, Washington’s transit
strike (still under way) started the

Wonderful Town, Greek Theatre
(4 days) (4,400; $4) (Carol Channing,
Betty
Gillette,
George

with Betsy von Furstenberg.

Pittsburgh, July 12.
the summer opera
company improved a bit last week
when "Brigadoon," a repeat which
was first done several seasons ago,
went to nearly $27,000, That’s still
not satisfactory >but at least a big

Business

booked into

originally

first show of the- season; latter closing after a fine three"Guys & Dolls.” A gross of $9,400 week score.
was racked up for eight performEstimates for Last Week
ances, bettering any other gross for
The Pajama Game, Philharmonic
the theatre's previous six years by Aud (5th wk) (2,670; $4.90) (Fran

with the

Pitt

AI Fresco With $27,000

the National for four weeks. However, when the early advance ducat
sale was slow, Feuer
Martin cut
the booking to three and then to

/

Los Angeles, July 12,
Biz continued good in most legit
New Grist Mill Mark
situations last week despite an exAndover, N. J., July 12.
Under new management of Paton pected after-holiday lull. Both "The
Price, a house record was set by Pajama Game" and “Tea and Symthe Grist Mill Playhouse last week pathy" upped all previous frames,

Vr

‘Brigadoon’Ecps

Broadway took another severe
beating last week, as expected. Biz
sharply from the previous
frame, with at least eight shows
dropping coin on the stanza or just
barely breaking even. Only two

fell off

'

12.

*

.

"Teahouse of the August Moon,”
Burgess Meredith and
starring
Scott McKay, took in over $30,400
in five performances last week, ly $54,300).
between the Auditorium,
split
Teahouse of the August Moon,
Sacramento, and Auditorium here. Beck (C) (91st wk; 733; $6.22-$4.60;
The comedy grossed nearly $7,000 1.214; $33,608) (Eli Wallach, John
in one performance at the former Beal).
Over $22,500 (previous
locale Sunday (3).
week, $29,100).
An additional $23,400 was racked
Witness for the Prosecution, Milup in four performances at the ler (D) (30th wk; 236; $5.75-$4.60;
Auditorium here*. Wednesday-Sat- 946; $23,248). Over $21,000 (preurday (6-9).
vious week. $23,500).

MISCELLANEOUS
Phoenix *55, Phoenix (R) (12th
wk; 89; $4.60^$3.45; 1,181; $22,000)
(Nancy Walker).
Nearly $8,500
Hollywood, July 12,
Frank Loesser’s musical version (previous week, $9,500 closes July
prior to playing the Carter Barof Sidney Howard's "They Knew 17,
What They Wanted” will be Broad- ron Amphitheatre, Washington,
two weeks in August.
way co-produced by Kermit Bloom- the first OFF-BRQADWAY
garden and Lynn Loesser, the
( Figures
denote opening dates)
wife,
writer’s
next spring.
La Ronde, Circle in Square <2This
third 27-55).
Loesser’s
marks
show on Broadway, others being
Mornings At Seven, Cherry Lane
"Where’s Charley" and "Guys and (6-22-55).
Dolls.”
Trial, Provincetown (6-14-55).

- The Family Loesser

i

—

1
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Framingham, Mass., Tent

Stock Tryouts

Show Abroad

(July 11-24)
‘Ankles’
*
Angel on tho Loom, by Victor Clement
Continued from fence 55
with
all his problems and and Francis Swann (Arthur Treacher,
coping
Kisses,
stud
Nicholas Joy) Norwich (Conn.) Summer
callers.- The latter include a simpleperformance, but continued the
Theatre (11-16).
Blackpool, July. 11."
minded milk boy Alfie, well played
Better Mousetrap, by John D. Hess run when the majority of the cast
Jack Hylton presentation of comedy in by Danny Ross, who’ is seeking the
County Playtwo acts ’by Glenn Melvyn.- Stars Arthur barkeeper’s daughter Rose in mar- (Neva Patterson)—Bucks
agreed to accept salary reductions
house, New Hope, Pa, (18-23).
Askey; features Glenn Melvyn, LaUy
Bowers, Anthea Askey, Danny Ross. Di- riage. A stuttering barman, Wally,
Blue Denim, by James Lee Herlihy and okayed by Actor's Equity.
Howrected by Richard Bird. Settings, John richly played by the author, Glenn William Noble—Westport (Conn.) County
Russell. At Gi nd Theatre, Blackpool,
ever, three of the show’s leads rePlayhouse (18-23).
Melvyn, adds to* the turmoil.
Eng., July 11, ’55.
..
Cyprlenne, adapted by Dorothy Monet fused to go along with the salary
Anthea AskOy
Rose Brown
Last scene switches the action to from Sardou's Dlvbrcons (Uta Hagen,
Ian- Gardiner
Percy Brown
Lolly Bowers the stage of the local Hippodrome Herbert' Berghof) £i£W England Mutual slicing and exited the show after
Sal Brown
Barbara Miller Theatre, with Askey and his staff .Hall,
in
(Reviewed
Emma Binns
(11-16)
Boston
the windup of last Saturday night’s
Ross
Danny
Hall
Alf
VARlfeTV, July 6, *55).
Glenn Melvyn deputing for indisposed members
Wally BInns
performance.
They jvere Jane
William
by.
the
Witches,,
and
Dinny
Avkey
Arthur
Double
company.
local
stock
of
the
Bill Brown
TheSummer
Y.)
(N.
Scaredale,
Graham
GibSon,
Bernard
Terence Steel
Kean, Mark Dawson and Thelma
here is a credit to designer atre (20-21).
Leonard Williams set
Mr. Seymour
.the
Carpenter,
both
Russell,
John
showing
vvho’ve
"been replaced
Anderson
Margaret
Pam
Down Came a Blackbird, by Peter
theatre stage and the stage-man- Blackmore (Kim Hunter) John Drew by Georgia Reed, Ray Mason and
are
high
(18-23).
corner.
There
ager’s
N.
Hampton,
East
Theatre,
Marilyn
Bradley.
'New farce by Glenn Melvyn,
jinks as Askey and company make (Original London production reviewed in
It’s understood wages have been
author of “The Love Match,” is all the wrong moves and pull the variety, Dec. 3o» *53).
Olrl From Boston, by Joseph Hayes— reduced to the Equity minimum,
unsubtlfe
but satisfying comedy wrong switches.
Theatre '55. Dallas (11-23).
except for Betty Kean and Lew
Arthur
starring
fodder, .again
Lally
Bowers plays Askey’s
Loved Me, by Elspeth Eric
If You
Parker, who are taking 50% reAskey, English actor - coniedian, femme well, and Anthea Askey Briar Patch, Sweet Briar. Va. (13-16).
ductions.
Incidentally,
although
International Set, by Louis Kronenpri(comedian/s
own
daughter
in
form
and geared in twice-nightly
Landis) Hyde Park Farrell is fighting to keep “Ankles”
life) is pert; and trim as daugh- berger (Jessie Royce
vate
for vacationing playgoers whose
(N. Y.) Playhouse (12-17).
running
it’s believed
he’s
interter Rosib. Bernard Graham strikes
tastes don’t run to the highbrow
Mother Wes a Bachelor, by Irving W, ested in peddling the Hellinger,
while on holiday bent. It's a fol- an authentic note as the stock com- Phillips (Billie Burke) Paper Mill Play- which he purchased several years
Milburn, N. J. (12-24) (Reviewed
lowup to “The Love Match,” in pany thesper. Staging by R’cb^.rd house,
ago from Warner Bros.
in VARIETY, June 29, '55).
Gord.
which Askey starred last year* and Bird* is^good.
Palm Tree in • Rose Garden, by Meade
According lo the latest accountwhich was later lensed as comedy
Aoberts (Joan BlOndell)—Pocono Play- ing, through June
18, the provi-.
pic,
houseb Mountalnhome, Pa. (18-23).
Coast Legit Bits,
sional royalty setup, under which*
Askey Is cast as Bill Brown, new
Problem of Protocol, by K. T. Packer
the
authors
and
directors
Theatre
Summer
get halfLake
Y.)
Saranac
<N.
landlord of the Bull’s Head Inn at
Los Angeles, July 12.
(18-23).
royalties when the gross goes under
Newtown. Most of the action takes
llarry Belafonte will star in
Boylan—
Joseph
by
Shotgun
Rounlon,
and
$38,000
no
royalties
when it
» place inside the inn, the fun reachSturbrldge, goes
Theatre,
Paul Gregory's “The Seven Mile Merry-Go-Round
under $32,000, enabled the
ing fastpaced heights as trouble
.Vincent Mass. (18-23).
Square”’ in the fall.
show
to earn a high of $2,972 operfollows trouble. The former tenant
Star Light, Star Bright, by S. K. Lauren
in the paghas left a loss of many hundreds Price set for top role
and Gladys Lehman (Terry Moore)— ating profit on a $26,264 gross for
of dollars, the cash register refuses eant play, “Anita// highlight of Sacandaga Park Summer Theatre, Sacan- the week ended June 18. HowFiesta
Days,
Aug.
Barbara's
Santa
N. Y. (11-16) (Reviewed in VARIETY* ever, even with
daga,
to work, and the brewery agent’s
waived royalties,
9-14.
.New Ebony Showcase Thea- July 6, *55). Pelican, by J, B. Priestley it lost $1,532 on a $28,957 gross
car is damaged outside.
Treasure on
\
Diminutive and frolicsome, Askey tre opened its new house last week —Tufts Arena Summer Theatre, Med- the week ended June 4.
ford, Mass. 0L2-16).
Is suitably cast as Mr. Brown, busy (Tues.) with “Lost in the Stars.”
The regular rbyalty setup for
"
1
the show provides for 4% for the
book, 4% for the songs and 2Vi%
for the staging, including
to
Finklehoff e, . who was the overall

'

1

Planned for Next Year

•

Love

Framingham, Mass., July 12.
A new tent .theatre is planned
here by operators of the* Warwick,
R. I., music theatre. Site, has not
been revealed. Burton Bohoff and
Ben Segal of New Haven;. Robert
Lappiri of Middletown, Conn., and
Stanton Shifman of Boston, are
working on plans for the strawhatter, which w„ill be located in or
around Framingham. Shifman also

—

.

.

.

,r,

/

.

.

.

—

;

-

has an interest in the Wallingford,
Conn., music theatre.
Plans call for opening next season, in June. It will bring the

•

—

.

.

W

number

of

tent theatres in

New

England to six. Operating now are
music tents in Beverly, Cohasset,
Hyannis, all in Mass., and in Wallingford, Conn., and Warwick, R.I.
The Warwick, R. I., theatre has'
the largest seating capacity of all
the New England tents with 2,020.

—

1

—

j’

Please i’wniinunieate
Pasadena, July

—

.

.

*

~

•

Basil Redfern

—

n

,

,

stager, and
bins, who

Pasadena Playhouse has

a pohit in “Please Communia melodrama by British authoress Mary Oldfield about a father unwittingly responsible for
his own son’s death in a hit-andrun accident and the mother’s
frantic effort to solve the case.
The script needs tightening and an
occasional change of mood from its
prevailing intensity. But if prop-erly revised it could do for Broadway and London, as planned. It’s
promising film material, too. *

•cate,”

VA%

was

John Irving

.

tential

VA%

“A SMASH HIT, A TERRIFIC BUY. YOU’Lt
TIME”
HAVE A WHALE OF A GOOD
—Coleman N.

1.

Gllmor Brown production of a drama
in three acts (five scenes), by Mary Oldfield. Stars Antony Eustrel, Alan Napier;
features Victoria Ward, Jennifer Rains,
Betty Sinclair, Garth Mngwood, John
Irving.
Staged ,by
George Englund;
scenery, Marvyn Horbert. Pasadena Playhouse, June 30, '65; $2.40lop.
Rdbert Clycre
Antony Eustrel
Jane Collins ...... ...... Jennifer Raine
Eleanor Clyde
Victoria Ward
Stevens
Alan Napier
Mrs. Harris
Betty Sinclair
Inspector Jackson ...... Garth Mag wood

to Jerome Robcalled in for re-

during the tryout tour.
Edward Clarke Lilley, assistant
director, received a flat fee.
A note with the latest accounting informed backers that Finklehoffe and Hoyt have given permission for him to release the
figures for the production cost and
An all-British cast has been refirst week’s operation. They have cruited by director* George Eng-_
specified that the statement mtist lund, who holds the U.S. rights in
note that they previously turned partnership with Frank J. Hale.
over- the show’s books and ac- Leading players’ Antohy Ebstral,
counts to him and have not veri- Alan. Napier, Victoria Ward and
Jennifer Raine catch the feeling of
fied the accounting.
the basic situation and give skillBackers of “Ankles” include Jo- ful performances. Miss Oldfield
seph Moskowitz, 20th-Fox home- script is a direct expression of a
office
studio exec, representing tragic theme, and the dialog is
the company, $20;000; Rosie Dolly natural and often compelling. EngNetcher, one of the Dolly Sisters, lund’s staging is generally strong.
$17,000;
lyWcist-producer
Oscar r Napier is effectively restrained
Hammerstein 2d, Reginald’s broth-" as a sympathetic doctor, Eustral
and Miss Ward register impreser, $16,000; Farrell, $10,000; producer William G, Costiri, $4,000; sively in the emotion-stressing
roles
of the victim’s parents, and
Joseph B. Hazen, partner of producer Hal Wallis, $4,000; Alfred Miss Raine is suitably cast as an
innocently involved secretary. BetEckhardt, of the Barnes Theatre
ty Sinclair scores in the key role
Ticket Agency, Chicago,. ’$4,000; of
a maid who saves her master
composer-producer Richard Rod- from the police, while Garth Wood
gers, $4,000.
is notable as a police inspector and
Also, theatrical attorney Robert John Irving believable as the secdirection

Y. Mirror

|
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SHOW
TRANSPORTATION
DINNER

.

1

TOURS THIS WEEK TO

21

ST.

JOHN

PRICE

TERRELL’S

CHINESE
POLYNESIAN DINNER
AT FAMOUS
PLAYHOUSE INN

ORIGINAL

1

MUSIC CIRCUS
LAM8ERTVILLE,
NEW JERSEY

“BY Ifli 1EAUTIFUI SEA”
funnY* MUSICAL HIT

|

MICHAEL

CHINESE

0ONALP WOODS

POLYNESIAN DINNER
AT FAMOUS
PLAYHOUSE INN

“POINT OF
NO RETURN”

ELLIS’

bucks county
PLAYHOUSE

NEW

'

'‘4

"

All Inclusive
(Except Sat.

*

$8.60)

FULL-COURSE
STEAK TIDBIT DINNER

SHELLEY WINTERS

July

at manero s

In

"WEDDING BREAKFAST”

12-16

NEPTUNE
MUSIC CIRCUS

(INCLUDES

TRANSPORTATION AND
THEATRE ONLY

Near

.

8

M

j

All Inclusive
(Except Fri. 6
Sat. $9.90)

V

WESTPORT, CONN.

Arthur
Loew,
Jerome
$2,000;
Whyte, production supervisor* for
Rodgers & Hammerstein, $2,000;
Brooks Costume Co., $2,000; or-

$y70
13-16

*5”
July
-

16

All Inclusive

of
bartender
Chinatown
Charlie’s, next door to the Ziegfeld Theatre, N. Y., $500; May
Okon, picture ‘editor of the N. Y.

1

SHAKESPEARE
.

9

THE BEAUTIFUL

In

•

NEW

CAPRI THEATRE
ATLANTIC BEACH,
LONG ISLAND

AT MANERO'S

July

14-16

All Inclusive
(Except Fri. 4
Sot. $9.90)

W#

have been terving theatrical
ihowi for over 42 yaars. Ours is
the oldest, most reliable and experienced transfer company on the
West Coastl
.?

’

Railroad-

privileges

shows and

handling

for

theatrical luggage.

e Complete warehouse

• Authorised
to transfer

facilities

in California,

equipped

and haul anywhere

in

U. S.l

• RATES

ON

REQUEST/

Atlantic Transfer

Company

GEORGE CONANT
1100 East 5|h Street
4

Los Angeles 13, Calif.

MUtual 8121 or Oxford 9-4764

‘

“JULIUS CAESAR”

WENDY

FULL-COURSE
STEAK TIDBIT DINNER

Sunday News, $500, add associate
producer Emil Katdca, $1,750.

SgU

RODDY McDOWAll

FESTIVAL
STRATFORD, CONN.

;

1

JACK PALANCI
HURD HATFIELD

ADVANCE AGENTS

COMPANY MANAGERS I

Woo,

*

RAYMOND MAMET

retary’s jealous fiance.

.,

Joshua Logan, $1,000.
Also, Jack Leffler, of the Br6adway Ticket Office, $1,000; Joseph
orchestra conductor Salvator DelTIsola,
$1,000; comedian Joe E.
Lewis, $1,000; indie film producer
Edward / Alperson, $1,000; James

J.

PRE THEATRE
SNACK EN-AOUTI

chestra leader-contractor Meyer
Davis, representing a syndicate,
$1,500; William ,H. Hoyt, father of
producer Howard Hoyt, $500; Mrs.
Hoyt, $1,000; Jtfedda
Harrigan,
wife of author-director-producer

Newman, of the same agency,
$500; Jimmy Durante, $1,000; legit

COLE PORTER’S
"ANYTHING GOES”

AMERICAN

ac-

a

$6.60)

$

WESTPORT
COUNTRY
PLAYHOUSE

r

D

theatrical

ager Francis Curtis, representing
syndicate, $2,000; Metro exec

All Inclusive
( Except Sat .

.

July

In

HOPE, PENH.

ASBURY PARK, N.

Rockmore, $2,000;

Marvyn Harbert has provided a
countant Ralph H&rt, $2,000; foiv
Whit.
mer producer and strawhat man- handsome setting.

$jio

!

|

SHOW

DINING

THEATRE

BARRIE

In

tj 70
July

All Inclusive

13-16

(Except Fri.
1 Sat. $6.60)

"THE RAINMAKER”

facilities for all
!

THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES
i

i

BUY YOUR TICKETS AT AND DEPART FROM

BROADWAY

THEA.

B’way a. 5 3rd

St., Tel. Cl

7-7992

THEATRE TOURS DIVISION OF KERI TOURS, TRANSPORTATION AGENT
Cal! Mr. Baron, ELdorado 5-3515
Special attention given to groups and parties
.

.

.

AVIDSOX
INSURANCE BROKERS
167 West 58th St, New York 19, N. Y.

.

C •«.,>/<•
JUdaon 2-9360

,

a

1
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Stock Review
Following is a breakdown of variouS production expenses for
the NBC color telecast of the Broadway production of “Peter Pan"
last March 7 for which the legit management was paid a flat
$225,000 by the network to mount the offering:
...........
. /. ....
Cast & chorus
.7
$ 78,682
(Includes star Mary Martin’s fee of $32,750 which
also
received
she returned to management.
Sh^
$1-7,250 from the network).
Musicians
8,862
.

Crew

.

,

.

0,816

,

&

Wardrobe

.

&

.

.

.

.

.

-

Payroll

taxes
.

4,750

2,154
1,550

Insurance ...
:7.
AFTRA dues . /.
.........
AFTRA Pension Fund .....
.*...
Rehearsal expenses
....
Orchestration and copying .....
,....,
Professional Childrens School, -transfer & expressage
company and stage manager expenses, medical
expense
^ . ^
.
Total expenses
LesS: reimbursed expenses *
Amount refunded by Miss Martin
.

.

400

,

,

550
2,247
1,005

.

946

'

637
158,926
7,083

.

32,750
105,907

...

Net

proift

from presentation

.

......... ... ...... .*

,

.7*

Triftipa; lighting. Doris
costumes, Lois Fitzgerald,

Einstein;

Westport, Conn., July
Servant

4,002

.

'

S,

James

Joan BlUmberg. At White

250

.....

. .

ecenery.

280

.

4-

-

25,750
15,000
3,250

..................

... .

,

9.

White Bam Theatre production of
tragedy by Andre Obey, translated by
John * Whiting. Staged by BUI Butler}

6Q0
800
300
95

dressers

Company 8s general manager
Pressagent
Pressagent expense
Author, composer, lyricist
Director
Designer (costumes
sets)
.
Departmental
Rentals
Office expense .
ft
.
Legal expense
Auditing .......
... .....

Westport, Conn., July

—

.

Wind

Sacrifice to the

Bam

Jean. Bryant, wife of

.

of Bill Butter.

Obey’s treatment of the sacrifice
of the teenage Greek princess
Iphigenia, at the behest of a soothsayer, to gain the wind favorable
to the war on Troy, has been

adapted from one to two acts. (It
switched to one act for the second
performance). Up to the half-way
mark, the play is heavy and immo-

Then it comes to exciting life
and gives' all the cast occasion for
an impressive exercise.
For the modern audience, “Sacbile.

'

B’way Jamiip Worse

rest

.

As

of a July 2 accounting, the
.

total net profit on the Broadway
and road companies, plus proceeds
from film rights, was $736,709.
Profit from the national company,
which began touring in September,
‘1953, accounted for around onethird of that amount. For the cur-

'

pany, playing at various times the Nugent production netted $109,820
and Honey as ofsits June 11 closing, according
Camden Brown
Chandos Sweet, to the statement.
New York^manager for John HuntThat was a little more than
ington, producer at the Spa Summer Theatre, Saratoga Springs, double the $52,641 profit racked up
by
the N. Y. company for the same
N, Y., vacationed with Huntington
at the latter’s summer camp 55 fiscal period. Actually, the N. Y.
figure
takes In threq additional
miles .north of Utica, N. Y., last
weeks, through July 2. During the
week.
prior
fiscal
year,- ending Aug. 28,
After a couple- of delays MarBeach walk Play- 1954, the road company of the
shall Migatz’s
George
Axelroad
comedy tallied
house opened Monday night (11)
in Chicago with June Havoc star- a $123,573 profit, with the current
ring in “Rain.” Next week she fiscal take bringing the total tourswitches to the producer’s Salt ing profit to $233,393.
Creek Theatre in Hinsdale, ‘111., to
The. road version, starring Tom
star
“Devil On Two Sticks.”.
Ewell, made a $1,994 profit in its
Music Theatre, Highland Park,, 111., final week at the
Forrest. Closing
this Week is presenting ah in-theroles of T. T. Williams
.

.

.

.

.

&

—

.

..

-

—

Philadelphia, made
profit in 21 months

of touring.

house this week.
Philip Lindsay, traveling director for “The Member of the Wed- rent “Itch” fiscal year, beginning
ding,” on the strawhat circuit, was last September, the touring edia member of the Broadway com- tion of the Courtney Burr-Elliott

restates compellingly the
futility of war and imperial, avarice.. round version ,of ‘‘Guys
Dolls,”
Continued from page 55
Her father, obsessed by his dream with “Lady Jjf the Dark” to follow
sumably be forced out, at least “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” current, of glory, and her queen-mother, in two weeks.
liege to her husband, give up the
some going on tour. From pros- continuing indefinitely.
Staff at Lee Falk’s Boston (Mass.)
pects, several potentially strong
Music Box (Shuberts, Irving child, a'gainst the arguments of in- Summer Theatre includes - Otto
road grossers are In this category. Berlin)-—“Bus Stop” current, con- telligent and humane generals. Harman, company manager, and
Tragically the winds for which the Jack Woods, production stage manAlso, if the theatre situation on tinuing indefinitely.
army has been waiting come ager, with John Moorhead as his
Broadway remains tight,, a few tryPlayhouse (Marden) “Heavenly while the doomed girl is yet alive. assistant
Betsy Blair, appear.
out productions may havd to ex- Twihs” hooked for fall.
" Emerging as the dominant char- ing in “The” Rainmaker” at\the
tend^ their tuneup tours, thereby
Plymouth (Shuberts) —“Catch a acter is Ulysses, who stands most Newport (R. I.) Casino Theatre this
increasing the list of shows on the
against
Star” and '“Janus” booked for fall. valiantly
the
sacrifice, week, remains at the barn next
road.
Rbyale (Shuberts) “Boy Friend” played fervently by Eric Fleming. week to head the east of “Sabrina
From indications, the house
Edward Keen as’Hhe power-mad- Fair.” Arianne Ulmer, daughter
current, continuing indefinitely.
shortage puts theatre managements
dened king, Frederick Rolf as the of film director Edgar G. Ulmer,
St, James (Shuberts)
“Pajama other illuminated general, Chet has joined the backstage crew at
in a strong bargaining position, so
Game” current, continuing Indefi- Learning
as the dead soldier who the theatre as an apprentice.
there’s likely to be a rise in the
nitely.
expresses
the 'most significant
stop-clause level, plus possibly
Mary McCoy, former vocalist
Shubert
(Shuberts)
D’Oyly lines, Anne Seymour as the dis- with the Sammy Kaye orch, will
tougher sharing terms/ on such
Carte booked for early fall, with tressed .queen, Lynn Thatcher, as appear in the Allentown (Pa.) Muitems as stagehands, musicians, ad“Pipe Dream” to follow.
the
child
who
suddenly grows up sic Circus production of “Finian’s
vertising, etc.
Winter
Garden
to accept death, and Gene Gross as Rainbow” next week and in the
(Shuberts)
Specifically, the situation at vari- “Plain
and Fancy” current, con- the
superstitious servant, are a canvas top’s presentation of “Kiss
ous theatres is as follows (operator tinuing indefinitely.
credit to Butler’s casting skill, /Me, Kate” the week of Aug. 1
of the house is indicated in parenZiegfeld (B. Rose)—-“Pygmalion” especially for such' a limited en- Val Chevron, sparkplug of Living
thesis);
gagement.
booked for mid-winter.
Theatre Assn., Bridgeport (Conrt.)
Alvin (CBS)- “No Time For SerThe ’White Barn’s rear projection little theatre group, -named execugeants” hooked for fall.
facilities and Doris Einstein’s: in- tive coordinator of. the new White
Playhouse (ANTA)— “Skin
ventive lighting give added dimen- Barn Professional Workshop, « aclab
sion to the simple Greek tent set- tors-writers-stagers
of Our Teeth” booked for late
'
headquarters "at the Whiter Barn
ting.
summer and “Reuben, Reuben” for
Continued from page 55
Theatre,
Westport,
Conn.
fall.
rifice”

June IT at the For-

David C. a near $250,000

Gene Gross Bryant, producer for the WilliamsMenelaus
Frederick Rolf
Chet Learning town -(Mass.) Theatre, appeared in
Soldier
Ulysses
Eric Fleming the Spa Summer Theatre presents
Agamemnon
... Edward Keen
tion of “The Member of the Wed
Clytemnestra
.......... Anne Seymour,
Iphigenia
Lynn Thatcher ding” at Saratoga, N. Y., last week
Shirley Eggleston is playing
.
.
The U.S. preerrt of, British play- Mildred in “Oh Men, Oh Women”
at the Long Beach (L. I.) PlayWhiting’s translation

wright John
of Andre Obey’s "Sacrifice to the
Win'd” is the kind of experimental
showcasing to which Lucille Lortel
has dedicated her White Barn. The
importation serves particularly to
spotlight the word skill of Whiting
a writer of the Christopher Fry
school, and the directorial talent

last

Theatre,

road trek

Stock Notes

Theatre,

0, '55.

The national company of “Seven
Year Itch,” which wound up its

—

—

-

.

.

.

—

ANTA

which

‘Porgy’

expenses were $894.

The Ewell

starrer, incidentally, had been on
the^road since last March 29 after

giving up its original Broadway
berth to the prior touring company,
starring Eddie Bracken. Profit od
the Bracken edition for the four
weeks ending July 2 was $913, with
the two of Lhe four frames registering losses.

-Axelrod
and
director
John
Gerstad took a 50% royalty cut on
the N. Y. company for the two
weeks ending June 18 and a 75%
cut on the week ending 'July 2.
Designer Frederick Fox also took
a 50% cut on his $75 weekly take
for the same three stanzas.
The
accounting listed an additional
$20,000 distribution, bringing the
total divvy as of that date to $708,with $5,920 available for
746,
future distribution.
“Itch” is currently in its 139th
week at the Fulton, N. .Y., where
it

'preemed Nov,

The

1952.

20,

show has been on twbfers

in recent

weeks.

:

—

Barrymore (Shuberts) “Desperate Hours” current, “Chalk Garden” set for fall.
Beck (Best estate) "Teahouse, of
the August Moon” current,.- continuing indefinitely,
Belasco (Shubert)
“Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?” booked
for fall.
Bijou (City Playhouses) Joyce
Grenfell (solo) booked for fall.
Booth (Shuberts) “Anniversary
Waltz” current, “Wooden Dish”
booked for fail.
Broadhurst (Shuberts)
“Lunatics and Lovers” current, “Desk
Set” booked for fall.
Broadway (Shuberts)
Comedie
Francais booked for fall.
Coronet (Producers Theatre)
“Bad Seed” current, “View from
the Bridge” booked for fall.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Cort

Young
48th

(Shuberts)— “Diary of a
Girl” booked for fall.
Street
(Leblang)—“Palm

—

have great dignity many of them
have their wives CWith them they

—

current, continu-

ing indefinitely.
Fulton
(Producers

Theatre)

—

“Seven Year Itch” current, promust decide between several own shows for fall.
Golden (Shuberts)
Victor
Borge current, continuing indefiducer-operator

—

nitely.

—

(Farrell)
Hellirtger
“Ankles
Aweigh” current, continuing Indefinitely.'

Holiday

hooked for

(M.‘

Rose)

fall.

— Nothing
—

(Shuberts)
Imperial
“Silk
Stockings” current, continuing indefinitely.

(Shuberts) — “Young

Longacre
and Beautiful” and “The Lark”
booked for fall.

Lyceum

(Shuberts)

—“Anastasia”

Maurice Chevalier and
“Hatful of Rain” booked for fall.
Majestic (Shuberts)
“Fanny”
cu i-ent, continuing indefinitely.
“Witness for
Miller (Miller)
the Prosecution” current, continuing indefinitely.
Morosco (Producer* Theatre)

current,

—

.

I

—

<

Continued front page 55

where tourist accommodations
scarce.
They always give which originally produced “Pan,”
1,000% when onstage. They have and other expenses* including ada faculty of making many -warm ditional royalty payments of $2,905,
friendships in, the community and eliminated all of the operating
leave a country with the impres- profit. That left $101,708 in origision that Americans are wonderful nal production costs to be reties

are

.

people.
4>

Frdm where I git, I think the
State Dept, is doing a wonderful
thing by helping us go to South
America and insisting that we do
at least foup months. And as I
understand it, we have- to earn
our own way In our performing
and the Government helps with
the transportation,”

Horton’s Double-Header

Setup on Long Island

fall.

46th Street (City Playhouses)

“Damn Yankees”

.

B’way ‘Pan’

often suffer great hardships of living when they get into communi-

Tree in a~Rose Garden” mentioned
for

Stratford (Ont.) Fest B.O.
Janet de Gore appearing in the
Ethel Waters “Member of the

Port Washington, L. I., July 12.
Edward Everett Horton, perennial bachelor of the summer circuit, started a unique double-header setup when he opened the Port
Washington Playhouse here last
night (Mon.) in “The White. Sheep
of the Family.” Horton will not
only be doing two shows on Friday and Saturday nights (at 7 and
9:30), but„,.will follow himself next
Monday (18) in “All for Mary.”
The Playhouse operates in the
Paul D. Schreiber High School under special sanction .of the local
school board, which gets all profits
for the season.
Productions are
backed by the Long Island Theatre Foundation, non-profit membership org; with* Main Stem showr
caser Arthur Beckhard as director.
:

Beckhard claims

all bookings this
season are angled for Broadway
showings;
Horton’s vehicles are .both imports. “Sheep” was given a Bahamas tryout last season. “Mary” has
run for two years in London.
,

.

Wedding” strawhat touring package ... Treva Frazee appearing
this' week in “Born Yesterday”' at

Traverse City (Mich.)
house ... Martha Miller, former
co-producer . at the -Somerset (like Alec Guinness and James
(Mass.).. Playhouse, appearing in a Mason of seasons one and two, rethe

.

,

.

No

(July 11-23)
Can-Can— Cass, Det. (11-23).
D'Oyle Carle—Aud., Central

ate translation.
/:

No Names

Stratford, Ont., July 12.
Festival’s thirdPlayseason policy of no big Star names

couple of musicals this summer at
the Warwick (R.I.) Musical Theatre
. . Ben Hammer will play the
couped, plus $8,27.5 in post-closing milkman in the Playhouse in the
expenses for transfer and trans- Park, Philadelphia, production of
portation, bringing the total loss “Come Back, Little Sheba,” week
Beverly Dennis will
for the Broadway run to $109,983. of Aug. 22.
also- appear in the production, with
Expenses on the tv production Maureen Stapleton
and Myron Mcoriginally totalled $158,926, but a Cormick heading the
cast.
$32,750 salary refund by Miss Martin, who also starred in the video
•presentation, and a $7,083 reimbursement for expenses, reduced
the total cost to $119,093, leaving a
profit of $105,907 on the $225,000
Exit
payment received from NBC.
A'
Village Repertory Players production
financial breakdown of the teleof drama in two parts, by Jean-Paul Sarcast is detailed elsewhere.
tre, adapted by Stuart Gilbert. Direction,
Alan Saunders. At Davenport Theatre,
Incidentally, the $32,750 refund- N.Y., June
SO, '55.
Castj Nan Wyraar, M. F. Robel, William
ed by Miss Martin is due to be
paid her from any additional funds J. .Harahan, Charles Gerald,
taken, in by, the Broadway comThe Village Repertory Players
pany, with another $3,919 due the
have had cogent reasons for
CLOA from any coin remaining may
opening off-Broadway with “No
after payment to the actress. Miss Exit/’ but they haven’t
emerged
Martin's salary refund enabled the with a satisfactory show.
Each
Broadway management to pay off production facet of Sartre’s diffithe $125,000 investment on the cult opus would have to be gemlegituner. In addition, the actress like to fill the diminutive Davenalso got $17,250 from NBC for the port Theatre these hot summer
-evenings. As it is, the chief value
video shot.
is the opportunity of hearing Stuart Gilbert’s unpretentiously liter-

Current Road Shows

Holds Despite

The Shakespeare

Alan Saunders’ staging is to the
point, but at least half of his four-

spectively)

has

paid

so

off

far.

Frederick Valk, as Shylock, and
Douglas Campbell, as Oedipus, are
almost the only non-Canadians in
the- cast,

Just under 13,000 paid admissions opening week held an even
level with last year’s teeoflf; and
10,000 seats for various perform-

ances

—a

one-day

record— were

Monday

sold
on
Thursday.
(“Julius Caesar”), Wednesday

and

Saturday (“Merchant of- Venice”)
were SRO and only one performance (Thursday— “Caesar”) dipped
below 90%, said Richard Butterfield,. b.o. manager.
Third play,
“Oedipus Rex,” is a repeat from
last season, with Douglas Campbell replacing
king.

James Mason

London Legit

as the

Bits

London. July 5.
“Casanova in Clover,” shortly to
be done in Paris with author
Charlotte Frances to do the directing
New. play being tried out
at the Connaught"Theatre, Worth.

.

.

“Leave It to Me” by
Roger Lindon, isn’t to be confused
with the 1938-39 Broadway musi-

ing, is titled

cal of the

same

title.

Jack
Hylton * has / postponed
“Ring for Catty” till Patrick McGoohan, who starred in it when it
was first tried out at the “Q” Theatre under title “Time on Our'
Hands,” becomes available
Ann
Todd is discussing with Maurice

person casting is of meagre qualOf those who are condemned
share a drawing-room in hell
King and
(Patricia Morison) Royal
for eternity, William J. Harahan
Alexandra, Toronto (11-23).
Kismet (Williajn Johnson.' Elaine Mai- plays energetically, although with- Collis the presentation of his play
bln) Curran, S. F. (11-23).
out probing, while Nan Wymar “The Motherly and Auspicious”
Pa|ama Gam* (Fran Warren, Larry finds odd moments of truth. That
Martin Landeau, who directed
Douglas, Buster West) — Philharmonic
“Serious Charge,” Js partnering
would about tie it.
Aud., L. A; (11-23).
Hoary-headed Butler Davenport, with Stanley WHHscroft to proSolid Gold Cadillac— Geary, S. F. (11-23).
Tea and Sympathy (Deborah Kerri
who has used this theatre as a per-J duce a new play by Walker TayMoore, sonal showcase for over 40 years, lor,
Aud.,
Portland,’
(12-14);
Ore.
“Portrait by Peko,”
titled
Seattle (13-23).
in an anteroom. What coming to the West End in August.
Teahouse of the August Moon (Burgess sits quietly
Meredith, Scott McKay)—Biltmore, L. A. can he be thinking of Sartre, “No This will. be. followed by Gilbert
Wakefield’s “Deep Freeze.”
(11-23).
Exit” and existentialism? Geor.
(11-23).
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Concert Biz

Up in

1

54- 55,

Say Local
Set for

7-Week

Fall

Tour

A

seven-week
solidly-booked
tour of the Boris Goldovsky* Opera
Theatre in’ Dohizettrs “Don Pasquale” has been set by; National
Concert Sc Artists Corp. for the
fall.
Tour starts in Virginia in
mid-October; runs as far south as
Louisiana and Texas; into the mid?
*
By ARTHUR BRONSON
west? to Nebraska and Wisconsin,
and winds up in New York State
Survey of the top .local concert
the first week in December.
jndnagers in the U.S, and Canada Tudor on World Jete For
(the buyers and users of longhair
Production will be in English,
talent) confirms what the heads of
in a new text by Sarah CaldWeli
two top concert bureaus (sellers of
Cast will include
and
Goldovsky.
Choreographer Antony Tudor,
talent) recently reported to Variety
James Joyce, Mac Morgan, Robert
its
—that classical music had a very who rejoined Ballet Theatre forMet
Eafl WilJohn
McCollum,
Gay,
anniversary gala at the
good year in ’54-55. Biz was not 15th
and Nancy
Opera House, N.Y., this spring to liam, David Randall
only better than the season preof
Trickey,.
,10 will accomOrch
restage five of his ballets, is now
vious, hut the local impresarios
Barbara Lawthers is doing
with the troupe, restag- pany.
presented more events. Outlook for in Mexico
the sets, with costumes by Lee
ing a sixth work of his. This is
good.
very
is
too,
season,
next
Van Witzen.
been
Lustre,”
which
hasn’t
"Dim
Julius Bloom, director of the
done since 1949.
Brooklyn Academy of Music and
Tudor leaves shortly for Greece,
secretary of the National Assn, of
Where he’s to direct the dancing
includes
which
Managers,
Concert
over 70 of the country’s top local for the opera, “Orfeo,” in conbuyers of talent, queried his mem- nection With the Athens Festival.
bers recently on biz conditions for He’ll rejoin Ballet Theatre in
’54-’55. Members include (a) local Buenos 'Aires Sept. .16, and stay
managers ( private impresarios ) with the troupe the next six weeks,
university courses and (c) dressing Up his ballets and staging
.(b)
Washington, July 12.
community setups (non-profit, civic a new one for. the company. The
ventures K Over* one-third of the troupe is. due back in the U.S. Dec.
Washington’s open-air summer
active members, in 13 states and 4 to. prep its American, tour.
season at the Carter Barron Am-,
provinces replied to Bloom’s quesphitheatre is rolling at a fasted
tionnaire, for a varied, substantial
Gets
Bill
Congress
For
boxoffice clip than in 1954. Th^
and reliable sampling.
1

Shown in

Trends, Changes

,

:

Concert Society of New Yo$k, which had faced suspension of ac* losing season in *54*’55 (It* second year of operation),
Management broached, a plan to move
its concert series into a smaller and in N.Y> (from Town Hall to Carl
Fischer Hall), provided 106 members, agreed to renew subscriptions by
July 5. With 135 members going along by deadline time, management
has set its ’55-'56 series in Ficher Hall> Non-profit org also elected new
officers:, A. Eisenberg, prez; S. Ostrovsky, yeCpee, and V, G. Chimene,
tivities .after

will continue after >11 next year,

secretary-treasurer*.

The 1955 Western Conference of Symphony Orchestras, presented
by the American. Symphony Orchestra League Inc., will open Saturday
(16) at Pacific Groye, Monterey Peninsula, Cal. Conference will extend
through Monday, with the Monterey County Symphony as. the host
.

’

•

Faster B. 0. Clip

•

.

About 75% found biz better in
*54-55 than the previous year, up
to 8%. Only one found it

from

Big NatT Music Council;

5%

Worse. Queried On prospects for
Trade Toppers Backing
iiext season, a third think it will
Washington, July 12.
be better, another third think, it
Legislation to incorporate a Nawill be at least the same, while tional
Music Council, a non-profit
a fifth just don’t know. Only one organization to speak for music insaid it will be worse.
terests and to take over the assets
On the average', a local manager of National Music Council Inc.,
presents almost 5% dates (or even- New York State' corporation, has
ings) of every description. About been filed here by Rep. Frank
15 are in his big subscription series. Thompson (D., N.JJ,.
Survey revealed that on such
Among the large number of inseries, biz was about 64% on subcorporators are Stanley Adams,
scriptions, lower than 15/20 years
Herman Finkelstein, Ira Gershwin,

.

ago. But single sales have improved
tremendously.
Biggest B.O. Draw
Biggest boxofflce draws this past
season were Ballet Russe, Artur
Rubinstein, “Three For Tonight,”
Vienna Choir Boys, Berlin Philharmonic, Amsterdam Concertgebouw, Walter Gieseking, Wagner

Opera Co. and Yma Sumac. “Three
For Tonight” led both tjie ’b.o.
and artistic draw lists, while Bal-

Otto Harbach, Carl Haverlin, Arthur
Judson, Olga Koussevitsky, Dr.

Joseph E. Maddy, Howard Mitchell,
Dmitri
Mitropoulos,
Sigmund
Spaeth and Patrick Hayes.
Among purposes set forth in the

—

.

Special attractions are now al40% of the local impresario’s
(six
special events as
Concert Bits
against 10 in the regular series).
This is definitely a new trend in
the field, according to Bloom, and *a
Humphrey Doulens, Columbia
very significant change.
.Artists Mgt. v.p^ bedded at home
Radio-tv has jumped up In con-! in Norwalk, Conn., for last round
sideration of the most effective against hepatitis following dis% means of concert promotion. News- charge from hosp.
papers are still in first place with
The London Philharmonia, which
50% strength, and 30% still goes will make its U.S. debut this fall,
to direct mail campaigns. Butcl0% with Herbert von Karajan conductof strength now lies in radio-tv (on ing, will also appear at Salzburg
a local level), and that is new. next January for that city’s Mozart
Five, years ago, radio-tv had only Week, and not the London Philharmonic, as erratumed.
a smattering of promotion biz.
Teh leading dancers of the Royal
Another interesting item the survey revealed was that only 12 Danish Ballet will make their New
events out of 470, or a mere 214%, York debut at Lewisohn Stadium
were cancelled during the season, July 21,

most

activity

.

either for illness, bad connections
or bad biz. Also, that 65% of total
outgo goes to artists’ fees; the rest
covers house costs, ads, general

overhead.

Above

is

an interim report. De-

tailed

analysis of the season will
appear privately for the associa-

membership in a fall issue
of the National Assn, of Concert
Managers Bulletin.
tion’s

Soprano Lilly Windsor will be
with violinist John

guest-artist

Corigliano,

concert-master of the
N.Y. Philharmonic; July 23 at4he
Stony Brook (L.IJ Summer Music
Festival, with an orchestra of 55
members of the Symphony of the
Air, under direction of D’Artega.

.

of $22,000. Apportion of one show
was televised coast-to-coast by
NBC’s “Wide World” show.

Gian-Garlo Menotti’s “Saint of
Bleecker Street” opened June 30
for a fortnight stand in the amphitheatre. It got off to a better-thanregular-capacity sale, with folding
chairs handling the overflow. This
was followed by sock reviews in
all D. C. papers to further hypo
the opera. Show closes tomorrow
(Wed.) night.

Russe de Monte Carlo
opens Thursday (14) for two weeks,
the advance sale running a solid
50% ahead of what it was" for the
comparable period last year.; A
Ballet

variety

show

and

John

Icecapades are booked in

to.

Harris’
follow.

Danielien

has

maestro, will be guest conductor
of the Boston Symphony Chamber
Orchestra in the “Berkshire Festival” broadcast next Monday (18)
on NBC Radio.
Dr. Moshe Parattov,, director .of
the Julius Hartt Musical Foundation in Hartford, Conn., has been
engaged for a second season as
musical director and conductor of
the Brockton (Mass.) Orchestral
Society. Rodney May, newly-elected president' of the board of directors, and supervisor of the Brockton Public Schools Music Dept.,
will Continue as the orch’s asso.

.

ciate director.

Francis- Robinson last weekend finished
a 2,500-word piece on Enrico Carusd,. which is to accompany an album
of the tenor’s songs, to be issued by RCA Victor next February. The
He
three-12rinch LP set is tentatively titled “Caruso Omnibus.”
returned recently. from a three-week flight to Paris and Naples, made
mainly for color background on .the onetime Met tenor in the Italian
.

.

.

.

city.

James. Fassett,. CBS. Radio music director, who returned last week
from Europe after taping eight, overseas music festivals for airing on
CBS' “World Music Festivals”, series, left yesterday (TuesJ for Colorado. He’ll, spend three Weeks there, taping the Red Rocks and Aspen
fests.
Then he’ll return to Europe in' August to tape the Salzburg,
Bayreuth and Augsburg (Germany) fests. Last-named Is a Bach fest
Which hasn’t, been' broadcast before.

Washington, July

12.

Breakdown of how the Federal
Government is allocating $2,250,-

Bicycling Ballet

The N. Y. City Ballet flew into
N. Y. Sunday (10) after an 11-week
European tour, highlighted by its
appearance in Paris for the Salute
to France.
Troupe will remain in N. Y. until Friday (15) and then f leave for
its annual summer season on the
It will return to JN. Y.
Coast.
for a fall season at City Center in
October.
'

000 a year to promote U. S. culactivties
overseas, largely

tural

through

its
arrangement with
has been turned over .to a
Appropriations
Sub-committee by, the State Dept. Testi.

ANTA,
House

mony, which includes tlfe figures,
was released yesterday (Mon.) by
the HouSe committee.
For the fiscal year which began

July 4 1, the State Dept, figures it
will cost $401,000 to make up the
deficits of sending orchestras to
Europe, the Far East and Latin
America; $115,000 to send drama
Field to Direct Sadler’s
groups to Europe and the Middle
East;
for musical groups
Theatre; Van Praagfa Out to all $965,000
areas; $390,000 for dance
groups, and $50,000 for individual
Ballet Asst. Director artists. In addition, $200, 000 is allocated for sports activities, mainLondon, July 12.
Peggy Van Praagh, who has been ly sending track teams abroad.
This adds up to $2,121,000, with
assistant director of Sadler’s Wells
Ballet Co. since 1952, is relinquish- the remaining $129,000 for admining the post at the end of the year istration.
Similarly, $2,250,000 was okayed
to supervise the company’s ballet
repertoires in overseas countries. for the fiscal year which ended on
.Another innovation is the ap- June 30 last, but only $1)703,000
pointment of a resident director had been obligated as of June 10
last,
for which detailed figures
of the Sadler's Theatre Ballet Co.,
which has been given to John were presented to the Congressional sub-committee.
Field, one of the parent group’s
Highlights of this include the
principal dancers, to operate in
This means his following: $95,000 to ANTA for
early January.
administration
expenses; $100,000
withdrawal from the Sadler’s Wells
Ballet at the end of its American t.oward the cost of “Salute to
France,’* for which another $350,tour.
000 is being raised by private contribution; $285,000 to send “Porgy
and Bess” to the Middle East to
FEST
make up deficits in operating expenses; another $400,000 approved
ARTISTS to send “Porgy and Bess” to Latin
America, but only $75,000 of this
PradeSi France; July 5.
transferred so far.
With the first* two concerts vir*
120G for Graham
tual sellouts, the sixth annual
Also, $21,000 to send the JubiPablo Casals Prades Festival would
lee Singers (Negro choral group)
appear a bonanza for participating
to the Far East and Near East;
artists. First five festivals have al$35,000 to send the Jose LimOn
ways been slow starters, only oc- Dance
Troupe to Latin America;
casionally making it into the black
$70,000 to send Ballet Theatre to
at the final tape. This year's series,
Latin. America; $120,000 to send
only the second without Columbia
the Martha Graham dance' troupe
Records subsidy, looks like a certo the Near East and Far East,
.
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Chloe (Mercu- tainty to pay off handsomely for
the roster of artists who have .made
the pilgrimage to the Pyrenees to
honor the Catalan cellist, now in
his 79th year. Fest opened July 2
Granados: Goyescas (RCA Vic- and runs through July 18.
tor).
Complete piano version of
Artists appearing have agreed to
the flavorsome work by a sensitive work for an extremely modest
Ravel: Daphnis

Complete ballet in a sparkling,
poetic, lush reading by the Minneapolis Symph under Dorati. Packaging adds to deluxe setup.
ry).

Amparo Iturbi.
Smetana: The Kiss (Colosseum).

specialist,

guarantee, plus a cut of qventual
profits. Take as of the second of
11 concerts is running 1,000,000
francs ($3,000) ahead of any other
previous
festival*
Broadcasting
Mozart: Sonatas (Epic). Some contract with, the French' governRadio Diffusion
varied, beautifuK pieces (K. 306, ment-sponsored
K. 481, K. 11 and the Variations, Francaise has been reported sold
K. 360), beautifully played by the’ for 1,100,000 francs (10% better
than last year) for seven other
Amsterdam Duo (Klijns).
Ravel: Bolero Sc La Valse; Dukas: stanzas.
Sorcerer’s Apprentice; Honegger:
Cast, mostjy U. S. imports, inPacific 231 (London). Light concert
cludes Yehudi Menuhin; Bach Aria
staples in superior readings by the
with Jan Peerce arid EleaGroup,
Conservatoire Orch under Ansernor Steber; Eugene Istomin, David
met.
Oppenheim,
Madeline Foley, David
Moussorgsky: Pictures; StravinsKaren Tuttle, Dietrich
ky: Petrouchka; Balakirev: Islamey Lloyd,
Fischer-Dieskau,
Gerald Moore and
(Vdx). More staples, this time in
piano versions, attractively played Karl Engel. Biggest b.o. attraction,
however,
remains
the maestro him
by a young, sensitive and skilled
self.
artist in Alfred Brendel,

been re- Pleasant, appetizing though unsigned by Ballet Russe de Monte familiar comic opera, sort of minor
“Bartered Bride,” done sprightly
Carlo for the coming season.
Thor Johnson, Ciney Symph here by Czech artists.

Leon

.

Met Opera assistant manager

first

Tor the organization are “to
speak, with one voice for music
whenever an authoritative expres
sion of opinion is. desirable”; to
provide interchange of information
for member groups, to encourage
appreciation arid development of
music; to accept funds and to give
prizes, grants and scholarships to strong,
Gene Krupa and their
deserving composers, conductors, units. All three performances were
etc.
sold Out, for^a total boxoffice take
bill

RUsse led the b.o. list..
Survey shows that some local
managers are definitely broadening
their scope. “We’ve, got to broaden
to exist,” one said. In addition to
serious music and legit, they’re
going into pop bands (though in
3 Terp Troupes to Wind
concert style ); travelogs and leer
tures. As result, chamber music is
Coast Tuners Season
suffering. Less than a quarter of
r
Los Angeles, July 12.
the managers are now putting on
The Greek Theatre has- booked
chamber music.
three dance troupes to follow its
More and more, too, local man- musicals, and complete its summer
agers are presenting big special season. Season - opened June 27
events outside their subscription with. “Three for Tonight,”, folseries, because the special events lowed by “Wonderful Town,”' July
are boxoffice. These include sym- 5. New York City Ballet is booked
phony orchs, ballet troupes and the July 20-Aug, 13; Katherine DunPaul Gregory type legiters (played ham Sc Co., Aug. 15-20, and Jose
concert-style).
Greco & Co. Aug. 22-27.
let

three events finished well in
the black, report the Feld Bros.,
who book and operate the 4,000seat municipal bowl in Rock Creek
Park.
Season's opener was the National Ballet Co. of Canada, which
grossed $48,000 for nine nights.
Two other performances, which
looked ’ like near sellouts, were
rained out. Irv Feld believes the
Canadians would have done about
$60,000, except for the. weather.
This was followed by four con-,
certs by D.TJ. National Symphony
Orchestra with guest artists, -two
of which were sellouts. The four
brought
through
the
$21,000
wickets for a breakeven total gate.
This series was hit hard by a
weather postponement." The concert' conducted by Andre Kostelanetz, and featuring the preem of
“Hudson River
Ferde
Grof e’s
Suite/' was postponed *from a
Saturday to a Sunday night. Result
was a substantial lpss in attendance.
Third of the season’s items, was
an American Music Festival, three
nights of jazz starring Louis Arm-

orchestra,.

.

none of which was actually obligated as of June 10 last, and $50,000 to send the interracial Metropolitan Choir of Los Angeles to
the Far East.

NBC

Also, $225,000 to send the
of the Air to the Far
East; $3,000 for a tour of Europe
by William Warfield; $488,500 to.

Symphony

have “Oklahoma” tour Europe, the
Near East and Far East; $71,000
for the Philadelphia
Orchestra
tour.

What seemed to get under the
House Committee’s skfn, however,
was $30,000 to send the SauterFinnegan -Orchestra
to
Latin
America.
Again and again, the
members of the committee asked,*
how come $30,000 to send a jazz
band south of the border.
A breakdown of the tdlir of the
Jose Limon dancers showed only
'

$7,800 in receipts for 14 performances in Rio, Sao Paulo and Montevideo.
It has the troupe going
$11,427 In the red, exclusive of
the transportation, which .amounted to another $22,658.

.

.
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Winslow’s “Be Slim-Stay Slim
and another reminiscense by Emily

».

•

Kimbrough, titled “So Neat And
Yet So Far.”

<Vi-

1

v
Bride-To-Be Bowing
Bride-to-Be magazine, new Curtie publication due on the newsstands July 19, will be issued as a
quarterly in 15 regional editions.
All editions will carry the same
editorial content, but with local

“expose” mags.
report under the
the Sewer,”
in
label, “Success
while Newsweek tagged itsr yarn,
“The Curious Craze for Confidential’ Magazines.”
The usually staid Wall Street
Joyrnal placed Its piece, by staff
reporter J. Howard Rutledge, under the heading, “Sin &^,s f xr^.os ;
slpy Private Peeks at Celebrities
Lives Start Magazine Bonanza—concerning

,

and nationalized sectional

Time leads

advertis-

.
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Will Hay*, 'Big Joe* Et Al.
“The Memoirs -of Will H. Hays,”
just completed before the death of
the first “movie czar” in 4.954, will
be published by Dpubleday iri
September. An autobiog of another
sort, “The Happiest Man In The
Wotfld,” by Joe Rosenfield Jr., the
do-gooder ever
post - midnight
WMGM, N. Y„ tells of his recovery
from alcoholism and his current
work with “Happiness Exchange,”
which brings encouragement to
many in the metropolitan N. Y.

Las Vegas.

To anybody, possessed

I

’

1

.

phenomenal. I have
caught its growtfi at suitably spaced intervals over a peHod of 18
years. I knew* it when south and west of Fremont St. jackrabbits
wouldn’t be -caught dead. That’s where the famous, Strip is now. And
right -now that Strip could be proclaimed the entertainment capital
of the entire world* Yeah, including Istanbul.
No, seriously,- we ought to begin to give this collection of glittering
fleabags arid crap tables some official recognition for, what it has done
for show biz. Just because it all began with the Purple Gang of De^
troit and other fugitives even closer to the ultraviolent end Of the
spectrum, does not mean it is never to be received into society. Many
of those old hoods who were waiting for the* sheriff to die back hgme
have long since died themselves.
There’s an old American ethic that wealth however acquired, If held
on to long enough, tends to he sanctified. The old mobs from the
“heart” of America, the Bugsy Siegel bunch from Brooklyn; and
possibly others who still think a hot rod is a gun the cops are looking
for, have all but passed out of the Vegas picture.
Of course, now and then you see a name creeping out of the woodwork that doesn’t quite belong in the Social Register, but in the main

,
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publication thiif fall
Also for
“Sanity Is Where You Find It,”
from the writings of the late cowboy-humorist Will Rogers, edited
by Donald Day (who dittoed on
“The Autobiography of Will Rogers,” which sold over 80,000 copies)
and Will Rogers Jr. an “Oklahoma
edition” at $3?50 costs 50c more
than the regular trade ^edition.
Is

‘

Lester Lewis' 4 Deals
Literary dept, of Lester Lewis
Associates, through staffer Carolyn
Willyoung Stagg, concluded deals
for four new books. They are Walter Terry’s “Dance in America,” to
Harper’s; Carl T. Rowan’s “The
Pitiful and the Proud,” to Random
House; Marjorie Sherman Green's
juve, “Cowboy of the Ramapos,” to
Abelard-Schuman, and Victor von
Hagen’s untitled tome on ancient
culture and people of the Inca
civilization, to Mentor Books:
Firm sold publication rights in
Denmark and England to a Mollie
Gillen story.
!

.

mag made

'

ANG

last week.
a triple parlay,

the big-

The bimonthly

hit

the 500,000-word text will be
rinted serially next fall by the
S ew York Times, Life and the St.
Doubleday
Louis Post-Dispatch.
will publish the book form, first
volume, “Year of Decisions” set
for Oct. 20.'

The following February Volume
“Years of

Trial

and

Hope,"

appears.
Pfeifer’s Hegira
Max Pfeffer

starting 10-country

on

.

,

,

.

Ml

Copenhagen.

July

He

13.

Is

European tour
is

Harold Rosenthal, N. Y. Herald
Trib .baseball scribe, authored a
piece tagged “Sports’ Stainless
Steel Age” for Packard Sports
Library fall issue.
Hazel Guild, Variety’s Frankfurt correspondent, to pen an entertainment pillar for Overseas
circulating
Weekly,
newspaper
throughout Europe.
Victor Rosen’s adaption of the
1936 volume, of Prince Leopold
Loewenstein and William Gerhardi, “Analyze Yourself,” has been
in hardboards (Hawthorne) since
May and will now he given a Ban.

tam reprinting

in Sept.

(It

was

a

1942 Penguin).

Singer-comedienne Anna Russell
has written a book, titled “The
Power of Being A Positive Stinker,” which will be released in mid-

by Citadel
published
Press. A feature of the book will
be a special Anna Russell Columbia LP recording inserted, in the
book cover.
George Frazier’s article in the
August Esquire, “Blue Notes And
Blue Stockings,” tells the story of
George Wein, producer of the Newport Jazz Festival. Wein’s second
venture, this seasori, runs July 1516-17. Wein also owns two night
clubs in .Boston (Story ville and
October,

Hall), a recording company (Storyville), and he records
under a different label (Atlantic).

Mahogany

literally

the sovereign state of Nevada has cleaned up its own Augean stable.
It’s hard to violate a law; they have so few. Despite this, the entertainment is as high class, and as clean3 too, as you will find anywhere in
the world. Yes, including Istanbul.
Intakes two weeks’ on a grind policy to catch all the shows at Vegas.
Fortunately the big ones stay in for a month, so there is time to
catch them all. Anyone who does this and does not admit that riever
in the history of show biz did so much talent" display its wares in one
area of the world is still voting for McKinley.
Where Vaude Went When It Died'
In three nights I caught Noel Coward, Sammy Davis Jr., arid his
Uncle and Dad, Peter Lind Hayes and his wife Mary Healy, Gordon
McCrea (his offstage wife is cute too), .the Alberghetti Family, Myron
Cohen and Joe Louis, the official handshaker of the Moulin Rouge.
Joe was playing the 10c slot machine at the time, but you could hardly
call that an act even for a former heavyweight champion of the world.
I couldn’t catch Joe E. Howard and Pat Rooney Sr. at the Showboat
because that Was the night of the flood and I foolishly? had. left my

;

gondola back in Venice (Calif.).
The mileage involved to see all these shows was very little and if I
had stayed home at the Desert Inn the night Noel Coward was felled
by a virus and McCrea did one show for him and Healy & Hayes did
his second show, I could have caught all these incomparable acts under
one roof. That was the night of the flood, top.
I first ran into Coward poolside at the Desert Inn. I had not talked
to him since he opened in “Private Lives” in London in 1930. Time had
treated him most kindly, and Wilbur Clark of the Desert Inn didn’t
exactly clip him, Not at $40,000 a week. Though he still sings of. mad
dogs and Englishmen who go out in. the midday sun, that’s where I
first caught him. All I got wa$ a bad sunburn,’ but the Englishman got’
what mad dogs get, a raging, fever.
Variety at Fifty Paces
Variety appraised Coward’s act in unrestrained terms. He deserved
them too. Not since Eddie Foy, has a performer used his hands so
effectively to do his work for him as Coward uses his. I belive George
M. Cohan directed better with his feet" than Coward does, but that
issue was fought out when Coward staged, “Bitter- Sweet” in London
in 1929 and perhaps it’s time the dead buried the dead. Coward at least
•

'

is still

alive

and he obviously" is not afraid of competition.

Playing apposition to Coward at the time I speak ^of was Sammy
Davis Jr.; right across the street in fact. You could not’ get two acts
further apart in their audience appeal and yet both of them were
hysterical successes at Vegas. Davis went on for 90 minutes the flight
I caught the act at the New Frontier. In the end he begged off, told
the audience to see some of the other acts, mentioning specifically
Noel Coward across the way and the Moulin Rouge show at the other
end of town. He’s a gracious kid.
Cowdrd of course was intime, precise, naughty without being vulgar,
and very British In a liberated way. He lifted an eyebrow, tossed off
a restrained innuendo and danced, i£ at all, in the space of a silver dollar. He knew when to leave. He knew all about the law of diminishing
return. So he called 40 minutes a show. He opened as cold as an
Alaskan dawn and closed hotter than Vegas is outdoors right riow.
Davis it just the opposite. He’s the Bronx in blackface. He has seemingly endless talent and, more important, energy. He’s a great hoofer
and when he belts out a song he just about dies for dear old Grossinger’s.

Coward has no volume, can’t sing for nuts, but. knows that a public
address system was invented for people just like him. (Everything but
dishes and slot machines use a p.a. system in Vegas). Davis could be
heard in the fourth balcony of the Met without a mike, so you can.
imagine what he sounds like in Vegas with one.
At the Royal Nevada, a few doors down from the New Frontier,
Anna Maria Alberghetti not only talked about her family, she brought
them all out to perform, and in all my days I do not reme*ber a family
act that could touch this one for diversity of talent. The Royal Nevada
was flooded with cheers and tears. Papa’s direction of a 50-piece Symphony orchestra, followed by his nine-year-old moppet’s conducting of
the “William Tell Overture” swept longhairs and crewcuts alike off
their feet. And when the kid (his name is Paul) did a special orchestration of Davy Crockett, coonskin hat, guns and all, it brought down- the
house. Carla, 15, "a student at Marymdunt, sang two numbers with
tones so pure it was difficult to tell her from the family genius.
But my pet was Mania Alberghetti, who was Anna’s accompanist.
She did a piano version of the Sextet from “Lucia” and followed with a
boogie-woogie number that proved eugenics is by no means a dead issue
in the lives of a talented family.
High As An Elephant’s Eye
Another night I caught Healy & Hayes (I put it that way because
I’m oldfashioped and favor women and children first) and after them
Gordon McCrea. Now here are two acts so different from all the rest
and so entertaining that George Jean Nathan, even before he married,
would have enjoyed them. Of course Peter and Mary are old hands
around Vegas, as is Mama (Grace) Hayes across the way from the Sands
in her own club, but McCrea w^s new. He had just come from starring
in the as-yet unreleased “Oklahoma” arid probably did not get the
money this year he will be able to command next. But he’s # great
singer, has a charming act and’ is as sweet as the com he sings about.
Who started all this? The late Benjamin Siegel? Quite possibly, for
he had a dominating piece of the Flamingo in the days when they
didn’t know an animal act from adagio dancers. As one who panned
those early operations, I can now show amazement at the beautiful
orchids that have grown from such compost.
Life magazine may believe that the area has overextended its creoit
and that its long winning streak is about to break, but those who know
much more about these things than the staffers of Life tell me the
Wall Street view Is that even without gambling Vegas is in for a long
run. The bond houses believe Vegas can be a northern Palm Springs
or Tucson as a health resort, if the rest of the country does to Nevada's
gambling what it did to Utah’s polygamy.
But in the foreseeable future, gambling and entertainment are here
to stay. There’s still barrels of money Jn both.
.

Smith, formerly with

.
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this fall.
Fritz Blocki has completed “Out
of the Darkness,” the life story of
Fell
William Shepperd, for
publication.
Scripter Saul Goodman, .back in
N. Y. from, two months of ballet
viewing in London, Paris and

Norman W.

considering
grabbing extensive organization of a Continental Book
space ,in two national mags, Time Information 'Service. It’s an exand Newsweek, and frontpage cov- tension of his American Book Inerage in the July 5 issue of the formation Service and British Book
Info Service.
Wall Street Journal.
Pfeffer, who’ll be in Paris until
Cueing the Confidential, report
was its record newsstand sale on Aug. 5, will huddle with publishers
there
as well in England, Denmark,
which
hit
a
history*
issue,
its July
making high for any single mag Sweden, Germany, Austria, Italy,
sale of around 3,700,000 copies. Spain, Switzerland and Israel.
The current issue is expected to
Countess Cassini’s Memoirs
better that figure. The initial isHarpers will publish in October
sue of the Robert Harrison publication in December, 1952, sold the memoirs of Oleg and Igor
around 150,000 copies. Along with Cassini’s mother, Countess Marthe hike in Confidential sales guerite Cassini, titled “Never A
there’s been an increase in the Dull Moment”; also New York’s
publication of similar type maga- Park Commissioner Robert Moses’
zines, with a collective per-issue book, “Working For The People”
(foreword
by Herbert Bayard
sale of about 10 000 000
The heads on the Time and Swope); John Gunther’s “Inside
Newsweek stories were indicative Africa” (September Book-of-theof the general feeling in the trade Month selection); Thyra Samter

time

CHATTER

“James
Winifred
Bannister’s
Bridie and his Theatre” will be
published in England by Rockliff

Truman’s Memoirs
Field & Stream’s sales staff, named
Harry S. Truman, after two ad director of Popular Gardening,
yeSrs, has finished his. memoirs and Both mags are Holt publications,

Literary* agent

'Confidential* P.A. Jackpot

Confidential

vice-president at $10,400 annually,
and secretary-treasurer at $9,620,
were contested, and will be decided
by the general membership in a
mail ballot. Ralph. H. Novak, of
Detroit, executive vice-president,
was opposed by Wjlliam J. Farson,
of Philadelphia, now secretarytreasurer. Justin F. McCarthy, of
Chicago, competed against Charles
A. Perlik, of Buffalo, now an
international representative,
for
secretary-treasurer.

.

of historical perspective, the growth of Las

Vegas as an amusement center has been

ing keyed to local areas,
Mag is published by Bride-to-Be
Magazine Inc., a subsidiary of the
Curtis Publishing CO., with offices
Exposes Crack
in New York. It has its own ad- Confidential’s Racy
-Whis- area.
Separate Newsstand Records; Lowdon
organization.
vertising
Doubleday’s newspapermen books
of a Pin-Up
from Curtis, but will be distributed pers Secret—Risepin-up
reference include Life staffer Stanley RayThe
Publisher.”
by the .parent company’s circula“How ‘Life’ Gets The Story”;
field’s
covprevious
tion subsidiary, Curtis Circulation related to Harrison’s
Trib’s Marguerite
erage of the “girlie magazine’ N Y. Herald
Co.
“Red Plush and Black
Higgins’
Same page size as Curtis' Holi- field,
on Russian and
closeup
Bread,”
.The Journal yam, played up the other behind-the-Iron Curtain obday, the new magazine will be sold
of
Treasury”
at newlstands'at $Ta copy." It’s de- financial
“Cartoon
servations;
signed to serve as a wedding plans noS?S
publications,
nnnlm'feme^ean issuejae (from 107 worldwide
book, home planning guide, and netting up to $150,000 to the
Russia), edited by Lucy
including
JourAccording
for making young marriages suc- fore taxes.
25c Black Johnson and Pyke Johnson
nal, he gets 14V&C out of the
cessful.
Jr., latter also p.r. man for Doubleprice of the mag, winding up with day; "and Esquire travel editor
vice-presiwell
as
as
Publisher
around 4Ac after all expenses exdent and advertising director is cept taxes. Time, however, gave “Richard. Joseph's Guide to Europe
Walter N. May. Co-publishers are the Harrison publication rougher and the Mediterranean.”
Mrs. Marjorie Binford Wobds, forr treatment exposing the manner in
Robert Magidoff has ^written a
merly editor-in-chief of Modern which Confidential turns out its “Yehudi Menuhin” blog; “The Abe
Bride, who is vice-president and “inside” reports. The Newsweek Burrows Songbook,” illustrated by
editor, and Mrs. Alice Thompson,
with music
art i c l e also* detailed, techniques! Roberta Macdonald and
’
former editor and publisher of
the “expose”' settings by Alexander Steiner;
d v,v
*
J m0st of
Seventeen, who is vice-president mags.
“The Molly-* Goldberg Cookbook,’
and general manager.
Myra Waldo;
Confidential is currently In the by Gertrude Berg &
Following the northeast editions process of applying for member- and the “New Milton Cross’ Comappearing July 19, others will go ship in the Audit Bureau of Cir- plete Stories of the Great Operas,”
on sale July 26 in middle west, culations.
Howard revised and enlarged, are alsp on
Incidentally,
North Central and southern states, Rushmore, Confidential s editor, the Doubleday agenda for this fall.
and on Aug. 2 in western states.
was missing for several days since
‘Phenix City’ Troubles
going to Chicago last week on a
Disney, McClintics,- Et al.
Rumors that the book “Phenix
police search
story dor the mag.
Paul Hollister, vet adman, calls was underway until he turned up City”, is under an injunction conhis Walt Disney biog “Man or
tinue to harass the .booksellers in
in Butte, Mont.
Mouse.” Little, Brown (an Atlantic
the state, co-author Edwin StrickMonthly Press book) is publishing
land, told Variety. He said a TuscaBestsellers
Show Biz
in October. A biog of another sort
him a lawyer
N.Y. Sunday Times’ list of best- loosa bookseller told
is
the
AMP’s editor, Edward sellers has Richard Aldrich s Ger- approached her and said she
Weeks, called “The Open Heart.”
because it
book
the
sell
trude Lawrence As Mrs. A No. 8 shouldn’t
pub
detailing how he travels some 3ff,on the list (and a bestseller for 2 ff was under injunction and the said
000 miles annually in his peripetaStrickland
being
sued.
lisher
biog
weeks); Marguerite Courtney’s
tic quest of new
authors and
down the group
of her mother “Laurette” (Taylor), if he could pin
Weeks,
weeks, wno
who has been witn
with Atlantic
spreading the rumors, he would
^ “ 3 <8 wee ks’on the lists); EtheL
ars ’ h S spanned
Barrymore’s “Memories” No. 14 personally file suit. Both Strickplenty of SSL
terrain.
Mn wee 5 on ).' Mary Pickford’s land and co-author Gene Wortsman
Also via Atlantic Monthly Press,
‘Sunshine and Shadow” No, 16 will be honored by Allied Artists
likewise due in October, is Guthrie
(second Week on the bestsellers). who will fly them to the July 17
McClintic’s “Me and Kit” (for
Cornelia Otis Skinner’s “Bottoms premiere of the film, “Phenix City
Katharine Cornell), a sort of
while no biog, is still a 'per- Story”, in Chicago. Publisher John
sequel to Richard Aldrich’s “Ger- Up!”,
sonal memoir; it’s now No. 15 best- Bodette and 'his reps have been in
trude Lawrence as Mrs. A.”
contact with Producer Sam Bischseller and 13 weeks on the lists.
H. Allen Smith, longtime Double-'
off, who is now in Columbus makday author, tees off under Little,
ing arrangements for the July 19
Collis Heads Guild.
Brown imprint in September with
F. Collis, assistant man- premieres at the Georgian Theatre,
Joseph
“The Age of the Tail,” illustrations
Columbus, Ga„ and the Phenix
Wilkes-Barre,
editor of the
by Lee Hershfield. Elsa Maxwell’s agingRecord,
was reelected presi- City Drive-In and Palace. Theatre,.
“Party Book” is also a lighter tonie Pa.,
Phenix City. Publisher and film
Newspaper
American
dent of the
due via LB next January.
Guild for a second two-year term reps will cooperate on promotion
Publisher Bodette said
final session Friday (1) of tie-ins.
the
at
'Friendships* and Will Roger*
22 nd annual “Phenix City” book has uotsold
Another Show biz memoir is the organization’sDe Witt Clinton any other book in Columbus.
in the
convention,
Schuyler LiVingston Parsons’- “UnMeanwhile, WVOK, the 50,000
The convention,
Hotel, Albany.
told Friendships,” and he tells of
250 delegates', ref- watt daytime indie here, refused
Beatrice Lillie, Gertrude Lawrence, attended by
erred
to a committee for further $800 worth of radio spots to the
Charles Chaplin, George Gershwin,
that the presi- publisher in. promoting the book
Cole Porter, Diana Manners, Helen* study a proposal
post, be with the statement, “The Phenix
Hayes and Ethel Barrymore from a dency, now a part-time
City story should die.”
viewpoint.
Houghton made a full-salaried job. executive
socialite’s
positions,
paid
Two
Mifflin will publish in September.
*

Scully
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Versailles a regular stop, has been
London
21 years at .this* spot—since it
back to the bid
Tilly. Losch In .town for a week
from Europe yes- opened. He goes
standard
one
Arts,
of
Beaux
the
settling details foe a series of tv
terday (Tues.) on the Queen Elizniteries in the Pre-Prohibition “era. pix for America,
abeth.
For the record, if nothing else,
Tyrone Power planed back to
Harry Mandel, RKO Theatres it should be Rotated that Conrad
ad-pub director* vacationing, in N, Hilton’s longtime public rela- Hollywood with his two daughters
Lake Louise ana Banff, Canada. tions counsel, Fred A. Joyce, who after staying at Florence DesRose Tobias, due in this week oh has since shifted his headquarters mond’s farm.
the Liberte after close to a year from Chi to N. Y./ was an imporDonald Wolfit to star in Fritz
abroad with the “Porgy 8c Bess” tant key in the Istanbul Hilton’s Hochwaelder’s play,, “The Strong
company..
crack press-show biz junket. A Are Lonely,” in the fall, to be diRichard Adler, who collated makeup exigency 'dropped the rected by Peggy Webster.
with Jerry Ross on music and- Joyce “credit,” and a worthy one
A ticket agency deal for over
lyrics' for “Damn Yankees,” sailed it was, fr6m the Variety story. He $85,000, one-of the largest ever for
-for Europe yesterday (Tues.) on and John Joseph, national pub-ad a straight play, has been made for
now
director of Hilton Hotels, are
the Maasaam.
“Sailor Beware” at the Strand
preTheatre,
Andy Rice, vet gagwriter, and readying the Beverly-Hilton
8.
his son Andy Jr., quondam nitery miere Aug.
Henry Kendall to direct the U.S.
comedian, have opened an eatery
play,
“The Cloudsweepers”, by

Roadway

Lily Pons back

,

.

.

.

.

The

island jazzsters have tagged

N.Y. Times scribe Gilbert MillStewart Granger returned from
c
stein boated in late Sunday after- London,
noon (12) for a quickie feed with
Irving Briskin checked out of
the Ajlaji Meltzers,
.^hospital;
Pressagent Paul Benson and his
Corinne Calvet became an
wife, actre'ss Charlotte Van Lyne,
American citizen.
mapping out an itinerary for their
Dowling in town after
Doris
beginning
abroad
eight-weeker
several years in Europe.
late next month.
editor
Thomas N.'Neff to
Film
Among the weekenders: Disk
jockey Art Ford, personal manager Mexico City on vacation;
WOrld-Telly
Rosemont,
Lipton
in 'from N.Y. to
James
Norman
staffer Muriel Fischer and press- visit his wife, Nina Foch.
agents.- Dave. Lipsky, Marvlii Frank
Bonita Granville recovering from
.

,

Martin Levine, a Brandt Theanamed chairman of the
20th annual Variety International
Convention to be held at the Waldorf-Astoria early next May,
Joan Phillips Seebach, daughter
of Julius F. Seebach Jr., indie tv
packager and former programming
veepee for CBS and CBS, engaged
to marry John Adams Rourke,
Arthur Pierce who conducts the
radio-tv dept, in the Fairmont (W.

tres exec,

-

.

-

Va.)

,

Times

is

the same fellow old-

time vaudevillians will recall as
Lou Golder's aide on Broadway.
Nick P. Pery, Columbia Pictures'

•

managing director for Europe and
the Near East, in from his Paris

.

.

headquarters for a brief U.S. holiday, then back to the French capital in mid-August.
Sailing for Europe on the S.S.
United States Thursday (7) 3vere
Sol Lesser, Rossano Brazzi; Ralph
Edwards, Lawrence Spivak, Mrs.
Bob Hope and. children as well as
v
Mrs. Ilya (Ruth) Lopert. Gaston Bell, whilom leading
man for Lillian Russell and a familiar of early-century legit, is recovering in Woodstock, N. Y.,
where lie has long resided, from
an arm fracture. He’s now 79.
Max Fellerman, executive v.p.
of Lopert Films, to the Coast for
his semiannual visit to view new.
product for the Astor and Victoria
on Broadway and for the Lopert
houses in Washington and Chicago.

N. Y. City Dept, of Welfare (Diof Shelter for Women
Children, 330 E. 5th St.) looking
for Robert Steele, said to have
show biz background, whose wife
Mildred and their five children are
homeless and living in the Family

&

vision

Shelter.

Roberta Peters, Met Opera so‘

prano, and her husband, Bertram
Fields, New York hotel executive,
flew to Milan Sunday (10) for a
belated honeymoon in Italy. Couple
10. Soprano
season’s final concert at

were married April

gave her
Lewisohn Stadium July

4.

Pendulum

swings department:
Manor, famed near-New
York roadhouse since the tum-ofthe-century, becoming a strictBriarcliff

fundamentalist, coeducational
King’s College, this fall, which abjures drinking, dancing, etc., in its
reparatory courses, usually for
Sle Protestant ministry.
Jack Cohn, executive veepee of
Columbia Pictures, has sold his
235-acre estate in Katonah, N. Y.

ly

(Orchard Hill Road in Somers,
northern Westchester County) for
a new golf club. The 18-room
house will become the clubhouse.

Swimming

pool, cabanas, four-hole
golf course and the private projection room also will be converted to
country club use.
Beech Haven, near Toms River,
N.J., has become a sort of Broadway playwrights’ colony this summer with the Moss Harts (Kitty

Ruth

and Augustus
Goetz, Harold J. Rome, Joe Hyman
(Hart’s business manager), Jerome
and Ed Chodorov, George Axelrod,
Arthur Kober among the habitues,
Carlisle),

either as seasonal lessees or quon-

dam

visitors.

Berton Jerome Schneider, son
of Columbia Pictures’ treasurer
Abe Schneider, engaged to marry
Judith
Evelyn Feinberg,
next
June. Her father is chairman of
the board of trustees of Brandeis
Univ. and board chairman of Jul-

•

and Bob Hamner.

The Netherlands

&

ius Kayser
Co., apparel manufacturers. Prospective bridegroom
is with Screen Gems, Col’s tv producing-packaging subsid.
Jack Koch, headwaiter at the
Plaza restaurant and identified
with, the Hotel Plaza since 1908,
is another of the famed hostelry’s

“old guard” who is retiring. Fred
Barbero dittoed recently, after
longtime major domo of the Per-

Room.

As with Fred, intimates of the hotel, and also a few
of the press who knew Mr. Koch
sian

personally, attended a little farewell party last Friday at the Plaza.
Mel Heimer has a savvy piece on
nitery maitre d’s, in general, and
headwaiter Robert (Crescas) of the
k

Versailles,

particular,
which
Central Press is syndicating, Robert, a particular favorite with the

in

Gotham saloon
who make Nick

front newshawks,

&

Arnold’s plush

By Hans Saaltink
Alexander Samuels, for Jack de
Paris
Leon in September, with Jerry
Amsterdam 56316)
( Telephone
By Gene Moskowitx
Wayne in line for male lead. \
The Chinese Opera Group from
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeoft-49-441—;
Faith Domergue signed by Co- Peking will give performances in
yacational
Judy Holliday in for a
lumbia to star in Mike. Frankov- Amsterdam, The Hague And Rotlooksee’.
British pic, “44 Soho terdam July 18r29.
ich’s
John Weingraf and Arnold Moss Square,” now in production at NetJohn Patrick’s” play, “Teahouse
in for local thesp chores.
tlefold Studios under direction of
Of August Moon,” done by the
Leon Askiri in before heading Vernon Sewell.
Haagse -Comedie, in the Hague
for Austria, for legit and pic
Having wound up her role in alone already has drawn over 20,Chores.
.
.
/
“King's Rhapsody,” Anna Neagle 000 patrons.
Dave Rose in before motoring is
set to play a harassed mother in
Andre Roussin’s comedy, “The
around Europe; he’ll looksee all her next pic, “I Have a Teenage
Husband, The. Woman And Death,”
his disk exhibs.
d modern problem became
Daughter,”
Pierre Sabatier .adapting Noel
a crix and b.o. success
story by Felicity Douglas.
when produced by The Nederlandse
Coward’s “Relative Values” for
Next film for Jack Hawkins will Comedie. Mary Dresselhuys and
legit mounting next seasom
Burt Lancaster in. to ready be Ealing Studios’ real life Scotland Ko van. Dijk did the "leads.
Hecht-Lancaster “Trapeze” (UA), Yard thriller, “Phantom Fingers,”
Prizes for best actress and iactor
which rolls in August with Carol. due to start in October. Story has of the year,, the “Theo d’Or” and
been adapted by. Janet Green and
Reed directing,
d’Or” (named after famous
“Louis'
Ilya Lopert in and huddling With Robert Barr and will be megged by Dutch
actors
Theo and Louis
associate Robert W. Dowling on Charles Frend.
Bpuwmeester), went to Ank van
fine N. Y. reception of his “SumSuffering from exhustion follow- der Moei* of Nederlandse Comedie
mertime” (UA).
ing a severe* influenza', attack, for her performances in “Electra”
Preston Sturges already prep- Edith Evans withdrew from cast of and “Three Sisters” arid to Paul
ping another pic after his “Les Andre Roussin’s “Nina” due at the Steenbergen of The Haagse ComCarnets De Major Th6mpson” Haymarket at the end of the edie for his role
“The Dark Is
which starts this month.
month. Her role has been taken Light Enough.”
Robert Cravenne back from over by Coral Browne.
Moscow with a French Film Week
A new musical, “The Buccaset there for October: there will neer,” by “Boy Friend” author
Berlin
be a Russo Pic Week here later. Sandy Wilson opens at the Lyric,
By Hans Hoehn
Mary Martin lost a fingernail Hammersmith, under the Tennent
during a performance of “Skin of banner
Jacob Tiedtke, German vet actor,
in the fall. Cast includes
Our Teeth” at Sarah Bernhardt Betty Warrep,
Elliot Makeham, was awarded the Federal Merit
Theatre, but went on with the
Thelma
Ruby, Kenneth Williams. Cross.
show.
Berolina prepping remake of
Roger MacDougall, recovering
Lilo arrived with husband, the
from long illness, attending re- “Charley’s Aunt,” with Heinz RuehMarquis of Passardiere, and. will hearsals of his new play, “The mann in title role.
visit her family and rest, then
Delegate,” an advance topical dip“Abraxas,” Faust ballet by Werhead Stateside for a Las Vegas lomatic drama of stateless people.
ner Egk, passed its lOOtn perdate in September.
Saunders and Jack de Leon formance at Staedtische Opera/
Peter
Grand Ballet De Marquis De will present
"the piece which has
Oscar Fritz Schuh pacted for two
Cuevas coming in for. crix kudos
a month’s provincial trial run.
more seasons as artistic director
for its presentation of Hector-BerJames P. Sherwood has taken of Theater am Kurfuerstendamm.
lioz’ “Romeo And Juliet” in courtover lease of the Westminster
BETA-Film plans to do "For a
yard of the Louvre.
Theatre for two and a half years. Penny Tenderness,” -with Swedish
Elvire Popesco .will mount a
He hopes to present new British actress Ulla Jacobson. It’s the latplay (“La Vie Revee”) by actor
set for Aug. ter’s third German, film.
Andre Luguet at her Theatre plays, the .first being permits
curLatest U. S, pix preems here inAthenee next season. She will star 24. The agreement
lessees to bouse their own clude “Rose Marie” (M-G). “Valley,
rent
with Mischa Auer and Luguet playproductions, for three months of Kings” (M-G), “Phffft” (Col).
ing opposite.
“Country Girl” (Par) and “El Paso’
Arthur Rosen, son of Stanley yearly.
(Par).
Warner^veepee Sam Rosen and
Trude Berliner, former German
nephew of SW topper Si Fabian,
Atlantic City
film star, returned here after an
married French woman Helene
absence of 22 years. Berlin Film
Weiss here. Most of the U. S. show
By Joe W. Walker
biz people were there.
DeJohn Sisters into Steel Pier Festival committee ihvited her as
Jack Cohn hospitalized with a vaudeville (10) with Commanders guest of honor.
case of ptomaine poisoning he in Marine Ballroom until Fri. (15).
picked Up, ironically enough, at an
Plans to build $300,000 outdoor
Tokyo
Arab restaurant during his recent ice rink in front of big Conventrip to Israel. Dave Lewis also in tion hall on boardwalk dropped by
Japanese film queen Machiko
hospital,
but only for annual Commission.
Kyo (“Rashamon” and “Gate of
checkup.
Cary Grant, Grace Felly and Hell”) will attend the Venice Film
Mijmi Benzell listed as Miss Amer- Festival and make personals in
ica
Pageant judges if picture France.
Miami Beach
schedules permit.
Moral Rearmament » m u steal,
Score of local amusement men “Vanishing Island,” .opened its
ByLary Solloway
New addition to Versailles Hqtel to Npw York Thurs. (7) to see pre- current Far East four with five
view of John Reed King quiz tv shows in Japan (Tokyo and Osaka)
will contain 400-seat nitery.
Jerry Lewis and family depart- show on resort and view two mid- last week. Cast of allegorical musiManhattan
signs featuring city.
cal is headed by Reginald Owen,
ed Friday (8) after three-week stay
several members of the D’Oyly
which saw him making personals
Carte Co. and British concert
all over town.
Chicago
singers.
Maurice (Cookie) Goodwin, FonThe Cover Girls, last seen with
tainebleau Hotel bars-cafes manaHamish Menzies opens at Mister
Durante on tv shows,' are wowing
ger, to Las Vegas for booking con- Kelly’s July 27.
ferences with co-owner Ben Jaffe.
Joan Bennett in to talk up her Japanese patrons at Tokyo’s Latin
Sans Souci Blue Sails Room “We’re No Angels” pic.
Quarter where they head up a
switched to two shows nightly polPerry Como here for midweek recently imported U.S. show. After
icy with Cab Calloway teeing off round of visits with local 'dee jays. trying a “native talent” policy for
double showing idea. Means upped
Cadence general manager Joe a while with poor results, the
budget for acts.
Delaney ashore again after week’s Quarter is using imported talent.
Comedienne
Patsy
Abbott cruise on Howard Miller’s 53- Besides the Cover Girls, it has
opened own spot, “Patsy’s Place,” footer.
vocalist Mauri Lynn,' comic Joaquin
in Sea Isle Hotel. Ruth Wallis and
Syms doubling from Garay; San Francisco ChineseSylvia
Seymour Hoffman’s orch playing Cloister Inn into strawhat assign- American vocalist Sun Low and a
several week stand in same hos- ment in “Rain” at Beachwalk trio which includes Walt Zachary,
tel's Minaret Room.
Danny Barcelona and “Toto”
Playhouse,
\
Ida (Mrs. Eddie) Cantor planed Aspera*
In last week to catch daughter
Cape Cod
Marilyn’s performance in “Best
Foot Forward” at Highland Park’s
Reno
By Earl J. Dias
Blanche Yurka visiting at Fal- Music Theatre,
By Mark Curtis
Chi Sun-Times columnist Irv
mouth.
Ravazza
due back to his
Carl
quickie
Phyllis Kirk at Dennis to appear Kupcinet on a European
early in August. He’s also defer- ranch after San Francisco engageIn “Wedding Breakfast.”
ment.
book,
Chicago”
Menasha Skulnik starring in ing his “Kup’s
fall
Eddie Fisher taking in Kathryn
“Fifth Season” at Somerset Play- scheduled for Random House
publication, Until spring, due to Grayson opening at Bal Tabarin,
house.
Lake Tahoe.
Eva Marie Saint starring in “The work pressure.
Rainmaker” at Falmouth PlayLaura Hobson, syndicated scribe,
checked into Riverside for a Redhouse, Coonamessett.
Fire Island
Lee Bowman signed by Sara
book article.
Sylvan Green, estranged husband
Stamm to do “Oh Men! Oh WomBy Mike Gross
en!” at Newport Casino Theater in
SRO at Lester (CBS veep) Gott- of Beatrice Kay, starts midnightAugust.
to-six disc jockey turn on KONE.
lieb’s annual frolic.
Emerson College Players of
Tony Martin cancelled his Aug.
Thrush Jill Corey talking shop
Boston open first season at Oak with cleffer Bob Merrill.
3 engagement at Tahoe’s Bal TabBluffs,
Martha’s Vineyard, with
Fashion smdels on the beach: arin due to picture commitment;
“Sabrina Fair.”
Nancy Berg and Tracey Brown.
no replacement yet.
Abe Kronenberg of Warner Bros,
Reginald Rose wrapping up tbe
New Golden still holding out
in New Bedford to explore pos- screen
adaptation of his tv-er, against the minimum. It’s .pracsibility of world preem of “Moby “Crime In The Streets.”
tically the only spot in Nevada
Dick” in the fall in the onetime
Monte Kaye, jazz artists man- which books namg acts, with no
Whaling City.
ager, hospitalized with hepatitis. minimum sign on tables.
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emergency appendectomy,
Bing Crosby and son Lindsay
salmon off Seattle.
Ralph Trumah in from England
to make his American: film debut.
Robert Dix checked in at Camp
Roberts, for two weeks of reserve

fishing for

.

.

’

'

\

*

Jean Hersholt planed in from
after three months
abroad.
Actress Ottole Nesmith recuperating after injuries sustained in an
auto accident.
Nancy Wodruff, “Miss Rheingold
of 1955,” appearing at military
bases in the Mojave area.
Ralph Bellamy faking advantage
of his stay in town to hold series
of Actors’ Equity, meetings.
Alexander H. Cohen in from
N,Y. to round, up a cast for big
musical, “The Queen; of •Sheba.”'’
Dore Schary will be personal
guest of Gov. Joe v Foss' when he

Denmark

'

•

.

—

.

*

.

.

location

on

month.
Film production workers were
upped an average of $5.33 in weekly pay during the month of May,
according ta the California’ Labor
Statistics Bulletin. They wore paid
off at the rate of $129.77/ as compared to $124.33, the average for
<

_

Weekly average

April,

also
1954.

by $5.44 over* May,

was up

Bogota, Colombia

TV stations now operating in
Bogota, Medellin and Manizales.
Marcos Gutt, w.k. Bogota theatre
owner, died suddenly last
week,
Ira D. Beck, Warner Bros, manager, returned from month vacaNew York.
Argentine orchestra of Mario
Canaro playing theatre and night

tion in

.

club dates.
t Ernest
Bour,

director of the
Strasbourg (Germany) symphony,
guest-conducting with the Colombia National Symphony.
Melvin Edelstein, RKO manager

lor last two years, transferred to
similar post at Havana, Cuba.
Pedro Diaz, manager in Lima,
.

.

•

Peru,

replacement.
Lt. Gen. Gustavo Rojas Pinitla,
President of Colombia, has 35m
projection equipment installed in
both the Presidential Palace and
his weekend country retreat,
is

David

former head

Lilfcenthal,

TVA

of
and Atomic Energy Commission, in for conferences with
local officials regarding TVA-type
development in vicinity of Cali.
“Bridges at Toko-Ri” (Par) in
second week at Mogador. Other
pix doing well , are “Drumbeat”
(WB) at San Jorge-San Carlos comLove”
bination, and “This Is
(RKO) at the Colombia.

My

San Francisco
By
Bill

Bill Steif
his

Gaxton and

Madeline

reminiscing with Lou Lurie.
Nat (King) Cole at the Fairmont

and fighting
Writers.

off

amateur

'

song

Richard Long, 16-year-old son of
Earl Long; Paramount exec, landed
his first job, at Disneyland.

Phil

.

•

South Dakota

visits

Metro’s “The Last Hunt” late this

,,

.

•

duty:

•

...

’’

’

a.

•

in Sunland, Cal., near Hollywood,
in ’the Virdugo Hills,

it

“hipatitis.”

Harris *and

Alice Faye
at the St.

M

checked, into Suite
Francis, occupied the

week before

by President Eisenhower.
Richard Kollmar auditioning for
Coast’s “Plain and Fancy,” set for
Curran Oct. 10 with Alexis
Smith and Craig Stevens.
Marian Sejdes took over as
artist-in-residence at Stanford U.,
Robinson
began rehearsals
of

the

Jeffers’

“The Cretan Woman.”

Bill Elder, Warfield manager,
vacationing in New England, while
Lou Brown, Loew’s-Poli promotion
boss, vacationed and helped out at
the
Warfield a Loew’s house,

—

natch.

^

Bermuda
By A1
John Gibbs,

Wagstaff
of

Gibbs Agency,

arrived to check local tv production.

Jackie Gleason in for quick look
around and plans to return for
rest.

Bibi Osterwald checked out of
Princess Hotel after featured part
in

“Crunch
Isabel

Moore
singing

8c

Des” tv Series.
Garry
from
opened two-week

Robins,

Show,
stint

Mon. UJ).

„„

at

Angel’s

Grotto,

.

Wednesday* July 13* 1955
producer who had^cen in England York;

arid onetime /director of Surviving are. his wife, two daughUnited' Artists Corp. and. exec vee- ters, two softs'* and a sister.
#*.pi
m
p'ee of the board of Selznick Releasing Organization, died July '4
Mel -Lamed, -30, a singer in
ln„ New York. * Surviving are his “Shoestring Revue” and one ‘Of
wife, a daughter, a son, his mother NBG’s “Hit Paraders,” died, sudarid two brothers.
denly July 2 in Ne.w York. Surviving are his parents and a sister/

for the past five years, died July 4
London. In association with
Walt Disney -he had produced, several top films including “Treasure
Island” and “Rob Roy” while in
England. Recently, he had -been
working on television films and at
his death was planning to bring
“Sooty the Bear,” .a British children’s tv char,deter: to this country’s screens, / It “was announced
that the contract would go through
as planned.
Surviving, are bis wife' and a'
daughter, Mrs., Stanley Kramer,
wife of the prUducer-directOr.
in'

;

PAUL W. WHITE
during bis tenure with that agency
Paul W. White, 53, who founded that he supervised the Benny proand developed CBS* newe bureau, gram. He moved to the Bates outdied in San Diego July 9 after a fit in 1944 as v.p., account superfew years* illness. Up to the time visor and ^member of its plans
of his death, he was news director
of.KPMB (radio and tv) 'in the
Coast city; serving since 1950.
White had home to San Diego
three $reaw before that to regain
his health and was employed as
associate editor of the' Journal
.

boards.

He was made
1948 and last

a Bates partner in

AptU was named

board chairman when the agency
changed its setup from a partnership to a corporation/ At the time
of his death, Harrington was vice
Ih6f6<
chairman and governor of tlie
White gave the CBS network Eastern Region; American Assn, of
•
global dimensions on the news side Advertising Agencies.
Wife, two sons, five sisters and
and developed that facet of operations to the point where CBS’s rep- two brothers survive.
utation as a worldwide newsgatti.

.

*

'

1

ering organization was considered
;No. 1 in the field. He' joined CBS
25 years ago. Over a decade ago
White was embroiled in a controversy relating to the web's policy
on “opionionated” newscasts which
was important consumer and trade
news for several weeks running.
•As a forerunner to his radio.
work White did a long stretch on
newspapers in -Pittsburg, Kan.,
where .he was born, and elsewhere/
including contributions to the old.
,

*

a

-.

.

Sunday World, (N.

He was an

Y.).

assistant prof of journalism at Co-

lumbia U, for seven years and an
.

alumnus

that

of

U.’s

Graduate

School of Journalism, joining the
United Press after that. His wife,
and two daughters survive.

Radio-TV

in

details

Further,
section.

SIDNEY

B.

LUST

Sidney B. Lust, 70, indie exhibiwho died of a heart attack July

2 at his summer home at Dare

The veteran showman,

Beach, Md.

lived in Washington, succumhis 71st birth-

bed one day before
day.
,

A

New

of

native

...
York

-.if!

City,

Lust began as a stage carpenter
and shifted to managing vaudeville
He moved to Washington in
acts.

1914 aS a partner with the Warner Bros, in their local film exA year or so later, he
change.

went

-

Frank Leffell, 78, former performer famed for his “Shooting
Through a Woman” act, died July
2 in Baltimore. He had been a
*

business

into

for

himself,

Remembrance

JIMMY HOLLYWOOD
(July

2,

1955)

Herbie Sells

Horace 'Kenny,

65;

yaude and

Alexandre Volinine, 72,, Russian
ballet- dancer, died. July ,3 of- ,a
heart attack in Paris. He. yias the
partner of ballerina Anna Paylova
from 1914 to"* 1926.
-

r

r

.

*

;

'

Survived
James,

*

.

by

his

f
HENRY GURNEY
sons survive.
.1
/
Henry Gurney* 66, vet actor,
Son, four, of Mr. and- Mrs. Paul
died July 1 in .Chicago. At one
time he teamed with Hugh Her- A. Loyet, died July 4 in Des
bert in vaudeville. In the early' Moines.
Father is v.p.-resident >
days of radio he was featured in manager of stations
and
'
a series on circus life. More re- WHO-TV in that, city,
cently he had been appearing in

WHO

<

*

summer

A

•Howard Shayne,

stock.

Wife/ 43, of .Pqwell Crosley jr..
Industrialist and owner -of the
Cincinnati ; Red .Legs baseball club,
died July 3 iri Cincinnati.
.

.

William Schrayman, 67, retired
advance agent for -Rih^lirig Bros.
Barailm & Bailey Circusj dibd, July

&

'

10 in Philadelphia,

MARRIAGES

,

Kay Williams Spreckels to Clark
Gable, Minden, Nev., July 11.
Bride is an ex-model and film actress,' he’s the actor..
;

Charles Dillingham, Florenz Ziegfeld, A. L. Erlanger and the Shualso

Frank C. MUrdock, 71, a member
had been company Of the hoard of directors of the
Shirlie Marie Dennis to William
Capitol Theatre in New York and
managing director of the Capitol Drenton, Columbus, O., June 25.
Greyhound Terminal until his re- He’s a newreel photographer for

or business manager o£ suqh shows
as the “Ziegfeld Midnight Follies,”
“Student Prince” and “Claudia” in
1942, “Tovarich” (1937), “Thumbs

Up”

(1935),

motion pic-

.

.

He

52,

ture projectionist, member of Motion Picture Operators Union, Local 110, died July 3 in- Chicago.
Wife •and two so.ns survive.

sister survives,

•.

berts.

*

’

•

Fausto Neves/ 65,. Portuguese
aetor-Sbn, composer, violinist elrid orchestra
conductor, died recently in Espinho, Portugal. His "wife and' two

Golden Gloves.
HARRY W. CAMPBELL SR.
Ward’s funeral yesterday (Tues.)
Harry W. Campbell Sr., 52, orheld up the annual All-Star baseganist, died July 3 in Haddonfield,
in
Milwaukee
for
ball
game
30
ment. However, he occasionally
N.J.
A pupil of Pietro Yon and;
appeared, in -his marksman turn at minutes to allow sports figures at Charles Courboin he waS for years
the game to attend .the ritual in
parks, fairs ’and’ indoor dates..
organist
at Radio City Music Hall,
Dame
Notre
Chicago.. Ward was
Leffell; who started'his theatrical
coach Knute Rockne’s first N.Y,
career in his early teens as a bar football
pressagent.
Surviving
are his widow and son.
performer with the J. H. XaPearl
Surviving are his wile, ..sop .and
shows and other circuses of ‘that
*
Kiischner,
Oscar
former
61,
era, later formed Hie Leffell Trio two grandchildren.
Warner branch manager and exand troupe cf in vaude, -parks and
Indianapolis,
hibitor
died
there
at
KIRALY
VICTOR
his
changed
fairs. He subsequently
Victor Kiraly, 85, legit company July 5 ^aftet long illness. Born in
routine and toured the U.S, and
‘.also had been with
Chicago,
he
July
died
pressagpnt,
manager
show
and
magic
own
in
his
abroad
which featured “Shooting Through 7 in New York. At various times United Artists and Pathe during
he represented- Charles Frohman, his 40 years in the film business.
a Woman.”
this act, caught, by a .variety
reviewer at the 58th, St. Theatre,
N.Y., in 1922, was labeled as “having all of the earmarks in Its
present construction of a first rate
novelty turn for -vaudeville, and
appears to Shape as the logical
successor* to the widely popular
‘Sawing a Woman* illusion.”,
son survives.

*

-

*

.

.

“Show Boat”

(1932-33),

tirement in 1946, died July 3 in tv station WBNS-TV in that city.
Cecilia DeMille Harper to Abdas
New York. ‘Surviving is a son,
.Bougbdrily, San Francisco, July 6.
Bride is granddaughter of Cecil B.
DeMille.
Marcia Anderson to Robert O.
Rock, Delmar, N. Y„ July 2. Bride
has Conducted a teenage disc jockey
program over WABY, Albany,
Rhoda Spechler to Jerry Winters,
Miami Beach, July 3. He’s a tv and
theatrical film producer-dineqtor.
Martha Shearer to Gil Henry,
Las Vegas, July 3, Bride’s a music
librarian; he’s a deejay with KING,
.

.

“Ripples” (1931), “Three Muske- Kermit Murdock, a radioMv actor.
'
—I
teers” (1928) and “Kid Boots”
A
Mrs/ Rose C. (Allen) Parker; 79,
(1925).
last, of the
Aeronautical Allens
E. E. MEREDITH
Wife and a daughter survive.
who were noted for “their balloon
ii
Ernest Meredith, 78,
/ Edward
ascensions nround the turn of the
newspaperman and historian, who
"FLOYD BITTAKER
century, died July '8 in Pawtucket,
was a onetime Variety staffer in
Floyd Bittaker, 57, Capitol Rec- R.I., after she was fatally
injured
Chicago, died July 1 in Fairmont, ords’ international division exec,
an auto accident. Her husband
W. Va. A native Falrmonter, he died July 2 in Munich. He Was in
and
son
a
survive.
had been .associated with theatrical scouting the European market for
enterprises,- circuses' and vaude for the diskery when he was suddenly
Maude Alger, 89, ’who trouped.
yqarst He had been a pressagent stricken at the Munich airport.
through New. England in the 1900s
and advance agent for such circuses
Before moving into Cap’s inter- as owner of the Maude Hillman
as Hagenbeck-Wallace, Sells-Floto national
division,
Bittaker — ljad Stock 6o., died July 7 in Lynn,
and John G: Robinson.
been diskery’s national sales man- Mass. Surviving are a son and a
Meredith once managed the old ager. He was the first employee niece, Mrs.’ Gretchen
Golden, a
“Rink,”
Fairmont's
first
legit hired by
Glenn Wallichs, Cap Boston booking agent.
house, and later was company man- prexy, when the firm was launched
ager of shows ’playing the old more than 12 years ago.
Albert A. Senft, president of
Grand Opera House,
Besides
Surviving are his wife, a son Sterling Poster & Display Co. and
repping Variety in Chicago, he and a daughter.
thrice head of New York’s Cinema
also worked there as a theatrical
Lo$ge of B’nai B’rith, died July 3
booker. He also had servfed as city
FERNANDA REI^ARTINEZ
in Atlantic Beach, N.,Y. Surviving
editor of The Fairmont Times.
Fernanda Remartihez, 38, Portur are his Wife, a. son, a brother and
*

s

i

,

:

-

.

In

.

'
’

IT:

•

:

radio cdmedian, died in Cork July
4 after a week’s 'illness. Son of a
noted dramatic actor; he adopted,
a lugubrious nonentity tyj)e of hu-‘
.faor and. Was an; early associate Of’
Charles. Chaplin. /

ARCH WARD

•

.

'

,

Arch Ward, -58, Chicago Tribune
sports editor for the past 25 years,
died in Chicago July 9 Of a
heart attack'. Co-announcer with
Harry Wi’smer on Mutual Broadcasting’s Sunday “All-Star Sports
Time,” Ward headed the Chicago
Tribune*, Charities, promoting the
AU-Star Baseball and Football
games, the Silver Skates and the

i

»•

JHORACE KENNY

resident of that, city since the late
1930s when his health failed. In
recent years he was in semi-retire-

^

tor,

who

FRANK LEFFELL

*

,

1

,

•

Seattle.

Barbara A,. Kirsh to Alberto
Zacarias, Beverly Hills, Cab, reHe’s a Mexican film producer.

cently,

.

-

"

buying, distributing and
films for indie producers.
,
In the early 1920’s, he leased his
first theatre, the Leader, in Washington. At the time of his death,
he operated 10 picture houses in
H. JONES SR.
Maryland and one in Virginia, inWalter H. Jones Sr., 82, veteran
He also
cluding three , drive-ins.
Baltimore costumer, died July 5
owned a shopping center and sev- after an extended
illness.
His faeral stores.
.
ther A. T. Jones, organized a cosLust was active in civic affairs tume
rental
in 1868 and his
and founded a committee to fight son, Walter, firm
served as president
vandalism in motion picture theauntil the time of his death.
tres. He was past Chief Barker of
The Jones firm 1» said to be thq
and
Club
Variety
Washington
the
second oldest costume collection
belonged to several other organiza- in the
country, Containing over
tions, including the Motion Picture
100,000 costumes which Jones had
pioneers*
the reputation of knowing individSurviving are his wife, a son and
ually by memory. He was a famia daughter.liar figure to tyro thespians, masselling
.

WALTER

*

‘

.

•

ERNEST LEGAL

Ernest Legal, 74, German actorplaywright-director, died June 29
in Berlin. Legal, who had acted
approximately 100 different roles,
had resigned his post of manager,
of the Berlin State Opera in the
Soviet sector when 200 employees
living in West Berlin were fired.

m

querading partygoers and stranded
Equity members with missing
trunks.

A

son, Walter, Jr., will take over

as president of the firm.
Other
survivors are his widow and a sister.

$

PAOLO GALLICO

the country as a recitalist and
Berlin in 1931 and during the Nazi
in Los Angeles, San Franregime was manager of the old taughtcisco and N.Y.
and
assistSaarlandstrasse Theatre
His major compositions include
ant manager of the state-owned
“Euphorion,”
“Rhapsodie
MonSchiller Theatre. After the war,
“Rhapsodie Montereyan”
Legal took over as director of the diale,
and a symphony. He also composed
produchis
and
Opera
State
Berlin
Halequin,” a light opera, and “The
tion of "The Rape of the Sabines’*
was the first postwar legit presen- Apocalypse,” an oratorio.
'

’

'

tation in Berlin.

Surviving, besides his son,

Is

his

He had recently completed a second wife, Mrs, Mae Gallico, a
new play and the libretto for a former concert pianist.
new opera by Reinhardt SchwarzANDREW DONNELLY
Schilling. His last acting assignAndrew Donnelly, 62, pop comment was in the German film,
“Heaven Is Never Brought Out.” poser-lyricist, died July 6 m New
-

c

York.

HARRINGTON

THOMAS

F.
F. Harrington, 53, board
chairman of the Ted Bates ad
agency, died July 10 of a heart atpioneer in
tack in New York.
the use of radio and tv for adverhe
entered
the ad
purposes,
tising
field in 1919 in the Boston office
'
of the George Batten Co.

Thomas

A

Harrington,

who

directed

Young &

Rubicam

joined
as director of radio and

in 1934
it

was

Irving Wallace,
daughter, Santa Monica, Cal., July
2.

Mother

toplay.

sister.

.

is Coast editor of PhoFather .is a screen writer.

Mr. and Mrs. Roland King, son,
Sioux City>Ta*, June 26. Father is
announcer at KVTVoin that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil. Kelly, daughter/Blackpool, Eng., June 23. He’s
a stage and radio singer.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Bernstein,
son, New York, Jilly 7. Mother is

•

was a member of a radio act known
Theodore Lassoff, 48, a violinist
as the Remartinez Sisters. For the with the 'American- Broadcasting
20 years the team was rated Co., died July >7 in New* York after
turns
popular
most
as one of the
an eight-week illness. Besides playAfter ing on radio and tv, he also did
of its kind in Portugal.
World War II, the sisters went to concert and orchestra work.
Brazil several times and also tourlast

ed Africa.
Albert Diibin, 65, a projectionist actress Felicia Montealegre; father
Surviving, besides her Sister, is at the Arcadia Theatre in Phila- is a composer.
her husband, a technician with the delphia for 27 years, died July 3
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Forsyth,
Portuguese National: Radio.
in Wilmington, Del. Surviving are
daughter, Babbacombe, Eng., June
a sister, Fay Gates, of the act of
MRS. SOPHIE YOUNG
Gordon & Gates, another sister 23. He’s a comedian..
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lee, daughMrs. Sophie Swanstrom Young, and two brothers.
_
e
ter, Newark, Del., July 1. Parents
80, drama director of the Zion,
1935-1952,
111., passion play from
Mabel King Hutchins, 56, died formerly teamed in a dance duo
died July 1 in Zion. Mrs. Young July 2 at the Variety Clubs f-Will known as The La Maes.
had headed the drama department Rogers Hospital, Saranac, N.Y., afMr. and Mrs. Bob Thiele, son,
at Augustana College, Rock Island, ter a long illness. Three brothers New York, July 3, Father is ar111., and was director of the drama
survive, two of whom are Eddie tists & repertoire chief for Coral
department of the Gunn School of and Joe King, members of the Records.
Music and Drama in Chicago. She IATSE stagehands union.
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Nygren,
had authored numerous plays and
son, Cleveland, July 8. Father is
poems,
Mrs. Marguerite Stern, 68, Ru- choreographer for Musicarnival
A daughter, two sons, a sister manian mezzo-soprano who sang strawhatter
there.
and two brothers survive.
under the name of Marguerite
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Walcott,
Stoenescy, died July -*6 in New
'daughter,
Hollywood,
July
7.
ADI LOEDEL
York.
Surviving are a son, a
Mother was “Miss San Diego of
Adi Loedel, 18, German actor brother and three sisters.
1952;” father is a screen actor.
who came to prominence recently
via role in Erich Pommer’s film,
Mr. and Mrs. John Harmon, son,
George HZ Dorwart 49, former
“Kinder, Mutter und ein General,” owner of the Celebrity Club and Hollywood, July 9. Father is a
hanged himself June- 2 in Hamburg. an insurance exec, died July 2 "in screen actor.
Police listed his death as suicide. Philadelphia.
Surviving are his
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin L. Shapiro,
Son of racing driver Audi Hoff, wife, son, daughter, three brothers son, Elk City, Okla., May 23.
he appeared in stage, radio and tv and two sisters.
Father is an account exec with
dramas. He began his film career
CBS, Chicago.
in 1950 in the picture, “Lockende
Theodore H. Jones, 51, bandMr. and Mrs. Adolfo Lagos/ son,
Gefahr,”
leader of the Silas Green Shrews Mexico City, June 29. Father is a
Mother, stepfather and two sis- for the past 30 years, died July 2 film producer.
ters survive.
Surviving
in Greensboro, N. C.
Dr. and Mrs. Myron Roberts,
are his wife, a daughter and a son, New York/ July 11.
Mother
CHARLES F. BRYAN
Sister.
is the daughter of Nat Kalcheim,
Dr. Charles F. Bryan, 43, comWilliam
Morris
Agency
exec.
Maria. Pinto, 81, Portuguese -legit
poser and folk music authority,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Romm daughdied July 7 near Birmingham while actress, died recently in Lisbon.
returning from a vacation trip to Starting her career in revues in ter, New York, July 10. Father is
his
birthplace
McMinnville, 1894, she later starred with her with the William Morris Agency.
in
Mr/ and Mrs. Walter'Reade Jr.,
Tenn. Author of the folk opera, own road company in Brazil and
daughter, New York, June 30. Fa“Singing Billy,” he also composed Africa,
ther is head of Walter Reade Thea“The Bell Witch” and “White
Spiritual Symphony.”
Abraham* A. Dubin, 63, projec- tres.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Rogers,
Surviving are his wife, a daugh- tionist at the Arcadia Theatre for
;

/

.

.

,

'

1

His song credits included
Baby Your’ Mother Like She
Babied You,” “I Tore Up Your
Picture,” Hudson River Moon,”
When You Said' Goodbye,” “The
Song That Made You Mine,” “Making Excuses for You,* ! “Little Red
Riding Hood’s Christmas Tree” ter, son, parents, three brothers 27 years, died July 3 in Philadel- son, New "York, July 9, Parents are
an « ‘Quintup^ts on Parade.”
and a sister.
phia.
Wife, two sisters and two the dance team of Margie & Marty
r

Wife, three sons and three sisters
the survive.

Jack Benny radio show for years,

and Mrs,

|

Paolo Gallico,/ 87, composerWar I, he became a
pianist, died July 6 in New York.
stage manager in Darmstadt and
He
was the father of author Paul
Kassel and later worked as coGallico. The elder Gallico came
director of the old Berlin Kroll
to
the
U. S. from Italy In 1892 and
Opera with Otto Klemperer.
in concerts with numerHe was appointed manager of appeared
ous
symphony
orchs. .He toured
in
Drama
for
Theatre
the National

After World

.

guese singer, died recently in Lis- a
With her sister, Mimi, she
bon.

BIRTHS
Mr,

PERCE PEARCE

Perce Pearce,

55,

American

filn

Rogers.

brothers survive.
-

MILTON

A.

KRAMER

Milton Arnold Kramer, 51, partner in the law firm of Kramer,

Marx, Greenley

&

Backus in

New

Mr. and Mrs. Morton M. Hunt,
N. Y., July 11. Mother is
Theatre for past 25 opera, radio £nd tv soprano Lois
years, died July 4 in Philadelphia, Hunt. Father is a magazine writer.

Harry Rosinsky,

New Broadway

63,

owner

of the

son,
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There’s an excellent chance that
casinos will be again legalized in
Brazil after the October elections,
according to Baron Max' Stukart,
operator of the Vogue Hotel, Rio
dd Janeiro, and Antonio Maria,

columnist on the Dario Carioca
and O Globo, dailies in that city.

They" visited

New York

last

week

via a junket promoted by the- inauguration of "N. Y... flights by the
Varig Lines of Brazil.
They pointed out that a lot of
tourist revenue has been lost because of the shuttering of the casinos by Pres. Dutra 11 years ago.
With the reopening of the casinos,
Brazil would again be in a position to purchase U. S. names and
a greater number of American en-

—With
new

Kinsey

INC.,

Something

has been.
Ridded to the Kinsey Report
a Production Code seal of approval!
Kinsey’s study of America’s
sex habits is the subject of

“Report on Love," *a two-reel
color short produced by Alexander D'Arbeloff. When -Kinsey first heard of the reeler he

v

4)lew his ‘top and instructed*
his lawyers to start injunction
proceedings against distributor
Edward L. Kingsley. ~
Later, on seeing the short*
.

and hearing it had passed Code
muster, he changed his‘ mind.

according to Maria
and Stukart, are still hot for
American performers; As a matter of fact a pair of them are creating a bit of excitement there at the
moment. Warren Hayes, at the
Vogue;lias hit name status in that
territory, and Olga James, a Negro
songstress at the Copacabana, is
starting to catch on. They say it
woulu have been .better had the
“Carmen Jones/' gotten
film*
Earlier pelease in that territory,
Pittsburgh, July 19.
since she's one of the featured
Evidence that local Catholic
members of that cast.
Without casino activity, unfavor- Churches are urging their parish.*:
loners to stay away from all pic-'
(Continued on pqge 52)
tures given a “B" 'rating by the
Legion of Decency is causing concern among theatrenlen in this
Nitery Biz
in Air
area.
The Allied Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Western Pa. is
seeking to determine (if the local
With Eastern’s Kickoff
move portends a new phase of the
Of Saloon in the Sky Legion’s policy with respect to
“B" rated pictures or if it has
The “night club of the air” may been prompted by over-zealous lobecome a regular feature in the cal groups.
travel lanes of the future.
It's
A ,4 ‘B" picture is “morally obpracticality was demonstrated last
( Continued Oh page 53
week in the pre-inaugural run to
*

-

.

Up

.

Miami of the Eastern Airlines
Golden Falcon*flights in the DC7B series, which will be put into
operation soon.
Of course, -a lot
of kinks have to be ironed out before such dreams become a regular feature. As some of the Eastern
But Singles Still Big
execs figure, the nitery idea may
be practical on an after-theatre
Fadeout of the oldstyled 78 rpm
v
run, - or after k. late supper at albums from the market is now
Lindy's where the passengers will virtually complete with the hiove
come from one theatrical atmos- by Decca Records to close out its
phere into another,
shellac
set
inventory.
Closeout
The entertainer, pioneering in sale is being handled by the comthis run, was Rita Hayes, current pany’s various branches and disat the Hotel Pierre, N. Y. who took tribs with’ the' albums going for
a Saturday morning (15) plane to about $1.20 per three-disk set.
Miami and flew back to N. Y. with After this, Decca will no longer,
the load of VIPs on whom the new manufacture the 78 rpm albums,

gimmick is being tested.
Although the 7(T albums have
At the outset it was evident that been almost totally replaced by the
the passengers must be in a festive longplay and 45 rpm platters, the
mood. It was also evident that 78 single biz is Still showing plerity
the present squawk-box on use iii of vitality.
Most of the major
the airlines for announcements companies are doing about 40% of
must be replaced by high-fidelity their single sales In the 78 speed
microphones, and maybe by wire- with 45s accounting for 60%.
less or .lightweight mikes with While the 78s are
declining relavolume control so that the singer tively to the 45s, they still are an
(Continued on page 63) s
important segment of the market.
•

•
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Most of RKO’s over 700 backfeature productions will
be licensed to television' in the
U. S. and sold outright abroad,
William ,F. O’Neil, president ahfL
chief stockholder of General Tire

Rubber

Co.,

said

.

f

Monday

,
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Single copies. 35 cents.
act of March 3. 1870.
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Seal!

tertainers,
Brazilians,

'
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(18)

night.
O’Neil’s soi\, Thomas F., personally will take over the
Radio
operation, said .the elder O’Neil.
Tom O’Neil,: a member of the
GT&ft Co. board and president of
General Teleradid', which is a
90% - owned subsidiary,
closeted’ with Howard Hughes, finally bought
when papers

RKO

The Payoff That Hertz
Pittsburgh, July 19.

After a while an established
performer gets to realize that
fnoney isn’t everything. There
are other things in life (to coin
*
a phrase).
Sophie Tucker’s contract* for
her Sept. 9 date at the -Twin
Coaches, outside the city limit,
calls for the use of a car to
be provided at the sole expense of the management.

GT&R

RKO

were signed Monday

in

Las Vegas

transferring the picture compand
in its entirety for $25,000,000 in
cash,

r

.

The elder O’Neil, reached by
telephone at his home in Akron,
the
parent
tire
corporation's
homeoffice, spoke in general terms,
explaining his son was closer to
the situation than he. Tom O’Neil,
weary after three days of negotiations with Hughes, was asleep.
But the tire manufacturer made
these points clear
(1)
RKO Radio will continue in
operation, with the studio “probably" to continue to finance independent producers* as Hughes had
been operating of late.
It’s
(2)
uncertain
as
yet
(Continued on page 20)

CENTS

By HOBE MORRISON

On

the basis of prospective tour'
ing shows the road should be in
for one of its best seasons in several -years. That is, of course, in
addition to the factor of an indicated continuation of the general
business boom, with peak employment ar.d total income figures, as
renorted in a recent Variety story.
The lineup of probable tourers
includes
a
number of strong
grossers already on the road and
0
slated to continue into and perhaps
through the new season, plus
current Broadway offerings slated
to go out and additional companies
of cont { nuing New York .hits.. In
addition, of course, there wili be
numerous tryottt tours of new
productions, in most cases limited
to a few -eastern cities,
Of the current totXrers likely to
continue* indefinitely are “Can’

Can,” “King and I,” “Kismets the
sfecond
company of
“Pajama
Game," “Solid Gold Cadillac," the
second company of “Teahouse of
the August Moon" and perhaps

;

Gambling s 5-Yr.

25

*

Hollywood^ July 19.
“Tea amj Sympathy."
Curreht
American Federation of Televi- Broadway entries due to take to
sion and Radio Artists has taken the road are “Anastasia” (now
the first step in the lonk-antiei- taking a summer layoff), “Bad
ppted crackdown on video appear- Seed,” “Anniversary Waltz,” “Boy
ances by adopting a resolution or- Friend/' “Desperate Hours,” probdering its international board to ably “Lunatics and Lovers” and,
prepare rules and regulations gov- according to an advance subscriperning free shots.
AFTRA's action follows that of the Screen Actors Guild which recently adopted
a resolution banning all cuffo
shows by actors on tv film, only
exception being where actor owns
v
a slice of the picture.

Claude McCue,

AFTRA

tive secretary here,

execuconfirmed re-

ports that at the AFTRA national
conclave in Seattle, ^ resolution

(Continued on page 51)

tion representative of the Theatre
(Continued on page 56)
>
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—
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Wally Cox No Timid
Scnl In Holding Out

For Full Dunes' Payoff
As far /is Wally Cox and the
American Guild of Variety Artists

are concerned/they’re holding out
for the full $44,000 reoresenting
four weeks’ salary at $11,000 deTheatre of Future Seen
spite the Dunes Hotel, Las Vegas,
cancellation of Cox after his second
night’s performance. Although he
As Haritop Drive-In
was allowed to try on the second
night show, results were similar
to his preem showing and brought
Gambling, who last March celeDenver, July 19.
about a greater determination by
brated his 30th anni with WOR,
Addressing his National The- operator Al Gottesman
to terminis now set through Dec. 31, 1960. atres’
'
staffers assembled here “in
The 'gabber has three Monday convention," President Elmer C, ate Cox’s engagement.
Replacement for Cox in the show
through
Saturday
early
ayem Rhoden drew a mental image of
took on a political tinge with
strips for the General Teleradio the theatre of the
future which
outlet.
His new salary gives him wp.uld stand on four to six acres Nevada’s State Assemblyman Stan
Irwin,
former booker for the
$220,000 annually.
of ground and have the mixed Sahara Hotel,
uncovering his makecharacteristics
of.
...“hardtop up box for resumption
a
of work in
drive-in.” Facilities would include the niteries.
Irwin will stay on
garages,
nurseries,
playgrounds, .until a new headliner is found.
diningrooms, cocktail lounges as a
Officials of the union as well as
matter of course.
Cox are awaiting the paymaster
Walter Winchell has a $100,000
He envisions whole front of the tonight (Wed.). Whether the paybid for a tbree-weeker at the new theatre taken up by the screen, master. will deliver his first week’s
Dunes Hotel, Las Vegas, from pro- all seats on one floor, the seat- salary is highly doubtful, and if
duced Lou Walters. Asking the ing arranged to suit “th% changing he doesn't it's expected that the
latter, “What kind of an act could. pattern" in human relationships: unio^ will move in and may try
I .do?" Walters said,* ‘-Do what you group seating in a “family box;” to stop the shows at the Dunes.
do Sunday’ night, or do what you love seats, single seats, and other Meanwhile, Cox, on instructions
used* to do in yaudeville years “broken-up” areas of seating, in- from AGVA, has been reporting
ago."'stead of the regimented seating of to the hotel every night. Comic
Columnist is mulling* it.
today’s theatre.
(Continued on page 52)

John B. Gambling has been
firmed to another of those giant
contracts that are floating around
among the nation’s top radio gabbers and deejays.
WOR, N. Y.,
has ‘inked him to an exclusive
five-year
pact
at
a
total
of
$l rlO0;OOO.
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For 50 years, through the eyes,] credit for everything arid anything
^ars and typewriters of its globe- that spelled ragtime to them. He
tradesters, was notably embarrassed at the
of
corps
^Circling
Variety has recorded the tenor time when they gave him affectionand the trend of modern life. Much ate,' albeit ignorant, credit for
of this can be stated in terms of “Hitchy-Koo”T>y L. Wolfe Gilbert,
bur popular music department. Lewis F. Muir and Maurice
The titles’ of old songs are an al- Abrahams which had also leaped
most primitive index to political the Atlantic Ocean.
They Were Lobster Palaces
Climate, as when the pacifist “I

By BOB CHANDLER

j

Hollywood, July 19,
Integration, and interdependence
of all phases of show biz were
never so- clearly demonstrated as
in Disneyland Park, which opened
for the public yesterday (Men.)
a

following

media.
Attendance for the public opening yesterday (Mon.) was a terrific
30,000, indicative of the drawing
power of the park. But the high attendance brought its attendant
headaches, with the biggest traffic
jam in Southern California history
clogging the Santa Ana Freeway
for miles -and drawing frontpage
attention in the Li A. dailies* Nor
was traffic the only problem—even
Disney appears to have underestimated the eagerness with which
the park has been greeted. -Long
lines-—lines to get into the ’gates,
lines for the rides, lines for the
restaurant—plagued the opening
day as well as Sunday’s preview.
Estimates of waits for rides and
averaged about an
restaurants
hour. As for aplmission4o the park
itself, opening day resembled a
World Series they started lining
up at the gates at 2 a.m., eight
hours before the official opening.
Park is sure belt to gross conces.

;

;

—

—

sions included—some $18,000,000
a year, based on present expectaNot figuring concessions,

tions.

which pay

rent, gross

on parking

admissions and rides should hit
$12,000,000 annually. What makes
success so certain is not only ingenuity; the magic is in the draw
of the park Itself via the national
Impact it has achieved *and will
continue .to achieve through tv.

Ten years ago, a project of this
Park cost $17,000,000" to
build—would have been considered
Scope

—

because
attendance
unfeasible
cover investment and
couldn’t
operating cost. But with every
(Continued on page 52)
¥

Agents Needn’t Report
Clients’

Income ForTax

Purposes, Just Employer
Washington, July. 19.
Clarifying an aspect of the tax
laws affecting show biz operations,
the U. S'. Treasury Dept, has ruled
that theatrical and literary agents
do not have to file information fax
returns on their clients. Only the
employer of the client has to file
the tax info even though the payoff
goes through the hands of. the
agents.
Clarification was made because
several instances, both the
employers of talent
were filing tax information reports on the same individual. Latter then discovered that his re-

in

>
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*
.

_
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Frankfurt, July 19.

Boy To Be A
Didn’t Raise
Soldier” was followed only months
later by “Sister Susie’s Sewing
Socks For Soldiers.”

My

first time in West Gerfilm history, a new Germanmade film has been entirely

For the

man

banned and prevented from showing by the German Censorship
Board, Censorship board which
usually limits itself to cutting certain
scenes having detrimental
political, religious or moral aspects, has banded down a rejection in toto of the pic, “Solange
es huebsche >>Maedchen gibt” (So
Long As There Ate Pretty Girls).

ONE OP THE YOUNGER REASONS FOR THE 23.6 RATING ON

SAMMY KAYE’S
“So You Want to Lead a Band”

CBS-TV

series

Current Columbia record.

The CCC production, which
Gloria was slated to release here,
directed by Arthur Maria
Rabenalt and stars the Kessler
Twins. The plot concerns a postwar rooming house, .In which
•young German girls live, and the

“banjo’s

Back

in

town”

was

>

Or leap -ahead into time. “The
Charleston,” “Black Bottom” arid
“Varsity Drag” states of mind were
all expressed musically. And then
came the depression years, keyed
>by “Brother, Can You Spare A
Dime?” Segue from* there into the
reawakened motif of patriotism
apd Kate Smith introducing “God
Bless America*!” And further along,
With the casualties making sombre
reading 4n the daily press, the
anxieties of the moment showed in
the song, “Enjoy Yourself (It’s
Later Than You Think).”
Right now the Atoinic Age exhibits its restlessness in all sorts
of musical idiom from rock’n’roll
and rhythm & blues to the vigorous
mambo, eha-cha-cha .and
.

romances with German beys and
XL S. servicemen who -are there as
part of the Allied control.
meringue dances (borrowing from
The Censorship Board ruled that
our Latin neighbors). These reflect
the film “shows the German peothe
days of our years, the mdods,
ple in an unfavorable light,” and
manners and mores of the times.
deleting, the' Unfavorable
that
.As America has “stepped out”,
scenes would be impossible. ProMetro’s "The Blackboard Jun- the story has been spelled out in
ducer Guenther Stapenhorst has
announced that he will appeal the gle,” which touched off a contro- Variety.
decision to the Courts if necessary. versy in education circles, has _ At the turn of the century, the
resulted* in a semi-official probe Sousa marches vied with the Conr
of the Bronx vocatjohal ^ school tinental .waltzes (“Merry Widow”,
generally regarded as the proto- “Florodora”), even as the cakewalk
Parading, Self-Amusing
type of the school described in the and the honkytonk manifestations
film. Evan Hunter, author of the from Beale Street and Memphis
Shriners Little Seen
novel on whioh the M-G film is were "giving America its first taste
based, taught at the Bronx school, of the great jazz music that was to
come.
In Chicago Niteries reportedly for 17 days as a substiWhen he wrote “Alexander’s
tute teacher.
Chicago, July 19.
The two reports- —one by New Ragtime Band” in 1911, Irving
Berlin
became a world influence.
There was dancing in the streets, York City students and the other
and when it was all over, $9,000,000 by educators gives the Bronx Vo- The singing waiter* from Chatham
jumped from Nigger
in the till. At least, that’s the way cational High School a clean bill of Square,
Mike’s dive to the Palladium, Lonit looked as 90,000 Shriners and
health. The students’ report ^undon.
The
Britishers gave Berlin
their famiies headed for home by dertaken
to refute' the incidents in
plane,^bus, car and rail last Friday “The Blackboard Jungle,” terms
(15), after spending four days in
them “a collection of trash,” It
the Windy City on their .annual
icites the episode In the picture in
convention fling.
which the pupils in the classroom
Members 'of the Ancient Arabic
(Continued on page 20)
BIZ
Order of Nobles of the Mystic
Hollywood, July 19,
Shrine descended on the city for
Vet
vaude
bandsman
Ted; Lewis,
their largest conclave in, 55 years.
who. will be film-bioged by Stanley
The Chicago Convention Bureau
Meyers
this
fall,,
will
upper
mark his 45th'
estimates
the
Shriners,
anni in show biz starting this Noechelon Masons, spent an average
vember, At that time,' he’ll he at
of $100 apiece (faring their stay
By HY HOLLINGER
here, ior a total of $9,000,000 hypo
the Cocoanut Grove, Los Angeles,
The Board of Transportation, on a four-week deal starting Sept.
to Chi’s hotels, restaurants, department stores,
and package which operates c New York City’s 14. That date will be preceded by
*
subway system, received an unu- a stand at the Desert Inn, Las
liquor stores.
Began within day-time parade on sual phone call several weeks ago. Vegas, Aug. 2.
Also —in November, showman
Tuesday <12), 25,000 Shriners “Would it be possible,” asked the
marched up Michigan Ave. in caller, “to charter several subway will mark his 4Qth wedding anni to
Both have been acOriental panoply. Wednesday (13) cars for a private non-stop trip wife, Adah.
night the Shriners took over from Manhattan to Brooklyn?” The tive in various charities and philLewis’ hometown of
Soldier’s Field and put on a three- somewhat startled BOT official, be- anthropies.
hour show, “Shrinerama,” watched lieving he was the victim of a hot Cjrcleville O., dedicated the Ted"
weather crank, bellowed a curt Lewis library in 1944, and both
by 58,000 people.
have been active in aiding Camp
Because the Shriners amuse “no.”
The official apparently had never Williams, Pomona, N. Y., for unthemselves, they were not too
much in evidence at the city’s dealt with a persistent film press derpriviliged children. Resort has
night clubs and filmeries. They agent. Urged to check and double already dedicated the Ted Lewis
brought in some extra coin there, check, he discovered, much to his Playhouse and will soon erect the
but in some .cases also kept the surprise,- that the rules and regu- Adah Lewis Stadium.
*
natives away who thought their lations did not bar a chartered excursion to Brooklyn via subway.
favorite spots would be mobbed.
In fact, someone suggested that
San Sebastian Festival
maybe it wasn’t such a‘ bad idea.
7/20
After all, wasn’t the subway N. Y.’s
With Plx Entered
(Continued on page 63)

Draws Hot Dsf

Beef From Bronx

1

—

•
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agents and

ported income was abouV double
what he had actually made.

TED LEWIS MARKING
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guest

with

their

Greenwich

tate,
during
U. S. sojurn.
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(Pleas* Print

known

in ishow biz.
Every year or two either or
both of the -Winnicks. house-

£"*

for

Femme Woolley

Margot Hunter, British fllm'and wife of London
bandleader and radio-tv pack-*
ager Maurice Winnick, is - a
good friend of Aline and J,
Arthur Warner, the
Wall
actress

Streeter

Enclosed find check for $

To

-

.

The Castles owned

ding,

•

own

cabaret

,

their

New York—the

in

Sans Souci Restaurant
Mae Murray’s Start

Mae Murray came

to attention

as substitute partner for Carlos
Sebastian and thus "first made her
mark, doing the Barcarolle Dance.

John Murray Anderson, later
producer,
,

terbed

.*

with

tfie

Senorita

Tencitor,

and other w.k. society
dancers who furthered the dance
craze were Martin Brown & Ros-

zikav Dolly (Rosie to her intimates), later , of the Dolly Sisters.

(Jenny Dolly committed suicide in
1941 at the age of 48). The sisters
for years during
their
European
peregrinations.
Whenever the Casino at' Monte
Carlo needed a little hypo, a
(Continued on page 52)

made world news

Ine.

New York

the
the

Warners at
esBritishers*

(.Conn.)

Mrs. -Winnick had come over
on a 30-day visa and when the
hospitable Warners insisted
she extend her visit a few

more days they even helped
her expedite a longer (sixmonth) U. S. visa as the
limited term was about to expire. Ed route back, from the
Passport Control office in New
York, Mrs. Winnick fell and
broke her leg. She’s now doing
a female Monte Woolley “The

Man Who Came To Dinner”)—

36. N. Y.

a Warner houSe^guest in her
ninth week!

USO Camp Show

ANN!

Bows

*

Variety’s pages thereafter are
with cabaret and roadhouse reports about the Grizzly
Bear, the Turkey Trot and the
Bunny Hug. (Cabarets or “lobster
palaces” belonged to the .preSpeakeasy Era before* the term
Night-Clubs came into being). The
pre-World War I period also' saw
the cradling of the “tea dansants”.
The term “lounge lizards” and
“gigolos”
snowballed with the
boom of the plush terp teams:
Vernon & Irene Castle, Maurice 6c
Walton, Dorothy 'Bently & Carlos
Sebastian, Arthur Murray (today
the millionaire dancing master).
Lew Quinn, a particular pet of
the 400 in that. era, sent Jean
Sawyer’s salary soaring by .dancing
as her partner. Irene & Vernon
Castle danced “The Castle Walk**
down the aisle -of Chicago’s first
“tango wedding”, Uniting Florence
Eizendrath and L. Montefiore Stein
in terpsichorean but legal* wedreplete

'

45TH SHOW

•

*

?

For First Time Censorship
Board Bans German Pie

by-invita-

ticm*only preview Sunday which
saw 28,000 guests flow through its
160 acres at Anaheim. Disneyland
was built on a foundation of television and motion pictures and will
owe its surefire success to both

-

.GERMAN CENSORTfiEW LOW

;

jampacked

'

Five Countries

Unit

Plays to High Brass;

May Help
Quantico,

A

typical

Coin Pitch
Va M July 19.

USO Camp

Show,

like

those presented at military statioris
overseas until funds ran out recently, was put on Friday night
(15) at the Quantico Marine Corps
School here. Show was an 'entertainment feature of a, three-day
conference of top level civilian and
military leaders,
conducted by
Secretary of Defense Charles J2.
Wilson. It was the third .annual
affair for an exchange of ideas by
Pentagon toppers and leaders from
other parts of the nation, and the
third time professional entertain*
ment has been a feature. However,
to highlight the need of funds for
'

Camp

USO

Shows, this one adopted the

format.

Stage

of

the

big post

theatre

was converted, via scenery lent by
John Shubert, Into a typical overseas outdoor stage, with a group
of about .100 Marines squatting in
front of the raised Camp Shows
stage which carried the regular

USO

banner.

Singers Connie Russell and AlSan Sebastian, July 19.
Ian Jones headed the vaude cast,
England, France, U. S., Italy and which also included (Sabot
DresSpain have.pix entered in the sec( Continued on page 53
ond San Sebastian International
Film Festival .whiqh bows here- today (Tries.)'. Although the U. S.
.

&

and Spain have not reached any
import agreement, the U. S., as a

member

of the International Federation of Producers, will live up
to that membership by entering
Universal’s Technicolor pic, “Private War of Major Benson.” Also
in line with the goodwill policy, of
the MPAA, Walt Disney’S “20,000

L

B.

Mayer Would Retire

London, July. 19.
Louis B. Mayer, qn his first visit
Europe in 18 years, said at a
press conference here that he
would like to retire from the chairmanship of Cinerama.
“I have had- 47 years in motion
to

and that’s enough for
anyone. I hope, tod, 1 will never
be tempted to play ah -active rolt
in production.”
Replying to questions on star
building, Mayer opined that the
first essential quality was personality.
“If you can teach fleas to
perform,, surely,, you can f each human beings to act,” he cracked.
Italian, films (not in competition), Subsequently, he was asked by a
“Grande Speranza” (Big Hope), woman pillarist whether he had
“Tirma,” starring Silvana pam- ever appeared in any of his own
panini, and “Continente Perduto” films. Shaking his head vigorously,
(Lost Continent). All are Minerva Mayer answered, “Heavens no, I
(Continued on .page 51)
can’t act.”

Under Sea” will be
screened at the fest.
Along with other festivities,
Spain will present six sessions tof
its own cinema iff retrospect, with
pix from 1912 through 1935 shown.
Italy will have the following entries: “Giorni d’Amore” (Days Of
Love); and the specially invited

Leagues

.

pictures

..
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The money-making record of RKQ, control of which was "purchased by Howard- Hughes from Floyd Odium's Atlas Carp, in
the .spring of 1948, hasn't been good;
The picture company (figured independently of the theatre
circuit, which, was divorced. On Dec. 31, 1950) has had these ups
and (mostly) downs:'
'

*

A

profit of $5,015,fitft) In 1947; loss of $1,824,000 in 1948, loss
$3,425,000 in 19*49, loss of $5,832,000 in 1950, profit of $334,626
.1951 (in which year the company got a windfall of $3,000,000
inonies from abroad that previously had been frozen), a loss
$15,847,683 in .1951V a loss of $3,482,055 for the first 39 weeks
•

,

General Teleradib’S

from

BKO

has been in the red since, but Hughes was under no comto. make public the official figures since he took over the
ownership 100% via his buyout of other stockholders.
Another debit factor facing Tom O’Neil is legalistic, specifically
the antitrust suits pending against. the company. Last year the.
company was among the defendants in exhibitor suits seeking
total damages of $446,000,000 and, it’s believed, this figure hasn’t
changed much since. Management figured the const of fighting these
actions would run. $5, 000,000 or more.
In 1954 RKO grossed $44,000,000 in ^vprldwide distribution of
17 new features (mostly indie-made) and 15 reissues and shorts.
To date this year, RKO is running nearly the same gross, doing
approximately $800,000 weekly on 10 releases.
RKO has only produced five features itself in past two, one-half
years. They were “Second Change,” “Devil's Canyon,” “Susan
Slept Heji’e,” “Underwater” and “The Conquerors,” latter is un.

.

over

taking

;

the

Radio via General
Tire & Rubber's $25,000,000 cash
buyout of Howard Hughes, has
given formal assurance that the
film company's personnel setup.
unchanged.. “JRKO
Will remain
employes need have no fear for
their jobs according to the terms
.

•

1

.

of this sale,”' according to a press
statement which quoted O’Neil. It
was added: “He plans no changes
policy
personnel
although
In
changes will be made to accomplish more extensive use of facili-

;

The windup negotiations be-'
tween Howard Hughes and
’Tom O'Neil for the purchase
of RKO Pictures went on for.
three days and nights, starting
in California and switching to
Las Vegas, the switch being to
accommodate Hughes, who
didn’t want to finalize the deal
on the Coast. The actual signaturing of the pacts took
place in Vegas at 6 a.m., in
keeping with Hughes’ reputation for conducting his bUSiness at odd hours;
Hughes thereupon provided
O’Neil with a private plane to
take him to his fatheris-home
in Akron, Ohio. Not used to
this kind of pace, O’Neil upon
arriving went to bed, shutting
himself oft evert from members
of his own family for the rest

ties.”

That latter clause was taken to
mean the embarkation of RKO in

new

field of both production
distribution of films for tv.
It was Hughes who. insisted on
keeping
as a going film trade

the

and

RKO

endeavor,

with

the

personnel

status quo paaintained.
GT&R, as repped by O’Neil, actually has a greater money stake
than in any other show
in
business enterprise and it’s a cinch
theres’ nq idea about liquidating
this property.. It’s to stay in the
picture business, will- continue with
making and releasing pix to theatBut, further, it’s
rical accounts.

RKO

to be meshed with television, i.e.,
General Teleradio’s tv stations"
plus a. network of affiliated stations to be established around the
country, in a mainrter integrating
the two media as they’ve .never

been wedded before.
General Teleradio, of which
O’Neil is president, is a 98%-owned
subsidiary of GT&ff, and owns the
Mutual Broadcasting System, Don

Lee Broadcasting, the Yankee

net-

WNAC and WNACWOR and WOR-TV,

work, stations

TV, Boston;

KHJ

and KHJ-TV, L. A.;
WHBQ and WHBQ-TV, Memphis,
and KFRC, San Francisco'.
N.

Y.;

•

O’Neil’s first brush with the picbusiness came' a year ago
with his purchase of 30 foreclosed
films from Bank of America at a
total combined cost of $1,200,000.
Licensing these to tv outlets
around the country. it's figured, is

ture

"bringing O’Neil a profit of close to
$2,000,000.
It's
no wonder the
exec wanted a full supply of film

the RKO Radio buyout is the
biggest on-the-spot cash deal
in which he’s, ever been in'

is recouping a minimum of .$38,322,000 on a combined total investment of $31,889,000.
The airman moved into the picture in the spring of 1948, purchasing stock control of the ’corfrom.
Shares)
(929,020
poration
Floyd Odium’s Atlas "Corp., an investment' trust, for $8,400,000.

volved.

•

*

Within the past year, Harry and
Jack Cohn, president and exec,
respectively, of Columbia Pictures, made a “paper” profit of
nearly $4,000,000 on their common

v.p.,

stock holdings in Col. This, of
course, is another way of saying
the film company’s issue on the
N. Y. Stock* Exchahge has been
going great. Harry and Jack Cohn,
along with members, of their families and personal trust setups own
about 30% of the total outstanding.

included

Warranting the spotlight on Col

$1,250,000, which came in October
of 1952. in the form of payment for

at this time is reaction to the company’s new stock, distribution of an
extra share to each holder of four
shares. This meant a distribution
of 208,471 new shares and brought
the total of shares listed, on the
Big Board to 1,046,649.

income

company by -a
by Chicago's
Ralph Stolkin. Given adverse publicity spotlighting on its other financial
maneuvers, _ this group
shortly after backed away, foran option on the
syndicate, headed

,

.

'

The trading value

mon

'

RKO

of the day.

made

available for ^airing anyway.
wasn’t lost on observers that
Teleradio prez Thomns O’Neil, via
WOR-TV in N. Y., has shown a
great interest in home-toll tv and
has c6me out openly in favor of a
pay system for tv. At least one of
the toll systems says it may
eventually tie into the arrangements. However, nothing along
that line has jelled,
Just what the other film distribs
'will do about the RKO development in terms of their own attitude vis-a-is tv is anybody’s guess.
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th--Fox prez,
not long ago told Variety that he
wouldn’t sell his 20th .oldies for
airing “even if the others do,”
It’s considered unlikely that the
rest of the companies wiil maintain

a

of Col’s com-

year

.

-

ago

was

similarly standoffish attitude
in the view of many, the
library going to tv is “like a
dam bursting.” Some of the distribs have been flirting, with tv

a

since,

RKO

anyway,

when

Biz Hot Despite Heat; ‘Stranger’ Again Tops, ‘Lady’
2d, ‘Roberts’ 3d, ‘Holiday/ ‘Angels’ Next

%

power

come

in

for.
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the

tv
values.

potential,

among

same

§

other

product and backed Up this with a
Fox still hasn’t given up, howcertified check, to be drawn on the ever. He’s out to set up an arrangeChase National Bank of Akron, ment with Tom O’Neil whereby
for the $25,000,000.
some of the RKO pix would be
Making for the highest cash trans- slotted for his, Fox’, Skiatron home
(Continued on page 10)
tv system.

shapes torrid in
Frisco and good in N. Y.
“This Island Earth” (U) looms
strong in Detroit. “Love Me Or
Leave Me” (M-G), which has
finished most of its big firstruns,
distrib,

good in Philly and Detroit, and

is

lofty in Chi.

“Santa Fe Passage” (Rep) shapes
okay in Toronto. “Davy Crockett”
(BV) is tall in Chi and nice In
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GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR

selling oldies.

to tv

once

star

Oscar Telecast

meaning on and off for that
span of years he had been trying
to cook up a deal with Howard
Hughes, without
success.
Fox,
mainly in the role of ty distributor,
was eyeing the RKO backlog for

to

might do to their
Hollywood's combined
hits the. homes. Also,
the unions’ position re the screening of old pix on the air is apt to

stampede

b.o.

-f

loser,”

way

only a minor

comes

;

There is plenty of hot boxoffice out.
Another from Paramount,
product around this stanza but the “Seven Little Foys,” is capturing
weather is even hotter than the pic- sixth spot.
tures in many keys. It has cut
“Seven Year Itch” (20th), high
into takes in certain localities, par- on the list for some time, is dipticularly along the Atlantic sea- ping somewhat to land in seventh
board. The fact that screen ve- place, surplus of extended-runs
hicles have continued of such high naturally cutting into its overall
calibre is going far towards main- total. ‘Interrupted Melody”
(M-G)
taining such a sock b.o. tone,
is
taking eighth position while
“Not As a Stranger” (UA) con- “House of Bamboo” (20th) is
tinued champion, finishing first ninth.
There will be no film industry the same as last week. Pic looks
“Cobweb” (M-G), fairly new, is
sponsorship of the Academy to top $350,000 in some 23 key cit- perking to wind up 10th. “Foxfire”
Awards teleshow on NBC, at least ies covered by Variety this, stanza. (U) is taking llth place and
“Lady and Tramp” (BV), with a “Cinerama” (Indie) is in 12th.
not in 1956.
Decision was made final in N. Y. batch
additional
of
playdates,
“Land of Pharaohs” (WB) and
Monday (18) when the Motion Pic- soared to second spot, close be- “Marty” (UA)
are running-up pix
ture Assn, of America board nixed hind “Stranger.”
;l
in that order.
a “package” proposition tying in
“Mister Roberts” ( WB ) although
Besides ‘Mister Roberts, ’’.several
the nominations and awards pro- just starting out this stanza by
grams. Asking price for the two playing in six keys, is showing other new pix show promise. “The
Shrike” (U), with a smash second
shows was close to $900,000.
such strength it is placed on the week in N. Y., hints real potential.
Board, with two company presi- current list. Pic is easily captur“Svengali” (M-G) is rated stout on
( Continued on page
11)
ing third money, and Obviously its preem in Boston.
will be heard from plenty in the
“Wichita” (AA) is shaping good
MATTY FOX'S ANGLES
future.
in Pitt, “Ain’t 'Misbehavin’ ” (U)
“Cinerama
Holiday”
(Indie),
looms brisk in Balto but not so
Will Seek RKO Films Via O’Neil now playing in seven keys, is
good in Toronto. “Wizard of Oz”
climbing to fourth position. Fifth
For Skiatron
(M-G>, out on reissue, continues
place goes to “We’re No Angels”
rack up nice biz in several keys.
Matthew J. (Matty) Fox Is con- (Par) even though just starting to “Wayward
Wife” (IFE) looks big
sidering himself a
“four year
in St. Louis. “Green Magic,” from

At $

in

if

it

This tendency to play ball is now
likely to be -accentuated and observers feel sure that RKQ's competition among the majors will be
sorely tempted to try and cash in
while there’s still a market left to
cash in on.
It is confidently expected that
exhibs will have something to say
of the situation and their very
real fears over what a general

National Boxoffice Survey

&

General Tire
Rubber Co.,
of which
Radio is now
a wholly owned subsidiary, has
its homeoffice in Akron.*

Hughes

cash plus
Pictures
which brought Hughes’ holdings up
to the 1,262,120 shares.

collected $4,400,000 in
List’s,
shares in

stock

$19,705,573. This is. figured in the
simplest terms of per-share price
of $23.50. multiplied by the then
outstanding .number of shares—
838,518, On the same basis, Wall
Street’s evaluation of Col as of this
past Monday (18) Is $32,970,444—
(Continued .on page 24)

.

kingpin Albert A. List.

However, some of the tv film
distribs opined that the market
could well absorb the RKO feature
lineup, not all of which may be

•

<

previous

market.

It

if Hughes were to unload at the
original $6 figure he. could pick up
$7,572,720.

His

distributors with a sudden decision
on what to do about their own television relations. There were dark
miitterings yesterday (Tues.) about
“the bottom falling out” of the

.

“Oh; I* don’t know,” he,
said, adding after a pause: “I
guess it 4s,. at that.”

,

Importantly, Hughes has 1,262,Odium,
120 shares in the shell.
buying on the open market? has
curto
the
sent the market price
rent level of $9 per share but even

RKO

•

.

RKO

.

$25,000,000. he's

feiting the $1,250,000.
In November, 1953, Hughes divested his holdings in the then divorced
Theatres to textile

.

;

.

known for his mammoth financial, transactions, was asked if

from Tom O'Neil’s Gen& Rubber Co., Hughes

payments,

Closing With Hughes

RKO

;

'

share and stockholders were invited to redeem their holdings at
that price. The company still exists as a corporate shell, whose
only asset is about $18,000,000 in
cash; representing the coin from
Hughes less the stock redemption

under new managements.
Hollywood understands Chase Bank is in on the financing of the
General Tire Purchase.

O’Neil,

the

Including
collecting
eral vTire

William F> O’Neil, pregident and chief stockholder of
General Tire & Rubber, long

acquisition

RKO

library, which may run
to 800 old features pictures plus a
great many shorts, confronts other

of the

Bla*e

distributing assets. This hefty wad
of money was equivalent to $6 per

distribution

of

~

Dad More

Hughes' next plunge was in
March, 1954, when he presented a
check ior $23,489,000 to RKO Pictures Corp., a holding company,
for all RKO film producing and

released/
RKO has some 4,000 employes scattered around the world and
many are veterans of long standing with company. Pension fund
is entirely owned by -employees but the $5,000,000 in fund is
hardly adequate for; security and is considerable less than, comparable funds in Other companies.
RKO has, commitments with Nat Holt, Edmund Grainger, King
Bros., Ben Bogeaus, David Butler and partnership of Sam Wiesenthal and Eugene Tevlin, indicating not likely to drop theatrical

Tom

is

after

haps up to $10,000,000.

1953.

helm

RKO

deficit operations under his -con*?
trol with a profit of nearly $6,500,000. ft could he much more per-

pulsion

/

walking away
seven years of

Howard Hughes

of
in
in
of
of
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Fess Parker to Star
Hollywood, July 1ft,
Fess Parker’s first starring rol£
in theatrical film since he soared
to stardom in Walt Disney’s “Davy
Crockett” will be “The Great LocoA
7-*
r
motive Chase/’ to be shot by Disney
next falL
UA'S FAR EAST UPSURGE
Parker, under contract to Walt
Picker Tells Tokyo Meeting
Disney Productions, currently is in
Of *0% Climb Over 1954
new “Crockett? vidpix for Disneyland series.
United Artists’ grosses in the
Far East and Australasia for the
first six months of this year were
-80% over the 1954 level, Arnold
Picker, foreign distribution v.p.,
told the company’s current international sales convention in Tokyo.
His statements were relayed by the
N. Y, hoffleoffiee. * Sitting in with
Picker at the Japanese capital conclave is Max E. Youngstein, v.p.,
who stated over 100 features will
he made available for worldwide
distribution via UA over the next
*
three years.
The Stated policy of RKO Thepicker said the ettrernt rate ox
atres, not to book films that lack
business in the area is the highest
the Production Code seal or draw
in the company’s history. He added
1
a “C’ rating from the Catholic Lethat returns for all of 1955 promise
gion of Decency, drew fire last
to be 100% over the 1954 income.
week from Jean Goldwurm, exhibiTokfcrd meeting is being attended
'

Quite a number of recent Brit-'
ish films, including several

which

healthy art house
grosses, is now in the hands of the
for both theatrical'
distribs
telepix

racked* up

Such companies are bolstered by American product made by indie producers which for the most part, are
features which made only a limited
television release.

and

:

dent atvthe boxoffice.
Entry of the vidpix distributors
into the theatrical field is based
on the desire to obtain much product as possible for television release. Since the major Hollywood
companies continue to show a
•

reluctance to make the pictures
in their vaults available for television, the video distribs are constantly on' the lookout for deals..
By offering British film-makers
and U.S. indies the dual* arrange-’
menjt, .the telepixites are staking
out a ground, floor clain^ tq the,;
product. to avoid going on the open
'

:

— ——

;

*

Productions. Inc., via its subsidiary,
Dominant 'Pictures Corp. t has become extremely „ active in the
theatrical market in recent months.
Out of 55 pictures' currently being
offered theatres, 19 can be placed
in the first-time-around category
while 14 are reissues. Among the
latter are Louis de Bochemonfs
’‘Lost Boundaries,” - “The Captive
City,” “Duffy of San Quentin,”
and “Park Bow.”' Some of these
have already appeared on television in some markets. The British entries include “Heart of the
Matter,” “The Inspector Calls,”
'‘Belles of St. Trinian,” and “Front
Page Story.”
National Telefilm Associates Inc.
recently organized a theatrical subsidiary,

named

I

1

.

.,

Goldwurm Chides

RKO ‘Sanctifying*

That 5-Day Week

subsidary, "Visual Drama, is now
its second theatrical
It’s currently releasing to
theatres the Engiish-dubbed “Sins
of Pompeii” after launching its
theatrical career with its own production, “Gang Busters,” The telepix outfits generally work-through
established states rights distributors who serve as franchise holders. It eliminates the necessity of
setting up elaborate sales and distribution organizations in each ex-

change

territory.

manner

of speaking, the tv
networks are also becoming involved in theatrical distribution.
NBC-TV will receive a share of
the theatrical earnings of Sir AlexIn a

ander Korda’s “The Constant Husband.” This will enable the network
to recover a part of the $200,000
paying for a one-shot showing
of the film as a fall “spectacular.”,
CBS-TV, in another angle to pretheatre pix preems, is retaining
,the western hemisphere theatrical
rights to a series of 90-minute
films Orson Welles will shoot in
It’s

England and

on. the

Continent.

Now

Into

English;

’Passions

&

Faith’

International Dubbing & Recording, .Cio!/'. headed by Michael

Hoffman, has completed work on
putting an English soundtrack on
the

German

would endorse such a drive when
negotiations with the major film
begin in mid-September.
locals took their action at a
meeting of the
Hollywood
studios

The

AFL

.

the five-day’ week and instructed
its business agent to support the
resolution for it, already adopted
by I A cameramen’s local 659 and
the souhd editors local 695.

is

reflected

at

U’s Close Decca Tie
Relationship "between Decca
-and its picture company subsid, Universal-International, is
getting closer and closer. The
diskery has now sliced the
title

song from

the-

On The

“Female

.

U

film,

Beach,’’

with Victor Young’s orch.
Tune was written by Sonny
Budke, Decca’s Coast musical

j

director,

collab

in

Jeff

vvith

Chandler, who co-stars in the
production with Joan Crawford, and who also records for
Decca.

United

Artists,

which recently had

four exploitation

men

assigned ex-

clusively to ballying the songs in

new

product. The four were
on limited-time assignments which
have terminated.
Producers, having added the
cost of hiring songwriters to their
production budgets, became miffed
when the melodies went flat. They
wanted UA’s publicity department
to hit harder with the promotion.
film-

B.ut the
distribution company
has taken the position that song,
plugging is for the music business.
UA feels there’s good value in getting a tune from a pic spinned
and mentioned a couple of times
by the disk jocks around the country.
This is particularly beneficial
if it coincides with the film’s preopenings campaign. But plugging
for more noise beyond this point
is a full-time occupation for the
UA staff and for this reason it’s
being eschewed.
•

“HOw would

the

MPAA.like

UA*

France or Italy suddenly decided
not to play certain American films
that differ from local standards?”
Not Scared of Home-Toll? he asked.
Organizations for Free-TV, which
This is the second time within
has drawn its inspiration and fi- a week that the legality of the
nance in the anti-home toll fight Code and its effects on booking
primarily^- from the film exhibs, policy has been questioned.
Last
last week sharply curtailed its pub- week it was learned,
that Distribulic relations activities.
tors Corp. of America, determined
Part of the move, which came to get a seal for its NBritish Import,
as a surprise, was the .dismissal of "I
a Camera,” also was studyDon Walsh and George Fleming ing the possibility of legal action
who had been manning the pub- in case it was refused Code aplicity guns in, the fight against pay proval.
Industry lawyers generalvideo. Walsh- and also Fleming ly feel that such a case would turn
had been Working for Robert Tap- up some intriguing angles, but
linger’s- firm.
Latter will retain that the Code being a voluntary
account, but largely on a stand-by proposition—it was unlikely t.o get
basis.
very far in the courts.
The exhibs will continue to use
Goldwurm has booked “Camera”
their Washington, attorney, Marcus
into his Little Carnegie Theatre,
Cohn, who is to file the rebuttal
N. Y., where it will preem Aug. 8:
brief with the Federal CommuniPic has been passed by the N. Y.
cations Commission in Sept.
but not by any other— censor.
Explanation offered for the reAs to the clause on its booking
trenchment move is that the exconfirmation, RKO Theatres said
hibs’ toll fight kitty has been
this week that it’s been there for
largely depleted and that, what rea long time. However, distribs say
mains, should be conserved for the
it’s stamped on only if there’s any
final spurt before the FCC.
Im- reasonable doubt as to the type of
plied, too, is the theatres' feeling
rating a pic might get.
For the
that the see-saw batle on pay-asmost part, the -question Is apt to
you-see of late has been taken a
arise only on foreign imports.
(for them) favorable turn and that,
RKO Theatres is the only cirwith the big networks entering the
argument before the FCC, it’s now cuit, .according to distrib execs,
that
puts such a provision on
time to let them carry the ball.
When the exhibs first formed paper. Loew’s Theatres doesn’t,
yet
it
and a great many other cirtheir
Joint Committee Against
TolI-TV, which then became a part cuits are guided by the Code and,
to
extent, by the Legion’s
lesser
a
of Organization for Free-TV, they
*

Account Goes Moribund;

'Roberts’

Am

—

Dpn Ameche
.

George Burns
Corey
Martin Davis
Anthony Dearden
John C. Flinn Jr.

Hy

Getschall
Hollinger

several

1

Hal Saal
Si Seadler
Alex Segal
Sol C. Siegel
David Yarnell

L. A. to
‘

Europe to N. Y.

ratings.

The
sions

RKO
played

chain has on occaforeign films that

A

lacked a seal.
fine distinction is
drawn, however, betwefen whether
a picture has never been submitted to the Code (such as all the
IFE releases) or whether it’s been
submitted and turned- down.

Barney Balaban
Helena Bossis
Lionel Clyne

Jack Cohn
Peter Elgar

Joan Crawford

Mona Freeman
James U. Gardiner
Florence Klotz
Walter Lowendahl

Gene Markey
Ruth Mitchell
Gene Nelson
Robert W. Sarnoff
A1 Steele
Paul Stewart
Rose Tobias
L. Arnold- Weissberger

N. Y. to Europe
Robert Florey
Jbhn Gunther

Bob Hope
Nunnally Johnson
Erica Morlni
John Nasht
Basil Rathbone
Nathan Straus
Luban Vichey

N, Y.

Robert Aldrich
Fred Astaire

**'

Janet Blair
Louis Calhern

Robert Alda
Leslie Baker

Clift

ago.
-

'

Dan Provost

Montgomery

months

“Mister Roberts,” which Is expected to hit $182,000.. in first
Radio City Music Hall week, is being held over in every situation
in which it has opened to date.

.

—
—

Runaway Form

the basis of early engagements, “Mister Roberts,” the Leland Hayward production for Warner Bros., is .shaping up as the
company’s all-time top grosser.
The filraization of the long-run
stage hit is surpassing the business
chalked up by “Battle Cry,” WB's
Film
top
boxoffice -attraction.
grossed about $7,000,000 in release

Jill

Lloyd Leipzig
Arthur Lubin
Robert Mackintoc.i

fine

On

Gracie Allen

Bud

it

'

Rose Adair
it if

of course, will like

the song eventually gets- a heavy
play an the market,
But, as" of
now, the distrib’s job will be completed at the point of the initial
disk jock action...
if

A.

unrestricted exhibition.

Filins’ Publicity Relations

.

situation

’

film ^‘Behind Cloister
Walls” which is to be released under the new title, “Passions and
Faith.”
Dubbing studio has the U. S.. and
Canadian rights both to this picture and to another German import, “Ave Maria,” which it will called for contributions totalling
caix “Her Mother’s Secret” and $150,000.
While it’s doubtful that
Which is to ‘be dubbed soon.
this total was ever actually reachHoffman, who has invented a ed, there is no question that hefty
simplified dubbing technique, is contributions were received from
currently making -distribution ar- top exhibs in many parts of the
rangements for “Passions and country.
Faith” which stars Philip Dorn and
The motives of the exhibs in
Olga Tchechovfc
< Continued on page 11)
:

This

.

a five-day, 45-hour, work week has
ia .big' step forward with the
indication by 17 IATSE locals they

taken

'

Dubbed

coming dittusioned.

MPA

—

’Behind Cloister Walls*

In a mbve obviously designed to
quiet stockholder, complaints, Parit a matter of
corporate requirement that -each
member of its board or directors
own 100 shares of the company’s
common stock. Par thus becomes
the^irst pic corporation to amend
its by-laws with such a require-

amount has made

I

Hollywood, July 19.
Push by Hollywood labor toward

.

issue.

,

Now Nearing Pact

time at the council meeting, with
the majority of those present
speaking out In favor of the shorter work week, favored as a method
of spreading out employment.
Earlier last week, the move got
Country,” “Breaking Through the
Sound Barrier,” .and “Outcast of another boost when membership
the Islands,” all of which are being of Film Editors local 776 endorsed

Working on

Board Members .Must Own.
At Least 100 Shares

Code & Legion

.

theatrical film distributor, as sales
manager. NTA’s roster includes a
group of top British films of recent
vintage, among them being “Tales
of Hoffman,” “Cry, the Beloved

its

A PAR

ment.
Stockholders at annual meetings
of various amusement industry concerns over the years have voiced
beefs concerning lack of stock ownership by- one or more of the directors, Standard answer given by
the company’s president, or presiding officer at the session was that
the. director’s qualifications could
nqt be measured by his stock ownership, that the director's ability
tor and distributor of foreign pix. to perform his duty was all the
“If the industry is sincere in its corporation and its stockholders
fight against censorship wherever need be Concerned about.
it exists, then this sanctification of'
the Code seal and the Legion rating is wrong from A to Z. In fact,
it could very well be
compared
with cartels against free trade.”
Goldwurm had reference to a
Stamped notice that appears on
RKO Theatres- booking confirmations.
It reads “Do not confirm
booking therein if picture does not
Companies in New York were
have a Johnston office
code
seal or has been classified as a ‘C’ told this week that the. Motion
Export Assn, and the
[rating by the Legion of Decency. Picture
In either case we will not play the Spanish government are close to
New pact is
a new agreement.
picture.”
“This kind of thing should be being negotiated in Madrid by
Eugene
Van
Dee,
MpEA’s
Jtalo
brought to the attention of the
If it materializes, it’s likely
U. S. Attorney General,”, declared rep.
close
to
be
a
copy
of
last
year’s
Goldwurm, who has been an outstanding figure
in
the battle deal which expired May 31.
That agreement provided for the
against state and local censorship.
“The government, which presuma- import of 110 U. S. pix, including
bly is under the impression that di- 88 for the MPEA; also for the revorcement is a reality, should look- mittance at the official rate of 40%
into this entire question of the of the N. Y. share.
Actually, that'
MPAA seal and any such investi- amount was never realized. U. S.
gation should extend to. every ex- distribs paid a fee of 600,000 pesos
hibitor or circuit that will make for black-and-white films and 700,any film deal subject to a code seal 000 pesos for .tinters,
or a rating from the Legion;”
New Ideal, if signed, would repHe added that, in his view, the resent something of a compromise
administration of the Code, and since the Spaniards originally ofany arbitrary rating by outside or- fered -a set of tough terms. Subganizations, Was “in a sense a- wall sequently, with no agreement in
that could be erected against the force, the Americans refused .to.
importation of any and all foreign participate in the San Sebastian
pictures.”
He pointed to the im- film fest.
pression
practices
such
gave
abroad where U. S. films are continually calling for free entry and
N. Y. to L.

Film Council.
Issue of the five-day week ocNTA Film Sales, and
Joseph' Brenner, veteran cupied about two hours discussion

General Teleradio, through

All

SETS

I

•

offered for theatrical reissue.

r

PAR

*

market for product after a picture has completed its theatrical by numerous' prominent indUstryrun. The new system enables the ites of the Far East, in addition
UA’s next such fortv distribs to pick up extra coin to UA reps.
from the theatrical release as well eign convention will be in Latin
as the assurance of tv availability. America in the fall.
Elliot Hyman’s Associated Artists
’

Borne elements of the film trade
are now singing: a different tune
about the result# of extra effort
to get a song on the soundtrack
of a dramatic picture.
Everyone
agrees, of course, that a click ballad like “High Noon” is a big help
to the film's boxoffice.
Now it’s
seen, that the clicks don't come too
easily, and the film-makers are be-

:
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Imogene Coca
Don Coudy ^
Ken Darby

Howard .Dietz
Red Doff
Carl Esmond
Nanette Fabray
Joan Fontaine
Melvin Franks
Farley Granger
Gilda Gray

Nan Grey
Moe Howard
Betty Hutton

Lamont Johnson
Stanley Kramer-

Ely Landau
Mary Jane Lenihan
.

Max Liebman
Alan Livingston
Jack Lord
Alfred
Lionel

NeWman
Newman

Norman Panama
Tyrone Power
Robert Rapport
Gus Schirmer Jr.
Lizabeth Scott
George P. Skouras
Elaine Strich

Dan

Terrell
Phyllis Thaxter

Tom Tutwiler
Betty White
*

a
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They’re talking about a star’s switch from one agency to another
because of a $100,000 advance “loan” as an influencing factor,
Nunnally Johnson to Paris to consult' witJiJeanniaire about the
femme star role in “Can-Can” at 2Qth-Fox . . Mike Todd signed S. J.
'By JAMES L. CONNERS
perelman to write the screenplay for “Around the World in 00 Days.”
William Btridix has fornied Benart Productions with his agent, Stuart
Albany, JitlylO.
Stewart, with initialer to be “The Deaf and Dumb Wrestler,” rolling
Orte
of the ’several benefits
late 1955 .
. Madir€*Kennedy, silent picture star,- has role in Bel- Air’s
“Three. Bad Sisters,” for which John Bromfield was. Set for male lead which should accrue to the IndusH. B* Warner,.'- who /played Christ in C. B. DeMille’s “King" of try from CQMPQ’s upcoming poll
,
Kings,” comes otit of retirement for role in’ producer’s “The 10 Com- is the " discovery, through the
mandments.”
public's vote, of the most “promisJack Cohn, Columbia exec v.p., picked up 26,320 additional shares
He now ing male and female personalities,”
of the" company’s common stock via the five-for-four split.
Paramount added five more shorts to which should help to break the
controls .131,605 shares
..
its release sked, .including two VistaVision travelogs on Japan and grip on Hollywood now held by
Hawaii
Honeymooners Joan Crawford and Alfred Steele docked aging stars and their agents. So
,
Monday
tv-to-f 11ms bit, actor John Pavelko/off to the Robert W. Coyne, special counsel
, Doing the
Virgin Islands for a Paramopnt role .
Director Roy Rowland is an- to COMPO, declared at a meeting
gling for screen rights to “Call of the Cricket,” novel by Lynne Castile. of exhibitors and distributors in
.Carmel Myers (Mrs, Al Schwalberg), who has a penchant for build- the 20th Century-Fox screening
ing up undiscovered talent, will be bn the .Tex & Jinx tv-er tomorrow room at Albany* last week.
They’re actress Janine Monotis,
to introduce three new. proteges.
Pointing out that- the developsinger-dancer Rose Hardaway and actor Steve Ellis
. Johnny. Puleo,
ment of young, freSh star blood is
the halfpint comic of the late Borrah Minevitch’s Harmonica. Rascals,
imperative to the- industry’s weir
landed the dwarfed clown part in Hecht-Lancaster’s “Trapeze.” He
fare, Coyne said that through a
leaves for the Paris lending this week.
“vicious cycle” in which proving
Spyros P, SkoUras, 20th-Fox prez, about ready to sound off on toll-tv.
grounds for talent shrunk and the
He’ll also issue a statement reiterating 20th sales policy .
Irving
.
casting of story properties: became
Mannlieimer, Photoplay topper, quietly resigned, as head of the Pubmore difficult,
correspondingly
lishers Distribution Service May 23. That’s the same outfit that han.older stars and their representadles* Confidential mag which specializes in “expose” articles on screen
tives had strengthened their hold,
personalities. Mannheimer says his move has nothing to do ftith Conon producers. He mentioned that
fidential*.
. N. V, Film company eXecs hoping the “resignation” of
Paramount,
Raoul Apold, secretary of press and info in the Peron cabinet, who Y. Frank Freeman, of
declared that Jules C. Stein,
had
lorded it over the distribs during his tenure, may have beneficial efhead
of Music Corp. of America
fects on restrictive Argentine importation and- exhibition policy , . .
effect; “half of the picHugh M* Flick, former N. Y. censor, planning to keep in close touch wanted, inhis
clients when Par bewith things in his new post of exec assistant to the Commissioner of ture” for
gan
a casting job.
Education in Albany, He's already moved to Albany but it wouldn’t
The new stars uncovered in the
surprise insiders to see him back soon in an important film industry
spot .
.
MPAA concerned over a new type of “dirty” comics .using audience poll will play heroes and
film star names and likenesses . 20th’s Al Lichtman back to the Coast heroines- more convincingly for the
which includes
film
audience,
• » . Universal had one of its busiest weeks— ID pix in production.
His eastern friends noting that David (Goldwyn Prod.) Golding’s many young people, Coyne added.
and the
vaudeville
demise
The
of
marriage to studio sec Barbara Crowley was on Bastille Day—July 14
United Artists has Kentucky’s Sen. Alben W. Barkley out, plug- decline of. the legitimate were
.
the* dewhere
areas
cited
as
two
ging for “The Kentuckian.” He’s to be On NBC's “Today” tv-er today
<Wed.) , . . Indie producer Alexander Paal has a Joseph. Pulitzer biopic velopment of talent had been curtailed.
in mind. .He’s registered the titles, “Legend of Mr. Pulitzer” and
The major companies, with the
“Father of American Journalism.”
Variety Club of New York! consisting largely of filmites, is broaden- exception, of RKO and Allied Aring its scope by adding-members from other branches of the enter- tists, have plenty of promising
tainment industry. Walt Framer, head of his own tv production com- youngsters under contract, Coyne
pany, has been named chairman of the radio-television membership reported. They have, been too
in re“lacked' guts”
committee . William Holden and Deborah Kerr to the Virgin Islands timidfrom New York for the location shooting of the Pearlberg-Seaton pro- spect to casting them importantly,
duction, ‘'The Proud and .Profane.” Warner Bros, personnel director during recent years, but are now
Ralph W, Rudd launching a series of lectures on “What Is a Motion ready to go. Coyne warned, howpicture.” He’s scheduled to address service clubs, chambers ofr com- ever, that the exhibitors must- comerce, women's clubs, community and school groups . Walter Boxer, operate with the producers in
United Artists foreign department trainee, assigned to the company’s booking pictures featuring stars
office in Sydney, Australia . , , Seamen from French ship,- Jean Bart; unearthed in the audience poll.
attended' invitational showings of “Cinerama Holiday” at Warner Exhibitors, he stated, have been
Theatre on Bastille Day. (July 14). picture features a tour of Paris partly at fault: they have demandWarner Bros, pub-ad veep Mor| Blumenstock on a month’s vaca- ed known names.
i
Coyne predicted a minimum of
tion at his Malibu Be&ch home . . Metro pub-ad chief Howard Dietz
and publicity manager Dan Terrell back from Coast huddles . . . Dore four or five new stars will einerge
Schary will visit the South Dakota location of “The Last Hunt” Satur- from the poll/’and, probably, conday (23) for a special ceremony planned by Gov, Joe Foss officially siderable surprises.
Harry Lamont, of Lamont Thehonoring the picture’s company . . . Richard Todd, star of the Warner
Bros, release “The Dam Busters,” making a series of personal appear- atres, co-chairman with Ray Smith,
Warner Bros, manager, and Louis
ances in Canada on behalf of the British-made film,
W. Schine, of Schine Circuit, presided and introduced Coyne. A
question-answer period followed,
Hub Short Into Paris, N.Y., in Which the speaker emphasized
the importance of cooperation with
Tale of Bookseller’s Hoax the COMPO Poll of the producers
and of local promowas assured
Against Prudish Heirs tion for the audience poll. It will
If
be an annual event, perhaps a
Cambridge, Mass., July 19.
year-rounder with present “bugs”
“A Clerical Error,” 10-minute eliminated, Coyne believed.
dramatic film, made In Boston’s
empty
Scollay
Square
vaude
house
lit Is
and in. Union Park by Bryant' Hali*
day of Cambridge, will open at the
Hollywood, July 19.
The real test of the break be- Paris Theatre, New York, Monday
(25) along with the feature him,
tween Dean Martin and Jerry “The Man
.Who Loved Redheads.”
Lewis, which appears past the
Haliday is owner and manager
healing stage despite efforts of of Brattle Films, an art theatre in
Paramount execs, their agents, Cambridge, and is coproducer of
the legitimate Brattle Shakespeare
.MCA, attorneys

The “benevolence” that marked major company sentiment toward
the distributing /outfit a short time ago has given way to acute

'

—

business rivalry.
UA’s “shoot the works” investment in new product has industry
onlookers cracking, “they better come up with some pictures, or
'

*;

,

:

...

.

....

else.”

Some

studios are envious of the distrib^s producer-talent afovertures to :Iure Stanley Kramer/ Hecht-Lancaster
possibly.
others away from the UA, fold. ..
and
UA, of course, still doesn’t have the resources of- major producer-distributor; But tys equity in r^ent-past and current pictures
has been building nicely and could sustain the- company even
against a string of expensively-made flop pictures.

.

.

that United Artists has reached the point of big revenue
have .been, changes in attitude toward the company.

‘returns, there

filiations, per.
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Italian film-makers apparknow a good thing when
they see it.'
Registered with ANICA, the
*
Italo equivalent of the Motion
Picture Assn,, of America, are
the following titles; “Good
Bye, Mr. Lorenzo/’ “Come
Back, Little One,” “From. Here

ently

Heaven,” aha “Please,
Coins in the Fountain.”

stp

No

by millions. It’s a little ironic.”
“The Constant Husband” stars
Rex Harrison and Margaret Leighton and is described as a clever and
rather sophisticated comedy. “Any
trade- reviewer would automatically
tag it an *art house’ picture,” noted
one of the indtes,
Film also has an .interesting
Code and -Legion angle.. While
there is no particular, stress on it,
the story does tell of an amnesia
victim who wakes -up one day to

.

.

.

,

Cash Penalties
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.
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Martin

—

& Lewis

,

Motion Picture Assn, of America
appears relaxing the penalty' angle
in its .administration of the Production Code to the extent that a

and friends
bring the hottest b.o, combo

postwar

showbiz

to

Festival this summer.

in

Miles Morgan, whose two-reel
documentary,
“Songs
the
of
Auvergne,”
played
the
Paris

together,
will
called upon
to do their next picture for Para-

earlier this
year, directed
Clerical Error.” Cameraman

•

A

himself

several

married, to

.

:

New

Jam

Installation

of two

more

color popular.
Indies

the Dr Luxe lab. in
N.Y., a subsidiary of 20th-Fox,
will bring the lab’s total 1955 output to a record 200,000,000 ft. of
tint footage, according to Alan E.
Freedman, De Luxe topper. The
color footage is in addition to some
400,000,000 ft. of black-and-white
printers

at

material.
‘

Freedman

“Constant

interested, in

Husband” ^evince

fear

little

that

showing would spoil the
market for the film. Most of them
seem to believe that it might give
the

tv

boost, particularly in the artier
situations.

it 'a

‘

on

.

said the

Cinemascope

print bottleneck was being broken
and he disclosed that 20th next
week is shipping to N.Y. the. first

dupe nelhtive from which optical
Hollywood, July 19.
prints can be struck. This is exDesilu’s first entry into motion pected to greatly ease the print
mount.
was picture feature production. “For- situation.
Duo are slated to start their Eugen Shustan, from Europe. ever Darling,” starring Lucille
In the past, dupe negatives,
York production for Par, “Where Leads are Martin Kosleck and Ball and Desi Arnaz for Metro re- Which are expensive, have been
Men Are Men,” in- September, and Ward Costello.. Caldwell Pitcomb, lease, was brought in seven days shipped
to London for the manualso are slotted for a Hal Wallis young Boston composer, prepared ahead of schedule.
It’s, estimated facture of European prints there.
cost.arrer, yet untitled, right after and conducted the musical score, by Arnaz, who produced film, that
However, 20th undertook considerthe first of the year. Whether they played by musicians from the Bos- approximately $200,000 was saved
able experimental and developwill be able to work as a team ton Symphony.
when the 30-day sked Was cut to mental work in the U.S. before
without their personal feelings
The picture was made from a 23.
agreeing to use a dupe for domesshowing* and whether they will be short story by James Gould CozProducer attributed the reduced tic prints. One factor that has dewilling to cooperate for a smooth zens, and concerns a. shady book- shooting slate to pre-production
layed print availability, at 20th is
production still remains to be seller in Boston, circa 1910, who prepping; using the same tv crew
the necessity to wait for the stereoseen.
derives the bigger part of his in- which works the year around to- phonfc magnetic prints to be made
Attempts to bring the pair to- come by sending bills for porno- gether; tv training of having to before
the original negative can be
gether into even a semblance of graphic literature to prominent de- have things ready
on time—and Used to make the optical prints.
friendliness,
if
not their once ceased clergymen. The bereft fam- “know where you’re going every With a dupe availablef- this waitDamon-and-PythJas
relationship, ilies pay the bills to avoid embar- minute”; and
extensive use of tv ing period will be eliminated.
have flopped. If anything their rassment.
trick ending unmasks and legit actors who knew their
Freedman said De Luxe had
(Continued on .page HQ)
the bookseller.
lines.
(Continued on page 24)
,

come when they are

find

women. Those who have seep “Hus-

band,” while enthusiastic over its
quality, also. expressed surprise that
NBC' should* have picked such a
member company now seems free “talky” item.
v
“That’s another thing,” Ssaid one
to distribute a Code-hixed picture
of
the
who
is
considering
bidmen
consewithout fear, of adverse
ding for the film’s theatrical rights.
quence.
been
‘Constant*.
“Had
Husband’
ofThe current concern with the
Code both within and beyond the fered first to the theatres, exhibs
would
have
complained
about
.the
trade has Brought to light an
unique privilege given United Art- profusion of -dialog. It’s going ‘to
ists, which joined MPAA member- be interesting to see whether tv
ship ranks less than a year ago. audiences live up to the exhibitors’
UA iff free to send through its dis- fears or whether these theatre
tribution mill any feature unap- Arguments are just a way of getting
proved by the Code so long as the around playing a film that might
company is not identified as an be a b.o. risk.”
MPAA member. Heretofore, an While British pix have gained
MPAA meriifieF outfit Was enjoined considerable ground in the U.S.
during the past few years, they're
(Continued on page 10)
nevertheless still confined for the
most part to the keys and get a
poor playoff in some areas, particYork,
Deluxe lab,
ularly the south. British, producers
visiting
this
country inevitably
(1955), 200,000,000 Feet; leave firmly convinced that, if their
pictures were only to be given a
chance and to be shown to the
Broken mass
C’Scope
audience, they would become

.

for Real

Indie distribs in N.Y. who last
their first look at “The
Constant Husband,” the Sir Alexander Korda film slated for NBCTV preeming this fall, expressed
some surprise at NBC’s choice.
“It’s a fine picture, but it’s the
kind of British film that we’ve been
trying to sell for years, and frankly
with limited success,” was one comment, “Here the theatres have been
saying that'the .’broad public’ won’t
take this type of fare. Now NBC
comes along and right away it becomes a ’spectacular’ to be seen

week got

Italian Titles

“A

why more

Perennial problem of

pictures aren’t successful
the U.S. is primarily due to
their regional themes and difficult dialects, director Arthur Lubin opined in New York last week..
Frequently, he said, stories are
British
in

based on purely local situations
which have little or no interest for

American

audiences.

Tlten,

too,

another liability is the Welsh, Lancashire or cockney accents. Even
the English find Lancashire dialect tough.

.

...

Lubin, who made a brief stopon page 11)
( Continued
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To Cateh A

The Klglit of the Hunter

To Hell And Ba«k
(CSCJOFE—C0L0»)

•

Audi* Murphy renactbir M*
World , War It for-mf-hcro

tripping

,

*

Hollywood, July

Copa and
travelorrlng
drama

comedy-

production,
tures M»r*1

Riviera' for scenic action; b.of-

ence appeal limited.

Kelly.

reux Nonego. utrectea Dy jessc nn rh . D
Screenplay. Gil. Doud; from the [.SmeS'/nSs
-

_

i

flbbs.

...&’ 88 S
Robert

aeconoarr owaoor maraer.

Hollywood^ July- 1®*
20th*Fox release of NunnaUy Joluismi
Sherce
Gratale. J»neree
Stars Betty Grabie,
production.
North, Bob Cummings, Charles Coburn,
North.
Tcmmy Noonan; features Orae*
Fred Clark, Charlotte Austin, Alice

Columbia release of * Sam Katsman
production Stars Dennis Moraani features
p<ula Raymond, JUchard Denning, piDi-

•

*$&;

STifeLfe* .Ifcggw

&SP 'Murray,
SSS^^&jSr^Ssief^Sn

for

££&

roll eonmdy
Zany, rock
with mniicr.' Good dacaplatn.

Insnred by Cary Grant, Grace

editor,

tCOIMPft)
Routine CavalryT indIans undo

V

along

;

name* to h«p pwvlle fiiif al*
tial draw. But general audi-

United ArtUrte release of Paul Gregory
HollvwoocL July 14.
Shelrn M#loduotlon. 8ten Kokert Mltdium.
P.rinioiint i^lM«'of A?£red mtchcock
James u-bfluetlMu
Grace
y Winter ; ff*tiae# Lillian Glfh.Jamei
Stara**Cary
Grant/ oraw
Stws
l^ry _Grant.
ct
Gravei, Pronu ion.
[eason, Evelyn Vardeh, Peter Graves,
on Beddoe, Gloria Cstlllo; Billy Chapin,

19.

Very, Very

(C’SCOPB-SONGg-COLORl

- robbers

1955

6nn That Won the Went

PO^ollMP

.

;

-‘

e|

.

nortten
story in
drama; plenty of b.o. values.

i

How To Be

Tlalef

(V'Vislon-Color)
*

Heavily aritette torsion of the
Davis Grufcb aoid, Robert
Shelley Whiter*
Mitohtua

—

_

July 20,
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°
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rected by William Cagtld,
rected
Castle,

Story-screen*

Jambs B, £o*don; fcsfocra CTechnl*
JoIort> Henry FVeulich; art director, Paul
play;

V

JSSE*

*

<’•

M

**»*«

camma Dm
Edward Hope;; camera
Brldaer.
Dennis Morgan
JDennis
from a novel by Edwai^Hope;!
frontJim Brldger.
(De Luxe Color), Milton Kfasttbr; -editor, Maxine Gaines ......... Paula Raymond
Richard Denning
Louis Loefflor; music, .Cyril J. Mock- Jaok'Goines \ ...v.
conducted by Lionel Neuman;! Sgt. Tlmot!hy Carnahan ;... Chris O'Brien
ridge;
-Pre- chief Red Cloud
...
Robert B1
Bice
song, Jule Styn*, Sammy' Cahrt.
Afraid of Horses
Michael More;
viewed July 13, '55. Running time,
Gord
Col. Uarrington
Roy yoraon
noy
varragwu
MINS.
iyuns.
_
„ * Rrable. Geheral
c«h*nir ,Pops
Pam,
.. vintv«i<H
Wri,
.....Betty Grable,
., *
v,n • .... .i,...
Howard
,<vn<>.w Wright
Stormy
i»v,uur
Sheree North Edwin M. Staptpn.
Dick Cutting
Curly
Bob Cumminga General Carvetn
Howard Negley
Wedgowood
.Charles, Coburn- Col. E. M. Still..., .Kenneth Mac Donald
Tweed
NoOhan
Nodhan
........Tommy
.Tommy
Eddie
Orsoit Dean
\
Toby
m m«» w •••*««*• .Orson
^
ti f
^ V'
rifle gets^ title
The iSpringfield
...Fred Clark
Mr. Marshall
ckA-uf,. AUstin
iiMin. w
...uj
v j..
n
....Charlotte
credit here, used to subdue the
.

.

.
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-

.

.....A
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nlng time. Ip4. MINS.
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.Mitcham
PqSvell
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Harry
Preacher
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Audle Murphy

Itlmself

,wu.i>iiiFu
ojmu Thompson
-Johnson ....... ..... Matshall
Charles Drake’
Drake’
Brandon
..........
ilng.
-..Gregg
.Gregg Palmer.
Lt. Manning
Kelly’
Jack’
Jack'
-Kerrigan ...................

Icey

-
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Paul Pleerhl
Plcerhl
Kolijvdi0
».»« * - Sussn Kohjicri
Richard Castle Ruby
Kovak
Cgimiu,
*rf
a .« nn‘ n.vtf
Sanchez ............ ....... Art Aragon
Clary
1
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Brett Halsey

Th
Cm
Hmv« ..............
t.gn^nn n
_
.
Col. Howe
Langtpn
.‘I.” I..”’. 1. juHan^upSn. Grubb's story got away from Paul
Mary Meld Gregory and Charles Laughton in
Mwpte
Thompson
. .

Steiner

*,

*

m

^
vuuu>7 V a Tiuawvuo wip »-v am*
n n ., nA
« ii”
11
Thief" fits BSS^DrivJr
"To Catch
.’V V.V.V.V.SSrry^ cliteJ
.....Jessiyn Fax
rather handily into this travelog Music Teacher
group, being the type of glib ig* PoUceman
/comedy-drama," with an aura oi.\V.\V.-\V.\VmuK PaS^n?
Harry Seymour
sophistication,; that goes well with Teacher*
the scenic values of the Riviera
strikingly, if a bit self-consciously,
escapism,
zany
of
dose
liberal
displayed here in VistaVision. It s touched up here and there with
npt the suspense piece one usually music, is offered in this comedy
associates with the Alfred Hitch- jark titled "How To Be Very, Very
cock name, but there are compen- popular.” That it should be with
sating factors, including the star the younger filmgoing set seems
teaming of Cary Grant and Grace probable.
Kelly, to indicate healthy boxoffice
ffj. e
w ild and wacky doings
in most playdates.
dreamed up •bnroSS&iwctorrr
Cannes, the Carlton Hotel, tbe w iter
are
Nunnally Johnson
flower market at Nice, the Cornish Pressed up considerably in eye ap-
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Denver Pyle

^
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War

their translation of “Night of the
This first start -tot
Gregory- as screen producer and

Hunter"

-

ll;

made Audie Murphy.
most decorated soldier* hi:
American
C
history is
8 erlnnihe
1 g ®
sea-'
ea
^1
^
« ?
k
tfl *
,
son
drama
with
.the original play-j
tne

,

;

.

’

himself,

>

’

is to xne credit
risVthfisSi?

raKSS. Kgrrtutsst

^

be buUding a new railroad. For
this purpose, Dennis Morgan, as
Jim Bridger, the scout, and Richard Denning, another scout, are
recalled from civilian life to help
in the dangerous mission which
will take the Army through hostile Sibux territory, with Whose
chief, Red Cloud, both scouts la
the past have been friendly. The

•

•

oad

f

^^

1

peal by having the Misses Betty

5,
the Riviera
„
the story
Technicidc^ to enhance
playdff. While strong on sight and
performance values, the P^ture
has some plot .weaknesses and is
not as smooth in the unfolding as

Grable and Sheree North running
through most of the footage in
costumes appropriate to their strlpL
tease profession. The CinehiaScope
fedies.
len3ing does justice to
In faic trinle nWv chores on the
reason
to tne
jonnson
tosses
ATpalpr pAifinfl! snow*
«‘a*» rsrgacAntafinn
^sssj"
«»
ise
It
t
n
^^review^^ footlne “jf winds to emphasize nonsense.
1
stacks
Up as saIJ n e tr ° opJ. and assure peace;
sense
but
makes
no
calLed^or particularly in the^ first
W* 111 *™. C ?stl?5
rk was cut
non-intellectual. The players, too,
to ievel off choDDiness and
^f?
appropriately cast to carry out put for him in handling a stereo, w jKhU in atonrUne
story line.
switches
sudden
d
su
typed
set
of
characters
and lie
the
show
Johnson’s
while
2 ®Ji
aims^ so,
^
critical doesn’t always make the grade, but
th „ HitcncocK
t ih r^rk
ha ndline
e is not likely to win any
na
g of the
generally manages a measure of
as
its
aim
laurels,
fulfill
does
does
it
ZHnf- hv
.Tohn
Michael
Hayes,
Micnaei Haves
I
script
by John
5“}W
conviction. Indian scenes, howewr,
iversian .
IW* ddiversion,
J®“ V on the nofel bv Ught
Bearing only a fleeting resem- are more interesting than the
Sarid
ver- kleVlnO
eSmes
15 o
ik
It
OVC
S^,ett
OOInCUlUCS
me? it
itSovel
DOOge. Som
David1 D^dtfe
In
Iho
1C
the 1933 stage play, "She characters, with Paula Raymond,
gJYJf
a M?ntSnoints un blahce to
as Denning’s wife, topping the
fnromJSKLeSinff Lbves Me Not" (and a subsequent femme interest. Morgan
wvu
and Denthese
uicac uapcuiiKa
caperings
screen
acrccu
version)
vmiuu;
T
md+p „a
r
concern two strippers Who can ning aren as good as parts will
tn^he
tn
the
svmholsvmliole
allow. Robert Bice is okay as Red
man
who
the
bald-headed
identify
J!^- a^?HS?SriSnS r5?m si.’
Morgan^ shoves
gims down ecdyslast Noel Toy Cloud, Michael Morgan
Si.SihJfrr
lot ond
Kellv «ims
^3r^5?S5S\n!?
middle of her act in menace into his part of hiswar^SSS ^rhmaniFSile^
JJiEh
firecracker right in .the
e
01 an
eager
righthandman,
and Chris
He
a
San
Francisco
honkytonk.
}i
55"lKE. ? ef-„ Sf rtiPSiSSS
***'
promises the two douT the same O’Biieii makes like ah Irish ser_

tMr

^
or producer r
s
L
-L
lineJ5 011 bare boards *
idirectSr Jesse
So why all this knitting of picHibbs and* scripter Gil Doud that
the story is kept on this level and torial lace in conveying "Hunter’s"
not allowed to become another war story of, -the backwoods preacher
pic crammed with unbelievable who kills in obedience to "mesdeeds.
As Murphy recounted in sages from the Lord." So many
scenes are productions pf camera
his book, and as here shown on scenes,
shsdows and
the screen, he represents the in- angles, symbolisms, shadows
fantryman who Hies
-does his job de- lighting effects to the extent that
cnito fnnp
on» Min
nthnn inglorious
inrdnnin... story
cfftTV points
rwiltvfc are
9 PO rendered nebulous.
nf-VilllrmC
spite
fear and
the other
Straight story telling without the
aspects of dogfacing.
at

Aaron Rosenberg,'

J

A

.

times,- loses sustained drive via too
many offbeat-, touches that have a
tJppointing its misty effectCast $nd credits will help the
chances is the fact appeal is not
different
limited to the action-minded
as sa^ e and the genuinely
^
nature of -the picture. is probably a
,
-theres plenty of warm. Human plus. Initial draw should be okay
drama to attract family-type au- but the long-distance b.o. staying
power looks dubious for the gendiences, too.
A strong angle to the piqturiza- era! market
^
Curiously, Gregory and Laughtion of Mumhv’s autobioeraohv i«;
the way
Vay bravado has beS elfmi1 ton achieved distinction in the
plays
"reading"
field
tegit
with
nated
The/e are^o^^flusfiriri ^
herbics for the sake of delrin^-do tIiat were the epitome of simplicity
and *he ^Stlon Sown is SSt of 2 in the Paging. "Don Juan in Hell"
had exciting movement, yet' the
modest
-

ing in of considerable Indian stock
footage gives this Sam Katzman,
film a wealth of colorful action in
a -routine story, ev^n though some
of the tir^ts and grain don’t match
up. Film should find its mark- in
the secondary outdoor market.
"Gun" is another story of how
“we” won the West, the plot of .the
James B.> Gordon screenplay twirling around the efforts of the War
Dept, to construct a chain of forts
along
the
Bozeman trail in
Wyoming to protect crews who will

^

———

Laughton as. director’ is rich in
Pr° m]Se of thirds ,te come but the
:ed P^od^uct beAritching at
onl
£ P^J

exploits that

-

i

jbs

^

&

^

^

^

SaL

it would
au
wuutu acpm,
seem;
might have rammed home with

embellishments,
cuiucuioiimcuip,

Ihmv h£

vied
«*d Lord.

gets into the
-at 18;
In 1943, Murphy became a replacemen* in Compamr B, I5th Infantry Regiment, Third Division,
7th Army, in North Africa, and
served with the'. Unit throughout
the war in Tunisia* Italy, France,
Germany ah4 Austria.
During
that time he rose from PFC to com-

they^
get lost,
SSintie buret bSorefadiout hints -JfeatnMfnt if after
They do, and
a bus ride along
that things are popping within too
take re ge
h0V
There, the
ture-quoting inhabitants of small pi
and nit? dorm at a allege
the talk is
town a couple decades ago. It sinMsticated^^wit^a toiich of^rac£ m a*ter ,actl on. Jakes place When,
willing
witlt
eager,
assist
of some
builds fine with suspense ingre- «e??here^ and there ^ that should fit
S *
d
gals hide out
dients to a fitting climax. Unfor- preconceived hinterland notions ma
+
th njii
catches
unt*\T-«^
and
^P,
turtately, the camera flourishes inf
S£oS what^ takes'^ place jdorSrthe a P?
t red
fide issues bolstering
terferred with what may have been Riyier3Lm what suspense there is
f
y
bald-heads
ack
a competent script. One point not Homls from ^ie fact Grant is a re- the taJ e arf
rOUgl the /
Ut
00ta l e to, cause
clear, though, is why any elderly
formed jewel thief once known as £
\
^
h q\tJ?
tic
hectic
consternation
before the
uncle, upon discovering the preach- iihe ci " but ^foW Sving
auietS
f * «fln be
tne t-ai. Put now uving quieuy
re 0 ed
an ba resolved.,
er’s murdered wiie, thinks he’d be
.
...
cmneshSltoDvilla ’when
f.
;
the fun
* blt. ? .t
Qil^
accused of the crime if he sounded WglaSeToccurttikt seemto beS
S
a
an alarm.
toademar^he harto
2r
on
enSirtecome1
wto
Robert Mitchum intermittently the thief to prove his innocence, a hypnotised while Tommv Noonan
shows some depth in his inte.rpre- chore in which he is assisted by Knerimentmi wkh Orson Bea^
S
tation of the preacher but in in- Miss Kelly, rich American girl.
Noonan doesn°t know cDOUrfr^o
stances where he s -crazed with lust her mother, Jessie Royce Landis, release the hvnnotic eneli and
for the money, there’s baroly ade- and insurance agent John Williams.
B
ean doesn't
care
aoesn i care.
uean
NOrtn
MISS North
rtnaie Pftnviptinn RiioUpv -Winfarc wrutu „
4.

commander,

was

.

force the horror of
man’s -diabolical quest of a^
a
han Sed murderer’s $10,000 which
he wants to use in serving his fan-

frightening

ihia

:

'

Ml Vlhtoyr.

Cl.

figgS,

Script by the late James Agee
twists and turns through the lives
of a not unlikely group of Scrip-

^

don’t

^

‘5%

“*

if

a
scared one, as were the battle vet•vane ho
envini

^

0^00^0^

1

.

S

Kld

^

M^

.

c0
d? kas more tkan
8
tlcular gimmick Climaxes during
^f
band
A^^emSkablv
rcinaricHDly
^ ^anBe^ A
Its 1)0BH several seasons since commencement
dav ceremonies
human quality that effective scene has Miss Winters, Grant has made a film and, while
Miss North breaks So the
now
stotitod. confessing her stos this is no sock vehicle for the
^v«ty t?4.,r rttot*
*gg
SSdgrffi.*^

wS

^

played with a

W
funning, they are believable.

The and asking forgiveness at a prayer screen return, it’s not a weak one,
packed with meeting after she is persuaded into either. Grant gives his role his
Mitchum.
.assured style of acting, meaning
ofthe
ffi?^:?an*dinff«»fnie
hrp^
of
the ?mM*p
more outstanding
sequences
Lillian Gish shows great skill in the dialog and situations benefit,
are the knocking out- of r Nazi ma- a warm, sympathetic part, that of Miss Kelly, too, dresses up the
0USe felf-appointed guardian of chUdren sequences^ is' more ways than one.
f
f/??il on left
near Anzio, the crazed attack
adrift in the world. Billy Cra- She
clothes-horses through the
is

“S*®

l

,

Nazi

emplacement

mg

in
ili

/?
1

haQ^PPif
has
been killed and ui'vnhv^
Murphy Ss alL
most single-handed blasting of aZ

Lerman tank

group' asd the infantrymen it is supporting.
Aside from the fighting, footage
works in some touching moments
between battles during too-short
leaves. One such is Murphy’s, and
his
buddies’, experiences for 12
hours in Naples, .during which he
has the quick company of a girl,
beautifully played by Susan Kohner. Bolstering the show with topnotch performances of the men
who fought at Murphy’s side are
Marshall Thompson, Charles
Drake, Gregg Palmer, Jack Kelly,

Paul Picerni, Richard Castle, Art
Aragon, Felix Noriego and others,
most of whom fall in battle. Mary
Field, as Murphy’s mother in the
early footage, is good* too.
This stoty takes naturally tp
Cinemascope and Maury Gertsman’s lensing does right by the
realist!* battle scenes and the cast
Tlie martial note in the score su-

pervised by Joseph Gershensofi is
just right and. the other behindcamera credits are topflig’.
Brog.
*

.

pin,

who’s about

U

Phenfir
TIEv
1,ie F
"e,l!x City
The
Phenix
v Story

cSnt,

EdwSi

?wl 5arls<>n*

BSmS?
Neumann,

.

Androwe,

poes justice to her spoiled rich girl
character, a gal who looks cold but

ain’t .when: romancing time with
Granf comes up.
Support from Miss Landis and

nrstrate, both being
major assets to the entertainment
in their way with a line or a look.

Williams

ris

Poor, dubbing on the preview print
of the other casters difficult to understand. Also, there’s
considerable French mixed in with
the Yank talk, adding somewhat to
lack of dialog clarity. Still, seen
to advantage are Charles Vanel,
Gene.
Brigitte Auber, Jean Martinelli
particular
and Georgette Anys.
Auber*.
help
— — -r- to the -footage
— — — ™o ^ is Miss
.
.
_
a pert French lass who would like
I
Exect
Aug.
ie*
all
Grant
while
to
play
house
with
n n ,H
Oton-rai
fh«
the. time she’s the "cat" burglar
intern a Hnn« l a n I
Thf Q
be’s seeing.
meet in
The scenic beauty of the foreign
Cag,° °d
/locale Is shown to advantage byo
session
is the regular mid-sum^' Robert Burks’ lensing, even though
mer meeting of the board. No dead* some scences appear to have been
line has been set, with the board used for spectacular visual qualischeduled* to continue in session ties and hot just for straight stoiy
.until all matters submitted to it furtherance. Lyn Murray’s score is
Brog.
good.
are weighed.

made most
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IMrected

Screenpiky,

editor.

crane

by

wu-

Georxe_ White; music

John Mclntlre

Albert Patterson,
Patterson

Richard
-

Ktiey

Kathryn Grant

93 VrS&X£r.V$2& «8SS
staeed

SS&
Rattle and

Gage
“Shake
Roll"
d
afe
b w Sonia Shaw while all the stu- r P
“cats" jrinhJ and thf killer

.....Biff McGuiro
.....Truman smith

*

l

§Jnt

takes

p5t-shots

dancer

at

the twitching Mamie
xlV* *£££*?

Katharine Marlowe

geke w?rd .V.V.V.V.V.V. James Edward*
Helen Ward .•r.
............ .Helen
Helen Martin
.

^

and Don Beddoe reflect prof essional competence as the proprietors of the local ice cream parlor,
Spiritualistic theme music, with
lyric, by Walter .Schumann has a
fetching quality that has definite
mood value. Otber credits all
all. good,

1

«

Hollywood,
18,
Hollywood. July 18.
release of Samuel Bl*.
M rtioase
amond production. Stars
jSh?'

.

* * * * * *

might have been done away with
with no ill effect. Evebrn Varden

Meet

•

.

Exploitable film expose of the
headlined vice situation in the
Alabama town; well-made
wen-made for
v
ballyhoo b.o.

Oniy slightly less empty-headed
u Miss Grable who uses what
” ** "
M
footage in some fetching Edith brains she has to protect herself Hufh
huS' Sriitmf
iSiSm ..*.’**”
Head creations that will catch ’the
’the *nd
M* Beachie ..*.’**
and strip partner while developing
developing Ma
James Ed Seymour
femme eye and, at the same time aa romano<>
riiirnmlng-s
romance with Robert Cummings.

10. is consistently
10,

splendid as tlie step-son
who is on
step-son.who
to the Preachers
preacher’s plot from,
from the
}°'
beginning. As his younger sister,
Sally Jane Bruce does about standard for a tyke. James Gleason is
a capable performer in the unfortunate position of having- a role
which, as the story is presented,

A

Wlut.
Whit

stint,

^id

.

oily's
pliy
s ^lfldenfptlnn
sclf-dcpiGtipD, thMPCTVflro
thesp OIs htc

shown

Henry Freulich is credited as
cameraman,, a Job well done, and
A1 Clark rates a hand for his edit-

1

.
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action
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T? geant.
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Ge^r^w^Tne
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V:

another

^
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three times, personally killed 240
Germans,
and^was one ofthe
only
of the onty
u’j
two soldiers left to the original
company at the end of the \Sr.
His decorations total 24. from the
Congressional Medal of Honor on

^O

^

-

.

^

t

wounded

d0Wn
The film makes plain that
Murphy was a hero he was

,

^

Film Opens
MilrnhV as
nc n
opens With
with MurDhv
a
youngster^heipins
youngster^hblpins
his mother eke
P
out less than a living
lfv1ne In^exaT
in^exfs Not
too^much
boo
much time
tiSie is ^sSInt
spent
on^ this
ml
th& secse?P
tion of thestoiy
thestory whicb serves to
establish the Murnhv character^
character and

M^hv
!h“ hSa’te&tartaM
Armyinl942
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uvvuv»*imvs*w
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places.
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Tins biopic on the World

war
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David Janssen-

Bruce Cowling

Capt. Marks

ing
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Mary Ellen Clemdns

.
,

Auber
JeanMartinelU
Georgette Anys

.Brigitte

,

Bruce oermaintf
James Gleason UBrin? m®

W

...

’

Chapin

Sally Jane

......

^
*
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SJHS?L

Graves;
Peter Graves
-Billy
.Billy

.
t

steven^

Grace Kelly
J^sLe Royce LanflS
WiUlEml
7 John Williams:
unanes Vanel
vanei
Charles

Mary

Felix tforlego

Xt. Lee
Saunders

"

John. .... .....
Pearl'
Pearl
Birdie
Blrdls
• • 4
W-8R- .•»»»•
Wil«‘

MA

varaeu
Evelyn Varden
u/cwo

................

Ben Harper

.
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Gish
Lillian.Gish
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.
Rachel

WlUa

-
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a middle-aged student Who for 17
years has stayed in college because
if he ’graduates an Inherited income will stop. Between these two
the fun-making is expert, as it is
with Miss North, Noonan and Bean,
More expert assists come from
Charles GobUrn, college prexy,
who sees a big endowment from
coddling Bean and who does a
little cuddling with Miss North In
her hypnotic state Fred Clark',
Bean’s bald father; Alice Pearce,
pixilated house mother; Rhys WllBams, the brainless and bald father of Miss North; Andrew Tombes, bald detective who wears his
toupee
u«v..nH.ua,
ouuu.
sundry
lvui^w backwards,
...u
and
others Involved in the mad affair,
including Charlotte Austin* Coburn’s wise, and comely, secretary,
In addition to "Shake," there’s a
title tune by Jule Styne and Sammy Cahn, the* "Bristol Bell Song"
by Lionel Newman and Ken Darby,
and Ray Anthony’s "Bunny Hop."
Camera handling by Milton Krasner, the C.vril J. Mockridge score,
A
Louis Loettler’s editing an^ “ hcr
Brog,
credits are good.
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By Herself

........By

Himself

Southern style, gets the
expose treatment in "Phenix City
Vice,

.

Story/’

Result

is

that Allied Art-

has an exploitation film, wellmade, that can ring the ballyhoo
b.o. bell with proper handling in

ists

situations

where a "strong

selr’ is

the' key.

Contemporary
headlines
and
magazine articles have up-pointed
conditions in this Alabama town,
just
Chattahoochee
across the
River from- Columbus, Georgia,
and the Army’s Fort Benning.
Proximity of the latter contributed
to the label of "the wickedest city
—
— — the —southern
in.the
^ U.S." hung on
town, particularly during World
Wood
War II period, but the record
snows -Phenix City was no newcomer to sin even then. Presently,
it is basking in comparative gunlessness, a condition brought about

—

:

by the murder last year^ of a reformer, which finally gave vice a
bad name.
With such a factual background
for melodrama, tlie production by
(Continued on ,page 18)
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Argues Distribs Respect
Financial Loss, Not Antitrust Laws'

Counsel

Allied

+

4-

•

Charging major film distributors
And producers “are still continuing
Abram.
F. Myers, general counsel and
board chairman \ of Allied States

Allied Board Gathers
.

.

gency Defense Committee.
On the basis of the committee’s report, the exhibitor organization will map Its next
move in fighting alleged dis.

bill because compulsory
damages are the biggest bar

favor the

tributor abuses. Main part of
the EDO report will be concerned with the recent meetings held with the individual
film Companies in A joint action with Theatre Owners of
,

of the antitrust
laws. Adolph Schimel of Universal
testified
for the
has
pictures
•

.

America.
These meetings

:

'

“The independent motion* picture exhibitors”, said Myers, “are
gravely concerned about -this bill
because they have been more exposed to and have suffered more
from monopolistic policies and
practices than any other class of
businessmen.
“The proof lies ig the large number of prosecutions under the antitrust laws that the government, has
Instituted against the .producers
and distributors and the affiliated theatre chains and the. vast
amount of private litigation
brought by independent exhibitors
against the film companies and
.

?

•

.

.

sought

to

obtain assurances from the
distribution companies of a
new policy in the terms offered for pictures, particularly
for the smaller grossing situ1

ations.

.

.

fall presentation.

writers;”

!

,

*

Problems of a drive-in operator include nailing down the
speakers set up for^each automobile; Too many car owners
want to become permanently
attached to them.
Many ozoner men intertwine
the speaker wiring with heavy
cabling that can't be .cut;
>

,

that threatens, to engulf
to mend their ways, not to
call upon Congress to shield them
from the consequences of their
persistent wrongdoings

them,

is

he was slapped- down verbally,
by one of the Allied loaders .for
that

v

It

the president.
obvious, say these distrib

is’

some of the Allied members are becoming restless over Al-

execs, that

and. importance. This, the Allied
faction holds, may serve the purpose of some on the top, but it
hardly is a constructive approach.

“The monopolists have been
harder hit by, and live in greater
dread of, the treble damage, suits
than by government proceedings
both criminal and civil,”
Before taking any action to
amend the law, Myers urged, Congress should first investigate the
antitrust judgments and the extent
to which they are beihg enforced.
He stated flatly that he felt “the
decrees against the film companies
are hot being enforced.”
1

leaders lest they find themselves
in lonely position way ahead of the
,

membership.
Criticism reportedly centers on
Myers as the sparkplug and initiator of the “firebrand” typeof ap-

proach to industry problems which
is keeping Allied isolated from the
rest of exhibition and the industry

Example

cited is the arbitration situation and Allied’s repeated;
threats to take its beefs .to the Gov-'
erflment, a move which i$ said to
be quite unpopular even with so.me
of Allied’s more belligerently-

itself.

,

minded members.

Cinematographique,

SKOURAS EXPECTS PDQ
London, July 19.

Reached by phone in Brussels
Spyros

week,
P. Skouras,
20th-Fox prez, said that, if all
went well, he expected to sign the
deal for the Schlesinger entertainment enterprises' here during the
coming week.
Skouras arrived In London yesterday (Mon.) to await the lawyers’ reports on the draft of the
agreement which would give 20th
control of South Africa’s entertainment empire but would leave unaffected both the J. Arthur Rank
org’s interest itt African
Consolidated Theatres
(the theatre
subsid) or the Schlesinger group’s
holdings in the Rank outfit.
“If and when” the deal goes
through, Skouras said Edward FLomba, 20th’s topper in South
Africa, would take over the reins
of the outfit which includes apart
last

.

from theatres
cilities,

legit

also distribution fahouses, a circus, a

stadium and various other
ties.

activi-

•

Following the signing, if it takes
place, Skouras is expected to undertake a tour of the Far East.

.

l’Exploitation
An invitation

attend the
L.A, convention has been forwarded. Prexy I. Gemini and
other UIEC officials .are expected
UIEC.., officers

to

Representing

a jump
-

of

,

to

over to attend.

Both TOA and Allied States
Broadcastingr
American
100%,
Paramount Theatres had an op- Assn, have, during the past year,
shown an inclination to work
erating profit of $3,355,000, or 77,
.

per common share, for the first six
months of 1955, Leonard H. Golden
son, president, 'reported in N. Y.
yesterday, (Tues.). .This compares
with $1,754,000, or 37c, a share, for
the 'first half of last year.

closely
with
theatre
operators
abroad.
Both exhibitor groups
sent official emissaries to Europe
during the spring to attend the
conventions of theatre, organizations in Great Britain and France.
Net operating earnings for. the- Move behind the new international
second quarter of the current year romance apparently, stems from
soared to $1,438;000, or 32c per the realization that the problems
share, against $715,000, or 14c a confronting exhibitors in all councorresponding tries are similar, particularly in
for
the
share,
meeting the' new technical adperiod of 1954.
Theatre earnings were slightly vancements and dealing with the
off in the second, quarter but the distribution companies. The common problefns were especially
full six months of this year brought
an improvement over last .year, pointed up during the early days
of the introduction, of the new
said Goldehson. He added he’s
high on the outlook »for the third screen innovations when the exquarter because of the availability hibitors in all countries fought for
technical standards in order to end
of good product.
the confusion caused by the introThe ABC division, reported, the duction of the different
processes.
prez, is operating at a profit and
The Quebec Assn., founded by
showing “marked ^ improvement”
independent, exhibitors a little
over last year.
over a year ago, is headed by E. N.
Tabah, prexy, and J. H. Strauss,
chairman of the executive commit.

,

1

.

.

Both .officials attended TOA’s
board of directors meeting in
Washington last February and subsequently TOA board member and
former prexy Alfred Starr addressed the first annual meeting
tee,

.

Invite N, Y. Exhibs to

‘Guys

did scripts for

See

& Dolls’ on Coast,

Render Their Opinions

they Worked on “particularly these
days, with^tv and the studios’ reluctance to hand out longterm

Hollywood, 'July 19.
policy
6n
Goldwyn’s “Guys and
Dolls” will be completed when
Metro homeoffice sales toppers
meet here Aug. 5 with the producer,” James Mulvey and Robert
Mochrie following a. screening of
the picture. A number; of N, Y.
exhibitors also have been invited
west to the screening, to get their

Revocation Strip House

de

Internationale

.

is said to be a
growing concern among the Allied

In addition, there

felt" screen writers Should be cut
in pit the earnings of the pictures

Under Threat of License

Los

'

Albert Floersheimer

Final

Samuel

distribution

*

Promises New ‘Display’ feeling.
Introductory talks were instiTimes Theatre on W. 42d St.,
N. Y., a house specializing in bur- tuted last week in Hollywood belesque strip type films, has agreed tween Charles M. Reagan, Metro,
to “change the entire atmosphere sales chief, and John Byrne, east-

Jr.,

direc

of the

Quebec

.group.

Formal

in*

duction of the Canadian unit will
lake place at TOA’s L.A. confab^
Walter Reade Theatres since 1947,
‘In
addition
to
representatives
has been promoted to become head from Canada, delegates from other
of the chain’s catering department foreign countries are expected to
which is in for considerable ex- attend.
tor of advertising

contracts.”

in

Angeles Oct, 6-9 when the American outfit will weigh the possibility of membership hi the -union

.

this challenge to

cracked.

Reisman, who for a long time
RKO Pathe, said he

TOA’s "annual convention

'

.

group will be undertaken at

.

.

gation

tor’s

1

continuous warpath.
It is said that; recently, Myersvoiced criticism of Rube *Shor, Allied prexy,; for being “un-Allied,”*
|.e. too pacifist in his views, and
.

Affiliation of a Canadian exhihitor group with Theatre Owners of
America marks the first step of
U. S. theatremen’s hopes of an international organization. The Theatre; Owners Assn, of Quebec, representing 120 theatres in the Montreal ‘area, officially became a unit

within the TOA setup this week.
Additional efforts towards the
formation: of a world-wide exhibi-

—

;

There isn’t a writer today doing
a full hour dramatic tv show who
doesn’t have Hollywood in the back
of his mind, says Phil Reisman Jr.,
film scribe currently at work on
the script for a U. S. Steel show for

ago
pictures
long
“Motion
missed the boat in developing new
he said. “Now they are
depending on the talent developed
which Federal law prescribed
by program-hungry television. It’s
through the last 65- years..
a fact that any hour-long tv show
“The major producers 'and dis- today has at least potential .screen
tributors of motion picture films, possibilities.”
Who are supporting this bill and
Reisman, who last year did the
would be the principal benefici- screenplay for Stuart Schulberg’s
aries, should purge themselves of “Special
Delivery,” an Englishall taint of law violation before
language film made in Germany
Asking Congress to enact Iegisla- and starring' Joseph- Cotten, relation for their benefit. The best
ported the pic had opened in Engway for the film companies to ob- land to very good reviews.
tain relief from the flood of liti“I’m very big in London,” he

warning of. the consequences of
their acts, the film companies now
seek to avoid paying the damages

Some

df_thera ate said to have
expressed, themselves. With considerable forcefulness' bn the role of
Abram F. Myers, Allied; board,
chairman and general counsel, who
or. credited—
is generally blamed
With keeping the Allied ffroup on a
’

uncompromising stand on
various matters and are beginning
to doubt the „ wisdom ofa policy
which has gained the group the
reputation of depending on continued Industry strife for its existence

-

their chains. It is, this latter accumulation of treble damage cases
that has moved the film companies
to seek legislative Relief.
“After three decades of oppressing exhibitors, and despite ample

.

org’s professional belligerency.

lied’s

:

.

impression, that some Allied leaders are beginning to tire of their

•„

in private antitrust cases.
Myers asserted the distributors

measure.

and tomorrow;
(Wed.);
(Thurs.) in Washington to hear
the report of ‘Allied’s Emerday

•

their- violations

of directors^ of

Allied States Assn, meets to-

Assp. last week, asked a Congressional committee to scrap the bill
to give Federal Court?, discretion
to award less than treble damages

to

The board

Drive-Out Thieving

one'

;

their unlawful practices”,

treble

While it’s difficult to pin .anydown, distrib execs in N ;Y.
who have been palavering with the
joint AJlied-TOA gfoup on sales
policies have come: awoy with the

1

and publicity for

'

pansion.

At the. same time, Walter Reade
prez of the circuit,* has named
Gunsbyerg, director of
specialized theatre activities (i.e.
Theatre, N. Y.)
Baronet
Reade’s
to succeed Floersheimer in addition to continuing his prior duties.
Gunsberg also is ad-pub advisor
for Continental Distributing, foreign film importing outfit in which
Reade is partnered with Frank
Kassler.
James Loeb, head of Reade’s
catering department for the past
several years, has resigned.
Jr.,

Sheldon

NEW

DATE: SEPT. 22,

FOR FILM ‘OKLAHOMA’
Opening date of Magna Theatre
Corp.’s “Oklahoma,” first film in
the Todd-AO widescreen process,
has been tentatively set for Sept.
22 at the Rivoli Theatre, N.Y.
House is being completely remodelled at a cost of more than
$300,000 to get ready ‘for the presentation.
Loge seats have been

taken out and the Well is being
covered oyer.
New screen, developed by ToddThe circuit’s catering section
established less than .eight AQ and measuring 65 ft. by 25 ft.,
is pretty well out of the picture was
promote its program.
with
a depth. of 13
(approxiAs a result of the theatre's, vol- now and staging will be held in years ago to improve the service mately the Cinerama ft.
dimensions)
of beverages,, candies and food in
untary offer, a decision on whether N. Y.
is being installed. Apart from behouses.
Reade
the
more
than
.40
the theatre’s license should be. reThis year, the department’s activi- ing highly reflectant, it has no
newed has been postponed until
ties has been greatly expanded to seams. Delay in the “Oklahoma”
Aug. 18. Hearings were held Q fol- KINGSLEY
include a number of amusement opening is due in part to the
lowing complaints by civic and reparks, sports arena? and. in-plant Skouras Theatres’ reluctance to go
ligious groups in the midtown area
ahead with alterations some months
‘COURT
feeding.
regarding the advertising. Among
back when it was uncertain whethdistribuS.
Edward
Kingsley,
U.
those leading the protest was
er L. B. Mayer would agree to a
“Court
British
for
the
Msgr. Joseph A. McCaffrey, pastor tor
renewal of the lease. This problem
Picture
Motion
the
challenged
Martial,”
this
week
of the Holy* Cross R. C. Church,
was settled in late June.
across the street from the theatre. right of Warner ‘Bros, to the title
21-Bed Rest Building Meanwhile, difficulties within
“Court Martial of Billy Mitchell.”
Magna, among Mike Todd, George
Hollywood, July 19.
Kingsley, whose film opens in
Skouras and Joseph M. Schenck
Strike Threatens St, Loo
Motion
Picture Relief Fund has
N. Y. soon, said that, unless
have been ironed oiut and “all’s
opened a new Rest.Home, equipped
Hotels
peace.” Schenck at one point was
Deal Expires voluntarily abandoned ts claim to With
a
staff
beds
and
complete
21
the title, he would seek a restrainreported ready to bow out of the
St, Louis, July 19.
of nurses and a resident physiciaft,
setup.
Possibility of a strike in the ing order to prevent tlte company as
a permanent addition to its
major St. Louis hotels has caused from using it.
Country House and Hospital, for
According to Kingsley, his title
Chase Hotel prexy Harold Koplar
the industry’s aged and needy.
Salemson Departs IFE
to cancel a contemplated trip to had been registered with the title
Building was constructed to supEurope. Agreement between the bureau of the Motion Picture Assn,
Harold Salemson, exec assistant
hotel unions and the St. Louis of America in early 1954 and had ply much needed space for con- to E. R. Zorgniatti, Italian Fiims
Hotel Assn,, expired last week,
further, been protected by the valescing patients of the L.A, Export board chairman, is leaving
Koplar has been sitting in bn the granting of an MPAA seal on May County Hospital,
the org.
new negotitions and feels that un- 9, 1955. “Court Martial” is based
Art director Bernard Herzbrun
Salemson’s ankling is ascribed to
til settlement is reached, he ipan- on the London stage hit, “Carring- supervised the architectual plan- “contractual
difficulties” and
is
not leave town. One of the major on V.C.,” which is the title under ning and construction, and Famous termed a “friendly separation” by
purposes Of the trip was to gander which the film was released in Artists Corp. donated beds and IFE execs. He's been with the
talent currently on the Continent. Britain.
furnishings.
Italo outfit for close to two years.
of the fronts and displays.” Theatre has been charged with using
“lewd and obscene” displays to

ern sales head. It’s understood that
Denver, which originally had been
mentioned to world preem the film,
'•

•

PROTESTS WB

USE OF

MARTIAL’

Fund Bows

WB

'

As

•

/

PICTURE CROSSES

Wednesday, July 20, 1955

‘Lady’ Torrid $18,(KH) in

2d

Port;. ‘Stranger’ 13G,

‘Bambo’ 35C, Toys’ Fast
Los Angeles* July

19,

Five new openers are helping
the overall gross picture currently
although not' all are doing forte
Best showing is being
business.
made 'by “Marty/’ which is shoota
Fine

ing
the

for.

new record
Arts.

Broadway Grosses

•

“House of Bamboo”

(Based, on 21 theatres )
$525»509
Last Year
(Based on 22 theatres)

is

..drive-ins.

.

v

good $35,-

.

“Dam

-

Estimates for This

Week

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $l-$i;50)-^
Record $14,000.
“Marty” (UA').
Last week, “Glass Slipper” (M-G)
(9th wk); $3,000/

Los Angeles, New Fox, Uptown,
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 965; 1,715;
1,248; 90-$1.50)— “House Bamboo”
<20th) and “That Lady” (20th).
Good $35,000. Last week, “Dad.dv
Long Legs”’ (20th) and “Angela”
,

.

(20th) (2d wk>, $19,400.
State,
(UATC-0&S*
(2,404; 1,106; 9 0-$1.50)— “Cobweb”

Hawaii

‘Stranger Paces

Guild (Indie) (400;
(Indie).

Oke

Estimated Total Gross
$2*880,900
This Week .
cities aiid .213
( Based on 23
,

theatres; chiefly first runs, includinp N. Y.)

Same Week

Total Gross

Last Year
(Based, on 24
.

$2,932,860
cities

and 220

theatres.)

.

Last

week,

21G

(Indie) (4th

in

Toronto

.
Wk), $1,800.
.Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 75-$l)
Toronto, July 19.
“Francis In Navy” - (U) and
Providence, July 19.
Despite the heat wave, “InterDrizzly-cool early part of week- “Canyon Crossroads” (IJA). Mild rupted Melody” is doing Wham b z.
end helped most stands. Despite $6,000, Last week, “The Cobweb” Only, other: newcomers, “Cell .2455,
hot Sunday, this early boost is spell- (M-G.) and “Beachcomber” (UA) Death Row” and “Mambo/’ both
ing great takes in many spots. Top- (2d wk), $6,500.
at two-house combos, loom big.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- “Ain’t Misbehavin’ ” looks light.
ping-the list at upped scale is the
“Lady and Tramp” (BV). Of holdovers, “Seven Little Foys,”
State’s “Not As A Stranger,” with $1.25)
wow total. AlSo sock is RKO Al- Torrid $18,000. Last week, “Land “Seven Year Itch” and “Marty"
bee’s “Lady and Tramp.” “House of Pharaohs” (WB) and “Rage At are still holding best.
^
Dawn” (RKO) (2d wk), $8,000.
of Bamboo” is niee at Majestic.
Estimates .for This Week
Estimates for Tills Week
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-90)— $1.25)
“Not As Strange!’” (UA) State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,059;
“Lady and Tramp” (BV), Smash (2d wk). Big $13,000/ Last week, 955; 696; 694: 975; 40-75)—“Santa
$17*000. Last week, “Purple Mask” record $22,000.
Fe Passage” (Rep) and “Las Vegas

—

—

$6,060.

(U),

m

Shakedown” (AA).

/

1

,

.

•

;

.

-

:

.

—

.

Okay

$13,000.

Foys” (Par) (4th wk). Neat $12,000.
Last week, $16,500.
Downtown Paramount, Egyptian,

is

.

“Svengali”

at.

“House of

stout.

at Metropolitan is * just
okay, “Not' As Stranger” at State
and: Orpheum* In third week, still
is great.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 75-81.25)—
(20th) (4th wk).
Okay $8,000. Last week, $12,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon IIHIL (800;
75-$1.25)—“Svengali” (M-G)? Ballyhooed by hypnotist on. radio and
•tv.
Strong $12,000. Last week,
“Little Kidnappers” (UA) (4th wk),
$5,106.

(Cinerama Productions)

Boston

<1,354; $1.25-$2.85>
(Indie) (81st wk).

—

“Cinerama”

Hotsy $13,500.

Last week, $16,000.
Exeter' (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l):
“Court Martial” (Indie). Neat $10,000. Last week,. “Doctor In House”
(Rep) (8th wk>, $4,000.

Fenway (NETA)
“We’re
“Glass

(1,373;

60-$l)—

No Angels” (Par) and
Tomb” (Indie). Great $10,-

Last week, “Seven Little
000.
Foys” (Par) and “Road to Denver”
(Rep) (2d wk), $5,000.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)—
“Lady and Tramp” (BV).- Smash
*

—

i

.

4

.

*

.

—

Towne

(Taylor)

(693;- 75-$l)

“Marty” (UA) (4th wk). Dipping' to
Last week, $7,000,
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 60*-$l)

$5,000.

“Ain’t Misbehavin’ ” (U)/ Light
Last week, “Blackboard
Jungle” (M-G) (6th wk), $7,000.-

‘Foxfire’ Torrid

$16,000,

week
at

“Lady and Tramp”
the Madison also is solid in
is

.fancy.

Wow $21,000

‘Lady’

Ckcy; ‘Foys’ Socko 18G,
‘Stranger’

.

$7,500.

'

•(1,430;

Beacon Hill

.

—

—

shapes boffo.

also

Bamboo”

,

Last
wk). Fair $3,500, 6 days.
Good $9,000 or close. Last heat.
week, $5,000.
week, $11,800.
Estimates for This Week
Det.; ‘Cobweb’ Fine 15G,
Four Star (UATC) (900; 90-$1.25)
75-$1.10)—
Capitol (Loew) (3,434;
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)—
“Green Magic” (Indie) (3d wk). “Seven Year Itch” (20th) (4th wk* “Seven Year Itch” (20th) (3d wk):
Only $1,800. Last’ week, $2,700.
‘Stranger’ Fat 20G, 3d
secin
after
betFine
$20,000
should
$14,000
9 days). On nine days
Orpheum, Hogue (Metropolitan- ter $7,000, entirely okay for Wind- ond. Stays on.
Detroit, July 19.
FWC) (2,213; 885; 80-$l. 25)— “Stra- up. Last -week, $6,500.
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70*95)
Biz is slowing up from the very
tegic Air Command” (Par). (3d wk).
Guild (Green)
65-$l)— “Cobweb” (M-G) (5th-fihal wk). fast pace of recent weeks but it
(500;
Dull $6,000. Last week, $8,900 plus “Intruder” (Indie) (2d wk). Okay Pleasant $5,000 in 5 days.. Last
still looks good at the downtown$60,300 in one nabe, seven ozoners. $1,700. Last week, $2,200.
week, $7,000.
“Cobweb” is attracting fans
ers.
Fox Wii shire
(FWC) (2,296;
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$l)
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 65-$l)—
$1.50-$2)—“Lady and Tramp” (BV) “Wichita” (AA). Lone new picture “Out of This World”. (Indie) (3d- at the United Artists while “Foxfire,” only other newcomer, looks
(4th wk).
Herty $20,000.
Last
(Continued on page 22)
(Continued on page 22)
torrid at the Palms.
“Not As A
week, $26,900.
Stranger” at the Michigan in third

Paramount (F&M)
“Seven Little
$1-$1.50)

biz

Last week, “Stranger on Horse- $28,000 or better. Last week, “Foxback” (UA) and “Battle Taxi” (UA), fire” !U) and “Wakamba” (RKO),
$14,000.
$ 12 000 .
Egllnton, University (FP) (1.088;
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357;
(20th)
1,558; 60-$U—“Mambo” (Par), Fine $1)^—“House of Bamboo.”
Last week, “Land of and “Champion’s Reward” (Indie).
$17,000.
Pharaohs” (WB) (2d wk), $9,000.
Oke $12,000. Last week, “Land of
Fairlawn, Odeon (Rank) (1,165; Pharaohs” (WB) (2d wk), $5,500.
•Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l)
2,580; 75-$l)—“Cell 2455, Death
Row” (Col). Big $15,000. Last
“We’re No Angels” (Par) and
week, “Soldier of Fortune” (20th) “Glass Tomb” (Indie). Smash $18,Last week, “Seven Little
(2d wk>, $11,000.
000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$l)— Foys” and ‘RoacTto Denver” (Rep)
“Seven Little Foys’-’ (Par) (3d wk). (2d \vk>„ $9,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 75-90Tapering to $6,500. Last week,
*Not AS Stranger” (UAl
it 1,25)
$8,500.
Last
Loew’sr (Loew) (2,090; 60-$l)
(3d wk). Sizzling $18,000.
2
“Interrupted Melody”
(M-G). WC
State (Luew) (3,500; 75-90-$1.25)
Wham $21,000. Last week, ‘‘Love
"Not As Stranger” (UA) '3d wk).
Me or Leave Me” (M-G)' (5th wk),
Stout $9,000. Last week, $13,000,
$7,500 in 5 days.
Shea's
60-$l)—
(FP)
(2,386;
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (3d wk).
Hefty $9,000. Last week, $11,000,
Tops

wk).

Hollywood

boffo

back to the Hub. Hot weather’s return over weekend hurt some. Of
newcomers,’ “Lady and Tramp” at
Memorial, looks best, leading city
with torrid, take. “We’rcr No Angels” at Paramount and Fenway

.

—

(UP and “Stranger’s Hand”

Boston, July 19.
wave and rash of

^ Break, in. he£t

pew product brought

“Seven Year Itch”

$D—“Ugetsu”

$2,000.

“To Paris With Love”

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-75)—
and
and Desire” “House of Bamboo” (20th) Last
(20th). Nifty $11,000.
“Angela”
(Indie) (State only), Modest $17,Pharaohs”
of
(WB),
“Land
000. Last week, State, in different week,
unit; Hawaii, “Moonfleet” (M-G) $ 12 000
State (Loew) (3,200; 75-$I)—
and “8 O’clock Walk” (Indie) (2d
“Not As A Stranger” (UA). ‘'Toned
wk), $2,000.
scale
also helping to wow $28,000.
Warner Downtown, Iris (SWOr Leave
FWC) (1,757; 816; 80-$1.25)—“Shot- Last week, .“Cove Me Taxi”
Washington, July 19.
(UA)
gun” (A A) and "Annapolis Story” Me” (M-G) and “Battle
Malnstem biz appears to be* tak$13,000.”
.wk),
(2d
^
(AA). Mild $11,000.
Last week,
i8-day-o!d
transit strike 'in
ing*
Strand (Silverman) (2200; 50-75)
with El Rey, “Foxfire” *(U> and
stride, although exhibitors still es“Double Jeopardy” (Rep) (2d wk), —“Shotgun” (AA) and “Finger timate at least 15% loss because
Man” (AA). Fairly steady $6,500.
$ 8 200
lack of public transportation.
Hillstreet,
Pantages (RKO) Last week,* “Seven Little Foys” of
“Lady and Tramp” at RKO Keith’s
80-$1.25
“Dam (Par) (2d wk), $7,500.
(2,752;
2,812;
at
Melody”
“Interrupted
and
Busters” (WB) and “Wakamba”
Loew’s Palace, week’s two newcom(RKO). Slow $12,000. Last week,
ers,: are both, sock, though former,
Hillstreet, “Four Ways Out” (Indie) ‘WICHITA’ LUSTY 10G,
depending considerably on moppet
and “Smash-Up” (Goldwyn) (Retra^e, is undoubtedly hurt by walkissue), $3,700; Pantages,,“Love Me,
PITT; ‘ANGELS’ 11G, 2D out. “Seven Little' Foys” at
Leave” (M-G) and “Santa Fe PasLoperts Playhouse continues solid
sage” (Rep) (4th wk), $8,000.
Pittsburgh/ July 19.
in third stanza while “Seven Year
Hollywood (FWC) (756; 80-$1.25)
Downtown’s dominated almost
week at Loew’s Capi—“Prodigal” (M-G) (2d wk). Thin exclusively by holdovers currently.. Itch” in third
tol remains firm. Most holdovers
Last week, with State, “Wichita” at the Harris Is only r.ew
$3,000.
are steady, with that hardy hold$14,200, plus $46,000 in nine nabe entry, and it’s doing very well
over, “Cinerama,” in its 88th sesand drive-ins.
Second stanza of both “Seven Little
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; $1- Foys” .at Stanley and “We’re No sion at- the Warner/showing an uptourist
with
stepped-up
$1.75)—“Not As Stranger”. (UA) Angels” at Penn ale holding ui>' surge
(3d wk). Neat $18,000 or near. nicely. “Seven Year Itch” is Wind- trade. .
Week
This
Estimates
for
Last week, $22,000.
ing up okay at Fulton. “Cinerama
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 75^$1)
Fox Riiz (FWC) (1,363; $1-$1.50) Holiday” is continuing to build a£
—“Interrupted Melody” (M-G) (3d the Warner in face of mid-summer —“Land of Pharaoh’s” (WB) (3d
'

;

$9,000.

(M-G) /and '“Fear

,

:

—

Busters” shapes

slow $12,000 in two locations.
Holdover .trade is headed, by
‘‘Not As a Stranger” and “Interrupted Melody” with, third week
in fourth sessions, “Lady
takes,
and Tramp” and “Seven " Little
Foys” are sturdy;

.

(Rep). .Warm $7,000, Last week,
“Foxfire”. (U) and “Man From
Bitter Creek” CU), 87,800.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.25)
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (4th
wk),
LoUd $6,500. Last week,

sites.

“Shotgun” looms mild $11,000 in
two firstruns but is landing a neat
$39,000 in three nabes and five

i

—

Estimated Total Gross
$575,900
This Week

of $14,000 at

“Cobweb” looks

ozoners.

Same/Sveagali’ 12G, ‘Stranger 27G

•

modest $17,000 in two theatres but
is getting a good $63,000 in nine

000 in four

}2G, 4th

Portland, Ore., July 19.
Biz continues, to perk at nearly
all firstruns here this round despite
the terrific" heat. “Lady and Tramp”
is
the torrid , newcomer with a
great take at Orpheum. Second
frame at Paramount for “Not As
Stranger”* is big. This 3,400-seat
house was completely jammed for
.first time since the war, days epen*ing round. “Interrupted Melody”
looms ni$e at the Broadway.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890: 90Melody”
“Interrupted
$1.25)
(M-G) and “City Of Shadows”

LoudllG, 3d

Cincinnati, July 19.
Powerful product is piling up a
banner midsummer session for
major houses this stanza. Zooming
takes are. “Lady and
tall
to
Tramp,” which has the Palace lead-

ing the new. bills, and “Seven Little
Foys” at the Albee. “Moonfleet”
stacks up okay at the Grand.
Keith’s third week tor Not As
Stranger” is great, “Cinerama Holiday” retains great pace for fourth

A

—
at the Cap.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.10)
“Seven Little Foys” (Par). Socko
Last week, “House, of
$18,000.
frame

Bamboo”
$9,500.
(1,376;

(20th),

at 75e-$l

scale,

(Ohio

Cimema

Corp.)

'

Capitol

$1.20-$2.65)

—

„

“Cinerama

third.
“This Island Earth” at Holiday” (Indie) (4th wk). Wovr
Brpadway-Capitol looks strong in $30,000, same as last week. Matisecond.
nees continuing at capacity.
Wii tern (ABPT-UATC-SW) (3,200;
Estimates for This Week
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-90)—
$1-$1,50)
“Land
1,536;
2,344;
“Maand
Fox
(M-G)
(Fox-Detroit)
$1- “Moonfleet”
(5,000;
Pharaohs” (WB) -(4th wk). Okay/]
‘Cil
‘Foxfire’
$1.25)—“House of Bamboo” (20th) rauders” (M-G), Good $7,000. Last
$16,000. Last week, $25,000.
(WB)
Pharaohs”
and
“Other
of
“Land
Woman”
week,
(20th)
(2d
Chinese (FWC) (1.905; $l-$2)—
weeks. Wow at $7,000. Last week, wk).
Oke $20,000. Last week, (m.o.), $6,000.
Minneapolis, July 19.
“Seven Year It'*h” (20th) (5th wk).
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)
Despite tough opposition pro- ‘'Annapolis Story” (AA) and‘“Bow- $24,000.
Nice $11,000. Last week, $14,800.
.(AA),
Monsters”
ery
Boys
Meet.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; —“Not As A Stranger” (UA) (3d
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364; vided by the many cofinter-attrac$1-$1.25)
‘Not As A Stranger” wk). Great $11,000 after $15,000 in
$1.20-$2.65 v
“C!nerama” (Indie) tror.s, powerful newcomers “Lady $4,500 at 65c-85c.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)— (UA) (3d wk). Fine $20,000. Last second round. Holds.
(116th wk).
Into current week and the Tramp”. -and “Not as a
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$l)—
Sunday <17) after fancy $27,500 Stranger” make the week shape “Fdxfire” (U). Okay $9,000. Last week, $28,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961;- $1-$1.25)— Lady and Tranip” (BV). Terrific
Aquatennial
attractions
include
big.
-week, “Seven Year Itch” (20th)
last week.
“Foxfire”’ (U) and “Double Jeop- $21,000, with strong support of kidr
huge parades,’ the- “Aqua (3d wk), 811,000.
(Adler-Rosener)
Canon
(533; two
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2.800; ardy” (Lip). Hotsy $16,000. Last dies at 50c per. Best grosser here
$1.25)
“Paris With Love” (Indie) Follies” and numerous other
“Lady” will give RKO 85-$l) ‘“Lady and Tramp” (BV). week, ‘Land of Pharaoh’s” (WB) for some time. Holds. Last week,
(7th wk). Trim $3,500. Last week, events.
Orpheum one of its best weeks in •Sweeping everything aside. Kid and “City of Shadows” (Indie) (2d “Interrupted Melody” (M-G), at
$4,000.
a year or longer. “Stranger” is admission boosted from 20c to 50c. \yk), $13,000.
Y5-$l scale, $11,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1-$1.25)—
likely to break the World house- One of year's biggest -weeks in
V.
record. “Foxfire” is okay at Radio: prospect.
Terrific $25,000.
Last “Lady and Tramp” (BV) (3d wk).
HIGH, 21G,
‘LADY'
City. It’s .the 63th and last stanza week, “From Beneath Sea” (Col) Swell $15,000. Last week, $21,000/ ‘Lady’
$23,000 Tops
for “Cinerama.” This is third week and “Creature With Atom Brain”
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
$1-$1.25)—“This Island Earth” (U)
Seattle; ‘Foys’ Big 14G_
‘FOXFIRE’ 11G for “Interrupted Melody” and (Col), $9,500 at 85c top.'
second for “Soldier of Fortune.”
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)— an<l, f Abbott & Costello Meet MumSeattle, July 19.
Omaha, July 19.
Estimates for This Week
(U) (2d wk). Strung $15,000,
“City Across River” (U) and “Girls my
Some, teal summer weather is
“Lady and Tramp” is cutting the
Century (S-W) (1,140;. $1.75- in the Night” (U) (reissues). Big Last week, $27,000.
putting
in the local box-*
dent
a
big swath at downtown bouses here $2.65)
“Cinerama” (Indie) (66th $7,000 or i?ear. Holds on. Last
United Artists (UA) (1,939; $1- office but it is not hurting “Lady
this week. A Brrtndeis* house rec- wk). Almost unbelievably long run,
week,- “Land of Pharaohs” (WB) $l- 25 )~‘Cobweb” (M-G). Fine $15,- and Tramp,” which is soaring a
ord is shaping with this pic, turn- industry here never- thinking it
La st week, “Seven Year Itch” smash total at Paramount, “Seven
(2d Wk), $5,500 at $1 top.
SJ®*,
aways at every performance being could last so long. “Cinerama HoliState (Par) (2,300; 85-$l)—“In- (20th) (4th wk), $10,200.
Little Foys” also is socko at the
reported. “Fdxfire” is okay at the day” opens next Tuesday. Smash
IBalaban) (1,700; $1-$1.25) smaller Coliseum. “Not As Stranterrupted Melody” (M-G) (3d wk). *
Orpheum while “Ain’t Misbe- $22,000. Last week, $20,000.
e or Leave Me” (M-G) ger” continues great in third round
Healthy $6,500. Last week, $9,000.
havin' ” just modest at the Omaha.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)—
World (Mann) <2,300; 65*$1.20)— ^kwk). Steady $8,000, Last week, at Music Box. “Foxfire” is okay in’
Estimates for This Week
“Soldier of Fortune” (20th) (2d “Not as. Stranger’” (UA). - Very
third week downtown at the Blue
Branded (RKO) (1,100; 75-$l)— wk). Sturdy $6,000. Last week, much
Hall (Cinerama Produc- Mouse.
back in the running again ,,
“Lady and Tramp” (BV). Bagging $9,500.
(1,194; $1.40*$2.65)—“Cineafter being closed for several
Estimates for This Week
Wow $21,000 or over, all-time
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$l) “Sev- months to permit $150,000 face- rama Holiday” (Indie) (23d wk).
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90house record. Last week, “Land of en Year Itch” <20th> (m,o.).
Here lifting. Buff reopening pic may Big $26,000 or near. Last week, $1.25)—“Foxfire" (U) and “Bitter
(Continued on page 22>
after three gigantic Radio City break house record at $73,000.
$25,200.
(Continued on page 22)
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Buffalo/ July 19. .
strong product is
giving the b.o. a cheerful tone here
this session. Standout is “Mister
Robert^' with a terrific take at the
2,000-seat Center Theatre. “Wd're
No Angels” shapes lively at Paramount while “Hopse of Bamboo”
“Not
is rated sturdy at Century.
As Stranger” still is fast in third
round at the Buffalo.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew). (3,000; 70-$D—
“Not As Stranger” (UAM3d wk),Neat* $12,000. Last week, $17,000.

9

n

Some new,
5

Chicago, July 19. '
Chi biz is holding well this
round; despite lack'of openers and

Estimate* Are Net

Although
0:1
holdovers..
weather is worm, it is not blistering, keeping many in town to cOol

raft.'

Film' gross estimates as reported herewith from the various^ key cities, are net;, he.,
Distribwithout usual tax.
utors share on netrtake, when
p’aying percentage; hence the.
estimated figures are net in-,

off in cinemas.

“Davy Cvockett* should garner'
a staunch $19,000, ifi’ first week at
the Roosevelt. “Long John Silver”
looks neat $10,500 in same frame
at the Monroe.
_
.

come.

No Ange’s”

with Bill
Bill Haley’s Comets topping vaude
is sturdy ip second stanza at the

-

'Chicago. “Love Me Or; Leave
continues big in seco'nd at

Me”

prices,

amusement

tax.

the

,

t

;

Week

—

$48,000.

Came From Beneath Sea”
smash

rama Holiday” Wound

(1,200;

98-$l)—

“Came From Beneath Sea”. (Col)
and “Creature With Atom Brain”

Od

wk). Neat $10,500. Last

week, $13,400,

Loop

.(Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
“Prize of Gold” (Col) (2d wk). Fast
18,21)0. Last week, $11,500.
Monroe (indie) (1,000 80-$1.25)—

.

Estimates, for This

J

;

with a mighty $44,800 at the Warher. “Seven Little Foys” is betiding
for ’.a great $30,000 in the third
week at tiie Criterion. .“Wizard of
Oz” continues solid with $4,000
likely in fifth round, at the Normandie. It stays until Aug. 3 when
“Divided Heart” opens.
“House of Bamboo” look's, to dip
to fair $10,000 in third frame at
the
Mayfair,
with
“Land of
Pharaohs” coming in N July 26.
“Seven Year Itch” is heading for
sturdy $21,509 in seventh week at.
the State.
“Lady and Tramp” looks to
reach a good $48,000 in four'll (3day) week at the Roxv, It is "jemg
supplanted Friday (22) by “How to
Be Very, Very Popular:”
Estimates, for This' Week
Astor (City Inv.i ri.300;'75-$1.75)

—“Summertime” (UA)

.

—

Foui-th

•

*

ended

session

(5th
last

<vk).

••

held

at

Treat

.

.

.

$18,000.

(Indie) (697; 98)—“Wages
of Fear” (Indie) (2d wk). .Sturdy
$4,000.
Last week,' ,$4,200.

World
.

ers”

(U) .and “Man
(U), $6,500.

From

Ridge”

Bitter

'

,

Fancy

12G, ‘Stranger’ 15G, 3d
San Francisco* July 19.
Excellent crlx appraisal plus 21
hours of successive showings to
kick off run

|

—

;

•

Hall- lines not hurting any at this
stage of run. The ‘30th round was

$ 8 , 000

round. Outdoor competition hurt “Lady and Tramp” (BV).
Sock
biz over the weekend.
“Seven $32,000, tops at house this sumYear Itch” looks solid in fourth mer. Last week, “Pearl of South
$1)— 'Francis In Navy” (U) and round at the Centre,
“Abbott- Pacific” (RKO), $6,500.
‘‘Land
of
Fury” (Indie). Fine Costello. Meet Mummy” looks nice
Ohio (Loew’s) <1,244; 70-90)—
$12,000. Last week, “Foxfire” (U) in two drive-ins.
“Stranger on Horseback” (UA) and
and “Quest Lost City” (Indie),
Esimates for This Week
“Top of World” (UA).- Okay
$13,000;
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$ 1)— $7,000.
Last week, “Wayward
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25*$1.50)— ““Seven Year Itch” (20th) (4th wk). Wife” (IFE) (2d wk),
$3,000.
“Seven Year Itch” (2(fth) and Solid $11,000. Last week,
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 70*90)—
$13,000.
Santa Fe- Passage” (Rejpliith wk).
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 60-$l> “Seven Little Foys” (Par) (2d wk).
$9»500.Last week,
“Seven Little Foys” (Par). Trim $16,000. Last week, $23,000.
$31000
Smash $20,000. Last week, on reStillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 70-90)—
Warfield (Loew) (2,656^65-90)-^ issues.
“Not As a Stranger” /UA) (m.o.)
“The Cobweb” CM-G). Good $16,Denver (Fox) (2,525; 60-$l)
Stout $16,000 for third downtown
(Continued on page 22)
(Continued on page 22)
week. Last week, $17,000,

.

—

Vl-torr*.

1.

Inv.)

(City

(1,060;

50-

‘S*r»n«er’

Mkhty 24G,

Balto; ‘Roberts’ Boffo

22G, ‘Misbehavin’ 6G
Baltimore, Jtily 19.

Fresh product is providing a
not^nt hypo for film grosses here
(•h*s round. “Not As A Stranger” is
tBvrific at the Town. “Mister Robert**” a 1 so is boff at the Stanley,
“ Ain’t Misbehavin' ” is pleasing at
the Mayfa»r. Second week of “Lady
and the Tramp” is sturdy at the
Hipp.
'
Estimates for This.tVeek
Cfntury (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 2565 t95)—“Foxfire” (U). Mild $6,500.

(2d wk). HoVJing staunchly at $15,500 after $22,000 getaway
Keith’s (Fruchtman) (2,400; 25$1)— “Gangbusters” (Indie). Limp
*"4,000.
Last week, “This. Island
Ea”th” (U) (2d wk), $5,000.
Mayfa’r (H^k *) (980; 20-70)—
“Ain’t Misbehavin’” (U).
Brisk
$6,000 of near. Last week, “Road
To. Denver” (Rep), $4,000.
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 251

'

80-

'

—

opens Aug.

$1.75)—“The Shrike” OJ) (2d wk).
Initial holdover sess'on ending today (Wed.) looks to hold (Vith
smash $25,000 after $33,000 over
expectancy, opening week. Con-

79Mayfair (Brandt)
(1,736;
$1.80)
“House of Bamboo” (20th)
Present stanza winding
(3d wk).
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to slip to
fair $10,000.
Second week was
Stays four
$15,000, below hopes.
extra days in fourth to open “Land
of Pharaohs” (WB) on July 26.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- $1.25'— “Seven Year Itch” (20th)
$1.80)— “Wizard of Oz” (M-G) (re- (5th-final. wk). Okay $6,000 after
issue) (5th wk).
Current round $7,500 in fourth.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (320; 50finishing
tomorrow (Thurs.) is
heading for stout $4,000 after $1)— “Marty” (UA) (5th wk). Hold$4,1 00 in fourth week.
Stays on, ing nicely at $5,000. Last week,

Week

(2,859;

'

,

—

Golden Gate (RKO)
7

—

(Rep) (22d wk). Present frame ending today (Wed.), looks like good
$3,800 aiter .*5,000 for 21st week.
Stays until “Court Martial” (King)

—

12G

Stagedoor.
Estimates for This

Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
“Doctor in House”

$1-$1.50)

Last week, “Love Me Or Leave
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70$1.50) Me” (M-G) (3d wk). $7,000.
Cinema (Schwaber) (460*. 50-$l)
—“Foxfire” (U) (2d wk)* ’Initial
“Le Pla<sir“ (Indie) (3d wk).
Week -here concluded last night
in
$2,500 after $3,300
(Tues.) hit fair $11,000. In ahead, Modest
“Davy Crockett” (BV) (7th wk), second.
Film Centre (Rapoaport) (960;
$5,000 but winding a highly suc50-$l )— “Cobweb” (M-G) (2d wk).
cessful loiigrun here.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75>— SH'U, strong at $5,800 following
“Gate of Hell” (Indie) (32d wk). $6 500 ooener.
pOnpodrome (Raopaoort) (2,100;
Held With big $7,500 in 31st week
finished Monday (18) with Music 50-s;i)_“Ladv And Tramp” (BV)

spelling a terrific
operiing session for “Mister Roberts” at the St. Francis. It is heading for $35,000, mighty for this
Hlpp (Telem’t) (3,700; r 70-$i)—
1,400-seat house. Both “Francis in
“Foxfire” (U). Light $9,000. Last
Denver; ‘Foxfire’
Navy” at Golden Gate and. “The
week, “Purple Mask” (U) and
Cobweb” at Warfield loom good.
Denver, July 19.
“Robbers Roost” (Indie), $10,00b.
Elsewhere, it’s nearly 100% hold“Seven Little Foys” is topping
Lower Mall (Community) (585)
over, “Seven Little Foys” contin- the city this week with a smash (70-90)
“Barefoot Savage” (Indie).
ues big in second week while “Not total at Denham. It is staying on. Average
• Last week, “One
As a Stranger” looms, socko in “Foxfire” looms good at the Den- Summer $2,800.
Happiness” (Indie) (2d
third United Artists week. “Marty” ver. “Not
As Stranger” is holding Wk), $2,000.
still is smash in third session at
a big take in third ‘Paramount
Palace (RKO) (3,285; 70-$l>—
is

$14,-

800 after $16,800 for 13th week.
Stays on.

A

1

Frisco; ‘Francis’

round ended Sunday (17) was

after $46,800
(IFE) (10th ’wk).
Ninth' we:’- /in- great $44,800
ished Sunday (17) was okay $2,800 week. Stays on indef.

.

Hogs $35,000,

tomorrow

night tinues.

after $3,200 for eighth round.
Baronet (R^a.d) (430: 90-$1.55>
“Tales of Hoffman” (NTA) (reissue)
First week hit $4,700,
(2d wk).
very good lor an oldie. Looks to
stay at least 'three weeks.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20)
—“Not As
Stranger” (UA.) (4th
wk), Third week ended last night
(Tues.) was smash $55,000 or near
after $65,000 in
seepnd week.
Stays on indef.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.20)
—“Seven Little Foys” (Par) (3d
wk). Present stanza finishing tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like sock
come the torrid heat in many first- $30,000 after $35,000 for second,
°
run theatres here this stanza. Pac- week. Continues on.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
ing the field is “Lady and the
“To
Paris
With
Love”
(Indie*
Tramp,” smash at Palace. “Land
(17th wk). The 16th frame, ended
of. Pharaohs” also is fancy at Allen.
“Stranger on Horseback” i's Monday (18) held at fancy $4,300
after $4,500 for 15th week.
rated

Studio (Goldberg) (400; 90-$1.49)
(UA) (5th wk). Smart
$8,500. Last week, $10,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.50)
okay at the Ohio. Second
“Interrupted Melody” (M-G) (6th
wk). Fair $5,000. Last week, $5,500. week of “Seyen Little Foys” looms
sturdy at State.
Moreover pf
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 74-$1.80)— “Not
As ‘a Stranger” continues big
“Not AS Stranger” (UA) (3d wk). at
Stillman for third week downSolid $22,000. Last week, $30,000.
town.
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99Estimates for This Week
$1.50)—“Lady and Tramp” (BV)
Allen
(3d wk). Smash $14,000. Last Week,
(S-W)
(3,000;
70-$U—
“Land of Pharaohs” (WB). Fihe
$17,000.
$21,000. Holds. Last week, “Seven
Year Itch” (20th) (4th wk), $11,‘Foys’ Giant at $20,000,
000 .

“Marty”

ending

stanza

(Tlulrs.) is heading- for sturdy $21,500 after $23,000 in sixth week.
Stays on:
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1*$1,80)—
“Marty” (UA) (15th -wk). The 14th

;32,000.

—

.

Present

'

it

‘

Very- Pbpular”

(20th) opens' Friday (22).
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)~
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (7th Wk)..

Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
$1.20-$3.30)—“Cinerama Holiday”
Third werk was 34,000.
(24th wk). The 23d round
(Indie)
little Carnegie (L.
Carnegie)
Saturday (16) hc’<t with
(550; $1.2p-$2.20)— “Green Ma-'c” ended
in 22d
(Tttes.)

•

•

“How To Be "Very,,

23d week

,

'

and Tramp”, (BV) (4thround of 8 days

finishing tomorrows, (Thurs,) likely
Will finish with' good $48,000 after
$51,000, over hopes, in third week.

.

'

‘Roberts’

(Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40).

.

*

week.

final wk). ^Current

.

'

/

Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.49)— tle Joys” in second Kentucky week
“We’re No Angels” (Par) (2d wk>.- looks potent while “Cobweb” at the
Great
$11,000. Last week, $13,000. State is aiming at fairish $3,000.
“Long John Silver” (DCA). Hefty
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
Estimates for This Week
$10,500. Last week, “Moonfleet”
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (22d
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 75-85)
(M-G) (2d. wk), $6,800,
McVickers (J L & S) (2,200; 65- wk). Fine $16,000. Last week, $17,- “Seven Little- Foys” (Par) (2d. wk).
„
Snug $8,000 after initial week hit
$1.25)— “Love Me Or Leave Me” 500.
For (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.49)— $16;000.
(M-G) (2d wk). Big $32,000. Last
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (4th wk).
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
•week, $36,000.
75-$l)—“Mister Roberts”
(WB).
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25) Nice $14,000. Last, week, $18,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65- Swell from start, upped scale help—“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (4th
wk). Hotsy $25,000. Last week, $1.30)—“Bring Your Smile 'Along” ing to $16,000, terrific for this
(Col). Poor $5,000 in 5 days. Last house'. Holds, of course. Last week,
$28,000.
Palace VEitel) (1,484; $L25-$3.40) week, “Bullet for Joey” (UA), “Land of Pharaohs” (WB) *-'
(2d wk),
_
$5,000.
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (5th $14,500.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Tall;- $49,600.
wk)..
Last week,
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 99-$1.49)
Crockett”
(BV):
$50,000.
—“Mister Roberts” (WB). Socko 50-75)—“Davy
Roosevelt (B & K) (1,400; 65-98) $30,000. Last week, “Dam Busters” Profitable $14,000.
Last week,
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (3d wk);
—“Davy Crockett” (BY). Lofty. (WB), $9,000.
$19,500. Last week, “Chicago SynMidtown (Goldman) (1,200; 65- ‘$9,000.
State (United Artists) (3,000; 50dicate” (Col) and “The Looters” $1.49)—
“Seven. Little Foys” (Par)
75)
“Cobweb” (M-G) and
(U) (2d wk), $17,500.
(3d wk). Oke $12,000.' Last week,
“Hunters of Deep” (DCA). Fairly
State-Lake (B Sc K) (2,400; 65-98)
$17,500.
good $8,000. Lasf week, “Marty”
—“Lady and Tramp” (BV) (5th
Randolph- (Goldman)- (2,500; 75- (UA) and “Twist of Fate”" (Col),
wk). Fine $35,000. Last week,
$1.40)— “Love Me or Leave Me” $7,0007
$43,000.
Snrf (H Sc E Balaban) 685); 95)— (M-G) (5th. wk). Good $10,000, -Last
*‘The Intruder” (Indie) (2d wk). week, $11,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.40)— ‘Lady’ Sockeroo 32G in
Swell $3,000. Last week, $4,200.*
(M-G).
Big $23,000.
United Artists (B & K) (1,700; 98) “Cobweb”
—“Not As a Stranger” (UA) (3d Last week, “Land of Pharaohs”
Cleve.; ‘Pharaohs’ Perky
wk). Loud $27,000, Lasts week, (WB) (2d wk), $14,000.
$31,000.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 65-99)— “It
21G, ‘Foys’ $16,000, 2d
Woods (EsSaness) (1,206; 98- .Came From Beneath Sea” (Col)
$1.25)—“End Of Affair” (Col) (3d. and “Creature Atom. Brain” (Col).
Cleveland, July 19.
wk). Oke $16,000, Last week, Terjif $21,000. Last week, “LootStrong product is helping over.

fifth

—Rosy
“Lady

:

.

Week

;

’

.

,

V
Louisville, July 19.
-•X .X
In spit^ pf ..hot weather .add unpredictable showers which have
been frequent, most firstruns ate
turning in amazing grosses. “Mister
Roberts” at the Maly Anderson is
soaring to a terrific take f6r the
“Davy Crockett” at
smallseater.
the Rialto looks good. “Seven Lit-

fifth session at the Studio,

its

re-

loiigrun here,
Plaza
CBrecker)
$1.50(556;
$1.80)—“The Bed” (King) (7th wk).
The sixth frame finished Monday
(18) was trim $5,100 after $5,600 in

•

.at

Great

:

'

Stanton/ only
the price' appearing to cut down
the gross. “We're No Angels” still
is great in second week at Arcadia
while “Not As Stranger” is very
solid in third' round at Viking.
continues
“Lady,
and Tramp”
smash at Trans-Lux World in third
frame.' “Marty” is rated smart for
prisingly

Holds, natch!

(Wed.’).

views and word-of-mouth all are
helping.
In ahead, “Love .Me Or
Leave Me” (M-G) (7Jth wk), $125,0Q0, to finish a very profitable

,

‘.

Grand (Nomikos)

(6,200; 95-$2.75)—“Mister
Roberts” (WB) and stageshow.
Soaring to terrific $181,000 in first
week, being concluded today

,

Is sur-

(25).

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

Still getting -the biggest money
Of all the holdovers is “Not As a
Stranger” which finished its, third
round at the Capitol yesterday
with a sock $55, 000. “Summertime”
continues great with $32,000 .for
fourth stanza, at the Astor.
“The Shrike” is holding in
smash fashion at the Victoria .with.
$25,000 in second stanza. “Cine-

the huge MastbaUm too much. It
looks socko in first week. “Cobweb" looms big at the Stanley. “It

-

fellers)

—

ditto;

launching of “Mister Roberts” at

Carnegie (Telem’t) (480; 95)
“Adventures of Sadie” (20th) (4th
wk): Oke $2,500. Last week, $3,000.
Chicago (B & K) (3,900; 98-$L50)
“We’re No Angels” (Par) with
Bill- Ha’ey and his Comets heading
stage bill. Nice $46,000. Last week,

" (Col)

39G

“Man
seventh- week.
Loved Itedheads” (UA) open*
in

Monday

f

,

Wow

.

Who

,

'

“It

the State^Lake.
Estimates for This
1

Standout is “Mister Roberts”
“Eight O'clock Walk”' (Par). LiveLast week, “Seven Lit- with stageshow at the Music Hall.
Foys” (Par) (2d wk), $15,000 in Backed bV rave reviews, pic is
soaring, to a terrific $181,000 or
8 days.
better in first week winding today
Center (ParX, (2,000; 50-$ IX
(Wed.). Indicative of how many
Terrific
(WB).
“Mister Roberts"
Last week, “Land of out-of-towners are in N. Y. every
$22,900,
Monday and Tuesday, the “Hall
Pharaohs” (WB) (2d wk, $7,500.
Centuiy (BuhaWkV (3,000; 60-85) racked up nearly $24,000 Monday
wound lip Its ini—“House of Bamboo” (20th) and (18)." “Foxfire”
Sturdy tial' sessioft yesterday at the Globe
“Master plan” (Indie).
$11,000. Last week, “Davy Crock- with a fair $11,000.
“Finger-. Map” and vaudeville is
ett” (BV) and “Angela” (20th) (9
heading for a fine .$21,000 at the
days), same.
,
v
Tcck (Cihema Products) (1,200; Palace, “We re No. Angels” looks
“Cinerama” (Indie) to reach a nice $43,000 in second;
$1.20-$2.40)
at. the Paramount.
(17th wk). Big- $9,000. Last week, round
:

-Came From Beneath
Sea” is still nifty in third Grand
Pbilly,
round. .“Seven year Itch” is hefty
in fourth frame at. Oriental. “CinPhiladelphia, July 19.
erama Holiday” is doing big biz.
Heat is sloughing all firstruns
in fifth week at Palace. “Lady and
here
currently
but it did not hurtIn fifth at
TramP" continues sock
~
Woods?

.The eighth session

wk),

(9th-:final

‘

McVickers. “iMze of Gold” is solid
in second session at the ’Loop.
“Not As A Stranger” continues
to lure big coin In third frame at
United Artists. “End Of Affair”
stays mild in same week' at* the

(568; 90(Indie)

ended (17)’was smooth $6,400 after

•

-•

n

.

$6,800

4

tle

however, as indicated,

include the U. S.

No

Stays on.
Paris (Pathe Cinema)

000,

$1.80)— “Great Adventure

ly $15,000.

-

’

The parenthetic admission,

.

“We're

“We’re

:

firstrun theatres .were hurt, many
spots did remarkably, well. Airconditionmg continues- as a plus,
of course.

(Par) (3,000; 50-80)
Angels” (Par) and

Paramount
,

wk>. Initial holdover round winding today (Wed.) looks to hold at
nice $43,000. First week was $55,-

Brief relief from the heat last

midweek was supplanted by another torrid wave starting last
Friday and carrying through yesterday (Tues.). Some Broadway

.

with “Divided Heart” (Rep) due in
Aug. 3.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
“Finger Man” (AA> and vaudeville.
Week ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks to land fine $21,000 or close.
Last week, “Crashout” (FM) and
Vaude, $24,000, over expectancy.

Paramount (ABC-Par)

$2)—“We’re No Angels”

(3,664;

sditie

Stanley (WB) (3,200; 80-$1.25)—
“Mister Roberts” (WB). Mighty
Last- week, “Land Of

$22,000.

Pharaohs” (WB) (2d wk), $7,000.

Town

(Rappaport)

(1,400;

35-

$1.25)— “Not As A Stranger” (UA).
Best here in months, giant $24,000.
$1- Last Week, “House Of Bamboo”

(Par) (2d

(20th) (2d wk), $6,000.

:.

a

b

Wednesday,
—
—
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Washington, July 19,

With motion picture spokesmen having voiced pro and con views
on the Waters bill, giving Federal judges discretion to award
less than treble damages in private anti-trust suits, belief is that

Rome, July 10.
faced with the biggest challenge of
his long career, on the set of “War and Peace,” currently shooting ait the Ponti De Laurentiis Studios
King Vidor

is

here.

By all standards, the $5,000,000 motion picture is
the most momentous undertaking of the burgeoning
Italian film industry, which, although considered a
healthy competitor to Hollywbod for the past few
years, has never been viewed as a contender when
it came to the production of opulent, high-budgeted
films.

in Rome seems to be that
the .responsibility rests squarely on the shoulders
and the ingenuity of American director Vidor.
When Vidor accepted the task last February, he
went’pn record as saying that he was aware of the
terrific possibilities in adapting Leo Tolstoy's worldfamed novel to film. He said he was also cognizant of

The general opinion here

.

.

:

them one outside

'

'

•

:

projeet by everyone, -regardless of one’s relationship
“to the picture.

Denver, July 19.
The highlight of the convention
of the eastern: division of National
Theatres was the statement by El-

;

.

i

j

.

!

.

VAL PARNELL’S DOUBLE

understood that 20th execs
negotiation with sound
equipment manufacturers with a
view to getting them to reduce the
It’s

ON SCREEN: MOWBRAY
Hollywood, July

19.

Alan Mowbray has been signed
point by Paramount to portray Val Parwhere they may become an inci- nell,
managing director of Londental outlay for the theatres.
don's palladium Theatre, in Alfred
Since the Netcong installation Hitchcock’s “The Man Who Knew
has been successful, 20th may Too- Much.”
eventually foot the. bill for demonFilm co-stars James Stewart and
stration units in other cities.
Doris Day.
price of

these

units

to a

.

.

"

now

get their top U. S. product
the same .prices as the blackand-white. Mexican pix.
At the; Motion picture Export
sasji Continued from' pace 8 S5S55
Assn, in N. Y. the feeling is that
from releasing such' ^ picture and, this kind of. reasoning is false; that
in defying this, would incur *’ a good Cinemascope or other wide.'
$25,000 fine.
.screen pic. will bring ’em in at
At* least, that’s the way it's set practically any price.’
forth in the Code rulebook. But
At the Same time, there is. grow*
RKO sold “The French Line!’ sans ing sentiment .for more direct inCode okay and while
under- tervention on the part of the U. S.
took to .Impose the 25G levy, ac- industry tb press for upped admistually the industry organization sions. “We're making a mistake in
never pressed to collect. And
relying oh the local exhibitors in
never paid.
,
the various countries to carry the
UA was given its special con- ball for -us,” noted one exec. “We
cession as a means of luring thiB should go down, .there and contact
company into the
fold. the, heads of government, and preThere's a “good faith” stipulation sent them with the problem. That’a
involved, meaning the distrib will the only kind of thing that will
rpake Sincere effort to comply with bring results.”
the Code. But if the company feels
An unrealistically low lid on adthat cuts demanded of a certain missions is a feature in many
of
film would have the effect of de- the
South American countries
stroying its values, UA- will take on where governments are trying to
the “non-MPAA-memb'er” status so' preserve pix as a cheap entertainfar as distribution of the disputed ment for the masses,
pic Is concerned.
This, of course, brings .up the
matter of other members of MPAA, ‘Living Desert' Tops
none of whom has ever sought to
peddle a film turned down by the
‘Clone With Wind’ Gross
Code. And all of them have professed full intention of adhering
•

.

*

•

.

•

.

,at

UA and Code

.

MPAA

'

mer C. Rhoden, president, that the
company was about to go into production of pictures, under a new

,

:

process, that 'tif CinemaMiracle. In
a talk before around 100 employes
Rhoden revealed National had just
about ironed out ail of .'the technical, difficulties of the new systern, was- about to ask government
[sanction to make five features a*
[year under the hew process, and
hoped to haVe 50 theatres equipped
for the new projection setup by
the time the films were ready.
to this policy.
:

•

i

[

($80.0,000) in Japan
But with the numerous deals
Tokyo, July 8.
The new all-time boxoffice film
being made with independent producers, it’s now more of a pos- in Japan is a feature With no
sibility that a major company could human actors, Walt Disney's “The
find itself with a pic which the Living Des.ert.” It «has already^
Code refuses to endorse: In this' broken the; all-time record held by
event, it’s asked, why wouldn't, “Gorte With the Wind” (MGM)
say, Metro or Warners or Columbia which earned a little over $800,000
demand the same privilege 'given with the help of a Japanese transUA and how could MPAA say no? lation of the novel popular hero,
long before the film-was shown.
Second biggest earner has been
Paramount’s
“Roman Holiday”
which
grossed
a little under
Allay Anxiety
$800,000 in its Japan run. “Desert”
has already topped $800,000 and is
SS53 Continued from page 3
.

“CinemaMiracle,” claimed by
Rhoden to be better than any of
th£ recent systems of making films
ana projecting them, is “done with
mirrors.” According to Rhoden “it
widens the screen, even further
than it hak been vflde.ned up to
now, and solves the problem of expensive rebuilding of theatres, to
accommodate the new technique

and eliminates the

oscillation

and

over-lapping of earlier processes.”
said shooting scripts have
been written, cameras are to be
built, and simple one-booth pro-,
jection of the new process has been
engineered to proceed when the

Rhoden

go-ahead signal

Is

received.

j

in

.

,

;

are

.

RKO

.

stereo sound prints.

‘

.

MPAA

’

.

—

—

.

Pressing
itsexperimentation
with single-track magnetic sound
picked up from a; four-track magnetic print, 20th-Fox has Installed
a pickup unit at the Palace Theatre, Netcong, N. J., a 2,280-seat
Studio.
house operated by Wilbur Snaper,
Skedded to check in later
this month are Dan Casey and
one of the Allied leaders.
Syd Sinclair, 'Australia; EnPurpose of putting in the unit
rique Aguilar; Spain; and B. J.
Is to demonstrate the effectiveness
Schimmel, Holland.
of the device which, if widely installed, could solve one of 20th’s
major headaches the limited use Flick, to Film Industry:'
of its stereophonic sound prints.
Casting around for a way to em- ‘Freedom’ Too Precious For
ploy its stereo prints to better adInsincere Exploitation
vantage, 20th is urging exhibs to
Freedom of the screen will he
utilize a pickup Unit that will
“when and only when the
realized
utilize only the second (or catchvarious elements of the industry
all) track.
The result Obviously want it for itself and not just as
-isn’t stereophonic sound, but at another gimmick for exploitation
least it is-r-say 20th execs—-im- or as a means to squeeze oiit anproved sound* and it helps the other dollar.”
Expression is contained in a letcompany cut down on its trementer sent to distributors by Huge M.
dous print bill.
[Flick, former N. Y. censor who has
Latter derives from the uneven gone to Albany as exec assistant to
split of optical sound and stereo the N. Y. State Education Cominis*
sound installations throughout the sionpr.
Flick, who observed^ the
country, requiring 20th to put out industry from his vantage point
around 500 prints where once it for six years, noted in his letter:
used to get by with 300 or 350.
“The future is indeed bright
Since the number of theatres and the only thing that can hurt
equipped to run stereophonic mag- the industry is the industry itself.
netic sound is limited, and a the- The challenge of the many presatre wired for optical sound only sures and the competition in the
can't use those prints, they are field of communication will only
idle much of the time.
The lim- tend to improve the end product."
ited pickup unit would allow 20th
to step up the circulation of the
’

•.

1

:

’

this:
If

.

U Foreign Reps Due In

,

’

‘

the top were lifted to somewhere around six pesos, the American films—particularly the ones in'
color and Cinemascope would immediately come-undei^ the higher
would be" by Common -consent, not price. This, they argue, might just
only between, themselves, which possibly make them less competithey apparently would like to do, tive with the local productiqns
but also with Wallis and NBC, which would stay; on a lower adtheir employers/
missions level and. thus might at*
tract more of the customers who

;

Hollywood, July 9.'
Id a continuing pitch toreach
the world market for its product,- Universal is bringing six
top. foreign sales reps to the
studio
from overseas this
month. They will observe various phases of production,
screen new films and huddle
•"
with studio execs.
Ben Cohen, assistant foreign
manager, already has arrived
for a week, en -route on a trip
of company exchanges- around
the world; and J°hn Marshall,
district supervisor, for Northern Europe, also is at the

"•

.

amoreintimate approach
used herd.
Vidor said -that in Hollywood various depts. in a
-studio are mainly concerned with their specific jobs
and rarely do people not connected with the shooting
even bother to read the script, Here, Vidor claims to ...
have noticed a morfe personal enthusiasm for ‘the
!

York

:

size "of the productiiori,
is

pic (their

'

.

-

grants

;

Productions) a year, up to 1956, and
two out-side films, annually after
that up to 1958, also stipulates
they' can't work separately for ‘the
duration of his pact. This present
film deal supersedes some three
years ago the producer's origCxcluinal' two-pictures-per-year
pact with the team.
' Martin
and Lewis* tv contract
."with NBC is also a “joint” deal
for its duration,
In other words, the only way for
Martin and Lewis to split up in
the next four years physlcially

.

:

Ironic situation has developed
among the U. S, companies in respect to the. pressing admission
top problem in Several South
American- countries,- plus Mexico.
Where, in Mexico for instance,
local pressure continues to havf
the four peso (32c) admission top
lifted, some American execs on
the spot take the view that this
would not necessarily serve the
interests ‘of the U. S. industry.
They reason it something like
*

which

contract,

Wallis*

A

parts,'

Filming the historic battle scenes of Austerlifig
and Borodino, the crossing of the Nieman River by

saa»

jointly.

.

are.”
In addition to the star names of Hepburn, Fonda,
Ferrer, Milly Vitale, Jeremy -Brett and May Britt,
and 14 other major castings for. a total of 68 speaking

camera deadline.

Lewis

ft

Continued from pace I

their pact with Hal Wallis they still
have four pix to do for him, but

•

;

r

l

.

,

where you

A

i

''

Currently, pair are. linked together in all of their show biz con-i
tracts except recording, which they
do separately for Capitol. Under

:

;

•

~mrn

j

estrangement has worsened rather
than lessened in recent weeks.

>

.

the extra ' list, including the goVernmentfurnished troops, will approximate 8,000.
Eight Authors
total of eight writers pared down Tolstoy’s
1,600-page classic to a screenplay of 350 pages, With
American novelist' Irwin Shaw bringing in the final
version. Shaw was still trimming the script at the

'

.

were built into the three studios
the major scenes' for the fotirhour

[

Martin
;

1

Using 70 Sets

Some 7Q

''

1

large sets

to background
production. Vidor has a*shooting sked of 56 weeks,
not counting the preproduction exterior photography
completed as early as March in Finland.
Eleven sound stages have been requisitioned for
the full six months' sked,* with 150 technicians involved in the sound and color processes alone. Film
will be In. color and VistaVision.
Although Vidor feels that; overall production facilities in Hollywood are more complete than offeretj
in Rome, he has told associates that he anticipates
no trouble in the filming of the picture, adding that
"great pictures are never easy to make no matter

i

I

i

the herculean nature of the job.'
Pre-production work alone here. in Italy necessitated the, use. of two extra studios^ the Experimental Motion Picture Center and the Cine-Citta
Studios.

Rep. Emanuel Celler (D., N.Y.) will* apply a private “pocket veto.”
Celler, chairman of the House Judiciary Subcommittee which heard
the testimony, strongly indicated, in his comments, that he opN
posed the hill. Thus, he probably will not even bother to report
the measure to the full judiciary committee before Congress adjourns for the year.
Final industry opinioh came last week from Adolph Schimel,
chairman of the MPAA Law Committee, who plugged for the bill
and charged that since the Supreme Court ruling in Paramount
et al., the filing of treble damage suits “has become a form of
prospecting for gold by exhibitors and their lawyers.”

Napoleon’s troops, and the march to Moscow and the
retreat by French forces will pose Vidor with some
4
of the most tremendous directorial an d photographic
problems of his career.
He must outfit two armies with different equipment and uniforms, all reproductions of the Napoleonic, era. The authenticity required on all phases of
“War” is perhaps* Vidor’s largest single challenge,
a problem which would not be as acute in the U.S.
Here, and in other European* countries, the Tolstoy*
tome is still one of the world's most-read books.
It is taught in schools in most European nations,
similar to Bible-teaehing in the U.S.
v
King of Naples
In a. move to have genuine backgrounds, Vidor has
obtained permission to film scene's in the King’s
-palace in Naples, the palace used by Napoleon’s
brother and built in that period .
The tab for the interior sets alone reached
$800,000 before actual shooting began on the film.
Further exterior V work will be necessary in later
sequences when Vidor takes a crew to' Venice to film
some of the ancient and niagnificent estates there.
In addition to straining the facilities of the studios
at b& fiisposaly’the director has been forced to rent
additional space to contain the overflow of material
*
needed for the picture.
Some 7,000 costumes are pressed and hung in one
warehouse alone. These are the army of extras
Who will act as Hussars, Cossacks and Grenadiers.
Over 20Q cannon, scattered around the main lot of
the'P-De L Studios here give the place an arsenallike appearance.
total of 4,500’Other type guns have
.
been ordered,
Fifty local, tailors were employed .on the sewing
Of the uniforms and additional work was farmed out
to tailors in France and Germany* To manufacture
more than. 100,000 special buttons an entire button
factory in Switzerland Was taken over for tW6 weeks.
Although it is a problem—-fie will probably turn to
his 'advantage, Vidor' has discovered a .new facet
to the making.
films here in Rome. The difference
between; filming a massive project like “Wat” here,
compared
to
Hollywood,
is that regardless of the
as

Grainger Drive Aug. 12
Los Angeles, July

'

:

expected’ to
rack
up
almost
$800,000 when the run is concluded. Daiei Co. here distributes
“Desert.”
•

action in the history of the business, the check is to be presented
to Hughes next Monday (25).

This

RKO

is

what O’Neil bought: The

19.
studios in Hollywood and
R. Grainger Culver City; all pictures on the
Sales Drive, covering 16 weeks for lot, including the library of- over
U.S. and Canadian exchanges, on 700 backissue films, current reAug. 12.
total of 16 films will leases, Hughes’ own productions
be in drive, with cash prizes for such as the $4,000,000 (in negative
Simultaneous international wbrld
winning district and branch man- costs) “Jet Pilot” which has never preems for its “Love Is a Manyagers, runners-up also collecting. been released; contracts with Indie Splendored Thing” starring WilPix in. drive include “Underwa- producers who now are operating liam Holden and Jennifer Jones,
ter!,” “Tamil’s Hidden Jungle,” and others with commitments for have been slated by 20th-Fox for
'
“Hansel and Gretel,” “Quest for. the future; the
Pathe studios late August
“the Lost City,” “Wakamba,” “Rage" in N. Y.; a percentage of the ownPic will open day-and-date at the
at Dawn,” “Escape to Burma,” ership of the Cherubusco Studios, Roxy, N. Y, and in Singapore,
“Spn “of Sinbad,” “Pearl of the Mexico City; the
Pathe short where Spyros P, Skouras, 20th
South Pacific,” “Bengazi,” “The subjects operation
(there’s
no prexy, is expected to attend. “Live”
Conqueror,” “The Young and the newsreel; Pathe News was sold to radio, coverage of the Singapore
B r a v e,” “Tennessee’s Partner,” Warners a few years ago), and the opening is being planned, tying in
“Glory,” “Texas Lady” and “The distribution organization of 101 ex- with the Roxy bow which also will
Treasure of Pagcho Villa,”
changes in the U. S. and foreign,
be cbvered by radio and tv.

RKO launches its

NEW DATE-AND-DATER:

J.

ROXY AND SINGAPORE

A

RKO

RKO

i

1

-4

.

WednesdAy* "July

20*

,

.

.

.'

n

pictures

1955

Following is an area breakdown of how Cinemascope is -faring
abroad. As compiled by 20th-Fox, it shows a total of 8,735 theatres
equipped and 11,Q74 C’Scope units on order.
Possibilities;;
Ordered
Territory
Theatres
Installed
Australia

• •>

* «

.

4,522
1,656

.

408
550

New ^Zealand
S. Africa

»*

’.

Far Fast
Europe .....
S. America

.
*

..
'

2,417
773
•

370

6,847
32,122
8,125

1*404
8,636
3,735

54,230

17,338

.

M

'
.

131-

’

538
157

Japan, 741; India 220

"
‘

735

.

+ Progress

2,354

2,047

209
164

155.
.

5,773 /
i;225

825

*.;

8,735*
.

present—-Barney

Ralaban
tabled, but

debts

realizing their fpll potential in

the Tar Eastern market, is' evident from the 20th-Fox breakdown of its Cinemascope .iiiv

and Arthur Krim—-also,
contributions bid
didn’t- nix, a
from COMFO-for its Audience
Awards poll, total cost of which
was put at $123,000. The board
indicated it wanted a more detailed
breakdown of how the coin was to-

11,074.
;

AM

Extent to .which the U.S,
film companies are still shy of

Continued Irow paee 3

878

4*569

stallation^ abroad.
In
Jap an r for'

.’

:

(

.

instance,

where 20th puts the

total numof theatres at 3,100, possi-

her

*

,

any one" American

bilities for

film are only 741. In India,
with 2,686 houses, the possibe, spent.
bilities run to 220, or 8%.
COMPO’s Robert Coyne and
20th-Fox’s William C. Gehring, ap- * Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy,
is
due to toyr the Far East
pearing fprAl Licthmain, made the
soon, in, an attempt to hypo the
pitch to the board.
market.
It was “no action” also on a
$10,000 request by “Salute to
France.” However, with only one
company saying- it would have to
consult withv the homeoffice, it
r

.

.

,

.

A system of arbitration of dis-4putes between distributors and. ex'NAKED DAWN' COMES UP
hibitors has! been agreed- upon.
All points of disagreement have
Censor. Binford Was Absent
been resolved and all tliat reDue To Sunlamp. Burning,
mains is placing the signatures of
the negotiators on a completed
.Memphis, July 19,
agreement. When the names are
Universal’s ‘.‘The Naked Dawn"
- affixed .to the document, the arbiits censorship okay here
received
tration plan will be forwarded to
the Dept, of Justice for its ap- after some delay due to. the absence,
proval. Once the greenlight is re- of chief blue-penciler Lloyd T. Binceived from the ,D. of J., the sys- ford. Two' femme members pf the
tem of arbitration, which took censor'board had seen the pic ear-:
three, years Jo evolve, will b e Her but refused to say yes or no
pending a check with. Binford.'
placed into operation.
" Latter, who had beet* indisposed
The on-again-off-again arbitra-. due to facial burns caused by a
tion plan, a source of- wordage and sun lamp, was back oh
the job this
irritation in the industry for many
week end greenlighted “Dawn.”
years, is expected by its proponents to bring about friendlier relations between distribs and ex
.

MPA A

looks likely that
-

in.

Eric.

•'

:

'

.

•

Johnston,

MPAA

pirez,

Oldsmobile Again?

t

Academy 'Awards which

t

bibs. Additionally, it’s hftped that
it will succeed in reducing the
number of the antitrust suits that
has plagued ,the industry for many
'
years,
;

How,: Effective the arbitration
plan will be is still a matter of

-

ment for the industry keeping the other -NT 0xecs plus an outside
Academy show “in- the family.” group were buying heavily.
-

last March, there was
Actually, Rhoden’s purchases, oh
praise of NJBCS handling of the. open market, were made last
the Oscar televisings and the- month. He*: acquired 10,000 to add
board apparently felt that to his direct ownership, which now
$880,000 was, too heavy a’ load to totals 34;80O shares, and 36,000
'
shoulder.
shares Were picked up in behalf -of
the private Rhoden Investment Co.
This outfit now holds 38,000 shares,
giving Rhoden control of 72,800
"
Dialects
shares,

However,

MRAA

What’s The

Why

In other stock activity, James L.
['Brown, comptroller and assistant
over in N.Y. while enroute to the.
treasurer of American BroadcastCoast from -a nine-week Eurppearr ing-Paramdunt Theatres, exercised
N
trip, recently
completed “Fbqt- an- option .to buy 1,500!. AB-PT
t
steps har the Fog” at Britain’s' Shep- shares of common.
-

up as a censor Ip, advance.
Censorship by public bodies has
been condemned by the United
States Supreme Court. Why should
a private organization like your
own, despite its salutary purpose,
be permitted to clamp down a virtual censorship in theatres throughout the country by adoption of its
own code and by action tantamount
'

Company's
40-week
earnings
statement, which will be issued following the meeting, will be discussed by the bpard members.
itoa blacklist?”
-

mean

by the actual .'theof course, the/ 8,735

strictly

count,

-

.

current installations represent only
16% of ’the world’s theatre; population outside the U. S, aftd Canada.
Even adding the. current orders/the percentage improves only
to 36%, or slightly more than one
third of the (conservatively figured) total.
In thh U. S. and Canada; there
are now over 14,000 Cinemascope
installations. This is coming close
to. the' total count of possibilities
iri the two countries,
Orders are
still being received at .the rate of
about 10Q a week,, coming for .the
most part: from the jsmaUssitu‘

ations.

"

v

.

.

•

.

,

.

Stereo Sound
The 20th international report indicates! the extent to which- the
Stereophonic sound Campaign has
failed.
Of the 8,735 recorded Installations, only 2,994 are for four.

,

trabk* magnetic
sdund arid the.
rest
for optical’ sound.
5,741
Similarlly, of the 11,074 orders,'
only, 3,541 are for stereo sound
and the rest optical It’s pointed
but, however, that such situations

—

—

]

j

.

•

’

STANLEY WARNER

-

.
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—

•

.

.

-

*

.

'

the installation; this would

that there would be- 19;809 Cineunits Operating, or 2,471
•more than there are possibilities.

;

.

today (Wed.).

Report from 20th puts the number Of C’Scope equipments On order at jl,074.J If every theatre
comes through and actualy makes

.

'

set itself

when compared
on world

statistics

t

.

Loew’i Board Meets

figure

exhibition).

as are equipped are mostly' the
The AB-PT Issue,; meanwhile, is •key firstruns that return the most
perton Studios and may also dicontinuing prominent in N. Y. Ex- revenue.
rect, “The. Ghost of Drury Lane”' in change trading. It led the Big
Ratio, of ’installations to, possiLondon shortly after the first of Board volume last Friday (15). with bilities in the various countries.:
the year. “Fog,” a Jean Simmons- a total of 46,2Q0 shares exchanging differs, of course. In Britain, for
bands and cldsed ’the day at instance, where total theatres 'are
Stewart Granger starrer, was proput at 4,522, possibilities are 2,417
duced by Mike Frankovich for Co- $32.62V&, for a ’gain, of $1.62^.
and^ there
are
2,047
houses,
lumbia release and he’ll likewise
equipped. This is a' unique situ-.,
produce “Drury Lane.”
[ation due to the Rank-20th bookHigh on Lubin’s personal produc- 39
ing hassle which has led to the
tion agenda is a venture he hopes
creation of a new indie booking
to roll in Israel next Spring in
$2,220,090 Circuit.
Cinemascope and .color. Untitled
In the rest of Europe, the ratio
Stanley Warner Corp. racked up
and unwritten as yet, the project a net profit of $2,220,000 for
the of installations to possibilities folwould be 4 “gay happy comedy 39 weeks ending May 28. This is. lows the overall pattern of ahout
about Israel similar in idea to equivalent
to $1.01 per share on 50%. According to 20th, Europe-^‘Three Coins in the Fountain.”' the
outstanding common stock. with 32,122 theatres offers 8,636
Script will '-be authored by Mrs:.
For the same period of 1.954, the possibilities of which 4,569. have
Wallace Reid, widow of the silent net profit was
A' total
$1,495,000 equal to installed Cinemascope/
screen star, in collaboration with
64 cents per share on the common of 5,773 units are on order.
another writer as yet .unselected.
stock then outstanding.
Rest of World
Lubin, who looked over locations
The operating profit for the '39
Elsewhere, South America,! with
in Israel diiring a two-week stay weeks, before losses from the sale
theatres
and 3,735 possibili8,125
there, also took in UniversaFInter- of fixed .assets, Federal taxes,, and
national’s sales convention in Bar- provisions for contingencies Was ties; shows 825 installations ahd
has;
orders
1,225
on the books. In
celona in the course of his Euro- $5,270,700 as compared -to $2,614.pean junket. U& left for the .Coast 100 for the same stanza of a year the Far East, with 6,847 theatres
and
possibilities
1,404
counted, inover the weekend for huddles' with ago.
U execs who, he- said, “wants to Theatre admissions and mer- stallations stand at 735 and orders
establishing
at
that
area as
878,
cast directors like actors.”
chandise Sales, rents from tenants,
:

•

Asking Code reconsideration of
Abram' Montague disposed of
400 shares of Columbia Pictures the ban on “Stories,” Ellis’ letter
could
be interpreted as meaning
common, retaining 10,338. Jerry
Wald- said that in five trans- he’d pursue the matter further in
the
event
of no Code reversal.
actions from August,' 1953, to FebHe said: “I am pressing these
ruary, 1955, he sold 1,400 shares of
matters
(a
sex angle in ‘Stories’
Columbia common and bought
1,141. He said he how Owns 409 also was objected to by the Code)
not
only
because
of the principle
shares. Harold E, Newcombe-added
800 shares of RKO Theatres com- involved, but because the refusal
mon, for a total of 1,900. Louis of a seal has seriously interfered
Joffe bought 400 Shares of the with the exhibition of this film and
common, giving himsel fa total Of it is hot fair to the owners of the
*
film that any private body should
800.

.

,

.

,

,

-

••

;

:

*•

,

•

Board of directors of Loew’s Inc.
meets af the N6w York homeoffice

,

Continued from page 5

Issue*, .was raised this week oh
down^ a . plan two years ago which
did hot include the arbitration Of why the Production Code flatly
film rentals; it's doubted that it turns dowh'any^film that concerns,
will become a party to .the present the evils of -drug addiction -whereas
plan since, film- rentals are hot an other media have no such taboo:
Also, film producers are ’not, On-included.
Theatre -Owners of America, joined from: depicting other unwhich has staunchly favored "an savory subjects, so -why not the
arbitration, p’lan, carried -the ball narcotic matter?
Emil K. Ellis; N. Y. attorney who
for ^exhibition in finalizing the
agreement. Some ‘industry quarters in past has been involved in show
business
litigation, registered his
expressed- surprise that' TOA‘ accepted a plan' without film rentals Code objections With Geoffrey
Shurloek,
Production GodC adminin the light of TOA’s recent demands in the joint TOA-Allied istrator, in letter form. “If a story
properly
is
handled;” stated Ellis,
meetings with the individual distribution
companies. There ap- “I do not see how it can have an
evil
effect,
any more than the
peared to be general agreement
on the arbitration of film rentals^ proper handling of prostitution,
adultery,
sex,
intoxication
and
of $100 or less. Apparently this
will be done outside the Scope' of Other .baneful aspects of our social
system.”
the official arbitration plan.
Ellis’ protest was In behalf of
his brother’s, Jack Ellis, Ellis Films
Inc., distributor of the “Three Forbidden Stories” import 'which has
been 'refused Code endorsement.
The lawyer said in part: “We
have no wish, of course, to press
Washington, July 19.
Spyros Skouras has added 4,240 any! matter which may result in
shares, of 20th-Fox common stock adversely affecting the morals of
and now holds 10,000, -the Securi- our yoting or older citizens, Howties and Exchange Commission re- ever,<we are at somewhat of a loss
ports in its latest summary of to understand how the proper de“insider
covering piction of: the drug traffic pr-drug
transactions”,
addiction can be harmful or can
the period May 11 to June 10,
Elmer C. "'Bhoden added 509 do any more than warn against its
shares at Natfbnal Theatres Com- dangers. Certainly; in these days
mon. He now owns 24,800, plus of radio, television, newspapers
10,225 in a trust account, A. M. and magazines, drug addiction is
Ahiskog, .of NT, notified SEC he commonly known and is constantly
had purchased his first 100 shares being referred to in all forms of
communication.”
of common stock of the circuit.
-

servative

with some other

•-

*

•

1

much

speculation, particularly since- not
all segment of exhibition favor the
system as approved. Allied States
Assn., for example, MQatly turned,
,

are con-

NBC

Elmer C. Rhoden, president of
trolled by
for a three-year
•period, this year were sponsored National Theatres, bought up 48,000
shares_of
the corporation’s common
it
appears
Oldsmobile
and
Jipw
by
likely that the outfit will pick up stock, which has been selling' at
the
$11-12
asked
for
level. The issue has been
1956;
Price
the tab in
the nominations show was $350;000 active on the N. Y. Stock Exchange
for
the
past
Several months. With;'
and for the' -awards $530,009.
1
There’s been considerable senti- rumors resulting that the prez arid

•

.

atre

V

!

-

;

According to thd XAst ;20th-Fox
breakdown covering the weak ended July 15, 8,735 hous^fc abroad
now can show C’Scope a# against
possibilities for any one picture
running to 17,338. Total number
of theatres operating as per the
20th study is 54,230. » (A very con-

Going

pre-

sided at the meet aha gave the
board an account of his recent
Hollywood conversations.
1

.

medium.

mascope

will chip

'

of ClnemaScope across
the world h$s been such that there
are riow.d«&
shade more than
50% of aB fotetm “possibilities,”
l.e. theatres?
the ,U. S. and
Canada', whifsb any single film can
blay, equipped for the' widescreen

Under contract to: do two pictures annually for U, he directed
his sixth “Francis” '.film for that
studio this spring and >may da a
seventh before- the' -year’s oven
Last’entry in the series was “Fran.v
cis In The Navy”
-

.

;

etc.

amounted

to

the slowest to adopts Cinemascope.
'Australia, with 1,656 houses and
In-'
773; possibilities, has 370 installaa -year
tions and 532 orde'rs and South

$68,630,600 for;

the current 39-week period.*

come from same sources
ago was $44,236,400.
Depreciation and
-

Africa, with 550 theatres and 164
amortization
possibilities, shows
131. installatotaled $3,373,800 against $2,328,100 for the corresponding period tions and 155 orders, the only
country where these two factors
.last year.
Loss
of
was
$123,000
%
add up to about 50% of the actual
sustained on the sale of fixed astheatre count.
sets for current period as comAs to the individual countries,
Toll Fight
pared with a profit of $80,000 for
Britain leads the field with 2,047
the
period
same
Pro^
last
year.
from page 4
; Continued
installations.
After that comes
vision for contingencies was $75,fighting -pay-tv have been ques- 000 with $10.0,'000 for the same pur- Italy with 1,287 houses equipped,
Germany
with
994 and France
tioned from the start by the toll- pose a year ago. Provision for eswith 765.
tv proponents who ;have charged timated Federal and Canadian income # taxes amounted to $2,850,-the^theatres with opposing, them
000 in the 1955 inning as compared
Builder Sues
for purely selfish reasons. With- with $1,100,000 for the 1954 period.
Omaha, July 19.
in the exhib group, all has not
Theatre chain operates about
Parsons Construction Co. last.
been unity either. The Metropoli- 275 theatres in the U, S>. and is the
tan Theatre Owners org of N.Y., producer and exhibitor of Ciner- Thursday (14) filed a $156,382 lien
for Instance, .at times has operated ama pictures.
One of its whdlly- foreclosure suit against Benson
quite independently from -Organ-J owned subsidiaries is the Interna- Drive-In Corp. Petition said Parizations for Free-TV and has dis- tional Latex Corp., manufacturers sons built the Sky View Drive-In
agreed with 'Its approach.
of girdles, bras, gloves and im Theater north of Omaha and the
When Rep. Emanuel Celler of fants Wear sold under the Play- amount is still owed, for the work.
N.Y. introed his anti-toll bill, for tex tradename: • Income statement j Company said it was ta Construct
instance, Organizations for Free- only Includes operations of Inter- the ozoner at cost plus 10%.
Ralph Blank is prexy and WilTV knew nothing of the inspired national Latex subsequent to the
April, liam Miskell v.p. of Benson Drivemove until it got a copy of the res- date of its acquisition
olution.
fin Corp^.
30, 1954.
;

>
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Okay

Gets German
Frankfurt, July

19.

(UA) which
./‘African .Queen”
made film history some years ago
in the U. Si finally get its first
permit to play in Germany.
Pic, Which was formerly cen.

By HAROLD MYEljlS
London, July

19.

Disappointed at the revelation
that the Lady Fund estimate of
$8,400,000 a year is falling short
by over $1,000,000 in the first 12
months of the new arrangement,
the British Filin Producers Assn,
is threatening not to support any
trade claim for admission tax relief unless given a prior assurance
that a substantial proportion of any
cut will go into its fund coffers.
This new stand, made pn the eve
of four-power industry talks by
Robert Clark in his valedictory address as BFPA prez, is one of four
points, which he advanced at the
annual general meeting last Thursday (14). First, he urged, the underlining of the fact that the present scale of levy was inadequate to
achieve its prime object. Next, he
tagged .the exhibs, who were refusing to pay the levy or were paying beloW the agreed scale as “a
whole
the
danger to
serious
scheme.” His third point dealt
with admission tax. Finally he advocated steps to safeguard the income of the fund against declines
in admissions.'
Without, reiterating the reasons
to the acceptance of the

Which led

compromise;: scheme last year,, the
retiring

BFPA

sored

h

prexy recalled that

scheme was for a fund
wftich would yield a minimum of

its original,

$9,800,000.

New

'

.

.

.

,

,

j

;

'

.

:

.

'

1

.

;

:

*

so raised to aid producers and help rebuild or moderninze
Boss of
theatres in the lahd. But each* and
participant seems to have a
Net everyBritish Com’l
special* objection or his own very
London, July 19.
particular ax to grind.
Maurice Winnick. appears to*
Some of the theatre owners are
have lost his concession as a pro- reluctant to administer this extra
gram ..contractor for the new charge, trying to use the plan as a
British" cpmrnercial web- in co'ntrdl political lever- in fighting against
of weekend time for the Birming- amusement; taxes and local governham and; Manchester outlets.* Last ment levies affecting their own
week, the independent Television boxoffice: returns. - - A few -.bigger
Authority advertised for a new producers object to the plan for
contractor. This ends a six-month the sClfisli motives which admit
period of intense and complex ne- they don’t nCed aid, and they have
gotiations.. Winnick was given the
no wish to collect funds to benefit
with
concession in. association
the
possible competitors*
thejr
Lord Kemsiey, head of one of small producers.
j

•

&

»

*

.

the

•

was

.

embarking

on

an

Tokyo, July 12.
Despite an increase of 300 more
film houses over the total at the
end of 1954 and an expected Japanese film production increase
this year over last, the tentacles of
nationwide deflation seem to have
finally reached the Japanese film
industry.
There are now 4,600
film houses in the country. Film
production in the first six months
this year is exactly the same as
the first six months of 1954 but
studios announce the year’s tota
may exceed last year’s 370.
Attendance figures for the hal:
year are down 10% with a total o
This
440,000,000.
trend is expected to drop the 1955
gross below 1954’s $50,000,000.
The studios are retrenching by
turning out medium-length films
and concentrating on sword slingers for two- and three-film programs. ' Most of the films being
made by the Big Six companies a
the rate of one a week come in for
about $50,000 with only 24 budg
eted at $100,000 to $300,000.
.

downward

.

.

BOPE

Doubles
*•

«

Gro&

Via Re-Equipment

;

,

;

.

.

!

.:

most powerful newspaper,
The. German government and
chains,, and associated with him.
Picture Export Assn,
Was Isaac Wolfson, one .of the the Motion
companies are adopting a
member
The latter,
Britain's

•

•

leading, city financiers.

’-‘wait and. see” attitude, although
however, dropped out soon after
before the plan can go into effect;
the original announcement, and
both must give it their? complete
there has been growing uncertain-

approval; It is hoped that some
ty as to What role Kemsiey "would,
kind of feasible solution; will be
play in the new organization;' v
to the German Parliapresented
fortnight ago, it was anit* takes its summer
nounced jthat he was ankling the ment before
in. July, for the. subsidy
hiatus
ft
setup* for “personal reasons.”
guarantees of the German governis assumed that Winnick has not
ment to the producers go out of
been- able to provide a replaceyear.
ment with the same authority and existence at the end of the
*

A

.

=

,

.

.

Austria Would Follow
Bonn, July 12.
Austria is that she’s
anxiously watching the: progress of
a n
the much-discussed G e ,r
Groschen Plan, -which aims to levy
a groschen (10 pfennig coin, about
2Hc) on each theatre admission
ticket, to raise money for financing
German film production and modernizing theatres. The plan is new
;

Word from

GORDON IRVING

Of

British Pix

Houses

London, July 12.
Activity in. the re-equipment of
the film industry has played a. ma,

jor role in the increased earnings
of the British Optical Ac Precision

^uiy 12.

A

host of

show

bfe:

talent In the

.

United Kingdom has made the annual inigrationte this noted holiday town, vacation center from
now until mid-October. A dozen
live shows are drawing audiences
and raking iiilprofits for local and

London impresarios. ;
It’s* the gayest town

in Britain,,

at this season, with the average
forking man and his family out
on a week or fortnight’s junket.
Breezy Blackpool, £et on the northt

west English coast, is a sort ‘of*
Coney Island with show biz trimmings. Town will draw over 9,000,000 customers during the summer
and early fall, each spending an
average ef $60 tp $80,
Seafront area boasts the fambus
Golden. Mile,” .noisy row of. illuminated rideshows, hotdog stalls*
pin games and, such concessions.
Huge modern ballrooms draw the
yotmger set. The town’s 14 modern
cineihas will register near-capacity
bii nightly. Blackpool Tower, the
British version of the Eiffel Tower*
is visited by 3,000,000 people a year
at 26c. per. Novelty show spot em?

ploys 6Q0.
The kernel of Blackpool’s entertainment is the Blackpool .Tower
Co. Ltd;, now in its 6lSt year.* Its
main activities are -the Tower and
its ballroom and circus, the 3,000seat Opera House, the Winter Gardens Theatre, the Grand Theatre*
and the Palace Theatre.

The Opera House, claimed

to ha
most luxurious theatre,
also the last to be built since
1939, and therefore the most modern. Stage is over 110 feet high,
60 -feet deep and over 100 feet

Britain’s’
is

wide. Liberal behind-scenes space
sub- gives dressing-room accommodation for more than 200.
Tank Acts Click
/
Added to the 12 live shows are
31 last were more than double the regular Sunday night concerts in
previous year. Net earnings, after seven of/the theatres,’ with U. S.
allowing for depreciation, interest acts a specialty at the Opera
and taxation, totaled $1,638,000. House. Don Cornell and Billy EckThis result is' about four times the stine have already appeared here;
figure, of the previous year.
and the <Deep River Boys clicked
In his statement to stockholders, several, weeks ago; Hoagy Carmisent oilt last week, J. Arthur Rank, chael, following his Liverpool and
the board chairman, said the com- Glasgow' dates, Was there
July £
pany is to take advantage of the
Major show, is George and. Alperiod of prosperity to rerequip
fred Black’s $100,000 production*
and expand the productive reThe Big Show Of 1955,” starring
sources of the group; A large prothe English comedy duo of Jimmy
gram of capital expenditure has Jewel Sc Ben Warrlss, and. chirper
next
two
been authorized for the
Alma Cogan. In 17 weeks from
years, which will put BOPE in a
18 opening to mid-October,
stronger competitive* position if June
become less it will draw. an estimated 600,000
trading situations
with top price $1.15.
customers,
favorable.
Show has received favorable noRank also reports that in 1954,

the

Engineers,

equipment

sidiary of the J. Arthur Rank Orof
profits
Trading
ganization.
$3,920,000 for the year ended Dec.

*

.

-

•

'

'

export sales were 44% up
1953 and that plans are being
for expansion of the factories
manufacturing Bell
& Howell
[-equipment in Britain to meet the
continuing demand.
At the annual stockholders sesin -the negotiation stages, since it sion on July 13, the board will promust be approved by all German pose a resolution to approve the
and U. S. distributors in Germany payment of $21,000 compensation,
before it is presented to the gov- for loss of office to I. H. CremieuJaval, who resigned as a director
ernment for sanction.
Aim in Austria would be to fol- in July last year.
loosely
the
outlines
the
low
of
plan,
levying
30
a
tariff -of
groschen (in Austria, about lVfcc) 172 Border Austrians
per ticket. Then it would be transferred to a fund m&iuly for theatre

tices from local and London crix,
and may be transferred to London
in the falL It is notable for a spectacular San Franoisco earthquake
scene, which lasts only one minute
and 25 seconds on stage, yet took
eight months to conceive and build.
Jewel & Warrlss are pacted for an
ice shoW at Wembley Stadium at

Vienna, July 12.
Licenses without a tax levy were
172
tv°set
owners along
issued to
turned down an invitation to be- Brazil Buying Film
the German and Czechoslovakian
come commercial tv programmers.
Equipment
Japan
-They receive programs
borders.
In view of the fact that the Birfrom these countries, as Austria
Tokyo, July 12,
mingham station is due to come
Japan’s film equipment industry itself will not have tv before the
on the air early in the new year,
middle of 1956.
got
last
week
a
shot
the
in
arm
the ITA is expected to make
Problem of royalties undoubted
quick appointment in order that with the purchase by a Brazilian
will have to be settled soon be
ly
firm
pilot
‘four-track
of
models
of
the new contractor can have an
opportunity of fulfilling his com- magnetic stereophonic sound sys- tween the author-composer-pubsocieties
of the nations concerned.
tems,
Perspecta
systems
and
Sound
mitments.
Two days after the ITA ap- accessories plus a standard 35m

Leading straight play on the local board's is “Love and Kisses,” a

tractors.

confidently assumed that
Kemsley’s place as contractor will
be taken by another press group.
organization
Beaverbrook
The
(controllers of the Daily and SunIt

is

day Express and Evening Standard)
is being widely tipped as the new

Manchester and- Birmingham weekend -programmers; there is also
little doubt that the Daily Mirror
group, which attacked the partisan
bias of the originally

named

con-

m

BOPE
on.

made

‘

were being urged to provide full tractors, will also stake its claim'
There’s little
data on expenditure and income, as as tv operators.
well as income earned overseas and likelihood at this stage of either
of the main film industry groups
brought back to Britain.
putting in an application. Only a
week ago, Sir .Philip Warter, head improvement.
Deflation Finally Hits
of Associated British Picture Corp.
confirmed that his organization had

Japan’s Pix Industry

Rank’s

'

mum

BFPA

in order to maintain the special
privileges.

.

adequate financial .resources. The
ITA. Intimated when it first advertised for contractors, that a minirestrictions imposed in many forcapital of about $5,600,000
eign
markets, were,
generally would- be required of the con-

economic survey of British production, destined to prove “beyond
any possible doubt,” by how much
the British 'industry needs to supplement film rentals and overseas
earnings to put it on a self-supporting basis.
All producing outfits

money

New
TV

Program

.

speaking, made on Hollywood product, they applied equally to British
films; that made the expansion of
earnings was no easy matter.
Clark also revealed that the

By
t

.

'

,

Asserting that without a steady
flow of British bbxoffice pictures,
exhibs woiild' find their programs
and film rentals materially affected,
Clark admitted that they
needed to redouble their efforts to.
convince theatre owners that they
had a vested interest in insuring
that British production was maintained in a healthy condition.* He
note’d that British film makers had
to combat the serious handicaps of
a comparatively small home market and unrestricted imports.
Selling in U. S. Slow
The retiring prez also commented
at length on the drive by British
producers to swell their export
earnings and he noted a “slow but
gradual
increase”
.the
outside
United States, "In America,” he
observed, ''the progress in selling
British films is still slow and more
intensive effort is needed. It. will
be pity». indeed, if American distributors leave it to the tele networks, now buying British filmsjfor
first showing in the U. S., to prove
that the, American public can really
enjoy good British films.
Clark also suggested that whilst

of the Bundesrepublic,

otit

had some anti-German feeling in
that Miss Hepburn played an es- No More
rcens
*
caping missionary who was routed
by German soldiers during the
Cute for Berlin Exhibs
Season in London out
last World War. Now, the German
/*B6nn, July 12.
London, July 19.
Censorship Beard has decided that,
;
x
Officials of the U.S, Government
The Festival Ballet opened a with a few minor deletions, the
that the U‘.S.
here
be
can
admitted
have
new season at the Royal Festival film’s military aspects'
is planning to discontinue its sponSail last .Monday (11) with a pro- lessened.
which
program
special
of
a
sorship
gram comprising act two of “Swan
had reduced film rental price, for
ake,” “Petrouchka,” “HarlequinWest
in
theatres
selected
certain
ade” (Pas de Deux) and “Napoli,”
Berlin. Under the U.S. auspices,
During the season, it will draw, on
to
intended
originally
the plan was
an. repertoire, which includes “Gioffer top current U.S, and Germain
selle,” “Nutcrackdr Suite,” “Pas
postwar
early
the
during
films
de Quatre” and “Le Beau Danube.”
period at a lower rental i*ate to
Guest artist for the season is
a few chosen theatres so that the
Alexandra Danilova while principeople, from East Germany could
pal dancers are Natalie Krassov*•
Frankfurt, July 12.
pass over the borders and attend
ska. Toni Lander, Belinda Wright,
There is an air, of anxious an- films at lower admissions. Because
Aiiita Lahda, Anton Dolih and
ticipation hovering over the Ger-: of the lower incomes of these peoJohn Gilpin.
The company, has now developed man motion*, picture industry, as ple and the psychological benefits
the outcome derived from providing them with
into a lively and colorful group; all participants aWait
complicated top film entertainment at a cost
There, is a- consistently high stand- of ti e lengthy and
industry it- they could afford, the U.S. had
the
inside
negotiations
ard of choreography; the principals
a originally financed the plan.
and the corps de ballet move easily self in the struggle to arrive at
Aid
Groschen
new
for
the
now- felt, however that the
and- gracefully and within the lim- formula'
all the. dis- •program has met with much abuse.
itations of a concert hall stage, Plan that will satisfy
basically
plan
The
elements.
Certain theatre owners are charged
the decor is hold and impressive. sident
is to levy a 10 pfennig (2%c) sur- with unfairly tampering with fig.admission
theatre
each
charge on
ures as to the number of admission
ticket in West Germany, and use tickets sold to the East Germans
Winnick Seen Out As

Get

TV Set licenses

From

1

'

peared, asking for

A

new; contrac-

projector.

4 managing partner of Empresa
Maurice Winnick. released
statement asserting that he is pro- Nacional Cinematografica, Rio de
ceeding with his plans. He prom- Janeiro, placed the orders with
tor,,

v

few Victor Co. of Japan, a company
licensed by Fox and Paramount to
make the equipment hfere. He said
there is a potential of some 4,000
Back to Rank
more orders in his country.
London; July 12.
Victor only, last month sold a
Powell & Pressburger resume as complete Cinemascope’ and Vistaproducers under the Hank banner Vision set to a Korean theatre, the
with “The Battle of the River first commercial house in that counPlate,” which is to be made in try to install the new medium. The
Pinewood and on location in the U.S. Army has a C’Scope and VVised a further statement in a
days, time.

P&P

South Atlantic and at the Mediter
ranean.
Film is to be made with ful
Admiralty cooperation and will be
a VistaVision color feature.
•

equipped house in Seoul.

A

pro-

and* a rectifier were purchased by the same Korean source
from Japanese manufacturers at
jector

the

same time.

Christmas.

Comedy duo are also starring
BBC tv network as
continuing stars of ^ix fortnightly
tv Sunday night shows from the
local Norbeck .Hydro. Production is
a peak-hour telecast, with leading
stars from the Blackpool shows, in
here on the

each.
‘Kisses’

Top Legiter

new comedy by

Glerin Melvyn,
Arthur Askey.
Hylton
is
presenting
Jack
this at
the Grand Theatre in twice-ftightly
form, the author himself playing a
part. Show is a follow-up. to the
earlier comedy, ‘‘The Love Match,”
also by Melvyn and starring Askey.
Comedian’s 21-year-old daughter,
Anthea Askey, is in the cast.

starring comedian

Singers, as befits a crooner-crazy
Britain, are well to the top of the

Maschwitz Gets Go-Ahead major layouts. Davjd
On Ibanez ‘Blood* Film who has rocketed from

Whitfield*
a laborer’s
job to headlining and disk honors*
London, July 12.
Is the star of the Black brothers*
Eric Maschwitz finalized negoti- “Sing a Happy Song” revue at the
ations last .week with the heirs to Winter Gardens Pavilion, where pithe late Vincente Biased Ibanez anist Semprini is featured. Joan
for fL musical version of “Blood Regan, English vocalist, at the
and Sand,” which will be staged Queen’s Theatre, and Dickie Valenunder the title “Matador,” in as- tine at the Hippodrome, an Asso».
elated British Cinema which switchsociation with Charles Hickman.
Major part of the score will es from films for the summer
come from Spanish sources, bui months.'
Music and danceband-wise, there
additional
numbers are being
cleffed by George Posford.
A are nightly sessions in the Winter
Spanish painter is being pacted to Gardens Empress Ballroom, and
do the decor and a special rep is bands already signed include Ted
being appointed in Madrid to hire Heath, Ken Mackintosh, Jack Parnell^ Billy Ternept and Geraldo.
specialist singers and dancers.
'

*
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WHEN JACK WEBB BEGINS
THE MOST INTENSIVE IN-PERSON BUILD-UP
\

THE INDUSTRY HAS EVER SEEN
THE GIANT DAY-BY-DAY, CITY-BY-CITY
MONTH-LONG PERSONAL APPEARANCE.
!

JACK WEBB
KELLY

c

PEzTE

IN

STE KELLY’S

WES

written by RICHARD L.

STARRING

BREEN

JANET LEIGH

EDMOND O'BRIEN
ANDY DEVINE
a

MARK

VII

•

MARVIN ELLA FITZGERALD

LEE

LTD. production

PRINT BY TECHNICOLOR

*

•

directed by

PRESENTED BY WARNER BROS.

WarnerColor

And on

Stereophonic Sound

July 24ih watch and listen to the way the entire

Colgate Variety Hour (NBC-TV)-with Jack
will

X

JACK WEBB

Webb

starring-

shout out the news about Pete Kelly's Bluest

REMINDER FROM COMPOi DID YOU MAIL YOUR NOMINATIONS FOR AUDIENCE AWARDS?

.

.

'

PICTURES
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DRIVE-IN SUCCESS STORY
i

[SUNRISn, BAYSHORE, LONG ISLAND]
By GENE ARNEEL —

Property (20 acres) and development,
including ramping, fencing, etc.
Booth equipment (Motiograph projec.

.

1,200

speakers

$175,000

Starts, This year

or shorts and bring along pajamas for the children
who get tucked in the back seat after darkJi
Prudential, which hay about 60 theatres In the
east, shelled out over $350,000 to open the Sunrise.
Screen, capable of accommodating any of tlie .new
picture processes, is a mammoth 6,250 square feet,
125 wide and 50 high. Aluminum surfaced, it’s called
Mancovision and was developed by; the Motion Picture Industry Council in collaboration with Alcoa.
Manco Plating Co. does the processing.
440-Foot Throw

This,

tests

Prod.—Ben Bogcaus
Assoc. Prod.—George Maskov,
Dir. —
Allan
John
Payne, Rhonda
a
Un —
^ Dwan.
m
ig. .Arlene Dahl
Ileniln„
Yillw itn

though,
are not wanted.

arty and/or 'gabby screenplays
‘

-

\

(Started July 4)

Dir.

1

The

v

—

UNIVERSAL

—Howard Welxch, Harry
—Nicholas Ray
Jane Russell, Cornel Wilde

Prods.

Tatle-

This Date, Last Year. .....17

.

Dir.

"THE .SQUARB JUNGLE"

(Started July -18)

Dir,

Snowden

.17

(Started

Steve Alien, --Donna Reed, -Berta Gersten, Barry Truex. Harry James, Ben
Pollack; Gene Krupa, Lionel Hampton, Teddy Wilson, Herbert Anderson,
Robert F. Simon, Sammy Davis, Jr.
(Started July 1)
-

.

-

Flippen, Sebastian Cabot
(Started May 23)

"DECISION AT DlfRANGO"

—

CRY TOMORROW"
.

Prod.—rLawrence Welngarten
Dir.—Daniel Mann

.

t

.

Prod. Albert Zugsmlth'
Dir,—slack Arnold
Rory Calhoun, Martha Hyer, Dean Jagger, Robert Middleton, James MilUcan, Lita Baron, Treyor Bnrdetts
(Started July ID
.

.Susan Hayward, RlchaYd 'Conte, Eddie
"
Van Fleet. Don Taylor,
* Albert,- Jo

-

Ray Danton
(Started June 15)

WARNER BROS.

—Lawrence- Welngarten
—Charles' Walters

Prod.
Dir:

Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds, David
Wayne, Celeste Holm, Carolyn Jones.
Jarma Lewis. Lola Albright; Willard
Sage, Howard St. John, Joey Fay
(Started June 24)

"THE LAST HUNT"
(Started July 13)

'

. .

.

"SINCERELY YOURS"
Prod.—Henry Blanke
Dir.—Gordon Douglas

.

vProd.-Dir.— Cecil B. DeMille

‘

Assoc. Prod,—Henry Wilcoxon
Chariton Heston. .Yul Brynner, Anne
Baxter, Yvonne DeC&rlo, Debra Paget,
Judith -Anderson, Edward G. •.Robinon. Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Vincent
f'rice, John Carradine, John Derek/
Olive Deering, Martha Scott, Julia
Faye. Henry Wilcoxon, Douglas Dumbrille, Ian Keith, Frank De Kova,
Peter Hanson, Donald Curtis, H. B.
‘

.

The

i

LibCrace, Joanne Dru; Dorothy Malone,
William Demare$t, Lori Nelson
"
(Started May 3D
0

"THE COURT-MARTIAL OP BILLY
MITCHELL"

Frdd.—Milton Sperling
Dir.—Otto Preminger
Gary Cooper, Ralph Bellamy, Charles
Bickford, Rod Steiger, Fred Clark,
Herbert Heyes,. Elizabeth Montgomery, Jack Lord
(Started June 18)
-

Warner, Joan Woodbury

-

INDEPENDENT

(Started Oct. 14)

"THE MAN
..

WHO KNEW TOO MUCH"

Pxod.-Dir .^--Alfred Hitchcock

—

Herbert Coleman
James Stewart, Doris Day, Chris Olsen,
Bernard Miles, Ralph Truman, Brenda

-Assoc. Prod.

-

'

De

Banzie,. Daniel Gelin, Reggie Nalder, Betty -Baakcothb
(Started May 12)

"GUYS AND DOLLS"

Prod.-Dir.—Michael Curtiz
Carol Ohmart, Topi Tryon, Jody Lawrence, James Gregory, DaVld Lewis,
Scott Marlowe; Jacques Aubuchon',
Elaine Strltch, fL G. Marshall, Edward Binns, Maureen Hurley, Johnstone- White, Nat "King" Cole, James
-Todd, James Stone

MGM

(For

Sinatra, Vivian: Blaine, Robert Keith,
Stubby Kaye, Johnny Silver, B. S.

Dan Dayton,
Kathryn Givney, Veda Ann Borg,
Regis Tdomey, George E. Stone, Jos

Pully, Sheldon Leonard,

‘

(Started June 6)

"THE GEORGE GOBEL COMEDY"
Gobel,

"THE PROUD AND PROPANE"
Seaton
William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewe
Martin, Thelma Ritter, Marlon Rosi
Ann Morrlss, Nancy Sinatra, Rot
Bagdasarian, William Rettfleld, Gei
aldine Hall, Evelyn Cotton
(Started July 16)

,

RKO
Year <
This Date, Lbst Year

Starts, This

.

"THE

4

l

Curtis,

6)

(Started July 6)

John

Qualen,

Carey*

Olive

Jr.)

Steele, Plppa
Scott, Robert Lyden, Beulah Arcnu-

Antonio Moreno,
VerA Miles, Walter .Coy
(Started June 18)
letta,

Cliff

Lyons,

(Sheldon Reynolds Production)
(UA Release)
(Shooting in Stockholm)
Prod.-Dir. Sheldon Reynold*

—

Robert' Mttchum, Genevieve Pag*
(Started July 1)

Dir.—King Vidor
Audrey Hepburn, Henry Fonda. Mel
Ferrer, Mllly
Jeremy Brett,
(Started July 4)

"THRF.E

—

Wood, Lana Lisa Wood, Ken

—

Charles

(David Butler Production)
Release)
Prod.-Dir. David Butler
Margaret O'Brien, Charlotte Greenwood,
Walter Brennan, John Lupton, Byron Palmer, Lisa Davis, Gus Schilling,
Theron ,;cclcson, Hugh Sanders; Walter Baldwin'

'

Natalie

Henry Brandon, Harry Carey.

Hank Warden, William

(Shooting In Rome)
Prod. Dlno de Laurentlis

"GLORY"
(RKO

V. Whitney Pictures, Inc.)
(Warners Release)
Prod. Merlan C. Cooper
Dir. John Ford
John Wayne, Jeff Hunter, Ward Bond,
(C.

(Pontl-de LaUrentlis Productions)

Dir.

Mona Freeman,

"THE SEARCHERS"

(Paramount Release)

—Snowden
Tony Owen

Nelson,
Victor
(Started Jude

Redgrave,

"WAR AND PEACE"

WAY OUT"

——Montgomery Tulley
Gene

Michael

"FOREIGN INTRIGUE"

10

(Todon Productions)
(Shooting in London)
Exec. Prod.
Prod, Alec

—

Edmond O'Brien,
Jan Sterling
(Started May 31)
’

—
Dir.— George

A

14)

<

(Holiday Productions)
(Columbia Release)
(Shooting In London)
Exec. Prod.—N. Peter Rathvon

——

vsnooiuig in virgin islands;
Prod. William Perlberg

COMPQ

"1984"

Dir.

Mltzl Gaynor, David
Niven, Fred Clark, Reginald Gardiner,
Harry Bellaver
(Started July 11)

Aims

McTurk
(Started March

Prod.—John Croydon
Michael Anderson

—Paul
—NormanJones
Taurog

Prod.

George

Release)

Prod,—Samuel Goldwyn
Dir.—Joseph -L. Mankrewlcz
Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons. ^Frank

"SCARLET HOUR"

Dir.

Rodney Taylor

•

^

Yepr
7
. . . .
Year .... .10
.

Robert' Nichols,
(Started May 19)
„_per,

"THE :TEN COMMANDMENTS"

'

•

Prods.—George Stevens. Henry Ginsberg
Dir.— George Stevens
...
Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson, James
Dean, Jane Withers. Chill Wills, Mercedes McCambridge, Judith- Evelyn,
Paul Fix. Cftrrqll Baker, Dennis Hop-

'

.

2

•

This Dafey Last

:

7

"GIANT"-

.

PARAMOUNT
Starts, This

Year

This Date* last Year. ... ..10

*

.

» .

Starts, This

Dir .—Richard Brooks
Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Lloyd
Nolan, Russ Tamblyni Anne Bancroft.

.

1

By

22)

Prod.—AarCn Rosenberg..
Dir.-Valentine Davies

Howard Keel, Ann Blyth, Dolores Gray,
Vic Damone. Monty Woolley, Jiy C.

'I'LL

June

"THE BENNY GOODMAN STORY"

Dir.—Vincente Minnelli

'

„

4

Curtis, Pat Crowley, Ernest Borgnine, Paul Kelly, Jim Backus, John.
Day, David Janssen, Jde Louis, Leigh

Tony

Year

Starts, This

Albert Zugsmlth
Hopper
——Jerry

Prod.

METRO

There’s a familiar, but still fairly
interesting, air about how the story
works out. Leonard and the script
inject chimerical action, and wo*;k‘
the herb into and out of any. number of tight situations, some- of
which display good ingenuity, ‘be-

A

Year ........ 17

Starts, This

.

man

Kipp

Stack.

"Robert

(Started July 13)

Chris Alcalde
(Started July 8)

"TAMBOURINE"

Jones,

Hamilton

Dir.—William Castle
Gene Barry, Barbara Hale, Edward Arnold, Jeanne Cooper. Paul Richards,

\

tributing good make-believe in
support of Mclntire and Kiley. Ma
Samuel Bischoff and David Dia- Beachie,
a madam character of the
mond zips along a course that town,
plays herself, as does James
mostly hews to provable incident,
Seymour.
Ed
with some coloring or re-arrangetitle tune cleffed by Harold
ment for dramatic
Purdom gets his‘ audience
emphasis.
Spina is given a sex. pitch by the fore
There’s quite a bit of violence in
with the king by. attempting to
incredibly busty Meg Mylas, seen
the footage. Maybe it didn’t alsteal the crown jewels (footnoted
in Tanner’s joy
ways happen exactly as shown in as an entertainer Harry Sukman’s as an actual incident during
joints Elsewhere,
the film, but the record book shows
Charles’ reign) and' thus is able
score backs the melodramatics and
parallel violence did occur, so
expose- the duke.
the lensing by Harry Neumann tQ
there’s some dramatic justification
There are coach holdups, duels,
casts a revealing eye over Phenix
for the emphasis in the script by
chases and prison breaks involved
Brog.
Crane Wilbur and Dan Mainwar- City.
to give a more or less Bvely air of
ing. Also, it sets up a legitimate
movement. The reaction of cast
King’s Thief
plea for more awareness on the
principals. Including George Sandpart of voters everywhere. Adding
(C’SCOPE—COLOR)
ers as Charles II, is properly evaluto the try for documentation is a
ated to court intrigue and other
13-minute prolog featuring radioFanoiful cos^imed adventure
colorful aspects of the era.. Assisttv’s Clete Roberts doing on-thein the period of Charles II.
ing, castwise, is good ^support from
scene interviews with actual parFairly diverting.
such as Roger Moore and Sean
ticipants in the 1954 events, inMcClory, who aid Purdom;. John
cluding the widow of Albert PatHollywood. July 19.
Dehner, henchman to Niven; Tudor
terson, the murdered candidate.
Metro release o£ Edwin H. Knopf pro- Owen, Melville Cooper, Alan Mow*;
Stars Ann Blyth, Edmund
This prolog is part of the film duction.
David Niven, George Sanders; bray, Rhys Williams,' Joan Elan,
package, stretching show’s run- Purdom,
features Roger Moore, John Dehner, Sean a Quaker lass, and others.
ning time to 100 minutes, but it’s McClory. Tudor Owen, Melville Cooper,
The costumes, settings and other
up to the exhibitor whether or Alan Mowbray, Rhys WiUiams. Directed
by Robert Z. Leonard.
Screenplay, period
furbishings blend nicely
not it is used.
Chrlstoper Knopf; from a story *by RobThe downfall of Phenix City sin ert# Hardy Andrews; camera (Eastman with the Cinemascope lensing in
Robert Planck;
editor,
John Eastman Color by; Robert Planck.
is woven around the return from Color),
Jr.;
music, Miklos Rozsa. The score by Miklos Rozsa, editoverseas service of Richard Kiley McSweeney
Previewed July 14, '55. Running time,
ing and other assists are good.
with wife and two-children to find 78 MINS.
Brog
Lady
Mary
Ann Blyth
his hometown still living up to its
DerihQtt
Edmund Purdoht
wicked reputation. Kiley plays Michael
Duke of Brampton
David Niven
John Patterson, the son of the Charles H
George Sanders
.Roger Moore Electioneering’ of- Exhibs
murdered candidate, who was Jack
Capt.
.‘...John Dehner
elected to the attorney general SheldonHerrick
Sean McClory
post by an aroused citizenry after Simon
.Tudor Owen
At
Distribs
Melville Cooper
the death of the father, ably de- Henry Wynch
Sir Gilbert Talbot
Alan Mowbray
picted by John Mclntire. Kiley Turnkey
Rhys WilUams
Poll
and most of the other casters bring Charity FeU
Influencing
Joan Elan
Charles Davis
fresh faces to the film, although Apothecary
subtle form of electioneering,
Skene
......Ashley Cowah
most have been seen around •be- Fell
Ian Wolfe aimed at influencing the Council
fore? including tv appearances, but Sir Edward Scott
.....Paul Cavanagh
Mrs. Fell
LUlian Kemble Cooper of Motion Picture Organizations
not enough to be familiar types.
Bennett
Isobel Elsom Audience Awards Poll, has been
Under the purposeful direction Mrs.
Adam Urich
Milton Parsons
by Phil Karlson, the footage de- Jacob Hall ...»
Lord Layton launched by some of the film comApothecary’s
wife
QuCenle
Leonard panies. Since exhibitors make the
tails activities in the city’s “sin"
Hoskins
Owdn McGiveney
various categories
section, where gambling, prostitu- Huskies
.Bob Dlx, Michael Dugan first choice in
tion and Similar vice was available Guard
James Logan before the final vote is left to the
for the spending.
Picture was
public, several of the film com-,
lensed almost entirely in the acAs a costumed swashbuckler, panies are preparing- their own
tual locale, with hometown talent “The King’s Thief" proves to be a campaign literature' which will be
seen to quite an extent. Edward fairly diverting period piece that sent to the theatremen as remindAndrews plays Rhett Tanner, par- should exert a mild interest at the ers which might conceivably influticular kingpin of the sector, and wickets.
Most of its top names ence their voting.
is a menacing, entirely believable are familiar, but not stout enough
As an example of this form of
crime czar. Kathryn Grant is an- on which to peg strong b.o. attenelectioneering, one filnj company is
other who scores as Ellie Rhodes, tion.
sending
but a mailing piece to all
a dealer in Tanner’s joint, who
Edmund Purdom enacts the title
loses her life to the crime inter- role, while Ann Blyth is opposite exhibitors designed to stimulate inests when she tries to aid the good as the comely heroine, in the Ed- terest in thg studio’s roster of
element in town. Lenka Peterson, win H. Knopf production. Under young players. Thg mailing, piece
as Kiley’s wife; Biff McGuire, Tru- Robert Z. Leonard’s direction of will be sent out just prior to
man Smith, Jean Carson, Kathar- the Christopher Knopf script, based COMPO’s second ballot to theatres
ine
Marlowe,
James Edwards, on a story by Robert Hardy An- early in August. This ballot asks
Helen Martin, John Larch, an idi- drews, the plot’s purpose is to re- theatremen to vote for promising
otic killer, are among others con- store to favor some
people who young players.

1

i

Prod. Samuel G. Engel
Dir,—Henry Koster
Jennifer

»

"THE HOUSTON STORY"
Prod.—Sam Katzman

gain.

Plienfx City Story

1

»:

"GOOD MORNING, MISS DOVE"

Randall
(Started July 6)

have 'been shamefully used by*
David Niven, the wicked Duke of.
Brampton who has. misused his influence with Charles II for self-

Continued from page 6

1
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Starts, This Year
This Date, iast Year . ..... 8

—Bryan Foy
—Lew Seller

John Lund, William Bendix, Keefe BrasSelle, Richard Boone, William Leslie,
Eddie Foy, HI; James Lydon, Chris

.

'

v

20th

Prod.
.

i

"THE TENDER TRAfr"

Film Reviews

•

*

"BATTLE STATIONS"

They add,

.

.

. .

(Started July $)
1

—

Product is booked split-week, changing Thursdays
and Sundays, and paid for via flat or percentage
rentals. There’s' no £fcow of marked preference for
Seiders.-

.

John Gallaudet

—

Prod.— George Maynard
Vernon Sewell
Domergue, Lee Patterson, Martin
Benson

Dir,
Faith.

snack, ditto the adults who are provided with shuffle boards and other game apparatus.
Prudential
receives a percentage from the concession gross.

the

. .

*

Assoc. Prod.—Rudy^Ralgton
Dir.—Franklin* Adreon
Marie Windsor; John Archer, Nancy
Cates, Patrlc. Knowles, JU Jarmyn,
Richard Crane. Louie Jean Heydt,

.

state

a

9
3

.

.

Year

"TREACHERY"

"44 SOHO SQUARE"
(Film Locations, Ltd.)
'
(Columbia Release)
(Shooting in London)
Exec. Prod. Mike Frankovlch

.

picture,
that that

Yean

'

have shown that single-pic programming

any type

i

..

This Date, Last Year . .... .17

.

For the Kids
Diversion for the youngsters includes two power
wheel and carousel, for free. An attendant in clown’s garb runs the show and Prudential has had to hire three assistants for him because
of the turnout.
Drive-in theatres, of course, have became an industry within an- industry.
Edward and Seymour
Seider who, with other members of the Seider
family, are Prudential’s management team, believe
these outdoor spots are drawing a new audience

i

This Date, Last

20

Another advantage of the 6:30 opening is the
This Date,* fast' Year ..... 9
concession operation, which is conducted as a separate enterprise by the Drive-in Concession Co. Be"KISMET"
fore the show, the kids can drop the rides, for a .Prod.—Arthur Freed

rides, ferris

<

'

Starts, This

Year..;

Starts, fhis

doesn’t go at drive-ins, according to the Seiders.
6:30 Opening

„

—

•

.

pate , last Year > ..... 13

REPUBLIC

has a light gain of 300% over the usual white-paint
sheet in many drive-ins and the “fall-off" at the
edges is negligible, say the Seiders.
Architect for the Sunrise was Leon- Einhom of
Albany, I. and O. A. Slutsky was the contractor.
The customers pull in from Sunrise, Highway, one
of L. I.’s main arteries, with treadles on Tour lanes
(admissions are collected as toll gates are run) cutting down on the bottleneck.
Gross charge is. 80c
per person; under 12-year-olds are cuffo.
Too early to ascertain the average gross but $10,000 or more a week is in view for the summer
.months.
Tlie weather of course, determines the
length of the season; roughly it’s to be early Mfcrch
Nov.
1.
Policy is opening with the main feature,
to
followed by a 10-to-15 minute break and steering
to the concession stand, followed byt the lower-half
feature, then another break primarily to direct the
eating traffic, .and finally the main feature again.

Many

,

.73

COLUMBIA

Taking a 440-foot throw from the projection machines, the screen, which is both curved and tilted,

.

space.

in large part

•

(Ben Bogeauss Productions)

ALLIED ARTISTS

''

25,000
20,000
16,000
............
9,500
Four-lane car treadles
6,500
Playground and 'equipment
Relatively elaborate food and drink concession
building '(wherein the projection booth is housed)
and equipment paid for by a private operator, who
contributes to Prudential’s revenue on a percentageof-gross basis.
In drive-ins theatre operation, the accent is on
appeal to family business. And in general business
is good.
Prudential Theatres’ new Sunrise ozoner in Bayshore, Long Island, a 1,200-car enterprise whose
budget items are listed above has been operating
only six weeks but business so far and future prospects have warranted blueprinting plans for room
for 300 more vehicles.
There still may be some passion in t8e pits but
The Sunrise gates
it’s not so apparent any more.
open at 6:30 p.m. and the parents and kids start
coming right off, although the picture program
doesn’t begin until dusk an hour and a half or more
later. Playground is situated behind the concession
layout and projection booth, an area from whicff
there could be no screen viewing so there’s no lost
.

-yfl

,

(Ballantyne)

and sound (RCA)
Screen tower, including foundation
Screening surfacing

"SMGHTLY SCARLET"

- r~rir,.

—persons who don’t frequent the conventional houses. “They come dressed in blue jeans

don’t have to be a millionaire to open a drivein theatre. Prudential Theatres’ new al fresco operation is far greater than the usual size, has upto-the-minute equipment, and is situated in a fastbuilding area (Bay Shore) of Long Island Where
real estate values have gone up considerably. The:
cost was a little over $250,000, these being the major
items:

You

tors),

=

i

:

Vitale, Barry
Britt

Jones,

May

BAD SISTERS"

(Bel Air Productions)

(UA

Release)
Exec. Prod. Aubrey Schenck
Prod. Howard Koch
Dir.— Gilbert L. Kay

—

—

M?.rla English, Kathleen Hughes, Sara
Shane, Jess Barker, John Bromfield,

Madge Evans
(Started July 13)

'
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WDS

' PARAMOUNT'S

HUMPHREY

COMEDY SENSATION!

BOGART
ALDO
RAY

“Crime pays

PETER
r

We^e No
Angels

WorldTelegram as the New York
Paramount holds over
this wonderful comedy.
“Creating howls” says
the Mirror— not only
on Broadway but in all
its first

engagements

Color by

TECHNICOLOR
co-sta^i

JOAN

r.q

basil'”

LEO

6.

BENNETT RATHBONE CARROLL
Produced by PAT DUGGAN

MICHAEL CURTIZ

Directed by
Screenplay by

RANALD MacDOUGALL

Based on a play by Albert Husson

BE ONE OF THE HUNDREDS
OF ALERT SHOWMEN WHO
ARE PLAYING THI8 SMASH
SUMMER ATTRACTION
EARLY IN AUGU8T

Mm

yistaVisiok
MOTION PICTURE

HIGH-FIDELITY

hearty

laughter!” reports

USTINOV
!

off in

%
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BOCK!
ROCK!
BOCK!
BEMEMBER M-G-M'S
"BLACKBOARD JUNGLE"!
WELL, THEY HAVE TAKEN

THE DARE AGAIN. EXCEPT
THIS TIME THEY BRING

YOU ANOTHER DARING
PICTURE
OF TEENAGERS' ROMANTIC PROBLEMS
AND OF THE
DOCTOR'S WIFE WHO
WANTED TO BE LOVED

-

—

...PREFERABLY BY HIM!

POWERFUL!!

IT’S

IT’S

FRANK!!

IT’S BIG!!

HORSE SENSE!
M-G-M’s emphasis on

pay-off showmanship, as evidenced with

Me Or
"THE COBWEB” cam-

"Blackboard Jungle,” "Interrupted Melody” and "Love

Leave Me”
M-G-M

presents in

COLOR

is

more potent than ever

paigns roll up fine grosses.

It’s

as

a tribute to the promotional

skill

of

CinemaScoPE

and

RICHARD WIDMARK
LAUREN BACALL
CHARLES BOYER

America’s showmen to see the scope and ingenuity of the advertising.

THERE’S

GLORIA GRAHAME
LILLIAN GISH

"THE

COBWEB

M-G-M’s
Tops even "Love

and

*

SUSAN STRASBERG

Equals
Heart.

New

IN

COBWEB

MEMPHIS

and introducing

JOHN KERR

COIN

//

PITTSBURGH

Me Or

Leave Me."
Year’s biz of "Deep In My

Manager happily reports

best biz in a

long, long time.

with

OSCAR LEVANT

TOMMY
Screw Play by

RETTIG
JOHN PAXTON

Additional Dialogue by William Gibson

WASHINGTON, DC.

PORTLAND, ORE.

all M-G-M pictures of recent years
except "Blackboard Jungle."

Best M-G-M biz in past year except
"Blackboard Jungle."

Tops

From the Novel by William Gibson
in EASTMAN COLOR
VINCENTE MINNELLI
Produced by JOHN HOUSEMAN

Photographed

BALTIMORE

Oirected by

Wonderful extended run engagement.

NEXT
LIBERTY THEATRE

(“The Cobweb” is

available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1 Channel

Sound)

Portland's campaign
is

up-to-the-minute

with excitement f

It's

time to mail your Audience

Awards nominations

PICTURES

22
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WOODS' CLASSING UP

Crowd

Gallic, French-Italo Filins

Buy Shop Next Door For Patio
Effect to Entrance

Ont

Keys

U.S. Pix in Big French

Chicago, July 19.

SAN FRANCISCO

Chicago’s Woods Theatre, flagship of the Essaness chain which
(Continued from page 9)
Paris, July 12.
includes both walled filmeries and
With the July-August exisdus^
ozoners, has been undergoing an 000. Last week, ’’Love Me Or Leave
Souvenir
extensive' and expensive face-lift- Me” (M-G) (5th wk), $8,000 in 6
starting, and film distributors and
Omaha, July 19.*
ing for the last six months. Over days.
exhibitors holding back release of
A new “Seven Year Itch” $200,000 has been invested in the Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—
their important product until fall,
hazard developed for Stuart
Loop first-run house to modern- “Seven Little Foys” (Par) and “KilTheater bosses in nearby Linler Ape” (Col) (2d wk). Fast $13,a good idea of receipts for the
ize it
someone
week
when
coln
last
The first Sign of the new look 000. Last week, $25,000.
1954-55 season can now be calcustole two 10-foot-high cut-out
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
was an electric one, costing $65,009
lated. Of the 300 to 350 pix rephotos of Marilyn Monroe.
leased here every year, only -50
and one o£ the biggest and bright- —“Mister Roberts” (WB). Mighty
Police were told it would
films garnered more than $90,000
est on Chi’s ,Main Stem, To enlarge $35,000. Last week, “The Maraudcost
$250 to replace the
in first runs in Paris, which is the
the- lobby, a .store next door was ers” (M-G) and “Slave Empress”
photos.
main income source of a pic over
acquired and the lobby space ex- (Indie), $8,500.
figure
hit
this
here. Only 10 pix
modern finish of brick
panded.
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre
in the seven keys.
greenery has been applied to Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.fl5>—’’Cineand
File Stock Option Details
Great
the lobby and will give a patio rama” (Indie) (82d wk).
Among the six toppers was only
effect when completed. New rest- $24,000. Last week $23,000.
Involving
one U. S. pic this year as the Gallic
productions
Franco-Italian
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
and
Washington, July 19.*' roomg have been added as well.
Stranger”
and rest- 9Q-$1.25)—“Not As
forged to the top. With patrons the
American Broadcasting - Para- Total cost for Lobby
'*
(UA) (3d wk). Big $15,000. Last
main appeal seemed to be the mount Theatres has filed with rooms: $60,000.
* gangster and tough-guy pix, with FCC.to register an additional 21Q,The entire house was re-seated, week, $24,000,
color specs getting good support. 000 shares of its $1 par common with flip-up seats, at a cost of $48,Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)—
Of the six vehicles which topped stock to >be issued to company offi- 000 and new projection equipment, “Marty” (UA) and “Kind Hearts
$300,000, only one was an Ameri- cials and employees under its requiring building of a larger and Coronets” (Indie) (reissue) (3d
booth, was installed at a combined wk). Sock $4,800. Last week, $5,000.
can pic, Walt Disney’s “The Living stock option plan of 1950.
with a solid take of
Desert,’*
Larkin (Rosener) (40Q;' $1)
Chder the plan, the company is- cost for booth and equipment of
$318,000. It got this in 34 weeks at sued options for 215,000 shares up $64,000. Total cost of all improve- “Green Magic” (IFE) (2d wk). Big
two smallseaters. Tops was Sacha to June 17 last. Some shares were ments came to $237,000, reflecting $2,400. Last week, $2,400..
Guitry’s “Napoleon,” which grossed sold and options of others expired, the management’s .optimism as to
"Clay (Rosener) (4Q0; $l)-r-“ The
$531,000. H. G. Clpuzot’s “Les leaving 210,600 still subject to reg- the motion picture theatre’s- fu- Intruder” (Indie) (2d wk). Fancy
with istration. Option price was fixed ture.
Diaboliques” was. second
$2,400. Last week, $2,500.
$468,000, followed by Jules Das^ at $16;63 per share, which was figVogue (S.F. Theatres) (3^7; $i)
sin’s gangster' pic, “Du Rififi Chez ured to be 959b of the fair value
“Innocents, in Paris” (Indie)'. Stout
Les Hommes” (Brawl Among Men). of the stock at the date of issuance
$2,500. Last, week, ‘‘French Touch”
Latter landed $327,000. C’aude of the options, v Last of the options Plaintiff’s
(Indie) and “Stratford Advehture”
Claude Autant Lara’s “Le Rbuge expire Dec. 15, 1957.
(Indie) (4th wk), $1,800.
Et Le Noir” (The Red and Black),
Reason to
Held
’The AB-PT prospectus lists 55
Bridge (Reade-Schwarz) (396; $1big
with hiked admission, did a
$f.25)—“To Paris With Love” (Inholders of warrants. Largest block
$363,000. Jean Renoir’s “French
Antitruster Vs. Schine die) (6th wk). Sock $2,300. Last
belongs to Leonard Goldenson,
Cancan” was in for $339,000,
Week $2,900.
who had . warrants for 75,000
Albany, July 19.
In the. 'next batch, garnering shares, of which he has exercised
Rio (Schwarz (397; $1) “An InU. S. District Judge Stephen W.
from $150,000 to $300,000, were his rights to 50,000.
spector Calls” (Indie) (4th wk). Big
Brennan denied Thursday (14) 4 $1,600. Last week, $2,100.
23 pix with nine of them U. S.
motion by Schine Chain Theatres
entries. “Sabrina*’ (Par) took a nice
and other Schine companies, plus
$273,000. “On The Waterfront”
the major distributors, to dismiss
(Col), with kudos and crix nush,
the antitrust suit brought by St
did $258,000. The reissue of “Mod(Continued from page 8)
Lawrence Investors, Inc., operator
ern Times” (UA) grossed $228,000
of American Theatre, Canton, .on in town. Good $10,000. looms. Last
while “Knights of Round Table”

SMASH $29,000,

‘SAC*

j

ST. LOO;

’PHARAOHS’ 15G
St. Louis,

<

July 19.

Only three new bills here this
round but all are doing okay. Two
of them, “Wayward Wife” and
“Adventures of Sadie,” are playing
at arty houses. Another hot spell
over weekend plus showers Sunday

,

.

(17) are credited wfth boosting biz.
“Land of Pharaohs” looks hefty at
the $t. Louis while “Strategic Air
Command” finished its first week
at the huge Fox with a_smash take.
It started the'
stanza
today (Tues.). “Wife” is great at
Shady Oak while* “Adventures of
Sadie,” In c two spots, is rated fine.
Estimates for This Week

A

second

AB-PT

•

A

Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie)
Neat $16,000 after $17,-

,

$2.40)

—

(22d wk).

.

000 last week.

Opened -today (Tues.).
week was smash $29,000.
wk).

Loew’s (Loew)

,

.

“Interrupted Melody”

Quash

frame.

Pageant

Fine $3,500.

Amazon”

(M-G) was stout at $198,000.
“Knock on Wood” (Par) was

During the first 10 months of the the legal technicality
US, fiscal year ending on June raised by defendants that

fine

with $192,000. “White Christmas”
(Par) was unusual for a musical,
with a, very good $l86;000; “Demetrius” (20th), fine $180,000; and

30

brought

make

the ninth in this group.

Among Gallic pix in this group
were the small budgeter “Papa,
Maman, La Bonne Et Moi”; two
Eddie Constantine pix, “Ca Va
Barder” (Things Will Pop) and
“Votre Devoue Blake”
(Yours
.

.

point,

,

A

27

26%

CBS “A”
CBS “B”

39%

29

Col. Pix

18%

14%

Decca
Eastman Kdk

8234 .67

La Patte” (The Fly in the Ointment) and “Les Fruits de L’Ete”
(Summer Fruit), and the adventure
opus “Fortune Carree.”
The key cities followed Paris
close y in giving coin to “Napoleon,” “Diaboliques,” “French Can-,
Can,” “Waterfront,” “Rififi,” “Desert” and others like “Roman Holiday” (Par), “Prince Valiant” (20th),
“Bread, Love and Fantasy” and
“Rouge.”

5%
23%

2%

1

'44 56

433*
5534
103*

SCHWARTZ ADDS 5,000
RKO THEATRE SHARES

17**
9

36
35

%

36%

7
8 i*

93*

5%

151/2

>134

.

3% EMI

IK’*:

22 ‘7*
31«*
31
91
2114

.

...
...

13%
18%
251/8

26%
82%
18%
86

Loew's

129
112
42
273
122
143

Nat, "Thea.

.

.

32%

281*
28

26%
26%
30%

271*

17i*
7834

167*

1)

41*
22
10

227*
1°7*

4Q%
38%

39%
37%

“52
93*

37%

497*
91*
101 *
91*

4934

14%

143.4

191*

18%
29%
29%
82%
19%

1434
19’*
293*

11

.

'

6

4%

%

%

%

9%-

30%
30

.

3 1 1*

78%

*

Stanley War.
65
20th-Fox ... 120
Univ. Pix
27
Univ„ pfd
302
Warner Bros. 20
Zenith
16

273*

43*
2 1*

.

..

Tues.
Close

181*

101

.

Low
287*

*

50
200
RCA
386
RKO Piets.
36
RKO Thea. 373
Republic .... 98
.

Weekly

80%

.

Pliilco

Rep., pfd.

Theatres Corp. looks good
to its own execs. Sol A. Schwartz,
president,
ha* purchased 5,000
shares of the outfit’s cOmmon stock,
bringing his total holdings to 16,000

53*
11 '!*

17%

shares.

9

%

Allied Artists
Ail’d Art., pfd

13% Du Mont

8
163*

13%

4%

3%

Thomas

F. O’Connbr, v.p. of the
chain, bought 1,800 shares, upping
his total to 4,100. William W. Howard, also a* y.p., acquired 2,000
shares oh option but sold that same
amount, keeping his ownership at
2,500 shares.

4

4

....
....

Skiatrou
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

83%
20%

114%

117

40

9%
11

%

9%
29%
83

19%
1151/2

Change

4%

4%

9
167

10%
16%

4%
10%

26

4%

103*
1514
43*
147*

15%

89

.

9

‘

—H
— 3*
7*
—%
1

1

r

157 a
0

'AUi

15

3%

3%.

3%

Bid

Polaroid
A. Theatres
Halt Disney

Simon B. Siegel, treasurer of
American Broadcasting-Paramoun,

.

*
.

1).

*

.
•

• •

r

•

.

1%

2

4%

5%

6i

16%

63
18

52

56

Actual Volume.
quotations furnish ad hy Dreyfus
•

1

Ask

4%

37 ^
.

.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)—
“Lady, and Tramp” (BV). Rousing
$26,000 at tilted scale, with heavy
percentage of moppet 50c admissions.
Holds* natch!
Last week,
“Pearl of South Pacific” (RKO),

dr

$5,000.

*

Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75-$l)
“Land of Pharaohs” (WB) (3d-final
wk).
Good $5,000, 6 days. Last

+ %
—
%
—1

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90‘‘Not As Stranger” (UA)
Great $9,000. Last week,

$1.25)
(3d wk>.

1

1

—

7*

+ %

—1%.

—%

+ %

—%

Co

+. %
—
%
—%

—1
+ 1%
+0

DENVER

—

— *
+ 13*
—
*
—11*

—

$9,300.

—.1 %

%
%

U—

—

-

Over-lhe-Counier Securities
Chesapeake Industries
Cinerama Ino.
Cinerama Prod.

8).

—

+3%
+

,

9)

—

.

—

“Bamboo”

(20th) and “That Lady”
(2d wk) $5,300 in 5 days.

OMAHA

Monaco Drive-In

—

(Lee) (800 cars;

“Abbott-C o s t e 1 1 o Meet
(U) and “Lord of Jungle”
(AA).
Good $4,500. Last week,
“Man from Bitter Ridge” (U) and
“Quest for Lost City” (RKO),
75)

Mummy”
0

(Continued from page 8)
Pharaohs” (WB) (2d*wk), $4,000 at $5,000.

Orpheum (RKO)

65c-85c scale.

(2,600; 50-85)

(2,000; 65-85) “Moonfleet” (M-G) and “Wizard of
Misbehavin’ ” (U) and Oz” (M-G) (reissue). Mild $8,000
“Angela” (20th). Light $6,000. Last or less. Last week, “Love Me or
week, “Far Horizons” (Par) and Leave Me” (M-GJ (2d wk), $7,500.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 60“Lord of Jungle” (Indie), $7,500.
“Not a? a Stranger” (UA) (3d
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75- $1)
wk).
Fine $17,000.
Last week,
90)
“Foxfire” (U). Smart $11,000
or close. Last week, “Seven Year $19,000.
Wadsworth
Drive-In (Lee) (1,000;
Itch” (20th) (2d wk), $10,000 at $1
502 walkins; 75) “Abbott-Costello

—Omaha
“Ain’t

(Tristates)

—

—

—

top.

Meet Mummy” (U) and “Lord of
(Goldberg) (875; 50-80)—. Jungle” (AA). Nice 83,500. Last
“Purple Plain” (UA) and “Stormy” week, “Man From Bitter Ridge”
(BV) (2d wk). Fair $3,500. Last (U) and ’Quest Lost City” (RKO),
week, $5,500.
$4,000.
State

;

»

(Continued from page

‘

“Foxfire” (U) and “Green Buddha”
$12,800,
(Rep).
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90- week, Okay $12,000 or near. Last
“Land of Pharaohs” (WB)
$1.25) -“Land of Pharaohs” (WB)
and “Devil’s Harbor” (20th), $18,(2d wk-5 days). Fair $4,500. Last 000
week, $8,800.
Esquire (Fox) (742;
75-$l)—
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
"Adventures of Sadie” (20th) (2d
$1-$1.25)
“Lady and Tramp” wk).
Fair $1,500.
Last
week,
<BV). Great $23,000, Last week,
$2,500.
(20th).

13

.

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page

final wk). Satisfactory $3,500 after
$4*000 last week.

week, $7,900.
Palace (Loew) <2,360; 70-95)—
“Interrupted Melody” (M-G). Solid
$20,000, thanks to rave reviews.
Stays.
Last week, “Love Me Or
Leave Me” (M-G) (4th wk), $10,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 75(Continued from page 8)
Ridge” (U) (3d wk). Okay $3,000. $1.10)—“Seven Little Foys” (Par)
(3d wk). Still fine at $9,000 after
Last week, $4,200.
$10,500 last week. Stays.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; $1Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$
“Seven Little Foys” (Par)
$1.25)
and “Forty : Niners” (AA). Swell “Prize of Gold” (Col) (4th-final
wk).
So-so $3,000 after $4,000 last
Last week,
$14,000 or better.
“Bullet For Joey” (UA) and “Rob- week.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
ber’s Roost” (UA), $8,500 in 8 days.
“Cinerama” (Indie) )88th wk).
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
$1-$1.25)
“Seven Year Itch” Upswing to bright $14,000 via new
(20th), and “Cni Syndicate” (Col) tourist trade. Last week, $13,000.
(4th wk). Good $6,500. Last week, Stays,

for week

American Stock Exchange

RKO

(4,000;

SEATTLE

33%

31%

354

Paramount

Amus.)

$3,000.

—

Vol. Weekly
*n 100s
Hi"-h

32
31

(St. L.

—

to

.

Weekly

1955
High Lew

St Louis

,

32% 22% Ani Br-Par Thl035

in

Theatres, also
exercising stock
option privileges, bought 5.0°0
shares of AB-PT’s common to increase his holdings to 5,100.

it

Net

this final group
were such items as the color “Raspoutine”, the comedies “Le Fil

pix

authorize

f/V.Y. Stock Exchange)
Ear W-gek Ending ,T uesday (19)

long career.
Gallic

not

Amusement Stock Quotations

American pix. Among these
were “Mogambo” (M-G), “Caine
Mutiny” (Col), “Broken Lance”
(20th). Others were “The Egyptian”
(20th), “Country Girl” (Par), “Garden of Evil” (20th) and “High and
The Mighty” (WB). Cinerama, in
five weeks, already has taken a
boff $162,000, and looks in for a

Me

Last
$13,500,
thought to be unusual so far as
not up to hopes.
treble damage, antitrust motion
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-$l)—
picture suits go.
In a lengthy decision, Judge “Great Adventure" (Indie)* (2d wk).
Brennan, held that the plaintiff had Word of mouth on top of rave
notices, helping this to build. Qkay
exceeded “the powers conferred
$2,700. Last week, $3,000.
on it .by law,” but rejected the
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65n$l)—
defendants’ point that plaintiff
“Seven Little Foys* 1 (Par) (2d wk).
therefore could not sue for damBob
Hope starren best this
deluxer
ages. “The plaintiff’s wrong-doing
1
has had in some time. Doing all
is more technical than substantial,
right at $11,500 on. top of $19,000
is not to be compared in gravity,
last week.
so fjjr as public interest or policy
Warner (SW1 (1,365; $1.25-$2.40)
is concerned, with that of a viola“Cinerama Holiday” (Ipdie) (22d
tor of the antitrust law.”
wk). Vacation time bringing in a
lot of out-of-towners and that’s
holding .up the advance, with window sale holding very steady for
this time of year. Fancy $14,500.
Last week, $15,000.

’

•

$7,000.

plaintiff’s

&

conduct a theatre business. This “We’re

Truly Blake); Fernandel films “Ali
Baba” and “La Mouton A Cinq
Pattes” (The Five Legged Sheep);
“Cadet Rousselle” and “Madame
Du Barry”; Marcel Pagnol’s “Let- returns were compulsory.
tre’s
De Mon Moulin” * (Letters
From My Mill) and others.
Final group of 22 films averaging from $90,000 to $150,000. had
10

“Kiss

die) (2d wk), $3,000.

51-90)—-‘‘Land of Pharaohs” (WB).
Deadly” JUA), Hefty $15,000. Last week, “Seven.
Year 'Itch” (20th) (3d wk), $11,500.
Shady Oak (St L. Amus. (800;
65-$l)—

Pehn
(UA)
(3,300;
90)
“Wayward Wife”
(IFE).
No Angels” (Par) (2d wk). Great
$4,000. Last week, “Holiday
Not
much
of
too
a
drop, good $11,and the ruling thereon, were
for Henrietta” (Indie) (2d wk),
000 or near.
week,
did

charter

10% general tax
Uncle Sam only $85,the

057,000, far below the $226,389,000
figure for the comparable period
of a year earlier.
In April, ohly $2,292,000 was
paid Jinto /the Treasury, compared
with. $18,954,000 for April 1954.
While the present lowered tax rate
(10%<on tickets costing over 50c
with .tickets,, of 50c and less tax
exempt) went into effect in April,
1954, the gap^ for that month does
not mean a big drop in attendance.
At present, amusements are required to turn, in their tax collections quarterly; previously monthly

“Rear Window” (Par) hit.$162.000.
“Vera Cruz” (UA), grossed $153,000
to

last,

recently week,

(Indie) (2d wk), $3,000.

Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
$1.10)—“Sadie” (20th). Big $3,500.
Last week, “Naked Amazon” (In-

PITTSBURGH

19.

L. Amus.) (1,000;
of Sadie” (20th'.
Last week, “Naked

(St.

90)—“Adventures

—

Washington, July

—
and

Orpheum (Loew) (1,400; 50-85)
“Wizard of Oz” (M-G) (reissue) and
“Robber’s Roost” (UA) (2d wk).
Neat $6,000 after $9,500 in first

*

.

(M-G)

sion.

'Wrongdoing

1

First

(1,142; 50-85)

“Battle Taxi” (UA) (2d wk). Nice
$11,000 after $17,000 opening ses-

.

No

—

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 51-75)
Air Command” (Par)
and “Road to Denver” (Rep) (2d

“Strategic

‘

1
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PICTURES

By GENE MOSKOWITZ

.

Seeking to speed the installation >
Cinemascope equipment in
theatres, 20th-Fox is issuing C’Scope licenses to German
producers with the proviso that
they do pot release standard versions of such pix for between six
months,to a year.
In this respect, 20th is caught
between the proverbial devil and
the deep blue sea. On the one
hand, the company wants to enand
courage foreign producers
the Germans with
particularly
their large local market to turn to
Cinemascope as one way of con'

—

—

vincing

theatres

to

make

the

switch.

On the other hand, it knows
that a producer, to safeguard his
investment, will not hesitate to
release standard versions so that
the theatres lack the incentive for
making the switch. Some 600 Ger-

DIDN'T ASK, CAN'T SEE

The One and Only

.

German

Los Angeles, July 19.
Buddy Rogers can call his
'

name

his

own

again.

Judge Refuses Exhibs Access
To Yonkers First-Run Facts

‘

.

Id his suit against wrestler

—

ing that grurit-and-groanartist
drop his correspondirig handle
on the grounds it tended to
confuse the public, case was
settled out of court, Nature
Boy agreeing never again to
use his Buddy cognomen in
professional life.
;

tiffs

•

equipment in

tion of; ch>sed-6ircuit

Mexico* the Cinemato- hotels ’are revealed in the official
grafic Bank, which does much of bulletin of the show biz union.
the financing, insists on a producer
For the majority of hotel setmaking- bis C’Scope picture also
in standard form to' safeguard the
investment, there being only some
1A Assets $837,416
320 C'Scope-equipped houses, 20th
Total assets of the Internaargues, and can point to the record,
tional Alliance of Theatrical
that in many instances a C’Scope
Stage Employees amounts to
film grosses as much in compara$837,416, the union’s latest
tively few houses as it ’might—in
financial report reveals. Actual
standard version in all other
cash balance totals $413,680.
theatres combined. Added to this
Securities, at cash value, are
is the fact that most of the key
WO vth $387,288.
theatres have the C’Scope equipment.
There are also undescrlbed
The charge for t.he use of Cine*
assets of $36,552 as well as a
fact, in

'

.

.

to foreign procomparatively insignificant ($5,000 or less) and it’s said
that 20th, in order to get produc-

ducers

is

tion in the medium going, would
be willing to- make all sorts of con-=»
cessions on that score,

fund of $6,578 for
transportation and per diem
allowances for delegates to the
1956 convention:

special-*

ups, where a light portable unit is
used, the contract calls for „ one
operator (projectionist) who shall
receive $20 for a four-hour mini-

LOS ANGELES GROSSES
mum
RUN AHEAD OF 1954 fore
ForLos Angeles, July

19.

L.A. firstrun film grosses are
•ightly up for the -first six months
of 1955 over the corresponding]
period last year, although the secfell behind the comparable 13-week span in 1954, Six-

ond quarter
month

total

amounted to

$5,310,-

of runs

and clearances.

call, including an hour bethe actual telecasting time.
larger
using
the
setups,
heavier PB 600 or the JtCA PT-100
mobile units, the contract calls for
the operator to receive $25 for
the four-hour minimum ’call. For
operating both portable and mohile units,' the overtime ..rate is,
$7.50 per hour, With a one-hour
minimum and with time beyond
,

000, while the second quarter was that to be computed in 30-minutes
$2,517,200. Comparable 1954 totals segments.
were $5,181,500 land $2, 565,500, reThe new pact does not apply to
spectively.

point-of-origin telecasts, since they
A slackening in the number of are already covered by other union
pix rolling up substantial grosses agreements, including
some with
was responsible for the second IA unions. The" agreement also
quarter drop. A -total of 65 new does not apply to theatres with

mostly twin, opened during permanent closed-circuit installaperiod and holdover weeks tions. Th&
operation of the fixed
dropped to 122. First quarter of theatre equipment is governed by
1955 had only 42 new bills open- provisions of contracts
in effect
ing but holdover time Was 155, in- between local IA projectionists
dicating product bowing the first
unions and the theatre.
13 weeks had much better sustaining power than most of those
opening during the second quarter.
Final two weeks of the second
bills,

the

On. the basis of the defendants’
the plaintiffs had neVer
requested first-run status, the
judge ruled the theatres -are not
entitled to see the first-run records
of the companies named in the suit,

Cohn Freres
Continued from pace
1,046,649
share.

shares

at

7

$31.50

per

In other Words, the market- worth
of Col jumped $13,264,871 in
year, a gain of nearly 70%.

one

Bros., Herbert J. Yates’ and associates’ 30% of Republic, Albert
Theatres, FaList’s 25% of

population
of 1,500-2,000
ust four miles apart.*
“Xjvo years ago those two houses
were grossing $2,500 a week. We
closed the Gustine theatre last
Jan. 1 and think we’re’; Tucky now
if we get $800 a Wrielt- .out of the
house at Newman.”
The drivedns; he believes, will
continue to do all right, thanks, in
arge part, to the thriving popcorncandy-hotdog concessions. In fact,
says Hamm with “a wry grin, "in
our little operation 15 theatres
explains:
only the two in Menlo Park would
“If Zenith and the other pay-as- show any profit if it weren’t for
you-see proponents aren’t given the candy and popcorn we* sell.”
the go-ahead this fall, I think it’ll
come next year or possibly in two
years. But you can’t stop tech-

towns

-

19.

L. S. Hamm, president of the
Northern California Theatre Assn.,
thinks the advent of home-toll
television in the U. S. is "inevitable.” But Tie doesn’t think it’ll
be a success.
Hamm,, a director of TOA, operator of ,15 Northern ‘California
houses and longtime attorney for
the 110-theatre United California
chain and many other exhibitors,

RKO

.

1

Hlll-n

m

2 Boston

Dailies

ipation of the board of directors I suspect the FCC will look at it
action caused the unusual market this way.”
activity. The issue, at $31.50, is
goes on to say, however:
now trading without the influence
“I believe home-toll"will fail beof any such stimulus.
dolPt think the public
just
cause I
wants to pay what it will have to
television.
unsponsored
pay for
’

us, the theatre ex-,
hibltors, is that if toll does succeed, it will sop up all the top

The danger to

Deluxe Lab
Continued from page

Hamm

3

Hollywood product.”

optioned a New Jersey location for " As Hamm puts it,' pay-see “will
its new plant
but that definite hurt exhibitors by the back door
is, audiences will still come
the return to N.Y. of 20th prez to. see films when good films are
Spyros P. Skouras. De Luxe, which available", but mostly they won’t be
has a licensing agreement with available. All the good films will
Technicolor, said 80,000 square be snatched up for the potential
feet alone would be required for parlor boxoffice payoff.”
the TC processing and that, while
Hamui notes, that the producerthe engineering phase of the TC
now has the exhibitor
lab4 has been completed, no actual distributor
cent,
work would be undertaken until “at his mercy, it’s 50 per
it or leave it,” with Occasional
take
De Luxe has shifted its operations
“adjustments” made only after a
from the cramped N.Y. quarters.
film has been shown. Admittedly
the distributor must wait months
and sometimes even years before
Rudy Berger Restored
Rudy Berger, Metro southern getting his costs and profits out of
sales manager, has returned to his a film.
Washington headquarters follow
“If the distributor could get that
ing liis recovery from a serious all hack in one night via homeillness.
toll,” says Hamm, “why shouldn’t
During Berger’s recuperative va- he?” And he points out that with
cation, Lou Formate, district man- 33 million sets in the country only
ager for Philadelphia, filled in for 20% would have to be on a single
the southern sales topper.
‘for a
at 50c a set
program

moving plans would have to await that

—

—

$3,300,000 -gross “overnight.’’
Providing, of course, that the
public goes for home-toll and it
“drives out sponsored television.”

Needed Awakening

New York Theatre

—

,

bian Enterprises’ (S. H. Fabian and
Samuel Rosen) 25% of Stanley
Warner,, and so on.
The five-for-four split that focuses nological progress- —and you can’t
attention on Col sent the common stop the toll-tv people from trying
up to $39 per share earlier. Antic- out their' idea; at least. Anyway,

as $4,000 to $5,000 a week on pix
that normally could he counted on
for much larger grosses than recorded. Also taking a certain perColumbus, July isk
Scriptural story of a father’s love,
centage of business from the conDr.* Daniel A. Poling of Phila- and, considering the Holy One, who
ventional theatres was the full- delphia took a hefty swing at “The spoke the words, to tens of millions
scale launching of the drive-in sea Prodigal” (M-G) and other films who hold the parable sacred, it is
son to stout grosses, even for just with Biblical themes in an address blasphemy.
average features.
before 4,000 youths at a religious
“This convention arid Christian
Endeavorers generally will riot reconvention here.
“Political censorship is repug- main silent in the face of a grownant to freedom,” admitted the ing deluge of such evil on the
editor of the Christian Herald, as screen. That part of Hollywood
he spoke before the 43rd Interna- that seems to hate reached the
tional Christian Endeavor Conven- conclusion that no one can postion. “But of growing concern .*. . sibly object If 'it’s- just a ''Bible
„ mol# CUT KUSIC
is the attitude of certain soctors story’ will be well advised to take
Rockefeller Center
of Hollywood to Scriptural themes another look.”
“.MISTER ROBERTS''
and Bible stories. With mercenary
Dr. Poling emphasized he doesn’t
in CktwnaSttiM and VtmmM* starrinjr
effrontery, even the Parables of condemn all Bible-based pictures.
HENRY FONDA • JAMES CAGNEY
Jesus are being invaded.
cited such “worthy” films as
He
WILLIAM POWELL • JACK LEMMON
“The producers of The Prodigal’ “Martin Luther,” “John Wesley,”
A WARNER IROS. ftCTUftc
are an example
kind.
This “The Ten Commandments” and
STMEMiOITATTM
picture is a perversion of the “King of Kings.”

—

By WILLIAM STEIF
San Francisco, July

.

Ditto Warners and Others
All film shares have been climbing, with the personalized consequence of “paper” profits similar
to the Cohns’ for Harry, Ja^k and
Albert Warner Via their combined
ownership of about 25% of Warner

quarter felt the effect of the transit
strike, with downtown firstrun theatres figured to be losing as much

.

:

-

clairq that

on Hotel

maScope lenses

,

with conspiracy to deprive plain-

Problem abroad is primarily one
costs for the producers who,
with Cinemascope, also must use
color. That runs up their* hill. In
Germany, the problem is not as
pressing as in some other, smaller
countries since the German market, on a_good film, will return the
negative cost and then some.
However, with co’or prints the risk
of not doing so is naturally greater,
Details of the deaf between the
and in places like Mexico, it becomes close to prohibitive, in the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and Theatre
eyes of some producers.
Network Television for the opera-

—

M

major distribs (excepting Columbia) and Brandt Theatres, Cinema
Circuit, RKQ and Loew’s chains

Buddy, who originally had
damages, allowed as how he didn’t want
any coin, anyway, and everybody .was happy.
.

filed for $20.0,000

Scope.

Mexican Example

know, the

Federal Judge Edmund Palmier!.
Action stems from the antitrust
suit brought by Vilastor Kent Theatres, operator of the Kent, and
Bur-Don Enterprises, operator of
the Terrace, for damages totaling
Suit charges all the
$1,700,000.

T

of

In

Truffaut charges French critics with laziness. .They do not
facts. They don’t even know when a feature' is a re :make,
or what a re-make is. They rely often upon reference -books which
contain errors and they do not know the difference,. Pointing the
finger at Louis Chauvet, critic of Le Figaro whom lie accuses of
wrongly comparing Alfred Hitchcock’s technique in “Rope” to
For Murder,” Saying both were shot in
his technique in “Dial
Trauffaut’s rebuttal:. Hitcpcock did
long, interminable takes.
“Rope” in nine long takes, but used 400 -for “Murder.”
French reviewers are too chauvinistic. They always find something bice* to say about stinkers, providing they, are French.
Worst offender, according to the Le Arts analysis, is Andre Lang
of France-Soir. It was the latter who said of “The Barefoot Contessa” (UA) “the film is even more stupid than its title.”
Other charges levelled against French critics they are insolent,
pedantic, offer gratuitous advice on editing films, they frequently
have no true critical judgment but wait to catch the general reaction of their own breed.

Motion by- two Yonkejrs exhibitors *to obtain certain documents
relating to the first-run status ^n
their area was denied last week by

Buddy Rogers—also known as
Nature Boy Rogers demand-

houses have installed Cinema-

man

.

*
Paris, July 19.
Francois Truffaut, film critic of Les Arts, a highbrow weekly
here, has written a piece on film critics, their strength, weakness,
ignorance, impotence, eccentricities and general work-habits
which is a French echo of the facto on American film ‘Critics published Nov, 10, 1954 in Variety.’ A main point in France, as in
the States, is that the critic can (1* not injure big films, stars
and budgets hut may (2)* influence “art” films where a discriminating clientele may give heed to a reviewer whose opinions are
•

of

—

——

.

It. was
.situation,

Boston, July 19.
The Bpston Herald' and Traveler
has joined the move to more space
for picture reviews, photos, readers, feature stories and film gossip columns. For the first time
since the war two column cuts ap-

peared oil film pages. About onethird more space is being devoted
to pictures in "-the two papers,
morning and afternoon. Bigger
space and more photos was the
new format in the Boston Suriday
Herald’s picture section.
At the same tiine, the Boston
Post went to two column cuts on
the film page. Previously the Boston Globe, first to do so, had increased its total Space one and onehalf times.

The upswing in heavier space for
picture industry was sparked by
theatre interests irked by their
continually diminishing, breaks and
encroachment of television copy on
what little space remained. A
group of. leaders in the picture biz
made the rounds of Hub newspapers and conferred with publishers.

Yet to show films a- jump in
space are the Hearst sheets, the
Boston Daily Record, Boston American and Sunday Adyertiser. Format of the tabloid Record and
American poses a real problem.
Herald is better than at any time
since before the war. With six new
features showing, th< sheet was
running two reviews a day by Elinor Hughes and assistant Robert
S. Taylor, plus two-column photo
top center.

the seriouspess of this
says Hamm, which led
Alfred Starr, ex-TOA
president, to speak here several
months ago. “Many of our niemhe remarks, “weren’t aware
Ders
of how adversely home-toll could
affect us. But Starr woke us Upin fact, I think the whole fight
against subscription has been going very well. “Six months ago I
Seal on Tomorrow’
wouldn’t have given a plugged
nickel for our chances, but now
Hollywood, July 19.
there seems tq have been a big
Production *Code Administration,
wave of reaction against pay-as- following nearly five months of disyou-see.”
cussions, Iras granted its seal to
Hamm is somewhat less optimis- Hugo Haas’ indie feature, “Hold
tic about the future of film exhibi- Back
Tomorrow,” starring Cleo
tors, generally. He feels that many Moore and John Agar.
smalltown houses are doomed
Picture, which Was held up due
especially, towns with less than to the fact that the PCA deemed it

him

to invite

He cites
5,000-6,000 population.
his own experience with t\yo theatres in the San Joaquin Valley
towns of Newman and Gustine

“too ’suggestive,” was re-edited
in six spots to win the seal. Grant
leaves Haas now open to seek a
release.

—

a
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Momentum with which the Louis G. Cowan-packaged “64,000
1
Question' Tuesday night show on CBS-TV has spiraled itself into
Top 10 summer leadership status in its brief six-week span- is perhaps unprecedented* in tv—-and certainly has no parallel, in terms
of .overnight audience pull and residual payoff in the nation’s dailies
since Milton Berle first staffed the ball rolling on set sales -almost
>'*
a decade back.
Last week’s 43.0 Trendex (with a 79,4 share of audience) will put
the show far and away at the- top of the Trendex rating heap for
mid-July (considering that its July 1-7 rating of 23.1 gave it: the
No. 1 spot!. (See separate box.) All of which occasioned the -comment from the rival NBC-ABC webs' toji command to subordinates:
“So how cojpe We couldn’t get the show instead of CBS?"
At a time when the network credo usually runs '“buy me, buy
my show’’ which has brought in its wake a virtual blackout on outside packages, the,. “$64,000" payoff could well spark a revived inThus. it’s not surprising that
terest in non-network packaging.
Cowan -last week was on the. receiving end .of requests from two
major agencies to “create a couple of shows for us."
Newspaper coverage of the bible-totin’ $32,000 winner last week
(and the preceding cop. contestant with a yen for Shalfespeare) is
believed to have qutspaced any other tv entry in recent years
both here and abroad. Evidence- of the outside U. S. attention
given the show is gleaned from; the- fact that, although last'w'eek’S
Bronx shoemaker contestant was only bn camera for the dosing
few mbments, he’s already become a hero in his native Italy.
Mag and newspaper attention .is now being directed at Cowan as
creator, of the show, A major Time ‘piece is on tap.
"
It was inevitable, too', that the show would start a program trend,
as evidenced from the fact that a similarly-formatted show is already making the. rounds-—in this case the payoff being an interest
in a "productive Texas oil well which would thus.bypass the tax
rap as prevails on "$64,000 Question."

at
y

By GEORGE RQSEN
At a time when the major
works,

agencies,

|

j

i

et

al.,

net-

are. still

f

radio-tv houses
number of top echelon- jobs that are currently, kicking around is indicative of the unusual status of the “help wanted’’
market as it pertains to the trade,
Breakdown 6f the constantly expandihg list of availabilities sums
setting, their
in order, the

up

fall

‘$64,000*

.

.

thusjy;.

Person to Person, (CBS).-.
Video Theatre-Preview

With the 'shift of Lester Gottfrom CB§ Radio program
veepee to head up the daytime tv

series-

operation of the network, AM
prexy Arthur Hull Hayes is- scout-*

My

ing the. field* for the right, replacement. (Gottlieb stays put untilsuccessor can be found,). There is
.talk that Guy della Cioppa, Gottcounterpart on' the Coast,
lieb’s
will be brought in to N. Y. to take
" ?
over the dob.

1

.

v

(CBS)
;:V-. ..15;6*‘
Godfrey's Friends (CBS .14.8
Undercurrent (CBS)
^ :.14.‘8

AM

-

.17,3

(NBC)

.16,8
Ford Theatre (NBC) ..... 16.2
Line' (CBS).;. .IS. ?
What’s
Four Star Playhouse ; /*

.

.

'

*.

2.

Once

the'

CBS

Radio program

top job is resolved, the question
of finding a No. 2 man as successor to Norman’ Frank remains to
be finalized. Frank resigned his
CBS post to shift to NBC-TV to
produce the additional quarterhour of Arlene Francis daytime

.

;

3. The death of
radio-tv' chieftain

John U. Reber,
J.
Walter
at’
Thompson, leaves a major agency
berth Vacant and it’s reported JWT

George MeGarrett, head of daytime tv for NBC, is shifting over
to a nighttime assignment, taking
over production reins on the new
ities.
Perry Como Saturday night hour
'4; McCann-Erickson, “foiled" in
show, which Goodman Ace' will
its attempt to raid CBS and woo
OVer Film Sales topper Les Harris write. Slated for McGarrett’s post
is
Don Becker, who has been workslot
key
radio-tv
for the agency’s
under
McGarrett,
Oddly
(in retaliation for Columbia entic- ing
ing Al Scalpone.as West Coast tv enough; the move comes at the
program chieftain for the network), same time' that CBS-TV has moved
is’ still looking for a key man. to solidify its daytime tv adminAgency,.* it’s understood, would istrative structure with the naming
like Terry Clyne (ex-Biow agency) of Lester Gottlieb, CBS Radio proto move into the slot. Clyne is gram, veepee, as chieftain.
currently operating, on a policyMeanwhile, NBC moved last
making level at McC-E, having week to further its ambitious aftertaken the lucrative Bulova billings noon programming plans, which
oyer with him from Blow,
will he highlighted by the five full
5. Bates agency needs a replace- hour tint dramas (3 to 4) origiment for Tom Harrington, who died nating from the Coast. Having obof a heart condition, last week. Al- tained -his release from the MCAthough operating on. a* hoard chair- Campbell Soups Friday night proman status, he was basically a ra- duction deal, Albert McCleery ofdio-tv man and masterminded the
Raleigh biz (as he previously did ficially takes over the cross-theon Colgate before latter’s NBC- board daytime project and is cur-

now

In process* of exploring the
whole roster of radio-tv availabil-

NBC

Up

Tinting

Grid,

Too

That NRC-TV “means business"
the country for the* tri-nation
pickup, “Wide Wide World” has this year in sparking the sale of
magnetized its .first customer in color receivers for parent RCA is
United Motors, a major accessory reflected in .the fact that, in addidivision of
General Motors. tions to scores of other shows (the
“WWW" had*' its pre-season in- whole schedule of spectaculars
augural last month on the 90^ plus numerous one-shotters, the
minute “Producers Showcase" on 13 Milton Berle excursions, etc.),
NBC-TV and With RCA and Ford four football games will be done
as the regular sponsors. The show in tint.
These represent half of
masterminded by executive pro- the eight, national network jousts
ducer Barry Wood .is down, for a carded, with five regional* also on
series of .20 .workouts starting in the NCAA sked.
The network
the fall, splitting the 4 to 5:30 griddery is SRO sponsorwise.
Sunday berth with the eight
“Football Color Preem" of the
Maurice Evans dramatic stanzas, -1955-56 season will occur Septr .17
six NBC Opera Theatre offerings when Miami U.
plays Georgia
and* a festoon of special one-shot- Tech. The others are Notre Dameters.
Michigan State, Oct. 15; Iowa*
United Motors has bought into Michigan, Oct. 29, and the seaone-third of the series for an out- son’s classic, Army versus Navy,
lay, of about $1,000,000. The three- Nov. 26.

•

,

.

I

,

-
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W “Weaver Wanderlust Whammo"

has a sale tag of $144,000 per
show, for divvy among one to
three Sponsors per outing. United
Motors’ buy gives the
subsid
20 half-hour segments to play with.
Other two-thirds was still open
this- week but some interest has
been shown’ by top advertisers, including Alcoa, -Allis-Chalmers and

GM

’International Harvester. American
Tel & Tel, the first j>ne reported as
nibbling
at
some
sponsorship
ihontbs back, is still sitting on its
hands, but is not out of the running, in all probability.
(AT&T’s
huge stake in the setting up of
lines for the crosscountry excur-

Admiral Account

;

*

,

show shifted

NBC

William H. Fineshriber-Ted Cott
While exec veepee Robert
exit.
W. Samoff has stepped into the
breach as the No. 1 radio man, this,
it’s understood, is just a pro tem
situation pending the naming of a
full fledged head man.
7. Perhaps one of the key jobs
in the whole kaboodle is on tap for

Decision of Erwin* Wasey agency Jr, will he spending considerable
drop the Admiral account, which more time in Hollywood (he just
is chiefly represented in radio-tv finished an eight-week pitch there)
chairman William S.*
by sponsorship of Bishop Sheen? with hoard
Paley looking for a strong man
stems from a hassle "over how much (something of an overall troublethe agency should be paid for its shooter) to work with v.p. Harry
services. From all indications it’s Qmmerle, Robinson’s key aide, in
not the first time the situation has the east.
arisen for it’s recalled that several
8. Colgate foi> a' Thing spell danyears back Kudner agency, as well, gled the “Help Wanted" fiPingle
resigned the account, purportedly to find a new prexy, as result of
under similar circumstances. In the resignation of Joseph H. McReynolds
with
(now
.those days the company, under Connell
the Kudner banner, was sponsoring Metals) and only in the past few
its problem in the
resolved
days
the original Sid Caesar-Imogene
of William Lee Sims II.
Coca “Admiral Revue" display, out naming has
been functioning as
Latter
of which eventually emerged the
exec veepee of the company, with,
pattern for the “Show of Shows." the prexy title goes a lpt of tv
Because Admiral bought the headaches,
centered
Bishop Sheeh time direct from around the future of “Colgate
ABC, company only wanted to pay Variety Hour."
the agency 7V6% while’ Wasey demanded the customary 15%. As of
now- Admiral’s been experimenting
with doing the Sheen commercials
JUBILEE YEAR
out of Chicago, via Russel Seeds
agency, which handles Admiral’s
private business. Best guess is.
that the radio-tv account will go to
Seeds, at least on a temporary
to

'

’

.

.

Rival Pharmacals Find

A Cure-All in Summer

$750,000

for

representation

-on

NBC-TV’s “Howdy Doody” show
starting in the fall.
Food outfit,
via '-Ted Bates, will come aboard
-

the 5:45 to 6 p.m. Thursday segfor
a
three-cycle - runthrough.
The stout purchase apparently eliminates it from ABC-

ment
TV’s

upcoming

new

“Mickey

Mouse Club" daytimer on which
bad been reported nibbling.
On the other end of the daytime
spectrum,
NBC-TV has
brought Cluett, Peabody into the
brace of morning Stanzas, “’Today"
and “Home," Company, through
Young & Rubicam, is taking 24
it.

chiefly

*

GOLDEN

basis.

Involved is more than $1,000,000
participations on each to plug its in annual radio-tv hillings,, most of
“Arrow Shirt" on “Today" and the it stemming from the Bishop Sheen
Sanforized division on “Home," sponsorship, although Admiral also
.starting in October.
makes some annual football buys.

past the

im- ms

semester.

first

Added to the web’s $1,009,000
coup in signing GM-s United Moa third of the “Wide
Wide- World" series beginning in
tors to. take
the,. fall

(see

separate

story),

it

means some $4,000,000 in business
worked up for 90-minute shows as
of last week’s ledgers. The other
regular spee skeins have been accounted for long since in RCA and
Ford’s resumption on Monday’s
“Producers Showcase" and Oldsmobile's ditto on Max Liebman’s
Saturday' nighters.

Dilemma on Cronkite

CBS-TW

plan to have newsCronkite pinchhit for
Douglas Edwards in latter’s upcoming three-week vacation almost didn’t come off. Cronkite ’s
sponsor on “Sunday News Special" is Norwich Pharmacal; and
one of Edwards’ underwriters is
Pharmaceuticals Inc. Since both
are drug outfits, Edwards’ sponsor
kicked up a fus/s.
Situation was resolved with the
agreement that when Cronkite
takes his sojourn, .Edwards, will
substitute; thus- squaring it up
among ifre pharipacal outfits.

man Walter

.

/

-

Standard Brands has budgeted

Buick and Goodyear, for a grand
total of well pafct the $4,000,000
mark.
“Color Spread" is virtually a
sellout at this point, with but four
spaces open during the Sej>temberDceember span and U. S. Rubber
accounting for six of the 90-minute
shows if say. it were to take over
these Stanzas Wholehog. (For each
of the hour and a half outings, six
commercials are available, with an
additional two per half-hour in the
case of shows extended to two
hours and. running at the same gait
per 30 minutes.).
U. S. Rubber’s last television
fling on a full program basis was
its “Royal Showcase" variety show
on tjhe network three seasons age,
with legit producer George Abbott as the emcee. It never went

.

rently lining up a stable of proto Esty),
ducers-directors for the five-unit
is still “in transition" ip
6.
production schedule.
its administrative* radio setup, a
situation existing ever since the

TV

someone at CBS in relation to its
tv programming setup. As result
of the .Harry Ackerman replacement on the Coast, it’s understood
program veepee Hubbell Robinson

'

(Gontinued on page 38)

•
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,

,

programming,

is

Indicative of NBC-TV’s “riding
high" status, with its Sunday night
’‘Color Spread" monthly spec next
season is its fattest contract to
date. U. S. Rubber, which has been
absent, from
the
programming
sweepstakes for several seasons,
has not only come aboard, the Sabbath; night gee-whfzzers ^or the
1955-56 semester but written its
pact from January to January* covering one whole season and, sight
upseen, part of the next,
Already earmarked, for. a pair of
participations during the first four
months of the specs. ,U. S. Rubber
has added 36 segments to pyramid
its, record outlay to -approximately
$3,000,000. through the Fletcher D.
Rlcha ,*d^ agenqy.- The tire outfit
thus becomes the No. 1 client of
the “Spread" formation, with its
38 spots each at a gross billing of
$71,000, now added to a pot of 20
participations consisting of Sunbeam’s 12. Mayhelline's four. Lewis-Howe's twb and singletons fron)
*

.

1.

.

Top* 'Em* All

Trendex Top 10 ratings for
the July 1-7 period follow:
23.1
$64,000 Question (CBS).
I’ve Got a Secret (CBS) .18.2
Toast of The Town (CBS) 17.7

lieb
i

.

•

'

US. Rubber Ta

.

Spurred by a sponsor-backed
"auditidn". performance on Jqne
27 which resulted; in virtually
unanimous critical praise across

25

$1,100,000 IN CIGGIE

COIN FOR NBC RADIO
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
has come aboard NBC in a big radio
sweep amounting to $1400,000 in
gross’ billings. Ted Bates agency,
adeal for its client to plug
Kools and Viceroy, rides in on six
capsule newscasts a week for a
year round pact which became
effective this week* (18)! All of

in

them are nighttime.

News segments involved are10: 15 Monday, 8:55 Wednesday
and at 9 Thursday, all with Kenneth Banghart; and 10:15 Wednesday, 9:55 Thursday and 9:55 Friday, with Bob Wilson.

B&W’s
cludes

“Fibber

over-a-million gait Inparticipation in

Tuesday

McGee &

Molly."

Slot to
CBS-TV

Meighan

putting its Coast
house In order with the naming of
veteran
Columbian Howard S.
Meighan as v.p. in charge of the
Western Division, thus returning
him to the California ramparts.
is

The assignment by tv prexy J. L.
Van ..Volkenberg now relieves top
N. Y. execs from commuting to the
Coast to trouble-shoot the operations there.
Meighan, v.p. of CBS Inc., since
1946, first joined the company in
1931 and has been a sales and administrative officer in the upper
echelon. In 1948, two years after
attaining h fs v.p. stripes, he was
posted as general manager of the
corporation and after the divisional
reorganization in 1951-52, served
as CBS Radio's first prexy. Prior
to that, 1 949-51 he Was the Chief,
exec in Hollywood.
i

Judy Spec Dickers
Los 'Angeles, July 19.
Judy Garland will star in a 90minute CBS-TV spectacular next
season, if negotiations now being
conducted by Harry Ackerman, of
the web, and MCA, repping singer,
are finalized.
Deal, calls for Miss Garland to
headline a variety show which

would be
fall.

filmed,,

probably next

*

'
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Wednesday, July 20, 1955

A1 Stern’s

•«> !

NBC Slot

been named director of participating programs of
NBC Radio, a created post. .Stern
helped launch the web’s Weekend
A1 Stern

bias

Telecast of Disneyland Park opening via ABC from 7:30 to
9 p.m., Sunday (17) drew a 15-city Trendex of 19.4, By so doing,,
that web’s “fiwt spectacular” gave NBC’s 'combination of the halfhour “Do It Yourself” and 60-minute Geneva-slanted “Meeting at
the Summit” a virtually zero rating, averaging out at 1.2 with a
low point of 0,7 for the 8 to 8:30 segment. CB§ fared better, its
“Private Secretary” chalking 5:4 fend Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
Town” grabbing segments of 10.0 and 11.9: Colurhbia average for
the 90 minutes was 9.1. Overall sets-in-us.e was 33.4,
Here’s' how the various segments scored;

“Monitor” as director of operations
and is aide to Robert W. Sarnoff,
exec v.p. of the network.

a green light from the Jus-f
On Stern’S roster is Nicholas
Department, RCA is entering
Gilles, tapped as operations manFramer’s ‘Ringabuk’
ager of the department.
into a deal with two Othetf corpoWalt Framer’s ^ new series
rations, Whirlpool and Seeger ReWPIX,
starts
on
“Ringabuk”
frigeration Co., under which they
N. Y., on Aug. 6. Packager, curwill merge their heavy appliance rently with two network shows, is
business into a new multi-million prepping the Lucky Buck-type
stanza as the first entry .of his new
dollar manufacturing outfit. RCA
live syndication department.
which is now marketing stove and
A prize - but- no - cash format,
airconditidher lines, w|ll thereby “Ringabuk” is played via dollar

With

tice

Do
/

bill

in principle
will buy in.

RCA

‘

acquiring
thus
business,
1.157.000 shares in the company.

stove

‘

.

Seam Roebuck Also
Co. is also inSears Roebuck
volved' in the deal and will- also
acquire 20% of the new company.
Sears markets Seeger’s. present

&

of refrigerators under its
brand name of Coldspot -nd Whirlpool’s laundering products under
the name of Kenmore, Under- the
merger plans, Sears and RCA
would have a combined interest of
less than 50%.
line

Walter Seeger will become, board
chairman of the new- company and
Elisha Gray, Whirlpool president,
Will step into a similar spot in the

merged
that

.and

operation.

understood

It’s

RCA prexy
RCA exec
/

Odorizzi will

Frank M. Folsom
v.p. Charles M.
go on the board of

the Whirlpool-Seeger corporation.

The new company will issue
5.785.000 shares of stock at $5 par
common stock and 211,000 share!:
of non-voting 4 V6% cumulative
preferred stock with a par value of
$80 per share. Under the* distribution plan, 2,080,000 shares of common will go on a share-for-share
basis to Whirlpool stockholders;
about 1,548,000 shares of common
and the 211,000 shares of preferred
will go to Seeger stockholders on
a basis of 1% shares of common
and 3/16 share of preferred for
each Seeger share; 1,157,000 shares
in exof common will go to
change for its investment.
combination RCA Whirlpool trademark
Will be drawn up for the com'

1.4

. .

5.4

(Toast of

Snares a Client
After several months on the air,
CBS Radio’s “Disk Derby,” starring Fred Robbins, has lured its
Williamson
first chenf. Brown
(Viceroy and Kooi) has. earmarked
the Tuesday and Saturday segments as of this week, through Ted
thus adds to its outlay
Rates.
on the web since it’s been backing
4
portions .of “Amos h* Andy Music
Hall” for the last few months.' It
has also bought heavily on NBC
Radio, (see separate story).
CBS' came in for/ other sales.
Reynolds Metals is down for the
web’s coverage of “ the Haihbletoniam .H^rnesser at Goshen Aug.
3 with Charles Hinkle calling and
web sports chief John Derr handling' commentary. It’s the fifth'
straight for Reynolds’ underwriting- of the hoss classic, through
Buchanan & Co. Chevrolet takes
the Soap -Box Derby at Akron Aug.
14. McKesson & Robbins signed on
for five Douglas Edwards newscasts,
on Tuesdays, with Pall Mall already picking up the check three
nights a Week.

&

B&W

:

-

From

Original

Its

PEGEEN ENTRY SET
IN

WRCA REVAMP

Pegeen (Ed &) Fitzgerald, a

re-

cent exitee from WABC in New
York, who’s been pacted as a performer-executive at WRCA,. will
start her radio program on the
latter station next month (15) as a
cross-the-board entry. She’s been
slotted. 9:35 to 10 a.m. The pioneer
.distsrffer of the Mr. & Mrs. team

(husband Ed is still ailing and will
join her when he recovers) will
move in on a pattern at the NBC
o&o that will undergo realignment
coincidental with her preem.
WRCA’s expanding afternoon
structure will read: A1 Collins,

.

on NBC’s “Fibber McGee
last

month.

&

Far Cry

Days

WCBS-TV is taking the hoopla
Schneider’s ABC-to-CBS
route tomorrow (Thurs.) to celeout against
A1 Schneider has joined CBS-TV brate The 24th anni of its first
supplement”
The ceremonies by the
in the newly-created capacity of telecast.
to AWARE publication 13 which
business affairs manager over the New York wing of CBS will be held,
carried the names asserted that
starting on the George firmer show at 9
spectaculars
slate
of
web’s
they were taken from testimony
Schneider resigned last to 10 a.m., which for this historic
obtained by. the House Committee in the fall;
week from ABG-TV, where he was cal stanza' will have, its initial
on Un-American Activities.
As additionalaudience.
assistant to network business af- studio
who
AFTRAns
of
the
Many
Stabile, to take hypo, the station has skedded a
voted to condemn AWARE in fairs topper Jim
couple of dozeri promo announcepost.
uniori referendum a few weeks ago the CBS-TV
Schneider will handle all con- ments today and tomorrow. With
maintain that it has a “tieup”
talent, properties telops accompanying them to bear,
with the House Committee. They tracts relating to
programs involved In the photos, of those Who appeared on
and
point out that the first subpoena
function ,as re-, the first program.
This
his
specs.
was
body
came
issued by the. Federal
programs and talFor thehistorical-mlnded, here’s
the day after the condemnation be- gards ABC-TV
a summary of the cradle-to-comcame official. It was learned that ent. Schneider had been with ABCTV for the past three years; first mercial bridge:
at least eight others—not necessubdepartment
and
legal
the
in
July 21,
1931
p.m.,
10:15
sarily those eight mentioned in the
in the' business affairs Wj2XAB premieres
(sound and
AWARE Bulletin 13 supplement sequently
when'
department
it was created as picture
transmission
synchronbut who fought against AWARE
over a year ago.
ized).
nevertheless had also received a separate unit
speaking

.

.

.

'

force.

Paul Dorman, news spieler who
WREC last year to
WHBQ-TV in news and later
hooked on with WMPS in sales, has
Molly” returned to his old stamping
grounds as a sales exec.
also resigned
join

.

'

—

—

—

.subpoenas.

July 21, 1932
Simultaneous
sight and sound on one wavelength

Paul Milton^ of AWARE’s board,
when asked whether his org felt
that others whoi engaged in the
'“campaign

AWARE

of

agitation”

announced.
Feb. 23, 1933
W2XAB temporarily suspends operations:
July 1, 1941—Returns to air with

—

against

.

pro - Communist,
will get Into others of

were

said:
“We
interest as

things progress.
But
believe that all 156 are

Grid’s

TV-SRO

call-letters

WCBW,

authorized to

operate, on a commercial basife..
(Actually, station had resumed ex-’
which a couple of perimentel broadcasting earlier.
July
1, 1941, was initial date of
AWARE is to be pro-Communist,” weeks ago snagged rights to the FCC-authorlzed
commercial teleMilton said the condemnation by annual College All-Star football casting.)
AFTRA of AWARE for “blacklist- charity game out of Chicago. Aug. Dec. 2, 1941
Live programing”', and “s.mear methods” had no
18, has sold out the one-shot com- ming suspended; filmed program-

we do not

AWARE

Communists.

does not
take the 'position that to be against

ABC-TV,

^

—

pletely,

An

&

rotates with Electric Cos.
It
closed out its radio participation

W2XAB

.

for a ratecatd windfall.
Its axe
on “Carnival” doesn’t fall until
the Sept. 18 show.
Since “Sgt.
Calkins
Holden, agency for Preston” starts Sept. 29, Quaker’s
Prudential Insurance, came out use of time is held to be continuboldly with the statement last ous, with the web agreeing to exweek that its client has dumped tend rate protection that is the
radio entirely and will confine its equivalent of Class C time as used
broadcasting to tv. “The Rock” is in the case of “Carnival.”
marking its initial foray into daytime video by taking the 10:15 a.m
Wooten Back fo WREC
alternate
Monday quarter-hour
Memphis, July 19.
segment of the Garry Moore show
Roy Wooten, who exited as proon CBS-TV starting July 25. The gram director of WREC, CBS outpact is for 29 alternate weeks.
let here, several months ago has
Prudential’s major move-in on tv returned to the station’s sales

It

A

24th Anni Hoopla Tomorrow (Thur*.)

effect that instead it
unwas “welcome publicity.”
official spokesman for the anti-

12:30 to 1 p.m. Saturday stanza,
its money on the upcoming
Thursday 7:30 to 8 film series,
“Sgt, Preston of the Yukon.”
However, Quaker will come in

on CBS in the fall of 1953 and it
has just renewed the Sunday show

9.1
r

“practical”

to put

“You Are There”

Town)

11.9
(Toast)

AWARE. The “hews

AWAREites declared

that the only

he pressed for AWARE
condemnation was because he felt
that the ad' agencies would be

reason

more

Inclined to reject, “blacklisting” If the union were officially
against it.
“The condemnation
was not intended to foment an
intra-union personality, squabble,”
•

.

,

he

said.

Mutual Co-op Shows
Available to Rivals

.

Occurred with

1.2

(“Summit”)

10.0

.

Web

pacted.. Miller High.

gust 7 at 5:30 p.m., available to
any non-affiliate if the Mutual station in the same market doesn’t
want the program. Mutual rnulji-

market outlets (numbering approximately 200) will be affected,, with
web co-op boss Roy Danish giving

them

month

buy the co-op kid
show before the network turns
elsewherl to sell it. The station
a

can air
It’s

it

to

during that time.

an attempt by the network

to holster the co-op

programming

department whiph has been waning for quite some time.

Minute Maid Reprising

Tournament of Roses
Minute Maid is in for repeat
sponsorship of theJTournament of
Roses out of Pasadena on NBC-TV.
With New Year’s Day falling on
Sunday next year, the show, slotted from 12:15 to 1:45 p.m., will
ride on Jan. 2.
Juicery’s outlay is $85,000

.

ming

continues.

May

5,

*

—WCBW

-

I

•

1944-—Live programming

Life Beer to national, sponsorship resumes.
for half the telecast, with three
February, 1946
leaves
companies taking over the the air to adjust frequencies in
oil
other half for regional spreads.
*
( Continued on page 37)
Trio comprises Union Oil for the
.Coast, Standard of Indiana for the
midwest and Ariiericah Oil for the
east;

'

\

-

<

•

have
to
shelled oUt Some $175,000 in rights
alone for the contest, an alltime
high.
Game in past years has
been telecast by DuMont, which
didn’t bid for the rights this season in line with its “network dissolution”, policy. Mutual continues
with the radio version, rights to
which are included in the $175,000
Sponsors

are

said

If Affils Don’t Want
figure.
12:05 to 1; “T0x & Jinx” 1 to 2;
Mutual is experimenting with a
Curious situation will obtain inJim Coy’s “Coy’s Corner,” 2:05 to syndication plan on co-op network Chicago, origination point of the
2:30; Sydney Smith’s “Byline,’^ 2:30 radio programming whereby sta- game, where WGN-TV will carry
to 3, with Ben Grauer newscasting tions other than those in the affiliit instead of WB£B, the ABC-TV
pany’s appliance line,
at noon, 2 and 3 o’clock.
ate lineup will have a crack at it. o&o. It’s one of those cases where
Whirlpool has plants at St. JoIdea is said not to be completely the network can’t clear itB own
seph and Laporte, Ind., and Marnew, but it’s the first time that o&o station. Reason is that Jim
lon; Ohio; Seeger has plants at St
Quaker Axes ’Carnival’
Mutual has tried anything of that Moran, the used car dealer, who’s
Paul and Evansville, Ind.
RCA
nature.
one of Chi’s biggest tv spenders;
makes its stoves and airconditionThe network is making the half won’t allow his "Courtesy Hour”
For Sgt. Preston’ Ride
ers at Hamilton, O.
Quaker Oats cancelled Out on hour “Wild Bill Hickok” stanza, to be preempted, thus causing
which will return to the air on Au- ABCrTV to look for coverage elseCBS-TV’s
“Contest
Carnival,”

RCA
A

L4

0.7

(“Summit”)

The names of the eight people,
pointed out, were among
who last March signed a

the 150
circular

Ben-

With an 'undisclosed amount of
cash plus its airconditioning and

..

CBS-TV

measure.

and Admiral, all of
which market a full complement- of

last Saturday (16),

>

AWARE

philco

which was approved

19.4

&

Wes-

appliances in the “white goods”
field, RCA execs pointed out that
many of its distributors, handling
the company’s record, radio-tv and
phono lines, also carry heavy appliances made by other companies.
The new- Whirlpool-Seeger Co.
will have total assets of about
$130,000,000 and a net worth of
about $85,000,000. Under the deal

Avg.

19.4

AWARE

competitively handicapped by hot
having a full appliance line. The
merger will put RCA on the same

dix,

Yourself

It

NBC-TV
Priv. Secretary

serial numbers, requiring a
Despite condemnation recently
studio participation angle in addiby the American Federation of
tion to home me-too’ing. Framer
Radio Artists,
will supply format, set, prizes and Television
production assistance to other loInc. continues to funcThis live syndication tion. Org has issued a ftew bid*
cal buyers.
department is being headed by letin listing the names of eight
Dan Goodman who recently left performers who it says took part
been cool towards industrial merg- tils father’s firm, Harry Goodman in a “campaign of agitation”
RCA Productions, where a similar setup which led to the condemnation
ers, it okayed this deal after
presented^ evidence that it was is under way.

footing, as General Electric,
tinghouse, Frigidaire* Norge,

* 8:30-9

ABC-TV

'

get a full line of major home appliances. The consolidated enterprise will be known as WhirlpoolSeeger Corp., with RCA having a
20% stock interest and representation on the board.
Although the Justice Dept.. has

8-8:30
18.6

7:30-8
...... 20.2

Disneyland

,

‘Opry’

od ABC-TV

Television version of “Grand Ole
Opry,” the NBC Radio longrunner,
looks to go on ABC-TV on Saturday nights in the fall. Show has
been optioned by Ralstori-Purina,

which once sponsored it on radio,
and Ralston is dickering with ABC-

TV for a

once-every-fOur-weeks exposure on Saturday nights from 8
to 9. ABC would fill in the other
three weeks with “Ozark Jubilee,”
which is presently Qn the spot anyway, arid there’s a possibility that
Ralston may put up some sponsorship coin on “Ozarlj:” also.
“Opry” presumably had granted
NBC-TV a first refusal on any tv/
where, in this case WGN-TV, version of the show, since ohly. a
but month ago National had telecast a
all
which with DuMont
through as a network, is virtually one-shot out of Nashville in an at*
an independent.
tempt to stir sponsor interest. NBC
apparently has given up that first
refusal; To complicate things still
further, the “Opry” principals are
involved in a syndicated film series,
“Stars of the Grand Ole
GETS
Opry,” which Flamingo Films has
sold on a large regional basis to
London, July 19
The first giveaway program for Pillsbury Mills.
Thing that’s holding up a finalithe British commercial tv System
was announced last week by As- zation of the “Opry” deal reportedly
is a strong pitch to Ralston by
sociated-Rediffusion, which will opproducers
of
the
erate the London outlet on week- RadiOzark,
“Ozark
Jubilee” segment. Ralston
days. They have closed a deal for
the regular presentation of Michael is said to be considering either
Miles, Radio Luxembourg feature, “Opry” or “Ozark” or possibly
both. Even if Ralston doesn’t buy
“Take Your Pick.”
Under the charter for program “Ozark,” that country music stanza
three-out-of-fourcontractors, laid down by the In- remains in a
dependent Television Authority weeks position, with “Opry” taking
arid agreed by Parliament, prizes the fourth, week. “Ozark” would
in giveaway programs, however, continue to run 7:30 to 9 Saturdays
will be of a modest character. The on its co-op basis, even though
ITA will not' sanction expensive “Opry” on the fourth week would
run only an hour.
prizes in either cash or kind.
•'

>

.

•.

=

.

A GIVEAWAY

Wednesday,
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Boston, July 18;
Father Norman O’Connor, Hub's W.k. priest deejay, is- winning
big .audience reaction on
Thursday nights,' WGBH, Saturday
afternoons, and occasionally over
Saturday nights, with
r
his jazz programs.
The Paulist Father, chaplain of the Newman Club at Boston U.,
says "jazz is healthy,' good and beautiful.” He has been doing a
standout public relations job on behalf of jazz in the Hub and has
a large following, of young people.
“Jazz is a legitimate art form,” he points out.'Tt is not something
foreign to us. Jazz is perfectly normal.”
He has been following jazz since his young days in Detroit where
he. played the piano in high school and college bands. He is a
friend of all the jazz notables and visits with them frequently.
After ordination in the Church of St. Paul, the Apostla, New
York, he did editorial work for Catholic publications and becamepersonally acquainted with the big. jazz nafnes. Wherever jazz
notables played, Father O'Connor visited backstage.
His help to those in the jazz world includes not only spiritual
advice to those who want it; but also in sponsorship, of jazz sessions
and seminars. He was ordained a priest in New York, May 1, 1947,
and. has been at B. II. since- Sept. 1951.

WBUR

WHDH

.

.

By LEONARD TRAUBE
.

Television’s

ming

*cycle

—

;

vicious

program-

same

cycle iftat
with sub-

tile

As Long at

flooded the networks
standard crime shows, half-hour
filmed dramatics and latterly situation' comedies now
appears to
Thrive finally caught up with the
hour-long dramatic showcase, once
the creative darling of the industry. The hour dramatics, it’s the
growing feeling, are currently at
a new high in quantity and a new
low in quality, following the same
orbit as the other program categories have floundered~thrpugh.
Most of the older dramatic
shows are still maintaining* their
standards ‘.‘Studio One,” “Philco-

—

Bert Lahr

;

now producing

Broadway

.

into the

1

CBS-TV

p.m. slot on

has apparently persuaded

WRCA-

Axe Trip’ for Tripp

—

tre,” to name the three old reliables of the industry. But for
every'V consistent winner, there’s
befen
a
comparable consistent
Clinker to match it over the past
season. “LuX Video Theatre” ha#;
been a. less, than satisfactory teletranslation of the old radio standby. “Climax”-, has been generally
disappointing, “Front Row Center,” *.the new General Electric
altemate-weeker to the transplantedrto-CBS “U.&,. Steel. Hour,”
hasn’t had a sock show yet;

.

.

;

.

•

—

-

;

Not that there weren't some interesting
moments,
but
there
should have beep some inspiring
ones. NBC-TV extended itself in
the 8 to 9 p.m. prime time for, a
;

•

;

^

:

the producer. Tripp^ will continue
Was put on cancel- his Saturday morning ‘‘Carousel”
lation notice last week, effective show on WCBS-TV in New York.
in August, and Steve Krantz, program director of the station, has

come up .with Herb Sheldon as -the
successor.' Sheldon is tantamount
to a ^fireman” for WRCA-TV. being sedt into situations where competition rears its head. He’s been a
fixture in the morning at 9. to IQ,
where his appeal for kids is admittedly high. His other show, the late
afternoon “Sheldon at 6” (o’clock),
will be vacated and film actioners
for kids slipped in as replacement
to maintain the. station’s line of’|
•
Washington, July 19.moppet-slanted shows in that area.
Two -key officials of the FCC
For his upcoming afternoon stanwere
shifted from the highly-imza, Sheldon will take an occasional
turn in the al fresco, with capers portaht Broadcast Bureau to the
in igloos and teepees among the-} less glamorous Safety and Special
gimmicks envisioned. General ap- Radio Services Bureau in a major
peal is to the pre-school crowd, shakeup last week to effect a politialso youngsters with split sessions cal conformation in line with Adat school. Also starting in August ministration policies. The changes
in a back-to^ack with Sheldon will removed the. last of the “old faces”
be Gene Rayburn at 1:30 in an. (Republican as well aS Democrat)
aud-participationer, Rayburn will from positions of influence on
switch from his 6:30 quiz stanza to Commission decisions affecting the
broadcast industry.
take the mid-day show.
Curtis B. Plummer, a 43ryear-old

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Republican who advanced under
the New Deal from field engineer
to chief of the Broadcast Bureau,

was transferred
of* the

SSRS

to the post of chief

Bureau. Joseph M.

Kittner, 38-year-old Democrat who
rose up- the legal ranks to -become
-

(Continued on page 37)
Chicago, July 19.

The Chi NBC-TV network pro- Chordettes Loom
gramming shop, currently “without
First Femme
a
regular
weekday origination
since the demise of the

As
Group

r

‘Hawkins

awaiting the homeoffice go-ahead on shooting a kine
of a projected teleyersion of “Vic
Sade.”* Under his new daytime
program development assignment,

To Get Own TV Show

Falls’’ serial, is

&

program Chief Alan Beaumont and
director Frank Pacelli have been
working out the cast and cost details df converting the longtime
radio strip to tv.
Paul Rhymer,
original scripter of the series, has
been working on the new dialog.
Bernardino Flynn, who played
the Sade role during the 12 years
the show was an NBC radio staple,
has been set to repeat in the video
treatment. The Vic part has still
to be cast definitely. Art Van Harvey did the role on radio.
If the network does decide to
give the project & whirl, it won’t
actually mark the tele debut of
the V&S characters. Show was
used on the old “Colgate Theatre”
for three weeks back in 1949.

The Chordettes, hot, sellers on
Archie Bleyer's Cadence Records,
are racing to the tape in hope of
becoming the first femme vocal
group with theft own network teleshow. Auditions held over the last
few Weeks, reportedly Nwith NBCTV Scouts on tap, have set their
personal manager, Jack Bertell,
into action looking toward a berthing in the fall.
So. far In the tv sweepstakes, the
big vocal noise has been made bysingles with their own stanzas,
notably Perry Como, Dinah Shore,
Eddie Fisher, Tony Martin, Jo
Stafford, Jane Froman and Julius
LaRosa (latter as a summer entry

stable.

“Broadway” was dropped

on its merits, or lack of them;
Here’s the way, in the opinion
(Continued on page 36)

Bird,”

was

now

“Mr.

Sandman” and

hiding with

“Humming

•medium,

\

.

ND, under two seperate arrange-,
ments, is making plans to televise
.

several

of

its

gridiron

contests

In a separate deal, Box Office
Television, which has telecast
games to theatre^ the past two
years', is offering two games to

:

Coca Nitery Act

‘

ND

(Continued on page 36)

Status of Imogfene Coca as a tv
personality

pretty

much up

in

of

her< Saturday

night tv

entry.

Comedienne last week negotiated
a deal for William Morris repre-

Gen. Foods Steps Into

‘MGM

is

the. air as result of the cancellation

sentation,

Parade' Breach;

Also Eyes ‘Mickey Mouse’
ABC-TV lost no time in replacing Delco division of General Motors as alternate sponsor of the
upcoming “MGM Parade,” signing

her

initial

affiliation

with the talent agency. Thus far,
insofar as tv is concerned, NBC-TV
has her down for some '55-’56 guest
shots.
.

Scheduled for a series of nitery

dates, with a new act, Miss Coca
opens at the Fontainebleu, Miami

General Foods to the slot this Beach, in August and plays the
week. Delco had been forced out Sahara, Las Vegas, in October,
over a squawk from American Mo- Idea behind the project is to crystors, one of the three “Disneyland” tallize a new characterization from
sponsors, who claimed that the which may stem the basis for
Delco sponsorship was a conflict, a new tv comedy series which, if
it jells, may work itself into the
since “MGM” follows “Disneyland
NBC schedule some time after
Wednesdays at 8:30.
General Foods will pitch Max- January.
well House Coffee and Minute Rice
on the Show, thereby eliminating
VIDAL, LESSING
another possible product conflict,
since Swift is another of the “Disneyland” sponsors via its Derby
SCRIPTS
Foods division. Derby, however,
Milton Berle has optioned two
pitches only Peter Pan Peanut shows for presentation next season.
Butter, so there’s no product com- Comic, who’ll do his tint series of
petition with GF. Deal for GF was 13 from the Coast, has purchased a
set via Benton & Bowles.
still
untitled script from Gore
Young & Rubicam, GF’s other Vidal and One from Norman Lesagency, may also get into the ABC- sing. Latter is ri comedy tentatively
TV act, however. Y&R’s talking titled “Manny the Agent,” dealing
about sponsorship on the “Mickey with a theatrical percenter.
Mouse” daytimer for GF's Jello
Berle is still on the market for
Products. Agency will make a de- several scripts of all descriptions
cision soon on whether or not to inasmuch as he’s seeking to vary
buy., in on the Walt Disney day- his output away from the straight
.

1'

’See It Now’ As Book
Book version of the Ed MurrowFred Friendly “See It Now,” mainstay of the CBS-TV lanes, has been
edited by the duo and associates
for issuance by Simon & Schuster
in November. It will encompass the
highlight segments of the Tuesday

night show.
Additional extra-curricular upbeat for the program is McGrawHill Text-Films' series of films on
“See It,” with package containing
in two different slots on CBS-TV). five 25-minute slices. Murrow’s inIt’s figured that a team With* a disk terview of D‘r. J. Robert Oppenrep can make the tv grade in the heimer, running 46 minutes, is
proper time.
Chordettes’ No. 1 available for free -loan from Assoseller
they’re

Restricted by National Collegiate
Athletic Assn.- controls :on the televising of football games, Notre
Dame is again seeking a method
to make closed-circuit’ video 'pay
off. NCAA has no objection' to the
full
usq. of
closed-circuit
the
’*

ground for creativity in video writ- this fail to hotels and theatre's.
ing and production. But the drama The hotel deal, involving the 'parshowcasers in their original con- ticipation Of the midwest college’s'
cept were 'to be “tv babies’* in local alumni associations, has been
terms of scripts, production and worked out with the Sheraton
style. One factor in the substand- Hotel chain’s newly-formed closedard quality of the newcomers .is circuit tv subsidiary and calls for
the attempt by their producers to a schedule of two and possibly
cut hack to what’s deemed a “pop- four games to be piped into as
ular demand, mass appeal” style many as 19 hotel ballrooms.
of production that’s eliminated the
intimacy of the tv style and in its
place substituted the “panoramic”
thinking of the motion picture
t
mind.
The cycle has produced its casualties already. “Best of Broadway”
was dropped, “Elgin Hour” is a
goner and so is “Pond’s Theatre.”
Paradoxically, though, both “Elgin”
and “Pond’s” were among the better dramatic showcasers, the former turning out some memorable
jobs though aiming at a mass
audience, and the latter often
equaling and sometimes surpassing
the “Krafts” produced by the same
J.
Walter Thompson production

ciation Films, Ridgefield, N.J.,

and

through. Chicago, Dallas and San
Francisco offices.

.

,

ulating soaps- at that.

.

-

.

up with a “Kitty Foyle” last week,
but in a version ’that was strictly
from the soaps, arid the less stim-

.

.

*

the table with properties that could
only be candidates for their wastebaskets, “Front Row Center” came

Factors in Rise
,
^
The flowering of the cycle—-the
emergence, of a flood' of hour,
dramas—can be traced to the excitement created by the, standbys,
the success of the screen, version
of “Marty,” the sale .of “Patterns
to films, along with a new pubr
lie and industry awareness that
the hour drama is the spawning

-“Meeting at the Summit” sizeup
of: the personalities and issues inv.olved. But while a' valiant* effort,
it was too long in making its point
and spent too much time on relatively
unimportant background,
some of it too familiar on the film,
clip side.
David Brinkley rind
Morgan Beatty served as the 'anchermen-narrators, with analyses
by Joseph C. Harsch, who was.
brought in from ..Geneva with
Romney Wheeler, for this single
chore and planed back again; Ed
Newman op the state of England
& Empire via voice-on-film; Frank.
Bourgholtzer narrating a film biog
of French.. Premier Edgar Faure;
atomic scientist Harold C. Urey
with his views; Irving Levine, in
an audio from Moscow'' to which
he was admitted some weeks ago;
Ray Scherer, who covers President
Eisenhower, in D.C., and was heard
from Geneva; Dr. Dorothy Fosdick, ex-State Dept, and author of
“Common Sense and World Affairs”; quickies on the other national figures, sugh as Britain's
Eden,
Bulganin,
and
Russia's
Ike; publisher William Randolph
(Continued on page 38)
.

—

package.
Brokenshire

*

tioning.

-

guester.

.

withouf-much-date looked like it
was. 'ground out under aircondi-

.

*

.

,

;

have been produced by

the late John Murray Anderson but -which never, got off
the. ground. The waiters then
got the skit into “Two's Company,” the revue which starred
Bette Davis, who. did the hit
with David Burns! That was
a couple of years ago. Now
Lahr* will fli$ally get to do the
sketch- on television, via. the
“Arthur Murray^ Party,” with
Katherine - Murray handling'
the .femme .role. “ Jjl ufray
bought the sketch from Hiken
and Friedberg for the July 26
telecast, on which Lahr is a
-

r

.

affairser,

to

the political powwow in Switzerland, he’d better not cancel out on
his subscription to the dailies and
newsmagazines. .For the news and
public affairs sectors of the networks, jwhile they did a lot of filmarid-live pushing of the international huddle, failed to give, the
man-in-the-street much more, than
a wisliy-washy view-r-a good deal
of it. weighted' with bias and
cynicism and heavy on. the. pundit
“think piece” route of the socalled cold war. conference. For a
hot subject, Sunday’s (171 " thisa-

Phil

.

was
.

Take a Trip,” CBS-TV’s
has been cancelled
that it cannot compete. with a net- suddenly. It had previously been
Moreover, the seeming sluffof
work-produced show unless it goes tapped to Shift its Sunday afterinto a sharp change in format and noon time to go in .as a sUlpmer that the* networks *are giving their
in a sumirier series augurs no. good for
appeal. Norman Brokenshlre has sub for “Lassie” at 7 pirn,
been riding in the 1-1:30 slot on change .of plans, the web will' slot the' fall, when the stakes are really
the outlet for several months, with “It’s Magic” instead for the canine on the tables. “Lux” came up with
a noble experiment pretesting via'
“Television Workshop” as an ap- show.
r
proximately once-a-week insert un“It s Magij,” is headed up by television unprOduced screen propder which it’s a 1 to 2 o'clock Paul Tripp, who also functions as ertied—but the studios dealt under
“Bet’s

TV, the New York anchor of NBC, public

.boards.

.

.

of Jack Paar

new

the.

Hiken. & Friedberg wrote
the sketch .for Lahr and.Etermiohe Gingoid for a revue which

;

.

Compete With Paar Show

dio-tv' previews of “The Summit”
whet „ his appetite. For more
and comprehensive information on

to

Silvers yidpixer, latter’s Max
Liebman’s* key writer) but
which the comics never^gpt to
do, although the sketch was
subsequently se e n on, the

‘

Aft Seg To

to

,

•

WRCAtTV

due

is finally

get va crack at a sketch that

Goodyear Playhouse,”. ‘‘Kraft ’Thea-

So Sheldon Goes Into

A

plain ..citizen interested, in the
Big. Four doings at Geneva could
get just jibout enough out of ra-

Funny

It’s

was originally written for him
some years hack by Nat Hik?n
and Billy Friedberg (former’s

.

The recent entry

27

GORE

FOR BERLE

'

timer.

comedy

vein,

>

s
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WRCA’s

In Free-For*
Washington, July 19. 4FCC Commissioners heard a
rough and tumble argument yes*
terday (Mon.) ori examiner. 'Herbert Sharfman’s recommendation

Sales Club’

bent for
youngsters” pitch is , a "Junior
Sales Club” for the Ne\v York
area, aimed at keeping the upper
and lower smallfry off the streets
and out of the poolrooms and at
the same time fortifying them with
latest, “hell

Summertime
moppets

gets

moneymaker
a

A .WNEW,

N. Y., promotion
showing how. well the station did on the Nielsen- Station
piece,

favoring A, Frank
WKA.T’ for channel 10 in Miami.
With attorneys for competing ap-

Pittsburgh, July 19.

"

via

the
half-hour
Stand,” It

agency, it appeared quite possible,
the commission may give authorization to Public Service Television, Iric., a subsidy of National
Airlines.

WNEW

charged opposing lawyers with
employing "smear” tactics on Kntr.entine and indulging in *‘an unholy spectacle of character assassination.” At one point he attacked Leo Resnick, . counsel for
L. B, Wilson, Inc,, and Harry
Becker, counsel for North Dade

kit,

making

with

the benefit '-Of black tie invitees.

in

'

Minneapolis, July' 19.
Lutheran church Missouri synod’s
reqtiest for a $763,000 budget Jto
finance its three-year-old national
tv show, "This Is the Life,” in
1955 was approved at the Lutherans’ fiscal and visitors’ confer“
ence at the synod meeting here.

Rural

Show, which started as an unprecedented church experiment,
has developed into one .'of the most

WKAT

•

WKAT

on
,
’

WKAT

races;

Katzentine, a lawyer, was at one
time mayor of Miami Beach.
He
founded the Greater Miami Crime
Commission and has been active in
south Florida public affairs .for
80 years.
.

CBS Radio on New
CBS Radio is off on a new buildfor the medium, pushing. "New
Patterns” as an all-inclusive, update report in presentation form
and accenting the “flexibility” and
"adaptability” of network radio as
well as its “continuing vitality.”
Main purpose of latest project is
to spell out important reasons of
“how network radio is the most
effective way of reaching and selling great numbers of people with
meschandisable boxoffice naipes
and shows of national renown and

up

.

doing so at low cost.”
Presentation was distributed this
to network account execs
sales development personnel
for
showing to agencies and
clients:
One of the figures shows
that in the course of a week, over
90% of families with radio use
their sets for a total of 728,000,000
in-home family hours of radio
listening (not including the mobile' audience), alnd another section
discloses that radio has more than
doubled in size since 1946 with 57,700,000 receivers then as against

and

mi

;

132,000,000 now.

‘Dorothy

&

The present

WTRY program staff

be retained! along with much
of the operating force, but the new
owners are moving into the Troy
area. W, JWoodbury (Nick) Carter,
will

is; currently v.p. and general
manager;. Thomas W, Roqrke, of
City National Bank, v.p.;

Jr,,

WOR, Troy
.

listening score,

.

The Dick Buckley-helmed WNEW

Lawrence Welk,

building a large promotion-andadvertising campaign on* the NSI
figures,

which were done

in

In Hassle

Dick’ Set

March-

April (the only period so far with
cumulative wrapups),

Who

Abrogated What?
Los Angeles; July

Ziv is going to syndicate the
'"Dorothy and Dick” radio show.

Dorothy

Kilgallen-Richard
Ko]lstanza will be takeq. in part
the current ayem
(N. Y.) adlib casing and the remainder of the show—to be 30minutes in length—will be qut
specially for the syndication mart.
The breakfast table vis-a-vis
stanza will be sold cross-the-board.

mar

from

WOR

19.

Meeting will be held this week
between., reps of Lawrence Welk
and Klaus Landsberg, manager of
station KTLA,' In an attempt to
reach some agreement in the hassle which arose last week when
,

AFTRA Weighs

televised 'programs,
the
synod was told by M. C; Carpenter,
Chairman of the Missouri synod’s

‘Unfair’

Rap Vs; Used Car Dealer
Hollywood, July

1.9.

.

attorneys for the prch leader notiWelk con-

mass communications commission.
Sandy #Young, local used car
He said it’s carried by 275 tv sta- dealer who also puts on tv shows,
community families own tv‘ re- tions in the U. S., Canada, Hawaii started a new program on KCOP
and Puerto Rico. Also, the BBC
ceivers, Oliver Treyz, prexy of
last week, going on as emcee, alis trying it out.
Television Advertising Bureau, disProgram is a situation drama in though he’s on AFTRA’s "unfair”
closed in a speech before the Los
By a loophole in union regulist.
Angeles Ad Club. He made a pitch which everyday problems faced by lations, Young stays on ty almythical Fisher family lead to
to increase the video expenditures .a
though
just recently his “Hayride”.
of national bankrollers located on what the producers term "Chris- was yanked off KTTV when he
the Coast! Such advertisers' have tian solutions.” Although a. pro- was placed on the "unfair” listfailed to keep pace .with tlie coun- duction of the Lutheran Church ing.
try-wide average that has put tv Missouri synod it av’oids denomSeems legalities and technicaliinational references.
In conse-

fied station chief that
sidered station’s pact

:

with him
abrogated because of a breach of
contract.

Landsbergh imriiedia^ly cam*
back with statement that the channel had not violated the Welk contract and refused to recognize the

1

\

contentions of' the
lawyers.

orch leader's

Beef was based on the insertion
of midway spots into one of the
in the No. 1 position for national
ties in the union regulations allow Welk shows.
quence,
according
Welk claims such
to
Carpenter,
ad expenditures, he said.
other churches keep telling the Young to remain on tv. While blurbing unfair to his sponsor,
Treyz’ talk marks the first time producers how
much it helps them. he’s listed as "unfair” as a pro- Dodge, of his hour-long show, asthat a TAB official has appeared
Carpenter told the meeting here ducer, he is a member in good” serting practice constitutes a conon the Coast. It’s part of a two- that "in competition with commer- standing, thus can perform on tractual violation.
Because
of
week swing of the Coast by the. cially sponsored tv programs "This video if hired by. any reputable Welk’s beefs, Landsberg did not
ad agency' which has a contract use any spots the followirig night.
TAB topper.
Is the Life’ has hit a formula for
While Treyz maintained that the natural, folksy drama, plus re-, with the union.
However, the station exec says
In the case of the KCOP, the his contract with Welk is modeled
level of Viewing hours was "uni- ligion, which brings 4,000 to 5;000
showing of Old- pix, Young is spon- after the pacts of the Four A’s and
formly popular all over the coun- letters a week from Viewers.”
try,” he noted that rural homes'
Most frequent comment, he said, soring the program for 26 weeks, NARTB, which include provisos
"watch even a little'' more than city is that the viewers have had the and was hired by the ad agency giving a station the right to insert
However, AFTRA exec such commercial breaks.
tv homes.” He claimed that video’s same problems. Also, many writers, involved.
i'most loyal homes” spend 63 hours ask for advice on other problems. secretary Claude McCue said “the
V/elk has a network show on
weekly before the home screen,
There are 26 shows produced a board has not considered the ques- ABC-TV in addition to his KTLA
while, at "the other end of the year and demands for copies of tion of Young’s appearing as a per- show* but the web show is blacked
scale,” lightest viewing is one hour them from film libraries are in- former, but may decide at a meet- out in L.A. due to the local proand 22 minutes a day. A total of creasing, Melvin Schlake, execu- ing next week whether he has vio- gramming. Pact calls for a 13-week
36% of tv viewing is derived from tive secretary, said. The program lated union regulations as a mem- blackout, and according to LandsIf it’s so decided. Young is
the heaviest 20% while. the bottom is even more valuable to the na- ber.
berg Welk’s contract stipulate*
20% account for only 6% of the tion than to the church, he be- entitled to a hearing to which he orch leader will ihake his $est efcan bring his lawyer.”
overall video viewing. However, lieves.
fort to remain off net locally. Welk
Young is a used car dealer, and
Treyz warned, the "relatively lighthis new pact with KTLA
McCue confirmed reports that the signed
est viewers spend with tv an
June 10, and began his ABC-TV
amount of time which if given to Mobile Homes’
Inserts union is “quite concerned at the show July 2.
unfair competition” from, such
other media would qualify them
Chicago, Jujy 19.dealers handling their own blurbs,
as the heaviest of newspapers or
Mobile Homes is extending its thus eliminating the need for'
magazines.”
participation identity-on NBC-TV’s AFTRA. announcers. Most such Ike’s Athletic luncheon
Treyz recalled that tv recently "Today” and "Tonight” over andealers have joined the union.
had jumped from third to first in other 26-wpek span.
Inspires ‘Batter Up’ TV’er
Young ran afoul of AFTRA. on his
money received from national adTrailer manufacturing associa- KTTV "Hayride” for a
number of
President Eisenhower’s “athletic
vertisers.
Despite
this
overall tion, through J. Walter Thompson, reasons,
the union accusing him of luncheon” at the White House last
trend, Coast-based bankrollers in has ordered an additional 15 inserpaying less than scale, defaulting week, wherein some of the guests
the national class have not yet met tions on the morning show and 11
ori payments, to its pension and of the sports world gathered as
the average.
on the nighttimer.
welfare fund, and refusing to pay guests of “The First Golfer of the
AFTRA fees to sidemen who Land,” hag become the inspiraspoke or performed ‘as arits.
tion for a ,‘iBatter Up” tv. show,
aimed in part at combatting juVenile delinquency. Officially, tagged
Maizlisk Buys Interest
“Batter Up, Mr. President,” the
show will be launched as a 'halfWashington! July 19.
hour
one-shotter
on Saturday,
In Palm Springs AM’er
Tomorrow (Wed.) will be Radio-Television Day in the halls of
July 23, at 7 p.m., with WRCA-TV
Lbs Angeles, July 19.
Congress. Legislators will ignore party lines and partisan, differ-,
in New York producing it for the
Harry Maizlish, prexy-owner of
ences in a unanimous effort to honor Robert and Helen Coar, the
NBC network.
radio station KFWB, has .bought an
liusband-wife team who brought r^dio io Capitol Hill exactly 20
Among the components will be
f
interest in KCMJ, radio affiliate of
years ago.
U. S. Sen. James H. Duff of
CBS
in
Palm
Springs. David MarThe Coars, who manage the bustling Joint House and Senate
Pennsylvania,
a spearhead of the
golis, station's prexy, reported he
Radio-Television facilities, will be kudoed from the floors of both
White House
athleticfest,
and
sold an
interest to Maizlish to
houses of Congress in a unique tribute both to their own services
numerous
sports figures of whom
take advantage of the latter’s long
and to the vast impact of broadcasting on Capitol Hill. Spearthose already invited include CoL
experience
and
broad
acquaintheaded by Sen. Styles Bridges (R., N.II.) and Robert Kerr (D.,
ance with advertising and industry' Earle C. (Red) Blaik, Willie Mays,
Okla.) in the upper house, and Reps. Clarence Brown (R. Ohio)
Ford Frick, Gene Tunney, Archie
leaders.
and Wright Patman (D., Tex.) on the House side, the tribute has
^No changes are contemplated in Moore, Rocky Graziano, Joe Dibeen an open secret for weeks, and has met with almost unpersonnel
setup,
with
Robert Maggio, Jackie Robinson, Johnny
precedented approval from normally rival factions in Congress.
Blashek c.ontihuing as exec .vp and Mize, Wes Santee, Bob Mathias
Starting from a single room divided by a partition, with monk’s
Norman Lofthus sales and station and John B. Kelly Sr. and Jr. Ben
cloth for sound insulation, the facility has expanded to full recmanager. A1 Yallen joins Station Grauer Will emcee and Marty
ording aha filming studios on both sides of the Capitol, plus a
as general executive and Graham Glickman serve as sportscaster for
screening room for displaying the finished product to members.
the roundup.
Alexander as dee jay.
Veteran users of the facility are expected to highlight the role
Station will make capital of the
of commercial hroadcasting in their use of the facilities, as well
stanza
by ballying its "Junior
San Antonio Bob Jenkins, vetas to pay tribute to. the service of the Coars. They are mindful of
presenting
show,
eran program director for KONO Champions”
the fact that, though the film and tapes are made on Capitol Hill,
films
of the latter with accent on
here has resigned his post to joift
it is through stations in home states that they are released
and
the. staff of Waghorne & Notzon the "youth centre” angle of its
on a non-paying, public service basis.
appeal.
advertising agency.
,
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Over Contract;
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Week

the

is

widely

•

further charged tha’t
carried info on scratches, jockeys,
etc., designed to promote gambling.
Norman Norgensen, counsel for
Public Service, charged Katzentine
with employing race horse "touts”
on
and displayed a
ad promoting a program by exjockey Jimmy Grant .offering tips

in.

fold, takes the

hoplqup.

.

for its racing format, Resnick cited the record to support
Hollywood, July 19..
allegations that
Katzentine
his
Television has reached its greatclaimed privilege to avoid answer- est saturation in rural U.S., with.
ing questions even though he did July marking the first, month, that
not represent any of the persons over half of small town and faj?m

He

While

.on Nov.

WROW, now

rival

Columbia television

1

Miami

in claiming
privilege in his earlier testimony.

spot.

when

CBS

with

,WCBS’ lowered nighttime homes-

WWSW

•

mistake”

number two

WMCA

*

Becker charged Katzentine with
"lying” when he told Sharfman lie

15,

affiliation

WMGM, WRCA,
arid Edward. Schleigel, treasurer; Samothers held against' their own day- uel E. Aronowitz, qf Albany, secretime scores, none: of them matched. tary and counsel.

WWSW.

an

involved.

•

year

score was 506,700.) WCBS was second for the 18-hour period with
474,300 hqrnes per quarter hour,
and even 'with a post-6 p.m. falloff
to 280,700, that network, o.&q was

be broadcast on KDKA and sixaway-from-home games are to be
telecast on KDKA-TV. For years,
the radio has been over indie

attach
effort”
to
reto Katzentine’s

WHIM

WNEW

,

TV in Peak

made "a

by

festivities were
harder stuff at

nearby Tavern on the Green for

That station has also carried!
Hornets and Duquesne schedules,
but Maitland hasn’t* declared, yet
significance
whether they will, stay oiv
fusal, on ground of lawyer’s privior
switch to. KDKA.
lege, in a proceeding in 1950 to
reveal names- of persons who met
in his. off ice to form a committee
to fight crime in Miami.
Porter’s charge brought Resnick
Recalling that he
to his feet.
questioned Katzentine as an FCC
examiner at proceedings involving
renewal of licenS# of WMIE in
Video,
Inc.,
''.‘amateurish

Lemonade

to be followed

U

.

:

with 15,000 of these in distri-

bution.

Troy, July 19..
operated* by CoL

Mass.; was revealed last week.Ddal,
subject to FCC approval,- reportedly involves around $5QQ,000.
The trio, who' recently sold
in Providence,
plan to
operate the 5,OOOTWatter $s an independent station. It loses a 10-

WMGM

.

rights to Pittsburgh Steelers’ pro
football games couple of, weeks
age and op heels of that; deal has
just announced that -beer outfit
has also tied up Duquesne
basketball schedule and also that
of the Pittsburgh hockey Hornets,
Atlantic Refining Co. will be
Duquesne's co-sponsor on the football play-by-plays. All of them, will
<

The argument got heated when
Paul Porter, counsel for WKAT,

lias

WTRY,

C. Wilder, of Syracuse, and
local associates for 15 years, to
Robert T. Engles and C. George
Taylor, of Providence, R.I., and
Kenneth M. Cooper, of Worcester*

cumulative rating' breakdown, gave several other N. Y.
radio stations a boost too. While
none of them did as well as
after 6 p.m., there were .at least
four others, WRCA, WOR,
and WMCA, that nearly, held their
daytime levels. And the rest of the
met area audio stations held up at
night far better than the trade
might have surmised against the
picked-up after-6 tele competition..
topped 11 other leading
„
audio outlets with an average 579,900 in unduplicated homes for:
each quarter hour from 6 a.m. to
midnight. (It’s 6 p.m.-to-midnight

show titled "Lemonade
gone was telecast last night at f amid
licants hitting hard at WKAT’s on a real sports-buying binge for w.k.’s -from NBC's two stations,
S orse racirfg programs and rais- next season. Vic Maitland , who with origination from the corner
ing questions as to Katzentine’s handles, advertising for the sud- of 68th St. and Columbus Aye.
frankness in testifying before the sery, bought up the “radio and tv Kids receive a Junior Sales Club
-

Duquesne Brewing Co.

Sale of

Harry

for clndex’s

launching
for

as a .bally
SPORT-BUYING SPREE WRCA-TV
"world premiere” of a

Kntzentine’s

To

Assisi

Rivals on Night Upbeat

spending money.

DUQUESNE BREWING'S

An

Tosses

•

—

—

!

|

f

ir<nuis

pzshet?

Wednesday* July 20* 195$

3

T

s
m.
1

Cuban

television operator

CMQ

Goar Mestre, whose

network

operation has been the most prolific buyer of both English-language
and dubbed telefilm - properties in the Latin American market,
reportedly IS setting up a dubbing operation in Havana; Understood Mestre is bringing in dubbing experts from Spain to man
the hew operation, and is building facilities, in Havana to house
it. As part of the new project, it's also said that Mestre’ is planning
to set up a distribution agency for all of Latin America.
Mestre would offer a dual service, dubbing and distribution.
«He’ll take on dubbing alone, and leave the American distributor
to peddle the property in the Latirto market himself, or he’ll offer
a package dubbing-distribution deal under which he'll undertake
to sell* the show on a commission basis in the Latin market. Understood Mestre is planning to cut the cost of dubbing considerably,
with about $700 per half-hour film as the average yprice. Current
dubbing costs run about $1,000, but Mestre would use the films on
-his own stations too, writing off some of the cost.

^
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Hollywood; July
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emergency meeting of the Guild’s
Hollywood membership next Sunday to vote on authoring a strike
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Hal Hackett Vice Nidorf

As OF’s Board Chairman
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For 'Greatest Fights’

Oct. 20.

availabilities.

After agreeing to contract extension,
Stan Hubbard,
KSTP
president, claims Ziv sold “Attorney" to competing station WCCOTV because the -latter signed to
pay $50 a week more for the show
which is costing KSTP $400
'
Weekly.
Lee Loevenger, KSTP-TV counxel, in his complaint states show’s
present sponsor has signed up
with station for an additional 26
.weeks after Oct. 20 and KSTP-TV
would be deprived of $12,740
profit covering the period.
KSTP-TV, NBC' outlet here, has
aired “Attorney" since its inception April, 1954, and show has one
of the highest tv film ratings,
WCCO-TV is the local. CBS out-

By and large, that’s true of
“Greatest Fights of the CenWNAC-TV. However, station chief tury," quarter-hour ofilm series
Nbrman Knight is buying films based on 44 International Boxing
how although he doesn’t have the Club fights, has been turned over
air time for them, primarily be- by Mannie-Baum to Jackson Dube
cause they come at such a low for exclusive tv distribution. Dube

.
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llfTlI
from camera rentals and leases
next yea*- ‘The Electronicam, re-~u Z
ii Li
tu/ntrA-Ls
«tt iBe iKQ-lijx become avallaMe
C ently completed, offers a film
to tv stations soon—-considering the technique that is essentially
based
p? lic/;S akl,: g and the processing on live tv’s continuous shooting
of, additional prints* epc., thatv >inust procedure. Unlike
most jother twobe done'byl^efr new;owneri Gen- way camera setups, it can do btfth
“al TMeradlo—it’s quite possible a i ive and film edition of a show
GTs N,. Y. outlet, WOR-TV, simultaneously by means, of a sinwill run two distinct Millipn Dol- gi e i ens
lar Movie’^ schedules. Plan is disFord Foundation funds were retinguished from tna present setup, ported behind Columbia U'.V. Mass
which began last fall with acquisi-. Communications Centre coin for
tion of the parent firins Bank of
half-hour documentaries to be
America 30, ahd which calls for shot via Electronicam about Rus-

Landaii, NTA* prexy, is
sparking the idea of expanding
feature sales to pay-as-you-see., He
and his partner Oliver Unger and
other tv distribs as well are extremely optimistic that the FCC
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ures now used.
Paramount Jfas
long been experimenting with a
slave camera system and* so have
others, but a couple of majors
have put- out feelers about the DuMont live-film camera that was
originally conceived of for use in
tv filming.
Companies are keeping their names out Of it now, because there ate union problems
that h * ve
t° be cleared up first.
As fof tV film> however> blatters
have progressed rapidly for the
Electronicam. in the last fortnight,
with DuMont grossing about $60,000 on' several contracts, and that’s
not counting the big Jackie Gleason-CBS-TV 'deal: DuMont expects
that it can net nearly $2,000,000

r

iengthers for use. to television stations. Actually* the theatrical angle
;
Is nearly as new.as the prospect of
extending to subscription-tv, since
a number of the largest distribs
National Telefilm Associates, AssoArtists
Productions and
ciated
General Teleradio, to name some
—haye only in the past few months
started integrating the theatrical
function with normal tv distribu-

,

.

The Hollywood majors are now

:

'

,

,

—
•

Hal. Hackett, prexy of Official
plexion of the distribution biz.
Hopes are to make coinbox-video Films, was elected chairman of the
board
last week, to fill the vacancy
the key revenue returner in an
ambitious three-way feature film created some, time ago by the
ankling
of Mjke Nidorf.
parlay that already includes theHackett, has been proxy of the
atrical distribution as "well as the
vidfilmery
sincp '53.
original scheme of selling full-

Hollywood, July 19.
against all telepix producers.
MCA-TV has inked Collier
John Dales, Guild’s national
exec secretary, said the hoard will Young, pill Frye and Bob. Foshko
recommend the strike action in to produce telefilms in the corn- will approve at least to .a degree
homescreen
view of the producers refusal to pony’s high-budgeted* Campbell’s the. controversial
negotiate a new collective bargain-' Soup and General Electric anthol- method.
ogy series.
- ing contract.
NTA's Explorations
Young will produce only .one
On the premise that many film
vidpic, “On Trial," starring Joseph
,
producers will profit to a greater
Stalemated
Cotten, with Sally Bropliy, Sally
extent by placing their pictures in
Hollywood, July 19.
Blane’ and "Ellen Corby, with Rob*
i
toll-tv instead of theatrical release,
between ett Stevenson directing.
With the
contract
NTA has begun searching out ways
Frye, who produced “'The Halls
Screen Actors Guild and the Aliito overcome the only two real ob^ vy
starring the Ronald Col.ance of Television Film Producers
jections to features for toll-tv
V
mans, iast season, will produce, a
.
due to expire tomorrow (Wed.), .number of telefilms for the two exhibitors' and states lighters’ outcries and, more important, per.there has been no break in the series, and Foshko, N. Y. live tv
haps, the' economic restrictions
deadlock between the guild and producer, will be his assistant.
that
some tradesters assume tollproducers although some conces-; *
video' would place On the Hollysions have been made by each side
producer.
wood
#
#
in the negotiations. Alliance was 17 |J?|.
IV
f* lL
As for exhib resistance to subtold hy SAG it would cut its rerun
11T
Inti lYlfl i
IlHIUII 1 I Ivv vlil
scription tv, L it’s felt in many quarcoin demands in half, but the proters that -a good deal of it is jqst
ducers replied they considered this
noise arid tha^ which i^i’t can be
*1* 1
still way beyond, their ability to \1J
11)
overcome
in .time. First example of
pay and flatly rejected the proNltfllllffHi Afl
a breakthrough of exhibs, though
posals. Instead they countered with ^ * Ml k/pvlIIJlIlvU
only
partial
so far, is Walt Disney’s
an offer' hiking the daily minimum
“Davy Crockett.”.
from $70 to $75.
1
If 1'
SAG now wants 1QQ% rerun fee
rilin' !NiAAk 11111110
While the deals are ..being made
L/tUvSiplllll^ with-free-tv via NBC instead of
for the second run, along with reterition of the present rerun scale,
with toll-tv, some tradesters point
In many respects New England to Alexander Korda’s negotiations
-which is 50% of the minimum for
the third run; 25% on the fourth and particularly Boston reflect the On “Constant Husband" and “Rich25
° n the Sixth and price-cutting
war going on now ard III," as 'an example of all tv’s
money pull. However, it’s pointed
Originally SAG sought the 100% among telefilm distribs and syndi- out that being a Britisher, Korda
on second-run; 100% on third-run; cators. The “buyers market’’ has might consider the profits he's
75% on fourth showing, and 25% most of the tv filmers ready to sell making from U. S. tv greater than
for each successive showing. But, at peanuts in order to recapture those be could make from his usual
claim the producers, the qutdown even a remote part of their in Vest- American theatrical deals. The
in demands means only that the ments in celluloid, it’s reported in Hollywood film maker, on the other
-guild is seeking 200% rerun coin some quarters,
hand, is felt by some to be sacri-.
altogther rather than 350% to
Price situation is said to have ficing the $1,000,000 or $2,000,000
(Continued on page 37)
deteriorated So badly that WNAC- he needs to get off the production
TV, the General Teleradio outlet hook when he considers a pay-see
Boston is reported to be stock- proposition. But NTA is not con- _
i-aa/v1
piling telefilm series,
grabbing vinced of the truth of that. The
Llllli
th€m
U P while the cost is low, company, which started in tv only,
IllIDD3rfl 111 tJvVll
However, it seems to be the only and others in similar positions, beV-.-j,
one of the two stations in Bean- lieve that if the FCC approves
__
__
to which the syndicators can enough markets for toll-tv, the
C___l |/ A
Tlf townwith
rival WBZ-TV preferring producer can make, a neat -start
V
2°>
I V
/.|V «
WUI1, *
f
lots of pubserv programming to toward profit right off.
As a corollary, both the distrlb
Minneapolis,
D
July
y 19.
™ Vi.
v
v
^ and the film producer stand to
N,E.
E. has always
been
recognized
. w
k" “k of contract
!4
V as N.
1 llf
Alleging
breach
njake
a profit from the expanded
tough telefilm territory. In the
KSTP-TV has filed suit agajinst
agahist Ziv “old days’’ (of the recent past),
past). market, which includes toll-tv as
(Continued .on page 36)
.Television, Hollywood, for $500,- stations there were simply picky
.000, alleging damage to its good an(* choosey about the films they
Now the market is so
Will or specific performance of al- bought,
leged verbal agreement to extend oversaturated with films that many
Distribution Deal
for 26 weeks its present “District stations legitimately can’t find Set
^Attorney"
pact
maturing next more than a mere handful of time
*.

———

'

Feature film distribs in the freemedium are probing the possibilities of a ground floor tieup with
toll-tv. These explorations are another step in the changing com*,

see

'

has set up Craftsman Films to sell
The tv film sales forces convey the pix.
the feeling that they can’t stand
Series, competing for the past
on ceremony, that they must en- several months with the William
gage in ciit-throat selling if they D’Arcy Cayton “World’s Greatest
want to recapture any part of their Fighters in Action” (more, up-toinvestment in a series or feature date IBC fights) has been seen in
film package.
To them the mar- an area covering roughly 40 market, ho matter how restricted now. kets in the past two years, accordis growing more restricted every ing to Dube. That would include
week,, and they say that “film the time they were sold as part
doesn’t belong on the shelf," even of the same package with the Caythought, in most cases, they can’t ton pix, Dube was eastern sales
hope to make a profit at current manager for Atlas Films for the
selling standards.
past three and a half years.
price.

,

t.

.

twice nightly exposure of .the same sian propaganda. ’Chevrolet'
is dopicture and twice additionally on jng several test ’commercials with
weekends (making 16 showings of the system, and Colgate is experithe same full-lengther each. week),
mentally shooting five 15-minute
Station is waiting for a decision stanzas of “Modern Romances."
by the parent GT and overall top- Recently also, producer Warren
per Tom O’Neil as to disposition of Wade Electronicamed a pilot for
the large RKO vault. Even, if rela- his old WOR-TV (N. Y.) 90-minute
tiVely few -of the several hundred “Broadway TV Theatre " The enpix put out for tv consumption, tire hour and Dne half* was filmed
WOR-TV could use them as com- i n one day,’ it was said.
panion pieces to films already purchased from other first-for-tv cata-“
logsV An RKO pic could be shown ||J|
f!
at 7:30 p.m. and the other at 10
11/ n'AITtlflflt
if desired, whereas today a single
UIIIImL '
pic gets strip treatment in both
periods. Or, as
purportedly
n,»ll '
|\*
sees it, the films could he used on
KlTf
\f'|||
Ullil
I/1&
a split-week basis, with one startk/Cvl
**
ing on Tuesday and running for
four days and being replaced for
Hollywood, July 18.
the last three by another feature.
Metro .has still to. finalize the
Latter plan would help bolster rat- format
f° rma ‘ of its
Parade even
ings, which now wane toward the
*
though,
the ABC-TV
premiere date
end of each weekly cycle.
for the studio’s initial talentry is
Since
the
station
sells
its
“MDM” on' the basis of cumulative less than tw 9 months away. Group
n ®wsmeri whom ABC planed to
ratings (last faH bankrollers were
guaranteed over 70 on Pulse for :be C° as t for u looksee at the “Dis16 repeats in a week), it feels that neyland" premiere ^nd at operatwo different features might be “ ons °f Warners, Disney and Meable to bring as much as 45 or 50 tro relating to their upcoming ABC
each on a cumulative count. That’d shows got a luncheon and tour at
be for at least seven exposures of Metro Friday (15) but no word on
the tv series.
each pic.
Though the studio hasn’t yet
1
come up with the final format,
MTI C HffTlT T O
some
of the ingredients have been
(ifcll, IHILLiJ
set however. It’s certain that there
n
*. M /vi* .....
wil1 be a Short subject every week,
IftF LlvlElldUN RIIY
I along wlth ^ six_ or seven-minute
newly shot “backstage documenChicago, July 19.
i
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Packager Mort Jacobson is negoGeneral Mills for a
spot purchase of a quarter-hour
film; series featuring singer Joe
Emerson. .According jo Jacobson
fcereal firm is thinking
terms of
40 markets as a starter.

>

(Continued on page 37)

—

tiating with

JpJ£

_

the deal goes through, it’ll
mark a renewal of Emerson’s long-. ? a
he
time association
with
General
Mills.
For some nine years he
headlined the “Hymns of All
1
Churches" segment of Mills' NBC
d
radio daytime block.
iauiu
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m f ^with Ashley
ag^ement

is
_

IFE contract give him sole right
to line up a syndicator for the
s tui e piece in ‘ he event «? a ‘ he
?

“

1
fails
to lineup a large multi-marHollywood, July 19.
ket bankroller.
Deal is being negotiated for
IFE, in this case fronting for
Groiicho Marx to iritro a Loretta Thetis, Iialo firm which produced
Young show episode, joining the the 26 half-hour adventures, is
list of top names already set for anxious to close a national or large
such chores.
regional representation deal with
Miss Young is convalescing from Ashley, but feels that it can make
an illness and among the subs in- its own syndication arrangement
troing for her during her absence in the event of Ashley's failure,
are John Wayne, Tyrone Power,
Official broke off its syndication
Rosalind Russell, Barbara Stan- arrangement with IFE when it wa
wyck, Ethel Barrymore, Lauren claimed that the latter failed to
Bacall, Kirk Douglas and Claudette supply all the films at the specl.

.

Colbert.

fied time.
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RADIO REVIEWS

AQUATENNIAL TIME SHOW

&

TUNE QUIZ

OUR FREEDOM’S BLESSINGS

With Gene Milner

Cathy Crosby; J*n With

William Smith* narrator;
others
City
Modernaires,
Mitchell, Carol Richards, Bob- Directors: Jeanne Harrison, Ed
cats, Bob Mahtzke’s Choralaires, -King
Wally i Olsen1* prch, Cedric Writer: Lorraine Brands*
15 Mins.; Fri.,.6:30 p.m.
Adams, Bob DeHaven, Others
Producers; Bob McKiusty, Ed WROW, Albany
Viehmah
Following up its first and prizeDirectors: Jack Huston, Val Linder winning series dramatizing the
120 Mins.: Sat* (10), 8 pm.

With Bob

60 Mins. Mon.-Fri. $

Murray,

Participating
WIP, Philadelphia

for State

WCCO Radio with its ninth annual
Aquatennial Star Show staged in,
the local municipal Auditorium be-:
fore a capacity audience of 10,000
that paid up to $5.50 per seat. Now
established as one of the summer
festival's regular outstanding attractions, the show, which also is
aired in its entirety, landed as

et

al.),

industry (George Eastman
the State Radio Bureau has

As a matter

of fact, the current
affair hit one of the series' entertainment highs, what with Bob
Crosby and his tv and radio gang

going all out and comic Jan Murray making the funmaking end
something to write home about.

At

his

proved

a'

funniest best, Murray
veritable gem, whipping

up

constant laughter while he held
the spotlight. Unknown here except for his tv shows, he undoubtedly exceeded all expectations
while devoting himself solely to
the task of laughmaking. His recital anent his domestic affairs was
yock studded.
As the show’s star, Crosby ably
filled the shoes that have been
worn previously by such performers as Bob Hope, Arthur Godfrey,
Victor Borge, Eddie Cantor, George
Jessel, Edgar Bergen, etc. In ad.

•

produced a Second group of .13
recorded quarter-hours spotlighting the achievements and services
Of companies which became outstanding through mergers. Some
1

four

the

platters

—

attempting
already been
to identify their Husbands by feel- family-r-if it has not
"
ing the noses of the men lined Up done.
graphideals
Magic”
of
“Men
in front of them. This provided
much glee for the theatre audience, cally with highlights in the life of
hired
by
Steinmetr,
Charles
P.
but failed to register over the air.
For good measure Randy Merrl- General Electric from a Yonkers
deman and Bess Myerson and their concern in 1891 after he had how
“Big Payoff" cohorts were in- livered a lecture indicating
troduced and allowed a brief in- alternating electric current could
ning. The show is originating from be measured, and who later spectacularly researched on lightning,
here this week.
This is a
WCCO ace staffer Cedric Adams natural and man-made.
student-listeners;
•

'

and Bob DeHaven’s witty emcee- fine program for
timely for Capital
ing added considerably
*

diences.

.

Griffis

District auportrays Stein-

metz.

“The Fire-Eaters” dramatizes the
development of fire-fighting equipment from .the old-fashioned buckets

to the

modem

sky-projected

trucks—via the story of
American LaFrance Foamite Co.
in Elmira. “The Eighth Wonder"
tells how the genius of Otto Mergenladder

thaler,

inventor of

the linotype,

combined with the acument of
With Webley Edwards, A1 K. Per- Whitelaw Reid and other New York
publishers to develop a machine
ry, Jim Wahl

HAWAII CALLS

"that in a single generation advanced our. level of literacy by a
Sustaining
Kroeger portrays
full century.”
Mutual, from Honolulu
Lots of things have changed in Mergenthaler convincingly; Beck
_
registers well as a patent lawyer.
ttte past 20 years, but not
“Hawaii
Series’ theme can be summarized
Week] y stanza is one of
x,
final commentary on firethe nation’s
oldest network shows in the
and, as far as Hawaiiana addicts equipment stanza: “Industry makes
make us secure and
jobs.
Jobs
.
are concerned, one of the best.
This session marked show’s 20th prosperous enough to enjoy our
our freedom’s blessleisure
and
anni and Webley* Edwards, proJa co.
gram’s originator and still major ings."
dorao, duly noted that milestone.
Tunes most often requested by listeners were featured by the Ha-

30 Mins.;

Sat., (2),

2 p.m.

Schlom Scrams ‘Flicka’
waiian musicians and singers, with
runnerup songs held back for subHollywood, July 19.
sequent broadcasts.
Herman Schlom has' resigned as
Show is broadcast before lunch- producer of “My Friend Flicka” tv
eon audience, usually at Moana series at 20th-Fox Television ProHotel, with hundreds of sightseers ductions after three months on
and beachgoers also on hand each the job.
Studio said Schlom’s
Saturday.
press of perA1 K. Perry, longtime musical di- exiting was “due to
sonal matters."
rector, .has

some top Hawaiian

tal-

Schlom said he had no future
ent and makes effective use of it.
Production costs are subsidized by plans. Sam White, other producer
Hawaii Visitors Bureau and show on the 20th tv subsid’s show, will
is shortwaved to Mutual as a sus- handle the “Flicka" project.
tained
Edwards Isn’t the most informal
Dicker 'Mrs. Mike' Series
emcee ever to stand before a mike,
Edward Gross is negotiating with
but his voice reflects sincerity,
Screen
Gems for a telefilm series
which is one of the program’s key
assets. Jim Wahl signs show on based on “Mrs. Mike," the Benedict
and
Nancy Freedman book
and off and does some scripted
which he and Samuel Bishoff
chatting with Edwards.
Critics may carp that the format turned into a feature film in ’49.
The theatrical pic, which starred
hasn’t changed over the years, but
there’s an obvious answer to that. Dick Powell and Evelyn Keyes,
Why tinker with a successful was distribbed through United
formula?
Walt.
Artists.

I
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on three-week European tour
Ruby Mercer casing last
Monday (18), Al Schacht makes his appearance on the same network
Dick Jackson, who’s just been' upped to distrip this Friday (22)

.

,

Harris, Nielsen pub-ad chief,, off

Merman

.Ethel

did her bit on the Mutual

.

.

.

WOR

and. WOR-TV, marries anbther sta*
rector of public relations for
tion: staffer Marlene Miller on Oct. 15 . . . Sportsgabber Bill Stem
turning out special feature article for a London sports mag, Shooting
.

/'Brazil".

.

.

.

.

.

j

early importer of musical
instruments frOm Saxony, and, sucof mecessively, manufacturer
chanical pianos, pipe organs and
.long-playing juke boxes, probably
[-has as much popular appeal as any
feature yet released by the Radio Bureau. Historical as well as
entertaining, with catchy musical
interpolations, it can be appreciated even by youngsters.
Dramatization would also interest show business people, espe-

»

.

heard,

grant,

»»»» M
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NEW YORK CITY

Murry

.

Of

“Melody for Millions," the saga of
Rudolph Wurlitzer, German Immi-

*

WCCO

f

t

Times, on a popularity wrapup of various U. S. games., ,. ,\WNEW
flack Alan (Bud) Brandt engaged in Manhattan apartment swap (for
Loss of larger quarters now that he’s become a father) .
Programmer Dave
loot isn’t heartbreaking, consisting Yarnell of same, station- off to Coast for several days vacation . . Hyry
mainly of wallets; ice-buckets, car Landon, v.p. at Olmstead Sound Studios, to Detroit for powwows on
wash. Consolation' prizes are tick- recorded promotions for ’5G auto models . . . WLIB cocktail-partied
ets to film “Not As a Stranger”.
pianist -PhJllipa Schuyler last week.
Station’s Mike Jablons to D. C.
Biggest take available is offered
testimonial to Frieda Hennock today (Wed.).
in the stretch segment, called “Rec- fori
of Air” Christian Science
Kenny
Baker,
soloist
on
CBS-“Church
ord Roulette." ahd the program’s
.
Sy Mann, Bob Haymes’ MCBS accompanist,
outstanding- new gimmick. Player service Sunday (24)
vacation
In
borscht
belt.
Will
three weeks in Europe late
to:
Haymes
do
has choice of five out of six platPick the next month, to be followed in by his wife, Eunice, while John Newters, picked by number.
house,
jack
Sterling’s
is
producer,
10-dayer
with wife and three
andrings
on
buzzer
number,
a
-wrong
Family affair on CBS-“Suspense” proyou’re out. Plan is based on the. sons out on Montauk Point
idea of Russian Roulette. With the duction of “Kaleidoscope1 * last week (12). Show, directed by Antony
right selection you are entitled to Ellis, featured his son, Jonathan, 6, and wife, Georgia, with kid making
a prize ahd to gamble on further his radio debut
Martin Weldon to bat for Bill Leonard on WCBS.
awards. For one who shoots the “This :Is N. iY.,” with Leonard vacationing. ; . • Deejay Bill Randle
works and wins, the grand prize slated for Universal' short, /“Top Jock" .
-Carl? ward,? MCBS g.m.,
•is color tv set.
sojourns first Week in.* August, while Ken Regan; Jack Sterling’s direcMilner changes the segments tor, will spend
in
training
at Camp Drum and Joan Carroll, secr’y
his
daily and has a score of different
to publicist Milt Rich, is back from hers ... Harry Feeney, CBS trade
quiz posers to work with. “Roulette" is the only constant and news ed; to his vacation hideaway in Narrowsburg-on-Delaware .next
Frank S. (Bus) Drake named. sales and merchandising direccloses each program. Deejay han- week . >
dles chotes with ease and the wide, tor of O-Cel-O division of General Mills.
Wickliffe W. Crider; radio-tv v.p. of Kenyon 8c Eckhardt, and G.
range of quiz subjects permits him
to go far afield in selection of rec- Maxwell Ule, Research veep, named to agency’s board of directors . .
Platter choices are unhack- Arthur Settel, CBS news and public affairs publicist; giving- course in
ords.
neyed and of, good calibre. Gagh,
radio-tv journalism at Long Island U. next fall. In second semester,
Settel’s students have their own radio series on WINS ;
Ed Kobak
back from Rio de Janeiro . . . Dimitri Tfomkln, three-time .Oscar winTHE OLD RECORD SHOP
With Bill Buchanan
ner 'for music, appeared on some 15 radio-tv shows while in town to
.55 Mins.: Sat. 7:05 p.m.
promote Warners’ “Land of the Pharaohs" ... Maxine Keith due in
VP A, Boston
today (Wed.) from midwest after lining up six more states for her synThis- is the only radio program In dicated “From Me to You.”
Boston that doesn’t play the Top
10 new platters, or the customary
.
.
,
run of the mill stuff. Bill Buchanan
concentrates on the great swing
George Dubinetz and Harry 'Jacob* new salesmen at the Chi -NBC
era, the 1930’s and 40’s and oa bis
second anni show (16) the disk radio spot sales office . . . Lee Adams In from KCBS, Frisco, to work
spinner with the penchant for the Paul Gibson’s numerous WBBM slots while he sojourns in Europe . .
oldtime big band numbers, get Atlas Film Corp. lensing a bowling film for the Anheuser-Busch prooff 15 records in 55 minutes.
Buchanan is one disk jock who motion department with Bill Stern slated to gab the commentary . . ;
devot.es his program to spinning JohnnyErp holding down the Chi NBC newsroom, fort while chief Bill
WJJD veep Fred Harm signed Polk
.
records with very little talk. But, Ray vacations in Michigan
what he says delivers a point with Bros, as the bankroller on the station’s “Breakfast Frolic" running
a punch and his highlights and Mondays through Saturdays from 4 to 5 a.m, ... Ron Terry doubling
nostalgic comments on the plat- into nitery work with, a six-week stand at the Club Hollywood featers are bringing a big mail re- turing the talent package used on his WGN-TV late night shows . . .
sponse.
Bob Banner, producer of Dinah Shore’s NBC-TV’er, lectured at the
He al^P talks up the big bands NBBC-Northwesterfl U summer television institute yesterday (Tues.)
oq his snow and pas, done much ... Don McNeill* majordomo of ABC’s “Breakfast Club" again this
in his self appointed p. r. role to year is hosting 80 Chi boys at his lake lodge . . . Nancy Wright feabring the big bands back into tured femme Vocalist on WNBQ’s “Contact” for a two-week stint .
.
Yankeeland ballrooms throughout Hendrix Blue, ex-Webster-Chicago, new Hallicrafters sales promotipii,
Giiyl.
the area this summer.
manager . . Newscaster Frank Reynolds and weatherman P. J. Hoff
working a dew Sunday night WBBM-TV feature based on the top
local news yarn of the week .
. WNBQ-WMAQ sales
director John
Radio Followup
Keys and WNBQ salesman Toininy Horan checked out on their Vacations.
Ditto
producer Ralph Knowles.
Tex McCrary was just about getting to some “$64 questions" in
his Interview with Bob Harrison,
New announcer at KRON is Vic Sonenherg . • . scene of a future
the publisher of Confidential; who
in the' past week or two has been “Line-Up" scrijptwill be one of S. F.’s- “little” theatres, The Playhouse
getting as much cuffo publicity as* Repertory
Speakers at a special luncheon for agency personnel
.
. >
NBC’s Pat Weaver. The chain’s
prexy has been no slouch, what and advertisers were C. Richard Evans 'and Ralph Davison, general
with a Newsweek cover story and manager and sales manager, respectively, of KGMB-TV, Honolulu . . ,
Life- in the same week. So with KPIX had visiting Johnny Carson and local radio-tv writers up for a
Harrison whom the Wall St. breakfast huddle . . . After swimming from Alcatraz to San Francisco
Journal,
Time and Newsweek ini 56 minutes handcuffed tv strong-man Jack LaLanne remarked,
covered In the preceding semester. “you know, I feel a little dizzy" . . Guest chefs subbed for Edith Green
McCrary, an old newspaper hand, while the KGO-TV kitchen mistress visited
her month-old granddaughwas objective and perhaps a shade ter in Washington,
D. C. . . . Paul T. Scheiner, ex-KGO general manaskance in his attitude on the
bimonthly publisher’s, freak circu- ager, has jqined Ziv Television program as S. F, rep. . . Joseph Henry
lation appeal. The $64 questions Jackson, newspaper and radio book critic, suffered a stroke while tapbordered oh “sacred cows” in the ing material at KNBC Thursday (14) for use on NBC’s “Monitor” week'Harrison menage. Both he and his end show. He was taken to St. Clare’s Hospital in critical condition.

Leroy Holmes’

Faul.

dition to his tv cast, he brought
along his 16-year old daughter,
Cathy, to make her first songstress
p.a. He proved a genial, affable,
friendly ringmaster and he and his
cohorts supplied plentiful agree- cially the segments on the developable diversion.
ment of player pianos, and then of
With the vocalistics in the hands pipe organs (designed by the Enlishof such accomplished warblers as mah, Hope Jones) for motion pic-,
Crosby and his daughter, Guy turn theatres. De Kleist, No.TonaMitchell, Carol Richards, the Mod- wanda instrument manufacturer,
ernaires and last, but not least. Bob and the Tonaphone were included
Mantzke’S local choral group of GO, lin the story, which ended with ail
one of the nation’s best, lobar ex- observation on New York’s place
tremities enjoyed a succession of' In the musical sun Tin Pan Alley,
pleasantries. Tossed in musically, concerts, musicals, broadcasts and
too* • were the Crosby ' Bobcats' telecasts.
Dixieland jazz contributions.
Stratton played Rudolph WurlitAdding to ther Murray merriment zer; Clark, de Kleist; Haines, HowWurlitzer; Lipton,. Farny, Wurard
was a session of Crosby’s tv show’s
“Happy Game Time’* with blind- litzer. There is material for a
Video origination the Wurlitzer
folded married women

to the
proceedings. Wally Olsen’s
prch backgrounded the show with
the utmost efficiency. For the fast
pacing and the smooth routining a
hand must go to all of the producers and directors.
In toto this was another rich and
abundant dish of mirth, song and
music with commercials skilfully
blended in.
Hees.

IN

1

35 stations are broadcasting the.
new program.
Bill Smith, as “Uncle York,”
serves as narrator. Among the actors are Alan Bunce, Barry Kroeger, William Liptpn, Jackson Beck/
Don Briggs, Joseph Curtin, William Adams, William Griffis, Alice
Yourman, Santos Ortega, Don. McLaughlin, Patsy Campbell, Chester Stratton, Lon Clark and Larry
Jared Reed sings folk
Haines.
tunes on several of the transcripwhile original music is
tions,
played on each, by organist Charles

+++

’

1

1

solidly as its predecessors.

into

three segments, each- having separate: game, with giveaways for disk
data and. info. In a “What’s the
Year?" frame, Gene Milner spins
tunes current at time of news headlines such as “Roosevelt Delivers
Fireside. Chat* > Walter Hampden’s
first appearance in country, Oklahoma added to Union, etc.
A “Where in the World” session,
however, seems aimed at third,
grade geographers. Percy Faith’s
“Land of Pharaohs" drew the obvious question.
“Je Vous Aime
Beaucoup" received a proper answer; but listener was stumped by
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the Production Centres

::

“Tune Quiz" breaks an hour

contributions to our way of life by
individual giants in .New York

’

Participating
WCCO, Minneapolis*St. Paul
Chalk up another success
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Howard Rushmore, stressed
the “expose" aspects from a some.
what. lofty approach. There was
Art Magee,
deejay, will join Paramount’s Coast ,tv dept. Aug.
even a dash of “public service"
interspliced.
McCrary, in turn, 1 . . . Eddie Dunn Jr, joined
as a cross-the-board d.j. . . . KLIF
chose not to bear down too heavily
wax spinner, Kenny Sargent, ex-Casa Loma orch singer, vacationing
on the sensationalism aspects.
In
N.
(Bill)
Edwards,.
Y.
William
ex-KGKO deejay, rejoined the
J.
. . .
As a footnote, Jinx Falkenburg
(Mrs.
McCrary), who normally station as a time salesman
. Denise Foster, ex-hillbilly singer, signed
comprises the Tex
Jinx team do- for daily “Early Birds" stint at WFAA; but now is a pop canary . . .
ing the pre-midnight interviews Jerry Haynes, who once emceed his own dally show on WFAA-TV, now
over WRCA, N. Y., disclosed the doing an “entertainment editor" segment on the station’s new daily
following day that Harrison had
“Magazine” show . . . Jack Rayel, NBC-T.V exec producer, in to confer
told her husband that she, herself,
had once, been the subject of a With managing director Charles R. Meeker Jr.*, of State Fair Musicals,
on the Aug., 27 N. Y. telecast of “One Touch of Venus,” with Janet
possible Confidential “treatment”,
but. Harrison,
after
expending Blair and Russell Nype. It’ll be virtually the same show that Meeker
around $1,000 for “research", filled is staging here Aug. 1-14 at State Fair Auditorium.
it as a bum steer,
Harrison Imparted in his extended interview
. .
.
with McCrary editor Rushmore
As an attraction for the Aquatennial, local summer mardi gras, “The
was also a glib gabber, almost a
50-50 joint subject that the least Big Payoff," CBS network show, is originating from Lyceum Theatre,
Entire cast, including Randy
cost per article, especially of the legit house here, five days this week.
“expose" type, is the basic writing. Merriman and Bess Myerson, in from New York and WCCO-TV has
Major overhead is to lawyers and distributed tickets to public. Merriman, former Minneapolitan, was
researchers; he had even sent one grand marshal for Aquatennial’s big morning parade ... At 11th hour,
private-eye abroad to check a fact, NBC-TV cancelled plan to telecast “Today" from here 5 to 7 a.m. July
which proved to be false.
18 in connection with Aquatennial.
Jack Hein, the network show’s
Incidentally, the McCrarys prob- director, informed local committee that free plane transportation from
ably have one of the top listening New York to Minneapolis wouldn’t be available and the cost of bringaudiences around midnight, as ing the show here, about
$4,000, was considered too great. KSTP-TV
against the assorted deejays, longalready had distributed several thousand tickets for the called-off telehair music purveyorsTopinionators,
cast
appearance
on Arthqr Godfrey’s “Talent Scouts”
... As result of
other “interview" snows Sr ? do"
(Continued on page 36)
Abel.
gooders.
editor,
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Songs of yesteryear

'COMMANDO CODY

;

MUSIC

*55

^

31

DATELINE DISNEYLAND

With Stan Kenton, Lena Horne, With Art Llnkletter, Bob CumFrankie Laine, Vicente Gomez;
mings, Ronald Reagan, co-hosts;
Stn Metz, announcer
Walt Disney, Fees Parker, Irene
Associate Produoer: Franklin
Producer: Boh Bacli
Dunne, Danny Thomas, others
KOOS BROS.
Ferber /
Adreon (for Hollywood TeleviDirector:
Producer: Sherman Marks
'
Even Ed Sullivan’s *‘Toast of the Choreographer: Ray Harrison
WATV; Newark
sion Service)
Music Director: Walter Schumann
seemed to 'be affected by Writer; Leonard Feather
90 Mins.; Sun. (17), 7:30 p.m.
There la something about vintage Directors: Fred Brannon#'' Harry Town”
the
heat. Sunday’s (17) show, for 30 Mlns„'TueS., 8:30 p.m.
Keller
AMERICAN MOTORS, SWIFT,
0
melodies that dispense a feeling
the
most part comprising an as- Sustaining
Writers: Ronald Davidson, Barry
GIBSON GREETING CARDS
of well-being and a longing for
sortment of moderate priced en- CBS-TV, from N.Y,
Shipman
ABC-TV, from Anaheim, Cal.
tertainment,
generated
little
ex“the goodold days” before the 38 Mins., Sat., 11 a.m»
McCann-Erickson; Stock( Geyer;
Music
is one of the'' neglected
citement although Ethel Merman,
• ton, West & Burkhart )
''driving beat of rock *n* roll and GENERAL FOODS
conferencierihg the layout, gave portions of the' video entertainthe synthetic rhythms of current NBC-TV, from N.Y. (film)
ment
spectrum
such
there
and
as
televiewers on SunThp
nation’s
the bill an occasional boost. .-Mar( Benton
& Bowles )
pops. Even the teenage dialers
seems to be a great need for the day (17) were given a king-size preGeneral Foods, for its Post quee-wise, Sullivan, aside* from type of program presented by view of the 160-acre Disneyland in
who can’t share, the “they’re playMiss
Merman,
had
Catherine
Mrs.
ing iOur ‘Song’’* mood with their Cereals, has launched “Commando
"Music ’55” ..a grab-bag of many Anaheim, Calif., which was offiparehts will find the oldies easy Cody” in a 13-week ride Via NBC- E. Kreitzer, the grandmother -from musical elements. Stan Kenton and cially
opened to the public the folto take, corny- though they may be. TV, and it was a drug on the juve Pennsylvania’s Bible Belt, who CBS-TV are going into a field that
lowing
It was ABC-TWs first
Using these old songs as a spring- market in its first, outing- Stanza stopped at $32,000 on last week's has been marked by a considerable major day.
spectacular an on-the-air
“$64,000
Question.”
A
brief
intoput
has
board, Jimmy Shearer
on film, made by Hollywood Televinumber of failures. So far there dedication of Walt Disney’s newest
terview,
from
she
read
the
chapter
gether a pleasant twic’e-weekiy sion Service, preemed last week
“Let hasn’t been a truly successful arid costly ($17,000,000) “advenhalf-hour ‘.series that the whole (16) in the Saturday nyerii berth Philippians starting with
your moderation .be' known unto show with purely musical ele- ture” in show business. It was also
family can efijriy. •'*'.*
previously held by the live “Funny
all men,” on Which she based her ments; and consequently, there is an undisguised 90-minute commer'
Without a sock crooning style or Boilers.”
decision not to tty for the jackpot a programming reason for ithe cial (With a host of supplementary
technique,
piano
exciting
an
Protagonist “Cody,” covered with
elaborateness of the preem presen- plugs for the three clients picking
Shearer, manages to keep the pro- a spare Lone Ranger mask and $64,000. Nobody raps the Bible.
up the tv tab).
Miss Merman had her moment tation (12).
gram going at a lively pace by in a costume that was true only to
at
the
finale
Yet music Itself is maturing.
with
tune
“That’s
a
Call it more of a live special
piling, up one- oldie after another. a wardrobe mistress’ concept of the
His style, both in piping and piano German High Command, did 26’ the Kind of Dame* I Am,” based American pops, jazz, swing and events presentation rather than a
departments, is reminiscent of «tne minutes of extra-pseudo scientific on her recent SatCveppst series progressive rnjusic are heard in show. Call it, .too, less fulfilling as
later
made*
hook,
she
into S'
which
such divers places a$ N.Y.’s Bird-- entertainment than* it should have
singing waiter school, easy to take non-adventure. Ronald Davidson,
and likeable. Shearer is accomped' who got screen credit for the first understandably plugged- heavily. land and -Basin Street, Newport been. Host &. guide Ayt LinkletAnother good bit Was the reprise and Carpegie Hail, Cafe' Sopiety, ter’s climactic tribute tp Disney,
by another piano and organ.
script, penned hokum that very
Show is all music without bene- likely- didn’t meet juve standards of the fugue from' “Call. Me Nick’s, etc. The art has .a vast i.e;, 'fyou’ve made a bum qut of
Madam” done with Russell Nype cross-section of listeners from Barnum,” d'.dn’t exactly summarize
fit of production trappings. Shearer of

With Jimmy Shearer
Produocr;

With Judd Holdren, Aline Towne,
William Schailert, Peter Rrocco*
Gregory Gay, Craig Belly, others

Shearer

Director: A1 Johnston
SO Mins.; Mott., Thurs., 9:30 pjn.
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Scenery, appliances and
who figured in the original rendigeneral .costumery were of the tion
in the legiter.
1950’s for a hero fighting the wiles
Another distinctive bit- was
of “The Ruler,” evil and ambitious
Gloria' Laine’s rendition of the
genius ffom outerspace. ’That’s gypsy
arias from “Carmen” with
par for the video scientific course; a lot of production backing her.
other shows, for instance “Captain Much of the latter seemed overMidnight”- on CBS-TV deal in done.
anachronisms but with more sucThere was a succession of lowcess. ’Cody’* had* a space suit in
priced talerits as
efits the sumwhich to fly through the air, a mer shows. Most Ofi? them did well.
space ship for outerspace, an elec-- Even Prof Backwards, who started
trie eye to warn him once gangsters
off with vintage lines, recovered at
had broken into his many secret the ‘end with his reverse reading
laboratories, bqt he only had a bit. Comedy acrobatics rwere by
plain old. revolver to shoot with, The Ghezzis, for good effect, and
no way to keep the crooks out in an old-fashioned magic turn was
the first place and nothing more contributed hy'DeLage & Shirley,
spectacular to travel in earthvyise .A drill team from Las .Vegas High
than a four-door sedan.
School provided picturesque girls

at piano virtually
throughout the show and only occasionally does the camera drift
from him to show^ the sheet copy
cover of the song being :sung.
Sometimes the lyrics are shown to
assist the viewer in a. community
songfest.
.

Is

's

*

1

Stanza caught Thursday (14) of?
fered a good sampling of Shearer’s
taste in music. Among the oldies
offered were “Oh, You Beautiful
Doll” (1911), “That’s 'How -I Miss
You” U912), ”Good Bye My Blue
Belle” (1904), “On A Bicycle Built

For

Two”

Come Over

(1892),

To,

My

“Won’t
House”

.

logic.

‘

.

.

and “I'd Love To Live In Loveland With A Girl Like You” (1919).
When, he’s not singing, Shearer
Scientific hocus pocus
punches across the plugs for Koos dom, inserted in the most was ran- and precision movements. Jose.
contrived
Bros., a New Jersey furniture store, and
unbelievable way possible.
and
cards
There seems to be more justifiand asks the viewers for
Actually, the hero .was stupid as
cation for the “Caesar Presents”
letters telling him that they like
the devil; he forever stumbled into
summer replacement on NBC-TV
old songs. He rates a solid mall trouble
and
only
got
out
of
it
by
Gros.
on the Strength of. the format
pull.
,
sheer luck and sheer strength.
There wasn’t any worthy explana- evolved, at least, for the third in*
stallment (18). For one thing, it
tion
for
the
mask he wore, other took some cognizance of the disST. PAUL OPEN GOLF TOURNAthan perhaps the creator ,of the tinctive talents
MENT
of the show's, parstanza
figured
it
was
time
for an ticipants instead of throwing them
With Dick Enroth, .Wally Mund,
updated “Lone Ranger.”
Rollie Johnson
pellmell into free-for-all smorgarsJudd
Holdren’s
“Commando
Miller
Producer: Charles
type of operation. Thus Phil
Cody” and Craig Kelly as the other bord
Director: Clarence Anderson
Foster emerged, at least riri one
chief goody-goody, guy were stilted.'
135 Mins.: Sun. (10), 4 p.m.
standup sequence, on the trials and
Peter
Broccp,
as head henchman tribulations of boys, and gals who
Participating
WCCO-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul of the villain, and Aline Towne and get married, -at his hilarious best.
Schailert,
as .nice-guy True, it was only five' minutes out
WCCO-TV did its usual good, •Williarii
Were competent;
Art.
of the hojuiv 'but pn summer perpound job in televising the 1955
centages that’s real hot;.
St. Paul Open, one of the' nation’s TOD RUSSELL’S MUSIC
It was a pleasure, too, to. find
CORNER
more’ important annual pro golf
bandleader Bobby Sherwood getProducer:
Lew
Danis
meets that enlists matty top play?
ting in some real licks on the
ers and distributes $15,000 in cash 30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 9 a.m.
trumpet instead of -letting him
ACME SUPERMARKETS
prizes;
throw aw£y his talents, as in the
N. Y.
first two stanzas, as an off-camera
An exclusive for the station, WABC-TV,
It happens occasionally a program
voice or doing some negligible inshow comprised three teleeasts
each of party on the last two days department mistakenly thinks be- tros. True, it’s still a struggle
cause a. performer is good at one with the druggist and his mate, bit
direct from the Keller Golf Course.
thing he’s good at everything and
as portrayed by Foster, and Cliff
It undoubtedly was a must-watch
rates a show of his own. Tod RusNorton, and the bit- on the in-law
for .many golfing enthusiasts who
sell clefs a mean tune, plays nice
camera bug monopolizing a wedcouldn’t attend in person the event
piano
and his nasal warbling even ding leaned too much on the franthat drew; 25,835 payee customers,
has its moments. But this music tic side, but overall some sharper
including the 9,575 final day gal-,
can’t fill more than half of his
writing is evident and the revue
lerx*.
daily program, if that much.
now boasts some qualitative eleFact that high financial stakes
As his cross-the-board half-houi ments, Sandra Deel has now gone
were involved in the shooting, that was viewed last Thursday
(14) in in as the long-suffering wife of
newspaper front and sporting page its WABC-TV berth, Russell
said pharmacist Foster. It makes more
buildups and publicity were great little, although he
for a long sense. Judy Tyler was the canary
and the drama always present dur- time. He rattledspoke
on
at lefcgth this time up.
Rose.
ing such a highly competitive about five or six products
Fishsports event helped to ma^e the er’s Bread, Ehler’s
Coffee, some
telecasts a lure even for non-golf animal
food,
etc.—which have JAI-LAI SHOW
addicts and others not particularly video tiein
with the

-

.

.

•

.

*

—

talk, because he sometimes interCameras mounted atop two steel rupted regular conversational bits
towers on the course’s last green,, (with the Women’s Club of Cedai
caught action shots well. Reporters Grove, N. J.) to pick up a loaf oi
Dick Enroth, WCCO-TV ..sports- Fischer s, etc,, and announce to
caster, and Wally* Mund, prominent his guests that “we’re gonna talk
Twin Cities’ pro' golfer, kept set-' about that wonderful bread iq a
owners informed of the tourna- few minutes.” It was quite a strugment’s progress, commented on gle with the ladies, and his vis-aand analyzed the play -authorltia- vis with Italo cleffer Ulpio Minucci
tively and interestingly Interviewed was labored too.
the players after the latter finIf Russell could, be teamed with
.

-

ished.

Human

interest fillips

were a more thoughtful and eloquent
ringmaster, he might successfully
spend his time in song and 88’ing.

supplied by sports director Rollie
Johnson who handled the commercials with aplomb and interviewed and handed out hot dogs
and cokes to caddies and others.
The gallery’s tenseness and spectators’ eagerness to follow the
play as closely as possible to the
green arid the players’ evident
strain before their final shots were
brought into focus by cameras and
narrators and provided color. Especially boff was the long last putt
Sank by Tommy Bolt to give him a
score of 269 for the 72-hole course,
19 under par, to 271 for his closest
rival, and land him the first prize,
$2,400 cash.
Rees.

Idea of a cozy studio gettogethei
in the morning for hausfraus is
not unique, but it seems a serviceable local angle, even for N, Y.
and N. J. audiences. % It’s much
like a provincial “Breakfast Club,”
show which held the same time
until a

few months ago.

A

“little

ol’ ” piano tune that Russell composed and the group-sing, however,
corny, were his Acme Supermarket
meat,; but the head of ‘‘Tod Russell’s Music Corner” couldn't when
viewed sell his brand of verbal
sugar; it was an inferior product.
i

Art.

emcee

Don

,

1

;

*

’

•

,

Gillis,

,

.

.

•

Producers: Sid Barger,

•

-

,

With Bud

erase any doubt. Maybe Disney
'was playing it smart after all.

.

;

chief bankAcme Supermarkets, nevertheless the merchandise didn’t- gei
a fair bre.ak during the actual
commercial time. It was all “beautiful” and “wonderful” to buy, but
he never said why. Though he
wasn’t particularly versed on the
merits of his sponsors, he felt
more at home with them, ii
seemed, than in the usual Small-

.
1

•

•

roller,

'

'

:

<

partial to the game as players or
-spectators but interested in sports
generally.
Final telecast during the tournament’s concluding round had the
station on the air for more than
two hours at the finishing stretch.
With three contestants in red hot
contention right down to the last
holes, the windupshow enjoyed an
extra break.

the attendant wallop frond the'
beaming, of this giant remote tele-.
cast—though It did suggest that a
personal looksee would probably

.

.

.

;

It wasn't' an easy show to put bn,
considering the multitudinous aspects arid" Jhe electronic wizardry
involve'd' in showcasing the fabulous park, with the correlating of
a 29-camera pickup and endless
miles of cables for the coast-tocoast projection of the four-dimensional breakdown of “FrontierThere were a lot of fine elements land,” “Tomorrowland ” “Faritasyon the. preem layout including the dand” arid “Adventirreland,” not tp’
brief musical selections by Stan mention Main St.; USA and
auxiliKenton, who is a literate and artic- ary byways. But only occasionally
ulate voice in the progressive mu- did ABC-TV
(whose exclusivity on
sical movement.
It seems that the Disney tv
sweepstakes encom-;
there needn’t have been any of the passes a third
ownership stake in
unimaginative choreography that the park) succeed in vesting
this
accompanied his musical selec- once-over-lightly preview excurtions, all. of which detracted from
Sion into Disneyland Parle with
the music. If the show was trying maximum
showmanship values;
to ape the “Hit Parade,” it must-be And what an
oversurfeiting
remembered that a different set of three-way sponsor cutins! of the
circumstances are involved, “Hit
The technical “goofs” and offkey
Parade,” by necessity, must repeat
:the same numbers week in and out, synchronization of voice and picHere the heat can be fresh, alive ture were inevitable in encompassing such a large Canvass. Needless
and unfettered,
say, they were* distracting. And
The various other elements were to
the co-hosting of Linkletter, Bob
truly excellent, but tricky photography and over-arty approach Cummings and Ronald Reagan
could have maintained a more* livedetracted front the fine line of the
ly, showmanly and “less
music and the-, soloists.
Lena pace. Perhaps ABC-TV brekth^ess
played it
Horne,, photographed longshot in
smart
in coralling a major chunk of
a corridor and overdramatized by
Hollywood talent gnd celebs for
the low-key. lighting, stiil - came
on-camera
participation
(Irene,
across excellently. She’s one of
Dunne, who christened the Mark
the greats of. the era and didn’t
Twain
river boat as one of the
require the surplus trappings given
visual facets of Frontierland); Danher. As a matter of fact, the cam?
ny Thomas, Fess Parker (Davy
eras didn't do 'justice to her taunting and provocative looks and song Crockett); Margaret and Barbara
Whiting, Bonita Granville, Ken
Style.
Frankie Laine, another top in Murray, Alan Young, Jeanne Craig,
the pop field, didn’t have to come Frank Sinatra, Don DeFore,* Sammy Davis Jr., Gail Storm, Jerry
out of the shadows- during his
number. He can wham -across a Cblonna, etc.) yet a little more acnumber in a robust and. open cent on the kids would have been
fashion. His two tunes had the more desirable.
stamp of authority and. pop appeal,
Actual
dedication
ceremonies
and were fairly*’ representative of were skimmed over, after Disney,
the style that makes him a jukebox accompanied by Gov. Goodwin
and nitery staple.
Knight and the Santa Fe prexy,
Vicente Gomez, the brilliant rode into Disneyland station, folflamenco guitarist, was allowed to lowed by the grand parade down
let his music speak for himself. Main St. by the host of celebs, highHis flashy gypsy pluckings, back- lighting the 1900 vintaggd Chy
boarding and digital techniques Hall, firehouse, Emporium, the
combined for an excellent example horse-drawn cars, the Grand Opera
of native Larin art.
House, the Keystone cod, the oldModern music has come out of fashioned popcorn machine, etc. In
the shadows and into respectabili- the words of Linkletter it was
ty. But symbolically, “Music ’55” “more parade than we can handle.”
didn't recognize this fact on the
“Frontierland” got the initial inopening show. With a simpler and nings, with its stockade and stage
more open approach the preem coach, a musical interlude wi f h
could have been great as well as Fess Parker and his sidekick Buddy
interesting. And a few more light
Ebsen; a production nurdber.from
bulbs in the right places could the dancehall, the maiden^ vovage
make this a musical landmark to -of the “Mark Twain” arid a Dixieentice every category of music land-Mardi Gras fiesta.
student, arid for good reason.
1986)
“Tomorrowland”
(circa
Jose.
with the release of 2,000 doves as
a harbinger 'of peace, the scientifMJMU M. o &EUEJ
ically planned gadgetry of alumiWith John Reed King, guests
num telescopes, atomic chain reac-

to have a. universal audierice, arid
therefore the over-gimmicking arid
over-pretentiousness of “Music ’55”
detracted from the. overall quality
of the show. Perhaps* the- sweater
and station wagori Sets* are far
ahead of the programming wizards.

-

You

.

every cultural and economic walk.
Id, most, of the aforementioned
spots; it’s' presented, in its. un-.
adulterated form.' The kids klorig
the rail of Birdland listen as.
raptly .as the dowagers of Newport who discovered this musical form only recently, it seems

‘

(1906)

-

Gots-

*

chall
15 Mins.; Tuesday, 10:15 p.m,

;

JAI LAI CAFE
WLW-C, Columbus
“The Jal-Lai Show”

is the first
regularly scheduled remote telecast
seen in Central Ohio for many
years. It features LW?C program
director Bud Gillis in the* emcee
spot. Gillis table-hops around the
big Columbus eatery, which recently moved into new and expanded
quarters, interviewing local* well?
knowns and big names passing
through town.
Opener had Gillis talking to
Carole Hagerman, “Miss Ohio” and
an entrant in the “Miss Universe”
competition: Joe Weaver, producer
from Playhouse-on-the-Green, a
Columbus strawbatter; a couple
celebrating their wedding anni,
and a few others.
Show has a basic novelty value,
since Columbus area tv viewers see
so few locally-produced remotes.
It will take more than this to carry
succeeding broadcasts, however.
The debut version lacked the informality and casual pace that the

1

.

Producer: King
30 Mins.; Thurs., 10 p.m.

ABC-TV, from

Atlantic City, N. .
Originating, from Atlantic Cib
N. J., “Let's See” might literall
be tagged a road Compaq editio;
of “20 Questions.” It's a lighl
weight takeoff on that quizzer. I:
this case, instead of asking a se
number of questions, a group c
panelists are given four minute
in which to pitch queries at a con
testant in an attempt to discove
the subject matter already dJ
vulged to the vowing audience.
The contestants supposedly se
lect something they’ve seen at At
lantic City and a prepared filr
clip depicting their choice is spol
ted on the tv screen. Meanwhile
the
show’s producer - moderato
John Reed King has the contestan

„

-

setting and format call for.
Gillis and his subjects seemed
uneasy about the whole thing. And
.

the show was a bit plug-heavy,
considering the fact that it issues
from the business place of its
sponsor in the first place.

Gapp.

r

(Continued on page 38)

tion (the blowup of 100 mousetraps
by a single neutron); the “Autopia”
superhighway, of the future and the

simulating of the rocket ship into
space captured a few elements of
dramatic impact.
“Adventureland” was a quickie
ride
tropical
a
of
projection
through a Tahitian village waterway, but it was the next-to-closing
“Fantasyland” that embodied the
whole “wijsh uport a star” concept
of the Disney “eighth wonder” in
California. Much too late, this was
the show. Here was kid-tempoed
pageantry with its swift panoramic
cavalcade recreating the make-believe of Disney at his best (Snow
White, Peter Pan, Alice, Treasure
Island), with its cup-and-saucer
rides, the Pirate Ship, etq., that
truly whetted the appetite for the
trip to Anaheim.
Rose.

1

.
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Cisco gets the ratings!
Syndicated Western-Adventure Shows
m;
,

PULSE

“CISCO
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9
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(
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Detroit
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VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-cily Mings of syndicated and
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research

time factors, since sets4n-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i,e. 9 a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with d low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with corresponding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market, 4Abbreviations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure ; ( Ch) 9 children’s;
(Co) 9 comedy; (jDr) 9 drama; (Doc), documentary; ( Mus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western;' (Worn),
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the station's channel; dll channels above 13 are VHF. Those ad agencies fisted as
distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired

no*

*

on a monthly

be rotated each week, With the 10 top-rated

Cities will

basis •

film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
ratings are furnished by ARB9 based on the latest reports .

VARIETY

This

.

AU

chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informal

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors , agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a ffinipd

show

in the specific market

PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

TOP' 10

Attention should be paid to time

STATION

CHICAGO
i

^

V

Set Count

.

Town

Mavor

Science Fiction Theatre (AdvV.

3.

Badge 714 (Mvst)
I Led 3 Lives (Adv).
Eddie Cantor (Com)

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

of the

IDrl

— WBBM

-2,050,000

MCA

WNBO.
.WGN
.

.

.

,Ziv

.

Stations

WGN
WNBQ
wBkb

.

:

.

.

.

.Tues, 9:30-10:00

.

.

. *

.Mon. 9:30-10:06

. .

4

Fri. 9:30-10:00

....

.

.Sun. 2:00-2:30

.

.

.

.

!

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

I

PROGRAM

|

WNBQ

(2),

.

WBKB.

42

......

28.^4.,...

Pee Wee King. ..........
Pee Wee 'King
56.5 Make Room for Daddy.

>

4

•

•

•

t

30

51.4

a Great Life
Studio One

• •

•

s s
It 1
• X4/*X

»

1

»'14«5

4

,

48

,

Interstate

Approx
.KTTV

Confidential File (Adv)

—

.

40.0

Lux Video
Standard News Roundup
In Town Tonight

,

Mon. 10:06-10:30

,

*

94

• »,

14
•

4

*

.

Set

V-

•

.

8*8

•••_•

•

•

*

•

......

48 .......

Stations

«»

.

KTTV

.’

,

,

.

KTTV
KTTV

.

.

KTTV.

KNXT

.

.

.

Ziv

Tues. 8 00 48:30
:

.

CBS

Tues. 7:00-7:30

.

NBC

Sat. 8:00-8:30

.

HTS .........

Sun. 9:00-9:30

...

.ABC

KRCA

.Guild. ........

Approx. Set

61.8

G.E. Theatre

23

54.8

R.

35. .....4..

37.1

20..

61.9

Secret File U.S.A
Halls of Ivy

..,.,.,.16.8.... .....

45,

38.1

15^3

Wed. 10:30-11:00

.....

58.4

56.....
31.. .......

44.4

........18.0

.V

Ziv

.

KRCA,

BOSTON

*

26 ........
24/

6 J..8
48.9

» •

•

13.2.

.

.......

.

....

.12.7
.12.7

•

A'

,

Bandstand Rev, ......
See It Now
Harry Owens
Life With Father.
Cavalcade of America.
Jackie Gleason

43..........

•

.25.0

.

(2), KRCA (4), KTLA (5), KABC (7),
(9), KTTV (11), KCOP (13)

50.

,1

....

KNXT
— KHJ

27 *4 ••••*»»«

4 4

,

8.2

19.3

24.5

‘4

Tues. 7:30-8:00

.NBC.........

KTTV.

.

Guild

9.5

.

.15.4

WBBM
WBBM

• •

.

r

Count— 1,985,000

.

•k

..

?

;

WNBQ

...

4

8*8

• a •

Mon.-Frl. 4:30-5:00

.

.MCA

KTTV..

Waterfront (Adv)
3. Badge 714 (Myst)*.
4. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv)
5. Annie Oakley (W)
6. Life of Riley (Com)
7. Stories of the Century (W).
8 Mr. District Attorney (Myst).
9. D. Fairbanks Presents (Dr)
10. Liberace (Mus)

(9)

..WBBM ..... .29.2
Person ........ ..WBBM .....
..WON ....... .22.0
..WNBQ ..... .23.2
Theatre

Baseball

«

•

It's

46.3

8*9

.

.

WBBM

..

.

61.0
.

*

2.

WGN

..WBBM
..WBKB

*

4 4

*

4

37.7

Person to

•

t «

45.4

r

66.0

«

0*8

* •

...

32.6

10*4

4 4 4 » 4

Thurs. 9:30-10:00
s

r

LOS ANGELES
1.

(7),

......

t

Rascals (Ch)

WBKB

-

:

'

9. Little

(5),

RATING

STA.

IS 7

21 .7

.

1

.

,

.

*

Ziv

.CBS
.NBC..
.McCann-Erickson

,

...

Tues. 8:00-8:30

.

.

. 1

.Sat. 10:30-11:00

.

Ziv
.Ziv.

:

Sat. 10:00-10:30

.

.

NBC.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst).
Annie Oakley (W)
.WBKB...
Inner Sanctum (Myst) ....... WGN
Deatli Valley Days (W) ...... .WBKB
.

USE

.

WNBO

1.

SETS IN

•

\

;

2.

SHARE
(%)

JUNE
RATING

‘

TIME

DISTR1B.

Approx
'

•

—day and

DAY Alfa

—

,

57.8

*

...

KTLA
KNXT
KNXT
KNXT
KABC
.. V KNXT
KNXT
KRCA
KTTV
KNXT

. ...

Count— 1,250,000

,

Montgomery Presents

Stations

—WBZ

.

.

,

. . .

.

.

.

. .

.

.

. .

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

(4),

‘

...13.8
6.1

r

.......24.9

WNAC

(7)

v

2.

Range Rider (W)!
Ellery Queen (Myst).

3.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst).

1.

4. I

Led

...

.

.

Badge 714 (Myst)

6.

Lone Wolf (Adv)

7.

Wild

8.

The Whistler (Adv)
Superman (Adv)
.

.

.

.

CBS.
~.TPA

.

,

.

.

.

9Q i

.

.Sun. 10:30-11:00

WNAC

.

•

..

•

.....

25.6 ...

77..;
70..
78

.Tues. 10:30-11:00

Ziv
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...

.

..

.

.

.

NBC

WBZ
WNAC

.

.

.

.

CBS

Tues. 6:?0-7:00

.

Fri. 6:30-7:00

.

.

31.7
28.6

18.7 |I44

80.,

.

36..
70

.

51.5

.

24.1.

.

29.6

.

24.0

•

t

•

• •

18.0

*

«

•

•

••••• 17 .3

.

•

• •

•

•

•

.

16.8

.

33.1

.

9

.

t

39.1

.

.

4

•

.

.

54..
46..

•••»• 22*8

..

.Sat, 11:00-11:30

’.

Flamingo

. . . .

7:00-7:3 (f

Sat. 10:30*11:00

.

Flamingo

Mon.

.Wed. 6:30-7:00

.

MCA

.WNAC

..

.Sun. 7:00-7:30

.

...

.

.WNAC
.WNAC

Hickok (W).

Bill

......

.WNAC.,.,

.

3 Lives (Adv) .........

5.

9.

.WBZ.
.

.

.

•

.

....

.

.

56
66

.WNAC

U.S. Steel Hour. ...»
Life Begins, at 80

.WBZ

Eddie Cantor
Annie Oakley
Nightly News-Teller

.

.WBZ
.WBZ
.WBZ
.WBZ

Quality Theatre
News Victor Best

,

—

4

Foreign Intrigue (Myst)

.WBZ...

....

. .

.

.Mon. 10:30-11:00

Official

.

—655,000

V

WASHINGTON

.

Wild

2.

Superman (Adv)

Hickok <W)

Bill

8. Little Rascals

.

LCd 3 Lives
Badge 714 (Myst)

4. I

. .

*

.

.....

.

7.

..........
Sherlock Holmes (Myst)

7.

Annie Oakley (W)

Waterfront (Adv). ........
10. Liberace (Mus)
.

'

o

.

.

.

...WRC

6. Little 'Rascals (Ch),

0.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WRC. ....

WRC
WTOP

....
.

*

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

i

,

.

.

.

.

. .

Flamingo ...... T.
Flamingo ......

.

Thurs. 7:00-7:30

.

%

.

•

.

.

.

M

.

23.8 ........

,

7:00-7:30

.Fri. 7:00-7^30

.

....

Approx. Set

18.

13

60.4

1.

3.

,

4. Ellery

-

5.

Ramar

of the Jungle (Adv)

6 Badge 714 (Myst)
7. Racket Squad (Myst)
.

8.
8.

10*

Range Rider (W)
Waterfront (Adv)

Wild Bill Hickok (W)

.

.WHIO
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

TP A

.

Wed.

9:30-10:00

. .

.WLW-D....
.

WHIO

.WHIO
.

WLW-D ....

.WHIO
f

*

*

•

•

4

CBS

MCA

WLW-D..,, ....Flamingo...

....... .Tues. 5:00-5:30

4

4 4 4 4 4 4

53 ........
52
52
*59..,

1 ft 1

72
30

15,6

73...

1

Sat. 9:30-10:00
k

«

6.5

.

.

.

WTOP
WTOP
WTOP

.WRC
.WRC
?

WRC

(2),

,.11.3
3,9
.

.

.

WHI0

(7)

57*5

.

56.9

ft

1

.

*

25.8

18,4

4 4 4 • 4 4 t

.

.

.

.

.

Runyon
1

....

4.7

WTOP
.WTOP
.WTOP

61

10 A

>

(9)

67
54

I

.10 7.

Sat. 10:30-11:00

WTOP

1643 *•••••»•«

•

Fri. 10:15-10:45

....ABC......

—WLW-D

.

IRQ

*30#0

Sat. 10:00-10:30

Fri. 5:00-5:30

.NBC

Stations

.

Front Row Center
WHIO .... ,. .18.4
Cavalcade of Sports .... ....WLW-D .. ,. .25.3
....WHIO .... .. .15.4
37,7 Theatre at Home
.. .. 10.8
.. ..wiw-D
32.1 Rnnvon at Night
....WLW-D .. ... 10.8
Tonight
4.5
....WHIO ....
27.0 Kenny Roberts
... 9,7
WHIO
30.5 Hollywood Star Theatre.

9n 5

.

.

•

:

Fireside Theatre..,..

•

.

Queen (Myst)

.......

Count—640,000

Mr. District Attorney (Myst) .WLW-D....
ZiV..
the .Badge (Myst) WHIO
....MCA.......
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) .WLW-D

Man Behind

36.7

53 ri .....
92
57 ......

5.4
5.4

.WTOP

33.0

.......

, . .

'

2.

.

9.1

11.3 ........

.11.3

Thurs. 10:30-11:00
Guild. ............ .Tues. 9:00-9:30

Hans Christian Andersen

33.6

66

*

(7) ,

8.2 ........

.

.'

.....

WMAL

(5),-

...32.3
...
...

.

Foreign Intrigue.
Ramar of the Jungle. ......
39.4 Studio One.
29.5 Annie Oakley
12.6 Ask It Basket
18,6 Soldiers of Fortune
29.5 Badffe 714 ...
48.2 Lux Video Theatre.,

.

Mon.

CBS.

.MCA ....

..

WTTG

4.2
4.2

3.8
... 3.8
..

.

1

One

Studio

6.1

..

.WNAC ... ...12.2
WBZ
... 7.7
*£.7
WBZ .....
.WNAC ... ..1&5

—

32.8

.

•

7

UM&M

. .

.

Tues. 7:00-7:30
21.8 ........
....... Wed. 7:00-7:30 ......... 19.5 .........
Ziv
......
.Mon. 10:30-11:00 . . .... .18.0 .........
NBC.
.Fri. 7:00-7:30
.15.5 ....... .
Interstate ......... Sat. 9:00-9:30 .......... 11.5 ........
Interstate:.

.

.

.

..WTOP.
WTl'G

DAYTON

...

. .

•*••• 14.0

Stations— WRC (4),

Approx Set Count

WRC
WRC ......
(Ch)
WRC
<Adv) .......... WRC ......

1.

5.

'

•

...
.

WBZ

News Victor Best
You & Your Health .....
Your Hit Parade
News V. Best' Starring
The Editors

Bin Tin Tin
IO

WBZ
WBZ

.lSBZ ..... ...

—

23.6

... ... 9.7

..... ... 6.7

22.2
53.8
,22.2

at Night.

Tonight
Kenriv Roberts
Ymir Hit. Parade

Kenny Roberts. ».

.

.

.

.

....WLW-D
.

.

.

,

.

. .

.

. . .

WyW-D
WHIO
WLW-D

.

.

..

... 9.2
9.2

,, ...
.

,

.

4.5

...
.

.

.34.1

*...WHIO-.,»» ...

>

3,3

1

.
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vour success

a
•

t.

.

our business, show business, you are no better than your last job, your current credits.
That's why the big artists; nearly all rad jo and
television stations and ad agencies maintain
special advertising departments to tell the trade
(and keep telling them) about their LATEST
accomplishments.
In

If

you 'knocked them

Kokomo,'...

in the aisles in

v

a new high,

If

your Nielsen ratings

If

your agency produced a socko ad

campaign
LET THE

.

.

hit

.

,

.

WORLD KNOW ABOUT

You can do

.

this

IT,

dramatically and effectively in

’S

ANNUAL RADIO,
TELEVISION AND TV-FILM
REVIEW AND PREVIEW
10th

to

be published next week.

if

STILL

TIME FOR IMPACT LADEN PROMOTION.

if

STILL

TIME FOR

if

STILL

TIME TO CALL

AN

EFFECTIVE ADVERTISEMENT.

A

'

VARIETY' REPRESENTATIVE

TO AID YOU WITH YOUR COPY AND LAYOUT.

NEW YORK
154 W. 46th

36
St.

HOLLYWOOD 28
6311 Yucca

St.

8

St.

Martin's

PI.,

Trafalgar Sq.

LONDON

CHICAGO

.*•

1

612 No. Michigan Ave.

—

'

Sterling Drug’s

From The Production Centres
Continued from page 30

Inside Stuff

Cost of producing 1D9 film commercials in England for exposure
by Sterling Drug in the U. S. has
finally been set at $500,000. The
first plan to produce commercials
instead of regular vidfilra programming in England, it was set with
Peter Elgar Productions a few
weeks ago.
^Shooting began last week and
shoiild be finished in t.vo mpnths,

:

.

.

He

using 200 sets
and exteriors to lense 470 short

Elgar said.

DETROIT ...

is

scenes,-

f'

Ron Gamble, WJR’s program manager, is muttering about a load
doesn’t carry the Julios
of unsigned letters complaining because
doesn’t have . . “Underst-ndLaRosa show which is on tv which
the folklore and future
featuring
show
film
half-hour
ing Our World,”
of Michigan, is a new entry of the U. of Michigan tv workshop now
tv rights for the
exclusive
sewed
up
has
appearing on

WJR

WJR

WWJ

.

Hotel-Theatre

.

-

WXYZ

.

.

.

CKLW

.

.

offer

them for

Instead

.

BOTV

selected

in

sale at the >>oxoffice.
is

seeking sponsors

midwest

CLEVELAND

.

.

.

arid -eastern

to present the games as a
public service offering. Cost to a
sponsor per game is estimated at
$2,500 per. city.
cities

IN

Web

Continued from pase 27

-

theatres this fall. However, the
theatres this time are not being
arked to buy the contests and

Professional Golf Assn, tournament at Meadowbrook with Fred V/o’.f
disk joekey
and Dan Wattrick handling the stroke-by-stroke .
Eddie Chase lost 10 pounds on National Guard field maneuvers but
interesting
rewith
some
laurels
recording
added to his on-the-spot
WXYZ’s disk jockeys Ed Moports 'Guardsmen on maneuvers
of
stagoing
to
make
use
Suagle,
are
Johnny
Kenzie, Paul Winter and
tion’s deluxe trailer-studio, at a shopping center promotion party.
.

.

Jean Vokoun leaves NBC public relations secretarial post to teach
While Stan Anderson is
kindergarten ip East Cleveland schools
Under the BOTV plan, theatres
on vacation, guest, columnists and Charlotte Taubman handle radio-tv would be rented on a four-wall
band leader basis, with the sponsor having full
chores at Cleveland Press .. Dick Lurie, formerSusan Brown, Halle Bros, interior decorator, use of the house to pitch his
now at Luccioni’s
pinchhitting for Maggi Byrne’s tv spot while latter is on vacation
product or service. The offer is
“Kiddieland” open to local commercial firms acpromotion director, does
Jack Hanrahan,
program ceptable to ND in 29 cities. They
Bruce MacDonald,
While Ron Penfound.is on hiatus
will be given the opportunity of
''director, elected to three-year* term on Junior Achievement Board
NBC General Manager Lloyd Yoder sent first issue “Man of the Moun- distributing free or premium
Bob Bouwsma to do, WNBK’s “Homes for tickets to the large-screen theatre
tain” stamps to press .
Sales” for Real Estate Telecasters Assn., and he’ll also do 6:45 daily tv presentations of the ND-Navy
.game at South Bend Oct. 29 and
news stint while Tom Field tours Nova Scotia.
ND-Ioyya game on °Nov. 19.
Thu rie\v theatre plan. as well as'
IN
-the hotel .arrangement is an atA resident of Johannesburg for the past two years, Bill Sears returns, tempt to overcome' the poor boxto WCAU-TV as summer replacement for station’s vacationing per- office that greeted, the events in
sonalities. He resumes broadcasting over the 10-station South African
1953 and 1954 when they were
network in the fall
News Director John Raleigh- flew to New offered on a straight pay basis at
London, Conn, to do special feature of submarine making trial dives, theatres. Although ostensibly sepafor NBC’s “Monitor” (24)
“Man About •Town/* with Frank Brook-; rate, the upcoming hotel and
hauser, Bulletin columnist, renewed by sponsor Mort- Farr for one year-: theatre deals are closely linked.
on WCAU-TV . . Bob Horn begins daily disk sessiqn on WFIL, in ad- The sponsored games will be ofThrough arrangements -by Preston fered only in non-Sheraton cities
dition to his tv “Bandstand”
.
Stover, WPTZ operations manager, the summer radio and tv workshop and only games carried by the
of the Board of Education moves into WPTZ for. a week of “in studio hotels will be offered for theatre
training”
announcer Perry Andress, sidelined with virus pneu- sponsorship.-- monia
Rex Trailer, WPTZ cowboy star, removed the cast which
ND To Run the Show
he’s worn since an April plane accident.
This setup is due to the fact
ND will make all the arrangements
for the actual pickups and will
IN
.
.
.
pay all the line charges involved.
Walter Lannan, WEEI engineer, picked
the Newport Jazz Fes.

.

.

j

.

WEWS

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WEWS
WJW

.

.

.

.

.

PHILADELPHIA ...

-

’

•

.

.

KYW

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mid-August.

Ed Sullivan is in an “I-toId-you-so” frame of mind of late due to
the recent “happy . marriage” statements about the interrelation of
television and the motion picture business. He’s mildly amused by
those network and film toppers who “are getting into the act,” pointing out, for example, that the first “Walt Disney Story” was early tv
fare on his “Toast of the Town;” years before the networks and
sponsors realised “that Walt was a ‘natural.’”
Nor is his using the tv “Toast” to plug tv shows, as he will in the
case of Phil Silvers and his “You’ll Never Get Rich” series comes the
fall, anything new, says Sullivan'; “As a matter of fact,” he poirits out,
“the Jackie Gleason show was sold after previewing an ‘Toast’ when
CBS-TV thought he was a white elephant. Last year,” he continues,
“recognizing the menace posed by incoming “Medic,” Desi and Lucy
(Arnaz
Ball) asked me to trailerize their first show, by using them
in a full hour prolog the Sunday night immediately preceding.”

&

tival feed-in, part of the “Woolworth
Sunday aft. (17) . . Margaret Janis,

up
In
Hour” over CBS, WEEI, Boston,

WEEI

.

music librarian, resigned

marry Joseph Regan, chief of the eastern area of- CAA. Couple will
live on Long Island.
Eleanor Dixon, fprmer assistant to Miss' Janis;

to

WEEI

music librarian .
.Ed Myers, WEEI newscaster, is conducting’s six-week course in news writing and broadcasting at Cambridge School for Radio-tv
Harvey J. Stputhers, general manager WEEI, and John T. Curry, Jr., sales promotion manager, in New York for week’s consultation with CBS radio execs
Arthur C. King, WEEI production manager, added another citation
.for valued service this frame, from United Cerebral Palsy for aiding
them in their 1955 fund drive
. Charles Ashley, news editor of WEEI,
is test sailing his new 23-foot sloop^ which he built himself, along
the shores of Quincy Harbor. Ashley is a descendant of a whaling
ship captain and flies the family pennant, a red triangle on a white
background with a white “A” centered on the red field . . . Bill
Buchanan’s “The Old Record Shop” on WVDA, celebrated second
anni Saturday night (16).
.

.

.
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.
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mainly a

&D

hotels and for its new
closed-circuit tv adjunct. All 11
of
the
east-o£-the-Mississippi
Sheraton hotels will carry the
large screen telecasts with the possibility that as many as eight nonSheraton hotels will join the network. Ticket prices have' been

V.

’"““^^LANCASTItj

IRININUUII

.

is

‘

for

r

READING
LtlANoWv

.

.

sense, this

.a

show, with both BOTV "and Sheraton serving as either sales agent
or providing' the physical facilities.
ND will Spark the hotel
screenings with a big promotion
among its local alumni groups who
are expected to make up the bulk
of the hotel audience.
BOTV so far is only pitching the
ND-Navy and ND-Iowu games, but
if the hotels carry the
contests
with the U of Miami on Oct. 7 and
the Southern Cal game on Oct. 25,
both- of which are tentative,' the
closed-circuit firm will also offer
them to potential sponsors. Technical aspects of the telecasts will be
handled, by a remote crew from
WNDU-TV, Notre Dame’s South
Bend, Inc. commercial station.
Under the hotel arrangement,
ND will pocket all the net proceeds
after a split with, the opposing
team. For its part, Sheraton is
looking toward a two-way payoff.
It’s- counting on increased weekend
food and beverage business and
it sees considerable
promotional
value from the tieup with ND, both
-

'UI.HOk

Mill
.

the Roa'd,”

has dropped

its

WRCA, N. Y. radio flagship of NBC, has tied up with the Rinehart
publishing house for its shortterm series, “New York ’55,” based on
“The Empire City,” collection of articles about Gotham edited by
Alexander Klein. Series was launched last week with Draper Lewis
as writer-director and Steve White as producer and slotted cross-the.

.

board at 6:30-45.
Control of WPIX (TV) in New York and the Chicago Tribune staand WGN-TV, was transferred last week to a group of
trustees of! the estate of the ,late Col. Robert R. McCormick. Stock in
the stations is now held by Mrs. Ruth McCormick (Bazle) Tankerslqy
(niece of the deceased), Arthur A. Schmon, Chesser M. Campbell,
W. D. Maxwell (managing editor of the* Tribune) and J. Howard Woo'd
(Tribune business manager).
tions,

WGN
'

Longmans, Green & Co. publishing house in.N. Y. has found a fresli
book promotion angle by offering to supply radio stations canned
interviews with their authors. Called “Recorded Interviews,” they’re
available for inclusion in any of its. stanzas the station chooses.

Dislrsbs on Pay-TV
ss Continued from pane 29

.

takes over job as

c-„-,

M

_
COATlMf,*

its

pegged

at $4.

The maximum poten-

well as theatre and regular

.

screen circuiting. For the sake of
argument* it’s assumed that the
picture might only take in $800,000
.

though it actually may
prove much more. If the product
is strong enough, there seems to
be the possibility of any number
of dollars accruing from theatrical
via toll-tv,

issue

and

reissue.

The

b.o. intake,

said, could foreseeably equal’
not exceed toll receipts. That
remains to be seen, however. Nevit’fc

.

if

ertheless, it’s safe to say, tv distribs explain, that neither a toll tv
nor a theatrical play is liable to
hurt traffic among tv stations on a

good pic.
Rather than spend too long a
time in the speculations and fights
that might grow out cf an attempted toll-tv tieup with Hollywood,
it appears linger, now in Europe,
is

trying to strengthen his
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912,950 TV
.

sets •

$5V4

billion
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LANCASTER, PA.
j?Gpresen*o* ve S

New

York

•

annual buying income

NBC
STE

j

•

«

DuMont

NMAN station

Clair McCotlough, Pres.

MEEKER TV,
Chicago-;/*

CBS

— Circular

1st Floor

Los Angeles'

•

INC.

San Francisco

hall,

pool

sunken

living room, panelled dining room
and library, powder room, sun
porch open to terraces/ service
kitchen, butler’s pantry. 2nd Floor
Spiral
staircase
under unique
tower dome leads to Master Bedroom Suite with dressing room,
custom-tile bath and separate lavatory, sun-sleeping porch. Three
guest rooms, two baths.
Three
servants rooms and bath.

•

•

—

Lower Entertainment Floor Luxurious Turkish recreation room
with bar and wine vault, billiard
room, powder room, dressing

rooms for pooL

—

Other fehtures

complete insula*
tion, roll jscreens, ’gas hot-air heat

-—underground lawn sprinklers—
3 car garage with power doors,
large

storage

with

attic

cedar

closet.

i

|

FRANK

SMITH

B.

Realtors

85 Bloomfield Ave.

ties to line up stuff immediately far pay-see as well as

Caldwell, N.

J.

6-5454-2475

theatrical-tv release. In any case,
has stated its interest, and intends digging out all the facts

NT A

—

can before
it
and properties
someone else takes away the sub-

Am

scription play.

show

honored that some
of the greats of
business have become

my

clients.

Hour Dramas
Continued from page 27
of

the

they line up cur-

trade,

JESSE BLOCK
Registered Representative

One” and “Philco-

rently: “Studio

all

of

them

substituting

names

Honolulu Ira Mercer, veteran (cast and story properties) for i
Isle radioman, has been upped to
Quality. Question marks for next
president and general manager of
Aloha Broadcasting Co. opera- season: 20th-Fox’s altemate-weeker
tors of KHON, Honolulu. He suc- with “Steel” and tl-e Armstrongceeds Bryson Gardner, who re- Pontiac NBC hour to be helmed'
by “Philco” pioneer Fred Coe.
tains controlling' interest.

li

By appointment—

and Rank

ticket mailing list. Sheraton will tion on television. “Kraft Theatre”
handle the actual ticket sales. a strong third, turning out some
Charles Smith, ND's closed-circuit occasional dull' shows but always
director,
and Tom McDonald, maintainirfg a high quality of
Sheraton’s Chicago sales manager, scripts, acting, production and integrity. “U.S. Steel Hour” next, but
worked out the arrangements.
badly of late. “Robert
It’s understood that the Sheraton slipping
deal has no contractual Conflict Montgomery Presents” a tolerable
fifth,
some times turning out topwith BOTV whose scope only embraces theatre presentations. BOTV notch productions but generally
has a five-year pact with the school falling short of the mark. Then
whicli has three years to run.
some the newcomers, “Climax,”
“Lux” and “Front Row Center,”

—

design.
—formal
and
42“

backgrounds for
and barbecue patio.

rustic

HAUPT

IRA

ft

CO.

Investment Brokers

v

New

York 18.
LOngacre 5-6262 -

501 7th Ave.,

N

.Y.

EVERY DAY

ON

EVERY. CHANNEL

BROOKS

’

316,000 wafts

and stone

brick,

Beautiful landscaping

Korda

gross is estimated at $50,000. Goodyear” in a dead heat for the
The \ project will be launched best in their class, with the CBS
with the combined promotional
hoopla of the college and the hotel Monday nighter combatting “Philchain? ND will alert its farflung cd’s” general superiority in scripts
alumni groups and will use its with the slickest production-direc-

Imam+vir

iWAYMIlMO

—inManor
select

Tudor

distinguished

placed on 2Vi acres
N. J. country-suburb.

tial

lunlllH

'

'

CBS Radio’s hour long Sunday hot Weather
guestar policy.
Pacted as regulars pn the
Amoco-sponsored show are singers Toni Arden and Stuart Foster. Miss
Arden is a Columbia Records pactee and Foster is a regular on Galen
Drake’s Saturday morning variety series.
Continuing on “Rhythm” are the Elliott Lawrence orch and emcee
Bob Dixon;
“Rhythm on

feature,,

KYW

.

'

.

BOSTON

-

NBC

:

.

.

.

of the most untisual “penetration” campaigns which the publishscripter-proing house of E. P, Dutton is staging is in behalf of
ducer A1 Morgan’s upcoming novel, “The Great Man.” Some associate,
•it with a CBS personality.
Dutton is unsubtly capitalizing on this by
distributing advance copies among pBS rank-and-fllers, and the. wordof-mouth already is paying dividends. The titular “Great Mari” is given
a pretty thorough deflationary process by vet radio-TVite Morgan, and
Dutton 'already has 20,000 advance orders, which is unusual In these
publishing days when books with less than 10,000 sales are found on
'the current bestseller lists. Book actually is not for publication until

.

WGAR

.

One

1

.

.

,

—Radio-TV

500G

To Shoot Coml’s O’seas

show, Mary Davis, local WCCO staff songstress, landed engagement
on three Godfrey mornning tv and radio programs, netting her about
. A WCCO
$400 in fees, She’s also to receive other CBS auditions
Radio broadcast tribute to Winston Churchill on day of his retirement
as prime minister' by Dr, E. W. Ziebarth, station’s news analyst, to be
included among a collection of American tributes to be presented to
Churchill this summer. An article by Pr. Ziebarth entitled “The Mass
Media in International Commuication^ will be included in a new Anpleton-Century-Crofts anthology on “Better Language and Thinking,'*

13V

'
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COSTUMES
3 Will 6!M SI., N.Y.C.-T.I.

Actress

—

N. 7-5*00

Character

relumed from road. Work
colorful.
Wishes immediate all
mer stock. Also Brobdway fall
duction.
Natural comedienne

45,

better

.

.

.

most
sumpro-

none

believe me.

Box V 71455, Variety, 154 West 46th
Street, N. Y. 36.

.

,

In

M

WGBS-TV

Bow

Tokyo, July

12.

International Motion Picture Co.
of

Tokyo hag made a

three

ON

Continued from page 26

Fall

15-minute

series

of

films

TOY PATROL’

Ziv’s latest tv film series, “Highrealignment way Patrol,” has been sold in apof channels.
proximately
40
markets,
with
April, 1946 Probable date of three regional bankrollers, Carnation Milk, Lion Oil.iand Weidmann
resumption of broadcasting.
becomes comprising most of 'the sales, yidNov. 2, 1946
film syndicator maintains that it
WCBS-TV.
will spend $1,625,000 to lens the
Involved in the 1931 preqm were half-hour skein fronting
Brpierick
the late Mayor James J, Walker, Crawford, in order to enable ex*
Edward B. Husing Cmbre recog* tensive location filming.
mzable with the “Ted” attached),
Of the 40 markets pacted, Hon
Natalie Towers (“Columbia Tele- Oil has about 20 of them in the
vision Girl”), Edwin K.~ Cohan
south, with Carnation in about

accordance with

—
—WCBW

that
number <jf markets
through the northwest and the
mountain .states.
Weidmann has
taken four markets in the" south,
and the remainder of the stations
are local sales. With 39 films in
the crime adventure series to be
half

shot, the per-pic cost

breaks down

well in excess of $40,000 each.

.

DuP’s ‘Cavalcade’ Deal

Old Man of Mt. Fuji,” now

in pro- minutes, was transmitted under 500
duction, is about a guide on the watts of power, which was then
sacred mqpnfain.
deemed sufficient to cover
hattan.

Mam

—

SAG

Houston A novel contest is being conducted here by KNUZ. Listeners are being asked tb Write,
in a letter in 50 words or less, on
.

Continued from page 29

400%,. and they say this

beyond their

way

is

ability to

Could Manage
KNUZ.” Ken Grant) program disubject:

“If

I

Four Star Productions takes
over production reins, On DuPont’s
“Cavalcade of America” for the
coming season. Don Sharpe; part
owner of the production cpmpany,
set .the deal, with BBD&O acting
for the bankroller.
Series, at 9:30 Tuesdays over
ABC-TV beginning Sept. 13,
switches titles to “DuPont Cavalcade Theatre.” Warren Lewis will

pay. Allithat they can -pay rector for KNUZ, Said that prizes
coin, and a hike of will be given.
produce for
$5 in the daily minimum, now $70,
is as' lay as they can go,

ance stand

is

no more rerun

Four

Star.

37

‘Last of Old (FCC) Faces’
Continued from paxe 27

FCC

on
Japan for Winik Productions and
International Radio and Television
Programs of New York which are
slated for appearance on U. S. tv
shows this fall.
Series hag been in production (tech director of WABC, forerunfor over a year, shooting on loca- ner of WCBS Radio), Dr., Walter
tion with professional Nipponese Schaffer (chief engineer of the
actors. Each film is complete in it- German
broadcasting
system),
self.
Kate Smith (with her “Songbird of
introductory film, “Tokyo To- the South’* billing), the Boswell
day,” deals with office and home Sisters ( Connee, Vet and Martha )
lives of a secretary and her boss. Helen Gilligan and Milton Watson
“Pearl Girl” covers the girl divers (duet vocals), and George Gershwho harvest oyster-bearing pearls. win. (playing his “Liza” at the
“The Story of a Geisha” was shot piano )
in Shimbashi geisha district “The
Initial
program, running 45
color

RAPiO-TFXEVjSION

PfikttTr
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assistant
to.
,

BB

become

chief,

was moved over throughout

its existence and who
started with the old FRC as a clerk.
If is expected that Spillane will be
shifted to a position in the Broadcast Bureau.

SSRSB chief.
replace Plummer as

assistant

Named to
BB was Edward

head of

F.

Kene-

.

a" 42-year-old Republican who
Aside from its political,. motivareturned to the FCC five mdiitHs
Keneago after an absence; of seven years tions, the appointments ,q£
han and Barr to the top.: posts in
during which’ time he practiced law
the Broadcast Bureau are generally
in Washington and. was in the legal
well regarded here. Both Kenehan
division of RCA in Camden, N. J.
and Barr are considered highly acIt was understood that Kenehan
was being considered for other po- ceptable in their professions. IPs
also felt that an attorney, rather
sitions in the Broadcast Bureau.
than an engineer, should head the
His appointment as chief of the
Broadcast Bureau. *
-Bureau came as a surprise.
Given’ Kittner’s job was James
A. Barr, 47, a (Republican who has
been with FCC for 17 years, start* Emerson Sets Deal
ing as a radio inspector in the

han,

.

•

‘

New York field

office.

An

On Rep’s

engineer,

Barr has been chief of the Aural
Facilities (AM and FM) Division of
the Broadcast Bureau.
As head of SSRSB, Plumjner
takes over the job held by Edward
L. White, 59, a veteran engineer
with the Commission who has be T
come eligible for retirement. White
has been with FCC since its establishment in 1934 and had previously served eight years with the Federal Radio Commission, predecessor agency.
Kittner succeeds to the post held
by Lester W. Spillane, 38, an attorney who has also been with FCC

‘Forest Ranger’
Chicago, July 19.

Emerson- Pilms, Chi-based telepix firm headed by Walter Colmes,
formerly prez of Encyclopaedia
Britannica Films, has set. a distribution deal with. Republic Pictures*
Studio City Television productions
for its ^‘Forest Rangers’* series now
in the works. Reinald Werrenrath
Jr., ex-Chi NBC-TV producer, is
handling production oh. “Ranger”
which’ is being shot on location in
Upper Michigan,
Central character is flayed by
John Archer.
;

SAG met Thursday with indie
vidfilm producers outside the Alliance fold, seeking to negotiate the
telefilm pact with them, but the
producers unanimously rejected
separate negotiations, saying they
would follow the pattern set in
talks with the Alliance and the
major

telefilmeries.

A

number of leading- producers
contacted* Friday said they see no
possibility of a break in the situation, and some are preparing for a
.

strike.

SAG

minimum

seeks a

hike from

$70 to $90, but the chief obstacle in
negotiations thus far has been the
attempt to hbist the rerun fees.
Second runs are now cuff o insofar
as rerun coin is concerned.
At' the special meeting held by
the Alliance, a number Of producers defiantly spoke out against the
guild proposals, with one leading
telefilm maker urging the group
to nix SAG demands and “take a
strike if necessary.”
Another producer said under the

present guild pact it takes him
about two yfears to break even and
from then on he’s making a profit.
Under the SAG proposals, it would
take at least four years “if I was

he complained. He said
he would ra'her quit making vidpix than submit to guild demands.

lucky,”

Metro

TV Format
kom

Continued

page 29

tary” on various facets of studio
operation,
covering
areas
like
wardrobe, makeup, scenery, props,
etc. On top of this will be a three
or four-minute clip from an up-

coming Metro

pic.

And another

possibility is clips of scenes from
classics, a memorabilia segment. George Murphy will tie all
the ingredients together as host.
But since the “backstage” segment
isn’t to be a weekly feature, the

Metro

must come up with still
more segments in the “fresh-footstudio

age”

class.

ABG

Key
exec has disclosed that
there’s a flexible agreement in effect with Metro as regards its tv
effort. If “Parade” in its final' format this fall doesn’t work; out,
Metro i* free to switch to something else. If the half-hour time
limitation
is
responsible or if
Metro for another reason wants an
hour, the network will promptly
grant the extra time. Exec stressed
that Metro” wanted the half-hour

format for two reasons:
feeling

its

way

first,

into tv before

it's

mak-

ing its big bid, and second, there
wasn’t enough time to prepare an
hour show for the fall. This doesn’t
preclude the possibility of an hour
show in the future, it was pointed

TV

nobody sees
One

TV network "stars” is this techone of the scores of Bell. System TV

of the real

work
control rooms
nician at

You never

in

across the country.

see

him on4B a

— are

television screen.

But because

— black

and

from

city

successfully transmitted

to city.

Des

—

Moines Bill
general manager of

C,

Baldwin,

KSO,

Des

Moines, has resigned to join the
Trinity Broadcasting Co., Milwaukee. lie will assist with production and will have a program on
radio station WRIT, operated by
Trinity.

Ilis job is to

the picture

pickup

is

high quality, to switch programs from one

city to another, to

add

stations to the network,

to change channels as necessary.

of his work, television network programs

white or color

out.

star that

lie
nicians

one of more than a thousand trained techare engaged in this work.

is

who

They

use special equipment, like that

shown above,

to provide the finest possible television transmission

keep an eye on

%

TV— to

make

sure that

on

nearly 70,000 channel miles of Bell System network.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Providing transmission channels for intercity

television,

today and tomorrow.

.

!
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the,
into
kaleidoscopic ' foray
“story” of the U. S. Marines under simulated battle and training
action.

Continued from

NBC-TV

NeVr York

to

to

Police Gomish Adams in special^
report to the citizenry on WRCA- ing

TV Sunday

2

at

^24)

p.ih.

the Arlene Francis-“Home”
with which it’s packaged to make
..Buzz Blair,
75-minuter “!

'

.

.

;

..

‘

Up' a
„
Gainesback producer
of CBS-TV’s “Valiant
from European trip in time to Lady "became valiant producer
catch
Irvine Ricbin’s *<of her Monday (18) when, stage manager
“The Gambler” starring Bob Meyerson was overcome by
stable)
Jack Carson on “Steel Hour” tor the heat at dress rehearsal and
.
night (Wed.), also Carey Wilber’s, Blair had to take over pronto .
script on “Studio One” Monday Julius LaRosa is multi-weekly sum(18) and Jpseph Cochran’s “Des- mer show on CBS-TV drew him a
Cerebral Palsy
perate Glory” on “Lux Summer Trendex;of 6.1.
publicist Bob Wilson and wife to
Video” tomorrow (Thurs.)
, NBC
spot salesman Bob Barron to wed Plattsburgh, N. Y., for some restBill Koblenzer got the nod
Barbara Somers of Benton & ing
Moppet as sales manager for DuMont Tele.
Bowles in October

r^ r lBlanche

Writer’s

*

-

.

•

,

o

d

.

.

.

.

.

1

.

,

.

.

.

Beverly Lunsford returns to Robt. vision’s Electronicam and also to
Montgomery show Monday (25) handle whatever coaxial biz that
and Treva Frazee booked for might come his way. Was eastern
Kraft "TV Theatre” next week (27) sales manager for the network,
..Robert Fisk is film
Pat Pels, WRCA-TV assoc: dir when it was
i
throe- week, .supervisor of ABC Film Syndicarector,
for.
leaves
Europer July 31. Station’s Art tion, reporting .to Joe Greene, new
Hamilton hiatdsing in Maine and manager of ,the client service deEmpire Production
partment
Ed Burke' at Lake Champlain
Glenn Hasselrooth, who among Corp. renting out new tv closed
other chores advises towners to circuit studio for ad agency exturn down their receivers twice 'perimentation on live and film
nightly on WCBS-TV him features, commercials ... Earl Wrigbtson
to Edgartown, Mass., until Aug. 1 back to Robert Q: Lewis show
.
with Marianna Norris subbing for after fortnight vacationing.
.
the “filmflammer” on. continuity James MacArthur, 16-year-old son
for 32 pix and 21 miscellaneous of Helen Hayes and Charles MacSanford Semel, direc- Arthur, will be making what
stanzas
tor of “Surprise Show” on WCPO- amount# to his tv debut next month
TV, Cincy, has quit that to return on CBS. He’s booked for “Climax”
to tv production' in N. Y. .*. Perry Aug. 4 in “Deal a Blow.” Youngster
Fiske still “Inheriting the Wind” has been appearing with his mother
at 'the National Theatre nightly ih summer stock and. had done
and matinees and daytiming it on walkons in tv.
‘“Way of the World” on NBC-TV
(July 18 and 21)
* Les Diamond
becomes WRCA.-TV supervisor of
.

.

.

•

.

;

,.

.

.

.

.

,

-

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

b’cast

operations

Crankshaw (“Cracks^ in the Krem- Twin

Cities’ stations that televised onstration
of invisible writing.
McKenna worked in okay at
Wall”); man-in-street inter- the early morning Aquatennial pa-^ 7
rade
plentiful
under
sponsorship."
the
piano,.
with
a couple of tune#
views taking in joeblows in the GeThis was one of the annual sumnevas of Ohto ; New York and Ne- mer festival’s two parades. The tailored for audience participation.
Dave .
braska, which seemed like a silly- other will be an illuminated night
lin

.

replacing

'

dilly

‘Wide World’

Bill
as a

Tor so grave a -subject and

sans the saving grace-of comedy
Footage from Czechoslovakia from CBS-British cameramen Cyril Bliss and Frank Binney,
ral as aij underwriter.)touted* on the advance sheets, Was
spearheaded
Meanwhile^
by a. standard affair. Producer was
Ernest Leiser out of Irving Gitis in the midst of
Wood,
lin's
public affairs department,
setting up three units of operawith Vem Diamond directing and
ciates now casting director of Phil- tions with associate producers for Joseph Zigman the film superco-Goodyear ‘TV Playhouse.”. . . dramatic and entertainment facets visor.
Jfthn Hernandez joining business and a “revolving” cadre to explore
CBS also launched partly tranmgr.’s office of CBS-TV spot sales. and
features: scribed radio coverage starting
special
execute
Paul DuPont, Max Liebman’s There, will be some 25 persons in with the morning “World News
spec designer, hosting* 65 Eaves the setup when the corps is comcostumers at his Westhampton pleted and put on. a permanent Rouqdup” that morning and continuing all this week, as well as in
summer home July 23.
Liz schedule, though the fop men are
other aural and tv newscasts. On
Smith, asst, to producer on CBS
as yet undetermined,
Sunday at 12:30 pun, .the radio
Radio’s
Kathy Godfrey show.
z Next season’s opener on Oct. 16 web put forth “Crossroads at Gewill be pitched around “The Amer- neva,” to be repeated, as in- the
ican Campus,” encompassing the case of “Summit,” next Sunday
Ivy League and prestige schools as (24).
Involved here were Ike as
well as “grassroots” institutions tie boarded bis plane for Switzerand broken down into such types as land;' .Russia’s Molotov, Eden, a
academic, agricultural and me- spokesman for Faure, the ineviand table man-on-street stuff in Paris,
universities
chanical,
state
possibly a second of invasion Of CBS-Paris’ Blair Clark, the N. Y.
Canada by training the lenses on Times’ .Harrison Salisbury, .St.
Subsequent, formats .Louis. Post-Dispatch’s Raymond Pi
McGill U.
will turn on the country’s;, concert Brandt, at recent returnee from
and lecture' circuits, a Lincoln’s the USSR; street interviews in
Birthday special pegged around New York; Sevareid, Kendrick,
the ^Emancipator’s Memorial in. and other .CBS reps.
STAft THEATRE
Walter
Washington and", late in the sea- Cronkite narrated, Ralph BackSATURDAY NIGHT— N.I.C.
son (probably next June), a color- lund produced.
ama, aboard an' aircraft carrier off
Mght William Morris Agtnty
There were substantial Genevav
.San Diego.
Also, in view is a slanted segments oh.
a number of
other shows- on , Sunday, notably

Post who moves to NBC-TV
mgr. Dick Lerner, recently
promoted to assoc, director, is now
with “Today” staff ... John
Thornes just wound up a stint on
the Phil Silvers ^vidpix series and
starts a new commercial this week
for “Ford Theatre/’
Ethel Winant of Talent Asso-

SSS

floor

•r--

Continued from page' 25

sions is figurecl to

make

it

—

•

posed to love a parade, these tele- Robt. Q.’s Billings Upbeat
casts undoubtedly Were -witnessed
Robert Q. Lewis’ daytimer on
by thousands who preferred not to CBS-TV was ahead on two -counts
brave the crowds that jammed the as of last week,. General Mills,,
three-mile route in order to see it
firsthand.
They could have- wit- which had put in for cancellation,
nessed it from the municipal Sta- changed its mind and extended it«
dium’s stands, too, but that would order from Aug, 26 (effective date
have cost admission. Under any of the axing) to next October at

relief.

a natu-

,

•

“WWW”

—

circumstances,

least,

a cinch the admessages
their
large audience.
it’s

*

v

.

r.

Other pact brings Lanolin into
camp for Mondays, taking the 2:15
across to a
Parade, consuming about two quarter-hour beginning in Septemand "a half-hours to, pass a given ber, via Duggan-Phelps of Chicago.

i

vertisters

f

got''

point, included elaborate floats,
units, notable personages, bands, clowns, drummajorets,

marching

.

‘

feminine pulchritude and drum
corps by the wholesale.
KSTP-TV caught it at the Stadium as it took off and the cameramen did an especially good job
with closeup?, among them, those
of the lovelies on the floats and
elsewhere. Ace staffers Bill Ingram and George Grim supplied
describing
firstrate commentary,
details that might not be readily
pr otherwise visible to. tv viewers,

*

'

,

j

making interesting observations,
doing some interviewing and exchanging snappy small tailed Commercials were worked in go as not

*

•

TEXACO

»

•

i

Wed. (20).
Inasmuch as everybody’s sup-

affair

'

!

31

—

whisper the selection to him as the field are slated to appear on
Actually, it’s coming programs.
if he didn’t know.
the contestant who’s beprobably'
SoteriOs Pappas directs this one
page 27
Continued
ing informed of the item on tap. skillfully.
Hearst, H. V. Kaitenborn, U Nu of
Show impresses as. being essenAlong with the recent Pratt
Burma, Churchill/ Truman, et al. tially a promotion gimmick for At- Library-Waiters Gallery sponsored
the Palace of lantic City. On the initialer last “Key To The* Ages”, “Propaganda”
A scale model
Nations* whe^e the meeting is be- Thursday i 14), the selections were stacks up as one of the most effecing held/ was a good fillip even] generally inane. They included tive’ local jobs since tv got rolling
Burro.
though’ difficult to translate to a the girl who dives off the Steel here.
homescreen. Reuven Frank served Pier on a horse, a bicycle. built for. •
as producer-editor, with direction two (pictured on the resort's board- LUNCHTIME THEATRE
by John Goetz and script by Paul walk), an oar and a bus. The pan- With Ted Zeigler, Jeanne McKenna
Boh elists on. the opener included sing- Producer-Director: Les Goldsmith
Cunningham and Frank.
er Felix Knight, former lightHope introed the program “as hus- weight
and. featherweight boxing 45-Mins,; Mon.-thru-Fri., 12 (noon)
band, father and citizen.”
champ Tony- Canzoneri and Col- Participating
CBS’ Half-Hour Pitch
leen Hutchinson, Miss America of WGN-TV, Chicago
CBS-TV elected the half-hour 1952.
Ever since WNBQ discovered the
pitch, “The Summit; Report From
Miss Hutchinson gave the pro- noontime moppet audience back in
Geneva,” at 7 o’clock and this gram a decided lift, both as a look- 1952, there’s- been a big scramble
hardly went beyond an elongated er and in the pleasant manner, in* for the Windy City luncheon kiddie
editorial though snappier in the which she handled herself. Knight clientele. With three simultaneous
Canzoneri offerings, all pegged along the
‘play out than NBC’s treatise, May- also showed up well.
be 30 minutes is all that was need- played it for laughs but wasn’t too same live and cartoon lines, big
ed since even- those -participating successful. Contestants comprise question mark is whether there
in Geneva left wide open gaps as visitors to Atlantic City and get are enough tykes to go around.
Except for a new “uncle” and
to the issues under discussion, $25 if they stump the panel, or a
with even a* formal agenda miss- consolation prize of $10. King does “aunt" and the Loony-TuneS^horts,
a good job' working, with the panel this added starter out of the Jules
ing.
With CBS-London’s Howard and chatting with
the contestants. Rower packaging shop adds little
K. Smith emceeing, there were
Jess.
that’s unique to the now traditional
filmed reports and commentaries
format.
Ted Zeigler, as Uncle
from Eric Sfevareid at the Geneva, AQUATENNIAL PARADE
Bucky, and Jeanne McKenna, as
lakefront;
Richard C. Hottelet With Bill Ingram, George Grim
Aunt Jeanne, fill in around the
from Berlin; Alexander Kendrick, Producer: Ken Barry
cartoons with some byplay with
London staffer; a celluloid back- Directors: Bob Sears, Bill Garin
the. kids in the studio audience. On
drop with postwar 1945 as jump- 180 Mins.: Sat. (16), 9 a,m.
the stanza seen (12) Zeigler didn’t
have his “uncle” patter down too
ing off point; transatlantic phone Participating
pat and tended to talk over the
conversation between anchorman KSTP-TV, Minneapolis-Si. Paul
KSTP-TV was one. of the four youngsters’ heads, as on his demEdward
Smith
and
London’s

Summit

work for
producer Norman Frank bn new
quarter-hour show at 10:45 precedmoves over

/

Television Reviews

...

to be too disturbing.
Such tv lures as Bob Crosby, Jar

Murray, Randy Merriman istnd, Bes?
Myerson, here to participate in
other Aquatennial events, rode in
convertibles in the parades. Merriman,a former Minneapolitan, was
NBC-TV’s “American Forum” in the parade's
grand marshall.
Cain
Expect
From
which “What
We
Rees.
the Summit?” was kicked, a sound
*

.

Via interviews of Senators John PROPAGANDA
Sparkman (D,, Ala.) and ‘Styles With Leona Morris
N.H.);
(R„
CDS-TV’s Director: Soterios Pappas
Bridges
“Face the ...Nation” with Senator 30 Mins.; 8:30 pan.
Richard Russell (D., Ga.) discus- WBAL-TV, Baltimore
sing the armed services; and by
An inspired teacher with some
Senator Hubert Humphrey (D., highly" interesting material is an
Minn.) on NBC-TV’s “Meet’ the unbeatable combination as projected via “Propaganda”, a new
Press.”
Disneyland was the draw, either WBAL-TV public service half-hour.
Miss Leona Morris, a member of
because the citizenry is apathetic
Baltimore Junior
or the Geneva shows failed to the faculty of the
is at the helm of this'dou-'
College,
measure up,
entertainment-educable barreled
Viewers can earn
tion package.
one college credit by paying $8
TV’s Fall
and taking a final examination in
iFall business id being booked the fall as part of WBAL’s ‘ Colearlier than, ever as far as WCBS- lege At Home” series. But apart
TV is concerned, with spot pur- from its classroom framework,
chases in considerable upbeat cur- “Propaganda” offers some fascinatrently at the N. Y. key of CBS. ing video for the casual viewer.
Miss Morris has a Vast field at
Strangely enqugh,, sponsors, are
coming into line at the new “high”' her disposal which she dips into*
the relish and enthusiasm of
with
ratecard which became effective
*
that rare phenomenon, a genuine
May 1.
teacher.
Her range covers history,
Included in the July wrapup so
ecofar are: Buitoni, earmarked for literature, psychology, art,
hundreds of related
and
nomics
a
five -.a- week and three-week
.technithe
traces
spread on “Early Show” over 15- subjects as she
propagandist.
week span; Crown Zippers, for a ques and goals of the literate. Efand
13-week ride tri-weekly on Mar- Her style is brisk
fective use of visual aides comgaret Arlen’s capsule “Morning
bined with her precise delivery
Memo”; Chock Full O’Nuts, long- gives her efforts remarkable clart earner
on Friday-Saturday seg- ity.
ments of "Late Show”; Wine GrowRecent programs devoted to the
ers Guild, 20-second spots Mon- propaganda of warfare showed audays at 8 p.m., for 26 weeks; and thentic posters, and lithographs
Chase Manhattan Bank, a three- from the Civil War and World War
some of stationbreaks weekly year I eras. Guest experts on various
round.
subjects within the broad range of
.
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WGN-TV EXPANDS
VIDFILM INVENTORY

-

O’Fallon Cites Operating
Deficits

m Asking FCC

*

1

Official Films has inked for its
sixth series in Britain with Han-

nah Weinstein and the

fifth

under

Independent Television Program banner. Shooting starts about
the first of next year for early
spring delivery on a half-hour adventure show called “Slade of -the
Bengal Lancers.”
“Slade” production at the Nettlefold Studios in England and. on
location in Africa starts about the
same time as another ITP-Official
show, “Sir Henry Morgan.’’ Two
the

Chicago, July. 19.
WGN-TV, which maintains the
largest film stockpile in town, has
added three syndicated series to
its exclusive inventory and is negotiating for a fourth. When all
the deals are sewed up the station
will have enlarged its for-sale library by 228 half-hours.
Already signed is a two-year exclusive tieup on CBS Films* “The
Whistles:”
and “San Francisco
Beat,” both 39 half-hours. All 98
segments of ABC Films’ “Racket
Squad”, were grabbed up to run
over a four-year period. Bargaining is still going on with Television Programs of America for 51
installments of “Ramar of the
Jungle.”
Latest purchases for an/ undisclosed figure follows by only a few
weeks WGN-TV’s $400,000 investment in (exclusive Chi rights to 123

other skeins, contracted for- earlier
but probably going before the cam*
era at a later date under the Weinstein aegis, are the Richard Hearne
“Mr. Pastry” situation comedy and
“Tangiers.”
Plcjns for “Slade” and “Morgan” Gene Autry and Roy Rogers Recall for. similarly-timed efforts at public Western features being disa national or regional sales, before tributed by MCA-TV.
any syndication setup is fixed.
In production for Official currently are Harry Alan Towers’
TCF’s 30 Scnpters
“Scarlet Pimpernel” and ITP’s
Hollywood, July 19.
“Robin H8od.” Miss Weinstein
TCF Television Productions has
filmed “Colonel March” for the
signed
writers
thus far and -is
30
syndicator before the ITP setup.
negotiating deals for additional
•scribblers.

4>

.

There are 16 typewriter artists
working on the “My Friend
Flicka” teleseries and 14 oh the
General Electric anthology series.
.

Canada’s Parliament
iv;

More
ied

Decision Off Months
By ROBERT A. McSTAY

office space

for

the

is

being- read-

expanding

staff

scribblers.

of

Washington, July 19.
In requesting prompt approval
of his $400,000 sale, of KFEL-TV
in Denver to J. Elroy McCaw’3
Gotham Broadcasting Co. (WINS)
in New York, Gene Q’Fallon ,told
FCC last week he is unable to meet
operating deficits which began:

WCCO, KSTP is showing a good
Minneapolis, July 19.
radio activities con-* radio gain over a year ago.
Both Haeg and Hubbard point
tinue at an unusually fast pace,
out that the present radio Splurge
with some of the grpund lost to, tv is coincident with the usual sum.being recovered. Leading stationer, mer pulling-in of horns by°video.
’
reporting substantial gains over The realization has groWrij they
the corresponding 1954 period, feel, that because of radio equippromise to wind up with their best ped autos and portables at beaches
with the loss of hi$ NBC affiliation summer billings in several years, and parks audio has a wliack at
many people who temporarily and
in late 1953.
McCaw urged the] a survey shows.
partly desert tv in the summer for
agency* to act on the transfer beIndications of a growing belief
fore August when FCC operations here that a big future still exists the outdoors.
After disposing of their
will be virtually suspended because for audio are found in a number
of vacations,
of developments. These include* the tv station here following the sale
O’Fallon last his affiliation to stations’ aggressiveness *in bids of the radio branch, to Eddie
group reentered radio here
KOA-TV which, went on the air for business With ..new and novel Ruben
Christmas eve in 1953; The CBS programming and expanded* sell- a few months ago by purchasing
for
$325,000 from the Ralph
affiliation in Denver is held by ing; the recent purchase of a comKLZ-TV and the ABC by KBTV. paratively minor station, WLOL, Atlas interests.
and applications
Although there already are II
$325,000,
O’Fallon’s KFEL-TV was the first for
tv station on the air following the. pending With the FCC for two Twin Cities’ radio stations and
new stations in local suburbs,
video is supposed to be. a threat
lifting of the freeze in 1952.
Acquisition of KFBL-TV will
Larry ttaeg,. general manager of to audio, two more new stations
give McCaw his third tv interest. WCCO, the CBS outlet here which are planned for Minneapolis subHe now owns
(TV) in Ta- has come up* with new. novel and urbs. Applications for the percoma, Wash,, and. holds a one- elaborate shows, feels that tv com- mits are now before the FCC.
fourth interest in
(TVl in petition- and radio networks’ deNumber of stations would be inHonolulu, Hawaii. In addition to cline. have been a spur locally, to creased still further,* too, if a
his 75% holding in WINS he also: renewed programming and selling present campaign to raise $30,000
owns radio, station KORC4n Min- efforts and better allaround show- through $6, sale of stock to' the
public for a
eral Wells, Tex., has 50% inter- manship on the program end.
“good music”' staStan Hubbard, KSTP general tion succeeds.
est in KYA In San Francisco and
KELA in Centralia, Wash., and manager, thinks that such an NBC, There are two' competing appliin network sjlpw as “Monitor” has cants for a proposed ngw radio staminority interests in
Yakima,' Wash., KALE in Rich- given radio a distinct lift by creat- tion to service Minneapolis suburland, Wash., and KAP in Raymond, ing much, favorable word-of-mouth ban St. Louis Park-Edina and Hopas. well as luring ah audience. Like kins area.
Wash:
Twin

Cities’,

;

,

;

j

WDGY

I

1

Toronto, July. 19.
With the Canadian Parliament
folding for its annual Vacation, the
special Radio-Television Commit?
tee has sidestepped any possibility
that Toronto, in the- immediate, future, Will be given any private tv
station outlets and that the current
monopoly of the state-operated''
Canadian Broadcasting C.orp. will
still prevail. Famous Players, with
complete studio facilities. setup at
its Victoria Theatre here, plus mobile' units, is still prepared to gamble-ditto Jack Cooke, owner of
two- radio -stations in .Toronto and
Ottawa—but the House of Commons committee has recommended
the; continuance of the present
CBC monopoly system.
.This gives* the CBC sole tv broadcasting rights in Canada’s population, centres, including 'Toronto,
with the CBC giving operating licenses to. 18, centres across Canada
in which the CBC has no immediate intention of entering
-but
these centres must accept CBC programs as a clause of the contract
of permission to operate.
Opposition parties in Parliament
are demanding the free enterprise
competition of private tv stations
but have .been voted down by the
Parliamentary party in power.
Their request is now for a Royal
Commission to examine the private
and political problem, this particularly based on survey results which^
show that the great' majority of
Canadian tv viewers are switching
to American programs and ignoring

.

<

WTCN

.

:

.

KTVW
KONA
.

FM

'

,

KVAK

• *

'

.

familiar

happy ending

(for

WNEW):

—

CBC-TV broadcasts.
No Regulatory Board
However, the licensing of apy
private competitor is still stymied
by the CBC and must await the
decision of the proposed Royal
Commission, whose opinions may
not be prepared for several months.
Meanwhile, Famous Players, with
a chajn of 630 theatres across Canada, has repeatedly: filed its application in the past three years for
a private license covering the Toronto area, but has been unable
to secure a license* .despite fact
that the theatre Chain is prepared
to gamble its own heavy coin.
Same goes (or Cooke, radio stations owner, together with a magazine publishing empire and ownership of the Maple Leafs baseball
team and stadium in Toronto.
As was expected, the party in
power has recommended against the
establishment of a regulatory board
which would remove the supervisory powers now exercised by
the CBC, this despite the insistent
objections of Canadian private tv
stations.
The federal committee
agreed With the view of Davidson
Dunton, CBC chairman, that the
state setup continue to supplement
.

,

its

February-March and March -April 1955 art th# first two report* of a ntw and continuing
In a 29-county area including Metropolitan New York,
conducted by A. C. NIELSEN COMPANY, "World'* Largest Marketing Research Orgonixotion.*
survey of radio listening

commercial program revenue
including American program

this

—

imports with revenue from Canadian government subsidies, plus
the excise tax of 15% paid by

Canadian listener-viewers on their
purchase of tv sets and on subse-'
quent parts.

Represented by

SIMMONS ASSOCIATES,

INC.

WNEW

NEW YORK
1

...

1130
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—
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and Disks

Jocks, Jukes

By MIKE GROSS

RCA

“Electronic Music Synwhose capacity
for producing music and imitating
demonis
various “instruments
strated Qn‘ ia new ifcCA Victor iainch LP, it an engineering dream
and a Petfailo-nightmhre-cbme-toThis is canned- music' in
life.
spades and any headaches that the
thought it had on this score

The

thesizer,” a device
.

Mitch Miller Orch: “Yellow Rosa
Winter”
Texas”-“Blackberry
(Columbia). “Yellow Rose” will

performs seven selections in the

and combined. While the harpsic ho rd# sound on , Bach’s'” WalbTepi:

.

pered Clavier” doesn’t rate with
WonjSi Landowska’s it’s a close
enough approximation* of the real
,

thing to indicate that* the future of
music may well belong to the vacu-

um tube. The authenticity, howonly have been minor; the real ever, of the synthetic piano sound
on “Nola” is startling. The mamiTaines are about to begin.
Although the machine is still in chine also makes very much like
appropri-.
the developmental stage, this LP a hillbilly band with the

AFM

foreshadows the shaoe of things to
come. Here is music without musicians performed by an electronic
robot which can analyze the components of any known sound then
reproduce it if its circuits are fed
A
proper coded signals.
the
Juilliard graduate with some additional degrees from 'the Massachusetts institute of Technology could
have a- ball with this -setup.
The Victor" LP, a- specialized
item for the scientifically-bent hiand then
addicts,
explains
fi
demonstrates the “synthesizer.” On
Side One,* John Preston, research
engineer .with the Acoustical Labor
ratory at RCA’s David .Sarnoff
Research Center, which developed
the system, gives a scholarly, comprehensive verbal explanation of
the .nature of sound, with' illustrative musical selections by the “synthesizer.” Most of Preston’s script
is duplicated in the liner notes
which are accompanied by tone
characteristic charts and a schematic circuit of the “synthesizer.”
The latter gives a rough, idea of
the enormous complexity of this
-

*

invention.

On

.

Side Two, the “synthesizer”

ate cbrnball effects and,- while the
“dance band” sound bn Irving Ber“Blue Skies” doesn’t exactly
swing, that’s the fault of the engineer who was feeding the machine with mickey mouse signals.
What a Fletcher Henderson with
an E. E. degree could have done
would probably have been another
lin’s

matter.
In any case, this platter marks
the beginning of the “age of automation” in the arts.

.

He

and bis

204th Consecutive

.

ABC-TV—Sat.

9-10 P.M.

.

—

Modern

Dance With Me, Henry

Domani

.Montauk

Harms

Fooled
Good and Lonesome
Hard to Get.
Heart— ’•‘“Damn Yankees”
Hey* Mister Banjo
Honey Babe— f “Battle Cry”

.

Witmark

.

Hummingbird
If It’s a Dream

—

’•“/Seventh.

Porgie

Frank
Mills

Witmark
.Jungnickeh
Chappell

Dream”

—

Never Stop Loving You t“Love Me, Leave Me” Feist
of the Pharaohs (“Land of the Pharaohs” , Remick
'
Leamin’ the Blues
Barton
Love Me or Leave Me t“Love Me or Leave Me”. . BYC
May I Never' Love Again.
Broadcast
Piddily Patter Patter
Marks
Rock Around the Clock— f “Blackboard Jungle” .... Myers
Sailor Boys Have Talk to Me in English
Morris
Something’s Gotta Give i“Daddy Long Legs”
.Robbins
Sweet and Gentle
Peer
That Old* Black Magic
Famous
Two Lost Souls ’•‘“Damn Yankees”
Frank
Unchained Melody f “Unchained”
Frank
Wake the Town and Tell the People
Joy
Whatever Lola Wants *“Damn Yankees” ........ Frank
Young and Foolish—*“Piain and Fancy”..
Chappell
I’ll

—
—

Land

Calif.

EDT

Dodge Dealers

America

of

dio show. Columbia Records once
issued some Funt disks and this 10inch LP of the. best from the series should create some interest in
the wax markets The tapes have
been sharply reproduced for the
LP and the eight bits come across
well. Among the sequences that hit
the bullseye are “She Salesman,”
“Chained” “Blue Plate- Special”
and “The .Fruit Peddler. ’V George
de Holczer does A' fine job as the

Okuh tack16 ' Canadian tunes in this
10-inch LP set and brings to each
the care and understanding of a
true aficianado. He sings some in
English and some in French and
all are charming. He self accomps
on the guitar while Jo Jaffe assists
with the banjo.,,
for natiye-syled tunes.
les

Bleestein Joins Mills
Joel Bleestein has joined Mills
Music as aid to Jay Leipzig, ad

.

RCA

the

.

(Capitol)

‘i

UNCHAINED MELODY

2.

,

petish on “The Bible Tells Me So.”
but he’s turned out a strong rendi-

'

tion.

•

<

Jo Ann Tolley: “My First Love”“Dearest One” (Jubilee). Jo Ann
Tolley is an interesting wax stylist
who's due to come up with the
big one. This coupling, however,
"My
is just par for the course,
First Love,” is a fair ballad- but
l&Jks that get-across punch. “Dearest One” is just a routine, effort
and she inserts more vocal. trickery
than it deserves.
The Ban-Joes: “Plink Plunk
Plinkety Plunk”- “Banjo Woogie”
(Columbia). The Ban-Joes .are a
new group that has been put together to cash in on the current
disk industry banjo craze.
The
handle seems a little silly but fortunately the boys have a sprightly
item to work with in “Plink Plunk”
and should do well, especially on
the coinbox level. Side's catchy
beat should pull the coins into the
machine. “Banjo Boogie,” though,
is just a synthetic attempt to get
another banjo angle.

Could Be With You.”
Margaret Waiting: “A Man”“Mama's Pearls” (Capitol). Margaret Whiting could move back
Into the bestselling brackets with
“A. Man.” Tune gets a solid rhythmic ride that guarantees spin's
on all levels. She gets a topflight
assist from Dave Cavanaugh's orch
backing. “Mama's Pearls” doesn't
quite come off.
Dolores Hawkins: “I’m A
Rhymer”-“My Girl Friend’s Boy
Friend” (Epic).
When Dolores
Hawkins* gets a bright piece of material, she gives it zestful delivery
that’s hard to beat. Such a tune
is “I’m A Rhymer.” It has a novel
lyric idea and an infectious beat
and should get okay turntable action. The bottom deck is a so-so
ballad.

voice that'll stir

up

plenty

artists.

Sellers

on Coin-Machines.
Frank Sinatra

Capitol

Roy Hamilton
\Al Hibbler

Epic
...Decca

(7)
5

(14)

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK

4.

SWEET AND GENTLE

;

(8)
(

Alan Dale

(

Georgia Gibbs

(2)

(17)

(11)

.

8.

HARD TO GET (5)
IT’S A SIN TQ'TELL A

9.

SOMETHING'S GOTTA GIVE

7.

Remick
Stockings”

,

—

Chappell
’•‘“Underwater” Chappell

Coral

Mercury

^

Victor
Coral

^

^ole-

Capitol

;

Valentine

London

Gisele MacKenzie

LIE

(4)

.

•

•

•

•

P

«••••••

9

•

(

.

(3)

Label

Somethin’ Smith

•

McGuire

“X Sammy

........ Coral
Davis, Jr. ...... Decca
Sisters

MGM

Art Mooney

(8)

X J

Epic

**

*
•
:

-

.

-

Modem
.

.

.

....

.

Chappell

.;

...........

,

Second Group

Frank

,

Mills

.

a Sin to Tell a Lie.

HONEY BABE

10.

E)tc foe

$
>

Decca

(Perez Prado
Alan Dale
(

0

.

Capitol

Comets

Bill Haley's

CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE

A BLOSSOM FELL

Les Baxter

1

cj

—

•

•

•

«

«

•

t

•

i,?

Chappell

Barton

Mambo De

Spier
Shapiro-B

— t’/Love Me or Leave Me”.

Paree

Melody of Love
Near to You ’•‘“Damn Yankees”

—

POPCORN SONG
THAT OLD BLACK MAGIC

BVC
Frank
Tee-Kaye

Blues

Rock and Roll
Sandy’s Tune

Signature

Shapiro-B
Shake, Rattle and Roll
Progressive
Sluefoot— *“Daddy Long Legs”
Robbins
Something's Gotta Give— t“Daddy Long Legs”.... Robbins
Sweet and Gentle
...
Peer
Two Lost Souls *‘‘Damn Yankees”
Frank

Unchained Melody '{’“Unchained”
Frank
Whatever Lola Wants *“D,r-n Yankees” ........ Frark
When You Wish Upon a Star
Bourne
Young and Foolish— +"Plain and Fancy”
Chappell

—

{
(

BVC

,

Sammy Davis,

LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME

Witmark
A§pen

Leamin' the Blues
Love Me or Leave IWte

——

.Mama’s Pearls

Laramie,” gets a lot of help from
Ralph Young's topnotch vocalizing.
Tune has a catching western flavor
and a lyric to match, so -the deejays will probably get requests for
especially when the pic gets
it,
around. Young has strong com-

beginning to cover “Seventeen.” The' Fontaaes have the best
chance .to bring in to the top of
the' pop brackets. It's a driving
item with the kind of lyric that
appeals to the coke set and the
girls give it a powerful piping attack. Ella Mae MOrse's cut for
Capitol has a lot of drive, too, and
The Fontanes
will
win plays.
change pace on the flip side for a
slick workover of the oldie, “If I
are

3.

5.

In Case of Ties)

Cherry Pink, Apple Blossom White
Dance -With Me, Henry
Darling, Je Vous Aime Beaucoup
Heart ’•’“Damn Yankees”
Hey, Mister Banjo ...... v
His' and Hers
Honey Babe-r-f “Battle Cry”
How Important Can, It Be

'N'

Could Be With You

A MAN

>;:

-

I

.

(

............
Shapiro-B
Brains- A Little Talent
“Damn Yankees” Frank
Fell.

You—*“Silk

Jf

i

.

.

Alabama Jubilee

Rhythm

SEVENTEEN

V

MARGARET WHITING

warm

Victor account.

LEARNIN* THE BLUES

1.

'

It’s

FONTANE SISTERS

.S5SSL 10 Best

—

(More

All of

Blackberry Winter

.1

manager, and Norman Warembud,
Rossano Brazzi; “Summertime In
production manager. Bleestein will
Venice”-“Believe In Me” (Victor).
coordinate the functions of both
Big pitch here is the fact that the
divisions.
Milt Gabler, Decca ’artists Sc
male star of the pic, “SummerHe formerly was associated with time,” has been put into the groove repertoire chief, will be In Hollythe
Grey Advertising Agency, with tWo melodies from the film. wood for the next couple of weeks
where he was traffic manager on Rossano Brazzi has a deep and for sessions with the. label's Coast

6.

A Xittle

Columbia )

(Dot)

rAllen Funt: “Candid Mike” (Jubilee).
A few years back, Allen
Fuht created a stir in broadcasting
dries with his “Candid Mike” ra-

Too 30 Sonss on TV
Blossom

(

Go Home.”

—

A

YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS

MITCH MILLER ORCH

mantle,” “My Heart Stood Still”
and a Rogers* original “Martians

.

—

—

pop

his

Sponsored by

ada have been virtually untapped
by the balladeers so Milt Okun’s
“I Sing Of 'Canada” should have
lots of appeal for those who go in

.

ibut

Week

—Ocean Park,

.

The top 30 sortgs of week (more in case of tics), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman
* Legit .musical.
Director. Alphabetically listed.
t Film.
Survey Week of July 8-14, 1955
Shapiro-B
A Blossom Fell
Alabama Jubilee
Reinick
Bible Tells Me So
Paramount
Chappell
Blue Star
Chee Chee-oo Chee
H&R
Cherry Pink. Apple Blossom White f“Underwater”. Chappell

interest,

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
1

Aragon Ballroom

takes off on eight tunes, in this
12-inch LP set and gives 'em all
driving approach that has. touches
of progressivtsm but still .moves- in
a high-spirited, jazz ’gait. .Tfis; sidemen are Jimmy Giuffre, clarinet;
Pete Jolly, piano; Curtis. Counce,
bass; and Shelly Manne, drums.
Rogers, of course, sparks- 'em
with his sharp trumpet wbrk. Best narrator.
in the repertoire is “Isn’t It RoMilt Okiin: “I Sing Of panada”
(Stinson).
The folk songs of Can.

femme

teen”-“If I Could Be With You” Laramie”-“The Bible Tells Me So”
After kicking up some (Decca). The .title, song from the
(Dot).
noise in the midwest, the diskeries Columbia piq, “The Man From

LAWRENCE WELK

.

Shorty Rogers! “The Swinging
Mr. Rogers” (Atlantic). Although
Shorty Rogers can be classified as
a charter member of the Coast’s
experimental jazz school, this album excellently showcases him as
a swinging tottler who hasn’t
floundered only in the: cool groove.

of

spinning appeal is limited.
On
both sides he mixes up vocalizing
and patter for okay romantic improbably stai*t a marching song pact. “Summertime In Venice” is
avalanche. It’s one of Miller’s best the more melodic of the two and
Cuts in some time and he gives it should nab the play.
everything including fifes and banCrew-Cuts: “Present Arms”jos. It’s a solid piece of tune ma“Gum Drop” (Mercury). When Art
terial, too, and holds up all the
Mooney kicked off “Honey Babe,”
way. On the Coral label, Johnny he also kicked off a series of G.I.Desmond gives it a stirring inter- angled tunes. Latest entry is “Prepretation which should put him in sent Arms,” which also stands a
line’ for strong spinning play. Milgood chance for strong jock and,
ler has a pleasant folk-styled song Juke play.
The- boys try hard on
on the' reverse and thrush Berna- “Gum Drop,” but the material
dine Read brings it home neatly.
keeps getting in their way.
The Fontane Sisters; “SevenRalph Young: “The Man From
of

of various instruments, solo

style

IF

MAN

|

SHABflG

HUMMINGBIRD
A STORY UNTOLD

*

:

Capitol

Davis Jr.

. . .

>.

.

j'

Eddie Fisher

(

Four Aces

‘
-

V

1

PrMmw^u

Decca
’.

.

!

Julius

(

Tony Martin
Les Paul-Mary Ford

!

4

«

•

^

.Victor
.

.

.

Creiv>Cuts

Capitol

Mercury

~
'
•

*

t

^

” IjomSZ
1
“

Dot
LaRosa ........ Cadence

(

;

.Decca
Capitol

Pat Boone

*

.

........... Victor

.

.

*4

™ A *aincoat
THAT A

Stone

Nat (King) Cole
*

DOMANI

'

Cliffie

Sammy

MAtf

AIN'T

t

•

I

HEART

T

Lena Horne

Jr. ....... Decca
........... .Victor

Viauret

ir»

vnreuthesrs indicate number ol weeks son a has been in the Top 101

^
444444 4444 444-4444<4444 4 » 44+» 4>44 4 44444444444444 4 444 44444444
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CAPITOL CUTS DEALER

COST ON 10-INCH LPs
•Hollywood, July 19.
Capitol Records, has dropped
dealer prices on its 10-inch LP “H”
albums from $1.98..to $L23. Dealer’s
will ;'fee
guaranteed
costs
through Dec. 31
a credit adjustment being gi£fea> to Cap dealers on 33 V3 rpm LjP’s purchased
J

Publishers

Starr, prez of the Musics
Holding Corp., the

powerful

Warner

(Remick,

Witmark,

Herman

group

Bros,

Harms,

|
‘

'

Brubeck Grew Outdraws

etc.),

says that while he had acquiesced
to* a IVzC royalty rate (as; against
the statutory 2c) for EP records,
it .was with the understanding of a
$1.47 retail price. When' the EPs
went up to $1.49,' he was glad to
avail himself of the opportunity to
insist on what he thinks aiiy music
publisher is entitled to, i.e. the
full 2c^per.
"‘However, I'm not talking for
anybody but us,” says the vet music

Longhairs in Chi Park
Chicago, July 19.

after July
Diskery says ljstr

The Dave Brubeck Quartet, only “H”
booked into Ravinia
Park, Chi’s outdoor music showcase, matched the drawing power

•

i
•

'

its

r

-

\,

ap-

Of ‘Carbon’ Disks

t

“St. Catherine,” which be alleges
Mercury used On ..its Denise Lor

-

,

.

it to a time-contract in a
trade paper; the once-in-a-while
advertiser has to pay the top, single-time ad rate, but there are the
for
discounts
usual frequency
steadier customers.
is
that
we
I
know
“One thing
don’t want our standards peddled
like
of
some
oh. a wholesale rate
these Brill Bldg, publishers. Let
busithe phonograph companies do
ness with them on whatever cutrate terms they please,”. Starr

likehs

of that number..

Heretofore, arrangers have been
held not to have any independent
rights to song arrangements. Previous copyright interpretations have
given all rights* to arrangements
to v the publishers who have the
proprietary interest in the.arranged
song. Hence, any disker could copy

Houston/ Buffalo and Fresno for
the past few weeks.
As worked out by company execs/
the.
plan is. designed .both to
.strengthen existing dealers and encourage the entry of additional
disk outlets in towns not now serviced by retailers. Under the plan,
Victor* insures the dealers' customers rapid mail service on any catalog item not in stock. The customer pays the dealer list price
and the dealeivfiUs in a coupon with
the desired selection for mailing to
of ASCAP.
Victor’s Indianopolis plant where
Gilbert long has led the ASCAP all mall orders are handled. The
group here. In addition to being dealer purchases liis cornons from
on ASCAP board at present, lie the distrib and gets a straight 25%
also is chairman of the Coast com- markup on each coupon sale, inmittee. of ASCAF writers. This stead^ of- the usual 38% markup
committee first was' formed back on regular disk sales;/
In towns already serviced by
in 1946 when Gilbert led ASCAP
residents
here in protest that disk’ dealers, the coupon plan* is
Coastites were given seant con- being made available only to regusideration in ASCAP counciling.
lar .platter- outlets as a method of
supplementing their* Store inventbries. It’s hoped that the rapid
mail service (an average of five
or six days between the order and
the delivery ) will cut into the record club operations around the
country. Latter, according to disk
execs, feed on the inadequate inventories of the average small
,

.

.

because he doesn’t think it’s _ the
province of an established music
The disk biz is developing an
publisher to ‘‘come -begging with
his song in his hand, like some additional source of income in
mendicant, to land that 2c royalty non-show, biz commercial tievlpS.
per platter, and then we never get
Columbia Records* transcription
the full amount what with cutrates
division already has moved into
and 10% ‘breakage* charges.”
Starr says this is no retaliation this field with special disk projfor any pop disking sluffoff; it’s a ects for such varied outfits; as. An
general communique to which any airlines, a detergent Manufacturer
copyright owner is entitled, except- and- a greeting card firm.
ing he has exercised it. What modiLatest deal whipped up by A1
fications may be made for one or Shulman who heads Col’s trananother, favored platter-maker he scription department is With the
doesn’t know, excepting that he Gibson Art Co., manufacturers of

ASCAP Prez

Hollywood,
Members of ASCAP here have
[launched a drive to push L. Wolfe
Gilbert, board member outfit, for
prexy. No ASCAP topper has ever
hailed from the Coast. Stanley
Adams, incumbent prexy, cannot
be returned to office after his current term expires next spring since
a Society by-law prohibits any
prexy from serving more than
three consecutive terms. Adams
may be named to general manager

.

.

slice

i'-

town

'

.

Song.”.

.

-

stated.

Diskery execs, meantime, are
studying what action to take
Starr demand. One company lawyer conceded that if Starr
Insists on -2c, he will probably
get it.

a nominal initial investment. Victor
supplies the coupons, and a multicolored catalog with stand from
which the customer -can designate
the platters he wants.

above the copyright secured by the newly formed disk company subsid, has heen huddling with the
last fall he operators of the nitery for an okay
for Miss Lor to bring their jazz tootlers under
ori
“St.
Catherine,” which she the Am-Par banner.
recorded under his direction. That
The Birdland ops had been mullversion was never publicly rea label of their own to groove
leased.
Subsequently,
Leahy ihg
the jazzters who have no other
charges. Mercury cut the same
disk company affiliations and wore
song with Miss Lor and. used his considering, a tieup with the indie
arrangement note-for-note from Roost Records. The Roost deal fell
end to end.
through,
however,
and
Clark
Leahy is asking for an injunction quickly opened up talks for a
'

personalized “Happy Birthday
The tune, which is owned
by the Gibson people, was cut. by
the warbler in eight different versions (for wife, husband, mother,
dad, sister, daughter, sweetheart
and darling) and the disk is packaged in an embossed greeting
card.
The card will be priced at
$1 and will be sold only through against release of the' Mercury disk Birdland tie.
Gibson’s retail outlets, of which and for art accounting of the
Meantime, Sid Feller took over
there are about 7,000 around the damages.
his post as Am-Par pop a&r chief
r
country.
Monday (18). Clark and Feller
now will begin huddling with
Miss Clooney’s deal vvith Gibson
agents and artists to start building
is for a fee plus a royalty on the
a pop roster. Target date for the
cards, while Col gets, its regular
Am-Par’s first releases is right
fee for preparing the Sisks required by the manufacturer.
“Pete Kelly’s Blues,” the Jack after the first of the year.
(jther industry premium and Webb jc>ic production, is getting
promotion deals worked out by wide and unusual disk coverage
Col’s transcription division have from the major companies.
The
been with the Scandinavian Air wax play is unusual in that both
Lines and Gold Seal’s Snowy RCA Victor and Columbia have
IN
Bleach. For the airlines, Col pre- issued sets, framed around the
Alan Freed’s rock ’n’ roil unit is
pared a special 10-inch LP fea- pic’s standard jdzz score, with
turing Mitch Miller, Jerry Vale the same combo, headed by Matty set to move back into the Brooklyn
and Jill Corey and for the deter- Matlock, who is featured on the Paramount for a week’s stay begent, Col prepared a special Jo pic’s soundtrack.
The same Mat- ginning Sept. 2.- Unusual aspect
Stafford coupling of "‘St. Louis lock crew plays the same selections of the fall bash is that pop singer
Blues” and “I Only Have Eyes for for each company. Columbia, how- Tony Bennett will headline the
You,” which Gold Seal offered its ever, has included some selection rhythm & blues package*
customers for d* box-top. Shulman by the Ray Heindorf orch while
R&B artists already lined up for
currently is working on more pre- Victor’s set has a narration by the show are The Harptones and
mium and promotion deals.
Webb.
The Nutmegs. Patricia-Kahl Music,
Meantime, Decca is issuing a pic publishing firm which packages
album *w-ith Ella Fitzgerald and thfe show, are currently dickering
Peggy Lee, both of whom appear for Ruth Brown and Laverne
FILES
in the film.
Capitol has also is- Baker.
sued an.EP set by the Ray Anthony
Alan Freed, a WINS (N.Y.) disk
’GIRL
orcli but just to complicate the
jockey brought .the first rock ‘n’
situation, the album features a picHollywood, July 19.
roll show to the Brooklyn Parature of Webb on the cover.
R.C A Victor has closed a deal
As part of the promotion for the mount last Easter Week and pulled
with Frederick Brisson and Paraa

No Competition Angle
Larry Kanaga, Victor’s v.p. and
operations manager, stressed that
the company would not set up such
no-inventory coupon sale points
in or near cities with regular outlets. He insisted, however, that the
(Continued on page 43)

.

still

on, the

CAN’T TEL THE

HUES’

Sacks, Other

Sheldon Pays Off
in

-

Folsom Expansion Plan

Non-Union Pluggers
week

in

its

action

against

Sheldon Music when the pubbery
agreed to shell out $1,000 for hir.MPCE
ing non-union pluggers.
took action against the pubbery
last year when* it started hiring
campus contactmen around the
country at about $25 a week to
plug its songs with the local deejays, distributors and dealers.
In the settlement, which was

VICTOR

made

CLAIM

in N. Y. City Court, Shelalso agreed to abide by the
provisions of the MPCE contract
pertaining to the hiring of union
members, application for membership by nort-union personnel and
the payment of wages in accordThe mount Pictures for rights to the
ance with the union scale.
SI ,000 payment will be split be- soundtracks from “The Girl Rush,”
tween MPCE and its legal firm, starring Rosalind Russell.
Film
Epstein, for fees.
musical score is by Hugh Martin
Mcritt
Case is important because it and Ralph Blane, In addition to
firmly establishes, for the first Miss Russell’s voice; Fernando
time, the strength of the union Lamas, Gloria DeHayen and Edpact with the publishing firms. die Albert will be heard in the
Suit was £fc>earheaded by Bob Mil- album.
ler, MPCE prexy.
“The Girl Rush” album will be

don

RUSH’ ALBUM

TO

&

Miss Russell’s second, inilialer
being “Wonderful Town” released

Decca’s Goldberg Hits

Road

in 1953.

Col inks Sinner

last

He’ll cover the divisional offices'

week by Gene Becker, a&r
.

head of special projects at Col.
Orleans, ChiShriner will cut for both the
"
cago, Cleveland and New York.*
single and album lines;

New

Warner

Bros.,

which

in

is

re-

around $90,000.

Poklitar Exits Sesac,

4th Staffer to Leave

Charles
Tobias,
Songwriters
Sesac Inc., performance licensProtective Assn, head, to the Coast
yesterday (Tues.) for three to four ing outfit active in the standard
and religioso music field, is havweeks on personal business.
ing executive trouble.
E. Duke
Poklitar, who headed up Sssac’s
licensing department dealing with
film studios, disk companies and
JUBILEE YEA*
transcription firms, has resigned,
making the fourth exec who has
.quit in the last year or so,

Others were K.

Herb Shriner will take a crack
at the disk field via Columbia Records, The tele comic was pacted

program.

in Los Angeles,

pic,

leasing the film, has issued a deluxe brochure which includes a 78
rpm laminated disk containing extracts from the score.

GOLDEN

for Sales Meets

Syd Goldberg, Decca’s general
tales manager, hits the road Friday (22) for a series of field meetings in which he’ll present the
diskejry’s fall

Records, will probably

TONY BENNETT TO HEAD
FREED TROUPE
FALL

Music Publishers Contact Employees Union won a major victory
last

Manic Sacks, veepee of RCA and
managing director of RCA Victor

‘

Row Over

[

‘

A.

Jadassohn,

who was general manager; Harry
ltos.

ms

Bright, field rep for the Central
Atlantic states; and Keith Miller,
who. was in charge of the Pacific
Poklitar is
Northwest territory.
entering the field of music copyright research.
'

RCA Execs

To Europe to Implement

WITHOUT A SCORECARD

MPCE

retailer,

Victor execs, meantime, are movdisker’s
arrangement
ing to widen the sphere Of disk
upon release under terms of the
sales into the small towns and hamcompulsory licensing provision pf
lets now without disk outlets hut
the Copyright Act.
Lawyer for
Am-Par Records is eyeing Bird- with appliance stores selling radio.Leahy,' Martin J„: Machat, says he
land, New York jazz nitery, as the tv sets and- phonos. In cases where
aims to establish that “arrangers
have an inherent property right stepping /off place for a. jazz line. these stores cannot afford to stock
tip on disks, Victor is making the
in his original arrangement and Sam Clark, prexy of the American
coupon sale available to them for
direction of the. orchestra over and Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres’
arty " rival

For Gibson’s new publisher.”
line,
has
Col
Leahy alleges that
prepped®a special 7-inch 78 rpm
made an arrangement
disk of Rosemary Clooney singing

greeting cards.
birthday
card

‘

Sale,”, .into an additional* 1.5 markets tiiis/week. Plan Ivas^ttsted in

'July 19*

pearance at Ravinia last wcek. # The
booking originally caused much
head-shaking since Ravinia is priman, “and if Warners is to be marily a classical talent showcase.
treated like some small independWith the houSe scaled at a $3
ent in the Brill Bldg., then I say top, Brubeck drew 4,200 listeners
to the recording companies ‘you, go Monday
night and 7,500
<11 )
to the Brill Bldg, for your stand- Wednesday (13) evening. Oply top
ards.’ But when vintage firms like loqghair performers like Rudolf
An important test case, challengHarms, Remick and Witmark have Serkin do as well here.
ing the right of diskers to copy
the real solid standards, then the
least- to which we are entitled is
arrangements on a note-fqr-hote
the 2c allowed us under the Copybasis, has been launched In N. Y.
right Act of 1909, and that’s small
Supreme Court by arranger Joe
enough."
Leahy against Mercury Records.
Starr doesn’t know nor does lie
Leahy’s suit is for the infringement
care if any other of the major pubs
of his arrangement on the son.gr
will follow, him because, traditionally, he acts on his own. He. has
been known to become piqued at
even the topmpst diskeries and refused to submit any new material

to cover all of its

49
by fall, Victor is introducing .its coupon-s^e setup,
called “Operation Neyer. Lose a

Coast (Mers Push
Gilbert as

.

of top classical attractions in

Areas! See Dealer Birildup
With plans

^

remain -‘the same lat*
'
V .,v-

line. will

‘$2.95;

New

distrib points

.

on', or.

jazz attraction

Into

j

sail Aug, 3
on the lie de France, instead of
flying over the 15tli as planned, in,
order to further mpp his campaign
for extending Victor’s diskery mcrchandising in Europe. He’ll be accompanied by two or three execs

from the disk division.
Frank M. Folsom, RCA prexy,
just returned from a European
survey, has mapped an ambitious^
expansion’ program for the company. Already the RCA trademark
has been set up in Spain and Italy.
Victor’s Electrical & Music
Industries (EMI) ticup expires in
’57, RCA wants t^ie His. Master’s

When

|

Voice trademark and merchandisclosely tied in with the

ing more

.

RCA

Victor identification, as it is
domestically. EMI purchased Capitol ;Rpcords last year, and it’s a
matter of time when the British
EMI ties with RCA become severed.

George R. Marek, currently recording “Aida” in Rome, and slated
to return to New York Aug. 1, may
do "a quick turnaround -and continue with Sacks on his setups with
several of the other European
countries where Victor already has
skeleton operations under U. S.
direction^ These will be- extended
and expanded to embrace, local re-'

cording, pressing of U. S. tapes,
exploitation
and wholly - owned
sales
ing.

promotion and merchandis-

New

Col Phono Exec

Dave Ross has moved in to
Columbia Records phonograph division as merchandise manager.
He previously was merchandise

manager

at

Styarl-Lochheim,

Piiiily distributor.
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Mpis. Ballroom Clicks

WithJnve DaacesUnder

SS

Continued from pa** 41

Soft Drink Cos.’ Auspices

7,00(1 or bo disk retailers now Burgess and merchandising manoperating were not sufficient to ager Bob VorKje. They will cover
Cincinnati,
Chicago,
Charlotte,
cjovep the nation’s selling needs.
Denver, Detroit, East Hartford, Iri"What we want to do/' Kanaga, dianopolis, Los Angeles, New York,
‘said, "is to train disk buyers to
Newark,. Providence, Salt Laike
come into stores and not order
City, San Antonio, Seattle,- Syrafrom tjie. disk clubs or discount
cuse, Washington, D. C., Cleveland,
houses.? He said that in New .York
Miami, Memphis and St. Louis,
State, twice as many towns do not,
Victor has Set up a "special dehave disk retail outlets as do have
outlets. Victor is now taking steps, partment at its Indianapolis plant
to correct’ this situation by. setting, to .handle the mail orders with top
up the coupon sale operations. Per- speeds'. Department uses prepackhaps later, the outlet selling Via aged disks with conveyor- belt and
will
coupons
discover
there ’s an inventory system controlled by
machines
tabulating
enough coin in disks to set up a automatic
which assorts the coded coupons.
regular disk line.
1

Minneapolis, July 19,

’

Jack. Thayer,

•

..

.

MERC NABS ARTISTS
FOR C&W BUILDUP

rival disk exec said: "We
don’t have the money to experiment ‘With such an idea. But it

tion.

One

By LEN LEVINSON

ra-

jfor anything over 40t rooms and
19*
a ball over -three baths.- Now .jl majority of the
.early society squatteriy have run
the weekendwhen the second anout-and fhe-choicest eg^P7 of toVm is
nual Jazz Festival took over pis
loaded witjh.Jthe gonesf-of-the-wind
rock-ribbed RhPdAifelahd Isldrid
JTara Jial|s| Avhere rat-races run for
find proved ‘that jazz was' here to
v
real every night. Taxe$, ypu kqowA
stay.
third chorus is already in
, Belcourt was bought by Mr. and
Works and Newport is on its way
to being the .American Salzburg, Mrs. Louis L. Lorillard, Underwriters of the^eveht, as Festival headhot and/or cook
quarters and it was here that the
First stanza* in 1954 was topped
third facet of the bfish transpired.
this year .on every _courri. There
This Vas the Friday and Saturday
were three nights of concerts in-, night receptions where jazzists,
stead of two, attendance close to
press and' Newporters met, mindoubled, and a neat score run up
gled, and melted into almost a
for a Jazz Study Center, to be lohomogeneous mass under the- incationed in Belcourt, a Charles
of the jam session, which
Addams setting which started as a fluence
nightly kicked up a storm in the
stable, expanded into the posh
old Tudor-Gothic ballroom.
Belmont summer pad and then beFrom the b.o. view, Saturday
came, until recently, the eastern'
road shqw version of “Sunset Bou- night topped the concert draw With
near capacity, but the proceedings
levard.’*
caught fire only infrequently untilFestival was split over Friday,
Sunday night. The closest approach
Saturday and Sqnday night conto/ # real jazz came after, .midnight
certs at Freebody Park, local, high
when the blowing was good at Bel*
school and semb-pro park with fin
court anid the stained glass wineasy 10,000 seating capacity. Then
dows bounced the sound back from
there' were two free forums at the
the vaulted ceilings.
Belcourt cottage. (In Newport “cotOf the. two forums, “Jazz From
tage” is the. throttled-down name
the Outside In,” the Saturday
afternoon session, where the double-domes explained jazz 'in terms

Newport, July

Newport had

year for aoft drink companies
to sponsor teenagersT dances at
Prom Ballroom, the flavin Cities'
"
-M
lancet
largest.

,

;

K

i

.

•

;

On

1

Other disk companies are carefully watching the Victor opera*

and

tv

last

-

;.

WTCN

dio personality*. pdneeived the idea

these

Prom Ballroom

under 16 must be accompanied by a parent Sla'cks and
jeans are barred and the usual beer
isn’t served. Youngsters leaving the
premises aren’t permitted to rethose

^

enter.

sounds* good and if Victor proves
In the year’s time, 50,000 teenMercury Records is stepping up agers have /passed through the
that it is, you can rest assured that
we’ll be doing the same thing.” The its country and- western activity Prom doors on these once-;a-week
standout feature of the Victor plan, via a flock of new artists. Latest nights, according to manager Elaccording to this exec, is that it hillbilly crooner to join the Merc mer Larson. PTA groups are helpdoes not bypass the established roster is Jimmy Dean, who pre- ing to supervise the affairs, he
dealers but still exploits the po- viously recorded for the indie Four- says. He thinks the dances are one
tential in the direct-sale technique. Star label.
way to right juvenile delinquency.
Along with Dean, Merc Required Second Of Thayer’s
parties
Hitting the road this week on
the expanded Victor merchandis- country fiddler Buck Ryan, Jim last week drew. 2,500 youngsters,
ing plan are Kanaga, sales chief Wilson, George & Earl, Benny or several hundred more than the
first.
Bill Bullock, field staffer head Jack .Martin and Curtis Gordon,

’

.

-

WTCN

:

BETAIL DISK BEST SEUEBS
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Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports cb
tained from leading stores in
21 cities and showing com-
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Tiger Raggers
The Friday evening kickoff was
F. Green (Dem.,
R, 1.), who quickly gave way to

T
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Stan Rubin and his Tigertown Five,
a Princeton club for the preserva-
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tion of Dixieland, who led off with.
“Beale Street’ —probably the first
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3
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time the number has ever been
rendered in uniforms consisting of
orange-red jackets, crew cuts and
Bermuda shorts. Despite the
Brooks Bros, costumes, the Tiger
raggers gave a good college try in

1 165

il

1

I

the toughest of spots. They were
followed by Teddi King, a pert
Boston chirp, backed by. Nat Pierce
at piano and orch.
Also apparent at this pojnt that
the much-heralded p.a. system, so
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McGUIRE SISTERS
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10

95
9

67

7

67

carefully calibrated to a theory,
was not for jazz and/or Freebody
Park. The theory was that eight
pickup mikes mixed by a man in
the middle of the field and fed out
by 40 direct driver speakers mounted on top of the shell would give
the listeners jazz with “small
room” sound. Since the speakers
pointed at an upward angle, it
didn’t work out that way and
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anthropological, historical, psychiatric, social, moral and musicoldgical, was somewhat better organized, more cogent, than “Jazz From
the Inside. Out,”, the Sunday conclave where Dave Brubeck, Gerry
Mulligan, Gunther Schuller and
Billy Taylor did the word bit. Bui
after all, putting lyrics to new-jaza
is still an art to be found.
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to 50c. concession stand
items’ prices also are reduced and
there’s an hour of free dance .instruction. The admission age limit
is 18 years. Because of the curfew

from $1.10

u

|

A

teen-

agers’ nights, the admission is cut
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ART MOONEY (MGM)
“Honey Babe”.

AL HIBBLER
9

PAT BOONE
“Ain’t

12

10

7

10

7

6

8

40

3

37

(Decca)

“Unchained Melody”

8

8

.

'

3

though

(Dot)

That a Shame”

CHUCK MILLER

8

6

11

11

“House of Blue Lights”.

12

13"

PRISCILLA WRIGHT (Unique)
“Man In a Raincoat”
SAMMY DAVIS JR (Decca)

13

10

“Something’s Gotta Give”..
JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence!

24

14

15

“Domanl”

23

DORIS DAY
16

18

“I’ll

kins couldn’t recapture their heyday swing in the dewy, wide-open
spaces and it was apparent lrequently during the scries, especially the first two nights, that it is
just as tough to play small-group
jazz in a vast, al fresco setting as

6

22

8

(Dot)

21

“Kentuckian Song”

17

13

“Sweet and Gentle”

.

5

.

2

U.

21

(Coral)

9

8

.

SAMMY DAVIS JR
17.

9

6

9

8

10

it is to enjoy it on a misty night,
surrounded by thousands,' played
by a small handful of musicians on
a stand two blocks away.
However, the audience w'as responsive, well-behaved (a crew-cut
crowd predominating on Friday)
and quiet. Police and traffic arrangements were topnotch and the
photogs better, cu: bed than last

18

(Decca)

“That Old Black Magic”.

9

BILL HALEY’S COMETS
I9A 23

“RaJEde-Daaale”

19B 17

“Hummingbird”

21

Sin to Tell a Lie”
BOYD BENNETT (King)
“Seventeen”

10

16

(Depca)
v

9

.

LES PAUL-MARY FORD

9

13

(Capitol)

8

SOMETHIN’ SMITH

might have been good

who also emceed neatly.
Roy Eldridge. and Coleman Haw-

•

16

ALAN DALE

26

5

(Columbia)
Never Stop Loving You”

TIILLTOPPERS

18

35

.

.

it

for low-flying planes, acoustically,
Friday was a nothing night. Erroll
Gamer, with Fats Heard and Wyatt
Reuther providing the rhythm, was
also a victim of sticky acoustics. He
was followed by Woody Herman,

36

10

(Mercury)

13

(Epic)

.

“It's a

22A

17

9

9

•

12

year.

11

Joe Turner sang some blues but
topping the evening was ithe closer,
Louis Armstrong. He alone made

11

the ~niglit topflight, bigtime, and
the flesh’s answer to electronics.

•

.

2

.

9

ART MOONEY (MGM)
22B

.

24

’“Alabama Jubilee” ...
FESS PARKER. (Columbia)
“Ballad of Davy Crockett”.
.

NAT
25

25

.
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.

10

“My One

Sin” .........
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love mi

SIX TOP

ALBUMS

o*.

mm* wei,

LONESOME ECHO
.

writ Day

Frank Sinatra

"Sammy Davit

Jr.

B
9

STARRING
JR.

2090

W

EBF

581

1,

2-581

Jackla GI«aton

Decca

Capitol
.

DL 8118
ED 2214-5-6

*

9

,

.
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Capitol

W
EBF

627
1, 2-627

10

.

4

damn Yankees

CRAZY OTTO

Original Cat!

Victor

LOC
EOC

1021
1021

Mixing

The subsequent

-

up

until

mid-

It

Decca
8113
2201
j

UP

soiree

at

Bel-

court began with a buffet, a bar
and three camps the press, which
gave the Fest a heavy coverage,
especially pixwisc the musicians
and the
and Hheir "periphery
Gradually,
Newporters.
proper
(Continued on page 44)

—
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Crazy Otta

DL
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it

night when Armstrong closed the
store for the night with an ensemble version of "America” and
"Star Spangled Banner.”

A

9

4

SAMMY DAVIS

/
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8

IMAU HOURS

Columbia
CL 710
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Everybody lived
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under the juice, the cliques began musically.” Maybe this Is -the comto mix and after the musiegot promise,
rolling it was “Boppitig-at Rrlthen switched With the

court” with, the best j^^ablglfd hf
the nigfifc r The stain ed-glasscoatof-arms 1$ Dunois, the_Basterd ; of
Belmont
Orleanswblch O.
had adopted, promptly -tamed into
a zoot stiit.
Saturday's rumble began at .3
p.m. In the courtyard below the
ballroom. This free attraction drew
a capacity (500) crowd to hear the
,

HE

.

panel yak and The- Six, a jazz
combo, elucidate medically. Looking down from the ballroom bal?
cony, this was a mature panel- p£
one crew cut, one
jazz experts
regular haircut, three in need of
carpeting and one
wall-to-wall
grey pate—Father Norman O’Connor, the clerical cat from Boston
who moderated,
A.
Waterman, the
Bichard
Northwestern U anthropology fireball, dragged back tq West Africa
for a jazz root. Prof, Marshall W.

—

Hunter College, hipster
and exec director of the Institute
of Jazz Studies, had The Six play
Stearns,

old Oriental tune,
every Chinese since,
which turned out to be “Nobody
Knows The Trouble I've Seen” in

a 3,,000-year

known

to

stop-time.

The

old

•

•

.

Tudor-Norman

court-

Moofi

—

•

—

bass, Bichard

Harold Land,
and the. fancywere followed
Warne Marsh

doing something “untitled, unrecorded unrehearsed” and when
Marsh asked Konitz “what key are
we. in?” the results were predict-

—

able.

Dinah Washington sent the congregation like no other vocalist,
except possibly Jimmy Bushing on
Sunday night. Miss W. did seven
numbers and bought on intermission.

Then

John McClellan of
Boston, brought on a
young _ California contingent to
start the
new-jazz kick.
Chet
Baker had Buss Freeman on piano,
Bob Carter at bass, Peter Littman
on drums and was joined by Gerry
Mulligan to keep things cool.
Following came the Eastern cool
club— -Bob Brookmeyer, the valve
trombone virtuoso and A1 Cohn,
with his tenor sax, to give a good
accounting for New York new-jazz.
Marian McPartland Trio hit big
and was joined by husband Jimmy
for “a marriage of modem and
traditional,
both
literally
and'

WHDH,

^
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Blossom Fell (Shapiro-B)
Something’s Gotta Give (Robbins)
Learnin’ the Blues ^(Barton)
Hard to Get (Witmark)
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bass.

yard, with half-timbered walls,
Sunday Forum
balcony- and other medieval decor
Because the courtyard at Belgave the chop-beating a real Old
too small the previcourt
been
had
UnforWorldsville background.
forum
tunately the strong intellectual ous afternoon,/ the Sunday
to the three-acre
was
out
moved
uice had a water- chaser. Before
he questions could be popped, lawn in front of the bungalow.
attended the “Jazz
rain began to splash and all the Arotrnd 70Cf
From the Inside Out” jaw-session.
aficionados cut out for their cribs.
Inability of musicians to make like
Saturday night the b.o. hit 85% so many Fred Allens or Clifton
capacity, which runs 11,500 When Fadimans kept the second think
the stadium seats are used as bit from being as entertaining and
bleachers. P.a. system had- been elucidating as the Saturday yak.
dispersed around field for good
Final concert at Freebody was
results, crowd barricades
they
something for Wein and his asso.used snow fences—had been put
ciates to tack up and' shoot at from
Up, and the program content
now on. By tearing away at anpicked up. Opener was the Max
other-^shibboleth of the traditionRoach-Clifford Brown Quintet. At
tight jazz concerto, the rotund
the field and later . at Belcourt,
Boston pianist-promoter was able
Boach was the talk bf the Festival. to achieve something sensible
and

George Morrow on
Powell, piano, and
tenor, backed Boach
lipped Brown. They
by Lee Konitz and

.

a

m

'I
.3

O

w

**<

6

best

‘

—

a.*

6

•'SuTV&r of retail sheet music
s&ters based on reports

:

appeafSitfe of Pee #ee Bussell*
Wild Bill 3?avidson> Bud Freeman,
Buzzy * «Drbotin f 'Vick Dfckgpsom
and Ge^#ge. Wein, .wh(v p<^aaoted
the Festival, at theifi^qranb
bassist deluxe, -Milt Hinton. This
contribution tore up the tracks.
However, no where else in show
business can be found the awkward,
sore-thumb staging: which: stamps
a stage jam-session. The performers have been herded onstage like
a group o? finger-popping squares.
Working in chorus they don’t come
off too badly, optically, but when
the solos come on, the rest of the
group stand about with egg-onface. No one in the jazz concert
field, apparently, has ever pulled
down all the lights and spotted the
solo performer. At Newport ah
attempt waff made to give the little
shell intimacy and warm lighting
but the photogs, pro and Brownie,
made it one continuous flash in
the pare
.
Topper of the evening and each
the
sessions
had a strong
of
three
topper
was the Dave Brubeck
saxist Paul
alto
group, featuring
Desmond with Joe Dodge oh drums
beating
out the
and Boh Bates

o

o

f'ftRIETY

tromped on for a rhythm

number and

kids sneaked into BelContract,
courtyard 'and started Pending a
whamming the forum piano, acDoris Day Doing
for Col
companying themselves with comb
Hollywood, July 19.
and paper* Caretaker woke up,
Doris Day, whose contract with
padded to the concert grand in the Columbia Becords expired early
ballroom, drove the cats away with this month, has signed an interim
a Bach concerto. Caretaker hates pact with diskery to cut four
jazz.
sides. Negotiations are curreiitly
underway between Marty Melcher,

Sc blues

of

ballad to complete

the conversion of Newport to^K.C.
If it was taped, a recording of this
section is the Festival’s finest con-

New

4

tribution. to jazz in 1955.

The modernists who followed
consisted of - both east and west
coast new-jazz men. Miles Davis,
with Thelonius Monk, and the
Modern Jazz Quartet, blowing for
the east, Mulligan, the Brubeck
group, and Zoot Siiiims represented the coast and Wein kept changing combinations for each number.
The second half started off with

jive

court’s

husband-manager of the chirp, and
Columbia execs James Conkling
and Goddard Lieberson, who in

Lloyd, ’54 Decca Proxy
'

Fight Head, Dies at

company exec, died at
the Peekskill Hospital in Peekskill, N. Y., July 15 at the age of
62.
Lloyd, a native of Rhodesia,
Africa, was associated with Decca
He
almost since its beginning.
was dropped from the company’s
board early in 1954 as a prelude
.to his bitter proxy battle to wrest
control of Decca away from prexy
He was deMilton B. Backmil.
feated in that attempt last year
and Lloyd made no attempt to oppose Backmil. this year.
Lloyd became involved in the
Decca operation affajrs through
his wife, Martha Boswell, one of
the Boswell Sisters who were
among the label’s first artists.
Modern Jazz Quartet. They quick- top,” everytime they come on, the Latter survives alqng with a son,
ly mooded the crowd to an appre- medium will achieve some meas- sister* brother and a grandson.
ciation of the cerebral gymnastics
ure Of maturity.
ing,

Bobby Hackett, Ben

Webster-, insurance

Peanuts
and
Beuther,
Wyatt
programming. Hucko. Then J. J. Johnson joined
"What he^did was knock away the
his fellow - trombonist - partner,
“must” rule that a combo goes on, Winding, in some precision duetplay until the audience is sick of ing followed by the Coast .flashy
its stuff, then goes off and not to
Bud Shank; some of Billy Taylor’s
reappear the balance of the night. ambidexterous 88ing; an excepBy mixing groups and styles for tional- Bobby Hacket solo, then speshort sets the first half got off the cialties by Jones, ‘Webster, Beuground immediately and didn’t ther and Hucko. pick Katz took
come down until a late intermis- over the piano from Taylor* midsion. Duke Ellington took over for way. Here, again, the mixing of
the night as m.c. and unfortunate- combos paid off.
ly wasn’t called on to sit in or
Technically, this is probably the
solo. But his bland, urbane intros
best single advance Newport, all
were a feature which could have jazz In fact, has made. Now, if
helped the two previous concerts. m.c.’s can be shot for announcing
Starter for the night was the cool “the greatest,” -‘the most,” “the

showmanly

in

turn are attempting to rfe-sign songstress to a long-term contract.
Mitch Miller, Col artists Sc repertoir chief, will plane in from
N. Y. to handle the Supervision of
the session which gets underway
upon completion of Miss Day’s
current pic, “The Man Who Knew

62

George L. Lloyd, former direca traditional jamming attended iby
Records and retired
Billy Taylor, Jo Jones, Kai Wind- tor of Decca

his

Too Much,”

Frisco Jazz Spot In
Cool-to-Hot Switch

.

of new-jazz.

They were followed by an almost facsimile recreation of the

Basie Hits

Count
band
Kansas City jazz Lester with the one-voice sound it has
Young, Jo Jones, Count Basie, Ed achieved, winding up the evening
Jones (on bass) and Ruby. Braff and the Festival.
Coverage included a complete
making like Buck Clayton. Prez
Young blew like he wanted to be taping of everything by Voice of
re-elected
and Braff impressed "America. Tapes on the three days
again as the coming horn man. In will go out all over the World for
appearance and ability, this is the the next three months.
trumpeter to play the film biog of
Tag of the whole Festival took
Bix Beiderbecke. Jimmy Bushing place at 4:30 Monday a.m. Group
crest of

—

Basie’s

hit the hall

.

Weisman Bros. Bow
With Own Pop Label
A new indie disk company, Pamasons Becords, will hit the disk
market this week. Label Is piloted
by composer-arranger Ben Weisman and his brother, Al.
^
Diskery .will bow with a Canadian group tagged Terry & The
Macs on a coupling of '.‘Don’t Make
Me^Cry Again” and “Getaway.”
1

at Paramount.

.

San Francisco, July 19.
The Black Hawk, longtime modern jazz club, is taking a flyer with
two-beat,

Boh Scobey and

his dixie-

land band opened there last week
for a two Iveek booking. This is
the firs^ time a dixie group has
worked the. cljib in over four
years.

*

Chris Connor, singer formerly
with Stan Kenton, opens there as
a single on July 26 for a three

week

stay.

The Dave Brubeck

Quartet continues to work weekends and split weeks at the club
between engagements in the east

Strauss Retires
Edward R. Strauss, vet Decca
exec who has been associated with
Decca for 19 years, has retired to

home

his

in Florida.

Strauss has been heading up the
diskery ’s special services depart-

ment.
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THE MAN FROM LARAMIE
sung by the

VOICES OF WALTER SCHUMANN
C/W LET

ME HEAR YOU WHISPER

20/47-6157

A " New Orthophonic" High Fidelity Recording

from, the Columbia, Picture

"The Man from Laramie " in Cinemascope
/

starring James Stewart

A

William Goetz Production

Color by Technicolor

rcaVictor

MUSIC
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In Jazz Groove
In line with RCA Victor’s new
“Jazz ;v Workshop'.'. ..project, - Jack
Lewift director iof the Victor jazz
program, is planning ten step; up
jazz-ueconUngs next year by 100%.
Whereat Victors will probably

OF
Three more independent diskerpre-recorded
tape .field via tieups with the Livingston
Electronic
Cdrp.,
tape

.

'

TOP TALENT AND
•*

.rtf-

>

400 jazz sides t for-' boththe
apd album release)
,

will likely go

up

to 800 in

1956.

The “Workshop”

•

i

'

,

f<£

f.S-

;•

*

manufacturing firm. Boston Records, Lyrichord Discs and Polymusic Records have pacted. with
Livingston for 'the release on tape
of material which has previously
been available only on disks. Future recordings will be available
on both tape and disk.
While Boston and Lyrichord will
retain their own labels, Polymusic
wili be released, under Livingston’s
Connoisseur banner,
Livingston
now has deals with such^other indies as Atlantic, Esoteric, Empirical^ Oceanic and Riverside. Negotiations with other disk firms for
similar deals are under way.

t

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
EncompdSsing the Three Major Outlets

‘

single

—

-

•

slice $dfne

number

ies are entering the

series will con-

sist of albums in which young jazz
artists will be given wide latitude

Coin Machines
•

and perThree such albums
formance,
now in the works are under the direction of AI Cohn, Bob Brook-

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

Music

... *

*

.

.

in composition, arranging

as Published in the Current Issue

•

NOTE'. The current comparative sales Strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets ehu-merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored, tworways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks J and three ways in the case of tunes ( coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music)

meyer and, Billy Byers. All three
of the musicians compose, arrange
and perform. Lewis stressed that
“Workshop” won’t accent
the
“tonal” (cool), sounds as against
$wing.
Lewis, who recently inked vocalist Teddi King, said Victor will: be
looking for other young jazz personalities.
He said that the diskery also plans to continue tb re-

This

issue jazz oldies.

Week Week

1

Revived Texas Resort

TALENT

Spot to Stress Bands

POSITIONS

TUNE
(Rock Around

ARTIST AND LABEL

BELL HALEY’S COMETS

(Decca)

Leonard Wolf has ankled his
post as veepee and general man-

3

.

ager of the indie Audivacs label to
set up his own artists management
firm. Wolf had „been co-owner of

2

3

4

Audivacs with Raymond Scott and
Dorothy Collins for the past two-

NAT

4

(KING) COLE

..

Jlf I

5

7

GISELE MacKENZIE

(Label X)

6

5

SAMMY

(Decca) ....

7

10

8

6

ART MOONEY (MGM)

9

8

LES BAXTER

mand. County Commissioner Kyle

Chapman said 35-acre public center will include circular glassedin ballroom, accommodating 1,500
dancers, boat docks, rides, 600-foot
pier and outdoor pavilion.

Mambo

Cherry Pink

(A Blossom
(Capitol)

’

Stranger

|NTot as a

I

and-a-half years. He’ll retain his
stock interest in the diskery.

is

ris

(Learnin’ the Blues

. VTTr
FRANK
SINATRA (Capitol)
PEREZ PRADO (Victor)....
-

2

tion spot in existence since 1092,
expected tb be restored by HarCounty, of which Houston is
.county seat, by October, when
name bands will again be in de-

the Clock

Razzle-Dazzle
\

Wolf Ankles Audivacs
Far Management Firm

Houston. July 19.
Sylvan Beach, Houston recrea-

Last

Fell

May

My One

Sin

Hard

Get

to

Privately operated heretofore,
Sylvan Beach was shut down in
1941, after buffetings by depressions and storms. County took over

.

Although Audivacs has slowed

down

release schedule in the
past couple or months, the diskery
will continue to remain active.
expected that Miss Collins,
It’s
who hasn't cut a disk for the past
four months, will be put into the
groove agaih as soon as she winds
up her current nitery tour.

Something’s Gotta Give
That Old Black Magic
Love Me or Leave Me

•f

DAVIS, JR.

its

r

McGUIRE SISTERS

ALAN DALE

10

it’s

I?*®*? Ba >? e
/ Alabama Jubilee
,

(Capitol)

.....

)U«chained Melody

Polygon to Distrih
Vanguard in Britain

/Wake the Town

(Coral)

Ventura Firms in U.

S.
Niles returned last week
from his five week b.o. of Europe tb
set up shop as French publisher
Ray Ventura’s chief in the U. S.
Firms under Niles’ command are
Paris Music (ASCAP) and Rayven
Music (BMI).
During his European stay, Niles
cut several LPs which he’ll try

the seashore playground. He said
not determined whether auditorium, etc., will be leased out or
administrated by county.

Something’s Gotta Give

(Coral)

t

Duke Niles to Launch,

in 1954, and Chapman said policy
will definitely be to book name
bands, which for decades played

/

London, July 19.
Polygon Records has negotiated

Mambo

Cherry Pink

a

Duke

to peddle to a major disk firm for
release in the U. S.

(We're Gonna)

“ROCK AROUND
THE CLOCK”
MGM Picture
"BLACKBOARD JUNGLE"
Recorded by° BILL HALEY
Theme

and

his

POSITIONS
This

(•ASCAP.

Last

2

1

3

4

4

5

5

•SOMETHING’S GOTTA Givtf

6

7

7

8

8

6

BLOSSOM FELL.
•HARD TO GET.
•HONEY BABE
tS WEET AND GENTLE
•IT’S A SIN TO TELL A LIE
•A

10

9

of

— Decca

COMETS

10

Merc Pacts Grey

Witmark
Peer

BVC

POLYDOR LABE BOWS
IN BRIT. POP MARKET

N. Y. Disk Discounter

Going Strong

COCA

WALTER WINCHELL
this

wordag*:

money

London, July
•

in

*

“HAPPINESS CANT BUY MONEY”
in the

Now
hank

Says; “T«x O'Brien's 'Happinext Can't Buy Money' has
they Say that peace of mind is more desire-ahble, and
makes you uneomfort-ahble, but at least you can relax

while being miser-ahblel''
/.

The

lyrice

A word
Write TEX O'BRIEN,

ment of

$5,742 while Hayden Society asked for $2,450. Attorney
for the retailer, however, had the
actions moved to N. Yv’ Federal

J

19.

A new

pop label makes its bow
London this week when Polydor

Records issues its first platter, a
waxing by Caterina Valent e of
“My Lonely Lover,” for which
lyrics were penned by Kermit
Goell,

Introduction of the Polydor label
here is the second phase in the
expansion program of Deutsche

Grammaphon,

which

broke

into

the British market last year with
their longhair Heliodor disks. The
new label ,wiU have full access to
the German Polydor catalog, but
has as yet has made no definite
deal for a U. S. catalog.

PROGRAM TO-DAY
*

*

are clever, and thete's the proof.
publisher: Don't goof

VV

I

1854-Variety, 154

W.

46th

St. f

N. Y. C.

America's ^Fastest

antitrust charge are asked for
$15,000 fronf Urania ($15,000) and
$9,000 from Haydn Society.
Stock claimed that it is in “substantial
competition”
with the
Record Hunter (another N. Y. disk
retailer) and that both Urania and
Haydn Society had been selling
disks to the latter store at lower
prices,
making secret discounts
and giving special return privileges all in violation of the anti-

JUST YOU, JUST ME
Music by

JESSE GREER
ROBBINS MUSIC CO.

New

799 7th Avu.

trust laws.

^Selling'Records!

&

Ben Selvin, artists
repertoire
chief for RCA Victor’s custom records' division* to the Coast for the
company’s Thesaurus program.

THE HIT OF THE WEEK

PAT O'DAY
SOLDIER

BOY
MGM

1202S

\

YESTERDAY'S

Court and counterclaimed with an

*

to the wise

Box

Vanguard disks under the Polygon label will be marketed here
beginning in October.

Chappell
Barton
Robbins

*

ATTENTION MUSIC PUBS:

The

PUBLISHER
Myers
Frank

......

Witmark.

“MAMBQ ROCK”
122 N.

Vanguard

Shapiro-Bernstein

Dorianne Grey, 17-year old singer, has been added to Mercury
Sues Longhair Labels
Records stable. It’ll mark her wax
bow.
On Antitrust Charge
Miss Grey cut her first sessions
Charging discriminatory selling
last Thursday (30), the day she
MYERS MUSIC, Inc.
was graduated from a Bronx practices by Urania Records and
12th St.. Philadelphia 7, Pa.
(N. Y.) highschool.
Hayden Society, .1. Stock Music
Store, a N. Y. discount record retailer, sued for damages in N. Y.
Federal Court last week. *
Suit stemmed from an action
Grab It While It's Hot!
brought in N. Y. Municipal Court
Brightest Calypso Sine* “RUM AND
COLA"
by the disk companies against the
music store for non-payment of
bills. Urania had asked for payStill

with

catalog.

•ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK
•UNCHAINED MELODY
•CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE
•LEARNIN* THE BLUES

3

deal

sical catalog as well as their jazz

fBMI)

TUNE

Week Week

new

Records in the U. S., under which
they will release, the latter’s clas-

TUNES

REWARD
REWARD
K 12025

1

York

Wednesday,

MUSIC

1955

.July 20,
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A Riff in Bronze
New Orleans, July 19.
New OrleEtas .Mayor De.

Lessepps

S/ Morrison disthat an appropriate

closed

monument

STAW KENTON ORCH

WILL OSBORNE ORCH
New Golden, Reno

With Ann Richards
Blue Note, Chi

A

crammed

One

house, necessitating

(10)

big bands of the
swing era, Will Osborne is adapting to the business today by building rep as a fine hitery orch while
still 'keeping intact his Own easily
recognized sound and style for
of the

.

Opening of a rarely used section
adjoining the Blue Note's main
room, greeted the Stan Kenton
aggregation, in its Joow at Chi's dance sets.*
In its second year at the New
main jazz emporium.' Biz should be
SROfor the duration of this fort- Golden, the holdover is a testimonial for the band. In a town
nighter.
dependent upon locals to a great
Immediate impression created by extent, Osborne's popularity has
the Kenton Orch is one of a highly never flagged. And in a nitery'
sharply
disciplined,
controlled which books mostly recording argroup, yet individuality reigns tists, the requirements have been
when tffe spotlight is on one of high. The organization has done
the many solo efforts studded well by the many chanters who
throughout the program. The dis- have to have the correct interpretacipline is ^necessary in creating the tion of their complicated arrangeloud, sharp, sound that is char- ments, especially where a singer is
acteristic of Kenton and the indi- carboning a hit record.
Osborne’s
baritone
pipes,
viduality gives the music a leaven
of con-

which’ creates a feeling
trolled spontaneity.

Rudy

likened to the earlier

Vallee,

heard sometimes on romantic
But while essentially a
Kenton's tongue-in-cheek patter
serves to intro and tie together smooth, quiet order of music, the
in some occassional
crew
rides
the varied program, as he engages
in easy verbal play with crowd and dixieland. “Battle Hymn of the
Republic”
a good example here'.
is
band. The group, a large one U7)
in these days of the quartet and Toward weekends- and on week.'quintet, does* standards like “I’ve ends, when the crowds are more
Got You Under My Skin,” (if you festive, the hand plays plenty of
can recognize it as Kenton says) as jazz such as “Perdido” and “Jazz
well as lesser known: tunes, and of Me Blues.”
And where the show demands,
course “Artistry in Rhythm,” the
Kenton trademark. An occasional such as the current Louis Jordan
piece like “Francesca,” with a defi- starrer, the organization swings
nite Latino beat, and a “little fast right along behind for .a lot of
jazz in the key of F,” round out a extra push.
program well balanced between
Arrangements have been handled
the light and heavy, the familiar mostly by alto ’man Bob Crandall#
and the strange. The house goes but some of the chores have refor it every time. In addition to cently ‘been taken over by baritone
sax, trombone, drum and bass solos sax player, Dave Matthews, who
by the bandsmen, maestro Kenton has scored for Benny Goodman.
occasionally gives out on the 88 in
Standard
quality
music
an energetic style. Kenton on the make up the and
band’s big book, as
piano sometimes betrays a very
to the moment as “Something’s
up
definite
modern classified in- Gotta Give” and nostalgic as “All
fluenccK he elicits booming salvos
The Things You Are.” Osborne’s

to

will

jazz

be

erected on Basin Street, recently widened into a boulevard here. Thafcriiayor’s announcement’ calje after much
criticism from^arlous musical and civic groups of the
city’s
plan to v turn Basin
Street into a Park of the
Americas, consisting oft statues
of Latin American heroes.
The mayor agreed that it
was imperative that historical
recognition of Some sort be
given to “the famOusN musicians and wonderful music
which began on Basin Street,”
he assured the New Orleans'
Jazz Club, one of the musical

groups behind the monument
’

project.

Jure Assn. Gets Jock

'

seem a little thin. A
power is. expected with

house band.

Gal

more

little

this

power-

warmly

is

‘Leeric’ Platters
Los Angeles, July 19.

HITS ROADSIDE JUKES

FOR YOUR PROGRAM
THRU SUNDAY

MONDAY

Cch^'s

find

S yne
t

"SATURDAY NIGHT

operators claim it is hurting their
business.
Retail
record
shops,
meantime, are singing the blues
because their stocks are getting

THE

IS

Boston, July 19.

Jukeboxes in juke jpints along
Massachusetts’
highways
aren’t
jingling
anymore because the
truckers, Who used to keep feeding
the music boxes' while quaffing
their soft drinks and sandwiches,
are in the fourth frame of a strike.
More than 15,000 truck drivers are
out on strike, and. music machine
'

LONLIEST NIGHT

spottier

OHN

,

and

spottier.”

THE WEEK"

IN

.M

U

1

C

,

,

•

.

-

.

#

.
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by

’

MGM

Records which bought

the masters from Polygon Records

1

.

.

in Britain. . .Billy Williams opens
at the Marine Room, Pleasure Pier,

.

.

skedded to three-week run opening
Galveston, July 22.
Ralph Marterie’s orch
Atlantic Records Veepee Nesh- Aug. 3
uhi Ertegun planed to the Coast makes its first local appearance in
last week to line up new album two years when they play the Paldates to be cut under the super- ladium July 22.
vision of diskery’s musical, director Shorty Rogers. .Elmore White
Pittsburgh
un a deejay tour, in the east.
.
The Chordettes headline the an- . Johnny Costa, pianist, cutting
his first album for Coral, i .Stan
nual Ohio State Fair Aug. 24.
Betty Madigan set for the Wilson Kenton one-nights at West View
Line Cruise July 26-27-30. . .Dee- Park Aug. 3, and Frank Yankovio
jay Jim Mehdes (WICE, Provi- comes in the next evening. ,
Weela Gallez ends her run at
dence) in town for a looksee.
.
Paul Siegel back from a cross- Dore’s tonight (Wed.) and opens at
tour. . .Tim Park Surf Hotel In Honolulu July
country
plugging
Gayle acquired publishing /rights 31. .Art Blakey combo went Into
to Harry Ruby’s “Contentment.” Miday Lounge Friday (15), replacLorry Raine recorded for the Ad- ing Max Roach, who took pff early
.After a series -of for Newport, R. I., Jazz Festival. .
vance label.
radio-tv guest shots/ Jim Lowe, Gabe D’Amico foursome picked up
who etched “Close The Door” on at Blue Moon, ditto Jimmy Span.Larry
the Dot label, heads for a three- iel’s at Colonial Manor.
day stand at The Moose Club, Faith orch returned to Horizon
Room Monday (18), following Hal
Erie, Pa., beginning Aug. 4.
Curtis outfit. . .Ernie Neff, organist, back in .town after three and
a half months at the Sheraton in
St. Louis. ...Norman Granz’s “Jazz
Bristol telephonist Janie Mar- at Philharmonic” will Open;, jazz
concert season here at Mosque on
the
BBC
with
signed
to
den
sing
.Larry Parks and Sept. 23. . .Snooky Lanson booked
Show Band.
Betty Garrett are to undertake five for Kennywood Park one day Sunweeks of variety here, commencing day (24). . .Jpey Leonard’s band
.Singer Den- has checked out of Pat McBride’s
art Newcastle Aug. 8.
nis Lotis has switched labels from after six years With Brad Hunt and
.Jeanie
Decca to Nixa. .The Three Deuces, the Huntsmen replacing.
vocal
Anglo-Canadian
g r o u p, Baxter joins Jimmy Morgan’* band
at 'Oakland Beach Hotel in Consigned to record for Columbia.
Lena Horne offered big cabaret neaut Lake for few weeks as vocalist. .° .Baron Elliott orch signed
date in London for October.
Josh White Will open his British for Alpha Omega convention at
.Maurice Clarke, William Penn Hotel last four days
tour Oct. 3.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Local disk jockeys are getting
behind, the Junior National Audience Board in its move to eliminate
“leeric”’ records from the turntables. A total -of 25 leading L.A.
and Hollywood deejays, contacted
by Junior N. B. members, have already signed the petition agreeing
to “do everything possible to avoid
public airing of records which I
believe objectionable.”
Platter spinners on nine local
stations expressed their willingness’
to cooperate in knocking out blue
disks, and include the following:
Johnny Grant, Ira Cook, KMPC;
Stu Wilson,' Larry Berrill, IjCBIG;

Van

Edloui

Camp, KGFJ;

Lou

Scott, KPOL; Earl McDaniel, Clyde
Cad well, Frank „Burbe, Violet

HUB TRUCKING STRIKE

re-

ceived by the patrons, however,
and goes off to a good mitf. Gabe.

i

'

.

Kayo

Beardsley, Hank Weaver, Fred
from the worshippers at the shrine. own composition, “By a Fireside,” Beck, Paul C. Masterspn, Lou
Cook, KABC; Ralph Story, KNX;
Ann Richards, who handles the is the theme.
Dan Russell, Bob McLoughlin, A1
vocal chores With the Kenton
Lately the outfit has been going Jarvis, KFBW; Alex Cooper, Jim
group, is easy on the eyes arid
in for the cha : cha-cha beat.
Ameche, Gene Norman,, Dick
sports a pleasant voice. Somehow,
*
Mark.
Haynes, Peter Potter, ^KLAC; Bob
the gal seems overshadowed by the

band; her pipes, though pleasing,

‘

a tt&f ileal with General Artists
Corp; Hinder which she can make.
tv package
deals,
heir own
Champ Sutler soundtracking3 th©
title song of the Robert A. Frank-'
lyn pic production, “Mustang” on
the Coast this week.
.English
thrush Petulia Clark will have a
couple of sides released in the U;S.

.

Support in Drive To

ballads.

.

rived Friday (15) from N. Y. and
checked into the studio on biz.
Composer-copductor Nelson Riddle;
currently working on his
fourth album for Frank Sinatra on
the Capitol label, also ls 'prepplng
for: his Aug. 13 appearance at the
Hollywood Bowl with Capitol artist
Nat Cote-. .v,Skip Martin has completed assignment to orchestrate
the hew numbers for “The Benny
Goodman Story” at UI
Micki
.
Mario, Capitol, recording artist, has
been signed to open at the El
Rancho Vegas, with Joe E, Lewis
Aug. S'.
Harry Belafonte originally inked for a two-week engagement at the Grove, has been re-

.

is

'

New York
Sopgstms Georgia Gibbs inked

Schram, Vem Lindblade, KFVD.
Meeting the challenge of the increase of “leeric” platters is one
of the major projects of the junior
auxiliary of the NAF, which is
headed up by Peter Goelet. The
NAB, whi^h strives for better tvradio programming, felt that teenage audiences should have the opportunity to judge for themselves
the merits of the “leeric” waxings.
The result was the petition asking
“careful consideration” of the recordings to be played, circulated
among the deejays^
The L.A. petition has been for-

.

.

.

.

London
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Decca Records exploitation man, of 1955. . /Anita Romero and her
Latin-American combo held over
leaving for the U.S. Aug. 2,
Pianist Norman Stenfalt has left at New Nikon.
.Clarinetist
Jack Parnell’s band.
Vic Ash and his quartet are due
Orleans
.

New

accompany Cab Calloway when
he opens at the Glasgow Empire _ Joe
on Aug. 22, following with dates tured
to

Reichman, currently feaat Blue Room of Roosevelt
at Manchester, Newcastle, Liver- Hotel doing daily deejay stint on
Charlie Luckow, Bayou
pool and Birmingham, i .Denny
Termer Trio, which has played at Room pianist, spotlighted as soloA1 Burnett’s Stork Room, are leav- ist with summer pops at Municipal
ing after six years. Pianist Art Auditorium ... Johnny Duke orch
.Owing to open four-week engagement at
Staddon trip- succeed.
the illness of bandleader Billy Cot- Safari Room Tuesday night (19)
staffer, has
ton, his son, music publisher Bill Henry Dupre,
Cotton Jr. has been fronting the opened his own talent agency
Sharkey Ronano & his Kings of
warded to NAB headquarters in band- at Coventry Hippodronfe. .
is leaving the: Dixieland in an 'extended stand at
New York, which will use it as a Guitarist. Don Fraser
quartet .after two the Sahara in the Vieux Carre
guide for similar activity by the Ray Ellington
Singer Bonnie Bell signed as
r,
years.
. .Virginia Somers has ended
Jr. NAB In other dfties where
her recording agreement with Dec- vocalist with A1 Hirt band at rechapters are being set up.
ca. She opened last week at the cently renovated Neutral Corner.
In San Francisco, instead of peDorchester Hotel for a month.

WWL

.

.

.

.

.

WWL

.

.

.

.

.

.

Phil Kahl Sets

Inc

Up

'

being circulated, the Junior
already has been formed in
Latest publisher to move into conjunction with the adult group
the management field is Phil Kahl headed by Hal Light, and repre(Patricia-Kahl Music and Planetary sentatives of different functions in
Music), who has set up the Variety radio airing of platters have beeji
invited to discuss their opinions
Artists Management firm.
before a group of 300 teenage
Recording artists already pacted
members.
to the
stable are Alan Dean
(MGM), Billy Valentine (Capitol)

Newman, Lionel Newman
and Ken Darby, in Gotham for
confabs with Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein II anent music
for studio’s upcoming Versions of
their Broadway hits, “Carousel”

and Brooks Benton

and “The King and I”

titions

Management Firm NAB

fpO'ti

i

* •

'h.,

•

i

K.

1

G'Oup P'OCj(>iO^(

film

"THE SEVEN YEAR ITCH

VAM

(Epic).

Kahl

grooming 19-year old thrush,
June Perry, for a wax bow. The
management firm will he helmed
by* Lee Kraft and Tommy Vastola.
also Is

UPSTAIRS

(Week ending July

Gersh

named
Deed Records, new
has

been

in

9)

London, July 12.
Unchained Melody
Frank
* Wonder
......Maemelodies
.

Dick

eastern rep for
indie diskery headquartering
Chicago.

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

Best British Sheet Sellers

.

.

I

Dreamboat

.Leeds
Stranger in Paradise. .Frank
Cherry Pink
Maddox

Alfred

PIDDILY PATTER
PATTER
PATTI PAGE
BURTON SISTERS*
NAPPY BROWN
ELLA MAE MORSE "

*

HELENE DIXON

• •

.

.

• •

‘Mercury
Victor

Savoy
Capitol
•

Published by

f‘

*•

.

UARKS MUSIC CORP.

.Ep/c

.

|

Andre
.

.

.

manager of Paramount
and Famous Music Companies, subsids of Paramoupt Pictures, argeneral

.

MILLS MUSIC, INC

and

My

Love

his

BAND OF RENOWN

America's Greatest Bands, CBS-TV, July 16

BASIN STREET,

Second 12
You,

BROWN

LES

Cavendish

Don’t Worry
Wright
Bridges of Paris. .. .Southern
Earth Angel ........ Chappell

Unsuspecting Heart

Berry
Tomorrow
Cavendish
Melody of Love
Connelly
Ready Willing and Able. Berry
Chee-00 Chee
Maurice
Everywhere
.Broh
Give Me Your Word.Conqelly
Every Day of Life. .Robbins
Mama \
Maemelodies
Tweedle Dee .........Robbins

N. Y.,

WEEK July 16

TWELFTH YEAR with the BOB HOPE SHOW
CAPITOL RECORDS

Dash
Dash

Sincerely

*

.

Previn has wound prerecording
sessions on Metro’s “Kismet”
Henri Rene, RCA Victor's. Coast
chief,
waxed two instrumental
sides yesterday (19) ... Ed Wolpin,

.

Hit

.

.

Softly

Up*

LIKES...

i

Three 20th-Fox studio toppers/

Evermore
Rogers
Where Dimple Be Cinephonic
Stowaway
Morris

Pin

EVERYBODY

Hollywood

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE G LASER,

Pres.

.

'-JS

/•

A.

i

PL

r

'

Hollywood

Chicaqo

Ne<v York

.

j

<H0C

j

203

Me.

Wabash

j
[

8619 Sunset

Blvd.

.

.

;

!
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VAUDEVILLE

Wednesday, July 20, 1955

Henry Tobias* entertainment director for the Totem. Averill Park,
N.Y., has lined up Myron Cohen,
Phil Foster, Alan King, Gene Bay-

Vaude, Cafe.Dates
and B. S. Pulley open Friday (22)
The Happy
at Crescendo
from Moulin Bouge
Fairmont Hotel, San
Frank Libuse and
.Davis & Reese looked Margot Brander back at MB
Sept; 13.
for the'„AUg.,9 show at the Fontaine- Professor Backwards (Jimmy Ed.Ronald Rog- mondson) headlining new show at
bleau’ Miami Beach.

New York

and Henny Youngman among

lo,s

othe” tm atones for the summer
Follies of
season there.
Minneapolis, July 16.
Tobias is alsp iemceeing a regular
Millin,
Irma Lozano, Al
Joanne
.
Saturday afternoon broadcast from Coffey> Bruce Harlan, Charlie
the Totem’s Colonnades Boom over Diehl, Hobard Billingsley, Jack
Calhoun, Tommy Thdmpson, StubSta tier,;! 'with Eugenie, Baird arid WPTR, Albany.
by Krueger, Orwin Harvey, Eddie
Dave Apollon
.Kollo & CreSsy
Chamberlain, Nita & Peppi, Johnny
held over at Bar of Music
Dorothy Dandridge goes into Cal- Shamrock’s Cork
O’Brien Howard Hardin f Virginia
Club
Neva Miltmore Aug. 5 for two
Sellers, Burt Hanson, Aqua Dears
frames
Dick Shawn booked
(24), Aqua Dancing Darlings (24),
To Book Outside Acts
into Chez Paree, Chicago, Friday
Ben Barnett’s Orch. (15); producerIrene Ryan
(22), two weeks
managing director, Al Sheehan ;
starts* her double frame stand at
'In Houston Cafe
water ballet director, Helen Starr;
the
Antlers
Hotel,
Colorado
stage choreographer, Betty Gour;
Houston, July 19. v
Springs, July 29
. The Lancers
stage director, Marie Kuhlman
musical
Opportunities
for
and
irito Harrah’s Club, Lake Tahoe,
musical
arrangements, James McBrandie Brandon variety acts continue to pop up at
on Friday (22)
reoptioned for another eight weeks Houston’s private "bottle” clubs, Leod; lighting. Jack Higgins; properties,
Fred
Smith; stage manager,
at Art Williams' Eldorado Restau- with the Cork Club in the Shamrant.
rock Hilton Hotel- being the latest Charles Bean: costuming, Marie
Gautier.
At
Wirth Pool, Minneato uptempo the outside-booking
polis, July 13-24; $3,50 top.
picture.
.
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for the Jesters moved
Francisco,. to Ciro’s
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at the Biltmore,
.Helen Di Maggio

Chateau^
starts^ St -the
N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.).
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Madrid,
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Winnipeg, Sept
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.Joyce
Bryant, is on July ?9 roster .of
Elmwood Casino, Windsor, Ont,
Sophie Tucker, goes into Don Car.

.

.

30.

who return with

.

.

Boom

Chicago
.

.
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,

Note, Chi, Sept. 28 for a single
Don Reid opens at the
frame
O'Henry Ballroom, Chi, Aug. 10
in a four-rounder ... Danny Overbea into Chi's Stage Lounge Aug.
Tiny Bradshaw set for the
3
Crown Propeller Lounge, Chi, next
Wednesday (27) Don Carlni and
at
indefinitely
continue
Vito
Jack Tea.
Armando’s, Chi
garden playing Tutz’s Milwaukee,
Ernie Harper into the
Aug. 6
Flame, Duluth, Aug. 1 for two
.

.

.

.

.

.

Judy’s Seattle

,

.

,

Seattle, July 19.

sessions.

of Paramount AttracA' two-day stand for Judy Garhas Set the Judy Garland, land here proved to be a fiasco,
package for a one-niter, at Beloit
-After
a ..gross of $9,200 for two
College, Beloit, Wis., Sept. 22..
Deejay Howard Miller to package shows on Sunday (17), arena auand headline the Chicago Theatre, thorities as well as the show’s manwith
19,
Chi, istageshow Aug.
agement decided to call a halt to
Dick Shawn
Yoriely on the bill
the show slated for last night
heads the card opening at the
advance for the
Chez Paree, Chi, Friday (22); Jane (Mon.). The small refunded.
show was
cancelled
Morgan, the Ruder ko Bros, and
Miss Garland for this stand was
the Chez Paree Adorables round
Josephine guaranteed $10,000 nightly, same
out the line-up
Premice into Chi’s Black Orchid terms that she has been asking
Tuesday (26) for two rounds.
for dates throughout the country.
Presently, there is some, difficulty
in booking her in the east because
Hollywood
demands to play
operator
of
Roy Fitzell replaced Rod Alex- straight percentages sans guarantee
ander in Aiexander-Bambi Lynn and to indemnify them for adterp act at New Frontier Hotel, vance expenditures in case she
Vegas, latter bowing out to stage doesn’t show up for contracted
dances for 20th’ "Carousel” J*.
dates.
Josephine Baker at Tabor Theatre,
Show moved on to Vancouver for
Mel Torme
Denver, for a week:
a date tonight (Tues.) and then

Roy Davis

tions
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COMEDY MATERIAL
AN

For

Branches

33G

FUN-MASTER
First

3 Bks. PARODIES, per
• MINSTREL BUDGET

GAG

|>QOk

Portland, Ore., July 19.
The Judy Garland show grossed
$33,100 in four evening performances in two nights (15-16) at the
Civic Auditorium here. The two
hour layout was presented at 7 p.m.
followed by a 9:30 showing. This
was the first time that a "twilight”
show has been tried here, Harry
Glickman, boss of Oregon Attrac-

HIE

|!9
$25

«

®

BLACKOUT BKS,, es. bk. $25 •
Stags) $50 •
.HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
«. 4

• BLUE BOOK (Gags for

OF GAGS,

S300.^Worfh over a thousand

No

BILLY
200

W.

54th

St.,

promoting her northwest
tour did a standout job of plan-

tions,

C.O.D.'s

0LASON

New York If— Dept. V

ning the emptying and refilling of
the showcase.
The entire book format show
was well received and Miss Garland
was greeted by an ovation. The
Wiere Bros, took top honors in the
specialty department, which fea-

Circle 7-1130

WHEN

IN

BOSTON

ft's the'

Heme

of

Shew

Folk

Avety It Washington Sts.
Radio In Every Room

RONALD
ROGERS
,

"
'

;

•'

^

American Singing Star of
Parlophone Records (London) and-Jack Hylton's West
End Revue, London, 1954.

Wihner "VOICE OF THE YEAR" Award, "Gramophone'
RECORD REVIEW."
"A conclusion heightened by his latest recordings and
watching him in action in a London show
. Ronald Rogers,
gaining "critical plaudits wherever he's appeared
not
.

.

,

only

.

.

of his fine voice but his excellent showman*
ship." Arthur Jackson.
"The stirring voice of RONALD ^ROGERS with "THREE
THINGS" (Parlophone)
in respect

Jimmy Young—"Daily Mirror"— London,

July 1, 1954
BILTMORE HOTEL, Rendezvous Room, Los Angeles
Personal Management:
7 West 44th St. New York City

Currently:

(

ROSE ADAIR

a

new

policy

:

of using

fresh material every two weeks
or 30 days, according to whether
or not act’s Option is picked up,
the
Cork Club launched Jeff
Craig, pianist-organist singer, and
Maurren Bailey, thrush-mimic, on
July 12.
Duo, both handled by
will stay a month.

son.

Each year Sheehan brings back
mostly the same swimmers, jlivers
and diving -clowns because they’re
the best; in the business, like Al
Coffey and such other champs.
But he also manages to work in a
couple’ of new feminine stars to
head the cast. This time they’re

MU

7-3829-3157;

Cl 7-3900

For an attraction that only enjoys a
life,
l

may

little

more than four weeks’

Al Sheehan's "Aqua. Follies”
a record in lavishness and

set
polish.

One of The chief offerings
of the Aquatennial, local annual
festival, it’s a big show in
every sense of the words, but its
career is limited to 14 performPair succeeds an institution at ances here, and 16 in Seattle,
Cork Club, musical brace of tenor W.ash., where it’ll be, presented for
Dick Krueger and violinist Dor- the sixth successive year in connection with that city’s annual
othy Davis, resident performers at
Seafair celebration.
Here it’s in
the
swank privatery for four its 16th year.
years.
Local piano-organ artist.
There
is no stint as far as lavishFreddie Gibbons will continue to.
ness of production is concerned.
come in on Monday nights, Though The stage ‘end provides no big
Houston’s K. Bert Sloan, who per-# names, but the dry land performformed similarly, isn’t, slated at ers again are audience plqasers of
spot now.

summer

Mexican and South American diving champion Irma Lozano, and 18-

.

MCA

Cork Club,

many an

favorite hangout of

oil-rich

Shamrock-Hilton
McCarthy’s sole
Tiosteiry,

Houstonian, is
founder Glenn
holdout at the

AGVA Seeks

now owned by Conrad

year old

water ballet

California

luminary Joanne Millin, they look
and perform well. Stunning water
production numbers enlist the
of

services

the 24 precision, girl

swimmers.

On

the stage, Howard Hardin is.
back for the second successive year

I

as emcee and he delivers expertly.
Another familiar and welcome performer is comic Johnny O’Brien
who unfailingly comes through a
winner. Newcomers Nita & Peppi
demonstrate tumbling to the customers’ complete satisfaction. Virginia Sellers and Burt Hanson’s
vocalizing is above par.
So' are
'

the glittering production numbers
that reveal the 24. dancers and
Show girls in Ziegfeld-like cos*
tumes,
moving and all-around
The American Guild of Variety good fast
show that winds up with the
Artists is ready to. negotiate an
Club just settled irito new downusual fireworks.
Rees.
agreement with George A. Hamid
town quarters and employing show
& Sons for a union shop at the
biz talent for first time
and the
Steel Pier, Atlantic City, as well
exclusive Club Crescendo, owned
as the various fairs and outdoor
by oil field service mogul O. J.
stands set by the Hamid office.
McCullough, in bidding for outside
Jackie .Bright* AGVA national adacts that will augment fare at
Shamrock Hilton and Rice "Hotels, ministrative secretary, and Lou
Smolove, eastern regional director
heretofore virtually only outlets
for the union; will meet with Hamid
locally for quality bookings.'
in Atlantic City today for discussions- on the matter.
Hamid and the union have been
tiffing for many years. There have
been some areas of settlement bethem, but generally, both
INN tween
have been on opposite sides Of the
A’’ seven-story 310-room hotel, fence. Union will seek a basis for
El Embajador, will be built in unionizing all. of Hamid’s operaCiudad Trujillo, Hotel, being built tions.
by the Dominican Republic^ will
“
*
be operated and managed by. the
CaitinHi
Ambassador International, a fully
DUNES
owned subsidiary of the Hotel Am- Borge Grosses
bassador of New York. Robert K.
Las Yagas
In A. C. Theatre Date;
Christenberry, former managing
director of the Astor Hotel, N.Y.,

Wildcatter .McCarthy is
prexy of the club, which just negotiated a longtime lease on diggings from hotel.
Cork Club
joins the plush private Houston

Hilton.

Hamid Deal

.

A

—

.

—

.

CHRISTENBERRY GROUP
SETS DOMINICAN

Eieen BARTON

52G

HOTEL
.

CORAL RECORDS

tured The Hi-Los, Frank Fontaine, is prexy of A.I.
Like most of the foreign hotels
Jerry Gray’s orch, and a male
dancing chorus. The 4,000 seater being managed by U.S. firms in an
was scaled at $4.00.
Garland effort to nab the tourist trade, El
racked up $11,800 for a single per- Embajador will have a casino,
formance (15) in Eugene, Ore. along with a nitery and lounges.
Show heads for Seattle, Vancouver, Inn will overlook the Caribbean
and is in a modern-styled architecand Spokane.
ture with balconies for every room.

HOTEL AVERY
The

in Portland

|

(ThD Service ol the STARS)
13 Files $7.00-AJI 35 issues $25
Singly; SI .05 per script.

•

Spokane tomorrow (Thurs.).
-

of Theatricals

THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ

the sort of must-see entertainstuff that one can renew acquaintance with once 'a year and
continue to enjoy season after sea-

it’s

ment

.

Under

.

.

Lone variations from year to
numbers
and stage acts and in a, few. new
diving and swimming twists. But

year are in production

*

.

Les Browtf into the Blue Note,
Chi, Aug. 10 for one weelc
Dave Brubeck set for the Blue

the expected pro-

portion of newcomers to fill the
5,000 outdoor stadium to near, capacity at every performance.

.

.

As far as staglighting, costuming and routining go, expert showmanship is
much in evidence. And the sum
total of entertainment is high.
Show has developed here into a
once-a-year institution like the
Shipstad-Johnson "Ice Follies” and
such as the* circus used to be. It
has built up a clientele of regulars
recognized ability.

.

Waring Troupe Set

boardwalk Warner Theatre and will
he asked to return next season, in

August, for another week’s stay.
Borge was first name act used since
Hamid and his son acMerritt-Chapman & Scott will be George A.
quired the big house. "Comedy in
the builders for a design created
played to an average of.
Music”
by Roy F. France & Sons, Miami
3,000 to 3,500 each performance.
Beach architects.
Fred Waring and the. Pennsylvanians come in for a revue, “Hepr,
Hear,”' in for a week starting July

New

Act

Dir.

WIUIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Atlantic City, July- 19.
Victor Borge grossed $52,000 for
his seven-day run in the 4,200 seat

JMT.

House

will feature first

FRANKIE SCOTT
Anifficti

s

Undernourished

Comedian

Currently

MATTHEW'S
SUPRER CLUB
Findlay,

Ohio

run mo-

tion pictures for rest of season because of screen commitments. Admissions for Waring run are $3.40,
$2.40 .and $1.35. The troupe then
goes into the Ziegfeld Theatre on
Broadway, for a four-week run
starting Aug. 8.
Following that stand Waring has
been booked for a series of arena
and auditorium one-nighters. Waring’s show consists of mainly of
members of his own organization,

f)**rciion

PEflR

J

IODICL

1

TONI HARPER
Songs
10 Mins.

Moulin Rouge, Las Vegas
.Toni
Harper shows distinct
promise in her first major appear.

Fox Tlu'olrt Bidtj

Detroit

"THE RUSSIAN DISC JOCKEY”
A n«w eoffedy bit by A. Guy Vlik, worldance following five-year hiatus
famous comedy writer. It’o satlroat Its best
spent in emerging from adolesThis act, for lingle oomlos and M.O.'a, oan
bo used anywnero. Prlee: $10.
cence arid, .intermittent ventures
A. GUY VISIT
into show biz while in the process
of maturing. No longer the cute
Writing Enterprises
“Creators of Spoolal Comedy Material"
dispenser of such kid novelties as numbering about 50 musicians, and
106 Hill 8treet
Troy, N, Y.
"Candy Store Blues,” Miss Harper entertainers.
is now a .comely colored thrusSi
with facile pipes.
She models her tone placement
and projection after 'Ella Fitzgeraldj yet no exact carbon is evident. There is enough personal
style and certainly plenty of song
Continuing
savvy to make a niche in the farflung field of pop singers. What can
broaden her scope is the display
of a jazz feeling as revealed in
her brief songalog at the Moulin
Rouge debut-—“Just You, Just
Me,” "Takin' A Chance on Love,”
"Them There Eyes,” and a novel,
M,t. SILL MITTLER, ISIS (roadway, Now York
swinging “Davy Crockett.” Will,
1

1

‘

.

l

CAB CALLOWAY
INTERNATIONAL

THEATRE
TOUR

)

)

\

P^ARIETY

/Names, Dice;

.

VAUDEVILLE

Eartha Kitt Set For

N.Y.

B.W.I. Concert

Tour

Mery Industry Hemmed In

Eartha Kitt will do several concerts in the British West Indies for

one week starting Aug. 10. She’ll
be on a series arranged by Stephen Hill of the Celebrity Con-

t

.

By JACK HELLMAN

.

DEAD IN CRASHED PLANE

City-,

from
Santa Monica to'* Reno and had left
there Feb. 25 on a biz trip to Las
Vegas, Sudden snowstorm blanketed the high Sierra and Civil Air
conducted a Week-long
Patrol
search for the missing men. Howard was declared legally dead in
His will
Sii'perior Court May 18.
left his home to his widow, and

‘

.

main

the Billy Williams* combo
in the lounge a few feet from the
whirling roulette and the galloping
cubes. "Two other acts supplement
the West sexplosive and in the
lounge, for good measure, Billy
Snyder, onetime operator of the
Band Box in Los Angeles, takes
time out .from his hosting to belt
out a song to keep the room hopping and the. wooers of lady luck
more loose with their chips.
The Riviera Hotel; Las Vegas,
The Biltmore’s weekly nut for will have a couple of play-or-pay
talent fluctuates on either side of
contracts on its hands for the Aug.
$2Q,0Q0, but unlike Vegas it’s the 3 show. It’s all up to Edith Piaf,
show first and gambling second. the- French chantoosey, who was
For here the big draw is not lo- booked there originally several
calized but scattered along the
months ago, and who has the right
shores of the lake. 'The family to approve all performers on the
trade counts heavily and toward bill with her. She’s also contracted
dusk nightly pilgrimages are made for 100% star billing, and seemto “the line” dividing California
ingly is the master of the situation
from Nevada.- On. the north shore in which the Riviera finds itself.
the three big spots are tightly con- Hotel also has Kathryn Grayson
centrated,. a short ; walk down the
booked for the same show. Miss
highway, fronf the Biltmore to CalPiaf doesn’t approve of that bookNeva and midway the Bal Tabarin, ing and could keep her off the
formerly Cal-Vada. For the short show. She has the right to bar
three-month season these three another singer on the same layout.
“clubs” book nearly every top act
As of now, the Riviera has ofthat plays‘Vegas. And it's no trick
at all to get them. The cool, fresh, fered her about $20,000 to step out
of the four-week contract at $10,000
( Continued on page 53
per week. Miss Piaf may accept,
if the offer goes to $25,0QQ. Otherwise, she’s ready, willing and able
to report on Aug. 3 and she will
not have another chantoosey on
the same show. Thus, the Riviera

room and

.

Palace Theatre, N. Y., has set
percentage booking oh the
four-a-day policy with the pacting
.

its first

of Phil. Spitalny;

who opens for one

3uSSS
w
*

l'

*, show

g*

jagss«i

be*

""“...iv.fpwll
laurel

i

[

-‘JFPER^CUU®
•

jUirnMo, S«
l0 Roland

edion o»

Mu»*

•

MCA

|

huU&jri^.

iJCdht^put that, .there’s nar$laee.to
build. True there are some sites
available, but all are on those of
previous cafe failures; or inconvenient .or unfashionable locations.
Another factor militating against
new nitery interests lies in the ex-

'

‘

all

a

nitery construction and to give,
monopoly to existing

virtual
*

spots.'

The only new

construction anis the pro-

nounced for niteries
new. Riviera

jected

at

Ft,

Lee.

•

1

femme

crew.
Spitalny will supply the entire
bill and may^bring in one or ty/o
outside acts. If show meets expectations, Palace may bring in
more name bands. Pic will bp a
“King’s
CineniaScoper,
Metro
Thief.”

-

have to pay off Miss' Grayson
unless it can postpone her date.
She too has a clause, in her contract calling for 100% sole billing.
Even that problem cannot be
legally resolved by the hotel.
Meanwhile, the American Guild
of Variety Artists hais told Music
Corp. of America, which booked
Miss Grayson, to stand by and prohibit the filpi-singer from working
there unless conditions are satis
factory to Miss Piaf.
New York office of AGVA has
informed its Coast rep, Irvin Mazzei that unless it came through
with a satisfactory offer, Miss Piaf
would be instructed to report. Un|-ion stated that the inn had at
tempted to get Harry Belafonte

new

^re qwe^ute

There is no new construction for
any New. York spots. Only recent
major renovations is that of La
Vie at the Hotel Shelton which was
Las Vegas, July 19.
able to operate immediately on the
his regular’* beat. However, since
Hotel New Frontier ops have Hotel' Shelton’s license, and the
the shuttering of these houses and
the paucity of niteries on a band satisfied the Clark County Li major -Alterations at the Copacapolicy, Spitalny has been out-of- censing. Commission that they had bana, which is an existing, operacomplied with the commission’s tion.
towning for his location dates.
Nitery men are increasingly wary
This is" the second bandshow edict last Monday (ID that the
corporation records be of opening on the. site of spots they
resort’s
w'as
booked into the Palace. First
cleaned up” or’ its casino would have previously folded. Aside from
the recent mambo show, which
With the order the fact that most of them have
came off successfully. However, be padlocked.
hotel 48 been leased by the “over 28”
this is a different type of presenta- the commission gave the
dancor get shut eries (for mature folks),
shape
to
up
hours
tion, and one to which the house
and thus
The New Frontier chiefs have become unavailable, it’s a difto.
accustomed
Spitalny, down.
isn’t
house booker Dan Friendly and just slipped under the. deadline, ficult proposition to make spenders
RKO managers arc blueprinting as attorneys Joe McDonald Jr.,
return to spots that they passed up
the construction of platforms to and Bruce Levy (an owner of the in the first place.
accommodate Spitalny and his all- hostelry) surrendered six “temAnother discouraging aspect of

-

will

*«afea

debut his new and improved club.
Spot shuttered a couple of weeks tremely high construction and land
ago for the first time in its 15-.year acquisition costs.
history in order to remove the
/However, the major stumbling
pillars.
block to any new locations lies in
Alteration costs will have run the State Liquor Authority’s ukase
in the neighborhood of $250,000 that all new establishments shall
for the job which will add a total operate as straight eateries for 90
of four tables to the cafe, but will days before application for a’ liaid the visibility throughout the cense may be made. No specially
house.
built spot or one that has underi
gone expensive alterations * can
withstand stich a handicap. $Tet
effect of that dictum is to freeze

,

.

new

.

.

piloted plane

;

Strip spots pay for their .casino
comeon., Currently it’s Mae West

Ls»* * jt

ii

.

week starting; Aug. 12. It’s also the
most expensive bill set for the
house on the grind policy.^There
the balance of his $50,000 estate have been more expensive turns,
Silver
in trust to their children,
but they worked Qri the periodic
Was unmarried, his parents sur- two-a-day binges.
vive.
Booking of SpiTalny into the Palace again. points up the scarcity of
prime showcases in New "York.
Spitalny, when there were more
houses on Broadway, worked the
Strand and Paramount theatres as

:

openAngr

•

Utah.

Howard had

acquisition of

/Entrepreneurs interested. , in

sites,

Joe E. - Lewis will do the
inaugural run at the newly refurbished Copacabana, N. Y., starting Sept. 8 when Jules Podell will/]

and his assistant, Dave Silver,
which with the pair’s long-missing
rented plane was discovered atop
a high Sierra peak near Cedar

Growth of the nitery industry
New York Will have to depend

bn the

-

Hollywood, July 19.
Rescuers Monday (18) were trying to bring down bodies of Hal
C: Howard, MCA veepee in charge
of the band and act department,

’

in *the

X

FIND HOWARD, SILVER

'

and her musclemen

in

in
headquartering
Corp,
Kingston.
William Morris Agency handled
the deal.
cert

Crystal Bay, Nev., July 10*
Rend - McNally
dateline
This
hasn’t got around to ybt, and yet
,it’s one of the hottest spots in Nevada. Some class it next to Las
Vegas as the second heaven of
gamboleers the world around
Reno notwithstanding.
For show people it’s sort of a
Shangri-la a mile skyward from
Vegas, tall in the Sierras and not
too far from the highest point in
the continental U,>3., which is Mt.
Whitney. For the star act and the
lesser luminaries who play Vegas
it’s virtually a “family must.” It’s
a place where the frau and the
kids can be parked comfortably in
a cottage hard by Lake Tahoe’s 85
miles of circumference and for* the
act—vacation with pay.
The gay is good. Sanford Adler,
who now rims the- Biltmore on the
north shore after years of successfully operating Cal-Neva, down the
road a piece, offers floor shows in
the 250-seat dining room that run
to. about half of -what the Vegas

CLOONEY CLICKO IN
LONDON YAUDE BOW
London, July

19.

porary” stock certificates to Sheriff W. E. Leypoldt, chairman of the
panel which governs gambling here
on a county level.
The attorneys also presented the
corporation minute books, brought
up to date as had been ordered,
There
for the board’s approval.
remains one outstanding 'stock
certificate of", the temporary issue,
and that one is being held in an
Arkansas bank as collateral. It is
reported that this certificate will
be -replaced and surrendered as
soon as .the permanent stock is

Rosemary Clooney, succeeding
Danny Kaye in the headline spot

issued.

at the Palladium here, captured
the audience with a relaxed style
of singing and a polished and bal-

New

The

local
issuance of

the present situation lie? in the
fact that in order to get into operation, an operator may have- to take

a room with the wrong physical
proportions, which in itself can be
disastrous.

Although, the talent situation is
sgid to have discouraged more
prospective cafe operators, it’s
axiomatic that an owner must have
a place before he can worry about
other aspects of cafe operation.

George
Wallington
Quartet
moves into the Cafe Bohemia, new
commission frowns on Greenwich Village (N. Y.) nitery,
temporary stock. The July 25.

Frontier opS said they “hadn’t
gotten around to issuing permanent certificates,” hehce. the temporaries. But the board pointed
out that this leaves too many
loopholes
through
which
undesirable interests could enter the
local gaming scene.
Result: the
board ordered the,,, hotel to get
permanent certificates issued, or
none at all would be approved.
Sheriff Leypoldt said the board’s
Salici Puppets, Leslie Rendell,. a action in the New Frontier matter
local comic; Theda Sisters; Scan- should be underscored as a warndinavian
aerialists;
Authors & ing to other Strip hotel owners
Swanson, Canadian mimics; Qua- whose corporate records are beino, equilibrist; Morlidor Trio/and lieved to be in the same kind of
George Carden Dancers.
shape.

anced routine. Miss Clooney.earned
a begoff, with Buddy Cole accomping. This is her first appearance in
London.
An outstanding smash on this
session is magico Channing Pollock who previously appeared here
at the Savoy Hotel. Tile Odells also
clicked with a line of aero terps.
Others on the bill include the

TROTTER BROS.
featuring

FABULOUS

PUPPHS

". . , hew, fresh .
.
aocko entertainment"
.

Joit

Concluded;

GATINEAU COUNTRY
CLUB
Ottawa, Canada
Currently:
Villa Bellvjew
St. Jovit, Quo,
Permanent Melting:
23QI 8. Main
Wichita, Kansas

i:ii

iwj
!li!

.

!lil

on the same

GARY

FRANKIE

with Miss Piaf,
which,- of course, was turned down.
Hotel had also requested a postponement, but since she is slated
for a September opening at the
Versailles N. Y., and thence to
Paris, she wouldn’t have the time
bill

I'il

One

!fl

Little

Candle of Gratitude

I'm
r;|i
i:ir

Our

First

Year With

.

FORD"-* REYNOLDS
formerly

.

Larry potter's

a

New

Hollywood, Cal.
Personal Mgr. Billy Creadon
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FRONTIER DAYS
PLAINS HOTEL
CHEYENNE

(Monday Through

Nixon, Pitt Cafe,

CBS

Friday on

CLUB

SUPPfeR
-

TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD

to oblige.-

'

Frisdra dnd Reynolds
HELD OVER

•

WYOMING

July 25 thru July 30

m

Ice shows, which have been the
exclusive province of the highway
spots around town, will invade
the downtown nitery field next
month. New Nixon, a small room,
[has already contracted for a rink
revue to open there on Aug. 1 for
a limited run. New Nixon hasn’t

Bvery Saturday Night

been having very easy sledding
lately and if the icers turn the
trick, they’ll stay on as a regular

NBC

-

TV

MUSICAL CHAIRS

policy indefinitely.

Last frozen floor entertainment
within the Golden Triangle was at
the old Nixon Cafe almost 10 years
ago. That room has since been torn
down and Alcoa skyscraper now
stands on the site.
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Ray Bailey - Tom.Roddy- Dick Williams
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-
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Personal Management:
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Beach

that, it i olves the problem of when Salisbury
material to catch’
Basin Street, N* Y.
Frolics
Dunes,
"
*
everyone’s fancy. She does a Latin
Les Broum Orch (17), Austrflllan to atop,
Salisbury Beach, Mass., July 10.
Las Vegas, June 13.
Ernie Heckscher'* orch kindles
Mexican-hatted Jazz Quartet; $3 minimum.
a
takeoff
with
"Magic Carpet Revue” wUKWally Hayes who plays the bongos fran'Kitty' Kalian, Cycling Kirks (2),
the accompaniment chores okay,
Mitzif Jay Jdyson,
Cox Eileen Barton, Jose Duval, tically while she wavbs a handkersuffering, to much vol- Phil Lawrence
albeit
Main trouble with, the Les ume; with
Dave Lester’s Orch (10 ), Johnny
Daughters of the Dunes (13), Corps chief through "Lover.”. Also close
Rafe.
js
Basin
Street
stand
Brown
at
RubanoffOrch;,
Jaye
Fulford; $1.20 'admission.
tile Ballet (20),
to home, since Nelson Eddy' just that there's no place for terping.
'
minimum $2.
completed an engagement across Brown’s crew lays down a swing- Bal Tabarln, LakeTTahoe
Good turnout of record followthe road, is the pair’s socko "Rose
more for
Lake Tahoe, July 15.
Every sa often, a Las Vegas hptel Marie” stint. Followed by ••Stu- ing beat but ft’s pegged
a ballroom than the confines .of a
Kathryn Grayson* Wilt Jordan, ers greets Kitty Kallen on her
for dent, Prince,” another big yock.
show makes the headlines
however,*
maestro,
first visit to this section and’ chirp
jazz
nitery.
The
Dick
Dancers
Boy’s
Hughes
Helene
,
Marlene
different reasons. Thus,
Hayes still stuns With the switch must have been briefed well on Orch;~ $2 minimum,
warms up the audience immediateDietrieh’s transparent gown;.' Noel from high comedy to extreme
room draws
ly with a piece of special material,
Coward’s chic sophistications; and pathos in hfs "One More for the the' type of trade this
made a noticeable
Probably the only soprano on which allows her to indulge in
Mario n Lanza's - reluctance .were Road” drunk classic. Supplement- because he's
effort to showcase 'melodies^ that th.e circuit today who ignores pop
among some of: the* layouts ^hat- ed by a tall quartet, The Toppers, have
aud ^participation using a roving
been arranged with imagina- tunes, Katbryn Grayson proves a mike. With warmup bit getting
brought free space to the casino the team has definitely added totion and that give the sidemen-.a longhair can do very well without
capitol. With start of the current
nice
hand r she draws wave of apsounds
The foursome
its power.
musi- them. The closest she comes to- a
plause on opening
show, Wally Cox similarly cracked fine with Miss Healy on "Some- chance to display their slick
strains
of
pop vein is “Jealousy” and this is "Chapel in the Moonlight.”
front pages, but for a reason that thing's Gotta Give” and prove ex- cianship.
Brown is a casual and amiable done in full. concert fashion.
doesn’t do his professional, stand- cellent foils for Hayes.
She follows with "Mr. Sandman”
story).
boys
drilled
his*
helmsman who’s
ing any good. (See separate
The fragile Miss Grayson is ex- for good change of pace. Her
Guided by Tommy Wonder, the welL Orch produces a solid sound,
The act, that brought him up from
periencing the high altitude, dry- "Loqk to the Rainbow” sags, but
Vanguard Cal-Nevetts and Don Dellair, plus with the accent on the brass, and ness and. throat condition
Village
Manhattan’s
which all chirp comes back quickly with the
Banks,
Margaret
partner,
Wonder's
through to the Blue Angel and into
giYes each tune, whether it’s ballad,
polished, unlagging pro- rhythm or Latino-styled, a brisk Strenuous singing produces. Sip- rhythmic "Don’t Let the *Kitty Get
video, brought only a cancellation fill out a
ping buttered tea between num- In,” "When You’re -Smiling” and
with
his
Dellair
clicks
gram.
of
is
settlement
Orch
and bouncy rendition.
and a dispute over_a
bers she certainly, does not sound analysis of "What is a Smile.” She
opening made
his contract. His running mate smooth baritone for the
up of four rhythm, five reed in bad voice.
with "Little
registers
strongly
Eileen .Barton, stepped into*, sole production number, "That's What and eight brass, with the maestro
A particularly fetching touch is Things Mean A Lot,” her toig platcan-can
Paree.”
Paris
Makes
^pitching in occasionally with some
star status after A1 Gottesman, the
and
gets top aud
last
year,
ter
of
given to "Bill” and delightful lilt
Dunes boss, asked him to be so dance climaxes the ..bright begin- 'okay sax work.
with her new "Let’s Make
ning with flashing gams.
Amohg the numbers that come to "The Laughing Song” from "Die reaction
kind as to get lost.
which '•has
of
Tonight,”
Most
the
Fledermaus.”
with
"You
Are. Love"
Tom Wonder elicits mitts
Miss Barton apparently is better his choreography and some stand- off best our “Oh Baby,” with a from "Showboat” seems to be the received hefty plugging from local
bright Vocal by tootler Stumpy
suited for the star spot occupied out solo tricks,
deejays. Another- aud participation
most
universally
appealing
the
of
Brown, “Our Love Is HCre to
by Cox, tout original plans for slotlot as gauged on the applause bit during "Saints Go Marching
The Cal-Neva, for some reason,
ting her iii.fhe deuce seemed more puts its dancing customers under Stay,” "Strange” and "Carioca.” meter.
In,” in which chirp dances with
Orch also fools around with. Frank
.in her metier. She unleashes a lot
In the show caUght, Will Jor- ['patrons, gets her good laughs.
'the black light, which should be Comstock’s arrangement, of Tchai-.
.of power in.her attempt, to. salvage
dan’s
"Toast
of
the
Mark.
success
Supporting' show has Phil LawTown”
abandoned.
"Nutcracker
Suite”
for
kowsky’s
the show. She. has opportunity to
fine
payoff results. They break up the had proceeded him, but there was rence &»Mltzi as opener with
really shine while, giving show a
9
a long impatient period before he JAps and takeoff on oldtime dance
ch
Souci,
Sains
special
matesesh
musical
with*
a
‘Ida
of
hefty boost.- Medley
Kirk?
display
really
began
rolling.^
Cycling
The
..impresAn
team?:
rial piece called "What’s the Use of
Miami Beach, July 8.
Cake” and “From This
Baked
sionist
carries his carbons to ability on bicycles of varying sizes
Cab Calloway Freddie Calo Getting Sober?” It -s lowbrow stuff a third who
^Moment Oh” is peppy launcher.
copy—by imitating Walks—* and tricky unicycles. Jay Jayson
.that sets a wrong note in the overShe’s expressive in "Learnin’ the Orch; $2.50, $3.50 mihimums.
Jordan
comes
up with some excel- -gags ahd mimics for his. turn In
all programming.
Blues.” She does tribute to HarThe Australian Jazz Quartet lent' impreshes. But while his look- addition to emcee of the 90-minute
old Arlen with ‘‘Stormy Weather,”
This is Cab Calloway’s first date
alike-sound-alike-walk-alike
busi- show cut well by ,Dave Lester’s
String,” ‘‘Devil And on Miami Beach—he played the spells the Brown: crew on the po"World On
ness is flawless the audio material orch. Johnny Fulford is slick with“ The Deep Blue Sea,” and “Come
Clover in Miami several years ago dium with a sound that’s strictly in is not up to the video.
intermission organ interludes.
excelThe
Boys
Bain Or Come Shine.” She does a
and judging from the record the cool groove.
*
Gay l.
Jordan strikes the bell with a
takeoff on Judy Garland’s "Some- breaking business he is’ attracting lently complement the headliner. bit from "Waterfront” as
Marlon
Gros.
and
Rainbow”
where Over The
it’s a cinch heTi be returning to
Brando.
The
walk
Grant
of
.and
Riverside,
Billy Daniels’ "Old Black Magic” these precincts in short order.
the1 voice of Crosby turn out to
RenO, July 7.
for salvos.
Working sans his -own orch, Cal- Beverly Hills,
be Dean' Martin. He is at his peak
.Newport, Ky., July 9.
Dennis Day, Ramses (4)., Starlets
Also mimes Lionel Barrymore, loway loses none of his ebullience,
[With his Ed Sullivan mirror and
RobinGrant,
quickly
winning them
with his
Lillian
Roth, Novel-ites
(3), builds to a fine beg off.
Cagney, Stewart,
(8), Bill Clifford jOr.ch; $2 minison and Jerry Lewis, in. a "Be- zesty approach and free-wheeling Elaine Deming, Dorothy Dorben
x
The Bal gals open the meeting mum.
delivery.
Ranging Dancers (TO), Dick Hyde, Gardner with sexy slit skirts for "Whatever
cause Of You” interp of Sammy full-throated
Davis Jr., complete with eye patch. from a subdued version of "Funny Benedict Qrch (10), Jimmy Wilber Lola Wants,” with some man huntIt's the same oid shillelagh and
Tune tale about her parents in Valentine” through rock 'n’ roll, Trio , Larry Vincent; $3 minimum, ing, through the aud with flash- the same old Dennis Day and the
two-a-day vaude affords Miss Bar- be-bop and his standard hi-delights.
Mark.
$4 Saturdays.
same old full house. Practically
ton time to switch skirt for tux hding, he wraps up all the way
°
and white gloves and paint on via shrewd choice .of tubes, hanL.
V* the only Irishman today working
this
session.
show
A
great
floor
black face for a Jolson routine. dling of the intro patter and gentime to* preserve the memory
full
Los Vegas, July 12.
Roth speeds up her comeHer "Mammy” is strong, but could eral deportment around the tablers. Lillian
Ben Blue Denise Darcel, Georgie of the Emerald Isle, Day only has
The intelligent routining is re- back mission with a solid half-hour Tapps
be tempered a trifle.
his Irish face to start the
open
to
Dancers
-her
first
engagecycle of sorigs. It’s
(4), Sid Fields,
Cox must have been Surprised flected in inclusion of such tunes ment here since 193£, when she Sammy Wolfe, Seri, Coronet Danc- plaudits rollin' in,
at the tolase reaction of Vegas as "Cha Cha Cha”, to add diversity. brightened the' third bill after this ers
Jimmy Durante in this
Following
Jerry
(20),
Fielding. Orch (12);
crowds to the .spiel which; made He sparks the repertory with
” class Kentucky spot’s opening. Her $2 minimum.
engagement. Day comes aboard
him the darling of the cafe society theme "Minnie, .the JMoocher
nose to’ intro himself
a
fake*
with
rates
welwarm
reception
future
devotees of Manhattan’s intimate building to encore demands. "St. comes.
and it almost goes* for' naught.
„
Ben Blue, Denise Darcel and
James Infirmary,”' "Shake, Rattle
boites.
the
nose is off and he’s
once
But
With
the
star
are
two.
chirper
Georgie
Tapps
“It
Ain’t
Necesare a surefire parand Roll” and
His crack about "the show must
the lyrics of -"Give 'Them All
sarily So” send him - off a solid Clickeroo acts, both initial visitors. lay that will sprint .with the best on
go on—unless the performer has to winner.
Elaine, Deming, young blond beaut in the Vegas’ summer season show Ybu’ve Got,” he gets all the patrons
make a phone call, or something”
also some
Freddy Calo and his. orch, de- acrobatic dancer, crams a hot handicap, keeping Royal Nevada have got. ThereN are gags.
was an omen for his exit after the spite
Benny
their Latino inclinations, sail routine into four minutes. Show- casino and supper club grooms inevitable Jack
third night. But he tried, hard
in
stoppers
any
company,
'the
NovsubmaGerman
the
Replacing
busy
for
the next four stanzas. The
into the Calloway arrangements in
with a "Basin Street” yodel, Introback- elites make 25 minutes’ a fleeting talents of this triple entry are rine commander routine this trip
ducing a mythical Brother Neddie, fine' style to provide strong
passage with a merry assortment superbly woven into a neat pat- is a preview of his tv show which
Lary
.
grounding.
,
who was no less a myth than the
of instrumental, vocal and charac- tern.
gives him a chance to appear as a
yocks he tried to get.
ter caterings. In dinner jackets,
Blue sets the pace, with foils Japanese, Italian, et al, and sing
Carroll’s, Paris
His "Uncle Everett,” "Dufo”
the three personable chaps whack Sid Fields, a. stately .Scandinavian in accents' appropriate. An Irish
Paris,
19.
July
"Medical
"Handsome Harry Cox,”
away^ with accordion, bass fiddle looker called Seri, and Sammy medley buttons up the stint before
Betty Reilly, Maggy Sarragne, and guitar and then sock over
Inspection” and "Tavern In The
Wolfe. As latter, apes Bill- Kenny, the Starlets join Day for a clever
Tp\m’" bits are probably sharp in Rita Rertoir, Rudy Castell Orch imitations of name singers and Johnnie Ray and Tony Martin (“I finale on "An Irishman Will Steal
Gotham but unfortunately were (9); $5 minumum
characters of the hills and hollers. Get
Ideas”—in .Yiddish), Blue Your Heart Away.”
not honed keen enough to slice
Miss Roth, showing’ no loss of struts, shuffles and tips cane and
Egyptian
Ramses,
the
The
cold harrier set up by audience
This cellar club, off the Champs- charm arid ho sign of advancing straw. ,to lay' solid foundation
for. quartet which uses the sister- of
here who go for the brassier in Elysees, is staying open for the years, Is sweet in a light ruffled upcoming turns.
the group as the strong man, clicks
comedy. Infectious though he may summer this season for the first gown. She scores in rapid succesMj?s Darcel, ‘encased in snug off some standout feats, climax of
Ibe, Cox just couldn’t illuminate time. It is a good idea for summer sion with old pops; special singing satin,
smooches with ringsiders which is a tower of. three Ramses
past footlights in this vast room tourism and should give fowner and talking pieces and current hits, through “Paree ”
segueing into which falls to the. stage, then restretched
where the audience is
Frede a neat return. Savvy spot- and knots, proceedings with a whispy "Lamour.” Both are in verses the procedure and builds
deep to the rear and high to the ting of dynamic chantoosy Betty dramatic handling of "I’ll Cry French.
Chanteuse-actress
ac- right back up to the triple height.
But
balcony.
a
*via
latter
ceiling,
Reilly is also- a strong gambit. Miss Tomorrow!”
Dave
Fleischman, cents the King’s' English heavily
An Irish- routine, is the Starlet's
game he was as he sighed and un- Reilly finally has found her proper pianist, is her musical director.
in "If I Give My Heart To You,”
George Weil,
ruffled "don’t applaud—virtue al- surroundings in this boite,. and she
Resident talent staff of Dorothy and hip-flips "They Were Doin’ Opening number.
Day’s conductor, batons the Bill
ways gets its own reward.”
Dancers; singing emcee The Mambo,” then into a
is at ease as she belts out her jazzy Dorben
sultrv Clifford orch for fine accompaniFour Tunes substituting from standards and her rocking carioca Dick Hyde and Gardner Benedict’s "La Vie En Rose.”
Miss Darcel ment.
Mark.
the cocktail lounge, are readily ballads. It’s a begoff turn.
band supply bigtime backing.
spiels tale of G. 1: liberators "who
received for upbeat harmonies.
Miss Reilly has added a clever
Koll
rescued me” to ready wind up,
Daughters of the Dunes and bit with her conception of how
of
Music,
L.
A.
“Allouette,” which she does with
Dunes Corps de Ballet, featuring various nationalities would sashay Fairmont,
Hollywood, July 2.
Francisco patron hauled* on stage for duet.
vocals of Jose Duval,, trip light into “La Vie Eh Rose,” with the
Dave Apollon, Ruthie' James
Blue returns in ingratiating
San Francisco, July 12.
"An Arabian belting Gallic turn, the earthy Italo
fantastic through
Ames Bros (4), Ernie Heckscher “Snooky,” spinning the popular Mack Twins; Saturday minimum,
Night,” "Midnight In Montmarte” method, the veiled Turkish way,
pantomime with Dick Gregory, $2.50.
and “Starlight Paradise,” all hold- and ends it bombastically a la Orch (10); $2 cover.
Fields and Seri. Salvos are long
overs from opening Several weeks Texas. This* is all done ih Frenph
’
Dave Apollon’s great talent with
In their first local appearance,, and loud for this sketch.
past.- Arabian Room Orch of Jaye with
a
proper ihellbw accent.
Georgie Tapps is a big star here the mandolin as new headliner is
what’s
show—
aside
good
from quickies at Conventions,
Rubanoff cuts a
Word-of-mouth should make her a
as
he
tippity-taps
from job as in keeping \^th the style
Alan.
left of it.
this
prized Gallic entry. Ijer earlier the Ames Bros, rapidly grab the spa’s choreographer to
own spot- Bevboulery, always long onof good
Frisco 'audience in this’ posh room
stints in St. Germain clubs were
light, with aides Judy Guyll. Dottie
musics What he does with his
Cal-Neva,
not her forte, and it forced her While belting put a selection of Mathews, Guy Tano ahd Joe
Rus- '"specially-hewn instrument, is the
into too many Gallic-type songs ballads, record hits and general sell. He unfolds
Lake Tahoe, July 15.
satire „on blues
nostalgia.
Mary Healy, Which lost some of her personality.
Peter Lind Hayes
and leaps and whirls through an best, and show-wise he selects
This
group,
which
can
do
somenumbers Which are proven fayes.
i
Maggy
Sarragne is primarily a
with The Toppers (4), Tommy
thing else besides sing,., put on expressive flamenco routine to
Gypsy tunes particularly are
Wonder & Margaret Banks , Don svelte looker with pipes that do not funny hats for a vaudeville takeoff, "Malaguena.” He builds to "Hold
match
the
cover.
However
she
Matty
That Tiger” exit for powerful re- Apollon’s natural meat and these
Cal-Nevetts
Dellair,
(8),
oomes off well with an aud partici- do imitations of Billy Eckstine, turn. N
are best received. Tops here is a
*
Malneck Orch ; $2 minimum
pation interlude and some special Vaughn Monroe and the Mills
Blue works hard and success- Romany air medley, but his rendiBros., for a solid comedy sepre.
material that manages not to be'
of "Tyro Guitars” and "Dark
With other routines and patter as fully, following Tapps ahd main- tion
Although extensive remodeling on the quaint side.
She
is okay
show’s
momentum with Eyes” finds almost equal appreciaa solid break from just vocals, tains
has taken place in this .best known for intime spots of
this calibre.
"Chandu” portrayal, his traditional tion from a crowd heavy on apthey
turn
of the .Tahoe resorts, the cavernous
out
to
be
one
of
the*
Rita Renoir essays a writhing,
plause.
"Stardust,” "La Vie en
most effective groups to work this characterization with Fields. Rose”
theatre-restaurant remains intact. sexy
dance interlude. Supple body
j&nd "Tiqo Tico” are on the
Dropped after opener as show was
spot in some time.
And while it is very effective in its
pop side. A* Chopin Walt? and
and
clever
costuming
make
this
pruned,
to
"Bowery
Mission
Band”
heads
motif,
with
moose
The
rustic
songs range, from "ShadGrieg concerto also rate rousingly.
looking down on the diners, and a an okay erotic entry. Ex-stripteaser, rack” to "By the Silvery Moon” was plug for "Guys and Dolls,”
Ruthie James, holding over,
"mountain spring” in a rock for- she now keeps her bosom covered and each of the brothers takes over which bows in this spa next month,
and
looks
ready
for
spotting
in
comes
forth with trio of new numr
the
at one time or another for a solo but proved anti-climatic. Bit has
mation as part of the decor, a performer could easily "get lost” in Casino or Folies for the erotic job with special honors in this de- merit, however, and may have bers, best being her version of the
numbers.
Femcee
chores
Belle
Baker classic, "Yiddisher
are
well
fared
better
if
slotted
earlier
partment going to elder brother
in
the expanse.
Momma.” She also gives with a
Nevertheless, in this mountain handled by ex-U.S. model Mickey Joe Ames for his basso imitation revue.
Opener is "Dancing In The comedy novelty, "California Drivof Ezio Pinza and for Ed Ames’
Wilderness dining room, Peter Michaels.
Rudy Castell orch (9) keeps a solo of, "Learnin’ the Blues.” Latter Dark,” a mood production terped ers,” and /'I'm in Love.”
Lind Hayes & Mary Healy keep
the camp fires glowing. In fact, fine mambo beat f<Sr the predomi- also acts as emcee, handling the by Coronet dolls. and background
The Mack Twins at the twin
nantly
Latino visitors. Some air- patter in a .light, informal and by the Royal's aqua wizardry, The pianos also are holdovers, giving
from the starting gun, the show
is exciting and fast-paced, neatly conditioning would help put this pleasing, style,
Dancing Waters. Coronets are back Apollon fine backing ,aS well as
.
threaded together for the most over as a summer entry. Tab is
For an encore,''the group does a in closer, "Italian Street Song,” performing on their own and with
nearly complete production seen at high, but club is in its popular European folk song, "Ballad, of the which returns stars for final call. their orch.
Highlight is their
phase, and it does not seem to Four Brothers,” which is half again Both numbers are holdovers.
the Lake in years.
"Rhapsody in Blue,” in '^'’ert
Mosk,
&
Whit,
have packed into the phase patrons.
Aldiu
precision;
too long and should be cut. At
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Edgfewpter Befeeb, Chi

1

Moulin Rouge? L» V.

have brief but important role in

revue.
They terp early century
Chicago, July 10.
“Hula .Festival” with Johnny Parisian scene with chorus, segue
own Spotlight for lilting defiPineapple Orch '(8), Kealoha, Lett* into
nition of ‘‘Merry Widow,”, and
anl; $1-$1.50 cover, no minimum.
once more guide Venus Vamps
through productions.
The main room of Ghi’s storield
-Bill Norvis & Upstarts and Dick
hotel-by-,the-lake has. been remodpackage
dance-intro
Humphries
what was for -years the
eled;
jazz trumpet of* Norman
behind
Marine Dining Room and a top
Prentice in fresh “B-Bar B-Bop”
talent show case is now the Polynumber. Garwood Van aiid orch
nesian, Village. The decor is that
Alan.
the Sduth Sea Islands; the staff musically backstop show.

Las Vegas, July
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16,
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Orch;

Perrault

admission

$1.25,

After

dhicagu, «Juty 5,
Rfiike, Phyllis Branch,
(4), tludy Kerpays Duo

,

.-Arthur.

I

(5),

DlackOrchid, Chi

Becker, Shirley Bates, Benny Carter Orch (12); tip coVfr or mini.y

mum.

II

I 'l'll

Herb Shriner, The Spellbinders
Miriam Sage Dancers (7),

•

Kirby, Toni Harper, Hines Bros. in the lounge.
(2 >, Flamingos (5), Lon Fontaine,

'

Lake Club, SprlngPd, III#

socko terps session, using
thrfee impressive routines to heavy
their

Brawn <fc Beige Revue/* mitting. Harry Pozy band showbacks and plays -for dancing. A1
Stump & StumpyA George Costi
is on keyboard and chants

“Hot,

,

*
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Herb

nights

three

(15-17)

of

humor and

‘Shriner’s -Hoosier

harmonica; the Lake Club closes
its doors until early August* £The
coincidence, however, carries* no

.

-

A
Mascots
$4 minimum.'
With- the unveiling of Its, second
Wally Cox-Dunes corifiotatirins.
revue, entitled “Hot,! Brown &
is Oriental, the cuisine is CantonCurrent fare at tliis Jntimery' This tv comedian’s wry monologs
inter-racial -hotel
this’
Beige,”
ese- American and the entertaindrew.-a
pa&ked
house
night
opening
Snd harmbnica' solos garner *eotash
Biltmore Hotel* L« A. makes a fair* bid for summertime and should do good biz during the reception.
ment is Hawaiian.
What’s more* his threetourist trade seeking, offbeat show
Lob Angeles, July 14.
The entertainment ‘’is less ambibill’s three-week run.
day stand may claim the turnstile
suggests
a
Revue
connotation
fare.
Morey Amsterdam, Helen O'Contious than it was of Old, but in
Arthur Blake holds down the tor record at this Lincolnland nighttypical Harlemese dazzler yet overJimmie
Grier
Houcks
The
nell,
(3)
keeping with the atmosphere of the
spot.
all layout is only a -framework for .spot and entertains steadily with a
room. The Polynesian Village is Orch (8); cover $1-$1.50.
The Shriner layout opens with
succession of acts Spliced byline generous helping of his carbqns of
operated on a limited' show policy;
attract showfolks mostly film stars. His a tab versioh of his “Inside U.S.A.”
numbers.
Still,
It
will
the talent consists of the Jdhriny
This downtown roiom is no happy e n 6 u h spenders, particularly opening-night turn ran close to an Indiana talkathon. Middle spot in
g
Pineapple band and features the hunting grouiid for flip comics like those rounding
the town after mid- hour; some might call it overlong, the act has Shriner as moderatorhula hoofing of Kealoha and Dei- Morey Amsterdam so it’s asking night.
~
but the customers didn’t seem to of a “This Is My Life” film, a selani, a pair of dark-tressed Poly- too much df him to live up to the.
mind.
ries of zany clips, some which ac”
There
no
marquee
is
billing' for
nesian type lookers. This aggrega-* ’billing of “one man comedy riot
Running through some 15 im- tually show the star where he is at
tion puts on a display twice a week, Despite the fact that the turnout principals, but the antics of Stump
his satiric, best. He follows this bit
on Wednesdays and Sundays, and runs heavily to out-of-towners who & Stumpy furnish yocjcs for clos-. pressions, plus connecting bits, with a mouth organ concert interthe offering is changed once a need a double take on his fast ing or headline slot. As holdovers Blake makes excellent use pf spersed with more patter. After a
month. The format and the per- gags, he- comes off' handily with from previous stanza, duo exercise lighting, background music, make- full half hour before the mike, he
formers, however, remain the same. applause enough to indicate that their zany antics by overlapping' up and costuming to produce what begs off.
sometimes uncannily real
impressions with meandering gags, are
On other than the two,, show days he “reached” them*
Setting the stage for Shriner'
His
next-toslapstick,
and Stumpy’s loose- characterizations.
a week, the room features dansapaIt’s like old times in Joe Faber’s limbed
closing
characterization of a prissy are The Spellbinders, Detroit song,
legwork
for
usual
the
tion.
Bowl with Amsterdam back after above-average aud reaction.
coiiventioneering female is a howl. quintet (three boys,' two girls).In a package of this type, there
17 years and Jimmy Grier. dn the
Whose “Jukebox Saturday Night”
are no headliners; the “Hula Fes- bandstand subbing for Hal Derwin,
In a surprise move, George Kir- The crowd rloves it all the way,
of pop favorites has the;
tival”
unwinds
batoper who was called to Chicago by the by jumped into this collection 'and sends him off to hefty palm- medley
with
.proper soda fountain, sizzle. The
Johnny Pineapple crooning songs illness of his mother, The- chunky after exiting three days before his swattirife.
fivesome
also pleases with slower
Phyllis Branch handles the diof the islands as he. accompanies
comic has built himself quite a rep stated closing time at a downtown
on the electric guitar. Chanter on tv and his main pull will be nitery, the El Cortez Hotel; He staff vocalizing here;- producing a tempo standards such as “You’ll
Alone.”
Never
Walk.
looks the pearly-toothed, glossy- from the tube dwellers. Once in ostensibly will remain for- the re- somewhat mixed reaction.' Femme
Opening and closing the bill is
haired Polynesian part and is well the room they’ll warm up to his vue’s run. into mid-August when obviously has a. powerful, trained
received by the patrons. Pineapple jollies, doubletalk and occasional Lionel Hampton enters, with a voice, but inept programming and the* Miriam Sage line of terpers
has the smooth, clear voice needed sorties into song, lyrically edged package. Kirby moves easily gath- a certain lack of. assurance detract. who are kicking up their ankles
for this type of swoon-tune; only
ering -sound yocks from story to {She should concentrate on stuff she for their 10th and final week loin humor. He doesn’t -let the sit-!
flaw in this kind of entertainment ters forget ithat he wrote the oldie, story. Each tale holds impetus can belt all over tfie place, rather yally.
is the genre itself, since all Haan accurate, impression —- than numbers best sung with a/
with
The Lake Club reopens Aug. 13
“Rum and Coca Cola,”, and tears Rochester,
waiian music has a certain same- off
Godfrey, Pearl Bailey, bland, cooling tyjpe voice.
•with Nelson Eddy and Gale Shera couple of choruses,, also on
ness about it. Further, the show his tune, “Yuk-A-Puk.’’ His mate- Grant, Cooper, Bogart and -RobinThe Mascots,- a fuzzy-cheeked wood on hand for two frames.
is ihtroed by a recorded Causasian
rial has been around and could fie son.. After limning Moulin Rouge singing, foursome, open this card
and would be just as well opened sharpened, but his droll niaiiherhost. Joe Louis, Kirby retires to to garner the same hefty' plus reGolden*
by the live accents of the band- ism make it sound funnier than it whopping applause.
action that held them ..over from
Reno, July 13.
leader himsself. In all, the overall is.
Toni Harper makes an auspicious the last show. Garbed in snappy
The old cello prop hd dispenses
Louis. Jordan Orch,. (5), Sonny
effect is pleasant and gets a good
With and plays the turn as a return to show biz with, her entry red and black dinner jackets,
Dancers
Ktamer
Dorothy
Sands;
mitt from the customers.
into this melange. (See New- Acts). group blends harmonious vqcaliz?
straight stand-up.
Pineapple gives way to the hula
(5), Will Osborne Orch. No cover,
The billing algo goes overboard -It falls to a couple of moppets to ing with comedy and boyish charm or minimum
terping of Kealoha and Leilani,
almost grab- too honors as the to win the audience. They alterwho do a graceful, eye-appealing on Hejen O’Connell, it being a Hines Bros, highlight
the 75-min- nate fast and' slow numbers,, with
Job, if somewhat unimaginative. large order -to fill, that of “Amer- ute opus With
Louis Jordan can always be
unison, challenge a novelty thrown in here and there.
The gals appear twice during the ica’s foremost recording artist.”* and soft-shoe hoofing. Gregory,
to pay off with full
9, The Mascots also do palm-winning counted upon
She
still
steam
bouncy
can
up
a
show with the grass skirts /and
houses. The Tymphany Five, now
is
the
impressions
other
focal
of
groups;
point
such
of
duo,
the
showbird-like hand movements, for a rhythm and sells it, with person- ing flair for sly
comedy, while as the Mills Bros., Inkspots and grown to. nine, blows the kind of
definite plus from the crowd. Be- able charm. Her “Lola” and songs brother
rhythm. & blues that has been their
Maurice, 'll, knowingly CrewrCiits.
tween hulas, Pineapple, comes on she popularized with bands get the gives most of the spotlight dway.
years, but addThe Rudy Kerpays Duo provides stock and trade for bug-eyed
with more Polynesian chanting,, best reception. For the six weeks Both aquit themselves well.
antics
ing the very funny
of
the
this
bill
usual
showmanly
backing.
she’ll
account
for
her
some of it sounding a little af fected
himself.
Jordanpf
"
Flamingos kick off proceedings
i.Gabe.
by American jazz at times. The share of the tabs and attract the
They “Rock Around the Clock
by
-chanting
younger
harmonies
set
that
Capitol
more
tradibuys
her
femmes then wrap it up and return
immediately. Suited in pink, the
tional in structure and rhythm"
to the drums they generally beat spinners.
organization is sharp though it all.
Club.
Hoops and clubs are the special- than the currently raging rock *nin front of the band.
appears at times to be a great joke,
Toronto,. July 15.
rollers.
Quintet
moves
around
The general impression -created ized juggling implements of The
Jordan.
:Mila Raymon, Hillman Bros .
(2), especially to
is what is to be expected—a mild, Houcks, whose practiced precision during song breaks in spontaneous
He changes pace with’ his. quiet,
Macs
Pat
MorTerry
stepping
The
(4)
chalk
and
up
best
receppleasant show which is not too makes it look easy. Jimmy Grier
only
slightly upbeat version of
tion for “Route 66,” and solid gan, emcee, Bill Butler's Orch;
creative and tends to a stereotyped takes a turn at flute and banjo.
“Almost Like Being in Love ” And
riffing “Bye, Baby, Bye.”
$1.50 cover.
Helm.
format. But it is adequate for the
then comes back to the comedy 'in
Lon Fontaine was brought, in to
refurbished room and is what the
“Three Handed Woman,” or “Dad
New floorshow setup at the swank Gum Your Hide,”
hypo production routines, -replaccustomers come for,
Gabe.
Savoy. Hotel*
ing thb vet Clarence Robinson. Club One-Two is off to a nice start,
Dottie Smith and Danny Knight
London, July 15.
His choreo ideas miss fire, how- with Mila Raymon, girl violinist, are vocalists in the troupe and
Frontier. Las
Peter* Cavanagh, Channing Pol- ever. In his attempt to emulate the marquee draw for the town’s,
Knight-hits
best with “Unchained,”
.
Las VegaS, July 11.
lock, The Manhattans; Ian Stewart lavish choreos, Fontaine travels uppercrust cafe crowd in her reDottie
rich, relaxed baritone.
Ann Sothem
Her Escorts (5), and the Savoy Orphean’s, Franciso. the .wrong route for this type of turn visit after two ^seasons of aSmith
is o.k. on “Man That Got
Williams,
Bob
Bambi Linn
Rod Cavez Latin American Rhythm operation. Use of chorus boys is a globe-girdling engagements.
Away.”
Alexander, Dassie
Partner, Bill orchs;' $jj> minimum.
hindrance, lending effete touch
The 70-miniite session (twice
A new. comic, around here is
Norms
Upstarts (4), Dick Hum..divorced
from' sexy impact of nightly) is off hefty with The Hill- Sonny Sands, a storyteller by trade
phries, Norman Prentice, Venus
Fontaine’s man Bros., two colored boys in top who warms up as he goes along^
Although the Savoy maintains dozen or so chicks.
Vamps (20), Garwood Van Orch its standard as the premier hotel angular splo .in opening terp is not hats and tails for plenty of spec- He clicks easily once he stops worfor show, biz personalities,, its too convincing, nor is his use of tacular taps and hi-kicks. One does rying about the slow response.
(18); $2 minimum
cabaret standard is too frequently Lyle Becker and Shirley Bates in a good Bill Robinson bit, with
•The Dorothy Kramer Dancers
Ann Southern has neatly ar- below par. And despite regular near-nude orgiastic convolutions other lad playipg a neat piano. cast off with a modernistic “Blues
midway’ “Bagdad” whirl. They top. off with a tap in Spanish in the Night,” and resort to a
criticisms
in. the past, its midnight within
ranged a filing cabinet of -solid entertainment to assure her bosses shows in the restaurant lack the Also, in place of the Smooth guid- tempo for pirouettes aqd unison standard, oriental piece before JorMark.
plenty of dividend for their showmanship they deserve. There’s ance of Bob Bailey in emcee post, precision. This is a suave pair of dan.
investment during the next four no introduction for the artists and there is the not too distinctive in- class hoofers. frames.
Act puts her through there are not always table cards to troirtg by Rosita Davis.
Pat Morgan is in as new emcee
song, dance and comedy of the advise the patrons of what they
Benny Carter batons a relief and sings “Up the Lazy River” in
crew during opening week,? then second spot and then into a tempo
same topline merit as during her may expect.
Sebastian
resumes
stint here a year ago.
with
his
own bandsmen change for a medley of Irish, songs,
This is particularly true in the
Continued from page Z sssss
Miss Sothern again works with current lineup in which two XJ.S. for remaining three frames. Show topped by a rousing “It’s a Great
quintet of five vocal and terp lads, acts are allowed to walk on with- is a tffughie, but Carter and toot- Day for
the Irish,” all over robust- films’ releases excepting “Tirma,”
who handsomely set stage for her out the ringsiders having a clue lers Whip everything into musical ly for plenty of mitting.
which is a Teide-Film Costelat outset with specialty, “Hello, as to who they are and what they shape confidently.
Will.
Terry & The Macs, girl in crim- lazione’s Itallan-Spanish co-producHello” and a “Sound Off’ 1 routine, do. It may be presumed that the
tion,
and “Lost Continent,” which
son ballet dress and three boys in
followed by a patter bit.
The one British act on the bill, Peter
Gatineau*
white dinner jackets, is an actual is Astra Cinematografica’s docuVersus room floor is split from Cavanagh, is known to most of the
mentary.
Ottawa,
singing
July
family
Sister,
twin
16.
of
a
act
tables by orchestra, but Miss Soth- locals.
Ella Fitzgerald, Danii & Genii boys and an elder brother. Thdugh
England has entered the Group
ern does standout job in bridging
Oavanagh, a radio and vaude per- Prior
Tip Hubbell
Productions’
“Doctor
in
Joanie, they’ve played around, youthful Film
,
the pit for intimacy with the fans. sonality, is
a skilled impressionist, RitcHie.
Case, Harry Pozy Orch (8); 0 quartet is still green, lacks show- House,” which is in Technicolor.
Star’s vocal chords get hetfy who mainly
takes off on fellow
manship selling and needs a new
France’s official contribution is
test .with a medley of “Happy performers
$1 admission.
over the airways. This
and plushier wardrobe for the posh “Fortune Carree,” while It , also
Talk,” “I Want To Be Happy” and time
he branches out
“Get Happy.” From tune turn, moderately well done to include
Ella Fitzgerald, from her teeoff spots. Kids are tops on vocalistic will have the invited film, “All
take-offs of
bounce, with those stereotyped
Miss Sothern spins a shan? toe in Fats Waller and
Frankie Laine. With “Lover Come Back To Me,” collegiate calisthenics, and sock Baba,” which was made by Films
mambo, charleston, tango, jitter- While there’s a standard of com- through “Teach Me Tonight,”
du Cyclope. Latter is in Eastman“Almost Like color.
bug and bop in a special material petence in his execution, the script- “Lullaby of Birdland,” and the in- over on their opening
Being in Love’ r and “Tweedle Dee.”
number,. “Don’t Want A. Reet Beat ing is too
evitable
“A-Tisket
A-Tasket,”
disSpain will enter, the Spanish-Engoften substandard. In
But they’re just another young
In My. Feet.” Flashy choreography any event,
his act needs drastic plays fop quality piping to big re- quartet who
need training in song- ish (Balcazar) co-production, “Congives Escorts opportune moment to editing to
turns throughout. Clincher, which
give it more pace.
;rabando,” made in Eastmancolor,
shine as they dance with, and befollows boffo chanting of “Hard- selling.
By far the best individual con- Hearted
Mila Raymon, a sultry blond, and the Spanish-French (Perojohind, the boss.
Hannah” which she sings
co-production,
She does takeoff on her. video tribution in the current lineup in the Jack Webb picture, “Pete casually walks on in a tight leop- Interproduction)
Winner, “Private Secretary,” with comes from Channing Pollock, who, Kelly’s Blues,” is ad lib handling ard-skin gown, violin by her side, “La Picara Molinera,” in Gevaan “At The Navy Yard” sequence. without a spoken word, baffles the of “Love Me or Leave. Me.” It’s a to sing a couple of French songs color. Latter stars Carmen Sevilla,
Here she vocals “Summertime” audience by the casual way in begoff. Backing is by drums and in a sexy delivery, reminiscent of Francisco Rabal and Mlscha Auer.
and “Too Darn Hot” in powerhouse which he makes birds appear out bass of house band plus her own the Dietrich style. Both are over
to top returns, and then she whips
style.
Miss Sothern waxes Cock- of handkerchiefs and, subsequently, 88er, Don Abbney. ,
ney accent for piano-song-softshoe makes them and the cage in which
Tip Hubbell & Joanie open as into “Hot Canary” with technical
interp of “Lili of Laguna” for they are housed, disappear from an accordion pair but work in fast, perfection.
under their noses. He’s equally
Tifis fine artist gives them the
salvo begoff.
okay session of chant, terps and
Continued from page 1
Bob Williams, veteran of adept at manipulating several music, male showing good pipes familiar “Hora Staccato,” switches
Vegas’ bistro belt, Is solid in com- decks of cards.
and femme pleasing aero and tap to “The Cuban Mambo,” all to her was passed authorizing the naAlso from the U.S., but not up ability. Ritchie Case is in both directing of the orchestra for fast
edy pooch slot. Laughs are igtional board to take steps to prenited early as he spins through to Savoy standards are The Man- solo slot and emcee chores, han- double-stopping and plucking pasfamiliar routine with two of “the hattans, a duo of long-limbed look- dling both favorably. Standouts in sages, with plenty of difficult, but vent abuses by gratis use of actors
on tv who get a free pitch for their
ers, whose movements in unison the single bit are
world’s best trained canines.”
a routine on an technically perfect, octave changes.
Comedy aero tumbles of Dassie are neither spectacular nor excit- American in Paris teaching tour- She is locally, the darling of the current pic in return. It’s understood
that the board plans a strinto
ing.
racy
The usual resident- line of ists to fence, and the “Guzzler’s sophisticates.
& Partner kick show off
start.
Duo bounces through gyros, girls is missing from the current Gin” video commercial-impression.
Throughout, Bill Butler’s orch gent closing of loopholes, with the
flips, prattfalls and injects slap- show. The Savoy Orpheans, under Case works hard to good accept- supplies solid backgrounding .to all main objective being the performIan Stewart’s baton, provide lively ance.
stick stuff to please.
acts, plus supper dancing.
er who goes on cuffo panel shows
Bambi Linn & Rod Alexander backgrounding.
Myro.
in return for a pic plug.
McStay.
Danii & Genii Prior hold over
*
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Kamen

Sid

Vanity

Pair

Ray Romez

Mandy

Vlzoso Ore
Vince Nelst 3
Sorrento, Hotel

WEEK OF JULY
Num«r«lB in cqnntctlon with

Ralph Slater

D. Kramer Dcrs-

A Cobina
Eddie Fitzpatrick

Vagabonds

Lor

HBW 'YORK

CITY

>

A

Belmonte Ore
Le Cupidon

22'-

Kins

-

Ansel

& Mltnon

Sym Ore

‘

The

Sensational

PINSBURY

-

Tony Brent
Holger & Dolores
Kordas
Ravlc Sc Baba
Opera House (I) IS Harriott Sc Evans
Jewel Sc Warrlss
Tib Boult

Lowe A

Odette Crystal

John

Tiller Girls

Pharos

Empire

Hargreaves
Percy Perkins
Ken-Tones
Sifqffy

.

Granger Bros'
Albert Burdon

Duncan's Collies
Buckmaster’s P'p’ts
Les Ricards

Co

Line

Sis

Tower Circus

(I)

C. Calroll & Paul
Harry Bell Lons

LEICESTER

palace
Sabrina

IS

(I)

Enies 6 Baby £
Tramp Tampoi

Roy Bartram

Christine Glanvllle

Alcetty
3 Orfatis

Myles Bell

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) IS

Bonn
McAndrews

2 PhillysFraser's Harm

Frances Duncan

Tower

Circusettes
Scott

Little

Jimmy

Jimmy

Duo

BRIGHTON
IS

Westbrook Sc P’tner
Winters Sc Fielding
Marin Sc Eddie Rose

^Metropolitan <l) is
Harry Shields

•

Eric Barker

Vogelben's Bears
Lingana Sc Diane
Fields

2 Yolandas

O'Dells

NEWCASTLE

Empire <M)
Al Martino

BRIXTON

Nadias

Irs Poliakovs*'

A

Sc

Prince

Jos Crosbie
Fred Atkins

Jean Campbell
Johnny Stewart

Mallini Bros

Derrick
TAP
Saxon A Velez

.

CHELSEA

Palace

Leslie Sarony

Jose Moreno
Des O'Connor

18

(I)

Dee

Sc

Coral Gaye

Marvellos
Keefe Bros

Lyndons
Syd Jackson

Tattersall

Demos

3 Webster

Sc

A

Co

Audrey

(I)

Michael Hibbert
Gene Patton

Diana Decker

Mills

&

Melita

Sc

EAST HAM

Granada (I) It
Robert Earl
Rita .Martell

6 Lynberrys
2 Pirates

Phillips

OrC

Sands

Tallulah

Bankhead

Bobby Brandt
Chuck Nelson
_

"

Jimmy James A Co Edpa Dean

Wilson, Keppel
Betty
Dargie Quintet
Kazan A Katz

Fletcher Dncrs

Teddy
'

Empire (M> 18
Bobby Thompson
IS

Dennis Lotis

Atkins

Hal Borne

Ron

SUNDERLAND

COVENTRY

Hippodrome

Jerry

Vera Cody

Matanzas
Silva Sc

A

A

Coles

DeVel

Fields

Max Bacon
Graham Bros

E

Diana "Lynch

A Partner
Maria Pavlou

Betty Driver

Stan Meyers Ore

Terry Moore
Ted. Alex
June Balmer
Gloria Jansen
Johnny' Daw
Tatler Girls

SWANSEA

Empire (M) It
Bonnie Harris
Bobbysoxers
Morris A Cowley

A

Morrell! Ore
Desert Inn

Jane Froman
Paul Gilbert

Luis Urbina
Frank LibuseStatlor -Hotel
Profes'r Backwards

Eugenie Baird

St

Les Brown
Aust Jazz 4
Birdland

Count Basie
Bon Sotr

Martha Raye
Kirby Stone
Amin Bros
Sara Seegar
Moro-Landis Dncrj
Cee Davidson On

Al Lyons Ore
Goldan "Nugget
Nat Young

Venus Vamps

Stump A Stumpy
Geo Kirby

Bob Braman 3
Joyce Collins 3
Moulin Rouge
.

Jimmy Komack

Portia Nelson

Gerald Cook
Mae Barnes
3 Flames
Jimmy Daniels

Chateau Madrid
Helen Di Maggio
Los Monteros
Chiqulta Sis

Oscar Calvet

Composer
Cy Coleman
Ralph Sharon

Embers
Geo Shearing
Fifth Av«
No
DOi’n Gordon
Cook A Corey
i

Jerry Fielding

Rosita Davis

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Latin Quarter

Joey Adams
Al Kelly
Tony A Eddie
Lucienne A Ashour
Bill Bailey

Patti Ross
Betty George
Roger Steffan
Alan Conroy
John Bartls
John Delaney
B Hurl owe Ore
La Vie
Johnny Johnston
Gene Bayloa

Barbara -Black

Van Smith Ore

.

Hank Henry

Lee Sharon

Appletons
Sparky Kaye
George Rednian

Lucky

Oi

-

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

Doris Hart

Nino Nazarro
Tony Lopez Ore
Sans Soucl

Hofei

Napoleon Reed
Freddy C&lo Ore

Ann Herman Dors
Bombay Hotel
Phil

Brito

Ava Williams
Peter Mack
Fontainebleau
Morty Gunty
Saeasas Ore
Balmoral Hotel

Mary Peck Trio
Sonny Kendis Ore

Wayne Carmichael
Nautilus

Antpne

A

Hotel

ln^

'

Shaw

Patsy

Syd Stanley Oro
S O'Clock

Tommy Raft
H. S. Gump

Rev *»
Empress Hotel
A Samara
Mandy Campo Ore
Jack Kerr
Club Calvert
Rosetta Tharpe
Marie Knight
Saxony Hotel
Parisian

Stuart

.

Dean Murphy
Ayne Barnett Ore
Johnny

Silvers

Ore

Sea Isle Hotel
S Hoffman Ore
Patsy Abbott
500 Club
Calypso Eddie
Billy Valentins
.

Anson Weeks, Laughner-

“True-Life

Adventures,”

while

elected to the Assembly. It’s known
that ..frequently hotels on the Strip
wiB aid one another in an emergWhile Disneyland experts are ency. For example, when a headliner becomes ill, virtually every
figuring $2 per head top on spendhotel sends its top performers *to
ing, it’s bound to be much higher.
family of four, for admissions, help the afflicted inn. This is the
parking, lunch, snack and four first case in which an exec was sent
over to another hotel during an
Tides, would pay $15, without purchases at shops. Disneyland execs emergency.
expect 5,000,000 visitors in first
year, or 1,250,000 such families,
which would mean an overall gross,
Brazil
including food but' not shopping,, of
Continued from, pane 1
over $18,000,000. Some $12,000,000
(food omitted) would go fiirectly able rate of exchange, and paucity
to the park.
of American dollars in Brazil, that
Perhaps the fact that the first country must get the bulk of its.
"store” on Main Street entrance is entertainment from, France “and
.a Bank of America branch is symBut
other European countries.
bolic. Non-food concessions, num- despite the prevalence of Eurobering 39 (there are 12 industrial pean entertainers, U. S. disks and
exhibits, 11 restaurants and soft films have created a heavy, dedrink dispensaries, plus five stands mand for Americans.
They feel
operated by United Paramount), .name? such as Frank Sinatra, Lena
sell everything from clothing to Horne, Nat (King) Cole, Frankie
souvenirs, and can cost a pretty Laine, Johnnie Ray and Harry
penny. Moreover, the 650-room Belafonte could create a lot of
Disneyland H6tel, which oilman- boxoffice activity.
television operator-producer Jack
Unfortunately, because of the
Wrather is building at a $10,000,000 exchange, and falling qoffee prices,
cost and which will have accom- it’s impossible to book these permodations ranging from motel to formers at their current salaries.
luxury apartments (includes three But they are hopeful that with
swimming pools, four dining rooms business interests pressing for the
and the only liquor license on or reopening of the lush casinos,

“Tomorrowland”

j

is

largely a tele

creation.

5,000,000 Visitors

•

A

Harris, Glen Gray and the Casa
Loma Orchestra, the Dorseys. Cugat was pioneering, hi* Latin tunes
and terps.
That newfangled magic called
radio wa& projecting Russ Columbo
and Bing Crosby to fame and fortune.
rash male voice, broadcasting on a New York indie for
Herbert’s jewelry store in Harlem
(“the home of blue white diamonds”), was to become Rudy
Vallee, another show biz great
spawned by the times.
And then tbe great swing and
jazz cycle brought Benny Goodman, Artie Shaw, Duke Ellington,
Gount Basie, Harry James, Glenn near premises), will unquestionMiller, Frank Sinatra et al. into a ably make a trip to Disneyland
from outlying locales one in which
great cycle of public favor.
And so it ha? gone and will a family will have to stretch the
continue to go. You can’t follow pursestring.
the dansapation stuff without your
Premiere
festivities
Sunday,
weekly copy of Variety and you’ll telecast nationwide by an ABC
get the expanded story in the up- pool of 29 cameras (web borrowed
coming Golden Jubilee Edition, a equipment from nine stations, incollector's item in the making, like cluding NBC here, indie KTTV,
we said.
plus ABC o&o’s in San Francisco,

A

Girls

Ore Sherman Hayes Oj

Clover crub
Mickey Manners
F. E. Barton

personable lad at the piano, one
•Eddy Duchin, and the Central
(Not
Park Casino was “made”.
that New York’s “night mayor”,
Jimmy Walker, didn't assist in
putting Sid Solomon’s midtown
roadhouse on* the map).
Paul
Whiteman made “symphonic syncopation” assume new stature. So
did Guy Lombardo, JLopez, Bemie,
Coon-Sanders, Wayne King^ Henry
Busse,

B. Carter Ore
Silver Slipper

Harmonlcats
Lenny Gale

The Midtown Roadhouse
Leo Reisman had. with him a

3

Toni Harper
Hines Bros
Flamingos

El Cortez

Sammy Wolfe
Coronet Dancers
G Tapps Dncrs

“Nola”), Irving Aaronson’s Com-r
manders, Ace Brigode, Bert Lown,
Joan Crawford
Jean Goldkette.
had just won a Charleston contest and a Hollywood career was in
the making. George Raft dittoed.

Riviera

.

Harry Belafonte
Harry Mimmo
Hal Belfer Dncra
Ray Sinatra Ore
Sherman Hayes Oi
Showboat
Owen McGivney
Zerbya

.

Harold Fonvllle
Hazel Webster
Hotel Roosevelt

’’

Carlton Hayes Oro
New Frontier
Ann Southern.
Escorts
Bob Williams
Dassis

Bob 0 Downey

Alan Holmes Oro

Cressy

Cox

i

Al Donahue Ore

'Sid Fields

Basin

Durand,

Belalre Trio

Stan Kramer
Ben Sweet
Dorm Arden Dncrs Cliff Ferre
Art Johnson
8 Lucky Girla

SAP

CITY

Basil

.

Tony Gentry
Gaby Wooldridgo

A

.&

& Lew. Quinn, Moss
Fontana, Fowler & Tamara,
David & Hilda Murray, the beginning of The DeMarcos.
Gilda Gray’s .Shimmy
As the snowballing Jazz Age asserted itself. Bee Palmer and Gilda
Gray were v i e i n g with the
“shimmy”; Doraldina was a prime
exponent of the hula. Joe Frisco
was the prime male exponent of
the “shimmy,” nee “shim-me-sha&

Jimmy Ames

Robert Alton Dncrs
B A B Mallin
Garwood Van Ore
EDINBURGH
Kaye
Thunderblrd
Empire (M) IS
Trebletones
Dorothy Collins
Booth A Ziegler
Margerlte A Charles Don Tanneir
Juggling Brauns
Hans Bela- A Mary
Los Gatos
Benson Dulay Sc Co Hollywod Mar'nettes Barney Rawlings
ThUnderbird .Dncrs
Al Jahns Ore
Royal Nevada
Ben Blue
Denise Darcel
Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK

Hawkesworth
Joan Sawyer

Mocambo

Edith Piaf
Paul Hebert Otc.
Joe Castro Ore
Moulin Rougo
Miss Malta A Co
DoUbtedaters <4)
Mazzone-Ahbott
Jerry LaZarre
FfolUot Charlton

Wabble
The bands and the song-andshort coin.
dance stylists, sometimes each com- the kiddie layout as a living, permAccording to a union spokesman,
translation
of
transient
HAVANA
plementing one another," included anent
that Gbttesman had been given
fact
Earl Fuller, Ted Lewis, Art qualities of tv programs and fea- an understanding that Cox would
Troplcana
$ Suarez Orq
tures,
as
well
as
huge profit-makhis
Hand
and
Hickman,
Art
Carmen Miranda
shell
out $5,000 for a new act and
A Romeu Orq
Rosita Fornes
California Ramblers, 'Dick Him- ing operation on its own.
Montmartro
Armando Bianchl
In reality, Disneyland is such a which he had failed to do, will not
ber playing for Sophie Tucker,
Henry Boyer
be
a
Los Chavalea
consideration toward mitigatits four
Leonela Gonzales
Al Siegel playing for Bee Palmer, permanent translation
Trinl Reyes
ing the terms laid .down by the
Raul Diaz
Juliette A Sandor
Yields
dittoing for Blossom sections are patterned after four union. Union declared .that, this
Benny
Gladys Robau
Ivette dela Fuente
Tropicanff Ballet
Seeley, Fred & Adele Astaire,' segments of his tv’er (or possibly stipulation wasn’t* written into the
Casino Playa Orq
S de Espana Qjq
Fajardo Orq
Peggy & Cortez, Ann Pennington, vice versa, showing integrated contract and therefore the. claimGeorge^White (before he became thought involved). Most of “Fan- is disallowed.
IAS VEGAS
the .famed producer of. the “Scan- tasyland” is built on Disney’s moIrwin preceeded Bill Miller as
Dunes
El Rancho Vegai
dals”), Paul Whiteman, the White- tion pictures. -“Frontierland,” on booker for the Sahara, and took
Magic Carpet R'y*o Joe' E. Lewis
man Rhythm Boys (one of whom, the other hand, stems mainly from another executive job at the hotel.
Eileen Barton
Nejla Ates
tv,
with
stockade
including
Davy
Stan Irwin
Marti Stevens
something
Bing Crosby, seemed
Helene Stanley
Billy -Daniel
etc.
"Adven- He still has a voice in the inn’s
.“special”), Ben Bernie “and all Crockett Museum,
Jose Duval
Ted Fio Rito Ore
management despite the fact that
Jaye Ruhanoff ore
the Lads”, Vincent Lopez (and his tureland” is based on theatrical he entered State politics and was
Sahara
Tony Martin
Jackie Kannon

3 Balmorals

IS

(S)

with were Rudolph Valentino &
Natacha Rambova (nee Winiffed
Hudnut, of the Hudnut beauty
preparations clan); Marguerite

Crescendo

Margot Brander

Flamingo

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) IS
Terry-Thomas

CHISWICK

Tommy

A

Annette

Dick Collins
Trio Palmer

Empire

PORTSMOUTH

Royal (M> IS
Eve Boswell
DellcSdoes
C Murray A Maidle
Jack Francois

Peggy Bourne
Mary Pailes ,
Slim Ingram
French Models
Godfrey

.18

Lane Twins
Teddy Foster Ore

It

(I)

Jimmy Gay

Palmer House
Dorothy Shay
Empire Eight
Charlie Fisk Ore

Rollo

.

—

Boulevar-Dears A
Boulevar-Dons
F Masters Ore

Jackie Farrell

Kay Brown

Quaino
Geo Carden Dancers
*

Fairlie Sc Stevens

first done in musicomedy and
vaudeville in’1913—a trotting step
to ragtime and thus it caught on.
With postwar prosperity, the terp
-styles went from the smooth tango,
waltzes and maxixes into the hectic
Jazz Age idioms. But during their
reign among the names to conjure

The Tattlers

CIro'*

IS

Mprlldor Trio

Wonder Bar

F

(M)

(songwriter

was

'

Billy Daniels

Vivianne Lloyd
Voluptua
Bar of Musle
Dane Apollon
Ruthie James
Mack Twins

the Dolly Sisters

foxtrot. In line with the Irving Berlin jazz influence, “Mr. Fox’s trot”

Victor Charles

Robert Leiin

Freddy Martin Ore
Band Box
Billy Gray
Leo Diamond

BUimore Hotel
Dennis Bros A June
Morey. Amsterdam
Noble A.Denester
Helen O'Connell
Saballa*
The Houcs
Jan Harding
Hal Derwip Oro
Miss Blandish
Palladium

of

Dave Parks

Yma Sumac

Dupree Trio
Clark Bros.
Channing Pollock
Authors A Swlnson The Happy Jesters
B Ramos Rhumba B
Salici Puppets
Dick Stabile Ore
Leslie Randall

BRISTOL

Empress

Gang

Rogers

Rosemary Clobney
Theda Sisters

Peters

Hippodrome (S) IS
Syd Seymour Ore
Maudie -Edwards

Sc

A

LONDON

Hippodrome (M)

Revel

-Mills

Russmair

Dowler

Billy Cotton Ore
Bentley Sisters
Clifford Stanton

Two

A

Jean Schwartz married the other),
gave Americans its best known and
most authentic native dance—:the

Ambassador Hotel

-

who had married one

vaudevillian

"Carnival On Ice"
Fred Hirschfeld

Le Due Brbs
Lou Folds
Johnny, Lee
The Ogelvies

-

Fontaine & Fischer, John
Lois Whitney, Mrs. Ralph
Hertz Sc Lester Sheehan, Al Davis
& Bonnie Glass, were among the
pioneers in the terp vogue.
Mr. Fox's Trot
The Castles, along with Maurice
& Florence Walton, had much to
do with popularizing the Brazilian
import, The Maxixe, but it is almost unknown that Harry Fox, a

&

Dick $farx
Johnny Frlgo
.Conrad Hilton

tos ANGELES

3 Readings
Edna Taylor

5 Amandis
Enies HorSes
Cuban Boys
2 Darty Dorrect
Pot Pourri

Issy

Dick Shawn
Jane Morgan
Rudenko Bros
Brian Farnon Ore
Cloister inn
Lurlene Hunter
Sylvia Synis

John HanSon
D A J. O'Gorman
3 Deuces

Chimps

Sciplini

.

A Jackson
Cherry Wainer
«.
Les Hellyos
,
Roly A Partner
Richmaii

IS

Duglas Rosemayer
Guerres Sea Lions

'

Tany Roman
Lord Invader
Los Velescoa Trio
Blue Nole
Stan Kenton
Chez Pare*

Empire IM) IS

Jimmy Young

;

Slsto

CHICAGO

LEEDS

Wacker

Enid Mosier
Steel Trio

Black Orchid
Arthur Blake
Phyllis Branch
The Mascots
Blue Angel
'Calypso Cruise"

Sherry
Vic Perry
Jean Kennedy
eynthi* A Gladys
Bobbie Kimber
Eddie Lynn
Courtneys

Natalie Raine
Palace (I) IS
Little Cedric

Village Vanguard
Ada Moore

C Williams Trio

(M) It

A A V

„

Peixo Bros
Mischa Borr

Marina

Toniiy Bennett

Makers
Fred Kitchen
Dorothy Dampier
Barbara Evans

&

Mason

Waldorf-Astoria
Xavier Cngat Ore

Joan Carroll

\ssss^ Continued from pige 2 SSSG
story- went out that the Dolly Sisters did it again—-broke the bank
at baccaret or chemin-de-fer.
Patterson, Harry Wallace
Hale

faves,

Morty Reid Ore

.

-GLASGOW

.

8 Singing Debs
Mayfair. Melody

*

Slzzlers

:

& Kathryn Hatfield, Hal Hyson &
Dprothy Dickson, later London

Abbe Lane

Dick Smart
Paul Lynde

-Ladd

A

Barn

Rachel' EJlfen

Versailles

Nesbitt

6 Flying De Pauls

Village

Danny Davis
Marilyn Murphy

Uno

Aliya

MAH
Tom Mennard

4 Hurricanes

.

“Come As You Are'
Connie Sawyer

•

Alma Coseh

Panchtto Ore
Viennese Lantern
Sandra Kiraly
Bela Bizony Ore
Ernest Schoen Ore

Lubov Hamshay

Empire <M) IS

Christianls

Franca Baldwin

Rosalinda
Gleb Yellln Ore
TWO. Guitars
Kostya Poliansky
Misha UsdanofF
Eugene A Sonia

'

.

Oro

5S-H=S-HSBE-H5H<

Salvatore Gioe ore

Ace Harris
Nancy Noland
Bruce Raeburn

Archie Glen
Hippodrome (M) IS Stan, White Sc Ann
Fred Lovelle
Norman Wisdom
2 Marcies
Jerry DesmondeSonny Roy
Nanci Crompton
Larenty Troupe
Arnaut Trio

-

Cafes, Cattles

ipga<

Patio

BRITAIN

*

‘.

Park Sheraton
Milt Herth Trio
Tina Prescott

BIRMINGHAM

Osborne Ore

•

,

.

Joe Termini

Thelma Carpenter
Harry Savoy
Young China

Rockettes
Carps de Ballet

Will

Starlets (8)
Bill Clifford

Mulllkin

Bill

Old -Roumanian.
Sadie Banks
Joe Laporte Orb
D’Aquila Ore

i»

Styiers

Jordan

Jimmie Russell
Betty Logue
Swenson
Johnny Laverty

.

Rudy Valloe

Jimmy Jimae

Marquis; A Family

Manor

Palaces Ot)

Kin?-

S

.

;

Disney tv show a. trailer for the Chicago, New York), had the town
spot with kids being reminded of in a tizzy, with invitations virtually'
its existence and. attractions six impossible to secure at last minute.
times weekly (Disney’s tv exposure
Opening had a' strong buildup
in the fall),, the constant promo- that included two Hollywood Bowl
tion-exploitation will make it a musical tributes to Disney Thursnational attraction.
day and Friday nights, special roto
Mucho Ballyhoo?
sections In morning L. A. Times,
While video will provide con- Express-Herald on Thursday, plus
tinuing punch, Disney hasn’t lost city-side newspaper coverage and
sight of print publicity. Disneyland initial magazine breaks.
will be one of the most widely publicized show biz attractions via
AB-PT Brass
deluge of newspaper aiid magazine
Hollywood, July 19.
pieces. /Newspapers
have been
Virtually every top ABC-TV exec,
covering steadily the past week/ plus' practically the entire board
while every top national slick mag of the parent AB-PT company,
has given or will give wide cover- which controls 34% of Disneyland,
age. Print media have already 'Was out for the opening. List ingiven it a solid initial sendoff, but cluded AB-PT prexy Leonard Goldthat six-times-weekly, 52-wee ks-a- enson, AB-PT finance committee
year “teleprompter” is what makes chairman Edward J. Noble, Balaban
it a cinch to click.
& Katz prez John Balaban, TriNor did ABC, which airs Disney States Theatres prez A. H. Blank,
telecasts and through AB-PT par- AB-PT v.pAreasurer Boh O’Brien,
ent owns. more, than a third of the Am-Par Records (the new recordpark, lose sight of promotional ing subsid) prexy Sam Clark, ABvalues. Web staged its first press PT veep Sid Markley, Kincey Servjunket in several Years, planing ice Corp. prez Bob Wilby and
newsmen plus brass, And publicists board members John Coleman,
from N. Y. and other key cities. Charles T! Fisher J'r„- Chester E.
Network, with something to crow Gersten, Robert Hinckley " (ABC
about for the first time, didn’t limit Washington veep), William Kilthe junket to Disneyland alone- but born, Walter Marshall, Hugh Mcgave newsmen what amounts to a Connell and Robert Huffines,
“Grand Tour” of Hollywood, showTopping the AJJC contingent iting off its. three major studio alli- self was prez Bob Kintner who
ances. Newsmen got ^Uickie looks doubles
on the AB-PT board;
at telefilm, production at Warners John Mitchell, veep in charge of
and Metro as well as Disney the tv network; talent-program?
studios, all of which are turning veep Bob Weitman; v.p.-controller
out ABC programs for next season. Harold Morgan; national program
Show Biz Object Lesson
chief Bob Lewine; business affairs
If. there’s one object lesson for topper Jim Stabile; ad-pub-promoall of show biz in Disneyland, it’s tion chief Gene Accas; publicity
the interrelationship .of amusement manager Ernie Stern ;^and publicity
crafts in .the Park, as symbolized chiefs of the five o&o’s, plus PhU
not only by inherent promotional Bernstein, Jack Fields and Mari
values of tv and future Disney Yanowsky of the N. Y. homeoffice
theatre, product but in the actual flackery staff.
creation of Disneyland itself. Disney,. fiTst. major producer to buck
exhibitors on the matter of tv, conWally
ceived the Park as part of an
overall pattern—in fact, was turned
Continued from pass 1
down on his tv show by NBC because he insisted the web help had been offered" a $5,000 settlefinance Park as part of the deal. ment, hut neither he, nor his personal manager Gloria Safier, and
Disney, “saw
three
operational
phases working together—tv plug- the William Morris Agency which
ging Park and his pictures, with booked him there, wifi take that

Sonny Sands

Riverside

New Golden

1955

Continued from pass t

Mapes Sky room
Herb Shrlner
Tippy

20,.

Disneyland, 2-Headed Child

RENO

whithv full or split weak
Lptfgr.in parentheses .mdlcafm, circuit <l; Independent; <L> Loewi (M; Moss;
(P; Paramount; <R* RKO; IS) Stoll; «T> Tivoli; <W) Warner

MiiWcC Hell (I) 32
Teste. (ttftaUpaso

>

Ocr

21

oolow indtcat* opt nlng day of thaw

hill*

Alan, Kelp Ore
Johnlna Hotel
Bill Harris Quintet
Bob Savage Trio
Roney Plaza
Juan Sc Jose Cortez

—

:

Casinos

-

.

Americans would again be

inter-

ested into hitting the carioca
country.
One of the candidates, de Barros,
has promised a revival, of casino
activity.
The economy could stand
for a renewed flow of tourist acIn fact,
tivity, they pointed out.
they think that Rio could even he
promoted as a less expensive version of Paris,

,

,

,

,
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1 Palace, IV. V.
quate openers in “Having WonderV.
CciUeanos (4), Stuffy Bryant,
Leon Leonidoff presentation, ful Time” 4titro sequence, with
Babs
a
Adams,
shrill blonde looker, Roy Douglas <& Co., Gillian Grey,
Masquerade,
Tessa
With
Small
“
vocalizing, and terping by dancing Jqe Morris
Barbara Barry, Sinpage. Manor «fe Mignon, Rockettes,
duoof Ken & Anna Alexis.
clair
Alda, Ken Whitmer, Vidchoreography by Emilia Sherman;
slick-gabbing
Bonar
Colleano,
Elephants,
beVs Baby
Jo Lombardi
Corps de Ballet; Glee Club,
comedian, makes early House Orch;, “Finger Man ” (AA),
Symphony Orch, directed by Ray- U.S.-born
appearance with fast flow of gags, reviewed in Variety June 15, ’55.
mond Paige with Rolando Valdes - not
all of which registered at show
Bain soloist ; sets, Bruno Maine; caught, and then introduces ValenIt’s old home week at the. Palace
costumes, Frank Spencet; lighting, tine, former theatre page-boy and
Eugene Braun ; special lyrics, Al- now prime disk favorite in United this frame for every act 'iri thfif hill
with exception of Songstress Gilbert Stillman; “Mr. Roberts” (WB) Kingdom.
lian Grey has appeared at Broadreviewed in Variety May 25, ’55.,
Ken & Anna Alexis hold down ways last vaude .showca^atileast
the dancing slot with style, “and once before. But though'
faces
Radio City Music Hall, to Johnnie Laycock
. The
Maureen offer may be familiar they dish up staaccompany- its film tenant,; "Mr. satisfying musical act although ple routines that register well
Roberts,” is complementing this male could still use. extra polish. enough- with the predominantly
Best comedy spot on layout follows, middle-aged customers who. frenautical film with a stageshow that a skit
on Western epics, ^ith Col- quent the house.
suggests a landbased opulence of leano as the ubiquitous s.tand-ln
Ken WhitmeT, in next to closing,
a former era. In a main setting who takes all the knocks, but is back with his one-man band
finally gets his femme,.'.
show in which he plays a dozen-*
that could be a drawing room of a
A-“C’est Paris” scene closes the .odd instruments, ranging from a
palace where the Estephazys and
first part of program, With the Jit- harmonica to a clarinet. Tosses in
in Bops, group of three -males and' impressions of Benny Goodman,.
entertained
Hapsburgs
the
Mittelenropa is projected a series three girls, adding Vitality in- a' Tommy Dorsey, et.al, to wind with
of tableaux such as would have jitterbug romp, into. which .they solid returns.
been; put on for the haute monde. introduce members of the audience
Four Colleanos (of 4he noted'
There is an extremely pretty ballet, for. yocks. t
theatrical family), tee off the bill
a dance team, singers, and a the*
Paul & Peta Page, puppet Mr. & with some brisk juggling. Though
Rockettes, all in keeping with the Mrs. twosome, offer classy act in there were several miscues with
Then second segment and exit to -strong indian clubs, the feats were evenelegance of the setting.
comes a monkey act; it’s enough, to palming. There is more comedy by tualiy consuhimated to earn the
shatter the mood.
Cblleano in a gin-drinking sketch. quartet a warm reception.
Actually, the star of this Leon Bill &. Babe Adams, are n.s.g. in
Stuffy Bryant opens with conLeonidoff production is the setting. choice of their comedy material.
ventional terping but soon switchValentine is best when doing hi$ es to a drumlike raised platform
The -mirrored drawing room by
Bruno Maine is one of the heaviest w.k. impressions of Other, singers. for the balance of his routines. Neand one of the more dazzling bits, Don Phillips .handles the ivories
gro tapster, clicks handily with his,
'
of scenery at this Rockefeller in- With skill/
fobtwork but not much can be said
Thus, the Corps: de
stitution,
his accompanying patter. -Venfor
reception
Relatively lukewarm
Ballet, in an eye-filling bit, moves to Valentine’s songalog may be tre Roy Douglas elicits comfortaatmosphere of extreme significant in view of abundance ble salvos via a humorous bit with
in an
opulence.
of singing acts at top of British dummy. He’s assisted by Susan
The Rrailla Sherman routines by vaude layouts/ It suggests that the Richardswvho does little but carry
the Rockettes show their highgrade vocalist phase, may well be passing props.
Gillian Grey, ai hlopde with a
precision Work. The costumes, are in favor of the comedian.
The Harry Acxjes band show- three-octave, singing range, does
pert and, as usual, they make a
deep imprint on the house. For backs as Well as they can within, four numbersVmost of which are
Operatic
this show they've been moved to limitations' of side-ofstage sitting. in the classical vein.
arias undeniably- show off her
Qiyrd.
an early, part of the layout and >
voice to advantage, but in this
thus .serve as a warmup for the
house more pops are needed to
proceedings.
Empire,
build rapport. Comic .Joe Morris,
The glee club and chorus dishes
Glasgow, July 7.
another standard Palace turn, is
Out some Of the music from “Die
Rosemary^ Clooney, (with Buddy back with Barbara Barry for the
Fledermaus,” which is in keeping Cole) Teddy poster Orch (with
time. They win okay reUmpteenth
,
with the general atmosphere of the
Brian Clarke) ,Les Raynet & Betty, turns despite familiar: material.
rest .of the show. Vocally and
Jimmy Edmundspn * Sinclair & Alda, a ballroom duo
musically, it’s a firstrate presenta- Roy Lester,
Johnny & Suma Lamohtq, ,Reg Rus- fpr more than a decade, specialize
^
tion.
Dowds Orch.' 'in lifts and spins'. Their terping,
Manor 8c Mignon, one of the sell & Susie, Bobby'
otherwise, isn’t, particularly disteams that are standards on the
However, the^spins alone
Making her British vaude bow tinctive.
nitery, circuits, add a good visual
are" ’colorful enough to win aptouch with their baUroomistics. at this key. Moss’ Empire house, plause at least at sesh caught. VidThey do a series of overhead lifts, Rosemary Clooney proves ““an at- bel’s Baby Elephants make an eyeand spins as well as picturesque tractive bill-topper and clicks with arresting closer. While the three
dance passages. They come off
^pachyderms appear larger than
a 35-minute songalog, accompanied
well.'
their billing,, nevertheless they disA bit of vocal excellence is by by Buddy Cole at the ivories and port themselves with finesse in- a
Posthe
onstage
by
Teddy
variety of circus routines. A. lone
Tessa. Smallpage, a soprano, ele- backed
gantly costumed for a Magyar ter orch, Blonde thrush conceals femme and an attendant ass *t
Gilb.
chant. Miss Smallpage pours a lot nervousness occasioned by her the turn.
;
of feeling into the number, putting United Kingdom teeoff and gives
>ash into the slow passages and a out in fave tunes that garner
Radioccntro*
{pt of heat into the faster portions. strong palming from the customers.
Havana, July 11.
She’s, given a catgut pbiigato by.
Smartly gowned in white fullLos Chavales de Espana with Trini
Harry Cykman, which further adds billowing skirt sprinkled with, Reyes; Diliner; Sonia Ca lero &
to the gypsy flayor of the tune. black sequin flowers, and black
Feman; Adolfo Guzman
The audience takes to this top velvet top, star proves as easy on. Armando
Orch;. “My Favorite Wife ” (RKO)
artistic touch.
”
-the eyev as the ear, arid her blonde
“The Tiger and the Flame
&
well
the
black
with
The Hall’s unparalleled technical locks contrast
Lissome chirper is a (Minerva).
facilities Were put into play for the garbing.
finale when the symph was moved welcome change after near-conShortly after the last war ended,
from the pit to the middle of the tinuous run of U. S. male vocalists
She appeals as Los Chavales de Espana (The Kids
stage, and the rear platform raised at this vaudery.
Spain),, played at the Tropifrom
above the band’s level. Thus with most stubholders' idea of the galturned 'into an
three tiers Of entertainment on next-door, and wins sympathy with cana before it was
arena. In the intimacy of
outsized
modesty
of
her
approach’
despite
stage plus a corps of regulars at
Los ChavaTropicana,
smaller
the
the sides of the house, the show name having strong marquee value
for several
ends in a great splash. The symph, here via “White Christmas” and les were a crowd-drawer
of the
lure
the
Inevitably,
years.
incidentally, with Raymond Paige other pix.
called, and the orchestra
batoning, rendered variations on
Buddy Cole’s handling of the north
the U. S. and where they
moved
to
two tunes by Ernest Lecuona, ivories is praiseworthy, and the
hit.
“Andaluciaf,”
and “Malaguena,” Teddy Foster orch gives sound Went, .they
NoW they have returned to the
with Rolando Valdes-Bain provid- showbacking with Cole conducting
first- western Hemitheir
of
land
ing a picturesque flamenco guitar. from the piano stool. Customers
Some changes
sphere triumph.
Of course, Marquis & Family leave vaudery satisfied with hav- have been made. A pert dancer,
provide the sole comedy on the ing got their coin’s value, despite Trini Reyes, has been added; they
prices being upped 50%, and a not
show. , The chimps are cute, and
seem brassier at times; they move
too satisfying support layout.
their tricks bring laughs as well
Opener. is a small black-and-tan around. pn the stage more. Many
as applause. Gene Detroy, handpooch named Susie, directed on- of these changes may be traced to
ling the monks, didn’t quite fit into
stage by Reg Russell; Apart from the fact that in the U*. S., Los Chathe golden elegance of the old leaping through
hoops, and climb- vales were more of an act- than a
world set, with his announcements ing a lofty*, ladder blindfolded,
dance orchestra (whereas in .Cuba
in a Lancashire accent. But he still dog s gimmick is barking
out num- they are both, because everyone
heads a highly entertaining turn. bers on call. Les Rayrier & Betty, can dance the pasb doble).
Jose.
in white garb, offer a solid whirl.But when Los Chavales play soft
wind roller-skating act, highlights and sweet, they prove as of old
Blackpool being when theo distaff partner that they are the best in the busiwhirls with feet round male’s, neck ness, A medley of old favorites,
Blackpool, Eing., July 12r
and again when she effects ah up- “Lisboa Antigua,” “Barcelona,”
Dickie Valentine (Don Phillips at and-down whirl that almost
has “Recuerdame,” brings cheers.
piano), Bonar Colleaho, Paul <fc her head touching the table. DenTrini Reyes is, ad interesting adPeta Page, Bill
Babs Adams, Ken tal spin by femme With blue ’spot-' dition to. the group. Petite and
<Sr Anna Alexis, Johnnie
Lay Cock light trained on the duo is also charming, she is fleet and fancy on
effective.
dr Maureen, Jits-Bops (6) Marie de
her feet.
Vere Girls (12), Harry Acres Orch. _ Jimmy Edmundson is a casua
The rest of the^ stage show at
North-of-England comedian wh< Radiocentro is mediocre.
Sonia
With Dickie Valentine, young strives hard to be different bu Calero arid Armando Fernan do a
needs stronger material. His crazj
English Crooner, as the bait to draw hoofing is
dances.
of
stylized
native
couple
best part of an averagi
vacationing teenagers, lineup is |-act. Johnny & Suma Lamonte of Dilmer is a riin-of-mill children’s
strong and attractive, but show is fer a polished and colorful jug party magician-ventriloquist.
Jay.
gang novelty, and Roy Lester, ii
handicapped by being housed in
strawhat and carrying a walking
the vast barnlike Hippodrome, nor- stick, scores
moderately With ar Winter (wardens, iTkp’I
mally a cinema. Even the Valen- insult-the-audience comedy act.
Blackpool, Eng., July 12.
The Teddy Foster orch provide!
tine act, at show caught, didn’t
David Whitfield (Reg Warbursend the younger customers into ? n entertaining bandshow as finah ton, musical director), Semprini,
to first t»art of program, with Briar
warm mitting, as per usual.
Clarke winning plaudits for vocal Bill Waddington, Peter Colville &
Orch is sited -at left side of stage, izing
of “The Unchained Melody.’ Vic Gordon, Dagenham Girl Pipers,
and is too far distant from per- Comedy
slant of the group is goot Mathurins (2), Susan Irvin, Billy
formers. Settings are not in the
throughout, as also is their iteir de Haven, Chris Ambrose Orch.
lavish category of other Blackpool
showmg how jazz was born, titlec
revues, and props and dresses lack
The Evolution of Jazz.”
David Whitfield, English singer,
finish.
The Bobby Dowds house Orel tops this so-so layout, geared for
Marie de Vere dancers are ade- provides backing for acts. Gord.
family audiences during vacation

Music Hall,

season with Reg Wamirton conducting,
Whitfield
registers
strongly with, fave tunes linked
with his name, such as “Cara Mia,”

IV.
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“Answer Me”
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•
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•
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“Witty -'•Willie from Lancashire” five years off, A half-fiour’s drive
There’s solid mitting for Semprini, from the lake
brings one to. Squaw
ace English pianist, and w.k. via
He renders both , Valley, where the winter. -Olympics
radio and tv.
of. 1960 will be- held.
More than
classical and popular ballads in
tasteful act. The Mathurins. 250,000 persons ate expected for
the
event
the
hotels,
normally
and
.garbed as sailors, are a couple of
knockabouts who score- closed, in the winter, are bu-lding
skilful
.additions
planning
already
are
and
solidly.
Dagenham’ Girl Pipers, in a to make it a year-around resort.
“Hail Caledonia” but pay tribute The state is widening the highto Scotland in a glen and Waterfall ways and the 10-hour drive from
scene, the Highland song “The Los Angeles and Frisco .will, keep
Skye Boat Song” bei,ng sung by the traffic humming. This is a
Susan Irvin. Novelty is a shadow skier’s paradise and the sport is
Show of 3-D comedy, customers be- expected to thrive with the impetus
ing provided with stereoscopic given
it by the first international
spectacles to watch shadow display,
event in this ^section of the new
with bats, balls and other objects
west.
Virginia
City’s Lucius Beebe
being thrown at audieribe from behind screen. This* has lifelike 3- will be the big wheel tri host visitdimensional effect and rouses ing journalists.
It's mbre than ,a saying that “this
shrieks from the audience.
Billy deHaven assists in comedy place leaves you breathless.” It’s
scenes with Colville & Gordon, actual arid .for real to performers
and the Chris Ambrose orch show- playing the lake resorts. The high
backs. Dances and ensembles are altitude makes breathing difficult
.arranged by Pieter Glover. Gord.
after even normal exertions. Nelson
Eddy cautioned newcomers to “take
it easy; this isn't’ Vegas/’ The rich,
pure air 6,000 feet up also did
Junips
something to Mme. Traubel's voice
and
she was forced. to shorten her
frpiii
.pane
Continued
49mSSSm
act. Others also complained goodto appeal to the
,

.
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Glasgow

raiified air seefas;
•
naturedly,
agents: As Well as theh’ clients, and
“But it’s worth it,” said Durante,
they make every effort ‘-to land a •“just to fjet away
from .the smog
few Weeks at “the lake” as a. Sum- in L.A.” Everything being relative,
mer retreat for their families.
the longing’to go back takes a tight
'
Percenters
grip.
Said “Sandy” Adler, “I
:

.

-

.

.

The William Morris

-

percenters, could be . booked with top names
for . the nex$ five, years; everyone
wants to. come here.”

have most of the acts on both the
north and south shore and to be
sure they Will' need the “personal
services”, that require “in residence”- for the rim of the engagement. The casinos also have an
especial allure for the Morrismen,
who pioneered, this new route for
their charges—Vegas, Tahoe and
Reno.
Typical of tjhe booking is the
current billing. At the Biltmore,
La West; Helen Traubel at the Bal,
and Anri Sothern and Her Escorts
at Cal-Neva. On the south shore,
where the action is less feverish,
there’s a dotting of clubs that
occasionally book a main everiter
like the Mills BroS. For the upcoming date of Lill St. Cyr, as
with the current la West at the
BiltmoreJ the word somehow gets
around to “leave the kids at home.”

.

‘

.

The CatskRls was never

like this.,

========»
.

;

US0 Gamp Show

Continued from page 2 sssa
Jerry Toman, the Nivellis,
Jack Powell and Strawberry and
Julia. All are veteran “Soldiers in
Greasepaint” who had entertained
in many foreign countries for
American troops. They volunteered
for the performance and were
flown down from New Vork by Lawrence Phillips.
Also present Was USO proxy,
George Shaeffer. Following the
performance, which was well-received, Wilson and Shaeffer went
on stage where the Secretary of
Defense expressed thanks for the
At the. West opener it was noticeentertainrtient and for the 14 years
able that there was only one teenof shows which USO has presented.
ager in the room.
In conclusion, Wilson expressed
Family Trade
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“Rags
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and
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the moileyed crowd. Arthur Godfrey paid him ai visit few years ago
and has been talking about it on
his programs since.
He greets
everyone' personally and admitted

Riches.”
he has not missed one Durante
Stockily-built vocalist has strong
sliow. Re “limits” the Schnoz at
following with. English stubhbldthe roulette wheel and for a gag
ers, and appeals to older femmes
as much as. to. the younger set. once let him play two white balls.
His stance is still awkward, but he Durante has netfer played “the
has improved in this respect In lake" but he took a cottage thwe
.for itis friends .and .occasion aSy cis
past year.
„
Comedy is* divided between the driven there jiri the early morning
male duo of Colville
Gordon, hours over thov protests of .Wertand Bjill -Waddington, a cheery- heimer.
happier friendship is
faced North of England type. For- a rarity,
mer pair do adequately, and latter
Biggest boom in the Lake’s
registers strongly with local out- history is already taking farm
fronters in his characterization of although the stirriulating factor is

MH

•

.

.

,

.

•

r

hope that “this fine work will conCouple of seasons ago Joe E.
tinue.”
Lewis learned a bitter lesson when
While no mention was made of
he u?ed the same material on the
the shortage of funds which has
family trade at the early show
•

forced termination of
(8:30) as wowed them in Vegas.
Camp Shows program,
When some of the sitters were stood
that the
0

more embarrassed than

entertained,
he blurted sheepishly, “I could get
1

more

laughs in Forest Lawn.”
a burial place in L.A.).
Greene, a young comic
Who’ll be heard' from, stopped in
the middle of a joke when his eyes
fell on a ringsiding tot and patted
her on the cheek. “I can’t finish
the joke with you here, sweetheart,” he grinned, arid went on
to another story. Greene and Gale
Sherwood, teamed- with Nelson
Eddy at the Biltmore, were paid
the most lip service around the
lake. A hurry call to L.A. brought
a writer to doctor Miss Sothern’s
(That’s-

Shecky

:

Hippodrome,

act.

&

was ironic how the bookings

It

Reno and Tahoe resulted in an
conflict.
With 45 miles
separating them (the distance between Reno and Tahoe’s north
shore over Mt. Rose), Jimmy Duin

unique

,

.

(the
at Reno’s Riverside
of Mert Wertheimer) was
against Mine. Traubel at
Tahoe’s Bal, and La West was
paired off against Gypsy Rose Lee
at Reno’s Mapes. While Reno gels
most of the Frisco crovvd, there’s
a steady flow of traffic from Tahoe.

rante
pride

I

pitted

Wertheimer Kudos

Wertheimer has made the Riverside the showplace of Reno despite
the newer Mapes Hotel, and the
Durante engagement has been
sellout for both night shows.

as

much the personal draw

a

It’s

of

the regular

it is underbetween
Wilson and Shaeffer has opened
the door for the latter to pitch

meeting

for assistance from the Department
of Defense to continue the pro-

gram.

Exhibs Alarmed
******* Continued

from page

1

/

jectional

in

part.”

The

Legion

heretofore has discouraged Catholics from seeing these pictures but
has not placed the same restriction on these films as upon those
with the “C,” or Condemned,
rating. The Allied unit is seeking
clarification of the Legion’s position from Rev. Paul M. Lackner,
a representative of the National
Legion.
Prompting the exhibitor
organization’s appeal was a paragraph in the bulletin of St,
Stephen's R.C. Church urging its
parishioners to stay away from all

“B”

pictures.

The church

bulle-

notes that “it is always a venial
to attend a ‘B’ picture and
may quite often be a mortal sin.”
In the letter to Rev. Lackner,
Harry Hendel, executive secretary
of the exhibitor group, stressed
that “our members are urged not
to exhibit pictures that are denied
the Motion Picture Code Authority
Seal.
We are opposed to the
showing of morally objectionable
subjects including pictures rated
of
'C* by the National Legion
tin

sin

Wertheimer as Durante, the boniface being a popular figure with Decency.”

"

i
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LEGITIMATE
Incidental Finarice
on
Accountants’
reports
Broadway, shows sometime#
have curious little angles. For
example, a recent* statement
to

backers

the

Of

“lunatics’

and Lovers” included a $500
item listed as “gift to

The

Philadelphia; July 19. <
Playhouse ih the Park

crashed through last week with-its.
record higfi.gross to date, $15,100

OIk^bmot'V

for

;

Matuniick Staff lineup
A South American Army
-

,

i,

Alft £

.Matunuck,

R.. I.,

July

Buddy

Hackett.” The actor was marand the
ried .last ,ji(ibnth
charge -was aty? a present from*
the management.
.Also > Jilted on the same
statement was a $100 charge
for “bubble bath- solution.”
That’s a regular item, /prorated at $25 a week, in condunking
the
nection
with
taken onstage by featured actress Sheila Bond during the
performance..
.

19.

;

Staff Rneup at the Theatre-bythough four people were starred the-Sea, currently in its fifth sdhin the Edward Chodorov comedy— son under «the management of
Hildy Parks, Pat Carroll, James Donald Wolin and Harold L. Schiff,
Newland and Tom Poston there includes Wolin, doubling as direcwere no actual* boxoffice- names, tor; Robert Feindt, business manThe previous week the .tent theatre ager; Dominic Juskevich, scene
in West Fairmont Park had experi- designer; Leonard H. Roller, pressenced one. Of its lightest groSsers agerit; Alan Harper, production
with “Born Yesteraay.”
stage manager; Bayard Leary, stage

—

“The ^Heiress” ~is current with' manager; Tommy Jordan lightMargaret Philly’s and Howard ing designer; Lorraine. Merritt,
director
and- Dorothy
assistant
Erskine.
‘Caine’ Mild $5,5Q0

Spa

Saratoga, July 19.

“Caine Mutiny Court Martial,”
starring Jeffrey Lynn, pulled a
$5,500 at John Huntington’s
587-seat Spa Summer Theatre last
week, at $3.50 top. Intense heat
and a Paul Gregory presentation ofthe Herman .Wouk drama,. -with
Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey, and
Steve Brodie featured, in nearby
Troy last fall; were Relieved to

week

.

*

•

•

.

Fair” proved strong
boxoffice fare for the Berkshire
Playhouse here last week. With
sellout houses Friday and Saturday
nights (15-16) the coiriedy showed
a $5,600 gross, bettering the previous week's “Remarkable Mr. Pennypecker” by $500. Business has
increased steadily each week, despite the worst heat wave the
Berkshires have experienced in

“Sabrina

-

*

years.

Gaye Jordon

ar.d

William Roe-

rick were featured in “Sabrina,”
with a cast including Amy Douglas,
Margaret Hamilton, Anne Ives,
Carbl Keyser, John W. Austin,
William Swan, Don Doherty and
Douglas Parkhirst.
Current is Zoe Atkins 1934-35
Pulitzer Prize-winner,. “The Old
Maid,” co-starring Francesca Bruning and Eleanor Wilson.

(Film .section of Variety in
July 13 issue noted that a recent
'

release of

Columbia Pictures, “The

Night Holds Terror” which is
based on the true-life experience
of the Courtier family is similar,
”
plot-wise, to “ Desperate Hours
and to an earlier stage play, “ Blind

.

.

.

.

-

.

Maud Scheerer

...

Assistant

The

.was sold to Samuel

Goldwyn for

but probably won’t get
any additional coin under its shar-

$1,000,000,

ing terms.

A

$150,000 down-, payment has
already been made by WB. On. the
basis of the regular -60-40 split between the authors 'arid the production, the latter got $49,029 as its
share, after 'deducting various fees
and expenses.
.

The remaining^ $600,000 will be
paid at the rate of $120,000 yearly.
Of the coin due,- the production’s
cut; after deductions, of "fees, and
expenses, -should come to around'
$200,000, giving it a total take of
about $250, 0Q0 on the picture deal.
As of a June 25 accounting, the
profit oil the Broadway and road
.

of. “Pajama” was $597,474, including the initial income
from the film sale. The approxi-

companies
.

;

mate $200,000 balance from WB,
plus additional - profits from; the
Broadway -and national companies
for the. ensuing three weeks ending last Saturday (16), brings the
total profit thus far on the production to well over the $$00,000
,

-

mark.
For the four weeks ending June
25, the N. Yj and road companies
racked up a total profit of $73,580,'
with the former getting $48,974
and the latter $24,606. Profit on
the Broadway edition, however,
•has fallen off in the past several
weeks, during 4he traditional July
slump. The national company, currently in the windup frame- of a
seven-week stand at the Philharmonic Auditorium; L. A., has beeir
:

•

playing to smash biz_
The L.A. engagement is being
sponsored by the Civic Light
Opera Assn., with the musical moving to San Francisco next week for
another five-week CLO subscription run. The show, starring Fran
Warren, Larry Douglas' and Buster
West, hag been .averaging around
$8,000 a week profit in- L.A. However, at the end of the* 12-week
Coast- engagements, profits will be
adjusted with the. two CLO groups,
and the take is figured likely to
corile to about $12,000 a Week on
the L.A. stand.
As of the June 25 accounting,
the total net profit distribution to
date was $450,000; Another $100,000 divvy was made July 1, bringing the total distribution to $550,00(5. On the basis of^the regular
50-50 split between backers and
management, that gives the former a 110% profit on their $250,000
the
investment.'
Incidentally,
Broadway company/ starring John
-

*

Raitt,

Alley”—Ed.)

•

Florence Reed
.Frank Silvera

Eddie Foy

Gallagher,

is

Jr.

Maud Scheerer
/

V-nle Bi«rf ows

Frank Silvera

international

of

revival

“Skin- of Our Teeth” might well
be subtitled “The Helen HayeSMary Martin Show,” The two
femme, stars make its American
bow, following its recent Paris run,
an evening *of theatre to be long
remembered. The Thornton Wilder
play about man’s eternal struggle
against the forces of nature;—in-

cluding his own baser nature—
toward a better world is -^strong
meat.
This is off-beat drama that, in
less expert hands, would drag .or
dissolve into the ludicrous. But
the two actresses, each so different
in style, take charge. When one or
the other, or both, are on stage,
“Skin of Our Teeth” moves and
sparkles with its own adult distinction, The story is about Mr. and
Mrs. Antrobus, of Excelsior,
Miss Hayes plays Mrs, Antrobus^
the eternal family-loving wife, in
a performance that keeps “Skin of
Our Teeth” on the ground, preventing its fantasy from carrying
it off into the wild blue yonder.
When she is there, warm and witty,
«she dominates the action.
The rest of the time, the play
belongs to Miss Martin, whose role
carries her through a constant
shift of character from flip housemaid to temptress, to a person outside the play conferring with the
audience, to a solid:'' girl who has
come through the final', long war
much better than she entered* it.
George Abbott, playriglit and
director, returns to his first love,
acting, to portray Mr. Antrobus;
who is the dreamer and doer. In a
somewhat subdued key. He never
quite matches the two women,
Fourth of the top players is the
veteran Florence Reed, as the Fortune Teller in the second act. She
is the only member of the cast to
recreate the role she olayed in the
original N New York Production in
.

•

“Julius Caesar” premiered bej
fore an audience that included
show business and political-social
VPI’s as the curtain-raiser for the
Festival. The same play was likewise the opener of- the 'Globe Theatre, London’s new playhouse de*
voted to Shakespeare arid -patterned after the theatres of his
day.
While this revival .retains some
of th$ drama’s highlights, but other
segments have not yet caught fire.
Some of the principals are in good
fettle, hut others represent palpable miscasting. In the latter' category are the top-billed leads, Raymond Massey as Brutus and Jack
.

’

Palance as Cassius.
Christopher Plummer’s version
of Marc Antony seems .wooden and
Hurd Hatfield dries an uninspired
job as the aging Caesar.
Leora

D^na
as

.

-

as. Portia, and Polly Bowles
Caljpurnia, are excellent, al->

though the roles are hardly a challenge to such accomplished ac.

tresses.

-

Roddy McDowall

com-

is

petent as the youthful Octavius
Caesar, but Fritz Weaver registers'
as Casca.
A. huge playing area, including
a regulation stage, a sizable forestage and Elizabethan stage boxes
for' various, scenes, offers room for
mob scenes and provides ample'
scope for soliloquies. 'Lighting, accomplished without foots, strike's
a myriad of patterns to emphasize

moods. Background music
unobtrusively effective. Scenery
has stark simplicity but suggests

varirius

•

is

considerable range. Costupjes are:
properly colorful.

The Festival is an ambitious
undertaking. It isn't going to be a
simple matter to fill those 1,550
seats at every performance. It may
take the balance of the summer for
the project to take hold substantially, but eventually it may become a walloping success.

;

BSray in For ‘Henry

.

IV’

Outburst in the Fall
Broadway may have a flurry of

“Henry IV” revivals next fall. The
two-part Shakespeare classic is due
Strong assists are delivered by for Main Stem presentation* perDon Murray as the son, Henry haps including both full-evening
Antrobus; young Heller Halliday, shows. (It was last seen in 1946
Miss Martin’s daughter, as the When Old Vic visited Manhattan.)
Antrobus daughter, .and Frank
The Brattle Theatre of CamSilvera, who fills in several roles. bridge, Mass., has already set plans
“Skin of Our Teeth” is<a diffi- to bring its current “Part I’”' prolarge
In
first.
grasp
to
at
cult play
duction to town, following a limpart it must be. felt .rather than
ited engagement in Washington.
understood. It is here that Alan
Also,
the Group* 20 Players, openSchneider’s direction shows to the
best effect, for he creates a “feel” ing presentations of both “Part I”
117” are planning to in-'
and
“Part
part,
of
latter
the
in
which begins
the first act and then runs through dude the two shows in the reperLowe,
toi'y they’ll do in New’ York during
till the conclusion.
1942.

.

the fall-winter season.

Julius Caesar
American' Shakespeare Festival production of tragedy In three acts, by
Stars Raymond
William, Shakespeare.
Massey, Jack Palance, Leora Darta, Hurd
Christopher
PoUy
RowleS,
Hatfield,
•

Plummer, Fritz Weaver, Roddy *McDow.*
Staged by Denis Carey; executive
all.
scenery,
Chandler
Cowles;
Robert
costumes,
Armistcad;
Fletcher; lighting, Jean Rosenthal; score,
At American ShakesLehman Engel.
peare Festival Theatre, Stratford, Conn.,

producer.

July

'55;

12,

The Shakespearewrights, an riff-'
Broadway group operating at’ the.
Jan Hus House, N. Y., intend to
X
produce “Part I,” also with the
idea of a possible transfer to the

Main Stem.

.

Horace

$4.80 top.

Julius Caesar
Octavius Caesar
Marcus Antonlus

Hurd

Hatfield

Hub

Bustles With ‘Henry'
Boston, July 19.
is pretty hot in the
environs of the Hub this frame.

Shakespeare

McDowaU The Brattle Theatre ’in Cambridge
extended its “King Henry TV,' Part
Robert Hacha, Jerry St ‘ler, I” for a third stanza through next
Gerald Metcalfe
Raymond Massey Sunday (24). The Group 20 PlayMarcus Brutus
Jack Palance ers at Wellesley open with the
Cassius
.....Fritz Weaver
Casca
Bern Lenrow, Robert bard’s “Henry IV, Part I,” tombrConspirators
Geiringer, Roger Hamilton, Peter row .night (Wed.) and “Henry. IV,
Roman

Senators

....
.

.

Roddy,

Christopher. Plummer*
Robert Geiringer,

Donat,

Lucius

and Helen Artemidorus

currently in

Earl George

••

Howcrd Flscher

Nine O'clock

.

has

-

• •

Eleven O'clock
Twelve O'clock

,

Hours

-"

Ten O’clock

.

gesting inner fire and depth,

it
Hayes.
by Thornton Wilder. Stars Helen
’craftsmanship.
Mary Martin. .George Abbott. Florence erratic
IWed; features Don Murray, Heller HaUlWhen
Festival
completed,/: the
Alan
dav. Frank Silvera. Stated by
Schneider/ scenery. Tester Boiakov; cos- Theatre should be one of the finest
At structures of its type in the countumes. Helene Pons: lWbtln«. F^ler.
National. Washington, July 18. i5
Eari George try. Similarly further playing of
Announcer
Mary Martin this “Caesar” revival, may raise it
•
Sabina
P^ul
Stage Manager
to stirring stage entertainment.
...........
Mips. Antrobus
The vision and perseverance of
a group of dedicated people, and
Mammoth
.
.
v-Fred
Telegraph Boy ......
the contributions, of many donors,
Bon Murray have launched the American thea/
Henrv
tre’s most ambitious effort to’ popularize
and perpetuate ShakeP M«5or . .......
speare?s works. The project em;
Fischer
Howard
braces a 1,550-seat theatre, an
Home r
Miss E; Muse
classiFrances Sternhagen Academy for instruction ih
Miss T. Muse
M a ud Schemer cal acting, arid plans call for a
Mies M. Muse
Drum Majorette*
Shakespeare museum and art galCharles Bosz lery and a Shakespeare Library.
Life<niard

...

“Pajama Game” has set what
include Michael " Shaw, may turn out to be a new high in
the
sale of legit properties to pix.
Dave Miller, Robert Gerfein and
Brenda
Co-producer It's been peddled to Warner Bros',
Hitchcock.
for
$750,000, plus. 50% of the
Schiff is general counsel for the
profits on the film.
barn.
have been adverse factors. " The
Deal is likely to give the musiAs in the old wheeze about the
local stock production was genSouth American army, everybody’s cal about $250,000 as its share of
erally liked.
the picture income. That brings
a general.
Charles Coburn is current in
the total profit on the Frederick
“You Can’t Take It with You.”
Brisson-Robert E, Griffith-Harold
S. Prince production to over $800,000 thus fat. “Guys and Dolls”
‘Shoes' $17,500 Oakdale

;

.

in three acts,

drama

comedy

duction of

Fortune Teller
Chair Pusher
Broadcast Official .......

sistants

.

'

Bln^CaVr

Agronovitch, b. o, treasurer.
Betty Nick and Marlene Sanders
are assistants to the producers,
while Paula Hays Harper, Jo-Ann
Reed and J. Thornton Hall are
assistants,. respectively to the scene
designer, stage manager arid treasurer. Carolyn Collins is in charge
of properties, while other staff as-

Wallingford, Conn., July. 19.
“High Button Shoes,” with Betty
Jane Watson and Jerry Austen,
Xlue Desperate
grossed a profitable $17,500 last
(BARRYMORE, N. Y.)
week at the Oakdale Musical TheaWhen it gets down to its final
“The Desperate' Hours”
It was the sixth, week scenes,
tre here.
of the season for the tent opera- justifies jits original rave notices.
The conclusive scenes have comtion.
suspense and there is real
Management is already mulling pelling
dimension to the concluding tribthe possibility of a holdover sec- ute to the average-citizen hero.
ond week of “South Pacific” as the
The Joseph Hayes dramatization
season’s finale next September.
his own bestseller also has
The advance sale for the show is of
strong earlier scenes. Possibly bealready piling., up. Incidentally, cause the overall
performance sufMiss Watson will return to play fers from the inevitable broadenthe femme lead, Nellie Forbush, ing and loosening of a long run,
in “S. P.”
plus seemingly inferior playing by
“Young Davy Crockett,” a kid certain replacements in: secondary
show, 'Will play a one-shot matinee roles, however, the meller about a
family trapped in its home by a
•
next Saturday (23).
['trio of escaped convicts lacks the
consistent drive it. must have had
‘Oh Men’ $5,500, OIney
origifially. It seems a bit repetiOlney, Md., July 19.
tious and occasionally -padded.
Despite rough handling- by the
Karl Malden still gives, a solid
Washington reviewers, “Oh Men, and moving performance as the
Oh. Women” at Olney Theatre got embattled head of the family.
off to a nice start with a $5,500 Nancy Coleman is believable as
take at the boxoffice. for the first the steadfastly unhysterical wife,
of two weeks.
Second weeks at although the -part itself suffers
from a slightly saccharine fictional
this Maryland strawhatters norquality in the opening scenes. Paul
mally draw better than the initial
Newman is convincing, if somestanzas.
what lacking in dimension as the
The $5,500 is better business gang leader, but George Mathews
than Olney did during either week gives his usual realistic portrayal
of its first bill, Shaw’s “You Never of a primitive outlaw.
Can Tell,” Violet Heming opens
Frank Overton, Gene Blakely and
July 26 in Chistopher Fry’s adap- Judson Pratt' are surfacey in the
tation of “Ring Around the Moon.” not-entirely-clarified parts of officers of the law, and Rusty Lane is
passable as a single-minded troop‘Moon* Opens Big, Montclair
er/ Patricia Peardon is properly
Montclair, N. J., July 19.
spirited as the daughter of the
The Mqntclair Summer Theatre household, Malcolm Broderick is
got off to a snappy start last Sat- agreeably unprecocious
the
as
urday (16) taking in $2,600 on the young son, and George Grizzard
opening performance of “Moon is makes what he can of the role of
Blue,” starring Zachary Scott. The the complex but unrealised role of
F. Hugh Herbert comedy runs the gang leader's younger brother.
through next Saturday (23) at the
Howard Bay’s two-level setting
1,232-seater. The barn, which has
of the house,, with' set-ins of an adbeen dark for several years, has jacent 10ft and the police headbeen taken over by Harold J. Ken- quarters, seems as simple and
nedy, who’s offering a 10-week playable
as the episodic yarn alseason.
lows, and his lighting helps speed
The theatre is scaled to a $3.30 the occasionally stuttering action.
“Biography”
with
Faye On a humid night recently, the
top.
Emerson starring, begins a week’s Barrymore theatre was just about
run next Monday (25),
adequately cooled through the
first act, but grew steadily warmer and nvas quite uncomfortable
‘Sabrina' $5,600, Stockbridge
Kobe.
for the third .act.
Stockbridge, Mass., July 19.

The

.

,

/

Oar Teeth

ciency, built in only five months,
SJkln of
the exterior is still under construe-*
Washington, July 18.
tion/A similar situation applies to
American National Theatre & Academy
presentation of Robert Whitehead pro- the production itself. Though sug-

63rd Soothsayer
Cinna
Theatre, Officers
its

Jack Cannon
Donald Mork
Robert Hacha
Earl Hymail
Alan Shayne

Part II”
the
following
(Thurs.) to play alternate
thereafter.

night
nights

With the two Henrys on alternate nights at the Wellesley outdoor
amphitheatre and the “Part
Regarding the film sale, ap- Citizens, Lictor.i, Soldiers, etc.: Rex
Everhart, Ben Janney, Walter
I” at the inside Brattle, Shakeproximately $25,000 ill legal fees
Mathews, Dorothy. Whitney.
speare
enthusiasts are having a
is being probated between the’ au(2d Company)
lively time.
The Shakespeare inthors and the production. The pic(As of May 28, '551
The opening of the American terest in the Hub seems to bo
(repaid), ture will be produced by George Shakespeare Festival Theatre and
Original
investment
Brattle had turn away
mounting
as
with
Abbott,
who.
collaborated
Caesar,”
$65,000.
its initial of fering, “Julius
Richard Bissell on adapting the have one thing in common they’re crowds at all performances and
Profit last 4 weeks, $44,900.
Total net profit to date, $149,591. musical from the latter’s novel, both unfinished. While the interior Wellesley reported biggest advance
Distributed profit, $65,000.
“7V6 Cents.” Abbott also co-di- of the theatre is an, eye-filling- sale in history for the Shakespearean works.
Balance available, $62,281.
rected with Jerome Bobbins.
i blend of structural beauty and effi-

week

Operating Statement
TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST

N. Y.

at
.

the St. James

.

Peter Donat, James Olson,
Bern Lenrow, Roger Hamilton,
Jack Cannon
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First
Hinterland Reviewers, 24 Respond
.Time Views Ever Solicited—-Choice a Tie

Of 50

By Gene moskowitz

r-t
By JESSE GROSS

In a mail poll of representatives Ontario Resort Reopens
out of town drama critics in the
‘Driven Snow’
Barn
east, midwest and southwest, '‘Tear
house of the August Moon” and
Jackson’s Point, Ont, July 12.
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” tied as
“Pure As the Driven Snow,” a,
the best play current on Broad- vintage meller, is skCdded the
way, and “Pajama Game” «was week -of Aug. 5 at; the Red: Barn
picked as best current musical. Theatre in this resort about 50
About 50 road-city critics were miles -north of .Toronto. Strawqueried and 24 had replied as of hat,, reopened recently by Mervyn
*
last Wednesday.
•
Rosenzveig and Stanley Jacobson,
conducted i)y William after several dark seasons, had
Poll,
fields, pressagent of the Play- “Nothing But the Truth,” starring
wrights Co., was an indirect re- CBS-TV performer Percy Salzman,
sult of a promotional tour he made as the initial bill. Current is “The
late last sprang to meet or renew Moon Is Blue.”
Eight Weekly plays will include
acquaintances with drama critics
and editors in a couple of dozen “Streetcar learned Desire,” “Fifth
key legit towns. As a direct result Season,” “My 3 Angels,” “Sabrina
of the tour, Fields placed feature Fair” and an original revue, “Belly
stories on current sho>vs of the Acres.’’
Playwrights and the Producers
Theatre, end he has since become
an unofficial travel agent and theatre press pass rep for visiting

With

.

t

.

critics.

On the strength of the response
to the limited test poll, Fields believes that a full-scale annual poll
could be conducted with the ^cooperation of all Broadway producers.
Such a project could, he figures,
not only get national publicity and
.prestige at the time, but might increase interest in the theatre
throughout the year.
Perhaps significant of the initial test poll was the number of
critics, who mentioned” that they
had not seen enough of the current Broadway show crop to make
a representative choice, It also appears from the replies that most
of the critics would like to come
. (Continued on page 56)

Lives

It

’

.

Greer Johnson’s “Whisper to Me”
fall.
The play, based on a
story by William Goyen,
tagged “Letter in a Cedar Chest,”
had a recent two-week tryout at
Miss Jones* Theatre *55, .Dallas,
The contemplated N. 'Y-. production will be co-sponsored by Jonas
SilvetStone, her attorney.
short

“off-Broadway’V Phoenix
Theatre, which, finished its Second
season last Sunday (17) has' usedup practically all of its $184,375

The

'

1

Houghton stock operation
mated at $150,000 thus fai*.

Is esti'

ductions
.They’re

‘

.

for
Broadway. tion for charge-acdount eating, to
Roberts’ “Palm-

slated

Meade

offer Broadway theatre tickets on
Approximately $100,000 W as Tree in a Rose Garden,” at the
a similar basis. Sylvia Siegler, who
dropped during the 1954-55 frame,
(Continued on page 58)
formerly operated the Show-of-thepresumably including about $30,000 for the installation; of an air
Month dlub, a subscription outfit,,

conditioning unit at- the theatre.*
That was about double the loss on
the initial 1953-54 season.
The project was originally* capitalized at $125,000, but that stake
was raised $59,375 last fall. It’s
figured that additional capital will
[be needed for the Venture to resume operating next fall. However,
plans for future productions are
currently being made.
During its second season, the
Phoenix offered five productions
Over a 40-week period. They were,
in the order of presentation; “Sing
Me No LUllaby,” “Sandhog,” “Doctor’s Dilemma,” “Master Builder”

is said to be beading the new setup. Rose Goldstein, once associated
with Miss Siegler in SOMC and

;

Spread at 2 Strawhats
Indianapolis, duly 19.
Local theatregoers, starved for
regular professional fare since the
old English was demolished in
1948, are now getting a substitute
diet of two Summer stocks. Starlight Musicals opened July 7 in the

and “Phoenix ’55.* All, but “Dilemnew $350,000 Hilton U. Brown ma’*- and “Builder,” were new proTheatre at Butler Bowl. An 11- ductions.
performance run of “South Pa“Lullaby,” a straight play by
cific” was the first in a six-week Robert Ardrey, rah for four weeks
series. Also, the Avondale Play- and “Sandhog,”
a musical coprohouse, was in its third week of 10- duced with Rachel Productions (the
week season with Joe E. Brown in. two sponsoring groups splitting the
an arena production of “Harvey.” $60,000 capitalization), ran for six
Local program hasn’t been so weeks. “Dilemma” had a six-week
loaded since the 1920’s, when the run, while “Builder” was kept on
Shuberts operated the Murat, Er- for five stanzas. “Phoenix ’55,” a
Six shows
langer and English.
revue, had a 13-week stand.
played the Murat, the only remainBusiness w'as generally sluggish
season.
last
house,
legit
ing regular
for all the productions. However,
In contrast, the two strawhats will “Phoenix ’55” played to okay biz
before
them
between
furnish 16
during its first few weeks. The
Labor Day.
revue is skedded for production
Starlight Musicals, which susat* the Carter Barron Amphitheapended operations at the state tre, Washington, the first two
fairgrounds after the 1952 summer weeks In
August.
Season pending the arrangement of
:

,

a permanent setup, has leased the
3,200-seat plant at the south end
of Butler Bowl from the city for $1
a year. Project lias been financed
by a park department bond issue.
Mel Ross, who also operates the
Murat and the Coliseum, is the
Starlight Musicals general manager. Robert E. Perry is producer
and William Parson musical director. Starlight will offer “Roberta,”

2

NEW

“Sans Filet” (’’Without a Net”), an

Marigny that
cross between circus and topi-

Italo musical at the
is

a

cal revue. It Should last out the

summer. Standout

is

Marina Boncomic tal-

a girl with verve,
ent, face and figger..

figli,

Jean' Marsan, with “La Femm®
Toujours
Femme”
Sera
La
(“Woman Will Always Be Woman”),
1

.

;

'

has tried to do the tame thing: on
eternal
theme of femme
the
vaguarjes, at the Comedie Wagram.
Piece is somewhat tenuous andrepetltlve,
and. production and
humor are more fitting for a nitery
than a. theatre stage, -but nifty
looking, girls and the timing arid
comedy of Eddy Rasimi make for
some laughs,' and the show may
,

.

have an okaiy run.
Theatre Capucines has its perennial, “Paris Galant ’55,” which
borrows heavily from Jts predecessors. However, since.* patrons are
rprOsumably different- each year,
this may get sufficient overflow
from the nude-conscious customer*
of the Folies-Rergere and. Casino
De- Paris. Same goes for the new
entry at the Concert. Mayol “Je
Suis Nu”. (“I am Nude”). Skits are
(Continued on page 58)
•

Central City Having

A

recently, general manager for
producer Jule Styne, will be office,
manager of the Diners’ Club ticket

Modern Gold Rush;
Offers G&S, ‘Bus Stop’
Central City, Col., July 19,

branch.

This former mining town, which
Although Ralph Schneider and comes to life, every summer with
former Broadway .producer Alfred festival oif drama and music, is
Bloomingdale, associated in the having one of its greatest seasons
“Pajama Tops” ended a 26-week operation \ of. Diners* Club, have since its revival in 1943, Following
road tour last May 6 With a $550 been dickering for some months the current engagement of the
profit on a $25,250 investment. Ad- for a theatre ticket outlet, the D’Oyly Carte Opera Co. from Loncording to a June 20 accounting; project is .understood, to have don, the refurbished old Opera
the profit .on the H. Clay Rlaney- stalled repeatedly over failure to House will present a three-week
Rex Carlton twdfer production was work out a satisfactory arrange- run of "Bus Stop.”
The British Gilbert &' Sullivan
reduced $772 during its final six ment and to get assurances of
weeks on the road, With operating ticket allotments. Several indi- troupe is currently offering a
losses on all but the final frame. viduals in the production manage- doublebill of. “Trial by Jury” and
As of March 26, the Windup of ment and theatre mdfoagement and “Pinafore” and will conclude with
agency field T .say they’ve a nine-performance stand of “Iolanits 20th touring week, the Diana ticket
Barrymore, starter had made a been approached aboutt such a the,” then play New York and
other key cities. The engagement
$2,001 profit. The loss, for the en- project.
suing six weeks, and' closing ex- v' With Miss Siegler heading the opened July 2 with “Mikado,” folpenses of $679 brought the final venture, arrangements are said to lowed by “Yeomen of the Guapd.”
The road company of William
profit to $550, which has been dis- have been made with John Shubert
tributed. The backers had already to get ticket allotments for the Inge’s “Bus Stop,” will offer Peggy
received a full return on their in- Shubert houses, and Miss Siegler Ann Garner and Albert Salmi as
vestment.
has reportedly given assurances of leads, opening Aug. .6 and playing
The actual operating loss for the" being able to get seats for inde- 33 performances through Sept. 3.
six-week period, ending May 6, pendent houses also. As part of the The troupe will then go on a naWas $1,982, including a $2,204' Shubert deal, Miss Siegler dropped tionwide tour.
The Opera House, built in 1878
profit on the windup stanza. How- her pending anti-trust suit against
during the mining boom, brought
ever, souvenir program income of the Shuberts.
the
great names of the entertain$688 and a payroll tax adjustment
Although details of the setup
of $522 reduced the loss for the aren’t revealed, it’s reported in ment world to this mountain comperiod to $772. Of a rash of two- [trade circles that Schneider and munity 4Q miles west of Denver.
”
(Continued on page 58)
fer productions last season, “Tops
Bloomingdale have obtained outadapted by Mawby Green and Ed side coin for part of the financing
Feilbert, and “Moon Is Blue” were for the project, and that the ShuIf You Can’t Lick ’Em,
the only money-makers.
berts are putting up the balance
During the “Pajama Tops” los- through Miss Siegler. As part of
ing weeks there were no apparent the deal, it’s said, the Shuberts are
Have ’Em Work for You
cuts' in managerial expenses, in- dropping their claim
of $7,500 from
Saratoga, N. Y., July 19.
cluding approximately $555 week- Miss Siegler in connection with v
John Huntington, operator of
ly for cast and staff expehses and her production of “I Want to Make
the Spa Summer Theatre here,
$100 office expense. For the week, an Opera” several seasons ago.
not only isn't jealous of other
ending April 23, ‘when the operatstrawhat managers—he even gives
ing loss hit $1,668, 'there were
them jobs. He’s been using two as
charges totalling $1,055 for com‘LUNATICS’
NET
$80,718 actors, one last week and the other
pany manager and general manthis week.
ager salaries ($200 each), plus the
In last week’s Spa bill, “Caine
100G
cast and staff expenses and the
Mutiny Court Martial,” a small
office expense.
“Lunatics and Lovers” made a role was played by Frank Myers,
$0,502 operating profit for the four who operates the Frear Park Sumweeks ending July 2, bringing the mer Theatre, in the neighboring
.

.
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;

'
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BRIT. MUSICALS;

NEITHER LOOKS LIKELY

London, July 19.
First of two British musicals produced this week looks like a tame
bidder for patronage during the
current heatwave. “Twenty Minutes
South” moved over from the Play“Chocolate Soldier,” “High Button ers Theatre (birthplace of “The
Shoes” and “Kiss Me, Kate” for Boy Friend”) with a few cast
then close with changes, and bowed in to St. Marsix-night stands,
4
“Show Boat” for two-week run tin’s last Wednesday (13) to enAug. 16-28. Scale is $l-$3?
couraging reception.
William Tregoe is director and
Show is presented by Players
resident leading man of Avondale, Ventures Ltd,, and directed by
which had Wayne, Morris in “Ten- Hattie Jacques. Peter Green well
der Trap” last week. It succeeded composed the score, With book and
last season’s successful Town and lyrics
by
Maurice
Browning.
Country Playhouse after the latThe second new British musical
ter’s stockholders split.
was Laurler Listers’ presentation
of “Wild Thyme,” which opened at
the Duke 'of York's last Thursday
Agent Options ‘Flute’
(17). Book and lyrics were written
“Answered the Flute,’* by Sam by Philip Guard, and Donald
Swann
wro$e the music.
Robins, has been optioned for
This is a feeble effort with a
Broadway production by actors’
rural setting, lacking any charm
agent Anthony Soglio.
Capitalization on the venture has and wit and not even saved by attractive decor.
been set at $75,000.
’

shows. As always, the emphasis is
on nudity and naughtiness, with
perhaps not enough air-conditioning of theatres to get maximum
boxoffice draw.
Among the recent gentries is

more

1

Up on 16-Show

of real sum*
is getting its
traditional lineup of frivolous legit

'

&

Deal is reportedly in the works
,Selden
Gottlieb are being
capitalization. The total deficit, on
the ,T. Edward Hambletbn-Norris represented this -wek by t\Vo pro- for' the Diners*’- Club, an organiza-

:

Hungry

break-ins number approxiDallas, July 19.
mately 60 to date. That’s been
State Fair Auditorium has. set
the average for recent years, exdates for our touring legit shows
cept last summer. The total then
State Fair Museason.
zoomed to a record high of more for this
sicals’ current 14th summer season
80.
than
will! end the 12-week fun with
A new factor in the summer “Teahouse of the August Moon,”-'
stock tryout situation, is that esstarring Burgess Meredith fand
tablished Broadway producers apMcKay/ Aug. 15-28.
pear to be showing more interest. j5cott
“Pajama Game,” with Fran WarThis is presumably a move to get
Douglas and Buster
ren,
Larry
additional tuneups for. new. Main
Stem offerings at minimum addi- West, is the annual Texas expo offor
set
fering,
a 25-performance
Managements include
tional cost.
“Tea and SymLyn- Austin & Alfred Noyes, Roger run, Oct. 8-23.
Dec. fit-10, but
inked
for
pathy”
is
L. Stevens, Albert Selden & Morton Gottlieb, Walter Fried, Kermit Will play to a restricted seating
the
4,285-seat
Jhduse.
deal
in
Rlooingarden, Robert Whitehead
and Margo Jones.
The touring “Plain and Fancy,”
For example, Miss Jones, al- opening Aug. 29 on the Coast,
ready represented' on Broadway with Alexis Smith and Craig Stevwith'
Herman ens starring, will -be the Cotton
as
co-producer
Shumlin of “Inherit the Wind,” Bowl Week booking, Dec. 26-31.
plans a Main Stem presentation of
silo

in the

’

Legit

Paris, July T9.

Dallas State Fair Aud.
With the arrival
Barn tryouts are getting back to
Scheduled
normal this summer.
Books 4 Touring: Shows mer weather, Paris

TO DATE ON

GOLDEN

JUBILEE YEAH

»

1905

-

1955

NUT

city of Troy, N. Y. f in partnership
with his wife, Betty Shannon. The
Frear Park spot, opens July 24
with “John Loves Mary.”
In the current Spa show, “You
Can’t Take It With You,” starring
Charles Coburn, the part of Beswas $6,627.
sie is played by Jill MillUr, who
•The May Kirshner presentation runs the Putnam County Playof Sidney Kingsley’s production, house, at Mahopac, N. Y. The
currently in its 32d week at the actress manager toured two seasons
Broadhurst Theatre, N. Y., has ago ia “The Shrike,” with Van
been on twol’ers for several weeks. Heflin.

total net return as of that date to

$80,718 on a $100,000 investment.
Distributed profit as of July 2, according to an accounting of that
The balance
date, was $45,000.
available for future distribution

•
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Palin Tree in a Rose

verve to Kronenberger’s arttic.
Jocelyn Brando, for example, is
charmingly ..convincing .as the
Mountainhome, Pa., July 19.
would-be seductress of all-too-willRowena Stevens tin association with ing collector.
v Too, John HeldaAlbert Scjden & Norton Gottlieb) producRoberts. brand has a refreshingly brittle aption of £#medjr*dram» by
Stars' John, BlondtUi feature* Alice Ghost* proach as an* erratic Duke.
ley, &tb*va Rr.xley, *iearge Vo?kovoc.
Although Harry Bannister, as

Garden

Mr,

18-23, *55;

performance

sort

is

’•

-

-

-

NeRon Harder jovial once lie gets rolling.
,-.v.'.-)Wttf*iL«iu Holland
hemiah Persoff tends to be pedanBelle Flower tic as
Moha Worth'
faded diplomat who, in
a
Blondell
Joan
Frobisher
Rose
George VoJ.ovcc cahoot? with his niece, covets a cut
Mr. Jonas
Barb-ra Parris ......... Burbin Baxley of the billions.
As a noted wit, two acts (foiir scenes), by Joseph Hayes.
Herbert Evers
.Charlie Gordon
Native Uprising
Mary Finney once gets, to appear Features- Maggie -Kezeiv. Directed by
in tights as Hamlet ^instructing’ the Ramsey Burch; technical direction,. James
La Jolla, Cal. July 13.
At Theatre '50, Dallas, July
A stunning performance by Joan players, surely a novelty even for Pringle.
top.
n. '55;.
John Swope taroductlon of fcomedy in
Thorns Kirkwood ..... .. .Harry Bergman three acta by D. N. Roman. Stars HowBlondell and an Impressive cast this versatile actress.
Field
.>airtes
Farley
Duff,
Haiifc.
ard
Marjorie
Lordi'featuree Harvey
Jessie Royce Landis has the
provide interesting drama in the
Sadie French Stephens; Diana Douglas. Staged by Nor.V
Mrs. Wiggins ..
_ initial breakln of this new tragi- rather colorless role of the tycoon’s Amelia Cheever ........... Maggie Ivezcr man Lloyd; scenery and lighting, John
womthird)
wife,
the
Amoury
current
(and
Tom
Blank enchiw. At La Jolla (Col) Playhouse,
Uncle Hector
comedy by Meade Roberts. AlAvery Cheever ........Charles Braswell July 12. '55; $4.40 top.
though the result is somewhat un- an whom he really needs, albeit un- Leonora
Howard Diiff
Cheever ....... .Louise Latham Bob Whalen
satisfying theatre at the moment, third act crispness and assurance, Lloyd Gifford
Bob Mullen Helen Whalen
Marjorie Lord
But except for sonic Bayard Cheever ....
Edward. Cullen Joanie Whalen
Linda Lowell
there seems genuine Broadway knowingly.
Pat Bennett
Diana Douglas
potential in “A Palm (tree in a the star confines herself to going is
Harvey Beckwith
Harvey Stephens
Rose Garden” if proper revisions through the motions.
Mary Lawrence Daves
Joseph Hayes’ new script, the Lenore Godfrey
Grant the author his witty con- second summer preem for Margo
can be made during the coming
cept and sharp lines, admit that .rones, has many risible situations,,
atrawhat tour*
A first dramatic effort by D. N.
This is anything but a light- acting-and directing-wise he has but smacks strongly of a. reverse
Roman, “Native Uprising” falls
weight effort, in. either writing or not been fully served. The fact re- “Mooiuls Blue;” It’s a dubious
into
the La Jolla Playhouse tradiseriously
veered
production: The slice-of-life yarn mains that he has
prospect for the bigtime.
tion, of presenting, onevnew drama
about the likable but somewhat in- from his story, the- humor is fra.gr
In a 12-hour. span a conventional each season. However^ this one
numhas
a
script
the
and
mentary.
effectual residents of a Hollywood
Boston lass lams the premises, her has little chance for. the proposed
boarding house is a sympatheti- ber of non-essential characters.
The “thread of laughter”, about fiance and family to spend a night Broadway bid unless overhauled
cally conceived work which might
fn
a New York apartment- with two for sharper dialogue, stronger and
well
so.
become enthralling and moving which Kronenberger has
divorced. more direct point of view, and
one recently
drama if either the tragic or comic expounded elsewhere, has here males,
They
draw high card to see who clarification whether the script is
elusive.
frustratingly
proven
elements were more clearly ac.with- farce, fantasy or satiric comedy.
wins,\but
divorcee
stays.
The
Ceor.
'cented.
AS it is, the prevailing
the
Boston girl*, relaxed with
Despite an intriguing theme
mood seems confusing.
enough
to be ready for a man’s ^desire to kick over the
drinks
The show is superbly oast. -Miss
to
fling and seduction, he nobly takes traces-— and a lively first' act, what
Blondell, playing a kindly, gentle
a vacant room across the 'hall and promises to be fun never mateDallas, July. 9.
boarding housekeeper 'with a pos- __
Margo Jones production o£ drama, in lets her> sleep, it off.
rializes. The title refers to a $10,sessive, somewhat critical attitude
three acts (six scenes) by Greer Johnson,
Her fiance and family arrive 000-a-year Manhattan executive
Irtoward her plain daughter, is
based on a short story by William Goyfen.
Other per- Features Mary Dolan. Louise Latham, next morning, and the father sides who decides his Madison Aye, job
resistibly convincing.
Phelan. Directed by Miss Jones; with his rebellious daughter in de- is “purposeless” and stays home
suasive performances are given by Kathleen
technical direction, James Pringle. At
Alice Ghostley as a timid, roman- Theatre ’*55/ Dallas, June 27, '55; $3 top. fying her fiance and stuffy broth- one morning; others in his aparter. All ends iveir (if tritely) as her ment building follow, suit A few
... Harriet Slaughter
tic roomer, Barbara Baxley as a Sister
Dolores Walker new amour spanks, her mid pro- bright moments follow, plus
Titnid Girl
some
film-struck Ingenue down on her Brothei'
Freddie Packer
...
"
sardonic comments on Manhattan
Mary Dolan poses.
luck and reduced to slashing her LucUle Marie Purdy....,
^
Louise Latham
life, but the play bogs down in
expert
gives
A
perwrists when her lover deserts her Little Pigeon
good
an
cast
Kay Bovnv- a
B^He Spurlock
at 'the final curtain, George Vos- brother Nixon
Edward Cullen formance, making the most of heavy, humorless moralizing.
kovec as a raiddleaged boarder in Sister Ssmmye ......... Kathleen Phel' n Ramsey Burch’s authoritative Ndirec: \ Some of the defects are covered
James Field
Gevedon
Clyde
production is ex- ingeniously by Norman Lloyd’s
love with the landlady’s daughter, Robert Sturdivant
Charles Braswell tion. In -sUm, the
nicely played by Betty Lou Hol- Tilton Weaver ......... Harry Berg^nan cellent .but the script content is skillful direction. -Howard Duff, in
Holthe
Evers
as
lightweight.
Herbert
land, and
a masterful job as the Instigator,
Maggie Kezer, a local tv and gives much life io the material.
lywood juVe who walks out on his
Theatre ’55’s first preem of its stock name, is a standout in the Marjorie
ingenue-sweetheart for a picture
Lord, who left the Broadsecond
summer
run
is “Whisper to title
comes way lead in “Anniversary Waltz”
role.. Ahle support
stint in Italy.
comedy-drama by Greer from James Field, as her new love, for this
Jose Quintero’s staging is. per- Me,”
play, is flrstrate as his
on a short story by with competent backing by Harry wife.
ceptive, illuminating and (remark- Johnson based
John Blankenchip'V set, a
“The Letter in the Bergman, Sadie French, Louise comfortable
able for this early point in th pro- William Goyen,
Manhattan apartment,
That’s a likely Latham and Edward Cullen. Per
ceedings) genuinely stirring. The Cedar Chest.”
fills the bill.
Don.
usual, James Pringle’s single set
combination setting, representing place for the play version.
For this is a questionably hu- and lighting are tasteful and adevarious uooms in the boarding
a
about
morous
comedy-drama
staging.
atmospheric.
the
arena
quate for
house, is playable and
Bark.
Author Roberts and producers Al- woman deserted by her husband
bert Selden and Morton Gottlieb because of her excessive fatness
school
Continued from page 55
have a promising candidate in and relieved of her Sunday
Pelican
Treasure
“Palm Tree” if they develop it job because of her mental abei>.ato New York to catch the shows
boarda
tion.
trying
run
After
to
July
12.
Mass.,
Medford,
.
Leco.
skillfully.
,
ing house for college students, she
Tufts Arena Theatre production of much more often.
takes in a couple of eccentric drama in .three act* by J. B. Priestly.
Tally of the straight plays; with
" Tiie International Set
Directed^ by John R. Woodruff. At Tufts
their
die,
When
they
all
widows.
CoUege arena theatre, -Medford, Mass., the number of votes for each, was
Hyde Park. N.Y., July 14.
.to haunt the
are
believed
ghosts
ulv 12. '55; $1.20 top.
“Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof” and “TeaQuick
George
Polly Jo McCuUoch &
Phyllis Cater
dancing to the tune, Edith Parsons
roduction of comedy in three actA by promises,
oscpli Parsons
...
Pat Roche house of the August Moon,” 6 each;
£ oula Kronenberger. Star* Jessie Royce “Whispering.”
Commander
Dudley
Trout
Howard
Storm
“Anastasia”
» and
“Inherit
the
Landis: features Harry Bannister. DirecSimpson
Sydney Turner
Louise Latham gives a top per- Bert
tion, Fred Sadoff; scenery, Edgar LansRoberta CrOy
Nancy Beals Wind,” 3 each; “Bad Seed,” 2;
bury. At Hyde Park (N.Y.) Playhouse, formance in the leading role of Yvonne Trout
Ann
Powers
“Dark
Light
Is
Enough,”
“DesperJuly 12. '55; $3.30 top.
Lionel Kranltz
holding interest in Sir GUbert Rutland
Isabel Cary
Jessie Royce Landis Little Pigeon,
ate Hours” and “Witness for the
Factually, she’s Horace Logan ........ Frederick Marker
Dr. Haines
Douglas Rutherford slack moments.
William Hall Prosecution,” 1 each. Incidentally,
Gordon Otis Cary
Harry Bannister the entire play; without her risible Naval Officer
John Templeton
one critic who picked “Teahouse^
Charles V. White
and
demented
friendly
Duke of Hampshire
John Heidabvand lines as a
This, brisk melodrama, a sus- as best current play, cited “Bus
Ellen Cary
Rita Vale lonely woman, there’d be little
Maria Lindley
Mary Finney left. Mary Dolan, arena theatre’s pense piece, in the J. B. Priestly Stop” as best new playof the 1954Guy-AchlUe Fleury-Tallyrousse
-55 season.
Nehemlah Persoff business manager, does an* admir- formula with a split emphasis onAlys de Sainte-Croix.
Jocelyn Brando able lead after filling the part of comedy, was presented before" an
Voting for musicals ran “PajaMr. Siddons
Reese Sardi one o’! the widows on three Hays’ audience
of
literarysome
60
ma Game,” 7; “Damn Yankees”
Mrs. Garrick
Katchie Torrence
drama
students
and and “Plain and Fancy,” 5 each;
Maid
Peggy Borriostcr notice. Kathleen Phelan is good minded
Butler
Charles Sharpe- as the other widow.
The., male coaches, who gave it a fine recep- “Silk
Stockings,”
“Ankles
3;
roles are negligible. It’s only a tion in the tiny 208-seat Tufts Col- Aweigh,”
“Boy Friend” and
Thlle mag drama critic Louis tale of three widows who try to be lege arena -theatre. The play, origi"Fanny,” 1 each. One critic who
Kronenberger has written “Today merry.
nally done' as' a television script
very little in the theatre really exMargo Jones’ direction is re- £od BBC, has been reworked by picked “Pajama Game” as the
presses the comic sense of life”. warding and the solo living room’ the author for stage presentation, best current musical named “YanPresumably he has .aspired to al- set by James Pringle agato 'of- but still hears the tv technique, kees” best of the 1954-55 season.
leviate this Situation in his play, fices.
Bark.
with much two-character conversaCritics .who returned ballots in“The International Set”,
As
tion.
cluded Hamilton B. Allen, Rochesmounted at the Playhouse here,
Priestly’s theme here Is the ef- ter (N.Y.) Times-Union; Milton R.
Angel
llie Loose
however, the comic essence is lackfect of greed oh a group of ap- Bass, Berkshire Eagle, Pittsfield,
ing.
Norwich, Conn., July 16.
parently decent, mannerly people.
Randolph Gunter presentation tof Sheila There are brilliant bits of repartee, Mass.; Richard L. Coe, WashingKronenberger has Actually beton Post & Times Herald; Harold
Keddy production of comedy in two acts
trayed his own good intent by .(five
scenes), by Victor Clement. Skrs keen observations of human nature,
abandoning an animated premise. Arthur Treacher, Nicholas Joy. Staged b" flashes of wit and much good V. Cohen, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Variety
(also
correspondent);
Robert Lahing; resident director, Normiui theatre.
The ennui of a billionaire who; Fall;
As
uncertainly
presented
scenery, Jean Lauraih. At NorwicV
having bored himself collecting (Conn.) Summer Playhouse, July 10, ’55; by the student players, it comes George L. David, Rochester Demoeverything from penwipers to mar- fJ3.50 top.
off as a thriller with plenty of crat & Chronicle; Cyrus Durgin,
Schmldek. .. .. Joan Norton-Taylor
Boston Globe; Elinor Hughes, Bosble staircases, now decides to col- Hedd.v
Dorothy Taylor ......... Ruth Hammond comedy stemming from character,
lect prominent people, could be Clifford Taylor
Nicholas Joy
“Pelican” has an uncomfortably ton Herald; Henry Humphreys,
Charles Lee Sari expository first act as the eight Cincinnati Times-Star.
the stuff of comedy. But having Rickey Taylor
Lockwood .......... Ted Jordan
gathered together in his penthouse Bi;uce
Anne SimpSon
Joanne Moore characters celebrate the finding of
Also, Duane La Fleche, Knickermuseum a number of international Dennis Taylor
Raymond Arlotta a $200,000 treasure on a deserted bocker News, Albany; Boyd MarJean
Gabriel
David You n*J island. But when
figures (most of Whom are acutely
th? quest on of tin,
Louisville
James Logan
Brad Olson
Courier-Journal;
dull), the richest man in the world Avon Bard.
Arthur Treacher shares emerges, a struggle begins Russell McLaughlin, former critic,
spends his time dallying with the
in which the characters try to outDetroit
Henry
News;
T. Murdock,
chic niece of one of his exhibits.
Here’s one of those strawhats try- smart each other for the money.
This proves to be anticlimax.
outs that looked good enough on pa- Priestly skillfully exposes, how Philadelphia Inquirer; Norman S.
Nadel,
Citizen;
Elliot
Columbus
Kronenberger has relied for comic per to inveigle a couple- of vet trou- cupidity levels class and personalNorton, Boston Post; E. B. Radvalues more on his acute lines than pers like Arthur Treacher and ity distinctions.
cliffe,
Cincinnati
Enquirer
(he
did
on comedy of situation. In either Nicholas Joy into taking a fling at
There are no sympathetic charvein, the humor is sparse, and oc- it.
What materializes on a stage, acters in the piece, which seeks not make any selections, as he’d
casionally stoops to surprisingly however, is quite another story (in neither to approve nor disapprove seen only four current shows.
ancient quips (surprising, that is, this case, a short short with an un- anything, but simply to tell the
Also, Omar Ranney,' Cleveland
from this erudite author).
happy ending, as the play expired story of how greed removes the Press; John Rosenfield, Dallas
Unfortunately, too, the company after two weeks of struggling).
vene.er from a group of supposedly Morning News; Robert E. P. Sendoes not give a thoroughly ade“Loose” is not only short on respectable people. The characters
quate assist.
A cduple of acting playing time (less than two hours), are revealed as a common law wife, senderfer, Philadelphia Evening
jobs are strictly stock and at the but also on merit. Built around a cashiered naval officer, a serving Bulletin; John K. Sherman, Minne^
fourth performance some actors the situation of a couple of con man with a prison record, a Cock- apolis Star Sc Tribune; Mildred
were still line-shaky. Again, di- men who worm their way into the ney radio operator also with a Stockard, Houston Chronicle; Dale
rector Fred Sadoff has been more home of a wealthy candidate for criminal background, a jaded and Stevens, Dayton Daily News; Alconcerned with the stage picture the Senate, the script is a pot- lecherous peer, a mistress of hum- len M. Widem, Hartford o Times;
than with exploiting the author’s pourri of improbable events in ble origin and the trickery finan- Samuel T. Wilson, Columbus Dis..satirical attitude.
which the crooks solve all the prob- cier of the treasure hunt. A tropi- patch, and Mitchell Woodbury,
Those actors fare best who bring lems of the household during a cal hurricane finally arrives and Toledo Blade.
;
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Union Consent Decree
'

Clears Hauling Setup

.

.

•

|

!

,

'

I

'

X

f

Inclusion

•

the

of

teamsters’

union in the consent decree
ready obtained' by the Dept,

al-

*

of

against: leading theatrical

Justice

companies
apparently
clears up the troublesome situation
involving the moving of legit-shows
and more 'recently television protrucking

5

superficial

uses

$. himself,

characteristics, .his

Alice Ghostle.v

Alice
.
Big. Jhrt
Leila FroBiAtor

It’s

.

.

Stasc l'by Jose Qulnteror scenery. Charles
Elson. At Pocono Playhouse, Mountain-

a

then the British Navy claims the
of pauper’s “My 3 Angels.”
bounty.
Treacher is amusing when the
Ann. Powers gives a nice perrole of one of the eons allows him formance as the shrewish, flirtato be, but. his best comedy .touch, tious and calculating common law
comes in an irrelevant curtain wife of the cashiered naval officer.
Joy has 'little to do as Sydney Turner vis also ..believable
speech.
the home-owner but does it effici- as the Cockney radio operator, and
ently. David Young is fair enough Nancy Beals is credible as a mysas the second schemer. Balance of terious secretary.
cast ranges from miscast fo adePotentially, “Pelican” looks very
quate.
good. There is too much exposition
> HN
Staging, setting, etc. are pass- in the first act and the climax is
Bone.
hpt too- well explained, but subject
able, but futile.
^
to the limitations of this campus
production.
Priestly’ knack of
Boston
Girl
telling a story comes througln
Dallas, July }5.
Guyl.
Margo Jone* production or comedy in
single overnight stop.

.

New York. Feeling in
is that for the
first
time in ihany years the price-fixing and business-allocating setup
is in the open;
According to an announcement
last Friday (15) from Washington
Attorney
General* Herbert
by
Brownell Jr., the consent decree
•was accepted by the union, officially named the International
Brotherhood of -Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen & Helpers of
Theatrical
Amelina,
Drivers,
Helpers, Local 817,
Chauffeurs
duction in
the trade

&

..

i

and
ward

\

:

'

•

.

’

secretary-treasurer,

its

Ed-

O’Donnell.
The Government’s
antitrust
had
action
charged n monopolistic conspiracy
between the union and a group of
leading theatrical transfer companies.
The union was fined

.

\

j

$2,500.

theatrical truckers and
their respective presidents, fined

a total of $10,000 under the previous consent decree, were the

Whisper

Hauling St Warehouse
Transfer Go., Inc.,

Walton

Tait

Corp.,

;

i

.

.

The four

•.

Schumer Theatrical Transfer, Inc.,
Erie Transfer Co., Inc., Eugene A.
Walton, Saul Freedman. Harry
Schumer and Harry Hyde. Under

Me

-

the decree, ell* the defendants
agreed to desist from the unlawful

*

-,

.

charged

activities

a-

...

.

i

.

.M

,

i.

.

Lotsa Road Shotos
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Continued from' page
Guild,. “Witness for the
tion.”

Also, there, are- touring companies being readied of “Bus Stop,”
“Plain and Fancy” and a third edition of “Teahouse of the August
Moon,” plus possible second
troupes of “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof”
and “Damn Yankees.” The prospects for “Silk Stockings” and
“Fanny” appear uncertain at the
moment. Neither is likely to have
a second company, but are potential tourers if attendance on Broadway fails to hold up as expected.
Although the Theatre Guild'Xmerican Theatre Society subscription list has registered a small
overall increase In the last season
and a new organizing drive is due
to start sodn, that is a relatively
minor factor in business on the
road. Much more important are
the number and boxoffice draw of
the touring shows, and the- general
economic condition of the country.
As indicated, there should be a
fairly strong lineup of potentgrossing shows on the road. As to
general business conditions, virtually all barometers to continuation
and. even increase in the current
boom, rather, than a slackening-off.
Although this apparently adds up
to the best road season in several.,
years, there’s no prospect of the
sort of conditions that existed 10
to 20 years ago. Moreover, the road
of 20 years ago didn’t compare with
•that of a decade or more earlier.
In other words, even if the rood
-

booms

'

on

a

this

reason beyond

opti-

mistic indications, it’ll be' a just
a fraction of the volume of the lush

•

.

1 isssssi

Prosecu-

and late

1920’s

1930’s.

.

'

I

.

,

i

I

'
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Stock Notes
The scheduled

tryout of 'Scandal

Montfort” at the Westport
Country Playhouse the
week of. July 25 has been cancelled
Midge Ware, who played one
of the models in the Broadway run
at

(Conn.)

.

.

of

.

“The Fifth Season,”

is

set for

the femme lead ;n the Menasha
Sknlnlck starrer at the Playhouse
in the Park, Philadelphia, nqxt
week
Frieda Teller appearing,
at the Warwick (R. I.) Mpsicaf The.

.

.

atre as a resident company memo
ber.
Jeff Hayden, the tV producerdirector, has staged “The Rain-

maker,” with Eva ^ Marie Saint
(Mrs. Hayden) as star, which is
touring
the
farm circuit this

summer

“Next of Kin,” by
Lonnie Coleman, to be tried out
Aug. 16-21 at the Hyde Park (N.Y.)
Playhouse, is not to be confused
with “The Next of Kin,” the
Charles Klein play produced by
.

,

,

at the Hudson
Theatre, N.Y., for a 24-p erfor iron ce run starting Dec. 27, 1909.
Grant Mitchell played the lead and
the author directed.

Henry B. Harris

'

,

—

-

.
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Blues

slump
having it’s traon grosses, with
only two shows thus far mainThe* current boxoffice

on Broadway

is

ditional effect

But Town’
Los Angeles, July 19.
Biz continued generally healthy
week, despite a serious transit
strike and hot weather.
“Teahouse of the August Moon,”
in first week of a return engagement, was the only disappointed.
Estimates for Last Week

GOES TO $30,000
FOR 2D WEEK; TORONTO

last

‘KING’

pajama Game, Philharmonic
Aud (6th wk) (2,670; $4.90) (Fran
Warren, Larry Douglas, Buster
West, Pat Stanley). Great..$63,500;.
exits town next Saturday (23).
Teahouse of the .August Moon,
Biltmore (1st wk) (1,636; $4.40)
(Burgess Meredith, Scott MacKay).
,

$26,400, only so-so for this

powerhouse, on the
a return.

first

stanza of

Wonderful Town, Greek Theatre
(2d wk> (4,400; $4) (Carol Clianning, Betty Gillette, George Gay-

Huge

nes).

$57,000.

b.o. clicks

has *been “Fanny,'’

which took a $21,300 nosedive
in two weeks from virtual

—

capacity at $63,000 to $41,700.

Toronto, July 10.
With rave reviews and favorable
I”
word-of-mouth,
‘‘King
and
grossed close to $30,000 for its
holdover stanza last week at the
Royal Alexandra Theatre, First
week’s figure was $26,500 at $5.50
top in the 1,525 seater* Piece is
in for' four weeks, and had a $30,000 advance.

.

Over

pace— “Damn

taining sellout

Yankees” and “Cat on* a Hot
Tin Roof.”
Hardest hit of the major
Business on Broadway picked up Barroh Amphitheatre, Washington,
It .Was ..stiU the first -two weeks In August.
slightly last week.
OFF-BROADWAY
roygh going for most shows, how( Figures denote
opening dates!
ever. Receipts, which have been
La Ronde, Circle in Square (2steadily falling in recent weeks,
were at a generally low level 27-55)/
Mornings At Seven, Cherry Lane
despite the modest spurt.Only one show dropped out of (6-22-55).
Trial, Provincetown (6-14-55).
running
week,
Anastasia”
last
V
the
,

t

,

!

starting five-week vacation followling last Saturday night’s (16) per-.
formance, The play is slated to
'

•

Heat wave has been partly alleviated by theatre's, air-conditioning.

resume Aug. 22.
Estimates for Last Week
“Kismet,” in its third stanza at
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
the Curran, continued at near(Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
CD
capacity ilast week,
while
the
l
‘Bittersweet'
$44,600 fourth frame of “Solid Gold Cadil- MC (Musical-Comedy),
(Musilac” at the Geary did nicely, Cool cal-Drama), Q (Opera), QP (Op2d
in Dallas
weather and the tourist surge eretta).
Detroit, July 1$.
«
«
helped the boxoffice.
“Can-Can” took in $31,800 in its
Dallas, July 19.
Other parenthetic designations
at the 1,performances
first
five
N
/‘Bittersweet”
ended a fortestimates for Last Week
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
482-seat Cass last "week. The munight's run at State Fair Musicals
Kismet. Curran (3d wk) <$4-40; inumber of performances through
sical, which opened last Wedneswith a good .$44,600 for the final,
1,758)
(William Johnspfi, Elaine last Saturday, top prices, number day (13). stays two more,, weeks.
seven performances, through Sun- Malbin, Julie
Wilson). Sock $50,- of seats, capacity gross arid stars. Top is $5.50.
day’s 117) matinee. It drew $42,- 000
Price -includes 10% Federal and
The Cy Feuer-Emest Hw Martin
500 the first week.
Solid Gold Cadillac, Geary (4th);
5% City tax, but grosses are net; production got another $11,900 in
Produced by managing director 1,550). Fair
$17,500/
i.e., exclusive of tax.
Charles ft Meeker Jr., the Noel
an extra two. performances the preCoward revival’s cast included
Anastasia, Lyceum
(D)
(29th vious Sunday (10) at the National,
Jeanett.e MacDonald, Glenn Burwk; 230; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,839) Washington.
ris, Paul Ukena and Olyve Hall- ‘SJV-Giant $78,642, Pitt;
(Viveca Lindfors, 'Cathleen Nesbitt.
mark. Clear weather favored the
(previous
Nearly
week. ‘Bleecker’ $66,000 in 13
$9,200
last week’s run, but temperatures
$6,600); Sh6w closed last Saturday
Local
Gross
Mark
soared above 100 degrees for the
(13) for a live-week Vacation; reAt Carter Barron, Wash.
first time this summer. . *
opening Aug. 22;. needs about $10;Washington, July 19.
'
Wipes Out
Deficit 000 to recoup the balance bf Its
“Carousel,” fourth offering of
of Bleecker Street”
“Saint
the Musicals’ 14th season, opened
Pittsburgh,' July 19,
$90,000 investment, but -has not grossed « strong $68,000 for 13
„
last night (Mon.), to run through
There’s nothing like "South Pa- received any payment on its $400,- .performances at Carter Barron
July 31. Rodgers & Hammerstein
cific.” That Was evident last week 000 film sale.'
v
Amphitheatre, with a' scheduled
piece stars Gordon MacRae, With
Ankles Aweith, Hellinger (MC) 14tli show rained out, Washington’s
Paula Stewart, Susan Johnson, when the Civic Light Opera Assn,
Ham- (13th wk; 104; $6.90; 1,513; $55,- transit strike hit* attendance during
Rosemary Kuhlmann, Reid Shelton production of the Rodgers
and Andrew Gainey in feature merstein musical grossed 'a spec- 900). Almost $14,100 (previous the first week, with many people
tacular $78,642 in six perform- week, $15,100).
sitting back and waiting for the
roles. Seats are scaled from $3/75
ances at the Pitt Stadium. That’s a
Anniversary Waltz, Booth (C) strike's end; However, during the
to $1.50 this season.
new CLO record, cracking by more (67th wk; 531; $4.60; 766; $20,000). second and last week, despite the
than $11,000 the previous high set Over $5,400 (previous week, continuing strike, business boomed
by “Kiss M<N Kate ”
$5,800).
with big: houses every night in the
Eivi Seed, Coronet (D) (32d wk; 4,000-seat amphitheatre, to which
The “Pacific” take just about
wiped out the approximate $44,000 253; $5.75-$4.60; 998;. $27,700) several hundred, chairs had to be
deficit on
the CLO first four (Nancy Kelly). Almost $8,700 on added. Final Sunday night (17>
LONDON
twofers (previous week. $8,600).
was 'a complete sellout, including
(Figures denote premiere dates* weeks of operation. The weekly
nut
on
the
Boy Friend, Royale (MC) <42d temporary seats.
al- fresco musicals is
Bad teed? Aldwych (4-14-3SX
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,
around $37,500. The first of the wk; 331;- $6.90; 1,050; $38,200'.
Bell, Seek* Candle) Phoenix uo-3-54).
season’s
offerings,
“Guys and Nearly $18,900 (previous week, $17,- current two-week offering by tbe
Bey Friend, Wyndham’s (12-1-53).
Bros, at the alfresco tiioatre
Feld
Dolls,” showed a profit,- but the 900).
Can-Celt, CoHsenra (10-14-34).
three followup productions lost
Bus Stop- Music Box (CD) (20th in Rock Creek park, is also running
Crazy Cang, Vic, Pal. (12-16-54),
Ballet opened last Thursstrongly.
coin. These were “Me and Juliet/’ wk; 158; $5.75-$4.60; 1,010; $27,Despgretn Heuri, Kipp. (4-19-35).
another R&H tuner,- and “Wizard 811).
Almost $26,000 (previous day nighL (14) to a $4,000 house,
Dry Bet, Whitehall (8 31-54).
largest Thursday night the Carter
of
Oz”
week,
and
“Brigadoon.”
$26,500).
Imlyn Williams/ Globe (5-31-55).
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco Barron bowl has ever enjoyed,
If the current “Best Foot ForPettier Bergeres, Wales (4-9-55).
San Carlo, Opera Co. moves in
ward” and the following 'two pro- (D) (17th wk; 132; $6.90-$5.75; 946; July
Prenf Mere A There, Royal Ct. (6-29),
28 for six performances^ to be
ductions, a repeat of “Kate” and $31,000) (Barbara Bel Geddes, Burl
Happy Returns New Water ,(5-19-55).
“Song
of
(7-19-35).
Norway,”
Hem* A Away, Garrick
can' hold their
Nancy
Walker In "Phoenix ’S5"
Ihtlmaey At 9:30, Criterion (4-29-34).
sinus' week, $31,600).
sal «(im
0Wi),. .the CLO stands .a chance of $31,600 (previous*
J»ZK Train, Piccadilly (4-26-55).
the Jose Gre.co troupe, Aug.
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC) and
winding up the season without a
King an# f, Drury. Lane (10-8-53).
-1
15
(11th
wk;
84; $8.05-$7.50; 1.297;
loss for the first time since the seKismet, Stoll- #4-20-55).
Mr. Pennypecker, New (5-18-55).
(Gwen Verdon). Over
ries started in 1946. Last season $50,573)
Mourning Blectre, Arts (6-9-35).
capacity again,
the operation lost $121,000.
topped $50,800
Mousetrap, Ambar. (11-25-52).
Tea’ $8,200 (4), Portland
(previous week, $50,800).
My 3 Angels, Lyric (5-12-55).
‘^Pacific,” which wound *up its
Beluctant. Deb, Cambridge (5-24-53).
Desperate Hours, Barrymore (D)
*
Portland, Ore., July 1®.
one-Week stand last Saturday (16),
Sailer Beware, Strand (2-16-35).
“Tea and Sympathy,” with Mary
SSIad' Days, Vaudeville (8-5-34).
had good weather throughout the (23d Wk; 180; $5.75-$/f.60; 994; $27,200). Over. $11,900 (previous week, Fickctt, Alan Baxter and Don, DubSeparate Tables, St. James’s (9-22-64).
week except Friday (15) when the
Shadow *f DeUbt, Seville (7-7-55):
bins, drew a mild $8,200 in three
performance was interrupted by. $13,300).
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-1454).
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (37th wk: dyerfing performances and odd
Talk of Town, Adelphl (11-17-54).
rain for a half-houp, Featured in'
Teahouse Aug. Mean, Her Maj. (4-22-54). the cast were Mary LaRoehe, Al- 292; $7.50; 1,655; $62,968) (Ezio matinee at the 4,000-seat Civic
Tiger At Bates, Apolio (6-2-55).
Artmatf Auditorium here last Tucsdaylan Gerard, Leonard Stone, Mona Pinza, Walter Slezak).
79 Mins. South, St. Mart. (7-13-55).
(previous
week, - oyer- Thursday 112-14) at -$4.80 top. Miss
Uncertain Jay, Duchess (3-31-33).
Paulee, Mari Young; Martin Wolf- $37,500
Wild Thyme, York's (7-14-33).
quoted; gross was actually $41,7(11)}* Fickett joined the company here,
son
and
Herbert
Banke.
Wonderful Town; Princes (2-23-55).'
Pinza goes on vacation aiter the succeeding Deborah Kerr, who
-July 30 evening performance, with withdrew at the close of the Loa
SCHKOULCD OPENINGS
Shakespeare Rep., Palace (7-21-55).
Nicola MoScpna subbing.
Angeles engagement.
Nina, Haymarket (7-27-55).
‘Desert’ Smooth $43,200
Inherit the Wind; National (D)
Show moved on to Seattle,
Arthur Blaka, Duchess (8-2-55).
Waiting Per Godot, Arts (8-3-55).
[13th wk; 100; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; where it opened Friday night (15)
CLOSED LA|t WEEK
$31,300)
and continues through, next Satur(Paul
Muni).
Almost
For
St.
Between the Lines, scala (6-23).
$29,900 (previous week, $28,200).
day (23), then' folding for the sumSt. Louis, July 19.
Lunatics tc Lovers, Broadhurst. mer, Tour may be resumed in tbe
“Desert
for
Song,”
back
(C)
the
(31st
wk;
248; $5.75-$4.60; 1,- fall.
TOURING
ninth alfresco stand here, grossed 182; $29,500). Over $10,600 on twoAirs *n
Shoestring
Appointment With Death
a nice $43,200 last week in seven fers (previous week, $9,700 on
Legit Bit*
Bachelor* Aro Bold
performances at $3 top in the 11,- twofers),
Dologeto
Bob Rapport, general manager
937-seat Forest Park playhouse.
paiama Game, St. James CMC)
Evening with Beatrice Lillie
Guy* and Don*
Featured in the Municipal Opera (62d wk; 492; $6.90; 1,615; $52 ; 1I8) for the Broadway company of “TeaJoy of Living
production were Edward Roecker, (John Raitt, Eddie Foy, Jr., Helen house of the August Moon” back
Klnloch Player*
Janet Medlin, Jack Goode, Donald Gallagher). Over $50,300 (previous in N. Y. after a brief Coast visit
Life* Tim*.,
Patricia Neal Will star in the
Lev* From Judy
.
.
Clarke, Lidij a Franklin and Nor- week, $47,000).
Leva In Idleness
man. Scott.
Plain and Fancy, .Winter Garden Guthrie McCllntic-Stanley Gilkey
Manor of Northstood
Edith Sommer’s
of
production
(MC)
(25th wk; 196; $6.90; 1,494;
Matchmaker
Rodgers and Hammerstein ConMoon la Blu*
“Roomful of Roses,” scheduled to
cert opened last night (Mon,) for $55,672). Nearly $34,400 (previous
Mr*. Willi*
The
Aug. 15
rehearsing
begin
week,
$30,100).
a week’s run. Soloists are MarNine
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (C) New Haven Railroad has skedded
Not to Dusty
garet Roberts, Jean Sanders,
Pardon My Claw*
(139th wk; 1,109; $5.75-$4.60; 987; two evening show trains from N.Y.
Thomas
Edwin
and
Patience
(Eddie Bracken).
Over to the American Shakespeare FesRuth Draper
Steffe, with dancers Cynthia Scott, $24,000)
the first
Seagulls Over Sorrento
Robert Pagent and Ralmonda Or- ,$9,600 on twofers (previous week, tival, Stratford, Conn.,
South Pacific
slated for next Saturday (23) and
$9,200
on
twofers).
selli.
Composer Richard Rodgers
Thrto. Times a Day
Silk Stockings, Impex’ial (MC) the other Aug. 13.
Time Remembered
conducted the 61-piece orchestra
Jerome Robbins, who did an outWedding in Pari*
in the “Oklahoma” selections for (21st wk; 164; $7.50; 1,427; $57,Woman af Twilight
800) (Hildegaide NefF, Don Ame- of-town assist on “Silk Stockings,”
the opener.
royalty on the
che).
Over $48,600
(previous is getting a
Vincent J. Donehue
musical
>
week, $51,400).
SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
Teahouse
of the August Moon, will direct “Child of Fortune,”
( Theatres
indicated if set)
Current Road Shows
Beck (C) (92d wk; 741; $6.22-$4.60; Guy Bolton's adaptation of Henry
1,214; $33,608) (Eli Wallaeh, John James’ novel, “Wings of the Dove,”
( July
18-30)
Skin of Our Tooth, ANTA (8-16)/
Beal).
Nearly $25,200 (previous which the Theatre Guild has slated
Can-Can — Cass, pet. (18-20).
Catch* a Star, Plymouth <9 *6).
D*Oyl* Carl* Aud., Central CHy, Col. week, $22,500).
for a Nov. 0 Broadway opening.
and Beautiful, Longacra (9 26).
(18-30).
O'Oyly Carte, Shubert (6-27).
Jack Schlissel, general manager
Witness for the Prosecution, MilKing and
(Patricia Morison)—Royal
Maurice Chavallor, Lyceum (9-28).
Alexandra, Toronto (18-30).
ler (D) (31st wk; 244; $5.75-$4.G0; for “Fanny,” will have a similar
View Prom Bridge, Coronet (9-29).
Kismet (William Johnson, Elaine Mal- 946; $23,248). Over
Diary of Young Girt, Cort (10-5).
(previ- assignment on the David Merriek$21,600
bin)—
Curran.
F.
S.
(18-23);
Philharmonic
Wooden Dish, Booth (10-6).
Theatre Guild production of “The
ous week, $21,000).
Aud.., L. A. (25-30).
Bed Bose* For Me (10-12).
Pa|afn* Gam* (Fran Warren, Larry
Matchmaker”
. Joseph Kramm’s
Bock Hunter, Belaaco 410*12).
MISCELLANEOUS
Douglas,
Buster
(Vest)
Philharmonic
Broadhurst (10-13).
Phoenix
’55, Phoenix (R) (13tli “With One Hand” has been picked
Aud., L. A. (18-23); Curran, S. F. (25-30).
No Tim* F*r Sgts., Alvin (10-20).
Skin *f Our T*«th (Helen Hayes, Mary wk; 97; $4.60-$3.45; 1,181; $22,000) up for production by the Play£!>•!»( G*rdon, Barrymore (10-26).
Martin, George Abbott, Florence Reed)—
(Nancy Walker). Nearly $14,500 wrights Co. next season with
Reuben, ANTA (11-8).
National. Wash. (18-30).
Child *f pgrtuno ( 11 -0).
(previous week, $8,500); closed last Kramm scheduled to double as diSolid Geld Cadillac — (ioary, S, F. (18-30).
Hatful *f Bain, Lyceum (11-9).
T an and Sympathy—MOore, Seattle Sunday (17) at an approximate rector
.
“Sailor Beware,” curLark, Longacro (11-17).
(1S-23).
$100,000 loss on the season, includ- rently running in London, is slated
Teahouse ef the August Moon (Burgess
OP F-l' WAV
MOredlth, Scott McKay) — Biltmore. L. A. ing about $30,000 for an air con- for Broadway production by Gil,
Typewriter, Tempo (7-26).
(18-30).
ditioning unit; plays the Carter bert Miller.
San Francisco, July
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Fifth' Season, Carthay Circle (2d
(1,518; $3.30) (Gene Raymond,
Joseph Buloff), Okay $18,900-

Wk)

.
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.

.

.
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Stratford, Conn., July 19.
--American Shakespeare Festival
ended its first stanza (seven performances) with gross of slightly

With
under $21,000 last week.
large premiere free list the potential for new 1,460-seater was about
$35,000 at a $4.80 top.
Negative notices in New York
City and Connecticut papers admittedly afl’eqted midWjeek biz, but
the b.o. lifted toward,* the end of
the week, with Saturday GO) night
only $400 short of capacity. With
had weather Saturday morning; the
management went -on Bridgeport
radio and got an immediate response for the matinee.
r Advance is near $20,000.

‘Show Boat* Steady 28G
Despite Rainout, L’ville

'

.

.

New

'

CLO

.

*
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Louisville, July 19.
Amphitheatre, musicals wound
up “Show Boat,” its second .week’s
bill, Saturday night (16) with a
$25,000 gross. A scheduled final
performance Sunday night (17) was
rained out. Several other shows
had threatening weather, but customers were not scared from making the trek to Iroquois Park for
the Alfresco show.
-.Principals in the musical were
Jim Hawthorne, Gloria Hamilton,
Marlquita Moll, David Burns, Jack
Nagle, Dorothy Keller, William C.
Smith, Bertha Powell and Nat
Burns. A local choral group of 16
voices from the Negro Little Theatre, lent the vocal department a
big -assist and went over with the.
:

customers.y
“Carousel,” Rodgers and Hammerstein musical, with Wilton
Clary, Gloria Hamilton, Kaye Connor, Don Btackey, Michael, Kermoyan and a large cast, is the piece
for the third week, opening last
night (Mon.).

(July 18-31)
F*f Mary, by Harold Brooke and
Kay Bannerman Port Washington (L. I.)
Playhouse (18-23). (Origin al L ondon production reviewed In VARIETY, Sept. 22
Alt

—

,

*34.)

Meuietrap, by John D. Hess
Patterson)—Bucks County PlayNew Hope. Pa. (18-23).
Blue Denim, by James Lee Herliliy
end William Noble Westport (Conn.)
Country Playhouse (18-23).
Cold Christmas, by Anna Marie Barlow
and S. Brooke White—Theatre '53, Dallas
Better

<Neva

.

hox-se.

—

(25-30).

Cerperetlen Limit, by James Giblin
(N. Y.) Summer Playhouse (18-23).
Cyprlenne, adapted by -Dorothy- Monet
from Sardou’s "Divorcous” (l)ta Hagen,
Herbert Berghof) Spa Summer .theatre,
Saratoga,
(25-30)
N.Y.
(Reviewed
In
Variety, July 0, *55).
Dlnny end the Witches, by William
Gibson— Scarsdale (N. Y.) Summer Thea-

Malone

—

tre- (20-21).

.

Down Came e 'Blackbird, by Peter
Black more (Klin Hunter)—tJolm Drew
Theatre,
Easthampton, W.
Y.
(18-23)
(H.'igihal London production reviewed In
Variety, Dec. 30, *53).
Girl Prom Boston, by Joseph Hayes
T: Mtre *55, Dallas (18-23).
.

Mother Was a Bachelor, by Irving W.
Burke)—Paper Mill PlayJ. (19-31) (Reviewed
June 29. *55).
Palm Tree In e Rose Garden, by Meade
R< berts (Joan Biondell)*—Pocono PlayPhillips (Billie

house, Mllburn, N.
in Variety,

bill. o,

to'

)

Mountainliome, Pa. (18-23); Ivory(Conn.) Playhouse (25-20).
Gorlet, by Balzac, adapted fey

ere

—

Little wood White Barn Theatre,
-port. Conn. (30-31).
>^blem ef Protocol, by K. T. Packer
c Lake <N. Y.) Summer Theatre

J«

.

*1

!

—

).

«

it Line, by Cliarles Morgan WhiteTheatre, Westport, Conn. (24).
r»cun Reunion, by James- Boylan
y - Co - Hound Theatre, Sturbridge,
'

1

i

.

M-.

(18-23).

Spring-

War

Late

Summer Theatre
i

(27).

—

Manistee (Mich.)
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Wednesday, July

TQOTER
DEADLOCK STATUS QUO

PHILLY’S LEGIT

60 Strawhat Tryouts
Pocono Playhouse, Mountainhome, week run at the New England
Pa., and John D, Hess* “Better Mutual Hall, Boston, the week of
Mousetrap,” at the Bucks County July 4.
Playhouse, New Hope, Pa. Joan
Freed will' be represented by “A
Blondell is starring in ‘'Garden/'
which ls pencilled for a Sept 22 Mighty Man Is He/ by Arthur
Broadway bow, while Neva Patter- Kober and George Oppenheitrtfer.
son heads the “Mousetrap” cast The show, starring Claudette-'IC&
lineup/ The Hess play is due on bert, begins a four-barn tour;^R. v
Broadway in the late fall.
15 at the Falmouth Playhouse. InMore Entries
cidentally, “Palm Tree” will have
Another entry this week, “Blue a six-week silo trek.
Getting an even longer tour is.
Denim,” "by James Lee Herlihy
and W. Noble, is under option for another new entry, '‘Mother Was a
Broadway by Austin & Noyes and Bachelor,” starring Billie Burke.
at the Westport The Irving W. Phillips comedy beStevens.
It's
(Conn.) Country Playhouse. Stev gan traveling June 29 and has a
also
involved in three other practically solid sked through the
ens is
barn preems, “A View From the week of Aug. 29.
Bridge,” which he'll co-produce -on
Lotsa Stars
Broadway with Kermit BloomAmong the name performers
garden and Robert Whitehead,
appearing in tryouts this summer
“The Empress,” which he has unbesides Heflin and the Misses
der option and “Woman with Red
Burke, Blondell, Colbert,: Page
Hair,” which he'll co-produce with
and Patterson, are Terry Mopre,
George Boroff.
Uta Hagen, Herbert Berghof, Jes“Bridge,” which will star Van sie Royce Landis, Gary Merrill
Heflin, opens Aug. 22 at the Fal
and Kim Hunter. Miss Moore
mouth? Playhouse, Coonamessett, starred in “Star Light, Star
Mass.
It's due to bow at the Bright” at the Westport Country
Coronet, N. Y., Sept. 29,
“The Playhouse^ and the Sacandaga
Empress,” by Elaine Carrington, is Park (N. Y.) Summer Theatre the
slated for a week's run at the weeks of July 4 and 11, respecWestport Country Playhouse, be- tively.
ginning Aug. 22, with Geraldine
A touring package of “CyPage starring. “Woman,” by Sam
Dorothy
Locke and Paul Roberts, had a one- prienne,” adapted by
Monet from “Sardou’s “Divorcons,”
stars Miss Hagen and Berghof.
;

f

[“ A

SMASH

HIT,

A

TERRIFIC

. . YOU 'll HAVE A
WHAIE OF A GOOD TIME!"

*UY.

—Rob*f! Co!*mon, N. Y.Mtttar

|

•HOW
TRANSPORTATION
OINNKft

They're duplicating the roles they
created when the show originally
premed last winter at the Miller
Theatre, Milwaukee,
Miss Landis appeared in Louis
Kronenbergeris “International Set”
at the Hyde Park (N.Y.) Playhouse
while Gary Merrill
last week,
will star at the Ogunquit <Me.)1
Playhouse the week of iAug. 8 in
Vincent Loqghi's “Two Fingers of
Pride,” which he has under option.

Miss Hunter

week

at ’the

is

starring this

John Drew Theatre,

East Hampton, L.
Blackmore’s “Down

in Peter
a Black-

I.,

Came

bird.”

TOURS THIS WEEK TO

’

“Blackbird” was originally produced in London as is the case
with two other barn tryouts, “After
the Ball” and “All for Mary.”

MUSIC cwcus

.

.ASSR-.’.

skedded for the. Music CirN. J. f the Week

“Ball,”

cus,, Lambertvllle,.
Of; Aug. 1, is Noel

Coward's; adap-

Oscar Wilde’s “Lady
“Mary,” by
Windermere’s- Fan.”
Harold Brooke and Kay Bannerman, is running this week at the
Port Washington (L. I.) Playhouse
of

tation

i

.

.

JKr H
CA/Off*

also slated for production
the week of Aug. 15 at the Kennebunkport (Me,) Playhouse.

P*" n *yW«nla
Dinner at. Eject}*
"
Playhiuie tnn'

|vand is

-

Edward Everett Horton, who appeared previously in the comedy
.

..

(PnmfortY

.

-

.

%ow$
The Shadow

Continued from page 35

in Bermuda, was slated to star In
the Port Washington presentation,

but bowed out because he felt additional rehearsal time was needed.
He!s skedded to appear in the
Kenoebiinkport offering, however.
.

Central City

Philadelphia, July 19.
of Doflbt
The Philadelphia Hotel Assn.'
-London, July 8.
T
Elements
Plays
Ltd.
presentation
has again, stepped lhtofr the local of drama
«
in throe acts fay Norman King.
legit theatre scene.
Organization St»rs John Clements, Jane
Baxter. Dl*
;
rected by Allen Davis, At S a vUIe Theatre.
has cailqd joh the local musicians’ [.London,
July 7; $2.25 top.
Union: a^^S^Bhul^rt-owned local, Arthur
jphn Clements
houses
Bhuhert Law-*
Jsne Baxter
EUeew Way
for a setvHu^nl^’
ftUr Collli)KWood
tkmerit, fife* the dispute which" Frank
.v. .
Patrick Barr
Raymond Huntley
-•ioep Philiy. without Manning
Cantrup
Henry Hewitt
early months Of the Liz
Anne Leon
forthcoming l955-5(JseaSon.
'

.

.

,

1

.

•

.

.

,

.

.

.

Paul McNamara, managing

di-

rector of the;* Warwick Hotel and
president of the hotelmen’s group,
informed both sides that forcing
musical tryouts to open in Boston,
as they now plan to do, would deprive local hotels and all midcity
business establishments of substantial income and “would cost a
large number of musicians their*
jobs as well;”
The letter from
the Hotel Assn., sent out after
some difference of opinion, met
rejection from both the tooters
and the theatres.

Jolm- Clements has chosen a
powerful theme to start off his
nevir actor-managership
of
the

where he' Intends .staging
new plays, many of which are
intended* for subsequent' tv filming. Opening of his season looks
auspicious, with general, acclaim
for his interpretation of a difficult,
unusual role. It might also have
an appeal to IT, S. audiences.
In this strong; topical drama by
a new playwright, Clements depicts
with unerring touch, the mind of
a man to whom research is of
supreme importance, and whose
life is marred in ah uneven realization of where, his loyalties lie.
high-ranking
physicist,
he.
has
served a term of imprisonment for
divulging top secrets to a colleague,
whom he had known since child-,
hood. The fact that his confidante
immediately transferred this info
to a foreign power, is something
Saville,'

.

A

beyond

his

belief.

Living

20»

1955

Abroad
of winning a prize at the flower
s
ruins his
by proclaiming^ ner
humble origins as a rooming hOuse
owner. However,' the newcomer
becomes engaged to the l»° s s

show and

pretensions

one week, and placates tha family

for her unintentional disruption of
their lives.
Threading through all these
suburban heartaches are 16 tuneful numbers sing in varying degrees of quality and providing a
lively background for the halfdozen nifty youngsters whose stepping lifts the production out of the
mediocre class. Terpers are Josephine Gordon, Valerie Swinnard,
Mavis Traill, Brian Blades, Douglas Squires and Jack Manuel.
Daphne Anderson, an addition
production,
since
original
the
makes a personable intruder, while
her younger cousins are played
W^th sprightly zeal by Joan Bailey
,

and Louie Ramsay.

Their beaux
ate represented by Donald Scott
wlth .'a pleasing voice and Robin
Hunter with a nice sense of satire.
Natalie Kent and Michael Kent
give the deflated parents a realistic
air -of suburban gentility and John
le Mesurier registers briefly as the
boss.- Hattie Jacques directs the

company

4

with

compeClem.

vigorous

tence:

Wild Thyme

comprehension and
London, July 15.
under assumed
Lauder Lister production of musical
»y la three acts, by Philip Guard and
names in different towns, he loses
onald' Swann. Stars Betty Paul, Denis
one mediocre job after another g
gumey, Colin Gordon. Jane Wenham.
always, unknown-to him, under the Staged. fay Wendy Toye; scenery, Ronald

“Guys' and Dolls” has paid nearly
$1,000,000 thus far on Its $250,000
investment.
The actual diwy to investors
jumped to $967,175 last Jan. 25

*

•

veiled supervision of the security

& Ernest
H, Martin issued a $233,500 dividend.
The distribution has just
been revealed in an accounting
covering the nine-month period
from Sept. 1, 1954, through last
May 31. On the basis of the 55-45
split, between the backers and the
management, the former got $128,425 of the January melon.
when producers Cy Feuer

officer responsible for his arrest.

At Duke of York’s Theatre, Lon-

Scarier,

don. July 14.
Geoff Morris

'55; $2.20

top.

Denis ~Quilley

This, sleuth warns, him that he Ann
Jane Wenham
Arnold
Frank DUncan
will he approached by “the other
Yvette Leroux
Betty Paul
‘side” .for a phoney, ^lucrative job
Verlty
Coiio Gordon
wn,^°Vr„
to get him Out of the country, also Willy Jay
Paul Manning
jray
Stella Chapman
disclosing that his formula that he r?
m®
Cyril Jay
David Godfrey
believed unfinished was in fact a
8
*
Julian Orchard
Sally Walker ............. Shirley Hall
new discovery of inestimable value, Janice
Walker
Patrlcia RowleU
It all pans out as predicted and
Frank Duncan
by his. insistent probing the inspecPotcher
5»n~v
A prior distribution of $180,800, tor
Archie Harradine
satisfies himself that the initial
Gwen Nelson
as of last Oct. 19, gave the inves? betrayal. Was an entirely innocent Monsieur
Auberglce
Frank Duncan
tors an additional $99,000, for a unburdening of a baffling" problem
—
o
total of $227,425 for the nine?- from *one scientist to another, and
Ever
“Salad Days” and
month period. Added to the $739,- that he was .ignorant, of the other’s The Boysince
Friend”
750 distributed to investors as of treachery.; A new era opens
with for modest and started a vogue
_
intimate British
last Aug. 31, that brought their pis old research laboratories once musicals,
several producers have
total take as of last May 31 to more thrown open to him.
tried the formula, but without
Whatever the merits of this comparable success. This latest
$967,175.
According to the last May 31 ac- somewhat heavy fare for hot qntry, presented by Laurier Lister,
counting," the production made'; a Weather audiences, it should give fits into that groove. It is a feeble
$243,421- Profit for the ninermonth gpod dramatic force to tv pro- and witless effort, enhanced only
period, although^ no Broadway or grams, and it gives Clements the by its attractive decor, and would
road companies of the musical op- part of his life. His faithful, be- have difficulty making the grade
erated during that time. The na- wildered wife is well portrayed by under best conditions. Opening in
Jane Baxter*, and Anne Leon brings London’s first heat wave for some
tional company has folded in May,
a breatk of fresh, uncluttered free- years, its chances are remote.
1953, while the Broadway company
dom as her sister. Raymond
In every way, this appears to be
shuttered May 22, 1954, after Huntley’s
incisive personality reg- a bad choice
for West End conmoving from N. Y. to the toad;
isters emphatically as the inspec
sumption.
The book is old fashthe show’s profit for the ‘’nine tor; and Patrick Barr as another
months totalled $243,421, including seluth and Henry Hewitt" as! enemy ioned and the score lacks individuality or personality. Most of the
$234,608 from fSanluel Goldwyn negotiator round Off the contrasttunes are dull and the storyline is
as the production s share of the. ing characters with distinction. Play
devoid of originality.
The 'plot,
second installment on its:- $1,0Q[0,» owes much to the! excellent direc- .such as it is, unfolds
without wit
000 film sale, The payment from tion of Allan. Davis.
Clem.
or sparkle in its dialog, Goldwyn was $605,008. with the
Wendy Toye, a talented director*
production getting the standard
Twenty Minutes South has not been able to lift the
pro40% cut, less feds and other exduction
out of its rut; even though
"14.
London, July.
penses.
Composer Frank Loesser
the gifted Ronald Searle’s artistic
Players ’Ventures Ltd. production of
and adaptors jq Swerlng and Abe„ musical in two apis (12 scenes*. Devised set givOc considerable help.
Burrows split the other 60%.. JStil! and composed foy Peter Greenwell; boot
Main Jtheihe of the musical relyrics. 2>y Maurice Browning. Staged
due from Goldwyn- is another arid
by Hattie Jacques; dances arranged by volves around a French vocalist
$100,000 to be paid next Jan. $ Mark -Stuart. At St.. Martin's Theatre, who, decides to ga to Devon with
July 13. '55; $2.30 top.
London,
with the authors and production
a singing Railway porter rither
Kitty Hemming
Daphne Anderson
again splitting 80-40.
\
Natalie Kent than face a concert date in BirmEthel Banister
Other income during the nine- George Banister .......... Michael Kent ingham.
She’s followed by. her
Banister
Joan Bailey
month period included stock and Jane
Susan Banister
Louie Ramsay anxious manager-husband, who is
Rbhin Hunter afraid of losing his meal ticket and
other royalties, plus adjustments Roger Bates
Henry Bates ........ Michael Derbyshire eventually signs the porter as her
and refunds.
Fred
Brian Blades
Besides the main theme,
Harry
Douglas Squires partner.
Bert
Jack Manuel there is the conventional romance
Arthur Harris
John le Mesuriei* between the .ex-railway man and
Bob Williams
Donald Scott
Miss Flynn
Josephine Gordon the buffet girl, who just happens to
Paris
Miss Mason
Valerie Swinnard be in Devon at the same time.
Miss Martin
Mavis Traill
Continued from n&ce 55
Betty Paul, obviously being type
Sybil Bates
Totti Truman Taylor
cast to play French roles, deserves
risible and burlesquey arid will
better treatment than she gets in
fulfil the usual demand. Both look
There is a certain charm about this production, where her natural
in for nice summery biz;.'
this unpretentious, little musical talents and charm are
squandered.
“Flash”, at the Alhambra, is an- transferred from the tiny Player’s Dehis CJuilley, a
West End newother Italo revue with some good Theatre to the not much bigger St. comer, impresses as the
porter.-but
production numbers, some fleshly Martin’s, It has much to commend also needs a better vehicle.
Colin
striptease and a fine .comedian in it, but its main drawbacks are the Gordon, another good
actor, fails
Ugo Tognazzi. It looks in for an lack of stellar names or original to rise above his material, Whilst
story.
Jane Wenham, completing the lead
okay run.
iLegitwise opening* have run to
The show follows more of a re- quartet, doesn't come up to exreprising of proven farces, with vue technique and is extremely pectations.
Myro,
Georges Feydeau and Georges ingenuous, the company giving but
Courteline now on top. Feydeau an occasional breath of sophisticawrote “Le Mariage De Barillon” tion to what would otherwise be Abel $5,500 in
‘Men’
with Maurice Desvallieres in 1890, just a mildly interesting magazine
and it remains a funny if obvious tale. - The smooth gliding and
At Clinton Playhouse
and dated romp. Couiteline show, youthful abandon of three mixed
Clinton, Conn., Julv iq
“La Cruche” (“The' Crutch”), was dancing couples save the show
have
First fortnight of the season9 at
written with Pierre Wolff and is from inertia. It is unlikely to
even Charlotte and
more a passe comedy of manners any but local appeal, and
Lewis HarS.”
to the Clinton Playhouse
and psychological insight than a that looks limited owing
wounc^un wiih
spell.
fa the blaCkl
true comic ehtry. It looks in for a current intense hot
•
“Twenty Minutes South” opens profit.’
moderate run at the Theatre
comof
crowd
and closes With
Quartier Latin.
9
their front , ‘Champagne'ojraplexU;y
of
The tiny Theatre Nuchette has a muters assembling on
wi jJ U
outward and aid Cook and Johi
group of macabre comedy vign- porches for their
„ u n„?°":
led a u
homeward journey, to the city. In approximate $4,800. Dali
ettes, by Jean Tardieu, that will be
Seonnw
,
one of the households a cousin ar- ending last
-
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Continued from page 55

M

yty Park.
*•
Mly 23

At that time 'the town boasted that
it was the “richest square mile on
earth,” and it paced the world in
gold production; But when the gold
played out, so did the theatre, and
Central City nearly became a ghost

.

j

town.

:

.

•

Shows

*

Since its restoration, the theatre
has hosted various Metropolitan
stars in such Operas as “Romeo
and Juliet,” “Faust,” “Madame But-

niewcah^.;.,
iPEARE FESTIVAL
Conn.
alreSnocIf En'/DMfH.

rolford,

FIELD

LIUS

•

“Carmen” and “Merry
Wives of Windsor.” In the legit
what started as an eight performance season, in 1932 when Lillian Gish appeared in “Camille,"
has increased to more than 80 performances this summer,
Other stars who have, played
here have included Hatharine Corr
nell in “Constant Wife,” Helen
Hayes in “Mrs. McThing Maurice
Evans in “Devil’s Disciple,” Shirley
Booth in “Come Back, Little
Sheba,” Frank Fay in “Harvey”
and Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey
and Steve Brody in “Caine Mutiny
terflly,”

July 19-21
* JACK

ASSET

1

HAIANCI
LEORA.DANA

field,
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Court Martial,”
Among the perennial tourist attractions in Central City are the
celebrated “Face on the Barrom
(

;

i

.

Floor,” located in the old Teller
House hotel; the square dances,
the ore-cart ride into a real gold
mine, the Gilpin County art galof .interest to those seeking the
lery, the oldest pharmacy in Coloffbeat.
orado, antique verhicles, narrow
Terp has a Hispano entry with
guage train and mid- Victorian ‘Tel- “Valderrama”
and his group at the
ler House display parlors.
Theatre Etoile.

’

*
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rives to take
office as her

up a post in the same
young relations. Her

in good heart, separates the two girls from their boy

meddling,

all

friends, spoils the father’s chances

Saturday

M*
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Pfatiteft

CAROL CHANNING
STARRING IN

SVENGALI and the BLONDE
N.B.C.
ft

SPECTACULAR
r!

- JULY

WONDERFUL TOWN

30

JUST CONCLUDED

-

GREEK THEATRE,

A.

L.
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•

•

•
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THE PEPPERMINT TREE
NARRATION and VOICES

— CURRENT

•
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•

•
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DELILAH
New

Musical

Comedy Opening on Broadway, November

CONCEATS^OPERA

60
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IRON CURTAIN SYMPHS
IN 1956

TO VIENNA

The American Symphony Orchestra League, at its recent annual
meeting, named John S. Edwards, manager of the Pittsburgh SymThe Vienna Festival Week has phony, as its new president,, to succeed Alan Watrous, manager of the
just ended, with an increase in at- Wichita Symphony, who had served as head of the League, for. the
'

Pittsburgh, July 19.

-

Concert outlook here for next
season got an added impetus last Britten ‘Gloriana’ Suite
week 'with formation of new Music To Preem in
Orleans
Guild of Pittsburgh, non-profit
New Orleans, July X9.
organization Headed by city's -civic
performance
American
and>tmltural leaders, ^whidvt.wilV •; The first
of the suite from Benjamin Britoff er' six' programs during 1955-56.
ten’s coronation opera, “Gloriana,”
All of them except One, Mantovani,
will
he given in New Orleans ne^t
Carnegie
presented at
will be
Alexander Hilsberg-and
Music Hall. The pianist gets the Jan. 10 by
Orleans Symphony.
New
the
on
Mosque
much larger. Syria
“Gloriana" was written by the
Oct. 13.
New British composer expressly for. the

New

v

'

'

Salzburg, July ID.

tendance. over last year, since, new
amiable , policy of Russians isn’t
scaring so many people away. Now
that the big, week’s over, the Viennese cultural adviser, Hans, Mandl,
has revealed how next year’s event

shape -up.

will

Two

past four years. Also elected were Ralph Black, manager- of the
National Symphony id Washington, as 1st vice-president in' charge
of League activities; Mrs, Fred Lazarus, 3d, member of the Women’s.
Committee of the Cincinnati Symphony, as v.p, in charge of finance,
and Leslie White, manager of the Atlanta Symphony, as v.p r in charge
of the convention.
'

Iron’ Certain

orchestras figure high on the list
1956 festival for the 200th
anniversary of Mozart.
Taking part will be the. Leningrad Philharmonic and the Prague
Philharmonic, the former to be

Pablo Casals, is the latest in NBC Television’s series of filmed conversations with “elder wise men," The conversation with the cellist,
79, will be telecast Sunday, July 31. In the film, in which he re?
views his life add work, Casals speaks with his friend and former stuHe also plays two
den, Madeline Foley, young American cellist.
selections. NBC producer Robert Graff made the film two months ago
in Prades, France, where the Spanish artist now lives in self-imposed

,

of- the

conducted

by

Emil

now

Mrawinsky.

Remaining attractions are:
coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. Philadelphia Orchestra under EuYork Concert Choir and Orchestra, It was first performed June 8, gene Orraandy appeared this sumdirected by Margaret Hillif, Oct. 1; 1953, at the Royal Opera House, mer but next year’s list is thus
Jennie Tourel, Nov. 14; Jussi Covent Garden^ London, at a gala far devoid of any American orchesBjoerling, Feb. 1; Walter Giese- performance on the occasion, of
king, March 12, attd Virtuosi di the coronation.
Roma, March 21. Officers of the
Guild include: Philip K. Herr,
president; Paul-Reinhold, first viceBallet Espanol Set For
president; Mrs. F. Eugene Bramer,
second veep; George Oliver, treassecretary,
Return to U.S.; Concert
Green,
M„
urer; William
and F. S. Olmstead, managing di-

Dates Will Be Stressed

rector.

Guild camp into being, it’s understood, as result of steady retreat in recent seasons of Beegle
Concerts from regular concert
field to concentrate on off beat
attractions like the Paul Gregory
productions, George Gobel, Guy
Lombardo and Spike Jones. Beegle
Concerts, now headed uby Bill Beegle, nephew of the founder, the

Ballet Espanol, which last season (under name of Ballets Espagnols) made its U.S. bow with
a 20-week tour of eastern U.S,, has
been set for another 20-week
_

American
Troupe,

trek,

headed

Luisillo, will

starting this fall.

Teresa

by

and

go as far as the Coast,

and play the south and midwest,
mainly where it hasn't been be-

late May Beegle,: says local inter- fore,
but duplicating some cities.
est in strictly concert names. has
Group will open in Rochester,
been rapidly diminishing in last N.Y., Oct. 19, then* go to Chicago
few years to the, point where they for four days. It will avoid the east
are unprofitable except under the
in the fall, due to rival Antonio
aegis of a non-profit group; Offi-

&

cers of Guild say they stepped in
to fill that need.

Co.

and Sadler’s Wells bookings.
are due from

Some sharp changes

season's tour. Last year, the
played mostly theatrical
dates, on percentage. This year, it’s
mostly concert dates, some outright, some on guarantee with percentage, some percentage only.
Majority of dates will be qnenighters, with full weeks in California. Troupe will travel by bus.
Group is now in Spain, performing and readying its U.S.' repertoire. New ballets are being set
for towns already played, while
many of the old works are being
retained. Troupe will comprise 2D
dancers, singers and guitarists, with
a new conductor being brought
from Spain. Tour will wind next
.March. Michaux Moody, Richmond,
last

troupe

Due for American Bows;
Chi Bets Boehm, Giulini
Karl Boehm, musical director
of the Vienna Opera, who will
baton for the gala opening night
of the refurbished Austrian phouse
.

make

his U.S.
conducting bow next February, as
guest-conductor with the Chicago

in November, Will

Symphony. Carlo Maria Giulini,
one of he leading conductors at
.

in Milan, will also make
tits U.S. bow next season, and with
the Chi Symph' too, appearing in
ffiivember.
I. a Scala,

Va., concert manager, is again the
presenter in association with European
manager Jules Borkon, with
Both maestros will be ..under.
Management of National Concert David LibidinS as booking agent.,
Troupe
has a tentative one-night
ft Artists Corp., whose conductors
Manhattan in November.
headed
by Siegfried stand in
division,
—
------He: rst, has been busy the past few
ftasons bringing top conductors to

American symphs for their U.S.
This past season it was
dtbutg.
||dr Markevitch, who had a highly
successful set of guest shots with
ftho Boston Symphony in March.
feravy European sked is keeping
Marl :evitch away the coming seaion, but he’ll be back for ’56-’57,
prefr ring it with dates at Ravinia
Festival, Chicago, and Robin Hood
Dell, Philly, next summer.

A

.Other maestros NCAC had Introduced to America include Josef
Krlps, from Vienna, who recently
completed his first season as regular conductor of the Buffalo Philharmonic; Georg Solti, Alberto
Bri4# and Eugen Szehker. Erede
with the Met. Solti, director: of
the Frankfort Opera, who bowed
hero In ’53, is skedded for guest
•hots Wilh the Los Apgeles Philhafmoni j and St. Louis Symphony
In December.

b

^

Danilova to Return

To Japan

Tins Fall

Tokyo, July 12.

Alexandra Danilova, smash, ballet
fave here two years ago when she
toured the country as guest artist
with the Siavenska-Franklin “Street
Car Named Desire" froupe, -will
return this fall for a. three-week
tour in October and'; November.

She will be accompanied by Roman
Jasmsky, Moscelyne Larkin and
Michael Maule.
Her program is entitled “Great
Moments of Ballet.”, She and the
three other foreign dancers
be augmented by local terpers, including Asami Maid, who studied
at Danilova’s Dallas academy for a
year from March, 1954.

wM

Houston Eyeing

Own

Opera, Ballet Troupes

BATTLE OF OPERA COS.
SHAPES UP IN FRISCO
$:.n Francisch, July 19.
Signing of three of important
opera names, Bidu Sayao; Salvatore Baccaloni and Kurt Baum, to
the roster of the Cosmopolitan

Opera Indicates the

local' “dollar

Houston, July 19.
Two committees have beeh
formed? here with goals of establishing a resident opera company
and a ballet academy. Latter
would in time give local productions. The opera group, headed' by
arts patron Mrs. LoUis Lobit, is already planning three privatelyfihanced productions for next season, according to Mrs. Lobit. Plans
are to use local talent with outsiders in top roles. New Orleans
opera producer and conductor
Walter Hebert has- been in Hous-

Opera" company may go all-out in
competition with the long-established San Francisco Opera. The
Cosmopolitan's season is February
ohd March; Its scale is $1,-50 to
ton conferring on the project.
$ 3 00.
Miss Sayao will sing Mimi in
Seeking a charter for a local
"Boheme," Baccaloni is scheduled non-profit, ballet academy is a
tO do the “Barber of- Seville" and group of some 20 patrons headed
Baum will Sing “I1 Trovatore." by Mrs. McClelland Wallace. TatiThe CbsmopoUtLn plans to do ana Semenova has been asked to
Seven operas in sll and earlier had head the school. The ex-Ballet
signed such artists as Herva Nelli, Russe de Monte Carlo ballerina
Regina Resnlk, .Eva; Litkova, Vir- was here last spring with her
ginia MacWatfer;:. Robert Rounse- American Youth Ballet, based in
villt and Cesare Bardelli?
Baton Rouge, La.
1

.

.

exile.

MORE YANK

ACTS SET
Press Reps
Pitt Music
In addition to’ the Leningrad
and Prague orchs; the Milan Lp
SCOT FALL SEASON
Scala Orchestra .under Guido Can- ,
Form-Unique Non-Profit
telli
(ex-NBC), the Berlin Phil*
Glasgow, July 12,
harmonic under Herbert von KaraU. S, influx of performers here
Org to Handle* Recitals
jan, the Amsterdam Konzertgebouw is likely to be bigger ‘than in preBecause Pittsburgh hasn’t had a
Orchestra, and of course the Vienha vious seasons this fall; -The Crew
Symphony and Vienna Philhar- Cuts are* set for the Empire The-' major concert recital for two/years
monic wilL be heard.
atre here week. of Sept. 26. Guy (there have been several visiting
Mitchell makes a return appear- group attractions), leading figures
«
ance Aug, 15. On Aug. 22, Cab
(as
Calloway tees off a seven-week of various musical organizations
well as press) have taken the unBritish tour at this vaudery.
The Callowfcy tour has been ar- usual step of organizing a non-proranged by Lew & Leslie Grade fit corporation to -remedy the situaLtd. He starred, in “Porgy and
Bess" at the Stoll Theatre, Lon- tion. Outfit, known as The Music
don, in 1952, and played in several Guild of Pittsburgh,. Will offer con*
Sunday night concerts during that, certs in Carnegie Music Hall, with
- By HAZEL GUILD
period. With his band, he topped
a few in Syria Mosque.
the bill at the London Palladium
Frankfurt, July 12.
Incorporators haven’t signed as
The brothers Wagner, 38-year-old in 1934.
of their orgs (which
representatives
Wieland and 36-year-old Wolfgang,
continue in their functions), but
grandsons of composer Richard
Venture is
individuals.
as
only
Wagner, have a new and Improved
therefore regarded as unique—
Wagner Festival planned. And from
one
heading
some
persons
where
last year’s successful indications;
musical group have pooled interand 'with the innovations planned
Mendelssohn:
Scotch
Symphony
city
the
bring
in
endeavor
ests
to
this year in modern staging and
(Bluebird). Lively performance -by better music.
lighting, it’s going to be a pip.
an accomplished, orch, the Aussie
-The 79-year-old annual music
Move may have some interesting
ABC
Sydney Symphony, under Eufestival, at Bayreuth, the oldest in
developments, as there is a local
gene” Goossens.
Germany and probably the most
Karlowicz: Violin Concerto & impresario here in the Beegle Confamous in Europe, was originated Szymanowski: Sonata in, D Minor cert Bureau, once run by May
by Wagner in the opera house of (Colosseum). The Karlowicz is un- Beegle, now by her son Bill. Outfit
his own design, where lighting, familiar but choice, in a warm, has been busy of- late, however,
staging, sound effects and acous- glowing,
romantic
well running group or less strictly longscore
tics were the most perfect he and played by Polish Halina Barinova, hair attractions in outlying dishis time could create. The opera with National Philharmonic back- tricts, as well as here.
house is the sAme, but otherwise ing. Reverse has the. distinguished
Guild in corporations are: Dr.
there have, been a lot of changes Russ violinist, David Oistrakh, in Paul R. Anderson (Penna. College
a good performance.
through the years.
for Woman Opera. Workshop); AnConcertos
(RCA
VicBeethoven:
In the able hands of his grandof the Artur drew Bernhard (Editor, Pittsburgh
sons, Wagnerian opera has -been tor). Re-recordings
Mrs. S. Eugene
in the 193D’s Post-Gazette);
brought up to date, to s Where it Schnabel diskings
With both the London Philharmon- Bramer (Civic Opera Assn, of Pittscombines the sharpest practices of ic and London Symphony. Sudden burgh); Charles Denby (Pittsburgh
stage lighting and theatrical trick- changes in volume occasionally Symphony Society); Gordon Flagg
ery to deal Out full measure for the startle, but it’s a collector’s item
(Pittsburgh Opera Assn.); Mrs.
audiences’ entertainment money. nevertheless.
William M. Green. (Pittsburgh
Last year, its “Tannhauser" in
Chopin: Concerto No. 1 Sc Liszt: Opera Assn.); ' Philip K. Herr
modern dress and under starkly Concerto No. 1 (Angel). Samson (Music for Mt. Lebanon); Herbert
simple stage sets, caught on like Francois shows keyboard versatility
G. Johns (Music for Mt. Lebanon) ;
wildfire, so that it has been sched- as talent, playing the Liszt with
William J. Kenney (Music for Mt®
uled for six performances at this flash and brilliance, the Chopin
Molyneaux
Robert
Lebanon);
with fine clarity and force as well
year’s fest.
Press); F. S. Olmsted
Ramon Vinay, Met Opera tenor, as poetry. Conservatoire Orch (Pittsburgh
(Music for Mt. Lebanon); Helen
under
Tziplne
assists.
will repeat his role as Tannhauser,
Rauh
(YM&YWHA Music
Mozart: 'Concerto No. 14 in E B.
and Elisabeth will again he -sung
Series
Paul Reinhold (Pittsburgh
by Gre Brouwenstijn of Amster- Flat (Dacca). Swift-pouring song,
Assn.); Dr. R. R. Snowden
dam, while Dietrich Fiseher-Dieskau serious but hever profound, well Opera
handled by pianist Grete Scherzer, (Pittsburgh Symphony Society);
of Berlin is in for a repeat as
aided by the London. Baroque Mrs. Dale R. Woodward (PittsWolfram.
[under Haas. Serenata Notturna in burgh Sun-Telegraph).
Early Sellout
D is. added.
Of the fest’s 25 performances
Prokofiev: Lt.Kije Sc Chout
from July 22 through Aug. 21; in Suites (Vox), Charming “Chout".
amusing
Trades
addition to the half-dozen “Tann- ballet score and the
hausers," there are repeats of last “Kije” in superior readings by the
By Tom Van Dycke
year’s “Parsifal" and the four suc- Paris Philharmonia under HorenMadeline Foley signed for Oct.
cessive nights’ performances of stein.
Liszt: Mephisto Waltz, B Minor 12 concert at London’s Wigmort
“The Ring of the Nibelung.” A
Sonata, etc.
Gifted pianist Hall.
program addition this year is “The Geza Anda (Angel).
Julius Baker to Tel Aviv to wax
in forceful, dramatic
Flying Dutchman,” with the Met’s readings of brilliant, somewhat,, two Mozart concert! for flute with
Astrid Varnay to sing the role of grandiose pieces.
Israel Symphony.
Senta six times. “Dutchman” is
Eugene Istomin flying to ChiGounod: Borneo et Juliette Sc
replacing last year’s “Lohengrin." Delibes: Lakme. (London). Opera cago to repeat at Ravinia two
Many of the performances are highlights with French singers that Brahms tribs with Isaac Stern and
already completely sold out, de- can’t be too highly recommended. Leonard Rose.
Jan Peerce flying to Madrid and
spite a high of $12.50 and a low Soprano Mado Robin, for instance,
tra.
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especially in the “Bell Rome to disk for RCA before takJobin’s work in ing off for U.S. There he does
concerts in N.Y. and Philadelphia.
Other disks of interest: BeetEleanor Steber Balkan wards in
Mozart for repeat performances
at
hoven Concerto Np. 2
Concerto No. 15 by pianist Solo- Dubrovnik in Jugoslavia. Then to
number from France, Many re- mon
and the Philharmonia. The Athens for "the festival and lead
servations are in this .year from the Mozart is a
gay, dancing piece in “IdomeneD,” where she picks up
U.S.* and it As expected* that the (RCA Victor); Beethoven. Violin
David Lloyd (also a Pradesnik) who
grosses will surpass last year’s Concerto with an impressive solo- will chant opposite her.
$286,000 intake.
ist in Bronislaw Gimpel, aided by
Prades still reeling from chamMost of. the performances start the Bamberg Symph (Vox); Wal- pagne party tossed by Bach -Aria.
at 4 p.m. and end at 11. Despite ton’s “Wise Virgins” Suite and Group after last concert here and
the early hour of beginning, most other works, "As played by the annual
for
summer.
breakup
of the visitors are in formal attire London Philharmonic under Boult Among attendees were Dowager
that creates an atmosphere of ex- (London);, the last recordings of Queen Elizabeth of Belgium (grandcitement and glamo£
that of pianist William Kapell, in his mother of reigning King Baudoin)
Chopin, Mazurkas (RCA Victor); and Prinqe Pierre of Monaco and
opening night at the Met.
Casals.
The headline cast is backed up unhackneyed, intriguing drinking
in Viennese Songs by Erich
tunes
Burl Senofsky, winner of this
with an 80-voice chorus, chosen
Bron.
Kunz (Angel).
year's Brussels violin prize contest
from soloists in the outstanding
(Soviet
fidddlers placed second and
German opera houses, and a 169Abilene Symph Maestro third), meeting his benefactrice
piece orchestra conducted by Hans
Queen Elizabeth of Belgium here.
Abilene, Tex., July 19.
Knappertsbusch. The fest has SucWalter
has been named Prizes included $5,000, use of a
ceeded so well in popularizing and conductorCharles
of the Abilene Sym- Strad for a year, disking contract
modernizing Wagner that it lias phony ard Plainfield Symphony.
with Philips and 50-concert- tour
also dohe “guest appearances" in
He formerly conducted the with Columbia Artists Bureau.
France and Spain since its last Staten Island Symphony and'Plain- First date is Oct. 8 with Vienna
year’s Bayreuth events.
Symphony.
field Symphony.
is brilliant,

of $6.25 for tickets, a rather steep
scale for German opera. rLast year
the event drew more than 50,000
visitors, over half of them from
outside of Germany and the largest

Song."

“Romeo”

1

Raoul

is firstrate..
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note stating that the novel is “a
work of fiction. . .The names of a

few public figures such as Thomas
E. Dewey have been mentioned in
....
passing, to fix the time and locale
of the story,” It might have been
rank &ully
that references to Pewey +++»4+»4-» 4 444 *+
Arms,” Rudyard Kipling’s “Kim,” added
Know the Facts*
nature in the
“Selected are of a flashback
A five-editor parlay, consisting and Anton Chekov’s
"
Hollywood.
text, and that the Jelke trial is
of Oliver Presbrey, Martha' Roun- Short Stories,” 8 each.
For three weeks I’ve sat on a .big idea, and from what .little I know
mentioned as recent" event. Title
Already chosen for prefaces are refers to the abusiness Address of
tree, Frank McNaughton, Helen
of the poultry biz f the thing is. going to •hatch’. now- whether Lrlike
“LetMaurois,
Andre
“Peace”
by
Summers and Edward Michelson,
the fictional “model agency” used it or hot, Sqmnybe Hay an egg; What’s wrong witha fresh one? j*jm
is publishing a monthly pocket ter”* by Francoise Mauriac. Illus- as
a front for procunh#.'. Down.
This fresh one conderns nothing less than a. Vaude Festival ihiLas
mag called Know the Facts. First trations will be done by such artVegas, jVith prizes for the best act* the best singer; the best ichorus
Van.
and
ists as Vertes, Vlaminck
edition Is out this month.
Jake Ehrlich BlOg
line; the 'best comedy team, the. best? single and the’-best sustainedenAims at news analysis and goes Dongen. Among the jury were
“Never Plead Guilty,”' subtitled tainment week-after-week in any given* year, at one particular hotel.
for 35c (subscription only) an issue,' Jacques Jaujard of the Ministry of
Beaux Arts* Mauriac, Maurois, “The Story of Jake Ehrlich” (the
I don’t see why Variety has to wait until' some Peabody or Perry
without advertising.
IjRobert Kemp, Pierre Bnsson, Jean San Francisco criminal lawyer), or Toni or Critics* Circle or Academy does it for us.
Our chappies
Dutpurd. Just missing this reprint by John Wesley Noble and Bernard have been hatching, panning and refining acts at Vegas since it began
FTC Nixes Mag Merger
Joseph Averbuch, due via Farrar, Straus moving into Big Time.
Intervention of the Federal honor were Henry James*.
the
Among
Herman
August.
in
Cudahy
Zweig,
&
Seriously, we ought to give this phenomenon the old cap and gown.
Trade Commission may block -the Conrad, Stefan
attorney’s clients, who -figure in
sale of Better Farming, known un- Melville.
realize that if you look through any copy Of the bible of show biz you
^
the biog, are Gene Krupa, Billie 1
til recently as the Country Gentlewill
find Vaude ’way back there near the Obits but it is still rated
Holiday, Waxey Gordon and Sally
‘Merry’ Indeed
man, to Farm Journal Inc. of Philaahead of Legit, Me? Yeah, I’m' ’way back there too, but I’m next-to“The Merry Partners,” by E. J. Rand. Robert Rice’s “The Busi- closing, and anybody who can remember back to the days when the
delphia.
(portions
of
it
Crime”
ness
of
Curtis 'Publishing Co, announced Kahn Jr. (Random House; $4,75),
previously published in The New name .Williams meant Percy and not Ted or Esther knows that n.'to c.
the sale of Better Farming June 8. is an account of “The Age and
Yorker), also due via FS&C, in is a preferred position. So even Variety does not consider Vaude and
Farm 'Journal has a monthly cir- Stage of Harrigan & Hart,” ex- October.
me the arthritic acrobats of show bizi
culation of 2,882,000, and the Cur- panded from Kahn’s New Yorker
But back to Vegas. More than Utopia for entertainers,: Vegas has
Mary Jane. Metz’s “Opera Stars
American'
tis periodical was its largest com- series on the celebrated
from
The com- comedy team of the late- 19th In The. Sun,” foreword by com- become its Panatopia. It spreads its wings to include everything
petitor with 2,554,000.
mentator
patter
comedians to Broadway hits like “Guys and Dolls 1* with the
Milton
and
sponCross,
bined circulation of the two would Century.
In addition to the big attractions at* the. big .hotels,
It is true *Ned Harrigan did a sored by the Metropolitan Opera original company.
be 5,436,000, or “approximately
51% of the total net paid circula- play hr 1903, but Tony Hart was Guild, is another FS&C publica- swinging-door histrps carry as many as eight acts of vaude.
Novelty acts abound, like the water ballet with real live water at
tion among the six largest competi- dead 'in 1891; and earlier; in 1885, tion, as is the 34th Annual of Adtors in the farm magazine field”) following the burning of their the- vertising & Editorial Art,* under the Royal Nevada,
Recently backgrounded by Jerry Fielding’s aratre, and after interference from the general supervisi&n of F, H. rangement of “Dancing in the Dark,” it built tQ: include the Coronet
the FTC charged.
The anti-merger complaint wSs both their wives, the famous team Roberts and George Guisti of the Dancers arid ran nine tumultuous minutes. The water got mbre apArt Directors Club of N. Y. !This plause than ttiost live actoi-S. Follow that with
made under the Clayton Act. The had split.
Myron Cohen and then,
FTC Journal’s absorption of its
Harrigan, prolific author-actor, is a $12.50 item for November bring on nearly an hour of the Alberghetti family, a whole variety bill
leading rival “may substantially was born on Manhattan’s Lower publication.
in itself, and you have a Vaude Festival contender right there.
lessen competition and tend to East Side In 1845 (Kahn says ’44).
Not a Pljpnt for Lewis
create a monopoly in the agricul- He Was not the 100% Irishman his
‘Hair-Raising’ Novel.
‘The suspicion that this is all a plant to get Joe E. Lewis worldwide
tural magazine field”.
roles suggested, for there was
“Hair on a Cue Ball” by Negley
Scotch-English blood in his veins; Monett (Exposition; $3.50), is sub- recognition is ridiculous. Of course he always does standout biz. Of
also wanderlust, and he/made his titled “the hair-raising adventured course he draws' better than big names like' Ezio Pinza, Helen TraubeJ
Expensive Trees
of a Hollywood writer. Book is and Lauritz Melchior, but they do pretty well too.
A $250,000 libel suit has been debut at San Francisco’s Dashaway
in 1867. Ned played most of the more. or less “true” story qf
Hall
Now that Vegas is turning pro and is no longer giving ten dollars
filed in Hillsborough County Superior Court, in Manchester* N.H., the mining camps, working his a former radio-tv scrivener who of entertainment away with a ten cent coke, this Vaude Festival beBooth,
of
tradition
the
ankled
east
in
the
Coast
way
just
ahead
an
of
Unioncomes
the
Manchester
against
a must. A two-dollar cover charge may even convince Bob Hope,
Leader, one of New Hampshire's Lotta Crabttee and, later, Belasco. ulcer, and who, by accident, fell Bing Crosby, Perry Como and (coming. up) Eddie Fisher that they
into the hair-restoring game. Au- are not working for gamblers between dice rolls but for people who
He died in 1911.
leading newspapers.
Tony Hart (Cannon),, a genuine thor’s experiences are both enter- appreciate and will pay direct for entertainment.
The basis of the litigation
brought by Roger H. Chagnon, Irisher, was born in Worcester, taining and informative.
Certain acts have long term contracts to play certain hotels. Desert
It is doubtful that Hollywood
Mass.,
1857. (Kahn says ’55>. Prodowner of a Manchester landscaping
Inn) for instance, ‘’plays Jimmy Durante, Johnnie Ray, Patti Page and
firm, is a series of articles which uct of reform school arid minstrel will pick up “The Monett Story,” Betty Hutton at about the same time each year. And this “freezing” of
appeared in the Union-Leader and troupes, he first teamed with Harri- but plenty of readers will enjoy acts is making it tough for the new casinos to get attractions. Still,
the same corporation’s New Hamp- gah. at Boston’s Old Howard in broad smiles before they put it
Ned wrote their material, down! And it’s likely to send a few anybody who .has watched show biz for years knows that any new
shire Sunday News during July d87i.
medium will create" its own entertainers, if it can’t borrow them from
and August of 1954 regarding which gradually grew into com- baldies out for the “cure.”
»
elsewhere.'
Down.
certain trees and shrubs which the plete musical comedies, such as the
The feud between old mobsters and the Tex Richard sort of gamGuard”
series.
“Mulligan
famous
Chagnon firm furnished the city
blers continues, but with all the screening going on int the world it’s
Radio Man’s Novel
of Manchester for the new Merri- Tony played a variety of roles,
specializing in female interpretaMacmillan is putting covet jto getting tougher for hoods to hold the reins even though dummy direcmack Common parking lot.
tions. Annie Yeamans offered re- “Maybe I’m Dead,” noyel by r&dio- tors! Anyway, their taste, if any, no longer dominates Vegas show-wise.
doubtable distaff support;
and ite Joe Klaas, now with KJR,
Years ago I saw a Negro singer giving Schubert’s “Ave Marian as an'
‘Gods Over Broadway*
Johnny Wild, Negro cqmedian Seattle. An ex-Air Force captain encore. As he sang, an adagio team came out and danced around him.
“Gods Over Broadway’’ by Louis (first to
-with the “minstrei” who was a POW of the Germans, Four of us looked on aghast. Our guide wondered what was wrong.
break
Dottini (Comet; $2), is a first play,
pattern of acting), joined the com- Klaas’ yarn covers the forced
“Why; don’t you tell him to follow ‘Ave Maria* with the ‘Kol Nidre’
published prior to specific interest
pany. David Braham was Com- march of Allied prisoners in the
and a rhumba team,” suggested Mme. Scully who rarely opens her
being shown in its production.
poser-conductor,
latter days of World War II.
Dottini, a native of Italy, writes
except to say something devastating.
mouth
For .over 10 years, in an era .of
in an adopted language, which may
Well,, it takes compost, to use a word Variety’s sheltered copyknockdown and slapbang, Harrigan
account for some of the awkwardCHATTER
readers won’t find too shocking, to grow orchids, and perhaps this act’s
Hart were the personal gods of
&
ness in his script. His construcLewis Gillensor switched from bad taste, was the compost that made Vegas the- garden it is today,
Bowery B’hoys and swells alike.
tion) too, is cumbersome, and his
Hollywood’s Citizen-News (“No news is Citizen News”) dissenting.
Two of Ha.rrigan’s children are Cosmopolitan to. Coronet.
general resolution of plot is meloJuly
issue of Fortnight, Coast
In 17 years i hdv§ seen Vegas grow from a barnyard with crap tables
still known to show biz: William,
dramatic.
Story concerns an ac-;
created The Captain in “Mis- publication, profiles Confidential to Vaude in Efmine. I was first invited there to judge a beauty conWho
tress whose success comes at the
We arrived aboard the U. P.’s City of..
ter Roberts,” and Nedda, widow and its editors.
test during Helldorado days.
sacrifice of. personal integrity. In
Kay Campbell’s, article on Roy Los Angeles,, about the first of. the deluxe streamliners. We arrived
three acts and. -11 scenes, play of , Waiter Connolly, who is now
Mrs.
Joshua
Logan.
and
Dale
p.m*
A
band
five
brass
of
pieces met us.
Rogers, titled “Partners at 2
would require seven sets and 20
Kahn’s book is almost as much of Ged,” Family Weekly, newsThe town in those days was pretty much limited to Fremont Street
actors. It is difficult to undersand
of a romp as some of the H & H paper supplement.
and the yribs across from the U. P. station. The most exciting. event
why the author sought publication fpnfests.
It
is
well-organized,
Isabel Moore, editor for Sterling of the show was an unscheduled event at the rodeo. A photog from
of the script prior to definite innicely illustrated,
and lull of Publications, visited Coast to con- Cheyenne tried to catch a Brahma bull kicking off a rider. The bull
terest in it froih producers.
choice anecdotes'. However, it is tact writers
Dottini is an actor and musican,
following junket to became so enraged he started after the cameraman and tossed him
former Dramatic Supervisor of a startling to find F. S... (Frarik) “The Giant” location;
so he landed upside down hanging by barbed wire which formed the
Federal Theatre project in Mercer Chanfrau, who made a reputation
T.
T.
Flynn’s
“The- Man from enclosure.
County, N.J. He now directs the acting toughs, billed as “Francis”; Laramie,” James Stewart starrer
They Just Stepped Out for a Mo.
and
publisher
Bennett
Cerf
gets
no
Delaware Valley Theatre & Workfor Columbia release, being pubBut this Vaude Festival requires more serious-minded people. Pershop in Trenton, and presents palm for permitting this important lished by Dell in a 25c edition.
book
to
be
call'dii Abel, Land, Kobe, Rose., Bron , Scho, Will,
issued
have
haps
we
wilL
to
without
an
index.
much of his material there on raT. T. Flynn, who authored Wil- et al to setup a system of voting. To give them an idea of what acts
Otherwise, “The Merry. Partners,”'
dio and tv stations.
Down.
depicted on Peter Oldenburg’s liam Goetz’s “The Man from Lara- they will hove to evaluate, here are a few-.of the attractions of recent
book jacket in the manner of a iriie,” is turning out a series of de- vintage seen at Vegas gaming palaces:
N.Y.-To-Vt. Stance
period litho, once more give cause tective yarns about racetrack gamWILBUR CLARK’S DESERT INN: Jimmy Durante, Toni Arden,
Leslie Barry has resigned as rebling, aimed at a telefilm series..
for
general glees,.
Down.
porter and columnist for the BurHarry Richman, Garret and Parks, Frankie Laine, Patti Page, Darvas
First anthology of excerpts from
lington (Vt.) Daily and Sunday
,m
and Julia, Jane Powell, Frank Sinatra, Edgar Bergen, Johnnie Ray,
Sports Illustrated ft “Tips From
Scotsman Centenary
News to become publicity agent
Carmen Miranda, Ethel Waters, Mitzi Green, Rudy Vallee, Betty HutThe Scotsman, 'Edinburgh, is The Top” which Prentice-Hall will ton, Hildegarde, Noel Coward/ Nelson Eddy and Paul Gilbert,
for the- Exposition Press in New
York and part-time writer for. the celebrating its centenary as. a daily publish in Noyember. Accent will
EL RANCHO VEGAS: Sophie Tucker, Lili St. Cyr, Crew Cuts,
be
on
golf,
with
byliners
joUrnaL
ranging
The newspaper was
New York 'Daily News.
George White’s Scandalettes, Joe E. Lewis, Lillian Roth, Billy Daniels,
Barry said he would not quit as launched in 1817 by a group of from Gene Anderson 6nd Tommy Gordon MacRae and. Morty Gunty.
Armour
to
Gene
Sarazen.
JSdmburgh
men,
led by William
a member of the Vermont State.
SANDS: Martin and Lewis, Nat (King) Cole, Billy Gray, Georgia
Random House publishing “Four
Senate* and would return to Ver-' Ritchie and Charles Maclaren.
The Scotsman appeared first as Plays by S. N. Behrman.” Book Gibbs, Marguerite Piazza, Billy Eckstien, Danny Thomas, Rosemary
mont to serve in his legislative
Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Healy, Tallulah Bankhead, Robert
Clooney,
capacity if Gov, Joseph Johnson a weekly and from 1823 as a bi- includes “The Second Man” (1927),
should call a special session of the weekly. Biweekly edition Was pub- “Biography” (1932), “Rain from Merrill, Louis Armstrong and Lena Horne.
lished
Polly Bergen, Norman Brooks, Wilbur Evans, VicTHUNDERBIRD:
concurrently with the daily Heaven” (1934) and “End of SumLegislature before his two-year
paper for sortie years after 1855. mer” (1936) Broadway production toria Sherry, Sons of Pioneers, Gale Storm, Lou Monte and Dorothy
term expires.
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credits are included for each play.

‘Greatest Foreign Novels*
_ Out of The Headlines?
Part of Harold Robbins’ n
Sixteen outstanding Gallic literary figures got together to vote Jovelt .‘79 Park Avenue” (Kno
on “the greatest foreign novels” $o.50), is the case history of a a
published in France from 1850 to girl-turned-procuress.
When
1950. The first 1.2 were chosen to author of “A Stone for Dan
be reprinted in special deluxe il- Fisher” and “Never Love a Str;
lustrated editions by the French ger” deals .with the whys a
state* subsidized press, Imprimerie wherefors of colorful charact
Nationale, and will have prefaces from the half-world, his book 1
by leading French authors. Two punch, drive and purpose.
American authors made this hon- however, Mr. Robbins gives
orary list, Nathaniel Hawthorne doxy a heart of gold and int
duces her syrupy romance with
and Ernest Hemingway.
Winners were Charles Dickens’ hard-to-get young DA’s assists
“Great Expectations,” 15 votes; the story bogs. And finally, wh
Leo Tolstoy’s “War and Peace,” ;the author succumbs to a- cornh
14 votes; Thomas Hardy’s “Tess of fadeout involving a goldenhaii
the D’Ubervilles,” 14; Feodor Dos- child, the soap opera freshets
toievsky’s “The Brothers Karama- full open and the slushy, tag
zov” and Hawthorne’s “The Scar- validates the taut writing of R<
let Letter” 13 votes each; Knut bins* earlier chapters* (Robbins
Hamsun's Norwegian winner, in the homeoffice statisticia
“Hunger,” and Franz Kafka’s “The staff of Universal Pictures Co
Metamorphosis,” 12 each; Jens in N. Yv).
Peter Jacobsen’s Danish entry,
Book carries a Biblical quote—
“Niels Lyijhe,” Katherine Mans- the passage concerning the Nazafield’s “Garden Party,” 11 votes rene’s
refusal to condemn' the
each; Hemingway’s “Farewell To woman accused. There Is also a
1

Wh

«

•

Connery Chappell, formerly

edi-

tor of the British Picturegoer and
into the
editorial
chair
of
Illustrated,

Kine Weekly, has moved
which

is

group,

Odhams

published by the same
Press, William Alacting editor of the Kine
Weekly, and a new Picturegoer aptria

is

;

pointment

A

is

being made.

Collins.

FLAMINGO: Marie

Wilson, Mills Brothers, Mary McCarty and DomiKeefe Brasselle, Ink Spots, Jack E. Leonard, Ritz Brothers, Barry
Kay Starr, Tony Martin and Diane Lynch.
NEW FRONTIER: Dorothy Dandridge, Jack Carson, Gypsy Rose Lee,
Connie Towers, Deep River Boys, Billy Daniels, Dorsey Brothers,
Buddy Lester, Billy Williams Quartet, Will Mastin Trip, Connie Moore,
the Balding Ann Sothern, Herb Shriner, and Carol Haney.
SAHARA: Vaughn Monroe, Kathryn Dunham Dancers, Dick Shawn,
Teresa Brewer, Mindy Carson, Ray Bolgeiy Dennis Day, Xavier Cugat
and Abbe Lane.
RIVIERA: Liberace, Jeff Chandler, Rosemarie, Mickey Rooney, and
nic,

Sisters,

new British weekly, which
Will feature the program of commercial tv, is due to start in London on Sept. 22, and in Birming- Kitty Kallen.
NEVADA: Helen Traubel, Marilyn Maxwell, Ben Blue,
ham and Manchester in the new
year. The paper will be known as /Denise Darcel, Anna Marta Alberghetti, Myron Cohen, Guys and Dolls.
DUNES: Vera-Ellen, Dick Haymes, Wally Cox and Eilen Barton.
the TV Times and will be pubMoulin Rouge and Showboat, which are outside the strip, have had
lished weekly at 5c. It’s being promoted' by the television program a tough time getting big name acts, though the Boat has had Joe E.
contractors.
Howard, Pat Rooney and Owen McGiveney in recent weeks* They have
Pathe other attractions, including a 2:30 ayem show for slummers. Moulin
Jerome Brond field,
script editor, has sold a short story, Rouge has of course Joe Louis as glad-hander. It calls itself “a cos“Investment in the Future,” to mopolitan hotel” and actually has a mixed chorus. At least I spotted
Redbook, his 40th to be published one aryan blonde among “the most beautiful copper colored gals on
in a national magazine. Another of
Boy,”
his short stories, “That’s
Of course I’m not so crazy as to suggest that Variety run a Special
was recently included in an anwhen the 50th Anniversary number is
thology put out by Henry Holt Co., Edition on this, not in the year
story driving everybody crazy. But at least they could give it their blessing

ROYAL

RKO

My

the third time that particular
has been anthologized.

and

let

me push

it

into a. Big Thing.

CHATTER
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1

weekend

1

Jimmy

Stroock’s

date at the Saxony before heading
west for first musicomedy roles iff
Hollywood
career. Hewill co-stardnCole
James Edward Grant hospital*
Roger Stevens in town for h!s his
festival at Kansas City arid
Porter
legit
ized for surgery.
annhal looksee pf the London
St. Louis Muniopera.
Robert Cummings back from
scene.
Eastern Airlines overnight junket Hawaiian sunning.
Carol Levis opened his farewell
from
New
York
to
Miami
past
recuperating
Irving
Epsteeff
vaude totir at the Chiswick Empire

Seaview hacienda.
Deejay Bill Hilbert and artists
Nunnally Johnson, Robert Flor-. manager Fred Anisel huddling
eyand Met basso Luben Vichey with tv producer Lee Copley at
sailed for 'Europe last week on the Fire Island Pines.
Liberia.
Working thesps in for the SunKirkeby Hotels veepee-treasurer day sun: Eli (“Teahouse of the
Nathan S. Goldstein’s daughter Augiist Moon”) Wallach and GerMariorie Ann engaged tp Lt. Rob- ald (“Fanny’’) Price.
,
ert R. Weston,
Rose Tobias made the, Lou- (CBS)
Victor (Alhadeff), longtime Melameds her first stop after 10
heaftwaiter at Hilly. Rose’s Di- months in Europe, pressagenting
amond' Horseshoe, now in the im< the “Porgy & Bess’\troupe; Music
fntetfr'.
portingbusiness withNcfma
man Duke .Niles another of ..the
,Vi r
*
natBmii?
v
Europe to F.I. contingent.
Bdn Schneider, amusements edi-’
May Lieb’man
Bill Jacobson,
Publications writer; summering at the beach to
Fairchild
of
tor
Women’s Wear went into Horace work on a novel. On the other
Harding Hospital, in Bego Park, hand, cleffer Bob. Merrill putting
Queens for surgery.
his house up for grabs because
Myra Kapp, daughter of Decca the salt water, interferes with his
.

‘

V

'

•

•

- 1

(the
founder-president
late) Jack Kapp ana of Mrs. Fritzi
Kapp, engaged to marry Dr. Theo-

dore Levitt in November.

Luben Vichey,
basso, who

Metropolitan
recently, purNational Concert &
Artists Corp., left July 16 for a
five-week tour through Europe.
Joan Crawford and husband Alfred Steele (Pepsi Cola prez) back

Opera

the

from Europe Monday (18) on the.
United States. Also arriving was
NBC veepee Robert W> Sarnoff.
Arthur Knorr, producer at the

Roxy Theatre, designing a new
facade for Manny Wolf’s eatery
that will be more in keeping with
the new look Third Ave, will get
when the el is tom down.
Judge Arthur H. Schwartz’s
daughter, Anne, engaged to marry
Arthur E. Toft in September. He’s
an account, executive with Norman,
Craig
Kumrael ad agency;
bride-to-be’s
father is of the
Frohlich law firm.
Schwartz
Lawrence J.- Golde, vet booker,
long with the RKO, .William Mor-

&

-

•

&

ris,

Eddie Sherman et

and who

al.,

retired to Florida some five years
ago, visiting his family at Port
Washington, L, I., for the next six
Making the Broadway
weeks.
rounds when the heat permits,
otherwise hibernating by the surf
until returning south.
Jules (Villani), headwaiter at
the Oak Room of the Hotel Plaza,
returns to the Persian Boom,
famed nitery in the same hostelry,
this fall, in the maitre d* post vacated with the retirement of Fred
(BarberoL He started there in*
1934.. For a time Jules was also
a familiar nitery figure as a /captain at the Stork Club,* until- assuming charge of the Oak Room..

Portland, Ore.

By Ray

.

.

.

last

1

Feves.

Gloria

:

Grahame

honor at Variety Club monthly
luncheon' last week.
Channing Pollock, featured on
..

,

new PaUadium

'

.

tinent.
Italo

pic,-

...

its

“La

Strada”

dubbed

(The

From My

Mill),

U.S. press reps here.
George Gale leaves for Hollyto wind up his affairs before

.

to

mix

pleasure with biz by lookseeing? the
various UA pix now in preparation
or already rolling here. She says
she may make another pic based
on;. her life to be called, “With

“Holiday On Ice of 1955“ at -Many Tears And Laughs.”
Portland Meadows July 19-26 unIsraeli film, “Hill 24 Does Not
der sponsorship of the Oregon Answer,” directed by Anglo direcJournal.
tor Thorold Dickinson, getting, rave
Yvonne Moray, 3 RenoWns, Tom reviews here and doing Smash biz
Farriss.Duo and! Raymond & Lee at 2 small arty houses here. Also
in at Amato's Supper Club for lauded was Israeli actress Haya
two weeks.
/Hararit. Pic may move into nabes
Oscar Nyberg appointed new after this run.
Oregon district manager for Evergreen Circuit, Russ Brown tipped
to Fox West Coast job in L.*A.
Pittsburgh
“Holiday On Ice” set for Port'By Hal V. Cohen
land Meadows July 19-26. Deal iTheatre
owner Bill Finkfel Into
is sponsored by the Oregon Jourfor minor
nal and will he the first icer here McKeesport Hospital
.

.

Auditorium for William
Attractions July 12-14!
Fickett replaced Deborah
here.

pathy’’ at

Duggan

surgery.
Jack- Webb due here Aug. 20 on
his flying trip plugging “pete
Kelly’s Blues.’’
Johnny Kurtz, 76, house electrician
at Stanley since house
opened in 1927, has retired.

i

.

.

'

'

,

{

J

‘

week

nitery stint.

Carol Stone here from Coast to

'

star in

.

here July 15-16; played Seattle,
shows Until autumn.
and Vancouver, B-C. Winds up to- a few weeks.
Johnny Singer orch returned to
Local boy Bob Finkel producing
morrow July 21 in Spokane. GarBronze Room, Hotel Cleveland, on
land played for Harry Glickman’s and directing “And Here’s the annual summer visit after tour.
Show,”
George
Gobel's*
summer
Oregon Attractions.
Juanita Hall, singing in Musireplacement.
Louis Adelman, playwright-actor carnival’s “South Pacific,” to double
at Kornman’s Back Room- Club
who graduated in 1950 from Tech
Drama School, in “Inherit the during her fourth week here.
Fire Island
Ted
Lewis taking Coast vacation
Wind”
with Paul Muni.
By Mike Gross
with wife, who recently had opTele producer Irving Mansfield
eration, after fortnight at local
in for weekend.
,*
Sky-Way. His troupe rejoins him
Philadelphia
Life mag shot a midnight beach
Aug. 2 at Las Vegas’ Sands Hotel.
party layout at Davis Park.
By Jerry Gaghan
Don Palmer, ex-manager of
Marilyn MonrOe holds over as
the biggest draw on the. beach.
Charlie Ventura, joined Universal
Miami Beach
Morris Levy, nitery op and mu- Attractions, in New York.
sic publisher, bought land in SeaCharles Garvey, ex-branch mgr.
By Lary Solloway
view.
Of American Guild Variety Artists
Rudy Vallee. set for date at
Tele scribe Jack Raymond cook- here, now in Florida, doing magic Nautilus Hotel July 25.
ing up a series for Pat Carroll and act.
George E. Fox appointed manDick Shawn.
Joe
Frasetto,
veteran
Latin aging director of the new EdenSam Locke and Dave Alexander Casino maestro, moving to New Roc hotel; he leaves like post with
polishing up “Delilah,” upcoming Jersey next season to baton shows Saxony Aug.* 1.
Broadway tuner.
at Chubby’s, in West Collingswood.
Johnnie Ray, Mitch Miller and
Bob Ttolontz off to Atlanta to
Bill Hayes, who played to one of George Liberace among Columbia
record several r&b artists for RCA the biggest crowds in history of Records artists attending that comVictor's Groove label.'
Willow Grove Park on Memorial pany’s distrib conclave at Golden
Murray Gruhn, electronics, dis-. Day weekend, returns for single Gate hotel this week.
trib and legit angel, did his annual date July 23.
Dean Murphy played weekend

Boston

Olney Theatre’s stravyhat

Men! Qh, Women!”.
Chantoosey" Betty .Madigan; a
By Guy Livingston
at home base
Ken Barry current at the Brad- local product, back
as headliner on Wilson Line river
ford Roof.
Kitty Kallen current at Salisbury boat, S.S. Mt. Vernon.
Audie Murphy here Tuesday (12)
Beach Frolics.
Joan Bennett in Hub Monday to highlight a preview of UniverBack,” based
(11)
in advance of “We’re No sal’s “To Hell and
on war hero's life, at Motion
Angels,” her latest picture.
Arianne Ulmer,, daughter of film Picture Assn. h.q.
director Edgar G. Ulmer, joined
the Newport Casino. Theatre as an
version of “Oh,

.

Sanfrancisco

apprentice.

,

•

.

Max Reinhardt seminary gave
Westport
performances in Spa Aussee, UpBy Humphrey Doulens
per Austria.
_ ,,
vacationing
at
Brynner
Yul
into
his
combo
and
Rich
Berlin
Buddy
Film star Hans Moser to
South Norwalk.
Flame nitery.
for first Cinemascope film, “Love
Don Hamner bought a house at
Old Log strawhatter offering in the Tyrol.”
South Norwalk.
“King of Hearts.”
Paula WesSely Co. will shoot
Gene Tierney and her mother
Songstress Helen O’Connell con- first color pic, “Hostess of Golden
Victor Gilbert’s Stonehenge.
at
Flame
tinuing at Hotel Radisspn
Crown,” a comedy.
„ „ „
Howard Barlow on three-week
Room.
by Felicity
Family,”
“Dear
Songstress Sarah Vaughan broke Douglas, produced by Hans Jaray holiday from Firestone ABC simulnroAm iHIfi dim- Ccist*
attendance and receipts records at
Jean Barrere, production manaFlame bistro.
llici.
from Paris
Singer Jimmy Carroll back at
“Madame Pompadour” will be ger of “Fanny,” back
Hotel Radisson Flame Room for first fall preem in Volksopera. quickie.
from Coast
Heckartback
Eileen
annual engagement.
After that, American musicals are
and screen bow in WB’s “Miracle
Lowell Kaplan, manager of Ly- skedded.
in the Rain.”
ceum, local legit house, in N. Y.
Stanley Vaughn back on Country
seeking 1955-56 season shows.
Playhouse business staff after trip
Annual' St, Paul Auditorium
Berlin
his home in British West Indies.
to
summer season to comprise 25 pop
William Landers Jiew manager
By Haiis Hoehn
concerts at rate of three a week.
of Stanley Warner theatres in Nor(Lichterfelde, 9a Tulpenstr.
Metropolitan. Opera tenor Albert ,
walk. Jack Simons moved to New
76-02-64)
DeCosta guest, artist with Minne-:
“Vanishing Prairie” preemed at London.
sota U.' summer season orchestra.
Earlier than usual Lyceum legit Cinema Paris this week. Herzog
season opening will find “Solid is distributor,
_
Atlantic City
Gold Cadillac” on tap Week of
NF took over the.DfiFA film,
Aug. 18.
“Der Kleine Muck,” for distribuBy Joe W. Walker
Community
Germany.
Jewish
St.
West
Paul
tion in
Arnett
Cobb into Weekes* July.
Center to sponsor date of N. Y.
Nicole Heesters, daughter of film
19 Sepia spot on northside,
cast in “Sholem Aleichem” next star Johannes Heesters! slgried a
into Convention Hall
IceCapades
November.
two-year contract with Berlin’s
for six-month run starting Friday
Sarah Vaughan broke roorfi rec- Melodie Film.
< 22 >- „
Strada”
ord at Flame during 11-day enUnitalia showed “La
Beau Brummels opened Friday
gagement just concluded. Count (The Street), a winner of 1954
(15) at Boardwalk Mayflower HoliBasie band previously held it.
Venice Film Festival, in a special
Room.
.
Because of press of other duties, performance at Filmbuehne Wien. day
Woody Herman at Steel Pier
TNl—
k
11Tn« J AMM* AMM
Art Anderson resigned as NorthBallroom for week, July
Marine
west Variety Club’s heart hospital writer Herbert Reinecker, who
Lads are the
Four
The
16-23.
committee permanent chairman.
both won federal awards, for their vaudeville toppers.
Charlie Fox, Milwaukee bur- film, “Canaris,” prepping another
Tom Cassidy will feature live
lesque impresario, flew here in un- film, “Alibi.”
talent at old Orsatti spot in subursuccessful quest for local theatre.
There were 6,880 TV set owners ban Somers Point, recently acHe formerly ^operated the Alvin, registered in West Berlin as of quired. Operated Elkins Park, Pa.,
now a religious tabernacle.
July 1 or 400 mtire than in the
Sheree North and Mamie Van previous month. Number of radio spot previously.
Doren inked for Minneapolis Star owners currently totals 764,293.
& Tribune’s second annual out- Many U.S. pix preemed: here
Washington
door show for Aquatennial, local recently, including “East of Eden”
annual, summer mardi gras, July 22. (WB), “Susan Slept Here” (RKO),
By Florence S. Lowe
“Student
“Battle
Cry” /(WB),
Eartha Kitt checks into Casino
Prince” (M-G) and “Sabre Jet” Royal, next Monday (18) for a one-

Kerr
Charlie Harron, house manager
Judy Garland Show inked to
open a one-niter in Eugene Ore., for Cinerama here, and his wife
tomorrow nite (14), then at Audi- celebrated their 17th wedding anni.
Tim Kirby got back from BCAtorium here Fri. & Sat. (15-16) before moving to Seattle, Vancouver, Victor deejay tour and opened
(UA).
date Friday (15) at White
week’s
Cleveland
B.Ci, and windup in Spokane.
The Judy Garland Show cur- Elephant.
By Glenn C. Pullen
•Mrs. Gino Conte, wife of NBCrently working the Pacific NorthVogue Room at Hollenden diswest. Layout was at Auditorium TV producer on West Coast, and continued dance music and floor
h'er son here visiting the folks for

'

„

A

,

.

number of years.
Mary Fickett, Alan Baxter and
in “Tea and Sym-

Ball.

Tribute to Rosalind Russell for
raising funds for tornado sufferers
in Udall, Kansas, last May, was
placed in the Congressional Record

.

.

Don Dubbins

Awards

-

who, visited
France,' is expected to be topped
this year and the $72,000,000 !left
by visitors last year is also expected
town

dates.

'

tourists,

in

Sept. 5. He’s in the U. S. now
for deejay interviews and^
~ radio

and tv

.

heading hack here .to resume editing chores on>the Sheldon Reynolds’ tv series, VSherlock Holmes.”
IniHd Tulin, Swedish actress, in
for her first pic role in Sheldon
Reynolds’ “Foreign Intrigue” (UA).
She plays opposite Robert Mitchum
and French actress Genevieve
Page.
Last year’s record of 224,000

be well hiked.

Haxe

production talent for New
to King’s Theatre, Glasgow, in up
in Las Vegas.
“Three Times A Day,” new farce Frontier Hotel Coordinating
Com*
Hollywood
Lawrence
by Vernon Sylvaine and
•
Shows enterCamp
mittee-USO
Huntington.
the National Guard
Pianist Bill McGuffie set for tained in
annual L. A. USO
vaude date at Empire, Glasgow, Armory at

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

wood

Mary Pickford

.

Visit

with sub-

by Preston Sturges, to the

American

•

.

Marcel Piagnol showing his cut
copy of “Lettres De Mon Moulin”
(Letters

'

...

Jean Marais add Kerima to
Yugoslavia to start the Francopic,
Italo - Germano - Yugoslav
“GUbbiah.” In same pic is Italo
actress Delia Seala.

titles

By

Hollywood
A. E, Matthews skedded for from Famous Artists*
Edinburgh Lyceum in “The Manor office to Paris.
into
checked
O’Curran
Charles
of Northstead,”
Kenneth McKellar, Scot singer; Cedars* of Lebanon for treatment
out of “Five-Past Eight, revue at of a strep’ throat.
Guy Mitchell leaves for England,
Glasgow Alhambra due to throat
next* week to fill engagement at
infection*
Palladium.
London
Robert Wilson# leading Auld
Jean Hersholt hosted a luncheon
Lang Syne tenor, pacted to-join
MogensJWeith, Danish
introduce
to
revue
Glasgow
at
Tom Arnold's
^
actor, to Hollywood.
Empire in December.
Sammy Lewis in town to round
and Ralph Lynn
Robertson

'

comedian-actor,
Terry-Thomas,
exited from cast of farce “Room
last, week by Rep. William H.
for Two” at Empire, Edinburgh,
(R<, Kas.),
for eye operation. He was replaced Avery
Editorial from the Los Angeles
by Arthur Lane.
praising
July
of
5,
Express
Thursday (14) for “Hit The Deck,”
George Murphy for his fight
pic in which she is starred.
against Communism in the film inLaurence Harvey, star .of the
Vienna
dustry and for other activities
Venice prize-winning “Romeo and
helpful to the industry, was placed
By Emil W. Maass
Juliet;,”, signed to join Alec Guin(Grossc Schiffgasse 1 A;
in the Congressional Record last
ness and Claire Bloom in London
week by Rep. Joseph F. Holt (R.»
45 0 45)
Films’ production of “Arms and
Tel.
the Man” for Columbia release.
Hans Leo Reich of Chicago Calif.) .
(Vienna hour radio producer) on

.

.

(

Miller, ih London on last
stage of her European swing, did
a personal at the Empire last

its solid success here
original version, will be
into French for general

distrib.

at the after
’major surgery.
of party
Laha Turner and Lex Barker
making cafe rounds after being head for Acapulco vacash July 25 .
entertained at hotel’s La Ronde
United Jewish Welfare Fund to
Club. Group returned to N.Y.- on date has contributions? totalling
new “Golden .Falcon” liner.
$528,264.
Judy Lewis, Loretta Young's 19year-old, got herself an agent for
'
a film career.
transferred
Bernheim
Alain
Gordon Irving

many

Ann

Road), after
in

;

headquartered

one of guests of Fountalnbleau, with

.

to

Room.

Miss

weekend

*

bill, Is in the cur*
rent cabaret lineup at the Savoy.
Yana, current cabaret topper at
the Pigalle, Plcadilly, inked for a
five-year film deal by Warwick
Productions.
Richard Todd planed to Canada
last Tuesday (19) to attend opening
of “The Dam Busters” in Toronto,
Montreal and Ottawa.
work.
Milton Rackmil, Universal-International topper, in for a few days
for
confabs with Douglas Granville,
Paris
the company’s British rep.
By Gene Moskowltz
Lipton, Metopera singer,
Martha
(28 Rue Huchette Odeon, 49-44)
here for the annual Welsh EistedIrene Dunne in on her annual fodd, lost jewelry valued at $3,000
European. looksee with hubby.
when her apartment was burgled.
French tele mounted more than
Tony Bennett, who opened a
5Q full-length plays this season.
provincial tour last Monday (18)
Rose Tobias, ex-press flack for in Glasgow, met the press on his
troupe
the
“Porgy And Bess,” left
arrival in London last Wednesday
to head back to the U.S. to resume (13).
work for CBS.
Janet Leigh, signed by Warwick
Bob Weiss off to Monte Carlo for for a co-starring role opposite Vi<>
a vacation after doing Switzerland, tor Mature for “Safari,” hopes to
chores
England and Germany in his
be in London for British preem of
as Capitol Records rep on the Con- “My Sister Eileen.”

'

George and Mary Amato vacationing in Alaska for three weeks.
The Cats and A Kitten dOiriga
big job at Tod McClosky’s Frontier'

for

week.

-

:

Records*

.

•
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stint at

Billie

blehead

Burke, at Lee Falk’s Mar-

Summer

new book to be
On Your Nose.”

a

Theatre, writing
called

By

Bill Steif

Paramount exec Earl Long used
“Powder two gimmicks to kick off “Mister.

Roberts” run at the St. Francis
here. He began screening film at
7:30 a.m. Friday (15), ran' shows
Chicago
continuously until 4 a.m. following
Ray Rolger in for a round of day, and served coffee and doughhuddles relating to his candy biz. nuts to early and late audiences.
Pre-sehool blind children were
Herb Shriner here this week for
National Assn, of Music Merchants filmed here last week for a number
of episodes in Variety Club Interconclave.
Jazzman Max Miller opened his national’s new picture, “The Heart
own jazz emporium on N. Clark of Show Business.” The film, produced by Ralph Staub of Columbia
St. Monday (18).
Deejay Howard Miller is assem- Pictures, shows the welfare activibling a package for a Chicago the- ties of the 34 U.S, Variety Club
atre appearance beginning Aug. 19. tents.
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Hob, with the aid of his partner,
Norton,, convinced the Board
of Transportation of its feasibility.
studio the over-theAt the
river visitors witnessed the filming
of a scene from “Patterns” and
then adjourned to Cooky’s, a local
eatery. Here the natives ogled the
foreigners, and the stars of the

WB

film,

who have been by

this tiijte
by the local citlzw^,
with, the. .butlahdex$. ,#an
Beatrice Straight', Eyerptt
>

accepted

mingled

:

;

,,

Kay

•

’

-
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"Summertime” junket to Venice.
The subway idea was suggested and

MARRIAGES

agent and instructor for Local 77,
American Federation of Musicians,
Ilona Massey to Donald ST Dawdied July 9 In Camden, N. J. A
former member of the brass section son, Juarez, Mex., July 14. Bride
of the Alex Bartha and Herby is an actress.
Virginia Dew to Albert Simone,
Wood orchestras, he was a staff
Dallas, July 16. Bride is a vocalist.
musician, at radio station WIP.
- GEORGE L. LLOYD
Mary Hilpl to Charles Gindhart,
WILLIAM H. HEAGNEY
His wife and two sons survive.
Philadelphia, July- 16. He’s news
George L. Lloyd, 62, former
William H. Heagney, .73, comcameraman at WCAU-TV,
Decca Records board member, died poser^- author and director as-well
IVA
HOLMES
Barbara. Cowley to David GoldJuly 15 in JPeekskill, N.Y.
as a onetime vaiude and radio perIva Holmes, former Vaudeville ing, Los Angeles/ July 14; He’s adDetails in Music Section,
former, died July 14 in Queens
actress, died July 9 in, Hbllywood; pun director for Samuel Goldwyn
Village, L. I., after a brief illness.
«
During her stage career she was a Productions.
DONALD CAMERON
Born in Clinton, Mass., he toured
& Vicki Cottle to Dori Nagel, San
Donald Cameron, 66, former New England with his own band member of the team of Holmes
- Hollister.
screen
He’s
a
July
16.
Fernando,
West
CornJuly
11
in
died
actor,
before coming to New York as a
A brother survives.
Bctor*
Before retiring in staff composer for several music
wall, Conn.
Betty Lawford to Barry Bucha1945, he apeared on Broadway and publishing houses.
New York, July 14. Bride’s
nan,
silent
man
in
was also a leading
Fred C« Grant, 77, who built and
Heagney, who wrote such tunes
an actress; ,.he’s an ad agency exec.
films.
original
of
Was
the
Berowner
Moon!']
as “Roll Along, Kentucky
Cameron made his first profes- and “Tipperary Rose,” also was trand Island amusement park at
sional appearance as a bit player musical director of. light opera Lake Hopatcong, N.J., died July
in, a 1913 production of VElectra,” companies for several seasons. .For 17 in Dover,
Surviving are
presented by Margaret Anglin’s a time he trouped in vaude as' pi- his wife, two sons, a daughter and
Mr. and Mrs. * Elliot Wax, son,
company in Berkeley, Cal. He later ano accompanist for various acts, a brother.
June 30, New York. Father is with
j
making
his
Broadway
east
headed
his other song credits are
Among
William Morris Agency. *
the
debut in “The Taming, of Shrew.’* “Ev’ry Little While,” “Bell of HaSilvester Schieder, 71, Viennese
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Holbrook, son,
Cameron played with Miss Ang- waii” and “Moon Over London.” composer,
died of a heart attack New York, July 2. Father is CBS
lin’s company for'three years, dur- He was a longtime ASCAP memJuly 8 in Vienna. A board mem- Radio actor on “Brighter Day.”
ing which time he became her ber.
ber of the Austrian Society of AuMr. and Mrs. William Erwin,
leading man.
and
a thors, Composers and Publishers, son, New York, July 10. Father is
two
sons
Surviving
are
During the early ’20s he aphe had also been staff musician an actor.
peared in such shows as “The daughter.
with the state opera and PhilharMr. and Mrs. Mike Levee Jr.,
Bubble,” “Wake Up, Jonathan,”
monic orchestra.
daughter, Holly wood, July 13. FaVINCENT R. McFAUL
“Dreams for Sale,” “Dice of the
ther is a veepee at MCA.
manGods,” “Brook,” “Queen Victoria”
Vincent R. McFaul, general
Mr. and Mrs. John Ziccarelli,
Son, 15, of Slocum (Buzz) Chapin,
and “The Bride.” He also 'acted ager of Shea <Loew) theatres in
son, Pittsburgh,- July 7. Father’s
with Eva Le Qallienne’s Reper- Buffalo, died tHOre July 16 after v.p. in charge of sales at ABC-TV,
Walter Gable orch at Ankara;
with
tory Theatre in N. Y. at various a long illness. Entering show busi- was killed July 11 in an avalanche
\ Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Wood, son,
times. In 1939 he was seen in ness in 1900 as checkroom boy for near Banff, Alberta, that took the
Father’s a
Pittsburgh,. July 5.
1
production
of the late Mike Shea, he rose to man- lives of six other American youths.
Maurice Evans
newscaster oh radio and tv.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Brown, Jr.,
Widow of Frederick Dahnken, a daughter, Pittsburgh, July 8. Fafounder Of the T. & D. theatre cir- ther’s a former manager for WB
In Loving Memory of My Dear
cuit, a California loop, died July and the son of ex-theatre owner
'
9 in San Francisco. Daughter, son in Pitt.
(IBEE) PULASKI
and four sisters survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Rea, daughFather’s
ter, Pittsburgh, July 5.
(1883-1948)
Abraham Freeman, 76/ a stage with Price-Price agency andanda
LIL
Ralph
Kiner
partner
with
electrician in the Shubert Theatres
in a Pitt
in Chicago for over- 50 years, died sportscaster Bob Prince

Hefiin,
Sloane,

;

writer, Rod- Serling, .di;

Fielder- Cook, producers
Michael Myerberg and Jed Harris,

rector

and cameraman Boris Kaufman
played musical chairs in a courseby-course switch among the luncheon guests.
Shortly after 2 p.m. the picture
people went back to work, and the
visitors prepared for the return
journey. The private three-car sub.

way

which had been parked

train,

at a siding, rolled into the station.

The junketeers boarded and

re-

turned non-stop to City Hall. The
last cigarette was stamped, out as
they disembarked^ They waited patiently on the. station platform. An
ordinary local pulled in, They
boarded sadly for the familiar trip
back to Times Square, mingling
with mortals who perhaps, will
never know what joy a subway ride
can be.
.

—A

Hilary Biz
’Continued from page"!

or instrumentalist can work for
groups of a few people or for the

Whether

entire plane.*

siffger

ai

should work in the lounge to the
“Hamlet” and in 1941-42 was in agership of Shea operations and last week in Chicago. Surviving restaurant.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gilbert, rear of the plane or to, small groups
the Chicago company of “My ultimately to head the Shea-Para- are his daughter and sister.
daughter, New York, July 5. Par- in' the main- compartment of the
Eileen.”
Sister
mount-Loew Buffalo exhibition
ents are magicians Sandy & George plane, is likely to depend on the
unit.
Benjamin C. Hoffner, 80, former Gilbert.
composition of the crowd. WorkJACOB BIBEN
Following Shea’s death, McFaul musician with the Roy Bargy and
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Lloyd, son. ing sans mike, the singer can enJacob Biben, 44, D.C. theatrical became general manager and con- Fred Seymour orchestras,
died in Philadelphia, July 10. Father is tertain for a few people and stay
agent, died July 12 in Washington. tinued with Loew when the ParaToledo, O., July 12: Wife and two physical theatre editor of the Moaway from passengers who would
He had been planning to go to a mount-Loew association termi- sons
survive.
tion Picture Exhibitor.
like some shut-eye.
Pennsylvania sanitorium for his nated. He was a familiar figure td
Mr. and Mrs; Carl Hoffman, son,
health.
vaude performers during the twoGirls Against Girls
Rose Alger, 84, onetime musical Omaha, July i0. Father is manA native of Philadelphia, Biben a-day regime and was one of .the comedy
Another set of problems that
player under the name of ager of the Omaha Theatre.and his brother, Harry, operated a country’s top exhibitors up to a
with
such a venture is
arise
Mr. and Mrs, Gregory Walcott,
theatrical agency in that city until half-dozen years ago when illness Rose Stahl, died July 16 in' Flushdaughter, Hollywood, July 7. Fa- whether the singer should be
ing, L. I.
19 years ago when Jacob Biben curtailed his activities.
prettier
the hostesses In such
than
ther is a film actor.
went to Washington and opened
Surviving are his second wife
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Friendly Jr., an event,, the vocalists would
Adolf Beliak, 69, Austrian dithe Biben Theatrical Agency. His and stepchildren,
since the level
be
dazzlers,
rector for Gloria Films, died June daughter, *New York, July 15. Fa- have to
brother still operates the Philain tv packaging of pulchritude for hostesses is
ther is
.

,

•

,

'

*

.

.

delphia agency.
Biben, who once
Atlas
Theatre in

Bom

managed

jthe

northeastern
Washington, emceed at various
military post camp shows, and
provided talent for the USQ,
parties, dinners, conventions, eta
Surviving are a son, daughter,
mother, sister and brother.

.

24 in Vienna.
in Budapest,'
ALIS FOSTER
Alls Foster, 20, top blade artist he began his career as an actor
as an ice show
Arthur A. Kempton, district
performer at the age of seven, died
of cancer July 14 in Jackson manager fol? the Louis Long TheaHeights, N, Y., after a three ters in Safford, Ariz., died July 11
months’ illness. ..She toured the in Phipehix,

who made her debut

.

partner
firm of Barry, Enright & Friendly.
Mr. ahd‘ Mrs. Martin- Quigley
Jr., daughter, New York, July 11.
Father is editor of Motion Picture
Herald.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert £chuler,
son, Bermuda, July 4; Mother is
Patrice Muhsel, Metopera singer.
Mr., and Mrs; Walter Kohner,
daughter, Los Angeles, July 6.
Father is a Hollywood agent. /
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Cirker, son,
New York', July 3. Mother is former

U. S. and. South America and frequently appeared in ice shows at
Juan N. Huerta, 58, drama critic
the Hotel New Yorker, N. Y.
for El Universal, Mexico City daily,
Surviving are her father, stage was killed there July 3 in an,
HAL BENSON
Hal Benson, 32, Memphis and and tv actor Donald Foster; a sis- Auto accideht. His wife survives.
mid-South radio exec and an- ter, Patti; also an ice skater and
nouncer, died of a heart attack an actress; and her mother,
George Bf. Mann, 68, concert piactress Lenore DeKoven; father’s
July 6 in New .Orleans, while mowanist, was found dead July 9, in
a stage director.
ing the lawn of his hopie. A native
-MARTIN JACKSON
Philadelphia. He was believed to
of Havana; he attended NorthwestMartin Jackson, 82, costume de- have-died of natural causes.
ern Radio Institute and later signer, died July 10 in Hollywood
William E m Ainsworth, 50, manChartered
ager of concessions for the Robins
Amusement Co., died June 28 in
Continued from page Z
IN MEMORY
Warren, O,
railroad system and “what better
Mrs. Beatrice Henrlcl, 82, who way could there be to dramatize
performed as a magician in the the fact than by showing that the
“Good Night Sw««f Princ*”
U.S.
and abroad during ’her' youth, subway can do what any railroad
July 19. 1952
died. July 2 in Columbus, O. A can do?
Son survives.
That’s how some 50 newspaper
-

.

1

Subway

—

CHARLES WARBURTpN

oined WDSU, New Orleans, Subequently, he went to WMPS,
Memphis ABC affiliate, as special
tvents announcer and sports relorter.

Benson -helped create radio hisory in Memphis in 1949 by bringmicrophones for the
ng
irst time into a Federal Court
oom to pick up testimony of a
He left
Congressional hearing.
VMPS to head up operation of

WMPS

VMPA, an Aberdeen,

after a long illness. In the earl
1900’s he was ch|jef costume de
signer for legit producer Charle
Cochran, in London. Later h
founded the Laguna Bedch (Cal

Art

Gallery and exhibited hi
paintings throughout the country
Surviving are two daughters an
two sons-in-law; Phil Singer o
National Radio Spots, and Si
Solow of Consolidated Film 1b
;

dustries.

Miss., indie,

the time of his death he was
STANLEY L. PRICE
e ;.
nanaging KTIB, Thobodaux, La.
L. Price^ 55, actor,
Surviving are his wife, four of a heart attack July 13 in E
hildren, his mother and a brother. wood. , Ho was the original
in “Abie’s Irish Rose” on B
way, playing the part in 1.100
JOSEPH H. JACKSON
formances.
He also portrayed Judas in
Joseph Henry Jackson, 60, library editor of the San- Francisco Pilgrimage Play” for several
hronicle for 25 years and a na- sons in California. His last as
it

.

.

onally known radio book c '_ /»,
jvas to Cecil B. DeM
The Ten Commandments” at
ied of a cerebral hemorrhage July
amount.
5 in that city. He was stricken
studio in
His wife, former actress Fr
ay before at the
‘
le midst of taping a. two-minute Severens, a son and a
ook review for NBC’s weekend Survive.
Monitor.”.
After coming to San Francisco In
920 to work in the advertising
Alexander Black, -65, chief sour
eld, he later became literary edi- engineer in charge of
newsre
)r of the San Francisco Argonaut and
field 'equipment for Par
nd in 1930 joined the Chronicle’s mount News, died July 6 in Ne
From York. Joining Paramount in 192
:aff in a similar capacity.
924 to 1942 he did a weekly
he participated In the change fro:
ooks broadcast, aerogram which silent to sound film.
?mained unsponsored at his reHis wife survives.

KNBC

Alexander black

NBC

uest.

.
.

Surviving are his
aughter.

wife

and a

and magazine writers.' several of
Mother, 80, of film actor Dan them veterans of junkets to IstanDuryea, died July 5 in White bul, Venice and Alaska, found
Plaifis, N. Y. Surviving,' also are themselves on a private subway
mother son and a sister.
train Wednesday (13). Destination:
Avenue M, Brooklyn, N. Y. They
Horace Kepney, 65, British muboarded the train at City Hall stasic hall and radio comedian and
tion after appropriate godspeed
onetime partner of Charlie Chapwishes from City Council President
lin, died July 2 in Cork, Ireland.

very high, at this point. Eventually, if the idea is successful, perhaps singers could be trained to
be hostesses or vice Versa. After
all, it used to. be that the airlines
attendants had to be graduate
nurses/. Thus the girls could ultimately double in another capacity.

Miss Hayes, accompanied on the
guitar

by.

Chuck Cantania,

inci-

dentally, Is a looker whose ability
to sing was evident despite the
low-fidelity. mike. Once she started
piping, the traveler was never
cognizant of plane noises.

Right now, the Golden Falcon is
the
glamor-baby
of
Eastern’s
planes.
Cutting more than a
half-hour from the present flying
time, the line may seek to further
glamorize the operation with, a
regular entertainment policy. William Morriset, an Eastern veepee;
'

and James Durkin, of the lines
publicity staff, will undoubtedly
a lot of recommendations with
Eastern’s prexy Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker.- The glamor even went
as far as the pilot, Capt Dick Merrill, who does a. lot of the important
runs.
He’s the husband of former filmster Toby Wing.
file

Of course, flying time is a facas the time is cut, need for
outside activity, meals, etc., will
The purpose of Hie journey, a diminish. But at this point, there
Maj. George W. Landers, 95, said
to be oldest active bandmaster in jaunt of about 30 minutes, was to is still enough flight to justify exPassenthe U. S., died July 4 in Des visit Warner Bros.’ Brooklyn stu- tracurricular activities.
dio, where Jed Harris and Michael gers who will take the nightclub
Moines.
Myerberg are converting Rod Ser- flights will undoubtedly book the
Mary Melsa, 95, former grand ling’s tv drama, “Patterns,” to the ride knowing that they’ll be ballopera singer, died July 17 in Bue- screen for United Artists release. ing in midair and therefore no
nos Aires.
Consequently, there can
For the ’trip into the unknown, the sleep.
travelers were armed with a -Brit- conceivably be a congenial enterMother of Herb Spencer, Daily ish Overseas Airways bag, a map tainment-hungry
crowd
aboard
Variety advertising staffer, died of Brooklyn, a Dodgers Year Book, who will go for a lot of drinks beJuly 12 in Hollywood.
The gross of the
and several ounces of Three-Staf fore landing.
drinks may not justify the cost o£
Grandmother, 90, of Wendell B. Hennessey to prevent “nausea” the entertainer, some
of whom may
Campbell, a CBS v.p., died Jfily 9 while crossing the river.
even work for the passage insurroundings
The
were
familiar,
in Cincinnati.
but to old-line vets of subway wars volved, but the glamor engendered
by this flight may benefit the enMother, 68, of Billy Shaw, head and sardine jokes the atmosphere
tire
line.
Besides,
theatrical
of Shaw Artists, died July 11 in had an Elysian quality. There was
no pushing, no shoving, no strap- trade constitutes an important
New York.
part
of
a line’s revenue and use
hangers. There were seats to spare.
tor,

'

Abe

Stark.

A1

Father of film producer Maxwell The “no smoking” bar was down. of entertainment may be one way
Shane, died July 6 in. Holly wood And beer was served. Could this of cornering that market. It could
also bring in a lot of textile
inbe N.fcY.’s subway?
Opener of ne.w vistas in junket- dustry trade since the Seventh
A
Serra Mourg, 71, Portuguese comvenuers are important nitery deCondon,
the
pubNorton
&
ing is
poser, died recently in Lisbon.
votees and tend to go where
thefirm handling “Patterns” for
Also a bandleader, he was a writer licity
UA. It started as a gag with some- atrical personalities gather.
of light music for revues.
If these things work out,
the
one asking Bob Condon how he
liners will leave the problem
of
Edgar J.' Coons. 80, former mo- was going to outdo his brother, application of.
the 20% cabaret tax
LITARIG L. DORIA
UA’s European publicity
tion picture set director, died July Dick,
Litario Leo Doria, 37, business 1 in Hollywood. His wife survives. chief, and the man behind the to their legal departments. Jose.
after a long illness.
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ABC-TVs
Accented by
.

O’Neil;

motion

its

First

new

By GEORGE ROSEN

pictures' will

management,

Thomas

O'Neil* General Teleradio topper,
said in N.Y. yesterday (Tues.).
General Tire
Rubber Co., of
which Teleradio is a Subsidiary,
assumed control of the film company. from Howard Hughes (25).
Production will continue with
O'Neil possibly launching his own
production program. Distribution
organization, domestic and foreign,

'$64,000 Question’s’

47,560,000 Viewers

Phenomenal rating rise of
“$64,000 Question" is further veriARB national ratings, where the show grabbed off
first place with the record sum
mer rating of 52.3. ARB calcu
lates the show (July 12, the night
the Bible-totin’
stopped at $32,000) hit a total of
remains intact.
16.630.000 homes and 47,560,000
O’Neil admitted he originally viewers. '
intended to buy only the RKO
“Questions" toppled “I Love
film library, but had discovered Lucy” out of first place.
“Lucy"
that this couldn't be done without ijad topped 'em all' in June with a
taking over the entire corporation. 45.0 score.
Subsequent study, he said, sold
him on theatre features.
O'Neil is now board chairman.
His chief exec aides, including
Jack Poor, exec v.p. of General
Teleradio, informed O'Neil—with
the reporters looking on— of this
fact and that three Hughes board
members had resigned. They were
Hughes, Noah Dietrich and E. D.
Simpsons Poor was elected to the

&

fied in the July

grandmother

•

Week May Boost

board with O’Neil.
O'Neil revdaled that Charles L.
Glett, formerly with Paramount,
Selznick, United Artists, etc., is

CENTS

TV Comes Next

;

theatrical

25

$1,

Production and distribution of

take full precedence in the operations of RKO Radio Pictures under
•

Slnclo copies. 25 cents,
act of march 3, 1879.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

O’seas Pic-Making

Concession of a five-day week
taking charge of studio operations alone would boost per-picture negative
cost in Hollywood by about
(Continued on page 127)
20%, a studio labor rep said fn
N.Y. Monday (25). He added that,
meeting the unions’ wage demands,
Theatre League Seeks
would bring that percentage up
Ease of 'Discriminatory' another considerable notch.
Five-day work week is one of
the demands of the IATSE in its
Tax on Show Biz Income forthcoming
negotiations for a new
Washington, July 26.
labor contract in Hollywood. Added
Talent and self-employed in legit cost of a five-day week has been
and other branches of show biz are estimated at as much as $40,000,000
being discriminated against under tp $50,000,000 a year. If a wage
ekisting tax laws, unable to set boost were to be granted in adaside savings for a retirement pro- dition, a top industry exec said
gram.
That view has been pre- the figure would go a lot higher.
sented to the House Ways and
Any sharp rise in production
Means Committee, where all Fed- costs as the result of upped labor
eral tax legislation originates.
costs
is
seen cuing intensified
Herman N. Levin, president of studio flirtation with making films
the League of N. Y. Theatres and abroad where, while expenses are
of the National Assn, of the Legiti- up compared with a few years ago,
mate Theatre Inc., called upon Con- it’s still a lot cheaper to make pix
gress to correct the situation by than in Hollywood. Same tendency
passing two bills introduced in in recent years has brought several
January. He addressed his letter to warnings from the unions against
Rep. Jere Cooper, committee chair- “runaway” production.
man.
Company toppers in N.Y. were
Letter, which was presented to briefed on the union’s ideas for a
the committee by Ralph E. Becker, new contract, and their economic
(Continued on page 127)
(Continued on page 125)

Television this fall moves into
the most extravagant era of its
fabulous infancy. The talent-production nut alone on network programming may hit the incredible
figure of $500,000,000, a figure so
staggering to the Imagination that
.only a breakdown of its multiple
facets can illustrate its full economic implications and why it
now costs a coast-to-coast sponsor
an average of $3,000,000 to bankroll a half-hour tv network show.
Since
practically
every performer, producer, director, et al
involved in major league tv pro-

gramming works though an

agent,
the half-billion dollar talent-production rap pn tap for the .upcoming semester means that an ap-

proximate $50,000,000. in commissions will be channeled into talent agency coffers.
Only a few
short seasons back that $50,000,000
alone (or

10%

of the ’55-’56 figj.ure) Was sufficient to defray the
cost of all tv * network programming so meteoric has been the
rise in talent and show costs.

In terms of single performers,
the contract negotiated by Victor
Borge for his brace of one-man
shows on CBS-TV perhaps best reflects the kind of money being
kicked around in the three-way

between NBC, Columbia and
(Continued on page 100)

Jack To Eva
Eva Marie Saint

moving

place the remaining 15 in syndication via its
Film Syndication
subsidiary.
Deal, which involves
several
Alec Guinness starrers and such
b.o. winners as “Red Shoes” and
“Tight Little Island," represents a
calculated risk by the network.

ABC

Miss Jones' funeral today.
The Margo Jones Theatre '55
reopen in November for a 30- Web has fashioned the Sunday
week season, with associate di- night 90-minute show as a spot
rector Ramsey Burch named acting carrier, and if it sold out all nine
spots per show (ranging in price
managing director.

from $13,500 to $9,450 each, depending on frequency
it could

Irving Berlin’s 2
Soldier

Shows As

Ford Spectacular
A CBS video spectacular, framed
around a cavalcade of Irving Berlin’s Army camp shows of the first
and second World Wars, is now in
the hopper for Ford bankrolling.
Berlin will appear on the show to
tell how he wrote “Yip-Yip Yaphank,” his World War I soldier
show, and “This Is The Army,"
legit-film hit of the last war.
Although some current young

crooner, possibly Eddie Fisher, will
the fiscal and specially privileged probably play the part of Berlin
bigtime, largely as a result of her as a young man, the songwriter will
Oscar-winning performance in the himself deliver two numbers on
Sam Spiegel-Columbia produc- the spec, “Oh, How I Hate To Get
tion of “On the Waterfront" last Up In The Morning," frorp- the
year.
Miss Saint, who had been “Yaphank” show, and “God Bless
plucked from television, was paid America,” also written when Berlin
$7,500 for her “Waterfront” work. was serving in Camp Upton in 1917
Now, she’s demanding, and will but not used at that time. It didn’t
receive, $50,000 from Paramount” come to public attention until
for a role in “King of Hearts,” to World War II.
be adapted from the legiter with
There will be no fee for Berlin
Bob Hope in the male lead. Fur- but a substantial donation by Ford
ther, Par has contractually com- will be made to the “God Bless
plied with Miss Saint’s insistence America” Foundation for Boy and
(Continued on page 125)
(Continued on page 100)
is

tures for its Sunday 7:30 to 9 feature showcasing with, which to
buck “Toast of the Town"- and to

will

battle

Oscar Means

into

realize a potential weekly revenue
of
nearly $100,000, more than

double the average $45,700 it paid
for each pic.
With the 20-20-12
repeat pattern it's planning (20
f irstruns, *20 repeats and 12 sec•

ond repeats, as was

this

fl

(Starts

SEASON)

on Page 28)

year's

pattern
with
“Disneyland”),
it
could come out way ahead.
On
the other hand, with the tough
competition of “Toast" and the
fact that British films are notoriously tough to sell in syndication,

(Continued on page 120)

Phony

Bullfight

Drawing Big

in

Show
Midwest;

No ASPCA for Matadors
Omaha, July 26.
Newest outdoor show biz idea to
strike the middle west is “Fiesta
Brava,” a production by Mike McGaw that features an exhibition
bullfight.
Although the critics
haven't been too kind, the unit is
marking up big grosses. Denver
(14-16),
Omaha (19-20), Lincoln
(21)

all

produced

turnouts.

Show

money-making
is

barreling

through Missouri this week as
heads eastward.
Bullfight

is

it

staged in a portable,

8-foot-tall steel arena and lasts
around 15 minutes before the matadors place the white handker-

ANNUAL
nnmrvFtir
RAMI) TPI
FVIC1rmi Tn ph mi dpmtihii _
nJtillU"
m hmaa V Am! tUH- 1 V rlLM KLVILW
nd PREVIEW
10th

(1955-1956

in

,

rector, who died last Sunday (24)
That was
after a brief illness.
voted today (Tues.) by the board
of trustees. .The theatre will finish
its scheduled season of two more
new plays, but last night’s (Mon.)
premiere of “Cold Christmas" was
cancelled to permit the cast and
staff to serve- as pallbearers for

N

—

films-to-television deal

which a network has purchased a
complete feature package for dual
use on the network and in syndication
wrapped up yesterday
To Honor Margo Jones (Tues.) was
between ABC-TV Rnd the
Dallas, July 26.
J. Arthur Rank organization, with
Theatre ’55 will be renamed the the network buying five-year rights
Margo Jones Theatre '55' in honor to 35 films for a total of $1,600,000.
of its founder and managing di- Web plans to use 20 of the 35 pic-

Rename Theatre ’55

Wednesday* July 27 * 1955
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Talent salaries in Las Vegas are as much out-Qf-thls-world
as the oasis itself, which looms like a huge mirage for all its
splendor. Because of the “you still don’t believe it” atmosphere,
that is the very essence of Vegas* so people come back ahd again.
Salzburg, July 19,
-f
BIDS FOR PEER-WOW]
Salzburg awakes once a year as
the annual festival time rolls
isjeamcity
the
Currently
around
Response to Vicki BeneVs Plea For
Nobility Terrific
ing with tourists and musical
MuSalzburg
the
since
celebrities
London, July 26.
sic Festival is set to open Sunday
(24) with the perennial favorite,
This Is the story of Vicki Behet,
The who before her departure for Lon(Everyman).
“Jedermann”
first (and biggest), musical event don, let. Slip to reporters that she
will be the preem of the newly would like to pick up a genuine,
staged Mozart opera, “The Magic live peer for her American tv proFlute,” directed by Herbert Graf, gram. On her arrival at the airGraf, port, there Was a battery of 25
of Vienna and the Met.
conductor Georg Solti and de- photogs waiting..Miss Benet thought
currently
Kokoschka
signer. Oskar
they must be Waiting for a British
occupy the Festival House prepar- stage and screen actress, who was
older reasons
ing for the event.
a fellow passenger. She was wrong, ONE 6f the
FOR THE 23.6 RATING ON
At the same time, the director natch!
on
working
is
Oscar Fritz Schuh
By the time she had reached her
two important fest operas, Mozart's hotel, word had got around high
“So You Want to Lead a 'Band”
“Flight From the Seraglio” (Die society circles that the selected
CBS-TV Show
(Continued bn page 125)
peer could earn as much. as $1,000
Current Columbia Record
“BANJO’S BACJK IN TOWN”
a week and there was, in consequence, a line of applicants. Some
called, others telephoned and quite
Biz
Phases of
a few sent in written applications.

Japanese Occupation yen,
befuddled ave#hlng and
everybody connected with' the gambling capital of the world—
and the plush, casinos
Monte
Carlo
which It is, for Vegas makes
of the Riviera and Brittany look like road company, pennyante games.

If Yankee dollars seem cheaper than
tthe phantasmagoria has beclouded and

1

All of %hich is a detour to the Vegas salary structure and
“Mr* keepers” Couldn’t
specifically to television’s Wally Cox.

get a peep out x>f the gambling -tent-followers and was canNoel Coward, who accepted a Vegas booking with incelled.
credulousness that anybody. was worth $20,000 or $30,000 or
more as a week’s wages for entertainment, was able to ^ing the
right lullabies for tired crapshooters and Tallulah' Bankhead's
sex-shill got by fine, but Peepers was for weepers.
'

unpleasant debate has been conducted ever since in the
Cox is in the embarrassing position of being
Bred for not making good; the boss of the Dtiries Hotel, A1
alleges
that Cox and his manager; Gloria, Safler,
Gottesmann,
cheated in not Spending for a new routine; the actor’s union
refuses to concede that a promise ot new. material was paVt of
the contract; Plainly thfere are two sides. If Mr. Peepers with
his underplayed style, "fine for television (and okay for intime
boites like the Blue Angel, New Yfltk) was misguided in taking
the booking so was the Dunes Hotel, which had just opened, in
making the deal. . Nor is this the first time that a las Vegas
’Spot, crazy, for talent attractions, has been disappointed. This
is just the most publicized Incident.

An

SAMMY KAYE’S

.

AH

Show

About 50

Stage a Coin Comeback
In ’54, U.S. Study

Shows

Washington, JUly 26.

-The extent to which the broadcasting industry has taken over the
No. 1 spot in U. S. entertainment
is sharply demonstrated in figures
compiled by the U. S. Department
of Commerce on 1954 consumer
spending.

The American public spent an
alltime high of $24204,000,000 for
the purchase of radio and TV receivers, records and musical instruments, which was close to twice
the $1,275,000,000 worth of motion
picture theatre tickets bought last

year.

Americans spent another $600,000,000—almost half as
much as went for motion picture

In

addition,

etc. have applied for the job. Final
choice Will be made before Miss
Benet returns to U.S.
One applicant based his claim
to the job by declaring himself to
be the illegitimate son of a duke.
Another declared that while he had
no noble handle to his name, he
was sb distinguished looking that
all his friends called him “the
Rabbi.”
Miss Benet insists that her
search for a peer is not a gimmick.
But the press here 'has inevitably
treated the search as a stunt, with
the result that she has collared
more press space than most top
stage and screen celebs.
While here, Miss Benet is filling
the cabaret top spot at the Savoy'
Hotel.

tickets-—just for repair on their
radio and tv sets!
The film grosses Which has been
skidding since the 194.6' post war
peak did move upward in 1954,
bettering the 1955 figure by $48,000,000, but didn't get as high as

the 1952 total.
The live theatre also

Arlen’s 'Blues Opera’

Ready

to

,

viscounts,

earls,

lords,

Go on Road

& Bess’

With Torgy

Harold Arlen has. completed his
made some “Blues Opera,” and that becomes

Masons

by the James
(Pamela Kellino).

brought

Ed

Southbury, Conn., July 26.
Sullivan will do a legit acting

next .Week at Jack Quinn’s
Southbury Playhouse. He will
tackle the secondary role of 'the
syndicate publisher in “King of
stint

Hearts.” Television m.c.-producer’s
regular air show will remote from
the American Shakespeare Festival in Stratford on Aug. 7, the
date of his final performance at
the slrawhat here. This will entail
a motor escort from Stratford to
this village' and a late 10 p.m.
show in order to work in the double assignment.
Quinn is reportedly paying off
the columnist in cattle for his
farm.

Now on

four-month tour in
South America, haVing played Rio
die Janeiro and Sao Paulo, with
Montevideo and Buenos Aires to
follow, when “Porgy” continues
playing dates up the west coast of
South America that will probably
be about the, time that it will alternate with* “Blues Opera.”
Work is a rewrite and elaboraof Arlen-Johnny Mercer’s
tion
previous “St. Louis Woman,” utilizing the same Arne BontempsCountee Cullen book source and
a

Jerry Geisler, Cpast attorney, is
currently handling four of the libel
actions. ^Sammy Davis Jr. $3,500,000
action against Hush-Hush is the
and a $2,500,000 action
latest,
against Confidential in behalf of
Lizabeth Scott is also via Geisler.
David J. Libby, v mag writer, and

Just because a tv name has a Nielsen rating is not enough
excuse for an in-person. Cox quite obviously needed a. stronger
act and was ill-advised in not making sure he had a fighting
\
chance.

Eugene Tillinger editor, are codefendants In Davis’ action.
In a $1,000,000 suit filed previ-

borderline.

Television

smart to

RECALLS HECTIC H’WOOD
By ROBERT

DOWNING

“Elinor Glyn,” "blog by her
grandson, Anthony Glyn (Doubleis
the remarkable
day;
$4.50),
story of the English novelist who
gave the world “Three Weeks,”
and who brought “It” to the American films.

“a

Sam Goldwyn called
woman
versatile

name

Mrs. Glyn
.

YEAR

Film Co.

Form

Enclosed find check for $

VARIETY

Please send

To

for

(Pleat* Print

Ltd.,

in

London, for

a

pic travesty on her book entitled
“Pimple’s Three Weeks.” Because
her original, work was termed
"’salacious,” it was decided she was
not entitled to protection. Accord-

continued on page

years

100)

Josy Baker Vs. Winchell
KO’d For Non-Prosecution

,

Nama)

Street

Josephine Baker’s $400,000 suit
City

Walter Winchell, Hearst and
King Features was dismissed by
N. Y. Federal Judge John C. Knox

vs.

Zone .... State

.

.

Regular Subscription Rates

One Year—-$ 10.00
Canada and Foreign

—

Two Years—$Y 8.00
$1 Additional Per
.

Year

P^RIETY Inc.
151 West 46 th Street

New

York 36 . N. Y.

Their best answer may be Sophie Tucker. This Vet Comedienne probably works 14 or 15 carefully-selected spots per annum,
year4n, year-»out, and she p/obably has 14 or 15 different
salaries to conform to the character, location, capacity and
grossing potential of each spot. LoU Walters can’t pay as much
in Florida as he does in Nevada, and by the. same token he
can't pay as much at his Latin Quarter, on Broadway, as he does
in Florida.
And spots in Boston, Washington, Baltimore,
Minneapolis, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, et al. cari’t pay
as much as the LQ in N. Y. There is only one Copa and one
Chez Paree; one Las Vegas—but a lot of other niteries. which
Insure quite adequate gross annual income for all sorts of
talent.

Back
casino.

to

Vegas—the sand gets
now with

Especially

in the eyes of both sides of the
that $2 minimum what was

—

once okay (maybe) for a single-drink becomes a greater challenge to all concerned.
Abel,

4

-

.

:

Subscription Order

v

will

.

GOLDEN

entertainers contemplating saloon dates will bb
Vegas salary standards end at the Nevada

realize that

whose

.".

always figure in the hisof the film colony . synonyLeVeme tory
libretto adaptation.
mous with the discovery of sex apHutcherson, Leslie Scott and Irvpeal for the cinema.”
as
alternate
ing BaiTnes, who
In 1908, Mrs. Glyn starred in a
Porgy, and Martha Flowers and
London legit version of “Three
Ethel Ayler, the alternates in the
with Charles Bryant and
Weeks”
Bess roles, would have^the leads
C. Aubrey Smith. When the story
in “Blues Opera.”
was brought to the screen in 1924
by Metro, Aileen Pringle and Conrad Nagel played the leads under
7/27
CUnAlan CrOspanl's direction.
mentioned in Glyn’s book is a 1915
production done by Reliable Feature Film Corp., adapted and directed by Perry N. Vekroff).
“Three Weeks” was not Mrs.
JUBILEE
Glyn’s first brush with the cinema.
1905-1955
In 1915 she sued Western Feature

:

4

It might be said Willie Hammerstein used to run such risks
at the late lamented Victoria, on Broadway, predecessor of the
Palace, where every exonerated- gunmoll, Headline freak, or other
offbeat, personality, could command a curiosity draw, but Hammerstein (1) paid ’em in the hundreds; not tens of thousands,
and (2), after all, It was one week and. out. Unless a smash.

’ELINOR GLYN’ (BIOG)'

program.

'

'

is

each other’s names.

broiled in libel actions. Confidential, biggest of this mag cycle, now
has three multi-million dollar suits
going against it, while Hush-Hush
has one and Rave already has
agreed to pay up in a libel suit

•

To Be Dramatic Actor

**

.

,

plain enough. Talent must be more self-pro^
tective. And ditto the bookers for the casinos. It would cer-'
tainly not be td* difficult to get more accurate lowdown on
Actors and Las Vegas should stop being, dazzled by
talent.

The moral

Los Angeles, July i®.
The flock of expose mags, which
have hit the newsstand in the last
year or two with Sensational
articles about show biz and other
celebrities, are now deeply em-

comeback last year, with $211,- No. .2 In the repertory plans of ously for Robert Mitchum, Santa
000,000 passing over boxoffice win- Blevins Davis and Robert Breen Monica Superior Judge Orlando
dows for legit, opera and concerts who have been handling the inter- Rhodes granted Geisler’s motion to
(Continued on page 125)
national tours of “Porgy and Bess.”
the best in several years.
“Blues Opera” will utilize the
same cast as “Porgy,” and thus
give the personnel a continuing
Sullivan (It Says)

Ed

•

public prints. Wally

'Mr/ Julian

Eltinige

Gus Edwards Publishing Co. that on a number of occasions,
bought the first full page back- either because there was a deprescover advertisement in Variety on sion on, with Variety or with the
Jan. 20, 1906, a month after Sime United States, the Anni Edition
launched the paper with a 16-page appeared without green covers.
issue. This was also the first 20- Just wasn't enough business. This
pager. Founder Sime Silverman time for the Golden Jubilee we’re
was also starting to sell the green aiming, not surprisingly, at wearfrontcover for ads. Talent would ing a golden overcoat.
sometimes wack it Up four ways,
The original advertisers were
or mere. The green covers thus personal—actors, acrobats, musibecame, at the outset, the trade- cians. Their space tended to be
mark of this publication, and every small. William Morris was then a
year at the turn of the year, with vaude booker with half the houses
the In New York. He carried Variety’s
each Anniversary Edition,
green gets a revival. (Through the largest original standing ad.
years an occasional special midIn those days Julian Eltinge
year number has been fat enough thought a two-inch ad big enough
to rate the emerald covers and the to proclaim himself “The Wondersaddle stitching.)
ful ‘Mr.’ Eltinge
Refined Act for
It was characteristic of the lpok- Mothers, Wives, Sisters and Daughing-ahead trait in Sime that after ters to Enjoy.” The original adAbout 15 years of magazine format vertising statement read “rates on
he tired of losing 48 hours between application” but presently Sime
press and newsstand because of was omitting the coyness, stating
binding. Starting in 1920 the pa- that it would cost $100 a page.
per appeared in the tabloid newsOne early ad was a real estate
paper format still followed. (True, promotion. Pat Rooney took a halfthe typography has been changed page to invite his show pals to
and slightly- streamlined, but not inspect Meadow Brook Park at
too much; the 1920 tradition has Massapequa, Long Island.
Street
.

because the chanteuse didn’t reopen the action before the epurtinstituted June 30 deadline: Gallic
entertainer charged that Winchell
had “maliciously and wantonly” been preserved, if no prizes for
newspaper layout have ever been
published yarns attacking her,
The hassle between the column- copped.)
In this 50th Anniversary year,
ist and the Negro entertainer* the
latter charged, grew out of “the with the sights trained on the historic facts it is arresting to note
Stork Club incident.”

—

$400, avenue lots, $400, corlots, $100 extra. Long Island
was becoming stylish country and
actors
were colonizing around

lots,

ner

Freeport where their club,
(Continued on page 125)

the

picrmES
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United* Artists this week acquired “KiUcr’$ Kiss" indie film
lensed in ’N. Y.; in a deal that was
conventional enough on the surface
but had unusual motivation. In

While the RKO Radio Corp. has
been unique, in being subject since
1948 to the whims of one man and

Missing The Cash

:

addition

Reeling

to

that

"Kiss/'

which has Frank Silvfera, Jamie
Smith and Irene Kane in the cast,
can fare commercially okay, the
distrib’s execs want Stanley Kubrick to align with UA and the way
to nab him was to buy out ‘‘Kiss.”

Kubrick, formerly a .Look mag
photographer* wrote, the original’
screenplay, did the camera tyorlc
and directed’ the film* He also produced in association with Morris
Bousel. With UA buying in, Kubrick is now Off the hook with his
investors and is free to^join t’.:e
indie producer ranks. It’s understood he'll cut in on the “Kiss"

Paramount's deal for the
sale of a group of William
Pine-William Thomas pictures
to television, via Eliot

intends to wrap

it

but not until the cash
presented.

is

Par

still

has underlined the
and theatre companies switching to the control of
newcomers. This clearly is the era
of diversificatio'n arid stock maneuvering,
Wall Street brokers in a couple
of instates have, privately admitted their clients are eyeing entertainment enterprises. Some bint
Louis Wolfson, of Montgomery
Ward and Capital Transit identinonetheless

possibility of film

finalized.
lip,;

!

fication,

is

.

tied

up with

a

‘Panic’ Conte January
thirdU generation industry-

ites—both stemming from exhibiare embarking on an
independent production venture.
John Parker, whose mother currently ’operates the J. J. Parker
Theatres of Oregon, and Van Wolf,
whose family operates a Maryland
chain; are teaming up to produce
“Panic,” an original screenplay by
tor-families

—

.

Parker.;

With a completion bond, pre-production, and second money in their
possession, pair are seeking a release deal with a distributor to obtain a guarantee for first money
from a bank. Picture is budgeted
at $350,000.
With Parker set to
direct, the yoUng team is negotiating with a number of “name” players for the leads.
They hope to
shooting In January in New
. start

of foreign-language features arid,
will §erve as a potential American
release channel for those C 9 I
foreign coproductions that don’t
fit into the regular domestic lineup.
Head of the new operation hasn’t
.

as yet been picked but Col execs
are -understood’ interviewing several people including a prominent
indie distributor,
V
The pew company, born of the
realization
that
certain
foreign
films need special handling and
*

are apt to die wh^n pressed through
the- regular release mill, will have
a sales force of five “key" men.

.

Columbus, July 26.
There’s a list of precedents.
Hollywood gossip columns are Decca Records has, done.l great with
doing the industry more harm than Its acquisition of control of- Unigood, the- Independent Theatre versal. Textile kingpin Albert A.
Owners of. Ohio charge in the List's deal for the helm of RKO
current bulletin. “Any Theatres proved lucrative. And
group’s
newspaper which cites to you the there’s been the diversification
Hollywood
columns it carries within, meaning the Si Fabian-Sam
should
he given the answer, Rosen (Fabian Enterprises) take‘Throw 'em out’,” exhibs are ad- over of .-Stanley Warner and Cinevised.
rama, in addition to the. reaching
Bulletin cites examples from re- out for International Latex.
cent Sheilah Graham column, inIn ,N. Y. last week, Supreme
cluding items on Margaret O’Brien Court Justice Irving Saypol ruled
through in favor of Bernard Smith Jr. in
“blushing”
her
way
cheesecake photo sessions and Ava his battle with Republic's Herbert
Gardner raising cain because man- J. Yates. Smith, a Irep board memagement of a hotel in Britain kept ber who has been dissatisfied With
sending her dog the wrong kind management, won a motion to inof ''steak.
spect the company’s stockholder
*
ITO also revealed it has sent lists, this against the Yates’ group’s
letters to prosecuting attorneys of opposition. Smith, who has conall 88 Ohio counties, pledging co- siderable Wall St. backing, appears
operation in keeping objectionable bept on stirring up an all-out fight
films off Buckeye screens now that with Yates for changes in policy* or,
“prior censorship" is dead in the .possibly, in management. (Yates’
control, vial about 30% of the stock
state.
Prosecutors have been offered ownership, would be plenty tough
access to ITO files on all pictures. to challenge, however, say obser.

•

Two

Outfit, as a Subsidiary of Columbia, will handle a limited number

buying Loew’s and National Theatres’ stock. Robert R. Young, npw
in control of the N. Y. Central,
allegedly has a yen for Loew’s
Theatres, At this point, the reports
are vague, but the fact that Wall
Streeters are talking about them
indicates the interest pf outsiders.

.

•

'

-

-

vers.)

Goldenson, Gross, Balaban

Weihnan, Hyman Exercise

In any event, there
changes ahead.

'

may be more

Moving to take the bull by th«
horns, Columbia Pictures is setting
up a spetial departiment to dis«
tribute foreign films in the U.S.
It is skedded to become operative
by Sept. 15.
,

group

,

Financed to Produce

The head of a major comweek,
last
in N. Y;
offered this comment regarding, the licensing of oldies in
the vaults to television!
“I -think the only way most
of the companies will get themoney they want for their pic-,
tures is through toll television,
not the deals that are around
today."

&

Hyman,

revenue after

John Parker-Yan Wolf

for Toll?

pany,

his willingness tri sell, it? acquisiRubber
tion by General Tire

which for long had been assumed asvconsummated in the
trade, actually has yet to he

UA

UA recoups its investment. Pic, incidentally, is va
suspense meller.
On the basis of his past limited
picture work,, UA execs figure they
have an unusual film-maker talent
in Kubrick. Two years ago he made
“Fear arid ’Deshre," also with S r vera in the lead, and this received
comment.
strong
critical

Wait

,

in the field and thus will do its
selling- independently from
the

regular Col branches/ However,
Heatwave blanketing the coun- depending on b.o.„ performance,
most pf July (worst in years) certain, pix may after their first
with temperatures in many areas release be handled by the regular
almost consistently in the 90s, had domestic sales force or be farmed
'

—

sweltering industrylt.es in N.Y. do- out to sub-distribs.
Initial, release sked will 'take in
ing some mental doodlings on the
effects of the weather
and of air- “The Doctors," a Paul Graetz pic
made in France; “Seven Daughtconditioning—on their business.
Persistent heat of late estab- ers," starring Maurice Chevalier;
lished a couple of things for sure: “The Last Five Minutes," with
It hurts the downtown situations Linda Darnell and Vittorio de Sica,
and. the drive-ins, but it helps the and “The Last Act," a Viennese
airconditioned neighborhoods. On film about Hitler’s last hours in
the weekends, it works exactly the the bunker. Negotiations are curopposite way for -the Suburban rentjy going on for yet another
houses sunny skies give the b.o. film, indicating that Col will also
the works as millions head for the take on features on which it didn’t
have any , preproduction deals.
country and the beaches'.
Likely to be included in the lineEffect of the hot weather on the
up
of the new company are the pick
'is
ozoners
worth noting. Last week,
of Col’s Mexican, production, which
their business, in many areas fell,
is. extensive.
off sharply as people apparently
There are no indications of how
dreaded the idea of sweltering in
Col plans to meet the problem of
their cars. As soon as it- got a

—

.

J

—

,

I

.

.

..

Code and Legion which always

cooler, attendarice immedilooms high when a major distriately improved.
In N. Y., the situation is different butes foreign product. Indications
from any other city. Where places are that* the new. company will shy
away from pix with “C" .ratings
like Detroit, Salt Lake City, etc.,
(Continued on page 18)
depend largely on their native audiences, N.Y. dowritowners get the
benefit of thousands of tourists
little

.

National Boxoffice Survey

York.
This is Parker’s second venture
Options at $16.63 Per Stout Pix Help, ‘Roberts’
Champ, ‘Stranger’
In film-making.
He wrote, diAmerican Broadcasting - Pararected, and produced “Dementia,”
Second, ‘Lady’ Third, ‘Holiday/ Toys’ Next
mount Theatres execs are stocking
an avantq, gorde film for which up heavily
on AB-PT common
Strong product, the most plenti- to Be Popular" (20th) in Sight.
George Antheil provided the mu- shares via the exercise of options
sical score.
The picture recently which entitles them to buy the ful in weeks, is boosting trade at Latter is out on release for first
firstruns. in present session, Nearly time this round.
obtained the New York State cenN.
Y.
issue, now selling on the
every key city has a record heat
“Cinerama" (Indie) is taking
sor seal after some cuts were made.
Stock Exchange at around $32, at wave cooking this week,
but many ninth spot, with “Purple Mask" (U)
Negotiations are presently taking
$16.63 per share.
patrons are finding the cinemas in 10th. “Marty" (UA) is 11th while
place for a New York art house
Approval of the options at that the lone place
in which to find “House of Bamboo" (20th) rounds
opening. Wolf is a former Paraprice was made by stockholders
relief, However, exhibitors say that out the Big 12 list. “Interrupted
mount homeoff ice publicist.
on Dec. 15, 1950. On that day, it
is the" large lineup of topflight Melody"
and “Cobweb"
(M-G)
$16.63 was the average trading
fare which has enabled them to (M-G) are the two runnerup pix.
price.
record such sizeable biz.
Six
new
pictures
started out this
Leonard H. Goldenson, AB-PT
STRIKE
SPEEDS
“Mister Roberts” (WB) is new session,, and all look promising.
president, leads the. list in’ volume,
champion by a big margin, pic “Private War of Major Benson"
acquiring 59,000 shares to bring his
FILMS total
14
soaring from third place (regis- (U), playing saturation booking in
holdings to 52,450. Others
tered first week out) to No. 1 posi- territory around Kansas City, is
Mexico City, July 26.
now exercising the options are tion.
Besides setting two new house rated lofty in some four K.C,
With production at an Unpreced- Walter Gross, v.p. arid director;
ented level 14 films are currently 12,500 shares; John Balaban, di- records in Washington, D. C., it is houses. “Kentuckian" (UA) looms
before the cameras—producers are rector and head of the Balaban & sock to terrif in the 10 key cities big in Chi. “Wichita" (AA) shapes
strong in Portland, Ore,
rushing to finish up before July Katz subsidiary, 7,500; 'Robert M. covered by Variety.
“Not As Stranger” (UA), first
“You’re Never Too Yqung" (Par),
possible Weitman v.p., 12,500, and Edward
.31, the deadline for a
last
week,
finishing
is
second.
lusty
in L. A., looks great in Frisco.
strike of production workers. Nego- L. Hyman, v.p., 12,500,
“Lady and Tramp” (BV) is dipping “Phenix City Story" (AA) looms
tiations are still going on, and
to
third
slot
from
second
place
torrid
in Chi. “Man From Laramie"
agreement
has
already
been
Idst weeje
ETHIOPIA'S CELEBRATION
(Col) shapes great in Washington.
reached between the producers
“Cineralna
Holiday"
(Indie)
“Land
of Pharaohs" (WB)j fine
and the actors and technicians, so
again is capturing fourth money. in St. Louis, looms good in Clevethat it's unlikely that a strike will
Privately Financed Documentary
“Seven
Little
Foys"
(Par)
is wind- land. “Wizard of Oz" (M-G) (reActually be called.
To Mark Emperor's 25th Anni
ing up fifth while “^e’re No issue), good in N.Y., is hotsy in
The unions here have been made
Angels," also from Far/ is taking Port.
fully aware of the economic preATV Film Productions Inc. has sixth position.
“Foxfire” (U), good in Toronto,
dicament in Which the producers
“Seven Year Itch" (20th) is land- is rated okay in N.Y. and Louisfind themselves and talks are going wrapped up plans for a documenon in an atmosphere of mutual tary on Ethiopia, lo. be made in ing in seventh place, with “How ville. “Love Me. or Leave Me"
(M-G), big in Chi, is oke in Detroit.
cooperation. The producers have collaboration with the Ethiopian
“Summertime" (UA), still going
asked for a two-year extension of Development Corp., a U.S. org with
great guns at N.Y. Astor, is rated
holdings' in that country.
the 1953 labor pacts.
torrid in Chi. “Bengal Brigade”
Under the deal, worked out by
Agreements with both ANDA
GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
(National Actors Assn.) and the Mickey' Schwarz arid Jack L. Lem(U) looks fast in Cincy.
“One Desire" (U) looks, good in
technicians follow the pattern of mon of ATV and Hermann FuernDetroit.
previous labor pacts. Theps got a berg of the Ethiopian Development
“Dam Busters" (WB),
hefty
in Toronto, shapes slim in
per
outfit,
picture boost while the
the pic will be privately fi$375
Detroit. “Road to Denver" (Rep) is
technicians accepted a two-year ex- nanced but will have the approval
tension.
fair in Indianapolis.
and assistance of the Ethiopian
Meanwhile, even as the* produc- government.
“Long John Silver" (DCA) looms
1905*1955
tion workers union (STPC) is setnice in Chi. “This Island Earth"
Highlight of the film will be the
tling gradually, STIC, the second 25th anniversary of the crowning
(U), is solid in Washington.
big union, continues to serve its of Emperor Haile Selassie on Nov.
( Complete
Boxoffice Reports
demands on the American distribs. 2 at Addis Ababa.
on Pages 8-13)
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some
despite
earlier, hastily-drawn conclusions
that a “buyers’ market” was being
created that would send prices
as

possibility,

a

reality:

Those stations in competi-

RKO

now a

Pictures

&

She and Ray Venturis

Rubber opera-

up the

literary

retreads?”

Artists at the

Alain Bernheim resigns from the

RKO

to join

(
‘

experience to underline the point.
TV Average; $65,000 0
O’Neil embarked on his “Million
Dollar Movies” project last year,
selling 30 films which he acquired

from the Bank

of

America

at an

average price of $42,000 per pic.
He’s exhausted the “first-run” tv
market and grossed $65,000 per pic,
say the filmsters. The expense of
distribution ate up the differential
between the cost, to O’Neil and his
gross. In other words, he’s about

broken even and
a profit

it

lies

literati

for

Hong Kong
Visit

Distrib

Then Will

London, Edinburgh

V
Harry Odell, Hong Kong distributor-exhibitor who’s been in the
U. S. for several weeks for huddles with Allied Artists execs and
to
survey new industry techniques, planed to Puerto Rico for
a visit and then goes on to Europe
after a six-week stay in San Juan,
where his sons operate a theatre
chain.
Before returning to Hong Kong,
Odell goes to London for confabs
with Associated British-Pathe officials and will also attend the
forthcoming Edinburgh Film Festival.
En route to the Far East
he’ll make brief stopovers in Paris
and Rome.

ISSUE

‘Eternity’—Columbia

Trial Sept. 13

NBC-TV

“Sid Caesar Show.” Studio
charges the network show “made
light” of what Columbia termed “a

work

of art.”

Recently, a similar L. A. Federal
court litigation involving a lamppoon of M-G’s “Gaslight” by Jack
Benny ended in a verdict for the

bout between Rocky MarcianoArchie Moore in N.Y. will be produced by Les Winik of Winik
Films, according to James D. Norris, International Boxing
Club of
N.Y. prexy.
Pic will be released by United
Artists. Winik has produced the
last four heavyweight fights
for
the IBC.

Martha Tilton returning

to.

the

screen for the first time in more
than 10 years to play herself in
’The Benny Goodman Story” at
Universal.

Yank

will

open

—

All Dailies Respond to Industry Pitch Hearst's
Sunday Advertiser Cites Reasons
By GUY LIVINGSTON

sole basis for judgment.” Getting
the full treatment this week is
"The Private War of Major Benson” (U), opening at the Para-

Boston, July 26.
Pictures have

now made

a major

Boston newspapers.
'
From a stepchild position, with
television hogging the. space, pictures have gone into a dominant
position this, frame with equal and
better than equal representation in
all

Hub

mount and Fenway tomorrow

in

(27).

Bornstein personally sees at
least four features a week. Some
of these are previews and others
are his off-the-street picks. In addition, he assigns staffers to make
long distance calls to Hollywood
stars, appearing in pictures play-

sheets.

ing Boston, for special stories. A
recent example, pointed out by
more
Bostonians
are
passing
through the wickets, according to the managing editor, was Frank
Sinatra when “Not As a Stranger
the editor of one Boston Sunday
newspaper, Sam Bornstein, who is opened at the Loew State and Orpheum.
also managing editor of the Hearst
Bornstein had George Clarke,
Boston Sunday Advertiser. “I never
Boston
Daily Record columnist,
went along with that gloom talk
talk to Sinatra via telephone for a
that pictures died,” he says.
special column for the Sunday
Bornstein uses plenty of two Advertiser.
column art for pictures and has
Picture space is now running
added the neat touch of having heavier at times than television in
an artist embellish the % borders the Sunday Advertiser, Bornstein
with drawing of celluloid film. said. Lead motion picture column
Each week a picture is chosen as from Hollywood is Louelia Par
the “picture of the week” by the sons, which runs in "two column
managing editor and motion pic- format. Plenty of special local
ture reviewer, Mary. X. Sullivan, stories on pictures and picture
and is given the full treatment.
stars, written by Miss Sullivan,
“It makes no difference where ar$ used each Sunday and the
the picture is playing,” Bornstein paper is the only Sunday giving
pointed out. “Entertainment is the notices to drive-ins.

box

legit; policies.

Charles Coburn is the latest theatrical name to undertake an autobiography. With
as his literary agent the actor has contracted
with freelancer Victor Rosen to prepare the text. Rosen will go to
Hollywood in November, live and work in Coburn’s home. Title of
book, “Through My Monocle.”
Frink Sinatra and. Shirley Jones going on Boothbay Harbor, Me.,
Henry King directs .
location for “Carousel” starting Aug. 15.
.
Richard Burton in and to the Coast for “Rains of Ranchipur”
* The
French “Game of Love” Opens in Boston Sat. (30), the first of the con-,
troversial pix to play there pn a Sunday since the lifting of the “Blue”
law. No trouble is expected .
to build. Technicolor has taken title
ings and grounds in Burbank, Cal., formerly owned by Color Corp. of
America. TC will use the former Cinecolor plant for its research staff
and laboratories, according to prexy Herbert T. Kalmus. United Artists involved in its most expensive film to‘ date, HeehtLancaster’s “Trapeze,” which rolls in Paris Aug, 1, being budgeted
at over $3,000,000
Same distrib, incidentally* came out well on top
with Joseph Mankiewicz’ “Barefoot Contessa.” Domestic gross alone
is over $2,800,000, meaning a profit on U. S. and Canada returns, and.
foreign income as pure gravy . . Timing of the Howard' Hughes-Tom
O’Neil deal was bad for Time *mag.
The announcement was made
Monday (18), too late for the weekly to correct the errata on actual
figures involved and the status of the transaction as printed in the
issue which hit the Gotham stands Wednesday.
“Sins of Pompeii,” which got the Terry Turner radio-iv saturation
exploitation treatment, is headed for 1,000 New England picture theatres, during July and August, distrib Joe Wolf, branch manager of
Embassy Pictures Corp. declares. “Sins” proems at the Center Theatre
in the Hub today (Wed.) with 300 theatres also day and date-.. . .
Universal has skedded Audio Murphy’s “To Hell and Back” premiere
for his home state, Texas, in mid- August.
Crown Productions set Joseph- Cotten for “The Killer Is Loose,” to
be directed by Budd Boetticher for United Artists release .
“Dig
.
That Uranium” is the new tag on Allied Artists’ Bowery Boys comedy.
Western writer Louis L’Amour now has two films being prepared from
a brace of his recent writings. The first is “The Burning Hills,” which
Richard Whorf is prodqcing for
(John Wayne) and the second is
“Kilkenny,” (Sam Katsman Columbia Pictures) under- the title of
Black Jack Ketchum.” “Burning Hills” is scheduled to start as a fivepart serial in Satevepost.

'

.

.

,

.

.

.

r

comeback

.

.

theatres.

Films Reverse Pro-Video Boston Tide

Pictures are making a comeback

Theatrical film version of the
Sept. 20 heavyweight championship

material for book, stage,,

The 20th-Fox bi-ass had its Wires
crossed last week with Spyros P.
Skouras, president, stating in London he would try to talk Darryl F.
Zanuck out of quitting as studio
head, and Zanuck insisting that he
had no intention Of leaving, at least
for the moihent,
Skouras’ remarks came in the
course of a press confab. Earlier,
responding to a report that he intended to take advantage of a
clause in his contract and devote
himself to indie production (via
20th), Zanuck hgd been quite specific in stating that he had made
“no new deal or any new arrangement with the corporation.”
Zanuck did, however* go to considerable pains to establish that,
under his contract, he has the
right to step down and turn indie
at his discretion. “I have certainly set no date for any change in
my status with the corporation 'or
the studio,” he declared.
It is the general impression
borne out by Skouras’ comment
that a new role for Zanuck has
been discussed in the recent past
even though such talks obviously
haven’t led to any immediate conclusions. But Skouras’ wording of
“trying to talk Zanuck -out” of his
decision is taken as an indication
that the 20th studio chief must, in
his own mind at least, be quite determined to wrap himself in an
indie cloak.

-

TV Kidded

-<>

<

.

In Formosa, MPEA got wind of
threatened move to limit remittances. on all imported films to an
annual $1,000,000. This would be a
heavy blow to the American distribs who already suffer in Formosa
from heavy taxation and the recent
devaluation of the Formosan dollar.
In Japan, the positive mixed with
the negative as the government announced that it would delay until
the end of this month a review of
the country’s foreign exchange
situation.
Study will determine
whether overall film dollar remittances should be cut.

in Boston, at the

Winik Films (UA Release)
Of Marciano-Moore Bout

a

tual obligations.

CAESAR SPOOF

•

4 f<

.

studio.

ODELL TO PUERTO RICO

of

England and various countries on
the Continent. Bernheim was engaged in French pic production
prior to World War II.

"
Hollywood, July 26.
is not imHearing date of Sept. 13 was
pressive to film company heads, set in the copywright infringement
particularly since nearly all pic suit filed by Columbia Pictures over
outfits presently are so well heeled. a satire version of “From Here to
Chances are, that they’ll go on drop- Eternity,” which appeared on the

it.

formation

an office in Paris Sept. 1 and plan
to hire readers and researchers in

This kind of economics

do

this

Bernheim and Ventura

future,

will

the

of

motion picture, etc., marketing in
the U. S. Also, European films will
be screened for possible adaptation

U.S. Alert to Far

be
somewhere in the

O’Neil-RKO deal

French film
in

Famous
month
producer Ray

end of

theatrical-literary operation. Outfit will function in Europe seeking

if there’s to

ping westerns or second-grade features sporadically, as has been the
case, but they’ll be no major un
loading to tv unless the money
yield jumps considerably above
the
present level. Maybe
the

department

Ventura

bids.

with new theatrical
merchandise (widescreen, and all)
than most' other types of tv programming.
While the film company execs
say that bigger and greater loot
is a possibility, however, they caution that it’s net necessarily a like
Jihood and they cite O’Neil’s own

Handle

,

Film companies for the most part
Restrictive moves by a number
few exceptions)
(there are .a
haven’t peddled their back-number of Far Eastern countries last week
productions to video largely be- occupied the attention of the Mocause there hasn’t- been enough tion Picture Export Assn.
In Indonesia, local and American
money offered to warrant such
action. Importantly, they no longer industry opposition succeeded in
fear any meaningful exhibitor re- temporarily blocking a move to
sentment or values impaired as almost double admissions, the reconcerning their new theatrical sulting revenue to be shared by the
releases. Most of the oldies that government,, local municipalities
would earmarked for airing, it’s and the theatres., Distribs opposed
widely felt, would be no more in the idea as a violation of contraccompetition

to

Literary Properties

Sherrill Corwin, L* A.
exhibitor wants to know:
we’ve been get“From
ting reissues. Will we now get

tion,

1

++

MCA

Hollywood, July 26.

With

General Tire

»

»

!•

.

back into their original

ALAIN BERNHEIM'S JOB

Gags

Start the Tire (d)

tion with outlets supplied: with the
O’Neil-RKO pix become so needful
of film product that they’ll substantially

«»»

'

Harry Brandt says if it’s true that such a legit shortage looms on
Broadway he’s not averse to reconverting some of his Times Sq. houses

down.

The Hollywood outfits at the moment are “waiting to see.” They’ll
if
this possibility becomes
sell

»4

•

TV COIN
At least a few of the tap film
companies will release library pro-j
duct to telecasters If Tom O’Neil’s
licensing of the RKO backing has
the effect of greatly enhancing the
money potential from this mediuin.
That television might now yield
more coin because of the O’Neil
buyout of RKO actually is regarded

+4+

York Sound Track

office too;

—

Looks As

If That ‘Race to Assassinate* in Rival
Features Will Hit American Courts

Race on. the part of two German producers to bring to the
screen the July 20, 1944, attempt
on Hitler’s life is apt to find an
echo in the U. S. ‘courts if both
companies try to crash the American market with their respective'

.

am

20

July

(It
Happened on
and “Der 20 Juli” (The

Juli”

20),

.20th of July).

Former was made

by Area-Ariston for NF release.
Latter by CCC for release via Herzog,
(films were reviewed, side
,

by side, in Variety July 13, under
versions.
caption “The Race To Assassinate
Two films were made and re- Hitler.”—Ed.)
leased in Germany almost within
Hery.. Lester, a America active
a day of one another: “Es Geschah in Gerrtjah production and -tied up
with Carlton Films, is currently in
N. Y. with a rirint r>* “It HapL.
to N.
pened on July 20” and is negotiating for its release and possibly a
Mort Abrahams
remake. According to Lester, his
Robert Alton
version is covered Via the assignEdna Anhalt
ment of personal rights from variEdward Anhalt
ous relatives of the men involved
Nat Brandwynne
in the July 20 plot.
The other
Jill Corey
film didn’t bother with such asJeanne Crain
signments and, according to a GerDavid Diamond
man court, didn’t need to since tho
Howard Dietz

A.

Y.

George Folsey
Y. Frank Freeman
Betty Garrett
Morey R. Goldstein

(Continued on pageJLS)

N. Y. to Europe

Frances Goodrich
Albert Hackett
Dr. Paul Ilton

Imperio Argentina
Arthur Blake

Danny Kaye

Noel Coward

Irving

Cohen

Patsy Kelly
Irving H. Levin
Lloyd Leipzig
David A. Lipton
Louis Mandel

Dawn
Donald Flamm

Don M. Mankiewicz

Nicholas Joy

Sidney Markley
-Marilyn Maxwell
.Horace McMahon

Jane Kean

•

Audrey Meadows

Edmund

Morris
Naish

J. Carroll

Kay Nelson
Dan O’Herlihy

Isabel

Stan Freeman

Gen Genovese*.
Bob Hope
Janet Leigh
Eugene Lerner
Liberace

Anthony Quinn
Victor Mature
Morton V. Ritchey

Basil Rathbone

Stefan Schnabel
Jules Seltzer

Wallace Sea well
William Selwyn.
George Sidney

A1 Strelsin
Richard Tucker
Hal B. Wallis

James

Stabile

Howard St. John
Dan Terrell
Richard Todd

Jerome Whyte
Thorton Wilder

Europe to N. Y.

Hal B. Wallis

.

1

WB

Victor.

Young

N. Y. to L, A.
Pandro

S.

Berman

Judith Anderson
Guy Bolton
Richard Burton
Alice Faye

Barbara Britton

John

Hume Cronyn

Lew Grade

Harry E. Gould
Samuel Hacker
John Joseph
Samuel (Biff) Lift
Selma Lynch
Terry Moore
Bob Schear
William J. Sherin

Phil Harris

Jessica

Tandy

Gloria Votsis

B.

Gambling

Joseph Hayes
George Jesse!

Mark Leddy
Ella

Logan

Delbert

Mann

George R. Marek
Yehudi Menuhin
Frederick Schang
Spyros P. Skouras

*
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M. J. (Mike) Frankovich, vetf
indie film-maker who -a been associated with Columbia in numerous
Binfoird Forever
co-production deals in Europe, has
been appointed managing, director
of Columbia Pictures Corp., Ltd.,
Memphis, July 26.
which is Col International's United
Memphis* tough censor Lloyd
Kingdom subsidiary. He- succeeds
UA’s “Night,
has
banned
Binford
Max Thorpe in. the London post.
Thorpe, in ill health, was named of the Huqter" and dispatched a
Tedescp
branch
letter
chief
Tony
to
board chairman' pf the British
company, .thus relieving him of saying that film wag “the rawest
ever
seen."
declared'
I’ve
Latter
operatiphal duties.
Lacy gtastner, prezof Col Inter- Binford himself did not see the
national, disclosed the switch' in film but picked up opinion of .three
N- Y. tliis week. He. also revealed women members of censor board
that William M. Levy, assistant that film was hot fit for children.
Censor also lashed out at Uni:
managing director under Thorpe,
has been given the position of versal's "City Across The River,"
which sought a re-appraisal, having
manager of distribution.
nixed five years ago. Binfora
The Frankovich alignment with been
took the position that he had no
Col underscored the company’s time
to see features a second time.
continually expanding program of
•However
..stated this
Was a
production ventures in the V. K, change
of mind as Binford had
and the Continent in association originally agreed to re-screen the
with indie parties, mainly of Yank, fiiin.
English, French and Italian origin.

“The

Ten. Commandments,"

•

-

DeMille’s Biblical epic,
Thatflumat Universal
has become the most expensive
motion picture ever made, the
budget at this point being figured
Hollywood, July 26.
at $7,500,000. Jt might go a little
With eight features In various
lower, or perhaps higher,' but is
certain to be above Metro’s $6,- stages of production and tWo com500,000 “Quo Yadis’V and Magna pleted last week, Universal Is curTheatre-Todd-AO’s nearly $7,000,- rently 'in one of the studio’s busi000 “Oklahoma.”
est periods in months.
Four pix
In. its first conversation stages', are now befdre the Cameras; “The
r
“The
the “Commandments" project' was Benny Goodman Story,
estimated as representing .an in- Square Jungle," “Decision At Duand
rango"
“A
Day
Fury"
(forof
vestment of $5,000,000 in negative
costs.
A longer shooting schedule merly “Jagade").
than had been blueprinted origiAdditionally, special effects denally and extra production buildup partment is shooting scenes inhas brought the -bill up to highest volving a giant tarantula for a pic
in history. Locationed earlier in riamed “Tarantula."
Meanwhile,
Egypt and now continuing on the sound department is. .dubbing in
Coast, this DeMillennium of pix,. both Perspecta and four-track magin Technicolor and the Vista Vi- netic
tracks for M The .Second
sion bigsereen process, began roll- Greatest Sex" and- adding" the
ing Oct. 14,, 1954, and is now slated music score, for “The Kettlejs in
1
to wind up Aug. 8;
the Ozarks/
The Cost
A scouting expedition, including
Producer-director DeMille’s cast producer Robert- Arthur, director'
comprises Charlton Heston (as George Marshal! add unit' producMoses), Anne Baxter, Yul Brynner, tion manager Tom Shaw is in OreEdward G. Robinson, Yvonne De gon, inspecting locations for the
Carlo, Debra Paget, John Derek, Jeff Chandler starrer, “Pillars' in
Nina Foch, Judith Anderson, Sir the Sky."
Cedric Hardwicke, Vincent Price,
Completed last Week were added
Martha Scott, John Carradine, scenes for two other pix “Never
Say
Goodbye", and* “The Rawhide
Henry Wilcoxon (who’s also associate producer),
Douglas Dum- Years." Rock Hudsori was given
brille, Julia- Faye, Ian Keith, Qllve time off Warner’s “Giant" for new
Deering, Peter Hanson, Donald sequences in “Never" and Tony
Curtis, Frank DeKova, H. B. War- Curtis bicycled between his curner, Joan Woodbury, John Miljan rent film, “Square Jungle," to fill
.in scenes with Colleen Moore for
and Joyce Vailderveen.
^
“Years."
Release of “Commandments"'
Cecil
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job.

—

Exec

will concern himself mainly
with production, leavihg distribution matters hi: Levy's hands.
.

'

.

Within another three months,
20th-Fox: expects to be in a position to release hew films, on optical
and magnetic stereophonic prints
simultaneously, a 20th executive
stated last week.

Company
Soquel,

right

is

j

now

is

releasing

July 26.
its features first with stereophonic
A Seventh-Day Adventist leader tracks and, later, with optical prints
attacked the film industry—and as the result of a printing bottleespecially Biblical pictures—at the neck that is now slowly being
Central California Conference of broken. Other companies as a rule
Seventh-Day Adventists here last hold up releases until both optical
Thursday (21). J. R. Nelson of Lois and stereophonic prints are availAngeles, the church’s youth activi- able.
ties
director for four Western
Where, in the past, 20th has had
states and Hawaii, charged “the to wait with printing
opticals until
minds and souls of young people the stereophonic runoff In the lab
are being maimed by the immoral had been completed, a dupe
negaproduct of Hollywood.”
tive, of good quality is now being
Nelson particularly criticized as put to use and from it the optical
“bordering on blasphemy’’ recent prints can be struck.
films based on Bible theme's and
In addition, 20th execs say the
characters “because such pictures
interest in single magnetic trackglorify the very sins which God
pickup units on the part of the
condemns." He added, “Christian
young people should stay away theatres is rising. The pickup gear,
which enables a house equipped
from the theatre altogether."
only for optical sound pickups to
A second speaker, Professor Wil- play
a magnetic print (without
ber Alexander of La Sierra College,
stereo sound, of course), sells for
Arlington, Calif., pounded. at poparound
$700 and 20th is attempting
ular music.
“Jukebox music and so-called to get the price down still further.
Print problem has haunted 20th
‘popular hit tunes’ have descended
to the level of vulgar nonsense practically from the. day any sigwhich is destroying the ability of nificant number of theatres were
young people to develop taste for equipped for Cinemascope. Wheregood music," he said. He claimed as most of the first-runs went for“even some religious music being stereophonic sound, the majority
produced today has a sentimental, of C’Scope houses stuck with
optical sound. This has resulted in
jukebox flavor."
Nearly 1,000 Adventists attended 20th not getting the necessary playoff on the very expensive magnetthe conference.
Calif.,

a long waly off, probably mid-d 956
or later. It will take DeMille six
months to cut the picture, and this
is

to be .followed

laboratory job by
of

course,

'

.

<

.

O’Neil's

$25,000,000

Close In Jersey City
General Tire & Rubber’s $25,000,000 check made out to Howard Hughes in full payment for
RKO Radio was presented to
Thomas Slack, Hughes’ attorney,
by Toni O’Neil, president. Of
GT&R’s General Teleradio subsidiary, in the offices of the First
National Bank of N. J., Jersey City,
on Monday (25). Thus the spec*,

tabular deal was consummated.

The Jersey
cause

it

site was chosen bewas convenient to both

sides, said Slack.

The attorney, who has repped
Hughes before in important matters, and is generally considered
to be one of the airman’s closer
business
associates,
was asked
what role, if any, Hughes would
take in the picture business in
the future.
“I don’t know and I doubt
Mr. Hughes could answer that
this

time,"

prints and in adto make o’ver 500
magnetic and optical prints to
serve air accounts. Company is now
engaged in efforts to reduce that
load.

Slack replied.

if

at

i

KRAMER AND

SINATRA’S

DEAL

Drive-Iris

which

COMPO special -counsel, wrote to
Harry Lamont, co-chairman for the
Albany exchange district.
Lamont had repeated in a letter
to Coyne, a suggestion he made at
the recent meeting here addressed
by Coyne: that drive-in patrons be
.

given an opportunity to vote. Lamont pointed, then, to the likeli-

hood few of the approxiihately 60
outdoor theatres of the area would
be open Nov. 17-27 when the bal-

—

loting takes plabe.

by a mammoth
°

Techni.

Then,

is

to be sold

Paramount, which pays* the bills,
will split the profits with DeMille
on a 50-50 basis and, naturally,
has

all distribution rights.

Running Time?
Running ^time- of “Commandments” likely will be the subject
of much discussion between the
veteran filmmaker and Par execs.
Like most producers, or probably
more so, DeMille likes to see as
much of what he's shot as possible
on the screen. The more- commercially-minded distribution, officials,
think in- terms of more theatrical programming turnover, are
unhappy with marathon footage.

who

That “Commandments" will run at
seems for sure.
Meanwhile, Par execs are professing no fears about possibly not
recouping on the unprecedented
investment. Some of the compa-

least three hours

ny’s

Order Underwood

comes the marketing
meaning much brain

approach,
work on how the epic
to the world.

officials

say they’re already

convinced that a worldwide gross
of $50,000,000 will be on tap.
President Barney Balaban, who has

In his reply, Coyne said the suggestion would present “some complications, " although it would not
be “impossible." One of the obstacles is that the .final national
slate of pictures and personalities
will not be known until following
the third nominating period, which
ends on or about Oct. 15, Coyne
stated.

Another handicap Is that the
nominations will include pictures that have been released prior
to Sept. 30. It may well be, continued Coyne, that drive-in patrons
“would not have an opportunity to
pass judgment on these pictures if
they were to vote in advance of
final

mid-November."

Pay

$40,000

To

U

On "Cabin’ Piracy

Therefore, the COMPO executive
believed “we would be well advised to pass up drive-ins that
close in advance of Thanksgiving,"
and strive for an altering of the
“formula" next year-r—if the promotion ^proves “tremendous for all
theatres," as he- and Lamont hope.
Lamont, who operates five automobileHheatres. and a conventional
situation, plans? to

mimeograph

bal-

lots for distribution to customers
Universal is to collect $40,000 in two or three of the outdoor ones
because of unauthorized distribu- remaining open longest. He will
tion
and exhibition of “Uncle offer prizes for those coming closest
to the national selections in films
Tom’s Cabin,” which U made as
and personalities.
a silent entry in 1927 and to which
a non-dialog soundtrack was later
added.
The money stems from a court
action in Lexington, Ky.A in which
U charged Howard G. Underwood
Sr. and the Trans-World Distributing Corp. with infringement of
copyright. The complaint, filed in
September, 1952, charged the deMinneapolis, July 26.
fendants with “duping" of a negaCurrent agitation anent allegedly
tive
and a number of positive
prints of “Cabin" and distributing excessive film rentals and threats
these to theatres around the U. S. to seek Congressional intervention
for two and a half years.
have borne no fruit in this terriLast March, Federal Judge H. tory, the stamping ground
of
Church Ford ruled in favor of U
on the copyright infringement Bennie Berger, North Central Allied president and Allied emercojmt and ordered an injunction
and destruction of the prints in- gency defense committee chairman,
volved. The jurist entered the final a leader in the field.
This is according to S. D. Kane,
judgment awarding U the 40G this
Allied executive counsel, who says
week.
that
reports from members indiEdward A. Sargoy and John F.
Whicher of N. Y. and Ben L. Kes- cate that the distributors deals are
as
“tough"
as ever.
singer of Lexington represented U.
Complaints continue against the
“outrageous" terms being demanded for top pictures, such as, par-

the
reputation
of
conservative
Nostradamus anent picture revenue, says he thinks the $50,000,000
figure is “too low."
Actually, Par could come out
on the profit side if the returns
only match the “White Christmas"
money. This musical grossed about
$11,000,000 in the domestic market;
State Dept. Angles
SPAIN,
Within the framework of the
Biblical Decalogue story, the De
’56
Mille production accents the principle of freedom and liberty under
Hollywood, July 26.
Frank Sinatra has fen signed law, as against the oppression of
A second Eidophor color theatre
tyranny.
The fundamentals of deby Stanley Kramer to co-star with
Cary Grant in “The Pride and the mocracy reportedly are forcefully tv unit is to be brought to N. Y.
from
Switzerland within another
presented
in
both dialog and situaPassion," to be filmed entirely in
month and will embody “minor
Spain, next year for U.A. release. tion. As a consequence, it’s confrom the original protochanges"
Sinatra has three other pix on ceivable that the U. S. State Detype, Earl I. Sponable, 20th-Fox
his upcoming sked, besides his cur- partment will take an active inresearch
topper,
reported in N. Y.
rent Metro starrer,- “The Tender terest in promoting the circulation
last week.
Trap." When his Culver City stint of “Commandments" in as many
The first unit was shown to 20th
ends he has on his slate Otto areas of the world market as posexecs at the homeoffice some
Preminger ‘s “The Man With the sible.
It already has been established weeks back with what are deGolden Arm," 20th-Fox’s “Carousel" and “One Way Out." the to Par’s satisfaction, largely via scribed as “impressive results."
Sponable declared himself satislast of his own productions for UA De Mille’s earlier entry, “Samson
and. Delilah," that overseas terri- fied with progress on the Eidorelease.
tories are more than usually im- phor, but noted also that “we're
Pearl Bailey snagged a featured portant , sources of income for not pressing this work right now."
role
in
Paramount’s “King of Biblical films. “Commandments" •He acknowledged that tests with
Hearts," starring Bob Hope.
should be a natural, it’s hoped.
20th’s 55m film are continuing.
ically-stripped
dition having

|

•

.

1

Frankovich
himself
recently
completed production of two pix
in association with Col, “Footsteps
in the Fog'* apd Joe Macbeth," but
now will discontinue such activity
to give full time to the new Col

Albany, July 26.
close before
Thanksgiving should forego
attempts at official participation in
the new COMPO Audience Awards
plan, although there is “no real
reason why they could not proceed
with their elections prior to the
Rational slate,- if the drive-ins
could be serviced with material at
that time and if' they were willing
to forego all the national publicity." So Robert W. Coyne,

-

'

SWITZERLAND SENDING

NEW EID0PH0R

UNIT

ticularly,
“Strategic
Air Command," for which 50% is the price
even in the smaller situations and
subsequent runs, asserts Kane.
“After all the words of sympathy
that the companies’ sales heads
have expressed to the Allied-Theatre Owriers of America joint com-

mittee over small exhibitors’ plight
and vague promises of relief, nothing has been done, apparently, to
alleviate the situation, although
sufficient time has intervened for
such action," he declares.
- “There Is no sign that the film
companies are relenting or taking
to heart our pleas for live-and-letlive rentals based on ability to pay.
There has been no changes what-

soever yet in sales policies as far
as we’ve been able to learn."

-
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The Virgin Queen
(C’SCOPE-COLOR)
drams revolving
around Queen Elisabeth and

Historical

••

'

Sir Walter Raleigh with Bette
Davis, Richard Todd contributing to marquee. High acting
and technical levels should
mean a successful b.o. In vir’

tually all situations* c

Portland, Me., July 22.
20th-Fox release of Charles Brackett
production. Stars Bette Davis; features

Todd, Joan Collins. Herbert
Jay Robinson. Directed by
Marshall,
Henry Roster. Screenplay, Harry Brown,
Mindret Lord; camera (De Luxe Color),
Charles G. Clarke; music, Franz Waxman;
editor, Robert Simpson. At Strand, Portland, Me., June 22 , '63. Running time.
Richard

Queen Elizabeth

Bette Davis

•

Richard Todd
Sir Walter Raleigh
Beth Throgmorton; .... ,v.. Joan Collins
Jay Robinson
Chadwick
Lord Leicester ......... Herbert Marshall
Dan O’Herlihy
....:
Lord Derry
Robert Douglas
Sir Hatton
French Ambassador ..... Romney Brent
Marjorie Hellen
Anne

Jose.

The Last Command
(COLOR-SONG)

•

.

Frank Lloyd direction makes
good b.o. for the outdoor
and aotlon marketer. Marquee
and exploitation values.

.

.

Marv
jan e

.

Patch Eye

*

PostiUion Rider
Tailer

Gentleman
Cornoi4?! Gwilym

Landlord
Randall

Town

l*i n Murray
Margery Weston
r
v
...••• David ,T^,urs,^
Arthur Gould-Porter
John Costello
•

Dame Bracg
Crier

•

Bette Davis seems a natural for
the role Of Queen Elizabeth in
20th’s rendition of “The Virgin
Queen ” having already given one
reading of this role in. Warner
Bros.’ “Elizabeth and Essex” in
1939. In this edition, Miss Davis
depicts a more mature queen, who
loves and loses Sir Walter Raleigh
to one of her maids-in-waiting. Miss
Davis gives a bitter portrayal, but
one that is a bulwark of strength
since it buttresses what is essentialSome of the
ly a weak script.
language used by the royal person
the
more genteel
shocking
to
is
ears of modern-day filmgoers, but
there's little doubt that it will help
the boxoffice.
This handsomely mounted CinemaScoper may cause some controversy over the choice of words
used in portraying one. of the
lustiest periods in English history
when Britain expanded her empire.

However, there’s sufficient historical and dramatic justification for
Miss Davis’ delivery of these lines.
Structurally, Miss Davis is the
major strength Of the* film, hut
story wise the yarn revolves around
Richard Todd’s Sir Walter Raleigh
who has a dream of sailing three
vessels of his

New

World.

Republic production and release associate
producer,
Frank Lloyd.
Stars
Sterling Hayden, Anna Maria Alberkhetti;,
features. Richard Carlson, Arthur Hunnlcutt, Ernest Borgnine,- J. Carrol Naish,
Ben Cooper. Directed by Lloyd. ScreenPlay. Warren Duff, from story by Sy
Bartlett camera (Trucolor), Jack Marta;
.

editor,
Steiner.

Tony

MartlneUi;

music.

Max

TradeshoWn, N.Y., July 20. *55.
Running time, 11 • MINS.
James Bowie
Sterling Hayden
Consuela < ...... Anna Maria Alberghetti
William Travis
Richard Carlson
Davy Crockett.
.Arthur Hunnlcutt
Mike Radin
Ernest Borgnine
Santa Anna
J. Carrol Naish
Ben CoQper
? .
Lt. Dickinson
John Russell
Mrs. Dickinson
Virginia Grey
Eton?
Jim Davis
Lorenzo de Quesada
...Eduard Franz
Stephen Austin
Otto Kruger
The Parson
RusseU Simpson
Dr. Sutherland
Roy Bobers
Abe
Slim Pickens
Sam Houston
Hugh Sanders
..

The

of the Alamo is
fought again in “The Last Command” to score a decisive b.o. victory for Republic in the outdoor
and action markets. Story, per-

Battle

.

formances, marquee and production values all combine to give
that studio one of
of the year.
History' is freely

its

better films

drawn upon by

Warren Duff who screenplayed
from a story by Sy Bartlett. For
in this saga of prerTexas independence such figures as Jim Bowie,

Davy Crockett and Sam Houston
as

well

as

Mexico’s

Gen. Santa

Anna make with the drama and
“derring-do
throughout the
110
of footage.
the script occasionally
lags via a few'talky scenes, this is
more than offset via a wealth of
combat 1£iat associate producerdirector Frank Lloyd has spread
across the screen.. Events preceding revolt of the Texas colonists
from Mexico’s tyrannical rule are
interwoven with experiences* of

own design to the minutes
While
He brawls his way

favor of Lord
who brings him to the
of the Queen. His rise
favor is marred only by
into the

Leicester
attention
to royal

his affection for Joan Collins, one of the
queen’s maids-in-waiting.
It’s
a
gambit that brings him to the
Tower of London, hut a royal
pardon returns him to the ship
that will carry' him to found a
colony in the New World and to
his -bride.
Miss Davis gives a strong and
colorful performance as the royal
1

.

lady

this

Lisa Daniels
Lisa Davis

Barry Bernard
Robert Adler
.. Noel Drayton

who can hold her own

in court

intrigue. In this picture, she doesn’t

allow herself the luxury of being
pitied for having loved and lost.
She gives the impression of having
her work cut out for her in handling the expanding enterprise of
the British Empire. It’s only at the
end of the film that she drops her
reserve and reveals herself as a
lonely and bitter woman.
Todd similary essays a strong
role as the ambitious soldier who
slows up his dreams by taking a
wife. He does extremely well and
carries
himself
off
creditably
whether in the boudoir or a brawl.
Joan Collins is a pretty item as
his bride, impressing as a capable
actress, who with further experience should be one of the femme
stalwarts on the 20th roster.
Herbert Marshall, per usual,
displays competence as a royal
aide, and Jay Robinson, fresh, from
playing mad emperors in biblical

ENGINEERS SOCIETY

&

on recommendations from various
awards committees appointed by
John G. Frayne, SMPTE prexy,
earlier this year.
Among the Society’s

the

David

awards are
Samoff Gold Medal

Award for technical contributions,
the Society’s Progress Medal and
the
Samvel Warner Memorial
award for contributions to sound.
SMPTE board also will consider
recommendations for honorary
membership in the Society and elevation of members to the rank of
Fellow.

Film

City’

Sees

Itself:

Mild programmer lenaed In
Mexico; for general dual date**

Okay on Tone But

Taint True to Natives
By FRED WOODRESS

Hollywood, July 20.

Universal release of James Q. Radford
Phenix City, Ala., July 20.
roduction. Star# Arthur Kennedy, Betta
Allied. Artists held the world
St. John. Eu(ene Iclesias; features Char*
llta. Boy EnkeL Directed by Edgar G.
premiere of .“The Phenix City
Ulmer. Original ocreenplay. Nina and
Herman Schneider; camera (Technicolor), Story” at the Palace Theatre here
Fredrick Gately; editor, Dan Milner; mu- a half block from the alley-way
sic composed and conducted by Herschel
attorney-general nominee
Burke: Gilbert; song, "Ai Hombre." by where
Gilbert and- William Copeland. Previewed Albert Patterson was gunned to
July *10, *55. Running time, 12 MINS.
death 13 months ago. Last night a
Santiago......Arthur Kennedy
Maria .................. Betta St. John crowd gathered to watch celebriManuel
Eugene Iglesias ties, including John Patterson, who
Tita
.Charlita
his father, as attorney
Guntz
Roy Engel succeeded
general, enter the theatre,.
Film company had 200 unpaid
Universal has taken over the repre ss agents hypoing the premiere
lease of this independently-made
drama and it should prove pass- here at- the Palace, at the Phenix
City Drive- Jn and at the Georgia
able as a programmer.
It has a
certain Latin flavor and mood from Theatre in Columbus. The 200
its
below-the-horder lensing in press agents were members of the
Mexico, but never rises above the newly organized Committee of
dualer entertainment classification. 200, civic-minded business, profesArthur Kennedy and Betta St. sional and government leaders
John are starred and their names from Columbus and Phenix City
give the pic some stateside identi- set up to plan ways to publicize
fication.
Costar Eugene Iglesias Phenix favorably,
takes care of the cast’s Latin angle,
The committee has set a $10,000
though all portray Mexicans. Per- budget to use in promoting new
formances by the top trio are quite business and industry and to tell
good, although Kennedy’s assumed the “other side” of the Phenix
accent occasionally throws him.
City story. The committee’s first
Major aim of the dramatics is. to assignment hours after it was orshow the effect that easy money ganized was selling premiere tickhas on a young Mexican farmer ets from which committee hoped to
and his wife, with some moralizing raise $5,000. Radio and tv stations
as to the greed that can rise in and the Columbus Ledger and Enmost humans- under certain situa- -qUirer, which won a Pulitzer Prize
tions. Kennedy, a roaming rogue, is
for its Phenix City coverage, -went
the one who puts temptation in the
way of Iglesias and causes Miss St. all out with, cuffo plugs for the
John to rebel against her lot as premieres.
Clancy Lake, Birmingham News
the wife of a poor farmer.
reporter who for many months
Situation is brought up in the.
’covered the cleanup of “the wickoriginal screenplay by Nina and
Herman Schneider when Kennedy edest city in America,” wrote after
hires Iglesias to help him collect seeing the Allied Artists version*
“The movie actually was not the
on the loot from a freight train robbery. The farmer begins to covet real story of the Phenix City cleanall the money and plots Kennedy’s up. The film supposedly was based
death. Miss St. John makes plans on John Patterson’s fight against
All of the organized mobsters who ruled
to run off with Kennedy.
the schemes fail because the law this city Until his father was killed.
catches up and Kennedy is fatally
“However, except for occasional
wounded rescuing Iglesias, but is incidents plucked from the days
ablfe to send the farmer and his when this was a rip-roaring vice
Wife off to find a new life together town, the story was fictional.
It
before he dies.
portrayed young Patterson as a
The direction by Edgar G, Ul- man who became involved in a
mer achieves some action here and fight with the Phenix racketeers on
there, and a poetic feel in other the day he returned from overseas
spots, but the overall pacing is
duty— and cleaned them out with
only 82 minutes of
.

Not only are film companies buying up rights to television dramas,
but they’re also hiring television
writers either to adapt their own
works for the, screen or to dramatize other properties. There’s evidence that television Is providing
the film industry with a crop .of

..

:

new

'

the tv-bom authors
going for long-term deals
or staff writing jobs. To date it’s
been strictly on a picture-by-picture basis. They’re showing no inclination to move to Hollywood.
They prefer to work in New York
or visit Hollywood- only as long
as the writing chore takes. It’s then
o

back to Gotham

Providing

fender to escape the Alamo siege
and John Russell as a Texas officer. Among others who turn in
credible performances ire Kruger,
Virginia Grey, Eduard Franz and
Russell Simpson.
Lloyd’s overall production guidance endowed the Herbert J,
Yates presentation with some fine
battle sequences which lensman
Jack Marta ably caught in Trucolor. While the footage is a mite
long at 110 .minutes, Tony Martinelli’s editing unreels the story in
a cohesive whole. Max Steiner’s
score is an asset as is the film's
one song, “Jim Bowie,” on which
he collabed with Sidney Clare, It’s

German

or

Austrian features

j

that particular time.
It’s also Serling’s contention that
a tv writer is not hampered by
a
producer-scripter
relationship
whereby, the producer becomes
somewhat of a collaborator as in
•

films.

In addition to three television
properties he has sold to the
screen, Serling is in demand for
film
writing
assignments.
He

adapted his own “Patterns,,” which
Jed Harris and Michael Myerberg
are producing for United Artists
release, completed the screenplay
for “The Day the Century Ended”
,

(a non-Serling original) for 20thFox, and has a deal for a scripting
assignment for Metro. In addition,
Serlihg’s
video
dramas
“The

—

and “Taps Played on Bugle”
been acquired for filming
by M-G and Republic respectively,
but due to other commitments he
was unable to undertake the screen

Rack”
—
have

writing jobs.

Paddy Chayefsky, who Serling
credits with establishing the pattern for the new prestige of the
tv writer, is also being wooed by
the film companies. He clicked
solidly with the screen version of
his own “Marty” for Hecht-Lancaster. His “Catered Affair” has been

acquired by Metro, but Chayefsky
turned down the film assignment
because of the pressure of other
writing chores, including a play
and other video commitments. The
film writing job went to Gore
Vidal, also a top-ranking video

having

an

unoriginal

[

of

film

plot,

offers witty dialog and situations
and also has an undeniable plus
in director Kurt Hoffman who
keeps the action rolling swiftly.
Domestic audiences will go for this
film. It may also do well in other
European areas. U. S. chances appear limited.

Based on the novel of the same

name by Erich "Kaestner, who

also

wrote the well-balanced script, this
is sort of a social puzzle play with
a millionaire posing as a have-not
and a have-not (his servant) enacting the rich man. Action is at a
luxury mountain hotel.
Paul Dahlke contributes a fine
performance as the millionaire
while Guenther. Lueders is extremely funny as his servant who,
according to his employer’s plan,
plays the millionaire. Sympathetic
Claus Biederstaedt portrays a
young lover who eventually wins
sung by Gordon MacRae. Other the millionaire’s daughter.
Fine
technical credits measure un.
support is given by others. TechGilb.
Hans.
nical credits are 'good.
1

*

*

1

'

•

scripter.

Reginald Rose, under contract
tv as
CBS-TV for “Studio One”
reason for diminished theatre-go- to
ing. In another poll section, on ad- dramas, has two upcoming screen
vertising
mediums,
newspapers tasks, both on his own tv plays.
rated 73.9% as a source of program He is converting “Crime in the
information,
telephones
7.5%, Streets” for Allied Artists and “12
word-of-mouth 6.9% and trailers Angry Men” for an indie company
1.3%. In heavily-saturated L.A. tv which will release through United
area, 90.5% of pollees reported Artists.
William Altman, whose “Operaowning tv sets.
tion Home” will be filmed by
less attendance,

Although

tele-

That these television writers,
in their 3Q’s, are quite opinionated about writing, whether for.
video or screen, has become apparent. A conversation with Rod
Serling whose tv script, “Patterns,”
is currently being converted into
a theatre film at the old- Warner
studio in Brooklyn, reveals somewhat the attitude of .the video
writers toward their work.
Serling maintains that a wrjter
can be freer with his tv subject
matter than he can in films. Pictures, he points out. have a tendency to follow cycles— such as
themes dealing with the Negro
problem, anti-Semitism, psychiatry,
juvenile delinquency, etc. Television, he feels, tackles these and
other controversial themes at any
time without fear that the subject
may or may not be boxoffice at

slow, despite

this type seen recently.

resume

men

.

a battlefield truce. Carlson registers in a slick portrayal of an impetuous lawyer and Borgnine also
shines, particularly in the duel bit.

to

scripting.

-

As written by Duff, part of
Bowie calls for a fearless,* strong,
This Austrian comedy, which
shrewd type and Hayden fulfills
landed a* remarkable fifth spot (as
these qualities admirably whether
voted by the public) at the Berlin
he’s, besting Borgnine in a knife
Film Festival, is in nearly every
duel or bargaining with Naish in
respect an improvement over most

screenwriters,’

However,

aren’t

Own

NOW

Television Engineers meets in N.Y. to(Thurs.) to pick the recipients for the Society’s 1955 awards.
Board’s selections will be based

Thenix

•

his fists.
running time, and interest is in“The last 15 minutes of the
Picture, on
clined to wander.
movie, after depicting A. L. Pataswas
Radford
O.
James
which
terson’s
death, shows John Patterproducer, has excellent
sociate
scenic values caught by Fredrick son knock. out one man with his
Gately’s lensing and the print by fists, kayo another with a chair,
half-drown a -third and wallop a
Technicolor.
Score by Herschel Burke Gilbert fourth man.”
includes the tune, “Ai Hombre,”
Lake reported to his paper that
Bowie, lustily portrayed by Sterl- which he wrote with William Cope- the Alabama attorney general told
ing Hayden.
land. Tune is delivered by Char- newsmen “while the story was not
Owner of considerable Texas lita as a vivacious cantina girl dur- essentially the true picture of the
real estate and a personal frietid ing the sequence in which Ken- Phenix City cleanup, the
moral is
of Santa Anna (J. Carrol Naish), nedy and Iglesias celebrate their there for all to
see.”
Hayden prefers to follow a course new wealth and partnership, Only
of moderation in contrast to open other credited Caster is Roy Engel,
resistance to Mexico as espoused Kennedy’s pursuer, who is killed
Los Angeles Attendance
by such rash settlers as Richard himself while fatalling wounding
Brog.
Carlson, Ernest Borgnine and Otto the robber.
Holds
Levels
Kruger. But actions of the despotic
Santa Anna ultimately place Hay-, Drci HlaenneB" Iiu Sclinee
Los Angeles, July 26.
den behind the walls of 0the Alamo
(Three Men In the Snow)
Film theatre attendance remains
as leader of a small group who
(AUSTRIAN)
at the same level among 51.3% of
withstood a siege for 12 days.
Berlin. July 19.
patrons polled in a recent house-toEmphasis is primarily on the
Deutsche London release of Rime-Film.
house survey taken in vicinities
struggle between' the Texans and Stars Paul Dahlke, Guenther Lueders,
Claus Biederstaedt. Directed by Kigrt
Santa Anna’s legions. However, Hoffmann. Screenplay, Erich Kaestner served by six suburban Fox-West
there’s a brief romance between based on his novel; camera, Richard Coast Theatres,
Angst; music, Alexander von Slatina; sets,
Among- those polled, 14.5% reHayden and Anna Maria Alber- Werner
Schlichting. At Berlin Film Fesported more attendance and 34.2%
ghetti, daughter of a Mexican land- tival. Running time, 93 MINS.
Paul Dahlke less. In the first group, 34.6% said
owner* who tosses his lot in with Gehelmrat Schlueter
Guenther Lueders
Johann Kesselhut
the rebels. Miss Alberghetti, whose Dr. Fritz Hagedorn. .Claus Biederstaedt their upped attendance was due to
forte is singing, does surprisingly Hllde Schlueter.
.Nicole Heesters better pictures and 26.4% to havIlaagen
Margarethe
Frau
Kungel
.......
well in this dramatic role.
ing more time. In group reporting
Fritz Imhoff
Poltcr

good support under
Lloyd’s firm direction are Arthur
PICKING WINNERS Hunnicutt as Davy Crockett, Naish
Board of governors of the So- as the scheming, tyrannical Santa
Anna, Ben Cooper as the lone deciety of Motion Picture

morrow

i

(COLOR)

well.

Altogether, the general level of
thesping it high gna the directorial
pacing by Henry Koster Is sometimes crisp* Although there are lots
of scenic wonders and impressive
sets to fill the klngsized screen*
Koster has taken the view that the
pace and spinning the yam seem
to be the more important elements,
the De Luxe color, although in a
generally sombre key as befits the
era; is well done. Producer Charles
Brackett has welded the various
elements of “The Virgin Queen”
into a picture of high technical
and thespic excellence that should
do well in virtually all situations.
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PfiSlETr
The Naked Bawl

n

offbeat characdrama*, give*
terization as Chadwick* one of the
men about court that turn* nut

38% gave

Metro, has been signed by Paramount as has David Shaw, a PhilcoGoodyear Television Playhouse reg-.
Mann Calls Soothing Syrup
ular. Altman is writing “King of
Conference Qn ’Serenade’
Hearts” for Bob Hope from the
Jean Kerr-Eleanor Brooke play and
Mexico City, July 26.
Shaw is preparing the final shootDirector Anthony Mann
and ing script for “The Red Nichols
Tenser Pev Mariey, currently scout- Story/’ Mlhich Will star Danny
ing locations here for Warner Bros;’ Kaye. Frank Gilroy and Carey
“Serenade,”
the
Lanza Wilber are two other writers who
Mario
starrer; have been having a poor made their marks in television and
press on the film without even a are now set for film assignments.
camera turning yet.
Gilroy
completed the shooting
Local scribes have their blood- script for his own “Last Notch,”
pressure up, remembering a
which Edward Small in conjuncproject of some years ago. whictf, tion with Russel Rouse and Clarthey say, Would have shown Mexico ence Greene are filming for UA.
in a very poor light. NpW Mann Wilber; who sold his “Two Steps
plans to call a press confab before to the Stars” to indie producerhe leaves to explain that the new writer Ranald MacDougall, is also
“Serenade” is tuned differently being eyed for film scripting asfrom the 'old one.
signments.

MEXICO SENSITIVE

'

'
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j

’

.
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Long

.

stalled, Distributors

Corp.4

America appears getting off the
WRITERS COMING UP?
ground with new capital .with
DCA
product.
which to attract new
Sydney Boehm’s $340,000 Pact
is the outfit formed last year by
Has Many Privileges
a group of 30 circuit owners, including Century Theatres exec
Hollywood, July 26.
v
Fred J; Schwartz, who is president.
Sydney Boehm, screenwriter, has
At the same time, it’s disclosed been signed to a new contract by
that Charles Bbasberg, who quit 20th-Fox which gives him a payoff

By DAVE

lot

’

.

RKO

sales chief for
DCA’s distribution
outfit
the
leave
will
In a
shortly after Labor Day.
switch anticipated in the trade for

global

as
to

become

v.p.,

months, during which Paramount
held the job open for him, Boas^
berg will join Par in a high level
Bales capacity.

Moving

into

DCA

Arthur

is

Sachson, former general sales manager for Samuel Goldwyn and indie
producers’ rep.
On the money front, DCA now
looks coming out unharmed with

.

its

“Long John

Silver,"

produced

in Australia by Joseph Kaufman,
despite its disappointing b.o. in the
DCA originally sold all
U.S.
rights to the film in the foreign
market except France,, Spain, Latin
America and Japan to 20th-Fox for

Latin America* and another
sale is being discussed concerning Japan.
Further, Kaufman made a group
of 26 shorts in addition to the feature under the one budget of $750,000. A sale of these to telecasters
now looming, meaning more
is
loot for DCA- Louis Wolfson, in-

for

'

..

.

Grant,' who usually doesn’t
in this sort of thing, is
hitting the publicity* trail through
grass roots areas.
Carrying the

Cary
engage

banner for “To Catch a Thief,”
is making himself availParamount beginning Aug.
he
arrives in N. Y.
When
1,
Following, day he goes via air-

the actor
able' to

conditioned limousine to the film’s

was among “Silver’s” Trans-Lux Theatre preem In Philbacker^, putting up $1,000,000.
adelphia,, stopping off en route for
The indie company also has interviews in Trenton and Wil$100,000 already in on “I Am A mington.
Camera,” although this adaptation
Then: Aug. 3, a p. r. workout in
of the John van Druten play hasn’t N. Y.; Aug. 4, motoring to press
opened yet. N.Y.’s Little Carnegie and radio-tv confabs in Bridgeport,
is shelling out $75,000 in cash ad- New Haven, Springfield and Worvance for the Gotham preem and cester; Aug. 5, giving the day to
L.A.’s Four Star Theatre is ad- Boston bally; Aug. 6 weekend,
vancing $25,000 for the Coast first more Gotham; Aug: 7, night train
run Film is booked for numerous to' Detroit, followed by other days
additional spots.
and nights in Cleveland, CincinTalks To Chemical
nati, Akron,
Columbus, Dayton,
Chicago,
Indianapolis, South Bend,
furexhib-owned
company,
The
ther aiming to build up its work- and, tentatively, Pittsburgh and
ing capital, is negotiating a bor- Buffalo and intermediate spots.
rowing arrangement with N.Y.’s
Herb Steinberg, Par’s exploitaChemical Bank & Trust Co. and tion chief, and Burt Champion,
talke^are on, too, with Pathe Labo- publicity manager, will' share the
.

.

ratories for a money loan tied in
commitment to give
with a

DCA

Pathe

its

lab work.

•

The coin, of course, is to be earmarked for a follow-through on a
production program that has been
laid up by the early monetary difficulties. Properties on the schedu’e last year, which may now be
reactivated, include “Lelia,” from
the Andre Maurois biography of
George Sand; “The Way We Are,”
which was to be produced and directed by Robert Aldrich, and an
untitled comedy by Sam ;and Bella
'

uranium mine
around the country, which it could
successfully tap by sending stars
out tubthumping their qwn product. So asserted Bob Hope as he
made a. quickie trip home, nearing
the end of his 25-city, three-continent trek of personal appearances
on behalf of his “The Seven Little
Foys,” for Paramount.
Hope, who has hit 23 cities thus

b.o,

than

is

said that

normally
from the

'

anticipated.'

,

point “it's invaluable public relaand from a financial standpoint it is a bonanza, cautioning,
however, “you can’t go out with
a bad picture.”
Hope said someone has coined
the term “sellebrity” in connection
with such personals, and termed
it an apt one-word description of
the star’s function today. Hope,
who owns 44% of “Foys,” said
Paramount, in launching its penetration campaign to sell the pic,
also went in heavily for radio-tv
exploitation. “We figured out about
people saw
‘Foys’
million
.40
plugged on' my last tv show of the
season; 35 million saw the plug on
‘Toast Of the Town,’ and when we
.figured out the total number of

asked.

...

2,650 Specials For Kids
This Summer; Predict

2,236,890 Attendance
,
Hollywood, July 26.
Total of 2,650 special children’s

shows will play to an estimated

8a

fJTC

no

deal.
Allied Artists showed active interest but walked away when
refused to post production complefar,

two ladders.

2,-

236,890 kids in a summer schedule
for 345 National Theatres houses
in 21 states, according to Elmer C.
Rhoden, circuit prexy. Part of the
chain’s policy for 15 years in some
divisions, the shows provide special performances for kiddies during the summer months as well as
year-around junior admissions to
help the between 12-and-16 age<
group;
Plans call for the special shows
to run once weekly, usually during
midweek morning hours. Additionally, many houses feature Saturday ayem shows. Most of the special performances are sponsored
by local P-TA’s, civic clubs, welfare departments, dairies, bakeries
or soft drink di$tribs, with the

The junket came on. a chartered
plane from New York.
In Portnewspapermen from New
Haven and Boston joined the shin-

1

land,
dig.

Bank Clerk Chauffeurs
Evidence of cooperation from
every element in the city was seen
by the fact that bank employees
turned chauffeurs for the visiting
celebs and newspapermen;
Mrs.
Jean Gannett Williams, of the Evening Express, Press Herald and
Sunday Telegram, dined the assemblage in a huge tent erected
on the grounds of her Port Elizabeth home. Execs of local radio
and television stations plus -some
of the more substantial businessmen in the city acted as hosts at
Mrs. Williams home.
Miss Davis and Merrill later
cocktail partied the visitors at their
home also In Port Elizabeth. A
pre-theatre
buffet
dinner
was
served to $10 stubholders at the
Eastland Hotel, here.
Telecast

,

.

Cerebral Palsy fund on this tour,
tying in some of the preems to
the fund so that the money went

METRO’S ‘LAST HUNT’
By GLENN

from WGVA-TV prior to the preem
on a platform located outside the
theatre, was a traffic stopper.
Every visitor ascending the platform got a tremendous huzzah. Included were Conrad Nagel, Jinx
Falkenberg McCrary, Tom Ewell,
Jay Robinson, Faye Emerson,
among others. They also spoke
briefly before the film started and
Miss Davis gave awards to the best

TRUMP

Rapid City, S. D., July 26.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
bigwigs,
eXcitdd on both coasts over the
first rushes of “Last Hunt” filming
here, have decided to give the
Richard Brooks-directed buffalo pic

directly to the charity.

1

™

|

top exploitation. As a result, the
location set at Custer State Park
just 55 miles from here is packed
daily with writers and photogs of
midwest papers and national mags.
For example, when Brooks decided to shoot the buffalo hunt

scenes last Wednesday (13), a
hurry-up call was sent out and
writers from Sports Illustrated and
[Argosy mags were flown in to see
some 30-odd bison felled by state
hunters as the* cameras ground
away.
Robert Taylor,. Stewart Granger,
Lloyd Nolan, Russ Tamblyn and
Amie Bancroft are on location.
Mrs. Granger (Jean Simmons) also
is present although she’s merely

;.

performers in the Childrens’ Theatre.

The 20th publicity team which
included Ed Sulivan, Leo Pillot,
Myer Hutner, Ira Tulipan and
Harold Rand, rarely encountered
more willing victims, than these
.

Portlanders.

I

which rose 800 during the month. London and Paris.
Comedian said when he played
Only decline in jobs Came in retail trade which dropped 125. All the Sanger Theatre in New Orleans
DCA
but 400 of the 11,100 more city the manager told him it was the
first time since 1933 “we’ve had
tion bonds.
| jobs than a year ago are in nonHope ob- vacationing.
manufacturing fields, construction flesh on this stage.”
providing the biggest increase with served: “I used to steal $7,500 a
Brooks is finding the handling
p.a. in my vaude days, so I figured of a herd of 1,500 buffalo tricky
a 6,700 gain..
'Camera’ Denied Seal
I got and is employing 'shortwave radio
Also, average weekly pay on fac- why am I doing this free?
John Van Druten’s “I Am a tory jobs In June rose $1.51 to my answer when Paramount in N.Y, to keep track of the buffalo and
Camera,” British film set for re- $77.16. Average weekly hours went told me I’d added one million dol- the various camera crews. Shootlease via Distributors Corp, of from 40.2 to 40.7 and average lars to the gross through these per- ing so for out of Rapid City has
sonals.”
America, has been refused a seal hourly pay from $1.88 to $1.90.
the merit of discouraging a lot of
by the Production Code AdminisEstimate of 13,000 jobseekers
After Hope put on his 20-minute the 37,000 residents from coming
tration in Hollywood.
DCA will was 800 below the previous month act at the Stanley Theatre in Pitts- out but the crew has to spend alproceed without the seal unless And 7,300 under a year ago. Lowest burgh, manager Moe Silver told most three hours a day on the road
agreeing to cuts demanded by post-war number of jobseekers in him: “My boy, we haven’t heard traveling, and 5:30 calls aren’t
Geoffrey Shurloek.
any June was 10,400 in 1953.
unusual.
laughs like this in so long.”
but so

sented Miss Davis with a scroll
and' spoke warmly and appreciatively of her work on- behalf of
the juve thespers.
Virtually the
entire
town, either lined the
streets, were at the plaza in front
of the municipal building, or
looked out of windows at the
motorcade.
Another substantial
portion of Portland turned out in’
front of the Strand Theatre. The
fire dept, made the sight more picturesque by forming a huge A with

when 20fh-Fox gets to releasing its
‘Can-Can’ picture in France?”. he

tions;”

AT

EMPLOYMENT FIGURES
UNDERLIE GOOD B.O.

WGAN-TV,

\

i

the Gannett station,
okay to

originally asked for the

—

.

.

.

people reached in this cumulative
campaign on tv, it came to one billion people. That means just about
everyone who watches tv saw the
plugs several times, and we got
all this publicity free,” said the
comedian.
Never Had a Premiere
“I’ve been in pictures 17 years
-and I’ve never seen anything like
the reaction to this tour. It all
barnstorming with Grant. Par, in- comes .under the heading of show
cidentally, is trying to work in
.business because it’s selling. Exnumerous stage appearances for hibitors were immensely pleased.
sponsoring group naming monitors
the actor, whose act simply willjbe
Why, I’d never even had a pre- to serve at all performances.
a q. and n. session with the Audi- miere on one of my pictures beence. Microphones will be spotted
fore;, I. was always too busy making
around the theatres so the ticket- tours to Army posts and’ for chariPRESS 0;0.S BISON
buyers can pop the question.
ties. We raised $100,000 for the

™

interest,

Portland, Me., July 26.

Although Bette Davis and her
Davies Argues 20th Bisks Offense husband Gary Merrill can be seen
walking down Congress Street (the
To ‘The Inventors*
elms are long since gone) almost
Fireworks are in the offing over any day in their alter ego roles
the title to the French picture, as Maine residents, practically the
full 80,000 population of Portland'
“French Can-Can.”
Richard Davis and John G. Mc- turned out Friday (22) for the
whoop-de-do in connection with
Carthy, who have the film via their
newly-formed United Motion Pic- the premiere at the Strand of Miss
Davis’
first release in a long time,
ture Organization, have been noti20th Century-Fox’s “The Virgin
fied that; both 20th-Fox and the
Queen.”
With a $10 top, the perlegit producing team. 'of; Cy Feuer
earned $10,000 or so for
and Ernest H. Martin object to the formance
the
Children’s
Theatre, a local enU. S. release of the French musithusiasm
of the star.
(Theatre,
cal under that, title.
Feuer & Martin are the produc- played to 40,000 kids last year at
nominal
admissions).
ers of the. legit “Can-Can,” and
The 2Qth ballyholigans made
20th owns the screen rights to it,.
Davis *said Monday (25) that the certain that the entire town was
The local
word “Can-Can” was in the public behind this effort.
domain and that anyone could use Packard dealers contributed' a
Also, he pointed out, any suc- motorcade that: took a visiting
it.
cessful move to force a title, change batch of celebs and newspapermen
on the French tinter would sit from the airport to the steps of
City Hall where the mayor and the
poorly with the French.
"What do you think they’d do president of the city council pre-

star’s stand-

“These personals seem to bring
a certain excitement to the theatre
Minneapolis, July 26.
and the exhibitors say they want
One of the reasons why the local more. They preceded my appear“Silver” and “Camera” were boxoffice continues to* stand up
DCA’s first two major productions. comparatively well is found in fig- ances with a tv-radio campaign so
The third, “Finian’s Rainbow,” ures just issued by A. S, Broberg, that the whole thing would be in
was gotten underway but' has been state employment service’s man- full swing by the time I arrived
These exhibitors know
in town.
in a state of suspension for months. ager here. June employment of
the power of tv. As soon as I’d
Going well over budget on the
“
reached town, they wouTdrosh
.£L.
preliminaries, DCA shelled out month. The total is 3,000 above the
to the local tv station for an inter$300,000 for “Finian’s.” The scoi> May figure and 11,100 higher than view. They rate a plug on Ed Suling (which comes first in. a cartoon in June 1954.
livan’s show as absolute uranium.
Gain over the previous month I’m going to do this- again, and next
feature) is completed but no animation work has been done yet. The resulted from a 1,500 factory jobs time I'll
hit towns which weren’t
total budget, it’s now figured, will increase with the end of several
DCA Wants an- labor disputes and another 1,500 on my current itinerary.” ended
reach, $800,000.
Hope’s four-week tour
other company to take over the gain in non-manufacturing jobs,
project, With DCA retaining a par- including construction employment this week, with the star p.a.’ihg in
tial

A VI UIUIU) IlIVl
By JOE COHEN

'CAN-CAN’ TITLE DISPUTE

Spewack.

.

UHVVU
4

potential boxoffice

In Cool Comfort He

cidentally,

.

l II &UI

of $340,000 for scripting eight pictures. Deal allots him 12 weeks
to work on each screenplay and
the right to turn down assignments.
Further, it permits him to take
48 weeks off, iu three 16-week
periods, during which he’s free to
far in his tornado-like tour, said
take on outside work.
Paramount has told him if estiBoehm, is now doing the script mates
$1,000,008 gross has been
for “The Revolt of Mamie Stover”
added to “Foyl” as a result of his
as the first assignment under the
personals. Film, brought in at a
new pact. His previous writing jobs budget of
$1,500,000, will gross
at 20th included “Tall Men,” “Vio$6,000,000, it’s now estimated by.
lent Saturday” and “Bottom of the
Paramount.
Bottle.”
The star said there’s a Crying
.hunger both on the part of exhibitors and audiences in the hinterFor Good Ole Paramount,
lands for Hollywood names to p.a.
and the “excitement” such p.a.’s
Cary Grant Hits Sticks generates brings a much greater

DCA

is
In a new deal,
$350,000.
collecting $50,000 from 20th

now

KAUFMAN

Hollywood, July 28.
Hollywood’s film industry has a

;

cover the proceedings, including
the parade, and got it. Then WCHS
(NBC) got. wind of the
“scoop” and indicated it, too, Wanted to, give coverage. Since

WGAN
WGAN

had sold
nixed.

the

its

half-hour,

WCHS

was

This didn’t, however, faze

NBC

boys.

They installed their cameras on
rooftops along the parade route
and across from the Strand and
“zoomed” in on the various celebs,
including Bette Davis, star of the
pic. Since
and WCHS are
the only two stations in. town, 20th
didn’t object to the WCHS “steal”
of the preem, For a half hour, 20th
had the Portland air all to itself.

WGAN

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, July

PSSRiSff

‘Roberts’ Dominates LA, Fancy 7fl€;

‘STRANGER’ GIANT 32G,

1955

Wow $20,0#0, K.C., ‘Benson’

‘Roberts

ST. LOO; ‘SAC’ 17G, 2d
July 26.
Best bet here this session for
newcomers is “Not As Stranger,”
which is smash at Loew’s. “Strasuffered
tegic
Air 'Command”
somewhat in second round because
airconditioning machinery broke
down Sunday af ternooh. Biz was
switched to the Missouri until today (Tues.) and this hurt some

,27,

St. Louis,

‘Angels’ 16G, ‘Young’ Lusty

Los Angeles, July

Too

Estimates for This.

Ambassador

Estimated Total Gross
$527,100
This JVeek
(Based on 21 theatres)
8536,900
Last Year
*

.

Young

(

Based on 21 theatres )

eight ozoners.

Estimates for This Week
Egyptian (TJATC) (1,536; $1“We’re No Angels” (Par).
$1,50)
Good $16,000. Last week, in unit.
Downtown Paramount, Pantages,
.

—

(ABPT-RKO-SW)

Wiltem

(3,200;

$l-$l-50)—“Mister
$70,000. Last
week, Par, Wiltern, with Egyptian,
“Land Pharaohs” (WB) (4th Wk),
2,344;

2,812;

Roberts” (WB). Fancy

$15,600.

Four Star (UATC)

(900; 90-$1.25)

-—“Adventures Sadie” (Indie). Slow
$2,500. Last week, “Green Magic”
(Indie) (3d wk), $1,500.

Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan-

G&S) (2,213; 1,106; 80 T $1.25)—
“You’re Never Too Young” (Par)
and “Robber’s Roost” (UA) Orpheum only). Fair $14,000 or betLast week, Orpheum and
ter.
Vogue, “Strategic Air Command’
(Par) (3d wk). $6,100.

Warner Downtown, Hollywood.
(SW-FWC) (1,757; 756; 80-$1.25)
Desire” (U) and “Purple

—“One

Mask” (U). Light $12,000. Last
week Downtown and Iris, “Shotgun” (A A) and “Annapolis Story
’

(AA), $11,500, plus $36 100 in 3
Hollywood,
drive-ins;
5
nabes,
“Prodigal” (M-G) and “Fury In
Paradise” (Indie) (2d wk), $3,000.

Vogue (RKO-FWC)
80-$1.25) --“Davy

Hillstreet,

885;

(2,752;

and
Crockett”
Costello Meet Mummy”
(BV)

Hillstreet,

Vogue.

at

Hillstreet

“Abbott,
(U)

at

“Robber’s Roost” (UA)
Sad $7,000, Last week
and Pantages “Dam

Busters” (WB) and “Wakamba”
(RKO), $8,000.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1*50)
“Marty” (UA) (2d wk). Fast
$11,000. Last week, record $13,000,
but below hopes.

—

Los Angeles, New Fox, Uptown,
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 965; 1,715;
1,248; 90-$ 1.50)—“House Bamboo’’
(20th) and “That Lady” (20th) (2d
wk). Modest $23,000. Last week,
$35,700.

State (UATC) (2,404; 90-$1.50)—
“Cobweb” (M-G) and “Fear and
Slow
Desire” (Indie) (2d wk).
$6,000 or close. Last week, with
Hawaii, $17,200, plus $62,000 in 9
ozoners.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; $1-

_

"Not As Stranger” (UA)

$1.75)
(4th wk).

Excellent $15,000.

Last

week, $17,000.
Fox Rita (FWC) (1,363; $1-$1.50)

-“Interrupted Melody” <M-G> (4th
wk).
Nice $6,000.
Last week,

Fox Wilshlre (FWC)

—

“Cineranta Holiday”
$2.40)
(Indie)- (23d wk); Neat $16,000 following $19,000 last stanza.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 51-75)
“Seven Little Foys” (Par) and “An-

—

$

20 000
,

.

Command”
Denver”

(Rep)

$17,000.

“Road

and

(Par)

wk),

(2d

Paramount

$1-$1.50)

!1,430;

—

"Seven Little

.

Last week, $11,800.

(Based on 24
J

theatres .)

Week
$2,982,200

and 220

cities

"

.

Paramount.

35G

Denver, July 26.
an d Tramp” is packing
the Orpheum currently to give this
house best here this week.
It’s
tops for months. “Mister Roberts”
is smash Centre for comparatively
better showing in smaller house.
‘House of Bamboo” looks good at
the Denver. “Seven Little Foys”
looms fancy in second Denham
week.
Estimates for This Week
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)—
“Mister Roberts” (WB).
Wham
$28,000. Stays, natch! Last week,
(Continued on page 16)
.

,

of

“Seven

Roxy is big, “Private
Major JBenson” in four

Arty theatres are in with ‘Strong
new bills, “Gate of HelT” at the
Kimo, and “On Approval” at the
Vogue being especially big.
Estimates for This Week
(Dickinson) (504; 85-81)
of
Hell”
(fcidieh
Nifty
$2,800. Stays on. Last week “For

Kimo

“Gate

bidden

—

‘Lady’ 25

W

‘Lady Lofty 17G

Toys 16G

Games”

(Indie)

wk)

(3d

$ 1 000 .
,

Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-$l)—
“Not As Stranger” (UAj (2d wk).
Fancy $12,000. Holds. Last week,
$22,000, best here in many months.
Mlgsotiri (RKO) (2,585; 50-75-$!)
.(BV) (2d
wk). Big $13,000. Continues." Last
week, $21,000 for one of best
showings at this house.

—“Lady and Tramp”

Orpheum (Fox Midwest)
75-81—“Seven Year Itch”

(1,913;
(20th)'

(5th wk). Nifty $5,00p. Stays. Last
week, $6,000.

Paramount (United Par)

(1,900;

Roberts”

(WB).

75-$l)

Wham

— “Mister

$20,000 or over. Holds over.
Last week, “Annapolis Story” (A A)

and “Skabenga” (AA) $5,000.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-$l)
“Seven Little Foys” (Par). Fat
Continues.
Last week,
“Marty” (UA) (3d wk), $3,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
700; 2,100; (65-85)— “Private War
Major Benson’’ (U) with opening
night personal appearances by Tim
Hovey and Julie Adams. Lofty
$18,000. Last week “Wichita” (AA),
$10,000.

$ 22 000.
,

—

,

‘Popular Fat 14G,

.

—

—

—

‘Roberts’ Soars

To Record

55G, D. C.;

Prov.; ‘Lady’’llG
Providence, July 26.

Very poor weekend trade because
of torrid heat will hold down this
session. Topping the list is Majestic s

“How To Be
Second

ular.”

Very, Very Popof

As

“Not

A

Stranger” at State looks big. “Lady

and Tramp”

at

Albee

still is

torrid

in second round.

Estimates for This

Week

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-90)—
“Lady and Tramp” (BV) (2d wk).
Hot $11,000 after $17,500 in first.
Majestle (Fay) (2,200; 65-85)—
“How To Be Popular” (20th) and
“Adventures of Sadie” (20th).
Healthy $14,000. Last week, “House
of Bamboo” (20th) and “Angela”
(20th), $11,000.

State.

“Not As
Torrid

(Loew)

A

(3,200;

75-$l)—

Stranger”. (UA) (2d wk).
First week was

$14,000.

$27,500.

(Silverman)
—Strand
“We’re No Angels”
*

(2,200; 50-75)
(Par). Slow

with “Foxfire” also solid at Up- $6,000. Last week,
“Shotgun” (AA)
town.
Second stanza of “Inter- and “Finger Man” (AA), $6,500.
rupted Melody” is still out ahead
for town's top returns. Other holdovers, still neat, are “Seven Little
Foys” and “Seven Year Itch,” both ‘POPULAR’
1IG,
ih fourth frame.
On five-house

PLUSH

duo of “It
Came From Beneath Sea” and
“Creature ,With Atom Brain” is
Fine very good.

Sock 16G

‘Earth’ Solid 9G, ‘Laramie’
$5,500.

Adventure” (Indie),
Last week, “Out of This

World”

(Indie) (3d wk), $3,500.

“Great

(RKO)

Keith’s

(1,939;

—“Lady and Tramp”
Hurt by

setup,

75-$1.25)

(BV) (2d wk).
but still do

transit- tieup,

sock $17,500 after $24,000 last
week. Holds.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 90$1.25)
“Mister Roberts” (WB).

—

science-fiction

INDPLS.; ‘FOYS’ 9G, 2d

Indianapolis, July 26.
Center of interest here this
stanza seems to be in first-run* of
This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, “Lady and Tramp” at Shadeland
State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,059; and Lafayette Road drive-ins, first
955; 696; 694; 975; 40-75)—“Came major product bid away from
From Beneath Sea” (Col) and downtowns. It played to estimated
“Creature Atom Brain” (Col). Big 10,000 attendance first night at the
$15,500.
Last week, “Santa Fe two spots. “Not As Stranger” at
Passage” (Rep) and “Las Vegas Loew’s is still leader in good second stanza. VHow to Be Very, Very
Shakedown” (AA), $13,000.
Eglinton, University (FP) (1,088; Popular” at the Indiana is stout
60-$l)
1,558;
“Dam Busters” and top newcomer “Seven Little
(WB). Hefty $14,000. Last week, Foys” holdover at Circle shape

Estimates

for'

—

Mighty $29,000, and new all-time
Columbia is managing to lure high here. Last week “Land of
enough coin to -insure it a holdover Pharaohs” (WB) (3d wk) $5,000 in “Mambo” (Par), $9,000 for five nice.
6 days.
stanza. Both “Interrupted Melody”
days.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 70-95)
at Loew’s Palace and “Lady and
Fafrlawn, Odeon (Rank) (1,165;
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50^
“Interrupted Melody” (M-Q) (2d 2.580; 75-$l)
Tramp”, at RKO Keith’s, continue
“Out of Clouds” 85)—“Seven Little Foys” (Par) and
solid in second week, with latter wk). Bright $14,000 after >$20,000 (Rank). Light $7,000.' Last week,
“Angela” (20th) (2d wk). Nice
opener. Holds -on.
shaping as longrunner.
“Cell 2455, Death Row” (Col),
$9,000 or over. Last week, $14,000.
Estimates for This Week
Playhouse (LopertV (435; 75- $11,500. 7
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-85)—
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 90- $1.10)— “Seven Little Foys" (Par)
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$l)—
“Mister Roberts” (WB). (4th wk). Firm $8,000 after $8,500 “Seven Little Foys” (Par) (4th wk). “How to Be Popular” (20th). Good
$1.25)
Record $26,000. Last week, “Land last week. Stays.
Neat $9,000. Last week, $12,000. $11,000. Last week, “Foxfire” (U),
$9,500.
of Pharaohs” (WB) (3d wk), $3,500
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$l)
Loew’s (Loew) (2,090; 60-$l)
in 6 days.
Keith’s
(C-D) (1,300 50-75)—
“Man from Laramie” (Col). Great “Interrupted Melody” (M-G) (2d
to
Denver” (Rep) and
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 75-$l.I0) $16,000 despite so-so critical reac- wk). Holding hep at $18,000. Last “Road
“Fighting
Kentuckian”
—“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (4th- tion. Stays, Last week, “Prize of week; $20,000.
(Indie),
final wk). Fine $12,000 after $15,- Gold” (Col) (4th wk), $3,000 in 5
Shea’s
(FP)
(2,386;
60-$l)— $Fair $5,500. Last week, “Gang000 last week,
days.
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (4th wk). busters” (Indie) and “Lord of JunColumbia (Loew) 1,174; 70-95)
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40) Good $8,500. Last week, $11,506. gle” (AA), same.
—“This Island Earth” (U). Solid
“Cinerama” (Indie) (89th wk).
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 60-$l)
Loew’* '(Loew) (2,427; 75-95)—
$9,000. Stays. Last Week, “Cob- Slightly off from expectations, but “Foxfire” (U). Fine $9,000. Last “Not As Stranger” (UA) (2d .wk).
web” (M-G) (5th wk-4 days), $4,000. still nice at ,$13,000 for Second con- week, “Ain’t Misbehavin’ ” (U), Lusty $12,000 after sock $21,000
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$l)
secutive week* Stays.
opener. May hold another.
$ 6 000
’

$28,000,

Foys”

Fox Midwest houses shapes. sturdy.

.

.

—

Denver; ’Lady’ Sock

at the

eluding N. Y t )
Total Gross Same
Last Year

40G,

Chinese (FWC) (1,905; $l-$2>
Washington, July 26.
’Seven Year Itch” (20th) (6th wk).
Four new entries are hurdling
Okay $9,000. Last week, $11,000. the handicap of the transit strike,
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364; now in its 4th week here. Way out
n.20-$2.65) r— “Cinerama” (Indie) in front is “Mister Roberts,” terrif.'117th wk).
Into current stanza ic at Ambassador and MetropoliSunday (24) after big $27,000 last tan. Looks like new records in
week.
both spots, “Man from Laramie”
Canon (Adler -Rosener) (533; at Trans-Lux shapes sock despite
$1.25)—“Paris With Love” (Indie)
tepid notices. “Great' Adventure”
8th wk). Steady $3,200. Last week, at Dupont
is sturdy,
$3,300.
“This Island Earth” at Loew’s

‘Roberts’ Great

week
Little

War

to

(F&M)

Toys” (Par) (5th wk). Neat $9,500.

“Mister Roberts”

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

Loew’s '(Loew) (3,172; 50-85)
“Not As Stranger” (UA). Socko
$32,000. Last week, “Interrupted
Pitt;
Melody” (M-G) and “Battle Taxi”
(UA) (2d wk),' $11,000.
Pittsburgh, July 26.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,400; 50-85)—
Philadelphia, July 26.
Downtown is booming again with
“Scarlet Coat” (M-G) and “MaraudStrong holdovers are keeping biz
blockbusters in “Not
of
couple
a
ers” (M-G).
Solid '$8,000.
Last
at cinemas steady this week de“Wizard of Oz” (M-G) (re- As a Stranger” at Penn and “Lady
spite prolonged heat, wave and va- Week,
Both are
issue) and “Robber’s Roost” (UA) and Tramp” at Stanley.
cation exodus. “Nights Holds Terhitting summer peaks, and should
ror” looms stout at Goldman while (2d wk), $6,500.
be around for a few weeks. ComSt. Louis (St. L. Amuse) (4,000;
“How To Be Very, Very Popular”
petition is too tough for “Purple
is rated big at Randolph. “Mister 51-90)—“Land of Pharaohs” (WR)
Mask” at Harris and fifth week
Roberts,” “We’re No Angels” “Not (2d wk). Fine $10,000 following windup of “Seven Year Itch” at
As Stranger” and “Lady and $14,000 in teeoff session.
Fulton. However, “Cinerama HoliTramp” are holding at fast gaits.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amuse) (800; day” at Warner keeps holding up
Estimates for This Week
$1.10)— “Gate of Hell” (Indie). Big in face of everything.
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.49)— $3,000.
week,
Last
“Wayward
eek
Estimates for This
‘•We’re No Angels” (Par) (3d wk). Wife” (IFE), $2,500.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)—
Bright $10,000. Last week, $11,000.
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (5th wkBoyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
5 days). On abbreviated session,
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (23d
looks like $4,000, not too bad at
wk). Fancy $15,000, Last week,
this stage of run. Last week al$16,000.
most $7,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.49)—
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 65-$l)—
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (5th wk).
“Purple Mask” (U). Mild $5,500,
So-so $12,000. Last week, $14,000.
Last week, “Wichita” (AA), $9,500.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65Guild (Green) (500; 65-$l)—
$1.30)—“Night Holds. Terror” (Col).
“Intruder” (Indie) (3d wk). Oke
Stout $13,000. Last week, “Bring
Cincinnati, July 26.
Last week, $1,900.
$1,600.
Your Smile Along” (Par)), $5,000
It’s holdover week for the larger
Penn (UA) (3,300; 75-$1.25)—
in 5 days.
major houses here with plenty of
“Not
As
Stranger” (UA). Heading
MastbaUm (SW) (4,370; 99-$1.49) action at each boxoffice. “Seven
“Mister Roberts” (WB) (2d wk). Little Foys” at the big Albee and for biggest take of year here deLofty $24,000. Last week, $30,000. “Lady and Tramp” at the Palace spite critical reception. Great camMidtown (jGoldman) (1,200; 65- are in a photo gallop for top coin. paign paying off, however. May
$1.49)—“Seven Little Foys” (Par) “Not As A Stranger*’ stacks hotsy even go to $40,000, terrific. Last
(4th wk). Fair $9,500. Last week, in fourth frame at Keith’s. Only week, “We’re No Angels” (Par) (2d
new bill currently, “Beiigal Bri- wk), $11,500.
$ 12 000
Squirrel Hill (SW) <900; 65-$l)—
gade,” looms pleasing at jfche Grand.
.Randolph -(Goldman)
(2,500; 75
'
“Great Adventure” (Indie) (3d wk).
$1,40)“How To Be Popular’ “Cinerama Holiday” retains town Holding.
Nice $2,000. Last week,
(20th).
Big $18,000. Last week, lead in coin and. actual strength
$2,600.
“Love Me, Leave Me” (M-G) (5th for fifth straight stanza.
Stanley (SW)- (3,800; 50-$1.25)
wk), $10,000.
Estimates for This Week
—“Lady and the Tramp” (BV).
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.10)—
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.40)—
Sensational afternoon biz. Shoot“Cobweb” (M-G) (2d wk). Strong “Seven Little Foys” (Par) (2d wk). ing for at least $25,000, great conLofty
after
$16,000
first
$20,500
$11,000. Last week, $23,000.
sidering most of it is coming at
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 65-99)— week.
minimum* price. Last week, “7 Lit“Came From Beneath Sea” (Col)
Capitol
(Ohio Cinema Corp.) tle Foys” (Par) (2d wk), $12,500.
and “Creature with Atom Brain” (1,376; $1.20-$2.65) -^“Cinerama
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.40)
(Col) (2d wk). Hefty $11,500. Last Holiday” (Indie) (5th wit). Shapes —“Cinerama
Holiday*’ (Indie) (23d
week, $21,000.
close to last. week’s great $30,000. wk). Heavy influx of visitors conStudio (Goldberg) (400; 90-$1.49)
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-90)
tinues to keep* this one up. Solid
—“Marty” (UA) (6th wk). Sturdy “Bengal Brigade” (U) and “Abbott $14,000, about same as last
week.
$7,500. Last week, '$8,500.
afid Costello Meet Mummy’’ (U).
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.50) Fancy $7,000. Last week, “Moon“Interrupted
Melody”
(M-G) fleet” (M-G) and “Marauders”
(7th wk). Okay $4,500. Last week, (M-G), $7,500.
‘Dam Busters’ Loud 14G,
$5,000.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 74-$1.80)— “Not As A. Stranger” (UA) (4th
Toronto, ‘Foxfire’ Fast
“Not As. Stranger” (UA) (4th wk). wk). Hotsy $9,000 in wake of $11,Smash $18,000.. Last week, $22,000. 000 third round. Holds.
9G, ‘Melody’ Hep 18G
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$!)—
$1.50)
“Lady and Tramp” (BV) “Lady and Tramp” (BV). ContinuToronto, July 26.
(4th wk). Good $12,000. Last week, ing big„ $17,000 or near, on heels
Dam Busters,” in two-house
$14,000.
of $23,000 preem.
combo, is hefty among newcomers,

Cincy,

is

in a terrific opening

at the smaller

fine-1

,

Leader

overs.

Last week, “Strategic Air

(Tues.).

.

Hollywood

City Grosses

City, July 26.

Town is loaded with big ones curnew bills and hold-

rently In both

Estimated Total Gross
$2,940,200
This Week
(Based on 24 cities and 223

Opened today

(2,296; $1.50-

$2)—“Lady and Tramp” (BV> (5th
Hearty $16,000. Last Week,

Key

Week

$7,600.

wk).

Kansas

(Indie) (1,400; $1.20-

napolis Story ”’(AA).

looks only fair $14,000 or over In
two firstruns, it is taking a nifty
$74,000 in one neighborhood and

seven driveins. Combo of “Qne
Desire” and “Purple Mask” is
rated light $12,000 in two houses
plus $46,000 for two nabes and

Bangup at 18G, ‘Foys Torrid 10G

naturally.

Broadway Grosses

*

“Never

in

-

26,

Firstrun biz is spotty this week
although the overall total is running above average. Help is coming from several nice openers plus
some strong^extended-runs. Fancy
$70,000 is shaping for “Mister Robthree theatres while
in
erts”
“We’re No Angels” is heading for
good $16,000 in one site.

Although

88G

—

—

.

*

—

—

,

.

Wednesday, July 27, X955

PRESENTS THE
ROBERT ALDRICH
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Producer-Director (the associates & aldrich co.)
“THE BIG KNIFE"- starring JACK PALANCE, IDA LUPINO,
SHELLEY WINTERS, WENDELL COREY, HOD STEIGER,
JEAN HAGEN
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ROBERT, BASSLER-

RICHARD SALE
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Producer-Director
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“GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTESt’—Technicolor
Cinemascope— starring JANE RUSSELL, JEANNE CRAIN
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“THE VIGIL"— Color— Cinemascope

W>\

JOAN CRAWFORD
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Producer*Star
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Six pictures in six years

CROWN PRODUCTIONS
Producers (Robert jacks, Robert goldstein, spyros skouras, plato skouras)
--STRANGER ON HORSEBACK"-Ansco Color
starring

JOEL McCRIiA

-ROBBERS ROOST"— De
starring

Luxe Cotor

GEORGE MONTGOMERY

-A KISS BEFORE DYING”-Eastman Color
Cinemascope— starring ROBERT WAGNER
"A KILLER IS LOOSE"

KIRK DOUGLAS
Producer-Star

(bryna productions)

Six pictures in three years
1.

2.
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-THE INDIAN FIGH.TER"-Co!or-CinemaScope
-THE VIKING RAIDERS"

ERROL FLYNN
Producer-Star on association with Herbert wilcox)
-LET'S MAKE UP"— Eastman Color
co-starring ANNA N EAGLE

-'

"•••;;•' -

-KING'S RHAPSODY"— co-starring ANNA NEAGLE
-WILLIAM TELL"— Color— CineniaScope
l
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HENRY FONDA
Producer-Star
Six pictures in four years
1.

2.

-THE CLOWN"
-TWELVE ANGRY MEN".

BERT

E.

FRIEDLOB

Producer
IS MADE AT NIGHT"-starring DANA ANDREWS,
RHONDA FLEMING, IDA LUPINO, HOWARD DUFF,
GEORGE SANDERS, THOMAS MITCHELL, LEE J. COBB

-NEWS
£'$'

''

?r?

PRODUCING NEW SCREEN

'
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SAMUEL GOLDWYN, Jr.

STANLEY KRAMER

Producer

Producer-Director

“NOT AS A STRANGER”— starring OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

“THE TROUBLES HOOTERS- starring ROBERT MITCHUM,
JAN STERLING

ROBERT MITCHUM, FRANK SINATRA, GLORIA GRAHAME,
BRODERICK CRAWFORD, CHARLES BICKFORD

%

'

“SHARKFIGHTERS”— Color

“THE PRIDE AND THE PASSION”-Technicolor

“THE DANCING DETECTIVE”

Vista Vision

NORMAN KRASNA

PAUL GREGORYCHARLES LAUGHTON
’

Producer-Director

Producer-Director-Writer

“THE AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER”

1

-starring OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

“KIND SIR”

“THE NIGHT OF THE HUNTER”— starring ROBERT MITCHUM,
SHELLEY WINTERS, LILLIAN GISH

ANATOLE LITVAK

ED HARRIS MICHAEL MYERRERG

Producer-Director

I

Three picturesln four years

“PATTERNS'?— starring VAN HEFLIN

.Producer

Producer-Star

Two

(crystal bay prod.)

pictures in two years

HAROLD HECHTBURT LANCASTER
Producer-Birector-Star

(hecht-lancaster prod.)

“THE KENTUCKIAN”— Technicolor— Cinemascope
starring

BURT LANCASTER with DIANNE FOSTER, DIANA LYNN

“MARTY”— starring ERNEST

BORGNINE, BETSY BLAIR

‘TRAPEZE”— starring BURT UNCASTER, GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA,
TONY CURTIS

“THE WAY WEST”
“TOO MUCH MAN”
“ELEPHANT BILL”
“THE TALL DARK MAN”
“TELL IT ON THE DRUMS”
“UNTIL THEY SAIL”
“KITTY

HAWK”

LEW KERNER
Producer

“STUDS LONIGAN”

X

•

*

‘

DICK HAYMESRITA HAYWORTH

LOPERT

ILYA

Producers

“SUMMERTIME”— Technicolor— starring KATHARINE HEPBURN,
ROSSANO BRAZZI
In association with London Films

“RICHARD

III”

(IN

ASSOCIATION WITH LAURENCE OLIVIER)

.

LAURENCE OLIVIER,
CLAIRE BLOOM, RALPH RICHARDSON, MICHAEL REPGRAVE,
JOHN GIELGUD, JOHN MILLS
Technicolor— VistaVision— starring

“THE LUCKY KID”— Eastman Color-starring CELIA JOHNSON
“THE MAN WHO LOVED REDHEADS”^-Teqhnicolor
starring

JOS.

MOIRA SHEARER, JOHN JUSTIN

L.

MANKIEWICZ

Producer-Director-Writer
Four pictures

in

(figaro, inc.)

three yearn

VICTOR MATURE
Producer-Star
Six pictures in five years

DAVID MILLER
Producer-Director

“THE SHORT WEEK-END”

ROBERT MITCHUM
Producer-Star

(drm productions)

Five productions in fpur years
1.

2.

“FOREIGN INTRIGUE” (IN ASSOCIATION WITH SHELDON REYNOLDS)
“BANDITO” (IN ASSOCIATION WITH ROBERT L. JACKS)

P^SilETY

12

v
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EDWARD and
WILLIAM NASSOUR
9

Producers
*

.

Producer-Director

(bel-air prod.)

*

“THE BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN”
EastmanColor— Cinemascope— RegiScope
MADISON, PATRICIA MEDINA

starring GUY

“RING AROUND SATURN”-Color-RegiScope

ROBERT PARRISH

TQM LEA

and

AUBREY SCHENCK and
HOWARD W. KOCH

Producer-Director

Six pictures in two years
1. “BIG HOUSE, U.S.A.”- starring BRODERICK CRAWFORD,
RALPH MEEKER

2.

“DESERT SANDS"— Technicolor— SuperSc.ope

starring

RALPH MEEKER, MARLA ENGLISH,

J.

CARROL NAISH

“FORT YUMA”—Technicolor— starring PETER GRAVES,
JOHN HUDSON
4. “REBEL IN TOWN"
5. “THREE BAD SISTERS"

3.

FRANK SINATRA

“THE WONDERFUL COUNTRY”

Producer-Star

PINE-THOMAS-SHANE

(oxford productions)

Fivs pictures in four years
1.

“ONE WAY OUT"

Producers

“LINCOLN McKEEVER”— starring JAMES CAGNEY
“RiOUNTAlNS HAVE NO SHADOWS”
“THE BIG CAPER”

OTTO PREMINGER
Producer-Director

THrM
1.

EDWARD SMALL
Producer

“THE NAKED STREET"— starring ANTHONY QUINN*
FARLEY GRANGER. ANNE BANCROFT
“TOP GUN"-starring STERLING HAYDEN

“GOD IS IN MY CORNER"
“THE LAST NOTCH"

pictures in three years

“THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM"

starring

FRANK SINATRA

ROBERT ROSSEN

ROBERT WATERFI ELDJANE RUSSELL
Producer-Star

<russ-field corp.)

o

“GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES"—Technicolor

Prdducer-Director-Writer

Twq
1.

Cinemascope— starring JANE RUSSELL, JEANNE CRAIN

pictures in two years

“ALEXANDER THE

starring

GREAT"-Technifcolor-CinemaScope

RICHARD BURTON, FREDRIC MARCH,

DANIELLE DARRIEUX, CLAIRE BLOOM
\

*
,

SABRE PRODUCTIONS
Producer-Director

(frank seltzer, victor orsatti, Joseph newman)

“FLIGHT FROM HONG KONG"-starring ANTHONY QUINN

Widescreen— starring CLARK GABLE

“RUN FQR THE SUN”— starring RICHARD WIDMARK
“THE GREAT MANHUNT”
“WAY OF AN EAGLE"
“OIL FIELD STORY” (Untitled;

ORSON WELLES
Producer-Director-Star

“THE BOSS"
“MR. TEX"

“OTHELLO

VICTOR SAVILLE
Producer-Director

“THE LAST MAN IN WAGON MOUND”-Color

(parklane pictures)

9*

CORNEL WILDE
Producer-Star

(Theodora' prod.)

“STORM FEAR”— co-starring JEAN WALLACE

ME DEADLY”— starring RALPH MEEKER
“MY GUN IS QUICK”
“A MOST CONTAGIOUS GAME”

SHELLEY WINTERS

“ONE LONELY NIGHT”

Producer-Star

“KISS

“WEDDING BREAKFAST"

“BIG KILL”

CREATIVE MANPOWER!
SCREEN EXCITEMENT!
AND

IT S

ALL BACKED UP BY

SELLING POWER!

—

*
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$63,090, ‘Phenix’

Wham 47G, 'Mask’
Boston, July 26.

Sock 16G, 'Summertime Smooth 21G
Chicago, July. 26.
firstruns are doing- steady
to generally strong biz this round,
,

Loop

with several good openers. Cool
weekend temperatures proved a
nice hypo.

“The Kentuckian” with the Four
Aces topping the stage bill at the
Chicago looks to do a smash $63,000 in the first frame, “Phenix
City Story" is headed for mighty
$47,000 in same week at the Woods,
“Summertime" is getting a talj
$21,000 in first session at the Loop
while “Purple Mask” shapes sock
$16,000 or close in the same round
at the Grand.
“Long John Silver" is fair in
second week at the Monroe. “Davy
Crockett” looms so-so in the second at Roosevelt. “Love Me Or
Leave Me” is still big in the third
frame at the McVickers while “Not
As A Stranger” holds well in fourth

week

at

United Artists.

With Hub Tn an alltime heat
wave and mercury reading 94 to

The 10th day this month for
97 daily, pix biz is holding amazingly here. Only one new film, above 90-degree weather, regisMetropoliRoberts.”
at
the
“Mister
tered
during the past week, is
‘Lady* Terrif $25,000,
tan, but it's terrific, giving the being reflected at the Broadway
Buff; ‘Roberts’ 17G, 2d house its first winner in weeks; firstrup boxoffice currently. There
All holdovers are consistent. Best was a brief respite of less than 24
Buffalo, July 26.
Plenty of holdovers here this of the lot is “Lady and Tramp” at hours from the torrid weather but
stanza but biz is holding in great the Memorial with a hotsy second a new, even worse heat wave teed
off last’ Thursday. Rain Sunday
shape. Best newcomer is “Lady stanza.
“Not As a Stranger” is still pull- (24) helped some but the soaring
and Tramp,” terrific at the Century. “Mister Roberts" is top hold- ing nicely at the State and Or- mercury took hold again the folover with a' great take in second pheum in fourth frame. “We’re lowing two days. While aircondiNp Angels” in second stretch pt tioned theatres attracted some, the
stanza at the Center.
the Paramount and Fenway looms hot weather was so intense SaturEstimates for This Week
sturdy.
day that it clipped many house
? Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 70-$D—
Longest holdover, “Seven Year takes.
“Not As Stranger" (UA) (4th wk). Itch” in its fifth frame at the
Surplus of holdovers and longBright $12,000. Last week, $15,000. Astor, is okay.
ruhs is cutting into the total gross
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 50-80)
Estimates for This Week
of deluxers, but new fare is far

4>

:

.

No Angels"

“We’re

(Par)

and

“Eight O’clock Walk" (Indie) (2d
wk).
Solid $9,000,
Last week,

t

$13,500.

Center (Par) (2,000; 70-$l)—
“Mister Roberts" (WB) (2d wk).
Smash $17,000. Last week, $23,800.
“

tiiir)

<t

u

4 fi nnn

Grand ’(No’mikos)
“Purple Mask”

(1,200;

98-$D—

and “Outlaw
Stallion” (Col). Hotsy $16,000 or
near. Last week, “Came From Beneath Sea” (Col) and “Creature
With Atom Brain" (Col) (3d wk),

Bamboo"

(20th) and
(Indie), $9,500.

Plan"

—

—

—

‘

(1,200;

$l,20-$2.4d)
“Cinerama" (Indie)
(18th wk). Fast $9,000. Last week,

—

ditto.

(U)

’

•

,

‘Cobweb’ Boffl2G,

$10,500.

Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
“Summertime" (UA). Boffo $21,000.

Last week. “Prize of Gold"

Mpls.; ‘Pop’lar’llG
*

(Col), (2d wk), $8,200.
(Indie) (1,000;

*

•

80-$1.25)
Silver” (DCA) (2d
wk). Mild $4,000. Last week, $10,-

i.

Minneapolis, July 26.
Aquatennial, local annual 10day summer festival with its array

of counterattractions, ended Fri500.
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65- day (22), but long stretch of terrif$1.25)—“Love Me Or Leave Me” ic hfeat lingers on.
However,
(M-G) (3d wk). Tall $27,000, Last succession of 97 degree temperatures undoubtedly is driving peoweek, $32,000.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
Itch” (20th) (5th
wk). *Lofty $20,000.
Last week,

—“Seven Year

(Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)

wk).

ple

into

airconditioned

Smash

(Indie) (6th

Last week,

$50,000.

,

*

‘Foys’

theatres.

boxoffice

Brisk$15,000 in

Okay Balto;

like

“Lady and Tramp,” “Seven Year
As a Stranger” are

Itch” and “Not
showing great
Most talk *is

‘Stranger’ Tall 17G, 2d

virility.

Baltimore, July 26.

.

i

—“Lady and

Tramp’’

wk).

Solid
$32,000.

(BV) (6th
Last week,

combo.

$28,000.
Estimates for This Week
Century (S-W) (1,140; $1.75United Artists (B&K) (2,400; 65$2.65)
“Cinerama Holiday” (In98)
“Not As Stranger" (UA) (4th die).
Opens tonight (Tues.),. with
wk). Sturdy $23,000. Last week,
$15
American
Legion
benefit.
$26,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,206; 98- Great advance on new pic. Last
$1.25)— “Phenix City Story’" (AA). week, “Cinerama” (Indie) (67th wk),
considerably understimated as
Wham $47,000. Last week, “End was
this wound up with one of its bigof Affair" (Col) (3d wk), $16,000.
gest weeks, $30,000.
World (Indie) (697; 98) “Wages
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)
of Fear” (Indie) (3d wk). Swell
“Soldier of Fortune” (20th) (3d
$3,800. Last week, $4,000.
Tall $5,000.
Last week,
Ziegfeld (Lopert)
98)— wk).
(430;
“Eternal Husband” (Indie)
and $ 6 200
“Her First Affair" (Indie). Fair
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000;
85-$l)
$3,200. Last week, subsequent-run. (20th) (5th wk).
Corking $6,000.
Last week, $7,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)—
‘Lady' Sock 36G, Pacing
‘How To Be Popular" (20th).
Good $11,000. Last week, “Fox-

—

—

—

,

Frisco; ‘Young’

Big20G,

.

fire” (U), $8,000.

RKO Orpheum

‘Roberts’

Smash 25G, 2d

San Francisco, July

26.

Ace newcomer here this round
Is “Lady and Tramp," tooffo at the
Golden Gate. “You’re Never Too
Young” also is great at Paramount,
but “House of Bamboo" is only
mild at the Vast Fox Theatre.
“Mister Roberts” is standout for
second- weekers, with a giant take
at the 1,400-seat St. Francis.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80-$l)
—“Lady and Tramp” (BV).
$36,000. Last week, “Francis in
Navy" (U) and “Land of Fury” (Indie), $12,000.

Wow

Vox (FWC) (4,651; $1,25-$1.50)—
“Louse of Bamboo" (20th) and
“That Lady” (20th). Mild $16,000.
Last week, “Seven Year Itch"

OOt

Roberts" at the Stanley following
powerful getaways for both. “Seven
Little Foys” is fancy at the New.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 2565-95) -T— “Interrupted
Melody"
(M-G). Good $9,000.
Last week,
“Foxfire" (U), $6,500.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
50-$l)— “Lady And Tramp" (BV)
(3d wk). Solid $11,000 after $16,000 in second.
Keith’s (Fruchtman) (2,400; 25$1)— “Tight Spot" (Col).
Sad
$5,000.
Last week, “GangbuSters”
•(Indie), $4,000.

fellers! (6,200: 95-$2.75)—“Mister
Roberts" (WBr'and* stageshow (2d
holdover
wk).
Initial
session
winding up today (Wed.) is holding at giant $175,000. Long lines
over the weekend despite any big
conventions in city.
First week
was $180,000, terrific in view of
heait wave.
Stays on indef, with
word-of-mouth a great factor in

steady high-geared,

}ts

gait.
(5,717;

Th.)
65-$2.40)
—Roxy
“How To Be Very, Very Popular
(Nat’l.

(20th),
JLooks 'only good $49,000
albeit quite disappointing in first

round ending tomorrow (Thurs.).
Stays here only two weeks.
In
ahead, “Lady and Tramp" (BV) (4th
wk-8 days), $46,000, to wind up a
great run here. House is rushing
“Virgin

in

AU g

Queeh"

(20th)

—

(Thurs.) looks like fine $16,000.
again.
The seventh week
$19,000,. splendid for this stage
of run.

Stays

was

Sutton

(R&B)

$1-$1.80>—

(561;

“Marty”. (UA). (16th wk). The 15th
session ended Sunday (24) pushed
to smash $15,400 after $14,800 in
Continues indef at
14th week.
this gait.

fj

—

.

—
—

Stanley (WB) (3,200; 35-80-$1.25)
—“Mister Roberts” (WB) (2d wk;.
Holding
staunchly at $16,000 after
wk).
Sturdy $14,000.
"
$22,000 initial stanza.
$24,000.
Town
(Rappaport) (1,400; 35RKO-Pan (RKO) f 1,600; 65-85)— $1.25)—“Not
As Stranger” (UA)
“City Across River" (U) and “Girls
(2d wk). Boff $17,000 following
in Night” (Col) (reissues) (2d wk).
$24,000 getaway.
First time within memory a twin
bill of oldies has been able to accomplish holdover at this house.
Estimates
Net
Fine $4,000. Last week, $6,500.
Film gross estimates as reState (Par) (2,300; 85-$l)—“The
ported
herewith
from
the
variCobweb" (M-G). Great advance
ous key cities, are net; i.e„
campaign. Sockeroo $12,000 looms.
without usual -tax;
Distribr
Last week, “Interrupted Melody”
utors share on net take, when
(M-G) (3d wk), $7,000. playing percentage, hence the
World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.20)
estimated figures are net in“Not As a Stranger” (UA) (2d. wk).
come.
Still turning' ’em away and will
The parenthetic admission
break record for second successive
prices, howeyer, as indicated,
week.
Phenomenal $12,500 for
such a small house. Last week,
include the U, S. amusement
85(2d
Last week,'

.
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S tate °(Loew ’s) (3, 450; 78-$l .75)—
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) (8th wk>.
Present week finishing tomorrow

Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-Ll (540;
Estimates for This \Veek
“Doctor in, House"
$1-$1.50)
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$1.75) (Rep) (23d wk).
Current round
Summertime” (UA) (6th wk). ending today (Wed.) looks okay at
Fifth week ended last night (Tues.) $3,700 after $3,900 in 22d week.
was big $29,000 after $30,000 in “Court Martial" (King) opens Aug.
fourth week. Stays on indef.
1.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) (550;
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50$1.25-$2.20)
“Gffeen Magic” (IFE) $1.75)—“The Shrike” (U) (3d wk).
(11th wk). Twelfth round complet- Present stanza ending today (Wed.)
ed Sunday (24) was okay $2,600 is heading for sturdy $20,000 after
after $2,800 last week. Holds.
Con$24,000 in second week.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.55) tinues. “Pete Kelly’s Blues” (WB)
“Tales of Hoffman” (NTA) (re- is due in next.
issue)
Initial
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600:
(3d wk.
holdover
frame ended Saturday (23) was $1.20-$3. 30)— “Cinerama Holiday
fine $4,200 after $4,700 opening (Indie) (25th wk). The 24th session
week. This (3d) week likely will ended Saturday (23) was socko
be final one for “Hoffman.”
$41,600 albeit off from $44,800 of
Continues on indefiCapitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20) 23d week.
—“Not As Stranger” (UA) (5th nitely. Extreme heat hurt as it did
wk). Fourth session finished yes- at most other spots.
Plaza (Brecker) (556; $1.50-$1.80)
terday (Tues.) was fancy $45,000 or
near after $52,000. for third week. —“The Bed” (King) (8th-finai wk).
Seventh round completed Monday
Holds again.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.20) (25) was okay $4,400 after $5,000
“Seven Little Foys” (Par) (4th in sixth week.
wk). Current round ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for stout
$22,000 after $28,000 in third week. ‘Desire’ Smooth $15,000,

’New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 25- Holds again.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
“Seven Little Foys" (Par).
“To * Paris With Love” (Indie)
Solid $15,000.
Last week, “Seven
Year Itch" (20th). (5th wk), $6,000. (18th wk). The 17th stanza finished
Playhouse. (Schwaber) (320; 50- Monday (25) was picked up to big
$1)
“Marty" (UA) (6th wk). $4,700 after $4,3d0 for 16th week.
Strong $5,000 after $5,200 in fifth. “Sheep Has Five Legs” (Indie)
$1.25)

(RKO) (2,800;
$U—“Lady and Tramp” (BV)

KStiSlU., acft4»0cr«O«on

4.

Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90$1.80)—“Man Who Loved RedOpened Monday
heads" (UA).
Last week, “Great Adven(25).
ture” (Indie) (9th wk), was oka
$4,000 after $6,40Q for eighth week.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

—

‘Melody’ 9G,

manner in which
Potent grosses continue with
Roosevelt (B&K)i (1,400; 65-98)— “Cinerama” bowed out after its bulk of strength coming this week
“Davy Crockett" (BV) (2d wk). Oke amazing 67-week run at Century. from holdovers.
Strong second
It’s second solid stanza for “City
$13.500.. Last week, $16,500.
stanzas are indicated for “Not As A
St&te-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98) Across River”-“Girls in Night” Stranger" at the Town and
“Mister
$49,600.

(Thurs.) looks to- get fine $22,000.
Last week, “Finger Man" (AA) with
vaude, $20,500.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1$2V—“We’re No Angels" (Par) (3d
wk).
Current week finishing today (Wed.) is heading for a good
Second, week was $43,$40,000.
000.
Stays a fourth, wijth “To
Catch A Thief" (Par) opening Augi

—

Such strong entries as “How To
Be Very, Very Popular" and “The

Cobweb” and potent holdovers

$25;000.

—Palace
“Cinerama Holiday"

*

.

—Monroe
“Long John

week. “Divided Heart” (Rep) openi
Aug. 3.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
Balance" (20th) and
“Life in
vaudeville. Week ending tomorrow

.

“The Master

Teck (Cinema Products)

Oke

.

—

Kentuckian” (UA) with
Four Aces topping vaude bill. Big
$63,000. .Last week, “We’re No Angels" .(Par) with BUI Haley and his
Comets heading stageshow (2d

Astor <B&Q) (1,500; 75-$1.25)— from startling. “How to Be Very,
Itch”. (20th) (5th wk). Very Popular" is the main disap.$6,500. Last week, $8,000.
pointer,, With only a good $49,000
Beacon , Hill IBeacon Hill) (800’ in prospect for initial round at the
75-$1.25)—“Svengali" (M-G)
(2d Roxy. This pic was helped by the
wk). Slow $4,000. Last week, $7,000. overflow from the Music Hall,
Boston (Cinerama. Productions) obviously, but is staying a total of
“Cinerama" only two weeks.
(1,354; $1.25-$2.85)
(Indie) <82d wk).
Neat, $12,700.
“Life in Balance" with vaudeLast week, $13,500.
ville is heading for a. fine $22,000
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)
the Palace.
at
the
Otherwise,
“Court Martial” (Indie) (2d wk). Street is 100% holdover.
Slick $8,000. Last week, $10,000.
Despite the heat wave, “Mister
Fenway (NETA) (1,373; 60-$l)—
“We’re No Angels" (Par) and Roberts" with stageshow is holding
“Glass Tomb" (Indie) (2d wk). ini amazing fashion in second session at the Music Hall. It looks like
Placid $4,500. Last week, $9,000.
a huge $175,000 or only $5,006
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)
“Lady and Tramp" (BV) (2d wk). below the opening week. Long
lines over- the weekend swelled the
Torrid $20,000. Last week, $30,000.
Metropolitan (NET) 4,357; 75, total. It stays on indefinitely.
“We’re No Angels” shapes good
“Mister Roberts" (WB).
90, $1.25)
Prices upped for this one register- $40,000 in third week at the Paraing for smash $30,000. Last week, mount, and holds a fourth. “The
“House of Bamboo”. (Indie) and Shrike" still is sturdy at $20,000 in
“Champion’s Reward" (Indie), third round at Victoria.
$13,000.
“Not As Stranger" continued
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l) fancy with $45,000 for fourth frame
•—“We’re No Angels" (Par) and at- the Capitol; It was hurt by the
“Glass Tomb” (Indie) (2d wk). heat as was “Cinerama Holiday,”
Sockeroo at $12,000. Last week, which nevertheless still was smash
$.18,000.
at $41,600 in 24th roun.d at the
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 75-90- Warner.
$1.25)—-“Not As Stranger" (UA)
“Summertime” held its stalwart
(4th wk). Holding hot at $15,000.
stride with a very big $29,000* in
Last week, $20,000.
the fifth round at the Astor.
State (L,oew) (3,500; i75-90-$l)— “Seven Year Itch”
looks to land
“Not As Stranger" (Ua) (4th wk). a sock $16,000 in eight sessions
at
Fine $8,500. Last week; $10,000.
the State.

“Seven Year

^

Lafayette. (Basil) (3,000; 50 : 80)—
“Seven Year Itch" continues
sturdy in the fifth week at Orien- ‘‘Ain’t Misbehavin’ " (U) and “Man
tal.
-‘Cinerama Holiday" is still From Bitter Ridge" (U). Oke $8,great in sixth stanza at the Palace. 000. Last week, “Night Holds Ter“Lady and Tramp" stays tall in ror" (Col) and “African Manhunt"
(Col), same.
same frame at State-Lake.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 70-$l)
Estimates for This Week
“Lady and Tramp” (BV). TerChicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.50) rific $25,000. Last week, “House_of

—“The

‘Life

I

„• i,

.

opens Aug.

1.

70-$1.50)
Globe (Brandt)
—“Son
of Sinbad” (RKO). Opens
(1,500;

to-

Det.; ‘Popular’

Lean 23G,

‘Stranger’ Big 17G, 4th
Detroit, July 26.

Heat wave is melting biz down
somewhat this round. “How to Be
Very Popular" is only mild- at the
Fox. “One Desire" shapes nice at

day (Wed.). Last week, “Foxfire” the Palms. “Dam Busters" looks
Broadway-Capitol.
(U) (2d wk), was okay $7,000 after slow
the
at
Others are holdovers, with “Not As
$11,000 dpener.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1,75— a Stranger" at the Michigan look“Gate of Hell” (Indie) (33d wk). ing best.
“Lady and Tramp" is
Continued in chips with sock $9,000 strong at the Madison. Both are
in 32d week ended Monday (25). in fourth weeks.
Estimates for This Week
This beats the 31st round $7,500.

May

hold a year, it’s now believed.
Pic opened Dec. 14 last year.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80)

— (Fox-Detroit)

Fox

(5,000;

$1-

$1.25)
“How To Be Popular"
(20th) and “Angela” (20th). Light
Last week, “House of
(WB). $23,000.
“L
of
Opened yesterday (Tu-es.). In Bamboo” (20th) and “Other Womahead, “House of Bamboo” (20th) an" (20th) (2d wk), $19,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
(4th wk-4 days), dipped to lean $6,Stranger”
$1-$1.25)
“Not As
000 after $10,000 in third week.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- (UA) (4th wk). Nice $17,000. Last
$1.80)—“Wizard of Oz” (M-G) (re- week, $20,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; $1-$1.25)—
issue) (6th wk). Present frame ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading “One Desire” (U> and “Mobs, Inc."
Sox jokayjS&^Pcafter, $3,806 in JUtU ... , 0 (Continued on page 16)
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BETTE DAVIS
The

two-time

Academy

Award Winner

in her triumphant return to the screen t

MY:

|

RICHARD TODD
Who

electrified

nation in

the

A “Man

Called Peter”.

.

.

as Sir

Walter Raleigh!

JOAN COLLINS
Luscious English beauty

whose portrayal of The Lady-in* Waiting

will

rocket her to stardom!

Producer

CHARLES BRACKETT Three-time Academy Award winner!
20th Century-Fox presents

RICHARD TODD
JOAN COLLINS in THE VIRGIN
QUEEN
JAY ROBINSON
HERBERT MARSHALL DAN
BETTE DAVIS

Director

•

KOSTER

Who

gave you “The I^obe”and“A

Man

Called Peter”!

co-starring

•

O'HERLIHY
Produced by

with Robert Douglas

CHARLES BRACKETT

HENRY .KOSTER
HARRY BROWN ond
MINDRET LORD
Directed by

Written

Print

by

Cinema
spectacularly spreads before

by TECHNICOLOR

you the velvet

cloak, the violent dagger,

the never-told story of “The Virgin Queen”.
“It’s

a pleasure

business with

to

do

and the boldest adventurer of a

lusty

. .

the Lady-in-Waiting .

.

age

20th"

EXHIBITORS! Mail your nominations

for

AUDIENCE AWARDS!

.

.

•

INTERNATIONAL

'VARIITY'*' tONDON OFFICE
Martin's Plauu Trafalgar fauara

It..

15
0

Tokyo, July

19.

.

Paramount led the 10 U. S.
major film companies distributing
their product in Japan in gross
Sydney, July 19.
Although tele won’t be operating
commercially in this territory before early 1957, feelers are already

—

—

»
.
.

earnings for the first half of 1955,
with a total of $1,888,570. Total
for the 10 companies was $10,-

'

•••«

.

Director of

192,200, slightly

la Strada%

,

tv.

Gain in England
London, July

19.

British pix are continuing to
gross more in the domestic mar-

ket, mainly at the expense of Holgether with powerful newspaper lywood imports. In the 43 weeks
interests and will operate their ended May 28 last, they earned
own tv station in Melbourne. over $16,200,000. an improvement
Cinema operators are watching of more thfcn $1,000,000 for the
closely the next move in the toll-tv corresponding period in the previous year. Shorts, however, show
play.

Cinema Biz

in Sydney;

Bally Instead of
Sydney, July
Strike

Ads
19.

shutdown of the major

Sydney, dailies is having a serious,
on city's film biz. Howpver,
publicity chiefs of the various circuits are -now reverting back to
affect

street exploitation stunts

and bally

in co-operation with the distributors. Cliff Holt, Hoyts* publicity
topper, is hiring out street cars
heavily bannered, to run around
the city, giving the lowdown on
the loop’s attractions. ~
Ted Lane, chief of Greater Union
Theatres* publicity bureau, has
brought into play a convoy of
trucks to parade the streets featuring the chain's current pix. Lane
is also using men with mikes atop
city buildings to blast out the
current shows. With no key radio
time available to exhibs, it was
decided to revert back to the old
style Barnum ballyhoo.
Should the strike continue for
any length of time,' this city will
see the old time bally technique
more heavily applied to offset the
current biz drop. One publicity
man cracked as bannered streetcars and trucks went by, Ts it any
wonder we get ulcers?”
'

New West End Pact For

The improved results of British'
pix are published by the British
Film Production Fund, the organization which operates the Eady
Fund. The report shows that 655
features ^nd 709 shorts contributed
to the total gross and that distribution from the fund is being divvied out at the rate of 29V6%.
Up until the end of May, feature
producers
had collected over
$4,700,000 from the Eady pool and
short makers, $4,560,000. Total income in the fund from August 1 to
May 28 Was just -in excess of
$ 6, 000 000 .

London, July

new

19.

thesps*

West

End

which has been going on
for many months, are expected to
be finalized in ^September. British
theatre,

Actors Equity reported that they
have rejected a proposal of a

minimum salary of $22.40 for
chorus and is demanding at least
$28. Equity has already refused a
proposal of rehearsal payments on
salaries up to $56 as against the
present arrangement of $42 for.
straight plays and $28 weekly for
chorus.
In a report to members, Equity
declares it is determined to achieve
the same minimum for all oncenightly contracts and the same for
twice per night, This, together with
the principle of simultaneous revision, would lead to a greater
strength and unity in’ the West
End.

,

|

,

:
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New Arg. Setup
new

.

|

TECHN1 LAB TO OPEN

MONTH

I

Paris, July 26.

!

The first Continental Technicolor
laboratory goes into operation here
in
August.
.Underwritten
for
$3,000,000, this new Techni lab is
now running tests. Under the name
of the Societe Technicolor it will
soon be able to handle 6,000,000
feet of film per week. French, tieup is with top lab GTC, and is located on the same terrain in Joinville-LePont.

Lab

will

also

Mex

make

prints from other color processes,
namely Eastmancolor, and will be

equipped to
sizes

handle

and new optical

film

in all
types.. Dr.

Herbert T. Kalhius was in for the
start of tests. Kay Harrison, foreign head of Technicolor, who will
iooksee this new addition, also

Actors Nearly Finalized came in.
New Techni
Negotiations for a
contract
With
the

,

.

.

,

IN PARIS THIS

.

’

a b.o. decline.'

Strike of Dailies Hits

.Paris, July 26.
Amid the sounds of closing legit
shutters, a few more shows are still
obstinately opening to m<.ke a bid
for hot weather biz and try to tap
the tourist Ipde. Of the new; ones,
two are musical-girl shows and
three are proven straight leglters.
Latter' three have been revived for
the provincial crowd. One of the

for the corresponding period In Warner’s
London House
*
1954.
Other companies and their sixQuota Default
on
jFined
:
month grosses: Metro, $1,494,800,
London, July 26.
20th-Fox, $1,500,010; WB, $1,274,A fine of $280, plus $150 costs,
900; Col., $1,272,900; Universal,
$1,025,500; RKO, $786,860; UA, was imposed on Warner Theatres
Ltd;
at Bow Street Police Court
AA,
$681,050; Rep,. $270,000; and
last week for failing to cbmply musicals l6oks to have some staying
$ 186 700 .
with its quota requirements pn power while the other likely will
the Warner Theatre here during do a fast foldo. The three reprises
appear fair tp good.
the year ended Sept. 30, 1953.
“Chair De Poule” (Gooseflesh) it
In imposing the fine, Sir Laua musical satire on tough guy films.
rence Dunne said, the defendants
had not proved that the default Written by chansonnters Pierre Dac
was due to reasons beyond their and Robert Rpcca, it has Michel
Emer doing .the music. This
control and, therefore, there must
be a conviction. The penalty, kg suffers from the obviousness of
j*
*
the attempted parody as this
said, must be substantial if not
heavy. At the preliminary hearing, vaguely concerns a 'gang of dope
peddlers who lose their consignit was reported that the theatre
had screen 1 1.26% British films ment of goods and try to get it
Most laugh* come from
back.
instead
of
prescribed
30%
as
by
Buenos Aires, July 19.
parry Cowl’s doUbttetalking. HowPresidential law.
Argentina’s
ever, most of this Is forced, and
Press Secretary, Leon Bouche, "has
the music is also in the familiar
°
given native film jndustryites a first
vein.
taste of his ideas, and it must have
•There are sufficient ''.number of
sounded like a death toll -for irfany
glib strippos and enough yoks to
who had it all their own way under
give this a summer chance, but it
the previous incumbent. From the
does hot look to have the wordtone of his comments before ihe
of-mouth potential, Three months
Producers* Assn, and independents
is the probable run of this entry.
it seemed obvious that in future
Theatre Quartier Latin is in with
the industry will have to earn its
a mild revue with gags and girls.
Berlin, July 19.
way instead of relying on protecGirls are much more attractive
One
of the biggest problems factionism for everything. As a veting the local film industry is still than the tired book. This looks
eran film critic and journalist,
good for a moderate run at best.
UFA
Bouche indicated that honest, con- trust). (former Reich-owned film Called “En Toute Intimite” (In All
Hot debates have been gostructive criticism is a help and
ing on for years, the latest here be- Intimity), it was written by Robert
not a hinderance to the industry. ing
a sharp protest by the West Thomas. Girls expose some epiAlso that the critics can go ahead Berlin administration against the dermis but the so-so aspects of the
and tell the whole truth, rating the intended separation of those UFA show as a Whole do not make this
jocal material according to its
studios which had been transferred look to stay very long. Martino
merits, and not according to any-* from Berlin
to Wiesbaden during De Breuteuil tries hard as femmcee
one’s special financial stake in it. the time of the Russian blockade but can not overcome the other
Bouche said there is only one soma years ago.
handicaps. Regulars, dusted off for
manifest truth about the native
are the perennial “La
Members of the local govern- returns,
film industry—it is mediocre.' He
ment demanded, that' everything Cuisine Des Anges” (Angel’s Cookwent on to say that this had lost
ing) of Albert Husson at the Gaite
should be done to maintain the
the Argentine industry the entire
Berlin UFA enterprises with those Montparnasse, and Henri jeanson’a
American market, where It should in Wiesbaden
adaption of- Anna BonaccFs
as a joint enterprise
stand a foreign pix leader.
“L’Heure Eblouissante” (The Dazzfor the' s ake of economy. OtherThe new Press Secretary de- wise a large part of the Berlin film ling Hour) at the Comedie-Causcribed the state .of affairs as inmartin.
These clever, scintillating
production may again he forced to
comprehensible in a country where move westward. In Berlin, 45 em- comedies have proved their worth
everything had, been thrown Into ployees of UFA documentary film and look to do' solid summer biz.
the industry’s lap.
and AFIFA had to be released re- Theatre Varietes revives the w.k.
“No state in the world has pam- cently and a separate sale of the. Flers-Croisset piece, “Les Vignes
pered its film industry as has the UFA studios of Berlin and Wies- Du Seigneur.” This appears in for
Argentine, with such generous baden, as intended, may lead to a nice biz with carryover chances
credits, priority situations,, easy more being discharged. There is on risible content and top acting
payments and obligatory release fear here that a West German out- headed by Pierre Dux and Gene&
setup.”
vieve Guitry.
fit may be able to buy the WiesSuch generosity has been repaid, baden studios because a West Gerin Bouche's opinion, via national man
UFA undoubtedly would
culture suffering. The p6or forgot- be a menace to the Berlin produc- Brit. Tourist Industry
ten patron, who humbly pays his tion field. There is, however, still
admission hoping to get some re- some uncertainty whether it is
Biggest Dollar Earner;
turn, is delighted if such return within the law to buy the Berlin
comes from a native picture.
and Wiesbaden studios as a whole.
Yanks’ $110,000,000
The Federal Minister of C.omChange Needed
,
London, July 26.
The new Prqes. Minister assured merce, is reporting to the Federal
British
parliamentary film-press-radio comtourist
industry last
producers that this cannot conmittee on efforts, so far made year again was the country’s bigtinue, certainly not with the suptowards returning the former gest dollar earner. Total income
port of his office. The industry Reich-owned film property
to pri- from United States and Canada
would have to change its ways.
vate ownership.
visitors was more than sufficient
He made an eloquent appeal to
to meet the nation’s tobacco and
all industry members to work hard
wheat bill from America.
to regain the footing once held in
U.S. tourists alone brought in
Still Big in
‘Teahouse’
Continental markets. His final recover $110,000,000 and the visitors
ommendation was for producers to
from
Canada brought the total up
Wks.
City After 6
get better story material. He sugto over $140,000,000.
Altogether,
gested finding yarns in the counMexico City, July 26.
over 23,000,000 U.S. visitors were
try’s good earth, its literature, hisJean Dalrymple and Rita Allen checked in at British sea and airtory and geography, and when have a winner in their “The Tea-- ports.
native films appear on the screens, house of August Moon,” done in
«These results, revealed in the
they should have an authentic Spanish by Rodolfo Usigli and British
Travel and Holidays Assn,
stamp of the country.
with Rosita Diaz Gimeno playing annual report, show that total
“Don’t let us wait” said Sr. Bou- the lead. Show is doing progres- tourist earnings were
in the vicinche, “as occurred not long ago, for sively better here after six weeks ity
of $400,000,000.
foreigners to come and record" the despite playing at the out-of-way
The report warned, however,
history of our Pampa and our Gau- Teatro de Los Insurgentes here.
that little is being done outside
cho. Had this taught us anything
Usigli is now in N.Y. readying London to cater for overseas
visi"that would have been all to the “South Pacific” *in Spanish for a
tors after dark.
good, but not even after that pic- run here.
“The provision of moderately
ture (“Way of a Gauclio”) has anypriced late night entertainment in
thing worth while been filmed of
our main cities and resorts after
real native inspiration.”
Post
Sets
the customary 10:30 or 11 p.m.
would
be appreciated,” it is noted.
London, .July 26.
Comment is also made on lack
The British Film Producers Assn
Forces Daily Cric
of adequate hotel accommodation
has appointed a deputy director- in key cities including London and
Blasts Ads on ’Bamboo’ general; Admiral Boyer M. Dick, Edinburgh.
•

out for toll-tv on the American
’Waterfront’ Cop Prizes
Major radio execs for
pattern.
Borne, July 19.
some time past have been delving
the
young
Fellini,
Federico
into the U, S. setup for 'an operaItalian director, for .the second
tional bid here when the time is
consecutive year, won the top Silver Bibbon awards for best picThe Kola Radio Co. of Australia, ture
and best direction with his
said to be backed by overseas* inlast pic, “La Strada.” Fellini, toterests, air-advertised this week
gether
with Tullio Pinelli, likewise
over the powerful Macquarie net» in
the story and screenplay
work a for-free brochure setting won
again for “La Strada,”
category,
out the advantages of toll-tv Down
which stars Anthony Quinn, and
Under. This is regarded as the
Masina,
and won a prize
Giulietta
first move by the tele people to
at the 1954 Venice Film Fete.
capture advance biz from the cineSilver
Ribbons,
local “Oscar”
mas. Understood that major proequivalents, went to Silvana Manducers allied to tv will set special
gano
for
acting
in “Treasure
her
show's to tie-in with the toll idea.
of Naples” (Par-Italian), and to
Phonovision will probably be the
Mastroiann}
Marcello
for ’Giorni
introductory system used when
D’Amore” (Minerva), Best cameratelevision is given the. governto Aldo
work
went
posthumously
mental greenlight here.
•nso.” Renato CasGraziati for
Learned here that local tv optellan! and Luchino Visconti split
erators already have signatured
a special jury prize for direction
top U. S. shows on film for playof their pix, respectively “Romeo
dating on the toll loop. Local film
and Juliet'* and “Senso.”
ahead
plunging
producers are also
“On the Waterfront” (Col) won
into production at Pagewood stuSilver Bibbon given yearly for
the
dios in order to have plenty of
the
best foreign picture Shown in
product on tap for sponsors when
Italy.
video entertainment hits here.
Clive Ogilvy, topper of the Macquarie commercial network, is
presently in the U*.S. setting big
production plans for Down Under
Indications are that Aussie exhibitors will fight any toll-tv play
here, pointing out to politicians
that the toll angle would ruin their
biz and that it is an American idea.
Interesting tc note that the major
film loops, Hoyts and Greater
Union Theatres, although rivals in
the cinema biz, have gotten to-

t

under the figure

lab will share print

work for the Continent with England and this will be a boon to
U.S. distribs who will now be able
to forego customs duties and use
blocked funds for the payments.
Andre Coining is plant director.
Techni here also will do work for
Italo use, and more Franco-Italo
coproductions probably will go
Techni.

BFPA

Armed

i

New A-R

Adviser

London, July 19.
Jack Hylton has been named adviser on light entertainment to As-

Tokyo, July

19.

Stars & Stripes entertainment editor A1 Ricketts has unleashed a blast at 20th-Fox for
its ad campaign for “House
of
Bamboo,” shot here last year.
The film critic for the U. S.
Armed Forces daily said the fullPacific

I

Hylton

Up New

page ad he had seen in an American trade publication was “ridiculous.” Quoting from the ad, “reneLondon commercial station.
gade GIs,” “hottest underworld
As a result of the deal, Hylton since Chicago days,” Ricketts
is forming his own tv company to
termed this “pure trash” and comproduce star and feature programs mented:
which will be- exclusively avail“Why Cinemascope had to film
able to A-B.
itl we’ll never know/’
sociated-Rediffusion, the weekday
program contractors for the new

•

who

left the navy last January after
44 years service, was named to the
newly-created post. Admiral Dick,
who apparently has had little active association with the film industry, was director of staff duties
at the Admiralty 1947-1949 and
headed the military representations in Paris to the North Atlantic
Council from 1952-54.
In his new post, the Admiral

TPA’s Gordon Set For
Overseas O.O. Trek
Television programs of America

prez Milton A. Gordon left for
an extended o.o. of the television
situation in

England and the Con-

week with his return
scheduled for late August.
While abroad. Gordon expects
to close several sales with the IT A
Dick will work immediately under and BBC in England, initiated durSir Henry L. French, the director- ing his last trip abroad a couple
general Of the BFPA, who came to of months ago, and visit Paris and
the association in 1946 after retir- Rome to check sales prospects
ing from the Ministry of Food.
there.
tinent last

.

—

-
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DENVER
Washington, July 26. ;
The board of the Allied. States
Assn., has voted to seek Congressional assistance in combatting distributor rental terms but will postpone action until Congress reconvenes next January; At the
time, the board warned, its
theatres, that if they continue paying 50% on pictures,
they’ll be on the road to ruin.
^
In a “Declaration of Policy” is-

(Continued from page.

Come By Wagon

San Antonio, July

*

V
Republic picture,
Richard £arlson, J. Carroll
Naish and director Frank
Lloyd -will join a wagon train
scheduled to start |rOm BraC-

...

.

,

;

sued at the end of the two-day
meeting, the Allied board stated
that while the EDC got promises Of
for

only the

smallest exhibitors

and

these in the worst plight, that
“nevertheless, the board was of the
opinion that the need of virtually
all exhibitors for. relief, and especially the very ''small ones, is so
great that any step in that direction, however meager, should be

*

11

keftviile,

Tex and

take.

*

five

days to arrive here'. Herbert
Yates is also expected here
-

;

J,

for the premiere;

Hereafter 2-D Pix Gotta

in

A

Omaha; 'Popular’ Perky

,

(Cockrill)
—Denham
“Seven Little Foys”

(1,750; 60-$ 1)

Be Very, Very Popular

Fast $11,000.

wk).

(Par)

7G, ‘Bamboo’ Goeid:7£G

(2d

Last

Holds.

Omaha, July 26.
With “Lady and Tramp” still
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 60-$l)
“House of Bamboo” (20th) and robust at Brandeis and the three
Resulting from the recent con- “Angela” (20th).
Qood $13,000. new entries all okay to big, this
versations between A1 Lichtman, Last week, “Foxfire”
(U)
and is a fast week along film row despite a torrid heat wave. “Seven
20th-Fox .director of distribution, “Green Buddha”. (Rep), $11,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 75-$l-)— Little Foys” is fancy iafc. the Orand William C. Gehring, exec asGood pheum, and may hold; “House of
sistant sales topper, in N.Y., 20th “Tiger and Flame” OJA).
Bamboo” is neat at the Omaha.
in the future will take on no fur- $2,500. Holding. Last week, “Ad“How to be Very, Very Popular”
ventures
Sadie”
(20th)
of
(2d
ivk),
ther 2-D films from the .outside
is sturdy at the
week, $20,000.

With 20th-Fox Execs

*

‘

<

unless they’re considered of “top”

•

State.

$1,500.

Estimates for This Week
60-$l)—
quality.
“Lady and Tramp” (BV). Smash.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-$
Company within the past year $35,000. Holds over. Last week, “Lady
and Tramp” (BV) and “Switznot only has released the remain- "Moonfleet” (M-G) arid “Wizard of erland” (BV)
(2d wk). Great $16,der of the 10 Panoramic Produc- Oz” (M-G) (reissue), $7,500.
000 after $23,000 opener.
out by the late
tions turned
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200;
Omaha
(Tristates)
(2,000; 65-85)
Leonard Goldstein, but also has 60-$l>- “Not As a Stranger” (UA)
Fancy $11,000.
Last —“House of Bamboo” (20th) and
taken on a number of British indie (4th wk).
“That
Lady”
(20th). Good $7,500.
week, $16,000.
attractions.
Last week, “Ain’t Misbehavin’ *
Among them were “Angela,”
(U) anjjl “Angela” (20th), $6,500.
“Black 13,” “The Adventures of
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 70and the Franco-Britlsh ‘STRANGER’ B0FF18G,
Sadie”
90)
“Seven Little Foys” (Par),
“Lovers, Happy Lovers.”
Neat $14,000 "or over. Last week.
“Foxfire” (U), $10,500;
Move to tighten up on outside
releases is based partly on the b.o.
Louisville, July 26.
State (GoldbergV (875; 65-90)
return and partly" on the feeling
“Not AS A Stranger’’ at the “How To Be Popular” (20th). Big
that, with more and more of 20th’s State,
overriding Such obstacles $7,000 or close. Last week, “Purple
customers equipping for Cinema- as heat and unpredictable showers Plain” ‘(UA) and “Stormy” (BV)
Scope, it’s no longer necessary to to soar to a sockeroo session at $1 (2d wk), $3,500 at 50-80 scale.
worry so much about -bolstering top. This one is setting .the pace
the release sked with 2-D pix. for the city. However, “Foxfire” is r
20th at one time felt that it had pulling plenty of Jane Russell fans
to keep offering a .certain number to the Rialto. “Seven Little Foys”
of 2-D films both to allow double in third stanza at the Kentucky is.
Port* ‘Bamboo’ JHot 10G
featuring and so as not to com- nice. “Mister Roberts” still is great
Portland, Oreii"' July 26.
pletely estrange those customers in second stanza at the Mary AnTown is leaded witMffohg prodwho were slow about going for derson,.

Orpheum (RKO)

(2,600;

U—

.

.

'Roberts Outlook

t

Echoes

in Brisk

—

1

1

—

:

”

&

Strong buying of Warner Bros;
stock the latter part of last

week

was. attributed in Wall Street to
improved grossing prospects. Specifically, the way in which “Mister
Roberts” caught on the "first week

out in release attracted buying of
shares. Although earnings from this
for
presentation
feature
its
Will figure in. less than .90
preparing
In
fiscal year,Congress, Allied will spend the days in the current
for
preparation
“Roberts”
in
is sure to add substancoming months
fiscal year
possible legislation and for hear- tial coin even after
ings by the Senate Small Business is ended Aug. 31.
Committee next January..
Actually, “Roberts”- will have
The point was. made that the grossed .around $.8.00,000 in key
distributors, who are bucking, any cities covered by Variety by the
form of control in this country, are end of this- week. Pic has opened
accepting it elsewhere in the world.- sd big in such varied key spots as
Said the “Declaration, of Policy”: Washington, Florida keys, Louis“Information acquired by Mr. ville and San Francisco that the
Julius M. Gordon, secretary of the company already is figuring that
“Roberts” will do as well domestiAllied States Assn., during his recally as “Battle Cry” or about
cent sojourn in Europe, and inforgross. Opening in the
$8,000,000
mation acquired by the General
so-called off season in Florida, the
from
Myers)
F.
(Abram
Counsel
comedy-drama
did sock trade in
various embassies and by correspondence with exhibitor leaders Miami, Miami Beach and Coral
Gables,
the
take
comparing very
abroad, is expected to influence the
favorably with -"Battle Cry” which
thinking and attitudes not only of
opened
during
the
past winter in
members of Congress toward the
the same spots.
regulation of film rentals; but also
-In Washington, it is heading for
to reassure the few exhibitors who
have been made uneasy by the an all-time record at both the Met
film companies.

WB
WB

.

j

C’Scope.

;

PROJECTOR BECOMES
Washington, July

26,

A

quick and inexpensive method
of converting a motion picture projector into a high powered spotlight for theatres and auditoriums
has been invented by and is being
demonstrated here; by J, Stanley
Pratt, head of the projection and
sound department of Stanley- Warner Theatres for the Washington

;

—

1

—

—

¥

.

zone;

:

The
name

1

.

•

WB

New

Preems
Hampshire
,

,

Up

.

,

SPOT-NEW INVENTION

-

May

’

—

.

whether the quota restrictions of
foreign countries which grant sub- St. Louis Revising Charter;
sidies to their own producers are
Set
having the extra-territorial effect
Municipal
to regulate production in this country and, if so, what our governTheatre Tax, Also Income
ment proposes to do about it.”
St. Louis, July 26.
One of three charter amendments and a new ordinance that
SEG SUIT would grant new power to the city
including the right to levy a municipal amusement tax and a municipal income tax when the state
Los Angeles, July 26.
laws permit that step are included
Michael D. Jeffers, former busi- in a proposal of the Legislative
ness agent of the defunct Screen Committee of the Board of AiderPlayers Union, last week lost his men which is working throughout
long-drawn-out $200,000 libel suit the summer to revise, the ancient
against -the Screen Extras Guild. He charter.
was also ordered to pay all court
The Aldermanic move is not apcosts for the trials.
proved by hizzoner Raymond R.

ucts arid biz naturally i$ holding in
Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 75-85) the Upper brackets despite the
“Seven Little Foys” (Par) (3d heat. “Hb.use of Bamboo” is lusty
at the. Fox While “Wichita” looms
wk). Nice $6,500 after last week’s
strong -at. Broadway. “Lady and
$ 8 000
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200; Tramp” continues torrid in second
75-$l)
“Mister Roherts” (WB) (2d week at Orpheum. “Marty” looks
wk). Going for great $11,000 after solid at Liberty.
Estimates for This Week
last week’s huge $16,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 9050-75)—"Foxfire” (U) arid “Case of $1.25)— “Wichita” (AA) and “Big
Red Monkey”. (AA): Shapes to get Tip Off” (AA). Strong $8,000. Last
okay $11,000. Last week “Davy week, “Interrupted Melody”" (MrG)
Crockett” (BV), $14,000.
and “City Of Shadows” -(Rep).
State (United Artists) (3,000; 75- $6,800.
$1)
“Not As A Straqger” (UA).
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-1.25)
This is one of those big ones* which
“House of Bamboo”
and
happen along every so often. Wham and “That Lady” (20th). (20th)
Loud $10,$18,000 or over. Last week, “Cob- 000. Last week,
“Seven
web” (M-G) and “Hunters of Deep” (20th) (4th wk), $6,600. Year Itch”
(DCA), $8,000.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 75-$l)
—“Marty” (UA) and “You Know
What Sailors- Are”. (UA).. Lusty $8,000. Last week, “Francis In Navy”
(Continued from page 13)
(U) arid “Canyon" Crossroads” (UA)
*Last week,
.

device, patented under the
of “Project-Q-Spot,” can be
interchanged with j the lens and
mask holder of a theatre projector
in approximately one minute. Much
propaganda emanating from the and Ambassador theatres despite less expensive than high powered
film companies concerning the dire the torrid heat and a transit strike. spots, it is flexible enough to throw
consequences to the exhibitors if It is terrific also in Frisco and masked spotlights of different sizes
Louisville, and racked up $180,000 from side to side on a stage, up to
such regulation comes to pass.
“What the film companies have opening round at the N.Y. Music the ceiling and down in the audiHall, phenomenal' for a non-holi- ence.
withheld from the American^ exday week in the summer,
hibitors is the fact that in virtually
It was explained that the unit,
Besides “Roberts,” Warners also which includes a lens and Reflector
all European countries there is
some form of government-imposed has “Land of pharaohs,” another box, and is controlled by the use
ceiling on film rentals and in some smart moneymaker, out in release of two fingers, “eliminates the need
there is what amounts to compul- currently. It. soon will have “Mc- for a booth spotlight and special
sory arbitration of film rentals; Ccfnnell Story,” ready, which is generator supplying the source of
and that, under these regulations, also -figured to do well boxoffice- light, which represent a substan-.
and apparently because of them, wise judging from advance indica- tial investment on the part of the
the foreign exhibitors are prosper- tions.
exhibitor.” Gelatin slides turn the
reflected quite a chunk of spot into desired colors.
ous and happy.
the great earnings from “Battle
“Legislators and other governThe unit is also adapted to 16m
ment officials, it is believed, will Cry” in the first six months of the projectors and, a little later, will
corporate fiscal year ended last
be interested in and their thinking
be
offered to television studios as
Feb. 26 ; and will show an increasinfluenced by the apparent effect
ing return from -this pic plus spme well as to theatres, explained Pratt.
of European quota laws in starving
the high rentals from “East of
the American film market. The of
Eden” in the May quarter. Warnrelation between the number of
‘McConnell Story’
ers’
six-month
report" showed
pictures that may be exported by
American film companies under $2,081000 net or 84c per share as In Dover,
against 65c .a year ago. Company
Dover, N.H., July 26^
the quota laws and the number
looks to easily cover Its current
The world premiere of Warners’
being produced and made available
$1.20 annual dividend rate by the
“The McConnell Story,” based on
in the American market appears
end of the first three quarters.
the life of the late jet ace, Capt.
too marked for mere happenstance.
Joseph McConnell, a native of
“Allied is determined to find out

JEFFERS LOSES

.

—

welcomed.”

The “declaration” continued that
the Board would/'go' forward with”
the basic policy of its EDC resolution for the dissemination of accurate information to members on
market conditions; petition Congress for legislation to regulate
film prices; encourage independent
production; and keep the door
open for 'any proposals from the

Toys* Fancy $14,000

8)

(20th) (4th wk),

$ 11 000 .

.

.

.

distributors

26.

.

;

member

from

Train

Sterling Hayden, Anna Marie
Alberghetti and other Hollywood stars. are expected ;here
on Aug. 3 at the Majestic
Theatre for the' wO.rld premiere
of ‘The Last Command,” a

same

assistance

“Seven Year Itch”

Dover, will be held here during
the city’s centennial celebration
Aug. 14-21. Exact date of the premiere, which will be attended by
Mrs. McConnell, is yet to be set.
Capt.. McConnell, the first triple
jet ace of the Korean conflict, was
honored at a big. reception here
shortly before he met death, in a
California test flight crash while
the film of his life was still being

made.

;

DETROIT

Good

(AA).

$15,000.

‘

"Foxfire” (U) and “Double Jeopardy” (Lip), $16, 000;
Madison (UD> (1,900; $1-$1.25)—
“Lady and Tramp” (BV) (4th wk).
Strong $14,000. Last week, $15,000
Broadway-Gapitol (UD) (3,500;
$1-$1.25)
"Danv Busters” (WB)
and “Road to Denyer” (Rep). Slim
Last week, “This Island
$13,000.
Earth” (U) and “Abbott and Cos:

.

—

Meet

tello

•

Mummy”

(U)« (2d wk),

$14,000.

$6,000:

Orpheum
$18,000.

Terry Moore's 'Shack 101'
Hollywood, July 26,
Terry Moore, on loanout from
20th .Century-Fox, and Frank Lovejoy have-been set as co-stars in
“Shack Up on 101,” to be produced for Allied Artists release by

Mort

Millman, with William F.
Jeffers charged that he was Tucker as he wants an entirely Broidy as executive producer.
libelled as a pro-Communist in an new charter to be drawn by a
The film rolls Au'g. 1, with' EdSEG newsletter. Jeffers' attorney Board of Freeholders and then ward Dein, who wrote the Screencalled the decision “contradictory” submitted to the voters at a special play with his wife, Mildred, set as
and said lie would file an appeal. election.
director.
;

..

Paramount (Port-Par)

(3,400; $1*

$1.25)—“Not As Stranger” (UA)
(3d wk). Socko $9,000. La^t week,
$13,200.

‘Popular’ Modest 8G,
Seattle ; ‘Lady’ 18G, 2d

United Artists (UA) (1,939; $1$1.25)— “Cobweb” (M-G) (2d wk).

Seattle, July 26,
Holdovers and new fare divide
Last weefk, $16,- first-run Biz- quite evenly this
700.
week. “Lady and Tramp” at ParaAdams (Balaban) (1,700; $1-$1.25) mount and “Seven Little Foys” are
“Love Me or Leave Me” (M-G) (6th strong holdovers.
wk).
Oke $7,700,
Last’’ week,
Estimates for This Week

Fancy $13,000.

$8,300.

‘

Coliseum (Evfergreen) (1,870; $1“7 Little Foys” (U) and

,

Music Hail (Cinerama Productions)

•

•

(1,194;

—

^‘Cine$>l-40-$2.65)
(Indie) (24th wk).

$1.25)

—

“Forty-Niners” (AA) (2d wk). Good
Fine $27,000. Last week, $26,800. $9,000. Last week, $14,200.
•
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
$1-$1.25)—“How To Be Popular”
(20th) and “Annapolis Story” (A A).
Mild $8,000. Last week, “Seveh
(Continued from page 13)
(20th) and “Santa Fe Passage” Yea? Itch” (20th), and “Chicago
Syndicate” (Col), $6,300 in 4th
(Rep), (4th wk), $9,500.
«
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)— wcok
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90“The Cobweb” (M-G>. (2d wk). Big
$1.25)
“Not As Stranger” (UA)
$10,000. Last week, $16,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)— 14th wk). Swell $7,500. Last week.
$8,700.
Never
Too
Young”
(Par)
“You’re
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90and “Treasury of Ruby Hills”
“Interrupted
Melody”
(Par). Great $20,000. Last week, $1.25)
Fair $7,000 in 9 days. Last
(M-G).
“Seven Little Foys”. (Par) and
“Killer Ape” (Col) (2d wk), $13,000. week, “Land of Pharaohs” (WB)
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1,25) (2d wk-5 days), $4,600.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
—“Mister Roberts” (WB) (2d wk),
Huge $25,000. Last week, $35,000. $1-$1.25) “Lary and Tramp” (BV)
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre (2d wk). Great $18,000. Last week,
“Cine- $24,000.
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)
rama” (Indie) (83d wk. Terrific
SAINT OPPOSITE HOPE
$35,000. Last week, $30,200.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,Hollywood, July 26.
207; 90-$1.25)— “Not As Stranger”
Co-starring with Bob Hope in
(UA) (4th wk). Smash $15,000. “King of Hearts” at Paramount
Last week, $15,000.
will be Eva Marie Saint, the gal
Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25) who won an Oscar for her film de“Marty.” (UA)) and “Kind Hearts,
but in “On the Waterfront.” Third
Coronets” (Indie (reissue) (4th wk).
star in the comedy will be George
Still big at $4,600.
Last week,
Sanders.
$4,800.
Screen .version of the stage play
Bridge
(Reade-Scliwarz)
(396;
$1-$1.25)—“To Paris With Love” will be produced and directed by
(Indie) (7th wk. Big $2,100. Last Norman Panama and Melvin Frank
in Vista Vision.
week, $2,300.

rama Holiday”

.

.

SAN FRANCISCO

-

—

—

—

.

—

BUT PROMISES APPEAL

(Evergreen) (1600; $1-

$1.25)— “Lady and Tramp” (BV)
(2d wk). Great $16,000. Last week,

—

.

‘

-
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MOST
COAST

FROM
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FORECAST!

I

The tplk out West

about
Studio!

M*G-M
ZOOMING!

is

activity !

No.

series*Aof

FAIR

WEATHER

(In

CINEMASCOPE and COLOR)

The

grapevine from Hollywood is buzzing
about this gigantic, gorgeous musical sunglorify this

burst. Star-bright talents

great

ENTERTAINMENT!

ads about

tions to come.
this

of a

1

M-G-M

BIG

ALWAYS.

the*

Never such
This

is

'IT’S

attrac-

M-G-M

Watch

WEATHER” starring Gene

space for more

and more of
GREATEST!

the

presents in

CinemaScope

•

“IT'S

ALWAYS FAIR

Dan

Dailey • Cyd Charisse
Dolores Gray • Michael. Kidd • Story $nd Screen Play by Betty
Comden and Adolph Green * Music by Andr4 Previn • Lyrics by
Betty Comden and Adolph Green * Photographed in Eastman
Color • Directed by Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen * Produced by
Arthur Freed
Kelly

:

"IVANHOE” DOUGH!
VERDICT-

'QUENTIN

SMASH !

DURWARD'
(In

"TRIAL"

CINEMASCOPE and COLOR)

i

The producers

of "Ivanhoe” have brought to
an equally great romantic novel by the
master story-teller, Sir Walter Scott. Filmed in

life

Prize-winning story of the teen-ager on trial
for the "Petting Party Murder." A young law
professor defends him in a story that packs
unusual power.

the real locations abroad.
V
u
Sir Walter Scott* s
•
Kay Kendall • Robert
Color • Screen Play by
Adaptation by George Froeschel • Directed by

M-G-M presents in CinemaScope

DURWARD”
Morley

•

•

starring Robert Taylor
Photographed in Eastman

Robert Ardrey
Richard Thorpe

•

•

Produced by Pandro S. Berman

QUENTIN

M-G-M
McGuire

presents
•

U

TRJAL”

Arthur Kennedy

starring
•

Glenn

John Hodiak

Ford
-•

•

Dorothy

Katy Jurado

Campos • Juano Hernandez • Written by Don M.
Mankiewicz from 'his Harper* s Prize Novel • Directed by
Mark Robson • Produced by Charles Schnee

with Rafael

^

.
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Slap at Parents

GERMANS LATEST TO SEE
More foreign producers, Accepting their- limitations in the U.iS.
theatrical market, now are focusing
attention on television as a potential source of income, ^
The Germans particularly,

films to

make

who

theAi acceptable on-

Some of the networks, specificNBC, have told German reps

tv.

ally

be glad to consider
buying their pix. Stipulation, however, is that they want to see the
finished product first.

that

0. S.

‘Miss Universe* Plus 3
Film
Runners-Up in
Hollywood, July
New Miss Universe, Hillevi
Rombin of Sweden, will make her
film debut in Universal’s “The
Benny Goodman Story,” along
with three other winners of the
beauty contest at Long Beach.
Others are Carlene King Johnson (Miss United States), Maribel
Arrieta (Miss El Salvador) and
Maureen Hingert (Miss Ceylon),

they’d

'
Some of the German, Italian and
French producers are willing to
.take that risk now. If -they can dub
a f eature^f or $8,000 to $10,000, and
eome up with an acceptable job,

they feel they can sell

It

to tv for

between $15,000 and $25,000. In
addition, the synchronized version

^Trimming of costs apparently
has* enabled Loew’s to maintain its
profit pace despite a drop in gross
income. Corporation, this week re*

track can then- bp
and other theatrical
English-speaking markets outside ported net earnings of $4,514,242,
tiie U.S.
equal to 88c per common share,
June 9,
AH in all, the feeling is that—on for the 40 weeks ended
compared with a net of $4,466,376,
a
tv|
least-—
an. average picture, at
sale can return as much in a single or 87c. per share, for the same

with

its. English

"sold in Britain

distribution
extensive
as
deal
which, particularly in the case of
the Germans, is restricted to only
a few houses.
Certainly, in the case of the
which
British, a lucrative tv sale
may ” run over $100,000 on new
laborious
films is preferable to
theatrical distribution which is un-

—

.

—

likely to result. in rentals

anywhere

Quite apart from
this, it is felt strongly that tv showing doesn’t, preclude a theatrical

near

that! figure.

foUowup

for additional coin.

TV’s Advantages

As the indies in N.Y. see it, there
are certain advantages to dubbing
for tv.
(1.) Television, with its smaller
screens, requires a less meticulous
dubbing job.
(2.) T.V isn't as “fussy” about
content and quality.
(3.) Airing serves to establish
foreign players in' the mind of the
mass audience so that, eventually,
these thesps may assume a certain

theatrical

marquee value.

period a year ago.

of age in

Col’s Foreign Dept.

U

26.'

have been the least successful in
denting the market here, are giv-1
ing much thought to dubbing their

Toronto, July 26.
Children less than five years
tow of other children
have been attending Toronto
film theatres and the authorities have been stirred to action
by clubwomen and welfare
personages. An amendment io
municipal ordinances may bah
v

kids.

‘

that

who want
like

to'

many parents
go stepping so-

solve the unavailability
and high cost of’ sitters by
packing thev kids off to the
flickers Jn packs.
cially

United Artists, it may leave the
way open for handling non-seal
product from abroad. At any ratfc,
all

-

Seems

Continued from page 3

from the Legion. However,

-

the films selected so far for
are the kind that aren’t

$131,272,000, representing a
drop of nearly $7,000,000 from the
previous period’s $138,250,OOQ.
The operating profit jumped
from $10,901,004 in the 1954 period to $11,274,089 in 1955’s 40
weeks.
. For the 12 weeks ended June 9,
Loew’s had a net of $1,239,791, or
24c a share, compared with $1,267,-.
210 or 25c a share, for the' comparable 12 weeks of 1954.
to

PRAYER MEETINGS TO
RE-LIGHT STATE, FRISCO
San Francisco, July
S.

26.

H. Patterson, owner-operator

KSAN

of independent radio station
arid KSAN-TV here, has signed a

one-year lease, with Paramount pictures to take over the State Theatre
as
an. “interdenominational

statistician’s

cold charts

and action films.
That is one Of the conclusions

release

likely to run into censorial trouble.
Col’s move in catering to the
arties has been in the making for
over a year and is seen as another
indication of the extent to which
the reluctance of exhibs against

in a multi-faceted study of a typical first-run audience at the Ria|to

Theatre of Champaign, 111., put^
lished in the summer issue of The
Quarterly of Film, Radio and Tele-

foreign product is being overcome.
Col execs have decided that the
Santiago, July 26.
specialized market in the U.S. so
U. S. film distributors settled
far hasn’t been properly tapped
import quota difficulties
their
give
come
to
has
the
time
and that
with CONDECOR (National Counit closer attention.. It’s pointed out
cil
for Foreign Trade), agency
that a great many theatres that
watchdogging Chile’s scarce dollar
at one time wouldn’t even, conexchange, when latter green-lightHollyanything
a
but
sider playing
ed local film board's recommendawood film today are—quite- willing- tions that hill prices for features
to give the foreign product a try.
be reduced. In. this way^he numColumbia is in a unique position ber of films brought' in wouldn’t
in obtaining foreign pix as a result
suffer despite a lower dollar quota
*
of its foreign coproduction activifor 1955.
ties. This year alone, it’ll produce
CONDECOR originally proposed
or .coproduce nine in Brazil, two
in Chile, eight in Mexico, five in to drop the 1955 quota for all prodFrance < repping an investment of uct from $283,200, the 1954 tptal,
several million dollars), six in to $216, P00, which would .have
Germany and three in Italy. in ad- slashed deeply into number of feadition to a considerable number tures as well as prints: The agenthe board suggesof British features. On all of these, cy finally okayed
Col has world rights and is in a tion that billing prices be pared in
position to take them on for its order to assure enough footage for
•

'

Gross sales and operating revenue for the new period amounted

If the

Can be believed, the first-run audience in. a typical medium-sised
town prefers the musical-comedyslapstick group above all; folfoWed
by the “serious syndrome” - serious drama, romance and historical
pix. Last come westerns, mystery

local exhibs.

which will be funcprimarily with subtitled
product and selected British films.
This makes Col virtually the
only major to have an active subsidiary devoted to handling foreign
films. Universal has such a section,

art film section

As a

result,

the

bill-

under the sponsorship of the U. of California,
Study was. undertaken by a grobp
led by economist Dallas W. SmythC
and covered a period prior to 34IJ

vision, published

-

and Cinemascope.
The* Rialto Is 1,000-seater in a
college town (Urbana included)
With
of

'

a

population of about 62,000,
14,000 are U. of

whom some

was—at

Illinois students. It
at .the time of the study
ing first-run in the city,

least

—the lead-

Smythe and his researchers
found musicals thp most popular
type of filnM31.4% of those interviewed felt that way), half again
as popular as the comedies (19%)
and the serious drama (16.6%),
None of the other single classes
.half as popular as
drama, states the report.

serious

is"

3 -•
!
.

ITor instance, westernsdrew only
of the votes, mystery 5.6%,
action, 4.6%, romance 3%, his-1
torical 1.8% and foreign 1.4%,

7%

ing price on color prints was cut
from 10c a foot to 6c and blackOn the other side of the ledger*
and-white 'from 5c to 2Vfec, effecamong the “disliked” films, westtive at once.
This decision will enable the erns rated a high 31.9%, followed
American distributors to bring in by mysteries (12.4%), musicals,
more prints and probably more (12.9%), serious drama (12%) and
pictures, even in face of accepting romance (5.2%).
Inquiring into the Rialto audithe cut to $218,000. U. S. product
gets 68% of this, or $*148,240, with,, ence’s tastes for shorts, the study
the remainder going to European, found sports subjects the most
Mexican, Argentine and other pro- popular, followed by cartoons.
About one person in eight liked
ducers.
the newsreel. Travelogues “are by
far the most cordially disliked type
of short subject,” the report indiHiller Filins
cates. Also rating high as ‘disliked”
are comedies and musical shorts.
Continued from pace 4
As for foreign films, “the lanpic deals with a topical subject.
According to Lester, this reason- guage barrier is the greatest single
ing may hold true in Germany, but factor causing dislike of foreiga
films,”
the survey established.
it does not in the U: S. where the
rights of privacy in biographical “Over one fifth of. the patrons disliking
mpvies give this as
such
characterizations is something that
their reason.” Actually,- the majoris recognized and protected -by tfie
ity. of those queried said they liked
Therefore, says Lester, if
courts.
his competition attempts to release* foreign imports, with th,e student,
and university teachers’ group
its version in the U. S., he and his
group will seek to enjoin it from weighing heavily in the scales,
many
saying they liked the “realshowing the picture on the grounds
that it jeopardizes the rights of ism” of films made abroad.

tioning

-

buj: -it has been fairly inactive
since J. Arthur Rank decided to
take Tnost of his films elsewhere.
RKO has been half-heartedly trying
to do something with imports and
20th-Fox has some but includes
them in the regular linepp.
While there is no serious argument that a major outfit can give a
foreign film wider distribution, it’s
also true that some foreign producers prefer indie deals on the
assumption that their pix get more
individualized attention.. It’s Col’s
point that it is fully cognizant of
the need for special handling and
•

^

S

evangelistic center.”

——

that it feels that, via this approach,
The 2150-seat house has been the distribution of imports dan be
shuttered for .almost three years made to pay off.
and is on Market. Street, near the
heart of San Frahcisco’s downtown.
Vermont to Premiere
..Patterson, a minister for 40
years, signed the lease as president
Hitchcock’s ‘Trouble’
of the Radio Prayer League. He
•Montpelier, Vt., July 26.
surviving relatives of the particilower, the catalog of voices isn’t said he plans to hold “businessHollywood is coming to Vermont pants in the assassination attempt.
men’s meetings every noon on
there.
weekdays, with a sermon, songs "with -a world premiere in October,
Lester acknowledged that his
Many of the foreign producers and service” and “young people’s according to Clifton R. Miskelly, film,
done in strictly documentary
within the last year have begun to
managing director of the Vermont technique, was aimed at the U. S.
meetings at night.”
prepare for possible synchronizaDevelopment
Commission.
He
said and that, to. the German mind, the
He added that the State’s organ
tion by shooting closeups in double
this week that Qct. 15 had- been opposition Version had Certain adversions to facilitate addition of would “be renovated and used set as the tentative .date for the
vantages in that it was- broader
the American voices for the U.S. again.”
initial showing of Alfred Hitch
and somewhat slower-paced. HowIt was understood, the house, inIt is the closeup shots which are
cock’s Paramount comedy-mystery ever, he felt that his picture stood
critical in dubbed films when they cluding utilities and janitorial fees, film, "The Trouble with Harry.’
It concentrates
a better chance.
would cost the Radio Prayer
ire projected on a large screen.
Much of the picture was filmed its action within the 24-hour perWhole attitude iti the U.S. vs. League about $3000 a month.
in Vermont, in the Craftsbury Com- iod prior to the actual explosion
Rubbing has undergone quite a
Patterson
formerly
operated mons area.
of the bomb.
The CCG picture
radical
change
within
recent KJAY, Topeka, Kan.; KVAK, AtDetails of the opening had not goes farther back ’but also covers
months. There was a time when chison, Kan.; KFBC, Cheyenne, been worked out, but Miskelly be
the climactic moment when the
Indie importers wouldn’t even dis- Wyo.,
and
KVOR,
Colorado lieved it would take place at the bomb went off and almost killed
cuss lip-sync versions. Today, the Springs, Colo.
Paramount Theatre in Barre.
Hitler.
majority insists that it’s the only
way to sell a foreign film on a
wide basis and only a minority
still are apt to worry about the
effects of an English soundtrack
on the picture itself. General reasoning with tv looming large in
[and TV’s
Source of Supply]
the background—is that the American public, if served with properly
dubbed product, will accept it the
same way European audiences acSome exhibs, while looking to the new RKO man“It stands to reason that it affects our attitude
cept it. To an extent this line of agement to step up production and thus increase
when a major distributor’s entire inventory goes to
thinking is conditioned by the type the volume of features available to theatres, also are
television,” said one distribution topper. “However,
of European film" now being made, beginning to have “second thoughts” on the effects
He
I couldn’t tell you yet what we plan to do.”
i.e. the decline of the socalled “art”
the release of the RKO library to television is apt
added that, in his opinion, the reasonably-spaced
film, to be enjoyed- with subtitles to have on their boxoffice..
release of RKO features
tv wouldn’t necessarily
by the carriage trade.
Theatremen, who over the past year or two have
depress the market. “If you give tv a good picture,
they’ll still pay $40,000 or $50,000 for it,” he obgrown accustomed to the tv competition and in some
instances have come to the cautious conclusion that
served.
it doesn’t hurt business as badly as they had origiExhibs feel that the test will come this fall when
nally feared, now feel that the massive release of
a number of big shows, including several made by
good features to tv may give, video a much sharper
the companies like 20th-Fox, Warner Bros, and
competitive edge.
Metro, gef on the air along with the improved- feaIn part Their feeling is based on the not illogical
tures which, by that time, may well be suppleMDIO CITY MUSIC HALL
assumption that, in the wake of the RKO deal, other
Rockefeller Center
mented by additional pix from the majors’ vaults,
distribs also will be tempted to unload sortie of their
“MISTER
product. While none of the- distribution execs are
“You can’t tell me,” said one theatre op, “that
in CinernaScop* and WamcrColor starring
you can put good celluloid product on the air and
yet ready to make known their position, one or two
HENRY FONDA. • JAMES CAGNEY
of them fast week made it plain that the RKO acnot feel the results at the boxoffice.
That’s the
WILLIAM POWELL • JACK LEMMON
quisition by General Tire (and Thomas O’Neil’s
one thing that will keep the public really rooted
A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
good pictures. And it now looks as if
General Teleradio) obviously would affect their tv
to their sets
and SFCCTACII1JUI STME PRESENTATION
0
thinking.
they’re going to get them, and for free.”

Dubbing itself presents something of a dilemma. If it’s done in
the U.S., the voices are available
an£ the technique is now fairly well
developed, but the costs for a good
job are apt to run around $15,000.
If it is done abroad, where dubbing
techniques have been worked out
to a very fine point, and costs are

.

.

—

—

New

DISNEY DISTRIB CO.’S
'
50G SALES CONTEST
Buena
tribution

Vista, Walt Disney’s disweek
subsidiary,
this

launched a sales incentive program
under which employees will be
eligible for prizes totalling up to
$50,000 a' year. It’s to be run on a
,

continuing basis, —
Secretaries up to district managers- will participate in the loot
in accordance with the employ*-

.

ment

position held. Winners will
be selected on a. division basis, selected from BV’s eight divisions.

Determining the winners will be
played-and-paid business achieved
as measured against the possibilities in (bach area.

In addition to this, BV, which is
headed by Leo F. Samuels, will
provide a “most valuable player”
cash award each month this to an

—

employee, regardless of rank, who
has contributed the “outstanding
performance of the month.”

—

.

*

.

—

„

ROBERTS”

—

Singapore, July *19.
Cathay Organization, now operating 4Q first-runs in, Singapore,
Malaya, Borneo and Sarawak, is
opening two new houses this month
in

association

with

the

Majestic

eircuit..

New situations, each named the
Majestic and each seating 700 and
for CinemaScope and
processes, are located in
Taiping, tin-mining
towns in the Kinta Valley.

equipped
other

Kampar and

tamsfr
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LIFE MAGAZINE
"Rossano

Brazil

.

.

/the most important new Casanova

* *

in

.

U. S. Films."

NEW YORKER MAGAZINE
1

*

"Rossano

Brazil,

a man who should

fancy of any woman, spinster, or atherwise."

tickle the

IRENE THIRER
.

...

fascinating

.

handsome,"

strikingly

TIME MAGAZINE
"Italy's

l^sano

Brazzi

complements Kate Hepburn's

artistry every step of the

way."

Alice hughes
•

s

•

"The most vigorous, sexy masculine threat to such dreamy American fnovie heroes as
11
Gable, Grant, Brando, Boyer, Granger, Hudson, Holden and Lancaster .
k

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
.

i

*

-

.

i

"Brazzi displays great personal

charm and magnetism

.

•

•

deep gentleness

.

•

quiet

masculine strength."

SATURDAY REVIEW OF LITERATURE
»

'

»

;

"Any lady

tourist

who' did not

relish

a go with

*

Brazzi should turn in her exposure meter."

NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE
..v

.

"...

*

the magnetic Brazzi."

VARIETY
"Brazzi scores

•

.

•

a

ii

tri

DAILY NEWS
"Brazzi

is

•

electrifying,
electr
-

i

»1

compelling
^

.

who wouldn'tt aladh
gladly change places

.

a sensation.

.
»

'a

If

there

a

*

isn't
l

a woman

•

ft

in the

audience

ft

a

.a

with Hepburn, she ought to have her heart examined."

DAILY MIRROR
"Brazzi

is

a handsome

virile personality who'll

make

the ladies' hearts skip a beat."

NEW YORK WORLD TELEGRAM
.

.

an eloquent

. ;

* lover."

LOUIS SOBEL
"The greatest new male charmer to reach these shores."

WANDA HALE
s

The most romantic actor since Rudolph Valentino
screen today.

.

.

.

*

the most exciting personality on
‘

tin

x

Warm Welcome
’’

Exclusive world-wide

and To

management

t

KAUFMAN -LERNER ASSOCIATES
“ The Talent Bridge to America9 *
Corso Trieste 85, Rome, Italy
Cable Address: Kaufler,

Rome

:

RADIO-TELEVISION
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ABC-TV’S UNIQUE BIG 3’ STATUS
ABC-TV’s near-meteoric

rise to

major status among the networks
has been accompanied by a curious but significant factor. At a
when monopoly charges
time
hurled against the networks are
almost commonplace, ABC has
achieved its upturn with virtually
ho program development-ownership on its own. Significantly, out
of 35 shows thus far scheduled for
the fall on ABC, only five are
owned in whole or in part by the
network, and one of these is a
news show. That's little more than
14%, compared with the 50%-plus
status of NBC and CBS.
While the network’s program.

ming

is

ABC

outside-owned,

PRESCOTT ANKUNG

AM-to-TV

Overall’s

After 18 years as exclusively a
radio salesman, Jack Overall takes
his first step into video. On Monday (Aug. 1) he joins NBC-TV in a
sales post.

Overall, who’ll probably report

WNEW FOR HUB?
Boston, July 26.

Norm Prescott, who
joined WNEW, New York, after a
few years here on WORL, bought
back* his contract to join WBZ-

°

contract.”

over its top entries, via longterm
contracts with producers giving
ABC exclusive rights to the shows.
Such is the case with Walt Disney,
Warner Bros. .and Metro, for example. But in terms of programs
created, produced and owned by
Washington, July 26.
the network itself, ABC is in the
curious position of being a virtuNBC’s plans to acquire an ultra
ally “propertyless” network.
high station in Buffalo, through
The five shows in which ABC purchase of WBUF-TV, ran into a

does have an interest are “Super roadblock last week when FCC inCircus,” which it developed and formed the network that hearings
owns; the Danny Thomas, “Ozzie & are indicated on the transfer apHarriet” and “Wyatt Earp” stan- plication.
o
In view of the web’s radio, and
zas, in each of which it owns 50%,
and the John Daly newscasts, tv stations in New York, Los Anwhich of course the network owns geles, .San Francisco, Cleveland,
and produces with Daly in the and Washington, the Commission
dual capacity of news v.p. and per- informed the network, “there is a
former. There are also “fringe’ 1 serious question of whether further
cases where the web has contracts extension of broadcast facilities
with talent, as in the case of ownership .by NBC would be in the
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen and Burr public interest.”
The Commission said it was also
Tillstrom and his “Kukla; Fran &
Ollie.” But in these cases, if the concerned with questions raised recontracts expire, the performers garding the anti-trust history of
take their shows. with them, and RCA and the pending anti-monothey can’t be rightfully called net poly suit by the Justice Dept,
work-owned properties.
against RCA in the New York FedIn the cases exclusive of such eral Court.
The agency said it further was
talent-owned properties, the motion picture deals and ABC’s own concerned with allegations as to
five shows,- the web places all its NBC’s intent with regard t</ makreliance
on outside packages, ing its network programs available
either shows brought in by a spe- to VHF and UHF stations in the
cific sponsor or peddled to ABC Buffalo area and with determining
by an indie packager. On some of whether 'the acquisition involves
the latter, ABC supplies the pro- trafficking in licenses.
The Commission’s action was
duction, as in the case of “Voice of
Firestone,” where the web has its, prompted by a petition filed by
station
WGR-TV in Buffalo which
own producer and director On the
show. On others, ABC merely pro- will lose its NBC affiliation if the
transfer
of WBUF-TV is approved
vides the director or TD.
Under the protest provisions of the
Curiously enough, ABC’s teleCommunications
Act, tho Commisfilm subsid, ABC Film Syndication,
sion is required, under recent court
almost rivals the parent network
decisions, to hold a hearing when
in terms of owned properties. Subso-called “parties in interest” pro
sid shares ownership of the Cesar
test authorizations made without
Romero starrer, “Passport

,

to Danhearings.
Roach Jr.; it has a
The Commission gave NBC 30
upcoming “Sheena.
days to show why the transfer apJungle,” which it
plication should not be designated
shares with Don Sharpe; it owns
for hearing.
outright the 98 “Racket Squad”
episodes it purchased from Roach;
and it has an ownership stake in

ger,” with Hal
piece of the
Queen of the

15G ABC Radio Package

syndication subsid, of course is
ABC Radio has finalized a deal
that the network sells time predominantly while the syndication with Time mag under which the
publication
will
resurrect
its
subsid is in the business of selling
“March of Time” stanzas in capprograms. But at a time when insule form for a weekend package
dependent packagers and agencies
on the network. Package, tenta
are screaming

about network “motiyely titled “It’s Time Again,”
nopoly” over programs the sight
will comprise 20 five-minute draof “propertyless
is

a strange

matizations-narrations of the

spread

news

over

Saturday and Sunon the half-hour*
Westrook Van Voorhis will nar
day, and aired

rate, and at least a couple of actors
will be used. Series starts Aug. 13

WNHC-TV Parted

with Time writing and producing

Network

ABC-TV
speculation

put an end to the
over its Connecticut

week by

affiliation

picture

signing

primary affilation con-

tract

a

with

last

WNHC-TV,

the

high-

powered VHF’er in New Haven,
which was an NBC basic until the
the

New

Britain

UHF

.the

the

outlet. Affil-

becomes effective Oct,

iation

when

WKNB-TV,

purchased

latter

MBC

1,

is

offering the

entire

package to single sponsors at $15,000 per week, time & program. Web
has been highly successful with
its package of 22 on-the-hour weekend newscast, and 6 has been
casting about for a feature-type
capsule format to supplement the
news on the half-hour.

WNHC-TV,

Sun tv columnist Harriet Van
Horne has signed for a weekly tv

incidentally,

NBC

WKNB-TV

WGTH-TV UHF

operation,

and

now program

is

su-

Dong School”

Mutual has added the Army-Navy
its expanded football line-

game to
up this

"fall.

The Nov.

grid

26.

rivalry will he underwritten
Allstate Insurance Co.
‘

by

for

inghouse stations in San Francisco,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Bos-

Dr. .Frances. Horwich and “Ding
will take to the Toiafl
in the fall with a series of six
weeklong visits to major cities for
combined local originations for the
NBC-TV show and lecture stints for
Dr. Horwich. Show will visit At*
Boston in
lanta< in September,
October, Cleveland in November
and Houston, Los Angeles, and San
Francisco in January, with each
visit lasting a week.
Tour is- a direct outgrowth of the
v

MBS’ Army-Navy Coin

Westinghouse propAllstate last year carried the
erties.
Kalland is reportedly es- 15-minute periods preceding the
tablishing key deejays in West- radio
network’s
World Series
pervisor

coverage.

ton.

Story
around Beantown has
Prescott setting up around, the
clock program's of disk jock pat-

“You and Your Child” segment
which NBC added to “Ding Dong”
about a month ago, extending the
ter platter format with station kill-*
show an additional 15 minutes to
ing off all soap operas.
10:45 every morning. In contrast to
In the meantime, Hub deejay
“Ding Dong,” which is aimed dicircles were buzzing that Presrectly at the moppets, “You and
cott will be a fixture on the proYour Child” is strictly' for the
gram of WBZ-WBZA within a
parents, and the mail pull has been
week.
so strong, says NBC, that the tour
has been arranged. In, each of the
cities, Dr. Horwich will do the
Chicago, July 26. • show in the mornings, and address
‘Stork Club
First
and civic groups in afternoons
PTA
Television lost another round in
and evenings, winding the week 'in
its attempt to establish a beachHiatus In Six Years;
each town with a merchandising
head on Chi’s State St. with its appearance at one of the departMull Sun. Hour-ln-FaU roster of bluerlbbon department ment stores on behalf of her
Marshall Field, the Main sponsors.
After nearly six years on tele- Stores.
vision, this summer marks Sher- Stem bellcow which some months
man Billingsley’s first Vacation back had invited bids for tele
with his “Stork Club” show in that
fshow ideas from the local stations,
period. He is talking with ABC
to continue in what he regards the passed the word down Inst week
most desirable time” for his type- that it had decided to forego the
show, 10-11 p.m. Sunday nights.
medium “for the time being.”
“Stork Club” rates as one of the
While not a complete Surprise,
10 oldest video shows since com- the turndown was a considerable
mercial tv, and has been on the disappointment to the three staHollywood, July 26.
three major networks in its career, tions
submitted extensive
that
Call for 4,000 acting jobs was put
variously sponsored by Chester- presentations. Not only was there
out in Hollywood last week by
field, Qemex, Chrysler and others. a
lot of time and expense in- Albert McCleery> producer of the
It has been done In 15, 30 and 45- volved, including in one case a
upcoming NBC-TV “Matinee” dayminute segments, the last on its junket to New York for a pitch
ABC-TV shift to 9:15 p«m., directly direct to the Calkins & Holden time color series.
-McCleery is lining up talent for
after Walter Winchell. Prior there- agency, but also there’s the awareto ABC had Billingsley on Satur- ness that another opportunity to the five weekly hour-long dramatic
days, at 9:30, hut the George Gobel prove tv’s point vis-a-vis the Windy programs, to emanate from the
“Opposition” was too tough, hence City newspapers and their en- net’s Burbank color studios starting
in October.
the shift.
trenched position on the merchanPreference will be given estabBoniface Is holding out for a dising artery has gone by the
lished talent in the sub-featured
full hour for “Stork Club” and boards.
category and drawn from radio, tv
thinks 10 p.m. “late enough to cut
The reason Field’s bid was and pix, McCleery said. No big
out the kids, because after all we
grabbed so eagerly was the realiza- names will be used and pay will
are a nite club operation,” and
tion that if a video modus oper- run somewhere between daytime
stresses Sunday -night as “ideal
andi could be worked oqjt with the and night levels, but in all cases
because (1), the Stork is closed for
pacesetter, the door would like- over scale. There will be few relunch and cocktails only on Sunwise swing ajar at the other re- peats of players.
days, reopening for dinner and
tailing citadels.
In terms of ImAs executive producer of tv’s
supper, so we have virtually the
mediate dollars and cents the de- first daytime blockbuster, McCleery
entire day undisturbed to ourcision was not too much of a will dispense with producers or
selves; and (2), it’s the best eveshocker since the nighttime local associates and instead entrust those
ning for what I call ‘our regulars’
(Continued- on page 104)
duties to 10 directors. Said he, “I
to drop in and/or even accept spotbelieve directors can handle all the
bookings at 10 p.m. The rest of the

V

TV

.

4,000 Actors

For

.

NBC-TV matinee’

,

•

.

•

7:30-8 post starting

Sept.

1L

details that generally fall to pro-

week

they’re tied up with their
shows, whether legit or television, so ^we get the show business
bunch almost automatically on
their one night off, and it’s a natural to help resolve some of the
booking and rehearsal jams.”
ABC-TV prexy Robert E. Kintner, currently vacationing in Ha-

own

waii,

and Billingsley will huddle

next month about the fall schedule. Billingsley’s personal rep for
tv, David (Sonny) Werblin (MCA)
also has others interested in the
“Stork Club” package.

Bess Myerson Into

Pegeen

WABC

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO

ducers.”

NBC will lay out around $100,000
week for “Matinee.” Costs will
be kept down by using the Cameo
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.’s theatre technique, props replacing
five radio
stations have nearly sets.
Also required will be the services
doubled, their sixmonth profits in
the first half of 1955. Total profits
(Continued on page 106)
for January-through- June for the
five outlets are 96% over the same
period in 1.954, according to WBC
prez Chris J. Witting, with local Neale’s Radio-TV Slot
sales revenues of the five stations
At D-F-S Vice Kabaker
up 25.9% for the same period.
Local sales, said Witting, “are more
A major change occurred at
than offsetting the continuing de- Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample when
cline in radio network revenues.
James j. Neale took over as v.p,
One station—
in Philadel- in charge of radio and tv for. the
phia,
has increased its profits agency immediately after Alvin
eight times over the same period Kabaker ankled the post last week.
last year, with its local sales up Along with the Neale command,
32% for the period. Overall local agency producer David Nyren steps

STATIONS’ BIZ

’

BOOM

a

KYW

Spot

Bess Myerson ha6 been tapped

is at- mat, with Miss Van Horne interpurchase of viewing both technicians and stars,
on' the grounds that it including personalities from rival
is
“monopolistic.”
CBS-TV an. networks.
pears set with its newly-acquired
Show goes into the Saturday

the

WNEW,

replace the departing Pegeen
Fitzgerald in the latter’s 11:30-12 sales for the five outlets KYW, into overall command of D-F-S radio-tv production, and Eugene Burr
and
in Boston,
cross-the-board session on WABC,
the ABC Radio N. Y. flagship. Miss in Pittsburgh,
in Ft. Wayne becomes head of scripting and proin Portland, Ore.
Myerson, who starts her stint Aug. and
ire gram development.
up an average of 60% over WBC’s
Neale, after moving over from
1, will do a women’s show in' the
spot, with guests covering the vari- record overall radio sales year, NBC 14 years ago, started in D-F-S
ous cooking, fashions and makeup 1948. "Witting said the figures may media and most lately has been
come as a surprise to those who liaison with the webs and consultdepartments.
Miss Fitzgerald recently ankled view radio as “outdated or sick,” ant on all radio-tv accounts. Kathe station for a merchandising- but is no surprise to “the adver- baker, who was with the agency for
performing berth at WRCA, the tiser or broadcaster who has been 18 years and replaced Adrian SamNBC flag. She also starts her own giving radio a realistic appraisal ish in the radio-tv chieftain role a
radio show Aug, 15 over WRCA, in in terms of the merchandise it few years ago, has not announced
can move at low cost”
his future plans.
addition to the exec chores.
to

Harriet’s ‘Inside TV’
New York World-Telegram &

contract expires
American had the option _of get- show, her first regular session out-*
ting WNHC-TV as an affiliate or side panel stints, via WABC-TV,
Paul Morency’s WTIC-TV in Hart*- the ABC-TV Gotham flagship. Proford, and chose the former.
gram will have an “inside tv” for-

tacking

However, Cullinane said that
there have been talks between Bill
ECalland, who hired Prescott for

.

'

‘March of lime’ Capsules

its

ABC”

Horwich Taking Show on the Road Fpr
Six Weeks| Sets Lectures

We

signed and has not been offered a

does

one indeed.

Dr. Frances

on.
are currently in negotiation with him.
He has not been

however have a measure of control

“Douglas
Fairbanks
Presents,”
which it syndicates.
Difference between the web and

/’Toast of the Town” on CBS-TV is taking its cue from NBC’s
‘‘Wide Wide World” and is playing the “Stratford Circuit” via remote, pickup. Whereas, “Wide World” in setting its tv precedent
went to Stratford, Ontario, for its recent cross-the-border Shakespearean pickup. “Toast” is sending a crew to the newly-opened
Stratford-on-tbe-Housatonic in Connecticut for its Aug. 7 pickup
of a “Tempest” excerpt*.
“Toast” emcee Ed Sullivan will be in Connecticut, too, that night*
He’ll be appearing in “King of Hearts” at .the Southbury (Conn.) Playhouse but a special pickup is planned to integrate him into the stanza.

Reports that

web sales head Joe Culligan,
was with Mutual as eastern sales WBZA elicted the following statechief until last year, when he 1 ment from press chief Joe Culjoined CBS Radio under John inane
Karol for a while.
“Norm Prescott has been coming here for. three years off and
to

mWorld’, Too

Toast’ Goes

AS A ‘PROPERTYLESS’ NETWORK
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CBS-TV took a $50,000 rap Monday (25) night in order to telecast President Eisenhower's report on Geneva live instead of via
hot kinnie. Speech, which went -off at 10:30 p.m., cut into “Westinghouse’s “Studio One,” and rather than present a half-hour play
from 10 to 10:30, Westinghduse allowed itself to be preempted
entirely. This involved station payments for the hour of $45,000,
with CBS shelling out another $5,000 to pay off talent on the show,
Web had considered a hot kine at 11:15, after the local news
But with NBC-TV and ABC-TV, both of which were in
shows.
station time at 10:30, carrying the speech live, CBS toppers Bill
Paley' and Frank Stanton decided that a live pickup was mandatory.
They put an episode of “The Search” in as a sustainer tb
fill in the 10-10:30 slot.
Some of the less broadminded execs at CBS were wondering
after it was all over whether Robert Montgomery,, the President’s
radio-tv advisor, had anything to do with the fixing of 10:30 for the
speech. They observed that Montgomery’s own NBC-TV dramatic
show- ends at 10:30, with the speech thus creating nary a preemption on Montgomery or NBC.
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being poured out
on several
television shows are beirig done
at' the expense of the name performer, according to talent agency
spokesmen who are anxious to put
them in the <ategory of benefits
with regulation by the American
Federation of. Television and Radio
Artists.

according

Performers,

the

to

percenters; are being dunned, and
pressured to appear for either
token payments or for a gift on
the shows which kudoses songperformers and others
writers,
who may have already arrived and
for others who need this kind of
publicity buildup.
.

—— —
:

;

ice organizations to protect
and get stations built.

.

them

testimonial dinner at the
At
Shoreham hotel attended by nearai.

ly 500 .representatives of radio and
tv,

the

and

FCC,

the.

.

Declaring

this

country

The

Station

•

operators
,

In Topping CBS’

Radio Hours Sold
With the quick sponsor acceptance on “Monitor” accounting principally for the change, NBC Radio
has forged ahead of CBS in weekly
sponsored hours for the first time
years. Ever since the
talent raids of the late

famed CBS

NBC

has played second fiddle to Columbia both in terms of
billings and amount of sponsored
time. But while CBS still remains
kingpin in the billings picture NBC
has finally caught up in number
NBC-TV’s Sunday night “Color of weekly sponsored hours on the
Spreads” are all sold out for the network,
’5.5-’56 season save for one parCount for the first week in July,
ticipation in the two-hour Sept. it’s been learned, is 35 hours and
11 “Skin of Our Teeth” kickoffer. 29 minutes for NBC and 31 hours
Standard Brands this week bought and 15 minutes for Columbia, with
a total of three participations, two NBC four hours and 14 minutes
of them for the Sept. 11 show arid ahead. By way of comparison, NBC
one for the Dec. 4 outing, the. latter had 26 hours, 35 minutes oin July
tentatively set as the date for the of 1954, compared With CBS’ 42
Maurice Chevalier st’arrer. At hours even. Swing took place over
$71,000 gross per participation, the the month of June, when by the
Standard Brands buy gives the web first Week of July NBC had shown
an additional $213,000 billings on a net gain of four hours and 39
the Sunday specolas.
minutes (over the first week in
Standard’s buy follows by a week June) while CBS had suffered a
the $3,000,000 purchase by U.S. net loss of 11 hours and 10 minutes.
Rubber of 36 participations coherWhile of course the commercialing all of 1956, which if figured on hours leadership doesn’t
represent
the basis of six spots per show for a supremacy in billings
(“Monitor”
the spring only, gives the network in effect, for example,
has a 35f%
a sell-out on the latter part of next
(Continued on page 104)
season.
There were only four
vacancies
left
pre-January
for
“Spread”
showcasers,
and the
Ups Baxter
Standard buy leaves only one, That
Charles F. Baxter has been
solo participation, incidentally, was
created
of upped, from assistant manager to
expansion
by the
“Spread” on Sept. 11 from 90 general manager of the RCA Vicminutes to two hours to accomo- tor television division.
He steps into the spot' vacated
date the Thornton Wilder drama,
opening up three availablities, of by Henry G. Baker, RCA v.p, who
remains with the company in a
which Standard took two.
Deal for Standard was set via staff advisory capacity on sales
and merchandise policies.
Ted Bates.

Likes Tinters,

Too

•

'

.

RCA

V

ftJ

is

according to the dategetting out of hand.
stars

NBC
of a tv-

Hayworth’s Ankling

V

V

I

Vinton Hayworth,
sparkplugs in

the

one

of

AWARE

60-minute and 90-minute programming outstrips the 30-minute format, hour for hour, becomes an
actual reality when the fall season
preems. That goes both for the
daytime and thq nighttime (8 to

resigning his posts on
the N. Y. and national boards
of. the American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists. He
Inc., is

•

maintain his afAWARE, the
anti-Red organization which
was recently condemned by
the local union body for
will, however,
filiation
with

10:30) schedules.

The trend is of major* significance to all facets of \ the trade by.
virtue of .the accepted axiom to-*
day that “as NBC goes so must in**
evitably go the pattern for all the
webs.”
Breakdown of the SundaythroUgh-Saturday NBC schedule
.

“blacklisting.”
“It’s a move that I’ve contemplated for. a long time, and
now that I’in not an officer of
the union any more, I thought
I’d retire,” Hayworth said yesterday (Tu.es.). “I’ve got to devote a little more time to my

shows up

condemnation.

who

a citation.
Now they are being
asked to perform and thus destroy
their value for paid performances
at regular 'or guest rates. On one
recent show, one of the top legit
performers had consistently refused because of the fact that she
was saving video appearances for
the future. It Was argued that the
money being obtained in the
legiter was far below the value in

and. therefore was saving
video for the time when the loot
would be higher. However, with
ultimately
pressure,
she
was‘
forced to do a number. Unfortunately, the number was so brief
and had so little chance for a
buildup, that; she probably destroyed her value on the high-paying medium.

video,

sents.”

Tuesday:

aren’t in too much of a demand
on the tribute shows. Nonetheless,

Playhouse” and “Father Knows
Best”; then the full hour “Kraft
TV Theatre” followed by the 30minute “This Is Your Life.”
Thursday: Four half-hour shows
(Groucho Marx, “People's Choice,”
“Dragnet” and “Ford Theatre”)
followed by the full hour “Lux
Video Theatre.”
Friday: Four half-hours (“Truth
or Consequences,” “Life of Riley,”
“Big Stbry” and the new Campbell Soup show), followed by the
hour “Cavalcade of Sports.”
Saturday^ The 60-minute Perry
Como show*8 to 9, with the subsequent three half-hour shows (“People Are Funny,” “Texaco Star
Theatre” and “George Gobel”),
preempted once a month for the

Hollywood, July 26.
American- Federation of RadioTelevision Artist members througout the country are votirig via mail

referendum on an anti-Communist
to determine whether

resolution

members who defy Congressional
ist

possible that if a

member

Max Liebman

specs.

As for daytime, the combination
“Today,” “Home,” 45 minutes
“Ding Dong School” arid the
upcoming full hour (3 to 4) tint
dramas wipes out the traditional
15-minute and half-hour format as
The backbone of NBC-TV daytime
of
of

.

v

Then, of course, there’s the
90-minute “Tonight” show.

fare.
I

defies

to

The major agencies He said, too, that at a number of
with film interests are somewhat such hearings held by the House
medium.

(Continued on page 25)

divided on the value of the agency
in that matter, but they generally
Agree that as far as the price struc-

(Continued on page 106)

Terry Clyne’s

New

McCann-Erickson

Status
named
has

mew post of
of radioa top-level position under

Terry Clyne to the

management supervisor

GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR

1905-1955

Berle-Martha

drpmatic series.
-Wednesday: From 8 to 9 two
half-hour shows “Screen Directors

a Congressional committee, but
appear gives a satisfactory reason for his
for sums that they consider sub- action to his union board, he would
standard.
not necessarily be expelled. The
The cuffo film plugs are one of member may be investigated and
charges
then aired by the board.
the wbrst offenders, continue the
percehteries.
Of course, a star Proposed resolution states that the
board
then
has it in its discretion
with an interest in a movie is interested in publicity that will hypo to “fine, censure, Suspend or expel
the
from membership.”
accused
However, say the perthe gross.
AFTRA prexy Frank Nelson, in
centers; with so many top names
union is mailing the
disclosing
the
ready, willing and able to appear
for free, why should a lot of shows resolution; to its national memberbuy guest stars. Thus, free appear- ship of 15,000, said that it is the
ances by the toppers are frequently duty of members to co-operate with
made at the expense of the enter- any authorized Congressional comtainer who has to make a living in mittee investigating Communism.
this

Milton

Raye show (alternating with Bob
Hope and Dinah Shore) 8 to 9; the
half-hour “Fireside Theatre” and
the full hour Afmstrong-Pontiac

committees probing into CommunParty affiliation shall be disciplined. National board of union
unanimously voted for such a resolution, subject to ratification by
Diminishing Values
membership, when it met at the
This performer’s experience is Seattle convention recently.
typical of that undergone by many
There is an even stronger antiin the profession.
Many perform- Commie resolution, already in force
ers, even by showing their faces, in L.A., adopted by members here,
wear themselves out. Television, but the current referendum seeks
rthe agency men say, is a medium to. make the ariti-Red measure a hathat banks a lot on freshness. A tional one. In L.A., if any AFTRA
performer cannot cuffo all over member won’t answer the $64
the spectrum and still De an item query before a Congressional comof value.
A face or figure that's mittee or the union board, he faces
seen too often is cheapened in the expulsion.
process, say the agencies.
In the national -resolution, howIn the case of run-of-the-mill ever, local boards are- given disacts, they are good for one or two. cretionary powers regarding disFortunately, they ciplinary proceedings and it is
shots a season.

many have been asked

thusly:.

Sunday*. “Colgate Variety Hour"*
8 to 9, then the full Hour Philco-i
Goodyear “Television Playhouse,”
leaving only the half-hour Loretta
Yriyng show.
Monday: “Caesar’s Hour” 8 to 9,
then- the half-hour “Medic” (which
gets knocked out of the box once
a month for the 90-minute “Producers Showcase”), then the full
hour “Robert Montgomery Pre-

career.” Hayworth was. prexy
of AFTRA in N. Y. from '52
through '54, he. explained, and
was 1st national v.p; fori the actor union until defeated by.
His
Clayton (Bud) Collyer,
defeat, took place since the

AWARE

prexy Pat Weaver’s vision
network in which the pro**

gramming pendulum swings into
the “big big big concept” where

would be asked to appear would
do nothing but take a bow, or. read

NBCs ‘Geje Whiz’

’40’s,

evil,

diggers,

Time Was when the

American Women in
TV was well rep-

But conspicuously absent
were the networks. None of
the Washington web veepees
were there (the nearest was
Hardy,
who, soon
leaves
NARTB to become the CBS
head man in the Capital). Industry folk at the event were
wondering: was it just a coincidence?

eight

,

ance.

came.

in

Standard Brands

26.

Radio and

cannot

The ex-FCC commissioner now
(Continued on page 100)

Washington, .July

resented.

outlets.

afford a situation whereby l50 out
of 430 stations on the air are in
the red and 36,000,000 tv families
depend on three networks for half
their programs, Miss Hennock predicted “a complete overhauling of
the present pattern of' tv programming and its financing.”
She proposed that the government immediately act to “break up
the growing monopoly and to enable local stations to serve local
needs.” She also called on Amer^
ican business to take steps “to see
that their legitimate advertising
needs are fully met.”

Purpose?

Just about every broadcasting interest was represented
at the testimonial dinner for
Frieda Hennock. except one.
NARTB was represented by
Harold Fellows, Ralph Hardy
and others. All the FCC. commissioners were there.
The
educational radio and tv or-r
ganizations
were there in
force.

Senate and House,

Miss
organizations,
Hennock made it clear that her
departure trom the FCC will not
lessen her interest in educational
video. Among other things, 'she
said, she plans to take the leadership in demonstrating that educational stations can be built for
$50,000, thus giving impetus to. establishment of many more such
other

recent tribute emanatYork; most of the
brushoff loot. One top
musical star got a. high-fidelity
phonograph, which cost about 1/10
of the coin she could command As
On another
a regular guest fee.
show, other performers got some
gifts valued far below that which
would have justified their appear.

New

ing from

F£C. Member Sounds Off

'

A

l 1

to various individuals

.talent got

On

'L

tributes

On one

Accidentally

1111

"

I
The

McConnaughey Paces Tributes As Departing

Washington, July 28.
In a fighting speech before the
largest number „of persons ever
assejnbled to honor a member of
the FCC, Frieda Hennock warned
here last week that “selfish interests” are coyeting the educational
tv channels and urged public serv-

21
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NBC-TV
situation

envisions

comedy

a

.

half-hour

series in

Bambi

Alexander’s
future.
Dance team (with Alexander also
doubling as choreographer) has
been chiefly identified with the
Linn-JRod

Max

Liebman spectaculars, on
which they’ll continue next season,
but have come up with an idea for
their

own show

in

terms of the

|

next semester.

was shot on the Coast
last week and is due in this week
for exec o.o. It’s built around a
young dance couple with show biz
Pilot film

aspirations.

Pharmaco

Y Radio Buy

Pharmaco Inc. has signed on for
three-a-week fall sponsorship of
the ABC Radio’s morning cross-boardguide
Clyne
will
which
agency’s , radio-tv activities on a er, “Companion.”
Pharmaco, for
its
chewing' gum products, will
policy level.
At a later date, the agency will bankroll the Monday, Wednesday
appoint a v.p. over radio-tv who and Friday segments, which feaThis ap- ture Dr. David R. Mace, who hanwill report to Clyne,
pointee will be in the nature of a dles the marriage problem colsuccessor to ex-radio-tv boss AT umns of the Women's Home ComScalpone, who left the agency re- panion.
Deal was set via Doherty, Clifcently to become CBS-TV’s new
iford, Steers & Shenfield.
Coast veep.
tv.

It’s

m

BID TO ’GO FRISCO’
Stockton; Calif., July 26.
,

The FCC has rejected a request

KOVR, Stockton’s channel 13,
to switch thie outlet to San Francisco in order to have better access to talent.

of

By BOB CHANDLER
Mixed signals and a little too
much close figuring marred the
ABC press junket last week for
the Disneyland opening. Impression was that the American Broadcasting end of it got the brush, and
as result same applied to the junketeering newsmen—some 39 of

them from

six different

key

cities,

but mostly from New York. ABC's
top echelon, including the parent
AB-PT prexy Leonard H. Goldenson and ABC veep Robert M. Weitman tried to and did in a measure make amends with a more
plush return via American Airlines' DC-7s.
This took a little more than half
the time for the N. Y. to L. A. end
This was the more trying
of it
phase, because of a trade deal with
a North American chartered DC-4,
sans pressurized cabins, etc., that
took 14 Vz hours and brought to
the Coast an exhausted group of
typewriter-pounders.

—

—

ABC didn’t seem to rate in certain Hollywood quarters in about
the same ratio as the press didn’t
The Metro
rate at Disneyland.
visit, keyed to that studio’s recent
affinity with ABC, was almost a
waste, Warrters did a better job at
Burbank, and tffh Disney Studios,
as if to make amehds for the Sunday turmoil at the Disneyland
premiere, outdid itself.
Generally, the press group was
staffed off because ABC itself appeared to be greeted with somewhat lukewarm hospitality. This
was especially apparent in the Dis.

neyland Park preview on Sunday

Working press was invited
(17).
early—bef ore the 28,000 invited
guests poured into the park. But
the ABC party, though “working
,

press" in every sense of the word,
didn’t get out till the mob was
there, and though given the facilities of the press headquarters and
the monitor tent (to view the telecast), didn’t get to see very much
(All could have
ef the park.
“stood home” and seen this in
greater comfort via the 90-minute
ABC-TV commercial.) Long lines
for rides and the Restaurants meant
that virtually all of the ABC party
went hungry for the day, not to say
sightless as far as the key attractions of the park were concerned.
bitterness
general
was
There
among the party at the Disneyland
people, who apparently, because
ABC brought the junket in, viewed
them as “non-working, second-

Dow’s Grid Buy
Dow Chemical has bought

vise that our women’s editor is a handsome young Englishman with
a James Mason profile and Ronald Colman accenjLHls name is Keith
Reeve and he doubles a? the women folks’ favorite disk jockey and
a narrator for various women’s activities in the Altoona area. Our
marketing and fashion programs are done by yours truly, the station

FCC pointed out channel 13 was
on .the only VHF station liere, some
NBC-TV’S NCAA football package 50 miles from San Francisco, and
with sponsorship of the post-game noted San Francisco and Oakland
“Football Scoreboard.” MacManus, already have five VHF. Stations.
John & Adams set the deal- for KOVR had proposed operating a
studio in Stockton as well.
Dow’s Anti-Freeze Division.
Russ Hodges and N. Y. Herald
The decision has given rise to
Tribune sports ed Bob Cooke will rumors here that KOVR’s operathandle the announcing.
would directionalize their
ors
equipment to exclude the San
Francisco-Oakland area and to concentrate on Northern California’s
Tues. CBS
in,

Alcoa Options
Slot

interior

With Preemptions

For 'See

It

Now’ Specials

valley.

KOVR now

manager. While I lack the glamor and romance associated with
Mr. Reeve, I try to make it up with a homey, domestic approach
that can be best performed by a young man. of middle age with
three children and a wife under his roof at home.
“Forgive me if I am trying to sell you something. We are guilty
only of trying to please you at all times at WVAM/*
.

.

Ransom Sherman Nixes
Vic

.

pays the San Fran-

Carmans

be timed

will

to sig-

news .developments.
i

New

Falls,

Sellout

Kearns-Tribune cur-

Mont.

KUTV

here
rently owns 50% of
and previously were part owners of
KALL, Salt Lake,/ and the Inter-

mountain Network.
Sponsor, Owner^.
Carman debuted in radio in
For ‘Mr. Executive* 1936 as operator of KEUB, Price,
Ownership of “Mr. Executive,” Utah, now operating as KOAL.
the WRCA-TV, N. Y. live-and-film He established KUTA in 1938 and
business

segment dealing with
execs, changed hands last week,
and at the same time the show
class newsmen.”
latched onto Canada Dry as„ its
Metro NSG, WB Better
local sponsor. New ownership is
of
example
Metro was another
represented by Robert S. Courtney,
good intentions gone wrong. Party who’ll produce the segment hencewas invited to the studio the first forth.
day out (15) for lunch and sortie inConrad Nagel continues as emcee
fo on “MGM Parade,” the studio’s
Metro of the show, but a new filming
inital telentry on ABC-TV.
Television. News Service, will
unit,
popped
studio chief Dorfe Schary
handle the lensing, alL of which is
(Continued pn page 102)
to be done in color.
V

expanded his

out-of-state interests
after the war.
Deal will probably be presented
to the FCC on a tentative basis to

GT’s Bozo’ to Be

Chi Role;

on Coast

Shot in Memphis

‘’Chicago, July 26.
NBC-TV’s N. Y. to L. A. leapfrogging of the Windy City as an

Even with the addition of the

to Stay

origination point has reached such
a stage that a homeoffice okay to
cut a kine for a projected show
warrants dancing in the Merchandise Mart halls. Word came down
last week greenlighting a kine of
Sade”
the tele version of ^Vic

»

AFTRA

Dispute

Seattle, July 26.

Seattle Central

Labor Council’s

som Sherinan

the

for

Vic

role.

I

POOLED TELECAST FOR

BAR

ASSN.

POWWOW

Washington, July 26.
tv coverage of a
NARTB has
session,
made arrangements for a pooled
televising of portions of the American Bar Assn, convention in Philadelphia the week of August .21,

To demonstrate

legislative

All Philly stations will cooperate
in the NARTB project.
Coverage will include a live telecast of the program of .the ABA
section on Judicial Administration
in

NARTB’s Freedom

of Information

Committee.

Bam

to

Rome” which bows

there

Sweets Nuts About Pinky

—To Tune of $1,500,000
Sweets Co. of An^'ica* which
has two participations weekly in
the cross-board Pinky Lee show,
lias bought all of the new Saturday
morning half-hour kid segment
starring
the
comic.
Saturday
ayenier kicks off Sept. 17 in the 1010:30 slot.
Deal, set via Moselle
Eisen,
brings Sweets Co.’s total billings
jn the two Lee shows to $1,500,000.

&

Washington, July 26.
Signs of a revival of interest in FM, apparently as a result of
authorization of functional music operations through multiplex, are beginning to appear in applications filed with the Com-

FCC

‘

mission.

Last week, the agency issued permits for two new FM stations,
received applications for two more (including one from the Storer
Broadcasting Co. in Birmingham, Ala.), and also received requests
from two
stations for “subsidiary communications” (functional
music) authorizations.
* Considering
that the number of FM stations has been gradually
declining, with cancellations in the last year exceeding authorizations for new outlets, the week’s activity on the FM front may indicate that the turning point has arrived. It’s recalled that at the
recent NARTB convention here, it was predicted that official sanction of multiplexing (permitting subsidiary broadcasts without interfering with the main program) will result in doubling the number of FM stations within a year.
The Commission will be watching applications from
stations
from now on for subsidiary operations as a clue to interest in multiplexing. However, the full impact of its authorization is not expected for some months as multiplex equipment is just becoming
available.
It was for this reason that stations now engaged in
“beep” operations (which were legalized under the FCC authorization) are not required to shift to multiplex until next June,
There are now 539
stations on the air but. authorizations
issued and applications to be processed .will bring- the number to

FM

FM

FM

)

tion.

Capitol Records, which owns the
“Bozo” format, had Hal Roach cut
a pilot half-hour film some time
back. It Was turned over to Official
for national sale, but nothing came
of it. The GT- series will not make
use of the Roach pilot. The record
company will supply merchandising-promotion ties but will have
nothing to do with GT production.

WATV EXPANDING
ITS KID

SEGMENTS

WATV,

tender against other metropolitan
outlets, starts thereafter at 4:30
and runs an’ hour whereas now it
goes from 5 to 5:45 p.m. Simultaneously the whole afternoon kid
schedule is elongated by a halfhour, beginning at 3:30 instead of 4.
Lineup will read: western film,
3:30 to 4:30; “Junior Frolics,” 4:30
to .5:30; new show comprised of
Hollywood Television’s adventure
serials (a new one every week)
from 5:30 to -6; and from 6 to 7
another hoss. opera on film. “Frolics,” emceed by Fred Sayles, is adding a batch of animal films to its

roster of one and two-reel aniThe prize-ring is getting bumped mated cartoons. Incidentally, “Fun
around in this state, with Gov. Time” is being ousted in the 5:45
George Leader’s ban on all ring to 6 anchorage, with the serialThe tax provision, how- replacement lining up an emcee
matches.
ever, was missing from the code now.
introduced in the Legwas
it
when
islature last week.

Administration officials said the
tax was discarded because of legal

doubts as to whether the commission could levy a tax on out-ofstate telecasts shown in PennsylThe smallness of
vania theatres.
tax involved was another determinant.

Hub’s 1,322,680

TV

Sets

KPRC-TV’s Anni H&opla
The

fifth

Houston, July 26.
anniversary of KPRC-

TV

which changed its call letters
from KLEE-TV in July, 1950, was
observed here at a dinner for 150
local businessmen and advertisers.
Speaker was Matthew J. Culligan, national sales and merchandising

manager

of

NBC. With him

aadaaA og*j ‘jajsiuueg &ijbh: sbm
Sale of television sets in the' in charge of station relations.
the
during
coverage
area
Hub
month of June brought set distriColumbus— “Meetin* Time at
bution to over 1,322,000, according Moore’s,” eldest tv show in CenBoston, July 26.

to figures released

by WNAC-TV.

and WBZ-TV.
Current survey conducted jointly each month fey the two Hub
video stations shows 1,322,680 sets
installed in homes and
place as of July 1, 19,55.

crease

comes

about. 560.

‘

Newark, is changing the
starting time and lengthening the
key
segment
of its nearly all-film
telecast of the
afternoon kiddie block on Aug. 8.
the president of ABA.
“Junior
Frolics,”
the station ’5 most
Project is the result of several
powerful rating and sponsor conyears planning between ABA and

On

that week.
Twist is that the “Home” pickup
about “Home’s” own
center
will
star, Arlene Francis, who’s playing
while vacation“Rome”
the lead in
ing from her tv chores. Faye Emfor Miss
subbing
erson, who’s been
Francis, Will probably femcee the
Emerson
pickup, although Miss
herself is due for a stock role at
This
Montclair this season, too.
is
Montclair’s first season, incidentally, and the “Home” pickup
is expected to give it a healthy promotional push.

national syndication.

.

—

later

—

Sherman, currently doing a sumAside from the fact that the
mer hitch on the Saturday night show will be five days weekly, the
George Gobel replacement, strong- idea presents new^ syndication posly considered the hid but finally sibilities for GT. Herb Rice, former
turned it down because of his de- program v.p. for Mutual feut now
sire to remain based on the Coast, working in a broader capacity for
With Bernardine Flynn set to re- GT, and other company execs see
peat her Sade portrayal which she Memphis as a “test case” for the
did for some 12 years when the half-hour telestrip. If the show
strip was an NBC radio daytime clicks there, the syndication arm of
byword- and Eddie Gillilan cast as the corporation will have the WHBQ
Rush the Vic part has leveled off ratings to use as a pre-sale example
to two choices, one of whom will for other stations. Also, GT intends
be definitely decided upon today trying various juve merchandising
(Tiies.).
gimmicks in Memphis, later turning them to advantage in syndica-

executive board has named a
three-man committee to negotiate
a dispute between five Seattle Pa. Discards Tax Rap
Des Moines. Raymond W. Baker radio stations and American Fed’Home’ Hits the Road To
has been named general manager eration of Television and Radio
Closed Circuit Bouts
of radio station KSO, Des Moines.
Pick Un Arlene Francis
Harrisburg, Pa., July 26.
He has been general manager and Artists.
is
announcers
the
of
staff
Wages
secretary of the firm that owns
The State of Pennsylvania’s plan
Five stations conPlay station WSAL, Longsport, Ind, key issue.
As Lead in
to levy a 5% tax on closed circuit
cerned are KIRO, KOMO, KJR,
has been
of boxing
telecasts,
NBC-TV’s remote crews will Also he has been with radio sta- KING and KXA.
AFTRA’s conBaltiAthletic
State
The
dropped.
descend on the new Montclair* tions in Washington, D. C.,
more and with NBC in New York tract with stations expired Commission had recommended the
IN. J.) Summer Stock Theatre Aug.
March 1,
City.
tax and planned to include it in
for a “Home” pickup of re1
the next boxing code.
hearsals of Robert E. Sherwood’s

“Road

*

studios on’ the Coast, the first
new half-hour telefilm to be made
by General Teleradio for syndication is expected to be done by
DuMont’s Electronicam and. in

which prominent laymen will
pose questions to leading jurists.
be closed with the Commission’s
There will also be a closed circuit
approval some time in October.
opening report of

Seattle

.

RKO

Memphis, Tenn. After conferring
with parent company execs in N.Y.,
WHBQ-TV topper John Cleghorn
which has been assembled by Alan has taken back to the o&o station
Beaumont’s network program staff. a plan to shoot “Bozo the Clown”
Beaumont had hoped to add a live for the Memphis kid market,
kicker to the audition reel to be and, by usingqfche two-way camera,
shot Sunday (31) by landing Ran- cut a film copy of the stanza for

Put at

nificant

(& Sade)

Wants

cisco rate for tv films Concentration on the valley would cut film
prices for the outlet by up to 50%.

Alcoa, which a couple of months
ago cancelled Ed Murrow and “See
It Now/’ may retain the CBS-TV
Tuesday-at-10:30 “See It” time now
that the show has been pulled out
of the regular CBS schedule in
favor of a sporadic “special” status.
Alcoa has optioned the time
for air undisclosed show, and CBS
has gond along with the option
Salt Lake City, July 26.
on the basis that Alcoa, as the
former client in the time, is enAfter two months of rumors, an-'
mattitled to first crack at the slot,
nouncement was made here last
ing potential of which has shot up Friday (22 ) of an impending sale
since “$64,000 Question” was in- of all the radio and tv interests of
stalled ahead of it at 10,
Frank C. Carman, pioneer local
Key clause in the Alcoa option, radioman, in a deal involving
close to $1,250,000.
allows
for
one
which
however, is
periodic preemptions to make way
Carman and his partners, Grant
which
of
specials,
for the “See It”
R. Wrathall and Edna O. Powers,
there will be a minimum of six 60- have optioned KUTA and KUTV,
minute or 90-minute shows., plus Salt Lake; KLIX and KLIX-TV,
additional half-hour versions as oc- Twin Falls, Ida.; KGEM, Boise,
casion demands. Exact placement Ida., and KOPR, Butte, Mont, to
of the “See It” one-shots hasn’t the
Ogden Standard Examiner
been determined, except that they Publishing Co. and Kearns-Tribwill go into Tuesday night time, une Corp.
Two other Carmanpossibly 10:30' to 11:3d or 12. Little Wrathall-Powers
(KIFI,
stations
likelihood that “$64,000 Questions” Idaho Falls, and KWIK, Pocatello)
will be preempted.
are being sold to the J. Robb
Set so far on the Murrow-Fred Brady Trust Co. of Idaho Fails.
Both newspapers are old hands
Friendly fall production slate are
profiles on New York and Paris,
in radio-tv biz. The Ogden Standreport -on Africa and a study of ard owns KIMN, Denver, and has a
educatioal problems in the U. S. 40% interest in KMON, Great

Other shows

CBS Radio has been quizzing affiliate stations on the setup
femme commentators and editors. Prize reply came from.
Will Ketner, general manager of WVAM, Altoona, Pa., as follows:
reply
to your inquiry about local women’s programs, may I ad“In
of their

over

the.

public

The inprevious month

to 7,434 sets.

Ohio, marked off its 1500th
broadcast on WLW-C here with
the same femcee and sponsor it’s
had for the past six years. Sally

tral

Flowers is still mainstay of show,
bankrolled by William S. Moore
Stores, a chain of hardware outlets
Co-star is
in a four-state area.
Billy Scott, singer-guitarist.
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Prelude to a 'Dirty’ Writer
New

York,

Editor. Variety :

Last week. I saw an exciting tv drama called ‘'Dark Tribute”
oh the Lux Video Theatre, When the play was over, there was a
brief discussion between the master of ceremonies (who uses Lux)
and the leading performers in the play twho also use Lux). There
was. also time to discuss next week's play as well as the players
in the next week’s play (all of whom use Lux soap, I am sure).
But nowhere either before; during or after the play—was there
either time or room for one. simple bit of information—who wrote
the story? I don’t know if the author of "Dark Tribute” uses
Lux, but ! do know he writes a helluva good story. Why not
/
tell us who he is?
As a Writer I resent this. As a matter of fact, I use Lux too,
but t may Stop washing completely if this sort of thing doesn’t
1

—

stop.

Max

Weinberg.

By JACK HftLLMAN
Hollywood, July 26.
Live repeats on successive days

Gobel Show for Canada

of color specs, particularly those
Hollywood, July 26.
George Gobel’s tv series will be
With kiddie appeal, will be innovated this fall on NBC-TV by Max networked in Canada next fall on a
Liebman, .trailblaier of tv’s gigan- hookup of 25 CBS stations. Sevcan be eral sponsors are interested, with
suitable time
tics,
if
cleared. Sylvester L. "Pat” Weaver, a firm offer from Imperial TobacNBC pirexy, is so thoroughly sold co.
on the idea that programs will be
Canadians would see the shows
juggled to make available "the on kine one week after they’re
earlier time before the ydung ’uns tv’d jta the states.
Gobel has'
are put away for the night. Sat- never appeared in Canada.
urday night shows would be reprised the next day.
Liebman, Who is passing four
days here on talent and property
deals for next fall’s specs and inspecting the facilities at the net’s

*
'

newscasting, which
by the admission of members of
electronic
journalism fraternity
has been sinking to a low estate,
was dealt its hardest body-blow in
years with last week’s decision to
pull "See It Now” out of its regular weekly slotting and* place it in
the sporadic "specials'' category.
The CBS decision (see. separate
story) spblls an end to what fourth
estaters hoped would be an era
of 'televised "news in depth.”
As proponents; of; the "news in
depth” coverage saw it, this was to
be television’s, answer to the speed,
of. radio hews coverage, to the detail of newspaper reportage and
to the perspective of the weekly
newsmagazines. At the same time,
tv would offer its. Own contribution,
of the sight dimension to give the
viewer a voice-and-piCture coverage of vital and provocative news
developments offering the background, the interpretation and the
developments accruing
possible
from the event.
!

launched "Background” last fall.
But Commercial commitments or
at least commercial prospects—
pushed "Background” right into
where its title implies, an early
Sunday afternoon slot. And the
CBS decision to drop "See It,” a

UAW

UAW

.

Bob

To

Femme

duction among the Chi-based firms,
revealed it’s slashing its tint units
from $995 and $895 to $795 and
$695.

Motorola fgnfared its entry into
tele production last- -year
using a set built around the CBSHytron tube. Although firm hasn’t
disclosed its production run or
color

sales figures it claims it sold more
sets than the rest of the industry

combined.
Motorola and its top execs remain bullish about color’s future.
Prexy Paul V. Galvin told his distribs last week at the annual sales
confab that in another 10 years
all sets being turned out will be
geared for tint. He predicted that
in 1965 there will be 65,000,000 tv
sets in use,

and half of

this

ber will be color receivers.

num-

UAW
UAW

CBS Names

Jefferson

As Key Aide To

Appointment of John P. Jefferson, longtime news writer, story
editor and director for CBS and
Radio Free Europe, as Assistant
Director of CBS Public Affairs,
was announced this week by Irving
Gitlin, Director of the integrated
operation.
Jefferson will assist in the supervision of planning and production of public affairs programs* in
radio and television, and will be
in charge of administration for the

department.
Two other

femme counterpart to Howdy,
be named Heidi Doody.
Other new segments to be

to

.

Gitfin

in-

troduced bn the segment, which is
going tint in the fall, will be ^excerpts from the Lowell Thomas Jr.
travel film, "Flight to Adventure,”
Kodachrome footage
with
the
planned as a continuing series on
the show. Also coming up will, be

Gabby Hayes "Tall Tales’’ series
which is currently being made in
Europe by Hayes. This segment is
based on Hayes* onetime NBC daytimer, and it’s interesting to note
that Martin Stone, the onetime
a

"Howdy” owner-producer,

is

still

were an- in the "Howdy” act in that he
Dr. George repped Hayes on the deal. Final
Crothers to be director of Religi- new ingredient in the reshuffled
ous and Educational Broadcasts, format, apparently as a competitive
and Ralph Backlund to be execu- move
against
ABC’s "Mickey
tive producer in charge of CBS Mouse Club,” will be a top cartoon
Radio Public Affairs programs.
series to be used periodically.
nounced by

changes

Gitlin.

i

n

.

«ir<

in D.C.
Washington, July 26.
area
metropolitan
Washington,
will soon Rave its 17th
station
as the result of an authorization
by FCC last week for a daytimer
in suburban Fairfax, Va, The permit was issued to Arthur Kellar,

*

Washington, July 26.
Chances of hearings by the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee this year on its inquiry into
the television broadcasting industry are now virtually nil. Chair-

man Warren

E.

Magnuson

(D.,-

WEAM

•

FM

correction of a dislocated spinal
disc which doctors have advised

him can no longer be deferred. He
has told Magnuson he will probably be indisposed for three or
four months.

With the necessity for hiring
counsel and giving him time

j

new

Labs
The

in 60

Days

"spin off” which will separ-

ate the
vision

to familiarize himself with the
jpb, it’s highly unlikely the hearing phase of the probe will begin
until next year. Another factor in
the situation is that Magnuson and

DuMont Broadcasting Di- Sen. John O. Pastore (D., R.I.),
rest of the DuMont chairman of the Communications

from the

will be occupied
is expected to Subcommittee,
take place within the next 60 days. with Congressional duties this fall.
Committee sources indicated,yesArmand G. Erpf, who is behind
terday it may fake some time bethe plan, is understood to be seek- fore new council is appointed.
ing Securities
Exchange Com- The possibility that Joseph Kitt*
mission clearance now. He’s also ner. who was recently shifted from
trying to figure a way of splitting assistant chief of the Broadcast
the DuMont shares so as to avoid Bureau to a similar post in the
safety and special radio services
a tax bite, it’s reported.
Separation of the 'manufacturing bureau in a staff shakeup at the
may be considered for the
FCC,
divisions of DuMont from the unwas suggested.
til-now losing broadcast setup is job

Lab corporate setup

—

.

.

Manufacturer, which has
been in the vanguard in color pro-

i

Wash.) had planned to start the
hearings several months ago and
sales manager of WPIK in Alexrecently told the NARTB convenandria; Va„ and George. E> Oleson,
.manager 0f
in Arlington, tion they' would begin following
the adjournment of Congress in a
Va.
The Washington area also has few weeks.
II
stations and four, tv outlets.
Further delay in the proceedings
The Fairfax station will bring the is due largely to the coming resigtotal of broadcast operations to 32. nation of Sidney Davis,. chief counsel for the inquiry. Davis will enter a New Yobk hospital soon for

depth” school of television journalism was to lean. NBC, cognizant
of "See It’s” powerful prestige and
impact and desirous of its own to
bring out a topflight news program,

—

ola.

.

i

AM

"See It Now” was the. pioneer
and the pacesetter, the foundation
on which an entire new "news in

.

Cut on Tint Sets

'

They’re AM-Happy

j

I

1

Burbanks studio where two of
his color spectacles will originate
sustainer now that Alcoa has 'cannext March-April, was inspired to
celled, from its regular weekly
the repeat formula by the success
status, similarly implies that the
and No. 1- rating of last year’s
networks aren’t ready to place the
(Christmas) ‘‘Babes in Toyland.”
same value on news creatively as
Both he and Weaver feel that the
on the sure buck.
late Saturday night hour missed
Commercial Pitches
Detroit,' July 26.
too many of. the youngsters, are
Federal Grand Jury indicted
willing to hazard the possibility
The network sluff, 6n news isn’t
(CIO) for using dues the only development that’s bothof a split-audience. "Babes” will, the
be the trial horse and if results money to sponsor tv shows for ering veteran commentators these
their
vindicate
judgment,, the Michigan Democratic candidates days.
They see two additional
double treatment will be given during the 1954 elections.' The trends in radio as well, as tv
"Heidi,” the new season’s tee-up- outcome of this case, which un- which they consider dangerous and
per for Liebman in October, and doubtedly will reach the Supreme subversive to high journalistic
other specs with juve appeal. The Court, will have a great bearing stands. One is the matter of comLiebman cbloramas are now slot- on future political broadcasting mercial pitches, the other the
ted at 9 to 10:30 p.m. on Saturday by unions and corporations.
trend among the networks toward
and 7:30 to 9 p.m. on Sunday (N. Y.
Meanwhile, Gregory M. Pillon, making use of untrained antime).
unsuccessful Republican candidate nouncers to evaluate and deliver
Perennial telecast of "Babes” for Congress who started the whole the news.
will practically be the same as last rumpus by appealing to the FCC
On the question of commercials,
year in both cast and treatment. for free tv time after his opponent they report that pressure is conhad
appeared
on
the
(CIO
)
Next -day’s repeat would be live
stantly growing from sponsors and
commentators
as with other of the Liebman program, has now asked the State agencies for the
Department
seek
to
treaty
bea
themselves to deliver the commerspecials to be picked for the
tween the United States and cial message.. Talent does it, why
double exposure.
(Continued on page 106)
Liebmans’ spec schedule next Canada "to prevent abuse of teleseason calls for eight on Saturday vision time in respect to politics.”
He. is irked because of the transand five Sunday but he’s already
fer of the UAW’s program to
(Continued on page 104)
CKLW-TV, which has transmitting
Smith Returning
facilities across the Detroit River
in Windsor, Oht. The program is
‘Howdy’ on Sept. 12;
seen in Detroit but is not now governed by the Federal Corrupt PracAddition
Heidi as
tices Act.
There were four counts irt the inBob Smith, who was felled by a
dictment based on nine tv shows heart attack last fall just as he
on "Meet the
(CIO)” con- .appeared launched on a new bigducted by
commentator Guy time NBC career, returns to his
Nunn. The cost of the shows then old "Howdy Dopdy” chores Sept.
Chicago, July 26.
on WJBK-TV was $5,985.
Maxi- 12, presumably well enough to take
Further evidence that the pub(Continued on page 104)
on the burden. On that same date,
lic, isn’t knocking down any doors
the "Howdy” segment undergoes
to buy color tv receivers at today’s
some format changes, chief of
prices has been supplied by Motorwhich is the introduction of a new

A

'

H

Television

.

&

by the plan’s supporters to be
a means of boosting DuMont stock
values. It’s said that Erpf, who
lately .joined the DuMont eight
man-board of directors in behalf
Rhoades brokerof Carl M. Loeh
age house, has the support of Paramount Pictures, which controls
three board seats through its stock
holdings. There was until a few
days ago, however, a known facfelt

&

American Chicle, which bowed
headed by company, out of NBC’s “Zoo Parade” at the
chieftain Allen B. DuMont, which end of last season together with
strongly dissented to the "spin off” its alternate sponsor, Quaker Oats,
has bought into the Chi origination
recommendation.
under a complicated conditional
Reported as further possibilities deal. Chicle has purchased alterin the remolding of DuMont stocks nate
weeks in the show, Starting
are: (1) forming one type stock Oct.
16, provided
(1) NBC can
instead, of the A and B issues come
up with an alternate spon(latter 'controlled by Par) that now
sor and (2) “Wide Wide World”
exist, and
(2 )
adding probably doesn’t move into the Sunday at
four more seats to 'the current 4:30 slot on a two-a-month -basis,
eight-man board.
cueing a time change for “Zoo.”
DuMont Labs released its profitIt’s
the latter condition that
loss figures for the 24 weeks ended really makes
the entire deal. tenJune 19, with sales totalling tative. NBC has slotted “World”
$29,741,000 compared to $41,590,000 for a two-a-month exposure in
for the same period in '54. There that time, alternating with “NBC.
was a loss of $1,249,000 for the Opera” and the Maurice Evans
first half of '55 compared to a net
series.
NBC won’t air “World”
tion, believed

(after taxes)
of $479,000
for last year’s like period.
profit

unless

its two-thirds sold at the
and the web thus far has
only one-third set, via United
Motors.
Should NBC fail to sell
the second third, it would hold
Reunite Kean Sis
“World” off, thus enabling "Zoo”
retain its present time, and
Spec to
For ‘Ankles’ as
Chicle would go along. If “World”
There is tolk about "Ankles is sold, this will necessitate a new
Aweigh” reuniting the Kean Sis- slotting for “Zoo,” and Chicle
ters for a Colgate spectacular over doesn’t want any part of this. If
NBC-TV, or wlhding up with Ed NBC can satisfy this condition,
Sullivan on “Toast of the Town.”
getting an alternate for Chicle
Betty Kean is now the lone hold- should be a minor achievement.
over in the legit musical at the
Mark Hellinger Theatre, N. Y.,
since Jane Kean bowed out in rePlan’
fusal of a salary cut.
WABC, the ABC Radio flagship
in New York, has come up with a
"770 Plan” under which adverSigns With
tisers receive a total of 16 spots,
six of them in the Ernie Kovacs
Albany, July 26.
WPTR, Schine-owned 50,000- and Martin Block shows, for $770
watter and a Mutual outlet for per week. Apart from the priceabout two years, has signed to be- tag, sales plan gets its name from
come ah ABC affiliate. General the station’s dial position. Bankmanager Leo Rosen inked the roller gets three one-minuters
agreement for the station; veepee each on the. Kovacs and Block
stanzas, plus 10 other spots in parLee Jahncke, for the network.
WPTR will pick up area. ABC ticipating shows, or network adjacencies.
tiein now held by WROW. The
latter, with Mutual before joining
Plan was conceived by Chuck
ABC, goes CBS Nov. 15, when Bernard, who took over as the
WTRY in Troy loses the CBS link. outlet's sales manager recently.

start,

May

TV

WABC's 770

WPTR

ABC

Bows

.

RADIO REVIEWS

24

HOWARD MILLED SHOW
With guest; Ed Joyce announcer
Exec Producer: Al Bland
Producer: Douglas McKay
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10:45 a.m.

WM. WRIGLEY

JR. CO,
CBS, from Chicago
(Meyerhoff)
The CBS radio network has succumbed to the disk jockey avalanche in something of a programming switch that has platter
specialist ^Howard* Miller helming
this

morning

quarter-hour

strip

flying the Wrigley banner. Miller
has a big following hereabouts,
especially among the teenagers,
but he’s faced with the tough assignment of making this entry
stand out sufficiently above the
welter of local wax-and-gab show
to justify the costs of network de.

livery.

Thanks to his status with most of
the a&r chiefs as the No. 1 Windy
City plug, Miller does have easy
access to the top recording personinterview
for
the
live
alities
sequences which help lend name
value lures for the crosscountry
Chat portions are
disk fandom.
conducted via special broadcast
which on the . initialer (18)
brought in Julius LaRosa from A1
Aside

lines

& Dick’s eatery in New York.

from the fact LaRosa was there
and Miller was here it Was the
standard “buddy-buddy” stuff interspersed by the singer’s current
Cadence releases.
That and a DeCastro Sisters record and the gum blurbs, warmly
voiced by the host, rounded out
.

the fast-paced stanza into a nvMly
pleasant interlude.
Dave.

BOB HORN SHOW

THIS

IS

WLS CALLING

^

With Vincent Baker, guest; George With Pix Harper; others
Producer-Writer: Bill Small
Goodman, announcer

AM

The progressive

disks

30 Mins.; Sat., 6:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WLS, Chicago
“This Is WLS Calling” is an inWLIB, N. Y. radio indie specializing in programming for Negroes, terest-holding example of how a lot
filled the Saturday afternoon time of imaginative enterprise and a
held down by National Assn, for relatively minute budget canVbe
the Advancement of Colored Peo- combined into a local news' wrapup
ple helmsman Walter White when that’s tidily national in scope. It’s a
he was alive, with a new stanza variation of the telephone intercalled “Progress Report.” Stanza’s view idea that, at least on the chapall-talk tone was set in the initialer ter heard (23), was especially meaty
relast weekend (23) when first guest thanks to plenty of advance
was Vincent Baker, of a Negro search in preparing the queries.

WLIB, New York

-

community group fighting discrimWLS news director Bill Small
ination. There was lots of histori- readies the background dope and
cal background about the org he the questions and assigns members
represented (in. this case the Mod- of his staff the various transcribed
ern Trend Group) hence the title calls. On this go Dix Harper han“Progress Report.” On other occa- dled the live narration that wove
sions, George Goodman, WLIB’s the several telephonic visits with
community relations boss, plans to people in the news into a wellspokesmen from Negro rounded weekend edition.
call in
agencies which emphasize probIn the spot news category there
lems besides' anti-discrimination, was an interview with a Coast
i.e., adoption and waterfront issues.
Guarder who described the still-inBaker was a fine series starter; progress attempt rescue of three
he was smooth and honest in his crewmen in a tugboat that sank in
chore. But the format seemed the Calumet River. Likewise in the
somewhat too deep to reach a very hard news vein was a recap of the
broad audience. On the other hand, Midway airport crash, including a
the outlet figures that in the berth talk with Cook County Coronet
built Up by Walter White, “PP” Walter McCarron who’s conducting
has a fair chance for steady listen- the inquest. Then there was a hop
ership, and it might also have an down to the U. of Illinois for comopportunity to draw a little listener ments on the reaction to the justvariety from the Hal Jackson dee- signed state loyalty bill.
jay segments which sandwich it.
On the lighter side was a WashArt.
ington call to Helen Hayes where
she’s appearing in “Skin Of Our
Teeth” which arrives in Chicago
Aug. 1, and a chat with J o h n
’Howdy’ Taking No Back
Ringling North whose Big Top is

—

;

.

:

Seat to ’Mickey’ on Sales
Threat of ABC-TV’s “Mickey
Mouse Club” doesn’t seem to faze
the sponsors, on NBC’s “Howdy
Doody.” Continental Baking this
week renewed its two Wednesday
quarter-hours on “Howdy,” signing
a firm 52-weeker that will pour
$1,250,000 into the NRC coffers.

45 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9:15 a.m.
Participating

WGY,

Schenectady

Martha Brooks (Irma Lemke
Kroman) goes on like the proverbial

stream in her name.

A veteran

among women broadcasters and
possibly on the air daily over the
same station as long as anyone in
the extended span of Capital District radio, she is a staple;
Program consists of stories,
commentary and advice to distaffers, plus recorded music and
interviews
alL of the former
sprinkled with dashes of a homey
philosophy and presented with a
folksy touch.
The emphasis on
recipes and menus seems to have
lessened. Currently, Miss Brooks
is making a gesture to children,
not only via chatter but also plat-

—

She is a good interviewer. An
exchange with Charles Coburn
held interest, with its sharp analyses of the differences between
stage, motion picture and television
techniques. The gal, experienced

her viewpoint
she showed no
signs of being overawed by the
name and standing of the 78-year-

In video, too, held
politely but firmly;

Dld actor.
.

There are indications of padding
might be exIt sometimes turns too

In the 45-minuter, as

pected.

Jaco.

:alkative.

WGAR

Cleveland—
kicked off its
coverage season of' the
Cleveland Browns with pactlng of
Gold Bond Beer and Mainline for
local coverage of 30-station network; “Football Scoreboard,” 15minute post-game stanza by Ralph
Stewart, and with -Farm Bureau
Insurance picking up the tab for
Saturday’s Ohio State contests and
Schaul Manufacturing the IQ-minute post-game scoreboard.
football

f*

< *

!
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Shannon Bolin and Stephen Douglass, of “Damn Yankees,” featured
in a special musical segment of Kathy Godfrey’* Sunday (31) show on
Lanny Ross planes to Colorado Springs Aug. 14 for a fourCBS
Jack Sterling back as host
day appearance at the Broadmoor Hotel
on CBS’ “Make Up Your Mind” after a week hosting “Strike It Rich.”
Fred Freeds
with Jerome Cowan having spelled him on “Mind”
(he’s associate producer to Bill Leonard) vacationing on Fire Island
John Henry Faulk under a doctor’s care for extreme case of sunMartha Wright hack at
burn, but continuing with his WCBS show
WCBS after two weeks, of “South Pacific” in hometown Seattle
David Buckbaum, production assistant on Bill Leonard shows, leaving WCBS next month to* return to school he’ll spend the next two
The Don' Elliot Quartet sound off instruyears at the U. of Florida
Gordon Jenkins, Kitty
mentally on the Aug. 21 “Woolworth Hour”
Kallen, Peggy Man have' been tapped for Mutual’s “Phonorama Time”
Danny Blumenthal of the Dave Alber flackery vacaSaturday (30)
Robert F. HurJeigh began
tioning at White Roe in the Catskills
.
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a series af three special

week

(24) for

.

.

.

Mutual

.

.

.

.

Sabbath night reports on the D. C.' scene
Henry Morgan Stepped In last Monday
.

last
(25)

Bob & Ray via WINS.
Couple of CBS newsmen on the loose; Larry LaSueur leaves for Colombia Aug. I to do a special radio show on that South American republic; Bob Trout making the rounds of European capitals following
the Geneva ^conference and prior to his return to the States Aug. 30,
CBS newsman Jim Burke off to Cairo to cover the anniversary of
Egyptian independence, then stops off at Rome, Paris, Bonn and London fqr visits with the CBS news bureaus there ... Ray Hermann, formerly with Foote, Cone & Belding in Chi, joined Dancer-FitzgeraldFred Robbins off to
Sample as account exec in the Gotham office
vacation sub for

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lorraine Douglas, who subbed
Ruth Crowley during
her recent fatal illness, will continue to conduct the “All About
Baby” WGN-TV daytimer which
goes out to about a dozen DuMont
stations on Thursdays for Libby,
iMcNeill & Libby.
Sudden death last week of Mrs.
Crowley who conducted the Jules
for the late

General managers and sales managers of CBS-TV’s owned & operated lineup met in N. Y. last week in session with network execs and
CBS Spot Sales to plan their sales-programming designs for the fall.
It was the second such .meeting this year, the first having taken place
in February.
Meet was called by o&o veep Merle Jones, who presided. CBS Television prexy J. L. Van Volkenburg addressed the luncheon session.
General managers attending were Sam Cook Digges (WCBS-TV, N. Y.),
H. Leslie AtlSss (WBBM-TV, Chicago and also Central Division veep),

Edmund Bunker (WXIX, Milwaukee) and James

T.

Aubrey (KNXT,

included Krank Shakespeare Jr. (WCBS),
George Arkedis (WBBM), Ted Shaker (WXIX) and Robert Wood
(KNXT). Delegation from CBS Spot Sales was headed by Clark B.
George, general sales manager, with each of the divisional sales chiefs
on hand.
L.

A*)*

.

.

.

.

.

Sales managers

Novelist Peggy Mann, who doubles as copy chief for Doubleday,
will have her recent novel, “A Room in Paris,” dramatized on “Philco
Playhouse” Aug. 7, with Miss. Mann handling the teladaptation. As in
the past On “Philco” .segments, the drama will be cued to the kickoff
of a new^sortg, bearing the title of the book and written by Alex
Kramer, Joan Whitney and Miss Mann. A Decca release by Ralph
Young is being timed to the tv preem.
Meanwhile, the Doiibleday edition of the book, originally published
March 9, is in its' second printing and Popular Library is bringing
out a paperback edition.
Novel is also being published in England,
by Longmans Green.
*.
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Montreal over the weekend for guest stints on CBS’ affiliate, CJAD
Red Barber back at the Yankees mike after vacation in Mexico ...
Casey Allen of CBS’ “Ma Perkins” doubling as actor and teacherdirector of apprentices at the American Shakespeare Festival Theatre
, Metopera baritone Leonard Warren, back
current at Soldiers Field. Latter & Academy at Stratford
visit was nicely tied in with an in- from Rome, where he recorded “Aida” for RCA Victor, did. his first
Lucille Norman
terview with a Highland Park guest stint on “The Railroad Hour” Monday (25)
youngster who grossed $1,300 on signed as regular leading lady to Byron Palmer on CBS’ “On a Sunday
Dave
his kiddie circus.
Helen Fitzpatrick, of
Afternoon” musicals, replacing Joan Weldon .
VicWRCA’s production department, off to Cape Cod for vacation
tor Young takes over conducting chores from Percy Faith' for two
‘Baby’ Stays Live
weeks on “Woolworth Hour” while Faith vacations. Show also signed
or. Jane Steward to share hosting-enjeee duties with Donald Woods.
Chicago, July 26.

the sluggish stage. ABC has 13 of Power packaged service show since
the 20 quarter-hours sold, with the its inception four years back has
only defection it scored from thrown a temporary hitch in plans
“Howdy” being Welch Grape Juice, to convert the strip to film when
Libby’s DuMont fun ends Aug. 25.
and that some months ago.

—

.

1

.

are for his serious “Bandstand”
students at the afternoon iv sesBut in case any of the kids
drop in during lunch, he tosses in
an Errol Garner. Generally, it’s
for the ladieis of the household and
he relies 'on surefire pops and
“Chartime-tested standards
maine”, “Frenesi”, “Tina Marie”
“Whispering” “T i e Out for
Tears”, “Bella Notte”, “Ring the
Coincidental with Jack Gould’s N. Y. Times blast on this past SunBell”, etc. Horn hasn’t lost his day night’s (24) “TV: One Long Plug,” the NBC homeoffice got Wires
touch with the radio admirers. His from its affiliates about the same thing. Gould’s bumup at Hollysound commercial sense is shown wood’s utilization of tv as a new form of trailerizing pictures was draby the type disk’s he v spins.
matized by his refusal to mention Jack Webb, "Pete Kelly’s Blues,’’
Straight musical segments of show
film
Peggy Lee, Ella Fitzgerald or anybody connected with the
are broken by half-hour ”ews
by name as he excoriated the overplugging.
Gagh.
breaks.

sions.

ft? ?f f t f ft ? ttt(f t

I

Producer-Director: Goodman
15 Mins., Sat. 5 p.m,

and comes on with “What do you Deal for Continental came through
say we get started?”* It's as casual
Ted Bates, same agency which last
as that. He doesn’t g£t very conweek okayed a $750,000 renewal
versational, saving his w.k. voice
for Standard Brands in its Thursfor the plentiful commercials. A
shrewed selectivity will hold his day “Howdy” quarter-hour.
NBC’s renewal wrapups are comfollowing.
The veteran deejay plays olct ing at a time when American’s
and new music, but vefy little sales effort on “Mickey” is hitting

.

TT* f ****? I f f tf ?f f

.

120 Mins. Mon-Fri. 11 a.m.-l p.m.
Participating
WFIL, Philadelphia
Bob Horn, who deserted radio
for television and a younger audience, is back again at his old
stand with a two-hour session
slanted toward the housewives. Not
having to win a new audience,
Horn, a longtime pro, figures he
has his radio listeners wrapped up

that’s cool.
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ABC

veep Red Quinlan taking it easy after a bout with the mumps
Frank Blotter new veepee and radio-tv director at the Mumm,
Mullay & Nichols ad agency . . . Writer-producer Bob Koenig new
pactee in Kliiig Films* script pool
Gene Autry and sidekick Pat
Buttram, both alumni of WLS’ “National Bam Dance,” return to the
hayloft jamboree when it makes its annual appearance at the Illinois
State Fair Aug. 13 *
.WMAQ newsman Sam Saran wheeling' the station’s mobile unit around town as “legman” on “Night Desk.” He took
over from John Chancellor who’s busy on the day shift with his NBC
Jack Brlckhou&e moved Into the late Arch
network assignments
Ward’s chair on WGN-TV’s Monday night “Sports Page”
Lou Marlowe directing a bundle of tele spots being lensed for Standard Oil
at Atlas Film Corp.
WGN & WGN-TV sales promotion chief Chuck
Wilson on a fishing junket in northern Minnesota ... Oliver J, Dragon
of the “Kukla, Fran & Ollie” clan bylined- a guest tv column in the
Chicago Sun-Times last week in which he suggested a Foundation for
the Prevention of Cruelty Towards TV Critics
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.
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SAN FRANCISCO

.

.

.

Proof that radio’s still live and kicking was strongman Jack LaLanne^s handcuffed swim from Alcatraz to San Francisco: when “Monitor” covered the 56-minute swim, the AP decided it better put out full
coverage, with pix, and did
KPIX has revamped its programming
to bring in Eastern afternoon CBS shows live, now is doing “hot kines”
on the evening shows ... Sam Gallu’s “Navy Log” series is scheduled
Don
for S. F r production on the exterior shots, ala “Line Up” .
.
Mosley takes over Carroll Hansen’s KCBS spot as director of news
and public affairs and Dick Godfrey will voice Hansen’s “Looking ’Em
Over” show. Big party for Hansen before he departed for Manhattan
and his new post as CBS Coordinator of News and Special Events
.
Ben Draper, exec producer of “Science in Action,” in Colorado to film
and write scripts . Willard Davis picked up directional reins from'
Jim Baker on Don Sherwood’s KGO-TV “San Francisco Tonight.”
.

.

.

—

.

.

.
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WASHINGTON

.

.

.

WWDC-MBS

newscaster Ken Evans inked for special shortwave
broadcasts for Voice of America .
Frank W. Harvey, tv and systems
engineer for Jansky & Bailey, D. C. electronics engineering firm, and
formerly chief engineer for WMAL-ABC, named director of engineering for WGBH-TV and> WGBH-FM, Boston ... Ted Koop, director
of CBS Washington News and Public Affairs, and “Face the Nation”
moderator, skedded for a talk on “The Need for Information in the
Hydrogeii Age” at the ninth annual powwow of the Air. Force Assn,
in San Francisco mid-August
WMAL-ABC has copped exclusive
local radio coverage of U. of Maryland grid games for next season, with
Standard Pontiac of College Park, Md., and Canada Dry of Washington
co-sponsoring
Area Civil Air Patrol Wing tying in with WMAL-TV’s
“Black Phantom” series in a juve club gimmick top promote interest in
flying . ...
Bob Rogers, prexy of
“Good Music” station, provided mike/ for a simulated broadcast in current “Salute to France”
version of “Skin of Our Teeth.”
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

WGMS

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

“Andy’s Gang,” the Andy Devine series based on the late Ed McFollowing completion of the CBS network's “Big Payoff” here in
Connell’s telepixers, will kick off this season with a completely revised connection with the local Aquatennial celebration last week, emcee
show. Devine will star in 16 new half-hours, while the remainder are Randy Merriman, a Minneapolitan before his connection with the show,
remakes with Devine cut into the segments. Leo Burnett agency is remained behind to vacation here for a fortnight. Guest quizmasters
placing the new series national spot (used to be via ABC-TV) for client will
Cities’ radio stapinchhit for him in the interim .
. Major Twin
Brown Shoe Co., with local exposure on WRCA-TV Saturday mornings.’ tions claim to be enjoying their best summer billings in years with
new programming ideas helping. Indicative of the audio upsurge and
Having finally subleased its floor space at 515 Madison Avenue, confidence in radio’s future here, it’s felt, are,, the recent purchase of
N. Y., DuMont moved all its personnel under the Telecentre (67th St. WLOL, which has no network connection, for $325,000, applications
studios) roof over the weekend. That means sales will be located up filed to launch new stations in two local suburbs and a stock selling
town hereafter as well as engineering-program-production-Electroni- campaign for a proposed new “publicity owne'd”
station
. Be.
cam staffers. Outfit is also maintaining the Adelphi Theatre, where cause of an undisclosed disagreement, Bing Crosby’s son, Gary, withJackie Gleason’s CBS-TV show will, be lensed.
drew at the 11th hour from local WCCO’s stage and radio summer
festival show headlined by his uncle, Bob Crosby.
Radio station WABI, Bangor, Me,, has inked with the British United
Press of Canada for round-the-clock Canadian news coverage.
It’s
.
.
.
the
cross.

FM

Lee Gorman-helmed

station’s first direct

attempt to collect a

the-border listenership.
BUF boss Philip Curran said that the WABI contract marks the
first occasion that a U. S. station has leased a Canadian wire service
full time.
Service should start before the end of July^

in

.

boston

Les Smith, Yankee sports director at WNAC, is first radio-tv rep to
be invited to speak before the Eastern Intercollegiate Football Officials’ Assn. Clinic on Sept. 3 at Holy Cross College, Worcester.
(Continued on page 108)
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THE BIG CHANGE
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Colgate “Variety Hour” Sunday and color guard for an instrumenprovided more , commercial tal number towards the show’s
(24)
Hetm.
than entertainment during its ex- close.
position of the' making of “Pete
Kelly’s Blues”, a Warner Bros, epic
Show-wise bunch around New
soon to be released. Of course, York have been talking about a
the layout itself constituted one “healing evangelist”, Dr. Orval
long plug for the film, but un- Roberts,
who takes important
fortunately there wasn’t enough Spotlight ads in the Sunday dailies,
variety to sustain the program,
to point up his. noontime WPIX telThe major entertainment was by ecasts. Past Sunday (24) evidenced
a pair of singers Peggy Lee and El- a new brand of video showmanship
la Fitzgerald, and for music there which makes the Billy Sunday
was Ray Heinforf’s large sym- technique look about as dated as
phonic styled orch and the Big Aimee Semple McPherson did in
Eight, a freewheeling jazz crew relation to the “hell and brimwith a lively sense of riiusic as stone” Rev. Sunday of the precedplayed in the F. Scott Fitzgerald ing era. Dr. Roberts’ ..“faith healera.
ing” include? some energetic physJack Webb is an ingratiating ical contact with his subjects as
kind of conferencier and there was he “cured” a 29-year-old femme
him an engaging alcoholic; a five-year-old stuttering
plotted
for
method., of telling about the pic- boy; and a 15-year-old polio afflictture. As a matter of fact, the com- ed girl.
endWithout doubting the
mercial spieled for this show was
far better than that which he result, Dr. Roberts’ showmanship
usually
does
for
Chesterfield, seemed lacking in the case of the
which also got a plug Oi^this reci- latter two. It’s one thing for the
,

•

,

,

.

-

,29-year-old. alcoholic to “lift (her)
The variety shows having started countenance to the. Lord,” as a
on the film kick some time ago, seemingly spiritual light lifted the
<*,

.

'

just about reached the limit rings from under her eyes, because
in plugs. Certainly, any .hour-long that is a static before-and-af ter.j
show couldn’t sustain more sales
But with the boy stutterer and
talks without revealing too much the polio girl there was no “beabout a particular product. The fore” evidence that the lad’s
viewer could only learn that “Pete speech was impaired or that the
Kelly’s .Blues” was a film and set girl’s walking approach .to. .the alaround 1926!
*
difficult.
Ox
tar was markedly
The Misses Lee and Fitzgerald course, the boy spoke Without imwho are. in 'the filin along* with impediment and the- girl seemed
Webb, -are -expert singers, -for- sure, to walk away without difficulty
and they turned in quite .a number after the “healing” contact with
of tunes for the major share of the Rev. who “prayed” for them.
There was a The doubt, perhaps, is one chiefly
the entertainment.
brief ie by- a dance team -at the end. of lack of vivid dramatization, beBut in between the 'songs and oc- cause in each instance the respeccasional instrumentals,' Webb told tive parents brought their changes
about every phase of film produc- into the “healing” ten at this cantion, particularly as applying to vas: tabernacle in Oregon*
“Blues.” Of course, Webb seemed
To attest fo "the authenticity of
real proud of his association with the “recent” event, there is an inthe venture, but his constant ban- troductory ritual where a jurist
ter about the film seemed a little administers the oatlu to the Rev.
wearing after a while.
as to the veracity of this event,
Video is giving away a lot of its via a sworn affidavit. The “healmerchandise to films. What th$> ing” evangelist performs in the
picture industry is doing for video Aimee McPherson “Four Square
isn’t too evident as yet.- Jose.
Gospel” technique which was so
long a “show” in Los Angeles to

have

‘

.

•

—

Dunninger may be another Of
the summer replacements to survive into the fall-winter season
with a regular series. He' rates it.
Saturday night (NBC) half-hour
enjoys exciting audience appeal,

the Hollywood and BevHills curious-— of “shaking your neighbor's
hand and wishing him well”. Unlike
Aimee, with her Technithe
on
eolored-hued ’“angels”
podium and the collection plates,
his
showmanship, under the Rev. Roberts doesn’t Shill for
-and
Studio* Films’ packaging (although “contributions” per se; he just
a live show), evidences painstak- “wants to hear from you” to Tulsa,
Abel.
ing preparation.
Certainly that Okla.
stunt with N.Y. Postmaster Robert
H. Schaffer selecting a letter, at
Gore Vidal, probably the busiest
random, from one of the many writer in television, ought to slow
mailbags on the assembly belt at. 'down and take stock of what he’s
the GPO, and having Dunninger(l doing. Possibly at his present
read the N.Y. street address, town whirlaway pace, he’s lost sight of
of. origination, and postmark, is a some of the fundamental dramatic
mystifyer. Especially as dope with values of tv scripting. At any rate,
a committee of three news service his “Death of Billy the Kid” threestaffers guarding the sealed en- acter on “Philco Playhouse” Sunvelope into which Dunninger places day (24) was a slow-paced, softiehis “thought-transference” identi- what dreary recreation of the legfication.
end. It seemed as if Vidal had
Dunninger has been around a originally written it for “You Are
long time; is a Steady club date per- There,” then changed his mind and
former;. and in his current series, expanded it to an hour.
utilizing irreproachable guests
Trouble was that there was little
(newspapermen, dignitaries, et al.) fibre with which to fill that hour.
as foils in the pleasant “mindread- Vidal laudably tried to write a
ing” routine, he has made impact. subtle characterization into the
Abel.
script, picturing Billy as a desperate man who killed because he had
“Toast of the Town,'' still with- been forced to do so by circumout the services of the vacationing stance and who had become indifEd Sullivan, came up With a neat ferent to love, hate and the morals,
stanza last Sunday night (24) with involved.. But
characterization
singer Guy -.Mitchell handling the without action or conflict wasn't
emcee chores. Mitchell may at enough to make an hour of worthtimes have been a bit green and while dramatics, and the show
gushy in this role, but his boyish turned out one of “Philco's” poormanner was generally ingratiating er efforts this year.
and his singing was definitely on
Paul Newman, as Billy, gave one
the bright side.
of his less effective performances,
-

1

1

‘

‘

•

Another important visual asset
on the show was Polly Bergen who
also handled a couple of numbers,
including “Love Me Or Leave Me,”
“That’s Entertainment” and a duet
on a new tune, “Mrs. Noah Saved
Music For The World/’ with a
liardselling

song

style.

seemingly unsure of just how the
character should be played. He’s
still one of the topnotch tv thesps,

however, and he succeeded in
dominating the play. Frank Overton was good as Pat Garrett, the
dogged sheriff who finally gets his
Mitchell’s man, Harold Stone, Muriel Berk-

songalog .comprised a flock of his son, George Mitchell, Matt CrowColumbia diskings.
ley and Michael Strong backed tip
Arthur Worsley, British ventro the principals in competent style.
virtuoso doing a repeat stand on Robert Mulligan’s direction, though
“Toast,” again delivered a stand- smooth, couldn’t pick up the pace
out turn. His script was refresh- of a dull script.
Chan.
ingly original and his technique
was flawless. Also in the comedy
WISN-TV In
department was the musical act,
Pompoff & Thedi, a European ImMilwaukee, July 26.

WTVW Out—

port featuring a couple of zany
sicians

and one straight

was okay
Winters, a

mu-

pianist. It

This

is

switchover week for the

Bobby Hearst-owned tele
vet vaude performer in- Station, managed by
slapstick

stuff,

troduced as a “discovery” of Ed
Sullivan; also registered with his
standard juggling act while an Oriental troupe, the Tom Bros., dished
up some complicated handstands
and pyramiding stunts.
Also spotlighted on show was

Showerhan, drops

.station

here.

E,

(Chick)

TV

call let-

I.

its

ters to pick up the
identity tied in With
sister radio station.

’

WISN-TV

WISN, the

Also*lt’s shifting over to its new
1,105 foot antenna tower from its

the First Infantry Division’s band present 300 foot stick*
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THE FOURPOSTER

FRANKIE LAINE TIME

With Jinx Falkenburg, Jet Mac- With Lynn Buddy Chorus, Jimmy (Producers’ Showcase)
Donald* John Wingate,, Vaughn
Carroll Orch, guests; Tony Mar- With Hume Cronyn. & Jessica
Monroe, Ben Grauer, K»1 Kirby
vin, announcer
Tandy; music, Harry Soshik;

Tele Follow-Up Comment
|
>++»»> »»»»+» »+»»» 4-f4 + 4+4 + M4

tal.

TELETKSIOIV

PSmtE^rr
.

v

Quartet,

Norton,

Cliff

Cronyn, Jessica Tandy

Hume

Producer-Director: Ted
Writer: Bob Stewart
30 Mins., Sat (23), 8 p.m.

RCA

NBC-TV, from N.Y.
(Grey)
For 25 minutes of this half-hour
one-shot seen last Saturday (23),
trying to figure NBC’s angle was
,like
a guessing game.
But it
wasn’t NBC’s angle after all; it was
RCA’s, and the 25 minutes, which
were interspersed with thin entertainment and erratic information,
was simpty a buildup for RCA’s
new television receiver line.
Program, flashed to five NBC
o&o’s only, borrowed for its title
part of RCA’s new tv set slogan
'

“The Big Change on

Producer: Lester Gottlieb

Director:
Nathanson Writers:

TV By RCA.”

Show went a little (very little)
further than video to trace the history of the “Big Change” in home
entertainment. It introed radio in
its earphone stage and there was a
bit that looked as though it might
have been about phonograph "reJinx Falkenburg narcordings.
rated. the history of the media,
and after, earphone radio she
leaped to the war and the way the
national emergency blanked out
commercial tv’s progress for sev-

costumes, "Lucinda Ballard; scenic design, Otis Riggs; lighting.

Seymour Burns

Jimmy
Drake,
Ervin
Jack Fitzpatrick; makeup, Dick
Shirl, David Greggory, Jay BurSmith
ton
Producer-Stager: Cronyn
60 Mins,; Wed., 8 p.m.
Director: Clark Jones
FRIGIDAIRE, TONI
Writer: Joseph Schrank
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
90 Mins., Mon. (25), 8 p.m.
Summertime or o t h e r w i s e, RCA, FORD
“Frankie Laine Time” is a solid NBC-TV, from New York (color)
variety show. With Frankie Laine
( Kenyon
& Eckhardt)
not only a topflight .song belter but
If Jan de Hartog’s “The Fouran ingratiating emcee as well, this poster” was ideal for the stage and
series has a firm talent base which for pictures in the sense of
unity
will be supplemented by weekly of place and character, it
is even
guests. The first show’s (20) lineup more so for television. And “Proadded up to a neatly blended hour ducers’ Showcase,” in presenting
of songs, hoofing and comedy.
the Hume Cronyn-Jessiea Tandy
The preem was marred only by enactment *of the one-set, twothe commercials for the two bank- character cotfiedy, vividly demonrollers and the poorly-timed half- strated its ability to amplify the
hour break-in for a quick series of warmth, subtlety and intimacy intwo or three plugs for other prod- herent in the play far beyond the
ucts. The half-hour break, in fact, distance of a stage or the cold
cut into one of show's highlights, permanency of film.
interrupting a bright duet between
“Fourposter” demonstrated t he
Laine and Connie Russell on “Ac- type of spontaneous fluidity
with
centuate The Positive,” Meantime, which the -medium is
blessed. In
assigning Laine to pitch directly its close-up 21-inch
version of Jthe
for lipsticks an^ refrigerators was Cronyns’ romp
it
caught every

accentuating the negative. These, nuance of voice
and faee every, bit
however, were relatively minor of business at which Cronyn
flaws in an otherwise entertaining played.
As a technical feat
but
session.
one integrated into the,, heart of
Show opened snappily with the the presentation--—it was a honey,
Then it was all
eral years.
hoofing and one which should set- the pace
wrapped, up with such relative Lynn_ Duddy choral and
Laine on the for other dramatic efforts.
speed and the history was so cur- ensemble bringing on
upbeat w(th a “Life Cart Be A PicHappily, the other ingredients
sory that this part couldn’t be
nic.” Laine. who dons his -spectataken seriously.
were also present in bountiful
cles while doing the emcee bit, folMiss Falkenburg called in news- lowed with a typical driving ver- measure. Joseph Schrank’s adapacaster. John Wingate to ask and sion of- his old disk hit, “Jezebel.” tion, as staged by Cronyn, got the
then briefly analyze “how has the Laine. .worked long during .the meat of the play past the. pencilcontent of television: affected your hour, also coming back later with: bappy video censors leaving in all
family life?” It was a twofold re- “The ’ Kid’s Last Fight,” “Wrap the suggestiveness without the
tort:. “The full. cycle of tv has Your- -Troubles - In Dreams/.’ and slightest breach of taste'. It was
brought about the full cycle of en- others, “The Kid’s Last Fight,” in- mature,’ sophisticated and warm
tertainment aricT the full cycle of cidentally, was attractively pro- comedy.- -And Cronyn and Miss
'information
in such a short duced around a prize-fight ballet. Tandy, who've lived with the play
;
for a couple of years and added
time, .(in about four minutes, by
Among the guests, George De their own bits of business with
this stanza).”
The o&o presentation called on Witt -was standout with .his. gallery skill and imagination, walked off
of show biz with two of the best television perJet MacDonald’s singing, Kal of thumbnail carbons
flash formances in several seasons
in
Kirby’s instrumentalizing and Cliff personalities. It was a socko
at their multi-mooded but
some how
Norton’s comedy to illustrate how turn with DeWitt getting off
Dick
impact.
of
the
summit
his
always gay enactments.
home entertainment has advanced.
,

—
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Miss MacDonald thrushed “Alice
Blue Gown”
front of an old mike,
but whether that Was to illustrate
record-making never was too clear.
She sang- again later, after Kirby
played for the earphone era and
Norton did some mild stand-up
comedies on tv in general; this
time she was in front of several
new tv sets, but the light still
didn’t dawn because the sets at
21” distance bore no identifying
marks. At the moment, it looked
as though the /Stanza missed a bet
entertainment
tracing home
in
progress by not showing the tv
cameras operating on Miss MacDonald instead of having her operate in the midst of some tv sets.
Apparently able to fill only a
portion of the 8 to 8:30 time with
such pertinent information, NBC
decided.it was time to plug itself;
then home entertainment
until
plugs were kept most general. So

m

.

—

Van Dyke, another young

Comic,

—

Mix 'em

started off lamely with some fumbling, lines, but quickly recovered
with a couple of Unusual impressions, one of a man leading around
a big hound and the other of a new
auto in a showroom.
Miss Russell also came oft
strongly with her warbling stint.
She did “Leamin’ The Blues,” a
duet with Laine, and “I Got It
Bad,” as part of the Duke Ellington guest routine at the show's
windup., Ellington appeared for a
pianistic.disRlay pf his great stand-*
ards as performed by the other
members of the show’s bill.

all up
Sphrank’s adapCronyn’s staging (and he
it for television,
nothing
his and Miss Tandy’s acting,

tation,

staged
else),

'

Clark Jones’ immaculate tv direction, -and some extras in the form
of a topflight makeup job by Dick
Smith, Otis Riggs’ solidly comfort-

•

able bedroom, Jack Fitzpatrick's onthe-button lighting and Harry Sos-

—

nik’s fine'' background, music
and
you've got one of the best tv offerings in a long time. Perhaps, it’s
the highest compliment to point
out that the color presentation
looked berfect in compatible blackand-white.
Broadway
MacLaine,
Shirley
“Showcase,” incidentally, has
musical comedy player, also scored easily emerged as the most conin a couple of dance specialties,, sistently outstanding of all the
opening with a Scotch-motified'
specolas, and “Four“Blue Bells of Broadway,” and poster” certainly will do nothing
then returning during the Elling- to hurt that reputation. But as inton turn for a stylized ballet ver- telligent and sophisticated as
sion of “Caravan.”
“Fourposter” was, some of those
Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn
Lynn Duddy chorus and line RCA commercials were equally inwere previewed about last Mon- worked with verve and precision ane. It’s about time
a company
the
on
day’s (25) “The Fourposter”
and the Jimmy Carroll orch laid that owned a network learned
web’s “Producer’s Showcase.” Miss down a good beat for cutting the
something about taste and intelli'
Falkenburg’s queries on what to stanza.
Hem.
gence in selling its products.
expect from the drama didn’t seem
Chan.
sequitur at all; and they weren’t. EYE ON CHICAGO
But the puzzle was cleared up With John Harrington, P. 3. Hoff,
and the bubble was burst in the
TOM DUGGAN SHOW
Adrienne Falcon
last five minutes when Ben Grauer Producer: Chuck Strothers
With Tom Casey, Judy Jones,
and RCA standby Vaughn Monroe Director: Don Norton
Betty
Bryan,
Kyle
Kimbro,
did an all-RCA pluggola from the Writer: Hal Fisher
Buddy Charles; Don Jacoby &
manufacturer’s Hall of Progress. 15 Mins.; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 6:45 p.m.
the Cotton Pickers
Art.
PABST BREWING
Producer: Richy Victor
WBBM-TV, Chicago
Director: Herb Cunniff
& Legler )
( Warwick
60 Mins.; Sat., 9 p.m.
WBBM-TV continues to get pro- POLK BROS.
ductive mileage out of its news film WBKB, Chicago
adjunct. Latest commercial packThis
undisciplined
clambake
21
pace
Continued from
age built around the celluloid cov- which carries informality to the
Un-American Activities committee, erage of the hometown- is this edge of shambles is pretty much
fea- an either/or setup, it’s hosted by
a number of performers had de- thrice-weekly assortment of
ture vignettes narrated by John Tom Duggan whose controversial
fied the committee as it probed
J.: Hoff supwith
P.
Harrington,
Windy City career has sparked
whether
say
showbiz and wouldn’t
plying a weather insert and Adri- heated pro and con debate with a
or not they were or had been
enne Falcon trimming the bundle loyal “he-can-do-no-wrong” followCommie Party members.
with the femme' angles. Newsreel ing squared off against those to
footage is tailored along strictly whom his activities are either a
N. Y. Hearings In Aug.
feature lines and necessarily var- source of boredom or irritation.
Washington, July 26.
ies in interest values from se- The died-in-the-wool Duggan fans
“About a dozen” Broadway ac- quence to sequence. But off the may find in this Saturday night
tors* including some in “Pajama show seen (20) the overall impact “production” with all its. technical
Game,” ‘-Bus Stop” and “Lunatics makes for adequate summerweight errors and slapstick comedy (often
close to -burlesque house levels) a
and Lovers” have been subpoenaed Viewing.
by the House Un-American ActiviOpening slice was a quickie visit sort of a slapdash spontaneity that
ties Committee to appear at hear- to the Museum of Science & In- keeps them hanging onto the chanings which will be held in the dustry that failed to give anything nel- to see what’ll happen next. The
Federal Court House in New York. more than a teaser squint at this others who haven't cottoned to
during his soapboxing
television world famous Windy City institu- Duggan
several
addition,
In
tion that needs a whole series of course over the past five years
writers and actors, will testify.
aren’t
likely
to dig him in this
Sessions are tentatively slated shows to capture its scope. Much
emceeing role where he’s directHowever, if the more effectively pinpointed were ing his caustic wit at his colleagues
for Aug. 15-18.
rookie
of
bunch
session of Congress should drag action shots of a
going through training and the studio guests rather than
on into August, the date may be firemen
and a looksee at the Anti- at the “villians” in the sports world
moved to late August or some time routines
on which he built his rep in these
Cruelty Society.
in September.
parts.
Another tidbit with a twist Was
Probe will cover a “wide field,”
during the session
Actually,
narrated by Miss Falcon, showing
it was explained by Rep. Francis
viewed
(23) the headman was alon
one
carver
at
work
lady
ice
a
E. Waltey
(D., Pa.), committee
of her banquet table decorations. most lost in the shuffle as his coThe committee wants Weatherman-cartoonist Hoff came horts played the “Look Ma, I’m a
chairman.
to determine whether entertainers on with his gadgeted weather map comedian” role to the hilt, and not
are still contributing to Commie for certainly the most “visual” without some funny results. Ancauses and also the extent of Red prognostications on the local chan- nouncer Tom Casey parlayed the
infiltration in the tv field.
Dave
(Continued on page. 108)'
nels.

—

NBC
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ea>

on a monthly

basis .

40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau
Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated

film show« listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports

VARIETY

This

time factors , since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with d low rating, may
have *a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with corresponding results for the sponsor aiming at the children9 s market. Abbre9
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv ), adventure ; (Ch), children *;
(Co), comedy $ (Dr), drama ; (Doc), documentary ; (Hus), musical ;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz;- ( Sp ), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s . Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the station’s channel; all channels above 13 are UBF.
Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired.

chart of cityby-city ratings of syndicated and na-

VARIETY’S weekly
tional spot film covers

All

j

chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa-

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors , agencies
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

show

in the specific

market

.

PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

—day and

Attention should be paid to time

DAY AND

TOP, 10

STATION

SHARE
1%)

JUNE
RATING

TIME

DISTRIf,

SETS IN

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

I

USE

PROGRAM

I

RATING

STA.
s

PROVIDENCE

Approx Set Count— 1,165,000

Stations-^WJAR (10),

WPRO
*

Led 3 Lives (Dr)
Ellerv Queen (Mvst)

2.

.

........

5.
6.

Guy Lombardo (Mus)

7.
7.'

Superman (Adv)
Duffy’s Tavern (Mom)

9.

Ramar

4.

10.*

Gene

.

Ailtry (W).

BUFFALO

..26.4......

*

TPA

.Sun. 10:30-11:00 ......

Ziv

.Mon. 10:30-11:00

CBS.
CBS.

..

,.

.

.

WJAR.

UM&M

WJAR.
WPRO.

TPA

.1

Mon. 6:00-6:30
Sat 8:00-8:30 ........

.

... .......... .Sat. 11:00-11:30

CBS

.Tues. 5:30-6:00

s .1

.

.

.

13.6

•

•

12*4 •••««•

•

*

.

.

9

.

.

12*4

..

.

12.2 ...
ll.»6

.

.

*.***

•

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

24
50
20.......
75
50

...

.

46,3

.

...

..,14.0

.

;

.*

40.0

. .

18.0

..

58.1

..

24.3

Halls of Ivy.
Salty Brine’s Shack

.

.

58.3

Jackie GleaSon

..

15.5

Buffalo Bill Jr.

.

..

25.4

Howdy Doody

.WJAR

-WGR

(2),

WBEN

.

.

.

.

mttTi
.

.

9.1

.. ...

.

29

. . ...

8.1

...

.

.

•

...
...

WNAC

.

...

WBUF

(4),

.11.8

.

.

.WPRO
One
You Are There........... WPRO
Big Top
.WNAC
Studio

.WPRO
.WPRO
.WPRO

Stations-

Approx Set Count—*430,000

.

83 ......

,

(7)

.

.

.

.25.2 ......

.

»

WNAC

]

65

.

V

(4),

’

'44,9

# 59.

.

.

.

Tues. 8:00-8:30 .......

.

.

26.0

v

Sat. 12:30-1:00

.

Flamingo

.

Sun 6:30-7:00 ........

,

.

MCA

.WPRO.
.WJAR.

of the Jungle (Adv)

.Sun. 10:00-10:30

WBZ

-

‘

App’tment With Adventure .WPRO
40.3 What’s My Line
.WPRO

;

Ziv

.WJAR

Mr, District Attorney (MySt). .WJAR.
Ranee Rider (W)
.WJAR.
Buffalo Rill Jr. (W).
.WJAR.

3.

>

.WJAR,

l.’l

(12),

.... 3.3
.

.

12.6

.

(17)

•

.WBEN.
.WGR.
3. Eddie Cantor (Com) ......... .WGR.
4.' Waterfront
(Adv)
.WGR.
.WHEN.
5. The Falcon (Myst)
WGR..
6. Ramar of the Jungle (Adv)
Led 3 Lives (Dr)
Radfre -714 (Mvfat)

Mon.

1. I

Ziv

2.

NBC.
i

«

< «

i

•

«

.

26.5

.

t

Ziv

.Tues. 10:30-11:00

•

«

MCA

.Mon. 7:00-7:30

...

»

*

18*1

.

•

.

17 .1

•

•

14 1 »*»»•! ...
A

.

.14.1

j

.13.8

...

Thurs. 10:30-11:00 v

.

TPA,

Mon.

.

6:30-7:00

)25.2

.

.

24.1 ••••••

.

.

.

•

,

•

.

32.7
.WGR ....
WBEN
27.3
.WBEN .. ....24.1
.WBEN ..
16.0
Ozzie & Harriet
....27,1
Lux Video Theatre ........ .WGR
WBEN
.... 3.8
Sports Spotlight
.WBEN .. ... 3.8
News
You Are There ........... WBEN
.13.0
1.1
.WCR ....
Outdoors Inn
Movie Museum
.WGR .... ... 1.1
Saturday Playhouse. ...... WBEN ,. ..,.22.5
.37.3
WBEN
Godfrey & Friends

Montgomery Presents
One
See It Now.

..

60.8

R.

.

25.2

Studio

.

48.1

..

34.1

..

44.1

.

17.9

.

53
38.... i..
79

,

.

...

< «

a

43
100
50

...

'.

•

.NBC...,

.

9:30-10:00

Mon. 10:30-11:00

.

.

*

.

.

*

.

*

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

fi.

8.

fiiheraee

.WGR.

(Mils)

Guild

.

UM&M

.WBEN".

Janet Dean, R.N. (Dr)

Sun. 6:30-7:00

_

: .

.

.

.

.

„

.

.Tues. 7:00-7:30

.

S2

.

.

27.0

.

15,0

.

92

/

WGR

9.

Lnne Wnlf

9.

Mail Behind the Badge (Myst). WGR.

UVIvct)

MCA
MCA

.

MEMPHIS

.

.

.

.

Sat. 11:30-12:00

37
26

,

Wed.’8:00-8:30

13 »5 «».*•«»<

«

..

36.5

.

....

51.3

.

y

.

Stations-

Approx. Set Count-

.

.

WMCT

WHBQ

(5),

.

(13)

\

1..

Mr. District Attorney (Myst)

.

.WMCT

.Wed. 8:30-9:00

.Ziv

.......

^

61... T....

.33.5 ...... ...

.

54.8

Wed. Night Fights

2. Racket Squad (Myst)
3/ Meet Corliss Archer (Com)

4.

Superman (Adv)

5.

Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)

5.

The Whistler (Myst)

7.

Inspector

8.

Ramar

Mark Saber

.

(Adv).

of the Jungle (Adv)

Stories of the Century (W)
10. I

.

wmct:

ABC

.WMCT.

Ziv

.

Led.3 Lives (Dr).

...

70.

.

34.3

,24,0

.

.

,

50

.,

48.0

The Whistler

.

.

.24.0

.

.

.

.

48.0

Soldiers of Fortune .......

.

.

.23.1

...

.Sun. 5:00-5:30

.‘.21.3

...

.Fri. 7:30-8:00

.

.21.3

...

43
60

..

61

.Flamingo

.WMCT.
.WHBQ.
.WHBQ.

.MCA

Wed.

.

6:00-6:30

Sun. 9:00-9:30

.

.Sun. 9:00-9:30

WMCT

.CBS
D-F-S...
.TPA
.HTS

.WMCT.

.Ziv

.Thurs. 6:30-7:00

TULSA

.

.31.6

.

.

.28.9

...

.Sun. 9:30-10:00

-.

WMCT.

.WHBQ

.

.

.Tues. 8:30-9:00

...

.

.

.

.

24.2

20.9 ......

.

.

.

69
72

.

50
56

Approx. Set Count-—230,000
(Myst)

KOTV.

CBS

.Thurs. 9:30-10:00

.KOTV.

NBC

Tues. 9:00-9:30

.KOTV/

MCA'

The Whistler

2.

The

3.

City Detective (Myst).
I Led 3 Lives OlrV

<

.

45.6

.

39.8

.

34.1

.

....21.3
21.3

.

....14,0

..

.WHBQ

.. ..

.

.

.

WHBQ
WHBQ
WHBQ
WMCT

.

.WMCT

The Falcon
49.6 People Are Funny,
35.6 Our Miss Brooks

.

.

..

.

40.9

.

72

30.1 ...... ...

.

.

.

Stations'

Life of Riley (Com) ......

1.

.

App’tment With Adventure
Weather; News Review. .
Weekly News Review. .
Godfrey & Friends

Sun. 8:00-8:30
.

WABQ
WABQ
WHBQ

.

Sports Picture....

WMCT

.

WHB

.

....10.1

.

..,.24.0

.

,,..24.0

..

....178

.. ....

.WMCT

Climax

4.

KOTV.

PORTLAND

Thurs. 8:30-9:00
.Mon. 9:00-9:30

Ziv

Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KOTV.
6. Inner Sanetpm (Myst)
.KOTV.
7. D. Fairbanks Presents .(Dr). KOTV.
8. Star and the Story (Dr)
.KOTV.
9. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W) ......... KOTV.
10. Victory at Sea (Doc)
KOTV.

Ziv....

5.

Thurs. 9:00-9:30

.

....14.3

*...

13.2

—KVOO (2), KOTV (6), KTVX (8)
....

41.9
45.8

News-—H. Bogarte

.

KVOO

..

.... 7.5
.... 7.5

.

.

..

.... 8.3

..

18.4

...

... .15.0

64,,,....
65

..

.

24.6 ...... ...

48..,,..

..

Weather; Sports ........ .KVOO
Million Dollar Movie...... . KTVX
45.2 Ftont Page Detective
.V .KVOO
.KVOO
50.9 Lux Video Theatre

21.9

40
39 ......
45 ......

..

54.4

Million Dollar Movie

NBC
ABC

.Mon. 9:30-10:00
.Sun. 9:00-9:30

.

.

.

51.6

.

.

43.3

Million Dollar
Soldiers of Fortune

.

Tonight
Kid’s Korner.
Drama Theatre.

KVOO
KVOO

..

.KVOO
.KVOO

..

.... 3.9

..

.

.

,29.6...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.20.2

........

Official

.Mon. 10:00-10:30

.

.Sat. 10:30-11:00

.

NBC

Sun. 9:30-10:00

.

...
.

.

...
.

.

.

.

.

.19.5. ...... ...

.

CBS

,.

.

29.4

.

18.9 ...... ...

48

..

38.9

16.9

83 ......

.

.

20,4

44 .......

..

37.3

.

.

28.3

..

.

........

..10.9
.... 10.9

.

...

.16.5

.

.

,

Approx. Set Count —205,000

Stations

-

.KTUX
Movie ...... ,KTUX

—-KOIN

(6),

KLOR

.

,.

KPTV

(12)

..

.13.6

..24.8

.13.6

.

(27)

•

Death Valley Days (W)
Led 3 Lives (Dr)
Badge 714 (Myst)

.KPT V
.KOIN.
.KPTV.

4.

Waterfront (Adv)

.KPTV

5.
6.

The Whistler (Myst)
Meet Corliss Archer (Com)

7.

Life of Rile, (Com)

1.

.

2. I
3.

Wild

.*

,.

.

Hickok (W)
9. Mr. Sc Mrs. North (Myst)
10. Western Marshal (wjL*.
8.

.

.KPTV.
.KOIN.
.KOIN.
.KOIN.
v .KLOR.
.

...

.

Bill

.

.

KLOR.

.McCann-Erickson

.Wed. 9:30-10:00

.

.Ziv

.NBC

.

.MCA......
.CBS

.

.Ziv

NBC^;

?!. .V.l .V.

.30.1

.

.

.29.6

...

.

.26.6

,

.

.25.2

...

.

.

.Mon. 9:00-9:30

.

24.6

.23.3

55 *•••»«•
52
4 7 •«*««•

•

•

43
59

.

«

36
38
70
U

...

42

...

.

.20.4
•

15ll

•

.

Tues. 6:30-7:00

•

»

15*0

«

.

Tues. 7:00-7:30

.v;!U.

*

.

*

,

.

......

.

Sat. 5:00-5:30

.

Flamingo

ATPS

.Mon. 7:30-8:00
Thurs. 8:30-9:00
.Sun. 9:30-10:00
.Tues. 8:00-8:30

.

.NBC
.

......

.Tues. 9:30-10:00

...
9

*

•

*

*

4

9

*

1

•

•

M

1

1

.KOIN ... ....17.5
Godfrey & Friends
.16.4
Mr. District Attorney...... .KPTV ...
.KOIN ... ....24.8
56.7 Science Fiction Theatre
58.4 Four Star Playhouse ....... .KOIN ... ....25.2
.KOIN ... .... 8.9
41.5 Boss Lady
\
KLOR < r. ... ,20,8
62.7 Make Room for Daddy.
.,..21.0
Academy
53.3
KLOR
Theatre
20.6 Ozark* Jubilee
KLOR
.... 4.0
35.8 See It :Now
.KOIN ... ...12.8
;p«5oJ ? Milton ^erle.. .'..ail ;,VUi u.&PTVlo.-jWJU‘18.4

..

54.2

.

57.5

.

J . :

t
1

W.

1

t

t

1

•

1

.

.

.

»

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

«

a

.

.

.

.
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Ziv
betting that the first item on Tom O’Neil’s telefilm
production schedule at RKO will be a pair of soap operas. It's
recalled that perhaps two weeks before tlie O’Neil-Hpward Hughes
talks got hot, O’Neil brought Harry Trenher (ex-Weintraub agency
radio-tv veep) into Mutual as a v.p. and also bought out his
•station library setup,
fatter had worked out a new wrinkle
whereby he would grant stations rights td the films in perpetuity
in return for free time for the firstrun- for a national advertiser.
When Trenner. sold the entire kit-and-kaboodle to O’Neil he
had; reached the stage where he had signed up several stations
for his setup. All that was lacking wag> a national sponsor and
the soap operas themselves, of which he had planned two. With
the nucleus of a station lineup, signed oil the dotted line, O’Neil’s
next logical step would be to produce the brace of soaps and offer
them up for sale. Advantage of the Trenner plan in selling would
be that O’Neil could offer the soaps at a low price, since there
actually are no time- charges involved (stations having swapped
that firstrun time in return for unlimited rerun rights to the film).
facilites at hand, O’Neil figures to put the plan into
With the
If he does go ahead, he’ll be the first to successfully
action.
put’ a soap opera seires on filmr

Trade

•+

Hollywood, July 26.
The longtime, small time gravy

=

tv

train ,for

for extra loot

free-loading

writers

by planting extrane-

ous plugs in teleshows

end of the road. One
cipal reasons

for

is

near the

of the prin-

the

derailment

tv film, with vidpix producers
thinking in terms of reruns where
multiple - types of sponsors are

is

involved avoid mentioning
products in their scripts.

RKO

other

Consequently, as the hot-stove
boys are privately admitting, the
oyer, and the days when
they grabbed a new car, a case of
whisky Or a king-sized certificate
for inserting that cuffo plug for a
product are virtually over. Sure,
they moan, they still sneak them
in occasionally, but it’s not like
the good old days.
Guild Films’ hopes for a film*For years sponsors, ad agencies
and networks have beefed over
network which ultimately would
s
the
extra plugs for products taking
supplant the present live chains
’What’s Cooking’ Series
a free hitchhike on commercial
apparently have been dashed. TeleA skein of 26 half-hour “Whats’ shows, but not until tv film became
film company last week announced
a modification of its “working Cooking" vidfilms are set for lens- such an important factor in the
agreement” with the Vitapix sta- ing by Elan-Porter Productions. picture did the situation 'ease up.
party's

,

tions allowing it to sell to existing Films, slated for tentative fall pronetworks and also to: competing duction, will be done with the costation outlets. While announce- operation of the Culinary Instiment restricted Itself to the modi- tute of America.
fication of the agreement, it was
clear that it spelled the end of the
film network plan, although the
Idea will be retained on a limited

I

basis.

Film network idea was first used
successfully by Guild a couple of
weeks ago when it sold “Confidential File” to

Bardahl for alternate-

week exposure over
stations.

Clearances

the

—

—

Vitapix
good ones

for the most part
have been
coming in for “Confidential,” but

the

stations

'

appear to have

inHollywood, July 26.
in the future
An actor’s strike against telethey won’t* be able to deliver for
vision producers loomed as a cerother shows as quickly or with as
tainty after an overwhelming vote
good time clearances. With the
in favor of the walkout,registered
realization that the stations could
by a Screen Actors Guild mass
not deliver, Guild asked and remeeting Sunday night (24) in the

formed Guild that

In film tv, the producer is looking ahead to the rerun circuit when
his celluloid will be bought by just
about every type of .sponsor. So
he’s shying away from ‘any product
plugs whatsoever in his first-runs.
Only the regular sponsor, with his
three commercials, gets the plugs.
Live shows, too, are tightening
up on the take-all guys, the sponsors furious at the freeloading'
at their expense, A number of contracts now expressly specify there
can be no mention of other products on the program. All this adds
up to sad news for tfie writers*
who carried the practice over from
the heyday Of radio.

•1

V

ceived the modification allowing
networks and national
sponsors who’ll use net facilities.
Guild had committed itself to
largescale production plans to supply programming for the filmed
net which Was contemplated. With
the programs in the cans but no
station lineup to carry them, Guild
got the modification in the agreement. The Bardahl deal, of course,
remains in effect, and in the future
occasional shows will be sold via
the Vitapix lineup, but the matter
of exclusivity has been dropped,
and Guild will make its sales where
it finds them.
it to sell to

Hollywoo<l Legion Stadium.
Final decision won’t be reached
until the strike ballots are in from
the 10,000 Guild members throughout the country. With July 31 set
as the deadline for the ballots to
be returned, the probability is
that the strike will start Aug. 1 or

episodes

for

six

tejefilm

-series

demands for payments on
none of the strings is airwise yet.
the second run of a teevee film
Plugging the “co-existence of
and an increase in ‘minimum wage,
with a complete impasse on the Hollywood and N. Y. as television
second-run matter.

SAG

softened

Sharpe, TPA’s

all

other issues.

On minimums the Guild is asking for $90 daily for day players*
Current rate is $70 with the producers offering $75. SAG is de-

production centres,’^~Guild prexy
Reub Kaufman has pacted with
Biltmore
downtown
Manhattan
Studios to house “L Spy,” the Ray-

mond Massey

starrer in addition

work going on there curThe
rently for “The Goldbergs,”
Coast has the Ijna Ray Hutton and
Liberace production units; and
to -the

“Confidential File” though it. is
being shot in various spots, will
be homebasing in Hollywood with
Paul Coates fronting. The remaining skein, “Brother Mark,”
with Richard Kiley is being shot

manding $55 for singers mouthing in Munich and on
to playback and $125 for airplane where Europe.

Telefilm producer-packager-agent
Sharpe, who over the years
has done business with half-a-dozen

pilots,

different telefilm distribs, has ad-

and $110 as against current scale

Don

Guild Films is talking a shooting budget in excess of $5,000,000
fpr the completion of 197 half-hour
T

very shortly thereafter. The three- during the remainder of 1955. The
year SAG contract with the tv pro- bulk of the six shows has yet to
be completed, with plans calling
ducers expired July 20.
Main issues at stake were the for considerable N. Y. lensirig..
With
the exception of Liberace,
Guild

Announcement, which followed its demands on other issues as a
week be- bargaining point for producer
tween Guild prez Reub Kaufman compliance on the second runs, but
the latter have refused to budge
(Continued on page 102)
on this question.
Complete rundown on the Guild
demands and the producer’s counter offers shows both outfits to
be fairly close to agreement on

with producers offering $50

location in else-

Kaufman implied that the chief
determining factor lensing-site in

addition to where studio facilities
ded another to his -roster. Sharpe of $45 and $100.
On freelance weekly contracts ’“are* most favorable” is Where it
this week set a coproduction deal
with Television Programs of Amer^ SAG is asking $300 for actors and suits the convenience of the series’
lea for a half-hour dramatic antho- singers and $360 for stunt men and star.

logy series to star top names. pilots. Present contract calls for
Series would be distribbed by TPA, $250 and $300 respectively, with
which would also have a hand in producers offering $265 and $315.
production (with board chairman On three-day contracts the deEd Small probably in active par- mands is for $225 for actors, singticipation) and would own a piece.
(Continued on page 102)
Title of the series hasn’t been

nor have distribution plans.
Sharpe probably won’t, however,
produce it via Four Star Production, which of late has been handling the filming of dramatic shows
other than its own “Four Star Playhouse.” Aside from the TPA deal,
Sharpe has series distribbed by
Official Films, NBC Film Division
and ABC Film Syndication, to say
set yet,

{nothing, of vdirept network, deals.

9

WCAU's Autry-Rogers Deal
Philadelphia, July 26.

WCAU-TV
MCA-TV for
Roy Rogers

has
pacted
with
the 123 Gene Autrypix.

program

station

Deal was set by
topper

Charles

Vanda.
It's

WCAU’s

second major vid-

pix acquisition this year. Earlier* it
signed with General Teleradio for
itfre r$apk7! Pi America 30 feptures.

“General Electric Theatre’s”
Sunday
middle commercial
night (24) ori CBS-TV
torialized the first use of

pic-

com-

atom-electric power.
Blurb showed the switch-throwing ceremonies, (by Atomic

mercial

Energy Commission chairman

Adm. Lewis
atomic

New properties, all of which involve tqp stars, are a “Dr. Christian” series with J eari Hersholt
and McDonald Carey; “I Love t a
Mystery,” the old Carlton E. Morse
radio longrunner; “Mr. & Mrs.
Theatre,” an anthology series with
a top husband and wife acting

E. Strauss) at the
plant at

generating

West Milton, in upstate New
York, la^t Monday (18). Plant,
serviced by a GE-built atomic
will supply commercial power to the surrounding
reactor,
area.

What makes

team as permanent cast members;
and “Craig Rice, Women Detective,” based on the mystery writer’s works and with Barbara Stanwyck a strong possibility for the
lead.
The fLve new properties,

the commercial

television “first,” however
the fact that the George
Blake Enterprises film crew

a

is

which shot the proceedings on
the spot drew all their power
directly from -the atom-powered
plant* marking the first atomic-

together with seven currently in
production for straight syndication,
gives Ziv a total of 12 in the. works,
about tops in the telefilm field..
All the properties' except “Dr.
Christian” are in the pre-production field, with key casting yet to
be done.
In the case of “Mystery,” a host-narrator, is yet to be
signed (show will be a .mystery
anthology instead of the serialized

ally-produced tv-film.

Ziv in Drastic

Departure From
-•
n
a

format with permanent cast, as in
radio).
Rex Harrison & Lilli
Palmer are being dickered for the
“Mr, and Mrs. Theatre” series, but

l

Apparently convinced

tha’t

to-

day/s tightening syndication market makes a syndication only operation uneconomical and unfeasible, Ziv Television Programs is
past
drastically departing from
policy and is setting up a national
sales operation. The traditional diehard against dealing with networks

aren’t set yet.
On the “Christian*' series, to
which Ziv acquired rights from

McCann-Erickson (repping Che$ebrough Mfg., owners of the radio
series), the firm has assigned eight
writers, including Howard Rodman,

Howard

J. Green, David Boehm
and Albert E. Lewin. “Man Called
X,” which Ziv bought from creator James Saphire will be scripted
(although on occasion it’s pitched by William Templeton and
Les
a show for a national dealMs gear- .Crutchfield. Lawrence Lipton and
ing up its production facilities for Douglas Morrow are set as
writ-*
the development of new national ers on the “Craig Rice” series,
with

ers as well.

o

a series of meetings last

Ziv Television Programs, in a
drive to reassert its dominance in
the telefilm field, is launching its
biggest production slate, to date,
with five new properties currently in preparation and involving.*
production layout of $7,500,000.
New properties are geared for national sale in a drastic departure
from Ziv’s previous policies (see
separate story).

Atom-Produced Vidpic

properties as well as building" a the authoress acting as a consultant.
sales force which will concentrate
on networks and national advertis-

9

,

Don

TV Makes It a Round Dozen;

is

New sales force will supplement,
not replace, the 76-man syndication
sales force, still the biggest in the
National sales departbusiness.
ment will be headed up by Walter
Kingsley, Ziv’sf western division
manager who will now headquarter
in N. Y.
Kingsley will report to
sales v.p.

M.

J.

(Bud) Rif kin, who

nta’s

am,000

On Fabulous IT
National Telefilm .Associates has
passed the $1,000,000 sales mark
on its “Fabulous 40” feature film
package comprising late J. Arthur

maintains supervision of both synZiv
dicated and national sales.
has also set Allen Johnston as west- Rank, Alexander Korda and Ilya
ern division manager for national Lopert British entires. NTA has
sales and Russ Clancy as his coun- sold the package in a total of 30
terpart in the east, both report- markets, including its split sale
ing to Kingsley, Chicago berth, cov- in'N.Y. (WOR-TV took 11, WCBSTV the other 29), with all other
ering the midwest national acsales involving the entire package.
counts, is still to be filled..
Among ' the new markets sold
Ziv has been the industry die- are Detroit (WXYZ-TV),
Columbus
hard against network exposure for (WTVN-TV), Kansas City
(WDAFits product, as well as the original
TV), Seattle (KING-TV), St.JLouis
pioneer in telefilm syndication. (KTVI-TV),
Omaha (RMT-TyTand
Syndication
But the stresses of the
Syracuse (WHEN-TV). Also inbusiness have created a trend cluded
is
the
one-shot
among syndicators toward concen- deal made with $75,000
NBC-TV for a
trating in large measure on na- “Producer’s
Showcase” presentational sales. Apart from the fact tion
of “The Magic Box,” one of
that there’s a larger potential gross the original
“Fabulous 40” that’s
in national business, a national been withdrawn from
the package
deal cuts down overhead and in- for the
network showcasing. It’s
sures a quicker return on produc- still
40 pictures because of the late
tion coin. Once a syndicator has addition
of Carol Reed’s “The Fala couple of national deals under len Idol.”
his belt, he can coast even if mar-t
ket-by-market syndication business
is bad. While Ziv still retains the
most powerful syndicated sales ‘SAM
operation in the business* it has
DISTR1B RIGHTS
(Continued on page 102)
,

.

SNEAD SHOW’

SET

RCA

Recorded Program Service,
which of late 'has been expanding

Reed’s Biblical Telepix
Hollywood, July 26.
Biblical vidpix series, “His Way,
His Word,” is being prepped for
rolling date this Friday (29) by Roland Reed Productions. Three of
the half-hour films will be lensed
in color first and if overall budget
for the shows is not too high, series
will be produced for syndication.
Peg LaCentra, N. Y, actress, is
only one cast so far in initialer,
“The Fruitless Fig Tree,” to be

SCHLITZ’S $1,500,000

has picked up
distribution rights to “The Sam
Snead
ShoV,”
a series of 39 five‘PLAYHOUSE’
minute films starring the golfer
Hollywood, July 26.
and produced by Scope Productions
Meridian Productions yesterday of Indianapolis. Deal for the series,
(Mon.) received a firm 52-week re- shot in both black-and-white and
newal of “Schlitz Playhouse of color, was set by Paul White, reits telefilm catalog,

RENEWAL

Stars” vidpix series, with producamounting to approxi-

cently-appointed consultant to the

tion. coin

RCA

shot at Hal Roach studios. Harry
Horner arid Frederick Stefani will

mately $1,500,000.
Producer William Self plans to
begin production early in October.
It marks the fourth year for the

Snead show, incidentally, is the
second golfing segment to appear
in syndication. First was the "Jimmy Demaret Show,” a quarter-hour

.direct >the series.

telepix series^

coi° r

( ^

- )

)

r

•

1

J
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division.
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Wednesday, July 27, 1955

A Field Day For the Plug-Uglies

WHAT ARE YOU

(Vice President, Public Affairs,

Millions of Dollars in Free

Network Air Ttoe

Carriers’; Writers, Stars,

Radio-TV Fall Prey to ‘Cuffo
Producers Susceptible to Brand-Name Mentions
as

(The author of the following, a network executive* prefers
is

To

(2)

To

(3)

To arrange air transportation for guests, Ralph
Edwards Hies all his “This Is Your Life’’- long

get some important picture name. it is often
necessary because of contractual commitments, to
plug the picture company’s latest product* You
know the bit. Angela Lansbury was seen through
courtesy of MGM, makers of -“The Prodigal’’
starring Edmund
Of thousands.

policing*

many great' and intelligent entertainers
that they are giving far, far, more than
they are receiving.
I.

still

I think Frank Stanton has suggested a tough, practical
?
solution plan. To charge off each and every free “plug"
mention as part of the prescribed commercial time alloted,
when guest performers indulge in this petty larceny, the
plugs should be deducted from the act’s fee. It isn't hard
to catalog the plug products. Any pressagent can rattle
off the “plug uglies" as easily as he can Lindy’s menu.
And when that plug-cleansing day comes, so help me
I’ll stop taking my, mambo lessons at Arthur Murray’s
buy my Haig & Haig retail, and make my wife go back to
Bloomingdale’s.

f

The radio chumps fell" prey early in kilocycle history
when the quiz and audience participation programs had

<-

Why give up‘ coin of. the realm
the equivalent amount could be given in merchan-

their ill-famed inhings.

dise?

As the competition between the quizzes mounted to the
hysteria stage, the shrewd pluggers found themselves
in a seller’s market. The longer the plug, the better the
loot. When “Stop the Music’’ knocked off poor Fred Allen
I think it had an advance edge in listener popularity by
just counting the pluggers and their relatives who listened

Comedy

writers were early converts to the lures of these
loaded Lolas. Trade names sneaked into many a top flight
radio show. The terms were reasonable. Plug. Slug. And
clever jokemen had no trouble passing off a Hadacol or
Blue Cross mention as a legitimate premise for a joke.
When the comedy stars were queried by Anxious executives, they either reasoned that the jokes fit a situation
or that it kept the “boys happy."

Wanta Buy a Mixmaster?

exclusively. Except the plugger only paid off in his product: fruit mixmasters. The writer wound up with 16 of
the gadgets. In order to convert them to cash, he was
forced to take an ad in DAILY VARIETY offering them at
half their retail price. He suggested that they would make

presents.

A

firm which has made a handsome business of nego“plugs" sent out a mimeographed form listing
those shows on the air that were susceptible to brandname mentidns. One show, definitely guaranteed was “Our
Miss Brooks." The form was duly mailed to ColgatePalmolive. Perhaps CP would like a free mention on this
*
important show?
They might have, except they sponsored the show to
the tune of some $30,000 a week.
An uniniated press agent, anxious to get into the plug
rack A, forgot to check the procedures. He induced a certain comedian to “plug" a certain product, in return for
a case, of the finest Scotch. The comic, whose ratings Were
falling off with the same alacrity he was falling off the
wagon, acquiesed. But he wanted the Scotch immediately.
The deal was made, the Scotch delivered; the plug duly
aired. The Scotch cost the press agent $90. When he came
^
to collect his fee, he received $50.
“Oh,” explained the middleman, “that’s the price for
that stumblebum. He’s about to be cancelled.”
tiating

J

It

Ain’t

E a sy^
|

Securing these plugs is not easy game. Often the “plugugly" wants’ proof. One of the producers had what he
thought was the best system,. He bought a tape recorder
and turned it on for the evening when he was expecting
liis rewards. He went put on a particularly productive
plug evening, but came home only to discover his baby
sitter had wiped off the whole evening’s work so she
could test her singing voice.
I can of course understand the results these plugs
can
get such illustrious products as Paramount Pictures.
United Airlines, Manischevitz Wines, Blue Cross, and that
beloved benefactor of the boodle, Mr. Arthur Murray, but
the one that always shattered my logic was an emporium
known as Hess Bros,, Allentown, Pa.
Time and again I would hear some irrelevancy pinned
on the trade name Hess. Bros., Allentown. Pa. Now I’m
sure this must have pleased Mr. Hess (if there is or was
one) to hear Henny Youngman or some other great star
tell the nation about his store.
But never did I experience or hear such a scene as this.
WIFE: Darling, lend “me the keys, to the car. I hope
it’s gassed up. Have to go shopping.
:

..

By IRVING GITLIN

I

(CBS Director

An

•

Of course there were incidents:
One greedy scripter had a deal for one “plugger” almost

TV

3-D

each Sunday.

advance look at the

“

radio.

season reveals such fulsome, opulent, large-scale endeavors that observers are
questioning whether it can all be squeezed into a standard 21-inch screen. CBS Public Affairs will be pressing
the capacity of the home receiver in a new and perhaps
different direction.
We. unveil our hitherto secret plans
for 3-D TV: television’s third dimension— depth. No special Polaroid glasses are required, no fancy attachments
for your set.
For television in depth is no Optical illusion; we are talking about the most concentrated, intensive use of television as a reporter of events and illuminator of the human scene yet undertaken by our young

medium.
Television in depth is television with something to say.
We are just beginning to appreciate the meaning of the
now-cliche statement: “television is an intimate, personal
medium." ~What television has to say is addressed to two
Or three people in a living room somewhere in the country.
It is not addressed to that audience of millions we,
count up so proudly. What television has to say is of personal importance to that single family—they look to it for
their news, their entertainment, and yes, their standards
of behavior, their unspoken sense of being part of America in a changing world.
The tools are now at hand: we
now have the techniques for telling reality stories simply
and with dramatic impact. “The Search,” ®“Adventure,"
and “The American Week" have demonstrated some of
those techniques. For the fall of '55, look for the fruition
of those techniques.
•

TV

Is a

Microscope

What

are they? They boil down to one idea: television
is a microscope, not a telescope.
That family in the living room wants more than a panoramic view of the broad
canvas of events—they want close contact with the real
people, the real ideas, the real events that shape our
world. Television can fulfil this want only by moving up
close, taking a deep, probing look around us, and by re-^
porting with intimacy, honesty, and objectivity what We
find* The range is splendid: what Dr. Frank Stanton calls
“the exploration of nothing less than our whole American
social future."
But the scale is fine: up close, intimate,
inside events.
So look in 1955 for television in depth: in new hour and
a half reality reports which wilf illuminate the heart, of
major social problems; in our “Air Power" series of staggering drama and hair-raising national importance; in a
new “Adventure" of broader scope and novel attitude;
in a new concept of religious programming; in a widerranging “Face the Nation" (Molotov is ‘only one of many
hitherto "unreachable statesmen who will appear on this
program, which in its first season has moved to a position
of preeminence in news-panel discussion programs); in.
that jewel of pTograms for children and their parents,
“Let’s Take a Trip,” which will travel not only across
America but into neighboring counti’ies for exciting liveremote explorations of our world; irt the rerun of “The
Search" as a result of popular demand; in others on the
planning board.
Broad-scale? yes; exciting?— we hope; costly? in the
millions of dollars; worthwhile?
these prograihs are at
,

—

—

It

means

father,

NBC)

now

non-fiction.

It

means

actuality.

It

Jimmy Durante

is.

Montgomery

as real as a rock. Robert

and Fred Coe are as involved with non-fletibn as they
are with fiction. What I am supposed to do is try to satisfy
the wish of Americans to know more, understand more,
enjoy more by television and radio. I’m not alone on this
job.
It might be a little clearer if I told you what the people
who .work for me are doing next; I will skip most of
what they have done recently. I also work hard for the
people who work for me.

~

What
— Will

—

1

It

:

Ben Park, who

is

next

—Be Like in—’76?
to me in charge of our
:

;

;

r_

—

:

enter-

working on a television show called "Tomorrow:
1976," which is about what family life will be like in .our
country when the country is 200 years old. He also is
working on “Mr. Wizard," a science show for children;
“Ding Dong School,” Ifx*. Frances Horwich’s program for
youngsters, and “Zoo Parade," which is about animals
and will soon be showing- film of how animats live in
Africa, but mostly “1976;" which NBC President Sylvester
prise, is

,

",

L.. Weaver instigated,

Barry Wood, our director of special events, is working
on a series of programs called “The Wide Wide. World,”
-which Wilt take you to all places you and I have wanted
to go and haven’t been yet. That’s Mr. Weaver’s idea too.
Henry Salomon is working on a series of films called
Project 20, an .hour or an hour and a half each, which
when finished will be a dramatic- history of the first half
of the Twentieth Century. He has a piece in another part
of this paper, and it- explains what he is up to*
Bill McAndrew, the head of our news, is in Europe
now, and before this is printed I will have been with him
there to talk our work over with him and the men who
tfead NBC’s offices in Europe. His major immediate field
ahead is the political conventions and the elections next
‘

of Public Affairs)...
’55-’56

.

,

my

means the part of our programs which draw on history,
the arts, the sciences, and current affairs, for content. It
means the part you can’t make up out of your head.
Maybe the real world description is not too clear.

am> convinced,

fail to, realize

continues in the
legitimate' theatre but a plug for the deodorant Sprayer
One,. Courtesy
Three,
Scene
or a typewriter Used in Act
of Royal, is gracefully concealed in The Playbill and found
looking
for the
only by a guy who had one too many,

Xmas

is less felt.

I go to see

well over 80, in- Mississippi, he always asks me, “What are you doing, sort?’’
I take a deep breath, and start, but maybe get too technical. His attention wanders. “How’s your health, son?"
he says. Fine; I tell him.
Then we go to churchy and see Mr. Powers, who runs
the telephone /company in Brookhaven. “Dave, I hear you
on the air," he says, and he pats my shoulder and smiles
at me. I never say that I stopped announcing in 1953.
None of this surprises me. It is by. no means clear to
everybody what Public Affairs is or are.
Now, Dad, here it is, on paper. I work at the National
Broadcasting Go., in the program department, of the, television network. We work for the television network of
which Hillard Pinkham is in charge. We work for the
by
radio network .too, and for the stations that are
NBC, radio and television.
Now here is what I do.
I
.Public Affairs is the real world part 6f NBG television

and

-

in exchange for

lovely

*

1 am shocked that respectable advertisers have not protested and that the y networks have not taken the proper

|

know the origin of this mutual exchange but I
it started with showmen on shoestrings
planted advertising three sheets with local merchants

when

earmarked

“What’s My Line?" wouldn’t think
of having a lady pretzel bender stump the panel
without the help of American Airlines.
(4) To get comics and writers to mention products.
No matter what the pattern I believe this is a serious
business. We have all been guilty of this practice. You
can’t penalize one performer and not another. You can’t
let one packager make the tieup and stop another whose

I don’t

house physician’s, name.

Purdom, Lana Turner and a cast

get prizes for a show that hasn’t,
this stuff in the budget.

lost friends.

would suspect

A

to

Bros*,

(1)

influence

Annie Oaklies.
milder form of this practice

To go

To Hess

four sections.

their choice of cash or liquid spirits.

who

silly*

Allentown* That’s where all the tv stars shop.
*.
It’s supposed to be quite chic.
of handling free plugs is divided into about

They Check the Nielsen and Trendex polls with as careand Gamble account executive.
These “cuffo carriers" work in maiiy and diverse ways.
They fly important guests to budget-strapped producers,
donate prizes to quiz contestants, wrap .rented fur stoles
around camera canaries, perform a myriad of services,
not the least of which is providing stars and writers with
Origins

Gassed up?

The method

ful a scrutiny as a Procter

Its

car?

Bloomingdale’s?

.

j

to the

WIFE: Not Bloomingdale’s

Shrouded in anonymity on the sales floor and in the
hallowed precincts of the top-side executive chambers,
their merchandise is extremely well known to producers
writers, directors, and press agents.
These “plug" merchants get millions of dollars of free
air time in exchange for various forms of largesse, a
bounty that is never audited by the official network bookkeepers.

When

remain anonymous)

to

HUBBY: Keys

a cluster of prosperous television and radio
advertisers spread-eagling our costly airwaves, of which
the collective sales departments of our big networks are
blissfully unaware. This situation is readily understood
when it’s, recognized that they buy no shows, stake out
no formal: contracts for valuable time franchises and
rarely deal through reputable advertising agencies.
Yet their brand name products tare known to millions
of viewers and listeners, and are treated with respect and
cooperation by our leading performers and producers.

There

SON?

DOING,

By DAVIDSON TAYLOR

—

year.

Tom

Gallery heads our sports. He has just done the
Game and the National Open Golf Championship,
working now on the World Series, NCAA Football,
the Davis Cup and the National Singles.
We are working with the NBC Television Opera Theatre and Samuel Chotzinoff who arranges these operas in
English has published the first volume of his autobiography, titled “A Lost Paradise,” which I am sending you.
He wanted to call it “The Milk of Paradise,” but his
publisher decided that too few people had read Coleridge’s
“Kubla Khan,” and wouldn’t know what the title meant.
-

All-Star

and

is

•

The operas are wonderful.
Bob Graff is producing

films of talks with great

men

of our time, mostly older men, and soon people can see
Pablo Casals and ex-President Hoover 'and Nehru talking
about what they have learned, or will never learn.
Bob also filmed a color program in India which Ted
Mills is producing, and which will feature Nehru and
Chester Bowles, our former Ambassador to India. If you
have the right kind of set, you can see it in color on
television. Bob is also trying to get film photographers
into Russia so we can see wha.t is going on there.
Ed Stanley, who is in charge of what we call public
service, has been irt Brussels working on an international
conference of Christians and Jews, and when he gets
back he will be immersed in our religious and educational
and discussion and talks programs.
Joe Meyers is putting on the radio “Biographies in
Sound,” which are life stories of famous people told by
the people who know or knew them.
Reuven Frank is doing a new show called “People,"
and special television reports like “Meeting at the Summit,” and other television programs which are to help
people understand the news.
Then we try to get good materials for “Monitor,"
“Home,” “Today,” “Tonight," and -any other show that
depends on facts.
That gives you some idea of what I’m doing, Dad. But
Public
it’s only a beginning for what we want to do.
Affairs really means the affairs of our country which are
.

.

.

of vital interest to private citizens.

There’s just one more note I wanted to add: In addition
working for ourselves and for the network, we all are
working for the people of the United States, for whom
the best is none too good s

to

the ethical core of tlie most powerful communications medium devised by man. It is not just .an interesting fact that
television regularly produces programs like these (something Hollywood or boxoffice media have not done); teleThe need ‘Is. too great, the
vision must produce them.
responsibility too high, not to pour our best efforts into
the task. And with a new concept of 3-D TV television
in depth
look for a new vitality and excitem.ent in Pub-

—

—

lice Affairs

programs next season.

—

.

.

—
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Not To Write a TV Play

How

;

By REGINALD ROSE
t

•»

0

on “The Problems of the
do
You sit down
Television Writer” and immediately there's an entire
new problem to face. Whit are -the problems of the telea piece:

to

-

vision writer?

This takes pondering, but ultimately, with
a gigantic mental effort, you come up
with the answer. Not that the answer
is obvious or anything, but when you
tell it to your wife after explaining
that you practically stripped your soul
naked to find it, she says, “I know.
What do you want for supper?”
If she doesn’t know enough to stay
out of these really deep things . . .
At any rate, the problems oJ£ the
television writer, or of this one at
least, can be boiled down generally to
Writing,..
Getting the
one word.
words onto the paper. And specifically, getting' the words onto the first

Reginald Rosa

page.
his

v

own work

to.

serve

and established
own peculiar thought
through an agonizing period of trial and error. Mine,
r
I
retire
to
such asT it is, is quite simple.
my office, (conprocesses

his

veniently located- just adjacent to the terrifying, din of the
kitchen) at nine a, pi-, and stay there, pouring out reams
Three- and a half hours of conojT dialog until 12:30,
centrated effort six days a week is sufficient time, for
any writer worth his salt to. corner the television market.
This is what I say to myself each morning. After all,
three and a half hours of work represents approximately
12 pages of script. This adds up to.. 72 pages per week,
which is just the right length, with trimming, for a onehour drrnna. Taking off two weeks for a vacation, and
another
just to be sporty, leaves me 48 weeks of
work, and obviously, 48 one-hour plays per year. Last
•year I fell short of this reasonably simple goal by a njierC
41 plays. How does this happen?

Wo

First

You

Get the Kids Off

if

.

A

’

pause.

A

Page 1
minute examination of the pencil point.

A six-foot, nine-inch trip to the pencil sharpener. - (This
distance has been measured accurately the day before,
during a work session, with tape measure kept .handy
for such purposes.) Sharpening process and return trip
to work table merely serve to intensify eagerness to place
word to paper.
A swift glance at what has already been accomplished
followed by an anticipatory chuckle. "Page one, eh? HahJ”
A lightening” move of the pencil, and a reappraisal bf
what has been done:
Page 1
A pause, A series of baton-like twirls of the, pencil,
adroitly planned so that -reading matter on pencil ends
-face up.
“Made in
Dixon Ticonderoga 1388
No. 2.” Now, (a secret grin) what would happen if
oh,
why not! “2 No. 1388 Ticonderogo Dixon USA in

—

USA—

—

—

—

Made.”

And now

the nonsense

.

.

.

.

Head bends, arm

over.

is

is

and entire script suddenly springs into brilliant
focus. Here we go! Might do 15 to 20 pages today instead of 12. It did say 18 a day would be finished in
four days instead of six. Two extra days a week. Could
start a novel. The hell with that! Will settle for 12 pages.
poised,-

•

Ready, go!

Now how

to do we see this scene? Have to study it.
glance out of the window at lovely vista of solid brick.
Glaze settles over eyes.
Supposing the Giants -won 18
out of their next 20, and Brooklyn
Telephone rings.
Into kitchen to answer.
This fellow says will plan
estate without charge or obligation. Plead with him not
-

A

i

my

to.

He

he has

insists that

Will see

to.

him tomorrow

•

insight, theatricality,

and

talent'

to

work

Here

We Go Again

table

after futile

an interesting

of

'

minute session

spent trying not to pet small beagle dog residing- in
kitchen.

And now for the flood of words. Ready? Go! How
can’t look cross-eyed with both eyes? There’s something Wrong with left eye. I mean it certainly ought to
go over as far as right eye. Maybe if I cover the right
All right. Let’s get this done!
Count out exactly 12
pages of yellow paper, and cover them with shrewd dialog
and intelligent business by 12:30. Twelve pages. That’s
nearly 1/42 of a ream. How about that? Whip through
a ream in 42 days. Not bad going, eh? Kitchen doorbell
rings. Frantic race with wife for door. Close win. Open
door. Butcher’s boy stands there triumphantly, laden With
veal. “Wowee,” he says, “have I got a story for you. All
you have to do is write it up. There’s this dissoluteguy. ...”
come

talent.

From

out in a recent article,
that the few television writers who have tried their hands
at stage plays have not done well at. all. Only Richard
Nash achieved iny acceptance. On. the othei* hand, there
have been no established playwrights who have earned
any success as television writers, and there have been
more ’than a few who tried. I think this only illuminates
the difference between television drama and stage drama
as being one of technical approach rather than One of
talent or quality. As for the movies, Hollywood is shamelessly marauding the ranks of television writers to do
their work for them. In* any event, when you stop and
think, just whp is writing better dramas than the continually expanding group of practiced television writers?

.
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.
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last season was an origmusical comedy, complete with original book and
The project was promoted, touted, ballyhooed, exploited, publicized, and advertised as the most spectacular
thing ever to. hit television. Nothing and no one ‘cohid
possibly have lived up to the advance drumbeatlng. The
press notices following the event bore no recognizable
resemblance whatever to the press notices that preceded
it.

Yet, now I see that other original musical comedies are
being planned as spectacular offerings for next season.

Hmm.

There have been two or three shows by Tad Mosel evidencing extraordinary sensitivity and craftsmanship.
I
•

.

didn’t see “Patterns” by Rod Serling, and I think I’m
the only, one in the world who didn’t, but I did see
Reginald Rose’s “Twelve Angry Men” and was deeply
stirred by its intense morality. 'Comedy is very difficult
to write on television because it is a stylized craft needing
an audience. Yet Gore Vidal’s “A Visit to a Small Planet”
was as- artful a high comedy as has been around in some
years, end. several of David Shaw’s shows, had they had
the benefit of live response, would have been as loudly
comic as anything in the current theatre. I saw half of
.

a fine problem play by David Davidson, and I was genuinely sorry I- hadn’t the foresight to have turned the
set on a half-hour earlier. There was a very funny adaptation of “No Time For Sergeants” not so long ago. I have
seen some singularly fine half-hour shows. There were a
couple of “Big Story’s” by Mel Goldberg aiid one by

Paul Monash.
I have written down these shows just as they have
wandered into my head, making no real effort to remember. Needless to- say, I have omitted many others that I
never saw. Yet, casual as my list is, it provides enough
fine dramatic entertainment to have boomed more than
one Broadway season? Nor do I think I can recall half
as many movies that I have enjoyed in the past few
,

at being called

a television-writer. I thought of myself as a legitimate
playwright, and the term, “television-writer” carried with
it a vaguely demeaning connotation.
That certainly isn't
truejmy more. I am proud of my werk in television and
of the company I keep. The television writers I know are
the most professional, talented, and responsible young
men around. I think they beer their work with dignity,
and it is time for the proper respect and attention.

TV

In

Our

Society

Television has the defects of its virtues.
A nation
whose living rooms are piped together, so to speak, via
television, is a nation of greater cohesiyeness than other-

But the unwanted twin of cohesiveness
Is it

up

is

con-

to the television industry alone to deter-

—

out the sticky glue of conformity? or has not society
to work out here strictly on its own account?
Similarly, the more we provide information and serve
as the eyewitness to events” great and small, the more.
We threaten the privacy of the individual; here society
will have to determine the balance it wishes to strike
between its curiosity and its sense of wanting, like Greta
Garbo, to be alone.
Frank Stanton.
r
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we presented

revue,

first

a 15-minute bal-

let called “Filling-Station,” which was performed by the
City Center Ballet. This was an established work, yet the

some answers

j

Our 'first pioneering attempt

inal

lyrics..

In our very

was annoyed

i

For instance:

Some Worthy Remembrances

mine how we can have the strength of cohesiveness with-

.

‘Spurs’ to ‘Soldier’

basis hy the press* people kept calling me up to say it
was a far cry from “Satins and Spurs” and I must have
learned a lot during the season.
Well, it’s true. I did indeed learn a lot. I learned that
a pioneer these days is a guy who has to get out from
under or be crushed like, an innocent June bug. He is a
guy who has to invent onion soup and then go swimming
in. it to prove his point.
By the time the chef at 21 has
gotten around to’ accepting it as de rigeur, the pioneer is
half drowned.

'

I

from

—

Just offhand I can recall seeing quite a few first-rate
shows on television in the last year, and I am anything
but an inveterate television-watcher. A week or so ago,
I turned on my set and stumbled into a splendid drama
of suspense and character by George Beliak entitled
“For The Defense,” and, in the same way, I saw a showsome months back written by Howard Rodman and starring Nina Foch and Edward Andrews, whose title I have
forgotten but whose scenes will remain with me for
years. I remember yividly “The Rabbit Trap” by J. P.
Miller and “Shadow of a Champ” by Robert Alan Aurthur,
and a charming piece by James Yaffe called “Six O’clock
Call.”

profit

Take me, for instance if it won’t spoil your breakfast.
After our last ‘spectacular of the season, “The Chocolate
Soldier/’- which was deceived on a gratifyingly friendly

.

formity.

(

major mistake one week can

,

wise.

Back to work table, morning newspaper under arm.
Brief glance at headlines.. Long appraisal of shipping
news (Dro ttingholm’s in, by George!), shopping news (kale
is cheap, tasty, nourishing!) and other vital items
(Miss
MsCorkindale Reveals Troth!). Wonder if people really
appreciate Don Mueller? Steady, sharp eye, great wrists,
and look at that old average! Now, supposing he pumped
out 18 hits in his next 20 at hats.
.
Back to work. “Page one, eh?” Seventy-two to go.
Telephone again. Don’t answer it! Wife will. Wait, in
an agony of suspense. She does. Some girl friend or
other. Ear-splitting wail from bedroom.
“It’s for you!”
Race to v phone, beaming. Pick it up. My agent. “Hey
(Continued on page 32)

af

It is certainly true, as, pointed

There was a time when

five

man who makes

the next-—instead of having to wait 119 years for a
retroactive funeral. -

.it

'

work

Such has been the slow tempo .of
however* that it took Davy’s
ghost 119 years to catch up with .a
gentleman named Walt Disney. The
pioneer of those days never had a
chance.
But the tempo of history during
Max Liebman
the past decade has accelerated to
the point where an announcement that Dave Garroway
would remote next Tuesday’s “Today” from the moon
would rate maybe a One-column head instead of a Stoppress banner. Things develop so fast these days that a
history,

than Robert Alan Aurthur or J. P:
Miller of Tad Mosel or Reginald Rose
or quite a number of. others. There
is,, in fact, no play oq. Broadway toTin Roof”
day except “Cat On A Hot
4
that would have excited much comment if done on “Television Playhouse” o^ “Studio One.” And even
Paddy Cbay efsky
“Cat On A Hot Tin Roof,” divested
of its tabooed dialog; would have been noted only as the

years.

at 11.

Back

signs could have sold the rights for
a tidy little sum.

’

I

a typical work session were analyzed this,
puzzling situation might be cleared up.
The session in question commences punctually at 9 a.m.
The children have left for school, the house is still, the
creative mechanism is clear, sharp, impressively eager,
and the body is seated at the work table. Let it be stated
here that a new script is about to be begun, and that it
is plotted down to the last fine detail.
The pencil is
raised, and magically, without apparent effort, it writes
perhaps the most stimulating words in all literature:

Perhaps

around, either.
“The Wide, Wide
Alamo” would have made a hell of a
spectacular and Davy’s heirs and as-

I occasionally get asked whether I intend to continue
writing for television now that I have finished a successful
film.
The inference here is that I have graduated from
the minor leagues and made good In the big time. There
is nothing minor league about television. The’ simple truth is the. best
dramatic writing done in our country
is being done on television. There is
nobody I can think of who has shown

more

.

pattern,, created

lying around. Unfortunately for Davy,
there was no Pat Weaver lying

'

'

MAX LIEBMAN

Ry

Once upon a time there was a pioneer named Davy
Crockett, a man whose immediate lifetime was curtailed
rather abruptly at the Alamo before he° ever had ft chance
to cash in on any capital gaira deals that might have been

By PADDY CHAYEFSKY

.

THEPOOR PIONEER

10,

•

.

Each writer has

Host of Examples

Cites

To Suppprt His Argument That The
Best Dramatic Writing Being Done
In the XJ.S. Today Is on Video

29

r

.

)
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reaction was that of a mother whose child has been exposed to the measles.
Now I see where a full-length
Sadlefs Wells ballet, 90 minutes worth of it, will be prea
spectacular
next
season. Hmrnm*
sented
We were constantly taken to task for persisting in presenting our shows in color. There weren’t enough sets
to warrant a color operation such as ours, they kept telling us. The compatible black and white results were not
satisfactory, they kept telling us. But color programming

next Season

..for

is

being expanded, they keep telling us.

Hmmmm.

And
We

Also Gee Whiz!

bore the full brunt of the word “spectacular,” a

word which quickly translated itself into “stigma.” We
were bragging, we were over-extending, yve were bulldozing the public. So today the word is accepted as a designation, not a boast, pure and simple,, and any non-dramatic
show over 31 minutes in length is called a spectacular.

Gee

whiz.

something

else, too.
It’s one thing to start
with a generally set and accepted format
say a situation comedy with established characters and
story line. But it’s something else again to start off with
nothing but 90 minutes of time to fill. Faced with such

I learned
off a season

—

—

a prospect, everybody and I mean everybody becomes
a producer.
I learned, this about that: be the boss. Be kind, be gentle, be reasonably reasonable, be sweet and understanding but BE THE BOSS. And if it’s necessary, as it some-?
times will be, be nasty about it. Forty-seven different
people with 47 different ideas cannot produce a show.
A commanding general, to use an easily understood
analogy, is assigned certain basic and important responsibilities, chief among which is “win the battle or get out.”
He can delegate duties and functions, but he cannot delegate the basic responsibilities which are his alone.- He
makes the final decisions. And in the better armies, everybody else goes along with them.
A producer may not wear stars, but he has to deal with
them. He also has to deal with sponsors and their relaAll these
tives, agency executives, network executives.
people, like a general’s staff, have clearly defined positions.
But so, too, does the producer have a clearly defined position. Unless he makes the definition brilliantly
and a lot of indiclear, he is lost and the battle is lost
vidual incomes are lost. This is not considered helpful.
The pioneer, in the final analysis, is a guy who must
survive to be praised, not buried. If he is going to be an
effective pioneer, he must be given his head and allowed
to run in his own chosen direction. And it is not, in, these
days, a lonely race he is running. It is a gamut. People bet on him. If he manages to emerge alive, he is so
covered with blood that even “Medic” wouldn't touch him.
Well, the “Medic” boys survived too. They ran a good
race against a tough redhead and proved that something

—

.

—

new and

different can be successful.
It doesn’t hardly pay any
In this business, you
else.

learned one other thing.
more to try to teach somebody
have to learn for yourself.
I’ve

'

;

I

i
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Angeles, a seven channel town, each going about 16 hours
a day?
True, the great men in the Arts gave us the great',
eternal varieties. But Mark Twain, for example, A humorist, in a long life of .writing, came up with less than a

MOREY

Py AL

•>

(Kling Film Productions)
.

Chicago.

Row, two bustling
In an office building ott Advertising
have
corporations only a few floors apart seem to
nothing in common,
now
agency,
theatrical
giant
established,
One-is a long
engaged in just about every phase of modern-day show

—

—

dozen original comic situations.
What about those seven channels, Mr. Crosby?
Someone once said: “What the world needs is a good
many more good second rate artists.” And he didn’t mean
to be negative merely a realistic evaluation of the many
>
possible levels of artistic Ability,
It’s directly applicable to tv. We have adiandful of first
rate personalities: actors, comics, singers, dancers. They’re
entertaining—they’re delightful.
But how thin can you spread them? When they’re hot
oh—there’s nothing. Television, it seems to me, adds up

’

business.

-

—

—

.

The other is rather new one of the nations leading
conresearch organizations; a group of social scientists
ducting motivation studies for Business,
as
consumer—
the
that
kiiows
today
Business
Big
'/For
changing,
related td social and economic groups—has been
politics,' but
his
in
conservative
may
be
man
Mr, Business
now
he’s become almost radical in his pursuit of anything

.

;

what makes people do

they^’do, or what makes them buy—are proving a
great help. The result: this organization is very successful,

_

*

a.

.

A

,

_

t
‘

that way.

people generally may'be liberal in their politics,
but in an important part of their business—understanding of their audience, the material they, use for comedy
dramas, characterizations—they are ultra
situations,

Show

.

reactionary.

business is the ever-never land where people
never change. The changing patterns of society, “the permanent American revolution” as Fortune puts it, the.
new economic and cultural levels among the old classes
and masses all bf that simply doesn’t exist in show

Show

—

.

.

—

business
Yea, verily, there’s no business like show business.
But it’s been getting away, with it, hasn’t it? And

:

why

~

r

I
’

1

came

to mind,

.

.

But

.

needs lots of help.
True, genius finds its way, generally, regardless. And
let’s not forget about Sheer guts; it does all right, too.
But a small talent; without either, must be given some
it

There is not the space here to go .into the various techniques of research that might help these people. And I
have no-ddea what kind of research can find out what is
interesting to the public, what's new in their lives, what
the hew Norms, are in the U.S. that writers and talent
could talk about.
,
For not only must new' talent perfect its techniques—
it must have something new
its manner of presentation
to say. And in the latter, all of Show Biz lias fallen down
almost completely.

—

The

J

Revolution Going

Case, of Peepers

paigns. Previously such advertisers,
within the limits of their budgets,
have had to settle for feature^ films
somewhat mediocre natpre.
of
Now, with better films available
and with even better one and
more of them bound to become
available shortly, the station owner
and advertisers will really have
something with which to- do business.
I believe the time has come for
the tv and motion picture industries to take careful stock of their
relationship towards each other,
and of their mutual obligation to
the public.

By ELY LANDAU
National Telefilm Associates)

The year 1955-1956 will go down ing Through The Sound Barrier,”
some quarters as the “Kind Hearts and Coronets,” “Red
“Live” tv is here to stay. So is
year feature films ’came, into their Shoes,” “Cry The Beloved Country,” and others of similarly magic tv on film. And, more and more
own in tv.'
the
tv industry will veer towards
attraction.
Here tofore
programming
programs
the words
A book can be written about the filmed
filmed
Specifically for tv, as weil as
“F e a t u r e Various arguments and promises
have offered by distributors to the own- programming filmed for both tv
films”
had somewhat ers of such properties to release and motion picture theater showof a bad con- them to tv.
Progress can’t be ing.
It is becoming increasingly evinotation. The halted, and the tv industry is still
very mention very much in a state of progres- dent that it is physically and fiin history in

.

—

«

.

-

of

words

the

been
enough to

have
.

Si

Ely Landau

cause some
noses

to

up-

Not so
from now on.

JW”.

A

celluloid revolution is taking
place. Major U. $. and British
producers,
whose attitude had

been “wait-and-see-but-do-nothingtill-you-hear-from-me,” have at last

come

to realize that tv is an ad-

vantageous

showcasing

finest product.

top-budgeted

The

for

result

productions

new

is

their,

that

— some

that they haven’t even yet
been put into theatrical releaseare now being slotted importantly
for the tv viewer/ The attitude of

so

the producers has gone from ridiculous to the sublime. They no
longer feel that exposure of their
films on tv will hurt their theatrical boxoffice they now feel that tv
showing acts as a trailer for the
theatrical showirig.

And so, whereas heretofore tv
and station -owners
have thought of feature films in
terms of the ancient U. S. releases
and “quota” British releases, it
is now possible to think in terms
of a “Tales #f Hoffman,” “Magic
Box,” “Constant Husband,” “Breakdistributors

[

—

Take one example there are many.
Wally Cox, as Mr. Peepers, is as yet, I feel, a very
good second-rate performer. His show started off great,

On

sion. TV needs top feature films,
and top feature films need tv so
that both may continue to step in
the right direction.

then began going downhill, and now it’s out, I hear. Why?
I don’t know what went on behind the scenes, but as I
*ee it,; at home, whoever ran the show was out of touch
with what’s happening in the world today, or ignored it.
Mr, Peeper^ was kept static: he was so naive, so milqUctoasty, so inept; he became A burlesque of all the old
cliches about school teachers^ he. had none of the 'funny dr”*
even interestinglricorigruities of the present day school

5

;

s

teacher;

.
;

And

did* they

have to drag out

all

the old tried and tired

schOolhpuse situations?
Certainly a little research would have revealed what
everybody else knows, is happening in schools today, mater
rial that Would make fresh; rich situations for comedy.
Just look at one of the changes in schools. How ‘about
“Why can’t Johnny read?” a best seller? Or anyv of the
things going on in Progressive vs. Traditional education—
a fertile field for comedy.
No, they played it safe—and died. Or, is it possible
that the Masterminds don’t know what’s, going on? if,,
television won’t get off of Madison Ave., We’ll have 'to,
bring the World to it—via research.

t

4

.

.

l
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Don’t Look Now, Boys,
Bult There’s a Celltiloid

( Pres .,

Apply Science

sort of guidance.

Stanton
Crosby "Vs.
L

a while ago, thinking about
the little argument John Crogby, the tv critic, had with
had announced that CBS
Stanton
CBS.
of
Stanton,
Frank
was going to conduct a survey to find out what the viewer
on
tv.
wants to see
And Crosby’s column took off on Stanton, arguing that
asking the public will lead television nowhere; talent and
^
creativity must point the way.
Well, I suppose it’s true that great talent doesn’t need
can
Genius
research. Crosby may be right, when and if
be mass produced.
As it is, I wonder What Crosby would do with, say a Los
All of this

Gotta*

Maugham was a determined man. He travelled, he
studied people; he made a veritable scientific analysis of
his craft And if second-rate, nevertheless his Writing
has given most of us a great deal .of pleasure.
Show biz’s little sister, television, could use a little
scientific upbringing.
That there is no business like show business is a nice,
predous idea. It makes a nice song. Slut it doesn’t make
good sense. If Big Business waited for genius we'd all
starve to death. And show business i$ a big business today.
The oldtime myth that there is great talent in every
corner of the land if only, we coUld find it—has got to
go. It isn’t so and it never was. so. Ask anybody Who has
auditioned thousands of young hopefuls.
Good second-rate talent? Yes, And it can be very effective.

change now?
Well, you see, there’s Television.

:

lousy.

To

illustrate, in another field,; take Somerset Maugham.
Most critics agree that he’s not a genius, or a first-rate
talent; that his writing is very good second-rate stuff.
.

|

-

contrariwise, owes its success to
agency,
The theatrical
" u
.
_
/4 j
I
1. _
A Xlk 1 M Isl
the fact that it hasn’t had to Change its basic thinking
hr over 25 years. Tfie personalities it represents like it

it’s

We

.

what

seemingly overhight.

—

to just that: it's either great or
need a lot of in-betweens*

.

that Will improve his business.
And motivation studies—finding

T

I've only .touched on the comedy end of tv* But perhaps
do to illustrate my point for the rest of television.
For it’s the one Art that is said to be the furthest reeved
from any successful scientific analysis.
That’s a nice comforting thought—for producers and
writers. But it ain’t necessarily so. Something’s gotta give
for television comedy, is having too many failures.
Certainly, there is much in any Art that is intangible,

it will

•

—

unpredictable, ineffable. But there is also' a large part
that yields to rational study and analysis.

The show world has always fostered the traditibn that
tiOn is a sort Of divine miracle. And all the while, behind
“you Cither have it or you don’t,” -that its source of inspira- „
the scenes, the finest- performers are, in most cases;, the
most disciplined technicians,
Let’s make that explicit; let’s get it out in the open. and*,
tell promising performers and writers that discipline,analysis and directed study are just other terms for the
scientific approach to their Art.
.

,

In a complicated world, a complex society, it's often
hard to understand what is happening. Perhaps that is one
of the essential things in .Genius: the ability to see the
significant changes—ahead of the rest of us. Again, not
having enough Genius to go around, Science or Research
will have to shart these changes for lesser men.
Sure, Science doesn't have all the answers. Bub neither
does Art. Insisting that it has. to be one or the other Is
like arguing “Who is more important in conceiving a child,
.

man or the* woman?”
There is a duality in all creativity. In yesterday’s Show
Business, Art and Science have occasionally had their
furtive little affairs. Television will have’ to get them
married.
.The time has come to make it legal. And don’t worry,
the marriage will never be dull.
the

*>

We’re Not Selling
Iceboxes To Eskimos
(NBC

A

By CARL M. STANTON
Vice-President in charge of the Film Division)

is well known hereabouts for having been
the first man to sell an icebox .to an Eskimo, While this feat was certainly laudable ip the separate realms of salesmanship and pressagentry—it's doubtful that the publicist ever uncovered a substantial
market among' Eskimos for this particular commodity. Though many
years have passed since he pulled off this^remarkable stunt, a residual
admiration still seems, to prevail in certain advertising circles for his
sales approach.
Now that the film syndication business is approaching some semblance’
of sensible maturity, I think it’s time to pause, take stock, and reiterate
a few of the fundamental economic values of the business. And one of
the most basic of these values is that very few Eskinios buy iceboxes.
In two and a half years the number of television markets has grown
from 64 to 243. Yet„ according to Sales. Management’s “Survey of
Buying Power for 1954,” 15 of these markets accounts for 52% of all
retail sales—arid for slightly more than 54% of all. retail sales of one
particular industry: food.
These figures Speak eloquently for an advertiser’s placement of his
message in the markets where the bulk of his sales are made. These
figures, furthermore, speak eloquently for a national or regional advertiser’s identification with a syndicated tv film program of really good

talented press-agent-

—

nancially impossible to consistently
produce top-grade programming for
the “live” phase of tv. Even with
the use of refilming processes to .quality.

convert live programming to celThrough syndication an advertiser can retain control over his alloluloid for additional use it is cation of advertising funds. He can buy the exact number of stations
becoming too risky a proposition he wants and spend exactly what he wants on a program. He can
ture films made available for show- financially, and two demanding a achieve complete freedom to balance his outlay in all media as his
ing oh tv- will have far-reaching task physically to get together top- marketing strategy demands.
spectacular - level
results on the industry, some of notch,
“live”
Selective Markets
which cannot yet be accurately shows. I have heard it said that
Through syndication he can select the markets most important to
measured. For example, should recent innovations in filming “live”
his requirements. In each market he can select the station that can
toll-tV come there is little doubt shows while they are on the air
that many top motion pictures will will be a shot in the arm for live 'dear the best time for his needs. When an advertiser is free to
be produced specifically for show- tv, because the packagers of such negotiate with all stations in a certain market, he should be able to
ing in that medium with theatri- programming will not have dis- clear advantageous time. A case in point: Pure Oil sponsored “Badge
714” (formerly “Dragnet”) in 30 markets from Duluth to St. Petersburg.
cal showing then becoming a mat- sipated their pi^duc'c in one showIn each market it won a topflight rating.
ter of “second run.” On the other ing. Analyze this and you can spot
This reasoning should not be misconstrued as a strong case for
hand, it could also be that motion the flaws immediately. The filmed
station-break announcements on the part of national or regional adverpictures with proven theatrical version of the live program must
tisers. Far from it We have recently received documentation
from a
boxoffice pull will be given their be inferior to out-and-out filmed
study conducted by Daniel Starch and Staff on “Comparison, of Program
“second run” on toll-tv. No one programming, because of all the
Commercials & Station Breaks” confirming a belief we’ve held for a
can predict with certainty just how fluffs are now in the film, and all
long time: that commercials contained withih the structure of a protoll-tv will affect the motion' pic- the spontaneity attributed to “live”
gram are twice as effective as station-break announcements.
ture industry, and vice-versa, when is gone.
Besides you can’t merchandise a spot announcement. An adverand if it comes. The wise tv disThus, the motion picture industry tiser lining up a number of markets with
a syndicated show can set
tributors are investigating—right and the tv industry will have to
his local promotion and merchandising in motion at the same time
now—the ramifications of the learn to live with each, other in the program contract is signed. Specific local needs can be taken into
problem, as are the wise motion closer proximity and like it. TV consideration, putting
the advertiser on a strong footing with his local
picture producers.
will more and more need the kind dealers. As- Dick Moore, now president of KTTV, once said: “All teleThe better films now being sold of top motion pictures just now vision is local to the viewer. He dials
a local station, chooses between
for tv are, of course, already prov- being made available. And, the local stations. The medium is
in fact as local as a living room.”
ing a boon to the local station and motion picture industry will find
Syndication gives the advertiser local identification with a fine
advertiser, as well as to the nation- in tv a lucrative partner in enter- program plus the advantage of being
able to select his markets and
al advertiser engaged in spot cam- tainments
thus pinpoint his own special marketing problems.
|

That Toll-TV Potential

The upgrading
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He

But Don’t Get

The CARE and Feeding Of Stars

Always Good for Copy

T

seven or' eight years ago when tv was such
an unpredictable medium that you could never be sure
your show was goifag on the air, or would stay on the
air, or wouldn’t befoul the Air with unspeakable apparitions? I use the term tinspeakable in lFs literal sense: I
mean when your characters mouth away like a man eating a peanut-butter Sandwich and no sound issues forth:
Remember when the. cameras came up like thunder on*

light blinking at film, stared dumbstruck into the lens
with the incredulous “who me?” expression?
Remember those hilariously horrible days when the
emcee introduced an act with a flourishing buildup that
told .the .viewers,, “this you can’t afford to miss,” then
stood arpund with feet in mouth while the camera waited
agonizing
and no act appeared? At this point, after
delay,' the commercial ordinarily came on, the announcer
looking and acting like the man whp’d just been sitting
there innocently reading a Sears Roebuck catalog when
the tornado lifted the little house and carried it off.
Remember thpse nightmare days of technological—or
should I say techno-illogical?—-mishaps that always man*
aged to mIS-happen at the most crucial moment?
Personally, I remember as though it all were yesterday;
In my, case there's a /reason for this—it was yesterday.
And I have made this little record just to remind fellow
producers and directors, performers and sponsors* studio
executives and other gastro-intestinal cases, that it not
only can happen here, it can still happen' now.

—

T

immediately hurled into the
family garbage can or. incinerator, but certainly not before the Red Network sopralfo or the Columbia Chain
comedian had informed the' press department flack of his
loyal fans’ gifts; In those days, ft seems* to me, press de-'
partments vied with each other for the distinction of sending out a record number of fan gift yams. Radio' editors
were certain to get a batch of daily news stories testifying to the fact that Ned Nasal, popular dance band leader
of Nasal’s Nifty Nine Nosepickers, or his counterpart on a
rival radio station, was the happy recipient of a white
vest with piping down the side from a sad-eyed Scranton
of

it,.

I suspect, fras

.

'

•

•

.

|.

.

;

T

•
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Florida resort hotel—don’t, for heavens don’t, chronicle
anything like the following. Publishers will throw you
podily. out of their office and into the hall. Editors will
revile you. Small children will pelt you. with stones in
the street. For don’t you' see, you will have committed
the unforgivable^—written what np reader could ever

slight drizzle.

Not enough

.

pay Sir Alex that.500G but you can

to spoil

show

is

veyy

much

“live,”

MINUTE TO GO.

QUIET PLEASE, EVERYONE.

The madman would pull a lever ^instantly every
Parisian was immobilized. Another pull of the lever, and
normal

would resume.
Rene Clair's movie. By now it was
7:03. The invisible lever has been pulled: we were back
in business. Maybe we hadn’t lost all our, audience!’ Maybe we could still do a show. How soon can we get back
on? A quick camera check. Got to make sure We’ve got
decent picture quality. And we’ll have to keep cutting,
on the air, as we go. It’s already a tight show—never
got off on time without big cuts. Try not- to spoil the
format. 7:04 How soon, fellers? The floor manager can’t
hear us? Mike trouble? Well, is Daly's mike okay, for
the opening? Check thg mike. Take it slow, please. No

We

A

The elevators aren’t working? Can’t hold
Maybe the cameramen will have to throw
cues instead of the floor managers, hut we’ll do the show
somehow. Can we start, please. Show me the palm trees.
WE’VE GOT TO DO THIS SHOW. QUIET, PLEASE.
HIT THE MUSIC AND FADE IN TWO. MUSIC UNDER.
up

is blacked out.
In the control-room a solitary flashlight picks out the
frozen face of the electric clock. The clock is lying. It
says 6:59. Your wristwatch tells you it’s 7:02.
Back in New York (you learn later) the network, with
a macabre sense of humor, is filling in with a film of
the Wright Bros, at Kitty Hawk. It figures. After all,
something has to get off the ground.
You wonder why it couldn’t happen at 5:43 or 9:17,
Why 6:59? You wonder if you’ll be able to get your whole
cast back together for a possible repeat, one week later

It was the hotel manager who had the presence of mind
flip the emergency switch restoring power to the
paralyzed elevators, enabling Daly to make the lobby
shot almost on time. But all our lines of communications had been disrupted: and we suffered all the way
through. You can’t run a puppet show on one string.
In the inevitable postmortems of which this is one, that
consensus seems to bfe that most of our gremlins were
born in that miserable power failure at the start. They
sure grew into a band of adolescent delinquents with the

to

—

'

if

—

0
.

speed of lightning.

moment every light comes back on.
program comes to you LIVE courtesy; of Florida
just at that

—

This
Light and Power Co.
Rene Clair once made a movie depicting a mad scientist
^Qifting ,ap invisible ray machine cap^lp.of parading

for that.

CUE DALY.

town

,

activities

felt a little like

panic, please.

A

maybe. You wonder

me

all Paris.

ably loud. Instant silence.
And instant darkness.
Twelve pictures vanish from 12 monitor screens. It
can’t be happening, it’s a joke, it’s a dream, you’re not
here at all, it’s the night before the show and you're
tossing in your sleep and aren’t dreams funny.
technician surges past you in the dark and runs, not
walks, to the nearest cable connection, far outside on the
lawn, Dazed* he returns. “It’s not us. The whole hotel
is dark,” he reports numbly.
In the halls people light matches to*see each other’s
face. Other hotels too, up and down the beach. Half the

.

mister, Pat,

Pat, what you got against outside tv film shows?
I’d really like to know and remember, you can ball
mister.

silence. The butterflies-in-stomach hush that’s
always there, every show.
Then, from nowhere, a sudden thunderclap. Unbeliev-

And

me

Pat, what you got against outside tv film shows?
I’m especially wondering too because there’s talk NBC
up for tv film production in Hollywood which
is certainly one way of saying that tv film shows are good
or else why would NBC be doing that? But while you’re
getting ready to do it how about considering an outside
film show?

moment’s

.

call

is lining

Tahitian dancers r^dy with the flying swords? Okay.
You double-check the special elevator standing by to
rush Daly from his top-floor opening sequence on the far
balcony to his second sequence in hotel lobby. He’s got
less than 40 seconds to make it. That elevator has to
travel like . . . greased lightning.
The firm voice upraised in the control-room. ONE

-

/

or just Mickey.

You check your opening shot again. Far up on the top
balcony, a tiny figure framed in. palm trees, John Charles
Daly takes a quick last look at his first, page of script.
“Aaninute fifteen” to»air. Quipkpats of encouragement to
various control-room shoulders. Another of those heatlightning flashes. Disregard it, fellers. We’re doing fine.

‘

eminently well.

Maybe I shouldn’t raise this point but you could even
make a few extra bob by buying a, few good outside tv
film shows. You could not only Show profit and sell network time but add to it selling off in non-network markets.
Maybe .a little subsequent money too. It could even help

sDown at the pool, Miss America is adjusting her waterskis for her fast winch-pull through the water into a
big camera closeup. She’ll be right up near the opening,
this

T

It can be on an hour and a half basis, or two hours, or
a half-hour or any number you want. You just pick the
number. You’ll get it because film can do it and do it

yourself.

and

Too, Can Be, Exciting9

'

the exterior scenes or bother the cameramen. Sort of a
mist in the air. Occasional flashes of lightning on a the
horizon. You pay no attention. Heat lightning, you say to

,

,

‘Filnj,
:

Down, Everybody

Settle

The weather: a very

-

The industry knows you’ve set a policy of “excitement”
for NBC-TV. How right you’ve. been. Exciting things have
been and are- happening at NBC-TV, but Why do just
about all of them have to be live? Film can be exciting,
too. It can be exciting at 500G a crack (and hadn’t it better
be) and it can be "exciting at 50G a crack and even less.

.

The time (mark well the time, this is the' heart of the
matter): one and one-half minutes before seven, Florida
time. One-and-a-half minutes “to air.’’

mean a show

'

'

ing, last-minute checking.

I just don’t

,

tv control-room in the Lower
at Miami Beach. Giant fans
churning a lazy breeze. Twelve snonitor screens carrying
12 camera pickups. Technicians testing, shading, adjust'

it.

—

*>

$

mean

on filth, Pat. I mean buying a good
show and taking it unde£ your wing*

so to speak. I know that part of the
answer is that to {kune extent « net*
work must be live and. that NBC has'
some film shows of its own, “Medic” for example. I also
know that you plan to pay Sir Alexander Korda $300,000
for a film show, a one-time shot. Pat, you can pay me a .
bit less than, that and you won’t have to call me. mister,
no less Sir, but how about my $64,000 question:
Pat, what you got against tv film?
Okay, so “Medic" and “Dragnet” and Loretta Young
are on film. Please don’t tell me, Pat, that “some of my
best shows are celluloid.” That really doesn’t answer the
question. The question is how come NBC has never— at
""
least not that .1 can recall ever bought an outside film
show and earmarked it for a particular time spot, like you
do with live shows? NBC has a pretty big program budget,
but It is for live only’ except for one-time film 6h0ts?
*
Pat, what you got against film shows?
Mind you, all this was going through my mind while the
Stratford players in Canada were getting -ready on film
to do in Mr. Caesar (Julius, that Is) the Cantinflas was
getting ready to do in that real live bull, not on film, and
all of it topnotch television and I couldn’t get that question out of my mind.
For example, I got to wondering what would happen if
someone came to you with “I Love Lucy” or “Lassie.”
They’re good shows, Pat, proved good. Would you buy
them, Pat? I’m not saying all film shows are smashes, but
there are some Teally good ones.

M. M. Sillerman

The scene: an improvised
Lobby of the Fontainbleau

-

k

I
\ V...V '-v.

believe.

Both the Major and I posed for pictures on this historic
occasion, I gave him the empty Coke bottle and he, In
turn, gave me a vigorous handshake. It was indeed a
solemn occasion more like say, I had turned over a work
of Michelangelo or Botticelli to the curators of Renais-

4

Even Got tbe Evidence’

cranberry sauce, please.
If you Should ever feel tempted to write The Great
American Novel about a tv producer .assigned to put
on a semi-spectacular -on remote location from a fabulous

This observer, as part of the hooey of that era, also
participated in the gift-bearing business. If the terrible
truth must be divulged, it was On the occation of honoring the rambuctious borough of Brooklyn that Major
Bowes received from this correspondent, then a radio
editor of the late Brooklyn Eagle, what he deemed a
‘most suitable gift. The memento .was a mere soda pop
pottle and with it went a citation, part of which, if memory serves correctly, was as follows: “Presented to Major
Edward Bowes .on the occasion of honoring Brooklyn . . .
One historic Pop Bottle . . . Hurled from the bleachers of
Ebbets Field in the general direction of the Giants’ bench
in the mid afternoon of a summer’s day in the year 1939,
when our dearly beloved Brooklyn Dodgers did engage
in a baseball fracas with the ungentlemanly New York
Giants. This bottle was obtained by the undersigned at
great personal risk immediately after it had bounced off
the roof of the dugout, and is most worthy of a permanent
spot in the Major Bowes permanent trophy exhibition
housed in the tower of the Chrysler Building in New

sance canvases of the Uffizi in Florence.
I wonder whatever did happen to that empty .Coke
bottle with the pretty pink ribbon around its slender
neck? There is, however, no truth .to the base rumor that,
because of its historical significance, it became a specimen
bottle -for one of the larger mutual life insurance companies. More likely, it was given terpsichorean lessons at
Dale’s or Arthur Murray's and wound up a featured
dancing bottle on the Eddie Fisher Coke show. I swear
I recognized it the other night while catching Fisher on
teevee. And what a lovely thought, if my beloved dancpop bottle were to become engaged to one of those
giant-size dancing cigarets on the Hit Parade.
Maybe I would be flown in on American Airlines to
watcji the wedding of my bottle to the ciggie on Ralph
Edwards’ “This Is Your Life,’’ Surely, this is not in the
realm of the impossible,
Jel^eyision,
, e

.‘I’ve

have the evidence to prove it. It is a long black-andwhite turkey feather. Around my house the family refers
to it as the “Nobody Award” that Daddy woli. Pass the
I

Bowes’ Historic Pop Bottle

York.’’

t

'

seamstress or that the effervescent emcee had just received a set pf ID cocker spaniels carved out of Elberta
peach pits and mounted on what evidently resembled fly
S
papbr.
_
"1 also suspect that when the press department were
not invaded by the gift-laden performers, the flacks sat
themselves down and concocted stories about the gifts
supposedly, received by their clients, but not in their wildest imagination could these mythical stories top the real
things dumped into the mail rooms of the networks.
Virtually every radio performer boasted of at least one
beloved fan who, .at intervals, sent him a home-baked
custard pie or pickled peaches from Georgia.
^Furthermore, you could always count oh at -least one
deeply-moving story from each network-press department
revealing how a violin-playing band leader was presented
with what he thought was a cheap fiddle from an elderly
admirer In Piston Ring, Pa., 'only to discover later on
after gazing at the bottom of the F hole that It was a
Strad of Cremona or, at the very least, a Pietro Guarded, but sad to relate, not a Guiseppe Guameri.
No one, of course, could tpp the late Major Bowes. He
will go down in radio history as the recipient Of far more
curios and wierdies than any other individual in American
showbiz. The old Bowes Exhibit In the Chrysler Building,
when the Amateur Hour impresario was at his apogee,
made the Smithsonian Institution in Washington and the
recently razed Eden Musee in Coney Island; look like a
third rate tab show in Gopher Balls, Iowa.
Not even Dave Elman, who parlayed the “Hobby Lobby”
show into a one-time national institution, could play in
the same league with the Major. Elman’s highly-touted
collection of baby elephants’ hairs and a portraitof Norma
Shearer fashioned entirely on an Underwood typewriter
as well as the dirt collection of soil from Persia and Iraq
could hardly match the four-foot, long cigar and the size
42 shoe in the Bowes Collection.
'

Dear Pat:
There I was, watching “Wide WRJe World” saying to
myself what wonderful things live tv can do and how
satisfying creative imagination can be and all the time
there was this thing bothering me* Sq
/even while Liyas watching “W.W.W.”
and Dave Garroway and those niirac**
ulous pickups from New York and
Chicago and the Cpast and Oregon
and Canada, and Mexico*' I couldn’t
help, wondering. What t was wondering about, Pat, was this:
»
Pat, what you got against tv film?

some performer who was diligently, manicuring his nails
and poring over his script and, when he saw the camera

1

Some

•

By MICHAEL M. SHXERMAN
(Exec Veepee, Television Programs of America)

Remember

AM

Letter
\ST a n *

*0 o 4r

TV

By PAUL BELANGER
f TV Producer)

the late Joe Laurie Jr. was In the habit of describing as.
vaudeville in an iron 'lung, I came to the astounding conclusion that radio performers in the old days were the
recipients of far more fantastic and frequently more useless gifts than those shipped to ^our present-day crop of
“
television stars/
As for today’s batch of radio headliners, I get the impression that they are slowly starving to death insofar
as gift packages are concerned and, for all I know* CARE
at >vthis Very moment is probably readying some small
parcels for their battered egos and moral sustenance,
radio .rode
put it was not so lean in. the days when
high.. Every schnuck of a radio performer* from the guy
who gave you the morning setting-up exercises to the doll
who pumped the midnight organ, dragged home a wagon•ldad of 'slum gifts, not to speak of the bushels of fan mail.
If fs estimated that some 30,000,000 fan letters were
jumped on the doorsteps of radio stations every year in
the era of carbon and ribbon microphones.
/What the. radio performer did with this extraordinary
assortment of egg shell paintings, grass skirts from Hawaii,
sealskin booties from the Yukon and crude carvings fashioned out pf boards removed from the summer home of
the late President James Garfield at Long Branch, N. J.,
no one will ever know, least of all the donor of the. gifts.
-

An Open

Wronjj,

I'm Stid Nuts About
The other night while watching EdcU$ Fisher on what

31

In my view, there was only one trouble with that
three-minute power failure. It was just 57 minutes too
short.
.

.

,

—
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The Pinky Lee Test
Why

Not Show Biz

Youth Welfare

^Benefits’ foe

as a

Cure (Or

at Least a

Curb)

By ELLIOT SAUNDERS

<

to Juvenile Delinquency?

Let's look into our crystal ball and with * limited
amount of imagination try to read the things to come.
The future, of course isv under the spectre of color, *nd
here are ft few items that might take place.
This happened; they say, in the
year 19—. John Smith with $3,000,000
worth of billings in his pocket wanted
to bring his’ coveted account to Tol-

'

•

By RED BUTTONS
of the worthy charity drives. Every month of the year Js
dedicated to a different fund raising cause and in all
instances the name of a prominent performer heads one
of the committees.
\ V
.
1

Since the beginning of the Second World Wat the younghave been compiling impressive figures
in the big business of crime. Every edition of every newspaper in every big Otty of this country carried a story of
sters of the hation

’

young people involved in the most
i

;

odious offenses.
We've all read the reasons for these
outbursts against society; -psycholo-

How

'

-

all financial

.

parents, over-protective mothers, indulgent fathers,
large and small families alike. Immigrant groups and “old
American” families all contribute their share to the* evergrowing number. The sources are so numerous and varied
it is obvious those seeking the clue, to ultimate rehabilitation of these children are faced w^th a tremendous task.
ful

It, would

.

,

be presumptuous of

me

to

assume

I

.

•

.

.

.

•

“my

.

•

;
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.

efforts

;

.

••

•

•
.

can be utilized by local

civic organizations

and P.A.L. or Scout, groups. There are many fraternal
organizations which maintain recreational facilities for
young people ... we could help encourage their attendance. We should also give greater consideration to material used when ah audience is comprised mainly of young
people. Sophisticated subtlety might easily be .roisinterpreted or misunderstood. There are many ways to help,
and although we niay mot solve the problem we can help in
a small measure to ease it.

•
'

.

-

.

.

-

tioned reflex test for point of sales
exposure., Jhe Roschach test for Art
Direction aptitude and most important, the Pinky Lee test for color
perception.* This, of course, was the
ultimate— Color TV at the. time con-

sumed more than 85%

All of us in show business are eternally indebted to
the youth of America and if ever there, was a time to start
paying off this debt it is now.

Elliot

of all agency

demanded above

iMUttol

that every
account man have perfect color perception, because of the
fiasco that took place in the year 1965; What happened
in that year Was that “Blipso” had to change their blue
flakes to aqua, because of “saturation” of the. product on
color tv. It seemed to the tv supervisor, a man of great
stature, and- the account executive, one of the best in the
business—both were colorblind.
The color .system, of course, could render a true blue,
bq$ because of the consistency of the flakes, it was not a
perfectly true rendering. Women all over the country began asking for Blinso aqua flakes; The demand grew and
grew. Dealers all over the country were -deluged, with
orders for the Blinso Aqua Flakes seen on tv. The demand
became so great that the flakes were changed to aqua,
with of course great cost to the client, and a new tv supervisor and" account executive were hired with perfect color
~
perception.
j

and

all

clients

Let’s Get

...

.

-

billings,

•

.

favorite” star.

Our

,

,

•

.

4

had any

.

.

•

stoy, Dostievsky ’& Crockett Advertising, Inc. He was put through the
*many tests and examinations which
were “de. rigour” at the time. Condi-

•

.

and become a byword overnight.
Because of this constant rapport the performer is iri the
unique position of influencing thousands of ydung people
a' powerful- influence that must
at one perforihance
he the envy of many a school principal. The cop on the
beat may be in possession of this influence on a small scale,
or the football Coach, or scout leader; but none of them
can wave the magic wand that is the sole possession of
.

.

of the answers to these problems. Having been raised on
the lower East; Side of New- York City, I Was witness to
many unhappy, frustrating situations that made youngsters
cry out for individuality and recognition .-. , a constant
search for identity; but in spite of my past .proximity to
the situation^ am only. aware of the obvious reasons
poverty and broken homes.
During the war ail members Qf the entertainment
world were called upon to help the ;U. S. O. provide entertainment for the troops. We all know of the extraordinary
job that was done. Eyen today outstanding performers are,
putting on their act for the troops In Alaska, Germany
.
any place where United States men and wqmen are
stationed.
Entertainers give freely of. their time to all

.

to

.

.

and social opportunities.
These young offenders come from
various backgrounds, broken homes, fine families, neglect*

?

I.

.

and psychiatrists have been making intensive studies Of children from
ail strata of society in an effort t°
Uncover the reasons for this mass personal revolt. It is not necessarily a
disease of the “lower income group,”
as they are referred to statistically,
for evidences of the eruption are
found among children who have had

Red Buttons

Fees Parker, For Example
same entertainers must give of their time

help the young men and women who are in desperate need
of guidance. We all owe it to them. In many cases; the
success of an entertainer is due primarily to the adulation
of the youth of America. The outstanding example of the
moment is Fess Parker—which, name is probably unknown
for, he is “Davy
to most of his ardent admirers
Croqkett; King of the Wild* Frontier.” Consider the age
group of the standees outside the Paramount when Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis are appearing. How many fan
Clubs are. comprised of people over 20? Every youngster
has his or her favorite entertainer who is the subject of
constant respect, and, in many cases, mimicry. One action or phrase during a performance can he picked up

gists
,

these

•

’

’

'

,

.

Back

to

all

John Smith

Well, to get back to John Smith—he was summoned
ta the office of the president of Tolstoy, Dostievsky
Crockett Advertising, Inc. The president painfully repbrfed that he had just received the results of ’Smithes
exams and had flunked his qolqr test. Smith was crestfallen, and got lip and headed for the nearest window. The
president stopped him and suggested he go See. a friend
of his, who. had a great new idea for a tv presentation.
Someone had offered his friend a film series called
“Norby.” to be done in black and white and could be
syndicated in the non-color tv markets, Smith thank.ed
the president and left.
.

*

To this day because of the residual rights’ of “Norby”
in black and white it has played Guam, the Aleutians and
the Canary Islands with great success and Smith is now
senior partner in that same agency he was sent to—.
There, are other tales they tell of those days of crisis
and precedent. Of the networks beating opt. many basketball scouts for top hoop stars.
This started when a client needed a -very close shot of
his product* The color cameras when depressed down
brought the view finder up so high that the network had
to build a plywood platform; to overcome this obstacle.
This repeated itself a number of times until NBC pulled
the “coup.” of the year, by signing the Olympic basketball
team as the -camera crew for that- year’s Spectacular. Immediately after, Ed Sullivan not to. be outdone, signed
the entire Colliers All-American Basketball team as cameramen for his show, and challenged the “Spectacular”
Crew to a game. History is vague about the outcome of
the game, but we know that it was a closed circuit. However, our researcher after spending two and one-half days
in the -Public Library was able to locate an Exchange of
ads run in Variety by both Sullivan and NBC.
And here are a few other_fhings that caused quite some
complication, not only in the tv industry, but in “hard
goods,” as well as “soft goods” circles a famous company in order to keep up. with the trends that color tv
imposed found that their white product had no dimension
on color tv. They proceeded to do the following
•

'

By PHIL SILVERS
The other day

I got into a taxicab at

Madison Ave.- and

52nd St., and asked the driver to take me to my hotel.
Almost instantly, I could sense the ’recognition and the
fact that he was aching to talk to me.
Finally, he just couldn't take it any longer. When a
traffic light turned red, we stopped for a moment and he
blurted out:
"Gee, Phil, I used to enjoy you in the movies and I
liked you in ‘High Button Shoes’ and ‘Top. Banana.’
What happened to you since then? ^Can’t get anything
good, huh?”
.

Then it was that I realized ^lmosfdn a panic that, give
or take one or two scattered tv guest shots, I haven’t been
before the people in about a year and a. half,' unless you

'

take some very artistic camera shots through the strings
of a harp or anything like that. We keep rolling as we

go from one set to another and pray for the
most critics and viewers like us.

best.

I

_

hope

Which brings me to the crack another
to me this very morning^ He must have

cab" driver mafle
a -trade pipeline
oor something because he turned around to tell me about
my show which doesn’t start until September 20th: “Phil,

*

saw your program

last week. It’s great!”
Well, that’s it except to add our sponsors are Amana
Freezers and R. J. Reynolds*. And, being *a guy always
loyal to his bosses, this faft I'll be smoking the coolest
cigarettes in town.
I

’

eating at a Lindy table just off the sidewalk as giving
a public performance.
In April of last year, some time after the national com-

list

-

How Not

pany of “Top Banana” gave

its -last performance, CBS-TV
asked me to film a series of shows and gave me Hat Hiken
to prepare the scripts.
We’ve already, shot 19 shows and, as a matter of fact,
just before I got into that cab in front of CBS, Hiken and
I had been editing the footage of the 18th program.
But the cabbie’s crack got me thinking. Now I recall
several times within the past few months, my mother looking at me anxiously and saying: “Phil, need a few dollars?
You can pay it back whenever you have it.”
Even at the Friars Club, once or twice, executive director Carl Tfmin told me not to worry about the check
for the dues, that I could hold off “until something comes
,

,

now all the surprised looks from my tailor,
the hotel cashier, the auto rental agency, etc. when my
checks held up.
All these kind people have been worrying about me
at a time when I’ve been getting a very satisfactory salary
up.” I recall

—

and working harder than I ever have five hours of rehearsal Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, rehearsing on camera all Thursday, shooting all day Friday, then discussing

new

plot line and continuity with

Quiet

When

Nat weekends.

You’re Ahead

The advance talk on “You’ll Never Get Rich” has been
very kind. So kind in fact that Hiken and I once toyed
with the idea of never finishing the*series and putting the
program on so we could quit winners. But Hubbell Robinson and Jack Van Volkenburg insist the show must go on.
Something to do with their bookkeeping system, I understand.

Only one thing I'd like cleared up about. “Yqu’ 11 Never
Get Rich.” Our purpose has been not to make a film but
to film a tv show. We don’t stop our comedy action to

To* Write

'

Continued frojm page 29

changed

did you call me?” he asks.
“Np sir,’-’- I say. “That’s
funpy,” he says, “I ^thought you called me.” “No sir,” I

;
'

.

—

.

There’s a Sale at Florslieim’s

What about

play? Okay, this husband, a weakif ever there vtfis one ... Mail arrives.
Florsheim’s
having perfectly great private sale, Saks also. Lady from
Muskegon wants to know why- I bother to write at all.
Staggering bill from older boy’s school.
Flattering request from ladies club for kinnie of show I didn't write.
Illegible postcard from Basle.
Nice-looking Alp there.
Whole pamphlet from rug-cleahing outfit. Stimulating
ling

—

.

*

To work! Pick up the hold stop watch. Do a page' in 10
minutes.
Click!
How long can I hold my breath?
shuddering gasp. Thirty-five seconds. Can beat that in
a breeze. Take a lot of deep breaths first. ...
The doorbell. Wild race with wife. Beat her again.

Each pack had

This innovation caught on and all cigaret manufacturers
followed suit—and from then on people only smoked
colored cigarets—in fact they say 25 years later a bright
young man came to the same company with a new and
different idea—white paper for cigarets. His genius started
a new trond which is still with us today.
The following year because of color tv, black and white
video became a losing proposition. One of the brighter
network salesmen came up with a new and revolutionary
plan—black and white network tv merged with radio network for new frequency discount plan to all clients. The
final triumph for color tv was scored in the year 19—
when Frank Lloyd Wright capitulated before the medium
and designed the new type ranch house for the average
American. The house was built around the 64" color tv
screen the most outstanding, feature of this house was
that 'you and guests could be on your patio, or in your
swimming pool and observe what was happening on your’

bank for each^of two kids? Did it today. Worth how much
when they are 18?
234% compounded quarterly.
That’s. ...

reading!

cigaret paper to pastel colors.

cigarets. The coiffeurs of some talent was dyed
fingernails had to be painted magenta—lips— a new coral blue.

in there!”

Hey!

all

four different colors in- it, but after this was accomplished,
they started other new procedures. The wardrobe of all
'talent was changed to complement the colors of tho

—

“Okay,” he says, “You working?” “Yop,” I say. “Get
he says, I hang, up. Good old scout.
Quick cup of coffee and back to the .old work table.
Take up pencil, and
supposing put $1,000 into the
.
say.

.

—

‘

giant color screen.

A

Glowing good morning from laundry man.

‘‘Boy-y-y-y,

have I got a story! All you have to. do is write it up.
There’s this sickly girl.
The phone. The butcher wants to know. “Did my boy
get there yet?”
“Yes sir,” I say. “Nuts,” he answers,
“I wanted he should call me.” “Oh,” I say. “Everything
all right?” he queries. ‘“And how,” I say.
He hangs up,

And back to the work rack. Now really ready to go!
There’s this weakling-type husband ... So supposing
Mueller got only 17 out of 20? Frantic figuring. Probably jump around 12 points. This weakling husband
.
And the tads are home from school, bursting into the
.

.

m
'

*

*

The oldest! “Hhey, this kid Huggie Burnside is
teaching me how to grow warts! What’s a wart?” Huggie?
The youngest: “I went to- the bathroom by myself and
Miss Weinstein didn’t even say anything! She’s a gungelhead!” Gungelhead?
Shoo them out, and cringe as they begin to strip small
beagle of his tail.
Make frantic note. “Must get ear stopples.”
A knock on door. Wife announces lunch. And then, with
an incredible surge of creative energy, pencil fairly Tlies
across page. And at precisely 12:36 it stops, and the body
sits down at the kitchen table for hot tomato soup, leaving
behind a solid day’s work:
office.

Pasre 1

.

FADE

IT ON.

—
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In TV-Films

By DWIGHT MARTIN
(V.P,-Director,Film Division,

Gen

.

Teleradio)

formulae being devised daily by
Take “T”—six T’s, to be exact
and see what causes the d.t.’s in tv- the figure fanatics.
But as competition increases, as
film distributioh.
entertainment fare becomes more
By “T” I mean six words aptly and more qualitative rather than
outlining today’s tv-film problems.
taste, test, timelessness,

‘Give

’Em Something to Talk About and Critics Somethii/g to Write
NBC-TV Super-Supers fcjr ’55-’S6 Semester
/
By THOMAS A. McAVITY

About’ Keynotes

quantitative, then ingenuity in pro-

(V.P. In Charge of NBC Television Network)
and ^promotion becomes
Ingenuity and
Next season will gn down in ly, will further enhance our regu- dena Tournament of Roses and the
variance from formulae must then television history as “The Year of lar programs
such as those of Easter Parade.
Trials and tribulation^ are axioJbe utilized to the utmost to inGroucho Marx, George Gobel,
Special.”
The* Tuesday Punch
matic. They’re in every business. crease tolerance and, accordingly, the Big
others
who have
a
and
Webb
see
Jack
will
The coming months
Finally,
new power will be
But in tY-film new om£s have been provide dividend-producing amorvast increase in the talent and ingenuity .to keep
“special”, pro- attracting big audiences to/ the rumped into our Tuesday nignt
dreamed up and developed to tization. This is in keeping with
the tradition of the half-century
weekly
format. This intermingling powerhouse. The new Milton Berle
gramming
more
to
with
distributors,
plague
old motion picture industry, where
the “one - in - of special and regular shows, in. programs will be dohe in color
conies- as numbers of stations, new production
and distribution are
four,” the “oc- other words, will form a kind of the first' such, shows to originate
personalities enter the broadcast- closely' knit to exploitation, publi-.
casional,” and counterpoint which will stimulate: from our facilities in Burbank, and
the first big comedy program to
ing picture, audiences become city, promotion and advertising to
the “oneshqt,” further excitements
more vast and operational techni- move money back into producers’
all cutting acThe great bulk of oqr special be colorcast. Martha Haye will be
ques become more automatized.
depositories.
ross the regu- programming next season- will be back to add further sparkle to
Fundamentally, tv-film handling
lar schedule to carried by our four series of Spec- Tuesday evenings, as will Bob
There is no doubt in my mind
is patterned along .the established that audience tolerance is high for
add surprise, taculars
the Saturday night Hope and Dinah Shore, in the ro-'
and “Max Liebman Presents,” the Sun- tating format which has proved
distribution lines of studios and top quality flim productions. Add
sparkle
theater exhibitors. There is one ingenuity, veering from the norm,
suspense
t o day
afternoon
Maurice Evans -so attractive to viewers and stars
major, and quite basic,, difference. presentation of new ideas, setting
-the season. At series, the Sunday night “Color alike.
Tom McAvity
Thus, our upcoming specials will
TV, is a gluttonous consumer of of new trends and the opening of
NBC we are Spread” and the Monday night
film fare, with its appetite becom- new vistas for the armchair crities planning better than 75 of these “Producers’
These make the season the greatest of
Showcase.”
ing more avaricious and insatiable 'and you have greater tolerance “time” show's, more than five times shows will cover the whole sweep NBC’s history and will point the
as audience competition increases. over the hackneyed, stale-plotted as many as those announced by any of fine entertainment: from Alex- way to still greater seasons yet to
other network.
The motion picture producer availables.
ander Korda’s three-hour film of come. In the years ahead we will
has boxoffice queues on which to
In addition, film permits interThe standout quality of the spe- /‘Richard III” to the “Sleeping, increasingly dovetail regular and
,base his costs. He budgets produc- changes of ideas that can only cials gives people something to Beauty” by the Sadler Wells Co., special shows to create maximum
tion costs on anticipated sales breed better quality programming talk about and critics something frdm a musical version of “Heidi” excitement and expectancy. Ulti(boxoffice) and raises or lowers for local stations and offers more to write about for weeks before to “The Devil’s Disciple”; and mately pur regular shows will apbasic costs plus attendant exploita- bases for flexible scheduling to and after broadcast time. People from the first-run film “The Con- pear thtee out of every four weeks,
tion, publicity, advertising, promo- meet regional viewing conditions. are already looking- forward to stant /Husband” to Sol Hurok’s to be replaced once a month by
special programming.
tion and gimmickry on required And with tv the rabid consumer, shows like “The Skiii of our “Great* Evening of Music.”

They’re

tolerance,

trials

and

tribulations.

duction

more important.
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needs.

He

has firm yardsticks for

his measurements.

The

'tv film producer and/or
distributor has the same costs,
but no ‘firm yardsticks. His boxoffice is arm-chair ridden—with
the added handicap of newly-devised electronic “tune-it-fromyour-easy-chair” devices. And to
boot, 'he has immeasurable, hidden
factors he must take into consider7

ation.

this factor
comes a positive
half of tv film.

alone

Wonderland,”
In the realm of information, we
“Richard III,” "Our Town,’’ and are stepping up' our oneshbt tele“Madame Butterfly,” which are mentaries, the big documentary
Station operation costs are an- among the shows of the coining productions Which may take as
other.
Television broadcasting is season.
much as a year to prepare and
an investment in millions, with
The specials, moreover,- save the' execute. Among the 20' or 30 that
costs amplified as additional qual- great artists from too much ex- we will put on next year is “1976,”
ity equipment is invented and dis- posure and allow them to take a preview of American life on the
anniversary.
200th
tributed.
Any system permitting off time from Hollywood, Broad- Republic’s
stations to build up audiences .and way, London and Paris to meet Qthers include Pete .'Salomon's
“Young
ih
Red”;
keep them high, yet do so at mini- the challenge of television. Stars ‘Nightmare
mal cost, is a good one. Film does like Mary Martin, Helen Hayes, India,” a study of the rising power
just that.
Maurice Evans, Patrice 'Munsel, of this great Asian country; “The
Many station managers, though, Eya LeGallienne, and Maurice Rise and Fall of a Dictator,” the
are their own worst enemies. They Chevalier, who are appearing on story of, Hitler; and a repeat showprovide us with our unique trials NBC next season, would have ing of NBC’s award' - winning
and tribulations. Mishandling of thought more than twice about ‘.‘Three-Two-One-Zero.”
prints, tardy returns shipments, entering television if they faced
Our special programming will be
use of non-accepted standards in the once-a-week strait jacket.
leavened by some outstanding culediting, Splicing and film, clip inThe specials, what’s more, are tural features, most notably the
serting provide us with major best adapted to television’s role presentations of the “NBC Opera
headaches that keep costs high. as
a
communications medium Theatre.” Within the opera series
Reprinting is expensive. So is re- ranking with newspapers and radio will be two premiere performediting, tracer calls and telegrams, at their best. We cannot, after all, ances of works specially commisspecial delivery shipments, redis- expect the world’s great events and sioned by NBC
“Griffelkin” by
tribution of promotional-publicity great entertainment to squeeze Lucas Foss and “La Grande Brematerial,, etc.
Cut out these themselves into, half-hour patterns. tec’he” by Stanley Hollingsworth.
it

is

that beargument in be-

“Alice

Teeth,.”

in

..

.

First

t

Comes

Test'

This is where the “T’s” come in,
test, for example.
The motion picture distributor uses standard plot formulae, follows established practices, hires top boxoffice names for cast and direction,
spends money lavishly for exploitation^ and promotion publicitythen buttresses his merchandising
by sneak-previewing his product
for audience opinion. With favorable reactions, he adds a few dollars more for retakes, editing and
snipping, then sits back and waits
for the boxoffice plusses to amortize his investment and return a
handsome dividend.
The tv film distributor takes the
same product, distributes it to tv
stations.
But he can’t run a
‘‘sneak preview.”
And he must
take odds-on chances with station
showing times, competitive programming and regional audience
peculiarities.
This last factor can
be most important, too, as many a
theater distributor ran aH-est.
Probably the two major “T’s” in
.
order of ascending importance today are “tolerance” and “timelessness.” Tolerance is the key. to
basic formulae for amortizing costs
and providing a dividend for the

Take

—

wastes,' eliminate

we

Others include new versions of
Mozart’s “Magic Flute” and Tschaikowsky’s “Eugen Onegin.” The
sponsors.
ice shows and the like, we wHl schedule will also be brightened
Keep the six ‘’T’s” in mind. have to make our programming by such occasional holiday .specAnd let’s eliminate distributors' conform.
tacles as Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
d.t.'s.
Our special programming, final- Parade, the New Year’s Day Pasathese

distribu-

If

are to cover the

interna-

tors’ headaches and the savings can tional
conferences, the national
be passed on to you and your elections, the circus, the rodeo, the
.

—

producer and/or distributor.
is

A new

High for

WNAC

Boston, July 26. *
record high of over 210

was reached this frame on WNAC,
and the Yankee web by
Leland C. Bickford, editor in chief
of the Yankee Network News Service, and his staff.

WNAC-TV

And

“Credit for the success of the
Yankee' Network News Service belongs to the men who have worked
with me through the years to make
it what it is today,” Bickford, head
of the service for the past 21 years,

“They are tops in
Lauded were staffers

said.

’

their field.”
S.

K.

JTully,

Philip Murphy, Ivor Fortier, Thomas Walsh and Ernest Gallagher for
AM, and Robert J. Myers for

WNAC-TV.
From the

first

lead story Bick-

ford ever wrote for Yankee on the
Faber-Millen
murder case on
March 1, 1934, and, with time out
for U. S. Coast Guard service in
World War II, he has been on top
of every big news headline in
“News While It Is News,” from
speedy election returns to the
Charlestown Prison break.
The service has always been

called kid shows are prime examples with their attendant byproducts and exploitational advantages for national and regional
'

Dollars and cents arithmetic
determines film fare costs regardless of the embroidered library
formulae criss-crossing the country these days.
Low-cost films,
standard library items, etc., can be
absorbed by average stations and
sponsors and provide the backbone
of any film distributor’s catalogue,
v
But the high cost, top quality
products—the better to compete
with, my friends—are strictly anpther matter.
Reruns have been
devised to provide part of the cost

financially
successful
from its
founding in March 1934, Bickford
declared. The news editions are

•

there are special installment rental and purchase plans available, with new I

Up A

Service Racks

newscasts and weather programs

and their dreams of

And

Yankee Web’s News

New

penultimate automation.. Tolerance determines original acceptability of the offered fare.
Then it
governs the number of times it
can be rerun, frequency of showings in given market areas plus the
numbers and kinds of sponsors
and/or products that can be exploited
by this entertainment.
Tolerance plus timelessness also
determine the amount of subsidiary product merchandising and financial returns that are potential
to the particular fare offered. So-

answer here.

With this kind of programming
will attract, not just fragmentized groups, but the whole American audience, including its influential and opinion-forming levels.
Our specials are the future of television, if the medium is to achieve
its place as the greatest’ communications service in history.

we

1

closely knit to this

sponsors,

—

.

Myriad factors enter here, including operational techniques of
client stations

t

;

1

timelessness
cost theme.

In this way, the specials in a
future tv week might run to a total
of six or seven hours. They might
include a three-hour all evening
spectacular, a pne-diour telementary, a cultural hour of opera or
ballet or fine jazz and,' finally, a
show which
news-in-perspective
would use the immediacy and scope
of television in a way that heretofore has only been hinted at. Special programming may also take
the form of an entire evenihg.devoted to a single theme. In such,
an evening a subject like “The
City” or “Americana” could be explored from every conceivable
the dramatic
point of view
viewpoint, the musical, the hisand so on.
humorous
torical, the

becoming

The Adventures
Starting

12tli

of Ozzie and Harriet
Season (4th on TV)

popular
buys with the nation’s top timebuyers. A current roster of 40 sponsors, for example, runs the gamut
from Ford to First National Stores
to Bayuk Cigars and includes firms
which have renewed year after
year from Colgate to Soapine to
Knickerbocker.
Other companies
presenting news and weather to
Bostonians and New Englanders
represent food products, restaurant
banks*, insurance, automobiles, cosmetics and .beer and ale.

.

increasingly

e
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whether the music was hillpopular, classic, oriental, miliI strained my ears

to say
billy,

THE MISTER HANLAN

tary, or what.

if a vocalist was singIt was anybody’s guess. There
just a hum, with sporadic suggestions of music in the background. I stole an apprehensive
glance at Mr. Hanlan. He looked
as though he were going to cry.

to determine
ing.

was

By ROBERT UCHELLO “I'm .on the air now,. .Mr. Hanlan,”
Wheeling, W. Va.
If yoty would ash me right now, I said,
will television kill radio, the an‘Did I Say That?’
i
swer is a redoubtable no. If radio
“Well, what kipd of music are
dies, -radio station managers will
unless other you going to play?” he said, disbe the. murderers
radio station managers are a breed regarding me.
apart from the Mr. Hanlan that I
I put aside my news. “The same
knew. Which certainly must be kind I have been playing. Late
the case. How else explain the popular music.”
medium’s commercial success?
“Play some other kind. Your
I broke into radio quite by acci- program last night was no good at

Returning to the station later,
Mr. Hanlan had a showdown with

—

dent, and later I felt that’s exactly
what it was—a bad accident. Pass-

“But this afternoon you said the
program was good,”
‘‘Forget what I said. You were
With that he left the
terrible,”
control room and I continued iny

perience?’*

“Mr. Hanlan,” I said, “this bulb
burned out in the table lamp in

WOPU.

"No,” I said.

"Go

into that studio

Success or failure for the young
place,” said the
patient and long-suffering engi- entertainer today) may very well
neer, “you need new needles fqr
depend on versatility. There .was
those turntables arms.”
a day when a .new singer could
Mr. Hanlan stepped back in
impress his audience simply by

“In the

all.”

ing through a town on my way
University one
I spotted a boxlike structure perched on top of a
small hill with big red neon letAll I
ters proclaiming
knew about radio was that this
must <be a radio station, and I
needed a job for the summer.
Paunchy;' vapid-faced Mr. Hanlan asked, “Have you had any ex-

home from the
summer vacation

newscast.

•

and read the studio.”
-

1 went into a cramped studio,
I recognized as a microphone, and sat down in front of it.
Mr. Hanlan entered the control
room and gave me a signal

saw what

through the window. I remembered how nauseating commercials
had sounded to me over the radio
and tried to emulate them. It
must have worked. Mr. Hanlan
hired me, quoted a ridiculously
low salary, and said, “You got a
newscast in five minutes. Better
pull your news.”
"All right,” I said, watching him
walk away. The red light, wasn’t
on, so I went, into the control room
and introduced myself to Hollings,
the engineer at the instrument
panel. Then I said, “Well, I’d bet'
ter pull
news.”

demented astonishment.
“Well,
what do you think I’ve got you singing well. A comedian was only
for, to look at you?
You’re expected to do his monolog and a
the chief* engineer.
If we need dancer had nothing more to worry
something like that, put the order
routine. But
on my desk. I’ll sign* itl You about than his dance
don’t have to be told that, do today,* the singer may very well be
you?”
expected to dance a little and be
“Mr. Hanlan, I’ve made out an a little funny' too! The comedian
order for new needles seven times
should be able to warble a little
In the past six months and put
and the dancer who can’t talk is
them on your desk.”
“Oh, now, Bill you didn’t do any- doomed to open every show and
thing of the kind!” Mr. Hanlan get off quickly.
“JOE FRANKLIN’S
said
it Is very unusual for a performin disgust.
“Maybe you
thought you did.”
He snorted. er. to have all these talents at
“But don’t make any excuses. birth, hut the sooner he learns, the
Fourth year on WABC-TV, N. ,Y. You don’t have to do that. - Get better his chances.
Mon. thru, Frl.; 3:30-4 p.m.
those needles. I’ll sign the order.”*
So much free entertainment has
In preparation: Network versions
been made available to the public
of “Memory Lane” for TV and rodio.
That’s Right, They Arrived
today, that it is all too easy for
JOe Franklin's office: WI 7-2517
And he did. Two weeks later the viewer or listener to change

|

MEMORY LANE”

His jaw dropped. “What’s that?
Burned out? When?”
“I don’t know when, but "the
lamp didn’t work when I tried it.”
“Maybe it’s the socket. There
might be a short or something.”
the needles arrived the cheapest
He. got up quickly, came around burning in my house right now possible. He called the entire staff
the desk, took the bulb from me that haven’t been changed for together in his office and gave us
and tried it in his desk lamp. It three* or four years.”
a lecture. We were rapidly becomdidn't light. He tried the switch
“You can’t tell about them. ing Flukeburg’s number one staseveral; times.
Some last longer than others.”
tion, he said. Hollings nearly burst
“Damn it” he exploded. “There’s
“They do, uh?” He laid the bulb out. laughing. Why? Why were we
always something going wrong on the desk, very unsmiling. “This becoming number one? Because of
around here.” Red-faced, he engineering around here hasn’t progressive programming, because
turned on me. “What did you do- been what it should be, I don’t of the excellent work done by each
knock it against, something?”
know what the hell’s the matter.” and every one of us. We give the
“No, sir. I just tried to turn it He stooped and dialed the com- people what they want. Denoueon.”
bination of his safe, opened the ment over, he, paused for dramatic
He made a sarcastic attempt' at heavy door, reached inside, and effect, then took a tiny square box
reason. “Now, son, there’s no ex- brought out a new 100 watt bulb. from his desk and opened it, tilting
•

this copy.”

first

here

Parsimonious, miserly, pinchfisted—these adjectives don’t come
near describing Mr. Hanlan. Once
I took a burned-out light bulb to
his "office.

|

—

.

'

•

“if you’re

WOPU

.

.

|
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Mr. Hanlan came

in.

]

“That was

-pretty good, son, but why the hell
did you give- world news. You
were supposed to give the sports.’’
“Sports? Oh, I didn’t know.”

dio station. Let’s be getting on the
ball arotind here.”
Like many owners of small radio
stations Mr. Hanlan had a morning
news program for himself. Not
content merely with reading the
news, he would stop occasionally
to analyze world events, or deviate
from the script with profound observations like, “And that certainly is good news for people in and
around Flukeburg,” or “It’s’ about
time something like that happened.
We’ve certainly been waiting for
it.”
Despite a college education,
his reading was regrettable and. his
pronunciation bad enough to rustle
dictionary pages throughout
the nation; but when it came to
foreign names, it was Serious
enough to provoke an international incident.

“Now

need of material.

The old club act, that had been
Wowing them for years ... that
fine old medley that was sure to
bring a tear or two, and that surefire sock finish, were suddenly finished. The obvious ansWer seemed
to be Writers. Get more writers!
Get new writers! And overnight,
the guys who had been telling the
same jokes to the bartender at
Lindy’s for 10 years, were suddenly in demand again. It was

Call It Likeahility

|

Largely

because

of

television,

show business has become more
of a family matter. It’s more personal now than it ever was
•
Everybody is a critic and that’s a
.

.

good thing.
There will always be the specialIt stands to reason that the
years of study and hard work required to become a concert artist
don’t allow for much time to develop other talents. But, haven’t
you noticed in recent years how
many opera singers or violinists or
pianists have learned to be amusing?
In some cases, downright
funny!
The coming years will demand
of its new stars one thing more
ists.

\

fight

—

ever, and that’s flexibility*
Which of course means hard work.
The next time you’re watching
a Danny Kaye or a Bing Crosby,

than

One afternoon at four, shortly
I had come on duty, Mr.
*

after

Hanlan approached me in the record library. “Yuor Musical Moods
program last night was good,” he
said. “One of the best programs
we’ve had in a long time. Keep up
the good work.”
That evening at eight he popped
without

ON THE

sign outside. “What kind of
music ate you going to play tonight?” he said loudly.
I turned off the microphone.

*

he Is genuinely impressed
by some one Who can do more than
one thing.

that Stalin is dead,” he

the control room
bothering to look at the

'

.

talent,

complete details, read your local
newspaper,”

AIR

performances.
With the advent of television,
the potential viewing and listening public Suddenly becomes much
greater. And it was eventually discovered that as the number of
audiences increased, so did their
demands increase in the way Of
varied entertainment.
This created difficulties for many
performers. A large number of
well established stars suddenly
found themselves desperately in

Likeability suddenly became a
big word. People, liked a guy who
was himself. People also like a
good sport. And though the average fan may not be able to recognize the fine points of any single

power in Russia begins among
three men: Berry-ay, or Burra,
Berra, Beeria, rather, Maylenko,
MalenKOFF, MALenkoff
anyway, they’re not important. For

into

Also, there Is the constant danger of fadisra. The crooner, who
may be in constant dtemand may
suddenly find himself replaced by
the return of the name band. The
record industry, which at present

j

for

,

it!

during these early years of struggle in tv that the greatest crop of
non-edible corn was harvested.

"You didn’t know? You didn’t
know? That’s no way to run a ra-

announced one morning, “the

channels or stations, the moment
he loses interest. He can always
go to the movie around the corner,
or, though it’s improbable, Jie may
even pick up a good book and read

is a. powerful Influence on show
business, may one day lose its attractiveness to the public and reclight ords, and may give way to live

cuse for that. That bulb has only “Here,” he said grudgingly, hand- it toward us so that the
been there for a year or so. It ing it to me, “and for God’s sake glinted becomingly on the metal
inside. There were the two needles,
gon- shouldn’t have gone out like that.” take, care of the equipment.”
“I don’t know ...”
The equipment around
na do that newscast, you’d better
costing perhaps a couple of dollars
He pressed the inter-com. “Hol- was in such a miserable state oi apiece. The copywriter gave a soft
pull your news.” I stood there for
a few seconds, not knowing where lings, will you come here a min- disrepair that its signal fell to al- moan of pleasure.
most nothing, Les9 than a mile
to go or what to do next. He said, ute.”
Lightning struck our transmitter
In a few moments the engineer away from the transmitter the sta- one night. I was in the middle of
“The newsroom’s through that
was in the .office.
*
tion was barely audible in places. a commercial. All the lights went
door.”
“I’d like to know,” said Mr. Han- Often you couldn’t pick it up at all, out, all power failed.
And So I Became An Announcer) lan, “what happened.”
no matter how tall your aerial Was.
Mr. Hanlan yelled from his
“What do you mean, Mr. HanI went through.
The teletype
Your Guess Is As Good As Mine office, “What happened? What
was clicking away. Yellow sheets lan?”
happened to the lights?” I heard
"What do I mean? Here’s what
Mr. Hanlan and I were to do a him coming down the hall. I struck
of printed matter were hanging
from a dozen hooks. I looked at I mean. Here’s a bulb we just re- remote broadcast from the steps a match, and then, as though nothplaced
less than a year ago. I put of the City Hall. As bis car pulled ing had happened,
these briefly, selected a few, and
continued readreturned to the studio. When the it in myself. Now it’s burned out. away from the station, Mr. Hanlan ing the commercial by the faint
turned on the radio and dialed light of the match. Mr. Hanlan
little red light came on I began How did that happen?”
“Those things are liable to hap- WOPU. We were listening to a came into the control room just as
reading.
I read until Hollings
record program, but the needles in Hollings appeared.
knocked on the window. The light pen any time, Mr. Hanlan.”
“They are, uh? Then I’d like the arms of the turntables were
went out, Hollings gave the sta“We’re off the air, Mr. Hanlan,”
tion identification, and I was a to know why it is that I have bulbs so cheap and old it was impossible
(Continued on page 104)
radio announcer.

my

"Yeah,” he said,

By BOB HAYMES

Hollings.

XvIvX’i'XvX’XvXv

HILDEGARDE

try to imagine the time and effort
they've put in with drama coaches,
choreographers,
voice
teaehers,
etc. . . . Sure it’s a lot of work,
but that’s why they’re still around
and a lot of their contemporaries
are long forgotten.
American audiences are the
toughest in, the world. That’s because they want the best. And in
show business that word is only

temporary.
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Rubicam radio-tv director, has just returned
(Mr. Meade , ex-Young
to fishing and writing in Virginia after a iZ-weehswlng at
~~
getting “Monitor"- off the" ground)
>

By. ARTHUR

NBC

I

(President,

HELL HAVES
CBS

Radio)

.

For one reason pr. another; the most popular place to stop dialing
and start listening on radio .continues to.be the network’ station. And
this is true even in the biggest television cities. Of the top radio
programs in tv’s 21 largest markets, 86% come from networks, 12%
originate locally at network stations, and 2%
come from independent stations.
Over the past six years, CBS Radio has been
fortunate in. winning more of Nielsen’s "top honors

appeared on ‘.'Monitor” as guest Communicator he
Scrabble With Wires. Those of us. who have worked on the

When Bob Hope
called

it

40-hour continuous NBC radio weekend service call it Pat’s Perpetual.
With Weaver it used to be spectaculars. Now it’s perpetuals.
Obviously a perpetual is a show where the motion never stops. Pace
is the order of the day —* and night. Everything is in vignette form
•short, crisp, arresting. The object of “Monitor” (the first perpetual) is
to. awaken fresh interest in radio and destroy secondary listening
the relaxed, reading-in-the-hammock type of ^listening that lets you
read a book at the same time (and ignore the commercial).
If you listen to “Monitor” on a portable jsprawled in a hammock, the
only use your magazine will be is -to kill spiders. At least that’s the
theory of our little swindle, as Gobel says. ^
“Monitor” figures that the basic American radio audience still
exists. It’s still there waiting for the, kind of showmanship that developed radio, originally into, a vast mass medium. The weekend was
selected as the ideal time because on Saturday and Sunday there is af
temporary leisure class. Forty hours is a wide net to patch the .husband
home from work,, the children home from school, the working girl. at.
home and the housewife with less to do and more time for leisure.
If “Monitor” doesn’t catch them in th* lhy^" room (where the tv set
squats), it pursues them upstairs, into the bedroom, rides in their car,,
sprawls beside them in portables at the beacn. If “Monitor” hits any
member of the family at any one of these spots, the cumulative rating
is literally the great American market.

:

—
—

than all other networks combined. On the average
the network’s programs attract larger audiences
than any other show’s in radio.
This happy situation is due, by and large, -to the
kind of stars who have continued to make their
talents available to CBS Radiol-such top entertainers as Jack Benny, Amos ’n’ Andy, Bing
Crosby, Arthur Godfrey. Such top- news reporters
as Edward- R. Murrow, Lowell Thomas, Douglas
Edwards, Robert Trout. And sueh top daytime
Arthur Hull’ Hayes’
“stars” as Wendy Warren, Our Gal Sunday, Ma
Perkins. Several of these stars and programs are reaching the quartercentury mark in radio, Others have even passed the 25-year mark.
Another contributing factor, however, has been the way the network’s
.personalities are being programmed today, For at CBS Radio, we have
a theory that stars must appear on a regular basis, so that the listener
knows when he can- hear them, and develops the habit of tuning them.
No star, however, great, can build audiences if he continues to turn up

j

GEORGE SKINNER
"THE GEORGE SKINNER SHOW"
'

WCBS-TV

*

•

'

A RIVER OF MUSIC
By LAWNY ROSS
Jack McCoy, veteran song man,

as a “surprise.”

IV& a Cinch, Roys
Ten years ago, listeners Tiad only one schedule to remember; The
once told me over a second cup of
Since there never has been a 40-hour show every week, a certain coffee you know the one. with the schedule of their favorite shows on. radio. Today, of course, they have
two,
and it is the television schedule most people consciously memorize
amount of curiosity has arisen, among the trade (among psychiatrists, ashes in. the saucer—th&t music is
druggists and undertakers, too) as to how such a thing gets pulled like a river. You can dam it up, first.
For its nighttime programming, consequently, CBS Radio last fall
together. In attempting to answer that loaded question I speak for a it will back up a little., but then
very weary little band of radio producers, writers and production as* out it will pour in anothei direc- embarked on a concept borrowed from its highly successful daytime
schedule. That concept was strip programming, and the idea behind
sistants who haven’t been home lately. It’s really a cinch and don’t let tion and flow on!,
—
anybody tell you benzadrine is habit-forming.
This was 12 years ago when it is that if programs were to occur every night at the same time, the
The span of 40-hours is measured into four-hour lengths. Each seg- things looked discouraging. Rec- listener would have only one nighttime schedule to remember, instead
ords
were on strike. Band business of five separate ones.
ment is assigned to a radio producer and his team (writer, production
Over, the past season, accordingly, CBS Radio has turned nearly all
‘assistant). He is alloted so many comedy spots, so much news, music was not what it was. Singers were
leaving
the air, Hit songs were of its nighttime, Monday through Friday, schedule ihto a strip operaand so many remotes. He also has his own communicator. He then uses
his best judgement and imagination to create a dynamic four-hour hard to figure. Television wasn’t. tion. As a result, when people want the news, they have come to know
when they can expect Lowell Thomas, Edward R. Murrow, Douglas
segment which will reflect the overall pace and. color of the whole. The You know how it was.
bohe structure of each hour is news. Comedy, sports, music, vignettes
And here we are today. Records Edwards and Robert Trout every night on CBS Radio. When- people
and human interest round out the form.
are bigger than ever. Band busi- want informal entertainment, talk and music in any part of their
t
evenings, they, have come to listen for. Tennessee Ernie, .Bing Crosby,
That’s a nice peaceful way to describe a massive effort. It's like ness is in new hands. Singers are
the Amos ’n’ Andy Music Hall every night on
|

|

—

.

.

‘

aaying all you need to climb Mt. Everest is a pair of hobnail boots and on records and television, >and
song hits are still hard to figure.
a coil of rope.
We decided to see what problems lay ahead of us above the timber- You know how it is.
With 36,000,000 television sets in
line in this climb, so we ran a 40-hour dress rehearsal. We learned
some inconsequential things (40-h0urs of show are 34 miles of tape use, a song performed on tv gets
when recorded for study) and some important facts: comedy is neces- quite a plug, once. But with 120,sary to offset the effect of worldwide news pickups often serious in 000,000 radios in use, a song gets
over and over again
tone; bright music is necessary; poetry doesn’t work; talk should be plugged
kept short. We learned that imagination is as necessary in assigning every day. Which will you take?
news remotes as comedy spots. We learned Bob & Ray spontaneously Take both if you’re a song plugger
I am, but. a different kind. I’m
reacting to goofs made assets out of liabilities^ We learned that oysters
laughing are pretty funny and that a southern girl reading the tempera* a performer and am choosing the
.that flows through radio,
music
tures made strong men weep.
Which brings us. to the problem of
/
how
to
build 11 .musical shows a
the
Where
Bite
Buss
1

CBS

*

It

’

.

—

1

,

|

This assignment burst upon me like a shock wave hitting a Yucca
Flats gopher. I retired from Young
Rubicam two years ago and went
back to Virginia to do some bass fishing and possibly get the War
Between the States started up again. When Weaver asked me to join
Jim Fleming, executive producer, in setting up a 40-hour radio show I
figured the pressure of the presidency had finally got him. He convinced me that he wasn’t kidding and premised that Jim would do
most of the work, so I gave in, hung*up my fishing rod, located my
shoes and came to the city. That was 13 weeks ago. As I write this I
have a ticket home on my desk and “Monitor” has been launched and
is successfully under Way. The champagne has dried on her bows and
the Wooden blocks that steadied her as she slid down the ways are
floating downstream
their job done. If anybody asks you wliat a
project officer is just say a wooden block, As for floating downstream
that’s not a bad idea. Downstream is where the bass are biting.

week on

•

&

—

•

—

WCBS

Producing

Radio.'

Plugger, Take a Bow!
|

—

so I

am

grateful to

'

programming has helped make

it possible for all of our nighttime programs to continue enjoying high popularity with listeners.
And for advertisers, strip programming has had even more far-reaching
consequences. It has made possible for sponsors a kind of flexibility
which highttime radio had never been^abie to offer them before. It
has given advertisers as much—or as little exposure as they feel their
products need.
.
Consequently, CBS Radio has been able to accommodate a more
varied group of clients on the nighttime schedule than was possible in
in the past. Many this past season have been among the most familiar
names in American advertising: American Motors, American Oil,
American Tobacco, Brown & Williamson, Campana, Carter Products,
Consolidated Cosmetics, Ford, General Foods, General Motors, Liggett
& Myers, Metropolitan Life, Philip Morris, Murine, Rexall, Studebaker-Packard, Willys, Wrigley. But in addition, the network has
been able to provde service for a number of clients who are relatively
-

—

-

new

network radio.
network radio today is accounting for $130,000,000 in sponsor billand that amount is for time alone-^it is largely because network radio continues -to find new ways to reach customers efficiently.
It takes an advertiser’s message to a thousand people at less cost than
any other medium. Less than magazines, newspapers, television. (In
many new radio formats, a network advertiser can reach listeners in
the evening at a cost that’s lower than before television came along.)
And unlike any other kind of radio, network radio continues to offer the
kind of stars and programs and formats that make for impressive and
to

If

—

effective advertising.

them

not only for their service, but for

Songpiuggers
friendship.
should change their name. Why
not account executives? Each song
is their product, with all its problems of exploitation, design, prestige, packaging, and so on.
One not-So-old-timer told me his

.their

job was to plug “Ah, Sweet
Mystery, of Life.” What, Victor
Herbert needed advertising? So
did the 1910 Cadillacs. So does the
1955 Cadillac. So does the 1955
first

song. Songpiuggers do it,
The danger is that the sottg.plugger does his work too well and
the disk jockeys saturate the public with a boring repetition of the
same song. “Make the list” is the
“Higher, higher. Put it on
cry.
top.” That is only what any sales

BOB RUSSELL
SEALTEST BARKER

'BIG TOP’, O.B.S.-T.V.
Beach, California

MISS UNIVERSE PAGEANT, Long
Direction

PAGEANT PRODUCTIONS
New York

222 Central Parle South,

INC.
Circle 7-5600

tell his salesmen
between pills.
But there is a difference between manufactured products and

manager would

(Continued on page 41)

Radio.

Flexibility

ings a year

You dan even have records talk
back to one another how? Well,
for example, how’s “You’d Be So
Easy To Love”—and then, “Hard
To Get.” Only trouble is that it
takes six minutes to get to the
point, but meanwhile you have
played something that is pleasant
to hear— one a standard, the other
a current hit. And it’s time for a
commercial anyhow!
And* where do songpiuggers fit
into the current musical picture?
In my opinion, they are entitled to
a deep bow. They’ll take their own
encores, you cati be sure. If I
ever quit, I’ll miss them dreadfully, although they may forget me
because I’m no longer a pjug.
Who’ll laugh at my jokes?
I've grown up with some of
them. I’ve seen their sons come
along,

Strip

Makes for

s

the opposite of
Instead of saying,
“What am I going to say?” you
ask yourself, “W'hat did the writer
Then out of the whole
say?”
wealth of recorded music, you try
to construct a narrative of song
that says something.
is

writing songs.

|

|
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Gen. Mgr., Screen Gems)
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1

BILL SILBERT
National Radio Fan Club
N.B.C.
Coast to Coast
Friday Nights

—

Audio-Transadaptor will automatically translate
the English-language film into 37 languages and
dialects including Ukut, In following weeks the
will continue its one-hour, full-color format,
limited to six multilingual simultaneous telecasts.

+

third and fourth networks have emerged into a position of
equality, if not leadership against their two major competitors by
virtue of their flexibility .and showmanship. It was a tough fight but

they

made

it.

*

*

*

Recent reports that the title of Father Knows Best will be changed
to "Grandfather Knows Best” is false. There is some question, however
about filming the series on location during the Anderson family’s tour
of the world. Since the program debuted on video six years ago, the
family has been enlarged to the extent of a son-in-law, daughter-in-law
and three grandchildren. It isn’t likely that the youngsters will be able
to make the trip.
*
*
.Crystal-Balling

~

Pay-TV —

.

[

UHF

Pay-as-you-see television has had fair success in rescuing ailing
stations. It’s much like Tiffany and Cartier staying in business despite
the existence of chain jewelry stores which proves that there is room
enough in the American economy for all kinds of competition.

For the second Consecutive year Rin Tin Tin V was awarded the
Golden Shovel by the Television Critics Circle as the "best animal
performer of 1960,” Last year’s prize actually was a split award given
to the late Rin Tin Tin IV and Rinty V, who took over the tv series
when his father passed away in mid-season. • The lone dissenting ballot
in this year’s voting was cast by John Crosby who stated: "I loved
Rin Tin Tin when I was a boy 40 years ago. No dog that age. could do
what this imposter does on television* And I’m not letting any imposter
destroy my childhood memories.”
*

*

*

Sylvester "Pat” Weaver denies that NBC has any plans for further
from Mars. "The three shows which we did were in line with
our ‘Wide, Wide Universe’ concept. If we didn’t have to relay our
signal to Earth by way of the Moon, further telecasts would be possible. As things now stand our facilities on the Moon are tremendously
overtaxed. And the parking problem there is murderous, too.”
*
+
*
telecasts

Large advertisers who once exercised tight control over the content
of their tv shows have learned that their advertising directors are no
substitutes for showmen. They now* rely on the judgment of their film
producers. On the other hand, producers understand that Sponsored
entertainment is different from entertainment sold directly to the public

and now there

is

Kid

is

Staff

generally indicative of radio sta-

tions throughout the country.

For one,

Is
By

Dynamite

HERBERT A* CARLBORG

(Director of Editing,

CBS -TV)

Something more than a "crime
doesn't pay” wrapun is needed in
the editing of television programs
scheduled during the hours

when

children in large numbers are
present in television’s audience.
To the very small percentage of
youngsters who range all the way
from being forgotten by their parents, misguided, delinquent, or being criminals-in-fact, and probably
intrigued by criminal techniques
and what to them is the glamor of
living dangerously on the wrong
side of the law, the final apprehension of the culprit may not offset the effect of what has gone on
before.
While crime programs play only
a small part in television schedules, the Editing Department of
CBS Television insists that the
futility of crime registers all the
way through those programs which
attract an audience of children.
By the same token, simple tech:
niques are replaced by those which
defy convenient imitation. The use
of switch blade knives, for instance, is generally avoided in program material. Material dealing
with unrest in schools and defiance
by youngsters of teaching authority has a ready children’s audience
and may possibly lead to a rash of
"incidents.”. Some school authorities are very emphatic about this.
While it is recognized that children need vicarious adventure

presented to them in proper balance, the broadcaster must be
eternally vigilant in the serious re-

I

do not consider

this

Most attractive of these to the
of radio. advertiser, in my opinion,
has been
it is a natural growth, the the increased attention given by
result of Steady progress.
stations
toward
further
many
de#
Most important of all are the velopment of local radio not only
factors causing additional interest as an advertising medium but as
in radio, both audience-wise and a selling medium. Let’s consider
commercially. Obviously, there is the emphasis being placed on
bound to be an area where they strong commercial personalities.
overlap, However, and at the risk They are the performers who take
pride not only in their ability to
entertain a radio audience but in
sponsibility of playing down those their salesmanship as well. Such
dangerous elements which fasci- personalities make it a point to
nate youthful minds. This fascina- attend client sales meetings, aption, and curiosity can lead to many pear at store openings and know
capricious acts which are part of the organization behind the proda phase in the lives of some chil- ucts they sell. They play a stafdren like throwing snowballs at fing role for the client as well as
for the listener.
unthinkable
milkman
the
adults* but great fun for kids. It
That Cumulative Audience
is part of the chemistry of growing
Coupled with the present buying
up. Recognition of this fact is vital
in the presentation of children’s trends toward saturation use of loprograms, and has to be weighed cal radio, far-sighted stations are
programming in such a way as to
in every series and in eyery plot.
In some instances, however, attract not only high ratings for
whole scripts must be rejected due individual programs, but greater
well.
as
audiences
to completely objectionable theme cumulative
material or proposed story treat- Through programs with varying
ment. One script proposed for a audience appeal the station can
.juvenile adventure series glorified attract an audience turnover that
by gives the saturation buyer a much
q hardened criminal throughout
repeated and awesome references broader contact with the market
to his "brilliance,” his uncanny audience.
Undoubtedly, one of the addiskill with firearms, and his appeal
for women and men alike. Another tional important factors in the
script was rejected because the present radio station -billing piccriminals involved wore portrayed ture has been the increased selling
in what at least approached comic of radio at the client level. Effecfashion.
We consistently reject tive sellings at the client level can
programs in which the mistreat- do much .to obtain an objective
ment of animals seems to be con- viewpoint toward radio and to
doned or considered amusing, rbut overcome the psychological prowe do accept dramatizations in grams that have beset the induswhich such mistreatment is por- try during the initial surge of tv
trayed in a manner which clearly enthusiasm.
indicates that it is most reprehenIn the area of audience building,
sible.
the local station’s personalities,
in any
Rather,

way

a

rebirth

.
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again,

*

.

180 ’Minutes of

The future of local radio, we believe, lies in further developing the

*

Gleason.

+

personality’s contact with the audience he talks to and the adverhe serves. At the same time,

j

tiser

more and more emphasis

*

*

STANDARD

*

*

being

OF

IND.

ON BEARS

Chicago, July 26.

>

Standard Oil of Indiana’s association with the Chicago Bears pro
football team goes into its 10th
year with an expanded slate of

+

Standardization of equipment and increased care in handling by
local station personnel has made spot telecast film programming the
equal of the network originations. Local station managers have stopped
blaming the print for a bad picture or sound after they learned to
hire properly trained personnel.

OIL

BULLISH

American tv shows have followed American movies abroad and are
seen in more and more foreign countries. In return, more overseas
produced programs currently are being seen here.
After years of bickering, a strong, effective tv film distributors organization, patterend after the MP4A, is now functioning smoothly.
Among other functions it performs has been the establishment of a
title registry bureau, in collaboration with the NARTB, which has
eliminated the chaos once rampant in this field.

is

directed toward giving the client
a radio outlook. For, in our book,
the outlook for the nation’s radio
stations is very fine, indeed.

Gleason, incidentally, has signed a long-term contract with CBS
by which he will do three one-hour "live” shows, four half -hour filmed
shows and two newscasts each week. In order to ease the income tax
bite, he will be paid $80,000 a week for a period of 170 years.
*

public

overall personality.

Actors who formed their own producing companies in the mid-fifties
have learned that name value alone is no substitute for showmanship,
vision and business-like management. With the exception of Jackie
Gleason, all have surrendered control in return for sustained success.
At the same time, talent managers and representatives have realized
that they cannot monopolize representation, production and distribution
without frowns from Uncle Sam.
*

in

The manner in which appearances can be arranged are numerous and create abundant good will.
In short, the station's local performers help mold the station’s

The format of the "Captain Midnight” teleseries will be changed for
first time in six yeara The show this season will be called “General Midnight” and star Richard Webb will serve the forces of justice
throughout the world through the UN, rather than just the U.S.
*

by

appearances

nity.

set.

the

*

roles.

radio
places
where people congregate for their
own activities, assure the star and
the station of a personal and
friendly acceptance in the commu-

—

.

must assume starring

Increased

personalities

Four sponsors—McSorley’s Ale, Zion Kosher Products, Planters
Peanuts and Bromo-Seltzer have agreed to try the "We-Pay-As-YouSample” plan by which their products will be sent directly through
the set to the viewer via the Bing Crosby Enterprises Electronic Compatable Caloriecast. If another sponsor, Kohler of Kohler, can be add€d,
there never will .be a reason for leaving the
*
*
*

|

|

much more harmony.
*

credited entirely to station management.
However,
there
are
initiated by stations
which fall on the side of positive
action and are perhaps equally important.

many trends

local radio.

*

The

Radio )

this

actual facts of the resurgence of
The pattern for WCBS

show

*

day

single

a

—

.

For its 10th anniversary telecast, Screen Gems’
Ford Theatre plans, to present a full-color, two
and half hour adaptation of Tolstoy’s "War and
Peace” beamed to 37 countries throughout the
world. The Bing Crosby Enterprises Instantaneous-

Threats of anti-trust action by the Department of Justice finally
caused the major networks to cease monopolizing peak viewing periods
with their own shows but network telecasting is continuing just as
theatre chains did after divorcement from production companies back
in the late forties. The public and the advertiser who foots the bill
both have benefited,
*
*
+

WCBS

month, of sounding pedagogic, let's enusalesmen for WCBS Radio signed merate some of these factors.
Using Metropolitan New York
$98,4)00 in spot billing.
The billing report I signed for as an example, since wp’re talking
the week ending July 9 Was $9,505 radio on a local market basis, radio
ahead of the same week a year ago homes have Increased 33% since
(and 1954 was tops in the station’s 1946.
In actual numbers 'this
history for spot).
amounts to 4,208,510 for 1954 (latOur June Pulse ratings (the lat- est data) compared with 3,164,780
est) were higher for every local in 1946. From the basic fact of
more homes and considering reldaytime program than they were
atively stable rates—lower cost
in January, when radio listening per thousand, the- mere attraction
is traditionally high.
of advertising dollar value has
You’ll pardon these statements brought additional revenue into
radio’s till.
hope,
WCBS,
I
specifically about
This, while fortunate, cannot be
since they enable me to giv’e some

Television City, Aug. 1, I960.
With the 1959-60 video season uow far behind, let’s take a look at
What's in store for 196Q-61.
All major film companies now are in television film production which
has proved to be a great boon to the televiewers of the nation. The
quality of programming has improved to a point
beyond comprehension fiye years ago. It has
caused many of the "early birds” to drop out of
the race for survival just as in every other business
in the 20th century from autos to soapmaking.
•*
*
*

lUlph Cchn

WARD

S,

General Manager,

JIM

WYLER

"THE TRAVELER”
Host- Narrator "THE ADVENTURES OF HOP ALONG- CASSIDY”
"THE
and
TALES OF THE TRAVELER"
(Mondays through Fridays 4-6

WABC-TV
Staff

ABC

PM

DST)

Announcer

Radio and TV Network
WABC Radio and WABC-TV

games to be aired via WGN. Standard has also repacted to sponsor
the weekly Bears’ "Quarterback
Club” tele show with the expectation It’ll again be berthed on

WGN-TV.
The

AM

package this year

in-

cludes five exhibition games and
the 12 regular Sunday afternoon
contests. Only two pre-season tiff*
were aired last year. Jack Brickplayhouse will handle the

WGN

by-play.

—
•
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’To Say
]an Be Toll’

Of TV’s

By SIG IMCKELSOft

By FRED HIFT

(CBS VJV in Charge of Ncm> Pubiia Affairs)
I sometimes get Very tired of two comments 1 hear about television
news. One of them goes something like this: “Television will never be
able to cover the news.” The other one is a question: “What’s the matter

Let no one .be deceived by the comparative summer calm that ha*
While the publicity* guns are silent
settled on the toll-tv situation.
for the moment, the issue itself is very much alive and apt to warm
up rapidly with the Fall and the oncoming of any Federal Communications Commission hearings.

with television news?”
to

-

The persons using this line of attack never seem
know why television can’t cover the news, nor

do they supply any evidence that television
doing a good job now.

-is

While few among the objective' sidelined are willing to go out on a
limb as to the eventual outcome of this.. whole question of the tv b. o.,
it’s generally agreed that— almost regardless of what the FCC decides
it will remain a* thorn In the side of regular “free” tv in the years
ahead; a convenient argument against and remedy for anything anyone
wants to find fault with.-

not

Constant repetition of these generalities has
something of the effect of Hitler’s technique of
the big lie—just keep On telling it long enough and
people will accept it as fact. Once you have succeeded- in establishing the premise, conversation
seems'to start from that point.
Maybe television never will be able to cover the
news, but the fact is that it is covering- the news
now and does the job very well indeed. Perhaps
the job it is doing isn’t precisely like that being
Big Mickelson
“Bonny” on Valiant Lady
done by The New York Times or the CBS World Channel 2
12 Noon
News Roundup, or one of the news magazines, bat I think we are
entitled to ask: Why should it do that type of job?
RADIO— STAGE—SCREEN—TV
Television’s purpose in news coverage would seem most logically to
LExlngfton 2-1100
be the utilization of all of those electronic and mechanical devices
Which enable it to function as something completely distinctive in the
communications field. It seems quite obvious that it should not adapt
itself to the printing press, the microphone or the motion picture
,

SHIRLEY EGGLESTON
'

icreen.

Perhaps the job television has been doing in the news area is not
completely perfect. Perfection "would be quite an achievement for a
of news communication somewhat less than seven years old.
And l am quite certain that I’ remember, on occasion hearing criticism
of newspapers, radio, and even of liews magazines. As a matter of
fact, any new method of communication seems to be a logical target
for public criticism, until some newer medium comes along to push it

—

Precisely because its true potential in the tv industry is so obscure,
cashbox video is certain to rem ain o n the map—and a subject of disr
eussion wherever and whenever broadcasters huddle on such diverse
questions as uhf channels and programming costs.
The past year’s experience is a sure indicator of the extent to which
the public the fellow who ultimately will have to foot the bill—is
intrigued with the whole idea of slot-tv. While it’s generally agreed
that the mall response to this whole question is unlikely Vo carry much
weight once the Commission starts tossing around the toil -ball, the
fact that some 20,000 communications pro and con have been received
'at the Commission’s Washington headquarters .is nevertheless impressive, evfen assuming that a good part ..of it was “solicited”.
There is no question that, until early in July, the fee-tv boys were
doing great: It is also undoubtedly true that, since David Sarnoff
and Frank Stanton got into the act, putting the big networks’ on record
against any pay-as-you-see propositions, the toll barometer has dropped

—

.

—

sharply.

method

A

Nevertheless, there is still plenty of ..steaih behind the toll argument,
and the purchase—projected or otherwise—by
of several top
British films to preem over the web has not notably cooled the ardor
of the pay-tv advocates who still insist that a bpxoffice, and only a boxoffice, will rescue the industry from its economic' problems and breathe
new life into the uhfers.

Spectacular

In

aside.

NBC

.

Own Way

While we do not claim perfection for television news, we do claim
Not long ago, WNET-TV, Providence, R! I., a uhf station which had
spectacular progress in the use of a new medium and progress is not
planned to go off the air due to competitive disadvantages, asked the
measured in terms of audience alone. If we were to regard the success
FCC to hand it a subscription-tv license by way of solving its immediof television news only in terms of audience, there would be no point,
H.
By
ate problems. Skiatron-TV, in its original application, asked the ComLam sure, in so much Us considering a defense. Already the principle
Men who are authorities on the mission to limit pfcy-tv to uhf for three years, but has since noted that
network news broadcasts in television are reaching, on a regular basis,
indie
uhf broadcasters also should be allowed to cut their piece of
midst all the
larger audiences than any other single medium of news communications. subject say that
The most significant fact about the present stage in the development spectaculars, the four-starred ju- any toll pie.
of television news is that the men charged with the responsibility of bilees and other special features
Not All
Wants It
j
utilizing this medium are succeeding, in achieving a solid impact on planned for next season, televiBut nothing is black-or-white when it comes to the pay-as-you-see
the American viewer, coupled with a sincere regard for the principle of sion’s fare will be filmed to a greatissue. Thomas P. Chisman, prexy and general manager of WVEC-TV,
honesty, straightforwardness and responsibility to the facts.
er extent than ever before.
And in that portion that’s on Norfolk, Va., (uhf) is on record stating that in his opinion tollcasting
New Techniques
can bring a uhf operatormothing more'than additional financial headfilm, there’s going to be something
Television, in the news area, is succeeding in developing new tech- spectacularly new ^
filmed pro- aches and a possible shutdown.
The pro-and-con arguments on pay-tv have been given generous
niques for news presentation. It has succeeded in making abstract grams with all the spontaneity, the
ideas come alive in terms Of people, of places and of customs. It is safe naturalness of live production.
attention by the nation’s leading papers on their editorial pages. The
to say that more Americans know more about the principle world
That will result from' widespread predominant theme is one of: Let ’em try, it! One or two of them,
figures, Eisenhower, Dulles, Churchill, Eden,, Macmillan, Faure, Adennoting film theatre opposition to the whole idea, have taken their cue
use' of DuMont’s “Electronicam”
auer, Bulganin, Khrushchev, Molotov, than ever before because these
TV-Film system, which brings to from this and have suggested that the negative votes on pay video
iiames have now become real people. They know more about British
motivated by selfish motives, a charge widely echoed by the prinare
shooting of shows on film all
con- the
elections, YugoslavrRussian negotiations, NATO agreements,
cipals in the controversy.
techniques.
ferences and Presidential press conferences because they have, by the advantages of live
The pro-toll forces say exhibs want to save their economic necks
Aside from marked economies
means of television, been present a? witnesses. They know more about
and the networks want to preserve the status quo to prevent new comabstract ideas and international affairs because television has suc- and efficiencies, these advantages
petition. The apti-toll group accuses its opposition of wanting to pull
ceeded in making the potential results real in terms of people and are mainly two:
a fast one on the public and from time to time has come up with the
The “Electronicam’* permits a curious
pictures.
charge that all the subscription-tv proponents are out for is
This Is a real achievement. It’s a long step forward in the. establishing star and his cast, to record a show to make a lot of money. Apart 'from that, of course, they claim that
of a meaningful democracy. It’s a genuine mark of progress toward an on film just exactly as they’d nor- the home b.o. is neither practical nor necessary. '
air.
the
mally put it on
Informed and enlightened electorate.
,
Sarnoff, in his comments to the FCC, minced no words how he felt
It permits producer and director
It has not been easy for television news to develop meaningful
about toll-video, stating flatly that it would bo “incompatible with the
coverage. It is much easier to have cameramen present at the -scene of to. know exactly what they’ve got economics of continuing the present national
free television service”
it
shoot
minute
they
film
the
disasters and to cover Secretary of State JOhn Foster Dulles as he on
which, he held, it would “ultimately destroy.” Sarnoff, on the assumpjo have, in fact, a choice of three
boards and gets off planes than it is to try to convert ideas into inter-,
tion that all of Hollywood was of a mind with Paramount Pictures
producminute’s
esting television, but the important fact is that television has succeeded versions of .each
(Telemeter), also accused the. film industry of an attempt to dominate
in converting ideas' into good television.
tion.
and control television.
Th.ere is no doubt that people will continue to make the ill-considered
These are among the reasons
statement that television cannot cover the news or ask the unthinking that Jackie Gleason chose the
Hollywood Waits
•_
question: “Why doesn’t television cover the news?” But the fact is that “Electronicam” for the recording
it is* covering the news, it is covering it in its own way, which is the Of “The Honeymobners” which will
There is no question that the' continued dangling of million dollar
only reasonable way for it to' operate. The degree of its success in .be this season’s highest-priced promises before their eyes if only pay-tv were approved has titillated
covering the news in its own way can only be measured in terms of production.
and Hollywood’s imagination. At the same 'time, with the exception of
He’ll rehearse
the increased awareness on the part of the American people, of the "make ready” just as he did in his Paramount, the companies (faced with a Government anti-trust suit
complexities of life in the mid 1950’s,
old “Cavalcade of Stars” days and charging “conspiracy” In their refusal to sell 16m versions of their
Instead of unthinkingly condemning television news, its critics should ort “Jackie Gleason Show” over pix to tv and other non-theatrical outlets) have kept their collective
extend it a vote of sincere gratitude and give it every encouragement, CBS the last two seasons. Then he tongues and have in no way gone on record as to their stand on the
making as sensational a progress in the next seven years as it has in and the cast will break for dinner,
0
(Continued on page 106)
the past seven.
come back with an audience and
.
put on their show, performing just
as i^ it were going to the air.

BACHEM
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But With a Difference

|

This time, they’ll be putting the

program pn

film.

Jack Philbin, its producer, and
Leslie Martinson, its director, will
be monitoring every minute of it
just as they used to monitor the
old aired program.
If they ‘like a scene recorded by
Camera 2 or 3 better than the same
scene as caught by Camera 1, their
'editor can pick up the preferred
scene when he reviews his footage
later— and splice it into the show;
All this is important to' televi'

sion,

because

it is

by no means an

accident, rtor by a legal requirement, that some of television’s top
shows are tagged as "boming to you
.

New York”

(or Hollywood
as the case may be). The live show
present
built television to
its
dimensions. The effect of spontaneity,
which live production
live

JOHN— GART
Composer

Conductor

from

methods project on the homeviewer’s picture* tube,- adds an intangible quality which no one of
the many conventional filming
methods has been able to duplicate.
We have all seen one or more
of our favorite shows switch to
film origination under the necessity
of amortizing the rising costs of
talent and production over the
reruns and syndication hitherto
possible only under a complete
(Continued on page 106)
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By ROBERT W. SARNOFF
(Executive V. P.,

By GEORGE T, SHUPERT
(Pre$; ABC Film Syndication)

...

—

dealers to demonstrate color receivers during normal store hours.

ran across an article hi represents and fails to fulfill possible in network programming.
somewhere which Said that the them. He is careless about clear- All this, without a loss Of program
syndicated tv film (business had ing program rights and often quality.
come of age. It quoted* a variety places his clients in a position
Why i* it, when everybody stands
of statistics to where they are subject to legal to gain from, a well-run, well-orprove its problems. He’s ruthless, unscru- ganized film syndication industry,
point: the in- pulous and sometimes downright that some sellers and buyers seem
I recently

Phase Three,

'

crease in dol- dishonest.
lar volume,
But, let's not place all the blame
the merits of on the syndicator. Much of the
malpractice in this industry is due
mtng, of serv- to the attitudes of the tv stations,
and
so advertisers and their agencies who
ice
forth.
I t buy film. Without their help, the
sounded real unscrupulous syndicator could, not
I operate.
‘T'good
but
think the perI am often astonished at the aph
o
w
s
parent lack of business acumen of
Geo. T. Shnpert
wrote it was film buyers and their willingness
well
too.
a bit optimistic and not
to subscribe to or endorse pracinformed. I’m not so sure this tices which in the long run can
business has come of age. In fact, only hurt them.
I’m pretty sure it* hasn’t.
So many stations, advertisers
I’ve been in this business for a and agencies seem to buy “price”
good many years and am one of its alone. So many stations and agenstaunchest supporters. From what cies recommend programs which
I’ve observed, there are a few are totally unsuitable to their cliwell-run, well-organized film syn- ents’ products or services. And
dication companies trying to give finally, so many, because of their
honest dollar value in the quality own poor buying habits, have

,

hell-bent on destroying the industry which offers such great opportunity for success. This question
calls for serious study on the part
of the entire television industry.
Film syndication has definitely
not come of age far from it. . .
and the blame for its lack of maturity is evenly divided among the
syndicators and their customers,

program-

— —

—

on

_

Robt,

w.

_

Sarnoff

by demand.
NBC’s color plans for the fall grow naturally out

of the network's
already extensive accomplishments in color programming, research and
building of facilities. Phase One began in the fall of 1953, when NBC
la&nched its Introductory Year for .color, rotating color productions
among the programs in its regular schedule at no additional cost to
clients. That phase was also marked by intense activity in color production research, in training crews and in conducting clinics for tirade
groups.

j

What Makes A

—Mission Accomplished

Good Telefilm?

Phase 2

|

Phase Two, begun last fall, marked the emergence of color television
as a commercial service. Clients paid for color, and were rewarded in
terms of leadership, prestige and excitement all along the distribution
channels. Backbone of Phase Two was the Spectaculars, with color
adding a new dimension to the most dazzling and costly productions in
the history of television. In addition, there was Maurice Evans’ two-hour
production of “Macbeth.” There were operas, special events, film productions, inserts on “Home” and ‘Today” and other color programming.
Phase Two was also marked by the swift expansion of NBC color pro-

TURELL

By SAUL

like its predecessors, is part of the

RCA-NBC

plan for the systematic and rapid
development of color television as a service to
America's millions. It Is synchromeshed with the
manufacture in quantity of RCA simplified-circuit
'21" color receivers at a lower price than earlier
receivers of that size. The new models are now
coming off the RCA production line. RCA has also
increased production of the 21" color tube
with
increased availability to other set manufacturers
and reports that the color tube output could be
ra i se d to 30,000 a month bV early 1956, if warranted
overall

>

J,
(Sterling Television Co.)

of films and services. These comsound
along
operating
panies,
lines and building for the future,

taken on, in self-defense, the attiUnfortunately, for our industry,
tude that all film syndicators are there are not very many good films
out to cheat them.
today except in the sense,
produced
are represented by serious-minded
This has brought about a situa- “good for television.” (The way a
young career men who are proud
stations and grade “C” Hollywood feature bemany
whereby
tion
of their money's worth—-and more.
automatically try do chisel comes a good grade “A” television
They analyze their needs and offer agencies
The money men (the
on price or demand extra services feature.)
only those programs which they
from the distributors which they, financiers) and television producers
honestly feel will suit those needs.
all rights, should offer adver- sometimes forget that the formula
by
Equally important, when they
services
for Of money, actors, script, good lightthemselves,
know they cannot offer a client tisers
which theyare paid.
ing and professional sound mixed
product he needs, they will often
together does not necessarily make
product
competitive
Buyer
Gullible
The
recommend a
|
good pictures. In fact, they seem
rather than high-pressure the cliIt seems to me that the type of only dimly dWare that the making
which
something
taking
ent into
film buyer described above either of good film is an art, and an art
cannot do a Successful job for him.
realize or doesn't care that that in itself is rare.
The reliable film syndicators doesn’t
his dealings with unreliable firms
Hollywood has been economically
don’t offer a«,film series at one
and
his support of unethical busi- aware of the problem of the exone.
a
lower
price and settle for
ness practices are undermining cellent film for many years. There
Their prices are’ carefully comthe entire filth syndication indus- they will produce 20 pictures, tryputed and based on sound ecotry an industry which makes it ing, for that one smash hit which in
nomics much the same as are stafor him to purchase top- terms of millions at the boxoffiee
possible
They are not
tion rate cards.
quality programming at fractional will pay off for the others.
merely an excuse to barter. They
costs.
work as hard after a sale is made
In television, this theory won’t
Through the help of syndicated
to insure programming success as
work because there is no large ecotv. films, the independent station
they do to make the initial sale.
return for one tremendously
operator can successfully compete nomic
Often harder. But, unfortunately,
The producer
film.
with network affiliates and offer successful
for every film Syndicator with incan’t afford to devote the necessary
genuine
programming
network
of
tegrity, there are many without it,
-care, and writing -for the
time,
to sponsors and audiences
The
many who are completely lacking calibre
production of a fine' film:
alike. Network affiliates also have
in foresight, anxious only to make
principle of 13, 26 of 52
a lot. to gain from syndicated films, whole
a quick dollar now and let the funecessitates the spreading of talent
the chance of being less dependture take care of itself.
works against quality
ent on networks for their liveli- too thin and
The producer finds it
Those Unrealistic Promises
hood. Usually they can earn great- production.
for a workable
strive
They cut prices at the drop of a er revenue from national spot,' re- safer to
which will satisfy telehat. Once sold, the customer is gional and local advertisers than mediocrity
that even if he
knows
forgotten until another series is from network advertisers. * Net- vision. He
great film it will
available. This type of syndicator work affiliates and independents produces one
difference.
has little respect for his product, can enhance their prestige by make little
Going further, there is another
himself or his customers.
He planning creative programming
film
usually represents a producer with schedules. They can incorporate obvious difficulty. Television
are based on theatrical mocosts
as little character as himself and local advertising ideas with netposthe
his films reflect it. He makes un- work-quality
film
programming. tion picture costs, without
boxoffiee return
realistic promises to the producer They can enjoy a flexibility not sibility of the
that makes these, high production
'

)

duction facilities to include the world’s largest tv studio, in Brooklyn,
City, in Burbank, Cal., featuring the first studio ever built

and Color

for color from the ground up,:

What’s on tap for Phase Three? To the existing three series of color
Spectaculars will be added a fourth major color series
Sunday
afternoon dramatic programs to be produced and directed by Maurice
Evans, who will also star from time to time. We also expect to be doing
a number of other programs in color, including the Milton Berle programs, which will come from Burbank
the first full season of shows
to originate from this new facility and the first to-go color on a regular

—

-

—

1

basis.

“Howdy Doody” is being readied as a daytime color feature, giving
dealers a daily color strip for demonstration purposes
the first regular daytime color program in the network field. Also in the daytime
sector will be a regular color insert each day on “Home.”

—

—

1

.

NBC)

Phase Three of NBC’* blueprint for color television Is coming off
the drafting board for activation In the fall. It calls for a substantial
increase in the amount of color programming in, prime evening time
and—for the first time a regular flow of daytime colorcasts to permit

'

— Up the Sports

Tinting

—

—

;

—

—
|

1

In the area of sports, NBC is planning to present a number of NCAA
football contests, as well as several of the World Series games in color,
and the Davis Cup tennis tournament at the end of August.
As of this month (July), 12 NBC stations have facilities for live color
origination. This means added color schedules in those twelve areas,
as well as the possibility of those stations contributing programs to the
netigprk. Several of NBC’s affiliates have already made such contributions. By October, no less than 19 stations on the NBC line will be
equipped to originate live color, and 44 will be equipped to originate
color film programs. The local color origination will swell the total
volume of color service, over and above the network color, which can
be transmitted by 107 NBC stations.
Phase Three is flexlble'and dynamic. We believe that more clients will
be ordering color on a regular basis as the season progresses. In early
1956, we expect to be stepping up the tempo of color still further, tokeep ahead of the flow of 21" receivers off the assembly lines. NBC
is pledged to provide the programming that will spup the sale of color
receivers
both of RCA and its competitors
and speed the day when
color television will he within the range of qvery home in the United

—

—

States.
*
I

costs possible.
|

1

This does not mean that no
worthwhile programming is being
done. One must look at the situation in light of the tremendous
devouring of film by television under its present local and network

programming

setup.

The demand

One must acis for quantity.
knowledge and credit the skill of
producers in getting ’Out the quantity they do and at :* reasonable
quality, a no mean feat, in itself, s

.

I am completely skipping over
the Integrating of material which
has been previously produced at a
much higher cost both in money
and for talent for some other me-

dium than television.
The television program

director

has found that by using features,
westerns, cartoons, good shorts, he
can create ^programming of value,
,

commercially and entertainment
wise.
However, this use of byproduct, can be at best ,a temporary measure for an industry which
must eventually base its programming on films produced for television.

,

When

there

t

is

sufficient return

in television either through box
office television
or a different
.type of noii-radio distribution (patterned more in the style of WOR’s
Million Dollar Movie) time and effort will then bring quality* and excellent films to television, still not
on a consistent basis, but certainly
more frequently and as Qften and
as good as the best Of Hollywood.
•

JACK STERLING
'THE BIG TOP” CBS-TV
“THE JACK STERLING SHOW" WCBS
"MAKE UP YOUII MIND” — CBS
a

JACKSON BECK

'

Announcer

THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR
Narrator* Actor

MUrray

Hill

8-6600

Radio— TV

Film*

REVIEW-PREVIEW

Wednesday, July 27, 1955

Of

DO-IT-YOURSELF TELEVISION
(Program Manager* WRCA-TV, N. Y.)
Any local station operates with
American boy
with a hammer who h&sn’t built Spit and tissue paper, and the
himself a bookcase lately warrants Workshop is no exception. Some
investigation, and any program of the things we’ve done have cost

Any

Jazz,

Nightmares

& Austria’s

By STEVE KRANTZ
red-blooded:

S9

Fidelio

.

who

than a bottle of dexedrine
a new program lately irieritsfrsuf- pills; and, bn some, we’ve really
focation. At WRCA-TV this past “specked-it-up,” spending up to a
spring, we opened a Television couple of hundred dollars.
Workshop, and now everybodjThas
Some of our results have been
a chance to do-it-themselves.
outstanding. We were the first to
Although we are the biggest'] come put with a legitimate excurstation in the country, and even sion into psychoanalysis,, with a
though our activities can be on a show called "The Analyst,” and
grander scale than most, the pres- then we took a shot at presenting
sure of maintaining program values a new type of book program called
in existing shows makes it difficult ‘‘Galley Proof,” We used a couple
to experiment. Any 13-Week series of actors, the author and an emcee,
runs into a sizeable tab, and the l/but for the first time on television
result is that rewarding and enter- we made a book come alive, as a
taining shows are bypassed be- book.
cause they don't merit 13 programs.
A little later on, we developed
Even though many of local program an idea for a new children’s prooriginations have gone on to the gram, a way to get youngsters to
network “The Steve Allen Show,” indulge in fantasy as participants.
"Princeton '55,” "Conversation,” The presentation was called' "Attic
if programs are Playhouse,” and Susan Reed, prom"It’s a Problem”
successful, we. keep them on, .If inent ballad singer served as hosthey’re not—-we don’t experiment. tess to a group of children; ToWe try again with proven formulas. gether they improvised a little
So, once again—the offbeat ap- playlet. Over 250 unsolicited letexecutive

hasn't built himself less

—

—

proach, the shot in the dark, doesn’t
stand too much of a chance. At
WRCA-TV, we parlayed answers to
these problems along with answers
to a problem of morale into the
winning combination of the Television Workshop.
A number of people on. my staff
have been with the station for
several years, and because of their
efforts our programs have become
successful, but as a result, some of
them have been on the same diet

of steak and potatoes for years.
television was a chance
to display total recall of what
couldn’t
happened yesterday.
arbitrarily juggle the show assign-

For them,

.

We

ments every month.
So, the

WRCA-TV Workshop

was

ters

from parents attested

own

conviction that

it

was

to out
delight-

ful.

And

we have done

or are in
the process of presenting shows
dealing with photography, acting
techniques, ballet, language, news,
etc., etc. In the course of these adso,

By WILLIAM

R,

^

.

.

—Or

expensive coverage in
of the NBC (pr anybody,

My

We

else’s)

have tagged this undertak-

news operation.
ing with the somewhat cryptic
The problem of complete dupli- title, "Project 20,” after the cencate facilities iii two: far-flung
tury, we. live in, but we hope It
Spotlighted
definitely
cities
is
when the\ reeprds show that only will add up to a composite drama
;

;

one convention

site

(Chicago 1952)
NBC person-

meant more than 300

nel in attendance; $2,000,000 in the
latest model electronic equipment
to put over 250 hours of radiotelevision
pro"gavel-to-gavel”
gramming ' on the air (including

of our age, the visual story of man
groping in a world rocked; by
change and Convulsion.

It is an exciting undertaking.
Dramatic, yes, but more, very
much more, than that are the
super mobile units, 26 television
themes we shall treat. In our gencameras, the "Jiffy” film develmasses of men have
oper, "walkie-peepies;” a head- eration,
quarters command post,, two .air- broken through crumbling barriers
conditioned television s t u d i o, s, of custom and authority.
So we
three radio studios, a tape recordwill be telling of turmoil; we will
ing room, two dark rooms and a
combined .radio-television setup at hear the sounds of violence. But
the
Convention
Amphitheater); man remains man. He retains the
150 rooms in five hotels, and 300 individual virtues of humor, love,
airline and plane tickets for perand aspiration.
will tell of

publican pickups;

who

to cover the

GOP committee meetings on the
West Coast while the Democrats
are in fullrSwing nominating a national slate

in the

midwest; and

who makes the trek to San
Francisco' in the far too brief Saturday and Sunday 'between the
finally,

convention?
Last month, the Republican National Committee held a "clear the
air” media meeting at the Hotel
St. Francis in Sari Francisco.
Its
purposes: to inspect the Cow Palace (scene of the 1956 GOP convention) and to receive recom(Continued on page 106)

Sanskrit Revisited

"What’s

NBQ-TV Documentary

:

The search for material to present on the workshop produced an
early influx of Bingo and Poker
games,

of

There may have been eras when
To rephrase Pat Weavers phrase
irian could believe his world to be
and title, next year will be a Wide
simple arid orderly. Certainly’ he
Wide "political” World as far as
news coverage of the 1956 national cannot believe that now. But in
conDemocratic and Republican
the course of time we will try
ventions are concerned. Coverage to trace on the broad, confused
of these two events spaced only a
map of contemporary history the
weekend apart, arid with the width
of half the nation, between conven- routes taken by individual men
tion sites (Chicago and San Fran- and groups of men, by communicisco) promises the largest, most ties and by nations, hoping thereintensive, and certainly the most
by to scan our present situation.
the history

despotism,)
|

(In Charge

NBC)

venturesome projections, we have
Called upon the services of Burl
Ives, Eugenie Leontovich, Andre
EgleSky, Melissa Hayden, Mayor
Robert Wagner, Julian Huxley and
many more. We are working with sonnel..
the combined efforts of our own
In addition to the tremendous
staff, independent packagers, thea- costs involved for 1956, manpower
tre groups, educational institutions comes under a separate "headache”
and any other interested parties.
department of its own. What key
persons to send early to Chicago,
It’s very early to evaluate the
results achieved by the Workshop; to San Francisco; who leaves when,
in
the middle of the .Democratic
however, the change of morale in
members of the. program depart- convention to prepare for the Re-

developed to "juice-up” interest in
the station by. our audience; interest by our own people. It was ment is certainly a part of the realso a way for me to. get out of my sult. Now, fur the first time they
office.
can be creative beyond the daily
It works on a cooperative basis. confines of routine. Any idea which
Station people and outside pack- is selected by our* board is given
agers are invited to submit ideas. as a project to the one who subNo decision is made by me as to mitted it, and an advisory producer
which programs .are selected, but is donated to the project so the
the majority opinipn of the entire inventor is not left high and dry.
program department is the basis
In the (Overall pattern of televiof action taken. Incidentally, it’s sion the NBC Network has demonvery interesting to see how the strated originality and excitement
opinion of the majority sometimes that the flagship station WRCAconflicts with my own. It makes TV is following in our Television
me wonder how popular many of Workshop.
my program decisions really are _ Do it yourself. It’s a breath of
with the people who’ work under fresh air.
me. (But back to my enlightened

By HENRY SALOMON

McANDREW

(Director of News,

'

1

We

these things, too.

As with "Victory
will not

^

programs has disappeared;
.

,Here are a few of the stories

we

Will tell:

"Nightmare

I.

the

drama of

Red”: This

in

is

Russia' in this cen-

changed the
world by bringing communism into
practice.
Our story is told with
film most of which has never been
seen in this country, footage derived from 76 different foreign
and domestic sources—some came
from behind the Iron Curtain,
tury, the Russia that

some from

The

CJzarist archives.

splendor of the Imperial court*
the shattering impact of the Rus-

whole specta-

sian revolution, the
cle of a society in

upheaval—these

are the elements of our drama.
,2. "Three Two One—Zero”:

To

be repeated by pop'ular demand.

The
.

»

.

symbolic of the subject
the atomic age! It deals with
title is

the' effects

and

implications

of

atomic energy on the United States
and the. world in the past and present and its portents for the future.
Hitler’s

Europe

i

"The Rise and Fall of a Dictator”:
Out of the slums of
Vienna came a shabby neurotic
who shook the world as no Caesar,
no Napoleon, ever did before him:
Adolph Hitler. Through his story,
told in film hitherto impounded
3.

we

at N Sea,”

be reporting, nor will we

unreel history by the yard. With
original musical scores by Robert
Russell Bennett, with film editing
by Isaac Kleinerman, with scripts
by Richard Hanser and myself,
tripling, as I am, as writer-directorproducer but aided, in the latter
capacity, by Donald Hyatt, "Project
20” will attempt to give '20th Century man the opportunity to stand
ajjart from himself, for a long look
at himself, and the world in which

he

Unit)

alive in its impact that its meaning
and emotions will echo and reecho in the viewer’s mind long
after the sight and sound of the

lives.

in the vaults of the/ Third* Reich,
will seek to dramatize the convulsion that threw Germany, and
with it most of Europe, back into
the Dark Ages. We hope to portray what makes a dictator, what
makes a nation yield to one, arid
what happens to a nation that does

we

yield.
4. "Thes, Jazz Age’
The extraordinary story of the 1920s, from the
end* of World War I to the great
crash of ’29. We shall show Amer1

:

.

—But Stimulate

Not to Divert

We

will not be seeking merely
to divert, but rather to entertain,
to comprehend, to stimulate to
stage a drama in which the cast

—

§nd Americans undergoing perhaps the most profound and exchange of morals and

ica

.

hilarating

on the stage and the audience are manners in their entire history;
one and the same. If we do our the coming of Prohibition and the
work well, our drama will be so flapper, the rise of the gangs and
the burgeoning of the! Wall Street
boom, the nation on itfe giddy bootleg binge, reeling toward Black
Tuesday, singing and dancing as it
went.
5. “Austria”: Her story, centering on the reopening of the Vienna
State Opera (Nov. 5, 1955), the
greatest cultural event in Europe
in many years, and the return of
her independence. This program
will, be patterned after its music.
The contour of our show will follow the outline of Beethoven’s
“Fidelio,” the opening work to be
presented, marking the 150th anniversary of the Opera’s first performance. Our theme will be the
rebirth of freedom, but we will
show the Austria of Strauss and of
Mayerling, of Sarajevo and two
great wars, of smiling Vienna and

Lines” with

would make them safe
from Goodson anaTodman subpoenas and "The Show of Shows”
twists that

(except upside down).
On the
otherhand, the eggheads Voted for
an, assortment such, as Euripides
on’ the half shell or Sanskrit: ReVisited. The calming, influence of
rejection slips to packagers and
even to members of our own group
changed the pattern of thinking.
Eventually the air cleared and a
decision was made to strike hard
for both the commercial, and the

non-commercial
possibilities
in
programs, ag long as we felt they
offered something new Or unusual,

grim "occupation.
These are’ the programs already
under way. There will be others

entertaining or enlightening.
As for a time of broadcast, the
thing that occurred to us was
the pristine solemnity of a Sunday,
where commercials wouldn’t get in
the wa*r, but I chose rather 'to
preempt regularly scheduled shows

in the future of "Project 20” of
similar, and even larger, scope.
will be on the air once a month
for six months commencing Nov.
3 in prime evening times preempted by
in accordance with

—regularly and put Workshop offerings where people (including

Messrs.

We

first

sponsors), coifld get a look at them.
So it went in our daytime Monday
through Friday and via kine will
have other exposure in the nighttime hours. We do one Workshop
stanza a week, and post it on a
•different, day of each week.
By
this process, we’ve built up substantially increased ratings and interest in oUr daytime schedule.
Apparently the folks, at home during the daylight hours like to be’
thought of as adult too.

NBC

programming ideas enunciated by
Pat Weaver and Bob
Samoff.
Our programs, taken together,

will constitute a continuing series.
Each separate program will form

a self-contained dramatic unit but
Will be a part of the whole, taking
proper place in the overall design which, when completed, will,
we hope, add to man’s understanding of man. In the final analysis
the success of "Project 20” will be
determined by our ability to portray the eternal drama of the

its

JACK SHAINDLIN
Musical Director

human

story.

)

.

)

40

!
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Wednesday^ July £7, 1955
the girl

thoroughly familiar with

is

your library. She must know music
and records just as an artist knows
She must be familiar
his paints.
with, exactly the type of music performed on every record by every
artist from the Andrews Sisters

WALK AM

and FM* Patchogue, and WRIV,
( Program Director,
Riverhead, L. J.
“Music is a succession of har- wouldn’t be without a portable
monious tones, either vocal or in- radio on visits to the beach or
strumental as heard in birds or while on vacation. Most' of them
will tell you that they take along
running water,”
Anyone who has attended a a radio primarily for the entertainmusic.
BMI program clinic at which ment provided by radio
Because -music is what most Of
tnat genial and most gracious of
gentlemen* Boy Harlow, has pre- the listeners are after most of the
sided has heard him utter those time, we repeat our question: How
words, usually in his introductory much consideration are you giving
comments. As Harlow points out, to the music being heard on your
that is one dictionary's definition station? Perhaps you are oblivious
of music. Boy, who has always been to most of your station’s music begreatly concerned about the hap- cause you are devoting your time
hazard way many stations program to sales and administrative prob.

'

much margin

f

;

-

i

;

1053, was done on an experimenoverall suggestions on
portant matter of music program- tal level. We had come to the conclusion that our advertising camming.
Because you acquire and main- paign In the local newspapers,
fain the largest audience quickly initiated in 1950 in. conjunction
and most effectively' by prpgram- with the opening of the first four
ming music it certainly makes good Slenderella salons in New York,
sense to play the best available had reached its saturation point.
one
music.
For the most part, mix- We needed a new medium
familiar standards with the better which Would offer ^results as efcurrent popular songs; Remember fective as the printed word. We
never to offend any. of your listen- turned to radio and its mass
ers by over-doing the novelty or audience.
In October, 1953, we ran a radio
“gimmick” records. While rhythm
and blues.*- hillbilly and western test in Los Angeles. A series of
music may have a great appeal In announcements Was scheduled for
certain sections of the country and Ralph Story’s morning show on
for a period of 39 days,
with specialized groups in many
metropolitan markets the majority two announcements a week at first
of your listeners may actually find —a then three. The results were
the aforementioned music painful eye-opening. After the initial 30to their ears. Unless you are cer- day air trial, Los Angeles’ share
Slenderella’s
total
national
tain you are in an area where it of
will pay you to specialize, let’s say business jumped from 17% to
for example in hillbilly music, 29%.
This brief experiment
condon’t let your station acquire the
reputation of being a “cembali” vinced us that radio was far from
operation* Many listeners cannot “dead” and as bur network of
today’s total is 75
tolerate
hillbilly
records
and salons
should they chance to -hear this entered new areas we followed
through
with
local spot radio covonce
music even
on your station
they may angrily switch the dial erage* The results have continued
successful.
As Slenderella
to
be
forever and from that time on associate your station with that type has entered radio in eity after
unmistakable
we
have
noted
city,
of music. That chance, “snap judgment” type of listener is well rep- sales increases and in some cases
doubled. It
•business
has
actually
resented in any radio audience.
is apparent that Slenderella and
Survey Your Audience
[
f
radio have been a successful partYou would da well to* survey nership, and that radio should be
your audience to determine the automatically included in our annumber of listeners who are of for- nual advertising projects. Today,
eign extraction and then devote our 59% of Slenderella’s total $40,portions of your schedule to polkas,
009 per-month. advertising budget
Latin-Ameriean music, etc.—only goes into spot radio covering all
don't, overdo it because these peo* of our markets.
pie probably do not represent the
Understanding The Patrons
largest part' of your audience, and
anyway, these specialized groups
I believe our success via the
will no doubt enjoy your other airwaves is- due, to a large extent,
music as well.
to our approach to the medium
Finally, let me urge you to keep and ah understanding of our pa-

.

We

!

:

your musical standard^ high. Never
program “down” to an audience/
all of your programs, musical or otherwise sqund carefully
planned. Avoid “musical fill” ex-

trons.

!

feature programs, the
obvious tieup since Slenderella is
exclusively for women, we have
invaded the early morning chatcept perhaps in cases of delayed ter and deejay shows which, by
remotes.
Always have standby and large, feature male personalishows prepared and easily acces- ties. The reasoning behind this is
Remember two-fold; First, it seemed to me
sible in emergencies.
that people who tune in your sta- jhat worhen prefer to listen to a
tion for the first time or those who man
another
rather than, to
tune in only occasionally will judge woman; secondly, the early mornyour station by what they hear ing commentator has a loyal, folwhen they are listening. And re- lowing who frequently can be inmember you never know ivho may fluenced by his endorsement of a
he listening!
product or service.

—

.

Another

,

;

:

,

feature

of

when

delivering

a

commercial.'

This avoids the monotonous commercial rut, and gives Slenderella

an air of “newness” practically
every day.
So as not to hampeF the radio
personalities

!

we have no

free delivery style,
written commercials,

merely a basic fact sheet. In addition, we have each of our radio
people visit a salon and even ex-

;

i

the Slenderella treatment. Their familiarity with the
Slenderella system has added eonsiderably to our success on the
airwaves.
At the present time our radio
spots cover ‘all the major cities,
and are heard on all <the major
stations. In the New York area,
alone, we are heard off nine difcomplete picferent programs.
iture of our sponsorship includes
perience

:

I

r

'

’

ADELE RONSON

attractive

the early morning male stars is
that they are usually ad lib artists with their own individual style

WXXX

;

Rather than buy time on

women’s

Make

1

,

[

ti

—

1

—

‘

|

j

1

:

|

—

•

offer a few
this all im-

—

!

|

me

KNX

.

'

|

let

—

—

.

—

’
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Summing Up
Summing. up,

lems while, as we indicated before,
the announcers or the girl you call
who recently
a librarian .selects the music fot on a Southern station
“Shtiggy
your record shows. If this is true, played a record called
almost 60
incessantly
for
Boom,”
chances are that musically you
have a sloppily programmed sta- hours? When disk jockeys behave
in this deplorable fashion, how
try’s radio station managers and tion.
not
Do your announcers select their can they blame the public forHapprogram directors doing with this
better musical tastes?
having
own music? First of all, I wongreat force?
der how many ..managers realize pily of course, not many jockeys
So many stations’ record shows that most announcers are notorious would go to such ridiculous exare a conglomeration of various
confor playing what they themselves' tremes, but many of them are
types of music, much of it totally
lesser degree to the
like to hear, regardless of the time tributing to a
unrelated. Such a show is usually
When
an an- complete degeneration of popular
of day or night.
hastily prepared perhaps within
nouncer has free rein in selecting music. Why even some record com10 or 13 minutes before air time,
music, he usually prepares a “con- pany executives are complaining
and more than likely this horricert” for himself and you can only that the jockeys are ignoring the
ble inharmonious hour of musical
hope that few of the listeners will new ballads, show tunes and other
hash is known as ’’Music in the
(This new releases to concentrate on
go- along with his tastes.
Air”!
does not necessarily include a qual- rhythm and blues or other gimYes, after a lot of listening to a
ified, experienced personality disk micked-up novelty records;
lot of radio stations it seems to
Better check with your disk jockwho should Blow music and
me that many of them, particularly jockey
eys. Find out on what basis they
his listeners' preferences.)
the so-called music and news opthere are the so-called disk Select the records for their shows.
Then
erations, are shamefully lax about
jockeys who program their shows Are they answering requests and
the types, quality and presentation
checking with the best seller thus- pleasing that small minority
of the music going out over the air- by
lists.
Many of these fellows tyave of listeners who take the trouble
waves. 'What’s the situation at your
phone, or are they just
little or no knowledge of music. to write or
station?
Do you have a poorly- But often the blame fbr poorly-pro- ‘using their own discretion? And
qualified librarian selecting your
“discretion”? Merewhat
about
that
isn’t
entirely
shows
music or are musically-ignorant an-* grammed
theirs.
Place the responsibility ly because a man is an announcer
nouncers chasing away your listendoesn’t mean
records
spins
who
shoulders of the managers
era by programming the wrong on the
staff announcers into disk he is an authority on programming
music? x Don’t be too quick to say who turn
one
of
even
your shows.
music
for
jockeys overnight without stopping
no! Obviously, to be at all listenWhen you hire a disk jockey or
to consider their qualifications.
able, any record show on any staan announcer who wilt do- record
tion must be carefully and knowTastes Have Deteriorated
shows, do you check on his knowlingly planned and then Intelligentmusic and records? Here at
Talk to many of the country’s edge of
ly presented. How many of them
WALK, all prospective disk jockmusicians,
better
disk
jockeys,
singare?
take a musical quiz to
eys
must
ali know that within recent ers and orchestra leaders- and you determine their knowledge of recyears it has been firmly established will find they are of the same ords and of the artists who make
that music and news are radio’s opinion, that the country’s musical them. It is amazing to learn how
most effective weapons in the bat- tastes have deteriorated badly dur- many applicants don’t even know
tle to convert or reconvert televi- ing the past decade. While a large
the names of six major record com*
sion addicts into at least “part- part of the fault lies with certain
panies. Even, more can’t give the
time” radio enthusiasts. Many overly-commercial.. artists &r repname of Glenn Miller’s theme song,
ertoire
men
the
record
comat
radio men claim that news is the
(And speaking of disk jockeys, it
biggest commodity a radio station panies, they share this blame with
be well to mention here that
might
many
of the fellows who give so
has to offer that people tune in.
unless you have, a super-personalmore often to hear news than for much air time to records which ity jockey who has listeners eagerany ether reason. I. disagree. Ad- have inane lyrics, little or no musi- ly clinging to every word, keep chatmittedly, news runs a close, second cal value, or which are; even downEven
ter down on music shows.
but I am convinced that except dur- right vulgar.
when the talk is pertinent to- the
ing wartime or in other periods of _ Perhaps the saddest part of all
storv
be“the
music,
don’t
overdo
emergency, more * people " in all is that mqst of the country’s disk
hind the record.” It is surprising
walks of life and in all age and jockeys aren’t doing anything to
itfor
well
the
speaks
how
music
Income brackets turn on the radio help the situation. On the conself!)
'
to hear music than for any other trary; they continue to saturate
The Librarian Situation
reason. A recent Advertest survey their shows with the sam'e records
In New York shows that radio being heard on nearly every other
The librarian situation at many
music listening is on the increase. station—the so-called “top 10” or stations is likewise appalling. Far
“top 20.” And what a sorry list, too many managers will hire a girl,
A. large percentage of the respondents said they listen to the radio what a sad commentary on the possibly fresh from high school and
country’s
musical preference! Ac- 'place her in full charge of the recmainly for music.
The ord library at a salary of $35 a
tually, it’s a vicious circle.
It Relaxes
It Soothes
records and songs become popular week.
While she may be quite
Music is your best programming largely because the disk jockeys capable of performing the task of
bet because it relaxes, it soothes pound away day after day at the filing and cataloging records and
and it never interferes. There is “plug” tunes, forgetting the wealth transcriptions, more s than likely
no question that radio (and particu- of really good, listenabie material she is far from qualified to select
larly FM radio) presents music both new and old, gathering dust that all-important music for your
more effectively than any other in the files.
record shows.
Let’s suppose for
How many of you were as horri- example that you have a program
medium, including television and
motion pictures. Radio even has fied as I to read of the disk jockeys from 10. to 11 a. m. arid you call it
advantages over the concert hall
“The
Music Hall.” How
where crowds, various noises and
can you possibly assume that this
visual distractions .interfere with
girl, eager, enthusiastic, and dilifull enjoyment of the performgent though she may be can proance.
When you listen to your
gram the exact kind of music you
favorite music on the radio,, you
want for even that one-hour pecan sit back, close your eyes and
riod?
All right, you say, “She’s
relax as you derive full enjoyment
received instructions”; Your profrom what you hear. As FCC Comgram director has told her to feamissioner Robert E. Lee remarked
ture arrangements by Dave Rose,
at the recent High-Fidelity Fair in
Kostelanetz, Percy Faith, Morton
Washington, D, C., ‘T particularly
Gould and the like, but not, on this
know of no more stimulating listenparticular show, records by Woody
ing experience than the full range
Herman, Les Brown or Dave Brureproduction of a live FM concert
beck.
She’s been told to include
on a good high fidelity set.
occasional vocals by Crosby, SinI am sure we are all well aware
atra, Como, Shore and Doris Day,
of the value of radio music to the
but not by Johnnie Ray, Frankie
housewife who attends to her
Laine or Teresa Brewer or any of
household chores with the radio
the “shouters” or “screamers.” In
providing a pleasant accompaniother words, you want the program
ment to an otherwise dull routine.
to consist of relaxed, listenabie,
Of course radio music also serves
mejodious music. Possibly the first
as an ideal companion to the salesfew programs will follow the right
man or to anyone travelling any
p&ttern, but how long can your prodistance by automobile. The fact
gramming novice bat 1,000? Anythat almost 75% of this country’s
thing less won’t do because one
automobiles are equipped with rawrong record can chase an audidios is a positive indication of
ence quicker than dead air. Yes,
Television and Radio
radio’s importance to the motorjust this one hour, day in and day
Actress and Announcer
ists.
And think of the countless A.F.T.R.A.
A.E.A.
S.A.G. out, week in and week out becomes
increasing number of people who
quite difficult to program unless
MU 8-6GOO
;

A

lot of people these days are
talking about radio in the past
tense -“Remember
when radio
was. . .** or “Those were the heydays of radio”—-implying that radio, like the old man, has “kicked
the backet.” Actually this is far
from true, and I can offer proof
in that because of Slenderella’s
purchase of radio time our patronage has increased over 50%.
Our entrance into radio, in

—the

alternating oftempos, interspersing vocals with instrumentals—se~
iectlng the right numbers to open
and close the show? One wrong
record can shatter a mood, antagonize your listeners and ruin an
entire program.
I

John Cameron Swayze

Radio’

By LARRY L. MACK

does she know about pacing

!

It

(Founder and President,
Slenderella International)

And what

for- error!

Owe

To

to Florian Zabrich. Otherwise, before long you’ll inevitably find an
occasional novelty record slipping
in or perhaps some Dixieland jazz,
or worse, some frantic, dissonant
jazz in a modern idiom, or a wailing blues shouter.' There is so

By JACK ELLSWORTH

their music, goes on to say tflat ofcourse music' is much more than
just “a succession of harmonious
tones.** Music is one of the greatest forces for good that God has
given us. And what are the indus-

‘I

:

A

JIMMIE CHRISTIE
PLaza

B’WAY

-

ROAD

7-630(1
-

STOCK

-

more than 59 programs emanating

Jrom 15

TELE

eities*

Slenderella’s

successful

experi-

and brim- ence in radio has taught me to
stone red hair and youthful person- turn a deaf ear jo those who say,
ality, has charmed audiences Jn such, “Radio, today, is the stepchild of
shows as “Life With Father” (mem- television.” It’s apparent that such
ber World's record Broadway cast); people are speaking enly for them“Kiss and
“I Remember Mama,”
selves and not for the millions of
Tell;” “Junior Miss” and the “Winshour are
low Boy.” Watch the red-head people who at every
turning the -dial and entering »
closelj’, he's off to a good start."
beautiful world of sound.
Emma.
“Jimmie

Christie's

fire

j

-

—
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More Stars In Heaven9
Let’s Do a Spec
By ALAN M. FISHBURN

By JOE CULLIGAN
There’s a

new man

,

to help advertisers merchandise their big network pur-

'bouncing in

circuit

and out of agency and client doors
these days. He’s the tv network
salesman. He's got more zip than
a case of Schweppes, and an out-

As many as 1,100 dealers,
on a nationwide 50-city hookup
have learned about, and become
excited about, their parent comlook on. life that is—well, salubri- pany’s buy on NBC. This may have
nothing
to do with the sale, but it
ous. And the reason? Purely and
sure helps the renewal.
simply, it’s because, lie’s more imPortable rear projection motion
portant to networks and clients picture machines were added
to
than he ‘lhas been since broadcast- the closed circuit facilities this
past season.
These instruments
ing began.
have enabled NBC salesmen and
It wasn't always thus, you know.

.

chases.

,

it was a wellmannered crowd. public.”
At this
Groups of handsome mei^ and rav-"

ishingly beautiful

merchandising field men to bring
the magic and excitement of sight,
sound, demonstration and star
Value .into the office of any prospect, dealer or distributor who has

Up until a few short years ago
practically every big purchase of

AXEL GRUENBERG
Producer-Director

network time was a “top managefor RALPH EDWARDS’
ment to top management” negotia“THIS IS YOUR LIFE”
tion. The atmosphere got so rareAward
Winner 1953;' 1954
electric, current.
lied that you could harly sign theMany times, too, we have wantcontract for the leaky pens around.
It was only after the deal was set ed » client to know first-hand
on the nose-bleed level that the about a new programming thought
salesman was called in “to clean that NBC is developing. To cut the
up the' detail^.” Of course, there time lag between the' concept and
v
are still a great number of safes the pilot film, Weaver, Sarnoff and
being made today summit-to-«um- the programming team will dash
mit »but they are being joined into a studio, blue shirt -in hand,
more and more by big orders, to describe it all- on film. The next
brought in by the regular staff day the prospect is viewing the
kine and making a decision.
salesman.
“'
Our aim has been to cut down
What caused this metamorphoBy BEUB KAUFMAN
sis? 1 think the answer is simple .the time lag between the creation
( Pres ., Guild Films)
the Magazine Concept When of a programming concept and the
The horizons in television are
Pat Weaver introduced this plan. completed sale. We’ve made great
It was the ilrst step
the renals- progress. It took about 12 months spreading even faster than, anticisauce of the network salesman. to sell “Today.” “Home” was sold pated.^ln recent months this much
Conditions changed. Whereas be- to 32 advertisers in the 30 days has become obvious.. There was a
glut of certain
fore, tlie big hunt was for a single before it went on the air NCAA
kinds of film
advertiser to buy a solid 39 weeks’ Football was sold to three sponprograms o n
series now the 'goal was to find sors in two » weeks. Color Spread
four, 10 or 50 sponsors for one (’55) series was one-half sold out
the
market
show. Obviously,, this was beyond within 10 days of announcement,
early this
the ability of jus.t a few individuyear. O

—
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Don’t Buy
Yourself Out
Of Business

—

—

<

—
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als.

It

called for 4 group effort of

—ahd

highly

•

men to make the concept click.
Enter the salesman.
Overnight his territory expanded from Madison Avenue to ^Vancouver,. and every byway in between. Every company that had
$6,000 was a prospect.
Every
agency that liad a telephone number was a key call. And the search
began. Before long some very unlikely network tv “giants” began
to crop up on the commercial log:
Gold Filled Association, Lettuce
Growers

of

California,

Sawyer

Viewmasters, Reo Lawn Mowers,
Black & Decker Power Tools, Hep
Aerosole Bombs, Fly Charmer Insecticides (sic!), Union Meh’s Un-.
derwear and Appian Way. Pizza
Pie Mix.
And then along would come a
sponsor like Dow Chemical, Dow
had a product called Saran Wrap
which it wanted to move more rapidly. So they bought a few participations on “Today.” They expanded some more, and some
more, and wound up with a full
nighttime half-hour of “Medic”. .
in addition to a strong schedule on
.

You.kepp this
up, and you wind up with a Conparticipating shows.

—

clusion that the magazipe concept not only brings in many advertisers who never would even
dip their toes into network tv, but
also develops advertisers into fullblown nighttime, prime time sponsors. And in many of these cases,
the expansions' are sparked and
clinched by staff salesmen.
Or take “Color Spread," the
magazine concept in Class
time.
The 1955 programs in this new series were virtually sold out before
the talent and shows were announced. The men are buring up
an order -pad a week on this one.
And, after firm prices and schedules
were announced on the
NCAA games, three sales were
hauled in in one week,

A

|

Using"
This

TV To

Sell

TV

Continued from pace 35

point a burly figure,
carrying a violin, detached himself
his group of stars and confronted the little man with a
sneer. Spewing grape-seeds on his
toga as he spoke, he said, “You’d
better forget about this remote
pickup.
We wouldn’t be found
live in a show without a lot of

from

about the starshaped tables that
dotted the room. Laughter, goodfellowship, and an abundance of
double ambrosia cocktails gave’ testimony to the fact that this was a
We’ve caught
very special occasion.
dramatic values.
your programs up here on Ultra
Suddenly, a fanfare was heard.
I’ni going to
Tell
what
UHF.
you
The great double-doors at the far do. I’m a Special Events man.
end of the Club Room opened. A Throw the contract my way, and.
host of smartly-garbed technicians I’ll give you a full weekend show
72 hours’ worth complete with
appeared with a great variety "of
»

1

—

•

electronic
set it iip.

,

—

equipment and began to chariot races,

plenty

of low-cut
a generous seseduction and
murder, and a pip of a scene where
we .throw Christians to the pack of
hungry lions. Then, for a Climax,
Til toss in my famous Conflagration Finale during which I play a
It'll look great
violin obbligato^
in compatible color.”
“Now you’re talking,” said the
“You've got a deal.
little man.
By the way, I didn’t catch your
name. We’ll need it for the credwell-filled bodices,

At one of the starahaped tables;
a gentle elderly man arose and
adjusted his hearing-aid. “I’m horribly sorry,” he said, “but I’m
afraid this may all have been my
fault”
The Others at his table
laughed tolerantly. “This might
meaii a break for us,” one said,
.

lection

of

rape,

“Let's sit it out, Tom:
After all,
a job’s a job. .One of us might get
the nod.”
By now, midway between the
musty Greek pillars and the faded its.”
drapes of rose that graced a little
Fiddled
lit Rome
~1 course,
there platform stage, men with cables
earphones paced the floor,
“Everybody knows me in Rome,
is never a glilt and
nursing and caressing several gi- where bigtime show biz started,”
of quality,
call me C. B.
have not yet gantic color tv cameras. When all was tjie retort. “Just
J
^r
known a situa' was in readiness, a muted signal deNerO.”
tion
where of chimes was heard, and a small
“I guess I'm in the wrong sathere is too man strolled into the room, as if loon,” gasped the little man. “If
much of supe- on cue. His Brooks Bros, suit was you’re Nero, you must be dead.”
Reub Kaufman
his attache-case
rior
quality. neatly pressed,
A swarthy tenor, whose voice
But there was a glut of old, worn- bore a London label, and an en- was flavored with garlic, spoke up,
tourage of crew-cut yes-men aped
out programs.
saying, “We're very much alive up
As a cpnsequence, a buyers’ his style and manners with alacrity. here.
The Spectaculars we’re
market developed. Some producers
“No doubt you wonder why known for are good forever. Furand distributors seized with in- we’re here,” the little man said. thermore, ive never had to depend
ternal panic and obsessed by lack “I’ll tell you why." Our spectacu- On pre-recorded tapes!”
of self confidence, yielded to the lars are running short of talent and
“That's fine,” said the little man,
pressure of quick sales, any kind ideas, and we soft of thought a repacking up his attache-case as the
His discourse was
of quick sales, and accepted any mote from—”
technicians dismantled the equiprudely interrupted by a club-memoffer to “get off the hook.”
ment.
“But it won’t do us any
Nobody can blame the station ber who might. have been made-up good. How the hell can our netmanager for trying to get programs for a charade; Stroking his natty,’ work vice-presidents and agency
and program series as cheaply as pointed beard, he proclaimed in a account
supervisors edit the shows,
possible. But out of this melee, resonant blank-verse voice, “All
throw out material and criticize the
there has developed a very dan- you need are better scripts!”
performers if you’re all stone-cold
progerous situation where many a
“That may be,” the small man dead?
Come on, boys, let's get
gram series was converted into quavered, hesitantly, and then con- back to Radio City. We'll have to
“library” sales. To a limited extent tinued with his pitch. The, pigskin
use Garroway’s chimp after all.”
this is okay, but When overdone it case opened to an easel, displaying
As the entourage swept out of
could prove dangerous for all con charts and rating figures. “Just let
the room, a twinkling-eyed, bushycerned.
us worry about that. Our captive
bearded
chap in knickers was
Some stations have found them- audience must be fed just like the
heard to say, “Even if you could
selves glutted with film programs lions at^the zoo. Rare, red meat
afford my royalty terms, no chimof dubious quality which they can every time! We’ve given them color,
panzee will ever blue-pencil myrun and rerun ad infinitum and I dancing girls galore, Broadway
scripts!”
fear as far as the public is con- hits, and all that Hollywood adores.
A murmur of Heavenly anger
cerned ad nauseum.
But we’re kind Of stuck for this
Out of this situation has grown month’s show.
Our clients ar arose as the great doors closed.
began to flow like water,
Ambrosia
public
the
a new basic axiom that
screaming and we must come up
while protests and arguments grew
has reached a stage of maturity with a new angle.”
more heated. Over in a
more
and
where it can take television or
A portly, Gallic legit, favoring
leave it alone. Gone are the days, her artificial leg, interrupted and corner, the man in velvet britches
charade-like beard
the
natty
and
or at least they are going fast, said, “Can you pay us off in
gold?” hastily summoned an imposing
when a homeowner bought a set
“Oh, we’ve got the dough,” the group about him. He pounded the
and the entire family was glued to little man replied. “Look, honey,
table with his tankard for attenit- night after night.

|
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songs. Products get used up or become obsolete. Songs get better
like Old wine,

if given a chance to
age naturally. They even have a
chance to reach the heart of a generation if they’re not pushed down

its

throat too fast.

The public

eats

at its leisure.

How

keep rein on this problem? How to win horse races Is
the same question, because some
are early foots and some are Tastto

Some are “Suddenly’s.”
The disk jockey who predicts
make himself look good is

ers.

hits to

only playing into the hands of the
publisher, without necessarily considering that he is shortening the
natural life of the song with the
public. Still I don’t blame a guy
for saying he likes a record. Then
again, he should, for the public’s
sake, play only those that he could
make that remark about. The danger to the public is that some good
songs that might be a lasting contribution get overlooked in the
mad rush to put over a hit for
some private benefit.
Well, I try to perform my kind
of a show, in which I am generously assisted by a fine pianist,

Milton Kaye, and a stubborn director,

Jimmy Brown, who knows

more about this than I do. He’s
pretty good, but sometimes I wonder, especially when he says he
likes my guitar playing. I must get
the second lesson right away.

7

—

—

—

tion.

The novelty has worn off. Hithprograms only had

for speaking prose,”
I've got a great
don't we syndicate all
our talent and properties, form a
Universal Network, call it Syndicated Celestial Spectaculars, and
advertize with a hard-selling slogan like “More Stars Than There

he said,
idea.

compete with themselves. If a
televiewer did not like' a program,
he turned the dial for one he liked
to

better.

'

HANK SYLVERN
Musical Director

MUrray

Ilill

8-6GOO

turn the set off altogether.
In other words, the televiewer
has come of age, and television
does not exercise that monopoly
of time it had in the days of its
knee-pants. In order to hold the
eyes and minds of its audiences,
it must give them something that
catches their fancy better than the
theatre,
movies,
books,
cards,
dances, bowling and whatever else
impinges on the time of people.
Thus, 1955 represents the year
of transition for television, the
year which nailed to the mast the
foolish theory that “anything goes”
on the telewaves so long as it can
be put on.
The answer to it is as old as the
entertainment industry: Better Programs!

“but

Why

But this sort of free-twisting has
gone further. A televiewer, if he
doesn’t like the program' on one
station and ditto with the program
on another station, will simply

j

me

“Pardon

erto, television

selling approach has
had its corollary effects too. For
instance, more sales calls, to more
advertisers, has heightened the
need for more selling devices. So

,f

clustered

i

River of Music

new

NBC has developed a few new
wrinkles. Like using tv to sell tv
via closed circuit.
Here’s the way it works. The
salesman arranges a meeting in
the prospect’s office or board
room, or in a' hotel dining room or
any convenient place! At the appointed hour the program is piped
in and the prospect is prepared
for the salesman’s pitch by- the
sudden appearance on the screen
of Pat Weaver, Bob Sarnoff, Dick
Pinkham or some other member
of NBC’s top management brigade.
We have also used the closed

women

'

informed-

skilled

y

Chicago.
you can write your own ticket.
The Club Room was full. A baze What the hell, this has gone far
of gently curling wisps of smoke beyond the MCA-William Morris
Let’s start with
danced a complicated ballet ma- stage.-’ Okay.
neuver against the Heavenly blue you. That French dialect sounds
of the starstudded ceiling. An ac- authentic. How about auditioning
companiment of subdued voices for me? After all, this is Color
gave proof that this was an oasis tv. W« fotta see how you look on
frequented by wellknown names camera, and ‘whether or not your
in the Arts.
act and material is suitable for the

Manager NBC-TV)

(National Sales

Are At M-G-M.”

I’ll

throw

my

plays into the hopper, so will
G. B. S., the Greeks, my Elizabethan and Restoration pals, and
all the rest— including a few Rus-.
sians like Chekhov and Gorki,
Nero can have boxing,- wrestling,
-

Michaelangelo can
handle the scenic design, Stanislav-

and gladiators.

ski the casting, Ziegfeld and Nijinski the ballet girls, Mr. Lee and

the

Frohman boys

and

contracts.

the

Sarah

bookings

Bernhardt

a natural for women’s features,
and Irving, Terry, Marlowe and
Sothern have lots of matinee apAll I want is one choice
peal.
Monday night slot for ‘Bill Shakespeare Presents’!”
is

MEL BLANC
“JACK

BENNY SHOW”

CBS-TV
“MUSICAL CHAIRS”
Saturday NBC-TV
.Sunday

“How’s
EN!’

men

files

What

at full

for a title?

‘HEAV-

a natural for our salesone minute of ‘Heaven’
frequency discounts.”

— buy

1;
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No matter where they spend

their

summer weekends,

more people enjoy themselves with CBS Radio than they do
anywhere else in network

During the weekend, the average

radio,,

e

sponsored program on

•

CBS Radio commands a 45

greater audience per minute than the number

This

makes every minute count

that

per cent

2 network•

much more on tho

CBS RADIO NETWORK
ft

Jouroo: Nioloon Radio IndtK,

Second Report for Juno, IMS; 9:00 «.m. to

1 1 :00

]

p.m^Saturday and Sunday (Average Auditnco batiob
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/‘the perfect family

entertainment
(The

::>

AJ*

New York

”
!

Times, August 16, 1947)

.

,

^

Wednesday, July 27, 1955

The

New York Times said it eight years ago,
«*

and

it is

just as true today in syndicated
\

television as

it

was then of the motion picture

version. On' stage, in print,

on the screen or

*

*

y

on

television . . . Life with

Father

is “perfect

*

family entertainment. "And now, for the
first

time,

available to all stations for

it’s

on a syndicated

local or regional sponsorship,
v

o

basis. . .through

CBS Television* Film

Sales.

Probably the best-known dramatic- property
of modem times, Father needs no pearly-

worded

description.

tell its story. It

in

A few capsule statistics

was the longest-running play

Broadway history, grossing

close to

$10,000,000 in 3,224 performances.

The movie

grossed another $6,250,000. The book sold

more than

And

2,000,000 copies.

Life with

i

*

CBS Television Network played

Father on the

to an average of

more than

8,000,000 people

per broadcast during the past season!*
Starring Leon

Ames and Lurene Tuttle, Life
O
.t

with Father is a prestige-packed syndicated
film series suitable for almost
-

and any sponsor.

.

any time period

.in fact, the perfect

vehide

for selling the families in your sales areas.

Get details from

. .

New

CBS

Television Film Sales, Inc.

York
Chicago

Los Angeles
Detroit

San Francisco
Boston
St. Louis
Dallas
Atlanta
in Canada:
S. W. Caldwell
Ltd. Toronto
•

*ARB viewers per set applied

to

KtTI he/mss, October IHi-April IMS

*
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EXCITEMENT ^ILLS THE AIR-the same kind of excite-

3*

studios on the

West Coast

to prepare

an hour of truly spec-

»

ment that NBC brought to nighttime TV with its trail-blazing
Color Spectaculars.

weekday throughout the year.

tacular theatre, every

There’s

new daytime excitement all the way down the

Now NBC is going to town oil daytime television. Beginning
October 3rd, a new daily hour-long series, MATINEE, will

on

make a

service programming.

dazzling daytime theatre out of the American home.

MATINEE is a program of such sweep and breadth that it
TV a whole new importance for both view-

will give daytime

ers and advertisers.

Every weekday afternoon from 3:00

NBC

August

Television.

22,

to include a

From 10:00

homemakers

will enjoy

HOME

a

solid 2-hour block of

be extended 15 minutes

new feature, “People at Home,”

Francis interviews or

tells

which Arlene

in

the story of interesting people.

ding dong school’s Dr. Frances Horwich
*

to 4:00, viewers will see a live full-hour nighttime-quality

will

line

a.m. to noon beginning

*

is

now being

seen
*

,

in an additional quarter-hour segment, 10:30-10:45 a.m., in

.4

dramatic show in both

RCA compatible color and black-and-

white. 260 different live

dramas a year

will

range through

the whole spectrum .of comedy and serious plays, adaptations

of

classics,

repeats of outstanding plays successfully done

on major nighttime

series.

Five different production units,

under the supervision of Executive Producer Albert McCleery, will be working full-time at

NBC's vast new

color

which she talks informally and informatively with mothers
about “You and Your Child”.

way of the woeld has already moved to the 4 :00-4 :15 p.m.
position to

add greater audience strength

lineup. This fall,

Pinky lee, 5 :00-5:30

new circus format, 'with live animal

to the afternoon

p.m,, will switch to

acts, trapeze artists

a

and

acrobats -all designed to increase his strong hold on the.

^

N
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youngsters.
a

And howdy DOODY, 6:30-6:00 p.m., will intro
new audience-winning features, presented for

duce"a host of

the first time in color as well,as black-and-white.
Advertisers are already responding tp the atmosphere of

daytime excitement on NBC. Procter

& Gamble has bought

ten quarter-hour periods a week for 52 weeks. Dromedary,

The Mennen Co., standard Brands, R.
Inc*,

J. Reynolds,

Sawyer’s

R. T. French Co., and United States Time Corp. have also

recently

made Important new buys on

NBC

daytime. Fore-

sighted advertisers are signing up now for NBC’s spectacular

new daytime look., How about you?

Emting things are happening on

TELEVISION a oervioo of
ttt

timn in

F#rfe

Ttm$

.

ma t,ne e

6

.

!
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25,000 fan

letters

TV sneak preview .

hailed its

.

now The Great Gildersleeve Comedy Series
is

ready to sell for YOU!

“The Great
13 years,

Gildersleeve,” top-rated

is i;eady to

advertisers. He’s the

comedy favorite on radio for

open broad new sales opportunities for television

same

lovable, laughable Gildy

—

chortle

and

all

but with the tremendous added impact of television’s visual values.
*

“The Great Gildersleeve”

just can’t miss as a syndicated

TV film

series. It’s pre-tested
«

With no advance warning, “The Great
in a half-hour period on the

single exposure

every

NBC

m their reactions.

asked to send

more than 25fi00

member of

was sneak-previewed

Gildersleeve”

Television Network. Viewers were

No

incentives

were

offered.

'enthusiastic letters ,

to

weekly

visits

TV attraction

Marjorie, housekeeper Birdie, druggist Peavey, barber Floyd,

is

a

TV

comedy

values for advertisers :

•

•

•

series with extra-special
'

a wholesome approach that appeals to the whole family and will

community

powerful backing by

NBC

relations for the sponsor

Film Division’s

all-out

merchandising

•

Mayor

“The Great Gildersleeve.”

a big-time established, well-loved personality

serve to cement

a pre-tested capacity for attracting and holding audience

Act fast to make sure Gildersleeve cuts his comic capers
your behalf
. first! Write, wire or phone now!
.

.

NBC FILM DIVISION
serving all sponsors

v

serving all stations
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.
Merchandise Mart,. Chicago, Ilk
Sunset &.Vine, Hollywood, CalifIn Canada: RCA Victor, 225 Mutual St,
Toronto; 1551 Bishop St., Montreal.

.

with Gildy, nephew Leroy, niece

Terwilliger, and all the other popular favorites of

“The Great Gildersleeve”

•

this

many signed by

the family , clamored for Gildy as a regular

They looked forward

From

•

in

S3
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ON TV?

3

a funny commercial,
OR A SERIOUS, FACTUAL ONE?

A GENTLY PRODDING MESSAGE, OR ONE
THAT SLEDGE-HAMMERS THE STORY HOME?

IN

TV

as in practically everything else, what
very often be another’s poison.

is

one

advertiser’s meat,

At McCann-Erickson, we approach each individual TV

may
/

advertiser’s

problem, as an individual problem.

And we have found, more
and

creative skills of able

in all phases of
, .

.

one

often than not, that

when the

people—thoroughly seasoned

inventiveness

specialists

TV

combines with the wealth of experience gained from placing over
billion

two hundred million dollars of advertising

the usually inevitable result

is

the kind of hard-hitting

products, service and ideas with force and efficiency.

.

.

TV

that sells

MCCANN-ERICKSON
New York,

v

INC.,

ADVERTISING

Boston, Cleveland, Detroit, Louisville, Chicago, Houston, Dallas, Portland, Los Angclei, San Francisco

Wednesday, July 27, 1955
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ROBERT MONTGOMERY PRESENTS
Evening*

NBC-TV, 9:39-19:3* P.M^ E,BX

Management:

Jules

L.

Green

Public Relations: Arthur Cantor

TWO FIRST RUN NATIONAL PROGRAMS
1

^

'

/

JUNE, 1954

^•5

1/2 ’ H0URS

0F FILM entertainment
*

s,

EIGHT

FIRST RUN NATIONAL PROGRAMS

JUNE, 1955
•

1/2-HOURS OF FILM ENTERTAINMENT

Gems 1955-1956 Production Schedule

Screen
PROGRAM

SPONSOR

Adventures of Rin Tin Tin .

. .

Captain Midnight... CBS-TV.
Celebrity Playhouse

Father

Knows

Ford Theatre.
Patti

Best
. *

National

NBC -TV.

NBC-TV.

Page Show.

Damon Runyon

. . .

. . .

. .

ABC -TV.
. .

.

Fri.,

TV
.

TV

7:30

p.

m.

a.

Spot

Spot

Sat..

Brewing

Company
Ford Motor Company

ni»

CBS -TV... Sat., 10:30

Tales of the Texas Rangers... CBS-TV...

Kenyon

TatliaimLaird

Scott Paper

.Wed., 8:30 p. m.

p.

11:30

m.
a, in.

&

National Biscuit Co.

Wander Co.
Falstaff

.Thurs., 9:30 p.

National

Theatre...

. .

Sat, 11:00

ADVERTISING AGENCY
Eckhardt

Dancer-Fitzgerald-SanipIe
J.

Walter

J.

Walter

Thompson
Thompson

&

Oldsmobile

D. P. Brother

Anheuser-Busch

D’Arey Advertising

General Mills

Tatham-Laird

Si

Co.
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In

less

60

than

shows and new

at our

days,

we start opening our fall

talent. It will include

"package” of

new

such major entries as

THE MICKEY MOUSE CLUB, WARNER BROS. PRESENTS, WYATT
EARP, M-G-M PARADE, DU PONT CAVALCADE THEATRE and
Bishop Sheen’s famous life is worth living ... a pretty
impressive

Add
(like

list.

all this to

our solid foundation of already successful properties

Danny Thomas, rin-tin-tin and Disneyland),

outstanding shows that have switched to

ABC

and Wednesday night fights), and you

(

the

VOICE OF FIRESTONH

see we’ll be offering

the strongest program line-up in our history.
Strongest sponsor line-up; too. Since January, we’ve signed
a record

$58 million

in

new

business and renewals with blue-

chip advertisers and agencies.
1

•**

We’re unwrapping an exciting season

.

.

.

the most exciting

season of our most exciting year!

You’ll

be glad you turned

to

TEUEVI3IO

NETWORK

[0

WOP

-

60
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'

»
'

3

•

*

THREE OUTSTANDING TV HITS
*

“BREAK THE BANK”
Starring BERT PARKS

“MASQUERADE PARTY”
Starring PETER DONALD

Sundays, ABC-TV

Wednesdays, ABC-TV

I

“PENNY TO A MILLION”
Starring BILL GOODWIN
Wednesdays, ABC-TV
9:30 PM., E.D.T., for

9 PM.,

10:00 P.M., E.D.T., for

E.D.T., for

SHEAFFER flNELINE PENS
P

ESQUIRE SHOE POLISH and

DODGE'y DEALERS OF AMERICA

WOLF ASSOCIATES,

PHARMACEUTICALS,

Inc.

WOLF PRODUCTIONS

INC.

and
RALEIGH CIGARETTES

WOLF ENTERPRISES,
•

*

INC.

NEW YORK

420 MADISON AVENUE,

\
•

.

.

-

j

*

m

r—
\

-

, . . .

**

s,

(1

*
,

,

x\

ggj
SjSS

BETTY FURNESS

Personal

Management

LESTER LEWIS

Wednesday, July 27, 19SS

MARY MARGARET
MCBRIDE
NBC:

Full

Radio Network

10:00-10:05 A.M., EST,

Monday

thru Friday

Itel

1

*-

?

/

e.

$
s*fS,Xw//x

"J8«

CARL REINER
CAESAR'S
NBC-TV

HOUR

Exclusive

Managements

Estella

Karn

/ 5i
©' >

t*M

49 West 45th St,
New York City

**
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V

**' '*
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\
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•

-
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?
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AT LAST

commercial, public service, award-winning program which

add prestige and profits

will

to every station

and sponsor

i**x

y

*

ENTERTAINING!

<

I'

< '

i'%.

**

*>

i

/

vx

EXCITING!
•

ssT'.-

>N
-

S.',

.*v,y

'*>1

V

>

x>

*1

F*

^y.

PV-

f <*

INFORMATIVE!
y
'“sv

*

t

POPULAR!

T

s'

Ideal program —

for hard-to-suit

prospects like banks, public

and

'V^AWAROS-'for
demonstrating an

A proved success — continuously

ideal situation

sponsored for the past 5 years in
San Francisco by the American Trust Company

between public

Ik

service'

utilities

institutional advertisers.

and

commercial'

sponsorship”
$•?

produced
fornia

with the famed Cali•

in association

Academy of Sciences,

"Science in Action"

v

FAVORITE

local

television program*

is

a program which Wins unanimously enthu*

sidstic

endorsement of viewers, educational

for five consecu*

groups, stations

five years.'

It

and sponsors

boasts an eye-popping rating history— as well

as a most impressive
'VoUTSTAHDIMG

3®

guests on each,

program; leaders In

.

citations . It's

//on,

collection of

a tremendous asset

awards and
for

any star

any sponsor, anywhere,]

science, Industry

&i0?ii

f
'V.

*

f

i

-

wtft^
#s

ys

«

v
:

m
m
*
M

I

Including.five

1

Nobel Prize Winner^

1

Call, write or wire tor full details'.

,

^^gfffrnnfe

T< h-risioH I’rtKjru

.-yfy

$77^Madison Avenue,

))tx

New

of America
York 22* N,

,

fur.

fs&RiEfr
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Pfinmfr

<
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Today

there's

a bigger difference than ever on Mutual

'»

r

^

‘

—

••

4

both

in

how much you get and how little you pay,
T

*
/>

i

Nowhere

else will you get

such powerful local impact
•

through a network fabric with

•

of

all the strength
«

“hometown" radio ,

.

.

~

...

i

or such coverage- from-within
%
i

'

^

"

»

y

•••

v-

'

/>.

of markets both with and 'without television.

..

;

.

or

v

e

*

.

such a big-audience “extra” id out-of-home

And nowhere

WITH A
N EW K N D

will you find

smew rate

in Mutual’

IS

card.

more

for your

i

listening.

money

than

You can 'now (for example) buy

minutes on 557. stations for $2,970. Or a quarter-hour

I

air-time cost, for,

OF

$/.78 per

RATE CARD
...FOR

A

for

each station

of-

commercial minute. Day or

Watertown or Waterbury.

St. Jo... almost

.

.

unbelievable for

Or only

only
night, it’s

good

value

a bargain for Memphis or

New

York or Los Angeles.

NEW

KIND OF
RADIO

And it

doesn’t take a s/ide-rufe to see

how little 20

or 30

B

seconds would cost/

These low, low rates make Mutual the network of best buys
in all radio todays- for

for

maximum

And for you,
card.

saturation, for large

too.

See how

a sectional or national program,

it

Ask

and small

advertisers.

for a “reading” oh Mutual’s

new rate

gives your budget far mote local sell—

on the "plus” network ...

MUTUAL

*

Broadcasting System

,

NBC

Producer

WILLIAM

HARMON

•

Saturday Night

Director

Special Songs

SIDNEY SMITH

JACK BARNETT

Associate producer

DERRICK LYNN-THOMAS
Musical Director

ROY BARGY

The
Writers

JACK ELINSON
BENEDICT FREEDMAN

Choreographer

AIDA BROADBENT

EDDIE

Strut

JACKSON

The Rhythm

JACK ROTH
The Keys

JOHN FENTON MURRAY

JULES BUFJEANO

UAhiety

Wednesday,

July, 27,

1955

yjauEtr
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“FABULOUS..

ray
jJJLAi

THE

*>•>

flllEf

THE GREATEST PACKAGE OF 40
FIRST-RUN, FEATURE FILMS FOR TELEVISION

m

m

EVER OFFERED!

>vyi-

M-

FOR THE

FIRST TIME

"FABULOUS 40"

ANYWHERE

$ &

.

showings

&4

.

.

.

some

new,

so

films

.

playing in top theagivtres all over the country
ing you an exclusive premiere
they're

are more than

still

.

.

.

.

.

lions-of-dollars grossers at the

wealth of all-audience appeal.
tremendous package is supported by a powerful merchandising program that will help

box office!

you

.

.

.

This

attraction for all of these mil-

Trailers

and

M

they re the kind
of films that excite sponsors and
they offer superb
agencies
television entertainment and a

good

the finest group of feature
films for first-run television
.

sell, in

ui f

any market!

Press Books on request.
<>*<>*<*

V*

THE MAGIC

I
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WRITE— WIRE— PHONE TODAY
YOUR NTA MAN IS ONLY MINUTES

AWAY

I

n T A
i

I

v«v.'.,v.y«v,ywV

v

+ A.

3N\a/tcna/
60 West 53th

.If

-JMk

*

Street,

j^Abcciateb,

New York/N.

Y.

*

inc.

PLaza 7-2100

j

ED SIMMONS

FELIX JACKSON

AND

NORMAN LEAR

Writers - Directors

STUDIO ONE
THE MARTHA RAYE SHOW
O

'

Pfi&IETr
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available for the first time anywhere!
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new group

sensational

of

-

'
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Kf *
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first- run

feature movies from
><v

-N

S

"W'-Xtv

^
^
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5 major Hollywood studios!
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i

V

>:&

LOOK
AT THIS
LIST

OF
TOP-DRAW
STARS!

Bette Davl$
Martha Raye
Joseph Cotten
Abbott & Costello

Allan Jones

Barry Sullivan

Wendy

Nancy Kelly
Mel Ferrer
June Havoc
Sterling Hayden

Jack Haley
Broderick Crawford
Barbara Britton
William Gargan

Jean.Parker
Richard Arlen

AndyDevine
Rudy Vallee

CALL,

WIRE

or

WRITE

any of these

AAP

offices

NOWI

DALLAS
Associated Artists Productions,

310 South Harwood Street
Randolph 7738

Olsen

& Johnson
Barrie

NEW YORK
Associated Artists Productions,
345 Madison Ave.
MUrray Hill 6-2323

’

Associated Artists Productions,
203 North Wabash
Dearborn 2-4040

Rhonda Fleming
Leo Carilfo
Binnie Barnes

Osa Massen
Roscoe Karns

Chester Morris
John Ireland
Sheldon Leonard
Jane Withers
Ozzie Nelson
Mary Beth Hughes
Virginia Bruce

William Eythe
Robert Lowrey
Phyllis Brooks

Rory Calhoun
Teresa Wright
James Gleason
and so many, many more?

LOS ANGELES
Inc.,

CHICAGO
Inc.,

Bela Lugosi
Richard Denning
Dick Foran

Paul Kelly

Ellen Drew
Lew Ayres

Associated Artists Productions,
1908 South Vermont Ave.
Republic 2*3016

Inc.,
•

ATLANTA
Inc.,

ASSOCIATED ARTISTS
PRODUCTIONS

Associated Artists Productions, Inc.,
Barbizon Towers, 35 Lombardy Way N.E,
Elgin

3028

v*

tKrf d

.U

c.

G

•
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BILL HOBIN
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

AND DIRECTOR

GOODMAN ACE
with

MAX

LIEBMAN PRODUCTIONS
NBC-TV

Wednesday, July 27, 1955

;

Wednesday! July 27, 1955

WARREN
H U LL
“STRIKE
Thanks

to

Colgate-Palmolive

Mbit Framer

Wm.

Esty, Inc.

ii

ft

Friday Nights at 8:00 on Ch. 2

Peggy

Wood (Mama);

Judson Laire (Papa);

Rosemary Rice (Katrin)

;

Dick Van Patten (Nels)

Robin Morgan (Dagmar)

;

Ruth Gates (Aunt Jenny)

Produced by Carol Irwin

IT

RICH”

Wcdnctday, July 27, 1955

75

rn

1

XT 1?

Hli
\

$ 64,000

QUESTION
LOUIS

G.

COWAN, inc.

NEW YORK-575 Madison Are., New York 22, N.
C H I C A G 0—8

a

S.

Y.

PLaza 9-3700

Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, IU. RAndolph 6-2022

Wednesday, July 27t 1955

WCBS-Radio

LANNY
ROSS

V

fi

Monday

through Saturday

(ELEVEN TIMES WEEKLY)"

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

JOAN
ALEXANDER
CURRENTLY

“WITNESS FOR THE
PROSECUTION”
HENRY MILLER THEATRE
New

York City

Television

“Name’s The Same”
Radio
~

“Perry Mason”

For Radio

and TV CARL EASTMAN
GLORIA SAFIER

For Theatre

Press Representative

PHILLIP

BLOOM

Wednesday, July 27, 1955

Southern
Television
AND SALES FROM LIVE
PROGRAMS TOWER ABOVE ALL
. . .

OTHER TELEVISION ADVERTISING
•
(62% of

All Local, Live

programming

television

which rates 5 or better
-ARIMs on KTLA)

'
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,SAN BERN ARDtNO Y „„
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long"
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1
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BEACH

•'

-N

V

X'
-

v

''x

S ' V<>\Vv''
'

“•V>

'X

.

'
'

'

X'

''

$AN

PI EGO

,

s

WM.V/***'*'"

IN

KTLA’S SIGNAL AREA:
.**

Population 7,004,800 • Retail Sales $8,244,000,000 •

7%

of the nation's television

TV Sets 2,200,000

homes can be reached by _X

Represented Nationally by

PAUL

H.

RAYMER COMPANY

t

*

PR&TETy

78
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..r.vwu.Tn.'

*»

‘••C

>

912,950 tV

sets

11|J» m

*

$5%

*

billion

HU

|

annual buying income

NBC

W

CBS

•

Clair McCollough, Pres.

MEEKER TV,
York

Chicago

•

•

Los

DuMont

STEINMAN STATION

LANCASTER, PA.
New

•

Angeles

INC.

San Francisco

•

GREATEST BUY!
IN

NEW YORK

FILM STUDIO SPACE
V

41-01

BROADWAY

15 MINUTES

L.I.C.

COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH

PROM MID-MANHATTAN

NEW MASONITE FLOOR

60x60 CLEAR SHOOTING AREA 22

FT. CEILING

SYNCHRONOUS EAIRCHILD TAPE AND

m

DISC RECORDERS

EQUIPMENT—COMPLETE
INCLUDING NEW CONE LIGHTS

LATEST IN LIGHTING

EVERY DETAIL

IN

MOLE-RICHARDSON PERAMBULATING MIKE BOOM
FULLY EQUIPPED CONSTRUCTION SHOP
A

AND AT NO EXTRA COST— NEWEST

CINEMOBILE DOLLY

vi'.v/iv.v.v.-

*

II «ift¥f!
Coll OOtw

JOHNSON’S

WAX

RAVENS WOOD 8-8988

PET MILK

Mgr

CarI Rlfchie

ADVERTISING AGENCIES

M M

prefer

becauta

FILM

has top

It

tors— Meals

rush

SERVICES
flight

edi-

deadlines—

Does a completely professional
job

—

Is

reasonably priced

—

Convenently located at 723 7th
Ave.

1955-56

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NIGHT— N.B.C.
Mflt.i

—

48th and 7th—

You Can Phone

M M

FILM SERVICES, INC.
at JU 6-7430

William Morris Agancy

T

HAL JANIS
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER NBC-TV
//

MAX UEBMAN

PRESENTS"

"CAESAR'S HOUR"

1

KUDNER AGENCY.
NEW
SAN

F RA

NCISCO

*

DETROIT
LOS ANGELES

INC.

WASHINGTON

•
•

HOLLYWOOD

.

U&RIETY
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“ONE OF THE BEST ACTORS ON THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING STAGE”*

JOHN BEAL
Work Record 1952

Partial

to

CAMPBELL SOUND STAGE^The Meaning

1955

ander).

REMAINS TO BE SEEN (MOM) Van

Johns

MY
lard

Mitchell,

Gilbert

Roland,

.

life!

honorable

sensitive,

man

merits.

It

have served a fine

will

.

purpose"—Ruth Waterbury, LA Examiner.

TV
in

was one of those magic hours , . .
Franchot Tone, Robert Cummings, Edward
Arnold, Walter Abel, Faul Hartman and
John Beal forgot they were stars and remembered they are actors . . Fascinat-

"John Beal turns

FORD

stuff."—Dick Osgood, Detroit*, Free

Changed

The

World

(Played

"JOLLYANNA" West Coast musical
(Bobby Clark, Mltzl Gaynor).
Co-starred with Carol Stone In The FOURin

POSTER Tour

Kdp, Dally

My Heart."

'Dear To

(jftso

MOON" New York

Narrator "So

The Duchess and the Smugs
Darvas, Susan Strasberg).

(Lily

.

The Trip to Bountiful (LilHeckart, Eva Marie
Saint). "Beal scored ... It was an Oscar-caliber performance"—June Bundy,
lian

Gish,

tin

And .for the record, (going back several
years): co-starred in The Diamond Neck-

GOODYEAR

lace (Marla Palmer)

Eileen

RADIO:

Billboard.

First

Blackmer

In original audition

and John Emery.

MEN

BLACK

C.

BROWN AGENCY. New

IN

Luther

(played

Adler,

.

all

.

In
.

.

.

.

... He

the back greatly entranced."

Sidney

—Whitney

recording of

C.

MOON

something to gladden the hearts

Is

concerned

Bolton,

Telegraph,

Irish Priest)

NAT

York t TELEVISION

City (Joined the com-

1955).

2,

.

.

Co-starred

with

Judith

with

Wallach

you watch him with
Is one of the best
actors on the English-speaking stage and
has been since he earned his first dollar
at the trade .
. and you stand there in
of

NBC BEST PLAYS

PHILIP MORRIS 3 plays co-starring with
Nina Foch, Louisa Horton, Jane Wyatt

HENRY

and he

Emmy Award

Co-starred

Ell

Beck Theatre to watch John Beal

fascination

Evelyn 'Craig’s Wife'

with

TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST

TV Film Drama.

for

(played

*"JOHN BEAL MAKES GRADE IN TEAHOUSE
. Yofi walk down to the Mar-

Capitol Record

Album).

OMNIBUS

Toronto.

"THE TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST

In

pany May

Edison's

Theatres,

Co-starring

Currently

Soul'.

Re-release.

It

THE COUN-

Frank Elgin, the actor).

Who

father in youth and old age).

GIRL Summer

TRY

DISNEYLAND

of Eastern M.S.

Co-starred with Betty Field In

INNER SANCTUM (2) THE PASSERBY
(2) SCHLITZ 'Double Exposure'

(1st Color) Co-starred with

Ruth Hussey, Michael Allen. The Bay

&

Played and sang the Arabian Genie role

Co-starred with Thomas Mitchell

'Good of His

Press.

Telegram

"John Beal, who directed the sketches,
was responsible for some of the heartiest
laughter heard In any theatre this season"
—Ethel Colby NY Journal of Commerce.

another of kis ex-

—

NY World

'

Variety.

.

STUDIO ONE

In

cellent characterizations"

for

Sun,

TV

"It

ing

William Hawkins,

Westinghouse

(on Film): GENERAL ELECTRIC Co-starred with Joan Bennett ‘You're
Only Young Once* (Melinda Markey)

(Live): STUDIO ONE Co-starred

Twelve Angry Men.*

sketches

1952"

"The Intelligent direction of sketches by
John Real gives them novel Impact"—

weeks Host, M.C. and CommerFREEDOM RINGS, Au'
dience Participation Show. CBS.
Ten weeks Narrator Host, on HORIZONS
Medical Documentary CIBA ABC.
cials

'My Six Convicts' does no more

If

it

Directed the

"NEW FACES OF

Thirteen
to

than restore the Beal career to the emin-

ence

STAGE:

with Helen Craig).

what mastery he brings a

with

.

thoughtful,

TEST With Malice
High Man.

KRAFT The Intruder, LAMP UNtO MY
FEET As the Twig Is Bent (co-starring

(played

Jan-

;

HOUR

Towards None. ELGIN

Doe, the psychologist).

JOYCE*

NBC

5 days a week

uary to July 1955.

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN

Juno Allyson. (played the murderer).
SIX CONVICTS (Kramer-Col) Mil-

son,

Co-starred with Ruth Warrick In

JORDAN _M.D.

(Margaret Hayes, John Alex-

of Truth

MOTION PICTURES:

GOLDSTONE. AGENCY,

May

NY

Morning

'

24, 1955.

Beverly Hills •

PICTURES

CHARLOTTE
RAE
TELEVISION and RADIO
• Piano
• Organ
• Celeste
• Novachord
• Harpsichord

TELEVISION

APPEARANCES
1

i

1954-55

iii»

i

M

Colgate

Comedy Hour

United States Steel Hour

Show

Blue Angel
11

,

Martha Raye Show (twice)
'•HR
mi , 1

Wniif

*

"J

Armstrong

BILLY

>

iii

Circle Theatre

(twice)

i

Pond's Television Theatre

NBC Opera

Theatre

JOHN CONTE
TELEVISION

NALLE
-

I

1

»

»

h/

Remember Mama (now 7th year)
Summer Theatre

Phil Silvers

Way
Ilka

Colgate Theatre
Campbell Sound Stage

Omnibus
Robert Montgomery Presents

Big Town
Lights Out

Lux Video Theatre

One Man's Family

General Electric Theatre
Arthur Godfrey Morning Show

Show
Young Broadway

Toast of the Town

Musical Miniatures

Mike

&

Buff

Show

Children's Sketchbook

•

RADIO REGISTRY

•

MAX LIEBMAN:
and

Hill

2-4717

THEATRE

|

“OH MEN, OH WOMEN”
LONG BEACH PLAYHOUSE

Robert Ripley Show
the People

Downbeat

MR.

GOODYEAR TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE
MUrray

We

Gloria Swanson

1

Color Spectaculars for

“NAUGHTY MARIETTA”
“MERRY WIDOW”
“DESERT SONG”
“CONNECTICUT YANKEE”

Show

of the World
Chase Show

Suspense

Philco Playhouse

NBC

Appointment With Adventure

945 - 1955 -

Studio One and
Kraft Theatre

Garry Moore Show

RADIO

VERY DAY

ON

I

EVERY CHANNEL

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 W.,l «l,f l»„ N.Y.C.-Ttl.

M, 7-1(00

“JOHN CONTE SHOW” (Coca-Cola Co.)
“GUEST STAR” and “TREASURY OF MUSIC”
(United States Treasury)
Contact Through: ROBERT LANTZ

PLaza 5-6850

Wednesday, July 27, 1955

Van Alexander

Bill

Musical Conductor-Arranger

Ballance

Moderator-Panelisf-Comedlan-Dise
Jockey-Monologist-WriterCBS Tv and Radio

Mickey Rooney-NBC-Tv Show
Three Republic Pictures This Year
Capitol-Decca and MGM Recordings

*
^

The

Original

Hoosier Hot Shots
Stars of Paramount Television

k k
James Hobson

George Liberace

Phil

TV Director

Moore

Conductor-Composer-Special

And His Orchestra

Show
Currently Lawrence Welk ShowABC-TV

.Original Live Liberace

Ma-

terial

Columbia Records-Albums and Sim
gle Releases

TV*The Liberace Show

k k k k
Lucille

Norman

11

Louise O’Brien

1

'Roberta on the Colgate Comedy
Hour was a triumph for Lucille Norman and her fine voice and acting

ability."

'

Singing Star of

Jeri

Southern

Walt Disney

CBS TV and Radio

CBS Radio

Television

— Decca

NBC-TV

Records

Varfefy.

%

k

V

k k

rk

Sue Carson — Matt Dennife — Hawthorne — Ina Ray Hutton — Curt Massey — BUly May — Virginia Maxey — Clyde Me Coy —
Dal McKennon (“Captain Jet”) — Peter Potter (Juke Box Jury) — Gale Robbins — Robert Rockwell (Mr. Boyton) —
Del Sharbutt — Bobby Short — Arthur Walsh — Hank Weaver — Wrangler Jim.

c*

Artists

and Programs Under

Direction

PREMIERE ARTISTS AND PRODUCTIONS AGENCY
Office of
Brown Derby

Building,

HAROLD JDVIEN

1626 North Vine

St.,

Hollywood

28, Calif,

'

,

To The

"Mama" Company—With

\

^

Love:

After six continuous, 'happy
years,

Til

miss you

MARTIN BLOCK

all
I

**%&&&

HalfUi HeUott
.»*;*•:*

WABC
2:30-6:45 p.m. Mon.-Frh

mm~

9:00 a.m.-J2 noon and
6:00-7:30 p.m, Saturday

fife

EOT

>

s

.
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RALPH EDWARDS

.V./..V.

Also Produces

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES

PLACE THE FACE
Tuesday — NBC-TV

— NBC-TV
10 P.M. - E.S.T.

Tuesday

8:00 P.M.

FUNNY BONERS
Saturday - NBC-TV
1 1

A.M.

- E.S.T.

- E.S.T.

”

s* '

vC

P4£kWFf*

84
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GENERAL TELERADIO
TELEVISION: "GENERAL SPORTS TIME" sponsored by General Tire

& Rubber Co.

v

"BETHLEHEM SPORTS TIME" sponsored by Bethlehem
.

WEEK

"THIS

IN SPORTS" for International

News

Steel Co.

Service

•/

RADIO: "General Sports Time", Mutual Broadcasting System,
Broadcasting major sporting events and special events over the Mutual
Broadcasting System.

R.C.A.

METROPOLITAN OPERA

VICTOR RECORDS
c

Management

MOE GALE

BUD YOHKI.Y
PRODUCER - DIRECTOR
WRITER
%

Producer, Director, Writer
"THE TONY MARTIN SHOW"

"THE GEORGE GOBEL SHOW"

NBC-TY

NBC-TV

Directed (Live Portions)

Director

"LIGHT'S DIAMOND JUBILEE
ALL NETWORKS

r

SUMMER SEASON
Producing and Directing
"THE SOLDIERS"

\

NBC-TV
.

BOB DIXON
TIDE -

AMOCO

Personal

- GAINES

Management

CARL EASTMAN
270 Park Avenue,

New

Y6rk City

Wednesday, July 27, 1955

RETURNING TO

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
NEW YORK
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ROYAL CANADIANS

39 HALF-HOUR FILMS

MADE EXPRESSLY FOR

TV!

Syndicated Nationally
A

TV

attraction for local or .regional sponsorship!
the air and in person, Guy Lombardo is America's Number
musical favorite. Sponsored live this past season by Lincoln Mercury,
the Guy Lombardo Show out-rated its nearest competitor by an
*
average 39% *. As an extra added attraction each week,
a glamorous name recording star will make a guest appearance.

top

On

*ARB,

PRODUCER

Exclusively

Musical Spectacle

DECCA RECORDS

April,

1

May, June 1955

Exclusive

“ARABIAN NIGHTS”
Jones Beach, N. Y.

Publicity— DAVID O.

ALBER ASSOCIATES: Gene

Management

MUSIC CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
Shefrin

,
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“AMERICAN INVENTORY”

THE LIFE OF RILEY

NBC-TV

ROBERT WALD
Producer
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H.W. KELLICK
Authors Representative

172 STATIONS WEEKLY
114 Stations for

220 East 42nd

New

York

17, N. Y.

Representing

TV WRITERS

GULF OIL

Plus 58

Street

TELEPLAYS e STORIES

Stations

ON NBC AFFILIATED NETWORK
Currently Starring

Have a Happy

Represented by

in

STUART STEWART

BATTLE STATIONS'

1

Rosalie Stewart

Agency

Columbia

Carol Reed
5:,

CBS TELEVISION
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BMI

scripts

ranging from five-minute shows to

hour concert music presentations, are mailed to
Filling a vitaL
BMI-licensed stations on a monthly Ibasis.
role in the daily programming logs of stations in every secfull

'

.

tion of the country,

BMI

scripts

are perfectly suited both to

the

and curtailed budgets, as well
orchestra and complete program staff.

station with a small staff, limited facilities

as to the large operation with full
o

,

• THE AMERICAN STORY

• STORIES FROM THE SPORTS RECORD

Prepared by BMI in association with the
Society of American Historians. Each fifteen-minute program consists of a single
narrative written by an outstanding
American historian, expert In thje period
or subject • • • the fascinating and inspiring stories of; our country from the age of
discovery to the age of the atom. Top
prestige programming.

Music and sports team up in this series
devoted to eye-witness accounts of
dramatic action on the baseball diamond, in the prize ring* on the gridiron
and elsewhere ... A complete script
package available three times weekly
-as a 15-minute presentation.

• ACCORDING TO THE RECORD

• THE BOOK PARADE

Timely facts about the unusual, with mufit noatly into a dynamic
5-minute show . . . Highly commercial . . •
Available 7 times' per week for 52 weeks.

Sparkling 15-mlnute scripts written by the
most prominent of literary figures. This
series is being hailed as "a conspiracy
against ignorance" and has skyrocketed
into national prominence.

sical cues that

Now

Another BMI

in its

11th successful year.

script for top prestige programming.

•

• MILESTONES

YOUR CONCERT HALL
finest in concert music presented
as a series of full-hour or half-hour
Auprograms, three times weekly.
thoritative scripts which make concert

The
Full half-hour

presentations

.

•

•

simple

to do, saleable, excellent listening.
Usually four per month, sometimes five.

music popular music. This series has
proved that good music has a loyal
and solvent audience. Continuity is
reduced to a minimum— music is kept
at a maximum.

Each script commemorates a special
date or event of national importance.
•

• MEET THE ARTIST

BMI, makes no charge to Its licensees for this program service.
Each script is designed as a practical program and Its use
for commercial sale Is encouraged.

15-minute
scripts
Three-a-week
loaded with factual biographical
material about recording artists in
the public favor. Fills a vital need
In areas where such data Is not
easily available. Highly commercial for any station.

Your Station Program Department should be receiving these script packages regularly.

If

not,

please write to BMI's Station Service Depart-

ment

for

sample

scripts

and complete

details .

/

BROADCAST MUSIC,
NEW YORK

•
m

CHICAGO

•

HOLLYWOOD

•
.

589 FIFTH AVENUE

INC.
TORONTO

NEW YORK
*

17, N.Y.

MONTREAL
i,

Wednesday, July 27, 195$
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SHOULD BE USING THE
DU MONTS REVOLUTIONARY NEW SYStEM
FOR PRODUCING FILM BY LIVE TELEVISION TECHNIQUES
swift,

easy production

top-quality black

Major advertisers, agencies, packagers and performers

and white

or color filml

are already using the amazing

ELECTRONICAM,

<

a complete show

In

the sparkle of live
full

minutes

TV— on film

recommending
I

it

to others.

THB NEXT TIME YOU PLAN
A TELEVISION SHOW, MOTION PICTURE,
COMMERCIAL SERIES. PRESENTATION, OR AUDITION,
USE THE ELECTRONICAM
TO ADO IMPACT AND SUBTRACT COST.

re-run rights
t

N

prices far below conventional film costs

s

See the
a

>

*
*

s

>

s' s

DuMont ELECTRONICAM...

new dimension

v

j-r

p

in television

and

films.
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ADIO MEMOIRS

OF MAY SINGHI BREEN

The “Ukulele Lady”
Not technical— Strictly Personal and dedicated to Radio Pioneers
low," the piano and banio boys on' dally Paskman's
minstrels. Ah, but that was radio.

made helped os to forget the struggle*

in Round Hills, Mass., Hetty Green's brother, Cbl. Green,
erected loud speakers on top of tho mountain where farmers
gathered to listen.

musical team of Breen and Da Rose
known- as the sweethearts of the air) I recall
only the happy thoughts of our sixteen years of almost daily
Of course It wasn't all up hill
broadcasting, from 1923*1939.
but the new -world we were In and the lasting friends we

As

a

member of the

%

*

more welcome and newcomers who had other, means of sup*
porting themselves became stars almost over night. I was in
months before my first broadcast I received a
ukulele for Xmas. Nothing could be more revolting to mo
because veveryone I knew played every song with three chords
and my ears wouldn't take It. As a former student .of tho
late Paolo Galileo I was chagrlnned and took It right back to
Macy's to change It for a blue bathrobe. I picked out the
bathrobe first, then told the salesgirl I'd be back. Well fate was
with me because .musical Instruments were not exchangeable
and I had to learn to play the darn thing.

•

*

<?

McLeod

With my musical background, and ten lessons from a
Hawaiian, I recognized it was a real legitimate instrument
and .pretty soon I was tired of plunking chords and singing
along and I developed a method of playing solos which later
were published In bpok form. I'm still writing them, the latest
one was released last month by Robbins Music Corp. I received a letter yesterday from a uke fan who Is working in
Oakrldge, Tenn. Says he has -mastered "Sweet and lovely".
That's a combination for you. Atom Bombs in the daytime
and Ukulele at night.

Later on through the use of tolophono lines "remote conprograms were Introduced, The very first to participate
was a Washington station. I still have the news clipping,
Secretary Slemp* officially opened the program speaking for
President Harding. Then a man named Wold played musical
glasses, at* that point the program was continued from NaW
York and T played tha Ukt.
i

'
,

and operated by the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co .was our first station with one lonely studio
on the fourth floor at 195 Broadway* We had to sneak in
while the proceeding program was in session and they made
their exit the same way. Np one arrived on time although
there was a printed schedule every day. To work at the
station as an announcer Of 'even an engineer you had to be
able to sing or play and stand by on a rainy day. The first
engineer I remember was. G. W. Johnstone whom I had known
When he had an orchestra In Asbury Park.- When -he wasn't
twisting the dials and modulatng the sbund he was playing
piano for- some artist who didn't even bother to call and
cancel. He later became publicity director for the National

Jerry

I

Commercial possibilities were now under consideration- and
Mr. Gao. McClelland (often referred to as tha daddy of tho
networks) set up an auditorium in tho basemont of 195
Broadway and together with Mr. Podyn head of salts Invited
different Industries to send representatives to attend sales
talks. After a short talk of how merchandise could bo sold
ovor tho radio ho would then put on a show made up of tho
popular artists. For that we were well paid and I remember
The first group we 'played for was a canned prune tompanyr
after which we also received a case of prunes.

WEAP owned

press:

In 1931 tha stations started to record tho programs for
reference purposes end I started a collection for myself. I
have over 3000 records In my library of "Off Tha Air Tranacrlptlons" and some~ef them are really collectors Items.
came across one whero I accompanied
Just the other day
Al Jolson In a Hawaiian number on tho Kraft Hour with Paul
Whiteman's Orchestra. The most cherished of all these records
Is tho ono m«do In July 1939 whon wo celebrated our 16th
air anniversary, on television. McNamee and Cress did tho
announcing, Paul Whiteman cut the cake end Peter and V
did a group of songs ho had composed up to that time. Paul
Whiteman told tiow ho had commlsslonad Patar to write
Deep Purple which he Introduced on tho Kraft Program on
May -10th, 1934 (five years prior to tho vocal edition Which
tamo out In 1939). For tho books McNamee announced It was
his first tlma on a regular television program, Wa had all
bean participating In tho tast programs for a few years.
Patar and I want' through every phase of Radio and Television
before we gave up our regular programs In September 1939.
Wa sold ‘shampoos. Ice cream, Humphry** 77 for colds, (that
program was five times a weak for six years). Our engagement was announced In 1927 on the General Motors Hour
and tha Ma|astlC Hour ware tho first to Introduce us as Mr.
and Mrs. In Dec, 1929.

trol"
,

of appreciation to tho folks In the

In tho meantime while I was making all thosa Ukulele
diagrams for twenty two publishers Polar was quietly building
up a Catalog of his own compositions. Chronologically speaking, soma of hla hits from 1925 on Included "Muddy Water",
"Somewhere In Old Wyoming", "When Your Hair Has Turned
To Sliver", "Somebody Love You'V "Rain", "Have You Ever
Been Lonely", "Wagon Wheels", "There's A Heme in
Wyoming", "Deep Purple", "Moonlight Mood", "Who Do You
Know In Heaven", "That's. Whore I Came In", "Marshmallow
World", "Song of tha Seabeas", "Music Box In Blua", "Cloud
Lucky Sovon7' and the currently popular "TOgatharnass"
which h* wrote for. McCall's Magazlna In 1952.

Invited us to broadcast at WJZ then
located In Aeolian Hall on 42nd St. Our first thraa announcers
there are still on tho air going stronger than ever. A salute
to Milton Cross, Ted Huslno end Norman Brokenshlre. One of
the most beloved women' in radio startod at WJZ at that
time and lator became Eastern Program Director for tho
Nat'l Broadcasting Co. The Industry lost a wonderful person
when Bertha Brainerd passed, away.
In '24 Keith

this class. Six

.

1

s

t

Soma of tho oarly single station commercials I remember
A P -Gypsies > Astor Coffee,
originating at WEAF wort
Browning King Clothiers, Happiness Candy With the Happiness
Candy Boys Billy Jonty and Ernie. Hare, Cadillac Cavalcade,

A

.

Gold Dost Twins Goldy and Dusty, Amos and Andy and I
often wonder what happened to those 2 good looking college
Boys who donned black beards to advertise Smith Bros, cough
drops. Evoning programs were picked up from the leading
hotels. Joseph Knecht's salon music from the old Waldorf
Astoria was the dinnertime special every night. Vincent
Lopez was tha first to have a theme song which he celled
"On The Radio". He was heard nightly from the St. Regis
Roof. Ernie Golden was at tho McAlpIn and always prefaced
his first selection with "For My First Numbahii Ben Bernle's
trade mark was "Yowser*'. Goodyear Rubber Co sent Joseph
Knecht and his orchestra (featuring Joseph White the silver
masked tenor) on a contort tour. Earlier than that Evar Raady
Batteries sent Wendell Hall and his brldt on a tour of 75
cltias Including Australia and Honolulu to sing at tha Independant stations and advertise their baHerles. They wero
married et WEAF studios and tha ceramony was broadcast.
Vary- Informal, affair, I helpod tha bride Into her wedding
dress In the Ladles Room on tho fourth floor at 195 Broadway.
Soma of tha other precious names In my book of memories
are Jessica Dragonette, Binging Sam Tha Barbasol Man,
Cheario, Vaughn DeLeath, Roxy and His Gang and latar Ma|oi*
Bowes and 'his Capitol family and Tad Mack. Baby Rosa
Mario and Buy Small wart children whan we mat thorn.
Can't forget Little Jack Llttla, Don Bestor, Sanderson ana
Crumlt and our doar friends Mollle and Fibber. They are
radio porennla as along with Bing Crosby, Rudy Valla, .Frod
Waring,* Guy and Carmen Lombardo; Connie Boswell, Jang
Plckans, Mary Margaret McBride, Lanny Reis, Frank Parker,
Nellie- Revell, Caroline Gray, Deems Taylor, Shop Fields,
Reading Revelers, Jolly Bill, Madgo Tucker, radio child star

In 1932 wa had a Sunday night show called Radio Luminaries. welcome Lewis sang with us, Patar played plane,
Tony Collucd guitar, Frank Pinero violin and Andy Sannalla guitar. Than the Musician’s Union stopped In and damanded I (oln. I was willing but they wanted to list mo aa
a pianist because they did hot consider tho ukulele a legitimate Instrument. After much deliberation I was permitted, to
continue playing with tha boys without Joining because I
insisted on being listed as a ukulele player and tha Union
wouldn't recognize it. I finally loined as a ukulele player In
1959 at their invitation,
.

'

B'castlng Co.

wide for Graham
McNamee who reluctantly left his church singing lob In
Westchester to become a standby singer while he was experimenting at announcing, 1 recall one evening when he
said "Bear with me kids this is only the second time I've
tried announcing". He was an overnight hit and his timbre
of voice was the beginning of what we are all still struggling
Itself

.

for—a new sound,

WFAF

Phillips Carlin and Las Joy were early
announcers
later became radio executives.
It would take book to

who

A word

Weld, Julia Shawell, Grace Perkins Oursler, Jo Ranson, Mike
Porter, Abel Groan, Nick Kenny, Ben Gross, C. J. Ingram and
Larry Walters In Chicago.

Executives were the parents and the artists the children.
the two and
There was a close connecting link between
'
everyone worked together In harmony.

Before networks and commercial programs the station
budgets were small and therefor the first few years were
lean and very few artists were paid. The amateur was never

The door of opportunity opened

D.lck Gilbert,

Radio was one big happy family then and when we left
the studio the top brass saw us to the door and shook our
hand and thanked us for coming. Next day we always re*,
calved a letter of thanks signed by the program dlrector Sam
Roys. (Note: Top Brass was WEAF Pres. "Dfac".Avla*worth.)

flow did wo meet?— I crashed tho studio alone at first,
because I had not had the pleasure of meeting Peter De Rose
up to this time and so I ventured the mystery of radio with
a girl pianist Peg Wenamaker. Then I met Peter's brother
Andy at a music publisher and he asked if he could bring*
his brother to a broadcast which he did two nights later.
Well tho rest you can Imagine. He carried my ukulele homo
and has been carrying It ever since. Ho^ did remark ha
wished I had played a harmonica but I said "be glad I don't
play a harp."

«

Phil Lord, Jane F roman,
Florence Halop and Kate Smith.
Ray Perkins end The Landtt.

WGBS

(affectionately

of the many wonderful announcers we had through the
years.
The two Charming receptionists In the early twenties
at
were Kathleen Stewart, Winifred T. Barr and
Mathilda (Billie) Harding. All concert pianists and fresh out
of school and youthful appearances with philharmonic groups.

tell

WEAF

In the Interim J tried my luck at songwriting and finally
hit In 1949, "Forever and Ever".

had a

hope I haven't" 'forgotten anyone and If I did, forgive
I
me. Some of the folks In artists service at NBC rate a big
mention In my books. .George Engles, former y.P« NBC for
We always, cherished the.* photo* he autographed to us
"TO May and Patar where In tha world could I find two
friends so faithful." Bill Card, John Babb, Frank and Francos
Niloa Frammoll, Mark Woods, Doc Morton, Clay MorJones.
gan, Al Nelson, Judge Ashby and John Do Jara Almonte lust

one.

.

about closes tha book.

In his unwritten will ho left the same heritage to you aa
mo and by that I mean his wonderful music tha?
live forever.

ho did to
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PHILADELPHIA?

WANT TOP TALENT?
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will
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doing now? I have Just launched my own must*
ub firm, Braan. A DeRosa Music Corp. and my first effort will
B o tho last song Pater «nd .1 wrota together In March '53. He
suggested tho Tronlcel title "It's Time to Say Goodbye". It
was, but neither one of us realized it at the tlma.

What am

.

Billie married WEAF's Don Wittiycomb whd later managed
WFIL in Phlla.' Jud House and James Haupt sang the swoon
type songs In those days. Harry Reser knocked 'em cold with
the Clicquot Club Eskimo orchestra.
Banlolsts were scarce
then and for two years Peter am) I were listed as "high and
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WHAT - 1340 k.c

1

RECORD MARATHON-SUN.

10:30-6 pm
7:05-8 pm
MAMBOMANIA—MON.-SAT. 8:05-9 pm
PLATTER PARTY-SAT. 1:05-2 pm
MARKET BASKET-SAT. 9-10:30 am
WANT TAPE?—24 E. Mt. Aliy Av.„ Phlla., If

NIGHTWATCH— MON.-SAT.

im
723:7th AVE, N.Y.C., Circle 5-6080

•

$364 SANTA MONICABLVP,

L

A., Hollywood 4-6221

#

CABLE BARINTFOR
,

r.Q

i.i I./.,,..

...i\

i$

J

e$t 1887

«qulpped every way for

/-T’"":"

& SUPPLY ORDERS, PACKING & SHIPPING

•

RECEIVING, CHECKING AGAINST LAG.

f

ALL-EXPORT DOCUMENTATION, INSURANCE

•

O. s.

&

The Ruby Mercer Show

FOREIGN COLLECTIONS

Selling

CUSTOMS CLEARANCES A$ GOVERNMENT LICENSED-BROKERS

• SHIPPING F1LM.G EQUIPMENT TO l FROM FOREIGN
• KNOW-HOW OR MORE WAN 70 WARS' SERVICE

MUTUAL

LOCATION UNITS

3-4

PM WEEKDAYS

1:30-2:30

SATURDAYS

and

Entertaining on:

fa

k*

m*. *

*,*.

**•

PM

EVERYNIGHT
Talaphone:

I,,,

WNYC

WOR
11:15-11:30

EN

.2-7494

10:30-11:55

SUNDAY

AM

.

:
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ACCLAIMED BY ALL as
THANKS TO “DAVY CROCKETT”
One

of the Top Selling

Cadence Records of the Year

BILL HAYES
and

NOW the New

BIO HIT

“BERRY TREE”

o

(Cadence Records)

b/w "Blue

Black Hair"

/

STARRING

'

in

“SID CAESAR PRESENTS”
(ENTIRE

SUMMER, MONDAYS,

Exclusive Mgt.:.

8-9 P.M., NBC-TV)

JACK BERTELL, Bob

630

Avenue,

Fifth

New

Coe, Assoc.

York

Cl 5-7075

Public Relations:

Booked by WILLIAM MORRIS

DAVID ALBER ASSOC.

AGENCY

ALL CRITICS AGREE
one of the great and outstanding singing groups

in

>

*°'

>

.'1

•

:

*

America are

js

.

*.
:

.

.

& Vf

L

l

Smash Follow-up
"MR. SANDMAN"

Current

'

1

1
1

i

to

APPEARING: Tuesday s-Thursdays-Saturdays on

ROBERT Q LEWIS’ RADIO AHD TELEVISION SHOWS
CBS,

“HUMMING

COAST

PERSONAL APPEARANCES

to

COAST

IN

ALL LEADING CITIES

Repeat Guest Appearances

ED SULLIVAN'S “Toast

BIRD”
(Brand
Exclusive

New CADENCE

Management:

JACK

BOOKED FOR OHIO STATE
THE RIVIERA, Geneva

Release)

BERTELL, 630

Fifth

Avenue,

Public Relations

—Saul

New

York City

Richfield

of the

Town, 99 July 3rd

FAIR: August 28th, 29th, 30th, 31st
Lake, Wis.: Sept. 2nd, 3rd, 4th

‘Circle

5-7075

Bob Coe, Associate

*
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Appeared Week of July 4th

Max liehman
affording me the op-

Thanks to
for

r<$0
m>z
..mm

Starring in

"BRIGADOON"

portunity to appear in his

-s'

V

Opera Co.

Civic Light

S

<

t

-

Pittsburgh Stadium, Pittsburgh

Production of "Chocolate

<

Appeared Week July 12 as

Soldier" over the entire

s

ft#

V.VA

>T

Starring Soloist

NBC Network.

WW-M A

"Milwaukee

;

*

Symphony Orch.
Milwaukee, Wise.

SINGING STAR

ON THE ROBERT Q

LEWIS

SHOW

Appearing 2nd Season .Coost-to-Coast
Mon.-Fri., 2:00-2:30 P.M:

— Alse

CBS Radio

Sat., 11:00 A.M..
4

JACK BERTELL

Exclusive Management:
630 Filth Avenue, New York

Cl 5-7075

Public Relations—Saul Redfield

Bob Coe, Associate
V*V*V..«Vi v.\

JANE WILSON
Singing Star of the
'

I
'

Robert

Q

Mon. thru
a

Lewis Radio and
Fri.

Also CBS Radio

—

TV Shows

CBS-TV Network, 2-2:30 P.M.

— Coast-to-Coast,

9

11:00 A.M*-12:00

Concert Tour Arranged Season 1955-1956
Judson, O'Neill

My

&

Judd, Division of Columbia Concerts

Thanks to JACK BERTELL -Also ROBERT

Q

LEWIS

"<41
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MOST CONSISTANT COMEDY HIT

JACKIE MILES

*
Hit

Engagements

VARIETY—

casional change in floor entertain-

plays

Miles* increased box-office stature,
in consequence of numerous TV ap-

June 8, 1953
Hotel Raddison, Mplz.
“It's infrequent that any comic

Just Concluded

Smash

SHOWBUSINESS

IN

at:

RADDISON HOTEL,

this

swank

conservative,

Room, almost always a
stamping ground for chirpers and
terpsers.
Currently,
however,
Jackie Miles breaks the ice with
funnybone assaults, and it's a welFlame

MINN.

CHEZ PAREE,
CHICAGO

come

-variance.

But

ment,

also

it

no ddubt

reflects

pearances and his recording aneht
the Gene Autry admirer, since his
last local appearances at other
.clubs.’*

BILLBOARD —May

14,

1955

DESERT

were
needed to help accommodate the

Chez Paree, Chicago

NAUTILUS HOTEL,

second night dinner show’s throng
probably attests that local cafe society has an urge for such an oc-

exhuberant than this reporter has
seen -him in many a modn, proved
himself to be a member Of the select group of comedians who can
take the crowds here and wrap

Fact

INN,
LAS VEGAS

MIAMI

that

extra

tables

LATIN CASINO,

them

PH ILA.

Sullivan'*

VARIETY—May

“TOAST OF THE TOWN”
THE JACKIE GLEASON
SUMMER REVUE

1953

"Jackie Miles heads up the current bill at the Chez and it would

be hard to find a comic better
suited to this room and its patrons.
At the sesfit hand in glove.
sion caught, Miles was on stage for
55' minutes; comic got so wrapped
up in his work he forgot to look
at his watch and the patrons were
too busy laughing to 'think of. the
time either.

Currently

PROSER'S

New York

Future Engagements

'55, '56,

57

'

DESERT INN* Las Vegas
by

°MCA

4,

Chez Paree, Chicago

They

LA VIE,

con-

was on. His
material was fresh and new, and
his dialects left nothing to be deFrancis,
sired,’*

REPEAT -appearance on

B

He had

entire 55 minutes he

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

MONTE

in. tiny knots.

more

trol of the situation throughout the

Guest TV Appearance On

Ed

"Jackie Miles, fresh and

Exclusive

Miles

Management:

JACK

BERTELL, 630 Fifth

Ave.,

New York City, Cl 5-7075

..

is

a master of his

art.’*

Bob Coe, Associates

AL GOODMAN
5 YEARS

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR
NBC-TV
-

O

p

Currently

"LIFE

OF REILLY"
TV

Film Series

RCA VICTOITrECORDS

CRAIG
NANCY
COMMENTATOR

Thanks

JACK BERTELL
Naw

Exclusive

Management

JACK

BERTELL

630

Avenue

*

,

630 Fifth Avc„

NBC and

Thanks to Ted Bates Agency

" One of America's Outstanding Television and
Radio Personalitiesu
Personal

to

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet for a
very happy association.

Manager
-- Associate, Bob Coe

York, N. Y.

Cl 5-7075

New

Fifth

York, N. Y.

Associate:

Circle 5-7075

BOB COE

JULIUS

LA ROSA
on

CBS-TV
Monday-Wednesday-Friday 7:45

to

8:00

P.

M.

— and for CHESTERFIELD, Saturdays 10:00
Press Relations:

HARRY SOBOL

CADENCE RECORDS fG£C

Record Promotion:

GENERAL

ARTISTS

hrm

•

I.,.,
York

•

Cklcogo

Kotrly

Hllli

•

CORPORATION
Clnclmari

Oalloi

•

London

to

10:30

PM

KAPPY JORDAN, JERRY JOHNSON

Personal Manager:

FRANK

P.

BARONE
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You

headed "important ballot"*—and

recently received a referendum

This resolution

may

membership

affect your

important*

status.
-

>

%

this is

too important to be voted on without any prior discussion.

It t$

HERE

IS

THE HISTORY OF THIS RESOLUTION:
*

DECEMBER

27, 1954:

who ran on an independent

"Aware,

slate in

ivwvl

The

entire

Inc.", after publicly listing

AFTRA's N.

Y. elections,

names and

calls for

IN

NEW

YORK."

New

York

AFTRA membership

THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

dULV

(7

voted 982 to 514 to condemn "Aware,

Inc." in a mail

OF

ijpf-

f

erendum,

.

<

•

•

This action followed the
It

dossier* in [Bulletin #12) of thirteen actors

a "FULL FLEDGED OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION

May

*55

condemnation of "Aware" by Actors'

Equity, Actors Equity Council

and Chorus

Equity.

was greeted as follows:

JACK GOULD, New York

JOHN CROSBY, New York

Times:

’

Herald Tribune:

4

"The overwhelming decision of television and radio
actors

is

a forward step

in liberating

the broadcasting

in-

"Hurray for the actors
sense of blacklisting

is

.

.

.

Just possibly the evil non-

on the way out."

dustry from the influence of outside pressure groups."

JULY

12,

1955

—

eight days later:

The House Un-American

Activities

Committee, headed by Rep. Walters,

issues

subpoenas to actors for hearings

in

New

*

*

°
*

^

York

in

JULY

August.

of AFTRA sends out for referendum a PROPOSAL TO "FINE,
ANY AFTRA MEMBER WHO FAILS, TO "COOPERATE"' WITH THE HOUSE UN-

21, 1955: THE national board

CENSURE, SUSPEND

OR

EXPEL "

AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE.
Due process
stitute a rule of

of law

AFTRA

is

something to which every Union

for the law of the land

M ember

is

entitled.

by possibly depriving an actor of

THIS REFERENDUM,
his right

if

passd, Would sub-

to work.

WE MAY APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF THE MANNER IN WHICH ANY ACTOR CHOOSES TO TESTIFY BEFORE A CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE BUT AN ACTOR SHOULD' NOT BE COMPELLED TO TESTIFY IN ANY PARTICULAR MANNER AND HAVE THIS COMPULSION WRITTEN INTO THE BY-LAWS

OF.

AFTRA.

f

VOTE

[This advertisement

ON THIS REFERENDUM

was paid

for

by AFTRA members who oppose the proposed

"rule."]

Wednesday, Ju!y 27, 1955

I'AfZIETY

Thanks - ED SULLIVAN

Press Relations

Direction

SOLTERS-O'ROURKE ASSOC.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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During Irving Thalberg’s regime
at MGM, Elinor Glyn still sent
messages to Hollywood. Once she

H’wood

‘Elinor Glyn’ Recalls
Continued from page Z
V

ing to Glyn this astonishing judg- Hollywood; at one time giving an
ent ati.1 stands in British law.

*«*»*«*

m

Glyn s first Hoi ywood
was The Great Moment,
produced by Famous PlayersLasky in 1921 under Sam Wood’s
...
Swanson
SWanson
Gloria c.ifnnenn
with Gloiia
direction,
.
,
„
,
Rocks,
In “Beyond
Beyond the Rocks,”
starred.
which Wood did for Paramount in
1922, Mrs. Glyn taught her leading
man
Ipiccr
Valentino, frt
to kiss
man, On^nlnh
Rudolph Vatanflnn
the palm of a lady’s hand^—sensavise time!
vunc«
uuomepo av
at the
tional
uuuai owiccM
screen business
“Three Weeks”' followed, notaMis.

script

.

0

PHn^/Sn^rnn

!

£?&

MGM

^

Continued from page 1

ABC

program supremacy, two-hour specs scheduled for ’55for
Borge’s take for the two one- '56,-ranging-in^ talent-productloa

Which may or may not account
"
!

WSS? sh^ta^.^aitac^^
m

“Man and Maid,”

'

'

1

-

'

'

—

-

fflfSSf SSt-SSi
SSSE^SS

5£"

S2 **

Cross Shoes donated $25,000
«» Foundation when Berlin

.

™ f*

,

sorely

mulcted

CAMEO

in

M. Schenck would

C O P.P

ER

distribute.

'

course, in

HfllV

HHO

talAtif

rBS TV e oe st ob ato n the Knees
wifhaslo^OOOper-kawcosTon
:

jUght

major factors, of Monday night “Producers Show
the onward-and-upward
„ seriesffisures are cross) will

is gradually dom- ^rio C ™?ni\-cn nn*t «?nnnni? eaoh
NBC-TV rosters and
rTwn'c
„?£v;
which CBS-TV is about to embrace nn1nr col {oc „,ni A ftq f «94n nnn onoh
d
in a bid to keep pace with the m.
I
a ffprnnnn Vraiimnrir
®
changing trends and to enjoy some
Tr« a «c nrn
of the resultant “glamor” copy now
C
accruing to Pat Weaver & Co. NBC An orn!1 Ht,ff
Haiimarir win h*
has 75 full hour, 99-minute and
nbc Opera Theatre (at $70 000
each) and' “Wide, Wide World”
costing $150,000 each. The Perry
Como Saturday night' show will
The Tuesday
cost $105,000 each,
hight Milton Berle-Martha Raye

^ramming which

liS

inating the

.

^

^

latter.

,

Here are but a few of the major
entries that figure in the overall

.

One

"

CORNING GLASS WORKS

CLEANSER'

^ «“

^Xn^^^t^to^helv
te
‘°
g£ of the

I

WB

was

^

sink a whole industry, yet the fact
that a U. S. Ruhber Co. is willing
to splurge to the tune of $3,000,000
“Color
web’s
backing the
in
Spread” series extending into ’57
without even "an awareness of next
season’s program components, Inchcates the kind of economic acceptance the specs are -enjoying.

•

&S&

woman,

.

did three Glyn movies in success^ of the books and pix of w
exceed all the profits accruing
rs * Glyn, who remained attracstarring
to him from his two-season solo at“ve *JLa ^°9r c0 y u nt sfte dlea traction on Broadway, Compared
Lew Cody and Renee Adoree; J^
£
r ii
“Love’s Blindness/’ with Pauline in 1943 at the age of 78.
to the $200,000 to $300,000 nut that
Stark and Antonio Morenb;
Moreno; and
* tt «
%
The Only
only Thing
ming. ,l
specs, CBS figures its still getting
.
g
“It,” the 1927*
“it,”
1927 Clara Bow yeve* bargain, on the assumption that
Bfifllll-FOfll
hide, which grossed $1,000,000 for
the Borge buildup can’t but help
Paramount, defined “it” as sex - deliver a rating. As for the two onecontinued from page 1
Continued
*
Tnatfnattem
nVitrein&l atnlfan
magnetism In
in lirhlah
the
Which physical
niter 'Bnt.rtA.
Borge “packages” (with fVlfl
traction is. more important' than Girl scouts or America, it s ex- exception of some props andstage
and iiauita
beauty.
ucauij; j.
aiaiuvutn aiou
Paramount
also filmed
pctvcu to
uc between
ucbnrvvu $50,000 hum
propuuuu the
uu: pected
tu be
no piv
hands there’s
uivio o practically
piaLiiuauj mi
author’s worst pie, “Ritzy” (1927), $100,000. A couple, of years ago, duction nut entailed) even Las
1925;

*>
ing this action: “Rather than de- gerous” (Fox; 1930), starring War- made an appearance on that tv
'
Mrs. Glyn ner Baxter.
scribe this scene .
show. Over $8,000,000, mostly from
a
W1
V S‘°" °f
War
KiSg vid« directed* tire next theater®
Ct&
.Flf
Glyn movie, “His Hour,” for Metro Productions Ltd., with studios at This Is Tilc Army$ has been donElissa Landi and Carl ated to Army Emergency Relief,
in 1924. This film made John Gil- Elstree,
books on the “Army”
bert a; star, and revealed many Brisson starred in the company's With the
White Russian refugees playjng first film, “Knowing Men”- (1930). film closed, Berlin dqnated its futhemselves as extras in royal court It flopped. So did the secondary, ture income potentials to the “God
f
sequences
“The Price of Things,” which Mrs. Bless America” Fund, hence the
Mrs. Glyn, a poor business- Glyn incorrectly assumed Nicholas Ford Foundation’s donation fo the
.

TV’s Half-Billion $ Talent Tap

offered to play Queen Elizabeth.
“She could certainly manage the
part,” Thalberg admitted.
“Why,
*
she’s always acting!”

P Y RE X

WARE

,

alternating series will cost. $150,000
“Colgate Variety Hour”
each.
costs $75,000 per installment. Sid
Caesar’s Monday night show carries a $105,000 weekly budget.
The hour dramas come cheaper,
but still expensive. Phileo-Good-

TV playhouse represents
$45,000 per show; dittp on “Studio

year

D IT Z LE R

GENERAL

PAINTS

ELECTRIC

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

One”

“Robert Montgomery
Kraft brings it in for

and

Presents.”

less—$38,000. The average halfhour film show on the networks
now represents an approximate
$2,000,000 annual talent-production
tab (with another $1,000,000 for

time

SETS

AND

RAZORS

GILLETTE

N

B L

A D A

cost).

The above, of course, is but a
fraction of the overall ABC-CBS-

NBC

000$0

daytime-nighttime

expendi-

ture covering the multiple facets
of

programming.

Frieda
Continued from Pape

21

^

mmmm

a member of the Washington law
firm of Davies, Rickberg, Tydings,

Beebe

M

V O N

X

&

Landa, was lauded by
Kefauver (D-Tenn.) t
the affair, and other
speakers for her achievements during her seven years on the Com-

Sen.

$

Estes

who emceed

mission.
Sen. Herbert Lehman (D-N. Y.)
praised her as “a great dissenter
who fought against monopoly and
a great liberal.” Sen. Wayne Morse
(Ind.-Ore.) called her “a beautiful
symbol of constitutional liberalism.” Chairman Percy Priest' (DTenn.) of the House Interstate
Commerce Committee paid tribute
to her “unwavering and unfaltering devotion to the public good.”
FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey said she was “a delicious,
delightful and distracting dissent-

C U |C

HOT P O I NT

ELECTRIC

APPLIANCES

er.”

-

But the most generous tribute
came from NARTB prexy Harold
Fellows. Recalling how Miss Hen.

LINCOLN

MILLS

GLASS

NATIONAL

P P B

PAINT

LIFE

i

INSURANCE

BEER

P P E R

I

S

MOHAWK

COMPANY

P

U

I

I

T T S B U R G

N

H

PLATE

nock’s crusade, for educational tv
kept him “hopping” to explain the
industry’s position on the issue,
Fellows declared:
“I am happy to salute Frieda
Hennock for hei courage, determination and energy during the exciting years that she served the
citizens of the U. S. as our first
lady commissioner of the FCC.
Miss Hennock, with a continuity
of advocacy which can only be admired in an industry supported by
advertising, has made her opinions

SINS

eminently clear.
“Although our viewpoints have
been divergent on occasions, none
could say that this determined lady
has cloaked her beliefs in the garments of expediency. What she
has believed, she has said; and in
that circumstance she takes her

CARPET

4

place with many distinguished
public servants who have made
their lasting contribution to democracy at work.”

HIRAM

WALKER

PRIVATE

C E L L A R

t

TEN

HIGH

WHISKEY

RESORT HOTEL
for theatrical people, beautiful country. Exei'cls* bars and weights, healthful foods. Little Theetr*. Moderate
rates.
Near lake. Some work for
lodging arrangements possible. Write
Saber Khoury, Cold Spring h :tel,
Tennersville, New York.
'
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Names make news

. . .

and entertainment! That’s why

America’s top byliners have

,

made the new Herald Tribune

Sunday TV and Radio Magazine the most entertaining and
exciting ’’show” in town
and in full, live, exciting color!
. . .
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20ths %-Bow’ Rolls
»

JOHN WAYNE OLDIES
*

ZivTV

Hollywood, July 26.

ABC-DI

Shooting on the first of the
General Electric vidpix series to
go into production at the 20th Centhe tury-Fox Western Ave. lot, “The

Continued- from page ZZ

into the commissary, shook hands
Chief difficulty was that
with the ABC brass and pojpped press was never given anyone to
out again.
Following that* a
talk Ito, apart from the
pubcouple of studio guides conducted
licity crew* and an occasional offthe routine tour of the premises,
the-cuff quickie with American
without a word on television or
anything else of interest to the Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
prexy Bob
newsmen. It was privately ex- prez Goldenson,
plained later that Metro hadn’t Kintner or ABC veep Weitman. No
attempt
to set up press,
was
made
yet completed a format for “Paconfabs with network or studio
rade/’ but that didn’t help the tv
columnists who were looking for brass, either formal or informal,
and, in fact, the press never officopy.
brass
Warners did a better job the fol- cially got to meet the
lowing day, bringing the party on itself. ABC toppers stayed at a
different
hotel
(Beverly
Hills;
the
each of the stages where “Warner
Bros. Presents” segments were press was billeted at the Roosevelt). "Vyith the exception of tv netshooting and having the tv directors talk to the newsmen briefly. work veep John Mitchell, they
planed out independently of the
Still, the only way some columnists got their stories was to but- junket. Only official get-together
tonhole tv general .manager Gary with the ABC execs was at a
Stevens or one of the directors and crowded cocktail party; where the
shoot some quick questions their introductions were on a catch-asway. Jack L. Warner was at the catch-can basis, and at the studios,
Junch, along with the “WB Pre- where some of the newsmen were
sents” cast, but they kept it purely introduced to the network toppers.

Ox-Bow

started

last

1

Telefilm

Steering committee framing the
budgets and organization of the
trade association for the telefilm
industry is planning a fall start
Committee,
for the organization.
which has been in continuous session since its appointment by industry reps some three weeks ago,
is planning to have the association’s
budgets approved and the group
in operation by early September,
in time for the fall season.
A committee spokesman said
this week that budget estimates,
procedural plans and other recommendations would go out to the
individual companies within the
next three or four weeks for their
perusal and approval. From that

All told, the junket must have
The Disney Studios gave out cost the net, trade deals included,
with the best copy on the final day over $30,000. In terms of goodwill
of the trip. Press went through the and copy, it wasn’t worth it on a
usual studio tour, but this was strictly-business basis. Though the
pegged on upcoming production ABC publicity department-Hrelatively inexperienced as junkets go

1

'

(this was the first in any of their
remembrances at the web) was di-

—

1

rectly responsible, the network’s
toppers, it’s felt, should have seen
to it that the press <got someone
to talk to and something to write
about on. the trip. This is What
everyone went out for in the first
place.

NOW IN

Org Will

Get Rolling in Sept.

social.

from
the “Disneyland'
and
“Mickey Mouse Club’' shows. After
lunch the studio screened nearly
three hours of completed and
rough prints from both programs,
with the producers* and directors
of each unit coming on to explain
their work. It was. a complete reversal of the sluffoff of the day
before at the Park.

out that Ziv’s new studio setup,
with seven stages in operation, “insures a continuity of product.”
Fact that Ziv announced five new
programs in advance (see separate
story) is a departure too, but one
that fits* into the new national
sales concept. In the past, Ziv has
maintained andiron Curtain over
new product on premise that any
premature announcement .would
prejudice syndicated sales of the
current offering. On a national
level, however, the sooner a program announcement is made, the
;

ABC

more agency

interest

stir up.

Hollywood, July 2.6.
Republic “has tossed five John
Wayne oldies into the tv hopper
along with other features which
its
video subsidiary, Hollywood
>

Television Service, will syndicate.
Oaters and others are in the 1942
period.
Quintet includes “Wheel of Fortune,” “In Old California,” “Three
Faces West,” “La% from Louisiana” and “Lady for a Night,”
Other features are “Wyoming,”
“Earl Carroll’s Vanities,” "That’s

My

Man,” “Romance and Rhythm,”
“I, Jane Doe,” “High and Happy/*
“The Flame,” “Lake Placid Serenade.”

SAG

Strike Vote

Continued from page 27

and stunt men, with the producers proposing $185 and the current contract calling for $175.
Current terms for multiple picers

tures on a weekly scale call for
$320 for two pictures and $375 for
three pictures." The Guild is asking $226. per picture with the proHollywood, July 26.
First stanza of the new fall ducers offering $340 for two picNBC-TV “Frontier” series, spon- tures.
Rerun Issue
sored by Reynolds Metals, starts
On the rerun issues the present
rolling this Friday (28) on the Hal
Roach lot.
Segment is called contract calls for the original salary to cover the first and second
“Paper Gunihah.”
Worthington Minor produces, run; 50% of minimum' for third
and
fourth run, not less than 25%
point on, it would merely he a Don Siegel directs and Mort Fine
matter of getting' enough compan- and David Friedkin write the fifth run, same for sixth run which
includes
all other runs. The Guild
ies to join the association to put series, based on personal stories of
is asking for original salary on
it into operation.
the winning of the West.
first run, not less than 100% of
minimum for the 'Second run, the
same terms for .the third run, not
less than 75% of minimum for the
fourth run, and not less than 25%
of minimum for each additional
run.
The Guild softened its proposals
during negotiations to. not less
than 50% of minimum for the
third and fourth runs, not less
than 25% of minimum for the fifth
run and the same 'for the sixth
Producers' .proposals were
run.
original salary (o cover the first
and second runs, not less than
55% of minimum fo the third and
fourth runs, with agreement on the
,

WILD BILL
HICKOK

fifth

and sixth runs.

On series contracts, the Guild is
asking for $150 per film for 13

—

pictures six and one-half week
deals and $300 per film for 13
pictures-13 weeks.
Current terms
are $125 and $250 respectively,
with the producers offering $135
and' $265.

Guild
Continued from pace

27

and Vitapix hoard chairman John
Fetzer, made the point that a modification of the agreement had been
reached “for greater flexibility,”
but nowhere stated just what the
changes specifically were and the
reasons for them. Key phrase was,
“By terms of the new arrangement.
Guild Films will continue its association with Vitapix Corp. but
Will be enabled as well to release
its national films through other

America's Top Weekly Television Series

—

of Western Adventure!
CO-STARRING

Go

.

TELEVISION SERIES

-

can

’Frontier’ Set to

5 th YEAR
THE ALL FAMILY
ITS

it

INTO VIDPIX HOPPER

27

realization that syndication doesn’t provide enough of
a net profit picture to be relied

Thursday (20).
alone.
Gert Oswald is directing the upon
Rifkin, announcing the creation
series, With Robert Wagner, Cameron Mitchell, E. G. Marshall, Ray- of the new department, stressed
mond Bun*, Wallace Ford and “increasing demands from leading
Hope Emerson in the initial cast. advertisers for programming on a
Jules Bricken is producing from a national level” as the reason for
script by David Dortort.
the policy switch. He also pointed

ABC

ABC

Incident,”,

Continued from nape

cpme to the

program and telecasting channels.”
Asked to explain just what the

-

phrase means, Kaufman stated, “I
think the statement explains itand refused to comment further. It was learned, however, that
it all but spells an end to the film
self,”

Guy

Andy

MADISON

DEVINE

network operation.

Sponsored Nationally by

The KELLOGG Company

AZZATO'S SALES REP ORG
Tony Azzato, onetime film director of WPIX, N. Y., and latterly
eastern s&les chief for George Bagnall Associates, has gone into business for himself with an eastern
sales representation organization.
Azzato has already set northeastern distribution deals with Atlantic Television, Jules Weill’s Fortune* Features and Studio Films.

New company will be known
Tony Azzato Associates.

Through LEO BURNETT Company

FOR SALE

FOR DETAILS WRITE:—

5545 SUNSET BLVD.,

HOLLYWOOD

28,

CAL.

as

HOLLYWOOD

3-6844

450

acres

In

Vermont,

of

vicinity

Weston Playhouse. Two hou$s. One of
finest

views

National
writ#

I.F.
.:

#

X

ii

fate, $20,000. Phono

Newsreel,

Skygato

PLcua 7-6454 or

Farms,

Chester,

Ver-

mont,
I

(i

In

N

C

kiiiiii
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Twinkle.
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lovely star
How
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keep you lovely as you are— always— in every

to

print!

That’s a problem which involves the entire industry— begins

and make-up
follows with film-selection and camera
work
ends only in the laboratory with precision processing
and printing of both original answer prints and final releases*
To aid the industry in its pursuit of perfection, Kodak
maintains the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film
with sets
.

.

.

.

.

.

at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.

Address: Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
East Coast Division

Rochester 4, N. Y.

West Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

6706 Santa Monica

New

Hollywood 38, California

York 17, N. Y.
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pay for the programs. It is basing
the defense entirely on the prem-

Liebman’s Spec Repeat Pattern
Continued from page 23

ise that the
tices

that

Act
it

Federal Corrupt Prac-

is

unconstitutional

in-

The Mister

Haitian Mutiny

Continued from page 34

violates the guarantee; of

Betty Hutton in her tv debut, he free speech and a free press. Al- Holiings said. “Lightning hit our
would like to have her back, not though this allegation Once was tower.”
in a book show but more in the
presented to the Supreme Court in
“Otf the air? Off the air?” Mr,
next summer and two series of
nature of a divertissement, He be“bread-and-butter” shows, his des- lieves Danny Kaye is “weakening” another union case, the Court based Hanlan looked over at me. I was
its
techniruling
on
legal
faulty
ignation for half-hour story line in his anti-tv stand and will try to
still reading the commercial. The
Stars' of the” two new coax him to do a ’spec for him. Said calities and never has decided the control panel in front of me was
comedies.
stanzas will be Buddy Hackett, who Liebman: “A great performer must constitutional question.
Obviously dark. No meters were
appeared in several Liebman shows have appeal, warmth and individufunctioning,
last season, and Pat Carroll, an ality.
Kaye has them all.” Lieb“That's it* son,” Mr. Hanlan said.

planning ahead on other projects*
On his future file are three specs

alumnae of theML specials. They man will do no more, revues, feel“Go-right ahead. Get all your
Marshal! Field’s
will be supported by permanent ing that they have been’ overcommercials in.”
companies. Miss Carroll he calls worked and misused. He preContinued from page 20
"But we’re off the air, Mr.
the most promising of the new fers the book show with the enHackett tertainment based on a single berthing the store was contemplat- Hanlan,” Holiings said increducrop of comediennes,
lously.
*
would be given a format more fixed idea.
ing figures to be plenty scared by
“That doesn’t make any differalong “the heart line” than brash
The Shuberts are still refusing next fall at the rate the orders are
clowning.
ence. We. get paid to run these
One
station,
in.
coming
now
to release their stockpile of operLiebman expects to make a few ettas for tv, claiming that they are WBBM-TV, didn't even take a commercials, and we’re running
o
talent deals before he returns east still
His crack at the Field’s biz because it them.”
great " money-makers.
to start preparations for “Heidi” choice of the musicals would be had no prime time to offer.
I struck another match, put a
but the “star system” has no par- “Student Prince.”
Because of the comfortable pic- •record on the turntable, and began
On Liebman’s
ticular appeal for him. He noted fall schedule beside “Heidi” are ture shaping up for .next fgll turning it by hand. Mr. Hanlan
that his specs without top names Maurice Chevalier in a French at- there is a slight tendency to dis- gazed at me for a moment. “Go
did better rating-wise than the few. mosphere type of show, “Good count the longterm significance of right on with your program, son,”
toppers he used. “If the perform- News” with a new score, and the continuing defection of the he said, and departed.
ance is good, the stars can’t im- “Dearest Enemy.”
major block of ad funds repreMr. Hanlan’s idosyncrasies mulprove it,” he said.
“I would
sented by the hometown class tiplied amazingly. One day he sold
rather create my own personalimerchants. However, it’s recalled the weather forecast to a local
ties and nurse them along with a
that on the AM side, when- the na- businessman. He insisted that it
protective hand to see that they
Indict
tional tide started ebbing and lo- be broadcast at eleven.
are not made to do things they
cal coin became more and more
“But it doesn't come over the
Continued from page 23
shouldn’t do.”
important,
it
was greeted as wire 'Until twelve,” Holiings said.
Particular favorite of Liebman’s mum penalty on conviction is $5,- something of a major accomplish“I didn’t ask you what time it
is Gale Sherwood, nitery partner
ment when Field’s and some of its
000 for each count.
of Nelson Eddy, who. appeared in
colleagues starting using the came over the wire,” Mr. Hanlan
The specific charge is that use medium for direct selling after said. “Get it bn at eleven.”
two operetta revivals last season.
“She can come " on my show any of member’s \dues to, pay for the decades of spasmodic institutional
Holiings and I got a .square piece
time she wants,” beamed Liebman, political programs constitutes vio- buys.
Gale Block!, who at the of cardboard and on it printed a
who thinks she’s one of the most lation of the Federal Corrupt Prac- time headed up the Chi office of dozen different weather forecasts
exciting new talents in tv. Despite tices Act. It is significant that the the- Radio
Advertising Bureau, in the form of a circle. In the
the criticism of his first color spec, union does not dispute the allega- played a key role in selling radio center we mounted an indicator.
“Satins and Spurs,” which starred tion that it- used union dues to to State St.
At eleven o’clock- 1 would spin the
.

.

indicator and announce the designated weather.
Mr. Hanlan caught me at it one
evening. “What are you doing?”
he said.
“It’s a weather vane,” Holiings
said.

Mr. Hanlan looked at it, 'Chuckled,
and shook his head. “Pretty
That was all.
One night, however, .he went too
far.
At his house next door he
pressed the button on his intercom
and said, “Captain to crew, captain
clever.”

Everything all right?”
“Everything all right, Captain,”

to crew.
I said.

“Okay,” he replied.
“Roger,
dodger, wilco, and out.”
The next day I turned in my
resignation and loafed the rest of
the summer.

Last I heard of Mr. Hanlan, he
.sold his string pf. radio -stations
for something very close to a mil.

had

lion dollars.

UAW

.

NBC Radio HoursContinued from pace 21

basic

SiSiiiil

.

discount structure),
are crowing because

execs

NBC
they

believe the commercial-hours leadership shift is indicative of a
trend. Point they make is that

network radio has

lost

many

of

its

advertisers, sure, but the networks
find the formula, to get them

must

I

back. CBS, they maintain, by sticking to the standard patterns of
broadcasting, keeps losing Sponsors,
without regaining them. It’s the
new patterns of radio like “Monitor,” they say, that’s getting the
ad budgets, big and small, ^back
into radio.

Fact

is

that

summer time

sold

is

up

NBC

June

Commercial hours sold in
totaled 30 hours and SO

at
history.

minutes.

A

for the

month

first

time in

the

later,

its

first

week

in July, they totaled 35 hours
largely,
is the “Monitor” gain, With the
weekender picking up 11 hours and
59 minutes of commercial time, as
compared to a total of about two
hours for the entire weekend under
the old
pattern. By way pf
contrast, CBS was hard-hit by cancellations in the daytime and drop-

and 29 minutes. Difference,

NBC

Business-Perfonner
Fitzgerald «

ped from 42 hours and 25 minutes

Peueen

to 31 hours and 15 minutes. Moreover, it’s pointed out, the “Monitor”
type of timebuyer doesn’t hiatus
for the summer in fact in this
case it’s new summer business
while the CBS bankrollers sponsoring the 15-minute or half-hour
type of show tend to take summer
hiatuses. >

12 v ears
as manager
erchandising for
the radio

ABCtfter
Ahg 3

^

—

TV,

the network
deal,

unusual

Big point made by NBC is that
in part, rediscovered the
formula to bring the advertiser
back. to network radio. The flexibility,
cumulative rating potential,

it has,

low cost-per-thousand, and the

ex-

citement of on-the-spot radio, the

network maintains, is the formula
with which to regain those wandering sponsors.
ago on
15 years
years hter to

three

WM.\ was

»
a

V

merchant
mercnaim**‘**y

/

^

otj

*«

^efn>

Albany—Fred Caposella, official
announcer at New York tracks, will
call the feature race of the day
via WPTR, Albany, and three other Capital district stations, during
the August racing meet at Saratoga.

TROTTER BROS.
featuring

FABULOUS
puppets

;

.

UNEQUALLED
PRESENTATION
Permanent Mailing
2301

t.

Wichita,

Main
Kaneal

JINGLES—SLOGANS

THE FITZGERALDS „

.

19 West 55th

St.

. .

NEW YORK CITY

VERSES—LYRICS
Call or Wrlta

4* E. 42nd St.

Naw‘ York
i'

;r"

r.

-

THE JINGLE BELLE
Suita 411
4-4115

VA
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DR. FRANCES

HORWICH

o

NBC-TV

Books by DR. HORWICH:

DING

DONG SCHOOL BOOKS

Published

by Rand McNally

"HAVE FUN WITH YOUR CHILDREN"
Published by Prentice-Hall
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boil some months
ago in the Assn, of Radio News
Analysts, which voted that any
ter

changeover to film cameras* and
production methods. What no one
has yet seen is any statement that
a show has gained entertainment
value or audience appeal in such

|
|

37

s

either not yet interconnected or
not available at the time of that
feed Is well understood accounts
.hi* no small measure of the increasing use of film.
Up to now, only in this way
have the delayed, or off-cable,
markets seen programs of a technical quality not degraded by the
inherent shortcomings of kinescope reproduction.'
So far, so; good.
But it must be a little disturbing
to the sponsors of the top Holly'

!

i

.

their last year's' ratings.
It could, of course, be sheer
happen-stance that six of the 14
live programs, similarly compared,
registered . rating gains; and that
the average change of all live eve-

No Loss In Spontaneity
No other single aspect of the
impressive roster of “Electronicam" advantages comes close to
explaining the hold which it has
taken upon the imaginations of ad- ning half-hour shows was a 6.9%
vertisers and their agencies, pro- loss, bad kines in the DB markets,
ducers and packagers, syndicators and all to* the contrary notwithand station people. For the first standing.
Maybe so. But I'll put my money
time a means is presented whereby
written, on the theory that the advertiser
television
a
program,
staged, directed and shot, as a live needs film with its manifold adshow acquires the permanence of vantages, while the public wants
top-quality film production without the look, the feel, the sense of the
any loss whatever of the spontane- live programming that it bought
ity, the bounce, of its live version. its sets to watch.
.
In the process of bringing to- —
gether a television camera and a
film camera, with no impairment
In
of the
technical advantage of
either unit, there has also been asss Continued from page 23
achieved a parallel merger of the can’t you? is the question of the
artistic and the ecqnomic values day to the newsmen. They in turn
of each separate, component.
try to. stress the traditional imThe advantages of a program on portance of separating editorial
film—both for the basic original and advertising matter, emphasiztion on the network feed, and the ing that they ate meant to be obsupplement coverage of markets jective and impersonal. The mat|

i

.

-

t

TV News

'

t

1

.

r~

i

i

.

Depth

It

Some mem-

bers did so, others are considering
doing so as the pressure increases.
When the matter of the commercial becomes important enough to
mean the difference between working and not working, it .becomes
academic to some.
Viewed with greater alarm by
many of the news veterans is the
second trend—the use of untrained announcers for newscasts.
The objections come from the
well-entrenched newsmen, those
who have the least to fear about
losing their shows to the newcomTheir point is that the use
ers.
of these Announcers, who though
they may be excellent for other
purposes lack the knowhow and
background for newscasting, is
downgrading the professional and
public estimation: of the radio-tv
newscasting profession. In many
cases, the announcers themselves
db the evaluating of the news, decide its placement and emphasis.
,

;

|

'Now

commercials

.

.

disadvantages.

did

would have to resign.

wood-produced film-for-television
packages to learn that not one- of
the 21 such properties still occupying the same evening time periods
as they occupied last year has
“Electronicam" with -till its advan- gained in rating from May of 1954
tages can produce a show on film to the corresponding NRI report
for around 50% of the costs of of 1955, with 20 of the -21 registerproduction via the old method with ing falloffs averaging ’17.9% of
all its

a

who

member

—

a transition.
Typical of many, stories pointing
up the opposite conclusion was one
from Variety .this spring, with the
poignant lead, “Oh, For the Good
Old Live Days!" It could hardly
be. otherwise under the shortcuts
which "studio costa and editing
problems have imposed upon the
making of films for television prior
to the advent of the “Electronicam” System. And on the score
of costs, all of DuMont's experience to date indicates that the

to

.

Electronicam
- Continued from page

came

TV’s Guffo Abuses

Can Be

Toll’ Itch

Continued from page 37
question. There is no doubt that, ultimately, Hollywood's, position will
be a vital and determining one since firstrun films will be one of the
prime attractions should a toll-system be approved.
One of the potent charges against pay-tv, and the one which appears
to have taken hold the most, is that to function properly it would
have to grab off the cream of the current free shows and start charging
for them. This is denied by the pay-as-you-seers, all of whom are on
record favoring a limit on the time any one station could charge for
its programs.
They maintain that the toll shows, would be supplementary to the regular free fare and would merely bring on the aUf’
the type of entertainment not now seen regularly, such as good films,

—

Broadway shows, opera, etc.
The response is vehement.

—

'

'T ain’t true, say the toll protagonists,
that the top shows wouldn't shift into the pay camp. Sports leaders
O’Malley of the Brooklyn Dodgers already are on record
as favoring a charge for every Dodger game, and Gen. Kilpatrick at
Madison- Square ‘Garden has envisioned a charge for various sports
events that now go on free.
like -Walter

More basic are the arguments that the FCC doesn’t have the right
to decide the question; that pay?as-you-see constitutes a violation of
the traditional “free air” principle of American broadcasting and
would create a nation (and an industry) of “haves" and “have nots."
As for uhf; CBS In its FCC comments observed: “There isf no reason,
to believe that pay television would be supported in markets that cannot support free stations."
,

Unscramble-It-Yourself

D

Jerold Electronics some months back created a furore with the
charge that any “scrambled" toll show could be “unscrambled" quite
Continued from page 21 ==ss easily via an electronic gadget, giving every viewer a potential “in"
ture for video is concerned the on metered tv. This, too, has served to obscure the toll picture, with
Zenith, Skiatron and Telemeter vehemently denying the allegation.
cuffo dates are harmful.
Jerold 's proposal: Closed-circuit toll-tv (which experts believe is an
Cuffo dates, considered an evil ‘economic impossibility).
during the days of radio, is conGoing back to last February, when the FCC first took official cogsidered trebly' harmful in video, nizance of the various toll proposals and Issued its invites for written
comments,
one cannot but be struck by the reiterated concern on the
where the impact is so much
greater. First AFTRA had to take part of the broadcasters and others that, if the paybox is attached to
the
set,
it
means an end to. “free" video. Opinion has been voiced
legislation against benefits by ruling that performers may not work over and over again that, if successful, .any toll system must do away
with
telecasting
as known today. In part— and significantly—this arfor below their customary salary.
is based on the assumption that a successfully operating subA sister organization, the Ameri- gument
scription
system
would offer the kind of returns that no sponsor could
can Guild of Variety Artists, had
to *for ego a show that would have match, and would logically be slotted in cream time by revenue-hungry
stations.'
aided their relief and welfare
This kind of reasoning doesn’t take into account the possible, and
funds because of this ruling. Now,
agencies and the union are discov- very likely, audience resistance against the added drain on the family
pocketbook
even if—as a Zenith spokesman proposed—toll charges
been
has
status
benefit
ering, the
transferred to the bluechip corpo- would be held to a maximum $2 a week. Like everything else in this
confused
picture,
audience reaction to date has been uncertain, possinot
that
do
guys
rations and to
bly due to a lack of real knowledge of what pay-tv is all about. The
need a benefit.
final proof of whether or not the set-owner is willing to shell out his
dough for tv shows in return for no commercials and possibly some
better shows can come only with practical experience. And that, even
With FCC approval, is still a long way off.

I

i

Political

for the Upcoming political “spectaculars" we have an attempt to
streamline some of the convention procedures, reports and meetings by both parties thus presenting perhaps the most vital and exciting portions of the convention
business to the radio-television
audiences; the GOP “hope" that
the San Francisco proceedings will

Specs

Continued from page 39

»

mendations ahd suggestions from
all those involved in the working
arrangements at the Convention.
(Date and place for a similar meeting with the Democratic National
Committee will be decided later.) be completed in less than a week;
our above-mentioned experiences
Physical Requirements
in Chicago ’52 the able and vetin
aderan
corps of reporters and techNews,
Requested by NBC
dition to pooled video and audio nicians; plus the excellent cooperation evidenced or promised thus
facilities, were approximately 12,far by both political parties and
000 square feet (gross) for tempor- both cities.
ary office and studio space, comAll in all, a Wide Wide “politimentators positions for broadcasting and monitoring on the Commit- cal" World for NBC News and the
tee platform, plus a booth over- industry in 1956!
;

looking the arena; accreditation for
all NBC workers; parking spaces
for cars, mobile units, and equip‘Matinee’
ment. All this at the Cow Palace.
At the Convention Hotel HeadContinued front page 20
quarters (yet to be selected) NBC
News is seeking 13 rooms covering of over 100 writers and adapters,
3,375 square feet, plus the pool with story material bought in the
(In addition, NBC News open market as well as adapted
share.
will be assisted by affiliated telefrom magazine fiction and other
vision station KRON-TV w%ith additional studio space, manpower, literary fields. Peter Korther will
head up the story department and
and “all around" assistance.)
The future meeting with the pass on material, while June Left
Democratic National Committee books talent.
will not present quite as many
McCleery is hopeful of making
space and facilities problems. In talent tieups with studios fOr use
1952, the radio-television industry of their younger players. Such an
gained valuable experience by do- arrangement is already in effect
ing both conventions from Chica- with U-I and tieups with other
go’s International Amphitheater. As studios are being sought. This procompared with the San Francisco ject coincides with the talent deconvention, we do have a Chicago velopment plan being furthered by
blueprint abetted by “do’s-and-* 'NBC with Leonard Hole at the
don’ts" notations.
As we men- headi McCleery hopes to develop a
tioned earlier, the biggest problem new “matinee idol" for daytime
lookers and eventual picture staris that of duplication.
However, on the brighter side dom.

NBC-TV
;

i

•

. !

!
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For TV Ratings

There’s

going to be

is

TOUGHER

ONE

. .

tougher than ever
stars,

new

when new

new

shows,

spectaculars appear on television

this fall.

The

way

best

is to tell

best way

to direct people to

them about

because people tune

it

in

*

your show

TV GUIDE

.

«

first to the

.

shows they

knqw about
'Every

GUIDE

to promote

best in

week 3,000,000 families buy TV
.

.

,

and read

it

every day to find the

TV entertainment.
TV audiences

It’s

a magic door

‘

.

to bigger

!,

Give your

show

a head start

your

in

TV GUIDE’S BIG FALL
PREVIEW ISSUE
On September

TV show

24,

TV-GUIDE

will publish,

3rd Annual Fall Preview Issue

its

.

.

.

the

most comprehensive TV GUIDE ever issued.
It’s

the ideal place to presell your

new show.

and reservations contact your
nearest TV GTJIDE office now.

For rates

this

Before they tune

in,

millions
~

turn to

fall!
America's Television Magazine

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

488 Madison Ave.
PLaza 9-7770

8 N. Michigan Ave.

RAndolph 6-9470

PHILADELPHIA
302 N. 13th

LOmbard

St.

3-5588

DETROIT

LOS ANGELES

W. Adams Ave.
WOodward 2-5115

1540 N. Vermont Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO
821 Market St.
YUkon 2-0166

76

NOrmandy

2-3101
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Border Trouble''
A

problem caused by transmission overlap from U.S, tele
stations is plaguing Canadian
.

New York
J“ McDermott; associate
director of the Steve Allen show,
isr currently oft the Coast on a com-’
bined business and honeymoon
trip. He went out with the Allen
show and made side trips to Mexico

Hash

just returned from a South American tour, setting up and overseeing

coverage from key Latino capitals.
Ronald Dawson doubling from
“Witness for the Prosecution”
.

.

.

.

legiter

“Modern Romances”

into

tv'er today (Wed.)

.

.

,

Actor-writer

Joe. Scully, Bob Solo now handling tv and legit
and now to Hawaii
program coordinator of “The casting for the Jules Ziegler office.
Morning Show,” can't stay away
Bruce Eells, Television Programs
from business, even on his Vaca- of America Coast veep, in town
tion. While loafing, he's directing for a week of homeoffice huddles;
“The Lady's Not for Burning” at Following the confabs, TPA exec
the Gateway Theatre in Bellport, v.p. Mickey Sillerman bundles^ his
.

.

.

.

Show runs July 26 through family

L.I.

30

.

.

.

Phil Alampi,

WRCA-TV

&

garden director, has a new
assistant, Allan A. Swenson, a Phi
Bett out of Rutgers . . Andy Mashberg, who handled the Ziv account
at the Rogers & Cowan Hackery
until a couple of months ago,, has

farm

.

joined the Edward L. Greenfield
public relations house as a partner.
Frank Dough!, national assign-'
.
ment editor for CBS Newsfilm, has
.

the Carribean for' a
four-week tour . .
Kagran Co.,
which has become the NBC meroff to

.

chandising subsidiary, licensing a
Herb Sheldon items for
children .
Betty .Garrett and
Johnny Johnston guesting on “Pantomime Quiz” Friday (29) , . Robert Strauss back from the Coast
after shooting his third “Damon
Runyon' Theatre” vidpixer for
Screen Gems . Studio Films addline of six

.

.

.

.

From The Production Centres

them from
outlets facing
across the border. Because
stations in Buffalo^ Detroit
and elsewhere are clearly
seen in many well-populated
areas of Canada, Canadian^
bankrollers say -that what tneir
own stations call first run film
series have been seen before

Continued from pane 24

Dolph Samborskl of Harvard's athletic staff gave the invite. Previously
this- was always a closed session for' announcers. Smith's subject: “How
the Spoils Announcer and Official can Work Together so that the
Big buildup
Viewer and Listener may get the Most out of a Game” .
for Patti Page readied at WNAC-TV.
Chirp is current at Salisbury
Frolics and' station plans a calvacade of Oldsmobiles to meet her enroute from Salisbury Beach and escort her to the station for guest
via U.S. outlets!
La Page is headline on WNAC-TV
spot on Louise Morgan's show.
Though the Canadian outlets
each Monday and Friday at 7:45 p.m.
Vacation skedding at WEEI
are reported to be paying first6-6:45
the
Sunrise
Salute,
a.m.,
and Housewives Protective League,
has
run prices for telefilm, spon4:30-5 p!m., Monday through Saturday, broadcast by Wally O'Hara,
sors up there are getting off
staff announcer, while Morgan Baker takes the sun. Baker was a sub
with second-run fees because
for the programs at KOBS, San Francisco and took over in the Hub
of the overlap.
when an opening came
WEEI says the vacash season is developing
training opportunities of the staff
Howard Nelson, WEEI, keeps
ed two new salesmen, Nate Zellkow in condition, filling in with such varied assignments as the early mornin Houston and Brad Bern in Chi- ing news when Ed My$r$ was on' vacash; working with Priscilla Forcago
NBC-TV’s Mike Dann to tesque, his regular assignment; producing “Beantown Varieties” from
Wyoming for three weeks of rest 8:30-9:30, daily except Sunday; and checking with other members of
Connie Ryan, ex-DuMont as- the production staff when they are auditioning talent.
.
.
sistant Hack chief, switches to Lennen & Newell to work on special
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

IN

OMAHA

.
.
.
assignments for P. Lorillard
.
Robert Weisberg joins TV Inc.
KMTV general manager Owen Saddler announced he will stage a
after a haul as film buyer with Station Films Inc., the Katz Agency variety show in connection with the Omaha Cardinals baseball booster
offshoot which recently folded
Larry Getchell departed KFGT,
night Aug. 11 at the StadiUm .
,
Stearns R. Ellis has been hired as Fremont, to take over d.j. chores at KLMS, Lincoln
First commersalesman by Canadian Station Rep- cial telethon in these parts was held last week by WOW-TV, sponsored
resentatives.
by McFayden's Ford agency and lasting from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. Lyle
Jimmy Carroll ankled the orcli DeMoss and Bill McBride served as emcees and a majority of enterconductor’s post on the Frankie tainment was provided
by station stars Skeets Mahoney Band, Lambert
Laine CBS-TV show. Hank Sylveni
Bartak Trio and vocalist Annie Maloney. Arch Andrews, radio
takes
over the baton tonight
WOW-TV
all-night d.j., carried the show'from midnight to 2 a.m.
(Wed.).
home service director Connie Cook won $50 for second prize in nationThe Four Lads take over CBS- wide recipe contest
Ben Larson doing
i%ws duties on the
TV’s “Upbeat” musical on Aug. 9
and 11, with Jill Corey as guest on 10 p.m. stint, with Jack Payne's sports parade following 15 minutes
the first show and the De Marco later.
Sisters on the second.
They're
planning one of the shows as a trib- IN
.
.
.
ute to Charlie Adler of the Yacht
Club Boys, who died a couple of
John Facenda, WCAU-TV, plays same role in “The Burglar,” film
weeks ba£k ? . Nonna Raymond beiijig produced locally by Louis W. Kellman Productions .
WIP’s
subbing for Marion Colby week of
Aug. 15 on WABC-TV’s “Enter- Mel Stewart awarded an M;A. degree in radio and tv arts and sciences
tainment,” while latter vacations by Temple U . . . Steve Allison, WPEN’s late night commentator,
on the Coast
Steve Allen's landed the Fountainhead, new Bucks County resort, as a sponsor
.
written a piece called “Talent Is Gil Babbitt, radio producer, recuperating from surgery .
Vince CarColor Blind” for ..the September son, vocalist, launches new twice-weekly TV’er on WPFH, Wilmington,
issue of Ebony, the top Negro mag Del., under sponsorship of his manager, Auto-dealer Harold Robinson:
Robert Clarke, ex-Geyer,
...
Lee Stewart, formerly with WPFH, now .doing weekend raido sesjoined
DancerrFitzgerald-Sample sion over WMID, Atlatnic City, from the Brighton Hotel pool .
Jack
.

.

.

.

.

.

WOW

.

.

.

.

.

WOW

.

PHILADELPHIA

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

'.

.

.

.

.

as a tv art director .
Marian
.
Russell doing one of the leads on
“Way of the World” on NBC this
.

Week

. Robert Downing goes to
Philadelphia Sunday (31) to narrate and emcee a film-and-live
show dealing with various aspects
of summer theatre in the area via
.

.

;

Coombs, former program director of WINS, N. Y., is new manager
Alexander W. Dannenbaum, Jr.,
of Hotel Taft's Record Room
WPTZ commercial manager, is vacationing in South Jersey
Roy
Neal, former WPTZ news analyst now with NBC-TV on Coast, is fea.

.

.

.

.

.

Larry Brown will take
tured in Columbia’s “Night Holds Terror”
over WPEN's “950 Club,” long-running disk show being vacated by
Joe Grady and Ed Hurst in favor of a television spot.
.

.

.

WPTZ.

IN PITTSBURGH

TV Reviews

Jon Wii g, son of Guftnar O. Wiig, executive veep of KQV, will enter
Jerry Coleman, general
John Carroll U in Cleveland in the fall
manager and chief engineer of WBUT in Butler, and his wife celeBill Brants have dated the stork
brated their 17th wedding anni
again
Sportscaster Joe Tucker Won Variety Club golf tournaVicki’s Vignettes, hour platter
ment at Highland CC with a 76
session of foreign recordings, fades from its Sunday afternoon spot
on KQV end of this week. Gal is wife of Win Fanning, radio and tv
editor of Post-Gazette
Buzz Aston and Bill Hinds will vacation .first
two weeks in August and Joe' Mann and Elaine Beverly are taking
Otto Krenn pinchhittlpg for vacaover their daily KDKA-TV show .
tioning KQV anftouncers over the summer
Mother of Harold Lund,
Len Kapner,*boss of WCAE,
g.m. of Channel 2, was /83 last week
and his family to St. Petersburg, Fla., for three weeks
. Jim Hughes,
WJAS vet, removed to South Side Hospital after ailing at home.
.

,

Continued from page 25

CONNIE

SAWYER
Currently

VERSAILLES, New York
(22nd WEEK)

TV Appearances

on:

STUDIO ONE - PHILCO - MILTON BERLE
JACKIE GLEASON - COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

SHOW OF SHOWS

Polk Bros, commercials into running gag skits and helped Duggan
garner a few chuckles with the
audience interviews. Orch leader
Don Jacoby popped in and out with
some wheezers. Guy’s timing and
delivery is better than his material.
Even producer Richy Victor was

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

seen getting in the act peddling a
bicycle across the stage. He would
be better employed offstage cracking the whip over the camera and
lighting crew. The erratic, frequently out of focus shots and the gal warblers. Betty Bryan handles
bleary lighting lent a shoddy cast the ballads nicely and Judy Jones
to the proceedings.
the specialities. Latter has a fetchThe straight “entertainment” ofing pertness that came through
ferings came through okay. Dug- especially well on her adlib reprise
gan, assisted by singers Kyle Kim- of her soft shoe dance from the
ibro and Buddy Charles, worked an previous “Old New York” routine.
acceptable sqng-and-dance treat- , There were reports that the Chi

.

.

.

.

.

.

Odessa

— The

.

FCC

has granted

the application of the Odessa Television Co., to operate a new tv

here on Channel 7. The
commission denied the competing
application of Clarence E. Wilson
and Philip D. Jackson for a tv
station on the same channel. FCC
found that Odessa Television Co.,
ment of “Wedding Bells” and ABC-TV station had network am- was “superior” in the areas of local
Jacoby’s
cornet solo of “Pete bitions for this package. Such am- ownership, past participation in
Kelly Blues” was topgrade.
bitions seem grossly premature at civic affairs and program proposals
Affair is graced by two attractive this stage.
Dave.
compared to the other applicant.
outlet

.

.

|

i

Wednesday* July

27,”

MUSIC

PSsmtktv

1955

109

TOP
After 25 years of running the
Meadowbrook, big roadhouse in
Cedar Grove, N. J., Frank Dailey
remains bullish about the band

Chicago, July 26.

.

He

biz.

kicked off

his

summer

Friday (22)
and will start a regular six-day-aweek policy Oct. 28 with the Dorsey
Bros, band running- through Jan, 1.
He credits the upbeat in biz at
the Meadowbrook to his conversion to a banquet business and to
the oldsters who still like dancing
an evening's entertainment.
as
“There's a pickup in teenage in-

weekend schedule

last

.

WATERS, LETTS, KAYES
ACCOMP SACKS O’SEAS
Manie Sacks, RCA veepee and
general manager of the Victor disk
division, sails for Europe next
week accompanied by three RCA
execs who wUl help lay the groundwork for Victor’s disk merchandising expansion 'on the Continent.

Trio will consist of Howard Letts,
operations manager of the Victor
disk division; Albert F. Waters,
terest, too/’ he reports, “and itfs veepee and operations manager of
being fostered by girls who want the RCA International division;
repertheir dates to learn how to dance.” and Alan Kayes, artists
He's kept away from rock ’n’ roll, toire manager of the Victor Red
however, but feels the emphasis Seal department. George R. Maon the beat will stimulate terp in- rek, Victor's a&r chief, is due back
terest. He expects that something from Europe Aug. 1, but may rewill come out of the r&b beat but turn there to join the other RCA
execs.
it will be a refined Version of the
European expansion plans for
current craze.
Dailey discounts talk that the Victor were set up by RCA prexy
band biz is on the rocks because Frank M. Folsom, who recently returned from a survey of the Euroit hasn’t produced any new- bands.
“In the past three years,” he points pean market. RCA plants have already been set up in §pain and
come
have
bands
new
“such
up,
forth as Ralph Flanagan, Ray An- Italy and Victor execs expect to
build
up their operations in other
May,
Billy
Marterie,
Ralph
thony;
Sauter-Finegan and The Com- countries as well.
so
many
have
didn't
manders. We
new bands when the band business
1

&

was in its heyday.”.
He blames the economics of the
business for once stymieing bands,
but feels that most of the problems
have eased up. “Many bands,” he
said, “were after the quick buck
and asked for unreasonable guarantees and percentages, forcing established operators to book inferior groups. The big bands then

Recording company sales execs
are fanning out over the nation
this

week

COL EECTRONICS DIV.

to start the ball rolling

SHARP UPBEAT

BIZ IN

on their new fall programs, The
execs plan to whip up enough
steam in the hinterlands with their
new product and campaigns to
push the fall take to a new high.
Spearheading “Operation Fall” are
staffers from Columbia, RCA Victor, Capitol and-Decca,
The" Col contingent, headed up
by national sales head Hal Cook,
will drumbeat for the label’s “A
New Year in Records” program
which spotlights the “A Hit a
Day” theme. Sparking the promotion will be a traffic-building package and a 45rpm EP consumer
giveaway record' containing ex(Continued on page 115)

AIT three branches of Columbia the industry this year predicted in
Records, electronics division are almost every quarter. Sponsored by

running ahead of last year’s figThe branches, which include^
phonograph and needles division,
the transcription division and the
Epic end Okeh record line, began
stepping up their activity early in
the spring when Col, launched an
expansion program and moved
Paul Wexler in to head up the

ures.

"

•

overall setup..

of .1955 over a similar period in
1954.
The transcription ' depart- solid program of practical merchanment gained 37% for the same dising helps is what music merperiods and the phonograph and chants want,” said
exec secneedle line chalked up a 34% retary .William It Gard. The conincrease. „
vention program featured ’five pan-

Wexler, who’s also a Col veep,
expects to launch a fourth branch,
the electronics division within
the next few months. Meantime,
he’s putting a hefty stress on Col’s
’56 phono line. He’s expanded the
sales force and reports that the
factories are three months ahead
on production which is direct contrast to last year’s operation when
First indication of the lure of sales were stymied because of the
the video show in drawing artists snafu on the production of the
to Am-Par, its recently formed af- Columbia 360K line.
'

for'

the prospective switch by

Damone from Mercury to the
new label. Abe Lastfogel, Wil-

Vic

Studio Pact

for a total of 241 exhibitors.

NAMM

topper Earl Campbell,
re-elected during the conEddie Kissack, assistant to Jimmy vention, opened the show with the
Hilliard, Label X*s artists & reper- prediction: “The year 1955 bids fair

exited the RCA to equal or surpass the record voltoire
staffer,
subsid diskery last week. Hilliard ume of music sales chalked up in
remains as a&r topper with the 1953 'and the increased promotional
whole, operation now under the activity of the industry certainly
close supervision of Howard Letts, augurs' well for the future.” IBs
operations manager for the RCA optimism was echoed, by other
music industry execs. Said Arthur
Victor division.
(Continued on page 112)
With the appointment of Frank
Amaru as sales chief, Victor execs
have indicated that Label X will
continue its operation through
LISTS,

,

CAP DROPSEP
GUARANTEES PRICES

indie distributors.

,

MGM

Kqpp

15th

annl

Survey of

Victor, Vaughn Monroe Will
be the diskery’s first artist to receive a “gold album” of his hits.
Presentation will be made by. Larry Kanaga,
Victor*veepee and
operations manager, on Monroe’s

tomorrow

o

music

total

co

of

25,000,000

platters.

The

“golden circle” hits were “Racing
With the Moon,” “There I’ve Said
It Again,” “Ballerina” and “Ghost
Riders in the Sky.”

Calloway Set For

7-Week Brit Tour
London, July

19.

Cab Calloway launches a sevenweek British tour, opening at the
G'asgow Empire on Aug. 22. He
w.jl play some Continental dates
prior to this and during his British
tour will play one week in London
at the Finsbury Park Empire.
Calloway was last here with the
‘Porgy and Bess” company in 1952.
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record 45 rpm albums.
The dealer cost is guaranteed on
all EP albums purchased on and
after July 25 if any price reduction
should be made during the balance
of the year.
Price reduction back to $1.47 for
the EPs was apparently cued by
the Warner Bros, music combine’s
demand for a full 2c royalty on
the EP sets.
music exec Herman Starr originally agreed to a
cutrate on EPs selling for $1.47
but asked for the full rate when
EP prices were hiked to $1.49.
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have gone over the 1,000,000 sales
marker for Victor in the last 15
years. In that time he’s sold a

3

U

ASCAP

night

B

O

sellers based on report*
obtained from, leading stores in
i3 cities artd showing com*
parative sales rating for this'
and last week,
•
t BMI

best

O.

Hollywood, July
Capitol Records Distrib

slight price adjustment on its EP
45 rpm EP records. Prices will
now be $1.47 instead, of $1.49 for
one-record 45 rpm albums; $2.93
instead of $2.98 for two-record;

and $4.40 instead of $4.47 on three-

o

0

a

retail sheet

.

RCA

show

are personal man-

aged by’ Jerry Fields.

O

-4->

PfifSIETY

with

Monroe has had four disks that

to its roster.
Both artists

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

RCA

NBC-TV

More

Inks 2

Kapp Records has- added crooner
Russ Miller and thrush Ruth Price

MGM

his

on organ merchandising, record
department operations, tv-radio
merchandising, band instrument
merchandising, and piano merchandising. The panel discussions
were well attended, with between
200 and 300 attending each.
As was the case last year, the
record companies were eonspicu-'
ously absent, with no major label
exhibiting, at the trade show. Exhibits ranged frpm a low-priced
reed organ, a Japanese import, to
Herb Shriner’s/'Hoosier Boy” harmonica, both making their debut
at "the convention. In between were
the piano and org ail. manufacturers, the band instrument people,
and the radio tv manufacturers,
els,

who was

.

VICTOR ’GOLD ALBUM’

,

•

The Epic and Okeh operation
made the largest gains showing a
79% jump in the first six month

liam Morris Agency topper, is representing Damone in confabs with
Hollywood, July 26.
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Songwriters
Protective
Assn,
Theatres exec Bob Weitman over a
started playing for opposition, fly- prexy Charles Tobias and auditor tv-diskery. package deal, It’s unby-night operators and in places Ted Gurian have arrived here derstood that Damone will make
where some couples or a family from N. Y. to plot the approach for. the switch only if a forthcoming
wouldn’t want to go and they betele series is in the deal.
gan to lose touch with their audi- the organization’s first contract
Damone
been recording for
No Mercury forhas
ence.” He added that many of the with the major film studios.
the past several years
fly-by-nighters have been forced minimum scales will be sought, and his current
pact expires pext
out of biz because they couldn’t merely
It’s
reported that Merc
certain stipulations as to April.
come out ahead on that hefty nut policies on publicizing film-score won’t hold him back if he wants
and that the bands have become songs. For instance, many
spa to exit before April to wrap up the
more reasonable in their .demands members have been stirring up
Am-Par package. His current pact
-A
and coming back to playing re- demand
for folio money saying the with Merc calls for a $30,000 anthe
spectable places again.
If
studios put out books of song lyr- nual guarantee.
bands hadn’t gone out of line on ics,
But do not pay copyright
Singer also' is tied up by Metro
their prices we'd still have a
creators of tunes for reprinting the for pix and is now winding up the
healthy business and not a relyrics, an old complaint with song- shooting of “Kismet.” Soundtrack
cuperating one, he explained.
writers.
album of “Kismet” will be brought
For the summer schedule, Dailey
Tobias is also huddling with Ben out by
Records which gets a
has tied up with Jackie Gleason’s Oakland, Coast committee chairspecial okay from
when Dasummer tv show, “America’s man -of SPA, anent new phase in mone is on the Merc
track.
A few
Greatest Bands,” by booking the the next publisher-writer contract
months ago Merc okayed a
bands that appear on the semes* to supersede present one expiring soundtracker
of “Hit The Deck,”
He kicked off with Art Mooney last in December, 1956.
which also featured Damone.
weekend and has already set Buddy Morrow, Anthony, Flanagan,
Marterie and Sauter-Finegan,

Marking

the National Assn, of Music Merchants, the four-day Palmer House
conclave attracted 7,408 registrants,
compared with 7,955 last year.
This year 241. firms exhibited
their wares at the trade show, compared with 256 in 1954. Although
total attendance was less this year
than last, buyer attendance was
higher than at any convention in
the last five years,
“Success of this year’s show and
convention leaves no doubt that a

NAMM

filiate, is

VAUGHN MONROE GETS

The 1955 Music Industry Trade
Show and Convention here last
week ended on a note of high optimism, with new sales highs for

39
39
36
34
26
25
25
20

9

7

19

4

8

19

Int’I

Disk Sales Chief

John Davidson, a midwest sales
staffer, has been upped by RCA
Victor to sales manager of the

RCA

Victor international disk diHe fills the post vacated
Amaru who recently,
moved over as sales chief for
RCA’s subsid Label X. Davidson
has been with the Victor company
for the past five years, working in
Chicago for the disk division.
vision.

by

Frank

Amaru, meantime, has been
checking in with the Label X dis-?
tribs^around the country to set up
the Label X’s new sales program.
Amaru replaced Joe Delaney who
exited the company for an exec
spot with Archie Bleyer’s Cadence
Records.
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Jack Webb? “Pete Kelly’s Blues”
(RCA Victor). Jack Webb, who’s
star and producer of the pic, “Pete
Kelly’s Blues,'* does the* narration
on this 12-inch platter in his trademarked dry style. Music-wise,
Matty Matlock’s rfrew, which did
the pic’s soundtrack, performs the

HERM SCHOENFELD.

•By

group of Ellington standards. The
original styling is evident on a
book that includes such numbers
as “Take The *A’ Train," “In My
Solitude, V
“Don’t Get Around
Much Anymore,” “I Let A Song
Go Out of My .Heart” and ’“Mood
Indigo.” On the hip side of this
flock of oldies featured in the pic, platter, Illinois Jacquet, fronting a
plus a couple of new ones. Aside solid combo, generates a light
from the Webb verbal routine, this swinging style on an another group
platter is very similar to the Co- of oldies,
lumbia set on which the same MatHal Schaefer: “Just Too Much”
lock ctew, down to the last sideformer pianist
men, is featured on virtually the (RCA Victor).' A
with
several top dance bands, Hal
same repertoire.
Billie Holiday: “Lady Day” (Co- Schaefer is one of the young exlumbia). Columbia has assembled ponents of contemporary jazz. The
one of its best jazz sets from its keyboard technique is evident in
archives in this collection of Billie this 12-inch LP, but more imporHoliday sides from the 1935-37 pe- tant, Schaefer displays drive and
riod.
A superlative singer;’ Miss taste in a style that doesn’t overHoliday got a matching back- whelm the number. It’s a highly
ground on these sides from a Rock listenable collection of standards,
of topflight jazzmen such as Teddy in varied mood, with Schaefer getWilson,
Young,
Lester
Benny ting fine backing from Alvin StolGoodman, Bunny Berigan and ler, on drums, and Joe Mondragon,
others. .This is the real swing with' oh bass.
Miss Holiday spotlighted on a dozGene Harris Trio: “Our Love Is
en tunes from the- light “What A Here To Stay” (Jubilee).
More
Little Moonlight Can Do” to “Sum- .standards are given a jazz workmertime.”
over in this platter by Gene HarRex Stewart-Hlinois Jacquet ris, a keyboard modernist with a
(Grand Award). Rex Stewart/ one good beat. Although pot labelled
of the ex-Duke Ellington organiza- as mood music, this grouping of
tion luminaries, gathered a group fine oldies, as played by" Harris,
of that band's alumni to cut a fine add up to easy .listening for sus*

Tony Martin: "Young Ideas”- tempo from the video show gets
“What Is The Secret of Y<?ur Suc- Martin’s expert handling.
cess” (RCA Victor), Once, again,
Jo Stafford; “Ain’tcha-Cha Coinhit-making
potential
video’s
is in’ Out Tonight”-St. Louis Blues”

.

another

getting

tryout

via

this

Tony Martin coupling which

is to

be spotlighted on the NBOTV
“Prpducers Showcase” series next
month. “Young Ideas,” a solid ballad* melodically and lyrically, has
What it takes to break through and
Tony Martin gives it a warns pro-

-

(Columbia). “Tonight” is a. uptempo novelty idea that could have

some big flash impact. Jo Stafford
gives it a bright ride with a swinging background helping to sell this
one for jocks and jukes. On the
reverse, Miss \ Stafford spells out
another version of the W. C. Handy
jection for highly commercial- re^ class: It’s a good straight slice with
suits. Gordon Jenkins orch, with Paul Weston’s orch supplying the
Stuart Foster oh the vocal, has an- beat;
:

'

'

,

LAWRENCE WEEK

Best Bets

and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

,

£05th Consecutive

TONY MARTIN
;*
YOUNG IDEAS
—
RCA Victor
...'Whatls the Secret of YoUr Success
JO STAFFORD ..... AIN’TCHA-CHA COMIN* OUT T-TONIGHT

Week

Aragon Bailroont—Ocean Park, Cal.
AJBC-TV— Sat. 9-10 P. M. EDT
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America

.
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(

)

.

.

Columbia )

(

1

.............

.

JERRY VALE

•

.

HEAVEN CAME DOWN TO EAftTH

Columbia ) .......
Magic Night
..v, ........
tained periods. Harris plays over
^^=sssrr-“
"i~iirr
^
a dozen standards, including “A
Foggy Day,” “Our Love Is Here other fine slice of “Young Ideas”
Jerry Vale: “Heaven Came Down
To Stay,” “Old Devil Moon” and for Label X and will pick up a To Earth”-“Magic Night” (Columothers, backed by bassist Mike share of the spins. On the Victor bia): Two excellent sides by Jerry
Long and drummer George Her- dip, a clever number in 'Latin Vale could produce this young
man,
singer’s first hit. “Heaven” is a
(

,

‘

'

'

standout .ballad with a firstrate
lyric arid a powerful rhythmic kick
give it the “contemporary”
fa
touch. Vale belts in straightfor-
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CHUCK MILLER

9

(Mercury)
“House of Blue Lights”
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SOMETHIN’ SMITH
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a Sin
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“Honey Babe”
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“Unchained .Melody”.
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SAMMY PAVIS JR. (Decca)
“Something's Gotta Give”
DORIS 1)AY (Columbia)
“I'll Never Stop Loving You”.
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of Love”-“Midnight Mood” (Label
X). Dick Maltby, who has been a
steady click for Lael X, has some
more slick material in “Book of
Love” a catching Latin tune with
a clever lyric. Dolores Randall
aided by a male chorus projects
the idea breezily. It could grow
into Maltby ’s biggest to date. “Mid-
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night Mood” is ah atmospheric instrumental which Maltby’s orch,
via a lead trumpet solo, gives an
arresting arrangement.
Chuck Berry: “Maybellene”
“Wee Wee Hours” (Chess). Although the rhythm & blues cycle
has receded .somewhat from the
pop field thff real thing is still
cooking in the specialized market.
Chuck Berry is one of the more,
authentic practitioners of the r&b
style and he has a firstrate example of that school in “Maybellene.”
Berry has a rough-hewn but genuine blues style. “Wee Wee Hours”
is a typical slow r&b ballad which
Berry delivers with simple sincerity against a fine piano and guitar

11

background.
• •

Deris

it

1

6

7

(Cadence)

“Domanl”

femme singer. It’s the type of
number that could develop into
standard for barber shop harmony
groups. Flip is another fine side in
a nostalgic groove, the Four Lads

4

Q
•

JULIUS LaROSA

SIX

«

(Capitol)

“Popcorn Song”

a fine ballad with pretty melodic
line that’s easy to take as delivered

4

4

'?

4

.

CLIFFIE STONE
23B

Dream On”-“Moments To Remember” (Columbia). “Dream On” is

4

4

(Columbia)

“Razzle-Dazzle”

re-

6

BILL HALEY'S COMETS*(Decca)
23A 19

maximum

4*

•

(Capitol)

PRISCILLA WRIGHT (Unique)
“Man In a Raincoat” ......

for

4

r

•

.

“Hummingbird”

it

turns. “I’m Innocent” is sort of a
sequel to “Wanted” a good song
which may be hurt by the parallel
in the /legalistic lyrics.
Four Lads: “Dream On, My Love,

4

4

•

JR. (Decca)

Me .or Leave Me”
LES PAUL-MARY FORD

•

4

4

t:

19B 19

•

4

(Coral)

“Love

•

9
4 4

(Cadence)

.

SAMMY DAVIS

4

(Capitol)

“Sweet and Gentle”.

17B 17

19A

.

a Raincoat”
BENNETT (King)

“Seventeen"

beat which has been getting attention on wax. Ginny Greer, a recent
addition to the Decca roster, handles the lyric and smooching effectively, Reverse is a good ballad
with a lilting melody which Mis#
Greer works over appealingly.
Frankie Castro: “Pamper Me”I’m Innocent” (Wing) Frankie
Castro registers with a big score *
on this" coupling, Castro has okay
pipes and he shows considerable
savvy in getting the most out of
them. “Pamper Me” is a light
rhythm pop with a clever idea

.

...

“Man In

• •

Kissing

Dance”-“My Heart Goes A-Sailing
(Decca).
“Kissing Dance” is a
catching pop entry with a Latin

Richard Maltby Orch: “The Book

Sin”

MARION MARLOWE
15B

4

:

1

'

Ginny Greer; “The

by the Four Lads and an unbilled

(Epic)

ART MOONEY (MGM)
AL HIBBLER

Line Renaud deliver
and smoothly with an appropriate sense' of humor. Standard on the flip gets a routine
treatment,

and he rides

(Victor)

McGUIRE SISTERS
7

o
3

G

ward, open-voiced style for maximum results. “Magic Night” is a
well-turned Latin number, which
Vale also handles well.
Dean Martin-Line Renaud: “Relax-Ay-Voo”-“Two Sleepy People”
(Capitol). “Relax-Ay-Voo” is an attractive piece of pop material
which Dean Martin and French

(Capitol)
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STARRING
SAMMY DAVIS

SMALL HOURS
Frank Sinatra

Capitol
581
EBF 1, 2-581

W

10

•

.

Sammy

Davis

4

•

4

4

4

4

•

4

4

4

4
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LONESOME ECHO

DAMN YANKEES

CRAZY OTtO

Jackie Gleason

Original Cast

Crazy Otto

-

JR.
Jr.

Decca

DL 8118
ED 2214-5-6

Capitol

W
EBF

627
1, 2-627

Victor

LOC
EOC

1021
1021

Decca

DL
ED

8113
2201

9

Col Distrib Switch
Columbia Midwest took over the
of the Columbia

distributorship

week in the Minneapolis
The Forster Distributing
Co. formerly handled the line in
that area.
Amos Herlicher will prexy Co-

line last
territory.

lumbia Midwest^ and will name a
sales manager at a later date.
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Comes To Bat

Col

Coast Labor Council

^fe/yry

With Set Based On
Sports Highlights
Columbia

Scoreboard

Studies Petriilo

Vs. Sympathy Actions

Records has given
“Hear It Now’* treat-

sports the

i

'

TOP

1

AND TUNES

directive that James C. Petriilo,
prexy of the American of Federation of Musicians, has sent out to
all his locals. According to the
Central Labor Council, Petrillo’s
directive rules that no
musician will honor any picket lines set
up hy any other unipns, once the
musicians have been contracted to

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

by Bud -Greenspan .and James
Hammerstein. Latter is son of
Oscar Hammerstein 2d.

4

-

AFM

The

platter includes the voices
of. such sports figures as Babe

Coin Machines

i

Knute
Jack
Dempsey,
Ruth,
Rockne, Helen Jacobs, Joe Louis
Earle Sande and Roger Bannister'

among

others.

Mel

McCarthy, Don Dunphy and Marty
Glickman are the sportcasters in
the various segments. In addition
to the platter, Col is offering a
14-page booklet containing a piece
by Red Smith, N.-Y. Herald Tribune columnist, an illustration by
Willard (N. Y. World-Telegram)
Mullin and photos of many of the
events recorded in the package.

.

,

TALENT
POSITIONS
This

'

events of the 20th. century.

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

BELL HALEY’S COMETS
Lanza Must Pay 1G Fop

m >T, r „ w
SINATRA
FRANK

Was

by

salary claim of $1,069 filed

chestrations for the tenor prior to
his booking into New Frontier Hotel, Las Vegas, at a reported $50 t
000 per week, Larza failed to appear on opening night and was cancelled. Union ruled that such an
incident did not remove from
Lanza the burden of paying Pallos
for his work.
J

lav/, if a singer does
not pay an arranger for his work,
union will refuse to permit any of
members to instrumentally
its

of Musicians

Tele

actress

McGUlRE SISTERS

(Coral)

SOMETHIN’ SMITH

(Epic)
r

ROBBINS MUSIC CO.
York
'

fe

THE QUEEN

Week Week
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JOE GLASER,
.745
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York

l

Ave. PL. 9-4600
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Pres.

Chicago
203
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Wabash

Hollywood
8619 Sunset
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ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
New

|
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n
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Las Vegas

MERCURY RECORDS

.

Blvd.

increase in tv sales for the

chief

Mann

Robbins
Shapiro-Bernstein

Commodore
Witmark

BVC

|

New Capitol Legalite
Hollywood, July 26.

Harry R. Talan has been added
the legal staff of Capitol
Records.
He formerly worked for the
U. S. Dept, of Justice.
to

EVERYBODY

re-elected at the convention. New
officers elected were: Philip JVerlein,
secretary;
Emory, Penny,
treasurer; and Frank Wilking, trustee to the American Music Confer-

LIKES...

NAMM

Jr.,

member

ex-officio.

The 1956 convention will be held
New York City* July 23-26, at
the Hotel New Yorker. At the first
meeting of the NAMM’s newly
in

elected board of directors, three
regional •conferences were set for
the coming; year: a Northwestern

Regional Conference in San Francisco, Feb. 13-14, 1956; a Southeastern Regional Conference In
in
Atlanta Feb. 27-28, 1956; and a
Southwestern Regional Conference
An exhibitor survey conducted in April, 1956, with the date and
at the convention disclosed that place not yet set
70% of the exhibitors report business 5 to 47% better than last
year; 75% predicted a 5 to 50% inI
crease in fall and winter sales over
last year, and' 50% said they were
tapping new foreign and domestic
markets for their products. This

NAMM prexy Earl Campbell and
veepee Paul E. Murphy were both

repertoire

Green and

ence, educational and promotional
division of the NAMM. New
directors elected were: O. L.
Baskette, H. T. Bennett, Tom N.
Berry, Arthur Birge, W. P. Chrisler, W. E. Moffett, F. D. Streep, Jr.,
W. T. Sutherland, and Ben E. Neal,

the

business increase, it was noted, existed despite the 10% Federal excise tax on musical instruments
which was considered a limiting
factor on sales.

&

Curtis, Sanford

Dick Jacobs.

Barton
Chappell

Witmark

artists

Bob Thiele and songwriters

MILLS MUSIC, INC

WILL OSBORNE
AND

HIS qRCH.
Now 71 sf Wok
New Golden Hotel, Reno
Mgt.: MILTON DEUTSCH

THE HIT OF THE WEEK

n

m

ii

Starting Sept. 6

V

rife

,

I*

MOULIN ROUGE,

i

m
In

«

mond, Coral’s

PUBLISHER
Myers
Frank

Friemann

In

St. Louis

40%

with

N.

Currently

RIVIERA,

a Lie

fBMI)

months of 1955, compared
same period in 1954.
also saw grea't potential
tape-recorder and hi-fi sales.
Exhibitor Survey

*

Vn

BASIN STREET, New York and
NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL

~

1

.

.

first five

i*i/V

Just Concluded
I

1 *’ 8 a Si " to

J'f
/Ace in the Hole

j

TUNE

DINAH WASHINGTON
-

Something’s Gotta Give

*ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK
*UNCHAINED MELODY ...
*LEARNIN’ THE BLUES
*CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE
‘'‘HARD TO GET
^SOMETHING’S GOTTA GIVE
*A BLOSSOM FELL
f AIN’T THAT A SHAME
*HONEY BABE
*IT’S A SIN TO TELL A LIE

m a a

15

*

H°n e y Ba e
?
(Alabama Jubilee

(•ASCAP.

a

777

,

Manufacturers' Assn, prexy Eugene
Wulsin, 1955 will mark a five-year
high in piano sales. John W. GrifContinued from, page 109
fin, exec secretary of the Record
and
E. Hastedt, National Association of Industry Assn, of America,
Band Instrument Manufacturers John Dworken, Phonograph Manprexy: “1954-55 has shown the ufacturers’ Ass’n topper, made
largest volume of business in the similar statements pointing to new
history of the band instrument in- sales marks in their branches of
the music industry in 1955. Magnadustry.”
According to National Piano vox prexy Frank Friemann noted

Music by

New

Old Black Magic
Something’s Gotta Give
[Love Me or Leave Me

[That.

TUNES

PROGRAM TO-DAY

JESSE GREER

Mambo

Last

Storm will
in the fall via

JUST YOU, JUST ME

suit in N. Y. Federal Court last
week against Advanced Music, of
the Warner Bros, combine, Coral'
Records and others, charging that
“Play Me Hearts and Flowers” infringed on one of their tunes. Plaintiffs allege that they copyrighted
a tune of the same title through
Mills Music in 1954 and that* they
brought the song to Coral Records.
Subsequently, it’s alleged, Coral
Records cut a similar song with
the same title with Johnny Desmond who did the tune on a video
show. Mills Music was also named
as defendant in the suit because it
has allegedly refused to institute
the action in behalf of the plaintiffs.
Other defendants are Des-

Shame

Cherry Pink

JR. (Decca)

POSITIONS
This

Gale

YESTERDAY’S

Three songwriters, LeWi% Beilin,
Ed White and Mack Wolfson, filed

(My One Sin
Ain’t That a

.

ART MOONEY (MGM)

the indie Dot label. Randy Wood,
Dot prexy, finalized the deal on
the Coast last Week.
She stars in the vidpix series,
“My Little Margie.”

799 Zth Ave.

J If I May

(Capitol)

& Flowers’ Cues

Infringement Action

'

Player Gale Storm
To Bow on Dot Label

make her wax bow

‘Hearts

/

back that singer in any form of
showbiz endeavor.
Lanza, meanwhile, has pre-recorded four songs for the pic, “Serenade” backed by Warner studio
musicians—*all of whom are AFM
members.

TV

(Label X)

-

Under the American Federation

niteries.

(LearninV the Blues
}Not as a Stranger
Hard to Get

PAT BOONE (Dot)
PEREZ PRADO (Victor)

‘

Cl0Ck

{ Razzle-Dazzle

'

SAMMY DAVIS

^

.

.The one AFL union to be most
affected Is the Culinary Workers.
Frequently this union has used
union musicians* assistance in winning labor disputes with hote/s and

A Blossom Fell

NAT “KING” COLE

ar-

ranger Charles Pallos Jr. According to the arranger, he did the or-

(Decca)

(Capitol)

GISELE MacKENZIE

Hollywood, July 26.

Mario Lanza has been ordered
AFM Local 37 here to payt a

by

play at an establishment.
Till now, the tun£ union has'
supported actions of other AFL
unions. It was upon learning of
Petrillo’s directive, that the Central
Council called the meeting; in an
attempt to urge him to revoke the
order. John te Groen, prexy of
the Musicians local No. 47, said
he did not know of any such directive. Actually, Petriilo does not
run his union in- any close coordination With othet show biz un«
ions, although all ‘are under AFL
blanket. In past years he frequently
has fought AGVA in jurisdictional
fights.

Last

Week Week

.

That Never

~

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Aftists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with 'V ArieTy. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points' scored, two ways in the case of' talent ( coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines retail disks and retail sheet music J,

:

The “Hear It Now” sets was produced for Col several years ago
by Edward R. Murrow and Fred
W. Friendly and contained recordings and tapings of historical

Date

Retail Sheet Music

Retail Disks

as Published in the Current Issue

Clem

Allen,

Hollywood, July 26.
The Los Angeles Central Labor
Council held a meeting last week
with all local union chiefs anent a

,

j

ment. Diskery is issuing a 12-incb
LP package containing highlights
of major sports events of the past!
Album, tagged. “Greatest Moments
In Sports,” was produced for Col

Ukase

THE CLOVERLEAFS

FOUR SEASON
SWEETHEART
MGM

12026

RED
HEAD
K 12026
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Copyright 1955 Twentieth Century Music Corporation, New York, N. Y
Sights throughout the world controlled by Mhter Music Corporation, 799 Seventh Avenue,

*

International Copyright Secured
All

Any arrangement

Rights

Reserved

Including

Public

Performance

for

or adaptation of this composition without the consent of the owner

MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION

•

New York, N. V.
Made in U.S.A.

Profit
is

on Infringement of copyright

799 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

19, N.

Y.

•
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The top 30 tongs of week (more in cast OS ttes), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index k Audience Trend Index,
Published by Office of Research, Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman,
* Legit musical.
Director. Alphabetically listed.
f Film.
Survey Week of July 15-21, 1955
..Shapiro-B ,
Blossom Fell
.
:
Remick
Alabama Jubilee
,
,
World
Banjo’s Back in Town ..........
Paramount
Bible Tells Me So. .........
Ydhftg
Blue Star
.................

A

*.

Boston Fancy
Chee? Chee-oo Chee
Cherry Pink, Apple Blossom White
Fooled
Hard to Get
Heart—*“Damn Yankees”
Hey, Mister Banjo

,

a

?

,

Hummingbird

Sheldon

H&R

.

—l“Upderwater” r >?npell
Witmark
VI rank

Jungnickel

v.

Chanpell
Dream—^“Seventh Heaven”
Never Stop Loving You—t“Love Me, L&ave Me” Fer
Frank
Me”
Kentuckian Song—t“Love Me or Leave
Land of the Pharaohs—t”Land of the Pharaohs”. .Kemick
If It's a

*

I’ll

.

Learnin’ the Blues
Love Me or Leave
Man in Raincoat

May

I

‘

.

Me

.

—t“Love \Me or Leave Me”

Never Love Again

Piddily Patter Patter.

.

2

.

.

BVC
EMI

.

.

.

Broadcast

Marks

.T

—

.

"ton

.

Something’s Gotta Give *“Daddy Long Legs” .... Robbins
Sweet, and Gentle.
Peer
Unchained Melody— t*‘Unchained” ,, ,
.... Frank
Wake the Town and Tell the People
.Joy
Frank
Whatever Lola Wants— “‘Damn Yankees”
Wrong Again
Paxton;
.

:

1

.

;

Yellow Rose bf Texas
Young and Foolish *“Plain and Fancy”

Planetary;

—

Top 30 Songs on TV

-

(More In Case

A
A

.Chappell

of Ties)

Blossom Fell
Straw Hat and a Cane

Shapiro-B

W&B

Any

Mark VII

Questions
Ballad of Davy Crockett— t“Davy Crockett”
Bella Notte t“Lady and the Tramp”
Blue Star
Daniel Boone

Wonderland

—

Do

that

is

me

rockin’

and

rollin’?

Domani
Hard to Get
Heart *”Damn Yankees”
Hummingbird

SONG OF
THE DREAMER
with

Hugo

Winterhalter and his Orchestra
e

Montauk
Witmark

—

Frank
Jungnickel
Barton

Learnin’ the Blues
Love Me or Leave Me

—

t“Love Me or Leave Me” BVC
Inn
Peer
Old Betsy
Wonderland
Rock Around the Clock t‘‘Blackboard Jungle”
Myers
Roses and Revolvers
Morris
Shake, Rattle and Roll t“How to Be Very Popular” Progressive
Something’s Gotta Give t”Daddy Long. Legs”. .
Robbins
Sweet and Gentle
Peer
That Old Black Magic
Famous
That’s the Kind of Dame I Am
Triav
23 Decrees North-82 Degrees West
Pulse
Unchained Melody ^‘Unchained”
Frank
Wake the Town and Tell the People
Joy
Whatever Lola Wants *“Damn Yankees”
Frank
When You Wish Upon a Star
Bourne
Wrong Again
Paxton
Yellow Rose of Texas
Planetary
.

sings

Young
Record Song
Chappell

Yourself.

It

Mambo

EddieFisher

Disney

—

.

.

—
—
—

—

.

—

—
.

1-Nite

Vs.

.

:

Promoter Beefs

R&B Combo

Leader

Hollywood, July 26.
Van Tonkins, one-night dance
promoter along the Pacific, has filed
a complaint with John te Groen,
prexy of AFM Local No. 47, against
Joe Houston, a rhythm-and-blues
bandleader. According to Tonkins,
Houston had been pacted for various one-niters along the Coast but
*

up to his contract.
The promoter claims Houston frequently showed up late or not at
all, and sometime in a condition
failed to live

HARMS,

HK

“unfit” to work.
]

The promoter is asking the union to take disciplinary action
against Houston. Tonkins Is also
filing a $25,000 damage suit against
Houston for “breach of contract.”

FOR YOUR PROGRAM
THRU SUNDAY

MONDAY
5

Metro

Pic Score

on

Wax

Hollywood, July

|

26.

1

,

r.

p

end C a h

5

^
'

MGM

Jesse Kaye, Coast chief of
Records has began production of
the soundtrack album of Metro’s
.“It’s Always Fair Weather” starring Gene Kelly, Dan Dailey, Cyd
Charisse, Dolores Gray and Michael Kidd.
The music Is by Andre Previn,
Betty Comden and Adolph Green.

r,

"SATURDAY NIGHT
IS

THE

LONLIEST NIGHT
IN

THE WEEK"

CAHN

VJSIC.

!":

America's Fastest

“New

OrthopKonic” High Fidelity

1

PSisrK’rr
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Diskers Tee Fall Drive
Continued from page 109
cerpts .from seven major Col albums scheduled for release in August. Package will be given away
cuffo to distributors and dealers as
well as consumers.

with the soundtrack album of the
production, “Oklahoma.”
Diskery also is releasing a Neslon
Riddle LP of instrumentals from
the score. Also in its pop LP push
Col also is plugging its new in- will be albums by Dean Martin,
ventory control sticker, a remov- John Raitt, Sanr-. Donahue, Milt
able gummed label bearing record Buckner, Bobby Haekett and Big
number and price, which will ap- Dave as well as three new albums
pear on each new album. As each in the “Kenton Presents Jazz” sealbum sale is completed, dealers ries, nine 12-inch, reissue albums,
can transfer the gummed stickers four new classical packages and
to a special inventory control book three albums in Its children’s seand thus keep a running tally on ries.
sales as well as reorder needs.
Decca.’s general sales manager
Diskery also has developed for its Syd Goldberg hit the road Friday
dealers a self-service aid via spe- (22) to swing through divisional ofcially designed “Add-A-Rack” units fices in Los Angeles, New Orleans,
in various sizes and price, brackets. Chicago, Cleveland to present the
Model units will be 'put on display diskery’s fall program. It’ll be unat all Col distrib offices and Col veiled in New York at Decca headsalesmen will be equipped to pro- quarters today (Wed.).
vide consultation service for dealOn the. road for RCA Victor to
ers interested in the installations., push
the
diskery’s
“Operation
Diskery also is offering dealers Never Lose a Sale” campaign are
special catalogs and supplements veep Larry Kanaga,. sales chief Bill
listing the Col line.
Bullock, field staffer, head Jack
Thie dealer meets are a followup Burgess and merchandise manager
to a series of distributor confabs Bob Yorke. “Operation” is a couwhich Col held in Apple Valley, pon-sale setup, designed to encourCal., Miami and New York. Nearly age the entry of additional disk
80 dealer meets are scheduled outlets in town without record rearound the coumry. It's estimated tailers and to strengthen existing
that 15,0Q0 dealers and clerks will retailers. Under the plan, the diskattend the Col fall previews before ery ensures rapid mail delivery of
Aug. 1. An attendance lure at the any catalog item not in stock. The
meets ,1s Col’s offer of a prizoe Fora customer pays the dealer the list
Thunderbird to the dealer whose price and the dealer fills in a couname will be drawn on a yet to be pon the disk ordered for mailing to
named network tv shDw in August. Victor’s Indianapolis plant where
Three other Thunderbirds will be all the mail orders are handled.
awarded as prizes; one to the disEpic Records sales staffers will
the largest potential converge in New York’s Park-SHetrib with
dealer attendance, and one each raton
Hotel
tomorrow
night
to the distrib sales manager and (Thurs.)^ where its fall program
salesman who registers best per- will be introduced.
Records
formance during July, August and will unveil its fall plans in about
September.
three weeks.
It’s expected that
Pop artists in Col’s August packwill follow the pattern set
age push are Les Elgart, Paul by the other companies and stress
Weston, Percy Faith, Michael Le- the packaged goods line.
\
grand, Louis Armstrong, Norman
Luboff Choir f Jerry Vale, Peggy
King, Felicia Sanders and Art
Linkletter. There will also be 10 Dicker Global Tour
new albums in the Masterworks
series topped by the Philadelphia
For Maestro Les Baxter
Orch and the Philharmonic SymHollywood, July 26.
phony of New York.
The Anthon Management Bureau,
“The Columbia Retailer,” a

Todd-AO

i

•

*

'

.

•

;

MGM

MGM

monthly LP promotion package, headed by Ray Anthony and Fred
will be distributed at all the dealer Benson; is lining up a global conmeets. It’s a two-1 2-inch LP album cert tour for Les Baxter, whom
and features messages from such they recently inked to a personal
Baxter will
Col execs as prexy James. R. Con- management -pact.
kling, exec veepee Goddard Lieber- guest-conduct fill the major symin
the
world if
orchestras
phony
son /and national sales manager
deal goes through.
Hal Cook.

Baxter, a Capitol recording artist,
Capitol Program
Capitol Records fall program just completed the score of the
initial
group of tunes to be’ heard
will be talked up by seven top
company execs in confabs slated in Columbia Picture’s “Tambourine,”
Jane Russell-Cornel Wilde
for eight key cities. The regional
meets are set for New York, Cleve- starrer.
land, Chicago, Atlanta, Memphis,
Denver, Kansas City and San
Launches
'
Francisco and* will be headed up

Hub Lawyer

by such company exfecs as prexy
Glenn E. Wallichs, artists & repertoire v.p. Alan Livingston, national sales manager Mike Maitland,
merchandise manager Gordon
Fraser/ veepee Lloyd Dunn and
Bill Tallant and Dick Rising.
The fall program will be launched

Low-Priced

Brit.

Disks

a

summer song

sings

that’ll

DONT

go

STAY

LONG
TOO
AWAY
Hugo

with

Winterhalter and his Orchestra

London, July 26.
Boston lawyer Manuel Kopelman,

20/47-6196

who came

to Britain to organise a
cut-price records operation has now
formed an outfit known as “Top
Hits of the Month Record Club.”
This Club is offering 12 hit tunes
for $1.90 on an LP and eight hits
on an extended play record for $1.
For the time being the actual
disks are being imported and will
be on sale over the counter at
various chain stores early in AuFrom mid-September ongust.
wards, Kopelman hopes to make
his own pressings at a Yorkshire
factory.

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending July 16)
London, July 19,
Unchained Melody .... Frank
Macmelodies
I Wonder
Dreamboat
Leeds
Evermore
Rogers
Cherry Pink
Maddox
Stranger in Paradise
Frank
Where Dimple Be Cinephonic
Stowaway
Morris
Softly
Cavendish
Don’t Worry
Wright
Bridges of Paris .... Southern
Everywhere
Bron
.

:

.

(We're Gonna)

.

.

.

“ROCK AROUND
THE CLOCK”
Theme of MGM Picture
"BLACKBOARD JUNGLE"
Recorded by BILL HALEY
and

his
Still

— Decca

COMETS

Going Strong

“MAMBO ROCK”
—

U

Seconds 2
....Dash

Sincerely

You, My Love
Earth Angel
Every Day of Life.

Dash

Chappell
Robbins
Tomorrow
Cavendish
Melo<jy of Love
Connelly
Ready Willing Able .... Berry
Unsuspecting Heart ..... Berry
Give Me Your Word Connelly
Chee-OO Chee
Maurice
Tweedle Dee
Robbins
.

RCAVlCTOR

.

MYERS MUSIC.
122 N. 12th

St.,

Inc.

Philadelphia

.7,

Pa.

Mama

Macmelodies

'.Vm’iVi'A'i'i'o

•

*V«

“New

Orthophonic” High Fidelity

'

!

-

.
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Close Rice Hotel

Room

Til Fall for Facelift
Houston, July 26,
/The Empire Room of the Rice
Hotel has been shuttered for the
balance of the summer for extensive remodeling, following complef

.

.

’

The decision by the Dunes Hotel* *
Las Vegas, tQ permit Wally Cox
play out his four weeks at $11,000 and sue the William Morris
Agency for $250,000 on the grounds
that the latter had allegedly misrepresented that Cox would get a
batch of new material before opento

It’ll

Do

It

tion of a successful season.
Griffith,
comic folklorist,
attendance records at the

Too!

j

pulling some 4,200 patrons into the
spot in a two-week stay.

Lima Hospital here, following
his collapse after his preem
show at El Rancho Vegas on
Although Dr.
Sunday (24).
Ruben Lickitch declined to re-

manager B.

‘

Remodeling is expected to be
completed in time for an early
September opening, according to

Many

Too

Sows

•„

.

HOT ROD SHOW TROUPE
SET FOR AUSSIETOUR

Hollywood, July 26.
Bill McGraw’s
auto daredevil
"Tournament of Thrills" has been
set for a nine-week Australian tour,
starting Sept. 22 in Sydney, under
deal set by Cliff Aronson of the

and lesser personalities. He said
he had been commissioned by* a
group of wealthy sportsmen, social
''

figures, etc., to make a .particular
play to have Bing Crosby go to
Australia. He would be asked to

make only one appearance, in Sydney, with balance of time to be
Milt Deutsch agency.
spent having a* good time. The
Booking was set for $12,500 per other two Whom Brodziak hopes' to
week, -plus three jaloppies per sign ' are Mae West' and Marlene
show. Approximately 150 Will be Dietrich.
used on tour, which will cover all
Australian government has okaymajor cities, .one performance ed an Aztec- allocation of $250,000
daily, five days' a -week.
fdT payment to American entertainers and attractions during the
next year. He stressed that his
government will not permit Americans or other out-of-country entertainers to leave any substantial
reserves in Australia; and no more
thanv $10,000 a person may be taken
.

•

out.

Lena Horne

af-xWSSSJSSS

to Play

.•A-Swi'i.JS.Si;?

London’s Savoy Hotel

Eileen

BARTON
«

Currently

DUNES HOTEL

London, July, 26.,.
Lena Horne has been set to Appear in cabaret at the SaVoy Hotel,
London, opening Oct.' 17, for at
least three weeks.
She was in .Britain last year for
a theatre tour, hut she has never
previously played* In British cab•>

.

aret.

Las Vegas

Judy’s $14,500 In Spokane
Portland, Ore., July 26.

CORAL RECORDS
Dir.;

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

The Judy Garland troupe wound
pp its tour of the Pacific North'

West

honored that some
of the greats of
show business have become

my

clients.

JESSE BLOCK
Registered Representative

#

IRA HAUPT

& CO.

Investment Brokers

501 7th

in

Thursday

Am

Ave„ New York 18,
LOngacre 5*6262

N

.Y.

Spokane, Wash., last
with a $14,500 gross

(21)

at the Coliseum. Miss Garland appeared with the unit in Vancouver,
B.C., on Tuesday (19) at the Forum

after a couple of cancelled dates
in Seattle. In one performance she
racked up a hefty $20,000. The
B’nai B’rith Lodge sold standing
room in the 6,000-seater.

Promoter Harry Glickman had
the Eugene, Portland, Seattle, and
Spokane shows while thq B’nai
B'rith sponsored the Vancouver
deal. Glickman did a -sensational
promotional job in each city. This
was the first time that Miss Gar-

n

11

GAB CALLOWAY
Continuing

THEATRE
TOURMgt. BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway,

N«w

F. Orr.

Curfew Dodge
Montreal, July 26.
Montreal has been able to salvage most of the summer tourist
season by the simple expedient of
disregarding the cqrfew laws. Busi.

ness in the niteries as well as a
greater influx of visitors has come
about since fact has been circulated
that the normal amount of gaiety
is available in the city.
Actually, it's reported that the
city authorities are very happy at
this state of affairs. Officials had
.been under very heavy pressure
from business houses and hotels
to permit the nitery owners, and
bars a wider latitude in the operation. The city had decreed a midnight closing on Saturdays .and
a 2 p.m* closiflt weekdays. However, the Cafes are running beyond
these restrictions.
Actually, a great "deal of confidence has returned to the nitery
operators. "Whereas, most had been
reducing talent budgets .until a
short time ago, operators are now
starting to inquire about name talent availabilities.
Hotels had feared that a kayo
,

of

nightlife

would have worked

severe hardships on the entire
They* pointed out that last
year’s hassle between the American Federation of Musicians and
the American Guild of Variety
Artists had’ been instrumental in
killing off a lot of tourism. Had the
city, gone through with the original
curfew this season,, it was felt that
the tourist
a' permanent blow to
trade .would have been delivered.
city.

Saranac Lake

to Tiny Isle of

HARRY REGENSBERG

the Continent.

St. Louis.

Although the island is only 33
miles long by 11 miles wide, it has
quite a number of show places
which cater to the holiday maker.

To

start with, Dpuglas has four
halls. These c are the Palace,
Marina, Derby Castle, an<|_

dance
Villa

Palais de Danse, The biggest is
the Palace, which holds 6,000 comfortably, and has on many occasions
held as much as 11,000. Ronnie
Aldrich and his Squadronaires is
in charge of the Palace. The Villa

Will agency).
Current show is headed by Nat
Jackley, with Marianne Lincoln
(Mrs. Jackley) Babette & Raoul,
and Raf & Julian Jover in support.
Show is one of the best around
and, when finished could easily
to N.Y.
the No. 1 Moss Empire houses.
tour
Nate (Benway &) Mulroy, former
jstraighthian with Happy Benway, But Jackley is committed to dp a
film.
& Z’s other show is at the
and recently with the Chicago
Daily News, floored with arthritis. Crescent Pavilion, owned by the
He’s now located in Florida.
same management as the Palace,
Max (Randforce) Rosenthal hit but is not as. high in quality as the
the jackpot with his latest medical Jackley show. It is headed by Allen
clinic, a top progress that paid off Modley and- Stella Hartley. But it
with being appointed general mail- nevertheless is doing big trade.
man and official greeter; ditto
The same company also runs a
George (Elephants) Powers, who
received kudos for his floral display weekly vaudeville policy at their
in the lawn gardens of the Will Derby Castle theatre, a spot a
little
out of the way from the
Rogers hospital.
town’s centre. There is a big lineup
Write to those who are ill.
of radio, tele and vaude names,'
including Arthur Worsley, George
Jennings' New
Post
Martin, David Berglas, Pharos &
San Francisco, July 26.
Dean Jennings Jr. has left here Marina, Tollefsen, Janet* Brown,
to take over his new duties as Leslie Welch, Harry Bailey and
manager of the Dallas branch of Gerry Brereton, with biz fair.
AGVA.
Noticeable feature of the shows
Jennings also served with AGVA is that there are seven performances weekly, including Sundays.
leaves

FOR

*

Marina has been bossed by Joe
Loss in the last 10 years, with Loss
Saranac Lake,' N.Y., July 26.
Among top progresses who rate being one of the biggest attractions
a special mention are Cecil Win- there. He is now supported by Ivy
stead,
Carolina Theatre, Rocky Benson and her femme band. AlMount, N. C.; Robert L. Bishop, though she is here in her- first seaRowley United Theatres, Palestine, son, she has made a terrific impact
Texas, and Tonny Chok, with here already, and is now conceded
United Artists in Singapore. Last- to- be one
of the top attractions.
named was a surgery case with
Vaudeville Spots
tomeback above par.
Bob Cosgrove, Columbia Pictures
Vaudeville here was originally
homeoffice staffer, in for annual introduced some years ago by the
summer vacation at the Miller late Julian Wyllie. When he died
Cottage; his recent checkup netted and his effects were sold to Tom
him a top all-clear okay.
Arnold, latter did a few summer
Frank (IATSE) Marsch in from shows at the Palace. But the manEmerson, N.J., with his wife, Ann, agement felt
that Arnold did not
who registered in as a new guest. give
them sufficient personal atAfter a short stay in a New Jersey
hospital, she was rushed up here tention, with the result that he
quit, in the last seven years the
for ^he o.o. routine.William Hart, theatrical insur- Palace has been operated by
Sydney
Myers and Hyman Zahl
ance agent, son of Lew (Collins &)
Hart, took 15 months to rate an (latter the partner in the Foster’s
light;

little

-

By Happy Benway

all-clear

Han

seems to be changed on
Sunday, with costumes, and dancDouglas, Isle of Man, July 12.
ing being common. This is someThe Isle of Man still continues thing not permitted on a Sunday
*’*
tq draw tourists—and interest. It in London.
Circuses, which are invariably a
has only two important towns,
attraction,
are ihade use
Christmas’
Pouglas and Ramsey. Alderman
Walter C. Craine, who is Justice of of during the season here. The one
Charles T.
presented
by
the Peace and Member of the here is
House at Douglas, is a unique fig- Hawtree, in association with Hal
Monty. Monty, who used to do a
ure with heavy show bli ties.
Craine was originally a vaude- comedy cockney act, has changed
ville performer, Tjnd a partner of his style into clowh makeup, doing
the Three Nevills, contortionists, mostly ••miming, which has kept
who toured most of England's him busy on the Continent. He is
vaude houses, as well as the Con- working here on share and perfor
and
looks
some
tinent. He is retired and is now centage,
chairman of the Transport Work- healthy returns for his 12 weeks
ers & General Union of the IOM. stay, providing the* weather conBesides being ah M.P. and J,'P.> ditions favor him.
Another attraction bringing in
Craine is also boxoffice manager
of the local Palace dance hall, a plenty of cash .is the bands playing
gardens adjoining the
toe
position he has held for the last in
42 years, in order to supplement theatres in the afternoon. Such
spots can hold an easy 3,000 to
his income.
4,000 at i$c per person and garner
The Isle of Man has a population an easy
$600, which for seven times
of 50,000. But .during the holiday
per week is no hay.
which lasts for- three
season,
Sunday shows/are generally supmoiiths, June; July and August, the.
plemented with the importation of
visitors number over 500,000, with
big. radio, tele 'and vaude names,
as many as 48,000 being unloaded
such as Eve Boswell* Frankie
in dozens of boats during a single
Vaughan, David Whitfield, Alma
Saturday.
Cogan, David Hughes, etc.
Dwindling Trade
In the last few years, the number
of visitors has dwindled, due to GOBEL,
McGUIRE SIS
competition from
the constant
abroad, particular^ from Spain,
INKED
ILL. FAIR
and
Italy.
Switzerland, Belgium
St. Louis, July 26.
One. of the main reasons of the
change is due to the English govThe DuQUoin, 111., State Fair has
ernment’s extended traveling allow- booked George Gobel and. the Mcance to $300. For this -reason, the Guire Sisters as part of the Stagelocal government, that is a good rama program. The fair tees pff
section of it, has -seriously been Aug. 28 and winds up Labor Day
considering the advisability of try- with Gobel and his revue, the p.m.
ing to pass a law to permit the in- feature after a 100-mile 'auto race.
troduction of casinos similar to
The McGuire sisters plus Leo
those operating on the Continent. DeLyon will star in a nightly
But such a move is likely to en- stage presentation. The Ozark Vacounter very strong opposition. riety Hillbillies and other talent
But if it should come about, there from statidn KMOX, the St. Louis
is no doubt that this island Ivould CBS outlet, also will make appearbecome as popular as any spot on ances. DuQUoin is 83 miles from

Very

TED MILLER
and
SMILEY
"LAUGH PROVOKERS"

AUGUST

^

BOOKER
DVVIU.L# SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
BARNES-CARRUTHERS
Nambar One

Fair

Ravua

Available

Club Dates
Contact Larry Lux
PAUL MRRR AGENCY

Nov.

1st,

.

203 N. Wabash- Avo., Chicago

the

Rogers ready for work.
Eddie (IATSE) King made a
quickie in and out of the hospital,
mitting the gang and made final
arrangemehts for the Mabel ‘King’
Hutchins funeral; he planed back

-

M

GARY

FRANKIE

FORD - REYNOLDS
.

forhitrly

Frisara and Reynolds
HELD OVER

LARRY PQTTER’S
•SUPPER CLUB
Hollywood,
Personal

Cal,

Mgr.— Billy qratdon

Currently

HENRY HUDSON

*

HOTEL
Navy York

AGVA

INTERNATIONAL

--

spot,

Las Vegas* July 26.
*Joe E. Lewis is resting comfortably at the Rancho de

ing, obtained mixed reactions in
the nitery and agency orbit.
The Dunes' complaint is that the
Veal the nature of 'Lewis* ailoriginal contract was entered into
ment, it’s generally believed
upon the condition that Cox would,
to be a recurrence of- an ulcer
get top writers to script another
fpr which he underwent suract for him for Las Vegas. It's
gery last January in New
alleged that this was never done
York.
and that the Morris office therefore
believes
however,
Lewis,
knew these representations- were'
"it's pneumonia which I got as
false at the time the comic opened.
a result of handling cold dice.”
Several -nitery owners would
like to see this, done if only td
determine the extent of the reU.S. Names,
Too
sponsibilities by the agencies.
Position of the cafe ops is. that
High Admissions
they are frequently placed in the'
position of having to take an agent's
word on material music, costumes
Their Aussie B.O.
and ability to do wgll in any parHollywood, July 19.
ticular situation. Frequently, it’s
American entertainers, via. an
also pointed out, the pressure to
buy a specific* act is tremendous. over-frequency, of appearances arid
IC the turn doesn't do well and has corresponding high** admissions, are
to be. cancelled, the agency walks losing their hold on Australian
away from any responsibility. They audiences, with the result that
feel that a cigar cut decision plac- some of the top names Trekking
ing some burden upon the agency Down Under have gone begging for
patronage. Kenn Brodziak, managmight prevent such situations.
However* they claim that in this ing director of Aztec Services,
particular case, .no -such Set of headquartered in Melbourne, recircumstances apply. In the first ports that while the public forplace, it's pointed out, the opera- merly would pay any price asked
tors had the opportunity of seeing tq see’ visiting Americans this no
longer holds true.
(Continued on page 118)
However, Brodziak is in the U.S.
to make; a pitch for three personalities to junkpt across the Equator
during the next 12 months, as well
as line up. several Broadway shows
„

Andy
broke

Brit. Tourists
By

York

M
DIR: IRVIN ARTHUR ASSOCIATES

State

Dept Likes

w

VAIIDEmU!
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leers

For O’Seas U.S. Exhibits

A new

management setup

Minneapolis, July 26.
Maurice Chalfen, localite who
has four “Holiday on 'Ice” shows
on tour here and abroad, has been

at the

one of its
Mpls.
agreed to honor

Riviera, Las Vegas, as
first

official

acts,

Edith Piaf’s four-week contract at
that hotel, starting Aug. 3 at
per-frame.

$10,000

Disposition

of

Kathryn Grayson's pact at the hotel
hasn’t been ascertained, but it's
•

believed she’ll' be given an early
playdate.
An attack of flu may
force latter to pastpone the Grayson booking, also set for the same
four-week frame, and also calling
for top billing;

Settlement came after Eddie
Elkort, of the Lew
Leslie. Grade
Agency, sent the Riviera a telegram stating that she’s ready, willing and able to go through with
her pay-or-play contract, and the
dispatching of a wire by Irvin P;
Mazzei, Coast regional director of
the American Guild of Variety Art-

&

Wire

ists!

stated,

“Be advised Edith

contract including special
clauses are in full effect. Kathryn
Grayson’s
contract
contradicts'
Edith Piaf *s contract. Unless corrected, Riviera Hotel will be forced
to pay $40,000 as per contract. Ad;
vise you correct breach and. prepare
for Piaf’s opening Aug. 3 for four
Piaf’s

weeks

as.

Please

AGVA’s

be

Of

notified

position.”

Following receipt of telegram a
new administration came into the
Riviera. Jack Goldman has been
let go as booker, and : duties will
be taken over by Nat Harris who
has been acting as manager. Also
included in the new setup are Gus
Greenbaum, formerly with the
.

1

.

‘

Flamingo
Willie

Hotel, Dave Berman,
Alderman and Elias Atoll.

Among
old

those that are out of the
are Harpo &

management

Gummo

Minneapolis, July 26*
Police department morals squad
has started bearing down on exotic
dancing in niteries.
^
Cops arrested Jane 1^. Bicheler,
who performs under the name of
Cathy Carson at the Hoop-D-Doo
It was alleged, she
bistro here.
was too skimpily dressed and her
manner of dancing was too “suggestive.’’

RAP CHORDETTES FOR
Philadelphia, July 26.

Willow Grove Amusement Park
with the American Guild of Variety Artists and
demanded a hearing over the failure of the Chordettes to bring the
entire original group for its appearance at the park, July IQ. Joseph A. Helprin, general manager
of Willow Grove, sent a check for
$1,800 to Jack, Wilson, of AGVA,
but stated ' the payment was made
filed a protest

"

Marx,

Harry

&

Myer

Ginsburg, Harvey Seibert and
Mannie Morrison,
Shakeup at the hotel has been
in the works for several weeks
.

state of indefinite business at the

Jones Beach site where it is now
in its second season.
First two
weekends had been killed by *rain,
and for the past two weeks, virtually daily predictions of thundershowers hurt. Business picked
up somewhat during the past week
and on Saturday (23) .there was the

.

.

1

and

this

ice

show

M

single, entered, into an- agreement
with Watson whereby the latter
agreed to refrain from using the
name of Ink Spots in any manner
which may indicate his former as1

•

Washington,. July 26.

with that - group. It's
that the present useage is
hearing at 'Wilson’s earliest con- cheeks, which hasn’t been reduced a violation of that -written agreevenience to lodge his complaint by Congress, jbrought the Govern- ment.
against the Chordettes’ and their ment $37,811,000 for the first 11
manager. Jack Bertell.
months of the fiscal year, or only
Colony Club
In. contracting for the Chord- $30,000 .under, the figure for the
ettes, Helprin said, it was under- previous fiscal, year.
Policy
Winds;
For the month Of May, the Fedstood that Bertell Would send the
Omaha; July 26.
-same personnel as pictured in pub- eral admissions tax yielded $18,photos and material, the 311,000, in contrast to $45,608,000
licity
With the closing of Nino Nanni’s
group responsible for and known for May, 1954.
three-week stand Sunday (24) Art
to the public through their hit
Smith gave up the floorshow polrecording of “Sandman.” Jane
Ross Into Management
icy at his Colony Club here.
Ertel (Mrs. Archie Bleyer) did not
Action leaves Omaha with only
Kai Ross, former disk-jockey, has
appear, but sent a substitute. Hel- gone into the personal management one live-act nitery, Don Hamprin said he learned later that the field, Dick Zalud and’ Dick Gersh mond’s Seven Seas. Spot has built
Bleyers had gone to Europe, and are- associated in the firm with him. a good rep with a budget averagalleged Bertell had no intention
Office is-also representing Benny ing around $1,000 per week and biz
of delivering the group contracted Fields At Blossom Seeley in a tele- is uniformly good despite small
capacity of 180.
sociation

The 20% nJok on night club charged
'

Omaha’s

Show

<

,

ploitation. material so that operators could start a selling campaign.
It
was never definite, either,
;

...

„ o4 .

whether Lauritz Melchior, headthe Jones 'Beach edition,
would go on road with the show.

lining

-

Another factor that left! doubts
as to whether ^ Guy Lombardo,
show’s producer, and others in the
management, hadn’t resolved all
the production difficulties in taking the Show on the road, came
a short time ago, when Lombardo
was on a 'national video show. He
mentioned .the Jones Beach show,
hut failed' to mention the. ‘"Arabian Nights” national tour.
In order to play safe, a group
of managers subsequently decided
to use the escape hatches in the-,
contract to call off the deal. With
one group calling the show, off, it
was inevitable that the entire show
had to be cancelled. " The William
Morris Agency/ which represented
the show, says it’s ihereiy a postponement, but erena managers,
particulally, feel that' it’s /a dead
,issue
as far as the road is concerned.

-

‘

*

TAG

is

1

(aside
night) with an at-

tendance of 8.329,

WATSON

another step in the instituted suit in the N. Y. Supreme
same direction. Incidentally, a Court’ for a temporary injunction
sequence of one of the' “Holiday on restraining Deek Watson and his
the
Ice” shows, is included in “Cin- group, from calling themselves
Ink Spots and “exploiting Its gooderama Holiday.”
will and name,”
Fuqua, alleges that during the
latter part of 1947 he and Bill
Kenny., lead tenor of the original
Ink Spots who is how doing a
proposal

over-capacity 'house

first

from opening

Although the Arena Managers
Assn. had. committed itself- to the,
DEEK
itour abput a year ago, and completed lining up the dates several
months ago, the flow’s management had failed to send out any
billing publicity and exadvance
Attractions, his booking agent, have

FUQUA
OVER

i

signal success

NOT BEING ALL THERE
has

The arena tour of “Arabian
Nights” has been delayed, but it’s
requested by the .State Dept, to
believed that postponement is tanpresent them as American exhibits tamount to cancellation since it
at world trade fairs, including that will.be virtually impossible to pick
For several up the bulk of the dates lined up
at Bangkok, Siam.
years the attraction has had active for the show currently at the
States Dept, cooperation in its Marine Theatre, Jones Beach, N. Y.
presentations as the first American Tour had been scheduled to start
entertainment offerings to visit a at Syracuse, Sept. 12, for 2Q weeks.
Cancellation
had followed a
number of foreign lands.
Chalfen pioneered development
of * portable icemaking equipment
that produces the ice used, by the
VS.
shows and which is capable Of being used even, in hot lands which
SPOTS’
seldom see ice. Last year the State
Department set up’ showings of
•Charles Fuqua and Universal
Cinerama at world trade fairs with

per agreement. Submit
for her ap- “under protest” and requested, a

other, artists,

of
proval.

list

Morals Squad
Nix Exotic Terping

-

.

.

Meanwhile, .there's a chance that
the Jones Beach layout will serve
as a spectacular for one of the networks after the regular season is
completed. No deal has been ar-

ranged as

yet.
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clicks handily in

warbling a trio
of standards. Fetchingly encased
in a strapless blue gown, she sells
“Who Cares?” nicely and follows
with a jazzy “Do- Nothin’ Until
You Hear From Me.” Her melodic
style, enhanced by neat arrangements, is further accented in her LYNN ROBERTS
CHUCK NELSON
trick with a cage full of birds puts
Songs
Songs
the seal on a performance of “Wonderful World” bowoff.
Magician Jimmy Jimae, just 15 Mins.
15 MinS.
polished mastery.
hack from Australia, scores ‘with El Morocco, Montreal
Sands, Las Vegas
He’s no relation to the late U. S.
routines.
Lynn Roberts, former band
playwright (“The Fool,” etc.) of some sleight-of-hand
Chuck Nelson, a young lad with
Though largely confining himself chirper with the Tommy Dorsey a relaxed charm and a booming
the same name.
The Salici Puppets, longtime to his playing card and cigaret orch, makes her initial Montreal voice, is out of a chorus, where he
in a appearance
as a single and this at- has vocaled for two years, but
faves at this house, get a boff hits, he also manages to toss
(also his tractive
femme evidences solid pos- won’t have any difficulty solo. He
reception for their performing quickie on the harmonica
(billed sibilities
in current El Morocco lay- makes good personal appearance
marionettes, which include a con- forte). Angel Mignonelle
12-year-old out.
well-endowed blonde with and clean bary pipes, easily emit
cert violinist, a pianist, an operatic only as Angel) is a
well plenty of clothes sense, Miss
Rob- all brands of song, from w.k. tunes,
chirp and a terping quartet. Leslie ventriloquist who works fairly
also erts offers
She
pair
dummies.
with
of
a
a songalog that seldom show stuff and opera.
Randall, a local comedian, makes
an impressive bid for laughs with does impressions. Her Eva Tan- deviates from the pop vein but
Opener is bright “I'll Take Rotravesty registers neatly with okay arrangea smooth flow, of yams, He has a guay, however, is more a
mance,” followed by well set “Unments which boost overall impact. chained Melody.”
slick delivery, pleasing style and than a takeoff.
Notably he
Memories of the old Palace twosufficient show business' know-how
On night caught, songstress makes no effort to “croon;” rather
to time his comedy spiel for best a-day are brought back by comedy scored with “Funny Valentine” and slides into the notes the way they
panwhose
musician Joe Termini
results.
a rhythmic interp of “Learnin’ the were written. Natural is his legit
Also making their Palladium tomimic fiddling and banjoing are Blues”. Intro and begoff songs are stuff, as evidenced in medley from
debut are the O’Dells, a smooth almost as effective today as they special parodies which click and “Porgy and Bess.”
Experience
aCrodancing duo, whose routine were in the era of short skirts and chatter throughout is kept to a gleaned here from vocally giving
includes hand-to-hand and head-to- the Charleston. Also in the nostal- minimum.
A
few
mannerisms,
lyrics to production numbers, durhead movements. The U.S. pair gic groove for good returns is com- hangovers from her band sing- ing which he must move around,
imptesh of ing, are still
justify their warm ovation. The ic Harry Savoy. His
apparent and tend to comes through, lending belief that
Theda Sisters from Scandinavia, an oldtime ballad singer is partic- clutter general routining but with this sort of music may well be his
are also Palladium first-timers and ularly effective.
added experience and material, forte.
He has no difficulty
are
Acts
New
under
Reviewed
their aerial act starts with the duo
she is a cinch for the intimery cir- reaching for the high ones in
vocal com- cuit.
-r-both lookers—working in unison terpsters King & King;
Newt.
“Yesti la Giuba,” which makes for
before going into their more ex- bo of The Three Stylers and Young
sharp but acceptable contrast in
Jo Lon\- YOUNG
citing high wire stunt. Authors & China, an acrobatic turn.
Windup is a zippy
repertoire.
show AcrobaticsCHINA (4)
Swinson, a Canadian comedy team, bavdi’s house band backs the
paced “Temptation.” Mike tech-?
Gilb..
elan.
7 Mins.
nique is good, and will continue to
have already, established them- .with its customary
Palace, N. Y.
polish with time,
selves here and once again get the
laughs with their boisterous humor
Three girls and a boy offer a
It’S evident that Nelson’s debut
and their disk-miming, notably to
variety of acrobatics and balancing (20) was well planned, and train“Cigarettes and Whisky and Wild,
that adds up to an interesting sight ing leading up to act has been inWild Women.” Quaino, also debutturn. They work for the most part tense and all has paid off handContJnved from page 116 ,
ing here, has some sock balancing
upon a low platform to^ which is somely. His trail ought to be a
?
Alan.
tricks and the Morlidor Trio r. ever' Cox on v deo ‘and in cafes, and affixed a row of several steps.
merry one.
fail to fascinate" with their Golliwog therefore weren’t buying a pig-inVarious members of the Chinese
Again it’s stated that group execute
a-noke.
contortions.
hand-to-hand bal- KATHLEEN DENIS
The George Carden dance line difference in , material might not ancing atop the platform, walk
Songs
opens the show with a aim* bv re- make any difference in his ability down the steps on hand
and do 29 Mins.
creating the fashions of the 1920s. to do well in the Dunes. Having a an inverted head
stand via a spe- Down Beat, Montreal
Myro.'
top writer or writers prepare a cial support sans, use of. hands.
Loaded with confidence^and posnew act is no guarantee that it Withal, Young China is an okay sessing
a strident set of pipes,
would be any good or be received novelty for vaude, niteries and tv. Kathleen Denis establishes herself
Chicago, Clii
Cox
material
the
Gilb.
any better than
solidly with Down Beat patrons in
Chicago, July 22.
came in with. Value of the mateA blonde of
present showcase.
The Four Aces, Stan Fisher, Bob rial they say is frequently elusive THREE STYLERS
medium height. Miss Denis has an
McFadden, Ernie Richman & The and what wiU go In one nitery is Songs-Harmony
inherent sense of show biz that is
Mannequins (3), Cart Sands Orch; too often disliked in another nitery. 9 Mins.
0 refreshing in a newcomer and de“ The Kentuckian” (XJA),
Fact that Cox did better with pro- Palace, N. Y.
spite the competition from noisy
A male vocal trio, The Three ringsiders never falters as she belts
duction, weakens the Dunes’ case
Stylers have
a* zingy
delivery out her songalog to wind up with
New .display at this Balaban & against the agency considerably.
which they use on several tunes plaudits.
Katz flagship looks sturdy and,
Yen Court ^est
coupled with a strong pic augurs
Nitery owners would still like to Including the opening "TweedleAs a chanteuse. Miss Denis is
Dee”
and a novelty number waxed still pretty much in the rough digood biz for the fortnight.
see a court test that would deterthe Jubilee label. Boys punc- amond stage; hair styling is too
The Four Aces fill the top slot mine ap agency’s responsibilities, for
tuate their vocalistics with beau- casual and gown (on* night rehere with a turn pitched to the but they would like one that would
coup handclapping and hopping utp viewed) gave her the appearance
teen patron’s. The youngsters give the boniface somewhat of a
and down.
of being overdressed with all the
crowd the front rows for this chance.
At this stage, group impresses
group, squealing and popping flashAs far as the 'American Guild of as a lively, energetic combo but unnecessary frills, etc. However,
on the plus side Miss Denis exbulbs at their heroes. The Aces Variety Artists is concerned, they
not particularly distinctive. They hibits a ‘talent that should set her
have had several disk hits, ahd are blandly take the Dosition that there
need a more individual style and up solidly. as a production singer or
a smooth-sounding, <§howwise comis no mention of new material in better
arrangements before they a single in cafes With big brassy
bo. An occasional offkey sound inthe contract signed between Cox can latch on to that hit tune and shows.
Newt,
trudes* on- otherwise harmonious
.the Dunes Hotel. All that pact the more lucrative bookings.
and
vocalistics. Quartet does several of
calls for is a four?week deal at
Gilb .
its Decca disk hits, such a$ “Three
CURRENTLY
Coins In A Fountain” and “Garden $11,000 and that it’s pay-or-play,
AGVA admitted; however, that KING & -KING
EL
In The Rain.” Their repertory is
Dancing
well Chosen, including some oldies it did have -once a case in which
Montreal, Canada
7 Mins.
as well as their latest waxing, it was called upon to place the
Palace,
N
Y.
for the placement of
“Love
Is
A Many-Splendored responsibility
Matt and Matty King, recently
Thing.” Group goes off to a big anN act in a predicament where it
mitt.
couldn’t perform. In an arbitra- returned; from a Korean USO tour,
Stan Fisher does a neat job tion, it was found that a certain act open the Palace bill to display
with his mouth-organ gymnastics. booked into a Philly nitery -needed some varied terp routines. WorkHis act is well-timed and he dis- equipment that was too large .for ing in top hats, etc., they do an inplays harmonica virtuosity in a the spot’s stage. The operator and teresting baton-twisting bit Whilst
varied, balanced turn) including the act tried to figure out some ^making with the footwork.
Team follows with a so-so Eddie
numbers “Roumanian Rhapsody,” way in which the performers could
Leonard “old soft shoe” routing
“Slaughter On 10th Avenue” and be
utilized. Union was subsequent- and wind with an impresh
of Bill
“Cherry Pink Mambo.” Guy goes
ly
called
upon to adjudicate Robinson.
For the latter, duo,,
off to salvoes.
Bob McFadden handles the com- whether the act should be paid. breaks out a brace of miniature*
and
edy end this trip, specializing in At the subsequent hearing, it was stairs for an authentic touch.
‘
Boys show imagination in their
carbons of celebs. Opening with found that the agency had misArthur Godfrey, mimic introduces represented the act’s equipment stepping and with further polish
STELT
Direction: MILO
George Sanders, Tony Bennett, and therefore the percentery had appear likely contenders for the
better bookings in most visual
Pinza, et al., and encores with to shell out.
Gilb .
Agency men say that they are media.
MUTUAL ENTERTAINMENT
Liberace in a sock bit.
This bill is introed by Ernie merely charged with the responAGENCY, INC.
Richman & The Mannequins, the sibility of obtaining work for the 4 HITS.
203 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
only weak turn on the card. Em- tajpnt. Although they try to fit the Songs
* Cleveland
17
Mins.
Hollywood
phasis is heavy on the sex appeal proper turns into the proper enof the blonde, brunet and redhead vironment, they take no responsi- Gatineau, Ottawa
The 4. Hits, a group of Ottawans
that Richmand directs in several bility for the reception given any
vestpocket
production numbers. entertainer. Because of the tre- who resemble, vocally, the Crew
Cuts, and with hard work, manBut the s.a. comes on like a mendous demand by Las
Yegas agement and breaks may climb
bludgeon, without subtlety.; the
bonifaces for new faces, they have far,
made their club preem at the
dancing is, bumbling and the pabeen forced to beat the bushes for Gatineau''" (21).
Chanting was
cing and continuity poor. The idea
®f
for the turn is good; but lots of new ideas and new faces. For ex- ragged in spots and, naturally, the
Originotort
jIa
polishing is needed here. Group ample, they have turned to film lads were tense and nervous, but
yoUR
A|j You
names with no previous nitery ex- backed by clicko arrangements
THAT'S ON
gets only mild reaction.
Carl Sands leads the house or- periences and many of them have and the solid support of the Harry
..Currently
_ lgg
chestra in the usual pro showback, done well. The operator takes a Pozy house band, 4 Hits did a crediGARDENS
IROQUOIS
|g
chance with these personalities at table job in their initial slot.
Gabc.
I
LouUvUb, Ky.
Act is well balanced, musically,
five figures weekly. Similarly, the
tunes ranging from noisy “Rag
agency
takes
Chance
66KB*
a
On
their
Palace, I\. V.
1
S' 14”*
Mop”
opener
A
USt
spiritual-like.
1
to
u8
King & King, Jimmy Jimae, making good at a Las Vegas inn, “Place Where I Worship.” When
Three Stylers, Angel, Joe Termini, since inability to measure up hurts confidence comes, 4 Hits will be
i
Thelma Carpenter, Harry Savoy, the value of their property. At the acceptable for clubs, and diskings.
'v/'v
I
Young China, Jo Lombardi House same time, a performer doing well
Gorm.
- _
_
Orch ; “A Life in the Balance ” during his first trip around, may
(20 th), reviewed in Variety Jan. fail miserably with new material
Ulmer Clicks in Mex City*
and can even floppola with the
19, ’55.
IN
‘Mexico City. July 26.
same act. All these .things have
Georges Ulmer, French warbler,
It's the
Fresh hill at the Palace, contain- happened, it's pointed out.
Some
agency
men
say
they’d be composer of “Pigalle,” is continuing both new and familiar faces,
adds 'up to a pleasant 75 minutes happy to find a yardstick that could ing as* sock as he was at the swanky
for the family trade. For there are accurately determine whether an Versalles (Hotel Del Prado) nitery
elements here that offer appeal to act would do well in any given here in his Teatro Margo engageTjie Home of Show Folk
every age bracket ranging from spot. Failing to possess such a set ment.
moppets to oldsters,
of measurements, they have to play
He is sharing top billing with
Avery & Washington Sts.
Thelma Carpenter, who recently many situations by ear, and all Evangalina Elizondo and her allRadio In Every Room
withdrew from “Ankles A weigh,” concerned have to take chances.
girl band.

New

Palladium, la>n«ion
London, July

19.

Acts

i

Rosemary Clooney (with Buddy
Cole), Channing Pollock, Salici

The
Randall,
Leslie
Puppets,
O'Dells (2), Theda Sisters (2),
Swinson, Quaino, Mor-

J

1

&

Authors

.

lidor Trio, George Carden Dancers
(16), Eric Roger's Skyrocket Orch.

A

With., her film and disk background, there was little doubt
about the name value of Rosemary
Clooney’s first Palladium engagement. The star establishes a friend-

atmosphere between stage and
customers, giving the impression
that sh§’s enjoying it at least as
much as they are. And that

ly

,

technique

pays

handsomely,

off

4

resulting

begoif

familiar

the

in

treatment reserved for favorite
performers.
She wastes no time on talky
intros for her tunes, but after the
first couple of numbers, she correctly' senses the cordial atmosphere and has a short break for
patter between each song. There
is a distinct feeling, of sincerity in
her gab and her observations are
never fulsome or patronizing.
The actual 30-minute routine,
carefully
planned and neatly
trimmed, is a model of professional
balance. New songs are blended
with the oldies and her most
prominent diskclicks fit adroitly
into the general pattern. In this

.

.

'

.

|

Who’s

,

|

most notable are,
of course, ‘Come On-a-My House,”
'‘This Ole House” and “Botch-aMe.” The hit oldie in the show is

-

1

“Hey Mambo” and “You Didn’t Do
‘

strong

also

entries and the' show winds with a
gentle lullaby, “Close Your Eyes.”
Buddy Cole’s classy accompaniment is' a plus feature of the presentation and with the Skyrockers

,

I

-

Cole Porter’s “Delightful, Delicious,
DeLovely,” with “Danny Boy” as
a contrasting number. “Tenderly,”

By Me” are

'

J

last groove, the

Right

—

-

.

-

orch on stage, Miss Clooney gets
topgrade mounting.
In his Palladium bow, Channing
Pollock, an ace illusionist, repeats
his earlier triumph in London
ca .k®.re ^ ar*d earns spontaneous
nutting from completely baffled
audiences: His final disappearing

•

•

,

‘

.

HURLEY

MOROCCO

Booked Solid Europe 1955
CURRENTLY

SAVOY HOTEL LONDON
AUG.

4-to 20 Casino dell* Rose
Rome, Italy
Aug. 25-Sept. 14 Olympia Theatre
Paris, France

JACK KALCHEIM: Hollywood,
ALBERT TAVEt: Paris
*

U.S.'A*

FOSTER AGENCY: London

-

Personal Management: BERT COLLINS

|PA

MR, CHIPS

*

GLORIA

|
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.

DYNAMIC

SONG

.

STYLIST

Musical Comedy—Clubs
Currently:

2

WEEKS

CHEZ AMI,

,

Buffalo

Mg,. JIM GEALLIS
PL 7-6300

'

COMEDY MATERIAL
for

Branches

All

of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL
SHOW-BIZ

Firs!

GAG

FILE

(The Service of the STARS)
13 Files $7.00—All 35 issues $25
Singly; $1.05 per script.

• iL®tev££:R 9.D,IES «* tr took
e MINSTREL
BUDGET
• « BLACKOUT BKST, is. bk.
'

’

•

.

L ASS , FIEb^
$300.

No

BILLY
201

W. 54th

St.,

•

GLASON
New York 19— Dept. V
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BOSTON

HOTEL AVERY

ENCYCLOPEDIA

Worth over a thousand
C.O.D.'i

.

WHEN

$io e
$25 Z
$25

BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 #o
HOW TO MASTER THE
CEREMONIES
$!A!UI_^
OF
GAGS,
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Wednesday, July 27, 1955

Desert Inn, las Vegas
Las Vegds, July

Fromm, Paul

Jane

&

19.

Gilbert, Stan

Co. (2), Donn Arden
Dancers (18), Carlton Hayes Orch
(15); $2 minimum.

Kramer

,The songology of Jane Froman'
attention and it
undoubtedly won’t dwindle during
the present fortnight. Miss Froman
refreshingly skirts gimmicks and
special material which lately has
become a standby of thrushes on

commands ,SRQ.

this bistro belt.
•Star ignites turn

with “Heart”,

contrasted by “Love Me Or Leave
Me.” She rings the bell with a medley of “All Of You,” “Something’s
Gotta Give” and “Millionaires
Dop’t Whistle.” She has a good
twist on “Young At Heart,” setting
up “Froman Oscars” awards, dedicated through verse to Sophie
Tucker, Ike, Marlene Dietrich,
Grandma Moses, Mae West and
Jack Benny who, she says walk
.

.

among

tl\e

young

at heart.

•From biopic 'add album she does
“Embraceable You,” “Get Happy,”
“I’ll Walk Alone” and “Tea For
Two,” laying ba£is for “With A
Song In My Heart” and “I Believe.”; Latter is done to one backing of 88 master Mario Janero who
provides excellent score in assist

during Miss Froman’s 20 minute
performance.
Paul Gilbert, who will stay for
the next two frames, gets response
to' his bright patter, a “Medic”
satire and softshoe aero with a
trumpet tootling wrap-up. Comic
.

scores heavily in this show case
as act moves swiftly throughout.
Stan Kramer
Co, are regulars
to this circuit in the puppeteering
held. Aqt clicks with marionette
musings, begging off with cakewalking minstrel revue as wooden

&

men manipulated by Kramer and

Boulevar-Dons skate around making much to-do oyer the multi-colored balloons they hold. They
leave the ice to John Lee, who as
.a clown, does the solo bladework.
He whirls very well, but his figures %re none too imaginative.
Dave Park follows in a dog and
tree number. Park is costumed as
Pluto, and sniffs around a human
tree, portrayed by Bob Ellison,

Chi

Cbo*

Chicago, July 22.

i

—

*

.

this

*

.

.

.
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some American songs in French,
Statlor Hotel? L. A.
including “The Ballad of Davy
Los Angeles, July 18.
dancers' lend mood
Crockett.” Cal goes over big with
Jimmy Edmondson ( Prof Back- the customers.
to, show in two holdover terp designs. Carlton Hayes orch cleaves wards); Eugenie Baird, Rollo &
The opening act is one of the
a well rounded musical backstop- Cressy, Al Donahue’s Orch (10); slickest
juggling
around.
acts
ping from top to closer.
Alan.
Cover $2-2.50.
Timed .perfectly, The Rudenko
Bros, juggle clubs, balls, hoops and
Beverly Hills,
Nosdnomde Ymmij, which is flaming torches for a hot climax.
The Chez Paree Adorables, open
how Professor Backwards Would
Newport, Ky., July 23.
Arthur Lee Simpkins, Miami spell it, is the living refutation of the show with a production number
later, do another.
Beachcombers (4), Eileen O’Dare, a comic rising above his material. and
Hoofing to a medley of ragtime
Dorothy Dorben Dancers (10), Topping the current .three-week tunes,
the cavorting eye-fillers do
Dick Hyde, Gardner Benedict Orch stand of talent at the Reltats
Edmond- just the bouncy kind of job that
(10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry pardon, Statler, Jimmy
is expected in this kind of club.
Vincent; $3 minimum, $4 Satur- son, a Gawgian with a Dixie drawl, When they later switch to a slow,
stands flat-footed under his mortar
days.
board (prof prop) for nearly a half dignified “Waltz” number, they are
hour and levels at a roomful of not quite as effective. The voice
Arthur Lee Simpkins, an annual assorted tourists and conventione- of Jimmy Lee basks the girls
visitor in recent years, and two ers most of the jokes you’ve heard suavely. "
*
The Brian Farnon orch comes
newcomers pile up lotsa entertain- about Texas, Vegas and topical
ment value in this two-framer. matters that can be kidded without through with the usual sharply cut
They are given excellent support getting top far out of line.
showback.
Gabe,
by the nitery’s orchestra and line
Without a clinkle Or a smile, he
of chorines.
Casino Royal,
pours out a flood of gags that keeps
A tenor with high falsetto in- the sitters constantly amused with
"Washington, July 20.
lections, Simpkins scores easily intermittent applause to punctuate
Eartha Kitt, Jackie Jay, Danii
with a jazz-to-opera repertoire, borderline humor. In a smarter
Genii Prior, Guy Martin Girls
Two numbers in Italian are long- room
]
he would probably have to
hair clinchers. Gets the customers work harder, but the downtowners (6), Bob Simpson Orch (8), Mimi
jumping with handclap accompa- seem to relish his quaint delivery Baker Trio; minimum $4, admisniment to several bounce tunes and practiced timing. His “back- sion $1.
and a novelty treatment of “Davy wards” act consists of reading an‘d
There’s some who claim Eartha
Crockett.” His frequent salutes to writing on a blackboard long words
Kitt brought the heat wave to
Gardner Benedict’s band backing and
t
in
point
his parents.

Donn Arden

.

1

<

Newport

i

—

—

-

-

minute stint.
Vocally, he is more than adequately equipped to handle a belt-

his 30-odd

ing tune, as, well as the miming of
the better songsters interwoven in
the act. Gunty’s tales of Brooklyn
schools, raise yocks, the whammer

by now trademarked “The
ClOwn,” a choice special material
sequence that allows for briefies

his

ment searchers.. Act remains same
from opening, except she has been
slotted as revue’s launcher. Daughters of the Dunes execute terp designs Which are still holdovers
Jenny Collins is an attractive from -spa’s initial opening, while
brunette soprano, becomingly Jaye Rubanoff and orch hold oip
Alan.
gowned. Her current repertory is musical end sharply.
a mixture of classic and pop, one
which could stand rqroutining and
Downbeat, Montreal
on the comedy greats down the
years leading into the topper, a
takeoff on Danny Kaye complete
to
the triple-tongued lyric approach.

.

&

Lou Menchell in the headline
reprises top many routines
that have been seen and heard in
this spot before.
His material,
eted vacationer, maitre d’Andre
though delivered in smooth fashand his aides adhere to the same ion,
doesn’t
really
get
going until
suave treatment and service the
he brings in his clarinet sequence.
highest-paying winter season guests
By
then it is too late.
n
Lary.
received.

(

slot,

.

j

Songstress Kathleen Denis* (New
Acts) clicks and Lord Caresser,
with his varied calypso 'numbers,
picks up fair mitting. Caresser’s
Houston, July 21.
act in present form is too straightHoliday ” with Joan

j

Shamrock

.

Hilton? H’t’n

j

-

Wash.

“ Skating
Hyldoft, Del Ray and Ed Leary;
featuring Jane Broadhurst, Jan
VanOrmar
the Bladettes (4);
cover, $1.50,
minimum,

.

j

&

forward and needs more, showmanship to register in a room such as
this.

&

y

&

Jimmy Valentine
Rita, repeaters in this room, score with ballsessions. With only one leg
and using a crutch, Valentine adds
to impact of duo’s hoofing. Dances
are varied and tempos, for the
most part, go at top speed.

«

room

•

^

can be reduced advantageously.-,,

Eileen O’Dare, tall, streamlined
brunet, registers solidly with a
six-minute opener of sizzling acroballet dance specialties. Outstandiqg are her half-twister somersaults from standing position.

Miami Beachcomers, male foursome in red jackets, romp home
free in their standard routine of
instrumental, vocal and comedy
""
caperings.

names

reverse, at one
\
two
at a time. It’s a novelty that
<
catches
on and is tinctured with
j
laughs.
Eugenie Baird wades into a song
\with gusto if not melodically but
devotes much of her singing to
special material. She’s more the
entertainer than Warbler and has
a good personality to brighten her
music. She is billed as the national
company’s
Nellie
Forbukh
of
<
“South Pacific” but apparently
doesn’t ringup enough applause to
,
<

\

.

]

(

Dorothy Dorben’s 10-girl line,
with Dick Hyde as singing emcee,
encore
does a solid of a job on three score.
,

<

her

numbers

from

the

<

numbers.

Koll,

~

To warm up the

floor and audiRollo & Cressy undulate and
contort through dance routines
that would be better received in a
tors,
i

Conrad Hilton? Chi

<

Chicago; July 19.

Carnival On Ice” with. John Lee, harem. Al Donahue and his plaidThe Ogilyies, LeDuc Bros., Dave jacketed sidemen make with the
Park, Vic Charles, Lou Folds, music for the coaxed hoofers and
Helm.
Boulevar-Dears & Boulevar-Dons backstop duty.
(12), Robert Lenn & The Tattlers
J

\
i

(4),

Franklie

Masters

Orch;

$2

cover.

Gatineau? Ottawa

Ottawa, July 22.

Wally Dean, 4 Hits, DuBarry
Current offering at the Hilton’s Sisters (2), Los Robertos (2),
Boulevard Room is not as cool an Harry Fozy Orch (8); $1 admission.

some in the past; in
at times it defrosts considerably. But it is the only yearround ice display in town and will
continue to draw the faithful tourist trade it relies on.
Production of “Carnival on Ice”
seems a bit cluttered, to the extent that the headliners never
clearly define their status and the
entire show lacks shiooth-fitting
coherence. Somehow, this atttempV
at blending the State Fair and the
Arabian
Nights,
with
puppets
thrown in for good measure, never
quite comes off.
The ice pageant opens with a
ice caper as
fact,

Comic Wally Dean’s musical
overcoat is the standout in his
zany stint at the Gatineau Club,
but the rest of the routine also
produces plenty of guffaws. Dean’s
handling of gags and situation
gimmicks collects top returns.
Juggling balls, hats, clubs and
sticks, smooth-working Latino pair,
Los Robertos, get heavy mitting
for a slick session. Femme not
only juggles with agility but does
the mambo .while the male sets
up equipment.
DuBarry Sisters, on twice each
show, go through okay terping to

pale production number, designed So-so effect. The 4 Hits, a local
to Set the carnival mood.- There is chant group, (New Acts) makes its
none of the bouncy start here that nitery preem this week here, and

one would expect and the costum- shows promise. Harry Posy hand
ing seeems somewhat lacking in carries showbacking and
dance
richness. The Boulevar-Dears and tune chores okay.
Gorm.

With a four-week. |rame behind
them, Ed and Wilma Leary have
week.
Others kicked off their second and final
argue that she merely intensified month-long blade revue at the
it.
Be -that as it may, the sultry Shamrock Hilton, having picked
singer, whose presentations range up considerable in the sparkle defrom the sibilant to the shout, partment this stanza with the addition of blonde Joan Hyldoft.
pours it on at the Casino Royal.
Gal appears in black sequins,
As star, “Miss Hyldoft makes an
which look as though they’ve been impressive “comeback in her first
pasted to. her lean frame, and professional turn on the knives
warms up the crowd with “I Wanna since she injured her leg in a 1953
Be Evil,” a song she offers /in a ice accident. She makes the most
nasal voice that carries the menace of two solo spots in the revue,
of Jack Palance doing a bad man cutting swifty di-dos with a full
scene. Switches to “Let’s Fall in complement of figures and spins
Love” and the very sophisticated that drew big mitts opening night
“Aprez Moi.” Miss Kitt, whose (21).
background music is furnished by
Surrounding this specialty are a
her own trio, offers plenty of frosty bunch of pleasantries dished
change of pace as she challenges up on the Shamrock Room’s
the men in the audience, via song, saucer-sized ice cake by skaters Ed
to “Come By Sunday and Spend Leary, Jane Broadhurst, Jan VanSome Time With Me” and then Ormar and the Bladettes, Del Ray
reverses the field with “Don’t also diverts the crowd with a toy
Touch.”
panda, trained birds, appearing
Then there’s a fast “What Is and disappearing cigarettes—plus
This Thing Called Love” and her a bag of other tricks which dapper
popular “C’est Si Bon” in French, top-hatted artist turns with deftfor a windup. Trained as a dancer, ness and a sly sense of humor.
Miss Kitt uses her early backShow opens with fur-trimmed
ground with her arms and entire Bladettes cavorting in snow scene
body furnishing expression for her that is given twist by massive,
singing.
Boff audience .reaction animated snow man, also skatewhen caught.
mounted. Lithe Miss Broadhurst
Jackie Jay, comic single, is in colors spectacle with a bit, with
for a return engagement in an Leary and VanOrmar.
act which is essentially the same
Same crew is effective in a
as the one he offered here a few sharply-etched vignette depicting
months ago, but which has been Billy The Kid’s death outside a
sharpened up and looks a lot better saloon. Show’s capper is a shore
overall. Highlight of his offering leave sequence with an eye-popis a fast line of patter kidding ping Charleston on skates featuring
radio shows and commercials, and Bladettes and males. They go into
reaching peak with a lively imita- a torrid “One O’Clock Jump” with
tion of a baseball broadcast. Jay virtually the whole company. Show
also does a brief, eccentric dance, concludes on ' spectacular note as
which is good enough to be made they toss Miss Broadhurst around
a little longer and plays a pair of like a jumping rope.
sweet potatoes both with his mouth
Pianist Henry King, now operatand nostrils. He uses a midwest ing out of Houston, has brought
drawl effectively in commenting his band into the room for this
about people in* the audience.
phase of the ice-cycle. He will
Danii & Genii Prior are a remain in four weeks after skaters
fast, lively dance team; featuring depart.

Washington

.

this

House emcee and singer Dino
Vale keeps show moving and the

Bob Harrington orch, replacing
.Nick Martin’s combo now on holiday, cuts a fair show.
Newt.
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Montreal, July 21.

y

Lou Mgnchell, Jimmy Valentine

his orch, per usual, are plus-perfect ih their backgroundings.
Although this smart room is now
catering to the summer and budg-

;

j

utilizing basically the

displayed before, the sharper timing and upped pacing marks him
a definite arrival among the better laughmakers plying the afterdark routes. The use of the same
basic pattern was necessitated by a
last minute switch in dates
he’d
been preparing several new numbers for an August booking in this
swankery.
Withal; he’s a solid
laugh and mitt earner throughout

& Ritay Lord Garesser, Kathleen
Denis, Dino Vale, Bob Harrington
June Belmont playing a Orch (5), Micliel Sauro Quartet;
return date, score again with feath- no cover or minimum.
ery lifts and spins. Sacasas and

1

,

super-dooper /hostelry.

Although

John

:

\

takes advantage of situation, satirizing Ms status as a Vegas club
entertainer. While even going so
far as displaying a large egg which,
he reports, “I layed here,” *CoX
raises only a light peep out of the
few who are shoeing up.
hoofing
Spanish
a,
Fantasy,
troupe, unfortunately doesn’t possees the punch needed to lift revue
on its feet. Troupe of five girls
and four lads interpret various
Spanish dances with castinets and
furling gowhs, but dash of excitement is lacking. Rafael Ruiz stamps
out lone" Flamenco which is rewarded with fair mitt retiirn. Cast
is back in; a festive scene from
Seville that is much brighter than
opener,- although continuity remains; about the same.
Strength of group is Marolo
Mera, a tenor, Who does a forceful
“Granada’* in native tongue and
“Cara Mia Mine” in English. Salvos ring loud for what is a very
legitimate set of pipes.
Eileen Barton is lone survivor of
the Dunes’s previous show who
commands attention of entertain-

essayed.

i

j

sulting from his dismissal because'
his original act didn’t. click, Cox

is

smarter choice of material. As. is,
she sets well with the tablers
thanks to stage deportment and
competent delivery of the .material

i

of Wally Cox as {the
ther addition of the

Spanish

^

same comedy and song concepts

i

and

M.

the second year along the
hotel circuit here for Morty Gunty,
the young comic out of the Catskill
borscht belt. The smoothening
process undergone in appearances,
elsewhere is immediately evident
in the spacious La Ronde Club in

.

The return
topliner

Fantasy troupe doesn’t
hypo this weak package which still
has about two stanzas left to sweat
Fontainebleau,
B’ch out the summer season." And despite the heat outdoors, the supper
Miami Beach, July 22.
room, biz-wise, is the coolest place
Morty Gunty, Jenny Collins, in town.
John & June Belmont» Sacasas
Jumping back into the show with
Orch; $2.50-$4 minimum,,
the aid of national publicity reThis

.
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(FOLLOWUP)

Dick Shawn, Jane Morgan, Rud- a nice hand. The Guy Martin line;
enko Bros. (2), Jimmy Lee & The is woven through the show.
Chez Paree Adorables (7), Brian
Lowe.
Farnon Orch; $1.50.

There are no big .names in the
«Tood.
current Chez lineu^
Park is a contortionist and man- solid acts who* do a professional,
ages to wrap himself up in some job of entertaining the customers.
interesting pretzels; his impres- The show ran overlong at session
sion. of Pluto gets some hefty caught, lastihg for an hour and 45
minutes. Pruning is in order,
yocks.
The LeDuc Bros, do a muscle
Dick Shawn tops the card here
man act on blades, more distin- with a yock-producing turn that
guished by hemming and hawing builds slowly but stays up there
than by hefting qnd heaving,
once it gets started. Shawn was on
After this opener, the scene for almost* an hour opening show.
shifts to fortune-tellers, young lov- Comic has a wide range and uses
ers and a production number out it well; at times he injects a note
of the Arabian Nights. The Ogil- of pathos; and he then quickly
vies are spotlighted here and do switches 'back with a humorous
some pretty fancy guy and gal quip. The contrast is effective.
skating, for a definite plus reacShawn’s material js strictly off
tion. The richly costumed Arabian $>eat; this has advantages as well
number by the Boulevar-Dears and as disadvantages. His- underlying
Boulevar-Dons also comes ofE pret- themes of childhood frustration,
ty well. Lou Folds segues with emotional starvation and avoidance
some elementary juggling, with an of realism are a little- bit heavy
occasional bumble thrown in.
and cause an audience to take a
The show moves to a close with little time to warm up to the type
the puppeteering of Vic Charles, of comedy played. But he manages
almostwho wows ’em with the
to do it, and with virtuosity. Openhuman antics of bis string-dolls, ing with a solid schizophrenia bit,
Charles has showmanship and tal- he ’goes on to do his pie°e de reent, best displayed with his sad sistance, Sir Richard,, a story of a
clown puppet. He manipulates two Confederate supporter. They eat
other dolls, a shoe-shine boy and it up. Although, he gets off on
a gal hoofer, for. a big mitt.
tangents every once in a while,
The show ends with the Botile- Shawn goes off to big palms.
var-Dears. Boulevar-Dons in a HarJane Morgan is the femme vocallequin and Columbine production ist this trip and. although her turn
number, well-costumed and well- is oyerly long also, gal gdts a hefty
executed, followed by the entire plus reaction -.from the customers,
company in an effective finale jThis shapely blond looker has
done to cascading soap bubbles.
power and warmth. Gal, who perGabe.
formed in France, shows the Gallic
influence in her styling. She chirps

.

Dunes?

flashy blues number and a
jazzed dp version of an East Indian
dance. Act is effective and gets
a

I

Savoy Hotel? London
London. July 21.
Vicki Benet, Peter Cavanagh,
Jacqueline Hurley; Ian Stewart and
Francisco Cavez Orchs. $5 mini-

mum.

It’s a comparatively short time
since the Savoy Hotel dropped its
policy of featuring only sight acts,
and Vicki Benet is the first chanteuse of note to have been imorted since then.
The blonde
grench-American star opens with
the advantage of a considerable
press campaign, which derives from
her search for a British peer to be
featured on her American tv program, but even so she finds it a
difficult room to beat.
There is nothing intimate about
the main restaurant in the hotel
and the acoustics are far from perfect.
This would put most vocaliists at a disadvantage, but Miss
Benet surmounts most of the
handicaps: Her vocal routine is a
neat mixture of English and French
songs, delivered with enthusiasm

and with full dramatic emphasis.
In a more intimate environment,
she would have qualified for a boff
success,

„

Peter Cavanagh, a holdover from
the previous bill, continues his impressions of British radio personalities

to

moderate reception.

An-

other U.S. newcomer in the prois Jacqueline Hurley, whose
acrobatic contortionisms earn a
warm response from the customers.
The gal ties herself in knots and can
manipulate her limb with remarkable freedom. This is .the type of
sight act which always appeals at

gram

this spot.

Myro.
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WEEK OF JULY

CITY Rex Ramer

Music Hall (1) 29
Tesja Smallpage
Marquis & Family

&

2?

CHICAGO

Sym Ore

Chicago

PalacO (R> 30

\

J & J Williams
Gone Jimae
Ricki

Bunn

Billy

Fields

(P) 29

NEW YORK

AccS

Ernie Rlcbman
Stan Fisher

Bon sou

Portia Nelson

Agnew

«Fay

(T)

3 Flames
Jimmy Daniels

2 Nudes

Dancing Boys

SYDNEY

Claire
Los Caballeros

Tivoli (T)

Romaine &

Chiquita Sis
Oscar Calvet

Hohner Sym

BIRMINGHAM
Desmonde
Nanci Crompton
Arnaut Trio
The Sensational
Christianis

Holger & Dolores
Ravic St Babs

BLACKPOOL

Tiller Girls

25

Russell

(I)

C. Cairoll & Paul
Harry Bell Lons
Duglas* Rosemayer

25

Guerres Sea Lions

Chimps
Baby E

Alcetty
3 Qrfatis

Frances Duncan
Circusettes
Scott

Jimmy

BOSCOMBE

Hippodrome (I)' 25
Jack Haig
Sonia Cordeau
Eddie Hart
Tommy Ashworth
Victor Seaforth

Buit Brooks

Charmony Three
Fisher Girls

BRIGHTON

Hippodrome (M)
A1 Read
Renee Dymott
S Sc P Kaye

25

B Black
BRIXTON

Maxine

Bertie Sellars
Victor Martyn

CHELSEA

25

Denise Vane
Dick Montague
Gardner St Chat
Pat Dawson
Madrigal
.

Penny Lee
Beam’s Girls

COVENTRY

Hippodrome (I) 21
David Hughes

Sam Costa
Jerry Allen
Marvellos
Karen Greer
Ossie Morris
Iris Sadler

EDINBURGH

Seaton Sc O'Dell
T Foster $ Ore
Cynthia Sc Gladys
Joe Crosbie
Sc
Sc

H
K

Slxe

Stuthard

FINSBURY
Empire (M)
Diana Decker

25

3 BpiToons

Max Bacon
Niberco Bros.
Fraser's

Harm Gang

&

Authors

Swinson

Charles Ancaster

Kentoncs

GLASCOW

Empire (M 25

Jimmy Young

Carozells
Shirley Eaton
Mallihi Bros

George Lacy
McHarrls A Dolores

Ken Morris
Duo Russmar
Sonny “Roy
P
« n
.

i.

i

i;

i!
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Tun Tun

New Golden
Royal Guards
'

ABG'TV’s Rank FHms

,

I

Empire (M) 25
A1 Martino

E

Mullikin
Jimmie Russell
Betty Logue
Inga Swenson
Bill

-

Des Q'Connor
Grainger Bros

J

D. . Kramer Dcrs.
Will Osborne Ore
Riverside
Vagabonds’

.

Hazel Lewis Lovl's
(I)

.

HAVANA

Meloraars

Palace

Joan Carroll

Magic

25

Sonny Dawkes
Gary Webb
Sc

„

Paul Lynde

.

Suzette

Yvonne

S Seymour
Madhatters

25

-

Albee Sis

Medlock & Marlowe
R Overbury Sc

(I)

(S)
Sc

-

EnieS Horses
Cuban Boys
2 Darty Dorrect
Pot Pourri

Empress
Jack Lewis

Mapes Skyroom
Chico, Hai’po Marx
Skylets
Eddie Fitzpatrick

x

|

5 Amandfs

St

RENO

:

Trqmp Tampo

A

Juan St Jose Cortez
Ore >

Rev
Empress Hotel

,

'

Harold Berens
D Reid St Mack
Edouin & Rachelle
Reg Daponte
Dernes
De Vel Sc Part

Sc

Bob Savage Trio
Roney Plaza

Mackintosh; orchestrations, Paul timbales, does a tin can solo here,*
for its novelty. The
Summey; sets, Ted Meza; lighting impressive
steel drum, fashioned from an. old
effects, Doug Morris. At Portland
oil drum, is seldom seen here and
Meadows, Portland, Ore., July 20, testifies to the musical ingenuity
$3.00 tops.
of the Caribbean islanders. The
King even essays “Tennessee
The tenth anniversary show of Waltz” for good reaction,
“Holiday On Ice!’ hit this town
Eric Darby does a nice job of
with big impact. Natives have not muscular
hoofing
to
island
seen an ice show here for the past rhythms as The Antilleans, two
five years when the city council femmes, provide eye-appeal and
condemned the Shipstad & John- some fair terping. The Buccaneers,
son Ice Arena, Up to that time, on bass, piano and guitar handlo
the big transient shows had been the backing well.
Gabe.

i

Natalie Raine

Allen

Alan Kole Ore
Johnina Hotel
BUI Harris Quintet

-1

O'clock

Parisian

•

Anne Shelton

Little

Fair

Vince Neist 3
Sorrento Hotel

'

W

Makers
Fred Kitchen
Dorothy Daihpie?
Barbara Evans

Tower
Jimmy

Vanity

Mandy Vizoso Ore

Orch (15). Produced by George & drum; his hand-made African
Ruth Tyson; choreography & stag- rhythms are well received. King
ing, Chester Hale; costumes, Robert Rudolf, ordinarily backing pn the,

*

8 Singing Debs
Mayfair Melody

Sciplinl
Euies.<6

5

Valentine

Kamcn

Ray Romez

Tommy Raft
H. S. Gump

“Come As You Arc
Connie Sawyer
Dick Smart

•

Sid

Sonny Kendis Ore

Versailles

Embers
Geo Shearing
Fifth Avt
No
Donn Gordon
Cook Sc Corey
Uoh Downey

Billy

cclly Kids (3), Jimmy Shaw, Jack assurance.
The primitive music end is held
Boyle, Neva Twins, Glamor leers
(36), Ice Squires (12), Ben Stabler up by Moses Mann on the jungle

.

4 Hurricanes
Odette Crystal
6 Flying De Pauls

Tower Circus

Saoasas Ore
Balmoral Hotel
Enrlca St Novello

‘

I

Orando(l) 25
A St A Askey
Glenn Melvyn
Ian Gardiner
Lally Bowers
Barbara Miller
Danny Ross
Bernard Graham
Leonard Williams
Margaret Anderson
Opera House (I) 25
Jewel Sc Warriss
Alma Cogan

(1)

Bobby Van

a fancy torso but her quavering,
weak “Babalu” does not impress.
Lady Jamaica does a ’pale, though
Jinx Clark,. Sonya Kaye , Bill inoffensive job on the calypso
Blocker, Bobby Blake, Calvin & tunes.
Osborne Smith, a male
Dorilyn Cook, Les PercellyS <2), calypsonian, does only so-so on the
Paul Andre, Hamm
Riggs, Per- chanting; he lacks skill as well as
Portland, Ore., July 21.

patronized heavily. ’’Holiday” came
here under the sponsorship Of the
Oregon Journal and was far better
Betty Miller
Harold FonVllle
(8)
Starlets
expected.
leer
Robert Harbin
than
was set
i|a7el Webster
Bill Clifford Ore
Jay Lawrence
Fred Lovelle
with Special bleachers, using
up
Hotel Roosevelt
Joe King
Johnny Laverty
Alan Holmes Oro
the Portland Meadows grandstand
3 Menares
TAHOE
LAKE
Franca Baldwin
Hotel Taft
Beryl Sc Bobo
for a 10,000-seat house. 'Opening
Salvatore Gioe Ori
Vincent Lopez Orr
McClanna Twins
Matty Malneck Ore night was -sold out and from all inBal Tabarin
.Panchito Ore
Latin Quarter
Collin Paul
Colonial
Lena Horne
Viennese Lantern
Joey Adams
dications the eight-day stay (20-27)
LEICESTER
Halfbacks
Barry
Dave
Sandra Kiraly
A1 Kelly
Palace (S) 25
Harrahs Club
will do capacity biz.
Helene Hughes dcrs
Bela Bizony Ore
Tony & Eddie
Harry Shells
Lancers
ore
& Ashour, Ernest Schoen Ore Dick Foy
The 60 by 120 foot rink is plenty
Dennis Bros Sc June Luclenne
Andrini Bros
Biltmore
Village Barn
Bill Bailey
Saballa
Alvlno Rey
big for this presentation.
Isiil St. Cyr
Patti Ross
Danny Davis
Jan Harding
Statelina
Harmonica Rascals
Betty George
Marilyn Murphy
“Holiday”
is
definitely major
Noble Sc Dehester
Nat Cole
Billy Williams 4
Rachel Ellen
Roger Steffan
LIVERPOOL
AUen St DeWood
league calibre throughout. Layout
Donn Ardon Dcrs
Sizzlers
Alan Conroy
Empire (M) 25
Stateline Girls
Del Courtney Ore
Bartis
Morty Reid Ore “
John
loaded
With
is
variety
and pageanTony Bennett
Sterling Young Ore
CaLNeva
Waldorf-Astorl*
John Delaney
try. The Percelly duo' get things
A & V Shelley
Wagon Wheel
Tallulah Bankhead
Xavier Cugat Ore
B Harlowi Ore
Vic Perry
Ink Spots
Guy Cherhey
under
with
some
way
aero stuff
Lane
La VI#
Abbe
J & S Lamonte
Eastman Trio
Wanger Girls
Peiro Bros
Jackie Miles
that garners plenty of palm wackS. White St Ann
Garcias
Dlahann Carroll
Eddie Lynn
ing. Sonya Kaye, North American
Mlscha Borr
Baylos
Gene
Ron Parry
champ, edicks with her display of;
Village Vanguard
Barbara Black
^
Bobble Kimber
Van Smith Ore
Ada Moore
graceful glides, jumps and spins.
LONDON
Enid Mosier
Belmonte Ore
Metropolitan (I) 25
Cupldon
Steel Trio
Larry Hamm & David Riggs also
Le
Tony Dalton
Nancy Steele
€ Williams Trio
score with their comedy antics.
Continued from page 1
Tom Lucas'
JuleS Sc Julie
Jinx Clark pleases with some
Doreen Jepson
CHICAGO
there’s a strong element' of risk smooth dance routines, as do Bill)
Philip Kind
Blocker, Neva Twins, and Jack
Dale Williams
involved,
Black Orchid
Dick Marx
Charles Stuart
Boyle. Calvin Sc Dorilyn Cook regJohnny Frigo
Arthur Blake
ABC-TV gets rights to unlimited ister
Len Kinsoh
Phyllis Branch
Conrad Hilton
big with their breathtaking
Palladium (M) 25
"Carnival On Ice"
Mascots
use of the film for a five-year adagio. He works on stilt-skates
Rosemary Clooney The Blue
Angel
Fred Hlrschfeld
Theda Sisters
“Calypso Cruise”
Le Due Bros
period under the deal. The Sun- while tossing her for hefty mitting.
Charming Pollock
Tany Roman
Lou Folds
Authors Sc Swinson Lord Invader
day night show, which premieres
Paul Andre slams across several
Johnny Lee
Sallcl Pqppets
Los Velescos Trio
The Ogelvies
Sept 18, will carry nine spots plus comedy routines for solid returns.
Leslie Randall
Blue Note
Victor Charles
billboards and will have a host, for
Morlldor Trio
Jimmy Shaw lias some neat pupStan Kenton
Dave Parks
Qualno
Chez Paree
which the network is dickering pet stuff. Finales with a gal on the
Robert Lenn
Geo Carden Dancers Dick Shawn
The Tattlers
Sales pattern calls trapeze. Bobby Blake is on for a
right now.
O’Dells
Boulevar-Dears St
Jane Morgan
NEWCASTLE
for a maximum of $13,500 per tap routine and then converts to a
Rudenko Bros
Boulevar-Dons
Empire <M) 25
F Masters Ore
Brian Fariion Oro
spot for any advertiser buying hot ice number.
Ronnie Hilton
Cloister. Inn
Palmer House
Jimmy James & Co Lurlene Hunter
three or less spots, and a minimum
Dorothy Shay
The Glamor leers and Ice
Valdettea
Empire Eight
Sylvia Syms
of $9,450 per announcement for a Squires work throughout the show
Devine Sc King
Charlie Fisk Ore
Roy Bartram
Billy Maxam
sponsor buying 52 or r. ore spots and display precision and disciJose Moreno
pline. Production numbers are top
within a year.
2 Peters
LOS ANGELES
NORTHAMPTON
The 20 films which will go net- drawer all the way. Best bets are
New (I) 25
“Midsummer’s Night Dream,”
Ambassador Hotel Jackie Farrell
are “Adam and Evalyn,’’
work
Roy Rolland
“Merry Widow,” “Storybook VilStan Meyers Ore
Yma Sumac
3 Astaires
with Stewart Granger and Jean lage”
Freddy Martin Ore
JAocambo
and “East Indian Rhythms.”
Holder Twins
Band Box
Simmons; “The Blue Lagoon,”
EditlrTlaf
Merry Martins
Billy Gray
The 25 scenes move swiftly and
Paul Hebert Ore.
Garry Holland
with Miss
Simmons; “Clouded
Diamond
Leo
Castro
Joe
Ore
make
the 2 hour and 20-minute
San Remo Lovelies
Vivianne Lloyd
Simmons; icer
Yellow,”
with
Miss
Derek Arthur
Moulin Rougo
pass quickly. Lighting and
Voluptua
NORWICH
“Madonna and the Seven Moons,” production are outstanding
Fran
Libuse
Bar
of
Music
as are
Hippodrome (I) 25 Dave Apollon
Margot Brander
with Granger; “Man in Gray,” the props, choreography
Revel & Fields
Miss Malta & Co
and cosRuthle James
Peter Kent
with James Mason; “The Notorious tumes.
Douhledaters <4)
Mack Twins
ZodiaS
Mazzone-Abbott
Gentlemtn,”
with
Rex
Harrison
&
Hotel
Biltmore
Crona Sc Dldi
James Rowe does a nice job of
Jerry LaZarre
Morey Amsterdam
L & L Rogers
Lilli Palmer; “The Red Shoes,” handling
Ffolliot Charlton
the emcee chores.
Helen O'Connell
Ben
Percivals Dogs
Tony Gentry
with Moira Shearer; “Stairway to Stabler orch plays in the
The Houcs
Daphne Dupray
best
Gaby
Wooldrldgo
Hal Dcrwin Ore
Heaven,” with David Niven and manner.
Betty Driver
Luis
Urbina
CJro'e
PORTSMOUTH
Prank
LibuseKim
Hunter;
“Tight
Little
Island”;
Kay Brown
“Holiday” moves east from here.
Royal (M) 25
Margot. Brander
Dupree Trio
“The Upturned Glass,” with James
Vic Oliver
Feve
Clark Bros.
Statler Hotel
Les Traversos
Mason; “Odd Man Out,” with MaThe Happy Jesters
Profes'r Backwards
Sylvia Campbell
B Ramos Rhumba B Eugenie Baird
son; “The Wicked Lady,” with MaLeslie Welch
Rollo Sc Cressy
Calypso
Margerite Sc Charles Dick Stablie Ore
son; “The Woman in Question”;
Crescendo
A1 Donahue Ore
Clifford Stanton
Billy Daniels
Belaire Trio
Chicago, July 20.
“The Uavender Hill Mob,” with
Harris Sc Christine
Vanda Vale
Guinness; “The Prompter,” also
Samadu,
Eric
Dowdy, Lady
SHEFFIELD
with Guinness; “The Importance of Jamaica,
Lady Antiilia, Moses
Empire (M) 25
Josef Lorke
Being Earnest,” with Edith Evans, Mann, King Rudolf, Osborne Smith,
Tropicana
S Suarez Orq
Gale Sc Clarke
Rosita Fornes
A Romeu Orq
Michael Redgrave and Joan Green- Antillean Dancers (2), The BucCherry Wainer
Armando Bianchl
Montmartre
M Sc E Rose
wood; “The Ivory Hunter”; “The caneers Trio; producer, Sam MannHenry Boyer
Los Chavales
Dowler Sc Rogers
Leoncla Gonzalez
Trini Reyes
Golden .Salamander,” with Trevor ing.- At Edgewater Beach Hotel,
Kemble Sc Christine Raul. Diaz
Juliette Sc Sandor
“Appointment
with Chicago, July 20; $10 per person.
Archie Glen
Gladys Robau
Ivette dela Fhcnte Howard;
SOUTHAMPTON
Tropicana Ballet
Casino Playa Orq
Venus,” with Niven, Glyriis Johns
Grand (I) 25
S de Espana Orq
Fajardo Orq
and Barry Jones; and “Madness of
Mills Sc Melita
This calypso troupe’s one-niter
Ramoini
Heart.”.
LAS VEGAS
2 Phlllys
does the job adequately in
Lowe St Ladd
Those 20 are subject to negotia- ting of the Edgewater the set-"
Dunes
Thqnderblrd Dncrs
Beach
.Jackie Sc Part
tions between the network and its Hotel’s Pool and
Magic Carpet R'v’e A1 Jahns Ore
Peggy Cavell
Cabana Club.
Eileen Barton
Royal Nevada
Lee Lawrence
telefilm subsid, and barring any The emphasis here is less on
inStan Irwin
Ben Blue
SUNDERLAND
further switches, the 15 which will dividual talent than on the overall
Helene Stanley
Denise Darcel
Empire (M) 25
Jose Duval
Sid Fields
Bobby Thompson
go for syndication are “The Man effect and the plus to the atmosJaye Ruhanoff ore
Sammy Wolfe
Michael Hibbert
In the White Suit,” with Guiness; P£ e r e
desired for a
“Calypso
Flamingo
Coronet Dancers
Gene Patton
Tony Martin
G Tapps Dncrs
“So Long the Fair,” with Miss Night in an outdoor frame.
Edna Dean
Jackie Kannon
Jerry Fielding Ore Simmons;
Terry Moore
“The
Assassin,”
with
Somehow
this
package
Diana
Lynch
El
lacks
Rancho Vegas
Ted Alex
Coles St Atkins
Richard Todd; “The Black Narcis- pace. The acts themselves have
Joe E. Lewis
June Balmer
Hal Borne
Nejla Ates
Gloria Jansen
medium
“The
sus,”
Kerr;
with
Deborah
entertainment
value,
with
Ron Fletcher Dncrs Marti Stevens
Johnny Daw
Browning Version,” with Red- the vocalists the weakest of the
Teddy Phillips Ore Billy Daniel
Tatler Girls
S&nds
Ted Flo Rito Ore
SWANSEA
grave; “Caesar and Cleopatra,” lot. The presentation of authenticTallulah Bankhead
Sahara
Empire (M> 25
with Claude Rains and Vivien sounding primitive music solos
Bobby Brandt
Martha Raye
Eve Boswell
Chuck Nclsoh
Kirby Stone
Fairley Sc Stevens
Leigh;
“Christopher Columbus,” adds, a novel touch, however, and
Amin Bros
Albert Burdon Sc Co A Morrell! Ore
with Frederic March; “The Gay strikes a distinctive note for this
Desert inn
Sara Scegar
Ladrlnelos
group.
Jane Froman
Leslie Sarony
Moro-Landis Dncrs
Lady”; “Great Expectations,” with
Paul Gilbert
Cee Davidson Ore John
Marcies
Samadu
Mills and Valerie Hobson; ii-iT 0? billin S Soes to
Stan Kramer
Billy Thorburn
Riviera
Donn Arden Dncrs Harry Belafonte
“Green for Danger,” with Howard; billed as The Human Torch, who
Brauns
Harry Mimmo
WOLVERHAMPTON Art Johnson
“Hotel Sahara,” with Yvonne de gets strong impact with his fireHal Belfer Dncrs
Hippodrome (I) 25 Carlton Hayes Oro
New Frontier
Carlo;
“Jassy,”
with
Margaret eating. With an assist from other
Ray Sinatra Ore
Jimmy Charters
Ann Sothcrn
Sherman Hayes Ore Lockwood; “Kind Hearts and Cor- members of the cast, and darkness,
Sylvia Ross
Escorts
Lamarr Bros
Showboat
Samadu. creates a mildly convincwith
“Mandy”;’
onets,”.
Guinness;
Bob
Williams
Owen McGivncy
Suzette
ing impression of voodoo jungle
Zerbys
Moulin Rou?e Lovl's Dassis
and
“The
Seventh
Veil,” with Ma- rites. He
Venus
passes a flaming torch
Vamps
Jimmy Ames
_ YORK
son and Ann Todd.
Robert- Alton Dncrs Ben Sweet
Emolr* (I) 25
over various parts of his anatomy
Garwood Van Ore
Harry RoWsort
Cliff Ferre
and
wraps
Deal
was
negotiated
ABC
by
with
up by swallowing the
Phil Rivers
Thunderbird
8 Lucky Girls
Maureen Comfort
Dorothy Collins
A1 Lyons Ore
General Film Distributors Ltd., a brand. The patrons go for it..
John Kenwood
Don Tannen
Golden Nugget
Rank
subsid,
Fine
Enterand
Arts
Lady Antill& gives out with
Dickie Bird
Los Gatos
Nat Young
Empire

j

Jerry

Rusiy Draper

Lubov Hamshay
AUya Uno

Ralph Sharon

HACKNEY

1

Norman Wisdom

Guitars
Kostya Poliansky
Misha Usdanoff
Eugene Sc Sonia

Composer
Cy Coleman

BRITAIN
Hippodrome (M) 25

Two

^

Archers (2)
Ayne Barhett Ore
Johnny Silvers Ore
Sea Isle Hotel
S Hoffman Ore
Patsy Abbott
500 Club
Calypso Eddie

Bombay Hotel
Phil Brito
Ava Williams
Peter Mack
Fontainebleau

Hotel
Antone Sc Ina
Rudy Vallee
Syd Stanley Ore

Gleb Yellin Ore

.

Accordian Ore

Robert O’Donnell

'•

Mote*

Nautilus

Rosalinda

Chateau Madrid
Helen D1 Maggio
LnS Monteros

Ballet Girls

Samara

Mandy Campo Oro

Wayne Carmichael

Ace Harris
Nancy Noland
Bruce Raeburn

Mae Barnes

Wendy Layton
3
12

Patio

Gerald Cook

Maureen Hudson

1

4 Hellos

Palace

CITY

Sadie Banks
Joe Laporte Ore
D’Aquila Ore
Park Sheraton
Milt Herth Trio
Tina. Prescott

BlrdUnd
Count Basie

S.nuci

St

Jack Kerr
Club Calvert
Rosetta Tharpe
Marie Knight
Saxony Hotel
Joe Howard
Larry K. Nixon

Barton

Condos Sc Brandow
Freddy Calo Ore
Ann Herman Oere

Old Roumanian

Basin Si
EUa Fitzgerald
AUst Jazz 4

Jimmy Komack

Billy

Bills

'

Mannequins

AUO.
Winifred Atwell
Eddie Vitch
CanHeld Smith
Joe Church

John

Sans

Bob McFadden

MELBOURNE

Stuart

Nino Nazarro
Tony Lopez Ore

Cabaret

Holiday on Ice ot 1955

MlAMI-MlAMl BEACH

Doris Hart

AUSTRALIA
Tivoli

Sherman Hayes Ore

Clover Club
Bert Stone
E.

Unit Reviews

El Cortet

Harmonlcats
Lenny Gale
Lucky Girls

Silver Slipper

it

Roberto St Alicia
Wally Brown
Alfredo Landon
Midgets

Mignon

Appletons

'

Ellene

Rockettes
Corps de Ballot

Lee Sharon
Sparky Kaye
George Redman Ore

Toni Harper
Hlnee Bros
Flamingos
Rosita Davis
B. Carter Ore

F.

NEW YORK

Hank Henry

Stump Sc stumpy
Geo Kirby

Numerala In connection with bill* below Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
(.altar in pa runt hast* indicates circuit. <n Independent; (L> Loaw; (M) Most)
if) Paramount; (It) IKC; <S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; <W> Warnar
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AqHaiennial Star Night
Minneapolis, July 23.

&

Produced by Minneapolis Star
Tribune Newspapers Charities

in co operation with the Minneapolis
Aquatennial; staged by Bob Weed;
directed by Don Stelz; written by
Bradley G. Merrison; musical back-

grounds by Gordon Bowen : At
Municipal Stadium, Minneapolis ,
July 22, ’54; $1-$1.50.
Minneapolis Star & Tribune
newspapers’ charities last year for
the first time took over the ceremonies attending the salute to the
retiring qeen and crowning of the
1956 choice for the Aqatennial,
local annual summer festival, and
built a big outdoor show around
them. Supplanting two events that
had not been clicking in desired
fashion, the attraction proved so
successful
that
it
immediately
established itself as one of the celebration’s
principal
shindigs—-an
annual gala offering.
For this second of the series, a
crowd of 19,000, filling the municipal sports stadium to capacity,
attested to the initial effort’s
highly favorable impression. And
again the- newspapers came through
with a huge potpourri of varied
and pleasing entertainment, comprising
spectacle,
extravaganza,
comedy, music, song and even a
v

soccer football exhibition and studded with Hollywood and nitery
names. At bargain admission prices
once more, it netted customer

enthusiasm on a par with that of
last year.

During the two-and-a-half hour
show on a Stage at one end of the
stadium and on the big field faced
by the stands on each side, spectators had the chance to lamp
Hollywood

personalities

Sheree

North, Mamie Van Doren and Tab
Hunter, -flesh being interviewed.
Performing over an array of topnotch performances, among them
warbler Jimmy Carroll and drum-

mer Buddy Rich and his jazz musical combo, both sent over from the
Hotel Raddison.
The 60-voice Pensacola Naval
Aviation Choir and Aquatennial
music contest winner Fred Ewing
delivered some vocals. Miss North
did a part of her “How to Be Very,
Very Popular” dance routine Whiie
Hunter .demonstrated his horsemanship proficiency. -For a beauty
display, the Misses North and Van
Dpren and the; 16 visiting queens
and 40 queen candidates were
paraded in front of the stands in
convertibles. Usual tension led iip
to the designation of the 1956
queen from among the various
Northwest entries as they were
lined up on the stage. And the
ceremonies attending the retirement of the 1955 queen and the
crowning of her successor were
.

•

impressive.

Included among the Approximately 1,000 performers were 350
tiny girl and 160 teenagers from
the park playground in colorful
dances. Local newspaper columnists

and

radio

tv

personalities

Cedric Adams and George Grim
provided the laughs difring their
interviews with the various stars in
•

their

emcee

capacities.

In staging, lighting, routining,
pacing and presentation generally,
the show was bigtime. Although
the performers’ appearance for the
civic promotion 'were on the cuff,
considerable production expense
nevertheless was involved, the

budget running to $8,000. Net profit
goes to the Aquatennial fund.
The windup was a fireworks display.
Rees.
,

.

—

a
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‘Home’ Looks Set For
Modest London Run
London, July

Takes Time Off From Pic Script to Reveal He Wrote
‘Figure’ to Recoup Art Collector Losses

—

New

lywood and

I

about,

York.

“I’ve just had a serial in Collier’s
(‘Invasion of Privacy’), and Random House will be publishing it
momentarily. Give it a plug in
your theatre advertising and further increase my debt to you. Also,
I will have a new play, ‘High Fidelity/ about a symphony orchestra conductor and his harpist wife,
when and if I finish this durn picture,

“I have to go to Africa

when we

writing the jokes here, to
see how they match up with the
actual scenery. You don’t happen
to know offhand when they have
the rainy season in Kenya, do you?
No? \V>11, the heck with it. I can
look it up in my World Almanac.
“I am 46 years old, my hair is
thinning; I am unmarried at the
moment and I would like a rich
wife who looks like Audrey Hepburn. I play untidy golf, unbelievable tennis, and my nerves are
shattered from bad luck at baccarats I drive an. imported car (imported from America, that is) and
am classified a poor risk by the insurance companies.
*1 don’t See how any of this can
possibly help you as publicity material, but it has helped me enormously by enabling me to stall
off getting to work for a half-hour,
and if I can do it again just let me
finish

know/'

Harry Kurnitz.

L’VILLE’S

ALL-PULLMAN

SHOW TRAIN NOW SET
Louisville, July 26.

The scheduled all-Pullman TheaTrain deal, success of which
looked somewhat dubious a couple
weeks ago, now is almost signed

tre

capacity. There are now 109
patrons signed. Train promoter,
Boyd Martin, drama critic of the

to

has word from
producers that the time

Courier-Journal,

New York

for picking

up extra

tickets

will

be extended to Aug. 1.
Train is skedded to leave here
Oct. 2. and can accommodate 150
passengers. Cost Of the all-Pullman
accomodations from Louisville is
S150, based on lower-berth accommodations, slightly lower for upper
berths.

There have been 88 reservations
so far for the eighth
LouiSville Theatre Train leaving
Oct. 30. Reservations are being
received for th$ Dec. 4 train. Total
cost of the latter trip will be $94.75,
with an initial deposit of $35 due
with the application.

received

_

26.

77,

sicians,

* •

a •

an extended dearth of touring mulax,” he says
date totalled $97,500. On the baJohnson broke into the news- sical shows.
sis of the regular 50-50 split beJones, 42, Dies;
paper business as a linotypist and
At a'recent meeting with memtween management and backers,
went to the editorial side with the bers of the union’s
that gave the latter $48,750, repreexecutive
San Francisco Chronicle in 1906. board, Lawrence Shubert
Legit Producer-Stager,
senting a 75% profit so far on
He subsequently worked on the rence, local general managerLawtheir $65,000 investment*
for
Theatre ’55, Dallas Oakland* Tribune, the Chronicle the Shuberts, read a letter from
Coin available for distribution
again briefly and then 38 years ago
as of June 25 totalled $52,793. For
Margp Jones, a dynamic influ- went to the Call-Bulletin under his uncle J J Shubert
the Shubert Interests in New York.
the four weeks prior to that date ence in the theatre in the last
Fremont Older, the newspaper’s The letter was not
shown to the
the Howard Lindsay-Russell Crouse decade or so; died last Sunday
crusading editor at the time,
tooter reps and no copy was left
production made an operating night (24) in Dallas after a brief
Johnson was a copyreader, slot with them.
profit of $22,331, plus an additional illness. She was 42. Although her
man, magazine editor and makeup
Not that either having a copy
$682 in souvenir book royalties. principal activity was the opera- editor before taking
the clrama
or seeing it was necessary. The
The Burgess Meredith-Scott Mc- tion of Theatre ’55 in Dallas, she post.
letter repeated Shubert’s threat
Kay starrer is currently in the produced and directed a number
that no musicals would be booked
third week of a return engagement of plays on Broadway and exerted
into Philly, leaving only straight
at the Biltmore Theatre, L. A.
a strong influence on the theatre
plays for local patronage. That
nationally.
will mean, Shubert wrote, that
the
Her outstanding characteristics
theatres- here would drop
were her contagious enthusiasm,
their six-man pit orchestras. The
energy (Brooks Atkinson, drama
union can picket or take any accritic of the N. Y. Times, caPed
tion it wants, the letter added,
her “the Texas tornado”) arid perand
closed with the statement, “To hell
severance. She seemed to have no
Backers of “Bus Stop,” currently with the musicians.” That broke
other real interest in life but the
up the meeting.
theatre. An old friend said of her in its 22nd week at the Music Box,
An attempt by Paul J. McNaN. Y., have received a 50% profit
“Desperate Hours,” currently in recently, ‘‘Margo loved the theatre
wholeheartedly. She made valu- thus far oh their $60,000 invest- mara, president of the Philadelits 25th week at. the Barrymore
phia
As
of
profit
ment.
last.
June
the
Hotel Assn., to settle the
never
able contributions to it and
25,
Theatre, N.Y., has made an ap- seemed to care about what she distribution on the Robert White- deadlock was rebuffed by both
Lawrence
head-Roger
L.
production
Stevens
and the union. The Shuproximate $10,000 profit thus far could get out of it.”
Although Miss Jones was asso- totalled $60,000. On the basis of bert rep retorted that he’d turned
on its $110,000 investment, Howciated with several Broadway hits the regular 50-50 split between the whole matter over to the Naever, that’s On paper, and Includes
(she was partnered with Herman management and backers, the lat- tional Labor Relations Board and
at
revenue guaranteed under the film Shumlin in the current production ter’s share was $30,000,
considered negotiations
deal but riot yet received.
•of “Inherit the Wind”), she was an
The total net profit on the Wil- closed because the union refused
to
meet my demands.”
Actually, the Howard Erskine- ardent advocate of decentralization liam Inge play as oP-June 25 was
Romeo Celia, Local 77 president,
Joseph Hayes stage production is in the theatre and, through the $106,078. That included income
still operating at a deficit.
As of success of her Theatre ’55, was from the sale of the film rights to declares that the union will settle
for
nothing less than the previous
last Saturday (23), the Hayes drama largely credited with the spread 20th-Fox for a down payment of
needed around $50,000 to get into of arena playhouses. She also “dis- $75,000, plus weekly payments dur- terms, which include the employment
of 20 local musicians for
the black. The play has had sev- covered,” trained or helped to ing the show’s profit stanzas up to
recognition to numerous a $250,000 ceiling. The .production every musical show and six for
eral losing weeks recently, with bring
business sagging during the tradi- playwrights, actors, designers and gets the standard 40% split of the each non-musical. The Shuberts
have been demanding no
even business managers.
picture coin.
tional July slump.
tooters
Miss Jones, a native of LivingAlthough the net profit tallied for straight plays and only 16 for
The paper wrinkle reflects- the
song-and-dance offerings.
$60,000 virtually guaranteed the ston, Texas, attended the Texas $106,078 as pf June 25, the actual
presentation from the pre-produc- State. College. for Women and then amount available to the backers
was $100,773,
tion' sale of the film rights to studied drama at Southwestern and
Paramount.
Coin from the pic- School of the Theatre, Dallas. She since $5,305 goes to director Harold Fire Destroys Theatre
ture deal, however, will not be subsequently worked at the Pasa- Clurrnan, whose contract calls for
At Sacandaga Park, N.Y.;
forthcoming until the film is re- dena Playhouse and then, charac- a 5% share of the profits besides
leased, effective next January. On teristically, talked Houston, mu- 2% of the gross. With $60,000 of
nicipal
authorities
Into
subsidizing
the
profits,
distributed,
the
amount
the basis of the approximate $50,‘Guys' Continuing Tour
000 to be recouped, the guaranteed the Community Players there. She available for future distribution as
Sacandaga Park/N.Y., July 26.
film income gives the show a pa- later was with the experimental of June 25 was $23,574. That
The 50-year-old Sacandaga Park
theatre of the U. of Texas.
amount is being kept in reserve to
per profit of about $10,000.
In~Cleveland in 1943; .she Staged cover production costs on the tour- Summer Theatre was destroyed by
As of July 2, the play had $44,fire last Wednesday
ing
which
opens
company,’
Aug.
“You
Touched
6.
Me,”
Tennessee
by
(20) at at
717 to recoup on its $110,000 capiestimated loss of $100,000. No
one
talization.
For the four weeks Williams and Donald Windham. in Central City, C61., Peggy Ann was
Injured in the blaze, which oc
Gamer,
Glenn
Anders
Albert
and
years
Two
later
she
established
a
prior to that, the production made
curred just after the matinee
ol
.an operating profit of $2,011. That resident theatre in Dallas, which Salmi featured.
Guys and Dolls.” The spot wa«
For the lour weeks ending June
included a $3,295 loss for the subsequently moved into a small
operated by Eddie Rich, who
ae
stanza ending July 2, when, the air-conditioned building /which she 25, the show made an operating
quired it a year ago from the
De
gross for the week dived to $12,- persuaded Gulf Oil Co. executives profit- of $29,661, with film income
to let her use. It was in this 198- accounting for another $3,797. Ex- Lia ^Brothers, of nearby Northville
051.
^
Seat theatre-in-the-round that she penses for the four-week period,
With biz continuing downbeat gave
first production of such later including $653 as the production’s
Two theatre employees savi
for the ensuing three weeks ending
Broadway plays as “Summer and share, of a three-way promotion smoke curling under the curtain
last Saturday (23), it’s figured the
Smoke,” by Williams;' “Leaf and campaign on “Bus,” “Bad Seed”
th y stood In the lobby
about
presentation dropped another
?
Bough,” by Joseph Hayes; “South- and “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” «
*be .matinee end$5,000.’ That brought the total un->
ern. Exposure,” by Qweq Crump; totalled $1,667. Cost of the cam- ed, They ran to a nearby
restaurant
recouped coin to about $50,000.
“One Bright Day,” by Sigmund paign is being split with the Play- and summoned the Northvlile Fin
Th $2,011. profit for the four Miller, and “Inherit the Wind,” by rights Co., sponsor of the other two Department. But by the
time fire
weeks. ending July 2, however, was-f- Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. productions.
men arrived the wooden structure
reduced by $933, representing the Lee.
not, completely enclosed on th*
producers'
of the gross' on
On Broadway* Miss Jones staged
[sides, was a mass of flames and
th<
the three profit-making weeks. As Williams’ first hit, “The Glass
prevented approach. Within
‘SEED’
$151,215; aheat
of the July 2 accounting, $30,000 Menagerie,” as well as Maxine
few minutes the roof collapsed
of the original capital had been re- Wood’s “On Whitman Avenue”
and the theatre burned to the
B.O. DIP ground, Cause
turned to the backers, and there and Maxwell Anderson’s “Joan of
of the blaze was not
was $933 available for future dis- Lorraine,” starring Ingrid BergThe net profit on “Bad Seed” determined.
tribution.
man.’ She produced as well as di- totalled $151,215 as of last June
Firemen wet down adjacent
“Hours”, is. expected to. run rected “Summer and Smoke” and 25.
That represented a $3,421 buildings in
the wooded area tc
through the summer on Broadway, "Southern Exposure.”
drop from the figure of four weeks prevent the
spread of flames, but
Miss Jones, who always seemed previous. The Playwrights Co. pro- about
despite the losses being incurred,
200 telephones in the district
and take to the road in the fall. too busy and too intent on the duction incurred a $226 operating were put out
of service when cables
With that idea, the management theatre to be conscious of her loss on the four-week period, while were burned.
No one was injured
has scaled down the .operating nut health or even herself, contracted other expenses accounted for the
The theatre, once used for vaude
a bit. Hayes has taken a 50% cut -a kidney ailment about three additional $3,195 deficit.
ville and later as a film house, was
on his author royalties. Robert weeks ago. Sh.e was taken to the
Included in the loss was $1,977 among the
few remaining properMontgomery' has done likewise as hospital, where her condition grew as the Playwrights’ share of special ties of the
old Sacandaga Park
steadily worse. Her death was pro- three-way promotion campaign on
stager.
established in the early 1900’s by
nounced due to uremia reportedly “Seed,” “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” the
Fonda, Johnstown & Glovers
stemming from accidental inhala- and “Bus Stop.” Cost of the cam- ville
Railroad. It is in the Adirond
tion of cleaning fluid fumes,
paign is being split with Producers ack
Mountains resort area, about
Her mother and two brothers Theatre, sponsor of “Stop.” “Cat” 25 miles
from Saratoga.
survive.
is^also a Playwrights production.
’Kismet’ For Fall Tour
Costumes for the “Guys and
As pf June 25, the distributed
Dolls”
production,
a touring pack
Allentown, Pa., July 26.
profit on “Seed” totalled $112,000,
A. ^ ^ te A te
••
4 <
A
tef
4
together by Paton
* MW1A A
MT — Price
1\.
Manny Davis, who operates the
with $11,595 available for future dis- age_ put
operator
of
the
Grist
Mill Pla.
Melody Circle at Dorney Park
tribution. During the four- week pe’
••
t
*’
*
•
house,\ Andover, N. ~J., in cooper
JUBILEE YEAR
Anderson
riod ciiuiti^
ending ouuc
June 25,
£to
here, reveals that he has acquired
nuu
the
uit; auucj.»uii
of
William March's tlon Wlth otjier strawhat manager
adaptation
the rights to “Kismet” from pronovel, made a slight profit on all were the property of Cy Feuer
ducer Charles Lederer. After the
operetta’s current engagement on
but the week ending June 4. when Ernest H. Martin, Original produ
Anderson’s ers of the show in Broadway, The
the Coast, Davis plans to bring the
the loss was, $1,177.
royalty apd offices expenses were were covered by insurance,
company east and send it on a na.Jl

.
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else. I’ve

•

San Francisco, July

^

posted.

“Similarly, some time later, having been gypped for $1,500 on a
palpably faked Italian violin, I got
a book out of that, “The Shadowy
Third.’’ In the case of “The Reclining Figure,” 10 years of expensive
suckerdom in modern art led the
way to the subject. All .told, it
wasn’t too bad. I got a book, a
serial and a play out of it and I
have some representative
still
forgeries which I occasionally palm
off on unsuspecting people in Hol-

theatres’

S.F. Call-Bulletin Crick

Had

are working here on
a big cheese-cake about Africa. The
story so far has MaU-Mau uprisings, hidden treasure, big game
hunting, wild animal trappings,
uranium mining, love, hate and
musical numbers. If any more ingredients turn up, I will keep you

came

Philadelphia, July 26.
between the Shubert

Margo

Hawks and we

blank near everything

So Far

T-k _

office in Hollywood, to
London, Paris, Beaulieu (where’s
that? Ed.) and finally caught up
to me here, I am currently indentured as a dialog mixer to Howard

‘Reclining Figure'

Dispute

Fred Johnson to Retire;

)I

agent’s

written, because I got taken in
collecting or studying something
and was looking for a way to get
even. Years ago I had one of the
skimpiest and most unattractive
collection of books in the eastern
\j. S., but I wrote a novel called
‘Fast* Company’ and wound up a
winner on the subject.

‘Teahouse’

Profit $172,603

Figure/' the current show at the
Berkshire Playhouse, Stockbridge,
Mass., pressagent Louis Sheaffer
wrote to the play's author, Harry
Kurnltz, From Cannes 'he received
a reply, in part, as follows:
“Your letter followed me to my

“

Willis-Croft at the Garrick last
Tuesday (19). This new comedy
about football pools was authored
by Heather McIntyre. It has. Edward Chapman, Irene .Handl and
Diana Beaumont in The principal
ro es, and was directed by Mar-

1

management and Local
American Federation of Muhas reached a new peak of
Fred Johnson, for 25 years draT„
Profit on the road company of tin Landau.
ttemess. In
the wake of new
San Francisco
ma editor of the
“Teahouse of the August Moon”
^11'
It is a modest effort with pros- M H
A
4 O
AnaiMHla.il.
accusations
and #9
denunciations, inCall-Bulletin, will retire Aug. 13.
had reached $172,603 last June 25. pects to a moderate b.o. season.
redications
“rest
only
to
and
His
plans
are
are
that
Philly is in for
The profit distribution as of that
l.ria
1% avaaavMMj*
Ate JM a
J
if
Ml
'a

Road Company

Stockbridge, Mass., July 26.
In an attempt to uncover new
publicity material for “Reclining

like

—

—
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Only new production in the
West End last week was /‘Home
and Away,” presented by Stanley

’
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PROFIT

TAKES 4-WEEK

.

*

.

'

GOLDIN

M.

•

f

<

tional tour, beginning in September. He had a production of “Guys
and Dolls” on tour last season,

Davis says he
sical tent in

may

operate a

Miami next

mu-

winter.

uos-ms

75%

u-i"—

Replacement costumes were ser
week ending
has declined last Thursday (21) by Brooks Cc
tume, N.Y., to the Newport (R.I
further since then.
The production was originally Casino, where the “Guys and Dolls
(package is playing this week.
capitalized at $78,000.
reduced

June

25.

for the

Business

.

-

'

!

.
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‘Roberta’ $24,000, Indpk;

Wilting; ‘Bus’

Still

After $50,400 for ‘ST/

‘Fanny’ 43G,

Muni 26G,

traditional

Business
nosedived after a slight pickup the
previous frame. “Cat on a Hot Tin

"Damm

'

<

-

slump

due

is

to

continue this week, but on the basis
of past seasonal patterns, things
are likely to start simmering next
week and the- annual upturn should

Aug.

Start

15.

Week

Estimates, for Last

Keys:

CD

(

MC

C (Comedy), D

Comedy-Drama ),

(Drama),

R

(Revue),

MD

(Musical-Comedy) ,
0 (Opera),

(

Musi

OP

cal-Drama),

(Op-

eretta),

designations
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices, number
of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10% Federal and
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
i.e;, exclusive of tax
Ankles Aweigh, Helllnger (MC)
(14th wk; 112; $6.90; 1,513; $55,Nearly $14,200 (previous
900).

Other

parenthetic

.

.

,

>

-

*

$5.75-$4,60;

.

.

“Carousel,” State Fair Musicals’
a nine-day (10 performances) engagement at $4,50 top in the re- fourth indoor production of the
cently reverted-to-legit * 1,670-seat season, drew a lusty $49,500 fpr

.

Moore Theatre.
b.o.

‘Teahouse’

Over $10,600 on twofers (previous

.

1

Lunatics

A

Lovers, Broadhurst

(C) (32d wk; 256; $5.75-$4.60; 1,182;
$29,500). Almost $9,300 on twofers
(previous week, $10,600. on twofers).

Pajama Game,

St.

James (MC)

‘Can-Can’ Sedate $32,900,

For 2d

Week

in Detroit

Detroit, July 26.
In its first full stanza at the
1,482-seat Cass, “Can-Can” grossed
$32,900 'last week.
The. opening
split-week of five performances
drew $31,800.
•

.

Show

continues

week

this

at

$5.50 top.

WESTPORT

SCHEDULED

COUNTRY PLAYHOUSE

(

Don’t Miss

Young and

IN

(9-27).

Maurice Chevalier, Lyceum (9-28).
Diary of Young Girl, Cort (10-3).
Dish, Booth (10-6).
Red Roses For Mo (10-12).
Rock Huntor, Belasco (10-12).
Desk Set, Broadhurst (10-13).
No Time For Sits., Alvin (10-20).
Chalk Garden, Barrymore (10-26).
Rouben, Rouben, ANTA (11-8).
Child of Fortune (11-9).

Woodon

“The RAINMAKER”
Week
-

CApitol

Beautiful, Longacre (9-26),

Tiger at Gatos (9-26).
D'Oyly Carta, Shubert

EVA MARIE SAINT

Telephone

N.Y. OPENINGS
Theatres indicated if set)

Skin of Our Tooth, ANTA (8-10).
Catch a Star, Plymouth (9*6).
pay By tho S«a, ANTA (wk 9-18),
Vlow From BrJdgo, Coronet (9-25).

POST BOAD,WESTPOjg,C<>sc«AIR-COOtp

Playing All Next

7-4177

It

wag the only

HAYES-MARTIN $43,700

NON-TUNER RECORD,

D.C.

Washington, July 26.
“Skin of Our Teeth” broke the
National Theatre record for* a
straight play last week, in its first
week. Thornton Wilder comedydrama starring Helen Hayes, Mary
Martin, George Abbott and Florence Reed, grossed $43*700 at a
$4.95, highest ever for a non-musical at the house. It did not set any
marks for pulling the most people
into the theatre.

The second week gait is running
about the same as 'the first, despite
Washington’s lengtjiy transit strike.
:

‘Bittersweet’ $44,000, K.C.

Season Bettering 1954
Kansas

City, July 26.

“Bittersweet,” fifth production
of the Starlight Theatre season,
grossed a healthy $44,000 last week
in Swope Park. Cast included Jean
Fenn, Robert Rounseville, Kathryn
Albertson, Glenn' Darwin,. Joseph
Macauley, Elizabeth Watts and
Charles Nelson Reilly, with terpers
Lloyd. “Finian’s Rainbow”
Nillo
opened last night (Mon.) for a
week’s stand with Jo Sullivan,
.Stanley Brooks, Don Beddoe, Donn
Van Hawley, Stanley
Driver,
Grover and Dolores Martin.
For the first half of the season,
ending last Saturday night (23),
attendance has been a bit better
than the same period in 1954, despite 28 playing nights, a decrease
of three from lest year. Payees
total 9,000 more this year than last,
with total gross up about $8,800.
Top grosser so far this year was
“Guys and Dolls,” with a $68,000

&

.

v

take.

.

Current Road Shows

.

(July 25 -August 61

CAn-Can—Casa,

.

Dot.

(23-30);

Shubert,

Chi.t«(2-6).

D'Oyly Carte—Aud., Central City, Col.
(23-30); Geary, S. F. (2-6).
King, and I (Patricia Morison)—Royal
Alexandra, Toronto
National,
(23-30);

facilitiis for all

Wash,

THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES

Kismet (William Johnson, EJaine Maibin) Philharmonic Aud., L. A. (25-6).
Fa fame Gama (Fran Warren, Larry
Douglar, Buster West)
Curtan, S. F.

DAVIDSON CO.

INSURANCE BROKERS
167 West Strth St, New York 19, N. Y.

.

seven

first

performances

last Sunday (24) matinee.
reviews, plus continued
weather break, hypoed the Rodgers

.

JUdson 2-93(0

Hayward and Edwin

(1-6).

—

ert Pagent and
leading dancers.

Raimonda

(25-6).

Orselli

& H

lriusical“Carousel,^ the R
of “Lillom,” opened last
night (Mon,) for a week’s run with
a cast Including Christine Matthews,. Cbris Robinson, Billy Bigelow, Camila Ashland and Mary
Alyce Kubes its leads and Joan

ization

Bowman

featured, terper.

16G Record, Hyannis
Hyannis, Mass., July 26.
“Carousel” broke the boxoffice
record with a $16,000 gross last
‘Carousel’

at the Cape Qod Melody Tent
here, knocking off the mark previously held by another Rodgers-

week

Hammerstein powerhouse, “Oklahoma.”
Feature of the engagement was
a personal click, scored by an unknown, Frank Richards, as an,
emergency substitute for featured
lead Bill Shriner. Latter was taken
111 and couldn’t go on Tuesday or1

Wednesday

(19-20) .Richards,
a
non-Equity choruser in the previous week’s “High Button Shoes,”
was hustled here from Boston and
went on within an hour of arrival;
He read the lines from the script
first
performance, but
his
at
learned them in time for the Wed-1
nesday show. He joined Equity, of
course, and is now planning to go

New York in the fall to make
a serious attempt to crash profesto

& Hammerstein revival.
A year ago the mercury

sional

the year. Last week failed- to hit
100 degrees— a phenomenon here,
for late July. Gordon MacRae,
Paula Stewart, Susan Johnson,
Rosemary Kuhlmann, Reid Shelton
and Andrew Gainey are in “Carousel,” which runs throtigh’ next

‘Kismet’ 50G, S.F.;

Show

biz,

hovered
over 100 degrees daily, with 110
degrees July 25, as hottest day of

Sunday

(31).

Musicals’ 14th season reached
the midway mark of a 12-week run
July 17 with a record b.o, gross of
$329,100, against a record 1955
budget of $500,000, At the current
pace, managing director and producer Charles R. Meeker Jr. will
have an alltime record b.o. when
the season ends Aug. 28,
Rehearsals
started,
yesterday
(Mon.) for “One Touch of Venus,”
starring Janet Blair and Russell
Nype, Piece was a fave here in
1948, when the Musicals 1 Were al
fresco affairs in Fair Park’s bandshell. Season’s closer will be the
touring company of “Teahouse of
the August Moon,” starring Burgess
Meredith and Scott McKay, due
Aug. 15-28 in the air-conditioned
State Fair Auditorium.
,

San Francisco, July 26.
Civic Light Opera’s fourth
frame of “Kismet” built
to its highest gross last week,
bringing total take for the Curran
run to $195,000.
Fifth week of “Solid Gold Cadillac”, at the Geary continued satisfactory.
“Pajama ''Game” opened at the
Curran last night (Mon.).
Estimates for Last Week
Kismet, Curran (4th wk) ($4.40;
.

The

and

final

.

(William

1,758)

Malbin,

Julie

Johnson,
Wilson).

Elaine
Sellout

Closed last Saturday (23)
and moved to L. A., with “Pajama

$50,000.

Game”
Solid,

wk)

replacing.
Gold Cadillac,

($4.40;

1,550).

Geary
.

(5th

Salubrious

v

$17,60Q.

‘Best' Foot* $22,000 in 5;
S.P«i* $21,100, Cleve
Cleveland, July 26.
Pitt Stadium Twofering
“South Pacific” raked in a bullPittsburgh, July 26.
ish $21,100 on the-final stanza at
Civic Light Opera Assn, dipped
Musicarnival last week. That gave
it a total of $86,400 for four-week again last week with “Best Foot
rtm in the summer tent theatre Forward,” as expected after the
headed by Johnny Price. Show spectacular previous stanza with
had drawn $22,000 the first lap, “South Pacific.” “Forward” grossed
$21,000 the second and $22,300 on $22,000* in five performances at
the third. The Rodgers-Hammer- Pitt Stadium, having been rained
stein show was the most profitable out opening, Monday (18).
staged by the Equity house in its
Management disguised twofers
two-year career.
under a special family rate plan
Musicarnival is currently doing and that’s believed to have helped
“Fledermaus” for one week, with the early part of the week somecast topped by Jeanne Beauvais, what. Gimmick will be continued
Clifford Harvuot, Lloyd Thomas for the remaining two shows.’ Kyle
Leech, Michael Pollock, Beverly MacDonnell,
Maureen
Cannon,
Sills and Bill Boehm.
Jack Manning, Kenneth Nelson,
Neile Adams and Alice Pearce
played leads in “Forward.”
‘Carousel’ 26G, L’vllle
“Kiss Me, Kate,” starring RobLouisville, July 26.
“Carousel,” Rodgers - Hammer- ert Wright and Helen Bliss, is curstein musical Ibased on Ferenc rent.
Molnar’s “Liliom,” was the bill

week for the third stanza at
Iroquois Amphitheatre. Rain cancelled the opening show Monday
(18), but despite the lost performance,
arid
threatening weather
practically all week, the piece
wound up with a smooth $26,000.
Cast included .Wilton Clary,
Gloria Hamilton, Kaye Connor,

last

Don Blackey and Michael Kermoyan.
:
“Wonderful Town" opened last
night (Mon.) for a week’s run with
Audrey Christie, Jack Whiting,
Betty Glllett, Jordan Bentley, with
Kermoyan.

ADVANCE AGENTS

COMPANY MANAGERS l
Wa

have bean sarving theatrical
shoys for over 42 years. Ours is
oldest, most reliable and axparlanced transfer company, on the
West Coast!
the

• Railroad prlvilsgss far handling
shows and theatrical luggage.
• Cempiefe warehouse

• Authorhod
fe transfer

RAH

Concert 32G, St. Loo
St. Louis, July 26.
(23-6).'
Despite the rain-out of the
Skin of Our Taath (Helen Hayes, Mary scheduled
closing
performance
Martin, George Abbott, Florence Reed)—
National, Wgsh, (23-30); Blackatone, Chi. Saturday night (23) and threatening weather much of the week, the
( 1 8),
Solid Gold Cadillac—Geary, 8. F. (23- Rodgers & Hammerstein Concert
30); Temple, Tacoma (2-3); Aud., Portland, grossed
a
comparatively lively
Ore. (4-6).
$32,000 last week. The Municipal
Teahouse of the August Moon (Burgess
Meredith, Scott McKay)—Biltmore, L. A. Theatre Assn, offering had a $3

—

were

Steffe

with Cynthia Scott, 'Rob-

soloists,

Good

-

me.

house in Forest Park. Margaret
Roberts, Jean Sanders, Thomas

.

Hatful of Rain, Lyceum (11-9).
Lark, Longacre (wk. 11-14).

INSURANCE

its

house has had since through

Beckett took it over as the
replacing the old
stand,
local
Metropolitan.
Mary Pickett was the femme
lead in “Tea” having taken over
the role when Deborah Kerr withdrew recently at the close of the.
Los Angeles engagement. The
Playwrights Co. production folded
here but may be sent oh tour again
next fall If a name actress can be
recruited to go out with it,
.

' !Los Angeles, July 26.
week, $8,700 on twofers).
Boy Friend,. Royale (MC) (43d
Hot weather and- the transit
wk; 339; $6.90; 1,050; $38,200). strike (which ended oyer the weekOver $17,100 (previous week, end) failed to keep playgoers away
$18,900).
from legit here lafct weekf “Pajama
Bus Stop, Music Box (CD) (21st Game” ended a seven-week run at
wk; 166; $5.75-$4.60; 1,010; $27,- the Philharmonic; at virtual capacAlmost $25,800 (previous ity. “Kismet,” which preemed here
811).
week, $26,000).
two years ago, is back for four
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco more stanzas. “Teahouse” perked
(D) (18th wk; 140; $6.90-$5.75; 946; but is still off its original-run pace.
Bel
Burl
(Barbara
Geddes,
$31,000)
Huntington Hartford theatre in
Ives). Over capacity again, nearly Hollywood, dark, since April 30,
$31,600 previous week, -same),
relights Aug. 17 with “A Day by
Damn Yankees* 46th St. (MC) the Sea,” with Jessica Tandy,
(12th wk; 92; $8.0fi-$7.50; 1,297; Hume Cronyn and Dennis King.
Over
(Gw.en Verdon).
$.50,573)
Estimates for Last Week
capacity
again,
almost $50,800
Pajama Game, Philharmonic (7th
(previous week, same).
wk) (2,670;, $4.90) .(Fran Warren,
Desperate Hours, Barrymore (D) Larry
Douglas,
Buster
West).
(24th wk; 188; $5,75-$4.60; 994; Closed
with
great $65,000;
a
Over $9,500 (previous “Kismet” opened at the house last
$27,200).
week, $11,900).
night (Mon.) for' four Weeks on
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (38th wk; CLO. subscription.
300; $7.50; 1,655; $62,968) (Ezio
Teahouse of August Moon, BiltPinza, Walter Slezak). Around $43,- more (2d wk) (1,636; $4.40) (Bur000 (previous week, $37,500); Pinza gess Meredith, Scott McKay). Just
begins a one-week vacation after over $30,000 on the repeat stand.
next Saturday’s (30) evening perFifth Season, Carthay Circle (3d
formance, with Nicola Moscona wk) (1,518; $3.30) Gene Raymond,
subbing.
Joseph Buloff). Fair $17;5Q0. Inherit the Wind, National (D)
(14th wk; 108; $5.75-$4.60; .1,162;
$31,300) (Paul Muni). Under $26,000 (previous week, $29,900).

floo the

Hugh

$27,700).

998;

:

(6-22-55).
Trial, Provincetown (6-14-55),
Typewriter, Tempo (7-27-55).

week, $13,300).
Anniversary Waltz, Booth (C)
(68th wk; 539; $4.60; 766; $20,000).
just> under $5,200 on twofers
(previous week, $5,400),
Bad Seed, Coronet (D) (33d wk;
261;

.

;

Yankees” con-

tinued as the only sellout shows.
Of 17 entries on tap, four were
on .twofers. However, there were
no shutterings last week despite
the feeble business in several instances.
The boxoffice

Oscar
Richard Rodgers and
Tuesday (19) and playing through Hammerstein 2d, already the unSunday (24) drew a $24,000 gross rivaled champs of the modem
for six performances.
musical stage, are topping themPrevious production, “South Pa- selves this summer. As vividly
(63d Wk; 500; $6.90; 1,615; $52,118)
(John Raitt, Eddie Foy Jr., Helen cific,” drew a walloping $50,400 for demonstrated in last week’s grosses
Gallagher). Over $46,500 (previous 10 performances. July 7-17, the from large and moderate-size stock
final, show having been rained out. operations in various parts of the
week, $50, 300). Plain and F&ncy; Winter Garden The 3,200-seat spot is scaled $1 country, the composer-lyricist col•’
laborators are keeping the summer
(MC) (26th wk; 204; $6.90; 1,494; to $3.
“Chocolate Soldier” opens to- musical theatre solvent, if hot
$55,672). Over $30,100 (previous
night (Tues.) and plays through actually alive.
week, $34,400).
As the following' reports show*
Seven- Year Itch, Fulton (C) next Sunday (31).seven R & H offerings last week
(140th wk: 1,117; $5.75-$4.60; 987;
a total of nearly $200,000.
grossed
$24,000) (Eddie Bracken).
Over
Not so incidentally; the list in$7,800 on twofers (previous week,
cluded several boxoffice records.
$9,600 on twofers).
Silk Blockings, Imperial (MC)
, Seattle;
(22d wk; 172; $7.50; 1,427; $57,800)
‘King’ 28G, Toronto
(Hildegarde Neff, Don Ameche).
Toronto, July 26.
Over $42,000 (previous week,
Hottest weather in 102 years
$48,600).
here melted end-of-the-week atTeahouse of the August Moon,
tendance for the third stanza of
Beck (C) (93d -wk; 749; $6,22-$4.60;
Seattle, July 26.
“King and 1” at the 1,525-seat
1,214; $33,008) (Eli Wallach, John
Martha Wright, back to her Royal Alexandra Theatre last
Over $21,200 (previous town for a repeat appearance as week, but the show still pulled a
Beal).
week, $25,200).
Nellie Forhush in “South Pacific,” $28,000 gross at $5.50 top. First
Witness for the Prosecution, mopped up last Week with a $62,- week registered $26,500 and the
Miller (D) (32d wk; 252; $5.75- 000 gross fo r six performances second almost $30,000.
Patricia Morison is starred and
$4.60; 946; $23,248). Over $18,000 through July 19 at a $3 top in the
(previous week, $21,600).
5,000-seat Anu a Theatre. The en- Leonard Graves featured in the
OFF-BROADWAY
gagement was backed by “Greater Rodgers-Hammerstein musical,
( Figures denote opening dates )
Seattle” as at pre-Seafair offering. which continues this week.
La Ronde, Circle in Square (2Against such powerhouse com27-55).
petition, the touring “Tea and
‘Carousel* $49,500, Dallas
Mornings At Seven, Cherry Lane Sympathy” drew only $16,000 in
Dallas, July 26.

‘Bad’ $10,600, ‘Hours’

Broadway was back in
July form last week*

Roof” and

Indianapolis, July 26.
Starlight Musicals season is
off to a good start in the new Hilton U. Brown amphitheatre at
Butler. “Roberta,” opening last

46^G

42G, ‘Game’

‘Silk’

The

top in the

11,937

alfresco

play-

facililiotf

in California .

Equipped

dnd haul a nywhsrs

in

U. S.i

• RATES

ON REQUEST I

Atlantic Transfer

Company

GEORGE CONANT
1100 East 5th

Street

Los Angelas 13, Calif.

MUfuat 8121 'or Oxford 9-4764

Wednesday, July 27, 1953
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includes complete background story

from the

and photos from

original cast

the motion picture•

GORDON MacRAE* GLORIA GRAHAME
GENE NELSON CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD
JAMES WHITMORE* SHIRLEY JONES
•

sound track!

BOD STEIGER JAY C. FLIPPEN
•

You’ll see and hear

and in

virtually every record

country— because

it

everywhere

shop and

it’s

.

• .

on TV, radio

music

.

music store in the

backed by the greatest

IOOK AND

sales

and

LYRICS IY

RICHARD RODGERS
OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II
ARTHUR HORNBLQW, JR.
FRED ZINNEMANN

PRODUCED IY

merchandising promotions in Capitol history!

directed >Y

musicai’amangiminu »v

ROBERT RUSSELL BENNETT
JAY BLACKTON

MUSIC CONDUCTID AND JUfMVIJIO IV

MUSIC COORDINATOR ROBERT 1IELFER

h

m
M
i
,>

m
5501

-

PAX

m

&$&&&&:•somcwdw

.V«»Y«Y«V«Y«V>V*V«YaVW

Lavish

*

full -color

window

thousands of record stores all

displays!. . .in
Over the country*

si

Af\y^\s

fi'-" ' 'S/A
' /ss
tytyWSW'V

Advertising! Newspaper
and magazine ads Hundreds of thousands of colorful consumer brochures,
!

plus potent point of purchase material.

Motion Picture exhibitor

tie-ins!
displays, special '’preview
showings” in theatres for record
dealers.

Lobby

Disc Jockey promotion!
.Sample albums, scripts and
background information distributed to disc jockeys from
coast to coast.
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‘Roberta’ $24,000, Indpk;

Wilting; ‘Bos’

9

After $50,400 for ‘S.P/

Fanny’ 43G,

‘Silk’

Indianapolis, July 26.
The Starlight Musicals season is
off to a good start in the new Hilton U. Brown amphitheatre at
Butler. "Roberta/’ opening last

46^G

42G, ‘Game’

Oscar
Richard Rodgers and
Tuesday (19) and playing through Hammerstein 2d, already the unSunday (24) drew a $24,000 gross rivaled champs of the modem
for six performances.
musical stage, are topping themPrevious production, "South Pa* selve? this summer. As vividly
(63d wk; 500; $6.90; 1,615; $52,118)
(John Raitt, Eddie Foy Jr.,’ Helen cific," drew a walloping $50,400 for demonstrated in last week’s grosses
Gallagher). Over $46,500 (previous 10 performances. July 7-17, .the from large and moderate-size stock
final. show having been rained out.< operations in various parts of the
week,- $50,300),
Plain and FSncy, Winter Garden The 3,200-seat spot is scaled $1 country, the composer-lyricist col•
laborators are keeping the. .summer
(MC) (26th wk; 204; $6.90; 1,494; to $3.
"Chocolate Soldier" opens to- musical theatre solvent, if not
Over $30,100 (previous
$55,672).
night (Tues.) and plays through actually alive.
week, $34,400).
As the following’ reports show,
Seven- Year Itch, Fulton (C) next Sunday (31).
seven R & H offerings last week
(140th wk; 1,117; $5.75-$4.60; 987;
grossed a total of nearly $200,000.
$24,000) (Eddie Bracken).
Over
Not so incidentally; the list in$7,800 on twofers (previous week,
cluded several boxoffice records.
$9,600 on twofers).
Silk Blockings, Imperial (MC)
(22d wk; 172; $7.50; 1,427; $57,800)
‘Kins’ 28G, Toronto
(Hildegarde Neff, Don Ameche).
Toronto, July 26.
Over $42,000 (previous week,
Hottest weather in 102 years
$48,600).
here melted end-of-the-week atTeahouse of the August Moon,
tendance for the third stanza of
Beck (C) (93d wk; 749; $fi.22-$4.60;
Seattle, July 26.
"King and I" at the 1, 525-seat
1,214; $33,608) (Eli Wailach, John
Martha Wright, back to her Royal Alexandra Theatre last
Over $21,200 (previous town for a repeat appearance as week, but the show still pulled a
Beal).
week, $25,200).
Nellie Forbush In "South Pacific," $28,000 gross at $5.50 top. First
Witness for the Prosecution, mopped up last Week with a $62,- week registered $26,50$ and the
Miller (D) (32d wk; 252; $5.75- 000 gross f r six performances second almost $30,000.
Patricia Morison is starred and
$4.60; 946; $23,248). Over $18,000 through July 19 at a $3 top in the
(previous week, $21,600).
5,000-seat A^ua Theatre. The en- Leonard Graves featured in the
OFF-BROADWAY
gagement was backed by. "Greater Rodgers-Hammerstein musical,
(Figures denote opening dates)
Seattle" as a pre-Seafair offering. which continues this week.
La Ronde, Circle in Square (2Against such powerhouse comand
27-55).
petition, the touring "Tea
‘Carousel' $49,500, Dallas
Mornings At Seven, Cherry Lane Sympathy" drew only $16,000 in
Dallas, July 26.

house in Forest Park. Margaret
Roberts, Jean Sanders, Thomas
Hayward and Edwin Steffe were
soloists, with Cynthia Scott, 'Robert Pagent and Raimonda Orselli

.

in traditional

Broadway was back

July form last week. Business
nosedived after. a slight pickup the
previous frame. "Cat ort a Hot Tin
.

Roof" and "Darnm Yankees" continued as the only sellout shows*
Of 17 entries on. tap, four were
on .twofers. However, there were

no shutterings

last

week

despite

the feeble business in several instances.
The boxoffibe

slump is due to
week, but on the basis

continue this
of Oast seasonal patterns, things
are likely to start simmering next
week and the annual upturn should
1

Aug.

start

15;

Keys:

CD

MC

C (Comedy), D

(

Comedy-Drama );

(

Musical-Comedy)

O

cal-Drama),

(Drama),

R

(Revue),
(Musi(Opera)', OP (Op-

MD

,

eretta),

Other parenthetic designations
weeks played,

refer, respectively, to

number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices, number
.

of seats, capacity gross ami stars.
Price includes 10% Federal and
5% City' tax, but grosses are net;
i.e:, exclusive of tax.
Ankles Aweigh,. Hellinger (MC)
(14th wk; 112; $6.90; 1,513; $55,Nearly $14,200 (previous
900).
‘

»

16G Record, Hyannls
Hyannis, Mass., July 26.
"Carousel" broke the boxoffice
record with a $16,000 gross last
week at the Cape Cod Melody Tent
here, knocking off the mark previously held 'by another RodgersHammerstein powerhouse, "Okla-

$5.75-$4.60; *,'998;

a nine-day (10 performances) engagement at $4,50 top in the recently reverted-to-legit 1,670-seat
Moore Theatre. It was the only
b.o. floo the house has had since
Hugh Beckett took it over as the
replacing the old
stand,
local
Metropolitan.
Mary Fickett was the femme
lead in "Tea" having taken over
the role when Deborah Kerr withdrew recently at the close of the.

.

Teahouse'
Hot

wk; 166; $5.75-$4.6Q; 1,010; $27,- the Philharmonic; at virtual capacAlmost $25*800 (previous ity. "Kismet," which preemed here
811).
week, $26,000).
two years ago, is back for four
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco more stanzas. "Teahouse” perked
(D) (18th wk; 140; $6.90-$5.75; 946;
$31,000) (Barbara Bel Geddes, Burl
Ives). Over capacity again, nearly
$31,600 previous week, same).
Damn Yankees* 46th St. (MC)
(12th wk; 92; $8.05-$7.50; 1,297;
Oyer
(Gw.en Verdon).
$50,573)
again,
capacity
almost
$50,800
(previous week, same).

but is still off its original-run pace.
Huntington Hartford theatre in
Hollywood, dark, since April 30,
relights Aug. 17 with "A Day by
the Sea," with Jessica Tandy,
Hume Cronyn and Dennis King.
Estimates for Last Week
Pajama Game, Philharmonic (7th
wk) (2,670;, $4.90) .(Fran Warren,
Desperate Hours, Barrymore (D) Larry
Douglas,
Buster
West).
(24th wk; 188; $5.75-$4.60; 994; Closed
with
great $65,000;
a
Over $9,500 (previous "Kismet" opened at the house last
$27,200).
week, $11,900).
night (Mon.) for four Weeks on
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (38th wk; CLO subscription.
300; $7.50; 1,655; $62,968) (Ezio
Teahouse of August Moon, BiltPinza, Walter Slezak). Around $43,- more (2d wk) (1,636; $4.40) (Bur000 (previous week, $37,500); Pinza gess Meredith, Scott McKay). Just
begins a one-week vacation after over $30,000 on the repeat stand.
next Saturday’s (30) evening perFiftk Season, Carthay Circle (3d
formance, with Nicola Moscona wk) (1,518; $3.30) Gene Raymond,
subbing.
Joseph Buloff). Fair $17;500. Inherit the Wind, National (D)
(14th wk; 108; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162;
$31,300) (Paul Muni). Under' $26,- ‘Can-Can’ Sedate $32,900,
000 (previous week, $29,900).
For 2d
in Detroit
Lunatics & Lovers, Broadhurst
Detroit, July 26.
(C) (32d wk; 256; $5.75-$4.60; 1,182;
In its first full stanza at the
$29,500). Almost $9,300 bn twofers
(previous week, $10,600 on two- 1,482-seat Cass, "Can-Can" grossed
$32,900 last week.
The opening
fers).
Pajama Game, St. James (MC) split- week of five performances
;

’

'

>

;

Week

'

drew

$31,800.

Show

continues

week

this

at

$5.50 top.

WESTPORT

SCHEDULED

COUNTRY PLAYHOUSE

(Theatres

Don’t Mist

Young and

IN

7-4177

Beautiful,

Tlgar at Gates (9-26).
D'Oyly Carte, Shubert

EVA MARIE SAINT

CApitol

N.Y.

OPENINGS

indicated

if

set)

Skin of Our Tooth, ANTA (8-10).
Catch o Stor, Plymouth (9-6).
Day By the Saa, ANTA (wk 9-18).
View From Brjdgo, Coronet (9-25).

POST 80AD,WE$irdjtr,Co<Hi.* AW-COOUP

Week

its

.

Longacre

(9-26)

(9-27).

Maurice Chevalier, Lyceum (9-28).
Diary of Young Girl, Cort (10-5).
Wooden Dish, Booth (10-6).
Rad Rosas For Me (10-12).
Rock Hunter, Belasco (10-12).
Desk Sat, Broadhurst (10-13).
No Tima For Sgts., Alvin (10-20).
Chalk Garden, Barrymore' (10-26).
Reuben, Reuben, ANTA (11-8).
Child of Fortune (11-9).

Angeles

Los

hovered
over 100 degrees daily, with 110V&
s July 25, as hottest day of

n

NON-TUNER RECORD, D C.
Washington, July 26.
"Skin of Our Teeth" broke the
National Theatre record for a
straight play last week, in its first
week. Thornton Wilder comedydrama starring Helen Hayes, Mary
Martin, George Abbott and Florence Reed, grossed $43,700 at a
$4.95, highest ever for a non-musical at the house. It did not set any
marks for pulling the most people
Into the theatre.
The second week gait is running
about the same as the first, despite
Washington’s lengtyiy transit strike.

&

]

(25-30);

Shubert.

chiy.cj-e).

D'Oyly Carta—Aud., Central City, Col.
Geary. S. F. (2-6).
Xing, and < (Patricia Morlson) Royal
Alexandra, Toronto (25*30);
National,
(25-30);

—

facilities for all

Wash. (1-6).
Kismet (William Johnson, Elaine Mal-

THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES

bin)

,

—Philharmonic

Aud., L. A. (25-0).
Gama (Fran Warren, Larry
Douglas, Buster West)
Curran, S. F.

Ra|ama

—

'

(25-6).

Skin of Our Teeth (Helen Hayes. Mary
Martin, George. Abbott, Florence Reed)—
National, -Wash. (25-30); Blackstone, Chi.
( 1 8).
Solid Gold Cadillac—Geary, S. F. (2330); Temple, Tacoma (2-3); Aud., Portland,
Ore. (4-6).
Teahouse of the August Moon (Burgesrf
Meredith, Scott McKay)—Biltmoro, L, A.
(25-6).

Game"

replacing.

Solid Gold Cadillac, Geary (5th
($4.40;
1,550).
Salubrious

wk)

$17,600.

\

.

f

Pacific’’

headed by Johnny Price. Show
nad drawn $22,000 the first lap
$21,000 the second and $22,300. or
the third. The Rodgers-Hammerstein show was the most profitable
staged by the Equity house in iti
.

Lloyd. "Finian’s Rainbow"
opened last night (Mon.) for a
week’s stand with Jo Sullivan,
Stanley Brooks, Don Beddoe, Donn
Van Hawley, Stanley
Driver,
Grover and Dolores Martin.
For the first half of the season,
ending last Saturday night (23),
attendance has been a bit better;
than the same period in 1954, despite 28 playing nights, a decrease
of three from last year. Payees
total 9,000 more this year than last,
with total gross up about $8,800.
Top grosser so far this year was
"Guys and Dolls/’ With a $68,000
take,

•

Kismet, Curran (4th wk) ($4.40;
(William Johnson, Elaine
Malbin, Julie Wilson).
Sellout
$50,000. Closed last Saturday (23)
and moved to L. A., with "Pajama

uieve

Fenn, Robert RounseviUe, Kathryn
Albertson, Glenn Darwin,. Joseph
Macauley, Elizabeth Watts and
Charles Nelson Reilly, with terpers

final frarhe of

1,758)

Cleveland, July 26.
raked in a bull*
ish $21,100 on the -final stanza al
Musicarnival last week. That gav<
it a total of $86,400 for four-weel
rim in the summer tent theatre

South

City, July 26.

(July 25 -August 6)

INSURANCE BROKERS

-

"Bittersweet," fifth production
the Starlight Theatre season,
grossed a. healthy $44,000 last week
in Swope Park. Cast included Jean

.

San Francisco, July 26.
Civic Light Opera’s fourth
"Kismet" built
to its highest gross last week,
bringing total take for the Curran
run to $195,000.
Fifth week of "Solid Gold Cadillac". at the Geary continued satisfactory.
"Pajama ’"Game" opened at the
Curran last night (Mon.)*
Estimates for Last Week

The

and

,

of

Nillo

‘Cadillac’ $17,600

,

Season Bettering 1954

biz.

July.

late

‘Bittersweet’ $44,000, K.C.

Can-Can—Cass, Dat,

167 Vest 58tth St, New York 19, N. Y. . JUdson 2-9360

Gordon MacRae,
Paula Stewart, Susan Johnson,
Rosemary Kuhlmann, Reid Shelton
and Andrew Gainey are in "Carousel," which runs throtigh next
Sunday (31).
Musicals’ 14th season reached
the midway mark of a 12-week run
July 17 with a record b.o. gross of
$329,100, against a record 1955
budget of $500,000* At the Current
pace, managing director and producer Charles R. Meeker Jr. will
have an alltime record b.o. when
the season ends Aug. 28.
Rehearsals
started,
yesterday
(Mon.) for "One Touch of Venus,"
starring Janet Blair and Russell
Nype. Piece was a fave here in
1948, when the Musicals* were al
fresco affairs in Fair Park’s bandshell. Season’s closer will be the
touring company of "Teahouse of
the August Moon/’ starring Burgess
Meredith and Scott McKay, due
Aug. 15-28 in the air-conditioned
State Fair Auditorium.

Current Road Shows

me.

—

HAYES-MART1N $43,700

show

Kismet’ 50G, S.F.;

Last week failed- to hit
a phenomenon here,

ar.

The 100 degrees

engagement*

Kansas

sional

& Hammerstein revival.
A year ago the mercury

for

-

DAVIDSON CO.

performances

last Sunday (24) matinee.
reviews, plus continued
weather break, hypoed the RodgerS

Good

Playwrights Co* production folded
here but may be sent on tour again
next fall If a name actress can be
recruited to go out with it.

Netful of Rein, Lyceum (11-9).
Lark, Longacre (wk. 11-14).

INSURANCE

seven

first

through

.

" Los Angeles, July 26.
weather and- the transit
wk; 339; $6.90; 1,050; $38,200). strike (which ended over the weekOver $17,100 (previous week, end) failed to keep playgoers away
$18,900).
from legit here Iafet weekf "Pajama
Bus Stop, Music Box (CD) (21st Game" ended a Seven-week run at

Playing All Next

'"Carousel," State Fair Musicals’
fourth indoor production of the
seasop, drew a lusty $49,500 fpr

*>

.

(43d

“The RAINMAKER”

Feature of the engagement was
a personal click scored by an unknown, Frank Richards, as an.
emergency substitute for featured
lead* Bill Shriner. Latter was taken
ill and couldn’t go on Tuesday orWednesday (19-20) .Richards, a
non-Eqiilty choruser in the previous week’s "High Button Shoes,"
was hustled here from Boston and
went on within an hour of arrival.
He read the lines from the script
performance, but
first
at
his
learned them in time for the Wednesday show. He joined Equity, of
course, and is now planning to go
to New York in the fall to make
a serious attempt to crash profes-

.

$27,700).

week, $8,700 on twofers).
Boy Friend,. Royale (MC)

homa."

.

(6-22-55).
Trial, Provincetown (6-14-55).
Typewriter, Tempo (7-27-55).

featured, terper.

‘Carousel*

1

Over $10,600 on ‘twofers (previous

.

Bowman

.

*

Telephone

.

.

week, $13,300).
Anniversary Waltz, Booth (C)
(68th wk; 539; $4,60; 766; $20,000).
Just- under $5,200 on twofers
(previous week, $5,400),
Bad Seed, Coronet (D) (33d wk;
261;

&H

•

Week

Estimates for Last

.

leading dancers.
"Carousel," the R
musicalof "Liliom," opened last
night' (Mon,) for a week’s run with
a cast including Christine Matthews, Chris Robinson, Billy Bigelow, Camila Ashland and Mary
Alyce Kubes as leads and Joan

izatiori

‘Best Foot’ $22,000 in 5;
Pitt Stadium Twofering
Pittsburgh, July 26.
Civic Light Opera Assn, dipped
again last week with "Best Foot
Forward,” as expected after the
spectacular previous stanza with
"South Pacific." "Forward" grossed
$22,000- in five performances at
Pitt Stadium, having been rained

Monday (18).
Management disguised twofers

out opening,

under a special family- rate plan
and that’s believed to have helped
the early part of the week somewhat. Gimmick will be continued
for the remaining two shows.' Kyle
MacDonnell,
Maureen
Gannon,
Jack Manning, Kenneth Nelson,
Sills and Bill Boehm.
Neile .Adams and. Alice Pearce
played leads in "Forward."
‘Carousel’ 26G* L’vllle
"Kiss Me, Kate/’ starring RobLouisville, July 26.
"Carousel," Rodgers - Hammer- ert Wright and Helen Bliss, is current.
stein musical Ibased on Ferenc
Molnar’s “Ullom," was the bill

two-year career.
Musicarnival is currently doing
"Fledermaus" for one week, witl
cast topped by Jeanne Beauvais
Clifford Harvuot, Lloyd Thomai
Leech, Michael Pollock, Beverlj

week for the third stanza at
Iroquois Amphitheatre. Rain cancelled the opening show Monday
(18), but despite the lost performance,
arid
threatening weather
practically all week, the piece
wound up with a smooth $26,000.
Cast included Wilton Clary,
Gloria Hamilton, Kaye Connor,

last

ADVANCE AGENTS

COMPANY MANAGERS I
We

have bean serving theatrical
shoys for pvar 42 years* Ours Ii
the oldest, most reliable end experienced transfer company on the

West Coettl

Don Blackey and Michael Kermoyan.
;
"Wonderful Town" opened last
night (Mon.) for a week’s run with
Audrey Christie, Jack Whiting,
Betty Gillette Jordan Bentley, with
Kermoyan,

• Railroad privileges fer handling
shown and theatrical luggagb.
• Complete Warehouse

a Authorized
to transfer

R&H

Concert 32G,

St.

Loo

U

.

Louis, July 26.
Despite the rain-out of the
scheduled
performance
closing
Saturday night (23) and threatening weather much of the week, the
St.

Rodgers

&

equipped

and haul anywhere

ON REQUEST I

Atlantic Transfer

Company

GEORGE CONANT
1100 East 5th Street
^

in

$.1

• RATES

Hammerstein Concert

grossed a comparatively lively
$32,000 last week. The Municipal
Theatre Assn, offering had a $3
top in the 11,937 alfresco play-

facilities!

in California.

los Angeles 13, Calif.
MUtual 8121 ~or OXford 9-4764

Double jacket album includes complete background story and photos from the motion picture.

...from the original cash

GORDON MaeRAE* GLORIA GRAHAME
GENE NELSON CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD
•

sound truck!

JAMES WHITMORE* SHIRLEY JONES
ROD STEIGER * JAY C. FLIPPEN

You’ll see

and hear

it

everywhere

. .

.on

TV,

radio

and in virtually every record shop and music store in the

country— because

it’s

backed by the greatest

sales

MUSIC by

BOOK AND

and

LYRICS

,r

RICHARD RODGERS
OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II
produced by
directed >Y

merchandising promotions in Capitol history!

musical

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR.

FRED ZINNEMANN

AMANCf mints

iv

ROBERT RUSSELL BENNETT
JAY BLACKTON

MUSIC CONDUCTID AND lUPIAVIJIO It

MUSIC COORDINATOR ROBERT REITER

is

mmff**8*:$m

s'

full -color window displays!... in
thousands of record stores all over the country.

Lavish

Advertising! Newspaper
and. magazine ads.! Hundreds of thousands of colorful consumer brochures,
plus potent point of purchase material.

Disc Jockey promotion!

Motion Picture exhibitor tie-ins!
Lobby displays, special "preview

Sample albums, scripts and

showings’* in theatres for record

background information

dealers.

tributed to disc jockeys from
coast to coast.

dis-

—

l
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tsfiSlETr
Versatile Percenter

Millers ‘Bridge’ to Opeit
Hub Subscription Sked

,

Talent agent Gloria Safter
has taken on her first non-theregistering some of the
play’s best laughs.
The old soldier-father of Brandon Peters is effectively defined.
Burt Brinkerhoff, hardly a year in
the professional theatre, does ex-

Blue Denim

while

Westport, Conn., July 18.
Austln-Thomai

Noyes-Eager

L.

Lvn
sets
Stevens production of play In three
(six scenes),

by James

tlth^fne^ainre
William Noble; features Katherine Squire,
* en :
by
Brandon Peters. StagedMarvin
!\
Keiss. At
cenery and lighting,
Westport (Conn.) Country Playhouse, July

.

Robinson.
isn’t ex- *
Marvin Reiss has managed to
escapist fare, there is
get a middleclass Detroit living
Broadway potential in the James room, basement and backyard,
play,
Noble
Leo Herlihy-William
Thomas onto the stage without- cramping,
which Lynn Austin
and has been as successful with
Noyes, in partnership with Roger
Elem.
for his lighting.
option
L. Stevens, have under
The subject of
fall production.
para
with
young love gone wrong,
ticularly unpretty turn to abortion,
East Hampton, N.Y., July -23.
of
repelled

summer

&

Down Came a Blackbird

some

understandably
Ron Rawson production o£ comedy In
the Westport firstnighters, but the two acts (five scenes) by Peter BlackMurray Mathehonesty of the script and the skill more. Stars Kim Hunter.
features Viola Keats. Robert Webson;
drama
of its projection qualify the
ber. Staged "by Ruth Rawson; scenery,
Peter Dohanos. At John Drew Theatre.
for New York attention.
July 18, *55; $3.85
The wearers of blue denim are East Hampton. N.Y.,
parents a5*
Paul Clarke
Virtually all children of
Matheson
.....Murray
Sir Clive Dawson.
who don’t "understand,” especial- Diana
Viola Keats
Hartland
16-year-old
the
of
Robert Kasper
John Dawson
ly the parents
a
Nora Parker ............ |. Kim Hunter
boy whose first love becomes
Lynda Carlin
Aziza
tragedy. The father has never for- Rod Kennedy
Robert Webber
Barbara Hall
gotten that he was a professional Madeleine Somerset
unable
soldier and the mother
the
Peter Blackmore’s comedy about
to cope with reality. When
youngster* gets into a jam he can- an ugly duckling secretary in love
not face up to it, until his girl with her Egyptologist boss is the
best of the new British imports to
makes, a man of himAs of the premiere of this try- play "Long Island this season
“Denim” needs alteration, (others*. "All for Mary,'* “The
out,
is,
particularly in the slow opening White Sheep of the Family”). It
and the lagging third act. Its flaws in fact, a play with conceivable
cor- Broadway appeal providing a certo
difficult
too
be
not
should
rewriting is done.
rect, however, and there are excit- tain amount of
By American, standards the play
ing scenes to grip attention, such
of
ending, a slightly
punchier
confession
needs'
a
as the youngsters’
means of
their love, the frantic boys at- faster pace and a better
with the
the
identification
out,
audience
way
easy
tempt to find an
might
father’s misguided effort to get the love-struck heroine. Latter
answer to his son’s secret; and the be accomplished by changing the
British
to
ilfrom
nationality
lady’s
reunion of the lovers after the»

;

r

—

•

sympathetic
der
and resourceful direction. Katherine Squire, as’ the mother whjL-haf
failed to help her daughter and
son grow up, realizes her key role

Arthur

Penn’s

*

'

'

Separata Tables, St. James's (9-22-54).
Shadow of Doubt, SavUle (7-7-55).
Shakespeare Rap., Palace (7-21-55).

scription .season.

One item will be a musical according to Rebekah Hobbs, local

,

C ircus, Asbury Park,

searcher. Robert Webber registers
as the American journalist who

Haymarket

Nina,

(7-27-55).

Waiting For Godot, Arts

.

(8-3-53).

CLOSED LAST WEBK
Uncertain' JOY, Duchosa

N. J.

(3-31-55).

TOURING
Appointment With Death
Bachelors

Stock Tryouts

sends the heroine on her surgery
and saccharine kick and is the. only
person who understands her. Paul
Clarke, flashing an infectious
smile, makes a memorable part*ot
All, the native houseboy. Barbara
Hall impresses as a young neighbor, yenned by the son but yenning
(not necessarily to the benefit,
of the play) the father. Lynda Carline does well as the bit houseser’

vant.

Ruth Rawson’s

'(12-14-54).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS

'

laughs juve reading of- the young Music
Oxonian son of the sarcophagus-

Web, Savoy

Spider's

A delphlTl 1-17-54).
Teahouse Aug, Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-34).
Tiger At Gatos, Apollo (6-2^55).
20 Mlhs. South, St. Mart. (7-13-55),
Wild Thyme, York's (744-55).’
Wonderful Town, Princes (2-23-55)„

'Talk of Town,

subscription manager.

secretary’s command > position in
Betty- Jane Watson is playing
the antiquary’s household. It- is a
smooth and polished playing of Nellie Forbush, the femme lead, in
Pacific,”
which opened
the role she originated in the 1854 “South
.Monday night (25) and has already
London production.
week
Robert Casper starts slowly, been extended a third
then warms up to a style d-for- through Aug. 13 at the Neptune

.

legal operation.
The promise of the good scenes
are fulfilled by a first-rate cast, including a couple of veterans and
some talented young people un-

a

into a fetching beauty ready to battle for- the
man she loves, she gives a sensitive second-act interpretation that
constantly takes into account the
mental and emotional confusion
such a physical transformation
would induce.
Murray Matheson is distinguished
and sympathetic as the professional pyramid-prober and man of
the world whose peaceful existence
IS suddenly shattered by a threeway play for his affections. Viola
Keats is artful as the sophisticated
widow who attempts to usurp the

••

'

LONDON

-

Slimmed and trimmed

•

Although “Blue Denim”

actly

is

Current British Shows

Boston, July 26.
(Figures denote premiere dates
Boston subscription play season
Bad Seed, Aldwych (4-14-55).
will be inaugurated by Arthur
Ball, Book, Candle, Phoenix (10-5-54).
Miller’s “A View from the Bridge”
Boy Friend, Wyndham'a (12-1-53).
at the Plymouth Theatre for two
Can-Can, Coliseum (10-14-54),
weeks opening Sept. 12, Van HefCrazy GanO, Vic. Pal, (12-16-54).
lin, J. Carroll Naish and Eileen
Dasperat* Hours, Xfipp. (4-19-55).
Heckart will play the leads in the
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
EmlVn. Williams, Globe (3-31-35).
double bill.
Follies Borgoros, Wales (4-9-55). A
From Hero A Thor*, Royal Ct. (6-29).
“Tea- and Symphony**
opens
Happy Returns)* New Water (5-19-55),
Oct. 17 at the Colonial and Boston
Home A Away, Garrick (7-19-55).
subscribers will see “Bad Seed,”
Intimacy At 9:30, Criterion (4-29-54).
Jazz- Train, Piccadilly (4-26-55).
With Nancy Kelly, at the Wilbur,
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
Nov. 14. The Theatre Guild- AmeriKismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
Mr, Ptnnypaoker, Now <5-18-55>.
ca Theatre Society, which directs
Mourning 'Electro, Arts (6-9-55).
the subscription season under the
Mousetrap, Ambus. (11-25-52).
My 3 Angels, Lyric (5-12-55).
auspices of the Council of the LivReluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
ing Theatre, has not set the other
Bailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
Salad Days, VaudevUle (8-5-54).
offerings in the nine-show sub-

atrical client. She’s representing Verna Hull, a painter
who’ll have her first exhibit in
the fall, at the Butler Gal*
leries, N. Y.

Miss Hull, incidentally,
Sears-Roebuck heiress.

traordinarily as the desperate boy.
Making her stage debut, Janet
Willard impressively portrays the
*°*'.
*«*>»
’Sitfey
girl, the strongest character in the
play. Mark Rydell is excellent as
1
S85r jffi!g,".:::;::'|i5?MKiSiug the tough-talking friend. The role
of the sister, uncertainly written,
is
a big order for Betty Lou

g&

)

intelligent direc-

tion respects sustained characterizations while garnering laughs.
Her extensive paring down, of the
original script has been accomplished cleanly and' without awk-

wardness. The play is handsomely
set in Peter Dohanos’ attractive
Yankee
Attractive Kim Hunter, playing interior of a Cairo villa with backthe first act behind an almost grounded pyramids.
The ability of “Blackbird’* to fly
Cyrano-like nose and beneath 30
pounds of padding, is standout, as the Atlantic will depend on whether
the smitten assistant who under- a good British play can be transgoes plastic surgery and rigorous lated into a good American play.
dieting in an effort to bring her The basic material is there, it
employer's attitude to something needs only to be adapted to YanHank.
more personal than admiration. kee tastes.

Brasilian*

Clarombard

(July 25-August 7)
.

After the Ball# by Noel Coward, based
on Oscar WUde*a ‘‘Lady Windermere's
Fan"—Music Circus, Lambertville, N. J.
(2-7)
(Original London production re-

.

*

Manor of Northstead
Moon Is Blue

—

Mrs. Willi*

Not So Dusty
Pardon My Claws

Cyprlennt, adapted by Dorothy Monet
from Sardou*s "Divorcons" (Uta Hagen,
Herbert Berghof)—Spa Summer Theatre,
Saratoga.- N; Y. (35-30) (Reviewed in VARIETY. July 6, *55).
Daisy Millar, adaptation, from novel by
Henry James—Robin Hood Theatre, Ad-

Patience

Ruth Draper
Seagulls Over Sorrento

Three Times a Day
Time 'Remembered

Wedding

(1-6).

BlondeU)

(Joan

(Conn.) Playhouse (25-30);

Casino Theatre

(1-6)

—

Ivoryton

Newport

<R.

I.)

(Reviewed in VA-

20, .*53).

.

South Pacific

Women

side Theatre,

Roberts

Time

L|lac

(25-6).

RIETY. July

Lillie

Guys and Dolls
Joy of Living
Lov* From Judy
Love In Idleness

—

Hear No Svll, by George Griffin, LakeLake HOpatcong, N. J. (1-6).
Mother Wot a Bachelor, by Irving W,
Phillips (Billio Burke)—Paper MU1 Playhouse, MUburn, N. J. (23-31) (Reviewed in
VARIETY. Juno 29, *33).
Palm Tree In a Rosa Garden, by Meade

Delegate
Evening with Beatrice
Figure of Fun
First Night
Klnloch Flayers

viewed in VARIETY, June 33, *54).
All In Favor, musical by Alison and
Alvah Sulloway White Barn Theatre,
Westport. Conn. (6-7).
Cofd Christmas, by Anna Marie Barlow
and S. Brook* White Theatre '35, Dallas

den. Del.

.

Are Sold

In Paris
of Twilight

Janet (Mrs, William Rhinelander)
Stewart will be production assistant for the stock tour of the Albert
Selden-Morton Gottlieb tryout of
the John D. Hess comedy, "Better
Mousetrap” . . . Nelson Case Jr.,
son of the tv-radio announcer-m.c.,
is a technician this summer a.t the
John Drew Theatre, East Hampton.

Per* Gorlot, by Balzac, adapted by Joan
Llttlewoed White Barn Theatre, Westport, Conn. (30-31).
Spring Was Lata Manistee (Mich.) Sum- j
mer Theatre (27).
L.I.

—
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“PLAYHOUSE-ON-TH E-GREEN” SCORES
IN

COLUMBUS!

Edward Ludlum Ranks High For

'

„

Staging Achievements

in

Summer

Columbus, Ohio, audience! warmed
up to the summer theatre season whom
the tent-theatre "Playhouse-On-TheGreen," with Joseph K. Weaver as
producer, opened last mo^th Just north
•f suburban Worthington.
Superb
stagglng of N. Y. hit plays with JOEL
THOMAS as top box-office ptrsonaltty. CAROL VANDEKMEIR as oxdtlng
quest star, and brilliant resident compony-— Maggie Owens.- Tommie Baxter,
Yvonne Clifford, Rich Kelly, Donald
Somers, Charles Fatone filling tho
loads and ' local talent rounding out
casts, has given the legitimate theatre

—

a now lease on

Playhouse Productions!
"Edward Ludlum, director of Playhouse-

four-minute mile and the quiet outboard

On-fhe-Green, has successfully staged
'A Streetcar Named Desire in an arenatype theatre, and that achievement
rpnks.wifh the 15-foot pole vault, the

motor."— NORMAN NADEL (Columbus
Citizen) Recently awarded VARIETY

1

Carol Van Dermeir

0

WHAT TOP

HERE'S

COLUMBUS THEATRE
CRITICS SAID:

"DROP EVERYTHING

citation for fine contribution to the-

AND

atre in country.

Makes “Streetcar”

RUN:

“RAINMAKER”
IS

Something to Remember!
"Miss Van Dermeil* deserves an essay
on her performance* Her familiarity
with the role, and her penetration of
it, are almost uncanny.
If every ac-

life In this city,

tress

were so thoroughly prepared for

part,

THE THEATRE WOULD GLOW."
—NORMAN NADEL

DELIGHTFUL!
",

.

comic,

.

and

honest

The
ai In Manhattan,
Playhouse cast, may their names
be Inscribed In sold, match tha
wise

OUIG1NAL COMPANY In the enthusiasm and warmth of tholr actand without Geraldine Page,
.

ing

what

...

NORMAN NADEL (Columbus
"Mr, Ludlum

has wrought

hit

but net singlerhanded, at he hat

magic—
in

Van Dermeir, who plays Blanche du
an
.

.

exceptionally
.

well-equipped

and other players. Including

Carol
Beit,

actress

MAGGIE

OWENS
ley

as Stella, JOEL THOMAS at Stanand RICH KELLY at Mitch, who do a

Citizen)

hat been through

con

no

perience
It

it

(our. times before,

f

testify that the currant "Streetcar" it
last

it this

shattering as

an emotional ex-

than tha previous productions
very EXCELLENCE that hat

made

Ludlum't job at director especially diffi-

spectacular job ... TENNESSEE WILLIAMS'

cult— and

Pulitzer prize-winner continues to stand

WORTHY."

up

JACKSON ELLIOTT

at a modern masterpiece ... at on* -who

his

ACHIEVEMENT SO NOTE-

.

"...

one of the

'A .Streetcar

Named

.

.

JOEL

(Ohio 5fato Journal)

"The Rainmaker"

would

a needless worry

BAXTKIt,

as Lizzie,

dience,

productions of
Desire' ever staged."
finest

bautUfully

had her audience In honest

THOMAS,

tinguished himself

In
.

Bleb Kelly

Is

NORMAN NADEL

",

ally

demanding

role with great skiff."

Contact:

Howard

,

.

Miss Baxter genuinely touching

Thomas

Van Demeir handles a very emotionGottfried,

buck

,

brings
,

fine

theatrical

elan

SAMUEL
(Columbue

Room

dis-

Shohsnts hie auimpeccable I"

"ENGAGING PERFORMANCE

(Columbus Dispatch)

tears,

role,

title
.

Oltlzen)

(Celuidbifi

ANN LOWMAN
"Miss

be!

... TOMMIH

plays

T.

1

*
.

.

to

Mr.

.

Star-

WILSON

Dispatch)

630, 1775 Broadway N, Y. (Circle 5-6363)

—

0
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contact writer and Family Circle’s fiction
tions of both , . / have the same} Coast to scout- houses and
Garbo Blog Suit
editor Maxine Lewis has done one
escape, relaxation writers.
.
An injunction restraining fur- principle
House
Beautiful
Fast
on “The Magic Key To Successful
Fox,
Fredefika
ther sale of the Doubleday's book; and individual* attention; both are
Continued from pace 2
“Garbo,” plus $400,000 in damages expensive. And the couch is still editor, guest speaker at Home Writing,” also for PH.
Bennett
prexy
House
luncheon
in
Los
League
Random
change”
Plus
there.
ca
Fashions
and $75,000 in attorneys fees is
Cerf ’s broadside on Carol Grace’s Entfuhrung aus dem Serail), which
Tome is handsomely put out, Angeles.
sought in a L. A. Federal district
Bedim is to conduct, and also
Book club right to “Captain upcoming first novel, “The Secret Karl
court suit filed last week by Rilla with fine illustrations; and for
members of the second, oldest pro- Dreyfus,” by Nicholas Halasz, sold Ih The Daisy,” states that “un- this year’s world preem opera,
Page Palmborg, a writer.
She alleged that “Garbo,” by- fession, there is much information by Simon '& Schuster to Book doubtedly the worst kept literary: Werner Egk’s “Irish Legend,” to
secret of the decade is the true be conducted by George Szell.
Find Club.
lined by John Bainbridge, in- on show biz of the era. Down.
fringed on the copywright of her
More cartoon books via SimOn identity” of the author, who- is Caspar Neher is the designer for
book, “The Private Life of Greta Geo. Burns, Kay Thompson et al. & Schuster: Abner Dean's “Wake Carol Marcus Saroyan, ex-wife both.
William
Other directors currently at work
Garbo,” first’ published by DoubleGeorge Bums (& Grade Allen) Me When It’s Over” and George (twice over) of playwright RH topSaroyan. Incidentally, the
in Salzburg are Gunther Rennert,
day in. 1931. She also charges. that, has completed his vaude memoirs, Price’s “Open House.”
(Hans Pfitzner’s opera “Palesthe defendant, Doubleday, breached: “I Love Her, That’s Why!”, in colEdward G: Robinson’s story, per’s wife, Phyllis Cerf, has been
an agreement under which no “ex- laboration with Cynthia Hobart “Any Family Can Afford a Master- getting beaucoup billing as pho- trina”) and Josef Gielen (doing
panded version” of her Garbo biog Lindsay, for Simon & Schuster piece,” by Kay Campbell, will be tographer of RH authors who dec- Richard Strauss “Ariadne » auf
orate catalogs ancL back-jackets.
could be published in the future fall publication. Comedienne Kay featured in Family Circle.
Naxos”). The two conductors are,
without her consent;. She further Thompson has authored an offbeat
A 2,500-word excerpt from Mar- Louis Untermeyer has edited an respectively, Rudolf Kempee and
charges that the Bainbrldge- book novel, “EJloise,” with drawings by tin Lederman’s ‘The Slim Gour- anthology-of 91 “Makers of the Karl Bohm.
Other conductors
(“from Darwin to
was. “copied largely” front hers.
Hilary Knight, also via S&S, and met,” published last February by Modem World”
due in Salzburg for orchestral conOscar Hammerstein 2d has edited Simon & Schuster, in the Septem- Hemingway, who have shaped the certs are Eugene Ormandy, Charles
living and thinking of our times”)
Double-Featured "Risque*
ahd written the foreword. to “The ber issue of Pageant.
Munch, Rafael Kubelik and Hans
o n i t o r‘s which Simon & Schuster will pub- Kanppertsbusch.
Playwright - gagwriter Eddie Jerome Kern Song Book” (a $7.50
Christian Science
issuing WalDavis, co-librettist on the' current item), again for S&S.
Rome correspondent Edmund Ste- lish. Same firm also
..The fete preparations thus far
Moment,”
“High
Brockway’s
lace
“Ankles Aweigh” at the Hellinger
An anthology of another sort is vens writes on the “North African
have been marred by the illness of
Theatre, N, Y„ clicked so well with “A Century of ‘Punch’ Cartoons,” Powder Keg” for CoWard-McCann collection of pieces by w.k. autwo
important participants. Pianthe
in
point
turning
the
on
thors
“Laff Yourself. Well” (Fell) that 1,000 items from 100 years of Eng- publication Tn November.
ist-conductor Edwin Fischer, long
he decided to d6 .one a little sau- land's famed weekly, edited by
Some 15 years after its original lives of the famous, viz, C. S. Forcier. It’s a $3 item, titled “Open R. E. Williams, of Punch, and'Mal- publication, S&<5 is reissuing a ester on Napoleon;. Will Durant on a festival staiidby, was taken ill
Bee- in Switzerland, afflicted by nerves
At Your Own Risque,’’ and Ameri- colm Muggeridge, its editor.
“bull market edition” of Fred Caesar; Ernest Newman on
can News has just ordered 50,000
Schwed Jr.’s “Where Are the Cus- thoven; Andre Maurois on Goethe. of his left hand. He was to have
preface;
the
Taylor
did
Francis
played in and conducted the second
of
these.
Tome doesn't carry
tomers’ Yachts?”, illustrations by
Zhukov’s Plug For Reston
Brockway edited and wrote the orchestral concert, but has been reDavis’ byline.
James Reston, chief of the N. Y.
intro.
Davis, while an asthma cure in Times’ Washington
placed by Karl Bohm- (as con-,
Jack April’s new novel, “Feud
bureau, got the
Arizona, was exposed to much hosductor) and Paul Badura-Skoda
Rod as “the greatest newspaoer at Five Points,” will be published
pitalization
and/or convalescent writer on foreign affairs of the in October by Dodd, Mead. April
The other,
(as piano soloist)
boredom, hence the “Laff Yourself western world” from Gurig
sickness is that of soprano. Lisa
Zhu- is the nom-de-plume for William
Eltinge
Well” book. The by-product gags kov, vice-chief of Pravda,
Mr.’
Julian
Schlick,
Frederick
H.
and
James
Otto, who was to have sung feaaccordwere somewhat saltier, so he de- ing to Lillian Foster of Toronto Hollywood vn'iters.
tured roles in three different
Continued from page 2
cided to leave His name off the Telegram. That daily’s
the
wrote
Billingsley
Sherman
operas. «She is In the hospital with
fashion resequels. Seylla Pub. Co. (Alexan- porter,
When, Lights (Long island Good Hearted a lung infection,, and will, have to
to “What,
just back from Moscow, is} introduction
der Roman) is the publisher, and doing an
uncensored
on ma- Where and How To Drink.” by Thespian Socieity) was established. be replaced by singers ’not yet
by splitting Davis’ original mss. in terial she got thereseries
David
and
L.
Williams
Richard
early this
Frank Wiesberg became the first decided. 'Upon.
half, ? in order to accommodate carMyers, which Bobbs-Merrill will Chicago bureau manager for
month.
On the theatrical front, the new
toons etc., he how also has a seouel #
Zhukov, whom she interviewed, publish in the fall.
Variety
at 79 S. Clark St. Coin- production of Schiller’s “Kabale
book, “proceed At Your Own
Time 6f
Marc Braudel’s
“The
•mentioned Hemingway and Stein,
.
, ,
cidentally, C. C. Bartram became Und Liebe” looks likp a good bet
„
Risque,” to follow a year or two
Presses
de
by
purchased
(T^eFire
beck with apparent approval and
London office manager at 40 Lisle to be’ one of the big sensations of
later.
said with a smile: “wouldn’t waste la Cite, and will be brought out in St. West, later, succeeded by Jenie
this year’s festival, because of the
paper on Mickey Spillang.” He France in the fall. Bantam "Books
an agent.
Jacobs,
presence in the £ast of several
T.
Original
will
edition
appearing.
Coburn’s Memoirs
also told, her the capitalist counCharles Coburn, making a five- tries can play “a great role” in publisher, Random House.
Another type of standard act big-name film players not usually '
week tour of the summer circuit world advancement. Zhukov- is'
H. W. Kellick has set a deal with that advertised at the time was Seen bn the stage.
for “Mr. Frank Carver’s London ComFeatured in the cast are Nicole
edition)
in “You Can’t Take It With You,” also Pravda’s international affairs Glamour
(English
will begin work on his memoirs, chief. Miss Foster doesn’t'
say if Lauren 'Bacall’s “How To Live edy Co. in ‘A. Night in an English Heesters, who plays the lead in
with Victor Rosen, when the star he’s related to Marshal G. K. Zhu- With a Tough Guy,” and .one of his Music Hall/ manager Al .Reeves, the new Austrian film, “Her -First
returns to Hollywood in November. kov Soviet defense minister.
several deals for scribe Leo Guild agents William Morris and H. B. Date,” and Is the daughter of a
So the veteran revealed in an inwas a pocketbook on Liberace for Marinelli.” (This is the act which, popular Austrian actor, and also
terview with Elaine Drooz over
Avon.
Ijddie Maria Schell, one’ of the biggest
A $9.50 Item
WPTR in Albany last week.
CBS-TV producer Felix Jackson cradled Charles Chaplin).
“Letters of Marcel Proust to (also a Hollywood Scribe) has Foy and the 4 Foys, cartoonist Bert pic favorites among German-speak“I am not a writer and I don’t
Holman
& ing audiences (her latest important
want to insult the craft by attempt- (Prince) Antoine Bibesco,” trans- penned bis first novel, “So Help Me Levey, Eltinge, Harry
film was “Die Letzte Brucke” (The
ing to be one,” Coburn explained. lated by Gerard Hopkins, is being God.” a swipe at Congressional in- Co., Eddie Leonard, Aileen Lee
Last Bridge), The leading male
published
by
Grove
at
e
musical
$9.50.
I will tell my story to Rosen.”
vestigating committees for serial- and sundry Lasky & Rolf
Each of the 500 books (Thames ization by McCall’s ’’starting in tabs were regular early adver- name is Will Quadflieg, also a
Coburn, who started as a pro&
Hudson
edition)
.is
film favorite, and popular in Salznumbered
tisers.
gram boy, became an usher and
August.
and signed by the translator. It is
for his portrayal of the leadnext advanced—at the age of 18
Robert Ottoway, London Sunday
A news story heralded the fact burg
Illustrated
with
photographs.
to the managership of the old
Graphic show columnist, has been that Ed Blondell (father of Gloria ing role in “Jedermann” the last
Savannah. Theatre in Savannah;
named editor of Picturegoer, suc- and Joan) had “accumulated a for- few years.
More Memoirs
Ga., will probably title to memoirs
ceeding Connery Chappell, who has
and was seeking' to invest in
Harlowe Hoyt, magazine editor been upped to the editorial chair tune
Through My Monocle” or “Life
one or two theatres.”
Begins at 60” -the age at which of the Cleveland Plain Dealer and of llustrated. Ottoway- takes over
‘Expose’
C. Fields was touring a secW>
he went to the film capital. Cobum, its former longtime drama critic, in a few weeks.
who has since made 63 pictures, with a background as acfbr, playGloria Votsis, film and tv. fan ond season in a vaude sketch titled
Continued from page 2
wright,
Rats,
Tree.”
The
White
“Ham
producer
and
expects to appear in another,
screenWright, mag editor, left Skye Publications
has done a hook on “Town Hall to headquarter on the Coast but originally a social club, were start- take oral depositions from the pubslated for production in the fall.
[
Tonight” for Prentice-Hall this will continue to service the outfit ing to act along labor union lines. lisher of Confidential in New York
Sept. .20. Geisler is also handling
fall.
It deals with the grassroots on a freelance basis.
She’ll motor
RH’s Show Biz Books
A tongue-in-cheek news item
west with Terry Moore and" the lat- from Vienna detailed that an ac- Doris’ Duke’s $3,000,000 suit against
Random House’s show biz and days of the American theatre.
A memoir of another sort is Mrs. ter’s mother,' Mrs.’ Luella Koford. tress was being tried- for perjury Confidential.
allied arts* new books this
fall
Meantime, Rave mag agreed to
Simon & Schuster sold reprint
include Art Cohn’s biog of Joe E. Grace Hegger Lewis’ “With Love
From
Grade” (Sinclair Lewis: rights to Bob" Hope’s autobiogra- for saying she was 27 when shp tfay the Masons. $1,000 in cash plus
Lewis, “No Room For The Groom”*
was really 29. Another; Henry a printed retraction. The Masons
scripter Peter Lyon’s collaboration 1912-1925), and treats .with their phy, “Have Tux, Will Travel,” to
Pinkus wired Variety from AtlanJames, Pamela and Portland
1
Fox. prez of the romantic and marital years. They Rocket Books, which has' also pur“
x/v
‘Mile. Cham- asked for
-N;YCity Medical Society on were divorced in 1928 and Mrs. chased frbm S&S the reprint tic City as follows:
$1,199,000 in their suit
Alcoholism (and who has worked Lewis has since remarried. Also rights to “Somebody Up There pagne’ a tremendous success.” Ob- against the publication. In the outclosely with the AA), on “Alcohol- P-H publication.
Likes Me,” Rocky Graziano’s life served Sime, “It’s Mr. Pinkus’ of-court settlement. Masons’ attorshow.”
ism: Its Scope, Causes and Cures”;
An intimate closeup of st’ll an- Story.
ney Paul Caruso said the mag asked
Miami Herald columnist Jack other sort is John McNulty's “My
Mary Margaret McBride’s “All
to pay the $1,000 on the installKofoeds closeup on “Moon Over Son Johnny,” named for his five- America Cook Book” slated for
ment plan since it didn’t have that
Miami
year-old son.
spring ’56 publication by PutChi Sun-Times
kind of money. Mag also had to pay
Bullfight
K^Pcinet’s ditto, whichcolumnist
nam’s. Same firm bringing out
he calls
court costs involved ih the case.
U P Chicago”; John Chapman’s
More
Ethel
PeyGrew,”
Anthologies
“How
Opera
by
,^,
^
Continued from page 1
’55,” with George FreedTheatre
Russel Crouse did the intro to Iser and Marion Bauer, vet authors
ley doing the rest of the U.S.
“Redrawn
By
books
and
Request,”
of
music
appreciation
anthology
chief at the spot' Where they would
and
Canada, and C. B. Mortlock re- of J. R. Williams’ cartoons, for articles.
have inserted the sword. Humane
porting from London; Budd Schul- Hanover House (Doubleday subsid)
Freddie Benham, one of the Society reps are on hand at most
Continued from page 1
publication
in
September. Williams founders of the Circus Saints & spots to be sure none of the bulls’
novelization
of- “WaterJ«g«
iront,
the Academy prizewinning is perhaps America’s mostly wide- Sinners, has recounted his experiblood is spilled. They don’t care that her part will be built up from
film; Quentin Reynolds’
ly
syndicated
in
cartoonist,
with
that
organization
with
ence
1,056
the original legit size that is,
story of
ia
r PulP publishers Street
You Sinners” which Frede- about the matadors, who have she’s to be more prominent in the
& daily and Sunday papers totaling “Laugh,
g
®J®
Smith,
rick Fell released yesterday (Tues.). taken some bumps and bruises; pic than was Cloris Leachman in
Fiction Factory”; and the 56,000,000 circulation.
bulls.
just
the
Harrigan & Hart story, first seriThe other .HH anthologies are Tome carries a dedication by
There’s no fine print
the play.
ed
Big reason for the unit’s draw in the pact about this; Miss Saint
The New Yorker, “The “Max Shulman’s Guided Tour of Harry Hershfield.
Merry Partners,” by E. J. Kahn
Campus Humor” (past 50 years
Vet circus animal trainer Alfred is a gal dubbed Countess Agnes is to be sole judge as to whether
Jr.
from over 65 colleges) and “The Court has done his memoirs, “My Von Rosen, reportedly from StockBest of Kathleen Norris,” for Oc- Life With The Big Cats,” for Si- holm, Sweden, who takes a short the role Is Sufficiently expanded.
Winchell Biog
Screen scripters Norman PanaEd Wiener, Broadway publicist, tober and November publication.
mon & Schuster this fall, and same turn in the arena with the capes
"
h
firm is bringing out three $1 pa- The blonde beauty didn’t expend ma and Melvin Frank were east
uth® i e
The
Run; ?
Vn n° Story,
Qf
the Coast last week to confrom
-on
Randy Williams Exits Macmillan perbacks of Arthur Murray’s herself here either night after she
has completed “Let’s
fab with Miss Saint and Hope conT Press” (A Biography
J. Randall (Randy) Williams 3d, “Dances For -Beginners,” “Ameri'.S®
of
supposedly got bumped around a cerning Miss Saint’s assignment
Walt- Wincheil) for Putnam’s
vet trade department head of the can Dances” and “Latin Dances.”
bit in -Denver the previous week
which will publish in
and the project in general. Jean
Publicists Matty and Don SimOctober. old-line Macmillan publishing
Wiener is a longtime intimate of house, has suddenly -resigned after mons, who also edit the Diners’ end.
Kerr and Eleanor Brooke wrote
the columnist.
However, the countess did make the original.
18 years with the outfit.
Club News and have the Diners’
.Putnam’s is also titling Grover
Understood George P. Brett Jr. Club as a client, tell the story of all her press, radio and tv stints
autobiography, “Mr. New requested that his v.p. and director that setup along With the gastro- and undoubtedly sold a lot of ticYnlt
York, for November publication.
do this. The circumstances at- nomic beat in the five great eating kets just off her looks.
tendant thereto have created some cities Of America
N. Y., Chi,
The other three matadors are
intra-trade talk, especially because L. A., N. O. and Frisco in “On
More of the Same
Continued from page 1
all males, and do most of the work
® Game of Hearts,” edited of Williams’ standing in the pub- The
House,”
which
Coward-Mcv tLesley
different bull is used every implications, Monday by a studio
A
to be Cap will publish this fall.
Blanch (Simon & Schus- lishing field. He is said
"J
being purchased labor group headed by Charles
night,
usually
$5), contains the memoirs of virtually set with another major
“See It Now,” collection of its
from a local stockyard. Bull is Sold Boren. Latter’s only comment folWarnette Wilson, celebrated Re- publisher.
best (CBS) shows, in text and picgency courtesan, who numbered
lowing that huddle was that he
tures, edited by Edward R. Mur- back after its one shot in the spot
J^ord Byron, Beau Brummel
CHATTER
row and Fred W. Friendly, being lights. Adding another south-of wasn't in- the habit of talking to
and
the Duke of Wellington among
“Perelman’s Home Companion” packaged as a $5 book by S&S in the border touch to, the show is the newspapers.
her
conquests.
Book is notable for (S.J. that is) due via S&S in October. Another anthology, from .presence of Los Rocinantes, a
Also a part of the IA’s conditions
gusty introduction by Miss Blanch, October.
his Saturday Review pieces, is quartet of musicians and singers for a new contract are improved
author of “The Wilder Shores of
Trudy Dye, woman’s ed Setter Goodman Ace’s “The Book of Lit- who are much more talented than vacation skeds. Formal negotiacove, which offers a capsule his- Farming, switching to promotion tle Knowledge,” also an October similar outdoor outfits and who
tions are expected to open in Sepy °t, the oldest profession. staff of Satevepost.
item from Simon & Schuster.
are used quite a bit at the tv, radio tember. The current labor agreeA°,«
America’s
Everleigh Sisters and
Syndicated cartoonist Bill O’Mal- and press parties.
Third printing of Paddy Chayment expires in October.
Miss Polly Adler are not over- efsky’s “Television Plays” current- ley has assembled many of them
Powwow Monday was held in the
The rest of the show consists of
looked.
into an anthology for Prenticely on Simon & Schuster presses.
offiefe of Metro prexy Nicholas M.
of
thrills”
and
auto
“tournament
a
Somewhat ruefully, Miss Blanch
Stanford Whitmore’s first novel Hall publication titled “Feeling No
stuntmen’s
contest Schenck who, last year, was a key
observes that “today, in America, for Harcourt-Brace, “Solo,” due in Pain.” Ex-Olyinpic champ figure motorcycle
the courtesan may be
that leaves much to be desired. figure in the negotiation of a Hollysaid to have September, is about a jazz pianist. skater Dick Button has done
with the American
^Placed by the psychoHugh Curtis, editor of Better book on “Championship Skating Unit is tied in with Ford, which wood contract Musicians.
analyst . . . but basically the func- Homes & Gardens, visiting the for the same house, and vet mag furnishes transportation autos.
Federation of
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Lyceum, Sydney, for Greater
Union Theatres.
London
Broadway
David N. Martin, m.d. Tivoli
Harry Green to star in a new
Yehudi Menuhin hack from a loop,
in Perth for preem of “Col- BBC-TV production pf “Potash
European concert tour*
Show played 14 and Perlmutter.”
Connie Moore reopen* the St. ored Rhapsody.”
smash weeks in Melbourne.
Mary Somerville, controller of
Regis* Maisoriette season Sept. 8.
producer, BBC talks division, retires at
Eric
Williams,
Ealing
end
Samuel Hacker, industry CPA,
with
a
.

off to the Coast for huddles With
film and tv clients.
Victor Mature and Radio’s John
B. Gambling enroute to Europe on
the S.S, United States.
Imperio Argentina, Spanish film
actress, sailed on .the Vulcania
Saturday (23) for Barcelona.
Showman-industrialist Harry E.
Gould to the Coast, via Colorado
where, his two sons are at camp.
Richard Burton, the Phil Harrises (Alice Faye), and Guy Bolton,
in from Britain yesterday on the
.

,

.

BCA Victor a&r manager George

B. Marek and his wife, Muriel, on
the SS Cristofo Colombo from
Borne where he spent almost a
month supervising and recording
the full-length “Aida” album.

Hr also has one-night “gala” book-'
Inga in Ostend and Cannes set for
the peak August tourist .seasons.
Helen & Harry; Brandt hosting
picnic and baseball
at their Portchester
team
estate on occasion of the
VSi Brandt Theatres’ nine, With
lunch, swimming; ginrummy, dinner-dance
and preview, interspersed.
Note from Parls-Match’s globetrotting staffer, Pierre Galante recently married to Olivia de Havilland: “The Sunday of Borrah’s
(Minevitch) death we dined with the
Lew Schreibers at Verte Galante,
on the He St. Louis, so after dinner 1 suggested we go to Borrah’s
bistro.
When” we got- there, a
Sign was on the door: ‘Fermeture
Exceptionnelle'. I said, ’Of course
it's specially closed, he is on his
all-day

‘

UA

.

.

&

.

.

-

trip!’
The next morning we read the sad news in the
N.Y, Herald.”
Attempt is being made by Josephine
Seavelle
O’Donohue of
Hampton Bays, L. I., to locate her
father,
Vincent Seavelle, who
toured under the name of Vincent
C. Scheavalleaux, and her sister
Thelma Seavelle. Mrs. O'Donohue
last heard, from Her parent in
.

'

Bandmaster Johnny Singer back
is the Dawn), which starts
at Hotel Cleveland’s Bronze Room.
week. , ^
Norm
Knuth orch moved into
Montgomery Clift due here to
confab with Rene Clement oh Hotel Statler Terrace Room for
season.
summer
Padfique,”
Le
“Barrage Contre
Caw-Cow Davenport and Mon-,
pic which Clement is to direct in
Indonesia after his present stint tana Tayler, oldtime ragtime comon “Gervaise.” Silvana Mangano posers, making comebacks on. Pin
Wheel Club’s dual pianos with Bob
is also slated for this film.
Marcel Pagnol will take his long- Wpst of WERE as m.c*
delayed U.S. trip this summer. He
will hit N. Y. first and then motor
to’ Hollywood,- where he will confab
.with William Wyler who will do a
By Edythe Ziffren
pic version of the 1946 Pagnol

Vienna

(That

1910.

Since the Hildegarde-Anna Solenko split of their longtime man-.
Jigement, latter is occupying the
elaborate East 72d St. apartment
which, in a large measure, served

.

as a 'gallery for their many art
works.
Since then, each has
claimed their, favorites and/or per(Tel. 31645)
sonal ownerships; those co-oWned script, “Premier Amour” (First
Kalina. D’Argent at King’s Club:
will tye auctioned off eventually. Love).
Jose Behr readying musical reParting- is on friendly terms.
vue at the Lux.
Hildegarde sings Aug. 19 with the
.Ernest Bour, director of StrasConnecticut Symphony, in FairAtlantic City
burg Symphony, her* to baton
field, and probably returns to the
Chilean Philharmonic.
By Joe W. Walker
Hotel Pierre this fall.
The 15-year-old Chilean pianist
Paula Watson opens at Jockey
Bruner Zabor redialing at MunicClub Aug. 1.
Jay ^Howard into Eddie Kravis’ ipal prior, to going to Germany
on a schlorship.
Paddock international July 25.
By Hal V. Cohen
4<
Harris “Ice Capades,” featuring
E1 Hijo Prodigo” (The ProdiLocal magico Del Bay into the
Atwood and Bobby :Specht, gal Son), dramatic ballet with muDonna
Shamrock Hotel in Houston for opened six-week run in boardwalk
sic by Sergio Prokofieff and chorzouf weeks*
Convention Hall ice rink Friday eography by Ernst Uthoff
Little Jack Little into Dore’s
preemed at Municipal Theatre
Labor Day week for first date ( 22 ).
N. Y. celebs including Billy Rose July 20.
around here in years.
folk due here
Jack Durant tried to get out of and newspaper
Fred
Ankara booking but couldn’t; Wednesday (28) for preem of“Hear!
opened three-week, run Monday Waring’s musical show
Hear!” at the Warner.
Bermuda
(25).
Buddy Morrow into Steel Pier
Tim (Johnny) Kirby off again on
By A1 Wagstaff
another RCA-yictor deejay tour Marine hall next Friday (29) for
Jackie Gleason settled in house
Bogert & Co., Ray at Tuckerstown.
after finishing a nitery booking week while Lou
William and Roxyettes are vaude
here.
Bermudiana Theatre to fold
Chilly Doyle, vet Sun-Tele base- toppers with Bobby Sergent as after 12-week fall season; lack of
ball writer, presented with a trip emcee.
McGuire Sisters with Jack E.
to Ireland at a testimonial dinner
Sir ilalcolm Sargeant in fVom
,

'

•

.

.

1

•

.

....

A

(Tel.

Harlem

Dick Powell picked to emcee
COMPO’s Audience Award Poll
luncheon iri Beverly Hills.
William Cowitt celebrated his
35th year with Paramount.
Yma Sumac became an American
citizen.

.

Ira

Fire Island
By Mike Groat
Steiner due in from

Coast h.q.

his

'
.

Robert Lantz back- at his .N. Y„
desk rafter a two-frame hiatus.
Arthur Kober slotted a threeday stand with the Shep Traubes.
Dick (ASCAP) Frohlich due back
at his Seaview home after six
weeks overseas.
Robert Q. Lewis cut his weekend
short to be mystery guest on
“What's My Line” Sunday (24).

Among

the weekenders: Pret*-

agent Bob Hector, ballerina Pat
Diamond and music publisher

George Lee.
Susan Strasberg holding on to
the pale look presumably for her
title role in the upcoming B’way
legiter, “Diary of Anne Frank.”
Some islanders plotting a campaign vs. the L.I.R.R. along this
line: “A pig can cross the country
without changing trains; why do
‘

we have

to change at

Jamaica?"

Washington

Trotters Inked
By Florence S, Lowe
Juke box fave- Terri Stevens
Franz Antel has named his newest film comedy, “Lies Have Pretty headlined singer aboard* Wilson
Line's S.S. Mt. Vernon past week.
Legs.”
Producer Richard Halliday cur.Oscar Karlweis negotiating with
Josefstadt Theatre to guest with rent visitor during wife’s (Mary
Martin) and daughter’s (Heller
“Inherit the Wind.”
Philip Co. disks—lpngplay type Halliday) stints in “Skin of Our
of Salzburg festival concerts to Teeth.”
^
Eric Johnston hosted a screenbe released here soon.
Schoenbrunn Studios Closed ing of Paramount’s “To Catch a
dowri.
Russian-occupied
Rosen- Thief” at MPAA headquarters last
huegel Studios are up for sale. No week in honor of Indian publisher
J/C/. Jain.
offers so .far,
Roy Meacbum, ex morning man
Warwick Films of London shooting in Imst, Tyrol, on a comedy for WRC-NBC, and former flack
with Patricia Neal, Paul Douglas for Eddie Fisher during latter’s
Army stint, named head of puband Walter Killa.
licity, and promotion for National
Symphony, replacing Wolf Reade,
.

—

.

.

who moves up

Houston
Playhouse

theatre.

to assistant

man-

ager.

KXYZ

voice and exTheatre co-producer,

Bill Rozan,

Tokyo

hospitalized with a heart attack.

Leopold Stokowski, who assumed
reins of Houston Symphony in fall,
talks over season’s plans here next

By Richard Larsh
Number of Cinema Scopeequipped theatres in Japan now

month.
stands at 314.
Larry Wayne, longtime Houston
Italian Embassy here announced
announcer, left KREL and radio that a festival of Japanese films
for a try as tv announcer on will be held in Rome early next

KGUL-TV.

year.

James Stewart, here for personal
Leo Hoechsteader, formerly press
appearances to “help with preem aide to MPEA prexy Eric A. Johnof “The Man From Laramie,” did ston, named Far East MPEA rep,
stints on KGUL-TV, in which he’s Vice Irving Maas.
a stockholder.

“Madame

•

.

more

•

•

.

,

at

surgery.
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week

Jack L. Warner called off his
proposed European tour because
of heavy production on lot here.'
Rosalind Russell spending a twoweek vacation- at Cordnado.
Gene Nelson in town after making a picture in' London.
Richard Thorpe recovering from

Globe

>

in 12th

Ralph Staub returned from twomonth tour during which he detailed activities of Variety Clubs
International.
John C. Flinn checked in at Allied Artists after two weeks in

for two games.

Leonard and Lou Monte opened London for holiday; finds time to
for week Friday (22) at Skinny encourage local bands arid orchesIreland
D’Amato’s 500 Club. Laino and tras.
A
Campbell with Boots McKenna
By Maxwell Sweeney
(Mrs. 'Robert
Patrice Munsel
girls held over.
(22
iFamey.
PH; Dub tin 64506
Schuler) showing her new-born son
Chalfonte-Haddon is first resort to local press; infant born in BerAnn Todd and Paul Rogers in
for Old Vic season in Dublin,
week’s White Barn shew, “Father hotel to install Cinemascope, hav- muda.
Gaiety, Dublin, shuttered for
of Bride,” while Hale McKeen ing it in its 13th floor theatre. Air
Philip Wylie planed out after
conditioned spot seats 415 and is
reconstruction; reopens in Novemtakes a short vacation..
watching two episodes of his
Dick Powell’s older brother, equipped with 35m projection “Crunch & Des” series being TV- ber.
After censor hassle “Marty”
Howard Powell, general traffic booth. “A Star Is Bom” was first filmed at Darrells Island.
(UA) got green light from Appeal
manager of Illinois Central HR, in film shown. New film is presented
Bermuda General Theatres and Board.
every week for guests.
town for Traffic Club outing.
Island Theatres, which merged a
Dublin Globe Theatre Co. anfew weeks ago, going ahead with kling rights to new pieces by Abbey
plans to build a luxury cinema in playwright Andrew Ganly.
Australia
Rome
Hamilton.
Donagh MacDonagh’s “Happy as
By Robert F. Hawkins
By Eric Gorrlck
Larry,”
currently
being
again
Suburban cinemas here increased
(Archimede 145; tel .800 211)
presented at’ the Olympia, Dublin;
admissions „to meet rising overMary Pickford, at the Excelsior,
stars Liam Redmond and Sheila
head.
guested at a press cocktail party.
Frankfurt
Manahan.
Old Vic Co., headed by KathaRoberta Peters and husbandBy Hazel Guild
rine Hepburn, pulling smash trade hotelier Bertram Fields honey(24 Rheinstrasse; 76751)
at Tivoli, Sydney.
mooning in northern Italy.
“Underwater!” (RKO) opens in
Chicago
J. C. Williamson will roadshow
Vittorio DeSica named prexy of
“Paint Your Wagon” in Brisbane this year’s Edinburgh Film Fete, Germany next month.
Singer Jo Ann Miller into the
“Canarls,” which just won a Cloister Inn.
after a so-so Sydney run.
which gets under way Aug. 21.
“Harlem Blackbirds” here for
Red Buttons gave a show for prize at the Berlin Filmfest, now
Guy Cherney here drumbeating
run at Palladium, Sydney, under Army and Navy personnel in Na- into the second-runs here,
his Mercury disk version of “The
Harry Wren management.
ples during his extended local stay.
Charles Regnier working on Kentuckian.”
Virginia Paris, out here two
Helen Hayes and Charles German translation of Agatha
Tony DeSantis is building a new
years ago in “South Pacific,” Signed MacArthur taking in Caracalla Christie’s “Witness for the Prose- '$250,000 home for his suburban
by Tivoli loop for a revue.
Opera during current Rome stop- fall.
Martinque eatery.
Local crooner Jimmy Parkinson over.
Best-seller from Holland, “Ciske
Red Skelton’s biz manager Bo
signed by Decca to make disks in
Laurence Oliviers (Vivien Leigh) die Ratte,” is being made into a Roos, confabbing with Freeman
London. Leaves here this week.
vacationing briefly on Lake Gards German film directed by Wolfgang Keyes, prexy of the Russel M.
Charles Chauvel’s Aussie-made before returning to London for Staudte.
Seeds ad agency, on the comedian’s
is

Baiv.ey Rose’s 35 years in film Ip,-,
dustry.

By Emil W. Maas*

in his honor.
Pittsburgh actor Fritz Weaver
signed by Irene Selznick for a role
in “The Chalk Garden’’ on Broadway in the fall.
Dick Scagna directing next

pic» “Jedda,”

western district manager

versal’s

’

this

'

*

Southern California exhibitors
tossed a luncheon honoring Uni-

,

A

honeymoon

,

M

,

George Jessel back from his Eut
ropean quickie and returning to
London, soon for a BBC Variety
show which he’ll emcee on Aug. 24.

an

this winter.
“Der Sohn der Hagar” (The Son
of Hagar) is now being shot in
colufr, starring Werner Krauss, for
Constantin release in Germany.
pic
here to make plans for
Work winds up in July on the
of year after 30 years.
an island locale. Williams also will
Max Thorpe, Columbia managing Gloria film, “08/15 II. Tell” (08/15
set a local yarn, “Robbery Under
director, recuperating from recent Second Part), sequel to the biggest
Anns***
grosser in Germany since the war,
surgery, but still hospitalised.
Paramount, in association with
Mike Frankovich pacted Lee last year’s “08/15.”
Dan Carroll’s Prince Edward, Patterson
Marta Eggerth and Jan Kiepura,
to star opposite Faith
Sydney, will gala preem “Country Domergue in his upcoming produc- now doing “The Merry Widow” on
Girl” and Danny Kaye’s “Assignthe
London stage, return to
tion of “44 Soho Square.”
ment Children”, to aid United NaArthur Blake opens a London Vienna's Raimund Theatre this
tions Appeal for Children.
season with his ohe-man show, fall to present “Orlow.”
Nabe exhibitors are giving pa- “See the Stars,” at the Duchess
“Travelling Light,” all-American
trons too much celluloid, according
girl revue, to tour for Armed
for one month beginnings Aug. -2.
to industry observers, One exhib
Collins, man- Forces in Germany and France in
Raymond
Douglas
recently - played “Deep In My
J, >C. and. J. August. Stars singer Jeri Talbot;
for aging director, of
Heart” (M-G) and “Dial
Goya has joined the board Derby Rogers, girl magician; the
Murder” <WB) on the one bill. Fields
Corp. New Yorkers, dancing duo; singer
Started at 7:15 p.m., and ended at of* the National Film Finance
Leo Jaffe, Columbia interna- Peggy* Peter's and Tobl Reynolds.
11:35.
Michael Jary is now filming
tional veepee, arrived on the Elizabeth last week for confabs with “Wie Werde Ich Filmstar” (If I
distribution and production execs. Become a Movie Star) in Hamburg
for Europe release. Director Theo
Paris
Jill Melford, British actress who
Lirigen also, plays in the pic, which
lived in the U.S. during the War,
By Gene Moskowitx
stars singer Bibi Johns, Nadja
signed to a longtermer by Colum- Tiller,
(28 Rue Huchette ; Odeon 49-44).
Harald Juhnke, Peter
Hollywood
last
week.
bia;
left
for
year
First
quarter this
has
Garden.
showed a hike in gross film reBernard Charles Sendall named
ceipts of 10%.
of
the
Indeputy director-general
Greta Garbo, holed up in Monte dependent Television 'Authority.
Carlo, is staving off French pic Will be in charge of administration
producer propositions.
and policy questions.
By Earl J. DiaS
Sue Stanley, hack from her LiThornton Wilder vacationing in
Stanley Kramer, Olivia de. Havilbanese stint, now topping Dinar- land and Broderick Crawford in Newport.
zade nitery show here.
Sarah Churchill doing “No Time
town for .screening of “Not As
Leonide -Moguy still propping Stranger,”, which has a! charity for Coiriedy” at Somerset,
.his pic on the moral and social reWilliam J, Cornell, press rep at
preem under Variety Club auspices
sponsibilities of those who created tonight
Dennis, confined to home ..by ill(Wed.),
the atomic bomb.
ness.
“Marty” (UA) will .be allowed a
Cape Cod Melody Tent at Hyan25% tab increase when released
nis has “Guys and Dolls” for two
here on prestige strength of its
weeks.
Cannes Fest first prize.
Donald Cook and John Dali CoBy Glenn C. Pullen
Jeari Danet inked" to do title
Hollenden’s Vogue Room discon- starring in “Champagne Complex”
role in Franco-Austrlan producat Falmouth Playhouse, Coonamestinued
and
shows
dance
music
floor
Sophia
“Robert Macalre.”
tion,
sett.
until fall.
Loren is to. play opposite.
Gordon Argo’s Orleans Arena
Juanita Hall, doing Bloody Mary
Betty Reilly, in her 'Stint at Le
at Musicartlival strawhatter, dou- Theater scheduled two new plays
Carroll’s here, added French to
for
strawhat testing—Scott Payher song catalog as well as Eng- bling at Kornman’s Back Room ton’s “Throw Me ~a Kiss,” week of
Club, during final two weeks here.
lish, ’Spanish and Yiddish.
August
9, and Paul Chavchavadze’s
Backers of Cain Park strawhatLuis Bunuel, Mexican director,
“Russian’s Pond,” week August 23.
inked Georges Marchal and 'Gianni ter looking for 1956 replacement
Marvin
Kline,
director, going,
for
Esposito to star in a Franco-Italo
pic, ffCela
S’Appelle L’Aurore” to New York after summer series.
,

Queen Mary.

game Aug. 20

Hildegarde Neff role in “Silk
Stockings” on the London stage
*

Cornell Borchers will repeat the fall tv plans.
o

Japanese

Butterfly,” first Italoco-pro, made by Toho

Studios and Gallone of Italy,
grossed $35,000 in its first 13-day
roadshow in Japan at the Tokyo

Yurakuza.
Robert V. Perkins,- for years associated with Paramount in Japan
and the Far East, resigned his position as Japan manager, and left
on a big game hunting expedition
vacation in Africa. Perkins is son
of new Paramount veepee William
Perkins, who formerly headed Par
operations in England.

Boston
By Guy

Livingston
Crew Cuts current on 1Y^ S011
Lines Bouton Belle dance boat,
backed up by. Meyer Davis orch.
Lillian Roth booked into the
Bradford Roof Aug. 3 marking her
third engagement in her home
town in less than 12 months.
New club El Morocco readying
in the former Ada Bullock’s Restaurant on Tremont St. for fall
.

opening. Don Carlos of new enterprise talent searching in Manhattan.

Gloria Vanderbilt got advance
copies of her book of poems,
skedded for publication Sept. .26,
while appearing at the Marblehead Summer, Theatre. Miss Vanderbilt says the volume has 27 love

poems.
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was upped to manager Buster Keaton, died July 21 in
Hollywood after "a six-month ill,
Surviving are his wife, two ness. She was a member of the
vaudeville team, The Three Keadaughters and two sons.

tions and
in 1954.

’

JOHN
John D.

Margo

MARGO JONES
Jones, 42, legit producer*
M inded and operated

illness.

so

in

•

who

ALLISON

D.

Allison, 41, sales

man-

toured with Signe Has- ager of KGMB, Honolulu, died of
earlier this a heart attack July 15 in that city.

He

Cohtlntwd from page

1 iiimimmU

tons.
In< addition to Buster, currently attorney here for .the legit associain England, Mrs. Keatbn is sur- tions, charges the .artistic profesvived by another son and a "daugh- sions, such as writing, designing,
’
ter.
acting, the performing artists and
play producing, which are essential
to the cultural life. of our nation,
James Beatty, 87, a Northern suffer many disadvantages undfer
operator for the present tax system by comCalifornia, theatre
spme. 38 years, died .July 18. in San parison With activities in non-artisJose, .Cal. Founder of the Liberty tic fields.
Amusement Co., he .operated the
“It Is a gross inequity of our
firm from its inception' in 1914 to present laws that the inventor
his retirement in. 1952.
qualifies .for capital gains, but. the
,

“.Candlelight”

and in 1948 appeared bn Prior to joining KGMB; he was
Theatre ’55 ii .Jallas, died July 24 Broadway and' on the road With sales v.p. of KHON, Honolulu.
Before goingto Hawaii in 1952,
Tullaulah Bankhead in “Private
in that city.
Lives.” A native of Montreal, he Allison was aft account exec with
Details in Legit Section.
trouped with several Canadian Paul H. Raymer Co,, and. HeadleyReed Co., both of which are in
stock companies.
PATRICK W, CAMPBELL
Langford had also appeared with Now York.
Patrick W. Campbell, 64, veteran
his
wife and:
'Surviving
are
radio, and film Industry exec, died Miss Hasso in “The True and the
of a heart attack July 9 in London, False,” an. English-language film daughter.
where he. was serving as radio^tv produced by her a few years ago
MAURICE DASSA
program officer with the'U. S. In- in Sweden. /While in Sweden, he
Maurice Dassa, 40, Metro genformation Agency. He Joined the recorded Han?. Christiah Andersen
Agency, ip 1954 after an extensive fairy tales for television and made eral manager in Egypt, died July
Career in the. entertainment field. films for Swedish telecasts. He also 19 in Paris after a brief illness.
Campbell, who was general sales appeared in several of the “For- Starting with the company in 1936
as assistant shipper in its Alexanjnanager for D, W. Griffith and eign Intrigue” telepix;
general rep for United Artists
dria -office, He rose through the
to become Near East sales
from,. 1922 to. 1930, also was assoranks
CARTWRIGHT M. HUNTER
ciated with Pathe. and a number
manager
in 1946. Six years later
“Pinky”
Cartwright
Maxwell
of other film companies in: various Hunter, 55, one of Cleveland’s he was named general manager of
capacities. At one time he was a
Egypt
and
also supervised Metro’s
best known
radio-entertainment
Syria, Lebanon, .Iraq
publicist for Klaw & Erlanger.
died July 23 in that city. operations in.
Named general manager of the 'figures,
and
Iran.
Program relations director at
Coast division of ‘World Broad- WHK, at the time
His wife and three childrep surof his illness,
«:
casting in 1930, Campbell later'
he broke into show biz as a banjo vive^
joined the Don Lee network as player in
a Toledo orchestra.
MARIE GEORGE
v.p., station relations director and
Hunter later switched to Emerprogram director. From 1951 to son Gill's, band as player-singer.
Marie George, pantomime and
1954 he was v.p. and part owner He joined
performer, died July
WHK as an announcer musicomedy
of George Bagnall & Associates,
14
in London. She made her stage
and teamed with Jack Graney to
radio-tv producer-distributor.
do the Indian ballgames before debut in 1897 in New York in
His wife survives.
being named WHK program man- “The Lady Slavey.” Three years
where
ager and. then public relations later she went to England;-*
BEN PIAZZA
she became one of the Drury Lane
director.
girls”
Ben Piazza, 69, veteran casting
Theatre’s
famed
“principal
Survived by his wife and mother.
and talent director, died July 22
in the pantomimes that feature
in Los Angeles after a long illness
London’s Christthas season.
HARRY HAYDEN
culminating "in a cerebral h?morAt one time Miss George toured
Harry Hayden,. 73V stage, film with her own musicomedy- comand tv actor died July 24 in Los pany.
Angeles following a long Illness.
Ih Lovlag Memory of
More recently a dramatic coach;
JBQMER C. WOODS
JACK ADAMS
he had appeared in scores of picHomeric. Woods, 75, veteran extures including ^‘Intruder in the hibitor who *was knowh as “Mr.
A dear husband and father who
Dust” and. “The Rains Came.”
Showman” in Columbia, Mo., died'
passed away Jifiy 20, 1.953
With his wife, Lela Bliss, he there recently of a self-inflicted
formed the Bliss-Hay den minia- gunshot wound. He became a^artMrs. Marie Adams and Jackie
ture theatre in Hollywood. He also ner in a Central!#, Mo., film theaacted with her on the Stuart Erwin tre in 1908 and later built the Star
director,

Theatre League

.

year

'

«

JAMES BEATTY

-

.

;

,

'

t

Surviving are two daughters and
author or playright is taxed upon
-««,
a son.
the' proceeds of his work as ordinary gain.
Justice and fair play
'
Raymond F. Hinsdale, 49, tech- require, as a minimum,
that the
nical
superintendent
at
Paraindividual who is taxed on earned
mount, died July 15 in Los An*
geles following a heart attack income should at least be able to
while working on the lot. He had set aside sufficient funds tor his old
age.”
been With- the studio 22 years.
Pointing out that those in show
biz “characteristically receive flucHelen Morgan,
onetime
33,
Olympic diving champion, fea- tuating, incomes,” Levitt’s letter ex
tured in several Esther Williams’ plains, “play producers, for expictures, died of cancer July 19 in ample, may haye one or two good
Burbank, Cal; Her husband and years and then several .years durr
daughter survive.
ing which their income is sharply
reduced. Under the progressive inMrs. Rachel Booth Powers, re- come tax-' rates, most of their prpftired actress and widow of come- its are taxed away during the good
dian James T. Powers, died July years and no effective adjustment
23 in New York. Her husband, is made for the lean period,” Levwho died in 1943, was active ini the in' points out that corporations
theatre for more than a half-cen- have long received favorable tax
*
tury.
treatment via the carry-back; carry-forward, which the self-emHal C. Norfleet, 69, publicist and ployed, non-incorporated figures of
theatre manager, died July 19 in the theatre don’t get.
Dallas. He managed theatres in
He adds, “One of the greatest
Houston and latei* was publicity, di- inequities is that individuals with
rector for Interstate Theatres in fluctuating income are taxed m*ch
Dallas,
more heavily on -.the same total
aggregate of income than those
Father, 86, of Harry C. Xlein- persons whose income is relatively
dlenst,
assistant
treasurer
of stable. There is grave need for the
Lpew’s International Corp., died, introduction .of some reasonable
July 18 in New York. Also surviv- method of: tax averaging* H.R; 9
ing are another son and two
and 10 (the two bills introduced
daughters.
early this year), while not direct*
ed
to the problem of averaging as
the
Theatre in Columbia, now
site,
Carrie K. C. Combs, 48, former such, would tend to alleviate, in
of the Varsity Theatre;
Woods also acted as manager at hula dancer' who. Once toured the substantial measure, the inequities
various times for a number of Coast, died July 16 in Honolulu. incurred by those self-employed
houses operated by Commonwealth She appeared with the David K. individuals whose income' is subBray troupe,
Amusement Co. of Kansas City.
ject to severe and radical change..”
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rhage. Starting his career in the tv show* Prior to launching his
entertainment world with Paul screen career, Hayden was seen on
Armstrong, he later became gen- Broadway in such plays as. “Boomeral manager .of the
Circuit. erang.”
Surviving, besides his wife, are
In' 1928, when talking pictures
were new; Irving Thalberg induced two sons, two sisters and a brother.
him to join Metro as talent scout.
In time Piazza became head of
the talent "wnd casting department
Ruth Crowley, 48, Chicago writer
at Paramount and subsequently who in recent years doubled activeorganized Major Pictures, in asso- ly into television, died July 19 in
ciation with Emanuel Cohen. One Chi after a short illness. Resides
of their pictures was. “Pennies from penning a daily “advice1 ’ column
Heaven,” with Bing -Crosby, He be- in the Sun-Times, Mrs* Crowley, a
came chief of RKQ's talent and registered nurse, condx&ted the
casting department in 1940 and re- “All About Baby” daily show on
tired in 1948 because Of failing WGN-TV which on Thursdays went
out to IQ. station? via the DuMont
health.
Surviving are his wife, two line. Last winter she al$o helmed
a morning show on
daughters and a son.
under
the auspices of the Sun-Times.
Survived by husband, two sons
LILLY CAHILL
Lilly Cahill, 69, actress, died and a daughter.
July *20 in San Antonio. She made

BKO

RUTH CROWLEY

.

WBKB

“TTV.

JOAQUIN PARDAVE
Joaquin Pardave, 54, comedian,
director, write rand composer, died
July 29 in Mexico City. Born in
Guanajuato province,' he directed
some 60 films and appeared in
mor,e than 200. He also was a
prolific songwriter with 25 tunes to
his credit. Among them are “Varita
de Nardo” and “Negra Cinsentida.”
At the time of his death, Pardave
was working- on two films. They’re
-

“:Club fie Senbritas”

and -“La Vir-

tud Desnuda.”

JOSEPH ROSENFELD

RKO

DAVID CHANCELLOR

David Chancellor,

RKO

.

MOSCOWITZ

•

——

VERNON

PAUL

FOLEY

A

&

and had appeared on the “Miss
Susan” series in television and as
tne high school principal in “Mr.
Peepers.” He also was Seen in a
recent Broadway revival of “The
master Builder.”
Surviving are a sister and an
uijcle.

WILLIAM
William

J.

J.

McSHEA

McShea,

57,

manager

RKO

of branch- operations for
Pictures, died of a heart attack July
21 while vacationing in Scrahton,
Pa.
film industry veteran, he

A

entered the old Pathe company
with the Joseph P.
Kennedy
WILLIAM LANGFORD
regime in 1927 as treasurers’ repWilliam Langford, 35, actor, died resentative. Subsequently he! beJiuy 20 in New York after a long came assistant manager of opera-

Marcus A. Hunkeler,

.

52,

clown

who appeared With

circuses in the
U.S. and abroad, died July 17 in
Columbus O. A native of France, he

is

survived by a daughter.

Wife, Of the late Michael E.
Comerford, pioneer exhibitor and
founder of. the Comerford Circuit,
died July ;24 in Scranton, Pa. A
daughter and a sister survive.
*

v

’

.'

—

-

Wife, 45, of Dale Danielson, for-

mer

Joseph .Rosenfeld, 48, traveling
auditor for
Pictures in Latin
America,
died- of a heart attack
assistant
42,
to Sydney E. R. Wynne, publicity July 21 in'Trinidad on the eve of
chief for the J. Arthur Rank Or* his departure for New York., for
ganization, was killed in an auto homeoffice conferences.
Born in Austria, Rosenfeld was
accident July 16 while motoring to
since 1943. After servCornwall, Eng., on vacation. He with
joined the Rank group in 1946 ing as as accountant in the comChilean office, he was
after service with the Royal Navy. pany’s
Before the war, Chancellor was named traveling auditor iq 1947.
Surviving is a brother.
associated with the Newnes .-publishing group for several years and
SILVIO TIBERINI
for a time was assistant editor of
In Loving Memory of
Silvio Tiberini, 73, trumpeter
the Strand mag.
JENNIE
His wife and two children sur- for several leading concert bands
for more than-30 years,- died July
vive.
July 26, 1953
22 in Philadelphia. Before illness
?
forced his retirement 10 years ago,
The Family
NICK LaBANIC
he was a member of Oreste VesNick LaBanic, 46, violinist for
sela’s band for 21 years and with
15 years with the St. Louis MuGiuseppe Creatore and Martini’s
role in “Under Cover,” in which; nicipal Orchestra, died of a heart Symphony Orchestra prior to that
attack
July
16
in
that
city.
He
was
she acted for two seasons.
His wife, a daughter and four
Among other plays in Which she; selected by former President Tru- sons survive.
performed were “Two Women,”! man to play at his inaugural ball
“The Concert,” “The Road to Ar- in 1949.
STEELE
LaBanic, whose true name was
cady,” “Joseph and His Brethren,”'
yernon Steele, 72, retired legit
“Caprice,”
“The Tyrant” and Labanica, also was noted as. a and film actor, died of a heart at“Alien .’Corn,” She also appeared clarinet and saxophone player. He tack July 23 in Los Angeles. He
in several London legit productions also had several small bands op* made his debut in 1899 in a Lonerating in the St. Louis area.
and British films.
don production of “The Little MinHis wife, parents and a brother
Surviving are two brothers and
ister” and later was seen in silent
survive.
two sisters.
films. He also appeared with Ethel
Barrymore in ^Declasse,” a 1919
H. STOES
JOSEPH F.
presentation at Broadway’s Empire
Joseph Fitzgerald Foley, 45,
Paul H. Stoes, 52, concert man- Theatre.
legit and tv actor, died July 22 of ager for a numbet of artists, died
His wife and two sons survive.
a heart attack in Holyoke, Mass. July 23 in New York. Among his
The previous night he had received clients were violinist Isaac Stern,
JOY V. PHILLIPS
several curtain calls and an out- the Curtis String Quartet and the
Mrs. Joy V. Phillips, 59, onetime
standing ovation for his portrayal Don Cossack Chorus.
resident vaudeville singer and dancer, died
o’ Lieut Comdr. Queeg in' “The of Las Cruces, N. M., he was in July 19 in San Francisco.
naCaine Mutiny Court Martial” as a N. Y. for the concert season. At tive of Chicago, she began her
member of the Valley Players, one time he was associated with stage career as a dancer but an
strawhat stock company appearing National Concert
Artists Corp.
injury turned her to singing.
at Mountain Park Casino.
Surviving are his wife, two
Her husband survives.
He was a native of Alpena, Mich., sons and his mother.
her last Broadway appearance in
“Life With Father” in 1945-46. She
was seen in a New York television
show last summer and wept to San
Antonio the following spring.
Early in her acting career Miss
Cahill appeared with Mrs. Leslie
Carter in a toiiring production of
“Vasta Heame.” Her first notable
assignment was the lead femme
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president of the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Assn., died July 4 of
a heart attack in Russell, Kans.

-

Mother, 77,

of

N.

Y.

Giants’

RKO
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“for the present, let’s say. I have
not considered a production, chief
such as Darryl F. Zanuck or Dore
Schary.”
C. J. Tevlin, studio operations
head for seven years under Hughes,
yesterday tendered his resignation
to stay with the airman.
from
O’Neil described his own job as
“overseer,” adding: “I ain’t no
Cecil. B. DeMille/’
The $25,000 purchase
came from a $20,000,(^10 borrowing
-

RKO

,

money

manager Leo Durocher, died July from Chase-Manhattan Bank and
24 in Ghicopee Falls. Mass. Three $5,000,000 from General Tire,
O’Neil disclosed.
As for the 800 old RKO films,
O’Neil said it wa? a question how
many could be utilized for tv partadelphia Public schools, died July ly due to their being outmoded and
18 in that city.
also because of legal problems.
O’Neil disclosed that the new
Wallace S. Buchanan, former management is taking over from
concert pianist, died July 16 in Hughes the contract of prez James
San Francisco. His wife and mother R. Grainger. It runs through Inext
survive.
February.
other sons also survive.

Gertrude D. Novokovsky, 45,
radio and tv assistant for the Phil-

Mrs. Alice Ziegler secretary for
Variety Club Tent No. 1 in Pittsburgh for last 14 years, died of
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Bodge, son,
cancer July 17 in that city.
July 16, Milford, Conn. Father’s
on sales staff of WICC, Bridgeport.
Armando Aburto, 45, Mexican
Mr. and Mrs. Wallie Dunlap,
film and legit actor, died July 16 daughter, July 13, Derby, Conn.
of
manager
long
illness.
after
City
a
general
Mexico
in
Father’s
WTAO, Cambridge, Mass,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fiske, son,
Step-mother of Beckley Smith,
veteran Pittsburgh newscaster, died Washington, July 17. Father is a
disk jockey with WWDC.
July 20 in Huntington, W. Va.
Mr. and Mrs. Manning Gurian,
William J* Mason, 91, Veteran son, New York, July 19, Mother is
Julie' Harris; father’s a
actress
theatre musician, died July 20 in
playwright and theatrical exec.
New Boston, N.H.
Mr. and Mrs. Parton Swift, son,
New York, July 15. Mother is ac-

BIRTHS

.

t

MARRIAGES

Pat Benoit.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Mamakos,
July
20.
Hollywood,
Atlanta, July 20. Groom and father Father is an actor.
own and operate 4 firstrun film
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Lichtenhouses in downtown Baltimore.
July 9, Washington.
stein, Son,
Mary Walker to Maurice John- Father is press-promotion, topper
son, Baltimore, July 10. Bride is in at WWDC-MBS.
A
department of
accounting
the
Mr. and Mrs. George Kaczmar,
WAAM-TV; he’s an engineer at the son, San Antonio, recently. Father
same station.
is manager of Empire Theatre in
Mae Hoenig to Gunther Law- that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill LeRoy, daughrence, New York, July 3. He’s with
ter, Pittsburgh, July 18. Father’s
“ SIGMUND FELLNER
the Barry Gray radio show.
bandleader.
a
Sigmund Fellner, 69, director of
Norma Lea Grim to Rudy GrayMr. and Mrs. Cliff Franz, son,
the Metropolitan Opera’s costume zell, San Antonio, July 14. Bride
department since 1951, died July is receptionist at KMAC there; Pittsburgh, Ju ly 18. Father’s a
musician.
21 in the Bronx, N. Y. Joining the he’s an orch leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell L. GamMet’s costume branch in 1923 as a
Lorraine Dora to Mike Wallace, son, son, Hollywood, July 21, Fadesigner, he was upped to head
New York, July 21. He’s an actor. ther is an assistant director at
tailor in 1946.
Patricia Lois Young to Milton Columbia.
Five children survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Sherman,
Goldentyer, Philadelphia, July 3.
Bride is daughter of Milton Young, son, New York, July 12. Father is
MRS. MYRA KEATON
Pictures
rep.
in
ASCAP legal department.
press
Columbia
of
Mrs. Myra Keaton, 78, mother
Ellen

Marx

to

tress

Bob Rappaport, daughter,

•
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